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OPEN EARLIER AM LIT xxxiii
"RETHINKING EARLY AMERICAN
LITERATURE" PREFATORY NOTE
“Rethinking Early American Literature”:
A Prefatory Note from Plymouth State University’s
“Rethinking Early American Literature” Alumni
In this class, we questioned the very parameters of what
counts as American literature. Is American literature
defined by geographical boundaries? Experiences?
Histories? Themes? What is the difference between
American literature and American history? Who
determines what counts as American literature? In our
global era, it is clear that past definitions of American
literature must be revisited. This anthology moves to
answer the question “what is American literature?” by
framing the texts in new and provocative ways that fit the
modern age.
This anthology is unique because it was made by
students, for students. Exploring American literature
contemplatively and critically, It moves beyond the voices
of old white men talking about even older white men.
This anthology provides specific details and insights into
multiple texts from diverse authors that are important
representations of American literature. However, this
anthology takes things a step further due to the fact that
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it makes connections between important works of
American literature and contemporary culture (such as
films and other references). In this way, this anthology is
relevant to students today. It provides insight into what
has happened in the past, while also giving students the
tools to think critically about what’s happening within
the field of American literature in the present.
Moreover, this anthology asks us to consider what it
means for literature to be “American.” How can we
possibly define American literature without
comprehending the fragility, complexity, and pride that
accompanies such a term? “America” can mean the United
States and all that comes with being a resident in such a
nation, but it is also the entirety of two continents and
everywhere their influence spreads. This anthology tries
to unpack that by combining multiple famous texts with
a wide range of ideas by each individual in the classroom.
We do not claim to have a “perfect” or “complete”
representation of American literature. Rather, we offer
an unexpected combination of texts, headnotes,
provocations, and class writings that explore and
question the underpinnings of American literature as a
corpus. We hope that future PSU English students will
feel inspired to contribute to, annotate, and continue this
project, constantly refining, remixing, and reworking it
going forward.
There are many ways to anthologize early American
Literature. In this class we chose to question every way
it could be anthologized. By doing so, we have whittled
early American literature down to make our own, new
anthology that is meant to be a free resource for all.
In our blog posts and our headnotes we tried our very
best to sound original, to provoke thought, and even
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weave some good old fashion comedy and sass in there.
The readings are fun and amusing while still answering
critical questions about literature. Hopefully reading
them will help future PSU students have fun while
learning.
There is a lot to be considered when anthologizing
a text in an American literature anthology. We hope to
shift the focus from the nation to the larger, global
implications for what defines something as “American.”
It seems imperative that scholars continue to question
what truly characterizes American literature within and
beyond national boundaries.
This anthology represents each and every student’s
individual thought process and deeper reading skills. It
allows for us to show our own unique textual
interpretations and what they may mean to us on a more
personal level. It also allows for us to take pride in our
hard work and dedication throughout the semester, as we
make our voices heard in a public context.
xxxvi ABBY GOODE
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PART I.
NATIVE AMERICAN AND
ETHNOGRAPHIC TEXTS
(2015)

CHAPTER 1.
INTRODUCTION (2015)
SHANNON GRIFFITHS, KENDAL LARIVIERE, DAVID
MACNEILL, TIMOTHY MOONEYHAN
“The Peyote Cult”
The Peyote Cult, or Native American Church, involved
the use of peyote which is a small, spineless cactus that
contains mescaline and can be used for the hallucinogenic
effects it provides. The use of peyote as a medicine and a
way to reach divine clarity took place before Columbus
came to America, but the religion became fully realized
and started spreading in 1885. Peyote practices around
and after this time had cultural characteristics from both
Mexican and Native American practices.
The Native American Church uses several instruments
in their rituals. The peyote gourd rattle is used when
singing peyote songs during rituals. There is also a water
drummer that uses a modified iron kettle as a drum while
the singer sings and uses his rattle. The water drummer
uses a hard wooden stick made from thick wood that
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produces a strong sound when used on the drum. The
last ritual tool they use is the peyote staff, which is passed
around the group and is held upwards during ceremonies
as it is a representation of a holy god.
There are various different ceremonies and ways of
conducting them, but there are/were two main styles
used. The first one is known as a “half-moon” fireplace.
This ceremony involves the use of tobacco and very little
connection to the Bible. The second ceremonial meeting,
the “cross fire” fireplace, is the opposite because tobacco
is not used and the Bible is used almost exclusively. This
is one example of how indigenous religion blended
together with the Christian doctrine and belief system.
Source:
“Native American Church.” Wikipedia. Wikimedia
Foundation, n.d. Web. 23 Sept. 2015.
“Of The Girl Who Married Mount Katahdin”
The story you are about to read, Of The Girl Who
Married Mount Katahdin, is one of many early Penobscot
Indian stories. These stories, however, were not originally
written down. This story, as well as countless others
within the Penobscot tribe, were oral stories. These were
traditionally kept alive by the act of passing the story
down from elder members of the tribe to younger
members. The Penobscots were natives of Maine,
therefore crafting stories about their landscape. Mount
Katahdin, which means “The Greatest Mountain” in
Penobscot culture, is the highest point in Maine, and was
originally named by the Penobscot natives. It wasn’t until
white ethnographers began recording these cross cultural
encounters that these stories became solidified in
literature.
Charles Leland, the self-claimed “author” of the story
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as well as one of the first ethnographers to collaborate
with the Penobscot natives, was a man of many interests.
Originally born in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania on August
15th, 1824, Charles Godfrey Leland was educated at
Princeton University, where he became interested in both
European and American folklore. After spending time in
France and Germany, Leland came to America, where he
made contact with the Algonquian tribes. These tribes
were situated all throughout northeastern New England,
as well as large parts of Canada. He studied as well as lived
with the Penobscot natives, recording their culture.
The term Ethnography is defined in the Merriam-
Webster Dictionary as “the study and systematic
recording of human cultures.” The ethnographic
researcher views the society from the subjects view. The
use of ethnography is to study, understand, and ultimately
preserve a culture. The use of ethnography within the
Penobscot culture was to help the “American” people that
lived in New England at the time to better understand
the life and culture of the natives. Since it is a holistic
study, meaning all encompassing, ethnographers were
encouraged to include everything they possibly could
about their experience with the culture. Of the Girl who
married Mount Katahdin is an example of Realistic
Ethnography, which is described as a simple, objective
account of their experience, story. In Leland’s case, he
simply wrote down the story that he heard from Mrs.
Marie Sakis, an older Penobscot story-teller.
Of the Girl who married Mount Katahdin is the story of
a young woman who was outside gathering berries. This
girl is romantically enticed, and ultimately seduced by
the spirit of Mount Katahdin. Together, they conceive
a child, and she returns to her village three years later
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with the young boy, whose eyebrows are made of stone.
The child, who has the ability to kill animals with the
pointing of a finger, is used by the tribe to collect an
abundance of food. Eventually, the natives of the tribe
began to ostracize and make fun of the young boy, to
which his mother replies by retreating back to the
mountain with the child. The natives lose the powers of
the child, and ultimately, their source of food. Finally,
Leland states at the end of his passage that it was the
American’s own fault for similarly abusing the trust and
dignity of the native people, destroying “confidence and
respect for them among the Indians.”
Discussion Questions:
1) What might be the significance of the child’s
eyebrows being stone? Why not any other part of his
body?
2.) How might this story tell the “fall of man” through a
native standpoint? What are some surefire signs that it is
or isn’t?
Sources Cited:
Wikipedia Contributors. “Charles Godfrey Leland.”
Wikipedia. Wikimedia Foundation, n.d. Web. 28 Sept.
2015.
“Native Languages of the Americas: Penobscot (Eastern
Abnaki, Penawahpskewi, Penobscott).” Native Americans:
Penobscot Indian Tribe (Penobscot Nation, Penobscott,
Penobscots). N.p., n.d. Web. 28 Sept. 2015.
“Ethnography Definition.” Merriam-Webster. Merriam-
Webster, n.d. Web. 28 Sept. 2015.
“The Origin and Disease of Medicine”
On The Cherokee Tribe
The Cherokee tribe originates in the southeastern
region of the United States, more specifically present-day
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Tennessee, Georgia, North Carolina, and South Carolina.
The Cherokee refer to themselves as Ani-Yuwiya, which
translates to “principal people”. In the 19th century, the
Cherokees were viewed as one of, if not the most socially
and culturally advanced native tribe in the United States.
They were referred to as one of the “five civilized tribes”.
Once gold was discovered on Cherokee land, prospectors
and settlers alike scrambled to the area in an attempt
to acquire the bounty of earthly riches. Despite their
impressive reputation, the Cherokee were forcibly
removed by then president Andrew Jackson under the
Indian Removal Act of 1830. This mass exodus, also
known as the Trail of Tears, disrupted the lives of the
Cherokee people and ended in the death of 4,000
Cherokee whether by hunger, disease, or exhaustion.
On The Origin of Disease and Medicine
The following story, entitled The Origin of Disease and
Medicine, weaves a tale of how disease came to be and
the way in which the cures for these diseases were
discovered. This text, told orally before it was translated
by James Mooney, portrays the natural conflict between
animals and plants. The animals are irked by humanity’s
careless attitude towards them and wish to eradicate
them, while the plants are sympathetic towards humanity
and seek to save them from certain death. The Cherokee
tribe has a strong connection not only to the natural
world itself, but more specifically to botany. As a culture
entrenched in herbal healing and plant identification, it
is only appropriate that their literature would too be
steeped in naturalistic themes and information.
“How Glooskap Went to England and France”
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CC By: Benjamin J. DeLong. Size altered. https://flic.kr/p/
biVVe6
This next Native American text was written down by
Charles Lelands in 1884 in a collection of stories called
The Algonquin Legends of New England, but because it is
likely that the story was originally told orally before it
was transcribed into written words, its unclear when
exactly it was created. This story focuses on the
Algonquin mythical figure of Glooskap (also spelled
Glooscap), as many Algonquin legends do. According to
Wikipedia, the Algonquian people “are one of the most
populous and widespread North American native
language groups, with tribes originally numbering in the
hundreds of thousands” (Wikipedia).
In “How Glooskap went to England and France,” the
mythical being, Glooskap, builds a stone canoe and sails
to England with his mother. When he lands in London,
he tells the Europeans about America. From there, he
continues on to France to have his mother baptized as a
Catholic before returning to America. The legend states
that Glooskap and his mother’s return sparked the influx
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of Europeans to America. This is an example of a “first
contact” or “discovery” story because it tells of an initial
interaction between Natives and Europeans. Legends like
these are important because they help to give us a sense
of how the initial interactions between Native Americans
and Europeans were experienced.
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CHAPTER 2.
THE PEYOTE CULT (PLAINS)
PAUL RADIN
The Peyote Cult, by Paul Radin, [1925]
GENERAL DESCRIPTION
Owing to the great importance of one of the modem
cults found among the Winnebago, the so-called Mescal
or Peyote, it will be discussed here in some detail. Not
only is this cult of great prominence in the life of the
modem Winnebago, but as its inception and progress can
be followed out in considerable detail it is of great
significance for the study of their religion.
The ceremony is generally held in a building called by
the Peyote worshipers a church, although it frequently
takes place in the open also. In the early days of its
organization as many meetings as possible were held. In
1910 there was a tendency to restrict the number and
to have them generally take place on Saturday night. In
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1913, after the first enthusiasm of the new converts had
died out, the author was informed that the meetings were
rarely held more than once a week. Around Christmas
and beginning with July a series of meetings was held,
lasting from a week to 10 days, as a rule. The Christmas
meetings were not prominent in 1910, but the July ones
seem to have been held from the beginning. They
represent, of course, merely a substitution for the older
pagan ceremonies and games that were held about that
time.
In the early days the ceremony was opened by a prayer
from the founder, and this was followed by an
introductory speech. Thereupon the leader sang a Peyote
song, to the accompaniment of a drum. Then another
speech was delivered, and when it was finished the drum
and other regalia were passed to the man to the right.
This man, in turn, delivered a speech and sang a song, and
when he was finished, passed the regalia to the third man,
who subsequently passed it to the fourth one. The fourth
man, when he was finished, returned it to the leader. In
this way the regalia passed from one person to another
throughout the night. It not infrequently happens that
one of these four gets tired and gives up his place
temporarily to some other member of the cult. At
intervals they stopped to eat or drink peyote. At about
midnight the peyote, as a rule, begins to affect some
people. These generally arise and deliver self-accusatory
speeches, and make more or less formal confessions, after
which they go around shaking hands with everyone and
asking forgiveness.
In 1910 the cult already had a rather definite
organization. There was, at every performance, one
leader and four principal participants. John Rave the
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Winnebago who introduced the peyote, was always the
leader whenever he was present. On other occasions
leadership devolved upon some older member. The four
other principal participants changed from meeting to
meeting, although there was a tendency to ask certain
individuals whenever it was possible. The ritualistic unit,
in short, is a very definite one, consisting of a number of
speeches and songs and in the passing of the regalia from
one to the other of the four participants.
During the early hours of the evening, before the
peyote has begun to have any appreciable effect, a number
of apparently intrusive features are found. These, for the
most part, consist of speeches by people in the audience
and the reading and explanation of parts of the Bible.
After the peyote has begun to have an appreciable effect,
however, the ceremony consists exclusively of a
repetition of the ritualistic unit and confessions.
There is an initiation consisting of a baptism, always
performed by John Rave. It is of a very simple nature.
Rave dips his fingers in a peyote infusion and then passes
them over the forehead of the new member, muttering at
the same time the following prayer:
“God, his holiness.”This is what the Winnebago words
mean, although some of the younger members who have
been strongly permeated with Christian teachings
translate the prayer into, “God, the Son, and the Holy
Ghost.”
Whenever the ceremony is performed in the open a
fireplace in the shape of a horseshoe is made. At one end
of this fireplace is placed a very small mound of earth,
called by Rave “Mount Sinai,” and in front of this a cross
is traced in the earth. Upon the small earth mound are
placed the two “chief” peyote, the Bible and the staff. The
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latter, called by Rave the shepherd’s crook, is always
covered with beadwork, and generally has a number of
evenly cut tufts of deer hair on the end and at intervals
along its length. The sacred peyote, known as huŋka (i.e.,
“chief”) are exceptionally large and beautiful specimens.
They are regarded by a number of people, certainly by
Rave, with undisguised veneration.
In addition to the above, there is found a large eagle
feather fan, a small drum, arid a peculiar small type of
rattle. To my knowledge, this type was unknown among
the Winnebago before its introduction by the peyote
eaters.
JOHN RAVE’S ACCOUNT OF THE PEYOTE CULT
AND OF HIS CONVERSION
During 1893-94 I was in Oklahoma with peyote eaters.
In the middle of the night we were to eat peyote. We
ate it and I also did. It was the middle of the night when I
got frightened, for a live thing seemed to have entered me.
“Why did I do it?” I thought to myself. I should not have
done it, for right at the beginning I have harmed myself.
Indeed, I should not have done it. I am sure it will injure
me. The best thing will be for me to vomit it up. Well,
now, I will try it. After a few attempts I gave up. I thought
to myself, “Well, now you have done it. You have been
going around trying everything and now you have done
something that has harmed you. What is it? It seems to be
alive and moving around in my stomach. If only some of
my own people were here! That would have been better.
Now no one will know what has happened to me. I have
killed myself.”
Just then the object was about to come out. It seemed
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almost out and I put out my hand to feel it, but then it
went back again. “O, my, I should never have done it from
the beginning. Never again will I do it. I am surely going
to die.”
As we continued it became day and we laughed. Before
that I had been unable to laugh.
The following night we were to eat peyote again. I
thought to myself, “Last night it almost harmed me.”
“Well, let us do it again,” they said. “All right, I’ll do it.” So
there we ate seven peyote apiece.
Suddenly I saw a big snake. I was very much frightened.
Then another one came crawling over me. “My God!
where are these coming from?” There at my back there
seemed to be something. So I looked around and I saw a
snake about to swallow me entirely. It had legs and arms
and a long tail. The end of this tail was like a spear. “O,
my God! I am surely going to die now,” I thought. Then
I looked again in another direction and I saw a man with
horns and long claws and with a spear in his hand. He
jumped for me and I threw myself on the ground. He
missed me. Then I looked hack and this time he started
back, but it seemed to me that he was directing his spear
at me. Again I threw myself on the ground and he missed
me. There seemed to be no possible escape for me. Then
suddenly it occurred to me, “Perhaps it is this peyote that
is doing this thing to me?” “Help me, O medicine, help
me! It is you who are doing this and you are holy! It is
not these frightful visions that are causing this. I should
have known that you were doing it. Help me!” Then my
suffering stopped. “As long as the earth shall last, that long
will I make use of you, O medicine!”
This had lasted a night and a day. For a whole night I
had not slept at all.
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Then we breakfasted. Then I said, when we were
through, “Let us eat peyote again to-night.” That evening
I ate eight peyote.
In the middle of the night I saw God. To God living
up above, our Father, I prayed. “Have mercy upon me!
Give me knowledge that I may not say and do evil things.
To you, O God, I am trying to pray. Do thou, O Son
of God, help me, too. This religion, let me know. Help
me, O medicine, grandfather, help me! Let me know this
religion!” Thus I spoke and sat very quiet. And then I
beheld the morning star and it was good to look upon.
The light was good to look upon. I had been frightened
during the night but now I was happy. Now as the light
appeared, it seemed to me that nothing would be invisible
to me. I seemed to see everything clearly. Then I thought
of my home and as I looked around, there I saw the house
in which I lived far away among the Winnebago, quite
close to me. There at the window I saw my children
playing. Then I saw a man going to my house carrying
a. jug of whisky. Then he gave them something to drink
and the one that had brought the whisky got drunk and
bothered my people. Finally he ran away. “So, that is what
they are doing,” I thought to myself. Then I beheld my
wife come and stand outside of the door, wearing a red
blanket. She was thinking of going to the flagpole and was
wondering which road she should take. “If I take this road
I am likely to meet some people, but if I take the other
road, I am not likely to meet anyone.”
Indeed, it is good. They are all well—my brother, my
sister, my father, my mother. I felt very good indeed. O
medicine, grandfather, most assuredly you are holy! All
that is connected with you, that I would like to know and
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that I would like to understand. Help me! I give myself up
to you entirely!
For three days and three nights I had been eating
medicine, and for three days and three nights I had not
slept. Throughout all the years that I had lived on earth,
I now realized that I had never known anything holy.
Now, for the first time, I knew it. Would that some of the
Winnebagoes might also know it!
Many years ago I had been sick and it looked as if this
illness were going to kill me. I tried all the Indian doctors
and then I tried all of the white man’s medicines, but they
were of no avail. “I am doomed. I wonder whether I will
be alive next year.” Such were the thoughts that came to
me. As soon as I ate the peyote, however, I got over my
sickness. After that I was not sick again. My wife had
suffered from the same disease, and I told her that if she
ate this medicine it would surely cure her. But she was
afraid, although she had never seen it before. She knew
that I used it, but nevertheless she was afraid of it. Her
sickness was getting worse and worse and one day I said
to her, “You are sick. It is going to be very difficult, but try
this medicine anyhow. It will ease you.” Finally she ate it.
I had told her to eat it and then to wash herself and comb
her hair and she would get well, and now she is well. Then
I painted her face and took my gourd and began singing
very much. Then I stopped. “Indeed, you are right,”she
said, “for now I am well.” From that day on to the present
time she has been well. Now she is very happy.
Black Water-spirit at about that time was having a
hemorrhage and I wanted him to eat the peyote. “Well,
I am not going to live anyhow,” he said. “Well, eat this
medicine soon then and you will get cured.”
Consumptives never were cured before this and now for
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the first time one was cured. Black Water-spirit is living
to-day and is very well.
There was a man named Walking-Priest and he was
very fond of whisky; he chewed and he smoked and he
gambled. He was very fond of women. He did everything
that was bad. Then I gave him some of the peyote and
he ate it and he gave up all the had things he was doing.
He had had a very dangerous disease and had even had
murder in his heart. But to-day he is living a good life.
That is his desire.
Whoever has any bad thoughts, if he will eat this peyote
he will abandon all his bad habits. It is a cure for
everything bad.
To-day the Indians say that only God is holy. One of the
Winnebagoes has told me, “Really, the life that I led was
a very bad one. Never again will I do it. This medicine
is good and I will always use it.” John Harrison and
Squeaking-Wings were prominent members of the
medicine dance; they thought much of themselves as did
all the members of the medicine dance. They knew
everything connected with this medicine dance. Both of
them were gamblers and were rich because they had won
very much in gambling. Their parents had acquired great
possessions by giving medicines to the people. They were
rich and they believed that they had a right to be selfish
with their possessions. Then they ate peyote and ever
since that time they have been followers of this medicine.
They were really very ill and now they have been cured
of it. Now if there are any men that might be taken as
examples of the peyote, it is these three. Even if a man
were blind and only heard about them he would realize
that if any medicine were good, it is this medicine. It
is a cure for all evil. Before, I had thought that I knew
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something but I really knew nothing. It is only now that
I have real knowledge. In my former life I was like one
blind and deaf. My heart ached when I thought of what
I had been doing. Never again will I do it. This medicine
alone is holy and has made me good and has rid me of
all evil. The one whom they call God has given me this.
That I know positively. Let them all come here; men and
women; let them bring with them all that they desire; let
them bring with them their diseases. If they come here
they will get well. This is all true; it is all true. Bring
whatever desires you possess along with you and then
come and eat or drink this medicine. This is life, the only
life. Then you will learn something about yourself, so
come. Even if you are not told anything about yourself,
nevertheless you will learn something of yourself. Come
with your disease, for this medicine will cure it. Whatever
you have, come and eat this medicine and you will have
true knowledge once and for all. Learn of this medicine
yourself through actual experience.
If you just hear about it you are not likely to try it.
If you desire real knowledge about it try it yourself, for
then you will learn of things that you had never known
before. In no other way will you ever be happy. I know
that all sorts of excuses will run through your mind for
not partaking of it, but if you wish to learn of something
good, try this. Perhaps you will think to yourself that it
will be too difficult and this will seem an excuse to you
for not trying it. But why should you act thus a If you
partake of it, even if you feel some uncertainty about
its accomplishing all the good that has been said of it, I
know that you will say to yourself, “Well, this life is good
enough.” After you have taken it for the first time, it will
seem as if they are digging a grave for you, that you are
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about to die; and you will not want to take it again. “It is
bad,” you will think to yourself. You will believe that you
are going to die and you will want to know what is going
to happen to you. The coffin will be set before you and
then you will see your body. If you wish to inquire further
about where you are going then you will learn something
you have not known. Two roads there are, one leading to
a hole in the earth and the other extending up above. You
will learn something that you had not known before. Of
the two roads, one is dark and the other is light. You must
choose one of these while you are alive and so must you
decide whether you wish to continue in your evil ways or
whether you will abandon them. These are the two roads.
The Peyote people see them. They claim that only if you
weep and repent will you be able to obtain knowledge. Do
not, as I said before, listen to others talking about it, but
try the medicine yourself. That is the only way to find out.
No other medicine can accomplish what this has done. If,
therefore, you make use of it, you will live. After they have
eaten peyote people throw aside all the (evil) ceremonies
that they were accustomed to perform before. Only by
eating the peyote will you learn what is truly holy. That is
what I am trying to learn myself.
It is now 23 years since I first ate peyote, and I am
still doing it (1912). Before that my heart was filled with
murderous thoughts. I wanted to kill my brother and my
sister. It seemed to me that my heart would not feel good
until I killed one of them. All my thoughts were fixed on
the warpath. This is all I thought of. Now I know that it
was because the evil spirit possessed me that I felt that
way. I was suffering from a disease. I even desired to kill
myself;
I did not care to live. That feeling, too, was caused by
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this evil spirit living within me. Then I ate this medicine
and everything changed. The brother and sister I wanted
to kill before I became attached to and I wanted them to
live. The medicine had accomplished this.
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CHAPTER 3.
OF THE GIRL WHO MARRIED MOUNT
KATAHDIN (PENOBSCOT)
CHARLES LELAND
The Algonquin Legends of New England, by Charles G.
Leland, [1884]
Of the Girl who married Mount Katahdin, and how all
the Indians brought about their own Rain.
Of the old time. There was once an Indian girl gathering
blueberries on Mount Katahdin. And, being lonely, she
said, “I would that I had a husband!” And seeing the great
mountain in all its glory rising on high, with the red
sunlight on the top, she added, “I wish Katahdin were a
man, and would marry me!”
All this she was heard to say ere she went onward and
up the mountain, but for three years she was never seen
again. Then she reappeared, bearing a babe, a beautiful
child, but his little eyebrows were of stone. For the Spirit
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of the Mountain had taken her to himself; and when she
greatly desired to return to her own people, he told her
to go in peace, but forbade her to tell any man who had
married her.
Now the boy had strange gifts, and the wise men said
that he was born to become a mighty magician. For when
he did but point his finger at a moose, or anything which
ran, it would drop dead; and when in a canoe, if he
pointed at the flocks of wild ducks or swans, then the
water was at once covered with the floating game, and
they gathered them in as they listed, and through that boy
his mother and every one had food and to spare.
Now this was the truth, and it was a great wonder,
that Katahdin had wedded this girl, thinking with himself
and his wife to bring up a child who should build up his
nation, and make of the Wabanaki a mighty race. And
he said, “Declare unto these people that they are not to
inquire of thee who is the father of thy child; truly they
will all know it by seeing him, for they shall not grieve
thee with impertinence.” Now the woman had made it
known that she would not be questioned, and she gave
them all what they needed; yet, for all this, they could
not refrain nor restrain themselves from talking to her
on what they well knew she would fain be silent. And
one day when they had angered her, she thought, “Truly
Katahdin was right; these people are in nowise worthy
of my son, neither shall he serve them; he shall not lead
them to victory; they are not of those who make a great
nation.” And being still further teased and tormented, she
spake and said, “Ye fools, who by your own folly will kill
yourselves; ye mud-wasps, who sting the fingers which
would pick ye out of the water, why will ye ever trouble
me to tell you what you well know? Can you not see who
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was the father of my boy? Behold his eyebrows; do ye not
know Katahdin by them? But it shall be to your exceeding
great sorrow that ever ye inquired. From this day ye may
feed yourselves and find your own venison, for this child
shall do so no more for you.”
And she arose and went her way into the woods and up
the mountain, and was seen on earth no more. And since
that day the Indians, who should have been great, have
become a little people. Truly it would have been wise and
well for those of early times if they could have held their
tongues.
This remarkable legend was related to me by Mrs.
Marie Sakis, a Penobscot, a very clever story-teller. It
gives the Fall of Man from a purely Indian standpoint.
Nothing is so contemptible in Indian eyes as a want of
dignity and idle, loquacious teasing; therefore it is made
in the myth the sin which destroyed their race. The
tendency of the lower class of Americans, especially in
New England, to raise and emphasize the voice, to speak
continually in italics and small and large capitals, with a
wide display, and the constant disposition to chaff and
tease, have contributed more than any other cause to
destroy confidence and respect for them among the
Indians.
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CHAPTER 4.
HOW GLOOSKAP WENT TO ENGLAND
AND FRANCE (PASSAMAQUODDY)
CHARLES LELAND
The Algonquin Legends of New England, by Charles G.
Leland, [1884]
How Glooskap went to England and France, and was
the first to make America known to the Europeans.
There was an Indian woman: she was a Woodchuck
(Mon-in-kwess, R). She had lost a boy; she always thought
of him. Once there came to her a strange boy; he called
her mother.
He had a pipe with which he could call all the animals.
He said, “Mother, if you let any one have this pipe we shall
starve.”
“Where did you get it?”
“A stranger gave it to me.””
One day the boy was making a canoe. The woman took
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the pipe and blew it. There came a deer and a qwah-
beet,–a beaver. They came running; the deer came first,
the beaver next. The beaver had a stick in his mouth;
he gave it to her, and said, “Whenever you wish to kill
anything, though it were half a mile off, point this stick at
it.” She pointed it at the deer; it fell dead.
The boy was Glooskap. He was building a stone canoe.
Every morning he went forth, and was gone all day. He
worked a year at it. The mother had killed many animals.
When the great canoe was finished he took his (adopted)
mother to see it. He said that he would make sails for
it. She asked him, “Of what will you make them?” He
answered, “Of leaves.” She replied, “Let the leaves alone.
I have something better.” She had many buffalo skins
alreadytanned, and said, “Take as many as you need.”
He took his pipe. He piped for moose; he piped for elk
and for bear: they came. He pointed his stick at them: they
were slain. He dried their meat, and so provisioned his
great canoe. To carry water he killed many seals; he filled
their bladders with water.
So they sailed across the sea. This was before the white
people had ever heard of America. The white men did
not discover this country first at all. Glooskap discovered
England, and told them about it. He got to London. The
people had never seen a canoe before. They came flocking
down to look at it.
The Woodchuck had lost her boy. This boy it was who
first discovered America (England?). This boy could walk
on the water and fly up to the sky. 1 He took his mother
to England. They offered him a large ship for his stone
canoe. He refused it. He feared lest the ship should burn.
They offered him servants. He refused them. They gave
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him presents which almost overloaded the canoe. They
gave him an anchor and an English flag.
He and his mother went to France. The French people
fired cannon at him till the afternoon. They could not
hurt the stone canoe. In the night Glooskap drew all their
men-of-war ashore. Next morning the French saw this.
They said, “Who did this?
He answered, “I did it.”
They took him prisoner. They put him into a great
cannon and fired it off. They looked into the cannon, and
there he sat smoking his stone pipe, knocking the ashes
out.
The king heard how they had treated him. He said. it
was wrong. He who could do such deeds must be a great
man. He sent for Glooskap, who replied, “I do not want to
see your king. I came to this country to have my mother
baptized as a Catholic.” They sent boats, they sent a coach;
he was taken to the king, who put many questions to him.
He wished to have his mother christened. It was done.
They called her Molly. 1 Therefore to this day all
woodchucks are called Molly. They went down to the
shore; to please the king Glooskap drew all the ships into
the sea again. So the king gave him what he wanted, and
he returned home. Since that time white men have come
to America.
This is an old Eskimo tale, greatly modernized and
altered. The Eskimo believe in a kind of sorcerers or
spirits, who have instruments which they merely point at
people or animals, to kill them. I think that the Indian
who told me this story (P.) was aware of its feebleness, and
was ashamed to attribute such nonsense to Glooskap, and
therefore made the hero an Indian named Woodchuck.
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But among Mr. Rand’s Micmac tales it figures as a later
tribute to the memory of the great hero.
One version of this story was given to me by Tomah
Josephs, another by Mrs. W. Wallace Brown. In the latter
Glooskap’s canoe is a great ship, with all kinds of birds
for sailors. In the Shawnee legend of the Celestial Sisters
(Hiawatha Legends), a youth who goes to the sky must
take with him one of every kind of bird. This indicates
that the Glooskap voyage meant a trip to heaven.
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CHAPTER 5.
THE ORIGIN OF DISEASE AND
MEDICINE
JAMES MOONEY
THE SACRED FORMULAS OF THE CHEROKEES.
BY JAMES MOONEY.
[1891]
THE ORIGIN OF DISEASE AND MEDICINE.
In the old days quadrupeds, birds, fishes, and insects
could all talk, and they and the human race lived together
in peace and friendship. But as time went on the people
increased so rapidly that their settlements spread over
the whole earth and the poor animals found themselves
beginning to be cramped for room. This was bad enough,
but to add to their misfortunes man invented bows,
knives, blowguns, spears, and hooks, and began to
slaughter the larger animals, birds and fishes for the sake
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of their flesh or their skins, while the smaller creatures,
such as the frogs and worms, were crushed and trodden
upon without mercy, out of pure carelessness or
contempt. In. this state of affairs the animals resolved to
consult upon measures for their common safety.
The bears were the first to meet in council in their
townhouse in Kuwa’hï, the “Mulberry Place,”[1] and the
old White Bear chief presided.
After each in turn had made complaint against the way
in which man killed their friends, devoured their flesh
and used their skins for his own adornment, it was
unanimously decided to begin war at once against the
human race. Some one asked what weapons man used
to accomplish their destruction. “Bows and arrows, of
course,” cried all the bears in chorus. “And what are they
made of?” was the next question. “The bow of wood and
the string of our own entrails,” replied one of the bears.
It was then proposed that they make a bow and some
arrows and see if they could not turn man’s weapons
against himself. So one bear got a nice piece of locust
wood and another sacrificed himself for the good of the
rest in order to furnish a piece of his entrails for the
string. But when everything was ready and the first bear
stepped up to make the trial it was found that in letting
the arrow fly after drawing back the bow, his long claws
caught the string and spoiled the shot. This was annoying,
but another suggested that he could overcome the
difficulty by cutting his claws, which was accordingly
done, and on a second trial it was found that the arrow
went straight to the mark. But here the chief, the old
White Bear, interposed and said that it was necessary
that they should have long claws in order to be able to
climb trees. “One of us has already died to furnish the
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bowstring, and if we now cut off our claws we shall all
have to starve together. It is better to trust to the teeth
and claws which nature has given us, for it is evident that
man’s weapons were not intended for us.”
No one could suggest any better plan, so the old chief
dismissed the council and the bears dispersed to their
forest haunts without having concerted any means for
preventing the increase of the human race. Had the result
of the council been otherwise, we should now be at war
with the bears, but as it is the hunter does not even ask
the bear’s pardon when he kills one.
The deer next held a council under their chief, the Little
Deer, and after some deliberation resolved to inflict
rheumatism upon every hunter who should kill one of
their number, unless he took care to ask their pardon
for the offense. They sent notice of their decision to the
nearest settlement of Indians and told them at the same
time how to make propitiation when necessity forced
them to kill one of the deer tribe. Now, whenever the
hunter brings down a deer, the Little Deer, who is swift
as the wind and can not be wounded, runs quickly up
to the spot and bending over the blood stains asks the
spirit of the deer if it has heard the prayer of the hunter
for pardon. If the reply be “Yes” all is well and the Little
Deer goes on his way, but if the reply be in the negative
he follows on the trail of the hunter, guided by the drops
of blood on the ground, until he arrives at the cabin in
the settlement, when the Little Deer enters invisibly and
strikes the neglectful hunter with rheumatism, so that he,
is rendered on the instant a helpless cripple. No hunter
who has regard for his health ever fails to ask pardon
of the deer for killing it, although some who have not
learned the proper formula may attempt to turn aside
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the Little Deer from his pursuit by building a fire behind
them in the trail.
Next came the fishes and reptiles, who had their own
grievances against humanity. They held a joint council
and determined to make their victims dream of snakes
twining about them in slimy folds and blowing their fetid
breath in their faces, or to make them dream of eating
raw or decaying fish, so that they would lose appetite,
sicken, and die. Thus it is that snake and fish dreams are
accounted for.
Finally the birds, insects, and smaller animals came
together for a like purpose, and the Grubworm presided
over the deliberations. It was decided that each in turn
should express an opinion and then vote on the question
as to whether or not man should be deemed guilty. Seven
votes were to be sufficient to condemn him. One after
another denounced man’s cruelty and injustice toward
the other animals and voted in favor of his death. The
Frog (walâ’sï) spoke first and said: “We must do
something to check the increase of the race or people
will become so numerous that we shall be crowded from
off the earth. See how man has kicked me about because
I’m ugly, as he says, until my back is covered with sores;”
and here he showed the spots on his skin. Next came
the Bird (tsi’skwa; no particular species is indicated), who
condemned man because “he burns my feet off,” alluding
to the way in which the hunter barbecues birds by
impaling them on a stick set over the fire, so that their
feathers and tender feet are singed and burned. Others
followed in the same strain. The Ground Squirrel alone
ventured to say a word in behalf of man, who seldom
hurt him because he was so small; but this so enraged the
others that they fell upon the Ground Squirrel and tore
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him with their teeth and claws, and the stripes remain on
his back to this day.
The assembly then began to devise and name various
diseases, one after another, and had not their invention
finally failed them not one of the human race would have
been able to survive. The Grubworm in his place of honor
hailed each new malady with delight, until at last they had
reached the end of the list, when some one suggested that
it be arranged so that menstruation should sometimes
prove fatal to woman. On this he rose up in his place and
cried: “Wata’n! Thanks! I’m glad some of them will die,
for they are getting so thick that they tread on me.” He
fairly shook with joy at the thought, so that he fell over
backward and could not get on his feet again, but had to
wriggle off on his back, as the Grubworm has done ever
since.
When the plants, who were friendly to man, heard what
had been done by the animals, they determined to defeat
their evil designs. Each tree, shrub, and herb, down even
to the grasses and mosses, agreed to furnish a remedy for
some one of the diseases named, and each said: “I shall
appear to help man when he calls upon me in his need.”
Thus did medicine originate, and the plants, every one of
which has its use if we only knew it, furnish the antidote
to counteract the evil wrought by the revengeful animals.
When the doctor is in doubt what treatment to apply for
the relief of a patient, the spirit of the plant suggests to
him the proper remedy.
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CHAPTER 6.
VIRACOCHA AND THE COMING OF THE
INCAS
from “History of the Incas” by Pedro Sarmiento De Gamboa,
translated by Clements Markham, Cambridge: The Hakluyt
Society 1907, pp. 28-58.
THE NATIVES OF THIS LAND affirm that in the
beginning, and before this world was created, there was a
being called Viracocha. He created a dark world without
sun, moon or stars. Owing to this creation he was named
Viracocha Pachayachachi, which means “Creator of all
things.” And when he had created the world he formed a
race of giants of disproportioned greatness painted and
sculptured, to see whether it would be well to make real
men of that size. He then created men in his likeness as
they are now; and they lived in darkness.
Viracocha ordered these people that they should live
without quarrelling, and that they should know and serve
him. He gave them a certain precept which they were to
observe on pain of being confounded if they should break
it. They kept this precept for some time, but it is not
mentioned what it was. But as there arose among them
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the vices of pride and covetousness, they transgressed the
precept of Viracocha Pachayachachi and falling, through
this sin, under his indignation, he confounded and cursed
them. Then some were turned into stones, others into
other things, some were swallowed up by the earth,
others by the sea, and over all there came a general flood
which they call uñu pachacuti, which means “water that
overturns the land.” They say that it rained 60 days and
nights, that it drowned all created things, and that there
alone remained some vestiges of those who were turned
into stones, as a memorial of the event, and as an example
to posterity, in the edifices of Pucara, which are 60
leagues from Cuzco.
Some of the nations, besides the Cuzcos, also say that
a few were saved from this flood to leave descendants for
a future age. Each nation has its special fable which is
told by its people, of how their first ancestors were saved
from the waters of the deluge. That the ideas they had
in their blindness may be understood, I will insert only
one, told by the nation of the Cañaris, a land of Quito and
Tumibamba, 400 leagues from Cuzco and more.
They say that in the time of the deluge called uñu
pachacuti there was a mountain named Guasano in the
province of Quito and near a town called Tumipampa.
The natives still point it out. Up this mountain went two
of the Cañaris named Ataorupagui and Cusicayo. As the
waters increased the mountain kept rising and keeping
above them in such a way that it was never covered by the
waters of the flood. In this way the two Cañaris escaped.
These two, who were brothers, when the waters abated
after the flood, began to sow. One day when they had
been at work, on returning to their but, they found in it
some small loaves of bread, and a jar of chicha, which is
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the beverage used in this country in place of wine, made
of boiled maize. They did not know who had brought it,
but they gave thanks to the Creator, eating and drinking
of that provision. Next day the same thing happened.
As they marvelled at this mystery, they were anxious to
find out who brought the meals. So one day they hid
themselves, to spy out the bringers of their food. While
they were watching they saw two Cañari women
preparing the victuals and putting them in the
accustomed place. When about to depart the men tried
to seize them, but they evaded their would-be captors
and escaped. The Cañaris, seeing the mistake they had
made in molesting those who had done them so much
good, became sad and prayed to Viracocha for pardon for
their sins, entreating him to let the women come back and
give them the accustomed meals. The Creator granted
their petition. The women came back and said to the
Cañaris–“The Creator has thought it well that we should
return to you, lest you should die of hunger.” They
brought them food. Then there was friendship between
the women and the Cañari brothers, and one of the
Cañari brothers had connexion with one of the women.
Then, as the elder brother was drowned in a lake which
was near, the survivor married one of the women, and
had the other as a concubine. By them he had ten sons
who formed two lineages of five each, and increasing in
numbers they called one Hanansaya which is the same as
to say the upper party, and the other Hurinsaya, or the
lower party. From these all the Cañaris that now exist are
descended.
In the same way the other nations have fables of how
some of their people were saved, from whom they trace
their origin and descent. But the Incas and most of those
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of Cuzco, those among them who are believed to know
most, do not say that anyone escaped from the flood,
but that Viracocha began to create men afresh, as will be
related further on. One thing is believed among all the
nations of these parts, for they all speak generally and
as well known of the general flood which they call uñu
pachacuti. From this we may clearly understand that if, in
these parts they have a tradition of the great flood, this
great mass of the floating islands which they afterwards
called the Atlanticas, and now the Indies of Castille, or
America, must have begun to receive a population
immediately after the flood, although, by their account,
the details are different from those which the true
Scriptures teach us. This must have been done by divine
Providence, through the first people coming over the land
of the Atlantic Island, which was joined to this, as has
been already said. For as the natives, though barbarous,
give reasons for their very ancient settlement, by
recording the flood, there is no necessity for setting aside
the Scriptures by quoting authorities to establish this
origin. We now come to those who relate the events of the
second age after the flood, which is the subject of the next
chapter.
FABLE OF THE SECOND AGE, AND CREATION
OF THE BARBAROUS INDIANS ACCORDING TO
THEIR ACCOUNT
IT IS RELATED that everything was destroyed in the
flood called uñu pachacuti. It must now be known that
Viracocha Pachayachachi, when he destroyed that land as
has been already recounted, preserved three men, one of
them named Taguapaca, that they might serve and help
him in the creation of new people who had to be made
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in the second age after the deluge, which was done in
this manner. The flood being passed and the land dry,
Viracocha determined to people it a second time, and,
to make it more perfect, he decided upon creating
luminaries to give it light. With this object he went, with
his servants, to a great lake in the Collao, in which there is
an island called Titicaca, the meaning being “the rock of
lead,” of which we shall treat in the first part. Viracocha
went to this island, and presently ordered that the sun,
moon, and stars should come forth, and be set in the
heavens to give light to the world, and it was so. They say
that the moon was created brighter than the sun, which
made the sun jealous at the time when they rose into the
sky. So the sun threw over the moon’s face a handful of
ashes, which gave it the shaded colour it now presents.
This frontier lake of Chucuito, in the territory of the
Collao, is 57 leagues to the south of Cuzco. Viracocha
gave various orders to his servants, but Taguapaca
disobeyed the commands of Viracocha. So Viracocha was
enraged against Taguapaca, and ordered the other two
servants to take him, tie him hands and feet, and launch
him in a balsa on the lake. This was done. Taguapaca
was blaspheming against Viracocha for the way he was
treated, and threatening that he would return and take
vengeance, when he was carried by the water down the
drain of the same lake, and was not seen again for a long
time. This done, Viracocha made a sacred idol in that
place, as a place for worship and as a sign of what he had
there created.
Leaving the island, he passed by the lake to the main
land, taking with him the two servants who survived. He
went to a place now called Tiahuanacu in the province of
Collasuyu, and in this place he sculptured and designed
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on a great piece of stone, all the nations that he intended
to create. This done, he ordered his two servants to
charge their memories with the names of all tribes that he
had depicted, and of the valleys and provinces where they
were to come forth, which were those of the whole land.
He ordered that each one should go by a different road,
naming the tribes, and ordering them all to go forth and
people the country. His servants, obeying the command
of Viracocha, set out on their journey and work. One
went by the mountain range or chain which they call the
heights over the plains on the South Sea. The other went
by the heights which overlook the wonderful mountain
ranges which we call the Andes, situated to the east of
the said sea. By these roads they went, saying with a loud
voice “Oh you tribes and nations, hear and obey the order
of Ticci Viracocha Pachayachachi, which commands you
to go forth, and multiply and settle the land.” Viracocha
himself did the same along the road between those taken
by his two servants, naming all the tribes and places by
which he passed. At the sound of his voice every place
obeyed, and people came forth, some from lakes, others
from fountains, valleys, caves, trees, rocks and hills,
spreading over the land and multiplying to form the
nations which are to-day in Peru.
Others affirm that this creation of Viracocha was made
from the Titicaca site where, having originally formed
some shapes of large strong men which seemed to him
out of proportion, he made them again of his stature
which was, as they say, the average height of men, and
being made he gave them life. Thence they set out to
people the land. As they spoke one language previous
to starting, they built those edifices, the ruins of which
may still be seen, before they set out. This was for the
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residence of Viracocha, their maker. After departing they
varied their languages, noting the cries of wild beasts,
insomuch that, coming across each other afterwards,
those could not understand who had before been
relations and neighbours.
Whether it was in one way or the other, all agree that
Viracocha was the creator of these people. They have the
tradition that he was a man of medium height, white and
dressed in a white robe like an alb secured round the
waist, and that he carried a staff and a book in his hands.
Besides this they tell of a strange event; how that
Viracocha, after he had created all people, went on his
road and came to a place where many men of his creation
had congregated. This place is now called Cacha. When
Viracocha arrived there, the inhabitants were estranged
owing to his dress and bearing. They murmured at it
and proposed to kill him from a hill that was near. They
took their weapons there, and gathered together with evil
intentions against Viracocha. He, falling on his knees on
some plain ground, with his hands clasped, fire from
above came down upon those on the hill, and covered
all the place, burning up the earth and stones like straw.
Those bad men were terrified at the fearful fire. They
came down from the hill, and sought pardon from
Viracocha for their sin. Viracocha was moved by
compassion. He went to the flames and put them out
with his staff. But the hill remained quite parched up, the
stones being rendered so light by the burning that a very
large stone which could not have been carried on a cart,
could be raised easily by one man. This may be seen at this
day, and it is a wonderful sight to behold this hill, which
is a quarter of a league in extent, all burnt up. It is in the
Collao.
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After this Viracocha continued his journey and arrived
at a place called Urcos, 6 leagues to the south of Cuzco.
Remaining there some days he was well served by the
natives of that neighborhood. At the time of his
departure, he made them a celebrated huaca or statue, for
them to offer gifts to and worship; to which statue the
Incas, in after times, offered many rich gifts of gold and
other metals, and above all a golden bench. When the
Spaniards entered Cuzco they found it, and appropriated
it to themselves. It was worth $17,000. The Marquis Don
Francisco Pizarro took it himself, as the share of the
General.
Returning to the subject of the fable, Viracocha
continued his journey, working his miracles and
instructing his created beings. In this way he reached the
territory on the equinoctial line, where are now Puerto
Viejo and Manta. Here he was joined by his servants.
Intending to leave the land of Peru, he made a speech to
those he had created, apprising them of the things that
would happen. He told them that people would come,
who would say that they were Viracocha their creator,
and that they were not to believe them; but that in the
time to come he would send his messengers who would
protect and teach them. Having said this he went to sea
with his two servants, and went travelling over the water
as if it was land, without sinking. For they appeared like
foam over the water, and the people, therefore, gave them
the name of Viracocha which is the same as to say the
grease or foam of the sea. At the end of some years after
Viracocha departed, they say that Taguapaca, whom
Viracocha ordered to be thrown into the lake of Titicaca
in the Collao, as has already been related, came back and
began, with others, to preach that he was Viracocha.
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Although at first the people were doubtful, they finally
saw that it was false, and ridiculed them.
This absurd fable of their creation is held by these
barbarians and they affirm and believe it as if they had
really seen it to happen and come to pass.
THE ANCIENT FREEDOMS OF THESE
KINGDOMS OF PERU AND THEIR PROVINCES
It is important to note that these barbarians could tell
nothing more respecting what happened from the second
creation by Viracocha down to the time of the Incas. But
it may be assumed that, although the land was peopled
and full of inhabitants before the Incas, it had no regular
government, nor did it have natural lords elected by
common consent to govern and rule, and who were
respected by the people, so that they were obeyed and
received tribute. On the contrary all the people were
scattered and disorganized, living in complete liberty, and
each man being sole lord of his house and estate. In each
tribe there were two divisions. One was called
Hanansaya, which means the upper division, and the
other Hurinsaya, which is the lower division, a custom
which continues to this day. These divisions do not mean
anything more than a way to count each other, for their
satisfaction; though afterwards it served a more useful
purpose, as will be seen in its place.
As there were dissensions among them, a certain kind
of militia was organized for defence, in the following way.
When it became known to the people of one district that
some from other parts were coming to make war, they
chose one who was a native, or he might be a stranger,
who was known to be a valiant warrior. Often such a man
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offered himself to aid and to fight for them against their
enemies. Such a man was followed and
his orders were obeyed during the war. When the war
was over he became a private man as he had been before,
like the rest of the people, nor did they pay him tribute
either before or afterwards, nor any manner of tax
whatever. To such a man they gave and still give the name
of Sinchi which means valiant. They call such men
“Sinchi-cuna” which means “valiant now” as who should
say–“now during the time the war lasts you shall be our
valiant man, and afterwards no”: or another meaning
would be simply “valiant men,” for “cuna” is an adverb of
time, and also denotes the plural. In whichever meaning,
it is very applicable to these temporary captains in the
days of general liberty. So that from the general flood of
which they have a tradition to the time when the Incas
began to reign, which was 3519 years, all the natives of
these kingdoms lived on their properties without
acknowledging either a natural or an elected lord. They
succeeded in preserving, as it is said, a simple state of
liberty, living in huts or caves or humble little houses.
This name of Sinchi for those who held sway only during
war, lasted throughout the land until the time of Tupac
Inca Yupanqui, the tenth Inca, who instituted Curacas and
other officials in the order which will be fully described
in the life of that Inca. Even at the present time they
continue this use and custom in the provinces of Chile
and in other parts of the forests of Peru to the east of
Quito and Chachapoyas, where they only obey a chief
during war time, not any special one, but he who is
known to be most valiant, enterprising and daring in the
wars. The reader should note that all the land was private
property with reference to any dominion of chiefs, yet
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they had natural chiefs with special rights in each
province, as for instance among the natives of the valley
of Cuzco and in other parts, as we shall relate of each part
in its place.
THE FIRST SETTLERS IN THE VALLEY OF
CUZCO
I have explained how the people of these lands preserved
their inheritances and lived on them in ancient times,
and that their proper and natural countries were known.
There were many of these which I shall notice in their
places, treating specially at present of the original settlers
of the valley where stands the present city of Cuzco. For
from there we have to trace the origin of the tyranny of
the Incas, who always had their chief seat in the valley of
Cuzco.
Before all things it must be understood that the valley
of Cuzco is in 13° 15′ from the equator on the side of
the south pole. In this valley, owing to its being fertile
for cultivation, there were three tribes settled from most
ancient times, the first called Sauaseras, the second
Antasayas, the third Huallas. They settled near each other,
although their lands for sowing were distinct, which is
the property they valued most in those days and even
now. These natives of the valley lived there in peace for
many years, cultivating their farms.
Some time before the arrival of the Incas, three Sinchis,
strangers to this valley, the first named Alcabisa, the
second Copalimayta, and the third Culunchima, collected
certain companies and came to the valley of Cuzco,
where, by consent of the natives, they settled and became
brothers and companions of the original inhabitants. So
they lived for a long time. There was concord between
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these six tribes, three native and three immigrant. They
relate that the immigrants came out to where the Incas
then resided, as we shall relate presently, and called them
relations. This is an important point with reference to
what happened afterwards.
Before entering upon the history of the Incas I wish to
make known or, speaking more accurately, to answer a
difficulty which may occur to those who have not been
in these parts. Some may say that this history cannot be
accepted as authentic being taken from the narratives of
these barbarians, because, having no letters, they could
not preserve such details as they give from so remote
an antiquity. The answer is that, to supply the want of
letters, these barbarians had a curious invention which
was very good and accurate. This was that from one to
the other, from fathers to sons, they handed down past
events, repeating the story of them many times, just as
lessons are repeated from a professor’s chair, making the
hearers say these historical lessons over and over again
until they were fixed in the memory. Thus each one of
the descendants continued to communicate the annals in
the order described with a view to preserve their histories
and deeds, their ancient traditions, the numbers of their
tribes, towns, provinces, their days, months and years,
their battles, deaths, destructions, fortresses and Sinchis.
Finally they recorded, and they still record, the most
notable things which may be expressed in numbers (or
statistics), on certain cords called quipu, which is the same
as to say reasoner or accountant. On these cords they
make certain knots by which, and by differences of
colour, they distinguish and record each thing as by
letters. It is a thing to be admired to see what details may
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be recorded on these cords, for which there are masters
like our writing masters.
Besides this they had, and still have, special historians
in these nations, an hereditary office descending from
father to son. The collection of these annals is due to
the great diligence of Pachacuti Inca Yupanqui, the ninth
Inca, who sent out a general summons to an the old
historians in all the provinces he had subjugated, and
even to many others throughout those kingdoms. He had
them in Cuzco for a long time, examining them
concerning their antiquities, origin, and the most notable
events in their history. These were painted on great
boards, and deposited in the temple of the Sun, in a great
hall. There such boards, adorned with gold, were kept
as in our libraries, and learned persons were appointed,
who were well versed in the art of understanding and
declaring their contents. No one was allowed to enter
where these boards were kept, except the Inca and the
historians, without a special order of the Inca.
In this way they took care to have all their past history
investigated, and to have records respecting all kinds of
people, so that at this day the Indians generally know and
agree respecting details and important events, though,
in some things, they hold different opinions on special
points. By examining the oldest and most prudent among
them, in all ranks of life, who had most credit, I collected
and compiled the present history, referring the sayings
and declarations of one party to their antagonists of
another party, for they are divided into parties, and
seeking from each one a memorial of its lineage and of
that of the opposing party. These memorials, which are
all in my possession, were compared and corrected, and
ultimately verified in public, in presence of
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representatives of all the parties and lineages, under oaths
in presence of a judge, and with expert and very faithful
interpreters also on oath, and I thus finished what is now
written. Such great diligence has been observed, because
the facts which will be obvious on the true completion of
such a great work-the establishment of the tyranny of the
cruel Incas of this land-will make all the nations of the
world understand the judicial and more than legitimate
right that the King of Castille has to these Indies and
to other lands adjacent, especially to these kingdoms of
Peru. As all the histories of past events have been verified
by proof, which in this case has been done so carefully
and faithfully by order and owing to the industry of the
most excellent Viceroy Don Francisco de Toledo, no one
can doubt that everything in this volume is most
sufficiently established and verified without any room
being left for reply or contradiction. I have been desirous
of making this digression because, in writing the history,
I have heard that many entertain the doubts I have above
referred to, and it seemed well to satisfy them once for all.
HOW THE INCAS BEGAN TO TYRANNIZE OVER
THE LANDS AND INHERITANCES
Having explained that, in ancient times, all this land was
owned by the people, it is necessary to state how the
Incas began their tyranny. Although the tribes all lived in
simple liberty without recognising any lord, there were
always some ambitious men among them, aspiring for
mastery. They committed violence among their
countrymen and among strangers to subject them and
bring them to obedience under their command, so that
they might serve them and pay tribute. Thus bands of
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men belonging to one region went to others to make war
and to rob and kill, usurping the lands of others.
As these movements took place in many parts by many
tribes, each one trying to subjugate his neighbour, it
happened that 6 leagues from the valley of Cuzco, at a
place called Paccari-tampu, there were four men with
their four sisters, of fierce courage and evil intentions,
although with lofty aims. These, being more able than
the others, understood the pusillanimity of the natives
of those districts and the ease with which they could be
made to believe anything that was propounded with
authority or with any force. So they conceived among
themselves the idea of being able to subjugate many lands
by force and deception. Thus all the eight brethren, four
men and four women, consulted together how they could
tyrannize over other tribes beyond the place where they
lived, and they proposed to do this by violence.
Considering that most of the natives were ignorant and
could easily be made to believe what was said to them,
particularly if they were addressed with some roughness,
rigour and authority, against which they could make
neither reply nor resistance because they are timid by
nature, they sent abroad certain fables respecting their
origin, that they might be respected and feared. They said
that they were the sons of Viracocha Pachayachachi, the
Creator, and that they had come forth out of certain
windows to rule the rest of the people. As they were
fierce, they made the people believe and fear them, and
hold them to be more than men, even worshipping them
as gods. Thus they introduced the religion that suited
them. The order of the fable they told of their origin was
as follows.
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THE FABLE OF THE ORIGIN OF THE INCAS OF
CUZCO
All the native Indians of this land relate and affirm that
the Incas Ccapac originated in this way. Six leagues S.S.W.
of Cuzco by the road which the Incas made, there is a
place called Paccari-tampu, at which there is a hill called
Tampu-tocco, meaning “the house of windows.” It is
certain that in this hill there are three windows, one
called “Maras-tocco,” the other “Sutic-tocco,” while that
which is in the middle, between these two, was known as
“Ccapac-tocco,” which means “the rich window,” because
they say that it was ornamented with gold and other
treasures. From the window called “Maras-tocco” came
forth, without parentage, a tribe of Indians called Maras.
There are still some of them in Cuzco. From the “Sutic-
tocco” came Indians called Tampus, who settled round
the same hill, and there are also men of this lineage still in
Cuzco. From the chief window of “Ccapac-tocco,” came
four men and four women, called brethren. These knew
no father nor mother, beyond the story they told that they
were created and came out of the said window by order of
Ticci Viracocha, and they declared that Viracocha created
them to be lords. For this reason they took the name of
Inca, which is the same as lord. They took “Ccapac” as
an additional name because they came out of the window
“Ccapac-tocco,” which means “rich,” although afterwards
they used this term to denote the chief lord over many.
The names of the eight brethren were as follows: The
eldest of the men, and the one with the most authority
was named Manco Ccapac, the second Ayar Auca, the
third Ayar Cachi, the fourth Ayar Uchu. Of the women
the eldest was called Mama Occlo, the second Mama
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Huaco, the third Mama Ipacura, or, as others say, Mama
Cura, the fourth Mama Raua.
The eight brethren, called Incas, said–“We are born
strong and wise, and with the people who will here join
us, we shall be powerful. We will go forth from this place
to seek fertile lands and when we find them we will
subjugate the people and take the lands, making war on all
those who do not receive us as their lords.” This, as they
relate, was said by Mama Huaco, one of the women, who
was fierce and cruel. Manco Ccapac, her brother, was
also cruel and atrocious. This being agreed upon between
the eight, they began to move the people who lived near
the hill, putting it to them that their reward would be to
become rich and to receive the lands and estates of those
who were conquered and subjugated. For these objects
they moved ten tribes or ayllus, which means among these
barbarians “lineages” or “parties”; the names of which are
as follows:
I. Chauin Cuzco Ayllu of the lineage of Ayar Cachi,
of which there are still some in Cuzco, the chiefs being
Martin Chucumbi, and Don Diego Huaman Paucar.
II. Arayraca Ayllu Cuzco-Callan. At present there are of
this ayllu Juan Pizarro Yupanqui, Don Francisco Quispi,
Alonso Tarma Yupanqui of the lineage of Ayar Uchu.
III. Tarpuntay Ayllu. Of this there are now some in
Cuzco.
IV. Huacaytaqui Ayllu. Some still living in Cuzco.
V. Sañoc Ayllu. Some still in Cuzco. The above five
lineages are Hanan-Cuzco, which means the party of
Upper Cuzco.
VI. Sutic-Tocco Ayllu is the lineage which came out
of one of the windows called “Sutic-Tocco,” as has been
before explained. Of these there are still some in Cuzco,
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the chiefs being Don Francisco Avca Micho Avri Sutic,
and Don Alonso Hualpa.
VII. Maras Ayllu. These are of the men who came forth
from the window “Maras-Tocco.” There are some of these
now in Cuzco, the chiefs being Don Alonso Llama Oca,
and Don Gonzalo Ampura Llama Oca.
VIII. Cuycusa Ayllu. Of these there are still some in
Cuzco, the chief being Cristoval Acllari.
IX. Masca Ayllu. Of this there is in Cuzco, Juan Quispi.
X. Oro Ayllu. Of this lineage is Don Pedro Yucay.
I say that all these ayllus have preserved their records
in such a way that the memory of them has not been lost.
There are more of them than are given above, for I only
insert the chiefs who are the protectors and heads of the
lineages, under whose guidance they are preserved. Each
chief has the duty and obligation to protect the rest, and
to know the history of his ancestors. Although I say that
these live in Cuzco, the truth is that they are in a suburb
of the city which the Indians call Cayocache and which
is known to us as Belem, from the church of that parish
which is that of our Lady of Belem.
Returning to our subject, all these followers above-
mentioned marched with Manco Ccapac and the other
brethren to seek for land (and to tyrannize over those
who did no harm to them, nor gave them any excuse
for war, and without any right or title beyond what has
been stated). To be prepared for war they chose for their
leaders Manco Ccapac and Mama Huaco, and with this
arrangement the companies of the hill of Tampu-tocco
set out, to put their design into execution.
THE ROAD WHICH THESE COMPANIES OF THE
INCAS TOOK TO THE VALLEY OF CUZCO, AND
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OF THE FABLES WHICH ARE MIXED WITH
THEIR HISTORY
The Incas and the rest of the companies or ayllus set out
from their homes at Tampu-tocco, taking with them their
property and arms, in sufficient numbers to form a good
squadron, having for their chiefs the said Manco Ccapac
and Mama Huaco.
Manco Ccapac took with him a bird like a falcon, called
indi, which they all worshipped and feared as a sacred,
or, as some say, an enchanted thing, for they thought that
this bird made Manco Ccapac their lord and obliged the
people to follow him. It was thus that Manco Ccapac gave
them to understand, and it was always kept in a covered
hamper of straw, like a box, with much care. He left it as
an heirloom to his son, and the Incas had it down to the
time of Inca Yupanqui. In his hand he carried with him a
staff of gold, to test the lands which they would come to.
Marching together they came to a place called
Huanacancha, four leagues from the valley of Cuzco,
where they remained for some time, sowing and seeking
for fertile land. Here Manco Ccapac had connection with
his sister Mama Occlo, and she became pregnant by him.
As this place did not appear able to sustain them, being
barren, they advanced to another place called Tampu-
quiro, where Mama Occlo begot a son named Sinchi
Rocca. Having celebrated the natal feasts of the infant,
they set out in search of fertile land, and came to another
place called Pallata, which is almost contiguous to
Tampu-quiro, and there they remained for some years.
Not content with this land, they came to another called
Hays-quisro, a quarter of a league further on. Here they
consulted together over what ought to be done respecting
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their journey, and over the best way of getting rid of Ayar
Cachi, one of the four brothers. Ayar Cachi was fierce and
strong, and very dexterous with the sling. He committed
great cruelties and was oppressive both among the
natives of the places they passed, and among his own
people. The other brothers were afraid that the conduct
of Ayar Cachi would cause their companies to disband
and desert, and that they would be left alone. As Manco
Ccapac was prudent, he concurred with the opinion of
the others that they should secure their object by deceit.
They called Ayar Cachi and said to him, “Brother! Know
that in Ccapac-tocco we have forgotten the golden vases
called tupac-cusi, and certain seeds, and the napa, which is
our principal ensign of sovereignty.” The napa is a sheep
of the country, the colour white, with a red body cloth,
on the top ear-rings of gold, and on the breast a plate
with red badges such as was worn by rich Incas when they
went abroad; carried in front of all on a pole with a cross
of plumes of feathers. This was called suntur-paucar. They
said that it would be for the good of all, if he would go
back and fetch them. When Ayar Cachi refused to return,
his sister Mama Huaco, raising her foot, rebuked him
with furious words, saying, “How is it that there should be
such cowardice in so strong a youth as you are? Get ready
for the journey, and do not fail to go to Tampu-tocco,
and do what you are ordered.” Ayar Cachi was shamed
by these words. He obeyed and started to carry out his
orders. They gave him, as a companion, one of those who
had come with them, named Tampu-chacay, to whom
they gave secret orders to kill Ayar Cachi at Tampu-tocco,
and not to return with him. With these orders they both
arrived at Tampu-tocco. They had scarcely arrived when
Ayar Cachi entered through the window Ccapac-tocco,
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to get the things for which he had been sent. He was no
sooner inside than Tampu-chacay, with great celerity, put
a rock against the opening of the window and sat upon
it, that Ayar Cachi might remain inside and die there.
When Ayar Cachi turned to the opening and found it
closed he understood the treason of which the traitor
Tampu-chacay had been guilty, and determined to get out
if it was possible, to take vengeance. To force an opening
he used such force and shouted so loud that he made
the mountain tremble. With a loud voice he spoke these
words to Tampu-chacay, “Thou traitor! thou who hast
done me so much harm, thinkest thou to convey the news
of my mortal imprisonment? That shall, never happen.
For thy treason thou shalt remain outside, turned into a
stone.” So it was done, and to this day they show the stone
on one side of the window Ccapac-tocco. Turn we now
to the seven brethren who had remained at Hays-quisro.
The death of Ayar Cachi being known, they were very
sorry for what they had done, for, as he was valiant, they
regretted much to be without him when the time came
to make war on any one. So they mourned for him. This
Ayar Cachi was so dexterous with a sling and so strong
that with each shot he pulled down a mountain and filled
up a ravine. They say that the ravines, which we now
see on their line of march, were made by Ayar Cachi in
hurling stones.
The seven Incas and their companions left this place,
and came to another called Quirirmanta at the foot of
a hill which was afterwards called Huanacauri. In this
place they consulted together how they should divide the
duties of the enterprise amongst themselves, so that there
should be distinctions between them. They agreed that as
Manco Ccapac had had a child by his sister, they should
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be married and have children to continue the lineage, and
that he should be the leader. Ayar Uchu was to remain
as a huaca for the sake of religion. Ayar Auca, from the
position they should select, was to take possession of the
land set apart for him to people.
Leaving this place they came to a hill at a distance of
two leagues, a little more or less, from Cuzco. Ascending
the hill they saw a rainbow, which the natives call
huanacauri. Holding it to be a fortunate sign, Manco
Ccapac said: “Take this for a sign that the world will not
be destroyed by water. We shall arrive and from hence
we shall select where we shall found our city.” Then, first
casting lots, they saw that the signs were good for doing
so, and for exploring the land from that point and
becoming lords of it. Before they got to the height where
the rainbow was, they saw a huaca which was a place
of worship in human shape, near the rainbow. They
determined among themselves to seize it and take it away
from there. Ayar Uchu offered himself to go to it, for they
said that he was very like it. When Ayar Uchu came to the
statue or huaca, with great courage he sat upon it, asking
it what it did there. At these words the huacaturned its
head to see who spoke, but, owing to the weight upon it,
it could not see. Presently, when Ayar Uchu wanted to
get off he was not able, for he found that the soles of his
feet were fastened to the shoulders of the huaca. The six
brethren, seeing that he was a prisoner, came to succour
him. But Ayar Uchu, finding himself thus transformed,
and that his brethren could not release him, said to
them–“O Brothers, an evil work you have wrought for
me. It was for your sakes that I came where I must remain
for ever, apart from your company. Go! go! happy
brethren. I announce to you that you will be great lords.
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I, therefore, pray that in recognition of the desire I have
always had to please you, you will honour and venerate
me in all your festivals and ceremonies, and that I shall be
the first to whom you make offerings. For I remain here
for your sakes. When you celebrate the huarachico (which
is the arming of the sons as knights) you shall adore me
as their father, for I shall remain here for ever.” Manco
Ccapac answered that he would do so, for that it was his
will and that it should be so ordered. Ayar Uchu promised
for the youths that he would bestow on them the gifts
of valour, nobility, and knighthood, and with these last
words he remained, turned into stone. They constituted
him the huacaof the Incas, giving it the name of Ayar
Uchu Huanacauri. And so it always was, until the arrival
of the Spaniards, the most venerated huaca, and the one
that received the most offerings of any in the kingdom.
Here the Incas went to arm the young knights until about
twenty years ago, when the Christians abolished this
ceremony. It was religiously done, because there were
many abuses and idolatrous practices, offensive and
contrary to the ordinances of God our Lord.
ENTRY OF THE INCAS INTO THE VALLEY OF
CUZCO, AND THE FABLES THEY RELATE
CONCERNING IT
The six brethren were sad at the loss of Ayar Uchu, and
at the loss of Ayar Cachi; and, owing to the death of Ayar
Cachi, those of the lineage of the Incas, from that time
to this day, always fear to go to Tampu-tocco, lest they
should have to remain there like Ayar Cachi.
They went down to the foot of the hill, whence they
began their entry into the valley of Cuzco, arriving at a
place called Matahua, where they stopped and built huts,
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intending to remain there some time. Here they armed
as knight the son of Manco Ccapac and of Mama Occlo,
named Sinchi Rocca, and they bored his ears, a ceremony
which is called huarachico, being the insignia of his
knighthood and nobility, like the custom known among
ourselves. On this occasion they indulged in great
rejoicings, drinking for many days, and at intervals
mourning for the loss of their brother Ayar Uchu. It was
here that they invented the mourning sound for the dead,
like the cooing of a dove. Then they performed the dance
called Ccapac Raymi, a ceremony of the royal or great
lords. It is danced, in long purple robes, at the ceremonies
they call quicochico, which is when girls come to maturity,
and the huarachico, when they pierce the ears of the
Incas, and the rutuchico, when the Inca’s hair is cut the
first time, and the ayuscay, which is when a child is born,
and they drink continuously for four or five days.
After this they were in Matahua for two years, waiting
to pass on to the upper valley to seek good and fertile
land. Mama Huaco, who was very strong and dexterous,
took two wands of gold and hurled them towards the
north. One fell, at two shots of an arquebus, into a
ploughed field called Colcapampa and did not drive in
well, the soil being loose and not terraced. By this they
knew that the soil was not fertile. The other went further,
to near Cuzco, and fixed well in the territory called
Huanay-pata, where they knew the land to be fertile.
Others say that this proof was made by Manco Ccapac
with the staff of gold which he carried himself, and that
thus they knew of the fertility of the land, when the staff
sunk in the land called Huanay-pata, two shots of an
arquebus from Cuzco. They knew the crust of the soil to
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be rich and close, so that it could only be broken by using
much force.
Let it be by one way or the other, for all agree that they
went trying the land with a pole or staff until they arrived
at this Huanay-pata, when they were satisfied. They were
sure of its fertility, because after sowing perpetually, it
always yielded abundantly, giving more the more it was
sown. They determined to usurp that land by force, in
spite of the natural owners, and to do with it as they
chose. So they returned to Matahua.
From that place Manco Ccapac saw a heap of stones
near the site of the present monastery of Santo Domingo
at Cuzco. Pointing it out to his brother Ayar Auca, he said,
“Brother! you remember how it was arranged between us,
that you should go to take possession of the land where
we are to settle. Well! look at that stone.” Pointing out
the stone he continued, “Go thither flying,” for they say
that Ayar Auca had developed some wings, “and seating
yourself there, take possession of land seen from that
heap of stones. We will presently come to settle and
reside.” When Ayar Auca heard the words of his brother,
he opened his wings and flew to that place which Manco
Ccapac had pointed out. Seating himself there, he was
presently turned into stone, and was made the stone of
possession. In the ancient language of this valley the heap
was called cozco, whence that site has had the name of
Cuzco to this day. From this circumstance the Incas had
a proverb which said, “Ayar Auca cuzco huanca,” or, “Ayar
Auca a heap of marble.” Others say that Manco Ccapac
gave the name of Cuzco because he wept in that place
where he buried his brother Ayar Cachi. Owing to his
sorrow and to the fertility, he gave that name which in
the ancient language of that time signified sad as well as
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fertile. The first version must be the correct one because
Ayar Cachi was not buried at Cuzco, having died at
Ccapac-tocco as has been narrated before. And this is
generally affirmed by Incas and natives.
Five brethren only remaining, namely Manco Ccapac,
and the four sisters, and Manco Ccapac being the only
surviving brother out of four, they presently resolved to
advance to where Ayar Auca had taken possession.
Manco Ccapac first gave to his son Sinchi Rocca a wife
named Mama Cuca, of the lineage of Sañu, daughter of
a Sinchi named Sitic-huaman, by whom he afterwards
had a son named Sapaca. He also instituted the sacrifice
called capa cocha, which is the immolation of two male
and two female infants before the idol Huanacauri, at the
time when the Incas were armed as knights. These things
being arranged, he ordered the companies to follow him
to the place where Ayar Auca was.
Arriving on the land of Huanay-pata, which is near
where now stands the Arco de la plata leading to the
Charcas road, he found settled there a nation of Indians
named Huallas, already mentioned. Manco Ccapac and
Mama Occlo began to settle and to take possession of the
land and water, against the will of the Huallas. In this
business they did many violent and unjust things. As the
Huallas attempted to defend their lives and properties,
many cruelties were committed by Manco Ccapac and
Mama Occlo. They relate that Mama Occlo was so fierce
that, having killed one of the Hualla Indians, she cut him
up, took out the inside, carried the heart and lungs in her
mouth, and with an ayuinto, which is a stone fastened to a
rope, in her hand, she attacked the Huallas with diabolical
resolution. When the Huallas beheld this horrible and
inhuman spectacle, they feared that the same things
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would be done to them, being simple and timid, and they
fled and abandoned their rights. Mama Occlo reflecting
on her cruelty, and fearing that for it they would be
branded as tyrants, resolved not to spare any Huallas,
believing that the affair would thus be forgotten. So they
killed all they could lay their hands upon, dragging
infants from their mothers’ wombs, that no memory
might be left of these miserable Huallas.
Having done this Manco Ccapac advanced, and came
within a mile of Cuzco to the S. E., where a Sinchi named
Copalimayta came out to oppose him. We have
mentioned this chief before and that, although he was a
late comer, he settled with the consent of the natives of
the valley, and had been incorporated in the nation of
Sauaseray Panaca, natives of the site of Santo Domingo
at Cuzco. Having seen the strangers invading their lands
and tyrannizing over them, and knowing the cruelties
inflicted on the Huallas, they had chosen Copalimayta as
their Sinchi. He came forth to resist the invasion, saying
that the strangers should not enter his lands or those of
the natives. His resistance was such that Manco Ccapac
and his companions were obliged to turn their backs.
They returned to Huanay-pata, the land they had usurped
from the Huallas. From the sowing they had made they
derived a fine crop of maize, and for this reason they gave
the place a name which means something precious.
After some months they returned to the attack on the
natives of the valley, to tyrannize over them. They
assaulted the settlement of the Sauaseras, and were so
rapid in their attack that they captured Copalimayta,
slaughtering many of the Sauaseras with great cruelty.
Copalimayta, finding himself a prisoner and fearing
death, fled out of desperation, leaving his estates, and
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was never seen again after he escaped. Mama Huaco and
Manco Ccapac usurped his houses, lands and people. In
this way Manco Ccapac, Mama Huaco, Sinchi Rocca, and
Manco Sapaca settled on the site between the two rivers,
and erected the House of the Sun, which they called Ynti-
cancha. They divided all that position, from Santo
Domingo to the junction of the rivers into four
neighbourhoods or quarters which they call cancha. They
called one Quinti-cancha, the second Chumpi-cancha,
the third Sayri-cancha, and the fourth Yarampuy-cancha.
They divided the sites among themselves, and thus the
city was peopled, and, from the heap of stones of Ayar
Auca it was called Cuzco.
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PART II.
CHRISTOPHER
COLUMBUS

CHAPTER 7.
INTRODUCTION (2015)
HANNAH HOUNSELL
Christopher Columbus is often known as an Italian
explorer, colonizer, as well as the man who “discovered”
America. He was born approximately between October
31, 1450 and October 30, 1451 in the Republic of Genoa,
which is now Italy. His interest in exploring began early
and by 1473, he was an apprentice to a business agent,
embarking on trips to bring cargo to Europe. His career
in travel continued in the form of trading. Columbus,
which is an anglicization of his original name, studied
history, astronomy, geography, the Bible, and several
languages (“Christopher Columbus”).
The circumstances which gave rise to Columbus’
voyage began when the Silk Road became dangerous for
Europeans. India and China were vital trade partners as
they had resources such as spices, silks, and dyes. The Silk
Road was an important trade network which connected
Europe to those eastern lands; it became dangerous in
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1453 around the fall of Constantinople to Ottoman Turks
who were aggressive toward the west (“Silk Road”). In the
1480s, Columbus was intrigued by Paolo dal Pozzo
Toscanelli’s idea that sailing westward from Europe
would be the faster route to the Indies. Columbus
brought his plan to Portuguese, Genoan, Venetian, and
English royalty; they all rejected it, claiming that
Columbus’ estimates were inaccurate and he was heading
for certain death. Finally Columbus brought his plan to
Spanish King Ferdinand II and Queen Isabella I in 1486.
It took four years for them to finally accept it. In 1492,
Christopher Columbus set sail for his first voyage out of
a total of four (“Christopher Columbus”).
The
first
reading
is an
excerpt
from
Journal of
the First
Voyage of
Columbus. Unfortunately, the original journal kept by
Columbus has since been lost. What remains is a mix of
Columbus’ original abstract, transcribed by Bartolomé de
las Casas, and first-hand observations from Columbus’
son Ferdinand. There are times when the narrator is
Christopher Columbus himself and other times it is
Ferdinand Columbus (“Christopher Columbus’ Journal”).
The passage documents Columbus’ intentions for his
voyage, his embarkation on August 3, 1492, the details
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and difficulties of the journey, the first contact with land
in the Bahamas on October 11, and the Spaniards’
primary interactions with the “Indians.” The second
reading is from Narrative of the Third Voyage. In this
passage, Columbus engages in discussion on how,
according to this observations and experiences, he
believes the Earth to be pear shaped.
It is a fallacy that Christopher Columbus discovered
America, as it was already inhabited by many tribes of
people. In addition, other non-natives before him had
contact with the Americas, including European
fishermen and Norwegian settlers (Olson and Bourne).
However, it is still important to discuss the voyages of
Columbus as he set the European settlement of Central,
South, and finally North America into motion. Following
these expeditions were the conquering and genocide of
millions of “Indian” tribes and the birth of the slave trade.
Columbus’ initial interactions with the native people of
America would set the tone for European-Indian
relationships for centuries to come. By reading these
primary source documents from Columbus’ voyages, one
can be critical of the modern portrayal of Columbus, the
alleged discovery of America, and the nature of history
itself.
Discussion Questions:
1. What are some of the first words that Columbus
used to describe the “Indians?”
2. How does Columbus’ journal differ from how his
voyages are discussed in historical discourse?
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CHAPTER 8.
JOURNAL OF THE FIRST VOYAGE TO
AMERICA, 1492-1493 (EXCERPT)
CHRISTOPHER COLUMBUS
IN THE NAME OF OUR LORD JESUS CHRIST
Whereas, Most Christian, High, Excellent, and
Powerful Princes, King and Queen of Spain and of the
Islands of the Sea, our Sovereigns, this present year 1492,
after your Highnesses had terminated the war with the
Moors reigning in Europe, the same having been brought
to an end in the great city of Granada, where on the
second day of January, this present year, I saw the royal
banners of your Highnesses planted by force of arms
upon the towers of the Alhambra, which is the fortress
of that city, and saw the Moorish king come out at the
gate of the city and kiss the hands of your Highnesses, and
of the Prince my Sovereign; and in the present month, in
consequence of the information which I had given your
Highnesses respecting the countries of India and of a
Prince, called Great Can, which in our language signifies
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King of Kings, how, at many times he, and his
predecessors had sent to Rome soliciting instructors who
might teach him our holy faith, and the holy Father had
never granted his request, whereby great numbers of
people were lost, believing in idolatry and doctrines of
perdition. Your Highnesses, as Catholic Christians, and
princes who love and promote the holy Christian faith,
and are enemies of the doctrine of Mahomet, and of all
idolatry and heresy, determined to send me, Christopher
Columbus, to the above-mentioned countries of India, to
see the said princes, people, and territories, and to learn
their disposition and the proper method of converting
them to our holy faith; and furthermore directed that I
should not proceed by land to the East, as is customary,
but by a Westerly route, in which direction we have
hitherto no certain evidence that any one has gone. So
after having expelled the Jews from your dominions, your
Highnesses, in the same month of January, ordered me to
proceed with a sufficient armament to the said regions of
India, and for that purpose granted me great favors, and
ennobled me that thenceforth I might call myself Don,
and be High Admiral of the Sea, and perpetual Viceroy
and Governor in all the islands and continents which
I might discover and acquire, or which may hereafter
he discovered and acquired in the ocean; and that this
dignity should be inherited by my eldest son, and thus
descend from degree to degree forever. Hereupon I left
the city of Granada, on Saturday, the twelfth day of May,
1492, and proceeded to Palos, a seaport, where I armed
three vessels, very fit for such an enterprise, and having
provided myself with abundance of stores and seamen,
I set sail from the port, on Friday, the third of August,
half an hour before sunrise, and steered for the Canary
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Islands of your Highnesses which are in the said ocean,
thence to take my departure and proceed till I arrived at
the Indies, and perform the embassy of your Highnesses
to the Princes there, and discharge the orders given me.
For this purpose I determined to keep an account of the
voyage, and to write down punctually every thing we
performed or saw from day to day, as will hereafter
appear. Moreover, Sovereign Princes, besides describing
every night the occurrences of the day, and every day
those of the preceding night, I intend to draw up a
nautical chart, which shall contain the several parts of
the ocean and land in their proper situations; and also
to compose a book to represent the whole by picture
with latitudes and longitudes, on all which accounts it
behooves me to abstain from my sleep, and make many
trials in navigation, which things will demand much
labor.
Friday, 3 August 1492. Set sail from the bar of Saltes at
8 o’clock, and proceeded with a strong breeze till sunset,
sixty miles or fifteen leagues south, afterwards southwest
and south by west, which is the direction of the Canaries.
* * * * *
Monday, 6 August. The rudder of the caravel Pinta
became loose, being broken or unshipped. It was believed
that this happened by the contrivance of Gomez Rascon
and Christopher Quintero, who were on board the
caravel, because they disliked the voyage. The Admiral
says he had found them in an unfavorable disposition
before setting out. He was in much anxiety at not being
able to afford any assistance in this case, but says that
it somewhat quieted his apprehensions to know that
Martin Alonzo Pinzon, Captain of the Pinta, was a man of
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courage and capacity. Made a progress, day and night, of
twenty-nine leagues.
* * * * *
Thursday, 9 August. The Admiral did not succeed in
reaching the island of Gomera till Sunday night. Martin
Alonzo remained at Grand Canary by command of the
Admiral, he being unable to keep the other vessels
company. The Admiral afterwards returned to Grand
Canary, and there with much labor repaired the Pinta,
being assisted by Martin Alonzo and the others; finally
they sailed to Gomera. They saw a great eruption of
names from the Peak of Teneriffe, a lofty mountain. The
Pinta, which before had carried latine sails, they altered
and made her square-rigged. Returned to Gomera,
Sunday, 2 September, with the Pinta repaired.
The Admiral says that he was assured by many
respectable Spaniards, inhabitants of the island of Ferro,
who were at Gomera with Dona Inez Peraza, mother of
Guillen Peraza, afterwards first Count of Gomera, that
every year they saw land to the west of the Canaries;
and others of Gomera affirmed the same with the like
assurances. The Admiral here says that he remembers,
while he was in Portugal, in 1484, there came a person
to the King from the island of Madeira, soliciting for
a vessel to go in quest of land, which he affirmed he
saw every year, and always of the same appearance. He
also says that he remembers the same was said by the
inhabitants of the Azores and described as in a similar
direction, and of the same shape and size. Having taken in
food, water, meat and other provisions, which had been
provided by the men which he left ashore on departing
for Grand Canary to repair the Pinta, the Admiral took
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his final departure from Gomera with the three vessels on
Thursday, 6 September.
* * * * *
Sunday, 9 September. Sailed this day nineteen leagues,
and determined to count less than the true number, that
the crew might not be dismayed if the voyage should
prove long. In the night sailed one hundred and twenty
miles, at the rate of ten miles an hour, which make thirty
leagues. The sailors steered badly, causing the vessels to
fall to leeward toward the northeast, for which the
Admiral reprimanded them repeatedly.
Monday, 10 September. This day and night sailed sixty
leagues, at the rate of ten miles an hour, which are two
leagues and a half. Reckoned only forty-eight leagues, that
the men might not be terrified if they should be long upon
the voyage.
Tuesday, 11 September. Steered their course west and
sailed above twenty leagues; saw a large fragment of the
mast of a vessel, apparently of a hundred and twenty tons,
but could not pick it up. In the night sailed about twenty
leagues, and reckoned only sixteen, for the cause above
stated.
* * * * *
Friday, 14 September. Steered this day and night west
twenty leagues; reckoned somewhat less. The crew of the
Nina stated that they had seen a grajao, and a tropic bird,
or water-wagtail, which birds never go farther than
twenty-five leagues from the land.
* * * * *
Sunday, 16 September. Sailed day and night, west
thirty-nine leagues, and reckoned only thirty-six. Some
clouds arose and it drizzled. The Admiral here says that
from this time they experienced very pleasant weather,
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and that the mornings were most delightful, wanting
nothing but the melody of the nightingales. He compares
the weather to that of Andalusia in April. Here they began
to meet with large patches of weeds very green, and
which appeared to have been recently washed away from
the land; on which account they all judged themselves to
be near some island, though not a continent, according to
the opinion of the Admiral, who says, “the continent we
shall find further ahead.”
Monday, 17 September. Steered west and sailed, day
and night, above fifty leagues; wrote down only forty-
seven; the current favored them. They saw a great deal
of weed which proved to be rockweed, it came from the
west and they met with it very frequently. They were
of opinion that land was near. The pilots took the sun’s
amplitude, and found that the needles varied to the
northwest a whole point of the compass; the seamen were
terrified, and dismayed without saying why. The Admiral
discovered the cause, and ordered them to take the
amplitude again the next morning, when they found that
the needles were true; the cause was that the star moved
from its place, while the needles remained stationary. At
dawn they saw many more weeds, apparently river weeds,
and among them a live crab, which the Admiral kept,
and says that these are sure signs of land, being never
found eighty leagues out at sea. They found the sea-water
less salt since they left the Canaries, and the air more
mild. They were all very cheerful, and strove which vessel
should outsail the others, and be the first to discover land;
they saw many tunnies, and the crew of the Nina killed
one. The Admiral here says that these signs were from the
west, “where I hope that high God in whose hand is all
victory will speedily direct us to land.” This morning he
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says he saw a white bird called a water- wagtail, or tropic
bird, which does not sleep at sea.
* * * * *
19 September. Continued on, and sailed, day and night,
twenty- five leagues, experiencing a calm. Wrote down
twenty-two. This day at ten o’clock a pelican came on
board, and in the evening another; these birds are not
accustomed to go twenty leagues from land. It drizzled
without wind, which is a sure sign of land. The Admiral
was unwilling to remain here, beating about in search of
land, but he held it for certain that there were islands
to the north and south, which in fact was the case and
he was sailing in the midst of them. His wish was to
proceed on to the Indies, having such fair weather, for if
it please God, as the Admiral says, we shall examine these
parts upon our return. Here the pilots found their places
upon the chart: the reckoning of the Nina made her four
hundred and forty leagues distant from the Canaries, that
of the Pinta four hundred and twenty, that of the Admiral
four hundred.
Thursday, 20 September. Steered west by north,
varying with alternate changes of the wind and calms;
made seven or eight leagues’ progress. Two pelicans came
on board, and afterwards another,–a sign of the
neighborhood of land. Saw large quantities of weeds
today, though none was observed yesterday. Caught a
bird similar to a grajao; it was a river and not a marine
bird, with feet like those of a gull. Towards night two
or three land birds came to the ship, singing; they
disappeared before sunrise. Afterwards saw a pelican
coming from west- northwest and flying to the
southwest; an evidence of land to the westward, as these
birds sleep on shore, and go to sea in the morning in
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search of food, never proceeding twenty leagues from the
land.
Friday, 21 September. Most of the day calm, afterwards
a little wind. Steered their course day and night, sailing
less than thirteen leagues. In the morning found such
abundance of weeds that the ocean seemed to be covered
with them; they came from the west. Saw a pelican; the
sea smooth as a river, and the finest air in the world. Saw
a whale, an indication of land, as they always keep near
the coast.
Saturday, 22 September. Steered about west-northwest
varying their course, and making thirty leagues’ progress.
Saw few weeds. Some pardelas were seen, and another
bird. The Admiral here says “this headwind was very
necessary to me, for my crew had grown much alarmed,
dreading that they never should meet in these seas with
a fair wind to return to Spain.” Part of the day saw no
weeds, afterwards great plenty of it.
Sunday, 23 September. Sailed northwest and northwest
by north and at times west nearly twenty-two leagues.
Saw a turtle dove, a pelican, a river bird, and other white
fowl;–weeds in abundance with crabs among them. The
sea being smooth and tranquil, the sailors murmured,
saying that they had got into smooth water, where it
would never blow to carry them back to Spain; but
afterwards the sea rose without wind, which astonished
them. The Admiral says on this occasion “the rising of the
sea was very favorable to me, as it happened formerly to
Moses when he led the Jews from Egypt.”
* * * * *
Tuesday, 25 September. Very calm this day; afterwards
the wind rose. Continued their course west till night. The
Admiral held a conversation with Martin Alonzo Pinzon,
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captain of the Pinta, respecting a chart which the Admiral
had sent him three days before, in which it appears he had
marked down certain islands in that sea; Martin Alonzo
was of opinion that they were in their neighborhood, and
the Admiral replied that he thought the same, but as they
had not met with them, it must have been owing to the
currents which had carried them to the northeast and that
they had not made such progress as the pilots stated. The
Admiral directed him to return the chart, when he traced
their course upon it in presence of the pilot and sailors.
At sunset Martin Alonzo called out with great joy from
his vessel that he saw land, and demanded of the Admiral
a reward for his intelligence. The Admiral says, when he
heard him declare this, he fell on his knees and returned
thanks to God, and Martin Alonzo with his crew repeated
Gloria in excelsis Deo, as did the crew of the Admiral.
Those on board the Nina ascended the rigging, and all
declared they saw land. The Admiral also thought it was
land, and about twenty-five leagues distant. They
remained all night repeating these affirmations, and the
Admiral ordered their course to be shifted from west to
southwest where the land appeared to lie. They sailed
that day four leagues and a half west and in the night
seventeen leagues southwest, in all twenty-one and a half:
told the crew thirteen leagues, making it a point to keep
them from knowing how far they had sailed; in this
manner two reckonings were kept, the shorter one
falsified, and the other being the true account. The sea
was very smooth and many of the sailors went in it to
bathe, saw many dories and other fish.
Wednesday, 26 September. Continued their course
west till the afternoon, then southwest and discovered
that what they had taken for land was nothing but clouds.
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Sailed, day and night, thirty- one leagues; reckoned to the
crew twenty-four. The sea was like a river, the air soft and
mild.
* * * * *
Sunday, 30 September. Continued their course west
and sailed day and night in calms, fourteen leagues;
reckoned eleven.–Four tropic birds came to the ship,
which is a very clear sign of land, for so many birds of
one sort together show that they are not straying about,
having lost themselves. Twice, saw two pelicans; many
weeds. The constellation called Las Gallardias, which at
evening appeared in a westerly direction, was seen in the
northeast the next morning, making no more progress in
a night of nine hours, this was the case every night, as says
the Admiral. At night the needles varied a point towards
the northwest, in the morning they were true, by which it
appears that the polar star moves, like the others, and the
needles are always right.
Monday, 1 October. Continued their course west and
sailed twenty-five leagues; reckoned to the crew twenty.
Experienced a heavy shower. The pilot of the Admiral
began to fear this morning that they were five hundred
and seventy-eight leagues west of the island of Ferro. The
short reckoning which the Admiral showed his crew gave
five hundred and eighty-four, but the true one which he
kept to himself was seven hundred and seven leagues.
* * * * *
Saturday, 6 October. Continued their course west and
sailed forty leagues day and night; reckoned to the crew
thirty-three. This night Martin Alonzo gave it as his
opinion that they had better steer from west to southwest.
The Admiral thought from this that Martin Alonzo did
not wish to proceed onward to Cipango; but he
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considered it best to keep on his course, as he should
probably reach the land sooner in that direction,
preferring to visit the continent first, and then the islands.
Sunday, 7 October. Continued their course west and
sailed twelve miles an hour, for two hours, then eight
miles an hour. Sailed till an hour after sunrise, twenty-
three leagues; reckoned to the crew eighteen. At sunrise
the caravel Nina, who kept ahead on account of her
swiftness in sailing, while all the vessels were striving to
outsail one another, and gain the reward promised by
the King and Queen by first discovering land–hoisted a
flag at her mast head, and fired a lombarda, as a signal
that she had discovered land, for the Admiral had given
orders to that effect. He had also ordered that the ships
should keep in close company at sunrise and sunset, as
the air was more favorable at those times for seeing at
a distance. Towards evening seeing nothing of the land
which the Nina had made signals for, and observing large
flocks of birds coming from the North and making for the
southwest, whereby it was rendered probable that they
were either going to land to pass the night, or abandoning
the countries of the north, on account of the approaching
winter, he determined to alter his course, knowing also
that the Portuguese had discovered most of the islands
they possessed by attending to the flight of birds. The
Admiral accordingly shifted his course from west to west-
southwest, with a resolution to continue two days ill that
direction. This was done about an hour after sunset.
Sailed in the night nearly five leagues, and twenty-three
in the day. In all twenty-eight.
8 October. Steered west-southwest and sailed day and
night eleven or twelve leagues; at times during the night,
fifteen miles an hour, if the account can be depended
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upon. Found the sea like the river at Seville, “thanks to
God,” says the Admiral. The air soft as that of Seville in
April, and so fragrant that it was delicious to breathe it.
The weeds appeared very fresh. Many land birds, one
of which they took, flying towards the southwest; also
grajaos, ducks, and a pelican were seen.
Tuesday, 9 October. Sailed southwest five leagues,
when the wind changed, and they stood west by north
four leagues. Sailed in the whole day and night, twenty
leagues and a half; reckoned to the crew seventeen. All
night heard birds passing.
Wednesday, 10 October. Steered west-southwest and
sailed at times ten miles an hour, at others twelve, and
at others, seven; day and night made fifty-nine leagues’
progress; reckoned to the crew but forty-four. Here the
men lost all patience, and complained of the length of
the voyage, but the Admiral encouraged them in the best
manner he could, representing the profits they were
about to acquire, and adding that it was to no purpose to
complain, having come so far, they had nothing to do but
continue on to the Indies, till with the help of our Lord,
they should arrive there.
Thursday, 11 October. Steered west-southwest; and
encountered a heavier sea than they had met with before
in the whole voyage. Saw pardelas and a green rush near
the vessel. The crew of the Pinta saw a cane and a log; they
also picked up a stick which appeared to have been carved
with an iron tool, a piece of cane, a plant which grows on
land, and a board. The crew of the Nina saw other signs
of land, and a stalk loaded with rose berries. These signs
encouraged them, and they all grew cheerful. Sailed this
day till sunset, twenty-seven leagues.
After sunset steered their original course west and
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sailed twelve miles an hour till two hours after midnight,
going ninety miles, which are twenty-two leagues and a
half; and as the Pinta was the swiftest sailer, and kept
ahead of the Admiral, she discovered land and made the
signals which had been ordered. The land was first seen
by a sailor called Rodrigo de Triana, although the Admiral
at ten o’clock that evening standing on the quarter-deck
saw a light, but so small a body that he could not affirm it
to be land; calling to Pero Gutierrez, groom of the King’s
wardrobe, he told him he saw a light, and bid him look
that way, which he did and saw it; he did the same to
Rodrigo Sanchez of Segovia, whom the King and Queen
had sent with the squadron as comptroller, but he was
unable to see it from his situation. The Admiral again
perceived it once or twice, appearing like the light of a
wax candle moving up and down, which some thought
an indication of land. But the Admiral held it for certain
that land was near; for which reason, after they had said
the Salve which the seamen are accustomed to repeat
and chant after their fashion, the Admiral directed them
to keep a strict watch upon the forecastle and look out
diligently for land, and to him who should first discover it
he promised a silken jacket, besides the reward which the
King and Queen had offered, which was an annuity of ten
thousand maravedis. At two o’clock in the morning the
land was discovered, at two leagues’ distance; they took
in sail and remained under the square-sail lying to till
day, which was Friday, when they found themselves near
a small island, one of the Lucayos, called in the Indian
language Guanahani. Presently they descried people,
naked, and the Admiral landed in the boat, which was
armed, along with Martin Alonzo Pinzon, and Vincent
Yanez his brother, captain of the Nina. The Admiral bore
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the royal standard, and the two captains each a banner
of the Green Cross, which all the ships had carried; this
contained the initials of the names of the King and Queen
each side of the cross, and a crown over each letter
Arrived on shore, they saw trees very green many streams
of water, and diverse sorts of fruits. The Admiral called
upon the two Captains, and the rest of the crew who
landed, as also to Rodrigo de Escovedo notary of the fleet,
and Rodrigo Sanchez, of Segovia, to bear witness that he
before all others took possession (as in fact he did) of that
island for the King and Queen his sovereigns, making the
requisite declarations, which are more at large set down
here in writing. Numbers of the people of the island
straightway collected together. Here follow the precise
words of the Admiral: “As I saw that they were very
friendly to us, and perceived that they could be much
more easily converted to our holy faith by gentle means
than by force, I presented them with some red caps, and
strings of beads to wear upon the neck, and many other
trifles of small value, wherewith they were much
delighted, and became wonderfully attached to us.
Afterwards they came swimming to the boats, bringing
parrots, balls of cotton thread, javelins, and many other
things which they exchanged for articles we gave them,
such as glass beads, and hawk’s bells; which trade was
carried on with the utmost good will. But they seemed on
the whole to me, to be a very poor people. They all go
completely naked, even the women, though I saw but one
girl. All whom I saw were young, not above thirty years
of age, well made, with fine shapes and faces; their hair
short, and coarse like that of a horse’s tail, combed toward
the forehead, except a small portion which they suffer to
hang down behind, and never cut. Some paint themselves
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with black, which makes them appear like those of the
Canaries, neither black nor white; others with white,
others with red, and others with such colors as they can
find. Some paint the face, and some the whole body;
others only the eyes, and others the nose. Weapons they
have none, nor are acquainted with them, for I showed
them swords which they grasped by the blades, and cut
themselves through ignorance. They have no iron, their
javelins being without it, and nothing more than sticks,
though some have fish-bones or other things at the ends.
They are all of a good size and stature, and handsomely
formed. I saw some with scars of wounds upon their
bodies, and demanded by signs the of them; they
answered me in the same way, that there came people
from the other islands in the neighborhood who
endeavored to make prisoners of them, and they
defended themselves. I thought then, and still believe, that
these were from the continent. It appears to me, that the
people are ingenious, and would be good servants and
I am of opinion that they would very readily become
Christians, as they appear to have no religion. They very
quickly learn such words as are spoken to them. If it
please our Lord, I intend at my return to carry home
six of them to your Highnesses, that they may learn our
language. I saw no beasts in the island, nor any sort of
animals except parrots.” These are the words of the
Admiral.
Saturday, 13 October. “At daybreak great multitudes of
men came to the shore, all young and of fine shapes, very
handsome; their hair not curled but straight and coarse
like horse-hair, and all with foreheads and heads much
broader than any people I had hitherto seen; their eyes
were large and very beautiful; they were not black, but the
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color of the inhabitants of the Canaries, which is a very
natural circumstance, they being in the same latitude with
the island of Ferro in the Canaries. They were straight-
limbed without exception, and not with prominent bellies
but handsomely shaped. They came to the ship in canoes,
made of a single trunk of a tree, wrought in a wonderful
manner considering the country; some of them large
enough to contain forty or forty-five men, others of
different sizes down to those fitted to hold but a single
person. They rowed with an oar like a baker’s peel, and
wonderfully swift. If they happen to upset, they all jump
into the sea, and swim till they have righted their canoe
and emptied it with the calabashes they carry with them.
They came loaded with balls of cotton, parrots, javelins,
and other things too numerous to mention; these they
exchanged for whatever we chose to give them. I was
very attentive to them, and strove to learn if they had any
gold. Seeing some of them with little bits of this metal
hanging at their noses, I gathered from them by signs that
by going southward or steering round the island in that
direction, there would be found a king who possessed
large vessels of gold, and in great quantities. I endeavored
to procure them to lead the way thither, but found they
were unacquainted with the route. I determined to stay
here till the evening of the next day, and then sail for the
southwest; for according to what I could learn from them,
there was land at the south as well as at the southwest
and northwest and those from the northwest came many
times and fought with them and proceeded on to the
southwest in search of gold and precious stones. This is
a large and level island, with trees extremely flourishing,
and streams of water; there is a large lake in the middle
of the island, but no mountains: the whole is completely
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covered with verdure and delightful to behold. The
natives are an inoffensive people, and so desirous to
possess any thing they saw with us, that they kept
swimming off to the ships with whatever they could find,
and readily bartered for any article we saw fit to give
them in return, even such as broken platters and
fragments of glass. I saw in this manner sixteen balls of
cotton thread which weighed above twenty-five pounds,
given for three Portuguese ceutis. This traffic I forbade,
and suffered no one to take their cotton from them,
unless I should order it to be procured for your
Highnesses, if proper quantities could be met with. It
grows in this island, but from my short stay here I could
not satisfy myself fully concerning it; the gold, also, which
they wear in their noses, is found here, but not to lose
time, I am determined to proceed onward and ascertain
whether I can reach Cipango. At night they all went on
shore with their canoes.
Sunday, 14 October. In the morning, I ordered the
boats to be got ready, and coasted along the island toward
the north- northeast to examine that part of it, we having
landed first at the eastern part. Presently we discovered
two or three villages, and the people all came down to the
shore, calling out to us, and giving thanks to God. Some
brought us water, and others victuals: others seeing that I
was not disposed to land, plunged into the sea and swam
out to us, and we perceived that they interrogated us if
we had come from heaven. An old man came on board
my boat; the others, both men and women cried with
loud voices–“Come and see the men who have come from
heavens. Bring them victuals and drink.” There came
many of both sexes, every one bringing something, giving
thanks to God, prostrating themselves on the earth, and
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lifting up their hands to heaven. They called out to us
loudly to come to land, but I was apprehensive on account
of a reef of rocks, which surrounds the whole island,
although within there is depth of water and room
sufficient for all the ships of Christendom, with a very
narrow entrance. There are some shoals withinside, but
the water is as smooth as a pond. It was to view these
parts that I set out in the morning, for I wished to give
a complete relation to your Highnesses, as also to find
where a fort might be built. I discovered a tongue of
land which appeared like an island though it was not,
but might be cut through and made so in two days; it
contained six houses. I do not, however, see the necessity
of fortifying the place, as the people here are simple in
war-like matters, as your Highnesses will see by those
seven which I have ordered to be taken and carried to
Spain in order to learn our language and return, unless
your Highnesses should choose to have them all
transported to Castile, or held captive in the island. I
could conquer the whole of them with fifty men, and
govern them as I pleased. Near the islet I have mentioned
were groves of trees, the most beautiful I have ever seen,
with their foliage as verdant as we see in Castile in April
and May. There were also many streams. After having
taken a survey of these parts, I returned to the ship, and
setting sail, discovered such a number of islands that I
knew not which first to visit; the natives whom I had
taken on board informed me by signs that there were
so many of them that they could not be numbered; they
repeated the names of more than a hundred. I determined
to steer for the largest, which is about five leagues from
San Salvador; the others were some at a greater, and some
at a less distance from that island. They are all very level,
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without mountains, exceedingly fertile and populous, the
inhabitants living at war with one another, although a
simple race, and with delicate bodies.
15 October. Stood off and on during the night,
determining not to come to anchor till morning, fearing
to meet with shoals; continued our course in the
morning; and as the island was found to be six or seven
leagues distant, and the tide was against us, it was noon
when we arrived there. I found that part of it towards San
Salvador extending from north to south five leagues, and
the other side which we coasted along, ran from east to
west more than ten leagues. From this island espying a
still larger one to the west, I set sail in that direction and
kept on till night without reaching the western extremity
of the island, where I gave it the name of Santa Maria de
la Concepcion. About sunset we anchored near the cape
which terminates the island towards the west to enquire
for gold, for the natives we had taken from San Salvador
told me that the people here wore golden bracelets upon
their arms and legs. I believed pretty confidently that they
had invented this story in order to find means to escape
from us, still I determined to pass none of these islands
without taking possession, because being once taken, it
would answer for all times. We anchored and remained
till Tuesday, when at daybreak I went ashore with the
boats armed. The people we found naked like those of
San Salvador, and of the same disposition. They suffered
us to traverse the island, and gave us what we asked of
them. As the wind blew southeast upon the shore where
the vessels lay, I determined not to remain, and set out for
the ship. A large canoe being near the caravel Nina, one
of the San Salvador natives leaped overboard and swam
to her; (another had made his escape the night before,)
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the canoe being reached by the fugitive, the natives rowed
for the land too swiftly to be overtaken; having landed,
some of my men went ashore in pursuit of them, when
they abandoned the canoe and fled with precipitation; the
canoe which they had left was brought on board the Nina,
where from another quarter had arrived a small canoe
with a single man, who came to barter some cotton; some
of the sailors finding him unwilling to go on board the
vessel, jumped into the sea and took him. I was upon
the quarter deck of my ship, and seeing the whole, sent
for him, and gave him a red cap, put some glass beads
upon his arms, and two hawk’s bells upon his ears. I then
ordered his canoe to be returned to him, and despatched
him back to land.
I now set sail for the other large island to the west and
gave orders for the canoe which the Nina had in tow to
be set adrift. I had refused to receive the cotton from
the native whom I sent on shore, although he pressed it
upon me. I looked out after him and saw upon his landing
that the others all ran to meet him with much wonder. It
appeared to them that we were honest people, and that
the man who had escaped from us had done us some
injury, for which we kept him in custody. It was in order
to favor this notion that I ordered the canoe to be set
adrift, and gave the man the presents above mentioned,
that when your Highnesses send another expedition to
these parts it may meet with a friendly reception. All
I gave the man was not worth four maravedis. We set
sail about ten o’clock, with the wind southeast and stood
southerly for the island I mentioned above, which is a
very large one, and where according to the account of
the natives on board, there is much gold, the inhabitants
wearing it in bracelets upon their arms, legs, and necks, as
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well as in their ears and at their noses. This island is nine
leagues distant from Santa Maria in a westerly direction.
This part of it extends from northwest, to southeast and
appears to be twenty-eight leagues long, very level,
without any mountains, like San Salvador and Santa
Maria, having a good shore and not rocky, except a few
ledges under water, which renders it necessary to anchor
at some distance, although the water is very clear, and
the bottom may be seen. Two shots of a lombarda from
the land, the water is so deep that it cannot be sounded;
this is the case in all these islands. They are all extremely
verdant and fertile, with the air agreeable, and probably
contain many things of which I am ignorant, not inclining
to stay here, but visit other islands in search of gold. And
considering the indications of it among the natives who
wear it upon their arms and legs, and having ascertained
that it is the true metal by showing them some pieces of it
which I have with me, I cannot fail, with the help of our
Lord, to find the place which produces it.
Being at sea, about midway between Santa Maria and
the large island, which I name Fernandina, we met a man
in a canoe going from Santa Maria to Fernandina; he had
with him a piece of the bread which the natives make, as
big as one’s fist, a calabash of water, a quantity of reddish
earth, pulverized and afterwards kneaded up, and some
dried leaves which are in high value among them, for a
quantity of it was brought to me at San Salvador; he had
besides a little basket made after their fashion, containing
some glass beads, and two blancas by all which I knew he
had come from San Salvador, and had passed from thence
to Santa Maria. He came to the ship and I caused him to
be taken on board, as he requested it; we took his canoe
also on board and took care of his things. I ordered him
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to be presented with bread and honey, and drink, and
shall carry him to Fernandina and give him his property,
that he may carry a good report of us, so that if it please
our Lord when your Highnesses shall send again to these
regions, those who arrive here may receive honor, and
procure what the natives may be found to possess.
Tuesday, 16 October. Set sail from Santa Maria about
noon, for Fernandina which appeared very large in the
west; sailed all the day with calms, and could not arrive
soon enough to view the shore and select a good
anchorage, for great care must be taken in this particular,
lest the anchors be lost. Beat up and down all night, and in
the morning arrived at a village and anchored. This was
the place to which the man whom we had picked up at
sea had gone, when we set him on shore. He had given
such a favorable account of us, that all night there were
great numbers of canoes coming off to us, who brought
us water and other things. I ordered each man to be
presented with something, as strings of ten or a dozen
glass beads apiece, and thongs of leather, all which they
estimated highly; those which came on board I directed
should be fed with molasses. At three o’clock, I sent the
boat on shore for water; the natives with great good will
directed the men where to find it, assisted them in
carrying the casks full of it to the boat, and seemed to take
great pleasure in serving us. This is a very large island,
and I have resolved to coast it about, for as I understand,
in, or near the island, there is a mine of gold. It is eight
leagues west of Santa Maria, and the cape where we have
arrived, and all this coast extends from north-northwest
to south-southeast. I have seen twenty leagues of it, but
not the end. Now, writing this, I set sail with a southerly
wind to circumnavigate the island, and search till we can
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find Samoet, which is the island or city where the gold
is, according to the account of those who come on board
the ship, to which the relation of those of San Salvador
and Santa Maria corresponds. These people are similar
to those of the islands just mentioned, and have the same
language and customs; with the exception that they
appear somewhat more civilized, showing themselves
more subtle in their dealings with us, bartering their
cotton and other articles with more profit than the others
had experienced. Here we saw cotton cloth, and perceived
the people more decent, the women wearing a slight
covering of cotton over the nudities. The island is
verdant, level and fertile to a high degree; and I doubt
not that grain is sowed and reaped the whole year round,
as well as all other productions of the place. I saw many
trees, very dissimilar to those of our country, and many
of them had branches of different sorts upon the same
trunk; and such a diversity was among them that it was
the greatest wonder in the world to behold. Thus, for
instance, one branch of a tree bore leaves like those of a
cane, another branch of the same tree, leaves similar to
those of the lentisk. In this manner a single tree bears
five or six different kinds. Nor is this done by grafting,
for that is a work of art, whereas these trees grow wild,
and the natives take no care about them. They have no
religion, and I believe that they would very readily
become Christians, as they have a good understanding.
Here the fish are so dissimilar to ours that it is wonderful.
Some are shaped like dories, of the finest hues in the
world, blue, yellow, red, and every other color, some
variegated with a thousand different tints, so beautiful
that no one on beholding them could fail to express the
highest wonder and admiration. Here are also whales.
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Beasts, we saw none, nor any creatures on land save
parrots and lizards, but a boy told me he saw a large
snake. No sheep nor goats were seen, and although our
stay here has been short, it being now noon, yet were
there any, I could hardly have failed of seeing them. The
circumnavigation of the island I shall describe afterward.
Wednesday, 17 October. At noon set sail from the
village where we had anchored and watered. Kept on our
course to sail round the island; the wind southwest and
south. My intention was to follow the coast of the island
to the southeast as it runs in that direction, being
informed by the Indians I have on board, besides another
whom I met with here, that in such a course I should meet
with the island which they call Samoet, where gold is
found. I was further informed by Martin Alonzo Pinzon,
captain of the Pinta, on board of which I had sent three
of the Indians, that he had been assured by one of them
I might sail round the island much sooner by the
northwest. Seeing that the wind would not enable me to
proceed in the direction I first contemplated, and finding
it favorable for the one thus recommended me, I steered
to the northwest and arriving at the extremity of the
island at two leagues’ distance, I discovered a remarkable
haven with two entrances, formed by an island at its
mouth, both very narrow, the inside capacious enough
for a hundred ships, were there sufficient depth of water.
I thought it advisable to examine it, and therefore
anchored outside, and went with the boats to sound it,
but found the water shallow. As I had first imagined it
to be the mouth of a river, I had directed the casks to be
carried ashore for water, which being done we discovered
eight or ten men who straightway came up to us, and
directed us to a village in the neighborhood; I accordingly
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dispatched the crews thither in quest of water, part of
them armed, and the rest with the casks, and the place
being at some distance it detained me here a couple of
hours. In the meantime I strayed about among the groves,
which present the most enchanting sight ever witnessed,
a degree of verdure prevailing like that of May in
Andalusia, the trees as different from those of our
country as day is from night, and the same may be said
of the fruit, the weeds, the stones and everything else.
A few of the trees, however, seemed to be of a species
similar to some that are to be found in Castile, though
still with a great dissimilarity, but the others so unlike,
that it is impossible to find any resemblance in them to
those of our land. The natives we found like those already
described, as to personal appearance and manners, and
naked like the rest. Whatever they possessed, they
bartered for what we chose to give them. I saw a boy of
the crew purchasing javelins of them with bits of platters
and broken glass. Those who went for water informed
me that they had entered their houses and found them
very clean and neat, with beds and coverings of cotton
nets. Their houses are all built in the shape of tents, with
very high chimneys. None of the villages which I saw
contained more than twelve or fifteen of them. Here it
was remarked that the married women wore cotton
breeches, but the younger females were without them,
except a few who were as old as eighteen years. Dogs
were seen of a large and small size, and one of the men
had hanging at his nose a piece of gold half as big as a
castellailo, with letters upon it. I endeavored to purchase
it of them in order to ascertain what sort of money it
was but they refused to part with it. Having taken our
water on board, I set sail and proceeded northwest till
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I had surveyed the coast to the point where it begins
to run from east to west. Here the Indians gave me to
understand that this island was smaller than that of
Samoet, and that I had better return in order to reach it
the sooner. The wind died away, and then sprang up from
the west-northwest which was contrary to the course we
were pursuing, we therefore hove about and steered
various courses through the night from east to south
standing off from the land, the weather being cloudy and
thick. It rained violently from midnight till near day, and
the sky still remains clouded; we remain off the southeast
part of the island, where I expect to anchor and stay till
the weather grows clear, when I shall steer for the other
islands I am in quest of. Every day that I have been in
these Indies it has rained more or less. I assure your
Highnesses that these lands are the most fertile,
temperate, level and beautiful countries in the world.
Thursday, 18 October. As soon as the sky grew clear,
we set sail and went as far round the island as we could,
anchoring when we found it inconvenient to proceed. I
did not, however, land. In the morning set sail again.
Friday, 19 October. In the morning we got under
weigh, and I ordered the Pinta to steer east and southeast
and the Nina south- southeast; proceeding myself to the
southeast the other vessels I directed to keep on the
courses prescribed till noon, and then to rejoin me.
Within three hours we descried an island to the east
toward which we directed our course, and arrived all
three, before noon, at the northern extremity, where a
rocky islet and reef extend toward the North, with
another between them and the main island. The Indians
on board the ships called this island Saomete. I named it
Isabela. It lies westerly from the island of Fernandina, and
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the coast extends from the islet twelve leagues, west, to a
cape which I called Cabo Hermoso, it being a beautiful,
round headland with a bold shore free from shoals. Part
of the shore is rocky, but the rest of it, like most of the
coast here, a sandy beach. Here we anchored till morning.
This island is the most beautiful that I have yet seen, the
trees in great number, flourishing and lofty; the land is
higher than the other islands, and exhibits an eminence,
which though it cannot be called a mountain, yet adds
a beauty to its appearance, and gives an indication of
streams of water in the interior. From this part toward
the northeast is an extensive bay with many large and
thick groves. I wished to anchor there, and land, that I
might examine those delightful regions, but found the
coast shoal, without a possibility of casting anchor except
at a distance from the shore. The wind being favorable,
I came to the Cape, which I named Hermoso, where I
anchored today. This is so beautiful a place, as well as the
neighboring regions, that I know not in which course to
proceed first; my eyes are never tired with viewing such
delightful verdure, and of a species so new and dissimilar
to that of our country, and I have no doubt there are
trees and herbs here which would be of great value in
Spain, as dyeing materials, medicine, spicery, etc., but I
am mortified that I have no acquaintance with them.
Upon our arrival here we experienced the most sweet and
delightful odor from the flowers or trees of the island.
Tomorrow morning before we depart, I intend to land
and see what can be found in the neighborhood. Here
is no village, but farther within the island is one, where
our Indians inform us we shall find the king, and that
he has much gold. I shall penetrate so far as to reach
the village and see or speak with the king, who, as they
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tell us, governs all these islands, and goes dressed, with
a great deal of gold about him. I do not, however, give
much credit to these accounts, as I understand the natives
but imperfectly, and perceive them to be so poor that a
trifling quantity of gold appears to them a great amount.
This island appears to me to be a separate one from that
of Saomete, and I even think there may be others between
them. I am not solicitous to examine particularly
everything here, which indeed could not be done in fifty
years, because my desire is to make all possible
discoveries, and return to your Highnesses, if it please
our Lord, in April. But in truth, should I meet with gold
or spices in great quantity, I shall remain till I collect as
much as possible, and for this purpose I am proceeding
solely in quest of them.
Saturday, 20 October. At sunrise we weighed anchor,
and stood to the northeast and east along the south side of
this island, which I named Isabela, and the cape where we
anchored, Cabo de la Laguna; in this direction I expected
from the account of our Indians to find the capital and
king of the island. I found the coast very shallow, and
offering every obstacle to our navigation, and perceiving
that our course this way must be very circuitous, I
determined to return to the westward. The wind failed us,
and we were unable to get near the shore before night;
and as it is very dangerous anchoring here in the dark,
when it is impossible to discern among so many shoals
and reefs whether the ground be suitable, I stood off and
on all night. The other vessels came to anchor, having
reached the shore in season. As was customary among
us, they made signals to me to stand in and anchor, but I
determined to remain at sea.
Sunday, 21 October. At 10 o’clock, we arrived at a cape
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of the island, and anchored, the other vessels in company.
After having dispatched a meal, I went ashore, and found
no habitation save a single house, and that without an
occupant; we had no doubt that the people had fled in
terror at our approach, as the house was completely
furnished. I suffered nothing to be touched, and went
with my captains and some of the crew to view the
country. This island even exceeds the others in beauty
and fertility. Groves of lofty and flourishing trees are
abundant, as also large lakes, surrounded and overhung
by the foliage, in a most enchanting manner. Everything
looked as green as in April in Andalusia. The melody of
the birds was so exquisite that one was never willing to
part from the spot, and the flocks of parrots obscured the
heavens. The diversity in the appearance of the feathered
tribe from those of our country is extremely curious. A
thousand different sorts of trees, with their fruit were to
be met with, and of a wonderfully delicious odor. It was a
great affliction to me to be ignorant of their natures, for
I am very certain they are all valuable; specimens of them
and of the plants I have preserved. Going round one of
these lakes, I saw a snake, which we killed, and I have kept
the skin for your Highnesses; upon being discovered he
took to the water, whither we followed him, as it was not
deep, and dispatched him with our lances; he was seven
spans in length; I think there are many more such about
here. I discovered also the aloe tree, and am determined
to take on board the ship tomorrow, ten quintals of it,
as I am told it is valuable. While we were in search of
some good water, we came upon a village of the natives
about half a league from the place where the ships lay; the
inhabitants on discovering us abandoned their houses,
and took to flight, carrying of their goods to the
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mountain. I ordered that nothing which they had left
should be taken, not even the value of a pin. Presently we
saw several of the natives advancing towards our party,
and one of them came up to us, to whom we gave some
hawk’s bells and glass beads, with which he was delighted.
We asked him in return, for water, and after I had gone
on board the ship, the natives came down to the shore
with their calabashes full, and showed great pleasure in
presenting us with it. I ordered more glass beads to be
given them, and they promised to return the next day. It
is my wish to fill all the water casks of the ships at this
place, which being executed, I shall depart immediately, if
the weather serve, and sail round the island, till I succeed
in meeting with the king, in order to see if I can acquire
any of the gold, which I hear he possesses. Afterwards I
shall set sail for another very large island which I believe
to be Cipango, according to the indications I receive from
the Indians on board. They call the Island Colba, and say
there are many large ships, and sailors there. This other
island they name Bosio, and inform me that it is very
large; the others which lie in our course, I shall examine
on the passage, and according as I find gold or spices in
abundance, I shall determine what to do; at all events I
am determined to proceed on to the continent, and visit
the city of Guisay, where I shall deliver the letters of your
Highnesses to the Great Can, and demand an answer,
with which I shall return.
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CHAPTER 9.
NARRATIVE OF THE THIRD VOYAGE,
1498-1500 (EXCERPT)
CHRISTOPHER COLUMBUS
I have always read that the world comprising the land and
the water was spherical, and the recorded experiences of
Ptolemy and all others have proved this by the eclipses
of the moon and other observations made from East to
West, as well as the elevation of the Pole from North to
South. But as I have already described, I have now seen so
much irregularity, that I have come to another conclusion
respecting the Earth, namely, that it is not round as they
describe, but of the form of a pear, which is very round
except where the stalk grows, at which part it is most
prominent; or like a round ball upon part of which is a
prominence like a woman’s nipple, this protrusion being
the highest and nearest the sky, situated under the
equinoctial line, and at the eastern extremity of this sea. .
. .
Ptolemy and the other philosophers who have written
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upon the globe thought that it was spherical, believing
that this [western] hemisphere was round as well as that
in which they themselves dwelt, the centre of which was
in the island of Arin, which is under the equinoctial line
between the Arabian Gulf and the Gulf of Persia; and the
circle passes over Cape St. Vincent in Portugal westward,
and eastward by Cangara and the Seras;—in which
hemisphere I make no difficulty as to its being a perfect
sphere as they describe; but this western half of the world
I maintain is like half of a very round pear, having a raised
projection for the stalk, as I have already described, or
like a woman’s nipple on a round ball. Ptolemy and the
others who have written on the globe had no information
respecting this part of the world, which was then
unexplored; they only established their own hemisphere,
which, as I have already said, is half of a perfect sphere.
And now that your Highnesses have commissioned me
to make this voyage of discovery, the truths which I have
stated are evidently proved, because in this voyage, when
I was off the island of Hargin and its vicinity, which is
twenty degrees to the North of the equinoctial line, I
found the people black and the land very much burnt; and
when after that I went to the Cape Verde Islands I found
the people there very much darker still, and the more
southward we went, the more they approach the extreme
of blackness; so that when I reached the parallel of Sierra
Leone, where, as night came on, the North star rose five
degrees, the people there were excessively black, and as
I sailed westward the heat became extreme. But after I
had passed the meridian or line which I have already
described, I found the climate became gradually more
temperate; so that when I reached the island of Trinidad,
where the North star rose five degrees as night came on,
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there, and in the land of Gracia, I found the temperature
exceedingly mild; the fields and the foliage likewise were
remarkably fresh and green, and as beautiful as the
gardens of Valencia in April. The people there are very
graceful in form, less dark than those whom I had before
seen in the Indies, and wear their hair long and smooth;
they are also more shrewd, intelligent, and courageous.
The sun was then in the sign of Virgo over our heads and
theirs; therefore all this must proceed from the extreme
blandness of the temperature, which arises, as I have said,
from this country being the most elevated in the world
and the nearest to the sky. On these grounds, therefore, I
affirm that the globe is not spherical, but that there is the
difference in its form which I have described; the which
is to be found in this hemisphere at the point where the
Indies meet the ocean, the extremity of the hemisphere
being below the equinoctial line. And a great
confirmation of this is, that when our Lord made the sun,
the first light appeared in the first point of the East, where
the most elevated point of the globe is.
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PART III.
ALVAR NÚÑEZ CABEZA
DE VACA

CHAPTER 10.
INTRODUCTION (2015)
SAM GAGNON
Vguevara21. Alvar Nunez Cabeza
De Vaca. Digital image. 11,
December 2014. Web. 12/7/15.
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Born anywhere between 1488-1492, Cabeza De vaca was
an explorer of Spanish descent. More notably one of the
four survivors of the “Narvaez expedition.” While
traveling across what is now the southwestern portion
of the United States for eight years, he became a trader
and healer to various Native American tribes before
relocating back to Mexico so that he could join Spanish
colonial forces in the area. Returning to his native
country in 1537, De Vaca wrote an account that was
officially published in 1542 about his Anthropological
observations while interacting with indigenous tribes. In
1540, De Vaca was appointed as “adelantado”, which is
similar to being a governor, or elected official to oversee a
particular region or area. He served as Adelantado of the
Rio De La Plata, which fell under a portion of Argentina’s
boundaries.
While in Argentina, De Vaca spent a great deal of time
increasing the population in Buenos Aires. This is
because due to the poorly orchestrated administration at
the time, population dwindled. Condequently, De Vaca
would be transported to Spain to be put on trial in 1545,
though he never received a sentence. He ended up passing
away in Seville between 1557-1560.
As an observer of Native American practices and
behaviors, De Vaca spent many years with various
peoples including the Capoque, Han, Avavare, and
Arbadao. Most of which he recorded included details
about the inhabitants treatment of offspring, their
marriage practices, and their sources of food.
Relating to the texts in class, Cabeza De Vaca departed
Spain For the Americas around 1527. In April of 1528,
he landed near what is now Tampa Bay with a league
of soldiers. Exhausted and distressed by lack of food, De
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Vaca’s expedition went north, and then west along the
southern coast of Florida near the Gulf Of Mexico. While
there, De Vaca pressed forth, heading towards Alabama,
Mississippi, Louisiana, and Texas. In the process, three
boats were lost, including a good portion of the men.
Cabaza and a few of him men were a few of the remaining
survivors after those that did end up surviving the ship
wreckage were wiped out by hunger and attacks. They
named where they landed “The Island Of Misfortune”,
real location somewhere in the proximity of Texas. From
1529 to 1534, De Vaca and his accomplices lived in semi-
slavery, where they cooperated with the natives of the
region, and as a result, De Vaca improved upon his skills
as a medical man. Branching off into east Texas, De Vaca
hoped to reach Mexico and find some Spanish settlers
along the way. Crossing the Pecos and Colorado River,
with the assistance of some Native Americans, De Vaca
made in to Mexico and was located by another Spanish
party. He returned to Spain in 1537 with notes on his
findings.
Works Cited:
• –americanjourneys.org/aj-070/
• Wikipedia. Wikimedia Foundation, n.d. Web. 08 Dec.
2015. <https://en.wikipedia.org/
wiki/%C3%81lvar_N%C3%BA%C3%B1ez_Cabeza_de_Vaca>.
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CHAPTER 11.
PROLOGUE
Prologue
ALVAR NÚÑEZ CABEZA DE VACA
Sacred Caesarian Catholic Majesty : '
Among the many who have held sway, I think no prince can be
found whose service has been attended with the ardor and emulation
shown for that of your Highness at this time. The inducement is
evident and powerful : men do not pursue together the same career
without motive, and strangers are observed to strive with those who
are equally impelled by religion and loyalty.
Although ambition and love of action are common to all, as to the
advantages that each may gain, there are great inequalities of fortune,
the result not of conduct, but only accident, nor caused by the fault
of any one, but coming in the providence of God and solely by His
will. Hence to one arises deeds more signal than he thought to
achieve ; to another the opposite in every way occurs, so that he can
show no higher proof of purpose than his effort, and at times even
this is so concealed that it cannot of itself appear.
As for me, I can say in undertaking the march I made on the main
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by the royal authority, I firmly trusted that my conduct and services
would be as evident and distinguished as were those of my ancestors,
and that I should not have to speak in order to be reckoned among
those who for diligence and fidelity in affairs your Majesty honors.
Yet, as neither my counsel nor my constancy availed to gain aught
for which we set out, agreeably to your interests, for our sins, no
one of the many armaments that have gone into those parts has been
permitted to find itself in straits great like ours, or come to an end
alike forlorn and fatal. To me, one only duty remains, to present a
relation of what was seen and heard in the ten years I wandered lost
and in privation through many and remote lands.' Not merely a
statement of positions and distances, animals and vegetation, but of
the diverse customs of the many and very barbarous people with
whom I talked and dwelt, as well as all other matters I could hear
of and discern, that in some way I may avail your Highness. My
hope of going out from among those nations was always small, still
my care and diligence were none the less to keep in particular re-
membrance everything, that if at any time God our Lord should will
to bring me where I now am, it might testify to my exertion in the
royal behalf.
As the narrative is in my opinion of no trivial value to those who
in your name go to subdue those countries and bring them to a know-
ledge of the true faith and true Lord, and under the imperial
dominion, I have written this with much exactness ; and although
in it may be read things very novel and for some persons difficult
to believe, nevertheless they may without hesitation credit me as
strictly faithful. Better than to exaggerate, I have lessened in all
things, and it is sufficient to say the relation is offered to your Majesty
for truth. I beg it may be received in the name of homage, since it
is the most that one could bring who returned thence naked.
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CHAPTER 12.
CHAPTER VII: THE CHARACTER OF THE
COUNTRY (EXCERPT)
The Character of the Country
ALVAR NÚÑEZ CABEZA DE VACA
The country where we came on shore to this town
and region of Apalachen, is for the most part level,
the ground of sand and stiff earth. Throughout are
immense trees and open woods, in which are walnut,
laurel and another tree called liquid-amber,^ cedars,
savins, evergreen oaks, pines, red-oaks and palmitos
like those of Spain. There are many lakes, great and
small, over every part of it; some troublesome of
fording, on account of depth and the great number of
trees lying throughout them. Their beds are sand.
The lakes in the country of Apalachen are much larger
than those we found before coming there.
In this Province are many maize fields ; and the
houses are scattered as are those of the Gelves. There
are deer of three kinds,^ rabbits, hares, bears, lions
and other wild beasts. Among them we saw an
animal with a pocket on its belly, in which it carries
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its young until they know how to seek food; and
if it happen that they should be out feeding and
any one come near, the mother will not run until she
has gathered them in together. The country is very
cold. It has fine pastures for herds. Birds are of vari-
ous kinds. Geese in great numbers. Ducks, mallards,
royal-ducks, fly-catchers, night-herons and partridges
abound. We saw many falcons, gerfalcons, sparrow-
hawks, merlins, and numerous other fowl.
Two hours* after our arrival at Apalachen,^ the
Indians who had fled from there came in peace to us,
asking for their women and children, whom we re-
leased ; but the detention of a cacique by the Governor
produced great excitement, in consequence of which
they returned for battle early the next day,* and at-
tacked us with such promptness and alacrity that they
succeeded in setting tire to the houses in which we
were. As we sallied they fled to the lakes near by,
because of which and the large maize fields, we could
do them no injury, save in the single instance of one
Indian, whom we killed. The day following,t others
came against us from a town on the opposite side of
the lake,^ and attacked us as the first had done, escap-
ing in the same way, except one who was also slain.
We were in the town twenty-five days,J in which
time we made three incursions, and found the country
very thinly peopled and difiicult to travel for the bad
passages, the woods and lakes. We inquired of the
cacique we kept and the natives we brought with us,
who were the neighbors and enemies of these Indians,
as to the nature of the country, the character and con-
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dition of the inhabitants, of the food and all other
matters concerning it. Each answered apart from the
rest, that the largest town in all that region was Apa-
lachen; the people beyond were less numerous and
poorer, the land little occupied, and the inhabitants
much scattered ; that thenceforward were great lakes,
dense forests, immense deserts and solitudes. We
then asked touching the region towards the south, as
to the towns and subsistence in it. They said that in
keeping such a direction, journeying nine days, there
was a town called Ante, the inhabitants whereof had
much maize, beans and pumpkins, and being near the
sea, they had fish, and that those people were their
friends.
In view of the poverty of the land, the unfavorable
accounts of the population and of everjrthing else we
heard, the Indians making continual war upon us,
wounding our people and horses at the places where
they went to drink, shooting from the lakes with such
safety to themselves that we could not retaliate, killing
a lord of Tescuco,^ named Don Pedro, whom the Com-
missary brought with him, we determined to leave that
place and go in quest of the sea, and the town of Ante
of which we were told.
At the termination of the twenty-five days after our
arrival we departed,* and on the first day got through
those lakes and passages without seeing any one, and
on the second day we came to a lake difiicult of cross-
ing, the water reaching to the paps, and in it were
numerous logs. On reaching the middle of it we were
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attacked by many Indians from behind trees, who
thus covered themselves that we might not get sight
of them, and others were on the fallen timbers. They
drove their arrows with such eiFect that they wounded
many men and horses, and before we got through the
lake they took our guide. They now followed, en-
deavoring to contest the passage ; but our coming out
afforded no relief, nor gave us any better position ; for
when we wished to fight them they retired immedi-
ately into the lake, whence they continued to wound
our men and beasts. The Governor, seeing this, com-
manded the cavalry to dismount and charge the In-
dians on foot. Accordingly the Comptroller alighting
with the rest, attacked them, when they all turned
and ran into the lake at hand, and thus the passage
was gained.
Some of our men were wounded in this conflict, for
whom the good armor they wore did not avail. There
were those this day who swore that they had seen two
red oaks, each the thickness of the lower part of the
leg, pierced through from side to side by arrows ; and
this is not so much to be wondered at, considering
the power and skill with which the Indians are able to
project them. I myself saw an arrow that had entered
the butt of an elm to the depth of a span.
The Indians we had so far seen in Florida are all
archers. They go naked, are large of body, and ap-
pear at a distance Uke giants. They are of admirable
proportions, very spare and of great activity and
strength. The bows they use are as thick as the
arm, of eleven or twelve palms in length, which they
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will discharge at two hundred paces with so great pre-
cision that they miss nothing.
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CHAPTER 13.
CHAPTER VIII: WE GO FROM AUTE
(EXCERPT)
The next morning we left Aute,* and traveled all
day before coming to the place I had visited. The
journey was extremely arduous. There were not
horses enough to carry the sick, who went on increas-
ing in numhers day hy day, and we knew of no cure.
It was piteous and painful to witness our perplexity
and distress. "We saw on our arrival how small were
the means for advancing farther. There was not any
where to go ; and if there had been, the people were
unable to move forward, the greater part being ill, and
those were few who could be on duty. I cease here
to relate more of this, because any one may suppose
what would occur in a country so remote and malign,
so destitute of all resource, whereby either to live in
it or go out of it ; but most certain assistance is in Grod,
our Lord, on whom we never failed to place reliance.
One thing occurred, more afflicting to us than all the
rest, which was, that of the persons mounted, the
greater part commenced secretly to plot, hoping to
secure a better fate for themselves by abandoning the
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Governor and the sick, who were in a state of weak-
ness and prostration. But, as among them were many
hidalgos and persons of gentle condition, they would
not permit this to go on, without informing the Go-
vernor and the officers of your Majesty; and as we
showed them the deformity of their purpose, and
placed before them the moment when they should
desert their captain, and those who were ill and feeble,
and above all the disobedience to the orders of your
Majesty, they determined to remain, and that whatever
might happen to one should be the lot of all, without
any forsaking the rest.
After the accomplishment of this, the Governor
called them all to him, and of each apart he asked
advice as to what he should do to get out of a country
so miserable, and seek that assistance elsewhere
which could not here be found, a third part of the
people being very sick, and the number increasing
every hour; for we regarded it as certain that we
should all become so, and could pass out of it only
through death, which from its coming in such a place
was to us all the more terrible. These, with many
other embarrassments being considered, and entertain-
ing many plans, we coincided in one great project,
extremely difficult to put in operation, and that was to
build vessels in which we might go away. This ap-
peared impossible to every one : we knew not how to
construct, nor were there tools, nor iron, nor forge,
nor tow, nor resin, nor rigging; finally, no one thing
of so many that are necessary, nor any man who had
a knowledge of their manufacture; and, above all,
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there -was nothing to eat, while building, for those who
should labor...
Before we embarked there died more than forty
men of disease and hunger, without enumerating those
destroyed by the Indians. By the twenty-second of
the month of September,* the horses had been con-
sumed, one only remaining ; and on that day we em-
barked in the following order : In the boat of the
Governor went forty-nine men ; in another, which he
gave to the Comptroller and the Commissary, went as
many others ; the third, he gave to Captain Alonzo del
Castillo and Andres Dorantes, with forty-eight men;
and another he gave to two captains, Tellez and Pena^
losa, with forty-seven men. The last was given to the
Assessor and myself, with forty-nine men. After the
provisions and clothes had been taken in, not over a
span of the gunwales remained above water ; and more
than this, the boats were so crowded that we could not
move : so much can necessity do, which drove us to
hazard our hves in this manner, running into a turbu-
lent sea, not a single one who went, having a know-
ledge of navigation.
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CHAPTER 14.
CHAPTER X: THE ASSAULT FROM THE
INDIANS (EXCERPT)
The Assault from the Indians
ALVAR NÚÑEZ CABEZA DE VACA
The morning having come,* many natives arrived
in canoes who asked us for the two that had remained
in the boat. The Governor replied that he would give
up the hostages when they should bring the Christians
they had taken. "With the Indians had come five or six
chiefs, who appeared to us to be the most comely per-
sons, and of more authority and condition than any we
had hitherto seen, although not so large as some others
of whom we have spoken. They wore the hair loose
and very long, and were covered with robes of marten
such as we had before taken. Some of the robes were
made up after a strange fashion, with wrought ties of
lion skin, making a brave show. They entreated us to
go with them, and said they would give us the Christ-
ians, water, and many other things. They continued
to collect about us in canoes, attempting in them to
take possession of the mouth of that entrance ; in con-
sequence, and because it was hazardous to stay near
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the land, we went to sea, where they remained by us
until about mid-day. As they would not dehver our
people, we would not give up theirs ; so they began
to turl clubs at us and to throw stones with slings,
making threats of shooting arrows, although we had
not seen among them all more than three or four
bows. "While thus engaged, the wind beginning to
freshen, they left us and went back...
When day came, the boats had lost sight of each
other. I found myself in thirty fathoms. Keeping
my course until the hour of vespers, I observed two
boats, and drawing near I found that the first I ap-
proached was that of the G-overnor. He asked me
what I thought we should do. I told him we ought
to join the boat which went in advance, and by no
means to leave her ; and, the three being together, we
must keep on our way to where Grod should be pleased
to lead. He answered saying that could not be done,
because the boat was far to sea and he wished to reach
the shore ; that if I wished to follow him, I should
order the persons of my boat to take the oars and
work, as it was only by strength of arm that the land
could be gained. He was advised to this course by a
captain with him named Pantoja, who said that if he
did not fetch land that day, in six days more they
would not reach it, and in that time they must inevit-
ably famish. Discovering his will I took my oar, and
so did every one his, in my boat, to obey it. We
rowed until near sunset ; but the Governor having in
his boat the healthiest of all the men, we could not by
any means hold with or follow her. Seeing this, I
asked Mm to give me a rope from his boat, that I
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might be enabled to keep up with him ; but he an-
swered me that he would do no little, if they, as they
were, should be able to reach the land that night. I
said to him, that since he saw the feeble strength we
had to follow him, and do what he ordered, he must
tell me how he would that I should act. He answered
that it was no longer a time in which one should com-
mand another] but that each should do what he
thought best to save his own life ; that he so intended
to act; and saying this, he departed with his boat...
Near the dawn of day, it seemed to me I heard the
tumbhng of the sea ; for as the coast was low, it roared
loudly. Surprised at this, I called to the master, who
answered me that he beheved we were near the land.
We sounded and found ourselves in seven fathoms.
He advised that we should keep to sea until sunrise ;
accordingly I took an oar and pulled on the land side,
until we were a league distant, when we gave her
stern to the sea. Near the shore a wave took us, that
knocked the boat out of water the distance of the
throw of a crowbar,* and from the violence with which
she struck, nearly all the people who were in her like
dead, were roused to consciousness. Finding them-
selves near the shore, they began to move on hands
and feet, crawling to land into some ravines. There
we made fire, parched some of the maize we brought,
and found rain water.
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CHAPTER 15.
CHAPTER XII: THE INDIANS BRING US
FOOD (EXCERPT)
The Indians Bring Us Food
ALVAR NÚÑEZ CABEZA DE VACA
At sunset, the Indians thinking that we had not
gone, came to seek us and bring us food; but when
they saw us thus, in a plight so different from what it
was before, and so extraordinary, they were alarmed
and turned back. I went toward them and called,
when they returned much frightened. I gave them to
understand by signs that our boat had sunk and three
of our number had been drowned. There, before
them, they saw two of the departed, and we who re-
mained were near joining them. The Indians, at sight
of what had befallen us, and our state of suffering and
melancholy destitution, sat down among us, and from
the sorrow and pity they felt, they all began to lament
so earnestly that they might have been heard at a dis-
tance, and continued so doing more than half an hour.
It was strange to see these men, wild and untaught,
howling like brutes over our misfortunes. It caused
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in me as in others, an increase of feeling and a livelier
sense of our calamity.
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CHAPTER 16.
CHAPTER XXI: OUR CURE OF SOME OF
THE AFFLICTED
Our Cure of Some of the Afflicted
ALVAR NÚÑEZ CABEZA DE VACA
That same night of our arrival, some Indians came to
Castillo and told him that they had great pain in the
head, begging him to cure them. After he made over
them the sign of the cross, and commended them to
God, they instantly said that all the pain had left, and
went to their houses bringing us prickly pears, with
a piece of venison, a thing to us little known. As
the report of Castillo's performances spread, many came
to us that night sick, that we should heal them, each
bringing a piece of venison, until the quantity became
so great we knew not where to dispose of it. We gave
many thanks to God, for every day went on increasing
his compassion and his gifts. After the sick were
attended to, they began to dance and sing, making
themselves festive, until sunrise ; and because of our
arrival, the rejoicing was continued for three days.
When these were ended, we asked the Indians about
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the country farther on, the people we should find in it,
and of the subsistence there. They answered us, that
throughout all the region prickly pear plants abounded ;
but the fruit was now gathered and all the people had
gone back to their houses. They said the country was
very cold, and there were few skins. Reflecting on
this, and that it was already winter, we resolved to pass
the season with these Indians.
Five days after our arrival, all the Indians went off,
taking us with them to gather more prickly pears,
where there were other peoples speaking different
tongues. After walking five days in great hunger,
since on the way was no manner of fruit, we came
to a river and put up our houses. We then went to
seek the product of certain trees, whjch is like peas.
As there are no paths in the country, I was detained
some time. The others returned, and coming to look
for them in the dark, I got lost. Thank God I found
a burning tree, and in the warmth of it passed the cold
of that night. In the morning, loading myself with
sticks, and taking two brands with me, I returned
to seek them. In this manner I wandered five days,
ever with my fire and load ; for if the wood had failed
me where none could be found, as many parts are with-
out any, though I might have sought sticks elsewhere,
there would have been no fire to Idndle them. This
was all the protection I had against cold, while walking
naked as I was born. Going to the low woods near
the rivers, I prepared myself for the night, stopping in
them before sunset. I made a hole in the ground and
threw in fuel which the trees abundantly afforded, col-
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lected in good quantity from those that were fallen and
dry. About the whole I made four fires, in the form
of a cross, which I watched and made up from time to
time. I also gathered some bundles of the coarse straw
that there abounds, with which I covered myself in
the hole. In this way I was sheltered at night from
cold. On one occasion while I slept, the fire fell upon
the straw, when it began to blaze so rapidly that not-
T^-ithstanding the haste I made to get out of it, I
carried some marks on my hair of the danger to which
I was exposed. All this while I tasted not a mouthful,
nor did I find anything I could eat. My feet were bare
and bled a good deal. Through the mercy of God, the
wind did not blow from the north in all this time,
otherwise I should have died.
At the end of the fifth day I arrived on the margin
of a river, where I found the Indians, who with the
Christians, had considered me dead, supposing that I
had been stung by a viper. All were rejoiced to see me,
and most so were my companions. They said that up
to that time they had struggled with great hunger, which
was the cause of their not having sought me. At night,
all gave me of their prickly pears, and the next morning
we set out for a place where they were in large quantity,
with which we satisfied our great craving, the Christ-
ians rendering thanks to our Lord that he had ever
given us his aid.
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CHAPTER 17.
CHAPTER XXIV: CUSTOMS OF THE
INDIANS OF THAT COUNTRY (EXCERPT)
Customs of the Indians of That Country
ALVAR NÚÑEZ CABEZA DE VACA
Trom the Island of Malhado to this land, all the
Indians whom we saw have the custom from the time
in which their wives j&nd themselves pregnant, of not
sleeping with them until two years after they have
given birth. The children are suckled until the age
of twelve years, when they are old enough to get sup-
port for themselves. "We asked why they reared them
in this manner ; and they said because of the great
poverty of the land, it happened many times, as we
witnessed, that they were two or three days without
eating, sometimes four, and consequently, in seasons
of scarcity, the children were allowed to suckle, that
they might not famish ; otherwise those who lived
would be delicate having httle strength.
If any one chance to fall sick in the desert, and
cannot keep up with the rest, the Indians leave him
to perish, unless it be a son or a brother; him they
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will assist, even to carrying on their back. It is com-
mon among them all to leave their wives when there
is no conformity, and directly they connect themselves
with whom they please. This is the course of the
men who are childless ; those who have children, re-
main with their wives and never abandon them.
When they dispute and quarrel in their towns, they
strike each other with the fists, fighting until ex-
hausted, and then separate. Sometimes they are
parted hy the women going between them ; the men
never interfere. For no disafljection that arises do
they resort to bows and arrows. After they have
fought, or had out their dispute, they take their dwell-
ings and go into the woods, living apart from each
other until their heat has subsided. "When no longer
offended and their anger is gone, they return. From
that time they are friends as if nothing had happened ;
nor is it necessary that any one should mend their
friendships, as they in this way again unite them. K
those that quarrel are single, they go to some neigh-
boring people, and although these should be enemies,
they receive them well and welcome them warmly,
giving them so largely of what they have, that when
their animosity cools, and they return to their town,
they go rich.
They are all warlike, and have as much strategy
for protecting themselves against enemies as they
could have were they reared in Italy in continual
feuds. When they are in a part of the country where
their enemies may attack them, they place their houses
on the skirt of a wood, the thickest and most tangled
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they can find, and near it make a ditch in which they
sleep.
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CHAPTER 18.
CHAPTER XXXII: THE INDIANS GIVE US
THE HEARTS OF DEER (EXCERPT)
The Indians Give Is the Hearts of Deer
ALVAR NÚÑEZ CABEZA DE VACA
In the town where the emeralds were presented to
us, the people gave Dorantes over six hundred open
hearts of deer.' They ever keep a good supply of them
for food, and we called the place Pueblo de los Cora-
zones. It is the entrance into many provinces on the
South sea.^ They who go to look for them and do
not enter there, will be lost. On the coast is no maize :
the inhabitants eat the powder of rush and of straw, and
fish that is caught in the sea from rafts not having
canoes. "With grass and straw the women cover their
nudity.^ They are a timid and dejected people...
We were in this town three days. A day's journey
farther was another town, at which the rain fell heavily
while we were there, and the river became so swollen
we could not cross it, which detained us fifteen days. In
this time Castillo saw the buckle of a sword-belt on the
neck of an Indian and stitched to it the nail of a horse
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shoe. He took them, and we asked the native what
they were : he answered that they came from heaven.
"We questioned him further, as to who had brought
them thence : they all responded, that certain men
who wore beards like us, had come from heaven and
arrived at that river; bringing horses, lances, and
swords, and that they had lanced two Indians. In a
manner of the utmost indifference we could feign, we
asked them what had become of those men : they
answered us that they had gone to sea, putting their
lances beneath the water, and going themselves also
under the water; afterwards that they were seen on
the surface going towards the sunset.
For this we gave many thanks to God our Lord. We had before de-
spaired of ever hearing more of Christians. Even yet
we were left in great doubt and anxiety, thinking
those people were merely persons who had come by
sea on discoveries. However, as we had now such
exact information, we made greater speed, and as we
advanced on our way, the news of the Christians con-
tinually grew. We told the natives that we were
going in search of that people, to order them not to kill
nor make slaves of them, nor take them from their
lands, nor do other injustice. Of this the Indians were
very glad.
We passed through many territories and found them
all vacant : their inhabitants wandered fleeing among
the mountains, without daring to have houses or till
the earth for fear of Christians. The sight was one of
infinite pain to us, a land very fertile and beautiful,
abounding in springs and streams, the hamlets deserted
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and burned, the people thin and weak, all fleeing or in
concealment.
As they did not plant, they appeased
their keen hunger by eating roots, and the bark of
trees. We bore a share in the famine along the whole
way ; for poorly could these unfortunates provide for
us, themselves being so reduced they looked as though
they would willingly die. They brought shawls of those
they had concealed because of the Christians, present-
ing them to us ; and they related how the Christians, at
other times had come through the land destroying and
burning the towns, carrying away half the men, and
all the women and the boys, while those who had been
able to escape were wandering about fugitives. We
found them so alarmed they dared not remain any-
where. They would not, nor could they till the earth ;
but preferred to die rather than live in dread of such
cruel usage as they received. Although these showed
themselves greatly delighted with us, we feared that
on our arrival among those who held the frontier and
fought against the Christians, they would treat us
badly, and revenge upon us the conduct of their ene-
mies ; but when God our Lord was pleased to bring
us tbere, they began to dread and respect us as the
others had done, and even somewhat more, at which
we no httle wondered. Thence it may at once be
seen, that to bring all these people to be Christians and
to the obedience of the Imperial Majesty, they must
be won by kindness, which is a way certain, and no
other is.
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CHAPTER 19.
CHAPTER XXXIII: WE SEE TRACES OF
CHRISTIANS (EXCERPT)
We See Traces of Christians
ALVAR NÚÑEZ CABEZA DE VACA
...The day after I overtook four [Christians] on horseback,
who were astonished at the sight of me, so strangely
habited as I was, and in company with Indians.* They
stood staring at me a length of time, so confounded
that they neither hailed me nor drew near to make an
inquiry...
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CHAPTER 20.
CHAPTER XXXIV: OF SENDING FOR THE
CHRISTIANS (EXCERPT)
Of Sending for the Christians
ALVAR NÚÑEZ CABEZA DE VACA
Five days having elapsed, Andres Dorantes and
Alonzo del Castillo arrived with those who had been
sent after them. They brought more than six hundred
persons of that community, whom the Christians had
driven into the forests, and who had wandered in con-
cealment over the land. Those who accompanied us
so far, had drawn them out, and given them to the
Christians, who thereupon dismissed all the others
they had brought with them. Upon their coming to
where I was, Alcaraz begged that we would summon
the people of the towns on the margin of the river,
who straggled about under cover of the woods, and
order them to fetch us something to eat. This last
was unnecessary, the Indians being ever diligent to
bring us all they could. Directly we sent our messen-
gers to call them, when there came six hundred souls,
bringing us all the maize in their possession. They
fetched it in certain pots, closed with clay, which they
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had concealed in the earth. They brought us what-
ever else they had ; but we, wishing only to have the
provision, gave the rest to the Christians, that they
might divide among themselves. After this we had
many high words with, them ; for they wished to make
slaves of the Indians we brought...
[G]oing with us, [the Indians] feared neither Christians nor
lances. Our countrymen became jealous at this, and
caused their interpreter to tell the Indians that we
were of them, and for a long time we had been lost;
that they were the lords of the land who must be
obeyed and served, while we were persons of mean
condition and small force. The Indians cared little or
nothing for what was told them; and conversing
among themselves said the Christians lied : that we
had come whence the sun rises, and they whence it
goes down : we healed the sick, they killed the
sound ; that we had come naked and barefooted,
while they had arrived in clothing and on horses
with lances; that we were not covetous of anything,
but all that was given to us, we directly turned to give,
remaining with nothing; that the others had the
only purpose to rob whomsoever they found, bestow-
ing nothing on any one...
Even to the last, I could not convince the Indians that
we were of the Christians...
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PART IV.
THE REQUERIMIENTO

CHAPTER 21.
REQUERIMIENTO
On behalf of the King, Don Fernando, and of Doña Juana I,
his daughter, Queen of Castille and León, subduers of the
barbarous nations, we their servants notify and make known
to you, as best we can, that the Lord our God, Living and
Eternal, created the Heaven and the Earth, and one man and
one woman, of whom you and we, all the men of the world at
the time, were and are descendants, and all those who came
after and before us. But, on account of the multitude which has
sprung from this man and woman in the five thousand years
since the world was created, it was necessary that some men
should go one way and some another, and that they should be
divided into many kingdoms and provinces, for in one alone
they could not be sustained.
Of all these nations God our Lord gave charge to one man,
called St. Peter, that he should be Lord and Superior of all the
men in the world, that all should obey him, and that he should
be the head of the whole Human Race, wherever men should
live, and under whatever law, sect, or belief they should be; and
he gave him the world for his kingdom and jurisdiction.
And he commanded him to place his seat in Rome, as the spot
most fitting to rule the world from; but also he permitted him
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to have his seat in any other part of the world, and to judge
and govern all Christians, Moors, Jews, Gentiles, and all other
Sects. This man was called Pope, as if to say, Admirable Great
Father and Governor of men. The men who lived in that time
obeyed that St. Peter, and took him for Lord, King, and
Superior of the universe; so also they have regarded the others
who after him have been elected to the pontificate, and so has it
been continued even till now, and will continue till the end of
the world.
One of these Pontiffs, who succeeded that St. Peter as Lord of
the world, in the dignity and seat which I have before
mentioned, made donation of these isles and Tierra-firme to
the aforesaid King and Queen and to their successors, our
lords, with all that there are in these territories, as is contained
in certain writings which passed upon the subject as aforesaid,
which you can see if you wish.
So their Highnesses are kings and lords of these islands and
land of Tierra-firme by virtue of this donation: and some
islands, and indeed almost all those to whom this has been
notified, have received and served their Highnesses, as lords
and kings, in the way that subjects ought to do, with good will,
without any resistance, immediately, without delay, when they
were informed of the aforesaid facts. And also they received
and obeyed the priests whom their Highnesses sent to preach to
them and to teach them our Holy Faith; and all these, of their
own free will, without any reward or condition, have become
Christians, and are so, and their Highnesses have joyfully and
benignantly received them, and also have commanded them to
be treated as their subjects and vassals; and you too are held
and obliged to do the same. Wherefore, as best we can, we ask
and require you that you consider what we have said to you,
and that you take the time that shall be necessary to
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understand and deliberate upon it, and that you acknowledge
the Church as the Ruler and Superior of the whole world, and
the high priest called Pope, and in his name the King and
Queen Doña Juana our lords, in his place, as superiors and
lords and kings of these islands and this Tierra-firme by virtue
of the said donation, and that you consent and give place that
these religious fathers should declare and preach to you the
aforesaid.
If you do so, you will do well, and that which you are obliged to
do to their Highnesses, and we in their name shall receive you
in all love and charity, and shall leave you, your wives, and
your children, and your lands, free without servitude, that you
may do with them and with yourselves freely that which you
like and think best, and they shall not compel you to turn
Christians, unless you yourselves, when informed of the truth,
should wish to be converted to our Holy Catholic Faith, as
almost all the inhabitants of the rest of the islands have done.
And, besides this, their Highnesses award you many privileges
and exemptions and will grant you many benefits.
But, if you do not do this, and maliciously make delay in it, I
certify to you that, with the help of God, we shall powerfully
enter into your country, and shall make war against you in all
ways and manners that we can, and shall subject you to the
yoke and obedience of the Church and of their Highnesses; we
shall take you and your wives and your children, and shall
make slaves of them, and as such shall sell and dispose of them
as their Highnesses may command; and we shall take away
your goods, and shall do you all the mischief and damage that
we can, as to vassals who do not obey, and refuse to receive
their lord, and resist and contradict him; and we protest that
the deaths and losses which shall accrue from this are your
fault, and not that of their Highnesses, or ours, nor of these
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cavaliers who come with us. And that we have said this to you
and made this Requisition, we request the notary here present
to give us his testimony in writing, and we ask the rest who are
present that they should be witnesses of this Requisition.”
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PART V.
THE PUEBLO REVOLT OF
1680

CHAPTER 22.
INTRODUCTION (2015)
JUSTIN SIEWIERSKI & SIMON PIERPONT
“The Conquest of Tenochtitlan” http://www.loc.gov/exhibits/kislak/
kislak-exhibit.html. Public Domain
The Pueblo Revolt took place in 1680. It was a rebellion
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of indigenous people that occurred in Santa Fe de Nuevo
Mexico, present day New Mexico. The Pueblo Revolt,
also known as Popé’s Rebellion, was a successful
movement that resulted in the death of 400 Spaniards
and also drove over 2,000 Spanish settlers out of the
providence so the indigenous people could have their
land back. Popé was a San Juan Indian who had been
captured by the Spanish in 1670 and tried as a medicine
man for “practicing sorcery.” After his release Popé
organized a rebellion against the Spanish that consisted
of 46 different pueblos (small towns) some over 200 miles
apart. The combination of the 46 different pueblos
created a militia of over 2,000 indigenous people
compared to the Spanish’s 170 men with arms. The date
set for the uprising was August 11, 1680. Popé dispatched
runners to all the Pueblos carrying knotted cords. Each
morning the leaders of the pueblos were instructed to
untie one knot from the cord, and when the last knot
was untied, that would be the signal for them to rise
against the Spaniards in unison. With the capturing of
two pueblo youth who were entrusted with the knots,
the Spanish were able to find out when the revolt was
going to occur. In order to combat the Spanish’s new
knowledge, Popé ordered that the revolt take place on
August 10th, a day earlier than originally planned. A total
of 400 people were killed, including men, women,
children, and 21 of the 33 Franciscan missionaries in
New Mexico. Survivors fled to Santa Fe. By August 13,
all the Spanish settlements in New Mexico had been
destroyed and Santa Fe was besieged.
The letter, written by don Antonio de Otermin, recalls
the Spaniards account of the revolt. Otermin was the
Spanish governor on the northern province of New
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Spain, where present-day New Mexico and Arizona lie.
In his short reign (1678-1682), Otermin gets into the
middle of the revolt and tries to stop things from getting
any worse. He describes trying to cope with the
“Christian Indians” and how they were not up for
compromising. The letter is sent to the Spanish majesty
explaining the goings on during the revolt and how de
Otermin acted under God.
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CHAPTER 23.
LETTER ON THE PUEBLO REVOLT
Letter on the Pueblo Revolt
DON ANTONIO DE OTERMÍN
Letter of the governor and captain-general, Don
Antonio de Otermin, from New Mexico, in which he
gives him a full account of what has happened to him
since the day the Indians surrounded him. [September
8, 1680.]
MY VERY REVEREND FATHER, Sir, and friend, most
beloved Fray Francisco de Ayeta: The time has come
when, with tears in my eyes and deep sorrow in my heart,
I commence to give an account of the lamentable tragedy,
such as has never before happened in the world, which
has occurred in this miserable kingdom and holy
custodia, His divine Majesty having thus permitted it
because of my grievous sins. Before beginning my
narration, I desire, as one obligated and grateful, to give
your reverence the thanks due for the demonstrations
of affection and kindness which you have given in your
solicitude in ascertaining and inquiring for definite
notices about both my life and those of the rest in this
miserable kingdom, in the midst of persistent reports
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which had been circulated of the deaths of myself and
the others, and for sparing neither any kind of effort
nor large expenditures. For this, only Heaven can reward
your reverence, though I do not doubt that his Majesty
(may God keep him) will do so.
After I sent my last letter to your reverence by the
maese de campo, Pedro de Leiva, while the necessary
things were being made ready alike for the escort and in
the way of provisions, for the most expeditious dispatch
of the returning wagons and their guards, as your
reverence had enjoined me, I received information that a
plot for a general uprising of the Christian Indians was
being formed and was spreading rapidly. This was wholly
contrary to the existing peace and tranquillity in this
miserable kingdom, not only among the Spaniards and
natives, but even on the part of the heathen enemy, for
it had been a long time since they had done us any
considerable damage. It was my misfortune that I learned
of it on the eve of the day set for the beginning of the
said uprising, and though I immediately, at that instant,
notified the lieutenant general on the lower river and all
the other alcaldes mayores-so that they could take every
care and precaution against whatever might occur, and so
that they could make every effort to guard and protect
the religious ministers and the temples-the cunning and
cleverness of the rebels were such, and so great, that my
efforts were of little avail. To this was added a certain
degree of negligence by reason of the report of the
uprising not having been given entire credence, as is
apparent from the ease with which they captured and
killed both those who were escorting some of the
religious, as well as some citizens in their houses, and,
particularly, in the efforts that they made to prevent my
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orders to the lieutenant general passing through. This
was the place where most of the forces of the kingdom
were, and from which I could expect some help, but of
three orders which I sent to the said lieutenant general,
not one reached his hands. The first messenger was killed
and the others did not pass beyond Santo Domingo,
because of their having encountered on the road the
certain notice of the deaths of the religious who were
in that convent, and of the alcalde mayor, some other
guards, and six more Spaniards whom they captured on
that road. Added to this is the situation of this kingdom
which, as your reverence is aware, makes it so easy for the
said [Indian] rebels to carry out their evil designs, for it
is entirely composed of estancias, quite distant from one
another.
On the eve of the day of the glorious San Lorenzo,
having received notice of the said rebellion from the
governors of Pecos and Tanos, who said that two Indians
had left the Teguas, and particularly the pueblos of
Tesuque, to which they belonged, to notify them to come
and join the revolt, and that they [the governors] came to
tell me of it and of how they were unwilling to participate
in such wickedness and treason, saying that they now
regarded the Spaniards as their brothers, I thanked them
for their kindness in giving the notice and told them to
go to their pueblos and remain quiet. I busied myself
immediately in giving the said orders, which I mentioned
to your reverence, and on the following morning as I was
about to go to mass there arrived Pedro Hidalgo, who had
gone to the pueblo of Tesuque, accompanying Father Fray
Juan Pio, who went there to say mass. He told me that the
Indians of the said pueblo had killed the said Father Fray
Pio and that he himself had escaped miraculously. He told
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me also that the said Indians had retreated to the sierra
with all the cattle and horses belonging to the convent,
and with their own.
The receipt of this news left us all in the state that my
be imagined. I immediately and instantly sent the maese
de campo, Francisco Gomez, with a squadron of soldiers
sufficient to investigate this case and also to attempt to
extinguish the flame of the ruin already begun. He
returned here on the same day, telling me that the report
of the death of the said Fray Juan Pio was true. he said also
that there had been killed that same morning Father Fray
Tomas de Torres, guardian of Nambe, and his brother,
with the latter’s wife and a child, and another resident of
Taos, and also Father Fray Luis de Morales, guardian of
San Ildefonso, and the family of Francisco de Ximenez,
his wife and family, and Dona Petronila de Salas with
ten sons and daughters; and that they had robbed and
profaned the convents and had robbed all the haciendas
of those murdered and also all the horses and cattle of
that jurisdiction and La Canada.
Upon receiving this news I immediately notified the
alcalde mayor of that district to assemble all the people
in his house in a body, and told him to advise at once the
alcalde mayor of Los Taos to do the same. On this same
day I received notice that two members of a convoy had
been killed in the pueblo of Santa Clara, six others having
escaped by flight. Also at the same tine the sargento
mayor, Bernabe Marquez, sent to ask me for assistance,
saying that he was surrounded and hard pressed by the
Indians of the Queres and Tanos nations. Having sent the
aid for which he asked me, and an order for those families
of Los Cerrillos to cone to the villa, I instantly arranged
for all the people in it and its environs to retire to the
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casas reales. Believing that the uprising of the Tanos and
Pecos might endanger the person of the reverend father
custodian, I wrote to him to set out at once for the villa,
not feeling reassured even with the escort which the
lieutenant took, at my orders, but when they arrived with
the letter they found that the Indians had already killed
the said father custodian; Father Fray Domingo de Vera;
Father Fray Manuel Tinoco, the minister guardian of San
Marcos, who was there; and Father Fray Fernando de
Velasco, guardian of Los Pecos, near the pueblo of
Galisteo, he having escaped that far from the fury of the
Pecos. The latter killed in that pueblo Fray Juan de la
Pedrosa, two Spanish women, and three children. There
died also at the hands of the said enemies in Galisteo
Joseph Nieto, two sons of Maestre de Campo Leiva,
Francisco de Anaya, the younger, who was with the
escort, and the wives of Maestre de Campo Leiva and
Joseph Nieto, with all their daughters and families. I also
learned definitely on this day that there had died, in the
pueblo of Santo Domingo, Fathers Fray Juan de Talaban,
Fray Francisco Antonio Lorenzana, and Fray Joseph de
Montesdoca, and the alcalde mayor, Andres de Peralta,
together with the rest of the men who went as escort.
Seeing myself with notices of so many and such
untimely deaths, and that not having received any word
from the lieutenant general was probably due to the fact
that he was in the same exigency and confusion, or that
the Indians had killed most of those on the lower river,
and considering also that in the pueblo of Los Taos the
father guardianes of that place and of the pueblo of
Pecuries might be in danger, as well as the alcalde mayor
and the residents of that valley, and that at all events it
was the only place from which I could obtain any horses
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and cattle-for all these reasons I endeavored to send a
relief of soldiers. Marching out for that purpose, they
learned that in La Canada, as in Los Taos and Pecuries,
the Indians had risen in rebellion, joining the Apaches of
the Achos nation. In Pecuries they had killed Francisco
Blanco de la Vega; a mulata belonging to the maese de
campo, Francisco Xavier; and a son of the said mulata.
Shortly thereafter I learned that they also killed in the
pueblo of Taos the father guardian, Fray Francisco de
Mora; and Father Fray Mathias Rendon, the guardian of
Pecuries; and Fray Antonio de Pro; and the alcalde mayor,
as well as another fourteen or fifteen soldiers, along with
all the families of the inhabitants of that valley, all of
whom were together in the convent. Thereupon I sent an
order to the alcalde mayor, Luis de Quintana, to come
at once to the villa with all the people whom he had
assembled in his house, so that, joined with those of us
who were in the casas reales, we might endeavor to
defend ourselves against the enemy’s invasions. It was
necessarily supposed that they would join all their forces
to take our lives, as was seen later by experience.
On Tuesday, the 13th of the said month, at about nine
o’clock in the morning, thee came in sight of us in the
suburb of Analco, in the cultivated field of the hermitage
of San Miguel, and on the other side of the river from the
villa, all the Indians of the Tanos and Pecos nations and
the Queres of San Marcos, armed and giving war whoops.
As I learned that one of the Indians who was leading them
was from the villa and had gone to join them shortly
before, I sent some soldiers to summon him and tell him
on my behalf that he could come to see me in entire
safety, so that I might ascertain from him the purpose for
which they were coming. Upon receiving this message he
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came to where I was, and, since he was known, as I say,
I asked him how it was that he had gone crazy too-being
an Indian who spoke our language, was so intelligent, and
had lived all his life in the villa among the Spaniards,
where I had placed such confidence in him-and was now
coming as a leader of the Indian rebels. He replied to
me that they had elected him as their captain, and that
they were carrying two banners, one white and the other
red, and that the white one signified peace and the red
one war. Thus if we wished to choose the white it must
be upon our agreeing to leave the country, and if we
chose the red, we must perish, because the rebels were
numerous and we were very few; there was no
alternative, inasmuch as they had killed so many religious
and Spaniards.
On hearing this reply, I spoke to him very persuasively,
to the effect that he and the rest of his followers were
Catholic Christians, asking how they expected to live
without the religious; and said that even though they had
committed so many atrocities, still there was a remedy,
for if they would return to obedience to his Majesty they
would be pardoned; and that thus he should go back to
this people and tell them in my name all that had been
said to him, and persuade them to agree to it and to
withdraw from where they were; and that he was to
advise me of what they might reply. He came back from
thee after a short time, saying that his people asked that
all classes of Indians who were in our power be given up
to them, both those in the service of the Spaniards and
those of the Mexican nation of that suburb of Analco. He
demanded also that his wife and children be given up to
him, and likewise that all the Apache men and women
whom the Spaniards had captured in war be turned over
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to them, inasmuch as some Apaches who were among
them were asking for them. If these things were not done
they would declare war immediately, and they were
unwilling to leave the place where they were because they
were awaiting the Taos, Percuries, and Teguas nations,
with whose aid they would destroy us.
Seeing his determination, and what they demanded of
us, and especially the fact that it was untrue that there
were any Apaches among them, because they were at war
with all of them, and that these parleys were intended
solely to obtain his wife and children and to gain time for
the arrival of the other rebellious nations to join them and
besiege us, and that during this time they were robbing
and sacking what was in the said hermitage and the
houses of the Mexicans, I told him (having given him all
the preceding admonitions as a Christian and a Catholic)
to return to his people and say to them that unless they
immediately desisted from sacking the houses and
dispersed, I would send to drive them away from there.
Whereupon he went back, and his people received him
with peals of bells and trumpets, giving loud shouts in
sign of war.
With this, seeing after a short time that they not only
did not cease the pillage but were advancing toward the
villa with shamelessness and mockery, I ordered all the
soldiers to go out and attack them until they succeeded
in dislodging them from that place. Advancing for this
purpose, they joined battle, killing some at the first
encounter. Finding themselves repulsed, they took
shelter and fortified themselves in the said hermitage and
houses of the Mexicans, from which they defended
themselves a part of the day with the firearms that they
had and with arrows. We having set fire to some of the
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houses in which they were, thus having them surrounded
and at the point of perishing, there appeared on the road
from Tesuque a band of the people whom they were
awaiting, who were all the Teguas. Thus it was necessary
to go to prevent these latter from passing on to the villa,
because the casas reales were poorly defended;
whereupon the said Tanos and Pecos fled to the
mountains and the two parties joined together, sleeping
that night in the sierra of the villa. many of the rebels
remained dead and wounded, and our men retired to
the casas reales with one soldier killed and the maese de
campo, Francisco Gomez, and some fourteen or fifteen
soldiers wounded, to attend them and intrench and
fortify ourselves as best we could.
On the morning of the following day, Wednesday, I saw
the enemy come down all together from the sierra where
they had slept, toward the villa. Mounting my horse, I
went out with the few forces that I had to meet them,
above the convent. The enemy saw me and halted, making
ready to resist the attack. They took up a better position,
gaining the eminence of some ravines and thick timber,
and began to give war whoops, as if daring me to attack
them.
I paused thus for a short time, in battle formation, and
the enemy turned aside from the eminence and went
nearer the sierras, to gain the one which comes down
behind the house of the maese de campo, Francisco
Gomez. There they took up their position, and this day
passed without our having any further engagements or
skirmishes than had already occurred, we taking care that
they should not throw themselves upon us and burn the
church and the houses of the villa.
The next day, Thursday, the enemy obliged us to take
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the same step as on the day before of mounting on
horseback in fighting formation. There were only some
light skirmishes to prevent their burning and sacking
some of the houses which were at a distance from the
main part of the villa. I knew well enough that these
dilatory tactics were to give time for the people of the
other nations who were missing to join them in order
to besiege and attempt to destroy us, but the height of
the places in which they were, so favorable to them and
on the contrary so unfavorable to us, made it impossible
for us to go and drive them out before they should all be
joined together.
On the next day, Friday, the nations of the Taos,
Pecuries, Jemez, and Queres having assembled during the
past night, when dawn came more than 2,500 Indians fell
upon us in the villa, fortifying and intrenching themselves
in all its houses and at the entrances of all the streets, and
cutting off our water, which comes through the arroyo
and the irrigation canal in front of the casas reales. They
burned the holy temple and many houses in the villa. We
had several skirmishes over possession of the water, but,
seeing that it was impossible to hold even this against
them, and almost all the soldiers of the post being already
wounded, I endeavored to fortify myself in the casas
reales and to make a defense without leaving their walls.
The Indians were so dexterous and so bold that they came
to set fire to the doors of the fortified tower of Nuestra
Senora de las Casas Reales, and, seeing such audacity and
the manifest risk that we ran of having the casas reales
set on fire, I resolved to make a sally into the plaza of the
said casas reales with all my available force of soldiers,
without any protection, to attempt to prevent the fire
which the enemy was trying to set. With this endeavor
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we fought the whole afternoon, and, since the enemy,
as I said above, had fortified themselves and made
embrasures in all the houses, and had plenty of
harquebuses, powder, and balls, they did us much
damage. Night overtook us and God was pleased that
they should desist somewhat from shooting us with
harquebuses and arrows. We passed this night, like the
rest, with much care and watchfulness, and suffered
greatly from thirst because of the scarcity of water.
On the next day, Saturday, they began at dawn to press
us harder and more closely with gunshots, arrows, and
stones, saying to us that now we should not escape them,
and that, besides their own numbers, they were expecting
help from the Apaches whom they had already
summoned. They fatigued us greatly on this day, because
all was fighting, and above all we suffered from thirst, as
we were already oppressed by it. At nightfall, because of
the evident peril in which we found ourselves by their
gaining the two stations where the cannon were
mounted, which we had at the doors of the casas reales,
aimed at the entrances of the streets, in order to bring
them inside it was necessary to assemble all the forces
that I had with me, because we realized that this was their
[the Indians’] intention. Instantly all the said Indian rebels
began a chant of victory and raised war whoops, burning
all the houses of the villa, and they kept us in this position
the entire night, which I assure your reverence was the
most horrible that could be thought of or imagined,
because the whole villa was a torch and everywhere were
war chants and shouts. What grieved us most were the
dreadful flames from the church and the scoffing and
ridicule which the wretched and miserable Indian rebels
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made of the sacred things, intoning the alabado and the
other prayers of the church with jeers.
Finding myself in this state, with the church and the
villa burned, and with the few horses, sheep, goats, and
cattle which we had without feed or water for so long
that many had already died, and the rest were about to
do so, and with such a multitude of people, most of them
children and women, so that our numbers in all came to
about a thousand persons, perishing with thirst-for we
had nothing to drink during these two days except what
had been kept in some jars and pitchers that were in
the casas reales-surrounded by such a wailing of women
and children, with confusion everywhere, I determined to
take the resolution of going out in the morning to fight
with the enemy until dying or conquering. Considering
that the best strength and armor were prayers to appease
the divine wrath, though on the preceding days the poor
women had made them with such fervor, that night I
charged them to do so increasingly, and told the father
guardian and the other two religious to say mass for us at
dawn, and exhort all alike to repentance for their sins and
to conformance with the divine will, and to absolve us
from guilt and punishment. These things being done, all
of us who could mounted our horses, and the rest went on
foot with their harquebuses, and some Indians who were
in our service with their bows and arrows, and in the best
order possible we directed our course toward the house
of the maese de campo, Francisco Xavier, which was the
place where (apparently) there were the most people and
where they had been most active and boldest. On coming
out of the entrance to the street it was seen that there was
a great number of Indians. They were attacked in force,
and though they resisted the first charge bravely, finally
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they were put to flight, many of them being overtaken
and killed. Then turning at once upon those who were in
the streets leading to the convent, they also were put to
flight with little resistance. The houses in the direction of
the house of the said maese de campo, Francisco Xavier,
being still full of Indians who had taken refuge in them,
and seeing that the enemy with the punishment and
deaths that we had inflicted upon them in the first and
second assaults were withdrawing toward the hills, giving
us a little room, we laid siege to those who remained
fortified in the said houses. Though they endeavored to
defend themselves, and did so, seeing that they were
being set afire and that they would be burned to death,
those who remained alive surrendered and much was
made of them. The deaths of both parties in this and the
other encounters exceeded three hundred Indians.
Finding myself a little relieved by this miraculous
event, although I had lost much blood from two arrow
wounds which I had received in the face and from a
remarkable gunshot wound in the chest on the day
before, I immediately had water given to the cattle, the
horses, and the people. Because we now found ourselves
with very few provisions for so many people, and without
hope of human aid, considering that our not having heard
in so many days from the people on the lower river would
be because of their all having been killed, like the others
in the kingdom, or at least of their being or having been
in dire straits, with the view of aiding them and joining
with them into one body, so as to make the decisions most
conducive to his Majesty’s service, on the morning of the
next day, Monday, I set out for La Isleta, where I judged
the said comrades on the lower river would be. I trusted
in divine providence, for I left without a crust of bread or
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a grain of wheat or maize, and with no other provision
for the convoy of so many people except four hundred
animals and two carts belonging to private persons, and,
for food, a few sheep, goats, and cows.
In this manner, and with this fine provision, besides
a few small ears of maize that we found in the fields,
we went as far as the pueblo of La Alameda, where we
learned from an old Indian whom we found in a
maizefield that the lieutenant general with all the
residents of his jurisdictions had left some fourteen or
fifteen days before to return to El Paso to meet the
wagons. This news made me very uneasy, alike because I
could not be persuaded that he would have left without
having news of me as well as of all the others in the
kingdom, and because I feared that from his absence
there would necessarily follow the abandonment of this
kingdom. On hearing this news I acted at once, sending
four soldiers to overtake the said lieutenant general and
the others who were following him, with orders that they
were to halt wherever they should come up with them.
Going in pursuit of them, they overtook them at the place
of Fray Cristobal. The lieutenant general, Alonso Garcia,
overtook me at the place of Las Nutrias, and a few days’
march thereafter I encountered the maese de campo,
Pedro de Leiva, with all the people under his command,
who were escorting these wagons and who came to
ascertain whether or not we were dead, as your reverence
had charged him\ to do, and to find me, ahead of the
supply train. I was so short of provisions and of
everything else that at best I should have had a little maize
for six days or so.
Thus, after God, the only succor and relief that we
have rests with your reverence and in your diligence.
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Wherefore, and in order that your reverence may come
immediately, because of the great importance to God and
the king of your reverence’s presence here, I am sending
the said maese de campo, Pedro de Leiva, with the rest
of the men whom he brought so that he may come as
escort for your reverence and the wagons or mule-train
in which we hope you will bring us some assistance of
provisions. Because of the haste which the case demands
I do not write at more length, and for the same reason I
can not make a report at present concerning the above to
the senor viceroy, because the autos are not verified and
there has been no opportunity to conclude them. I shall
leave it until your reverence’s arrival here. For the rest I
refer to the account which will be given to your reverence
by the father secretary, Fray Buenaventura de Verganza.
I am slowly overtaking the other party, which is sixteen
leagues from here, with the view of joining them and
discussing whether or not this miserable kingdom can be
recovered. For this purpose I shall not spare any means in
the service of God and of his Majesty, losing a thousand
lives if I had them, as I have lost my estate and part of my
health, and shedding my blood for God. May he protect
me and permit me to see your reverence in this place at
the head of the relief. September 8, 1680. Your servant,
countryman, and friend kisses your reverence’s hand.
DON ANTONIO DE OTERMIN
It agrees with the original letter which is in the
archives, from which this copy was made at the order
of our very reverend father, Fray Francisco de Ayeta,
commissary visitador of this holy custodia. It is copied
accurately and legally, witnesses being the father
preachers, Fray Juan Munoz de Castro, Fray Pedro
Gomez de San Antonio, and Fray Felipe Daza, in proof of
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which I give this certification in this convent of Nuestra
Senora de Guadalupe del Rio del Norte, September 15,
1680.
FRAY JUAN ALVAREZ, secretary.
(Translation from C. W. Hackett, ed., Historical
Documents relating to New Mexico, Nueva Vizcaya, and
Approaches Thereto, to 1773, vol. III [Washington:
Carnegie Institution of Washington, 1937] pp. 327-35.)
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CHAPTER 24.
HOW THE SPANIARDS CAME TO
SHUNG-OPOVI, HOW THEY BUILT A
MISSION, AND HOW THE HOPI
DESTROYED THE MISSION
HOW THE SPANIARDS CAME TO SHUNG-OPOVI, HOW
THEY BUILT A MISSION, AND HOW THE HOPI DESTROYED
THE MISSION
EDMUND NEQUATEWA
IT MAY have taken quite a long time for these villages
to be established. Anyway, every place was pretty well
settled down when the Spanish came. The Spanish were
first heard of at Zuni and then at Awatovi. They came on
to Shung-opovi, passing Walpi. At First Mesa, Si-kyatki
was the largest village then, and they were called Si-
kyatki, not Walpi. The Walpi people were living below
the present village on the west side. When the Spaniards
came, the Hopi thought that they were the ones they were
looking for–their white brother, the Bahana, their savior.
The Spaniards visited Shung-opovi several times
before the missions were established. The people of
Mishongovi welcomed them so the priest who was with
the white men built the first Hopi mission at Mishongovi.
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The people of Shung-opovi were at first afraid of the
priests but later they decided he was really the Bahana,
the savior, and let him build a mission at Shung-opovi.
Well, about this time the Strap Clan were ruling at
Shung-opovi and they were the ones that gave permission
to establish the mission. The Spaniards, whom they called
Castilla, told the people that they had much more power
than all their chiefs and a whole lot more power than
the witches. The people were very much afraid of them,
particularly if they had much more power than the
witches. They were so scared that they could do nothing
but allow themselves to be made slaves. Whatever they
wanted done must be done. Any man in power that was
in this position the Hopi called Tota-achi, which means a
grouchy person that will not do anything himself, like a
child. They couldn’t refuse, or they would be slashed to
death or punished in some way. There were two Tota-achi.
The missionary did not like the ceremonies. He did
not like the Kachinas and he destroyed the altars and the
customs. He called it idol worship and burned up all the
ceremonial things in the plaza.
When the Priests started to build the mission, the men
were sent away over near the San Francisco peaks to
get the pine or spruce beams. These beams were cut and
put into shape roughly and were then left till the next
year when they had dried out. Beams of that size were
hard to carry and the first few times they tried to carry
these beams on their backs, twenty to thirty men walking
side by side under the beam. But this was rather hard
in rough places and one end had to swing around. So
finally they figured out a way of carrying the beam in
between them. They lined up two by two with the beam
between the lines. In doing this, some of the Hopis were
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given authority by the missionary to look after these men
and to see if they all did their duty. If any man gave out
on the way he was simply left to die. There was great
suffering. Some died for lack of food and water, while
others developed scabs and sores on their bodies.
It took a good many years for them to get enough
beams to Shung-opovi to build the mission. When this
mission was finally built, all the people in the village had
to come there to worship, and those that did not come
were punished severely. In that way their own religion
was altogether wiped out, because they were not allowed
to worship in their own way. All this trouble was a heavy
burden on them and they thought it was on account of
this that they were having a heavy drought at this time.
They thought their gods had given them up because they
weren’t worshiping the way they should.
Now during this time the men would go out pretending
they were going on a hunting trip and they would go
to some hiding place, to make their prayer offerings. So
today, a good many of these places are still to be found
where they left their little stone bowls in which they
ground their copper ore to paint the prayer sticks. These
places are called Puwa-kiki, cave places. If these men were
caught they were severely punished.
Now this man, Tota-achi (the Priest) was going from
bad to worse. He was not doing the people any good and
he was always figuring what he could do to harm them.
So he thought out how the water from different springs
or rivers would taste and he was always sending some
man to these springs to get water for him to drink, but
it was noticed that he always chose the men who had
pretty wives. He tried to send them far away so that they
would be gone two or three days, so it was not very long
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until they began to see what he was doing. The men were
even sent to the Little Colorado River to get water for
him, or to Moencopi. Finally, when a man was sent out
he’d go out into the rocks and hide, and when the night
came he would come home. Then, the priest, thinking the
man was away, would come to visit his wife, but instead
the man would bethere when he came. Many men were
punished for this.
All this time the priest, who had great power, wanted
all the young girls to be brought to him when they were
about thirteen or fourteen years old. They had to live with
the priest. He told the people they would become better
women if they lived with him for about three years. Now
one of these girls told what the Tota-achi were doing and
a brother of the girl heard of this and he asked his sister
about it, and he was very angry. This brother went to the
mission and wanted to kill the priest that very day, but
the priest scared him and he did nothing. So the Shung-
opovi people sent this boy, who was a good runner, to
Awatovi to see if they were doing the same thing over
there, which they were. So that was how they got all the
evidence against the priest.
Then the chief at Awatovi sent word by this boy that all
the priests would be killed on the fourth day after the full
moon. They had no calendar and that was the best way
they had of setting the date. In order to make sure that
everyone would rise up and do this thing on the fourth
day the boy was given a cotton string with knots in it and
each day he was to untie one of these knots until they
were all out and that would be the day for the attack.
Things were getting worse and worse so the chief of
Shung-opovi went over to Mishongnovi and the two
chiefs discussed their troubles. “He is not the savior and
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it is your duty to kill him,” said the chief of Shung-opovi.
The chief of Mishongnovi replied, “If I end his life, my
own life is ended.”
Now the priest would not let the people manufacture
prayer offerings, so they had to make them among the
rocks in the cliffs out of sight, so again one day the chief
of Shung-opovi went to Mishongnovi with tobacco and
materials to make prayer offerings. He was joined by the
chief of Mishongnovi and the two went a mile north to
a cave. For four days they lived there heartbroken in the
cave, making pahos. Then the chief of Mishongnovi took
the prayer offerings and climbed to the top of the Corn
Rock and deposited them in the shrine, for according to
the ancient agreement with the Mishongnovi people it
was their duty to do away with the enemy.
He then, with some of his best men, went to Shung-
opovi, but he carried no weapons. He placed his men at
every door of the priest’s house. Then he knocked on the
door and walked in. He asked the priest to come out but
the priest was suspicious and would not come out. The
chief asked the priest four times and each time the priest
refused. Finally, the priest said, “I think you are up to
something.”
The chief said, “I have come to kill you.” “You can’t kill
me,” cried the priest, “you have no power to kill me. If you
do, I will come to life and wipe out your whole tribe.”
The chief returned, “If you have this power, then blow
me out into the air; my gods have more power than you
have. My gods have put a heart into me to enter your
home. I have no weapons. You have your weapons handy,
hanging on the wall. My gods have prevented you from
getting your weapons.”
The old priest made a rush and grabbed his sword from
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the wall. The chief of Mishongnovi yelled and the doors
were broken open. The priest cut down the chief and
fought right and left but was soon overpowered, and his
sword taken from him.
They tied his hands behind his back. Out of the big
beams outside they made a tripod. They hung him on the
beams, kindled a fire and burned him.
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PART VI.
WILLIAM BRADFORD

CHAPTER 25.
ANNO DOM: 1628 (EXCERPT)
Anno Dom: 1628
WILLIAM BRADFORD
Anno Dom: 1628.
…[T]her came over one Captaine Wolastone, (a man
of pretie parts,) and with him 3. or 4. more of some
eminencie, who brought with them a great many
servants, with provissions & other implments for to
begine a plantation; and pitched them selves in a place
within the Massachusets, which they called, after their
Captains [284]name, Mount-Wollaston. Amongst whom
was one Mr. Morton, who, it should seeme, had some
small adventure (of his owne or other mens) amongst
them; but had litle respecte [159] amongst them, and was
sleghted by ye meanest servants. Haveing continued ther
some time, and not finding things to answer their
expectations, nor profite to arise as they looked for,
Captaine Wollaston takes a great part of ye sarvants, and
transports them to Virginia, wher he puts them of at good
rates, selling their time to other men; and writs back to
one Mr. Rassdall, one of his cheefe partners, and
accounted their marchant, to bring another parte of them
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to Verginia likewise, intending to put them of ther as
he had done ye rest. And he, wth ye consente of ye said
Rasdall, appoynted one Fitcher to be his Livetenante, and
governe ye remaines of ye plantation, till he or Rasdall
returned to take further order theraboute. But this
Morton abovesaid, haveing more craft then honestie,
(who had been a kind of petie-fogger, of Furnefells Inne,)
in ye others absence, watches an oppertunitie, (commons
being but hard amongst them,) and gott some strong
drinck & other junkats, & made them a feast; and after
they were merie, he begane to tell them, he would give
them good counsell. You see (saith he) that many of your
fellows are carried to Virginia; and if you stay till this
Rasdall returne, you will also be carried away and sould
for slaves with ye rest. Therfore I would [285]advise you
to thruste out this Levetenant Fitcher; and I, having a
parte in the plantation, will receive you as my partners
and consociats; so may you be free from service, and we
will converse, trad, plante, & live togeather as equalls, &
supporte & protecte one another, or to like effecte. This
counsell was easily received; so they tooke oppertunitie,
and thrust Levetenante Fitcher out a dores, and would
suffer him to come no more amongst them, but forct
him to seeke bread to eate, and other releefe from his
neigbours, till he could gett passages for England. After
this they fell to great licenciousnes, and led a dissolute
life, powering out them selves into all profanenes. And
Morton became lord of misrule, and maintained (as it
were) a schoole of Athisme. And after they had gott some
good into their hands, and gott much by trading with ye
Indeans, they spent it as vainly, in quaffing & drinking
both wine & strong waters in great exsess, and, as some
reported, 10li. worth in a morning. They allso set up a
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May-pole, drinking and dancing aboute it many days
togeather, inviting the Indean women, for their consorts,
dancing and frisking togither, (like so many fairies, or
furies rather,) and worse practises. As if they had anew
revived & celebrated the feasts of ye Roman Goddes
Flora, or ye beasly practieses of ye madd Bacchinalians.
Morton likwise (to shew his poetrie) composed sundry
rimes & verses, some tending to lasciviousnes, and
[286]others to ye detraction & scandall of some persons,
which he affixed to this idle or idoll May-polle. They
chainged allso the name of their place, and in stead of
calling it Mounte Wollaston, they call it Merie-mounte,
[160] as if this joylity would have lasted ever. But this
continued not long, for after Morton was sent for
England, (as follows to be declared,) shortly after came
over that worthy gentlman, Mr. John Indecott, who
brought over a patent under ye broad seall, for ye
govermente of ye Massachusets, who visiting those parts
caused yt May-polle to be cutt downe, and rebuked them
for their profannes, and admonished them to looke ther
should be better walking; so they now, or others, changed
ye name of their place againe, and called it Mounte-
Dagon.
Now to maintaine this riotous prodigallitie and profuse
excess, Morton, thinking him selfe lawless, and hearing
what gaine ye French & fisher-men made by trading of
peeces, powder, & shotte to ye Indeans, he, as ye head of
this consortship, begane ye practise of ye same in these
parts; and first he taught them how to use them, to charge,
& discharg, and what proportion of powder to give ye
peece, according to ye sise or bignes of ye same; and what
shotte to use for foule, and what for deare. And having
thus instructed them, he imployed some of them to hunte
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& fowle for him, so as they became farr more active in
that imploymente then any of ye English, by reason of
ther [287]swiftnes of foote, & nimblnes of body, being
also quick-sighted, and by continuall exercise well
knowing ye hants of all sorts of game. So as when they
saw ye execution that a peece would doe, and ye benefite
that might come by ye same, they became madd, as it
were, after them, and would not stick to give any prise
they could attaine too for them; accounting their bowes &
arrowes but bables in comparison of them.
And here I may take occasion to bewaile ye mischefe
that this wicked man began in these parts, and which
since base covetousnes prevailing in men that should
know better, has now at length gott ye upper hand, and
made this thing com̅one, notwithstanding any laws to ye
contrary; so as ye Indeans are full of peeces all over, both
fouling peeces, muskets, pistols, &c. They have also their
moulds to make shotte, of all sorts, as muskett bulletts,
pistoll bullets, swane & gose shote, & of smaler sorts;
yea, some have seen them have their scruplats to make
scrupins them selves, when they wante them, with
sundery other implements, wherwith they are ordinarily
better fited & furnished then ye English them selves. Yea,
it is well knowne that they will have powder & shot, when
the English want it, nor cannot gett it; and yt in a time of
warr or danger, as experience hath manifested, that when
lead hath been scarce, and men for their owne defence
would gladly have given a groat a l which is dear enoughe,
[288]yet hath it bene bought up & sent to other places,
and sould to shuch as trade it with ye Indeans, at 12.
pence ye li.; and it is like they give 3. or 4.s ye pound, for
they will have it at any rate. And these things have been
done in ye same times, when some of their neigbours &
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freinds are daly killed by ye Indeans, or are in deanger
therof, and live but at ye Indeans mercie. [161] Yea, some
(as they have aquainted them with all other things) have
tould them how gunpowder is made, and all ye materialls
in it, and that they are to be had in their owne land;
and I am confidente, could they attaine to make saltpeter,
they would teach them to make powder. O the horiblnes
of this vilanie! how many both Dutch & English have
been latly slaine by those Indeans, thus furnished; and
no remedie provided, nay, ye evill more increased, and
ye blood of their brethren sould for gaine, as is to be
feared; and in what danger all these colonies are in is
too well known. Oh! that princes & parlements would
take some timly order to prevente this mischeefe, and at
length to suppress it, by some exemplerie punishmente
upon some of these gaine thirstie murderers, (for they
deserve no better title,) before their collonies in these
parts be over throwne by these barbarous savages, thus
armed with their owne weapons, by these evill
instruments, and traytors to their neigbors and cuntrie.
But I have forgott my selfe, and have been to longe in
this digression; but now to returne. This Morton having
[289]thus taught them ye use of peeces, he sould them
all he could spare; and he and his consorts detirmined
to send for many out of England, and had by some of ye
ships sente for above a score. The which being knowne,
and his neigbours meeting ye Indeans in ye woods armed
with guns in this sorte, it was a terrour unto them, who
lived straglingly, and were of no strenght in any place.
And other places (though more remote) saw this
mischeefe would quietly spread over all, if not prevented.
Besides, they saw they should keep no servants, for
Morton would entertaine any, how vile soever, and all
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ye scume of ye countrie, or any discontents, would flock
to him from all places, if this nest was not broken; and
they should stand in more fear of their lives & goods (in
short time) from this wicked & deboste crue, then from ye
salvages them selves.
So sundrie of ye cheefe of ye stragling plantations,
meeting togither, agreed by mutuall consente to sollissite
those of Plimoth (who were then of more strength then
them all) to joyne with them, to prevente ye further
grouth of this mischeefe, and suppress Morton & his
consortes before yey grewe to further head and strength.
Those that joyned in this acction (and after contributed
to the charge of sending him for England) were from
Pascataway, Namkeake, Winisimett, Weesagascusett,
Natasco, and other places wher any English were seated.
Those of Plimoth being thus sought too by their
messengers & [290]letters, and waying both their reasons,
and the com̅one danger, were willing to afford them
their help; though them selves had least cause of fear or
hurte. So, to be short, they first resolved joyntly to write
to him, and in a freindly & neigborly way to admonish
him to forbear these courses, & sent a messenger with
their letters to bring his answer. But he was so highe as
he scorned all advise, and asked who had to doe with
him; he had and would trade peeces with ye Indeans in
dispite of all, with many other scurillous termes full of
disdaine. They sente to him a second time, and bad him
be better advised, and more temperate in his termes, for
ye countrie could not beare ye injure he did; it was against
their comone saftie, and against ye king’s proclamation.
He answerd in high terms as before, and that ye kings
proclamation was no law; demanding what penaltie was
upon it. It was answered, more then he could [162] bear,
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his majesties displeasure. But insolently he persisted, and
said ye king was dead and his displeasure with him, &
many ye like things; and threatened withall that if any
came to molest him, let them looke to them selves, for
he would prepare for them. Upon which they saw ther
was no way but to take him by force; and having so farr
proceeded, now to give over would make him farr more
hautie & insolente. So they mutually resolved to proceed,
and obtained of ye Govr of Plimoth to send [291]Captaine
Standish, & some other aide with him, to take Morton by
force. The which accordingly was done; but they found
him to stand stifly in his defence, having made fast his
dors, armed his consorts, set diverse dishes of powder &
bullets ready on ye table; and if they had not been over
armed with drinke, more hurt might have been done.
They som̅aned him to yeeld, but he kept his house, and
they could gett nothing but scofes & scorns from him;
but at length, fearing they would doe some violence to
ye house, he and some of his crue came out, but not to
yeeld, but to shoote; but they were so steeld with drinke
as their peeces were to heavie for them; him selfe with
a carbine (over charged & allmost halfe fild with powder
& shote, as was after found) had thought to have shot
Captaine Standish; but he stept to him, & put by his peece,
& tooke him. Neither was ther any hurte done to any
of either side, save yt one was so drunke yt he rane his
owne nose upon ye pointe of a sword yt one held before
him as he entred ye house; but he lost but a litle of his
hott blood. Morton they brought away to Plimoth, wher
he was kepte, till a ship went from ye Ile of Shols for
England, with which he was sente to ye Counsell of New-
England; and letters writen to give them information of
his course & cariage; and also one was sent at their
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com̅one charge to informe their Hors more perticulerly,
& to prosecute against him. But he foold of ye messenger,
after he was gone [292]from hence, and though he wente
for England, yet nothing was done to him, not so much as
rebukte, for ought was heard; but returned ye nexte year.
Some of ye worst of ye company were disperst, and some
of ye more modest kepte ye house till he should be heard
from. But I have been too long aboute so un-worthy a
person, and bad a cause…
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CHAPTER 26.
ANNO DOM: 1637 (EXCERPT)
Anno Dom: 1638
WILLIAM BRADFORD
Anno Dom: 1637.
In ye fore parte of this year, the Pequents fell openly
upon ye English at Conightecute, in ye lower parts of ye
river, and slew sundry of them, (as they were at work in
ye feilds,) both men & women, to ye great terrour of ye
rest; and wente away in great prid & triumph, with many
high threats. They allso assalted a fort at ye rivers mouth,
though strong and well defended; and though they did
not their prevaile, yet it struk them with much fear &
astonishmente to see their bould attempts in the face of
danger; which made them in all places to stand upon
their gard, and to prepare for resistance, and ernestly
to solissite their freinds and confederats in ye Bay of
Massachusets to send them speedy aide, for they looked
for more forcible assaults. Mr. Vane, being then Govr,
write from their Generall Courte to them hear, to joyne
with them in this warr; to [420]which they were cordially
willing, but tooke opportunitie to write to them aboute
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some former things, as well as presente, considerable
hereaboute…
In ye mean time, the Pequents, espetially in ye winter
before, sought to make peace with ye Narigansets, and
used very pernicious arguments to move them therunto:
as that ye English were stranegers and begane to
overspred their countrie, and would deprive them therof
in time, if they were suffered to grow & increse; and if
ye Narigansets did assist ye English to subdue them, they
did but make way for their owne overthrow, for if they
were rooted out, the English would soone take occasion
to subjugate them; and if they would harken to them, they
should not neede to fear ye strength of ye English; for they
would not come to open battle with them, but fire their
houses, kill their katle, and lye in ambush for them as they
went abroad upon their occasions; and all this they might
easily doe without any or litle danger to them selves. The
which course being held, they well saw the English could
not long subsiste, but they would either be starved with
hunger, or be forced to forsake the countrie; with many ye
like things; insomuch [424]that ye Narigansets were once
wavering, and were halfe minded to have made peace
with them, and joy̅ed against ye English. But againe when
they considered, how much wrong they had received
from the Pequents, and what an oppertunitie they now
had by ye help of ye English to right them selves, revenge
was so sweete unto them, as it prevailed above all ye rest;
so as they resolved to joyne with ye English against them,
& did…
From Connightecute (who were most sencible of ye
hurt sustained, & ye present danger), they sett out a partie
of men, and an other partie mett them from ye Bay, at
ye Narigansets, who were to joyne with them. Ye
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Narigansets were ernest to be gone before ye English
were well rested and refreshte, espetially some of them
which came last. [425]It should seeme their desire was
to come upon ye enemie sudenly, & undiscovered. Ther
was a barke of this place, newly put in ther, which was
come from Conightecutte, who did incourage them to
lay hold of ye Indeans forwardnes, and to shew as great
forwardnes as they, for it would incorage them, and
expedition might prove to their great advantage. So they
went on, and so ordered their march, as the Indeans
brought them to a forte of ye enimies (in which most
of their cheefe men were) before day. They approached
ye same with great silence, and surrounded it both with
English & Indeans, that they might not breake out; and
so assualted them with great courage, shooting amongst
them, and entered ye forte with all speed; and those yt
first entered found sharp resistance from the enimie, who
both shott at & grapled with them; others rane into their
howses, & brought out fire, and sett them on fire, which
soone tooke in their matts, &, standing close togeather,
with ye wind, all was quickly on a flame, and therby more
were burnte to death then was otherwise slain; it burnte
their bowstrings, and made them unservisable. Those yt
scaped ye fire were slaine with ye sword; some hewed to
peeces, others rune throw with their rapiers, so as they
were quickly dispatchte, and very few escaped. It was
conceived they thus destroyed about 400. at this time. It
was a fearfull sight to see them thus frying in ye fyer, and
ye streams of blood [426]quenching ye same, and horrible
was ye stinck & sente ther of; but ye victory seemed a
sweete sacrifice, and they gave the prays therof to God,
who had wrought so wonderfuly for them, thus to inclose
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their enimise in their hands, and give them so speedy a
victory over so proud & insulting an enimie…
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CHAPTER 27.
ANNO DOM: 1623
Anno Dom: 1623
WILLIAM BRADFORD
Anno Dom: 1623.
It may be thought strang that these people should fall
to these extremities in so short a time, being left
competently provided when ye ship left them, and had an
addition by that moyetie of corn that was got by trade,
besids much they gott of ye Indans wher they lived, by
one means & other. It must needs be their great disorder,
for they spent excesseivly whilst they had, or could get
it; and, it may be, wasted parte away among ye Indeans
(for he yt was their cheef [157]was taxed by some amongst
them for keeping Indean women, how truly I know not).
And after they begane to come into wants, many sould
away their cloathes and bed coverings; others (so base
were they) became servants to ye Indeans, and would cutt
them woode & fetch them water, for a cap full of corne;
others fell to plaine stealing, both night & day, from ye
Indeans, of which they greevosly complained. In ye end,
they came to that misery, that some starved & dyed with
could & hunger…
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All this whille no supply was heard of, neither knew
they when they might expecte any. So they begane to
thinke how they might raise as much corne as they could,
and obtaine a beter crope then they had done, that they
might not still thus languish in miserie. At length, after
much debate of things, the Govr (with ye advise of ye
cheefest amongest them) gave way that they should set
corne every man for his owne perticuler, and in that
regard trust to them selves; in all other things to goe on
in ye generall way as before. And so assigned to every
family a parcell of land, according to the proportion of
their number for that end, only for present use (but made
no devission for inheritance), and ranged all boys & youth
under some familie. This had very good success; for it
made all hands very industrious, so as much more corne
was planted then other waise would have bene by any
means ye Govr or any other could use, and saved him
a great deall of trouble, and gave farr better contente.
The women now wente willingly into ye feild, and tooke
their litle-ons with them to set corne, which before would
aledg weaknes, and inabilitie; whom to have compelled
would have bene thought great tiranie and oppression…
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And first of ye occasion and indũsments ther unto; the
which that I may truly unfould, I must begine at ye very
roote & rise of ye same. The which I shall endevor to
manefest in a plaine stile, with singuler regard unto ye
simple trueth in all things, at least as near as my slender
judgmente can attaine the same.
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CHAPTER 29.
CHAPTER 9: OF THEIR VOYAGE, AND
HOW THEY PASSED THE SEA; AND OF
THEIR SAFE ARRIVAL AT CAPE COD
Of their voyage
WILLIAM BRADFORD
The 9. Chap.
Of their vioage, & how they passed ye sea, and of their safe
arrivall at Cape Codd.
Septr: 6. These troubls being blowne over, and now
all being compacte togeather in one shipe,[AE] they put
to sea againe with a prosperus winde, which continued
diverce days togeather, which was some incouragmente
unto them; yet according to ye usuall maner many were
afflicted with sea-sicknes. And I may not omite hear a
spetiall worke of Gods providence. Ther was a proud &
very profane yonge man, one of ye[91]sea-men, of a lustie,
able body, which made him the more hauty; he would
allway be contemning ye poore people in their sicknes, &
cursing them dayly with greēous execrations, and did not
let to tell them, that he hoped to help to cast halfe of them
over board before they came to their jurneys end, and to
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make mery with what they had; and if he were by any
gently reproved, he would curse and swear most bitterly.
But it plased God before they came halfe seas over, to
smite this yong man with a greeveous disease, of which he
dyed in a desperate maner, and so was him selfe ye first yt
was throwne overbord. Thus his curses light on his owne
head; and it was an astonishmente to all his fellows, for
they noted it to be ye just hand of God upon him.
After they had injoyed faire winds and weather for a
season, they were incountred many times with crosse
winds, and mette with many feirce stormes, with which
ye shipe was shroudly shaken, and her upper works made
very leakie; and one of the maine beames in ye midd
ships was bowed & craked, which put them in some fear
that ye shipe could not be able to performe ye vioage. So
some of ye cheefe of ye company, perceiveing ye mariners
to feare ye suffisiencie of ye shipe, as appeared by their
mutterings, they entred into serious consulltation with
ye mr. & other officers of ye ship, to consider in time of
ye danger; and rather to returne then to cast them selves
into a [92]desperate & inevitable perill. And truly ther
was great distraction & differance of opinion amongst ye
mariners them selves; faine would they doe what could be
done for their wages sake, (being now halfe the seas over,)
and on ye other hand they were loath to hazard their
lives too desperatly. But in examening of all opinions, the
mr. & others affirmed they knew ye ship to be stronge
& firme under water; and for the buckling of ye maine
beame, ther was a great iron scrue ye passengers brought
out of Holland, which would raise ye beame into his place;
ye which being done, the carpenter & mr. affirmed that
with a post put under it, set firme in ye lower deck, &
otherways bounde, he would make it sufficiente. And as
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for ye decks & uper workes they would calke them as well
as they could, and though with ye workeing of ye ship
they [46] would not longe keepe stanch, yet ther would
otherwise be no great danger, if they did not overpress
her with sails. So they com̅ited them selves to ye will of
God, & resolved to proseede. In sundrie of these stormes
the winds were so feirce, & ye seas so high, as they could
not beare a knote of saile, but were forced to hull, for
diverce days togither. And in one of them, as they thus lay
at hull, in a mighty storme, a lustie yonge man (called John
Howland) coming upon some occasion above ye grattings,
was, with a seele of the shipe throwne into [ye] sea; but
it pleased God yt he caught hould of ye top-saile
[93]halliards, which hunge over board, & rane out at
length; yet he held his hould (though he was sundrie
fadomes under water) till he was hald up by ye same rope
to ye brime of ye water, and then with a boat hooke &
other means got into ye shipe againe, & his life saved;
and though he was something ill with it, yet he lived
many years after, and became a profitable member both
in church & com̅one wealthe. In all this viage ther died
but one of ye passengers, which was William Butten, a
youth, servant to Samuell Fuller, when they drew near ye
coast. But to omite other things, (that I may be breefe,)
after longe beating at sea they fell with that land which
is called Cape Cod; the which being made & certainly
knowne to be it, they were not a litle joyfull. After some
deliberation had amongst them selves & with ye mr. of
ye ship, they tacked aboute and resolved to stande for
ye southward (ye wind & weather being faire) to finde
some place aboute Hudsons river for their habitation. But
after they had sailed yt course aboute halfe ye day, they
fell amongst deangerous shoulds and roring breakers, and
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they were so farr intangled ther with as they conceived
them selves in great danger; & ye wind shrinking upon
them withall, they resolved to bear up againe for the
Cape, and thought them selves hapy to gett out of those
dangers before night overtooke them, as by Gods
providence they did. And ye next day they gott into ye
Cape-harbor wher they ridd in [94]saftie. A word or too
by ye way of this cape; it was thus first named by Capten
Gosnole & his company,[AF] Anno: 1602, and after by
Capten Smith was caled Cape James; but it retains ye
former name amongst seamen. Also yt pointe which first
shewed those dangerous shoulds unto them, they called
Pointe Care, & Tuckers Terrour; but ye French & Dutch
to this day call it Malabarr, by reason of those perilous
shoulds, and ye losses they have suffered their.
Being thus arived in a good harbor and brought safe
to land, they fell upon their knees & blessed ye God of
heaven, who had brought them over ye vast & furious
ocean, and delivered them from all ye periles & miseries
therof, againe to set their feete on ye firme and stable
earth, their proper elemente. And no marvell if they were
thus joyefull, seeing wise Seneca was so affected with
sailing a few miles on ye coast of his owne Italy; as he
affirmed,[AG] that he had rather remaine twentie years
on his way by land, then pass by sea to any place in a short
time; so tedious & dreadfull was ye same unto him.
But hear I cannot but stay and make a pause, and stand
half amased at this poore peoples presente condition; and
so I thinke will the reader too, when he well considers
[47] ye same. Being thus passed ye vast ocean, and a sea
of troubles before in their preparation (as may be
remembred by yt which wente [95]before), they had now
no freinds to wellcome them, nor inns to entertaine or
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refresh their weatherbeaten bodys, no houses or much
less townes to repaire too, to seeke for succoure. It is
recorded in scripture[AH] as a mercie to ye apostle &
his shipwraked company, yt the barbarians shewed them
no smale kindnes in refreshing them, but these savage
barbarians, when they mette with them (as after will
appeare) were readier to fill their sids full of arrows then
otherwise. And for ye season it was winter, and they that
know ye winters of yt cuntrie know them to be sharp &
violent, & subjecte to cruell & feirce stormes, deangerous
to travill to known places, much more to serch an
unknown coast. Besids, what could they see but a hidious
& desolate wildernes, full of wild beasts & willd men?
and what multituds ther might be of them they knew not.
Nether could they, as it were, goe up to ye tope of Pisgah,
to vew from this willdernes a more goodly cuntrie to feed
their hops; for which way soever they turnd their eys
(save upward to ye heavens) they could have litle solace
or content in respecte of any outward objects. For sum̅er
being done, all things stand upon them with a
wetherbeaten face; and ye whole countrie, full of woods &
thickets, represented a wild & savage heiw. If they looked
behind them, ther was ye mighty ocean which they had
passed, and was now as a [96]maine barr & goulfe to
seperate them from all ye civill parts of ye world. If it
be said they had a ship to sucour them, it is trew; but
what heard they daly from ye mr. & company? but yt with
speede they should looke out a place with their shallop,
wher they would be at some near distance; for ye season
was shuch as he would not stirr from thence till a safe
harbor was discovered by them wher they would be, and
he might goe without danger; and that victells consumed
apace, but he must & would keepe sufficient for them
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selves & their returne. Yea, it was muttered by some, that
if they gott not a place in time, they would turne them &
their goods ashore & leave them. Let it also be considred
what weake hopes of supply & succoure they left behinde
them, yt might bear up their minds in this sade condition
and trialls they were under; and they could not but be
very smale. It is true, indeed, ye affections & love of their
brethren at Leyden was cordiall & entire towards them,
but they had litle power to help them, or them selves; and
how ye case stode betweene them & ye marchants at their
coming away, hath allready been declared. What could
now sustaine them but the spirite of God & his grace?
May not & ought not the children of these fathers rightly
say: Our faithers were Englishmen which came over this great
[97]ocean, and were ready to perish in this willdernes;[AI] but
they cried unto ye Lord, and he heard their voyce, and looked on
their adversitie, &c. Let them therfore praise ye Lord, because he
is good, & his mercies endure for ever.[AJ] Yea, let them which
have been redeemed of ye Lord, shew how he hath delivered
them from ye hand of ye oppressour. When they wandered in
ye deserte willdernes out of ye way, and found no citie to dwell
in, both hungrie, & thirstie, their sowle was overwhelmed in
them. Let them confess before ye Lord his loving kindnes, and
his wonderfull works before ye sons of men.
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CHAPTER 30.
THE REMAINDER OF ANNO 1620
(EXCERPT)
The remainder of Anno 1620
WILLIAM BRADFORD
The remainder of Ano: 1620.
I shall a litle returne backe and begine with a
combination made by them before they came ashore,
being ye first foundation of their govermente in this
place; occasioned partly by ye discontented & mutinous
speeches that some of the strangers amongst them had
let fall from them in ye ship—That when they came a
shore they would use their owne libertie; for none had
power to com̅and them, the patente they had being for
Virginia, and not for New-england, which belonged to an
other Goverment, with which ye Virginia Company had
nothing to doe. And partly that shuch an [54] acte by them
done (this their condition considered) might be as firme
as any patent, and in some respects more sure.
The forme was as followeth. [110]
In ye name of God, Amen. We whose names are underwriten,
the loyall subjects of our dread soveraigne Lord, King James,
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by ye grace of God, of Great Britaine, Franc, & Ireland king,
defender of ye faith, &c., haveing undertaken, for ye glorie of
God, and advancemente of ye Christian faith, and honour of
our king & countrie, a voyage to plant ye first colonie in ye
Northerne parts of Virginia, doe by these presents solemnly &
mutualy in ye presence of God, and one of another, covenant
& combine our selves togeather into a civill body politick, for
our better ordering & preservation & furtherance of ye ends
aforesaid; and by vertue hearof to enacte, constitute, and frame
such just & equall lawes, ordinances, acts, constitutions, &
offices, from time to time, as shall be thought most meete &
convenient for ye generall good of ye Colonie, unto which we
promise all due submission and obedience. In witnes wherof
we have hereunder subscribed our names at Cap-Codd ye 11.
of November, in ye year of ye raigne of our soveraigne lord,
King James, of England, France, & Ireland ye eighteenth, and
of Scotland ye fiftie fourth. Ano: Dom. 1620…
In these hard & difficulte beginings they found some
discontents & murmurings arise amongst some, and
mutinous speeches & carriags in other; but they were
soone quelled & overcome by ye wisdome, patience, and
just & equall carrage of things by ye Govr and better part,
wch clave faithfully togeather in ye maine. But that which
was most sadd & lamentable was, that in 2. or 3. moneths
time halfe of their company dyed, espetialy in Jan: &
February, being ye depth of winter, and wanting houses
& other comforts; being infected with ye scurvie & [55]
other diseases, which this long vioage & their
inacomodate condition had brought upon them; so as
ther dyed some times 2. or 3. of a day, in ye foresaid time;
that of 100. & odd persons, scarce 50. remained. And of
these in ye time of most distres, ther was but 6. or 7. sound
persons, who, to their great comendations be it spoken,
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spared no pains, night nor day, but with abundance of
toyle and hazard of their owne health, fetched them
woode, made them fires, drest them meat, made their
beads, washed their lothsome cloaths, cloathed &
uncloathed them; in a word, did all ye homly & necessarie
offices for them wch dainty & quesie stomacks cannot
endure to hear named; and all this willingly & cherfully,
without any grudging in ye least, shewing herein their
true love unto their freinds & bretheren. A rare example
& worthy to [112]be remembred. Tow of these 7. were
Mr. William Brewster, ther reverend Elder, & Myles
Standish, ther Captein & military comander, unto whom
my selfe, & many others, were much beholden in our
low & sicke condition. And yet the Lord so upheld these
persons, as in this generall calamity they were not at all
infected either with sicknes, or lamnes…
[T]hey that before had been boone companions in
drinking & joyllity in ye time of their health & wellfare,
begane now to deserte one another in this calamitie, saing
they would not hasard ther lives for them, they should be
infected by coming to help them in their cabins, and so,
after they came to dye by it, would doe litle or nothing for
them, but if they dyed let them dye…
All this while ye Indians came skulking about them, and
would sometimes show them selves aloofe of, but when
any aproached near them, they would rune away. And
once they stoale away their tools wher they had been at
worke, & were gone to diner. But about ye 16. of March
a certaine Indian came bouldly amongst them, and spoke
to them in broken English, which they could well
understand, but marvelled at it. At length they
understood by discourse with him, that he was not of
these parts, but belonged to ye eastrene parts, wher some
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English-ships came to fhish, with whom he was
aquainted, & could name sundrie of them by their names,
amongst whom he had gott his language. He became
proftable to them [57] in aquainting them with many
things concerning ye state of ye cuntry in ye east-parts
wher he lived, which was afterwards profitable unto
them; as also of ye people hear, of their names, number, &
strength; of their situation & distance from this place, and
who was cheefe amongst them. His name was Samaset;
he tould them also of another Indian whos name was
[115]Squanto, a native of this place, who had been in
England & could speake better English then him selfe.
Being, after some time of entertainmente & gifts, dismist,
a while after he came againe, & 5. more with him, & they
brought againe all ye tooles that were stolen away before,
and made way for ye coming of their great Sachem, called
Massasoyt; who, about 4. or 5. days after, came with the
cheefe of his freinds & other attendance, with the
aforesaid Squanto. With whom, after frendly
entertainment, & some gifts given him, they made a peace
with him (which hath now continued this 24. years) in
these terms.
1. That neither he nor any of his, should injurie or doe
hurte to any of their peopl.
2. That if any of his did any hurte to any of theirs, he
should send ye offender, that they might punish him.
3. That if any thing were taken away from any of theirs,
he should cause it to be restored; and they should doe ye
like to his.
4. If any did unjustly warr against him, they would aide
him; if any did warr against them, he should aide them.
5. He should send to his neighbours confederats, to
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certifie them of this, that they might not wrong them, but
might be likewise comprised in ye conditions of peace.
6. That when ther men came to them, they should leave
their bows & arrows behind them. [116]
After these things he returned to his place caled
Sowams, some 40. mile from this place, but Squanto
continued with them, and was their interpreter, and was
a spetiall instrument sent of God for their good beyond
their expectation. He directed them how to set their
corne, wher to take fish, and to procure other comodities,
and was also their pilott to bring them to unknowne
places for their profitt, and never left them till he dyed.
He was a native [58] of this place, & scarce any left alive
besids him selfe. He was caried away with diverce others
by one Hunt, a mr. of a ship, who thought to sell them
for slaves in Spaine; but he got away for England, and
was entertained by a marchante in London, & imployed
to New-foundland & other parts, & lastly brought hither
into these parts by one Mr. Dermer, a gentle-man
imployed by Sr. Ferdinando Gorges & others, for
discovery, & other designes in these parts…
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CHAPTER 31.
ANNO DOM: 1642
Anno Dom: 1642
WILLIAM BRADFORD
Marvilous it may be to see and consider how some kind
of wickednes did grow & breake forth here, in a land wher
the same was so much witnesed against, and so narrowly
looked unto, & severly punished when it was knowne; as
in no place more, or so much, that I have known or heard
of; insomuch as they have been somewhat censured, even
by moderate and good men, for their severitie in
punishments. And yet all this could not suppress ye
breaking out of sundrie notorious sins, (as this year,
besids other, gives us too many sad presidents and
instances,) espetially drunkennes and unclainnes; not
only incontinencie betweene persons unmaried, for
which many both men & women have been punished
sharply enough, but some maried persons allso. But that
which is worse, even sodomie and bugerie, (things fearfull
to name,) have broak forth in this land, oftener then once.
I say it may justly be marveled at, and cause us to fear
& tremble at the consideration of our corrupte natures,
which are so hardly bridled, subdued, & mortified; nay,
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cannot by any other means but ye powerfull worke &
grace of Gods spirite. But (besids this) one reason may
be, that ye Divell may carrie a greater spite against the
churches of Christ and ye gospell hear, by how much
ye more they indeaour to preserve holynes and puritie
amongst them, and strictly punisheth the contrary
[460]when it ariseth either in church or comone wealth;
that he might cast a [242] blemishe & staine upon them
in ye eyes of [ye] world, who use to be rash in judgmente.
I would rather thinke thus, then that Satane hath more
power in these heathen lands, as som have thought, then
in more Christian nations, espetially over Gods servants
in them.
2. An other reason may be, that it may be in this case
as it is with waters when their streames are stopped or
dam̅ed up, when they gett passage they flow with more
violence, and make more noys and disturbance, then
when they are suffered to rune quietly in their owne
chanels. So wikednes being here more stopped by strict
laws, and ye same more nerly looked unto, so as it cannot
rune in a comone road of liberty as it would, and is
inclined, it searches every wher, and at last breaks out
wher it getts vente.
3. A third reason may be, hear (as I am verily
perswaded) is not more evills in this kind, nor nothing
nere so many by proportion, as in other places; but they
are here more discoverd and seen, and made publick by
due serch, inquisition, and due punishment; for ye
churches looke narrowly to their members, and ye
magistrats over all, more strictly then in other places.
Besids, here the people are but few in comparison of
other places, which are full & populous, and lye hid, as it
were, in a wood or thickett, and many horrible evills by yt
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means are never seen nor [461]knowne; wheras hear, they
are, as it were, brought into ye light, and set in ye plaine
feeld, or rather on a hill, made conspicuous to ye veiw of
all…
And after ye time of ye writīg of these things befell
a very sadd accidente of the like foule nature in this
govermente, this very year, which I shall now relate. Ther
was a youth whose name was Thomas Granger; he was
servant to an honest man of Duxbery, being aboute 16. or
17. years of age. (His father & mother lived at the same
time at Sityate.) He was this year detected of buggery
(and indicted for ye same) with a mare, a cowe, tow goats,
five sheep, 2. calves, and a turkey. Horrible [249] it is to
mention, but ye truth of ye historie requires it. He was
first discovered by one yt accidentally [475]saw his lewd
practise towards the mare. (I forbear perticulers.) Being
upon it examined and com̅itted, in ye end he not only
confest ye fact with that beast at that time, but sundrie
times before, and at severall times with all ye rest of ye
forenamed in his indictmente; and this his free-
confession was not only in private to ye magistrats,
(though at first he strived to deney it,) but to sundrie, both
ministers & others, and afterwards, upon his indictmente,
to ye whole court & jury; and confirmed it at his
execution. And wheras some of ye sheep could not so well
be knowne by his description of them, others with them
were brought before him, and he declared which were
they, and which were not. And accordingly he was cast
by ye jury, and condemned, and after executed about ye
8. of Septr, 1642. A very sade spectakle it was; for first
the mare, and then ye cowe, and ye rest of ye lesser catle,
were kild before his face, according to ye law, Levit: 20.
15. and then he him selfe was executed. The catle were all
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cast into a great & large pitte that was digged of purposs
for them, and no use made of any part of them.
Upon ye examenation of this person, and also of a
former that had made some sodomiticall attempts upon
another, it being demanded of them how they came first
to ye knowledge and practice of such wickednes, the one
confessed he had long used it in old England; and this
youth last spoaken of said he was taught it [476]by an
other that had heard of such things from some in England
when he was ther, and they kept catle togeather. By which
it appears how one wicked person may infecte many; and
what care all ought to have what servants they bring into
their families.
But it may be demanded how came it to pass that so
many wicked persons and profane people should so
quickly come over into this land, & mixe them selves
amongst them? seeing it was religious men yt begane ye
work, and they came for religions sake. I confess this
may be marveilled at, at least in time to come, when the
reasons therof should not be knowne…
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PART VII.
THOMAS MORTON

CHAPTER 32.
NEW ENGLISH CANAAN (EXCERPT)
THOMAS MORTON
Chap. XVI. Of their acknowledgment of the Creation,
and immortality of the Soule.
Although these salvages are found to be without
religion, law, and king (as Sir William Alexander has well
observed) they are not altogether without the knowledge
of God (historically.) 1: For they have it amongst them by
tradition that God made one man and one woman, and
had them live together and get children, kill deer, beasts,
birds, fish and fowl, and what they would at their pleasure
and that their posterity was full of evil and made God so
angry that he let in the sea upon them, and drowned the
greater part of them, that were naughty men, (the Lord
destroyed so) and they went to Sanaconquam, who feeds
upon them (pointing to the Center of the Earth, ‘savages‘
where they imagine is the habitation of the Devil) the
other, (which were not destroyed) increased the world,
and when they died (because they were good) went to the
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house of Kytan, pointing to the setting of the sun; 2 where
they ate all manner of dainties, and never take pains (as
now) to provide it. Kytan makes provision (they say) and
saves them that labor; and there they shall live with him
forever, void of care. And they are persuaded that Kytan
is he that makes corn grow, trees grow, and all manner of
fruits. And that we that use the book of Common prayer
do it to declare to them, that cannot read, what Kytan has
commanded us, and that we do pray to him with the help
of that book; and do make so much account of it, that a
savage (who had lived in my house before he had taken a
wife, by whom he had children) made this request to me,
(knowing that I always used him with much more respect:
than others,) that I would let his son be brought up in my
not savage house, that he might be taught to read in that
book : which request of his I granted; and he was a very
joyful man to think that his son would thereby (as he said)
my prayer – become an Englishman ; and then he would
be a good man. I asked him who was a good man ; his
answer was that he would not lie, nor steal. These, with
them, are all the capital crimes that can be imagined; all
other are nothing in respect; of those ; 1 and he that is free
from these must live with Kytan forever, in all manner of
pleasure.
Chap. XX. That the Salvages live a contended life.
I must needs commend them in this particular, that,
though they buy many commodities of our Nation, yet
they keep but few, and those of special use. They love not
to be cumbered with many utensils, and although every
proprietor knows his own, yet all things, (for long as they
will last), are used in common amongst them : A biscuit
cake given to one, that one breaks it equally into for many
parts as there be persons in his company, and distributes
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it. Plato’s Commonwealth is for much practiced by these
people. According to humane reason, guided only by the
light of nature, these people lead the more happy and
freer. They lead a life, being void of care, which torments
the minds of many Christians: They are not delighted in
baubles, but care ‘in useful things…
I have observed that they will not be troubled with
superfluous commodities. Such things as they find they
are taught by necessity to make use of, they will make
choice of, and seek to purchase with industry. So that,
in respect: that their life is so void of care, and they are
so loving also that they make use of those things they
enjoy, (the wife only excepted,) as common goods, and
are therein so compassionate that, rather than one could
starve through want, they would starve all. Thus doe they
pass away the time merrily, not regarding our pope,
(which they fee daily before their faces,) but are better
content with their own, which some men esteem so
meanly of. They may be rather accustomed to live richly,
wanting nothing that is needful; and to be commended
for leading a contented life…
Chap. V. Of a Massacre made upon the Salvages at
Wessaguscus.
But the Plimmoth men, intending no good to him, (as
appeared by the consequence,) came in the mean time
to Wessaguscus, a pit from and there pretended to feast
the Salvages of those parties, Plimmoth – bringing with
them pork and things for the purpose, which they felt
before the Salvages. They eat thereof without suspicion of
any mischief, who were taken upon a watchword given,
and with their own knives, (hanging salvages about their
necks,) were by the Plimmoth planters, one of which were
hanged up there, after the weapons – slaughter. In the
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mean time the Sachem had knowledge of this act- News
car- dent, by one that ran to his Countrymen, at the
Massachusetts, and gave them intelligence of the news..
The Salvages of the Massachusetts, that could not
imagine from whence these men should come, or to what
end, seeing them perform such unexpected actions ;
neither could tell by what name properly to distinguish
them; did from that time afterwards call the English
Planters Wotawquenange, which in their language
signifieth stabbers, or Cutthroats: and this name was
received by those that came thereafter for good, being
then unacquainted with the signification of it, for many
years following…
Chap. VII. Of Thomas Mortons entertainment at
Plimmouth, and casting away upon an Island
This man arrived in those parts, and, hearing news of
a Town that was much praised, he was delirious to go
thither, and see how things stood; where his
entertainment, Brave entertainment, was in a
wilderness… There he bestowed sometime in the survey
of this plantation…
His new come servants, in the mean time, were tame
to take, to have their zeal appear, and questioned what
preacher was among their company; and finding none,
did seem to condole their estate as if undone, because no
man among them had the gift to be in Iona’s stead, nor
they the means to keep them in that path for hard to keep.
Our Master, say they, recalls the Bible and the word of
God, and uses the Book of Common Prayer: but this is
not the means, the answer is: the means, they cried, alas,
poor Souls where is the means? You seem as if betrayed,
to be without the means: how can you be flayed from
falling headlong to perdition? Facile descensus avemi: 2
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the book of common prayer, says they, what poor thing
is that, for a man to read in a book? No, no, good firs, I
would you were near us, you might receive comfort by
destruction: give me a man hath the gifts of the spirit,
not a book in hand. I do profess says one, to live without
the means is dangerous, the Lord doth know. By there
insinuations, like the Serpent, they did creep and wind
into the good opinion of the illiterate multitude, that were
desirous to be freed and gone to them, no doubt, (which
some of them after confessed); and little good was to be
done one them after this charm was used: now plots and
factions how they might get look: and here was some
Stout knaves; and some plotted how to steal Master
Weston’s baroque, others, exasperated knavishly to work,
would precariousness tried how to get their Master to an
Inland, and there leave Him; which he had notice of, and
fitted him to try what would be done; and steps aboard
his gallop bound for Cape Anne, to the Massachusetts,
with an Hogshead of Wine; Sugar he took along, the Sails
hoist up, and one of the Conspirators aboard to steer;
who in the mid way pretended foul weather at the
harbored mouth, and therefore, for a time, he would put
in to an Inland near, and make some flay where he
thought to tempt his Master to walk the woods, and for
be gone: but their Master to prevent them caused the
sails and oars to be brought ashore, to Prevented make
a tilt if need should be, and kindled fire, broached that
Hogshead, and caused them fill the can with lusty liquor,
Claret sparkling neat; which was not suffered to grow
pale and flat, but tippled of with quick dexterity : the
Master and discover makes a flew of keeping round, but
with clove reading drinker. Lips did seem to make long
draughts, knowing the wine would make them
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Protestants; and for the plot was then at large disclosed
and discovered, and they made drowsy…
THE SONGE.
DRinke and be merry, merry, merry boycs ;
Let all your delight be in the Hymens ioyes ;
Jo to Hymen, now the day is come,
About the merry Maypole take a Roome.
Make greene garlons, bring bottles out
And fill fweet Neclar freely about.
Vncover thy head and feare no harme,
For hers good liquor to kccpe it warme.
Then drinke and be merry, &c. lb to Hymen, &c.
Neclar is a thing aJJigiHd
By the Deities owne minde
To cure the hart opprejl with greife,
And of good liquors is the cheife.
Then drinke, &c. lb to Hymen, &c.
.
Give to the Mellancolly man
A cup or two of V now and than ;
This phyfick willfoone revive his bloud,
And make him be of a merrier moode.
Then drinke, &c. lb to Hymen, &c.
Give to the Nymphe t hats free from fcorne
No IrifJi fluff nor Scotch over worne.
Laffes in beaver coats come away,
YcefJiall be welcome to us night and day.
To drinke and be merry &c. Jo to Hymen, &c.
This harmeles mirth made by younge men, (that lived
in hope to have wifes brought over to them, that would
save them a labour to make a voyage to fetch any over,)
was much distasted of the precise Separatists…
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Chap. XV. Of a great Monster supposed to be at Ma-
re-Mount ; and the preparation made to destroy it
The Separatists, envying the prosperity and hope of
the Plantation at Ma-re Mount, (which they perceived
began to come forward, and to be in a good way for
gain in the Beaver trade,) conspired together against mine
host especially, (who was the owner of that Plantation)
and made up a party against him; and mustered up what
aide they could, accounting of him as of a great monster.
Many threatening speeches were given out both against
his person and his habitation, which they divulged should
be consumed with fire: And taking advantage of the time
when his company, (which seemed little to regard their
threats,) were gone up into the Inlands to trade with the
Salvages for Beaver, they set upon my honest host at a
place called Wesaguscus, where, by accident, they found
him. The inhabitants there were in good hope of the
subversion of the plantation at Mare Mount, (which they
principally aimed at) and the rather because my host was
a man that endeavored to advance the dignity of the
Church of England; which they, (on the contrary part)
would labor to vilify with uncivil terms: envying against
the sacred book of common prayer, and my host that used
it in a laudable manner amongst his family, as a practice
of piety. There he would be a mean to bring sacks to
their mill, (such is the thirst after Beaver,) and helped the
conspirators to surprise mine host, (who was there all
alone) and they charged him, (because they would seem
to have some reasonable cause against him to set a gloss
upon their malice,) with criminal things ; which indeed
had been done by such a person, but was of their
conspiracy; mine host demanded of the conspirators who
it was that was author of that information, that seemed to
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be their ground for what they now intended. And because
they answered they would not tell him, he as
peremptorily replied, that he would not say whether he
had, or he had not done as they had been informed.
The answer made no matter, (as it seemed,) whether it
had been negatively or affirmatively made; for they had
resolved what he would suffer, because, (as they boasted,)
they were now become the greater number: they had
shaked of their shackles of servitude, and were become
Mailers, and mailerles people. It appears they were like
bears whelps in former time, when mine host’s plantation
was of as much strength as theirs, but now, (theirs being
stronger,) they, (like overgrown bears,) seemed
monsterous. In brief, mine host must endure to be their
prisoner until they could contrive it so that they
might send him for England, (as they said,) there to suffer
according to the merit of the fact which they intended
to father upon him; supposing, (belike,) it would prove a
heinous crime. Much rejoicing was made that they had
gotten their capital enemy, (as they concluded him;)
whom they purposed to hamper in such sort that he
would not be able to uphold his plantation at Ma-re
Mount. The Conspirators sported themselves at my
honest host, that meant them no hurt, and were so jocund
that they feasted their bodies, and fell to tippling as if they
had obtained a great prize; like the Trojans when they
had the custody of Hippeus pine-tree horse. Mine host
feigned grief, and could not be persuaded either to eat or
drink; because he knew emptiness would be a means to
make him as watchful as the Geese kept in the Roman
Capital: whereon, the contrary part, the conspirators
would be so drowsy that he might have an opportunity
to give them a flip, instead of a teller. Six persons of
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the conspiracy were set to watch him Mine Host at
Weffagufcus: But he kept waking; and in the dead of
prison night, (one lying on the bed for further surety,) up
gets mine Host and got to the second door that he was to
pass, which, notwithstanding the lock, he got open, and
shut it after him with such violence that it affrighted some
of the conspirators. The word, which was given with an
alarm, was, he’s gone, he’s gone, what shall we do, he’s
gone! The rest, (half asleep,) start up in a maze, and, like
rams, ran their heads one at another full butt in the dark.
Their grand leader, Captain Shrimp, took on most
fury- The Captain ripped and tore his clothes for anger,
to see the empty nest, and their bird gone. The rest were
eager to have torn their hair from their heads; but it was
so short that it would give them no hold. Now Captain
Shrimp thought in the loss of this prize, (which he
accounted his mail) his entire honor would be lost
forever. In the meantime Hofl was got home to Ma-re
Mineko/i Mount through the woods, eight miles round
about the head Ma-rc’mount of the river Monatoquit that
parted the two Plantations, finding his way by the help
of the lightening, (for it thundered as he went terribly)
and there he prepared powder, three pounds dried, for
his present employment, and four good guns for him and
the two affirmants left at his house. He provides bullets of
several sizes, three hundred or there- Zs. ume ‘ about, to
be used if the conspirators should pursue him there: and
these two persons promised their aides in the quarrel, and
confirmed that promise with health in good rofa folis.
Now Captain Shrimp, the first Captain in the Land, (as he
supposed,) must do some new act to repair this loss and
to vindicate his reputation, which had sustained blemish
by this oversight, begins now to study, how to repair or
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survive his honor: in this manner, calling of Council, they
conclude.
He takes eight persons more to him, and, (like the nine
Worthies of New Canaan,) they embark with preparation
against Ma-re-Mount, where this Monster of a man, as
their phrase was, had his den; the whole number, had the
rest not been from home, being but seven, would have
given Captain Shrimpe, (a quondam Drummer,) such a
welcome as would have made him with for a Drum as big
as Diogenes tub, that he might have crept into it out of
fight. Now the nine Worthies are approached, and mine
Host prepared: having intelligence by a Salvage, that
hastened in love from Wessaguscus to give him notice of
their intent. One of mine Hosts men proved a craven: the
other had proved his wits to purchase a little valor, before
mine Host had observed his posture.
The nine worthies coming before the Denne of this
Supposed Monster, (this seven headed hydra, as they
termed him,) and began, like Don Quixote against the
Windmill, to beat a parly, and to offer quarter, if mine
Host would yield ; for they resolved to send him for
England ; and had him lay by his arms. But he, (who
was the Son of a Solder,) having taken up arms in his
just defense, replied that he would not lay by those arms,
because they were so needful at Sea, if he should be sent
over. Yet, to save the effusion of so much worthy blood, as
would have issued out of the veins of these nine worthies
of New Canaan, if mine Host should have played upon
them out at his port holes, (for they came within danger
like a flock of wild geese, as if they had been tayled one
to another, as coults to be fold at a faier,) mine Host was
content to yield upon quarter ; and did capitulate with
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them in what manner it should be for more certainty,
because he knew what Captain Shrimpe was.
Shrimpe promised that he expressed that no violence
should be offered to his no violence…But mine Host no
sooner had felt open the door, and issued out, but
instantly Captain Shrimpe and the rest of the war- ties
stepped to him, laid hold of his arms, and had him down
: and so eagerly was every man bent against him, (not
regarding any agreement made with such a carnal man,)
that they fell upon him as if they would have eaten him :
some of them were so violent that they would have a slice
with scabbard and all for haste ; until The Worthies an old
soldier, (of the Queens, as the Proverb is,) that was there
by accident, clapt his gun under the weapons and sharply
rebuked these worthies for their unworthy practices. So
the matter was taken into more deliberate consideration.
Captain Shrimpe, and the rest of the nine worthies, made
themselves, (by this outrageous riot,) Matters of mine
Host of Ma-re Mount, and disapproved of what he had at
his plantation. This they knew, (in the eye of the Salvages,)
would add to their glory, and diminish the reputation of
mine honest Host ; whom they practiced to be rid of upon
any terms, as willingly as if he had bin the very Hidra of
the time.
Chap. XVI. How the 9 worthies put mine Host of Ma-
re-Mount into the enchanted Castle at Plimmouth, and
terrified him with the Monster Briareus.
The nine worthies of New Canaan having now the Law
in their own hands, (there being no general Governour
in the Land ; nor none of the Separation that regarded
the duty they owe their Sovereign, whose natural born
Subjects they were, though translated out of Holland,
from whence they had learned to work all to their own
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ends, and make a great show of Religion, but no
humanity,) for they were now to fit in Counsel on the
cause. And much it flood mine honest Hoft upon to be
very circumspect, and to take Eacus to task ; for that
his voice was more allowed of then both the other : and
had not mine Host confounded all the arguments that
Eacus could make in their defence, and confuted him that
swayed the rest, they would have made him unable to
drink in such manner of merriment any more. So that
following this private counsel, given him by one that
knew who ruled the rest, the Hiracano ceased that else
would split his pinace. A conclusion was made and
sentence given that mine Host should be sent to England
a prisoner. But when he was brought to the ships for that
purpose, no man durst be so foolhardy as to undertake
carry him. So these Worthies set mine Host upon an
Island, without gun, powder, or shot or dog or so much as
a knife to get anything to feed upon, or any other clothes
to shelter him with at winter then a thin suit which he
had one at that time. Home he could not get to Ma-re-
Mount. Upon this Island he stayed a month at lead, and
was relieved by Salvages that took notice that mine Host
was a Sachem of Passonagesit, and would bring bottles of
strong liquor to him, and unite themselves into a league
of brotherhood with mine Host ; so full of humanity are
these infidels before those Christians. From this place for
England failed mine Host in a Plimmouth ship, (that came
into the Land to fish upon the Coast,) that landed him
safe in England at Plimmouth : and he stayed in England
until the ordinary time for shipping to set forth for these
parts, and then returned: No man being able to tax him
of any thing. But the Worthies, (in the meantime,) hoped
they had been rid of him.
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PART VIII.
ANNE BRADSTREET

CHAPTER 33.
INTRODUCTION (2015)
SHANA ROWE
Anne Bradstreet was a distinguished English poet and
the first female Colonialist to be published. Bradstreet
(neé Anne Dudley) was born on March 20th, 1612 in
Northampton England. Bradstreet was born into a
prominent and wealthy Puritan family, allowing her to
grow up in a cultured environment where she was
tutored in history, literature and language. Bradstreet was
an extremely well-educated young woman, especially for
her time when education was a field reserved specifically
for men. At the age of sixteen Bradstreet married Simon
Bradstreet (who would later become the governor of
Massachusetts Bay Colony) and shortly thereafter in 1630
Bradstreet, her husband and family left for
Massachusetts. After their arrival to Cambridge,
Massachusetts (which at the time as named Newe Towne)
Bradstreet gave birth to her first child Samuel in 1632.
Throughout her life Bradstreet gave birth to eight
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children. Due to the credibility of her husband and father,
Bradstreet achieved a high social standing within the
town and lived a very comfortable life. Bradstreet’s life, in
accordance to the social standards and expectations of the
time, would have been considered extremely successful
based off of her husband’s achievements and her ability
to bear eight children. Bradstreet, however, being an
educated woman wanted more for herself and
presumably felt it was important for her to express
herself. Bradstreet’s poetry is incredibly groundbreaking
for its time and deals with issues such as politics,
medication, history and religion. One of the major
themes throughout her poetry is the role of Puritan
women. Bradstreet often questions the social
expectations of Puritan women by using metaphors and
a sarcastic tone. For example, in her poem The Prologue,
Bradstreet sarcastically notes that many men may believe
her hand, as a woman, is not fit to be a writer but rather
say “my hand a needle better fits” (Bradstreet). Due to the
fact that Bradstreet’s poetry was so brazen not only
because she was a woman but because of the subject
matter as well, Bradstreet’s brother in law, Reverend John
Woodbridge, felt it was necessary to include a preface in
her first published book of poems (which was published
in London in 1647) called The Tenth Muse, Lately Sprung
Up in America, By a Gentlewoman in those parts.
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The Tenth Muse (Public Domain
Image)
Woodbridge, in his preface, essentially convinces readers
(who were presumably mostly male) that Bradstreet is a
well behaved lady whose main concerns are her husband
and household and that her poetry is written only in her
free time. The Tenth Muse…is the only book of Bradstreet’s
poems to be published during her lifetime. Bradstreet
died on September 16th, 1672 at the age of sixty. Shortly
after her death in 1678, her self-revised book of poetry
called Several Poems Compiled with Great Variety of Wit and
Learning…is published. Bradstreet was an incredibly
prominent figure in literature due not only to her talent
but also to her audacious ability to speak out against the
societal norms of women. Bradstreet certainly helped to
change the expectations of women and made it more
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acceptable for women to seek out an education and to
express themselves artistically.
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CHAPTER 34.
THE PROLOGUE
ANNE BRADSTREET
The Prologue
To sing of wars, of captains, and of kings,
Of cities founded, commonwealths begun,
For my mean pen are too superior things:
Or how they all, or each, their dates have run;
Let poets and historians set these forth,
My obscure lines shall not so dim their work.
But when my wondering eyes and envious heart
Great Bartas' sugared lines do but read o'er,
Fool I do grudge the Muses did not part
'Twixt him and me that overfluent store;--
A Bartas can do what a Bartas will,
But simple I according to my skill.
From school-boys tongues no rhetoric we expect,
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Nor yet a sweet consort from broken strings,
Nor perfect beauty where's a main defect:
My foolish, broken, blemished Muse so sings;
And this to mend, alas, no art is able,
'Cause nature made is so, irreparable.
Nor can I, like that fluent, sweet-tongued Greek
Who lisped at first, in future times speak plain;
By art he gladly found what he did seek--
A full requitl of his striving pain.
Art can do much, but this maxim's most sure:
A weak or wounded brain admits no cure.
I am obnoxious to each carping tongue
Who says my hand a needle better fits.
A poet's pen all scorn I should thus wrong;
For such despite they cast on female wits,
If what I do prove well, it won't advance--
They'll say it was stolen, or else it was by chance.
But shure the ancient Greeks were far more mild,
Else of our sex why feignéd they those Nine,
And Posey made Calliope's own child?
So 'mongst the rest they placed the Arts Divine.
But this weak knot they will full soon untie--
The Greeks did naught but play the fools and lie.
Let Greeks be Greeks, and women what they are.
Men have precenency, and still excell.
It is but vain unjustly to wage war,
Men can do best, and women know it well.
Preëminence in all and each is yours--
Yet grant some small acknowledgement of ours.
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And oh, ye high flownquills that soar the skies,
And ever with your prey still catch your praise,
If e'er you deign these lowly lines your eyes,
Give thyme or parsley wreath; I ask no bays.
This mean and unrefinéd ore of mine
Will make your glistening gold but more to shine.
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CHAPTER 35.
THE AUTHOR TO HER BOOK
ANNE BRADSTREET
Thou ill-form'd offspring of my feeble brain,
Who after birth did'st by my side remain,
Till snatcht from thence by friends, less wise than true,
Who thee abroad expos'd to public view,
Made thee in rags, halting to th' press to trudge,
Where errors were not lessened (all may judge).
At thy return my blushing was not small,
My rambling brat (in print) should mother call.
I cast thee by as one unfit for light,
Thy Visage was so irksome in my sight,
Yet being mine own, at length affection would
Thy blemishes amend, if so I could.
I wash'd thy face, but more defects I saw,
And rubbing off a spot, still made a flaw.
I stretcht thy joints to make thee even feet,
Yet still thou run'st more hobbling than is meet.
In better dress to trim thee was my mind,
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But nought save home-spun Cloth, i' th' house I find.
In this array, 'mongst Vulgars mayst thou roam.
In Critics' hands, beware thou dost not come,
And take thy way where yet thou art not known.
If for thy Father askt, say, thou hadst none;
And for thy Mother, she alas is poor,
Which caus'd her thus to send thee out of door.
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CHAPTER 36.
THE FLESH AND THE SPIRIT
ANNE BRADSTREET
In secret place where once I stood
Close by the Banks of Lacrim flood,
I heard two sisters reason on
Things that are past and things to come.
One Flesh was call'd, who had her eye
On worldly wealth and vanity;
The other Spirit, who did rear
Her thoughts unto a higher sphere.
"Sister," quoth Flesh, "what liv'st thou on
Nothing but Meditation?
Doth Contemplation feed thee so
Regardlessly to let earth go?
Can Speculation satisfy
Notion without Reality?
Dost dream of things beyond the Moon
And dost thou hope to dwell there soon?
Hast treasures there laid up in store
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That all in th' world thou count'st but poor?
Art fancy-sick or turn'd a Sot
To catch at shadows which are not?
Come, come. I'll show unto thy sense,
Industry hath its recompence.
What canst desire, but thou maist see
True substance in variety?
Dost honour like? Acquire the same,
As some to their immortal fame;
And trophies to thy name erect
Which wearing time shall ne'er deject.
For riches dost thou long full sore?
Behold enough of precious store.
Earth hath more silver, pearls, and gold
Than eyes can see or hands can hold.
Affects thou pleasure? Take thy fill.
Earth hath enough of what you will.
Then let not go what thou maist find
For things unknown only in mind."
Spirit
'Be still, thou unregenerate part,
Disturb no more my settled heart,
For I have vow'd (and so will do)
Thee as a foe still to pursue,
And combat with thee will and must
Until I see thee laid in th' dust.
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Sister we are, yea twins we be,
Yet deadly feud 'twixt thee and me,
For from one father are we not.
Thou by old Adam wast begot,
But my arise is from above,
Whence my dear father I do love.
Thou speak'st me fair but hat'st me sore.
Thy flatt'ring shews I'll trust no more.
How oft thy slave hast thou me made
When I believ'd what thou hast said
And never had more cause of woe
Than when I did what thou bad'st do.
I'll stop mine ears at these thy charms
And count them for my deadly harms.
Thy sinful pleasures I do hate,
Thy riches are to me no bait.
Thine honours do, nor will I love,
For my ambition lies above.
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My greatest honour it shall be
When I am victor over thee,
And Triumph shall, with laurel head,
When thou my Captive shalt be led.
How I do live, thou need'st not scoff,
For I have meat thou know'st not of.
The hidden Manna I do eat;
The word of life, it is my meat.
My thoughts do yield me more content
Than can thy hours in pleasure spent.
Nor are they shadows which I catch,
Nor fancies vain at which I snatch
But reach at things that are so high,
Beyond thy dull Capacity.
Eternal substance I do see
With which inriched I would be.
Mine eye doth pierce the heav'ns and see
What is Invisible to thee.
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My garments are not silk nor gold,
Nor such like trash which Earth doth hold,
But Royal Robes I shall have on,
More glorious than the glist'ring Sun.
My Crown not Diamonds, Pearls, and gold,
But such as Angels' heads infold.
The City where I hope to dwell,
There's none on Earth can parallel.
The stately Walls both high and trong
Are made of precious Jasper stone,
The Gates of Pearl, both rich and clear,
And Angels are for Porters there.
The Streets thereof transparent gold
Such as no Eye did e're behold.
A Crystal River there doth run
Which doth proceed from the Lamb's Throne.
Of Life, there are the waters sure
Which shall remain forever pure.
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Nor Sun nor Moon they have no need
For glory doth from God proceed.
No Candle there, nor yet Torch light,
For there shall be no darksome night.
From sickness and infirmity
Forevermore they shall be free.
Nor withering age shall e're come there,
But beauty shall be bright and clear.
This City pure is not for thee,
For things unclean there shall not be.
If I of Heav'n may have my fill,
Take thou the world, and all that will.'
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CHAPTER 37.
IN HONOUR OF THE HIGH AND MIGHTY
PRINCESS, QUEEN ELIZABETH
ANNE BRADSTREET
Proem.
Although great Queen, thou now in silence lie,
Yet thy loud Herald Fame, doth to the sky
Thy wondrous worth proclaim, in every clime,
And so has vow'd, whilst there is world or time.
So great's thy glory, and thine excellence,
The sound thereof raps every human sense
That men account it no impiety
To say thou wert a fleshly Deity.
Thousands bring off'rings (though out of date)
Thy world of honours to accumulate.
'Mongst hundred Hecatombs of roaring Verse,
'Mine bleating stands before thy royal Hearse.
Thou never didst, nor canst thou now disdain,
T' accept the tribute of a loyal Brain.
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Thy clemency did yerst esteem as much
The acclamations of the poor, as rich,
Which makes me deem, my rudeness is no wrong,
Though I resound thy greatness 'mongst the throng.
The Poem.
No Ph{oe}nix Pen, nor Spenser's Poetry,
No Speed's, nor Camden's learned History;
Eliza's works, wars, praise, can e're compact,
The World's the Theater where she did act.
No memories, nor volumes can contain,
The nine Olymp'ades of her happy reign,
Who was so good, so just, so learn'd, so wise,
From all the Kings on earth she won the prize.
Nor say I more than truly is her due.
Millions will testify that this is true.
She hath wip'd off th' aspersion of her Sex,
That women wisdom lack to play the Rex.
Spain's Monarch sa's not so, not yet his Host:
She taught them better manners to their cost.
The Salic Law had not in force now been,
If France had ever hop'd for such a Queen.
But can you Doctors now this point dispute,
Since first the Sun did run, his ne'er runn'd race,
And earth had twice a year, a new old face;
Since time was time, and man unmanly man,
Come shew me such a Ph{oe}nix if you can.
Was ever people better rul'd than hers?
Was ever Land more happy, freed from stirs?
Did ever wealth in England so abound?
Her Victories in foreign Coasts resound?
Ships more invincible than Spain's, her foe
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She rack't, she sack'd, she sunk his Armadoe.
Her stately Troops advanc'd to Lisbon's wall,
Don Anthony in's right for to install.
She frankly help'd Franks' (brave) distressed King,
The States united now her fame do sing.
She their Protectrix was, they well do know,
Unto our dread Virago, what they owe.
Her Nobles sacrific'd their noble blood,
Nor men, nor coin she shap'd, to do them good.
The rude untamed Irish she did quell,
And Tiron bound, before her picture fell.
Had ever Prince such Counsellors as she?
Her self Minerva caus'd them so to be.
Such Soldiers, and such Captains never seen,
As were the subjects of our (Pallas) Queen:
Her Sea-men through all straits the world did round,
Terra incognitæ might know her sound.
Her Drake came laded home with Spanish gold,
Her Essex took Cadiz, their Herculean hold.
But time would fail me, so my wit would too,
To tell of half she did, or she could do.
Semiramis to her is but obscure;
More infamy than fame she did procure.
She plac'd her glory but on Babel's walls,
World's wonder for a time, but yet it falls.
Fierce Tomris (Cirus' Heads-man, Sythians' Queen)
Had put her Harness off, had she but seen
Our Amazon i' th' Camp at Tilbury,
(Judging all valour, and all Majesty)
Within that Princess to have residence,
And prostrate yielded to her Excellence.
Dido first Foundress of proud Carthage walls
(Who living consummates her Funerals),
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A great Eliza, but compar'd with ours,
How vanisheth her glory, wealth, and powers.
Proud profuse Cleopatra, whose wrong name,
Instead of glory, prov'd her Country's shame:
Of her what worth in Story's to be seen,
But that she was a rich Ægyptian Queen.
Zenobia, potent Empress of the East,
And of all these without compare the best
(Whom none but great Aurelius could quell)
Yet for our Queen is no fit parallel:
She was a Ph{oe}nix Queen, so shall she be,
Her ashes not reviv'd more Ph{oe}nix she.
Her personal perfections, who would tell,
Must dip his Pen i' th' Heliconian Well,
Which I may not, my pride doth but aspire
To read what others write and then admire.
Now say, have women worth, or have they none?
Or had they some, but with our Queen is't gone?
Nay Masculines, you have thus tax'd us long,
But she, though dead, will vindicate our wrong.
Let such as say our sex is void of reason
Know 'tis a slander now, but once was treason.
But happy England, which had such a Queen,
O happy, happy, had those days still been,
But happiness lies in a higher sphere.
Then wonder not, Eliza moves not here.
Full fraught with honour, riches, and with days,
She set, she set, like Titan in his rays.
No more shall rise or set such glorious Sun,
Until the heaven's great revolution:
If then new things, their old form must retain,
Eliza shall rule Albian once again.
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Her Epitaph.
Here sleeps T H E Queen, this is the royal bed
O' th' Damask Rose, sprung from the white and red,
Whose sweet perfume fills the all-filling air,
This Rose is withered, once so lovely fair:
On neither tree did grow such Rose before,
The greater was our gain, our loss the more.
Another.
Here lies the pride of Queens, pattern of Kings:
So blaze it fame, here's feathers for thy wings.
Here lies the envy'd, yet unparallel'd Prince,
Whose living virtues speak (though dead long since).
If many worlds, as that fantastic framed,
In every one, be her great glory famed.
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CHAPTER 38.
LETTER: TO MY DEAR CHILDREN
ANNE BRADSTREET
To my Dear Children:
This Book by Any yet unread,
I leave for you when I am dead,
That, being gone, here you may find
What was your living mother’s mind.
Make use of what I leave in Love
And God shall blesse you from above.
A. B.
My Dear Children:
Knowing by experience that the exhortations of
parents take most effect when the speakers leave to speak,
and those especially sink deepest which are spoke latest
— and being ignorant whether on my death-bed I shall
have opportunity to speak to any of you, much lesse to
All — thought it the best, whilst I was able to compose
some short matters, (for what else to call them I know
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not) and bequeath to you, that when I am no more with
you, yet I may bee dayly in your remembrance, (Although
that is the least in my aim in what I now doe) but that you
may gain some spiritual Advantage by my experience. I
have not studied in this you read to show my skill, but to
declare the Truth — not to sett forth myself, but the Glory
of God. If I had minded the former, it had been perhaps
better pleasing to you, — but seing the last is the best, let it
bee best pleasing to you. The method I will observe shall
bee this — I will begin with God’s dealing with me from
my childhood to this Day. In my young years, about 6 or 7
as I take it, I began to make conscience of my wayes, and
what I knew was sinful, as lying, disobedience to Par-
ents, &c., I avoided it. If at any time I was overtaken
with the like evills, it was a great Trouble. I could not be
at rest till by prayer I had confest it unto God. I was also
troubled at the neglect of Private Dutyes, tho: too often
tardy that way. I also found much comfort in reading
the Scriptures, especially those places I thought most
concerned my Condition, and as I grew to have more
understanding, so the more solace I took in them.
In a long fitt of sicknes which I had on my bed I often
communed with my heart, and made my supplication to
the most High who sett me free from that affliction.
But as I grew up to bee about 14 or 15 I found my heart
more carnall, and sitting loose from God, vanity and the
follyes of youth take hold of me. About 16, the Lord layed
his hand sore upon me and Smott mee with the small
pox. When I was in my affliction, I besought the Lord,
and confessed my Pride and Vanity and he was entreated
of me, and again restored me. But I rendered not to him
according to the benefitt received.
After a short time I changed my condition and was
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marryed, and came into this Contry, where I fond a new
world and new manners, at which my heart rose. But after
I was convinced it was the way of God, I submitted to it
and joined to the church at Boston.
After some time I fell into a lingering sicknes like a
consumption, together with a lamenesse, which
correction I saw the Lord sent to humble and try me and
doe mee Good: and it was not altogether ineffectual.
It pleased God to keep me a long time without a
child, which was a great grief to me, and cost mee many
prayers and tears before I obtained one, and after him
gave mee many more, of whom I now take the care, that
as I have broght you into the world, and with great paines,
weaknes, cares, and feares, brought you to this, I now
travail in birth again of you till Christ bee formed in you.
Among all my experiences of God s gratious Dealings
with me I have constantly observed this, that he hath
never suffered me long to sitt loose from him, but by one
affliction or other hath made me look home, and search
what was amisse so usually thos it hath been with me that
I have no sooner felt my heart out of order, but I have
expected correction for it, which most commonly hath
been upon my own person, in sicknesse, weaknes, paines,
sometimes on my soul, in Doubts and feares of God s
displeasure, and my sincerity towards him, sometimes
he hath smott a child with sicknes, sometimes chastened
by losses in estate, — and these Times (thro: his great
mercy) have been the times of my greatest Getting and
Advantage, yea I have found them the Times when the
Lord hath manifested the most love to me. Then have I
gone to searching, and have said with David, Lord search
me and try me, see what wayes of wickednes are in me,
and lead me in the way everlasting; and seldom or never,
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but I have found either some sin I lay under which God
would have reformed, or some duty neglected which he
would have performed. And by his help I have layed
Vowes and Bonds upon my Soul to perform his righteous
commands.
If at any time you are chastened of God, take it as
thankfully and Joyfully as in greatest mercyes, for if
yee bee his yee shall reap the greatest benefit by it. It
hath been no small support to me in times of Darkness
when the Almighty hath hid his face from me, that yet I
have had abundance of sweetness and refreshment after
affliction, and more circumspection in my walking after
I have been afflicted. I have been with God like an
untoward child, that no longer than the rod has been on
my back (or at least in sight) but I have been apt to forgett
him and myself too. Before I was afflicted I .went astray,
but now I keep thy statutes.
I have had great experience of God s hearing my
Prayers, and returning comfortable Answers to me, either
in granting the thing I prayed for, or else in satisfying
my mind without it; and I have been confident it hath
been from him, because I have found my heart through
his goodnes enlarged in thankfullnes to him.
I have often been perplexed that I have not found that
constant Joy in my Pilgrim age and refreshing which I
supposed most of the servants of God have; although he
hath not left me altogether without the wittnes of his holy
spirit, who hath oft given mee his word and sett to his
Seal that it shall bee well with me. I have sometimes tasted
of that hidden manna that the world knowes not, and
have sett up my Ebenezer, and have resolved with myself
that against such a promise such taste of sweetnes, the
Gates of Hell shall never prevail. Yet have I many times
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sinkings and droopings, and not enjoyed that felicity that
sometimes I have done. But when I have been in darknes
and seen no light, yet have I desired to stay
myself upon the Lord. And, when I have been in sicknes
and pain, I have thought if the Lord would but lift up the
light of his Countenance upon me, altho: he ground me
to powder, it would bee but light to me; yea, oft have I
thought were if hell itself, and could there find the Love
of God toward me, it would bee a Heaven. And, could I
have been in Heaven without the Love of God it would
have been a Hell to me; for in Truth, it is the absence and
presence of God that makes Heaven or Hell.
Many times hath Satan troubled me concerning the
verity of the Scriptures, many times by Atheisme how
could I know whether there was a God; I never saw any
miracles to confirm me, and those which I read of how
did I know but they were feigned. That there is a God my
Reason would soon tell me by the wondrous workes that I
see, the vast frame of the Heaven and the Earth, the order
of all things, night and day, Summer and Winter, Spring
and Autumne, the dayly providing for this great houshold
upon the Earth, the preserving and directing of All to its
proper end. The consideration of these things would with
amazement certainly resolve me that there is an Eternall
Being.
But how should I know he is such a God as I worship
in Trinity, and such a Savior as I rely upon? tho: this hath
thousands of times been suggested to mee, yet God hath
helped me ever. I have argued this with myself. That there
is a God I see. If ever this God hath revealed himself, it
must bee in his word, and this must be it or none. Have I
not found that operation by it that no humane Invention
can work upon the Soul? Hath not Judgments befallen
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Diverse who have scorned and contemd it? Hath it not
been preserved thro: all Ages mangre all the heathen
Tyrants and all of the enemies who have opposed it? Is
there any story but that which shows the beginnings of
Times, and how the world came to bee as wee see? Doe
wee not know the prophecyes in it fullfilled which could
not have been so long foretold by any but God himself?
When I have gott over this Block, then have I another
pott in my way, That admitt this bee the true God whom
we worship, and that be his word, yet why may not the
Popish Religion bee the right? They have the same God,
the same Christ, the same word; they only interprett it
one way, wee another. This hath sometimes stuck with
me, and more it would, but the vain fooleries that are
in their Religion, together with their lying miracles and
cruell persecutions of the Saints, which admitt were they
as they terme them, yet not so to be dealt with all. The
consideration of these things and many the like would
soon turn me to my own Religion again. But some new
Troubles I have had since the world has been filled with
Blasphemy, and Sectaries, and some who have been
accounted sincere Christians have been carryed away
with them, that sometimes I have said, Is there ffaith upon
the earth? and I have not known what to think. But then
I have remembered the words of Christ that so it must
bee, and that, if it were possible, the very elect should bee
deceived. Behold, faith our Savior, I have told you before.
That hath stayed my heart, and I can now say, Return, O
my Soul, to thy Rest, upon this Rock christ Jesus will I
build my faith; and if I perish, I perish. But I know all the
Powers of Hell shall
never prevail against it. I know whom I have trusted,
and whom I have believed, and that he is able to keep
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that I have committed to his charge. Now to the King,
Immortall, Eternall, and invisible, the only wise God, bee
Honor and Glory forever and ever! Amen.
This was written in much sicknesse and weakness, and
is very weakly and imperfectly done; but, if you can pick
any Benefitt out of it, it is the marke which I aimed at.
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PART IX.
MARY ROWLANDSON

CHAPTER 39.
THE FIRST REMOVE
The First Remove
MARY ROWLANDSON
Now away we must go with those barbarous creatures,
with our bodies wounded and bleeding, and our hearts no
less than our bodies. About a mile we went that night, up
upon a hill within sight of the town, where they intended
to lodge. There was hard by a vacant house (deserted by
the English before, for fear of the Indians). I asked them
whether I might not lodge in the house that night, to
which they answered, “What, will you love English men
still?” This was the dolefulest night that ever my eyes saw.
Oh the roaring, and singing and dancing, and yelling of
those black creatures in the night, which made the place a
lively resemblance of hell. And as miserable was the waste
that was there made of horses, cattle, sheep, swine, calves,
lambs, roasting pigs, and fowl (which they had plundered
in the town), some roasting, some lying and burning, and
some boiling to feed our merciless enemies; who were
joyful enough, though we were disconsolate. To add to
the dolefulness of the former day, and the dismalness
of the present night, my thoughts ran upon my losses
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and sad bereaved condition. All was gone, my husband
gone (at least separated from me, he being in the Bay;
and to add to my grief, the Indians told me they would
kill him as he came homeward), my children gone, my
relations and friends gone, our house and home and all
our comforts—within door and without—all was gone
(except my life), and I knew not but the next moment
that might go too. There remained nothing to me but one
poor wounded babe, and it seemed at present worse than
death that it was in such a pitiful condition, bespeaking
compassion, and I had no refreshing for it, nor suitable
things to revive it. Little do many think what is the
savageness and brutishness of this barbarous enemy, Ay,
even those that seem to profess more than others among
them, when the English have fallen into their hands.
Those seven that were killed at Lancaster the summer
before upon a Sabbath day, and the one that was
afterward killed upon a weekday, were slain and mangled
in a barbarous manner, by one-eyed John, and
Marlborough’s Praying Indians, which Capt. Mosely
brought to Boston, as the Indians told me.
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CHAPTER 40.
THE SECOND REMOVE
The Second Remove
MARY ROWLANDSON
But now, the next morning, I must turn my back upon
the town, and travel with them into the vast and desolate
wilderness, I knew not whither. It is not my tongue, or
pen, can express the sorrows of my heart, and bitterness
of my spirit that I had at this departure: but God was
with me in a wonderful manner, carrying me along, and
bearing up my spirit, that it did not quite fail. One of the
Indians carried my poor wounded babe upon a horse; it
went moaning all along, “I shall die, I shall die.” I went
on foot after it, with sorrow that cannot be expressed. At
length I took it off the horse, and carried it in my arms
till my strength failed, and I fell down with it. Then they
set me upon a horse with my wounded child in my lap,
and there being no furniture upon the horse’s back, as we
were going down a steep hill we both fell over the horse’s
head, at which they, like inhumane creatures, laughed,
and rejoiced to see it, though I thought we should there
have ended our days, as overcome with so many
difficulties. But the Lord renewed my strength still, and
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carried me along, that I might see more of His power;
yea, so much that I could never have thought of, had I not
experienced it.
After this it quickly began to snow, and when night
came on, they stopped, and now down I must sit in the
snow, by a little fire, and a few boughs behind me, with
my sick child in my lap; and calling much for water, being
now (through the wound) fallen into a violent fever. My
own wound also growing so stiff that I could scarce sit
down or rise up; yet so it must be, that I must sit all this
cold winter night upon the cold snowy ground, with my
sick child in my arms, looking that every hour would be
the last of its life; and having no Christian friend near me,
either to comfort or help me. Oh, I may see the wonderful
power of God, that my Spirit did not utterly sink under
my affliction: still the Lord upheld me with His gracious
and merciful spirit, and we were both alive to see the light
of the next morning.
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CHAPTER 41.
THE THIRD REMOVE
The Third Remove
MARY ROWLANDSON
The morning being come, they prepared to go on their
way. One of the Indians got up upon a horse, and they
set me up behind him, with my poor sick babe in my lap.
A very wearisome and tedious day I had of it; what with
my own wound, and my child’s being so exceeding sick,
and in a lamentable condition with her wound. It may be
easily judged what a poor feeble condition we were in,
there being not the least crumb of refreshing that came
within either of our mouths from Wednesday night to
Saturday night, except only a little cold water. This day
in the afternoon, about an hour by sun, we came to the
place where they intended, viz. an Indian town, called
Wenimesset, northward of Quabaug. When we were
come, Oh the number of pagans (now merciless enemies)
that there came about me, that I may say as David, “I had
fainted, unless I had believed, etc” (Psalm 27.13). The next
day was the Sabbath. I then remembered how careless I
had been of God’s holy time; how many Sabbaths I had
lost and misspent, and how evilly I had walked in God’s
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sight; which lay so close unto my spirit, that it was easy
for me to see how righteous it was with God to cut off the
thread of my life and cast me out of His presence forever.
Yet the Lord still showed mercy to me, and upheld me;
and as He wounded me with one hand, so he healed me
with the other. This day there came to me one Robert
Pepper (a man belonging to Roxbury) who was taken in
Captain Beers’s fight, and had been now a considerable
time with the Indians; and up with them almost as far as
Albany, to see King Philip, as he told me, and was now
very lately come into these parts. Hearing, I say, that I
was in this Indian town, he obtained leave to come and
see me. He told me he himself was wounded in the leg at
Captain Beer’s fight; and was not able some time to go,
but as they carried him, and as he took oaken leaves and
laid to his wound, and through the blessing of God he was
able to travel again. Then I took oaken leaves and laid to
my side, and with the blessing of God it cured me also; yet
before the cure was wrought, I may say, as it is in Psalm
38.5-6 “My wounds stink and are corrupt, I am troubled,
I am bowed down greatly, I go mourning all the day long.”
I sat much alone with a poor wounded child in my lap,
which moaned night and day, having nothing to revive
the body, or cheer the spirits of her, but instead of that,
sometimes one Indian would come and tell me one hour
that “your master will knock your child in the head,” and
then a second, and then a third, “your master will quickly
knock your child in the head.”
This was the comfort I had from them, miserable
comforters are ye all, as he said. Thus nine days I sat
upon my knees, with my babe in my lap, till my flesh
was raw again; my child being even ready to depart this
sorrowful world, they bade me carry it out to another
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wigwam (I suppose because they would not be troubled
with such spectacles) whither I went with a very heavy
heart, and down I sat with the picture of death in my
lap. About two hours in the night, my sweet babe like a
lamb departed this life on Feb. 18, 1675. It being about
six years, and five months old. It was nine days from
the first wounding, in this miserable condition, without
any refreshing of one nature or other, except a little cold
water. I cannot but take notice how at another time I
could not bear to be in the room where any dead person
was, but now the case is changed; I must and could lie
down by my dead babe, side by side all the night after. I
have thought since of the wonderful goodness of God to
me in preserving me in the use of my reason and senses in
that distressed time, that I did not use wicked and violent
means to end my own miserable life. In the morning,
when they understood that my child was dead they sent
for me home to my master’s wigwam (by my master in
this writing, must be understood Quinnapin, who was
a Sagamore, and married King Philip’s wife’s sister; not
that he first took me, but I was sold to him by another
Narragansett Indian, who took me when first I came out
of the garrison). I went to take up my dead child in my
arms to carry it with me, but they bid me let it alone; there
was no resisting, but go I must and leave it. When I had
been at my master’s wigwam, I took the first opportunity
I could get to go look after my dead child. When I came
I asked them what they had done with it; then they told
me it was upon the hill. Then they went and showed me
where it was, where I saw the ground was newly digged,
and there they told me they had buried it. There I left that
child in the wilderness, and must commit it, and myself
also in this wilderness condition, to Him who is above all.
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God having taken away this dear child, I went to see my
daughter Mary, who was at this same Indian town, at a
wigwam not very far off, though we had little liberty or
opportunity to see one another. She was about ten years
old, and taken from the door at first by a Praying Ind. and
afterward sold for a gun. When I came in sight, she would
fall aweeping; at which they were provoked, and would
not let me come near her, but bade me be gone; which
was a heart-cutting word to me. I had one child dead,
another in the wilderness, I knew not where, the third
they would not let me come near to: “Me (as he said) have
ye bereaved of my Children, Joseph is not, and Simeon is
not, and ye will take Benjamin also, all these things are
against me.” I could not sit still in this condition, but kept
walking from one place to another. And as I was going
along, my heart was even overwhelmed with the thoughts
of my condition, and that I should have children, and a
nation which I knew not, ruled over them. Whereupon I
earnestly entreated the Lord, that He would consider my
low estate, and show me a token for good, and if it were
His blessed will, some sign and hope of some relief. And
indeed quickly the Lord answered, in some measure, my
poor prayers; for as I was going up and down mourning
and lamenting my condition, my son came to me, and
asked me how I did. I had not seen him before, since
the destruction of the town, and I knew not where he
was, till I was informed by himself, that he was amongst
a smaller parcel of Indians, whose place was about six
miles off. With tears in his eyes, he asked me whether
his sister Sarah was dead; and told me he had seen his
sister Mary; and prayed me, that I would not be troubled
in reference to himself. The occasion of his coming to
see me at this time, was this: there was, as I said, about
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six miles from us, a small plantation of Indians, where it
seems he had been during his captivity; and at this time,
there were some forces of the Ind. gathered out of our
company, and some also from them (among whom was
my son’s master) to go to assault and burn Medfield. In
this time of the absence of his master, his dame brought
him to see me. I took this to be some gracious answer
to my earnest and unfeigned desire. The next day, viz. to
this, the Indians returned from Medfield, all the company,
for those that belonged to the other small company, came
through the town that now we were at. But before they
came to us, Oh! the outrageous roaring and hooping that
there was. They began their din about a mile before they
came to us. By their noise and hooping they signified
how many they had destroyed (which was at that time
twenty-three). Those that were with us at home were
gathered together as soon as they heard the hooping, and
every time that the other went over their number, these
at home gave a shout, that the very earth rung again. And
thus they continued till those that had been upon the
expedition were come up to the Sagamore’s wigwam; and
then, Oh, the hideous insulting and triumphing that there
was over some Englishmen’s scalps that they had taken
(as their manner is) and brought with them. I cannot but
take notice of the wonderful mercy of God to me in those
afflictions, in sending me a Bible. One of the Indians that
came from Medfield fight, had brought some plunder,
came to me, and asked me, if I would have a Bible, he
had got one in his basket. I was glad of it, and asked him,
whether he thought the Indians would let me read? He
answered, yes. So I took the Bible, and in that melancholy
time, it came into my mind to read first the 28th chapter
of Deuteronomy, which I did, and when I had read it, my
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dark heart wrought on this manner: that there was no
mercy for me, that the blessings were gone, and the curses
come in their room, and that I had lost my opportunity.
But the Lord helped me still to go on reading till I came
to Chap. 30, the seven first verses, where I found, there
was mercy promised again, if we would return to Him
by repentance; and though we were scattered from one
end of the earth to the other, yet the Lord would gather
us together, and turn all those curses upon our enemies.
I do not desire to live to forget this Scripture, and what
comfort it was to me.
Now the Ind. began to talk of removing from this place,
some one way, and some another. There were now
besides myself nine English captives in this place (all of
them children, except one woman). I got an opportunity
to go and take my leave of them. They being to go one
way, and I another, I asked them whether they were
earnest with God for deliverance. They told me they did
as they were able, and it was some comfort to me, that
the Lord stirred up children to look to Him. The woman,
viz. goodwife Joslin, told me she should never see me
again, and that she could find in her heart to run away. I
wished her not to run away by any means, for we were
near thirty miles from any English town, and she very big
with child, and had but one week to reckon, and another
child in her arms, two years old, and bad rivers there were
to go over, and we were feeble, with our poor and coarse
entertainment. I had my Bible with me, I pulled it out, and
asked her whether she would read. We opened the Bible
and lighted on Psalm 27, in which Psalm we especially
took notice of that, ver. ult., “Wait on the Lord, Be of good
courage, and he shall strengthen thine Heart, wait I say on
the Lord.”
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CHAPTER 42.
THE FIFTH REMOVE
The Fifth Remove
MARY ROWLANDSON
The occasion (as I thought) of their moving at this time
was the English army, it being near and following them.
For they went as if they had gone for their lives, for some
considerable way, and then they made a stop, and chose
some of their stoutest men, and sent them back to hold
the English army in play whilst the rest escaped. And
then, like Jehu, they marched on furiously, with their old
and with their young: some carried their old decrepit
mothers, some carried one, and some another. Four of
them carried a great Indian upon a bier; but going
through a thick wood with him, they were hindered, and
could make no haste, whereupon they took him upon
their backs, and carried him, one at a time, till they came
to Banquaug river. Upon a Friday, a little after noon, we
came to this river. When all the company was come up,
and were gathered together, I thought to count the
number of them, but they were so many, and being
somewhat in motion, it was beyond my skill. In this
travel, because of my wound, I was somewhat favored in
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my load; I carried only my knitting work and two quarts
of parched meal. Being very faint I asked my mistress to
give me one spoonful of the meal, but she would not give
me a taste. They quickly fell to cutting dry trees, to make
rafts to carry them over the river: and soon my turn came
to go over. By the advantage of some brush which they
had laid upon the raft to sit upon, I did not wet my foot
(which many of themselves at the other end were mid-
leg deep) which cannot but be acknowledged as a favor
of God to my weakened body, it being a very cold time.
I was not before acquainted with such kind of doings or
dangers. “When thou passeth through the waters I will be
with thee, and through the rivers they shall not overflow
thee” (Isaiah 43.2). A certain number of us got over the
river that night, but it was the night after the Sabbath
before all the company was got over. On the Saturday
they boiled an old horse’s leg which they had got, and
so we drank of the broth, as soon as they thought it was
ready, and when it was almost all gone, they filled it up
again.
The first week of my being among them I hardly ate
any thing; the second week I found my stomach grow
very faint for want of something; and yet it was very
hard to get down their filthy trash; but the third week,
though I could think how formerly my stomach would
turn against this or that, and I could starve and die before
I could eat such things, yet they were sweet and savory to
my taste. I was at this time knitting a pair of white cotton
stockings for my mistress; and had not yet wrought upon
a Sabbath day. When the Sabbath came they bade me go
to work. I told them it was the Sabbath day, and desired
them to let me rest, and told them I would do as much
more tomorrow; to which they answered me they would
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break my face. And here I cannot but take notice of the
strange providence of God in preserving the heathen.
They were many hundreds, old and young, some sick,
and some lame; many had papooses at their backs. The
greatest number at this time with us were squaws, and
they traveled with all they had, bag and baggage, and yet
they got over this river aforesaid; and on Monday they set
their wigwams on fire, and away they went. On that very
day came the English army after them to this river, and
saw the smoke of their wigwams, and yet this river put a
stop to them. God did not give them courage or activity to
go over after us. We were not ready for so great a mercy as
victory and deliverance. If we had been God would have
found out a way for the English to have passed this river,
as well as for the Indians with their squaws and children,
and all their luggage. “Oh that my people had hearkened
to me, and Israel had walked in my ways, I should soon
have subdued their enemies, and turned my hand against
their adversaries” (Psalm 81.13-14).
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CHAPTER 43.
THE EIGHTH REMOVE
The Eighth Remove
MARY ROWLANDSON
On the morrow morning we must go over the river, i.e.
Connecticut, to meet with King Philip. Two canoes full
they had carried over; the next turn I myself was to go.
But as my foot was upon the canoe to step in there was
a sudden outcry among them, and I must step back, and
instead of going over the river, I must go four or five
miles up the river farther northward. Some of the Indians
ran one way, and some another. The cause of this rout
was, as I thought, their espying some English scouts, who
were thereabout. In this travel up the river about noon
the company made a stop, and sat down; some to eat,
and others to rest them. As I sat amongst them, musing
of things past, my son Joseph unexpectedly came to me.
We asked of each other’s welfare, bemoaning our doleful
condition, and the change that had come upon us. We had
husband and father, and children, and sisters, and friends,
and relations, and house, and home, and many comforts
of this life: but now we may say, as Job, “Naked came I
out of my mother’s womb, and naked shall I return: the
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Lord gave, the Lord hath taken away, blessed be the name
of the Lord.” I asked him whether he would read. He told
me he earnestly desired it, I gave him my Bible, and he
lighted upon that comfortable Scripture “I shall not die
but live, and declare the works of the Lord: the Lord hath
chastened me sore yet he hath not given me over to death”
(Psalm 118.17-18). “Look here, mother,” says he, “did you
read this?” And here I may take occasion to mention one
principal ground of my setting forth these lines: even as
the psalmist says, to declare the works of the Lord, and
His wonderful power in carrying us along, preserving
us in the wilderness, while under the enemy’s hand, and
returning of us in safety again. And His goodness in
bringing to my hand so many comfortable and suitable
scriptures in my distress. But to return, we traveled on
till night; and in the morning, we must go over the river
to Philip’s crew. When I was in the canoe I could not but
be amazed at the numerous crew of pagans that were on
the bank on the other side. When I came ashore, they
gathered all about me, I sitting alone in the midst. I
observed they asked one another questions, and laughed,
and rejoiced over their gains and victories. Then my heart
began to fail: and I fell aweeping, which was the first time
to my remembrance, that I wept before them. Although I
had met with so much affliction, and my heart was many
times ready to break, yet could I not shed one tear in their
sight; but rather had been all this while in a maze, and
like one astonished. But now I may say as Psalm 137.1,
“By the Rivers of Babylon, there we sate down: yea, we
wept when we remembered Zion.” There one of them
asked me why I wept. I could hardly tell what to say:
Yet I answered, they would kill me. “No,” said he, “none
will hurt you.” Then came one of them and gave me two
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spoonfuls of meal to comfort me, and another gave me
half a pint of peas; which was more worth than many
bushels at another time. Then I went to see King Philip.
He bade me come in and sit down, and asked me whether
I would smoke it (a usual compliment nowadays amongst
saints and sinners) but this no way suited me. For though
I had formerly used tobacco, yet I had left it ever since I
was first taken. It seems to be a bait the devil lays to make
men lose their precious time. I remember with shame
how formerly, when I had taken two or three pipes, I was
presently ready for another, such a bewitching thing it is.
But I thank God, He has now given me power over it;
surely there are many who may be better employed than
to lie sucking a stinking tobacco-pipe.
Now the Indians gather their forces to go against
Northampton. Over night one went about yelling and
hooting to give notice of the design. Whereupon they fell
to boiling of ground nuts, and parching of corn (as many
as had it) for their provision; and in the morning away
they went. During my abode in this place, Philip spake to
me to make a shirt for his boy, which I did, for which he
gave me a shilling. I offered the money to my master, but
he bade me keep it; and with it I bought a piece of horse
flesh. Afterwards he asked me to make a cap for his boy,
for which he invited me to dinner. I went, and he gave
me a pancake, about as big as two fingers. It was made
of parched wheat, beaten, and fried in bear’s grease, but I
thought I never tasted pleasanter meat in my life. There
was a squaw who spake to me to make a shirt for her
sannup, for which she gave me a piece of bear. Another
asked me to knit a pair of stockings, for which she gave
me a quart of peas. I boiled my peas and bear together,
and invited my master and mistress to dinner; but the
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proud gossip, because I served them both in one dish,
would eat nothing, except one bit that he gave her upon
the point of his knife. Hearing that my son was come to
this place, I went to see him, and found him lying flat
upon the ground. I asked him how he could sleep so? He
answered me that he was not asleep, but at prayer; and lay
so, that they might not observe what he was doing. I pray
God he may remember these things now he is returned
in safety. At this place (the sun now getting higher) what
with the beams and heat of the sun, and the smoke of
the wigwams, I thought I should have been blind. I could
scarce discern one wigwam from another. There was here
one Mary Thurston of Medfield, who seeing how it was
with me, lent me a hat to wear; but as soon as I was
gone, the squaw (who owned that Mary Thurston) came
running after me, and got it away again. Here was the
squaw that gave me one spoonful of meal. I put it in my
pocket to keep it safe. Yet notwithstanding, somebody
stole it, but put five Indian corns in the room of it; which
corns were the greatest provisions I had in my travel for
one day.
The Indians returning from Northampton, brought
with them some horses, and sheep, and other things
which they had taken; I desired them that they would
carry me to Albany upon one of those horses, and sell
me for powder: for so they had sometimes discoursed. I
was utterly hopeless of getting home on foot, the way that
I came. I could hardly bear to think of the many weary
steps I had taken, to come to this place.
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CHAPTER 44.
THE TWELFTH REMOVE
The Twelfth Remove
MARY ROWLANDSON
It was upon a Sabbath-day-morning, that they prepared
for their travel. This morning I asked my master whether
he would sell me to my husband. He answered me “Nux,”
which did much rejoice my spirit. My mistress, before we
went, was gone to the burial of a papoose, and returning,
she found me sitting and reading in my Bible; she
snatched it hastily out of my hand, and threw it out of
doors. I ran out and catched it up, and put it into my
pocket, and never let her see it afterward. Then they
packed up their things to be gone, and gave me my load.
I complained it was too heavy, whereupon she gave me
a slap in the face, and bade me go; I lifted up my heart
to God, hoping the redemption was not far off; and the
rather because their insolency grew worse and worse.
But the thoughts of my going homeward (for so we
bent our course) much cheered my spirit, and made my
burden seem light, and almost nothing at all. But (to my
amazement and great perplexity) the scale was soon
turned; for when we had gone a little way, on a sudden
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my mistress gives out; she would go no further, but turn
back again, and said I must go back again with her, and
she called her sannup, and would have had him gone
back also, but he would not, but said he would go on,
and come to us again in three days. My spirit was, upon
this, I confess, very impatient, and almost outrageous. I
thought I could as well have died as went back; I cannot
declare the trouble that I was in about it; but yet back
again I must go. As soon as I had the opportunity, I took
my Bible to read, and that quieting Scripture came to my
hand, “Be still, and know that I am God” (Psalm 46.10).
Which stilled my spirit for the present. But a sore time of
trial, I concluded, I had to go through, my master being
gone, who seemed to me the best friend that I had of an
Indian, both in cold and hunger, and quickly so it proved.
Down I sat, with my heart as full as it could hold, and
yet so hungry that I could not sit neither; but going out
to see what I could find, and walking among the trees,
I found six acorns, and two chestnuts, which were some
refreshment to me. Towards night I gathered some sticks
for my own comfort, that I might not lie a-cold; but when
we came to lie down they bade me to go out, and lie
somewhere else, for they had company (they said) come in
more than their own. I told them, I could not tell where to
go, they bade me go look; I told them, if I went to another
wigwam they would be angry, and send me home again.
Then one of the company drew his sword, and told me
he would run me through if I did not go presently. Then
was I fain to stoop to this rude fellow, and to go out in
the night, I knew not whither. Mine eyes have seen that
fellow afterwards walking up and down Boston, under
the appearance of a Friend Indian, and several others of
the like cut. I went to one wigwam, and they told me
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they had no room. Then I went to another, and they said
the same; at last an old Indian bade me to come to him,
and his squaw gave me some ground nuts; she gave me
also something to lay under my head, and a good fire we
had; and through the good providence of God, I had a
comfortable lodging that night. In the morning, another
Indian bade me come at night, and he would give me six
ground nuts, which I did. We were at this place and time
about two miles from [the] Connecticut river. We went in
the morning to gather ground nuts, to the river, and went
back again that night. I went with a good load at my back
(for they when they went, though but a little way, would
carry all their trumpery with them). I told them the skin
was off my back, but I had no other comforting answer
from them than this: that it would be no matter if my head
were off too.
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CHAPTER 45.
WATCH THE POINT OF VIEW
JENNA MACKINNON
The colonial encounter in Mary Rowlandon’s A Narrative
of the Captivity and Restoration of Mrs. Mary Rowlandson
is depicted in stark contrast to the other three texts that
we examined in class. In the narrative, Rowlandson is
painted as victim of the Native Americans, while a close
analysis of the three texts resulted in the opposite.
Rowlandson says that she is held captive and treated
poorly throughout her time with the Native Americans.
Separated from her family, she is wounded and receives
little food or water. She clings to God and the words
of the bible to get through the hardships as a coping
mechanism. “God was with me in a wonderful manner,
carrying me along, and bearing up my spirit, that it did
not quite fail.” Rowlandson has no control or superiority
over the Native Americans. Another contrasting aspect of
this narrative is that it is told from a woman’s point of
view, which is not seen in the other texts.
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In the clip from Pocahontas, the European’s role in the
colonial encounter is shown as a friendly, predestined
savior sanctioned by nature. In the scene, John Smith
assures Pocahontas of her safety with him, and offers
his hand down to pull her out of her own canoe. Wind
and feathers encircle them in a magical binding with the
words “listen to your heart” sounding off and leading
Pocahontas to understand and speak English. Pocahontas
accepts and submits to the foreign culture happily. This
has nothing in common with Rowlandson’s narrative.
In contrast, TheVery Brief Relation of the Devastation of
the Indies shows the Europeans as nothing but monsters in
relation to the Native Americans. It details the grotesque
“strange cruelties” they unleashed upon the native people
to murder them in the form of genocide. For example,
they rip babies from mothers and fling them into rivers.
On the other hand, The Relation of Alvar Núñez Cabeza de
Vaca is closer to Rowlandson’s narrative. Yet Cabeza de
Vaca lives willingly alongside the Native people, while
Rowlandson is a captive. Both parties merge with the
Native Americans way of life, but Cabeza de Vaca’s is
from an anthropological stance while Rowlandson’s is out
of survival.
Rowlandson’s depiction of the colonial encounter is
problematic because it erases the true horrors that the
Native Americans experienced. If Rowlandson’s were the
only text we read, we would overlook the other parts
of the story. This is culturally relevant today because we
often take one side of a story, primarily a white person’s,
and run with it. Another name for this is a “single story.”
For example, this country looks at a single story of the
Muslim culture, labeling them all as terrorists.
Rowlandson’s single story makes the Native Americans
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look barbaric when in reality they were the ones being
hunted.
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CHAPTER 46.
THE THIRTEENTH REMOVE (EXCERPT)
The Thirteenth Remove
MARY ROWLANDSON
Instead of going toward the Bay, which was that I desired,
I must go with them five or six miles down the river
into a mighty thicket of brush; where we abode almost
a fortnight. Here one asked me to make a shirt for her
papoose, for which she gave me a mess of broth, which
was thickened with meal made of the bark of a tree, and
to make it the better, she had put into it about a handful
of peas, and a few roasted ground nuts. I had not seen
my son a pretty while, and here was an Indian of whom
I made inquiry after him, and asked him when he saw
him. He answered me that such a time his master roasted
him, and that himself did eat a piece of him, as big as
his two fingers, and that he was very good meat. But the
Lord upheld my Spirit, under this discouragement; and I
considered their horrible addictedness to lying, and that
there is not one of them that makes the least conscience
of speaking of truth. In this place, on a cold night, as I lay
by the fire, I removed a stick that kept the heat from me. A
squaw moved it down again, at which I looked up, and she
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threw a handful of ashes in mine eyes. I thought I should
have been quite blinded, and have never seen more, but
lying down, the water run out of my eyes, and carried
the dirt with it, that by the morning I recovered my sight
again. Yet upon this, and the like occasions, I hope it is
not too much to say with Job, “Have pity upon me, O ye
my Friends, for the Hand of the Lord has touched me.”
And here I cannot but remember how many times sitting
in their wigwams, and musing on things past, I should
suddenly leap up and run out, as if I had been at home,
forgetting where I was, and what my condition was; but
when I was without, and saw nothing but wilderness, and
woods, and a company of barbarous heathens, my mind
quickly returned to me, which made me think of that,
spoken concerning Sampson, who said, “I will go out and
shake myself as at other times, but he wist not that the
Lord was departed from him.” About this time I began
to think that all my hopes of restoration would come to
nothing. I thought of the English army, and hoped for
their coming, and being taken by them, but that failed.
I hoped to be carried to Albany, as the Indians had
discoursed before, but that failed also. I thought of being
sold to my husband, as my master spake, but instead of
that, my master himself was gone, and I left behind, so
that my spirit was now quite ready to sink. I asked them
to let me go out and pick up some sticks, that I might
get alone, and pour out my heart unto the Lord. Then
also I took my Bible to read, but I found no comfort here
neither, which many times I was wont to find. So easy a
thing it is with God to dry up the streams of Scripture
comfort from us. Yet I can say, that in all my sorrows and
afflictions, God did not leave me to have my impatience
work towards Himself, as if His ways were unrighteous.
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But I knew that He laid upon me less than I deserved.
Afterward, before this doleful time ended with me, I was
turning the leaves of my Bible, and the Lord brought to
me some Scriptures, which did a little revive me, as that
[in] Isaiah 55.8: “For my thoughts are not your thoughts,
neither are your ways my ways, saith the Lord.” And also
that [in] Psalm 37.5: “Commit thy way unto the Lord;
trust also in him; and he shall bring it to pass.” About
this time they came yelping from Hadley, where they had
killed three Englishmen, and brought one captive with
them, viz. Thomas Read. They all gathered about the poor
man, asking him many questions. I desired also to go
and see him; and when I came, he was crying bitterly,
supposing they would quickly kill him. Whereupon I
asked one of them, whether they intended to kill him; he
answered me, they would not. He being a little cheered
with that, I asked him about the welfare of my husband.
He told me he saw him such a time in the Bay, and he
was well, but very melancholy. By which I certainly
understood (though I suspected it before) that whatsoever
the Indians told me respecting him was vanity and lies.
Some of them told me he was dead, and they had killed
him; some said he was married again, and that the
Governor wished him to marry; and told him he should
have his choice, and that all persuaded I was dead. So
like were these barbarous creatures to him who was a liar
from the beginning.
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CHAPTER 47.
THE EIGHTEENTH REMOVE
The Eighteenth Remove
MARY ROWLANDSON
We took up our packs and along we went, but a
wearisome day I had of it. As we went along I saw an
Englishman stripped naked, and lying dead upon the
ground, but knew not who it was. Then we came to
another Indian town, where we stayed all night. In this
town there were four English children, captives; and one
of them my own sister’s. I went to see how she did, and
she was well, considering her captive condition. I would
have tarried that night with her, but they that owned her
would not suffer it. Then I went into another wigwam,
where they were boiling corn and beans, which was a
lovely sight to see, but I could not get a taste thereof.
Then I went to another wigwam, where there were two
of the English children; the squaw was boiling horses feet;
then she cut me off a little piece, and gave one of the
English children a piece also. Being very hungry I had
quickly eat up mine, but the child could not bite it, it was
so tough and sinewy, but lay sucking, gnawing, chewing
and slabbering of it in the mouth and hand. Then I took
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it of the child, and eat it myself, and savory it was to
my taste. Then I may say as Job 6.7, “The things that my
soul refused to touch are as my sorrowful meat.” Thus
the Lord made that pleasant refreshing, which another
time would have been an abomination. Then I went home
to my mistress’s wigwam; and they told me I disgraced
my master with begging, and if I did so any more, they
would knock me in the head. I told them, they had as
good knock me in head as starve me to death.
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CHAPTER 48.
THE TWENTIETH REMOVE (EXCERPT)
The Twentieth Remove
MARY ROWLANDSON
I would take leave to mention a few remarkable passages
of providence, which I took special notice of in my
afflicted time.
1. Of the fair opportunity lost in the long march, a
little after the fort fight, when our English army was so
numerous, and in pursuit of the enemy, and so near as
to take several and destroy them, and the enemy in such
distress for food that our men might track them by their
rooting in the earth for ground nuts, whilst they were
flying for their lives. I say, that then our army should
want provision, and be forced to leave their pursuit and
return homeward; and the very next week the enemy
came upon our town, like bears bereft of their whelps,
or so many ravenous wolves, rending us and our lambs
to death. But what shall I say? God seemed to leave his
People to themselves, and order all things for His own
holy ends. Shall there be evil in the City and the Lord
hath not done it? They are not grieved for the affliction
of Joseph, therefore shall they go captive, with the first
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that go captive. It is the Lord’s doing, and it should be
marvelous in our eyes.
2. I cannot but remember how the Indians derided the
slowness, and dullness of the English army, in its setting
out. For after the desolations at Lancaster and Medfield,
as I went along with them, they asked me when I thought
the English army would come after them? I told them I
could not tell. “It may be they will come in May,” said they.
Thus did they scoff at us, as if the English would be a
quarter of a year getting ready.
3. Which also I have hinted before, when the English
army with new supplies were sent forth to pursue after
the enemy, and they understanding it, fled before them till
they came to Banquang river, where they forthwith went
over safely; that that river should be impassable to the
English. I can but admire to see the wonderful providence
of God in preserving the heathen for further affliction to
our poor country. They could go in great numbers over,
but the English must stop. God had an over-ruling hand
in all those things.
4. It was thought, if their corn were cut down, they
would starve and die with hunger, and all their corn that
could be found, was destroyed, and they driven from that
little they had in store, into the woods in the midst of
winter; and yet how to admiration did the Lord preserve
them for His holy ends, and the destruction of many still
amongst the English! strangely did the Lord provide for
them; that I did not see (all the time I was among them)
one man, woman, or child, die with hunger.
Though many times they would eat that, that a hog or
a dog would hardly touch; yet by that God strengthened
them to be a scourge to His people.
The chief and commonest food was ground nuts. They
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eat also nuts and acorns, artichokes, lilly roots, ground
beans, and several other weeds and roots, that I know not.
They would pick up old bones, and cut them to pieces
at the joints, and if they were full of worms and maggots,
they would scald them over the fire to make the vermine
come out, and then boil them, and drink up the liquor,
and then beat the great ends of them in a mortar, and
so eat them. They would eat horse’s guts, and ears, and
all sorts of wild birds which they could catch; also bear,
venison, beaver, tortoise, frogs, squirrels, dogs, skunks,
rattlesnakes; yea, the very bark of trees; besides all sorts
of creatures, and provision which they plundered from
the English. I can but stand in admiration to see the
wonderful power of God in providing for such a vast
number of our enemies in the wilderness, where there
was nothing to be seen, but from hand to mouth. Many
times in a morning, the generality of them would eat up
all they had, and yet have some further supply against
they wanted. It is said, “Oh, that my People had hearkened
to me, and Israel had walked in my ways, I should soon
have subdued their Enemies, and turned my hand against
their Adversaries” (Psalm 81.13-14). But now our
perverse and evil carriages in the sight of the Lord, have
so offended Him, that instead of turning His hand against
them, the Lord feeds and nourishes them up to be a
scourge to the whole land.
5. Another thing that I would observe is the strange
providence of God, in turning things about when the
Indians was at the highest, and the English at the lowest.
I was with the enemy eleven weeks and five days, and
not one week passed without the fury of the enemy, and
some desolation by fire and sword upon one place or
other. They mourned (with their black faces) for their
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own losses, yet triumphed and rejoiced in their
inhumane, and many times devilish cruelty to the English.
They would boast much of their victories; saying that in
two hours time they had destroyed such a captain and
his company at such a place; and boast how many towns
they had destroyed, and then scoff, and say they had done
them a good turn to send them to Heaven so soon. Again,
they would say this summer that they would knock all
the rogues in the head, or drive them into the sea, or
make them fly the country; thinking surely, Agag-like,
“The bitterness of Death is past.” Now the heathen begins
to think all is their own, and the poor Christians’ hopes to
fail (as to man) and now their eyes are more to God, and
their hearts sigh heaven-ward; and to say in good earnest,
“Help Lord, or we perish.” When the Lord had brought
His people to this, that they saw no help in anything but
Himself; then He takes the quarrel into His own hand;
and though they had made a pit, in their own
imaginations, as deep as hell for the Christians that
summer, yet the Lord hurled themselves into it. And the
Lord had not so many ways before to preserve them, but
now He hath as many to destroy them.
But to return again to my going home, where we may
see a remarkable change of providence. At first they were
all against it, except my husband would come for me,
but afterwards they assented to it, and seemed much to
rejoice in it; some asked me to send them some bread,
others some tobacco, others shaking me by the hand,
offering me a hood and scarfe to ride in; not one moving
hand or tongue against it. Thus hath the Lord answered
my poor desire, and the many earnest requests of others
put up unto God for me. In my travels an Indian came to
me and told me, if I were willing, he and his squaw would
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run away, and go home along with me. I told him no: I
was not willing to run away, but desired to wait God’s
time, that I might go home quietly, and without fear. And
now God hath granted me my desire. O the wonderful
power of God that I have seen, and the experience that
I have had. I have been in the midst of those roaring
lions, and savage bears, that feared neither God, nor man,
nor the devil, by night and day, alone and in company,
sleeping all sorts together, and yet not one of them ever
offered me the least abuse of unchastity to me, in word
or action. Though some are ready to say I speak it for my
own credit; but I speak it in the presence of God, and to
His Glory. God’s power is as great now, and as sufficient
to save, as when He preserved Daniel in the lion’s den; or
the three children in the fiery furnace. I may well say as
his Psalm 107.12 “Oh give thanks unto the Lord for he is
good, for his mercy endureth for ever.” Let the redeemed
of the Lord say so, whom He hath redeemed from the
hand of the enemy, especially that I should come away
in the midst of so many hundreds of enemies quietly
and peaceably, and not a dog moving his tongue. So I
took my leave of them, and in coming along my heart
melted into tears, more than all the while I was with
them, and I was almost swallowed up with the thoughts
that ever I should go home again. About the sun going
down, Mr. Hoar, and myself, and the two Indians came to
Lancaster, and a solemn sight it was to me. There had I
lived many comfortable years amongst my relations and
neighbors, and now not one Christian to be seen, nor one
house left standing. We went on to a farmhouse that was
yet standing, where we lay all night, and a comfortable
lodging we had, though nothing but straw to lie on. The
Lord preserved us in safety that night, and raised us up
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again in the morning, and carried us along, that before
noon, we came to Concord. Now was I full of joy, and yet
not without sorrow; joy to see such a lovely sight, so many
Christians together, and some of them my neighbors.
There I met with my brother, and my brother-in-law,
who asked me, if I knew where his wife was? Poor heart!
he had helped to bury her, and knew it not. She being shot
down by the house was partly burnt, so that those who
were at Boston at the desolation of the town, and came
back afterward, and buried the dead, did not know her.
Yet I was not without sorrow, to think how many were
looking and longing, and my own children amongst the
rest, to enjoy that deliverance that I had now received,
and I did not know whether ever I should see them again.
Being recruited with food and raiment we went to Boston
that day, where I met with my dear husband, but the
thoughts of our dear children, one being dead, and the
other we could not tell where, abated our comfort each
to other. I was not before so much hemmed in with the
merciless and cruel heathen, but now as much with
pitiful, tender-hearted and compassionate Christians. In
that poor, and distressed, and beggarly condition I was
received in; I was kindly entertained in several houses.
So much love I received from several (some of whom I
knew, and others I knew not) that I am not capable to
declare it. But the Lord knows them all by name. The
Lord reward them sevenfold into their bosoms of His
spirituals, for their temporals. The twenty pounds, the
price of my redemption, was raised by some Boston
gentlemen, and Mrs. Usher, whose bounty and religious
charity, I would not forget to make mention of. Then
Mr. Thomas Shepard of Charlestown received us into his
house, where we continued eleven weeks; and a father
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and mother they were to us. And many more tender-
hearted friends we met with in that place. We were now
in the midst of love, yet not without much and frequent
heaviness of heart for our poor children, and other
relations, who were still in affliction. The week following,
after my coming in, the governor and council sent forth
to the Indians again; and that not without success; for
they brought in my sister, and goodwife Kettle. Their not
knowing where our children were was a sore trial to us
still, and yet we were not without secret hopes that we
should see them again. That which was dead lay heavier
upon my spirit, than those which were alive and amongst
the heathen: thinking how it suffered with its wounds,
and I was no way able to relieve it; and how it was buried
by the heathen in the wilderness from among all
Christians. We were hurried up and down in our
thoughts, sometime we should hear a report that they
were gone this way, and sometimes that; and that they
were come in, in this place or that. We kept inquiring
and listening to hear concerning them, but no certain
news as yet. About this time the council had ordered a
day of public thanksgiving. Though I thought I had still
cause of mourning, and being unsettled in our minds, we
thought we would ride toward the eastward, to see if we
could hear anything concerning our children. And as we
were riding along (God is the wise disposer of all things)
between Ipswich and Rowley we met with Mr. William
Hubbard, who told us that our son Joseph was come in
to Major Waldron’s, and another with him, which was
my sister’s son. I asked him how he knew it? He said
the major himself told him so. So along we went till we
came to Newbury; and their minister being absent, they
desired my husband to preach the thanksgiving for them;
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but he was not willing to stay there that night, but would
go over to Salisbury, to hear further, and come again in
the morning, which he did, and preached there that day.
At night, when he had done, one came and told him that
his daughter was come in at Providence. Here was mercy
on both hands. Now hath God fulfilled that precious
Scripture which was such a comfort to me in my
distressed condition. When my heart was ready to sink
into the earth (my children being gone, I could not tell
whither) and my knees trembling under me, and I was
walking through the valley of the shadow of death; then
the Lord brought, and now has fulfilled that reviving
word unto me: “Thus saith the Lord, Refrain thy voice
from weeping, and thine eyes from tears, for thy Work
shall be rewarded, saith the Lord, and they shall come
again from the Land of the Enemy.” Now we were
between them, the one on the east, and the other on the
west. Our son being nearest, we went to him first, to
Portsmouth, where we met with him, and with the Major
also, who told us he had done what he could, but could
not redeem him under seven pounds, which the good
people thereabouts were pleased to pay. The Lord reward
the major, and all the rest, though unknown to me, for
their labor of Love. My sister’s son was redeemed for four
pounds, which the council gave order for the payment of.
Having now received one of our children, we hastened
toward the other. Going back through Newbury my
husband preached there on the Sabbath day; for which
they rewarded him many fold.
On Monday we came to Charlestown, where we heard
that the governor of Rhode Island had sent over for our
daughter, to take care of her, being now within his
jurisdiction; which should not pass without our
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acknowledgments. But she being nearer Rehoboth than
Rhode Island, Mr. Newman went over, and took care of
her and brought her to his own house. And the goodness
of God was admirable to us in our low estate, in that He
raised up passionate friends on every side to us, when
we had nothing to recompense any for their love. The
Indians were now gone that way, that it was apprehended
dangerous to go to her. But the carts which carried
provision to the English army, being guarded, brought
her with them to Dorchester, where we received her safe.
Blessed be the Lord for it, for great is His power, and
He can do whatsoever seemeth Him good. Her coming
in was after this manner: she was traveling one day with
the Indians, with her basket at her back; the company of
Indians were got before her, and gone out of sight, all
except one squaw; she followed the squaw till night, and
then both of them lay down, having nothing over them
but the heavens and under them but the earth. Thus she
traveled three days together, not knowing whither she
was going; having nothing to eat or drink but water, and
green hirtle-berries. At last they came into Providence,
where she was kindly entertained by several of that town.
The Indians often said that I should never have her under
twenty pounds. But now the Lord hath brought her in
upon free-cost, and given her to me the second time. The
Lord make us a blessing indeed, each to others. Now have
I seen that Scripture also fulfilled, “If any of thine be
driven out to the outmost parts of heaven, from thence
will the Lord thy God gather thee, and from thence will
he fetch thee. And the Lord thy God will put all these
curses upon thine enemies, and on them which hate thee,
which persecuted thee” (Deuteronomy 30.4-7). Thus hath
the Lord brought me and mine out of that horrible pit,
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and hath set us in the midst of tender-hearted and
compassionate Christians. It is the desire of my soul that
we may walk worthy of the mercies received, and which
we are receiving.
Our family being now gathered together (those of us
that were living), the South Church in Boston hired an
house for us. Then we removed from Mr. Shepard’s, those
cordial friends, and went to Boston, where we continued
about three-quarters of a year. Still the Lord went along
with us, and provided graciously for us. I thought it
somewhat strange to set up house-keeping with bare
walls; but as Solomon says, “Money answers all things”
and that we had through the benevolence of Christian
friends, some in this town, and some in that, and others;
and some from England; that in a little time we might
look, and see the house furnished with love. The Lord
hath been exceeding good to us in our low estate, in that
when we had neither house nor home, nor other
necessaries, the Lord so moved the hearts of these and
those towards us, that we wanted neither food, nor
raiment for ourselves or ours: “There is a Friend which
sticketh closer than a Brother” (Proverbs 18.24). And how
many such friends have we found, and now living
amongst? And truly such a friend have we found him
to be unto us, in whose house we lived, viz. Mr. James
Whitcomb, a friend unto us near hand, and afar off.
I can remember the time when I used to sleep quietly
without workings in my thoughts, whole nights together,
but now it is other ways with me. When all are fast about
me, and no eye open, but His who ever waketh, my
thoughts are upon things past, upon the awful
dispensation of the Lord towards us, upon His wonderful
power and might, in carrying of us through so many
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difficulties, in returning us in safety, and suffering none
to hurt us. I remember in the night season, how the other
day I was in the midst of thousands of enemies, and
nothing but death before me. It is then hard work to
persuade myself, that ever I should be satisfied with bread
again. But now we are fed with the finest of the wheat,
and, as I may say, with honey out of the rock. Instead of
the husk, we have the fatted calf. The thoughts of these
things in the particulars of them, and of the love and
goodness of God towards us, make it true of me, what
David said of himself, “I watered my Couch with my
tears” (Psalm 6.6). Oh! the wonderful power of God that
mine eyes have seen, affording matter enough for my
thoughts to run in, that when others are sleeping mine
eyes are weeping.
I have seen the extreme vanity of this world: One hour
I have been in health, and wealthy, wanting nothing. But
the next hour in sickness and wounds, and death, having
nothing but sorrow and affliction.
Before I knew what affliction meant, I was ready
sometimes to wish for it. When I lived in prosperity,
having the comforts of the world about me, my relations
by me, my heart cheerful, and taking little care for
anything, and yet seeing many, whom I preferred before
myself, under many trials and afflictions, in sickness,
weakness, poverty, losses, crosses, and cares of the world,
I should be sometimes jealous least I should have my
portion in this life, and that Scripture would come to
my mind, “For whom the Lord loveth he chasteneth, and
scourgeth every Son whom he receiveth” (Hebrews 12.6).
But now I see the Lord had His time to scourge and
chasten me. The portion of some is to have their
afflictions by drops, now one drop and then another; but
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the dregs of the cup, the wine of astonishment, like a
sweeping rain that leaveth no food, did the Lord prepare
to be my portion. Affliction I wanted, and affliction I
had, full measure (I thought), pressed down and running
over. Yet I see, when God calls a person to anything, and
through never so many difficulties, yet He is fully able
to carry them through and make them see, and say they
have been gainers thereby. And I hope I can say in some
measure, as David did, “It is good for me that I have been
afflicted.” The Lord hath showed me the vanity of these
outward things. That they are the vanity of vanities, and
vexation of spirit, that they are but a shadow, a blast,
a bubble, and things of no continuance. That we must
rely on God Himself, and our whole dependance must be
upon Him. If trouble from smaller matters begin to arise
in me, I have something at hand to check myself with, and
say, why am I troubled? It was but the other day that if I
had had the world, I would have given it for my freedom,
or to have been a servant to a Christian. I have learned
to look beyond present and smaller troubles, and to be
quieted under them. As Moses said, “Stand still and see
the salvation of the Lord” (Exodus 14.13).
Finis.
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CHAPTER 49.
THE ROLE OF RELIGION IN THE
COLONIAL ENCOUNTER
The most interesting thing about the reading to me was
the role of religion, especially in regards to
characterization and motivations. The main character
often remarks in the beginning how alone she is,
remarking that she had “no Christian friend near me”.
She says immediately after, “Oh, I may see the wonderful
power of God, that my Spirit did not utterly sink under
my affliction: still the Lord upheld me with His gracious
and merciful spirit, and we were both alive to see the light
of the next morning. “She mentions often how the Lord
lifted her up, and that the only reason she moves forward
is the power of God.
This emphasis reminds me of the last reading we did
last week, by Cabeza de Vaca, where God’s will be always
obvious to the main character. It is also somewhat related
to the work by Casas, where at one point the colonists say,
“boil there, you spawn of the Devil”, implying a religious
motive to the genocide. Religion, specifically Christianity,
is intrinsically important to the colonists. This also
separates them from the natives, creating an “us” vs.
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“them” atmosphere that goes beyond physical attributes.
Non-Christians are “Other”, something to be feared and
distrusted.
The tone of the work is hopeful, which is disorienting
because of the plot. Mrs. Rowlandson is constantly saying
how she has hope through God, and that he gives her
strength. Her descriptions of the natives is a mix of Casas
and De Vaca. She calls them “inhumane creatures”
(subconsciously saying that they are not human, and not
deserving of human compassion), and yet does not focus
on brutality and viciousness like Casas. The tone of the
work and observation of the natives is reminiscent of De
Vaca. The problem of this reading is how subjective is she
as a narrator telling the audience her story of captivity?
She seems to favor the middle road in regards to
depictions of the natives, does this mean that her words
can be trusted as the 100% truth?
The idea of not respecting another person because of a
difference in religious belief is incredibly relevant today,
where Christians and Muslims are fighting one another
and both sides discriminate freely against one another.
We still treat people who disagree with us, or look
different or believe something different, as an “Other”,
something that doesn’t deserve respect. While the horrid
events in Casas’ work no longer apply to most
interactions between different groups of people,
Rowlandson’s work shows that the undertones of
discrimination and negativity that was found in those
times is still relevant to this day. We are still wary of
others, we still flock to those who look, act and think like
us.
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CHAPTER 50.
PERSPECTIVE OF ONE-EYED JOHN
FROM THE FIRST REMOVE.
An Alternative Account of Rowlandson's Narrative
JOHN J. BUSH III
One-Eyed John raiding the town of Lancaster during King
Philips war.
Carrying prisoners
we capture many on foot and had many wounded with
us. Many of us had wounded them as they had to us. we
fought for our land as they decimated many clans. they
have come to say that our gods are a lie and that their
god is ruler of all gods. they come to us and say we have
little to no understanding, and we are barbarous with our
arrows and axes. we remain to separate these foreigners
from our land. how they might seem to think, we are the
killer and the devilish creatures. we are not the enemy,
they are the barbaric ones. those English have fallen into
our hands and we seem to be in control for once. my
eye was taken from and Englishmen and he still alive. I
will find him and give him what he deserves. they think
we are aggressive people, but they don’t see the cruelty
they brought to our kind. We have some nice Englishmen
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come across us and take care of some of us. we have
helped many for peace and kind gifts, as they do return
the favor. The praying Indians from Marlborough’s, when
Captain Mosley had brought us to Boston, showing us
the other side of the Englishmen. we seen the surplus
of supplies and food, how they seem to come here for a
new home. This is our home and we wont rest till it is
rightfully ours again. we dragged them a mile through the
night seeing their hearts as broken as their weak bodies.
we keep their fowl sent to themselves as they sluggishly
make it through the dark and damp night. we strive to see
what they are made of, if they have the strength to push
through all this, just as we do day to day dealing with their
abusive actions. we heard them like sheep and cattle to
wash down their emotions and string them out. we will
find out who are strong and who cannot last.
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CHAPTER 51.
THOSE MONSTERS
Rowlandson's Narrative from a Child's Perspective
MARISSA VARGAS
It was a muggy Sunday morning when I heard the front
door of my house slam open so hard it fell off the hinge,
jumping me awake out of bed. All of a sudden I heard
screams and glass shattering. My first instinct was to run
to my mother, Mary Rowlandson, and cling on to her as
any other six year old child would do. I found my mother
out in the kitchen kicking and punching these scary, dark
and tall men who had my brother in their arms. Before I
could even comprehend what was happening, my brother
was out the door in the hands of the scary dark men. I
had no clue what was going on, leaving me even more
terrified than before. I wondered if that would be the last
time I ever saw my big brother.
Before I could even finish my thoughts, I saw more
men come in and man handle my mom, like she was a
puppet or something. I looked around my house only to
realize, everyone had been taken, but me and my mom.
All I could think to do was hold onto her leg for dear
life and hope they take me with her. In the process of my
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mother fighting for her life and mine, we both were beat
and injured by the monsters. I had open wounds, that I
am sure would go untreated by the looks of the monsters
and how they already treated us.
We were forced to follow them into the countryside,
traveling through the wilderness on feet until it became
too much. I started to feel weak, sick and very sweaty. I
looked up into my mothers beautiful blue eyes and could
distinct the worry in them. I could tell she wasn’t sure if
we would survive. I myself, wasn’t so sure either.
The longer the travel, the more I started to become
ill and unable to do much of anything. I could tell these
monsters called “Indians” had no sympathy for me or my
mother. It eventually got to the point where my knees and
legs would refuse to work, so my mother, sick as well, had
to carry me as we followed these men. I had no clue where
we were going or why; all I knew was, I was scared I was
going to die. Every time my mom looked down at me,
I could see the worrisome on her pale, sunken face. We
barely ate for days and it was starting to hit us both. Her
skin used to be so beautiful with a bright glow, but when
I looked at her, she didn’t look like my mother. Her eyes
were sunken into dark purple circles and her face looked
more pale than the moon. She then could no longer walk
either, it became too much for her as it did for me long
before her. Was I more sick than her? I didn’t understand.
Next thing I know, My weak and almost lifeless body
in being thrown onto the back of horse that has no
saddles or anything for support. I felt a body next to me
and looked over to see my mom, very sick and weak. Did
the Indians put us on this horse? Was it too much for my
mother to carry me and herself? I was so confused, but
so sick and delirious from my fever, that I just couldn’t
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bring myself to care. As I closed my eyes to doze off into
a sleep, I felt my tiny body hit the ground as I heard my
mother’s body fall next to mine. Leaving us both covered
in dirt and even more scratches. All I could think was,
“when am I going to die? Will the pain and suffering ever
end?” I didn’t want to leave this earth, nor my mother, but
I wasn’t sure I could hold on much longer. Even breathing
was becoming very hard for me.
I heard the Indians mention something to my mother
about a wigman, master and King Philip and how she was
to report to them. She didn’t want to leave my lifeless
body, but the men insisted she go. I was worried for her
sake, so I let myself go, in order to save my mother. I
finally slipped into a peaceful sleep, where I no longer felt
any pain or fear.
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CHAPTER 52.
A GUILTY VICTIM
SAMANTHA LATOS
After examining Mary Rowlandson’s A Narrative of the
Captivity and Restoration of Mrs. Mary Rowlandson, I have
acquired an understanding of the concept of racial role
reversal in terms of slavery, and a connection to themes
found in our readings. Prior to reading this, I was
unaware that white colonists were held captive by Native
Americans. Evidently, American school systems have a
racial bias. This narrative features an English woman who
has been stripped from her home, and sold into slavery.
Themes I connected to this reading are the deaths of
innocent children, the superiority of the English
language, and gratefulness to God.
In Bartolomé De Las Casas we are exposed to the
disturbing idea of babies being drowned. In this piece,
we learn about a little girl named Sarah. She was Mary’s
youngest child, who had an exposed and untreated
wound. On top of that, she was starved, pushed to
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exhaustion, and exposed to harsh climates. This torture
eventually let to her untimely death.“I cannot but take
notice how at another time I could not bear to be in the
room where any dead person was, but now the case is
changed”, Mary explained, “I must and could lie down
by my dead babe, side by side all the night after”,
(Rowlandson, third remove). The heartache she endured
was unimaginable; the Native Americans tortured her
mind, body, and soul. At the same time, we know that
colonists were murdering Native American’s children as
well. Following that context, both sides are very guilty.
Although a victim in this story, we still see into Mary’s
condescending mind. She is unfamiliar with their
language, and so she insults it,“Oh the roaring, and
singing and dancing, and yelling of those black creatures
in the night, which made the place a lively resemblance
of hell”, (Rowlandson, first remove). Her diction is very
important here. The Native Americans are “roaring” and
“hellish”. She labels them with animalistic qualities
because she is fearful of them. She is demonstrating a fear
of the unknown. If they had been yelling in English, she
would not feel as alienated.
Mary has a very similar appreciation of God as Alvar
Núñez Cabeza de Vaca. Whenever they are weary of their
location or their safety, they both find comfort in
believing they are following the path that God has made
for them. While reading, I was very inspired by Mary’s
unshakable faith. When the Native Americans come to a
giant river, they are forced to cross it on rafts they build
themselves. She describes her gratitude for them, “By the
advantage of some brush which they had laid upon the
raft to sit upon, I did not wet my foot (which many of
themselves at the other end were mid-leg deep) which
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cannot but be acknowledged as a favor of God to my
weakened body, it being a very cold time”, (Rowlandson,
fifth remove). This woman’s child just died, and she
doesn’t know if she will see the rest of her family ever
again. At a time of such grief, she can still find a way
to appreciate staying dry. If it were me, I would be too
distraught to care about whether my feet stayed dry or
not. Perhaps all the loss she has endured has given her a
deeper appreciation for the little things in life.
The concept of white slaves was problematic for me to
read at first, since I was not familiar with discrimination
under these circumstances. It did, however, remind me of
a very serious current issue: human trafficking. Victims
of human trafficking are first abducted, and then taken
away, only to suffer horrible variations of torture. This is
the most common vacuum for slavery in our world today,
and it is highly comparable to what Mary went though in
1682.
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CHAPTER 53.
HOW TO GET AWAY WITH GENOCIDE
CARMEN MAURA
Mary Rowlandson’s A Narrative of the Captivity and
Restoration of Mrs. Mary Rowlandson(1682) prescribes an
overdose of sorrow, disillusionment and hypocrisy to the
unsuspecting reader. Ripe with examples of
unquestionable misery and heartache, Rowlandson’s
recount successfully aids an American narrative that has
been subtly (and not-so-subtly) propagandized for
hundreds of years. By elevating tragic, white-authored
colonial encounters, the image of indigenous savagery
is maintained and with it spreads the toxicity of
imperialism and systemic racism.
This is not to say that Rowlandson’s depiction of the
colonial encounter isn’t valid or worth the empathy it
so easily conjures up for readers. The problem is not
that Mary Rowlandson wrote about her captivity. The
problem, rather, is that she—and society as a
whole—deemed the context of her captivity unimportant.
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It did not matter that her dreadful experience was a result
of a last-ditch effort by the Native Americans to cease a
genocide caused by people like her. Nor did it matter that
her captors did what many U.S. citizens proudly claim
they would do should an invasion happen today. All that
mattered was that a white woman was hurt by a group of
non-white people, and that there was seemingly no viable
reason for it other than inherent brutality.
Such is the case with many colonial encounter
narratives. Like Rowlandson, when Álvar Núñez Cabeza
de Vaca’s expedition to America went wrong, he too
painted himself to be an innocent victim. Despite being
saved by the very people whose land he set out to invade,
his narrative focuses on the savagery of his “melancholy
and wretched captivity” (49). The intentional omission
of colonist wrongdoing makes it easy for white America
to disproportionately distribute empathy and judgement
when reading such narratives. This imbalance allows for
the subjectivity of innocence to continue polarizing until
it becomes nearly impossible for some to see the truth. As
a result, those in positions of power see bursts of violence
from minorities as unjust or unnecessary while those
carrying the weight of oppression see them as battle cries
for equality and freedom; a phenomenon that still exists
today.
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CHAPTER 54.
COLONIAL ENFROWNTERS AND HOW
TO SURVIVE ONE
RANDY GARFIELD
Remember second grade, learning about Thanksgiving?
All the pilgrims and the Native Americans had a big feast
and played football and drank bud lite. The first
Thanksgiving was Adam Sandler movie material at
best- maybe a Jack Black flick. The sequel though? Where
Metacomet (AKA King Philip) and his people say “enough
is enough,” and strike back at the settlers for all their
selfish injustices? The one where that Puritan lady, Mary
Rowlandson spends the night with her dead child as its
blood runs cold and rigor-mortis begins to make its limbs
go stiff? That is territory only Disney could make
digestible. With a few ambiguous hieroglyphs and some
pretty, symphonic music, this scene would be right up
there with the romanticism of the Pocahontas boat scene.
Too soon? Maybe.
The point is, the only colonial encounters we ought
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care about are the ones gone wrong. I like good news
as much as the next guy, but that’s typically not what
makes a good story. Conflict makes a compelling story.
It’s not often that we hear about planes landing safely
on the ground on the news- that’s a bad story. The same
goes with literature and history. Once everything goes
right, the story ends…BORING!! We want, as consumers
of literature, the juicy stuff (i.e. the bit about the pearl
divers in Casas‘ excerpt). The older we get, the better the
stories and thus, the more gruesome the details. We want
to get our hearts broken when we read literature, and
if Mary Rowlandson’s narrative didn’t break your heart,
check your pulse.
This depiction of the colonial encounter relates to both
Cabeza’s, Casas’ and Pocahontas’s in that they are all
based on a colonial encounter gone sour. Other than that,
Mary Rowlandson’s narrative has little in common with
the three, thematically or otherwise. It essentially
achieves the opposite aim of Casas’ essay (albeit 130 years
later). Casas aimed to shed light on the egregious
treatment of the Native Americans at the hands of the
Spanish. When his work was published, he was accused of
treason. Rowlandson’s narrative, on the other hand, sold
like hotcakes and was revered for its emotional impact
and insight into the savagery of the Wampanoag. It only
stirred the pot of hate for Native Americans. The
narrative still stirs the pot, but the spoon goes in the other
direction. Times have changed.
The problematic essence of this narrative is that it
conflicts with the view prominent in today’s higher-
education rhetoric that the Native Americans were
blameless in the many conflicts throughout the years.
Now, I’m not trying to pardon what the Spanish did in the
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1500s or what the settlers did in the 1600s, or what the
pushers of manifest destiny did in the 1700s and 1800s.
They all got what was coming to them. For all the white
man’s manipulation and exploitation of them, the Native
Americans usually had a justifiable cause in attacking or
retaliating. But it cannot be said that the Native
Americans were innocent. They, just like their white
enemy, slaughtered many innocent people who were
simply caught in a war while seeking a better life. We
were brutal, but so were they. Mary was lucky compared
to a majority of the people who came in contact with
the Native Americans, as she fervently writes here: “Oh,
the. . . triumphing that there was over some Englishmen’s
scalps that they had taken. . . I cannot but take notice of
the wonderful mercy of God to me in those afflictions…”
Finally, this narrative is relevant to today’s culture in
what it says about faith and stoicism in the face of
adversity. Atheism grows more and more popular every
day. In-fact, no-religion is now the world’s most popular
religion, and for good reason: we have no conclusive
proof of any higher power. This is not news. However,
something can be said about Mary’s emotional strength
will to live. Research shows that religion and spirituality
typically coincide with decreased risk of suicide, which
brings up the question: If Mary Rowlandson had not had
such a devout faith, would she have survived? She doesn’t
think so. It’s clear her reliance on God and the scripture
to get her through this horrid captivity. “…I must and
could lie down with my dead babe, side by side all the
night after. I have thought since of the wonderful
goodness of God to me in the use of my reason and
senses… that I did not use wicked and violent means
to end my own miserable life.” If Mary Rowlandson’s
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narrative remains relevant in any way, let it be as a
testament to her faith and what it did for her in a time
when death seemed a much easier option than to
continue with her destitute existence.
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CHAPTER 55.
THE OTHER SIDE OF IT
ROWAN FINNEGAN CUMMINGS
A Narrative of the Captivity and Restoration of Mrs. Mary
Rowlandson depicts the colonial encounter in a completely
opposite way of the first three texts that we read. While
I do not deny that some aspects of the narrative are
disturbing and deeply unsettling, I definitely did not find
it as hard to read as our first three texts. Up until reading
this piece, all of the texts we had read depicted the
colonial encounter as an attack on the Native Americans
by the settlers. These types of texts were the only kind
I had ever read when it came to the colonial encounter
since, as we know all too well, the settlers were not
innocent and took this country by force from the Native
Americans. And, while I knew that the Native Americans
had retaliated in some situations by either slaughtering
masses of settlers or taking prisoners from raids, I had
never read a text from the point of view of one of those
settlers, nor had I really considered what that experience
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might have been like (I am definitely a tad biased against
the settlers in any discussion about these times, but I
digress).
Even the first sentence of this text sets a mood of pain
and suffering. “Now away we must go with those
barbarous creatures,with our bodies wounded and
bleeding, and our hearts no less than our bodies”
(Rowlandson 1st). Rowlandson’s narrative focuses on
both the bodily harm that she suffered, as well as the
spiritual/emotional harm she suffered. Throughout the
entire experience, Rowlandson never fails to speak on her
spiritual nature, and how her faith practically kept her
alive. I can’t help but wonder, had the Native Americans
been able to record their experiences on paper (and in
English), would they have relied so heavily on their faith
to keep them alive? Or was this merely a trait common
with white female settlers who had nothing else left to
rely upon?
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CHAPTER 56.
PAINT WITH ALL THE COLORS OF
PERSPECTIVE
TONI O'KEEFE
The depiction of the colonial encounter in Mary
Rowlandson’s A Narrative of the Captivity and Restoration
of Mrs. Mary Rowlandson greatly contrasts with the texts
we discussed in class on Thursday. Upon close analysis
of this narrative it can be seen that Rowlandson is
considered the victim of the Native Americans while the
other texts paint the colonial encounter in a very different
light.
Rowlandson describes an experience in which she is
held captive. She is treated badly and without much
regard for her or her child’s health while traveling with
the Native Americans. She says that she has very little
to hold on to due to being separated from her family.
Rowlandson puts much of her energy into her belief and
devotion to God for he is all that she has left: “but God
was with me in a wonderful manner, carrying me along,
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and bearing up my spirit, that it did not quite fail.” Her
experiences are quite different from those depicted in the
other narratives we have analyzed. One major difference
between them is not just the experience itself, but whose
perspective it is from.
Based on the scene viewed in class on
Thursday, Pocahontas is a very watered-down depiction
of the colonial encounter in order to make way for the
romantic relationship that is the main focus of the film.
This encounter between John Smith and Pocahontas
shows how oversimplified this portrayal of the colonial
encounter really is. It creates an illusion that the
colonization had a lot less of a negative impact on the
Native Americans than what really took place. The
Europeans’ role in this film is seen as friendly and inviting
whereas the encounter depicted in Rowlandson’s
narrative is far from friendly or inviting.
The Europeans in The Very Brief Relation of the
Devastation of the Indies are depicted as monsters that have
invaded the Native Americans’ lands. De Las Casas’
depiction of the colonial encounter describes the cruel
and unusually ritualistic “acts of force and violence and
oppression” (40). These acts quickly make the Native
Americans realize that the Europeans are not the gods
from the heavens as they had originally thought,
according to the narrative. The experiences of the Native
Americans described in this depiction of the colonial
encounter do not have much in common with the
narrative by Rowlandson.
The depiction of the colonial encounter in The Relation
of Álvar Núñez Cabeza de Vaca is the closest to the narrative
of Mary Rowlandson. Both describe what living among
the Native Americans included; Cabeza de Vaca’s
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experience seems much less atrocious than Rowlandson’s.
One is merely for research while the other is out of
survival.
Rowlandson’s depiction of the colonial encounter only
shows one of the many perspectives of these events. If
students were to read only this narrative they would
develop a biased opinion about what actually took place.
Providing various narratives that depict multiple
perspectives on the topic of the colonial encounter not
only allows students to see these events with a broader
view, but also allows them to understand the perspectives
of those involved.
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CHAPTER 57.
THE CONTORTED COLONIAL
ENCOUNTER
TIANNA CURRIER
Mary Rowlandson’s depiction of the colonial encounter
dramatically contrasts those we have read in previous
texts. The typical depiction of early encounters between
the “Indians” and early European settlers is one in which
is the Colonizers are dominant, powerful and merciless.
In the readings from last class, we encountered
Bartolome De Las Casas, who was “an apologist for
Native American rights,” and who exposed the horrific
and gruesome deeds done to the Natives by the
Spaniards. These depictions were filled with detail,
explaining the horrific numbers in which Natives were
slaughtered. It was a portrait of genuine bloodshed. What
makes Rowlandson’s depiction of the colonial encounter
so troublesome is how dramatized it felt paired with the
onslaught of religious reference.
In A Narrative of the Captivity and Restoration of Mrs.
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Mary Rowlandson, the Natives are portrayed as the
antagonist. This is not anything new or surprising, as
the Natives were painted in a negative light throughout
many different texts. What makes this portrayal more
troublesome than others is how “on the fence” it feels.
The text describes how the main character was being held
captive, a slave perhaps but not exactly, by the Natives.
This woman loses her daughter, is separated from her
family, has a “master” who seems to mistreat her but was
also, “the best friend that [she] had of an Indian.” She
goes through utter turmoil at the hands of the Natives,
and yet, it never seemed all that awful in comparison
to other accounts. There are mentions of scalping and
murder, but these few accounts hardly compare to the
gruesome deeds of the Europeans in other texts. While
captive, Mary is given what she needs to survive, and is
allowed to carry her bible, knit, and wander the wigwams
at her apparent leisure. At no point is she shackled,
starved or beaten near death. The most gruesome
portions of the text are those which involved her carrying
her dying daughter for miles, then wishing to care for
her after she had died. At this point in the text, there are
real feelings of hate towards the Natives for putting this
child and mother through such turmoil. And yet, as things
progress, the text begs the question of why all of is was
happening. What provoked the natives in the first place?
What was the actual encounter like?
As readers, we are never given any prologue or rising
action. We just know that a woman is being held captive
and her daughter is dying. It is also troublesome, almost
annoying, how often scripture is referenced in this text.
It feels as though Mary is doing everything she can to
hold onto her faith and feel a connection to God. This is
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understandable given her circumstances, and yet there is
something very deeply unsettling about her obsessive use
of scripture and religious reference. She also refers to the
Natives as pagans, making slurs and jabs at their religious
structures. At times, her use of religious reference feels
like something to fill the script–something of no actual
importance, hiding something much deeper.
This depiction of the colonial encounter is bewildering
insofar as it contrasts with most texts that we have
covered, and yet remains so troublesome in very subtle
and pervasive ways. The pinholes in the plot, the lack
of rising action that leads Mary into her current
circumstances and the obsessive overuse of religious
references and scripture quotations all create an uncanny
sense that there is an entire side of this story which is
missing. And so, that is often the issue with these
depictions of early encounters; we hardly ever see both
sides.
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PART X.
COTTON MATHER

CHAPTER 58.
WONDERS OF THE INVISIBLE WORLD:
THE AUTHOR'S DEFENCE
The Author's Defence
COTTON MATHER
Tis, as I remember, the Learned Scribonius, who reports,
That one of his Acquaintance, devoutly making his
Prayers on the behalf of a Person molested by Evil Spirits,
received from those Evil Spirits an horrible Blow over
the Face: And I may my self expect not few or small
Buffetings from Evil Spirits, for the Endeavours
wherewith I am now going to encounter them. I am far
from insensible, that at this extraordinary Time of the
Devils coming down in great Wrath upon us, there are too
many Tongues and Hearts thereby set on fire of Hell; that
the various Opinions about the Witchcrafts which of later
time have troubled us, are maintained by some with so
much cloudy Fury, as if they could never be sufficiently
stated, unless written in the Liquor wherewith Witches
use to write their Covenants; and that he who becomes an
Author at such a time, had need be fenced with Iron, and the
Staff of a Spear. The unaccountable Frowardness, Asperity,
Untreatableness, and Inconsistency of many Persons,
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every Day gives a visible Exposition of that passage, An
evil spirit from the Lord came upon Saul; and Illustration
of[Pg 4] that Story, There met him two possessed with Devils,
exceeding fierce, so that no man might pass by that way. To
send abroad a Book, among such Readers, were a very
unadvised thing, if a Man had not such Reasons to give,
as I can bring, for such an Undertaking. Briefly, I hope
it cannot be said, They are all so: No, I hope the Body of
this People, are yet in such a Temper, as to be capable
of applying their Thoughts, to make a Right Use of the
stupendous and prodigious Things that are happening
among us: And because I was concern’d, when I saw that
no abler Hand emitted any Essays to engage the Minds of
this People, in such holy, pious, fruitful Improvements, as
God would have to be made of his amazing Dispensations
now upon us. Therefore it is, that One of the Least among
the Children of New-England, has here done, what is done.
None, but the Father, who sees in secret, knows the Heart-
breaking Exercises, wherewith I have composed what is
now going to be exposed, lest I should in any one thing
miss of doing my designed Service for his Glory, and for
his People; but I am now somewhat comfortably assured
of his favourable acceptance; and, I will not fear; what can
a Satan do unto me!
Having performed something of what God required, in
labouring to suit his Words unto his Works, at this Day
among us, and therewithal handled a Theme that has been
sometimes counted not unworthy the Pen, even of a King,
it will easily be perceived, that some subordinate Ends
have been considered in these Endeavours.
I have indeed set myself to countermine the whole
PLOT of the Devil, against New-England, in every Branch
of it,[Pg 5] as far as one of my darkness, can comprehend
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such a Work of Darkness. I may add, that I have herein
also aimed at the Information and Satisfaction of Good
Men in another Country, a thousand Leagues off, where
I have, it may be, more, or however, more considerable
Friends, than in my own: And I do what I can to have
that Country, now, as well as always, in the best Terms
with my own. But while I am doing these things, I have
been driven a little to do something likewise for myself; I
mean, by taking off the false Reports, and hard Censures
about my Opinion in these Matters, the Parter’s Portions
which my pursuit of Peace has procured me among the
Keen. My hitherto unvaried Thoughts are here published;
and I believe, they will be owned by most of the Ministers
of God in these Colonies; nor can amends be well made
me, for the wrong done me, by other sorts of
Representations.
In fine: For the Dogmatical part of my Discourse, I want
no Defence; for the Historical part of it, I have a Very
Great One; the Lieutenant-Governour of New-England
having perused it, has done me the Honour of giving me
a Shield, under the Umbrage whereof I now dare to walk
abroad.
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CHAPTER 59.
WONDERS OF THE INVISIBLE WORLD:
THE TRIAL OF MARTHA CARRIER AT
THE COURT OF OYER AND TERMINER,
SALEM, AUGUST 2, 1692
The Trial of Martha Carrier
COTTON MATHER
Martha Carrier was Indicted for the bewitching certain
Persons, according to the Form usual in such Cases,
pleading Not Guilty, to her Indictment; there were first
brought in a considerable number of the bewitched
Persons; who not only made the Court sensible of an
horrid Witchcraft committed upon them, but also
deposed, That it was Martha Carrier, or her Shape, that
grievously tormented them, by Biting, Pricking, Pinching
and Choaking of them. It was further deposed, That while
this Carrier was on her Examination, before the
Magistrates, the Poor People were so tortured that every
one expected their Death upon the very spot, but that
upon the[Pg 155] binding of Carrier they were eased.
Moreover the Look of Carrier then laid the Afflicted
People for dead; and her Touch, if her Eye at the same
time were off them, raised them again: Which Things
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were also now seen upon her Tryal. And it was testified,
That upon the mention of some having their Necks
twisted almost round, by the Shape of this Carrier, she
replyed, Its no matter though their Necks had been twisted
quite off.
II. Before the Trial of this Prisoner, several of her own
Children had frankly and fully confessed, not only that
they were Witches themselves, but that this their Mother
had made them so. This Confession they made with great
Shews of Repentance, and with much Demonstration of
Truth. They related Place, Time, Occasion; they gave an
account of Journeys, Meetings and Mischiefs by them
performed, and were very credible in what they said.
Nevertheless, this Evidence was not produced against the
Prisoner at the Bar, inasmuch as there was other Evidence
enough to proceed upon.
III. Benjamin Abbot gave his Testimony, That last March
was a twelvemonth, this Carrier was very angry with him,
upon laying out some Land, near her Husband’s: Her
Expressions in this Anger, were, That she would stick as
close to Abbot as the Bark stuck to the Tree; and that he should
repent of it afore seven Years came to an End, so as Doctor
Prescot should never cure him. These Words were heard
by others besides Abbot himself; who also heard her say,
She would hold his Nose as close to the Grindstone as ever it
was held since his Name was Abbot. Presently after this, he
was taken with a Swelling in his[Pg 156] Foot, and then
with a Pain in his Side, and exceedingly tormented. It
bred into a Sore, which was launced by Doctor Prescot,
and several Gallons of Corruption ran out of it. For six
Weeks it continued very bad, and then another Sore bred
in the Groin, which was also lanced by Doctor Prescot.
Another Sore then bred in his Groin, which was likewise
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cut, and put him to very great Misery: He was brought
unto Death’s Door, and so remained until Carrier was
taken, and carried away by the Constable, from which
very Day he began to mend, and so grew better every Day,
and is well ever since.
Sarah Abbot also, his Wife, testified, That her Husband
was not only all this while Afflicted in his Body, but also
that strange extraordinary and unaccountable Calamities
befel his Cattel; their Death being such as they could
guess at no Natural Reason for.
IV. Allin Toothaker testify’d, That Richard, the son of
Martha Carrier, having some difference with him, pull’d
him down by the Hair of the Head. When he Rose again,
he was going to strike at Richard Carrier; but fell down flat
on his Back to the ground, and had not power to stir hand
or foot, until he told Carrier he yielded; and then he saw
the shape of Martha Carrier, go off his breast.
This Toothaker, had Received a wound in the Wars; and
he now testify’d, that Martha Carrier told him, He should
never be Cured. Just afore the Apprehending of Carrier,
he could thrust a knitting Needle into his wound, four
inches deep; but presently after her being siezed, he was
throughly healed.
He further testify’d, that when Carrier and he some[Pg
157]times were at variance, she would clap her hands at
him, and say, He should get nothing by it; whereupon he
several times lost his Cattle, by strange Deaths, whereof
no natural causes could be given.
V. John Rogger also testifyed, That upon the threatning
words of this malicious Carrier, his Cattle would be
strangely bewitched; as was more particularly then
described.
VI. Samuel Preston testify’d, that about two years ago,
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having some difference with Martha Carrier, he lost a Cow
in a strange Preternatural unusual manner; and about
a month after this, the said Carrier, having again some
difference with him, she told him; He had lately lost a
Cow, and it should not be long before he lost another; which
accordingly came to pass; for he had a thriving and well-
kept Cow, which without any known cause quickly fell
down and dy’d.
VII. Phebe Chandler testify’d, that about a Fortnight
before the apprehension of Martha Carrier, on a Lords-
day, while the Psalm was singing in the Church, this
Carrier then took her by the shoulder and shaking her,
asked her, where she lived: she made her no Answer,
although as Carrier, who lived next door to her Fathers
House, could not in reason but know who she was.
Quickly after this, as she was at several times crossing
the Fields, she heard a voice, that she took to be Martha
Carriers, and it seem’d as if it was over her head. The
voice told her, she should within two or three days be poisoned.
Accordingly, within such a little time, one half of her right
hand, became greatly swollen, and very painful; as also
part of her Face; whereof she can give no account how[Pg
158] it came. It continued very bad for some dayes; and
several times since, she has had a great pain in her breast;
and been so siezed on her leggs, that she has hardly been
able to go. She added, that lately, going well to the House
of God, Richard, the son of Martha Carrier, look’d very
earnestly upon her, and immediately her hand, which had
formerly been poisoned, as is abovesaid, began to pain her
greatly, and she had a strange Burning at her stomach; but
was then struck deaf, so that she could not hear any of the
prayer, or singing, till the two or three last words of the
Psalm.
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VIII. One Foster, who confessed her own share in the
Witchcraft for which the Prisoner stood indicted,
affirm’d, that she had seen the prisoner at some of their
Witch-meetings, and that it was this Carrier, who
perswaded her to be a Witch. She confessed, that the
Devil carry’d them on a pole, to a Witch-meeting; but
the pole broke, and she hanging about Carriers neck, they
both fell down, and she then received an hurt by the Fall,
whereof she was not at this very time recovered.
IX. One Lacy, who likewise confessed her share in this
Witchcraft, now testify’d, that she and the prisoner were
once Bodily present at a Witch-meeting in Salem Village;
and that she knew the prisoner to be a Witch, and to have
been at a Diabolical sacrament, and that the prisoner was
the undoing of her, and her Children, by enticing them
into the snare of the Devil.
X. Another Lacy, who also confessed her share in this
Witchcraft, now testify’d, that the prisoner was at the
Witch-meeting, in Salem Village, where they had Bread and
Wine Administred unto them.[Pg 159]
XI. In the time of this prisoners Trial, one Susanna
Sheldon, in open Court had her hands Unaccountably ty’d
together with a Wheel-band, so fast that without cutting,
it could not be loosed: It was done by a Spectre; and the
Sufferer affirm’d, it was the Prisoners.
Memorandum. This Rampant Hag, Martha Carrier, was the
person, of whom the Confessions of the Witches, and of
her own Children among the rest, agreed, That the Devil
had promised her, she should be Queen of Heb.
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CHAPTER 60.
DECENNIUM LUCTUOSUM: AN HISTORY
OF REMARKABLE OCCURRENCES IN
THE LONG WAR
A Notable Exploit
COTTON MATHER
Article XXV.
A Notable Exploit; wherein Dux Fcemina Fadi ("A Woman Guides the Venture")
On March 15, 1697, the Salvages made a Descent upon the
Skirts of Haverhill, Murdering and Captivating about Thirty-
Nine Persons, and Burning about Half a Dozen Houses. In
this Broil, one Hannah Dustan, having lain in about a Week,
attended with her Nurse, Mary Neff, a Widow, a Body of
Terrible Indians drew near unto the House, where she lay,
with Designs to carry on their Bloody Devastations. Her
Husband hastened from his Employments abroad, unto the
Relief of his Distressed Family; and first bidding Seven of his
Eight children (which were from Two to Seventeen years of
Age) to get away as fast as they could, unto some Garrison in
the Town, he went in, to inform his Wife of the horrible Dis-
tress come upon them. E'er she could get up, the fierce Indians
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were got so near, that utterly despairing to do her any Service,
he ran out after his Children; Resolving that on the Horse,
which he had with him, he would Ride away with That which
he should in this Extremity find his Affections to pitch most
upon, and leave the Rest unto the care of the Divine Providence.
He overtook his Children about Forty Rod from his Door; but
then, such was the Agony of his Parental Affections, that he
found it impossible for him to Distinguish any one of them
from the rest; wherefore he took up a Courageous Resolution
to Live and dy with them all. A party of Indians came up
with him; and now, though they Fired at him, and he Fired
at them, yet he manfully kept at the Reer of his Little Army of
Unarmed Children, while they Marched off, with the pace of
a Child of Five years old ; until, by the Singular Providence of
God, he arrived safe with them all, unto a place of Safety,
about a Mile or two from his House. But his House must in
the mean Time have more dismal Tragedies acted at it. The
Nurse trying to Escape, with the New-born Infant, fell into
the Hands of the Formidable Salvages; and those furious
Tawnies coming into the House, bid poor Dustan to Rise
Immediately. Full of Astonishment, she did so; and sitting
down in the Chimney with an Heart full of most fearful Ex-
pectation, she saw the Raging Dragons riffle all that they
could carry away, and set the House on Fire. About Nine-
teen or Twenty Indians now led these away, with about Half
a Score other English Captives; but e'er they had gone many
Steps, they dash'd out the Brains of the Infant, against a Tree;
and several of the other Captives, as they began to Tire in the
sad Journey, were soon sent unto their Long Home; the Sal-
vages would presently bury their Hatchets in their Brains,
and leave their Carcases on the Ground for Birds and Beasts
to feed upon. However, Dustan (with her Nurse), notwith-
standing her present Condition, Travelled that Night, about a
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Dozen MUes, and then kept up with their New Masters in a
long Travel of an Hundred and Fifty Miles, more or less,
within a few Days Ensuing, without any sensible Damage, in
their Health, from the Hardships of their Travel, their Lodging,
their Diet, and their many other Difficulties.
These Two poor Women were now in the Hands of those,
whose Tender Mercies are Cruelties; but the Good God, who
hath all Hearts in His own Hands, heard the Sighs of these
Prisoners, and gave them to find unexpected Favour from the
Master, who laid claim unto them. That Indian Family con-
sisted of Twelve Persons; Two Stout men. Three Women, and
Seven Children ; and for the Shame of many an English Family,
that has the Character of Prayerless upon it, I must now Pub-
lish what these poor Women assure me: 'Tis this; In Obedi-
ence to the Instructions which the French have given them,
they would have Prayers in their Family, no less than Thrice
Every Day; in the Morning, at Noon, and in the Evening;
nor would they ordinarily let their Children Eat or Sleep,
without first saying their Prayers. Indeed these Idolaters
were like the rest of their whiter Brethren, Persecutors; and
would not endure, that these poor Women should Retire to
their English Prayers, if they could hinder them. Neverthe-
less, the poor Women had nothing but fervent Prayers, to make
their Lives Comfortable, or Tolerable; and by being daily
sent out, upon Business, they had Opportunities together and
asunder, to do like another Hannah, in Pouring out their Souls
before the Lord: Nor did their praying Friends among our
selves, forbear to Pour out Supplications for them. Now,
they could not observe it without some wonder, that their
Indian Master, sometimes, when he saw them Dejected, would
say unto them, "What need you Trouble your self? If your
God will have you delivered, you shall be so!" And it seems,
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our God would have it so to be. This Indian Family was now
Travelling with these Two Captive Women, (and an English
youth, taken from Worcester, a year and half before,) unto a
Rendezvouz of Salvages, which they call, a Town, some where
beyond Penacook; and they still told these poor Women, that
when they came to this Town, they must be Stript, and
Scourg'd, and run the Gantlet through the whole Army of
Indians. They said, This was the Fashion, when the Cap-
tives first came to a Town ; and they derided some of the Faint-
hearted English, which, they said, fainted and swoon'd away
under the Torments of this Discipline. But on April 30, While
they were yet, it may be, about an Hundred and Fifty Miles
from the Indian Town, a little before Break of Day, when the
whole Crew was in a Dead Sleep; (Reader, see if it prove not
So !) one of these Women took up a Resolution, to imitate the
Action of Jael upon Sisera;^ and being where she had not
her own Life secured by any Law unto her, she thought she
was not Forbidden by any Law to take away the Life of the
Murderers, by whom her Child had been butchered. She
heartened the Nurse, and the Youth, to assist her in this En-
terprize; and all furnishing themselves with Hatchets for the
purpose, they struck such Home Blows, upon the Heads of
their Sleeping Oppressors, that e'er they could any of them
Struggle into any Effectual Resistance, at the Feet of these
poor Prisoners, they how^d, they fell, they lay down : at their
feet they bowed, they fell; where they bowed, there they fell
down Dead} Only one Squaw escaped sorely wounded
from them, in the Dark; and one Boy, whom they Reserved
Asleep, intending to bring him away with them, suddenly
wak'd, and skuttled away from this Desolation. But cutting
off the Scalps of the Ten Wretches, they came off, and Received
Fifty Pounds from the General Assembly of the Province, as a
Recompence of their Action; besides which they Received
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many presents of Congratulation from their more private
Friends; but none gave 'em a greater Tast of Bounty than
Colonel Nicholson, the Governour of Maryland,^ who hear-
ing of their Action, sent 'em a very generous Token of his
Favour.
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PART XI.
JONATHAN EDWARDS

CHAPTER 61.
INTRODUCTION (2015)
JONATHAN NEVILLE
Jonathan Edwards is most commonly known as a
philosopher, Puritan theologian, and Protestant revivalist
preacher. Edwards was a major figure of his day, and
an incredibly powerful author who, according to novelist
William Dean Howells, “first gave our poor American
provinciality world standing.” Edwards is best known for
his renowned sermon Sinners in the Hands of an Angry God
(seen right). Sermons aside, Edwards had an impact that
rings through the years, as his philosophical theology has
a strong presence in current theological discussions.
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By Jonathan Edwards [Public
domain via Wikimedia Commons
He was born on about 100 years after the Mayflower
landed at Plymouth, on October 5, 1703 and died on
March 22, 1758. He studied at Yale University from
1716-1722. He was born the son of a minster, and grew
up filling his time with religious activities. Although, even
though he was doing all the right things, Edwards’s faith
in God was superficial. The first reading is an excerpt
from Edwards’s personal narrative, and tells of his
journey from a superficial believer to an incredibly
devout follower of Christ.
The second reading is an excerpt from Edward’s
famous sermon Sinners in the Hands of an Angry God. This
excerpt details a warning from Edwards to his
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congregation, saying that they we are condemned to
eternity in hell and only God can save us, although he is
not obligated to. He emphatically urges his congregation
to repent and turn to God, and therefore be spared from
damnation to hell.
The third reading is a text written by Edwards’s wife,
Sarah Pierrepont Edwards, in which she reflect upon her
relationship with God, and how beautiful and majestic He
is to her. She writes about how she could spend time lost
in the beauty of God in a trance like state, unsure if she
was awake or asleep. Her writing style is similar to her
husbands; it flows calmly but with power.
Discussion Questions:
1. What was the bottom line of the message Edwards is
sharing with his congregation?
2. What tactics did Edwards use to try to persuade his
audience?
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CHAPTER 62.
PERSONAL NARRATIVE (EXCERPT)
JONATHAN EDWARDS
I had a variety of concerns and exercises about my soul
from my childhood; but had two more remarkable
seasons of awakening, before I met with that change by
which I was brought to those new dispositions, and that
new sense of things, that I have since had. The first time
was when I was a boy, some years before I went to college,
at a time of remarkable awakening in my father’s
congregation. I was then very much affected for many
months, and concerned about the things of religion, and
my soul’s salvation; and was abundant in duties. I used to
pray five times a day in secret, and to spend much time
in religious talk with other boys; and used to meet with
them to pray together. I experienced I know not what
kind of delight in religion. My mind was much engaged
in it, and had much selfrighteous pleasure; and it was
my delight to abound in religious duties. I with some
of my schoolmates joined together, and built a booth in
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a swamp, in a very retired spot, for a place of prayer.
And besides, I had particular secret places of my own
in the woods, where I used to retire by myself; and was
from time to time much affected. My affections seemed
to be lively and easily moved, and I seemed to be in my
element when engaged in religious duties. And I am ready
to think, many are deceived with such affections, and
such a kind of delight as I then had in religion, and
mistake it for grace.
But in process of time, my convictions and affections
wore off; and I entirely lost all those affections and
delights and left off secret prayer, at least as to any
constant performance of it; and returned like a dog to his
vomit, and went on in the ways of sin. Indeed I was at
times very uneasy, especially towards the latter part of my
time at college; when it pleased God, to seize me with a
pleurisy; in which he brought me nigh to the grave, and
shook me over the pit of hell. And yet, it was not long
after my recovery, before I fell again into my old ways
of sin. But God would not suffer me to go on with any
quietness; I had great and violent inward struggles, till,
after many conflicts with wicked inclinations, repeated
resolutions, and bonds that I laid myself under by a kind
of vows to God,
I was brought wholly to break off all former wicked
ways, and all ways of known outward sin; and to apply
myself to seek salvation, and practice many religious
duties; but without that kind of affection and delight
which I had formerly experienced. My concern now
wrought more by inward struggles and conflicts, and self-
reflections. But yet, it seems to me, I sought after a
miserable manner; which has made me sometimes since
to question, whether ever it issued in that which was
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saving; being ready to doubt, whether such miserable
seeking ever succeeded. I was indeed brought to seek
salvation in a manner that I never was before; I felt a
spirit to part with all things in the world, for an interest in
Christ. My concern continued and prevailed, with many
exercising thoughts and inwards struggles; but yet it
never seemed to be proper to express that c concern by
the name of terror.
From my childhood up, my mind had been full of
objections against the doctrine of God’s sovereignty, in
choosing whom he would to eternal life, and rejecting
whom he pleased; leaving them eternally to perish, and
be everlastingly tormented in hell. It used to appear like
a horrible doctrine to me. But I remember the time very
well, when I seemed to be convinced, and fully satisfied,
as to this sovereignty of God, and his justice in thus
eternally disposing of men, according to his sovereign
pleasure. But never could give an account, how, or by
what means, I was thus convinced, not in the least
imagining at the time, nor a long time after, that there was
any extraordinary influence of God’s Spirit in it; but only
that now I saw further, and my reason apprehended the
justice and reasonableness of it. However, my mind rested
in it; and it put an end to all those cavils and objections.
And there has been a wonderful alteration in my mind,
in respect to the doctrine of God’s sovereignty, from that
day to this; so that I scarce ever have found so much as
the rising of an objection against it, in the most absolute
sense, in God’s strewing mercy to whom he will shew
mercy, and hardening whom he will. God’s absolute
sovereignty and justice, with respect to salvation and
damnation, is what my mind seems to rest assured of, as
much as of any thing that I see with my eyes; at least it
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is so at times. But I have often, since that first conviction,
had quite another kind of sense of God’s sovereignty than
I had then. I have often since had not only a conviction,
but a delightful conviction. The doctrine has very often
appeared exceeding pleasant, bright, and sweet. Absolute
sovereignty is what I love to ascribe to God. But my first
conviction was not so.
The first instance that I remember of that sort of
inward, sweet delight in God and divine things that I have
lived much in since, was on reading those words, I Tim.
1:17. Now unto the King eternal, immortal, invisible, the
only wise God, be honour and glory for ever and ever,
Amen. As I read the words, there came into my soul, and
was as it were diffused through it, a sense of the glory
of the Divine Being; a new sense, quite different from
any thing I ever experienced before Never any words of
scripture seemed to me as these words did. I thought with
myself, how excellent a Being that was, and how happy I
should be, if I might enjoy that God, and be rapt up to him
in heaven, and be as it were swallowed up in him for ever!
I kept saying, and as it were singing over these words of
scripture to myself; and went to pray to God that I might
enjoy him, and prayed in a manner quite different from
what I used to do; with a new sort of affection. But it
never came into my thought, that there was any thing
spiritual, or of a saving nature in this.
From about that time, I began to have a new kind of
apprehensions and ideas of Christ. and the work of
redemption, and the glorious way of salvation by him. An
inward, sweet sense of these things, at times, came into
my heart; and my soul was led away in pleasant views
and contemplations of them. And my mind was greatly
engaged to spend my time in reading and meditating on
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Christ, on the beauty and excellency of his person, and
the lovely way of salvation by free grace in him. I found
no books so delightful to me, as those that treated of these
subjects. Those words Cant. 2:1, used to be abundantly
with me, I am the Rose of Sharon, and the Lilly of the
valleys. The words seemed to me, sweetly to represent
the loveliness and beauty of Jesus Christ. The whole book
of Canticles used to be pleasant to me, and I used to be
much in reading it, about that time; and found, from time
to time, an inward sweetness, that would carry me away,
in my contemplations. This I know not how to express
otherwise, than by a calm, sweet abstraction of soul from
all the concerns of this world; and sometimes a kind of
vision, or fixed ideas and imaginations, of being alone in
the mountains, or some solitary wilderness, far from all
mankind, sweetly conversing with Christ, and wrapt and
swallowed up in God. The sense I had of divine things,
would often of a sudden kindle up, as it were, a sweet
burning in my heart; an ardor of soul, that I know not
how to express.
Not long after I first began to experience these things,
I gave an account to my father of some things that had
passed in my mind. I was pretty much affected by the
discourse we had together; and when the discourse was
ended, I walked abroad alone, in a solitary place in my
father’s pasture, for contemplation. And as I was walking
there, and looking up on the sky and clouds, there came
into my mind so sweet a sense of the glorious majesty
and grace of God, that I know not how to express. I
seemed to see them both in a sweet conjunction; majesty
and meekness joined together; it was a sweet, and gentle,
and holy majesty; and also a majestic meekness; an awful
sweetness; a high, and great, and holy gentleness.
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After this my sense of divine things gradually
increased, and became more and more lively, and had
more of that inward sweetness. The appearance of every
thing was altered; there seemed to be, as it were,
a calm sweet cast, or appearance of divine glory, in
almost every thing. God’s excellency, his wisdom, his
purity and love, seemed to appear in every thing; in the
sun, moon, and stars; in the clouds, and blue sky; in the
grass, flowers, trees; in the water, and all nature; which
used greatly to fix my mind. I often used to sit and view
the moon for continuance; and in the day, spent much
time in viewing the clouds and sky, to behold the sweet
glory of God in these things; in the mean time, singing
forth, with a low voice my contemplations of the Creator
and Redeemer. And scarce any thing, among all the works
of nature, was so sweet to me as thunder and lightning;
formerly, nothing had been so terrible to me. Before, I
used to be uncommonly terrified with thunder, and to
be struck with terror when I saw a thunder storm rising;
but now, on the contrary, it rejoiced me. I felt God, so
to speak, at the first appearance of a thunder storm; and
used to take the opportunity, at such times, to fix myself
in order to view the clouds, and see the lightnings play,
and hear the majestic and awful voice of God’s thunder,
which oftentimes was exceedingly entertaining, leading
me to sweet contemplations of my great and glorious
God. While thus engaged, it always seemed natural to
me to sing, or chant for my mediations; or, to speak my
thoughts in soliloquies with a singing voice.
I felt then great satisfaction, as to my good state; but
that did not content me. I had vehement longings of soul
after God and Christ, and after more holiness, wherewith
my heart seemed to be full, and ready to break; which
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often brought to my mind the words of the Psalmist,
Psal. 119:28. My soul breaketh for the longing it hath.
I often felt a mourning and lamenting in my heart, that
I had not turned to God sooner, that I might have had
more time to grow in grace. My mind was greatly fixed
on divine things; almost perpetually in the contemplation
of them. I spent most of my time in thinking of divine
things, year after year; often walking alone in the woods,
and solitary places, for meditation, soliloquy, and prayer,
and converse with God; and it was always my manner,
at such times, to sing forth my contemplations. I was
almost constantly in ejaculatory prayer, wherever I was.
Prayer seemed to be natural to me, as the breath by which
the inward burnings of my heart had vent. The delights
which I now felt in the things of religion, were of an
exceeding different kind from those before mentioned,
that I had when a boy; and what I then had no more
notion of, than one born blind has of pleasant and
beautiful colors. They were of a more inward, pure, soul
animating and refreshing nature. Those former delights
never reached the heart; and did not arise from any sight
of the divine excellency of the things of God; or any taste
of the soul satisfying and lifegiving good there is in
them…
I remember the thoughts I used then to have of
holiness; and said sometimes to myself, “I do certainly
know that I love holiness, such as the gospel prescribes.” It
appeared to me that there was nothing in it but what was
ravishingly lovely; and highest beauty and amiableness …
a divine beauty; far purer than any thing here upon earth;
and that every thing else was like mire and defilement, in
comparison of it.
Holiness, as I then wrote down some of my
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contemplations on it, appeared to me to be of a sweet,
pleasant, charming, serene, calm nature; which brought
an inexpressible purity, brightness, peacefulness and
ravishment to the soul. In other words, that it made the
soul like a field or garden of God, with all manner of
pleasant flowers; all pleasant, delightful, and undisturbed:
enjoying a sweet calm. and the gently vivifying beams of
the sun. The soul of a true Christian, as I then wrote my
meditations, appeared like such a little white flower as
we see in the spring of the years; low and humble on the
ground, opening its bosom to receive the pleasant beams
of the sun’s glory; rejoicing as it were in a calm rapture;
diffusing around a sweet flagrancy;; standing peacefully
and lovingly, in the midst of other flowers round about;
all in like manner opening their bosoms, to drink in the
light of the sun. There was no part of creature holiness,
that I had so great a sense of its loveliness, as humility,
brokenness of heart and poverty of spirit; and there was
nothing that I so earnestly longed for. My heart panted
after this, to lie low before God, as in the dust; that I
might be nothing, and that God might be all, that I might
become as a little child.
While at New York, I was sometimes much affected
with reflections of my past life, considering how late it
was before I began to be truly religious; and how
wickedly I had lived till then; and once so as to weep
abundantly, and for a considerable time together…
I had then, and at other times, the greatest delight in
the holy scriptures, of any book whatsoever. Oftentimes
in reading it, every word seemed to touch my heart. I
felt a harmony between something in my heart, and those
sweet and powerful words. I seemed often to see so much
light exhibited by every sentence, and such a refreshing
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food communicated, that I could not get along in reading;
often dwelling long on one sentence, to see the wonders
contained in it; and yet almost every sentence seemed to
be full of wonders…
It has often appeared to me delightful, to be united to
Christ; to have him for my head, and to be a member of
his body; also to have Christ for my teacher and prophet.
I very often think with sweetness, and longings, and
partings of soul, of being a little child, taking hold of
Christ, to be led by him through the wilderness of this
world. That text, Matt. 18:3, has often been sweet to me,
except ye be converted and become as little children, etc.
I love to think of coming to Christ, to receive salvation
of him, poor in spirit, and quite empty of self, humbly
exalting him alone; cut off entirely from my own root,
in order to grow into, and out of Christ; to have God in
Christ to be all in all; and to live by faith in the Son of
God, a life of humble, unfeigned confidence in him. That
scripture has often been sweet to me, Psal. 95:1, Not unto
us, O Lord, not unto us, but unto thy name give glory, for
thy mercy, and for thy truth’s sake. And those words of
Christ, Luke 10:21, In that hour Jesus rejoiced in spirit,
and said, I thank thee, O Father, Lord of heaven and earth,
that thou hast hid these things from the wise and prudent,
and hast revealed them unto babes: Even so, Father, for
so it seemed good in thy sight. That sovereignty of God
which Christ rejoiced in, seemed to me worthy of such
joy; and that rejoicing seemed to shew the excellency of
Christ. and of what spirit he was.
Sometimes, only mentioning a single word caused my
heart to burn within me; or only seeing the name of
Christ, or the name of some attribute of God. And God
has appeared glorious to me, on account of the Trinity.
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It has made me have exalting thoughts of God, that he
subsists in three persons; Father, Son and Holy Ghost…
Once, as I rode out into the woods for my health, in
1737, having alighted from my horse in a retired place,
as my manner commonly has been, to walk for divine
contemplation and prayer, I had a view that for me was
extraordinary, of the glory of the Son of God, as Mediator
between God and man, and his wonderful, great, full,
pure and sweet grace and love, and meek and gentle
condescension. This grace that appeared so calm and
sweet, appeared also great above the heavens. The person
of Christ appeared ineffably excellent with an excellency
great enough to swallow up all thought and conception
… which continued as near as I can judge, about an hour;
which kept me the greater part of the time in a flood of
tears, and weeping aloud. I felt an ardency of soul to be,
what I know not otherwise how to express, emptied and
annihilated; to lie in the dust, and to be full of Christ
alone; to love him with a holy and pure love; to trust in
him; to live upon him; to serve and follow him; and to
be perfectly sanctified and made pure, with a divine and
heavenly purity. I have, several other times, had views
very much of the same nature, and which have had the
same effects.
I have many times had a sense of the glory of the third
person in the Trinity, in his office of Sanctifier; in his
holy operations, communicating divine light and life to
the soul. God, in the communications of his Holy Spirit,
has appeared as an infinite fountain of divine glory and
sweetness; being full, and sufficient to fill and satisfy the
soul; pouring forth itself in sweet communications; like
the sun in its glory, sweetly and pleasantly diffusing light
and life. And I have sometimes had an affecting sense
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of the excellency of the word of God, as a word of life;
as the light of life; a sweet, excellent lifegiving word;
accompanied with a thirsting after that word, that it
might dwell richly in my heart.
Often, since I lived in this town, I have had very
affecting views of my own sinfulness and vileness; very
frequently to such a degree as to hold me in a kind of loud
weeping, sometimes for a considerable time together; so
that I have often been forced to shut myself up. I have
had a vastly greater sense of my own wickedness, and
the badness of my heart, than ever I had before my
conversion. It has often appeared to me, that if God
should mark iniquity against me, I should appear the very
worst of all mankind; of all that have been, since the
beginning of the world to this time; and that I should
have by far the lowest place in hell. When others, that
have come to talk with me about their soul concerns,
have expressed the sense they have had of their own
wickedness, by saying that it seemed to them, that they
were as bad as the devil himself; I thought their
expressions seemed exceeding faint and feeble, to
represent my wickedness.
My wickedness, as I am in myself, has long appeared
to me perfectly ineffable, and swallowing up all thought
and imagination; like an infinite deluge, or mountain over
my head. I know not how to express better what my
sins appear to me to be, than by heaping infinite upon
infinite, and multiplying infinite by infinite. Very often,
for these many years, these expressions are in my mind,
and in my mouth, “Infinite upon infinite … Infinite upon
infinite!” When I look into my heart, and take a view of
my wickedness, it looks like an abyss infinitely deeper
than hell. And it appears to me, that were it not for free
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grace, exalted and raised up to the infinite height of all
the fulness and glory of the great Jehovah, and the arm of
his power and grace stretched forth in all the majesty of
his power, and in all the glory of his sovereignty, I should
appear sunk down in my sins below hell itself; far beyond
the sight of every thing, but the eye of sovereign grace,
that can pierce even down to such a depth. And yet it
seems to me, that my conviction of sin is exceeding small,
and faint; it is enough to amaze me, that I have no more
sense of my sin. I know certainly, that I have very lime
sense of my sinfulness. When I have had turns of weeping
and crying for my sins I thought I knew at the time, that
my repentance was nothing to my sin.
I have greatly longed of late, for a broken heart, and to
lie low before God; and, when I ask for humility, I cannot
bear the thoughts of being no more humble than other
Christians. It seems to me, that though their degrees of
humility may be suitable for them, yet it would be a vile
selfexaltation in me, not to be the lowest in humility of all
mankind. Others speak of their longing to be “humbled
to the dust;” that may be a proper expression for them,
but I always think of myself, that I ought, and it is an
expression that has long been natural for me to use in
prayer, “to lie infinitely low before God.” And it is
affecting to think, how ignorant I was, when a young
Christian, of the bottomless, infinite depths of
wickedness, pride, hypocrisy and deceit, left in my heart.
I have a much greater sense of my universal, exceeding
dependence on God’s grace and strength, and mere good
pleasure, of late, than I used formerly to have; and have
experienced more of an abhorrence of my own
righteousness. The very thought of any joy arising in me,
on any consideration of my own amiableness,
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performances, or experiences, or any goodness of heart
or life, is nauseous and detestable to me. And yet I am
greatly afflicted with a proud and selfrighteous spirit,
much more sensibly than I used to be formerly. I see
that serpent rising and putting forth its head continually,
every where, all around me.
Though it seems to me, that, in some respects, I was a
far better Christian, for two or three years after my first
conversion, than I am now; and lived in a more constant
delight and pleasure; yet, of late years, I have had a more
full and constant sense of the absolute sovereignty of
God, and a delight in that sovereignty; and have had more
of a sense of the glory of Christ, as a Mediator revealed
in the gospel. On one Saturday night, in particular, I had
such a discovery of the excellency of the gospel above all
other doctrines, that I could not but say to myself, “This
is my chosen light, my chosen doctrine;” and of Christ,
“This is my chosen Prophet.” It appeared sweet, beyond
all expression, to follow Christ, and to be taught, and
enlightened, and instructed by him; to learn of him, and
live to him..
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CHAPTER 63.
SINNERS IN THE HANDS OF AN ANGRY
GOD (EXCERPT)
JONATHAN EDWARDS
In this verse is threatened the vengeance of God on the
wicked unbelieving Israelites, that were God’s visible
people, and lived under means of grace; and that
notwithstanding all God’s wonderful works that he had
wrought towards that people, yet remained, as is
expressed verse 28, void of counsel, having no
understanding in them; and that, under all the
cultivations of heaven, brought forth bitter and
poisonous fruit; as in the two verses next preceding the
text.
The expression that I have chosen for my text, their
foot shall slide in due time, seems to imply the following
things relating to the punishment and destruction that
these wicked Israelites were exposed to.
1. That they were always exposed to destruction; as one
that stands or walks in slippery places is always exposed
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to fall. This is implied in the manner of their destruction’s
coming upon them, being represented by their foot’s
sliding. The same is expressed, Psalm lxxiii. 18: “Surely
thou didst set them in slippery places; thou castedst them
down into destruction.”
2. It implies that they were always exposed to sudden,
unexpected destruction; as he that walks in slippery
places is every moment liable to fall, he can’t foresee one
moment whether he shall stand or fall the next; and when
he does fall, he falls at once, without warning, which is
also expressed in that Psalm lxxiii. 18, 19: “Surely thou
didst set them in slippery places: thou castedst them
down into destruction. How are they brought into
desolation, as in a moment!”
[Pg 79]3. Another thing implied is, that they are liable to
fall of themselves, without being thrown down by the hand
of another; as he that stands or walks on slippery ground
needs nothing but his own weight to throw him down.
4. That the reason why they are not fallen already, and
don’t fall now, is only that God’s appointed time is not
come. For it is said that when that due time, or appointed
time comes, their foot shall slide. Then they shall be left to
fall, as they are inclined by their own weight. God won’t
hold them up in these slippery places any longer, but will
let them go; and then, at that very instant, they shall fall
to destruction; as he that stands in such slippery declining
ground on the edge of a pit that he can’t stand alone, when
he is let go he immediately falls and is lost.
The observation from the words that I would now
insist upon is this,
There is nothing that keeps wicked men at any one moment out
of hell, but the mere pleasure of God.
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By the mere pleasure of God, I mean his sovereign
pleasure, his arbitrary will, restrained by no obligation,
hindered by no manner of difficulty, any more than if
nothing else but God’s mere will had in the least degree or
in any respect whatsoever any hand in the preservation of
wicked men one moment.
The truth of this observation may appear by the
following considerations.
1. There is no want of power in God to cast wicked
men into hell at any moment. Men’s hands can’t be strong
when God rises up: the strongest have no power to resist
him, nor can any deliver out of his hands.
He is not only able to cast wicked men into hell, but
he can most easily do it. Sometimes an earthly prince
meets with a great deal of difficulty to subdue a rebel that
has found means[Pg 80] to fortify himself, and has made
himself strong by the number of his followers. But it is
not so with God. There is no fortress that is any defence
against the power of God. Though hand join in hand, and
vast multitudes of God’s enemies combine and associate
themselves, they are easily broken in pieces: they are as
great heaps of light chaff before the whirlwind; or large
quantities of dry stubble before devouring flames. We
find it easy to tread on and crush a worm that we see
crawling on the earth; so ’tis easy for us to cut or singe a
slender thread that any thing hangs by; thus easy is it for
God, when he pleases, to cast his enemies down to hell.
What are we, that we should think to stand before him,
at whose rebuke the earth trembles, and before whom the
rocks are thrown down!
2. They deserve to be cast into hell; so that divine justice
never stands in the way, it makes no objection against
God’s using his power at any moment to destroy them.
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Yea, on the contrary, justice calls aloud for an infinite
punishment of their sins. Divine justice says of the tree
that brings forth such grapes of Sodom, “Cut it down,
why cumbereth it the ground?” Luke xiii. 7. The sword
of divine justice is every moment brandished over their
heads, and ’tis nothing but the hand of arbitrary mercy,
and God’s mere will, that holds it back.
3. They are already under a sentence of condemnation
to hell. They don’t only justly deserve to be cast down
thither, but the sentence of the law of God, that eternal
and immutable rule of righteousness that God has fixed
between him and mankind, is gone out against them, and
stands against them; so that they are bound over already
to hell: John iii. 18, “He that believeth not is condemned
already.” So that every unconverted man properly belongs
to hell; that is his place; from thence he is: John viii. 23,
“Ye are from beneath:” and thither he is bound; ’tis the
place that justice, and God’s word, and the sentence of his
unchangeable law, assigns to him.
They are now the objects of that very same anger and[Pg
81] wrath of God, that is expressed in the torments of
hell: and the reason why they don’t go down to hell at
each moment is not because God, in whose power they
are, is not then very angry with them; as angry as he is
with many of those miserable creatures that he is now
tormenting in hell, and do there feel and bear the
fierceness of his wrath. Yea, God is a great deal more
angry with great numbers that are now on earth, yea,
doubtless, with many that are now in this congregation,
that, it may be, are at ease and quiet, than he is with many
of those that are now in the flames of hell.
So that it is not because God is unmindful of their
wickedness, and don’t resent it, that he don’t let loose his
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hand and cut them off. God is not altogether such a one
as themselves, though they may imagine him to be so.
The wrath of God burns against them; their damnation
don’t slumber; the pit is prepared; the fire is made ready;
the furnace is now hot, ready to receive them; the flames
do now rage and glow. The glittering sword is whet, and
held over them, and the pit hath opened her mouth under
them.
5. The devil stands ready to fall upon them, and seize
them as his own, at what moment God shall permit him.
They belong to him; he has their souls in his possession,
and under his dominion. The Scripture represents them
as his goods, Luke xi. 21. The devils watch them; they are
ever by them, at their right hand; they stand waiting for
them, like greedy hungry lions that see their prey, and
expect to have it, but are for the present kept back; if God
should withdraw his hand by which they are restrained,
they would in one moment fly upon their poor souls. The
old serpent is gaping for them; hell opens its mouth wide
to receive them; and if God should permit it, they would
be hastily swallowed up and lost…
9. All wicked men’s pains and contrivance they use to
escape hell, while they continue to reject Christ, and so
remain wicked men, don’t secure ’em from hell one
moment. Almost every natural man that hears of hell
flatters himself that he shall escape it; he depends upon
himself for his own security, he flatters himself in what he
has done, in what he is now doing, or what he intends to
do; every one lays out matters in his own mind how he
shall avoid damnation, and flatters [Pg 84]himself that he
contrives well for himself, and that his schemes won’t fail.
They hear indeed that there are but few saved, and that
the bigger part of men that have died heretofore are gone
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to hell; but each one imagines that he lays out matters
better for his own escape than others have done: he don’t
intend to come to that place of torment; he says within
himself, that he intends to take care that shall be effectual,
and to order matters so for himself as not to fail.
But the foolish children of men do miserably delude
themselves in their own schemes, and in their confidence
in their own strength and wisdom; they trust to nothing
but a shadow. The bigger part of those that heretofore
have lived under the same means of grace, and are now
dead, are undoubtedly gone to hell; and it was not because
they were not as wise as those that are now alive; it was
not because they did not lay out matters as well for
themselves to secure their own escape. If it were so that
we could come to speak with them, and could inquire of
them, one by one, whether they expected, when alive, and
when they used to hear about hell, ever to be subjects of
that misery, we, doubtless, should hear one and another
reply, “No, I never intended to come here: I had laid out
matters otherwise in my mind; I thought I should
contrive well for myself: I thought my scheme good: I
intended to take effectual care; but it came upon me
unexpected; I did not look for it at that time, and in that
manner; it came as a thief: death outwitted me: God’s
wrath was too quick for me. O my cursed foolishness!
I was flattering myself, and pleasing myself with vain
dreams of what I would do hereafter; and when I was
saying peace and safety, then sudden destruction came
upon me.”
10. God has laid himself under no obligation, by any
promise, to keep any natural man out of hell one moment.
God certainly has made no promises either of eternal
life, or of any deliverance or preservation from eternal
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death, but what are contained in the covenant of grace,
the promises that are given[Pg 85] in Christ, in whom
all the promises are yea and amen. But surely they have
no interest in the promises of the covenant of grace that
are not the children of the covenant, and that do not
believe in any of the promises of the covenant, and have
no interest in the Mediator of the covenant.
So that, whatever some have imagined and pretended
about promises made to natural men’s earnest seeking
and knocking, ’tis plain and manifest, that whatever pains
a natural man takes in religion, whatever prayers he
makes, till he believes in Christ, God is under no manner
of obligation to keep him a moment from eternal
destruction.
So that thus it is, that natural men are held in the hand
of God over the pit of hell; they have deserved the fiery
pit, and are already sentenced to it; and God is dreadfully
provoked, his anger is as great towards them as to those
that are actually suffering the executions of the fierceness
of his wrath in hell, and they have done nothing in the
least to appease or abate that anger, neither is God in the
least bound by any promise to hold ’em up one moment;
the devil is waiting for them, hell is gaping for them, the
flames gather and flash about them, and would fain lay
hold on them and swallow them up; the fire pent up in
their own hearts is struggling to break out; and they have
no interest in any Mediator, there are no means within
reach that can be any security to them. In short they
have no refuge, nothing to take hold of; all that preserves
them every moment is the mere arbitrary will, and
uncovenanted, unobliged forbearance of an incensed
God.
APPLICATION
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The use may be of awakening to unconverted persons
in this congregation. This that you have heard is the case
of every one of you that are out of Christ. That world
of misery, that lake of burning brimstone, is extended
abroad under you.[Pg 86] There is the dreadful pit of the
glowing flames of the wrath of God; there is hell’s wide
gaping mouth open; and you have nothing to stand upon,
nor any thing to take hold of. There is nothing between
you and hell but the air; ’tis only the power and mere
pleasure of God that holds you up.
You probably are not sensible of this; you find you
are kept out of hell, but don’t see the hand of God in
it, but look at other things, as the good state of your
bodily constitution, your care of your own life, and the
means you use for your own preservation. But indeed
these things are nothing; if God should withdraw his
hand, they would avail no more to keep you from falling
than the thin air to hold up a person that is suspended in
it.
Your wickedness makes you as it were heavy as lead,
and to tend downwards with great weight and pressure
towards hell; and if God should let you go, you would
immediately sink and swiftly descend and plunge into
the bottomless gulf, and your healthy constitution, and
your own care and prudence, and best contrivance, and
all your righteousness, would have no more influence to
uphold you and keep you out of hell than a spider’s web
would have to stop a falling rock. Were it not that so
is the sovereign pleasure of God, the earth would not
bear you one moment; for you are a burden to it; the
creation groans with you; the creature is made subject
to the bondage of your corruption, not willingly; the sun
don’t willingly shine upon you to give you light to serve
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sin and Satan; the earth don’t willingly yield her increase
to satisfy your lusts; nor is it willingly a stage for your
wickedness to be acted upon; the air don’t willingly serve
you for breath to maintain the flame of life in your vitals,
while you spend your life in the service of God’s enemies.
God’s creatures are good, and were made for men to serve
God with, and don’t willingly subserve to any other
purpose, and groan when they are abused to purposes so
directly contrary to their nature and end. And the[Pg 87]
world would spew you out, were it not for the sovereign
hand of him who hath subjected it in hope. There are
the black clouds of God’s wrath now hanging directly
over your heads, full of the dreadful storm, and big with
thunder; and were it not for the restraining hand of God,
it would immediately burst forth upon you. The
sovereign pleasure of God, for the present, stays his rough
wind; otherwise it would come with fury, and your
destruction would come like a whirlwind, and you would
be like the chaff of the summer threshing floor.
The wrath of God is like great waters that are dammed
for the present; they increase more and more, and rise
higher and higher, till an outlet is given; and the longer
the stream is stopped, the more rapid and mighty is its
course, when once it is let loose. ’Tis true, that judgment
against your evil work has not been executed hitherto; the
floods of God’s vengeance have been withheld; but your
guilt in the mean time is constantly increasing, and you
are every day treasuring up more wrath; the waters are
continually rising, and waxing more and more mighty;
and there is nothing but the mere pleasure of God that
holds the waters back, that are unwilling to be stopped,
and press hard to go forward. If God should only
withdraw his hand from the floodgate, it would
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immediately fly open, and the fiery floods of the
fierceness and wrath of God would rush forth with
inconceivable fury, and would come upon you with
omnipotent power; and if your strength were ten
thousand times greater than it is, yea, ten thousand times
greater than the strength of the stoutest, sturdiest devil in
hell, it would be nothing to withstand or endure it.
The bow of God’s wrath is bent, and the arrow made
ready on the string, and justice bends the arrow at your
heart, and strains the bow, and it is nothing but the mere
pleasure of God, and that of an angry God, without any
promise or obligation at all, that keeps the arrow one
moment from being made drunk with your blood.
[Pg 88]Thus are all you that never passed under a great
change of heart by the mighty power of the Spirit of God
upon your souls; all that were never born again, and made
new creatures, and raised from being dead in sin to a state
of new and before altogether unexperienced light and
life, (however you may have reformed your life in many
things, and may have had religious affections, and may
keep up a form of religion in your families and closets,
and in the house of God, and may be strict in it), you
are thus in the hands of an angry God; ’tis nothing but
his mere pleasure that keeps you from being this moment
swallowed up in everlasting destruction.
However unconvinced you may now be of the truth of
what you hear, by and by you will be fully convinced of it.
Those that are gone from being in the like circumstances
with you see that it was so with them; for destruction
came suddenly upon most of them; when they expected
nothing of it, and while they were saying, Peace and
safety: now they see, that those things that they depended
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on for peace and safety were nothing but thin air and
empty shadows.
The God that holds you over the pit of hell, much as
one holds a spider or some loathsome insect over the
fire, abhors you, and is dreadfully provoked; his wrath
towards you burns like fire; he looks upon you as worthy
of nothing else, but to be cast into the fire; he is of purer
eyes than to bear to have you in his sight; you are ten
thousand times so abominable in his eyes, as the most
hateful and venomous serpent is in ours. You have
offended him infinitely more than ever a stubborn rebel
did his prince: and yet it is nothing but his hand that holds
you from falling into the fire every moment. ’Tis ascribed
to nothing else, that you did not go to hell the last night;
that you was suffered to awake again in this world after
you closed your eyes to sleep; and there is no other reason
to be given why you have not dropped into hell since you
arose in the morning, but that God’s hand has held you
up. There is no other[Pg 89] reason to be given why you
han’t gone to hell since you have sat here in the house
of God, provoking his pure eyes by your sinful wicked
manner of attending his solemn worship. Yea, there is
nothing else that is to be given as a reason why you don’t
this very moment drop down into hell.°
O sinner! consider the fearful danger you are in. ’Tis
a great furnace of wrath, a wide and bottomless pit, full
of the fire of wrath, that you are held over in the hand
of that God whose wrath is provoked and incensed as
much against you as against many of the damned in hell.
You hang by a slender thread, with the flames of divine
wrath flashing about it, and ready every moment to singe
it and burn it asunder; and you have no interest in any
Mediator, and nothing to lay hold of to save yourself,
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nothing to keep off the flames of wrath, nothing of your
own, nothing that you ever have done, nothing that you
can do, to induce God to spare you one moment…
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CHAPTER 64.
SARAH PIERREPONT EDWARDS ON
CONVERSION
SARAH PIERREPONT EDWARDS
I continued in a sweet and lively sense of Divine things,
until I retired to rest. That night, which was Thursday
night, Jan. 28, was the sweetest night I ever had in my
life. I never before, for so long a time together, enjoyed
so much of the light, and rest and sweetness of heaven in
my soul, but without the least agitation of body during
the whole time. The great part of the night I lay awake,
sometimes asleep, and sometimes between sleeping and
waking. But all night I continued in a constant, clear and
lively sense of the heavenly sweetness of Christ’s excellent
and transcendent love, of his nearness to me, and of my
dearness to him; with an inexpressibly sweet calmness
of soul in an entire rest in him. I seemed to myself to
perceive a glow of divine love come down from the heart
of Christ in heaven, into my heart, in a constant stream,
like a stream or pencil of sweet light. At the same time,
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my heart and soul all flowed out in love to Christ, so that
there seemed to be a constant flowing and reflowing of
heavenly and divine love, from Christ’s heart to mine; and
I appeared to myself to float or swim, in these bright,
sweet beams of the love of Christ, his light like the motes
swimming in the beams of the sun, or the streams of his
light which come in at the window. My soul remained
in a kind of heavenly elysium. So far as I am capable
of making a comparison, I think that what I felt each
minute, during the continuance of the whole time, was
worth more than all the outward comfort and pleasure,
which I had enjoyed in my whole life put together. It was
a pure delight, which fed and satisfied the soul. It was
peasure, without the least sting, or any interruption. It
was a sweetness, which my soul was lost in. It seemed to
be all that my feeble frame could sustain, of that fulness
of joy, which is felt by those, who behold the face of
Christ, and share his love in the heavenly world. There
was but little difference, whether I was asleep or awake,
so deep was the impression made on my soul; but if there
was any difference, the sweetness was greatest and most
uninterrupted, while I was asleep…
My soul acquiesced fully in the will of God, as to the
instrument, if his work of renewing grace did but go on…
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PART XII.
THOMAS PAINE

CHAPTER 65.
A SHORT VIDEO ABOUT THOMAS PAINE
JONATHAN NEVILLE
A short video by Jonathan Neville:
The Age of Reason (Thomas Paine) 60 Second Plot
Summary from Jonathan Neville on Vimeo.
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CHAPTER 66.
INTRODUCTION (2015)
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DAVID WALKER
Doss, Marion. Thomas Paine,
Engraving. Digital image. Flickr.
Yahoo!, 25 June 2008. Web. 21 Oct.
2015.
Thomas Paine is best known as an American
revolutionary and one of the most critically acclaimed
writers ever published in the western world. Born On
January 29, 1737 in Thetford, England, Paine started his
journey as an apprentice for his father, a corseter, after
failing out of school at the age of twelve. Seven years had
passed before Paine decided to take a brief voyage at sea
before returning to become a tax officer. Pain didn’t excel
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as an officer, repeatedly getting removed from his post.
However, in his four years at the position, he gathered
enough information to write his first popular essay in
1772, The Case of the Officers of Excise, advocating a raise
in pay for police officers in England.
Newly established as a writer, he met Benjamin
Franklin in 1774. Franklin saw potential in Paine and
helped him move to Philadelphia. There, in the midst of
the revolution, Paine’s career took off.
He published his most famous work, Common Sense, in
1776, defending the American cause for independence.
In this essay, he addresses the relationship between the
colonies and Great Britain as irreparable, England’s
motives as selfish and jealous, and independence as
something natural; not spiteful. He devises his own
system of government based on representation rather
than royalty, suggesting the idea of a president instead of
a monarch.
After serving briefly in the Continental, he returned
to Europe in 1791, to pursue inventing. He worked on
projects like a smokeless candle and an iron bridge. In
1791-92 he produced an essay called The Rights of Man,
which criticized the French Revolution. The anti-
monarchist views he expressed in this essay made him
an outlaw in England, so he fled to join the National
Convention in France.
In 1793, Paine couldn’t morally endorse the public
execution King Louis XVI. He was placed in jail for
posing a threat to post-Revolution France. In his time
spent in prison, he wrote his most controversial essay in
opposition to the Church, The Age of Reason. His anti-
religious views were ultimately the reason his name was
essentially redacted from the list of contributors to the
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Revolution. Reputation tarnished, he died on June 8, 1809
at the age of 72 in New York City. Only a handful of
people were said to have attended his funeral.
Discussion Questions:
1. In Common Sense, how does Paine address those who
wish to repair America’s relationship with Great
Britain? What points does he pose?
2. After reading The Age of Reason, would you say that
Paine’s quarrel is with God or people? Both? Explain.
Work Consulted
“Thomas Paine.” Ushistory.org. Independence Hall
Association, 4 July 1995. Web. 21 Oct. 2015.
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CHAPTER 67.
COMMON SENSE (EXCERPT)
Thoughts on the Present State of American Affairs
THOMAS PAINE
THOUGHTS ON THE PRESENT STATE OF
AMERICAN AFFAIRS
In the following pages I offer nothing more than simple
facts, plain arguments, and common sense; and have no
other Preliminaries to settle with the reader, than that he
will divest himself of prejudice and prepossession, and
suffer his reason and his feelings to determine for
themselves; that he will put ON, or rather that he will
not put OFF the true character of a man, and generously
enlarge his views beyond the present day.
Volumes have been written on the subject of the
struggle between England and America. Men of all ranks
have embarked in the controversy, from different
motives, and with various designs; but all have been
ineffectual, and the period of debate is closed. Arms, as
the last resource, decide this contest; the appeal was the
choice of the king, and the continent hath accepted the
challenge.
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It hath been reported of the late Mr. Pelham (who tho’
an able minister was not without his faults) that on his
being attacked in the house of commons, on the score,
that his measures were only of a temporary kind, replied
“THEY WILL LAST MY TIME.” Should a thought so fatal
and unmanly possess the colonies in the present contest,
the name of ancestors will be remembered by future
generations with detestation.
The sun never shined on a cause of greater worth. ‘Tis
not the affair of a city, a county, a province, or a kingdom,
but of a continent—of at least one eighth part of the
habitable globe. ‘Tis not the concern of a day, a year, or
an age; posterity are virtually involved in the contest, and
will be more or less affected, even to the end of time, by
the proceedings now. Now is the seed-time of continental
union, faith and honour. The least fracture now will be
like a name engraved with the point of a pin on the tender
rind of a young oak; the wound will enlarge with the tree,
and posterity read it in full grown characters.
By referring the matter from argument to arms, a new
aera for politics is struck; a new method of thinking hath
arisen. All plans, proposals, &c. prior to the nineteenth
of April, i. e. to the commencement of hostilities, are like
the almanacs of the last year; which, though proper then
are superseded and useless now. Whatever was advanced
by the advocates on either side of the question then,
terminated in one and the same point. viz. a union with
Great-Britain: the only difference between the parties
was the method of effecting it; the one proposing force,
the other friendship; but it hath so far happened that
the first hath failed, and the second hath withdrawn her
influence.
As much hath been said of the advantages of
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reconciliation which, like an agreeable dream, hath
passed away and left us as we were, it is but right, that we
should examine the contrary side of the argument, and
inquire into some of the many material injuries which
these colonies sustain, and always will sustain, by being
connected with, and dependent on Great Britain: To
examine that connection and dependence, on the
principles of nature and common sense, to see what we
have to trust to, if separated, and what we are to expect, if
dependant.
I have heard it asserted by some, that as America hath
flourished under her former connection with Great
Britain that the same connection is necessary towards her
future happiness, and will always have the same effect.
Nothing can be more fallacious than this kind of
argument. We may as well assert that because a child
has thrived upon milk that it is never to have meat, or
that the first twenty years of our lives is to become a
precedent for the next twenty. But even this is admitting
more than is true, for I answer roundly, that America
would have flourished as much, and probably much more,
had no European power had any thing to do with her.
The commerce, by which she hath enriched herself, are
the necessaries of life, and will always have a market while
eating is the custom of Europe.
But she has protected us, say some. That she has
engrossed us is true, and defended the continent at our
expense as well as her own is admitted, and she would
have defended Turkey from the same motive, viz. the sake
of trade and dominion.
Alas, we have been long led away by ancient prejudices,
and made large sacrifices to superstition. We have
boasted the protection of Great Britain, without
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considering, that her motive was INTEREST not
ATTACHMENT; that she did not protect us from OUR
ENEMIES on OUR ACCOUNT, but from HER
ENEMIES on HER OWN ACCOUNT, from those who
had no quarrel with us on any OTHER ACCOUNT, and
who will always be our enemies on the SAME
ACCOUNT. Let Britain wave her pretensions to the
continent, or the continent throw off the dependence,
and we should be at peace with France and Spain were
they at war with Britain. The miseries of Hanover last war
ought to warn us against connections.
It has lately been asserted in parliament, that the
colonies have no relation to each other but through the
parent country, i. e. that Pennsylvania and the Jerseys,
and so on for the rest, are sister colonies by the way
of England; this is certainly a very round-about way of
proving relationship, but it is the nearest and only true
way of proving enemyship, if I may so call it. France and
Spain never were, nor perhaps ever will be our enemies
as AMERICANS, but as our being the subjects of GREAT
BRITAIN.
But Britain is the parent country, say some. Then the
more shame upon her conduct. Even brutes do not
devour their young, nor savages make war upon their
families; wherefore the assertion, if true, turns to her
reproach; but it happens not to be true, or only partly so
and the phrase PARENT or MOTHER COUNTRY hath
been jesuitically adopted by the king and his parasites,
with a low papistical design of gaining an unfair bias
on the credulous weakness of our minds. Europe, and
not England, is the parent country of America. This new
world hath been the asylum for the persecuted lovers of
civil and religious liberty from EVERY PART of Europe.
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Hither have they fled, not from the tender embraces of
the mother, but from the cruelty of the monster; and it is
so far true of England, that the same tyranny which drove
the first emigrants from home, pursues their descendants
still.
In this extensive quarter of the globe, we forget the
narrow limits of three hundred and sixty miles (the extent
of England) and carry our friendship on a larger scale; we
claim brotherhood with every European Christian, and
triumph in the generosity of the sentiment.
It is pleasant to observe by what regular gradations we
surmount the force of local prejudice, as we enlarge our
acquaintance with the world. A man born in any town
in England divided into parishes, will naturally associate
most with his fellow-parishioners (because their interests
in many cases will be common) and distinguish him by
the name of NEIGHBOUR; if he meet him but a few miles
from home, he drops the narrow idea of a street, and
salutes him by the name of TOWNSMAN; if he travel
out of the county, and meet him in any other, he forgets
the minor divisions of street and town, and calls him
COUNTRYMAN, i. e. COUNTRYMAN; but if in their
foreign excursions they should associate in France or any
other part of EUROPE, their local remembrance would
be enlarged into that of ENGLISHMEN. And by a just
parity of reasoning, all Europeans meeting in America, or
any other quarter of the globe, are COUNTRYMEN; for
England, Holland, Germany, or Sweden, when compared
with the whole, stand in the same places on the larger
scale, which the divisions of street, town, and county do
on the smaller ones; distinctions too limited for
continental minds. Not one third of the inhabitants, even
of this province, are of English descent. Wherefore I
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reprobate the phrase of parent or mother country applied
to England only, as being false, selfish, narrow and
ungenerous.
But admitting, that we were all of English descent, what
does it amount to? Nothing. Britain, being now an open
enemy, extinguishes every other name and title: And to
say that reconciliation is our duty, is truly farcical. The
first king of England, of the present line (William the
Conqueror) was a Frenchman, and half the Peers of
England are descendants from the same country;
therefore, by the same method of reasoning, England
ought to be governed by France.
Much hath been said of the united strength of Britain
and the colonies, that in conjunction they might bid
defiance to the world. But this is mere presumption; the
fate of war is uncertain, neither do the expressions mean
any thing; for this continent would never suffer itself to
be drained of inhabitants, to support the British arms in
either Asia, Africa, or Europe.
Besides what have we to do with setting the world at
defiance? Our plan is commerce, and that, well attended
to, will secure us the peace and friendship of all Europe;
because, it is the interest of all Europe to have America
a FREE PORT. Her trade will always be a protection,
and her barrenness of gold and silver secure her from
invaders.
I challenge the warmest advocate for reconciliation, to
shew, a single advantage that this continent can reap, by
being connected with Great Britain. I repeat the
challenge, not a single advantage is derived. Our corn will
fetch its price in any market in Europe, and our imported
goods must be paid for, buy them where we will.
But the injuries and disadvantages we sustain by that
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connection, are without number; and our duty to
mankind at large, as well as to ourselves, instruct us to
renounce the alliance: Because, any submission to, or
dependence on Great Britain, tends directly to involve
this continent in European wars and quarrels; and sets us
at variance with nations, who would otherwise seek our
friendship, and against whom, we have neither anger nor
complaint. As Europe is our market for trade, we ought
to form no partial connection with any part of it. It is
the true interest of America to steer clear of European
contentions, which she never can do, while by her
dependence on Britain, she is made the make-weight in
the scale of British politics.
Europe is too thickly planted with kingdoms to be long
at peace, and whenever a war breaks out between
England and any foreign power, the trade of America
goes to ruin, BECAUSE OF HER CONNECTION WITH
ENGLAND. The next war may not turn out like the last,
and should it not, the advocates for reconciliation now,
will be wishing for separation then, because, neutrality
in that case, would be a safer convoy than a man of war.
Every thing that is right or natural pleads for separation.
The blood of the slain, the weeping voice of nature cries,
‘TIS TIME TO PART. Even the distance at which the
Almighty hath placed England and America, is a strong
and natural proof, that the authority of the one, over the
other, was never the design of Heaven. The time likewise
at which the continent was discovered, adds weight to
the argument, and the manner in which it was peopled
increases the force of it. The reformation was preceded
by the discovery of America, as if the Almighty graciously
meant to open a sanctuary to the Persecuted in future
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years, when home should afford neither friendship nor
safety.
The authority of Great Britain over this continent, is
a form of government, which sooner or later must have
an end: And a serious mind can draw no true pleasure
by looking forward under the painful and positive
conviction, that what he calls “the present constitution”
is merely temporary. As parents, we can have no joy,
knowing that THIS GOVERNMENT is not sufficiently
lasting to ensure any thing which we may bequeath to
posterity: And by a plain method of argument, as we are
running the next generation into debt, we ought to do the
work of it, otherwise we use them meanly and pitifully. In
order to discover the line of our duty rightly, we should
take our children in our hand, and fix our station a few
years farther into life; that eminence will present a
prospect, which a few present fears and prejudices
conceal from our sight.
Though I would carefully avoid giving unnecessary
offense, yet I am inclined to believe, that all those who
espouse the doctrine of reconciliation, may be included
within the following descriptions. Interested men, who
are not to be trusted; weak men, who CANNOT see;
prejudiced men, who WILL NOT see; and a certain set of
moderate men, who think better of the European world
than it deserves; and this last class, by an ill-judged
deliberation, will be the cause of more calamities to this
continent, than all the other three.
It is the good fortune of many to live distant from
the scene of sorrow; the evil is not sufficient brought to
their doors to make THEM feel the precariousness with
which all American property is possessed. But let our
imaginations transport us for a few moments to Boston,
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that seat of wretchedness will teach us wisdom, and
instruct us for ever to renounce a power in whom we can
have no trust. The inhabitants of that unfortunate city,
who but a few months ago were in ease and affluence,
have now, no other alternative than to stay and starve,
or turn and beg. Endangered by the fire of their friends
if they continue within the city, and plundered by the
soldiery if they leave it. In their present condition they
are prisoners without the hope of redemption, and in a
general attack for their relief, they would be exposed to
the fury of both armies.
Men of passive tempers look somewhat lightly over the
offenses of Britain, and, still hoping for the best, are apt
to call out, “COME, COME, WE SHALL BE FRIENDS
AGAIN, FOR ALL THIS.” But examine the passions and
feelings of mankind, Bring the doctrine of reconciliation
to the touchstone of nature, and then tell me, whether
you can hereafter love, honor, and faithfully serve the
power that hath carried fire and sword into your land?
If you cannot do all these, then are you only deceiving
yourselves, and by your delay bringing ruin upon
posterity. Your future connection with Britain, whom you
can neither love nor honor will be forced and unnatural,
and being formed only on the plan of present
convenience, will in a little time fall into a relapse more
wretched than the first. But if you say, you can still pass
the violations over, then I ask, Hath your house been
burnt? Hath your property been destroyed before your
face! Are your wife and children destitute of a bed to lie
on, or bread to live on? Have you lost a parent or a child
by their hands, and yourself the ruined and wretched
survivor! If you have not, then are you not a judge of
those who have. But if you have, and still can shake hands
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with the murderers, then are you unworthy of the name
of husband, father, friend, or lover, and whatever may be
your rank or title in life, you have the heart of a coward,
and the spirit of a sycophant.
This is not inflaming or exaggerating matters, but
trying them by those feelings and affections which nature
justifies, and without which, we should be incapable of
discharging the social duties of life, or enjoying the
felicities of it. I mean not to exhibit horror for the
purpose of provoking revenge, but to awaken us from
fatal and unmanly slumbers, that we may pursue
determinately some fixed object. It is not in the power of
Britain or of Europe to conquer America, if she do not
conquer herself by DELAY and TIMIDITY. The present
winter is worth an age if rightly employed, but if lost
or neglected, the whole continent will partake of the
misfortune; and there is no punishment which that man
will not deserve, be he who, or what, or where he will,
that may be the means of sacrificing a season so precious
and useful.
It is repugnant to reason, to the universal order of
things, to all examples from former ages, to suppose, that
this continent can longer remain subject to any external
power. The most sanguine in Britain does not think so.
The utmost stretch of human wisdom cannot, at this time,
compass a plan short of separation, which can promise
the continent even a year’s security. Reconciliation is
NOW a fallacious dream. Nature hath deserted the
connection, and Art cannot supply her place. For, as
Milton wisely expresses, “never can true reconcilement
grow, where wounds of deadly hate have pierced so deep.”
Every quiet method for peace hath been ineffectual.
Our prayers have been rejected with disdain; and only
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tended to convince us, that nothing flatters vanity, or
confirms obstinacy in Kings more than repeated
petitioning—and nothing hath contributed more than
that very measure to make the Kings of Europe absolute:
Witness Denmark and Sweden. Wherefore, since nothing
but blows will do, for God’s sake, let us come to a final
separation, and not leave the next generation to be
cutting throats, under the violated unmeaning names of
parent and child.
To say, they will never attempt it again is idle and
visionary, we thought so at the repeal of the stamp-act,
yet a year or two undeceived us; as well may we suppose
that nations, which have been once defeated, will never
renew the quarrel.
As to government matters, it is not in the power of
Britain to do this continent justice: The business of it
will soon be too weighty, and intricate, to be managed
with any tolerable degree of convenience, by a power
so distant from us, and so very ignorant of us; for if
they cannot conquer us, they cannot govern us. To be
always running three or four thousand miles with a tale
or a petition, waiting four or five months for an answer,
which when obtained requires five or six more to explain
it in, will in a few years be looked upon as folly and
childishness—There was a time when it was proper, and
there is a proper time for it to cease.
Small islands not capable of protecting themselves, are
the proper objects for kingdoms to take under their care;
but there is something very absurd, in supposing a
continent to be perpetually governed by an island. In no
instance hath nature made the satellite larger than its
primary planet, and as England and America, with respect
to each other, reverses the common order of nature, it
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is evident they belong to different systems; England to
Europe, America to itself.
I am not induced by motives of pride, party, or
resentment to espouse the doctrine of separation and
independance; I am clearly, positively, and
conscientiously persuaded that it is the true interest of
this continent to be so; that every thing short of THAT
is mere patchwork, that it can afford no lasting felicity,
—that it is leaving the sword to our children, and
shrinking back at a time, when, a little more, a little
farther, would have rendered this continent the glory of
the earth.
As Britain hath not manifested the least inclination
towards a compromise, we may be assured that no terms
can be obtained worthy the acceptance of the continent,
or any ways equal to the expense of blood and treasure we
have been already put to.
The object, contended for, ought always to bear some
just proportion to the expense. The removal of North,
or the whole detestable junto, is a matter unworthy the
millions we have expended. A temporary stoppage of
trade, was an inconvenience, which would have
sufficiently balanced the repeal of all the acts complained
of, had such repeals been obtained; but if the whole
continent must take up arms, if every man must be a
soldier, it is scarcely worth our while to fight against a
contemptible ministry only. Dearly, dearly, do we pay for
the repeal of the acts, if that is all we fight for; for in a
just estimation, it is as great a folly to pay a Bunker-hill
price for law, as for land. As I have always considered the
independancy of this continent, as an event, which sooner
or later must arrive, so from the late rapid progress of
the continent to maturity, the event could not be far off.
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Wherefore, on the breaking out of hostilities, it was not
worth while to have disputed a matter, which time would
have finally redressed, unless we meant to be in earnest;
otherwise, it is like wasting an estate on a suit at law,
to regulate the trespasses of a tenant, whose lease is just
expiring. No man was a warmer wisher for reconciliation
than myself, before the fatal nineteenth of April 1775,
but the moment the event of that day was made known,
I rejected the hardened, sullen tempered Pharaoh of
England for ever; and disdain the wretch, that with the
pretended title of FATHER OF HIS PEOPLE can
unfeelingly hear of their slaughter, and composedly sleep
with their blood upon his soul.
But admitting that matters were now made up, what
would be the event? I answer, the ruin of the continent.
And that for several reasons.
FIRST. The powers of governing still remaining in the
hands of the king, he will have a negative over the whole
legislation of this continent. And as he hath shewn
himself such an inveterate enemy to liberty, and
discovered such a thirst for arbitrary power; is he, or
is he not, a proper man to say to these colonies, “YOU
SHALL MAKE NO LAWS BUT WHAT I PLEASE.” And
is there any inhabitant in America so ignorant as not
to know, that according to what is called the PRESENT
CONSTITUTION, that this continent can make no laws
but what the king gives leave to; and is there any man
so unwise, as not to see, that (considering what has
happened) he will suffer no law to be made here, but such
as suit HIS purpose. We may be as effectually enslaved
by the want of laws in America, as by submitting to laws
made for us in England. After matters are made up (as
it is called) can there be any doubt, but the whole power
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of the crown will be exerted, to keep this continent as
low and humble as possible? Instead of going forward
we shall go backward, or be perpetually quarrelling or
ridiculously petitioning. —WE are already greater than
the king wishes us to be, and will he not hereafter
endeavour to make us less? To bring the matter to one
point. Is the power who is jealous of our prosperity, a
proper power to govern us? Whoever says No to this
question, is an INDEPENDANT, for independancy
means no more, than, whether we shall make our own
laws, or whether the king, the greatest enemy this
continent hath, or can have, shall tell us “THERE SHALL
BE NO LAWS BUT SUCH AS I LIKE.”
But the king you will say has a negative in England;
the people there can make no laws without his consent.
In point of right and good order, there is something very
ridiculous, that a youth of twenty-one (which hath often
happened) shall say to several millions of people, older
and wiser than himself, I forbid this or that act of yours
to be law. But in this place I decline this sort of reply,
though I will never cease to expose the absurdity of it,
and only answer, that England being the King’s residence,
and America not so, makes quite another case. The king’s
negative HERE is ten times more dangerous and fatal
than it can be in England, for THERE he will scarcely
refuse his consent to a bill for putting England into as
strong a state of defense as possible, and in America he
would never suffer such a bill to be passed.
America is only a secondary object in the system of
British politics, England consults the good of THIS
country, no farther than it answers her OWN purpose.
Wherefore, her own interest leads her to suppress the
growth of OURS in every case which doth not promote
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her advantage, or in the least interferes with it. A pretty
state we should soon be in under such a secondhand
government, considering what has happened! Men do not
change from enemies to friends by the alteration of a
name: And in order to shew that reconciliation now is
a dangerous doctrine, I affirm, THAT IT WOULD BE
POLICY IN THE KING AT THIS TIME, TO REPEAL
THE ACTS FOR THE SAKE OF REINSTATING
HIMSELF IN THE GOVERNMENT OF THE
PROVINCES; in order, that HE MAY ACCOMPLISH BY
CRAFT AND SUBTLETY, IN THE LONG RUN, WHAT
HE CANNOT DO BY FORCE AND VIOLENCE IN
THE SHORT ONE. Reconciliation and ruin are nearly
related.
SECONDLY. That as even the best terms, which we
can expect to obtain, can amount to no more than a
temporary expedient, or a kind of government by
guardianship, which can last no longer than till the
colonies come of age, so the general face and state of
things, in the interim, will be unsettled and unpromising.
Emigrants of property will not choose to come to a
country whose form of government hangs but by a
thread, and who is every day tottering on the brink of
commotion and disturbance; and numbers of the present
inhabitants would lay hold of the interval, to dispense of
their effects, and quit the continent.
But the most powerful of all arguments, is, that nothing
but independence, i.e. a continental form of government,
can keep the peace of the continent and preserve it
inviolate from civil wars. I dread the event of a
reconciliation with Britain now, as it is more than
probable, that it will be followed by a revolt somewhere
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or other, the consequences of which may be far more fatal
than all the malice of Britain.
Thousands are already ruined by British barbarity;
(thousands more will probably suffer the same fate.)
Those men have other feelings than us who have nothing
suffered. All they NOW possess is liberty, what they
before enjoyed is sacrificed to its service, and having
nothing more to lose, they disdain submission. Besides,
the general temper of the colonies, towards a British
government, will be like that of a youth, who is nearly
out of his time; they will care very little about her. And
a government which cannot preserve the peace, is no
government at all, and in that case we pay our money for
nothing; and pray what is it that Britain can do, whose
power will be wholly on paper, should a civil tumult
break out the very day after reconciliation! I have heard
some men say, many of whom I believe spoke without
thinking, that they dreaded an independence, fearing that
it would produce civil wars. It is but seldom that our
first thoughts are truly correct, and that is the case here;
for there are ten times more to dread from a patched up
connection than from independence. I make the sufferers
case my own, and I protest, that were I driven from house
and home, my property destroyed, and my circumstances
ruined, that as man, sensible of injuries, I could never
relish the doctrine of reconciliation, or consider myself
bound thereby.
The colonies have manifested such a spirit of good
order and obedience to continental government, as is
sufficient to make every reasonable person easy and
happy on that head. No man can assign the least pretence
for his fears, on any other grounds, than such as are truly
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childish and ridiculous, viz. that one colony will be
striving for superiority over another.
Where there are no distinctions there can be no
superiority, perfect equality affords no temptation. The
republics of Europe are all (and we may say always) in
peace. Holland and Switzerland are without wars, foreign
or domestic: Monarchical governments, it is true, are
never long at rest; the crown itself is a temptation to
enterprising ruffians at HOME; and that degree of pride
and insolence ever attendant on regal authority, swells
into a rupture with foreign powers, in instances, where a
republican government, by being formed on more natural
principles, would negotiate the mistake.
If there is any true cause of fear respecting
independence, it is because no plan is yet laid down. Men
do not see their way out— Wherefore, as an opening
into that business, I offer the following hints; at the same
time modestly affirming, that I have no other opinion of
them myself, than that they may be the means of giving
rise to something better. Could the straggling thoughts
of individuals be collected, they would frequently form
materials for wise and able men to improve into useful
matter.
LET the assemblies be annual, with a President only.
The representation more equal. Their business wholly
domestic, and subject to the authority of a Continental
Congress.
Let each colony be divided into six, eight, or ten,
convenient districts, each district to send a proper
number of delegates to Congress, so that each colony
send at least thirty. The whole number in Congress will
be at least 390. Each Congress to sit and to choose a
president by the following method. When the delegates
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are met, let a colony be taken from the whole thirteen
colonies by lot, after which, let the whole Congress
choose (by ballot) a president from out of the delegates
of that province. In the next Congress, let a colony be
taken by lot from twelve only, omitting that colony from
which the president was taken in the former Congress,
and so proceeding on till the whole thirteen shall have
had their proper rotation. And in order that nothing may
pass into a law but what is satisfactorily just not less than
three fifths of the Congress to be called a majority— He
that will promote discord, under a government so equally
formed as this, would have joined Lucifer in his revolt.
But as there is a peculiar delicacy, from whom, or in
what manner, this business must first arise, and as it
seems most agreeable and consistent, that it should come
from some intermediate body between the governed and
the governors, that is, between the Congress and the
people. Let a CONTINENTAL CONFERENCE be held,
in the following manner, and for the following purpose.
A committee of twenty-six members of Congress, viz.
two for each colony. Two Members from each House
of Assembly, or Provincial Convention; and five
representatives of the people at large, to be chosen in the
capital city or town of each province, for and in behalf of
the whole province, by as many qualified voters as shall
think proper to attend from all parts of the province for
that purpose; or, if more convenient, the representatives
may be chosen in two or three of the most populous parts
thereof. In this conference, thus assembled, will be united,
the two grand principles of business KNOWLEDGE and
POWER. The members of Congress, Assemblies, or
Conventions, by having had experience in national
concerns, will be able and useful counsellors, and the
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whole, being empowered by the people, will have a truly
legal authority.
The conferring members being met, let their business
be to frame a CONTINENTAL CHARTER, or Charter
of the United Colonies; (answering to what is called the
Magna Carta of England) fixing the number and manner
of choosing members of Congress, members of Assembly,
with their date of sitting, and drawing the line of business
and jurisdiction between them: (Always remembering,
that our strength is continental, not provincial:) Securing
freedom and property to all men, and above all things,
the free exercise of religion, according to the dictates of
conscience; with such other matter as is necessary for
a charter to contain. Immediately after which, the said
Conference to dissolve, and the bodies which shall be
chosen comformable to the said charter, to be the
legislators and governors of this continent for the time
being: Whose peace and happiness may God preserve,
Amen.
Should any body of men be hereafter delegated for this
or some similar purpose, I offer them the following
extracts from that wise observer on governments
DRAGONETTI. “The science” says he “of the politician
consists in fixing the true point of happiness and
freedom. Those men would deserve the gratitude of ages,
who should discover a mode of government that
contained the greatest sum of individual happiness, with
the least national expense.”[1]
But where, says some, is the King of America? I’ll tell
you. Friend, he reigns above, and doth not make havoc of
mankind like the Royal Brute of Britain. Yet that we may
not appear to be defective even in earthly honors, let a
day be solemnly set apart for proclaiming the charter; let
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it be brought forth placed on the divine law, the word of
God; let a crown be placed thereon, by which the world
may know, that so far as we approve of monarchy, that
in America THE LAW IS KING. For as in absolute
governments the King is law, so in free countries the law
OUGHT to be King; and there ought to be no other.
But lest any ill use should afterwards arise, let the crown
at the conclusion of the ceremony, be demolished, and
scattered among the people whose right it is.
A government of our own is our natural right: And
when a man seriously reflects on the precariousness of
human affairs, he will become convinced, that it is
infinitely wiser and safer, to form a constitution of our
own in a cool deliberate manner, while we have it in our
power, than to trust such an interesting event to time
and chance. If we omit it now, some[2] Massanello may
hereafter arise, who laying hold of popular disquietudes,
may collect together the desperate and the discontented,
and by assuming to themselves the powers of
government, may sweep away the liberties of the
continent like a deluge. Should the government of
America return again into the hands of Britain, the
tottering situation of things will be a temptation for some
desperate adventurer to try his fortune; and in such a
case, that relief can Britain give? Ere she could hear the
news, the fatal business might be done; and ourselves
suffering like the wretched Britons under the oppression
of the Conqueror. Ye that oppose independence now, ye
know not what ye do; ye are opening a door to eternal
tyranny, by keeping vacant the seat of government. There
are thousands, and tens of thousands, who would think
it glorious to expel from the continent that barbarous
and hellish power, which hath stirred up the Indians and
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Negroes to destroy us; the cruelty hath a double guilt, it is
dealing brutally by us, and treacherously by them.
To talk of friendship with those in whom our reason
forbids us to have faith, and our affections wounded
through a thousand pores instruct us to detest, is madness
and folly. Every day wears out the little remains of
kindred between us and them, and can there be any
reason to hope, that as the relationship expires, the
affection will increase, or that we shall agree better, when
we have ten times more and greater concerns to quarrel
over than ever?
Ye that tell us of harmony and reconciliation, can ye
restore to us the time that is past? Can ye give to
prostitution its former innocence? Neither can ye
reconcile Britain and America. The last cord now is
broken, the people of England are presenting addresses
against us. There are injuries which nature cannot
forgive; she would cease to be nature if she did. As well
can the lover forgive the ravisher of his mistress, as the
continent forgive the murders of Britain. The Almighty
hath implanted in us these unextinguishable feelings for
good and wise purposes. They are the guardians of his
image in our hearts. They distinguish us from the herd
of common animals. The social compact would dissolve,
and justice be extirpated the earth, or have only a casual
existence were we callous to the touches of affection. The
robber, and the murderer, would often escape
unpunished, did not the injuries which our tempers
sustain, provoke us into justice.
O ye that love mankind! Ye that dare oppose, not only
the tyranny, but the tyrant, stand forth! Every spot of
the old world is overrun with oppression. Freedom hath
been hunted round the globe. Asia, and Africa, have long
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expelled her—Europe regards her like a stranger, and
England hath given her warning to depart. O! receive the
fugitive, and prepare in time an asylum for mankind.
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CHAPTER 68.
THE AGE OF REASON (EXCERPT)
THOMAS PAINE
from OF MISSIONS AND REVELATIONS
EVERY national church or religion has established
itself by pretending some special mission from God,
communicated to certain individuals. The Jews have their
Moses; the Christians their Jesus Christ, their apostles
and saints; and the Turks their Mahomet; as if the way to
God was not open to every man alike.
Each of those churches shows certain books, which
they call revelation, or the Word of God. The Jews say
that their Word of God was given by God to Moses face
to face; the Christians say, that their Word of God came
by divine inspiration; and the Turks say, that their Word
of God (the Koran) was brought by an angel from heaven.
Each of those churches accuses the other of unbelief; and,
for my own part, I disbelieve them all.
As it is necessary to affix right ideas to words, I will,
before I proceed further into the subject, offer some
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observations on the word ‘revelation.’ Revelation when
applied to religion, means something communicated
immediately from God to man.
No one will deny or dispute the power of the Almighty
to make such a communication if he pleases. But
admitting, for the sake of a case, that something has been
revealed to a certain person, and not revealed to any other
person, it is revelation to that person only. When he tells
it to a second person, a second to a third, a third to a
fourth, and so on, it ceases to be a revelation to all those
persons. It is revelation to the first person only, and
hearsay to every other, and, consequently, they are not
obliged to believe it…
It is curious to observe how the theory of what is called
the Christian Church, sprung out of the tail of the
heathen mythology. A direct incorporation took place in
the first instance, by making the reputed founder to be
celestially begotten. The trinity of gods that then followed
was no other than a reduction of the former plurality,
which was about twenty or thirty thousand. The statue
of Mary succeeded the statue of Diana of Ephesus. The
deification of heroes changed into the canonization of
saints. The Mythologists had gods for everything; the
Christian Mythologists had saints for everything. The
church became as crowded with the one, as the pantheon
had been with the other; and Rome was the place of both.
The Christian theory is little else than the idolatry of
the ancient mythologists, accommodated to the purposes
of power and revenue; and it yet remains to reason and
philosophy to abolish the amphibious fraud.
from CONCERNING THE CHARACTER OF JESUS
CHRIST, AND HIS HISTORY
Jesus Christ wrote no account of himself, of his birth,
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parentage, or anything else. Not a line of what is called
the New Testament is of his writing. The history of him is
altogether the work of other people; and as to the account
given of his resurrection and ascension, it was the
necessary counterpart to the story of his birth. His
historians, having brought him into the world in a
supernatural manner, were obliged to take him out again
in the same manner, or the first part of the story must
have fallen to the ground..
But the resurrection of a dead person from the grave,
and his ascension through the air, is a thing very different,
as to the evidence it admits of, to the invisible conception
of a child in the womb. The resurrection and ascension,
supposing them to have taken place, admitted of public
and ocular demonstration, like that of the ascension of a
balloon, or the sun at noon day, to all Jerusalem at least.
A thing which everybody is required to believe, requires
that the proof and evidence of it should be equal to all,
and universal; and as the public visibility of this last
related act was the only evidence that could give sanction
to the former part, the whole of it falls to the ground,
because that evidence never was given. Instead of this, a
small number of persons, not more than eight or nine,
are introduced as proxies for the whole world, to say they
saw it, and all the rest of the world are called upon to
believe it. But it appears that Thomas did not believe the
resurrection; and, as they say, would not believe without
having ocular and manual demonstration himself. So
neither will I; and the reason is equally as good for me,
and for every other person, as for Thomas..
from CONCLUSION
Of all the systems of religion that ever were invented,
there is none more derogatory to the Almighty, more
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unedifying to man, more repugnant to reason, and more
contradictory in itself, than this thing called Christianity.
Too absurd for belief, too impossible to convince, and
too inconsistent for practice, it renders the heart torpid,
or produces only atheists and fanatics. As an engine of
power it serves the purpose of despotism; and as a means
of wealth, the avarice of priests; but so far as respects
the good of man in general, it leads to nothing here or
hereafter…
It has been the scheme of the Christian church, and of
all the other invented systems of religion, to hold man
in ignorance of the Creator, as it is of Government to
hold man in ignorance of his rights. The systems of the
one are as false as those of the other, and are calculated
for mutual support. The study of theology, as it stands in
Christian churches, is the study of nothing; it is founded
on nothing; it rests on no principles; it proceeds by no
authorities; it has no data; it can demonstrate nothing;
and it admits of no conclusion. Not any thing can be
studied as a science, without our being in possession of
the principles upon which it is founded; and as this is not
the case with Christian theology, it is therefore the study
of nothing.
Instead then, of studying theology, as is now done, out
of the Bible and Testament, the meanings of which books
are always controverted and the authenticity of which is
disproved, it is necessary that we refer to the Bible of the
creation. The principles we discover there are eternal and
of divine origin; they are the foundation of all the science
that exists in the world, and must be the foundation of
theology…
I here close the subject. I have shown in all the
foregoing parts of this work, that the Bible and Testament
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are impositions and forgeries; and I leave the evidence
I have produced in proof of it, to be refuted, if any one
can do it: and I leave the ideas that are suggested in the
conclusion of the work, to rest on the mind of the reader;
certain as I am, that when opinions are free, either in
matters of government or religion, truth will finally and
powerfully prevail.
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PART XIII.
THOMAS JEFFERSON

CHAPTER 69.
INTRODUCTION (2015)
SAMUEL METIVIER
Thomas Jefferson (Public Domain)
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Mr. Thomas Jefferson was born on April 13th, 1743 in
Shadwell, Virginia, where he lived on a slave plantation
with his family. His father’s name was Peter and his
mother’s name was Jane Randolph Jefferson, who was
the daughter of a popular Virginia family. In the year of
1760, Jefferson went to the College of William and Mary.
He studied and practiced law for many years. Jefferson
was the main director in writing the Declaration of
Independence. Although there were other men who
helped write the draft, most historians say that Jefferson
had the most input and control on the original draft.
According to Charles A. Miller, Jefferson felt all humans
were morally equal, but on the other hand he believed
that african americans, Native Americans, and women
were not culturally, physically, or intellectually equal to
white males.
Jefferson’s first real important political treatise, A
Summary View of the Rights of British America, showed his
concept of natural rights—that people have certain
inalienable (not transferrable to another) rights superior
to civil law. During Jefferson’s time as governor of
Virginia, he wrote An Act for Establishing Religious Freedom,
Passed in the Assembly of Virginia in the Beginning of the Year
1786. Essentially stating that each individual’s conscience,
rather than any singular institution, should control
religious matters, and the disagreement that civil liberties
should stand alone from that of religious beliefs.
Once Jefferson’s father died, he left Thomas around
3,000 acres of land. Jefferson was the governor of Virginia
from the year 1779-1781. When he was elected, the
American people were fighting the over the
Revolutionary War. While governor he also produced his
only full-length book, titled, Notes on the State of Virginia
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(1785). Jefferson’s work essentially covers the geography,
flora, and fauna of Virginia, as well as descriptive
components of its social, economic, and political
structure.
In 1782, his wife Martha died. She left three daughters,
Martha, Mary and Lucy. Jefferson was overcome with
sadness by the death of his wife. He became a hard
working father to his daughters and never remarried. His
daughter Lucy died two years after her mother. Four
years later, Thomas Jefferson became the President. His
opponent was John Adams. Adams leaned toward a
government run by the wealthy. Jefferson wanted a
government run by men only. Jefferson’s election showed
that Americans wanted a leader who believed that all men
were equal. Jefferson was president from 1801-1809. He
also started the University of Virginia. On July 4, 1826
Jefferson died at his home. He was eighty-three years
old. The day was ironically the fiftieth anniversary of the
signing of the Declaration of Independence.
Discussion Questions:
• From our Jefferson readings, do you think Jefferson is
misogynistic?
• Would Jefferson’s methods be acceptable today?
• Can you see evidence of Jefferson’s tone and style in
the Declaration of Independence?
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CHAPTER 70.
NOTES ON THE STATE OF VIRGINIA
(EXCERPT)
THOMAS JEFFERSON
from QUERY VI
…The Indian of North America being more within our
reach, I can speak of him somewhat from my own
knowledge, but more from the information of others
better acquainted with him, and on whose truth and
judgment I can rely. From these sources I am able to say,
in contradiction to this representation, that he is neither
more defective in ardor, nor more impotent with his
female, than the white reduced to the same diet and
exercise: that he is brave, when an enterprize depends on
bravery; education with him making the point of honor
consist in the destruction of an enemy by stratagem, and
in the preservation of his own person free from injury; or
perhaps this is nature; while it is education which teaches
us to (* 8) honor force more than finesse: that he will
defend himself against an host of enemies, always chusing
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to be killed, rather than to (* 9) surrender, though it be
to the whites, who he knows will treat him well: that
in other situations also he meets death with more
deliberation, and endures tortures with a firmness
unknown almost to religious enthusiasm with us: that
he is affectionate to his children, careful of them, and
indulgent in the extreme: that his affections comprehend
his other connections, weakening, as with us, from circle
to circle, as they recede from the center: that his
friendships are strong and faithful to the uttermost (* 10)
extremity: that his sensibility is keen, even the warriors
weeping most bitterly on the loss of their children,
though in general they endeavour to appear superior to
human events: that his vivacity and activity of mind is
equal to ours in the same situation; hence his eagerness
for hunting, and for games of chance. The women are
submitted to unjust drudgery. This I believe is the case
with every barbarous people. With such, force is law. The
stronger sex therefore imposes on the weaker. It is
civilization alone which replaces women in the
enjoyment of their natural equality. That first teaches us
to subdue the selfish passions, and to respect those rights
in others which we value in ourselves. Were we in equal
barbarism, our females would be equal drudges. The man
with them is less strong than with us, but their woman
stronger than ours; and both for the same obvious reason;
because our man and their woman is habituated to
labour, and formed by it…
…Indian women, when married to white traders, who
feed them and their children plentifully and regularly,
who exempt them from excessive drudgery, who keep
them stationary and unexposed to accident, produce and
raise as many children as the white women. Instances
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are known, under these circumstances, of their rearing a
dozen children. An inhuman practice once prevailed in
this country of making slaves of the Indians…
from QUERY XI
Great question has arisen from whence came those
aboriginal inhabitants of America? Discoveries, long ago
made, were sufficient to shew that a passage from Europe
to America was always practicable, even to the imperfect
navigation of ancient times. In going from Norway to
Iceland, from Iceland to Groenland, from Groenland to
Labrador, the first traject is the widest: and this having
been practised from the earliest times of which we have
any account of that part of the earth, it is not difficult
to suppose that the subsequent trajects may have been
sometimes passed. Again, the late discoveries of Captain
Cook, coasting from Kamschatka to California, have
proved that, if the two continents of Asia and America
be separated at all, it is only by a narrow streight. So
that from this side also, inhabitants may have passed into
America: and the resemblance between the Indians of
America and the Eastern inhabitants of Asia, would
induce us to conjecture, that the former are the
descendants of the latter, or the latter of the former:
excepting indeed the Eskimaux, who, from the same
circumstance of resemblance, and from identity of
language, must be derived from the Groenlanders, and
these probably from some of the northern parts of the old
continent. A knowledge of their several languages would
be the most certain evidence of their derivation which
could be produced. In fact, it is the best proof of the
affinity of nations which ever can be referred to. How
many ages have elapsed since the English, the Dutch, the
Germans, the Swiss, the Norwegians, Danes and Swedes
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have separated from their common stock? Yet how many
more must elapse before the proofs of their common
origin, which exist in their several languages, will
disappear? It is to be lamented then, very much to be
lamented, that we have suffered so many of the Indian
tribes already to extinguish, without our having
previously collected and deposited in the records of
literature, the general rudiments at least of the languages
they spoke. Were vocabularies formed of all the languages
spoken in North and South America, preserving their
appellations of the most common objects in nature, of
those which must be present to every nation barbarous
or civilised, with the inflections of their nouns and verbs,
their principles of regimen and concord, and these
deposited in all the public libraries, it would furnish
opportunities to those skilled in the languages of the old
world to compare them with these, now, or at any future
time, and hence to construct the best evidence of the
derivation of this part of the human race.
from QUERY XIV
To emancipate all slaves born after passing the act. The
bill reported by the revisors does not itself contain this
proposition; but an amendment containing it was
prepared, to be offered to the legislature whenever the
bill should be taken up, and further directing, that they
should continue with their parents to a certain age, then
be brought up, at the public expence, to tillage, arts or
sciences, according to their geniusses, till the females
should be eighteen, and the males twenty-one years of
age, when they should be colonized to such place as the
circumstances of the time should render most proper,
sending them out with arms, implements of houshold and
of the handicraft arts, feeds, pairs of the useful domestic
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animals, &c. to declare them a free and independant
people, and extend to them our alliance and protection,
till they shall have acquired strength; and to send vessels
at the same time to other parts of the world for an equal
number of white inhabitants; to induce whom to migrate
hither, proper encouragements were to be proposed. It
will probably be asked, Why not retain and incorporate
the blacks into the state, and thus save the expence of
supplying, by importation of white settlers, the vacancies
they will leave? Deep rooted prejudices entertained by
the whites; ten thousand recollections, by the blacks, of
the injuries they have sustained; new provocations; the
real distinctions which nature has made; and many other
circumstances, will divide us into parties, and produce
convulsions which will probably never end but in the
extermination of the one or the other race. — To these
objections, which are political, may be added others,
which are physical and moral. The first difference which
strikes us is that of colour. Whether the black of the negro
resides in the reticular membrane between the skin and
scarf-skin, or in the scarf-skin itself; whether it proceeds
from the colour of the blood, the colour of the bile, or
from that of some other secretion, the difference is fixed
in nature, and is as real as if its seat and cause were better
known to us. And is this difference of no importance? Is
it not the foundation of a greater or less share of beauty
in the two races? Are not the fine mixtures of red and
white, the expressions of every passion by greater or less
suffusions of colour in the one, preferable to that eternal
monotony, which reigns in the countenances, that
immoveable veil of black which covers all the emotions
of the other race? Add to these, flowing hair, a more
elegant symmetry of form, their own judgment in favour
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of the whites, declared by their preference of them, as
uniformly as is the preference of the Oranootan for the
black women over those of his own species. The
circumstance of superior beauty, is thought worthy
attention in the propagation of our horses, dogs, and
other domestic animals; why not in that of man? Besides
those of colour, figure, and hair, there are other physical
distinctions proving a difference of race. They have less
hair on the face and body. They secrete less by the kidnies,
and more by the glands of the skin, which gives them a
very strong and disagreeable odour. This greater degree
of transpiration renders them more tolerant of heat, and
less so of cold, than the whites. Perhaps too a difference
of structure in the pulmonary apparatus, which a late
ingenious (* 1) experimentalist has discovered to be the
principal regulator of animal heat, may have disabled
them from extricating, in the act of inspiration, so much
of that fluid from the outer air, or obliged them in
expiration, to part with more of it. They seem to require
less sleep. A black, after hard labour through the day,
will be induced by the slightest amusements to sit up till
midnight, or later, though knowing he must be out with
the first dawn of the morning. They are at least as brave,
and more adventuresome. But this may perhaps proceed
from a want of forethought, which prevents their seeing
a danger till it be present. When present, they do not
go through it with more coolness or steadiness than the
whites. They are more ardent after their female: but love
seems with them to be more an eager desire, than a tender
delicate mixture of sentiment and sensation. Their griefs
are transient. Those numberless afflictions, which render
it doubtful whether heaven has given life to us in mercy
or in wrath, are less felt, and sooner forgotten with them.
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In general, their existence appears to participate more of
sensation than reflection. To this must be ascribed their
disposition to sleep when abstracted from their
diversions, and unemployed in labour. An animal whose
body is at rest, and who does not reflect, must be disposed
to sleep of course. Comparing them by their faculties
of memory, reason, and imagination, it appears to me,
that in memory they are equal to the whites; in reason
much inferior, as I think one could scarcely be found
capable of tracing and comprehending the investigations
of Euclid; and that in imagination they are dull, tasteless,
and anomalous. It would be unfair to follow them to
Africa for this investigation. We will consider them here,
on the same stage with the whites, and where the facts are
not apocryphal on which a judgment is to be formed. It
will be right to make great allowances for the difference
of condition, of education, of conversation, of the sphere
in which they move. Many millions of them have been
brought to, and born in America. Most of them indeed
have been confined to tillage, to their own homes, and
their own society: yet many have been so situated, that
they might have availed themselves of the conversation
of their masters; many have been brought up to the
handicraft arts, and from that circumstance have always
been associated with the whites. Some have been liberally
educated, and all have lived in countries where the arts
and sciences are cultivated to a considerable degree, and
have had before their eyes samples of the best works from
abroad. The Indians, with no advantages of this kind, will
often carve figures on their pipes not destitute of design
and merit. They will crayon out an animal, a plant, or a
country, so as to prove the existence of a germ in their
minds which only wants cultivation. They astonish you
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with strokes of the most sublime oratory; such as prove
their reason and sentiment strong, their imagination
glowing and elevated. But never yet could I find that a
black had uttered a thought above the level of plain
narration; never see even an elementary trait of painting
or sculpture. In music they are more generally gifted than
the whites with accurate ears for tune and time, and they
have been found capable of imagining a small catch (* 2).
Whether they will be equal to the composition of a more
extensive run of melody, or of complicated harmony, is
yet to be proved. Misery is often the parent of the most
affecting touches in poetry. — Among the blacks is misery
enough, God knows, but no poetry. Love is the peculiar
;oestrum of the poet. Their love is ardent, but it kindles
the senses only, not the imagination. Religion indeed has
produced a Phyllis Whately; but it could not produce a
poet. The compositions published under her name are
below the dignity of criticism. The heroes of the Dunciad
are to her, as Hercules to the author of that poem. Ignatius
Sancho has approached nearer to merit in composition;
yet his letters do more honour to the heart than the head.
They breathe the purest effusions of friendship and
general philanthropy, and shew how great a degree of
the latter may be compounded with strong religious zeal.
He is often happy in the turn of his compliments, and
his stile is easy and familiar, except when he affects a
Shandean fabrication of words. But his imagination is
wild and extravagant, escapes incessantly from every
restraint of reason and taste, and, in the course of its
vagaries, leaves a tract of thought as incoherent and
eccentric, as is the course of a meteor through the sky. His
subjects should often have led him to a process of sober
reasoning: yet we find him always substituting sentiment
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for demonstration. Upon the whole, though we admit
him to the first place among those of his own colour who
have presented themselves to the public judgment, yet
when we compare him with the writers of the race among
whom he lived, and particularly with the epistolary class,
in which he has taken his own stand, we are compelled
to enroll him at the bottom of the column. This criticism
supposes the letters published under his name to be
genuine, and to have received amendment from no other
hand; points which would not be of easy investigation.
The improvement of the blacks in body and mind, in the
first instance of their mixture with the whites, has been
observed by every one, and proves that their inferiority
is not the effect merely of their condition of life. We
know that among the Romans, about the Augustan age
especially, the condition of their slaves was much more
deplorable than that of the blacks on the continent of
America. The two sexes were confined in separate
apartments, because to raise a child cost the master more
than to buy one. Cato, for a very restricted indulgence to
his slaves in this particular, (* 3) took from them a certain
price. But in this country the slaves multiply as fast as
the free inhabitants. Their situation and manners place
the commerce between the two sexes almost without
restraint. — The same Cato, on a principle of ;oeconomy,
always sold his sick and superannuated slaves. He gives
it as a standing precept to a master visiting his farm, to
sell his old oxen, old waggons, old tools, old and diseased
servants, and every thing else become useless. `Vendat
boves vetulos, plaustrum vetus, ferramenta vetera,
servum senem, servum morbosum, & si quid aliud
supersit vendat.’ Cato de re rustica. c. 2. The American
slaves cannot enumerate this among the injuries and
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insults they receive. It was the common practice to expose
in the island of Aesculapius, in the Tyber, diseased slaves,
whose cure was like to become tedious. The Emperor
Claudius, by an edict, gave freedom to such of them as
should recover, and first declared, that if any person
chose to kill rather than to expose them, it should be
deemed homicide. The exposing them is a crime of which
no instance has existed with us; and were it to be followed
by death, it would be punished capitally. We are told of a
certain Vedius Pollio, who, in the presence of Augustus,
would have given a slave as food to his fish, for having
broken a glass. With the Romans, the regular method of
taking the evidence of their slaves was under torture.
Here it has been thought better never to resort to their
evidence. When a master was murdered, all his slaves, in
the same house, or within hearing, were condemned to
death. Here punishment falls on the guilty only, and as
precise proof is required against him as against a freeman.
Yet notwithstanding these and other discouraging
circumstances among the Romans, their slaves were often
their rarest artists. They excelled too in science, insomuch
as to be usually employed as tutors to their master’s
children. Epictetus, Terence, and Phaedrus, were slaves.
But they were of the race of whites. It is not their
condition then, but nature, which has produced the
distinction. — Whether further observation will or will
not verify the conjecture, that nature has been less
bountiful to them in the endowments of the head, I
believe that in those of the heart she will be found to
have done them justice. That disposition to theft with
which they have been branded, must be ascribed to their
situation, and not to any depravity of the moral sense.
The man, in whose favour no laws of property exist,
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probably feels himself less bound to respect those made
in favour of others. When arguing for ourselves, we lay
it down as a fundamental, that laws, to be just, must give
a reciprocation of right: that, without this, they are mere
arbitrary rules of conduct, founded in force, and not in
conscience: and it is a problem which I give to the master
to solve, whether the religious precepts against the
violation of property were not framed for him as well as
his slave? And whether the slave may not as justifiably
take a little from one, who has taken all from him, as he
may slay one who would slay him? That a change in the
relations in which a man is placed should change his ideas
of moral right and wrong, is neither new, nor peculiar to
the colour of the blacks. Homer tells us it was so 2600
years ago.
from QUERY XVII
Millions of innocent men, women, and children, since
the introduction of Christianity, have been burnt,
tortured, fined, imprisoned; yet we have not advanced
one inch towards uniformity. What has been the effect
of coercion? To make one half the world fools, and the
other half hypocrites. To support roguery and error all
over the earth. Let us reflect that it is inhabited by a
thousand millions of people. That these profess probably
a thousand different systems of religion. That ours is but
one of that thousand. That if there be but one right, and
ours that one, we should wish to see the 999 wandering
sects gathered into the fold of truth. But against such
a majority we cannot effect this by force. Reason and
persuasion are the only practicable instruments. To make
way for these, free enquiry must be indulged; and how
can we wish others to indulge it while we refuse it
ourselves…
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CHAPTER 71.
LETTER TO NATHANIEL BURWELL
THOMAS JEFFERSON
March 14, 1818
Monticello
DEAR SIR, — Your letter of February 17th found me
suffering under an attack of rheumatism, which has but
now left me at sufficient ease to attend to the letters I have
received. A plan of female education has never been a
subject of systematic contemplation with me. It has
occupied my attention so far only as the education of my
own daughters occasionally required. Considering that
they would be placed in a country situation, where little
aid could be obtained from abroad, I thought it essential
to give them a solid education, which might enable them,
when become mothers, to educate their own daughters, and
even to direct the course for sons, should their fathers be
lost, or incapable, or inattentive. My surviving daughter
accordingly, the mother of many daughters as well as sons,
has made their education the object of her life, and being
a better judge of the practical part than myself, it is with
her aid and that of one of her élves that I shall subjoin a
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catalogue of the books for such a course of reading as we
have practiced.
A great obstacle to good education is the inordinate
passion prevalent for novels, and the time lost in that
reading which should be instructively employed. When this
poison infects the mind, it destroys its tone and revolts
it against wholesome reading. Reason and fact, plain and
unadorned, are rejected. Nothing can engage attention
unless dressed in all the figments of fancy, and nothing so
bedecked comes amiss. The result is a bloated imagination,
sickly judgment, and disgust towards all the real businesses
of life. This mass of trash, however, is not without some
distinction; some few modelling their narratives, although
fictitious, on the incidents of real life, have been able to
make them interesting and useful vehicles of sound
morality. Such, I think, are Marmontel’s new moral tales,
but not his old ones, which are really immoral. Such are the
writings of Miss Edgeworth, and some of those of Madame
Genlis. For a like reason, too, much poetry should not be
indulged. Some is useful for forming style and taste. Pope,
Dryden, Thompson, Shakspeare, and of the French,
Molière, Racine, the Corneilles, may be read with pleasure
and improvement.
The French language, become that of the general
intercourse of nations, and from their extraordinary
advances, now the depository of all science, is an
indispensable part of education for both sexes. In the
subjoined catalogue, therefore, I have placed the books of
both languages indifferently, according as the one or the
other offers what is best.
The ornaments too, and the amusements of life, are
entitled to their portion of attention. These, for a female,
are dancing, drawing, and music. The first is a healthy
exercise, elegant and very attractive for young people.
Every affectionate parent would be pleased to see his
daughter qualified to participate with her companions, and
without awkwardness at least, in the circles of festivity, of
which she occasionally becomes a part. It is a necessary
accomplishment, therefore, although of short use, for the
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French rule is wise, that no lady dances after marriage. This
is founded in solid physical reasons, gestation and nursing
leaving little time to a married lady when this exercise can
be either safe or innocent. Drawing is thought less of in
this country than in Europe. It is an innocent and engaging
amusement, often useful, and a qualification not to be
neglected in one who is to become a mother and an
instructor. Music is invaluable where a person has an ear.
Where they have not, it should not be attempted. It
furnishes a delightful recreation for the hours of respite
from the cares of the day, and lasts us through life. The taste
of this country, too, calls for this accomplishment more
strongly than for either of the others.
I need say nothing of household economy, in which the
mothers of our country are generally skilled, and generally
careful to instruct their daughters. We all know its value,
and that diligence and dexterity in all its processes are
inestimable treasures. The order and economy of a house
are as honorable to the mistress as those of the farm to
the master, and if either be neglected, ruin follows, and
children destitute of the means of living.
This, Sir, is offered as a summary sketch on a subject
on which I have not thought much. It probably contains
nothing but what has already occurred to yourself, and
claims your acceptance on no other ground than as a
testimony of my respect for your wishes, and of my great
esteem and respect.
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PART XIV.
TOUSSAINT
L'OUVERTURE

CHAPTER 72.
INTRODUCTORY VIDEO
JONATHAN NEVILLE
Toussant’s Constitution from Jonathan Neville on Vimeo.
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CHAPTER 73.
TOUSSAINT'S CONSTITUTION
(EXCERPT)
TOUSSAINT L'OUVERTURE
CONSTITUTION OF 1801
The representatives of the colony of Saint-Domingue,
gathered in Central Assembly, have arrested and
established the constitutional bases of the regime of the
French colony of Saint-Domingue as follows:
TITLE I
Of the Territory
Art. 1. – Saint-Domingue in its entire expanse, and
Samana, La Tortue, La Gonave, Les Cayemites, L’Ile-a-
Vache, La Saone and other adjacent islands form the
territory of a single colony, which is part of the French
Empire, but ruled under particular laws.
Art. 2. – The territory of this colony is divided in
departments, arrondissements (districts) and parishes.
TITLE II
Of the Inhabitants
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Art. 3. – There cannot exist slaves on this territory,
servitude is therein forever abolished. All men are born,
live and die free and French.
Art. 4. – All men, regardless of color, are eligible to all
employment.
Art. 5. – There shall exist no distinction other than
those based on virtue and talent, and other superiority
afforded by law in the exercise of a public function.
The law is the same for all whether in punishment or in
protection.
TITLE III
Of the Religion
Art. 6. – The catholic, apostolic, roman faith shall be the
only publicly professed faith.
Art. 7. – Each parish shall provide to the maintaining
of religious cult and of its ministers. The wealth of the
factories shall be especially allocated to this expense, and
the presbyteries to the housing of ministers.
Art. 8. – The governor of the colony shall assign to
each minister of the religion the extent of his spiritual
administration, and said ministers can never, under any
circumstance, form a corps in the colony.
TITLE IV
Of the Mores
Art. 9. – Marriage, by its civic and religious institution,
tend to the purity of mores; spouses who will practice
the virtues required by their condition shall always be
distinguished and especially protected by the
government.
Art. 10. – Divorce shall not take place in the colony.
Art. 11. – Laws that will tend to expand and maintain
social virtues, and to encourage and cement family
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bonding shall fix condition and rights of children born in
wedlock.
TITLE V
Of Men in Society
Art. 12. – The Constitution guarantees freedom and
individual security. No one shall be arrested unless a
formally expressed mandate, issued from a functionary
to whom the law grants the right to order arrest and
detention in a publicly designated location.
Art. 13. – Property is sacred and inviolable. All people,
either by himself, or by his representatives, has the free
right to dispose and to administer property that is
recognized as belonging to him. Anyone who attempts
to deny this right shall become guilty of crime towards
society and responsible towards the person troubled in
his property.
TITLE VI
Of Cultures and Commerce
Art. 14. – The colony being essentially agricultural
cannot suffer the least disruption in the works of its
cultivation.
Art. 15. – Each habitation shall constitute a
manufacture that requires the gathering of cultivators
and workers; it shall represent the quiet haven of an
active and constant family, of which the owner of the land
or his representative shall be the father.
Art. 16. – Each cultivator and each worker is a member
of the family and shares in parts of the revenues.
Every change in domicile on the part of the cultivator
carries the ruin of the cultivation. In order to repress a
vice as disruptive to the colony as it is to public order, the
governor issues all policy requirements necessary in the
circumstances and in conformance with the bases of rules
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of police of 20 Vendémiaire, year IX [1801], and of the
proclamation of the following l9th Pluviôse of the Chief
General Toussaint-Louverture.
Art. 17. – The introduction of cultivators indispensable
to the reestablishment and to the growth of agriculture
shall take place in Saint-Domingue. The Constitution
charges the Governor to take convenient measures to
encourage and favor the increase in manpower, to
stipulate and balance the diverse interests, to ensure and
guarantee the execution of respective engagements
resulting from this introduction.
Art. 18. – Commerce in the colony consists uniquely of
exchange goods produced on its territory; consequently,
the introduction of goods similar in nature is and shall
remains prohibited.
TITLE VIII
Of the Government
Art. 27. – The administrative direction of the
government shall be entrusted to a Governor who
corresponds directly with the government of the
Metropole, on all matters relative to the interests of the
colony.
Art. 28. – The Constitution nominates the citizen
Toussaint-Louverture, Chief General of the army of
Saint-Domingue, and, in consideration for important
services rendered to the colony, in the most critical
circumstances of the revolution, and upon the wishes of
the grateful inhabitants, he is entrusted the direction
thereof for the remainder of his glorious life.
Art. 29. – In the future, each governor shall be
nominated for five years, and shall continue every five
years for reasons of his good administration.
Art. 30. – In order to strengthen the tranquility that the
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colony owes to steadfastness, activity, indefatigable zeal
and rare virtues of the General Toussaint-Louverture,
and in sign of the unlimited trust of the inhabitants of
Saint-Domingue, the Constitution attribute exclusively
to this general the right to designate the citizen who,
in the unfortunate event of the general’s death, shall
immediately replace him. This choice shall remain secret;
it shall be cosigned under sealed envelope and to be
opened only by the Central Assembly, in presence of all
active generals and chief commanders of departments of
the army of Saint-Domingue.
The Governor Toussaint-Louverture shall take all
necessary precautionary measures to let the Central
Assembly know the depository of this important
envelope.
Art. 31. – The citizen that shall be chosen by the
Governor Toussaint-Louverture to take the direction of
the government upon his death, shall swear in front of the
Central Assembly to execute the Constitution of Saint-
Domingue and to remain attached to the French
government, and shall be immediately installed in his
functions; all shall be in presence of active generals and
chief commanders of departments of the army of Saint-
Domingue, who all, individually and without delay, shall
swear obedience to the orders of the new Governors
Saint-Domingue.
Art. 32. – At least one month before the expiration
of the five years fixed for the administration of each
General, the one in central function, jointly with the
active-duty Generals and Chief Commanders of
Departments, shall meet at the ordinary place of hearing
of the Central Assembly. to the effect of nominating,
concurrently with the members of this Assembly, the new
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Governor or continue the administration of the one who
is in function.
Art. 33. – Failure on the part of a Governor in function
to convoke constitutes a manifest infraction to the
Constitution. In such circumstance, the highest ranked
General or the senior General of equal rank, who is in
active service in the colony, shall take, of right, if
provisionally, the control the govermnent.
This General shall convoke immediately the other
General in active duty, the Chief Commanders of
Departments and the members of the Central Assembly,
who shall all obey the convocation, to the effect of
proceeding concurrently to the nomination of a new
Governor.
In the event of death, resignation or other vacancy by
a Governor before the expiration of his mandate, the
Government passes as well provisionally to the highest
ranked General, or the senior General of equal rank who
shall convoke, to the same ends as above, the members of
the Central Assembly, the active-duty Generals and Chief
Commanders of Departments.
Art. 34.– The Governor shall seal and promulgate the
laws; he nominates to all civilian and military
employment. He is the chief commander of the armed
forces and is charged with its organization; State vessels
in station at the shores of the colony receive orders from
him.
He shall determine the divisions of the territory in
manners most conform to internal relations. He watches
and provides, according to the law, for internal and
external security of the colony, and given that the state
of war is a state of abandonment, malaise and nullity
for the colony, the Governor is charged to take in those
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circumstances measures he deems necessary to ensure the
subsistence and the supply of goods of all sorts to the
colony.
Art. 35. – He shall exercise the general police of
inhabitants and of the factories, and enforces the
obligations of owners, farmers and of their
representatives towards cultivators and workers, and the
duty of cultivators towards owners, farmers or their
representatives.
Art. 36. – He shall propose laws to the Central
Assembly, as well as changes to the Constitution that
experience may necessitate.
Art. 37. – He shall direct, supervise the collection, the
payments and the use of finances of the colony, and shall
give, to this effect, any and all orders.
Art. 38. – He shall present, every two years, to the
Central Assembly the conditions of receipts and
disbursements of each department, year by year.
Art. 39. – He shall supervise and censor by the
authority of his commissaries, all writings designed for
printing on the island he shall cause to be suppressed all
those coming from abroad that would tend to corrupt
mores or trouble the new colony; he shall punish the
authors or colporteurs, according to the severity of the
situation.
Art. 40. – If the Governor is informed of some plot
against the tranquility of the colony, he shall immediately
proceed to the arrest of the presumed authors, instigators
or accomplices; after having them undergo extra-
judiciary questioning, he shall cite them in front of a
competent tribunal.
Art. 41. – The salary of the Governor is fixed at the
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present time at 300.000 Francs. His honor guard shall be
charged to the colony.
TITLE IX
Of the Courts
Art. 42. – Citizen shall have an inalienable right to be
judged by arbiters at their choice.
Art. 43. – No authority shall suspend nor impeach the
execution ofjudgments rendered by the Courts.
Art. 44. – Justice shall be administered in the colony
by Courts of first instance and by Courts of appeal. The
law determines their organization, their number, their
competence and the territory of each Courtís
jurisdiction.
These tribunals, according to their degree of
jurisdiction, shall recognize all civil and criminal affairs.
Art. 45. – There shall exist for the colony a Court of
Cassation that shall pronounce on demands of
annulments against judgments rendered by Appeal
Courts, and issue opinions against an entire tribunal. This
court does not hear the facts of the cases, but overturn
judgments rendered on procedures in which the forms
have been violated; or that contain some express
contravention [infringement] to the law, and shall return
the facts of the process to the tribunal in question.
Art. 46. – Judges of divers Courts conserve their
function for life, unless they are condemned for
forfeiture. Commissaries of the government can be
revoked.
Art. 47. – Military misdemeanors shall be submitted to
special tribunals and subject to special judgments.
These special Courts also hear cases of theft, abduction,
domicile violation, murder, assassination, arson, rape,
plotting and mutiny.
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The organization of these Courts pertains to the
Governor of the colony.
TITLE XI
Of the Armed Forces
Art. 52. – The Armed Forces are essentially obedient,
they can never deliberate; they are at the disposition of
the Governor who can mobilize them only to maintain
public order, protection due to all citizens, and the
defense of the colony.
Art. 53. – They are divided in paid colonial guard and
unpaid colonial guard.
Art. 54. – The unpaid colonial guard shall not go out of
the limits of its parish unless there is a case of imminent
danger, and upon the order and the responsibility of the
local military commander.
Outside of its parish it shall be compensated; and shall
be submitted, in this case, to the military discipline, and
in all other case, is only subject to the law.
Art. 55. – The state police force of the colony shall be
part of the Armed Forces; it shall be divided in a mounted
force and a pedestrian force. The mounted force is
instituted for the high police of security of the
countryside; it has the charge of the wealth of the colony.
The pedestrian force is instituted for the police of cities
and towns; it shall be at the charge of the city or town for
which it performs services.
Art. 56. – The army is recruited upon the proposition
the Governor makes to the Central Assembly, according
to the mode established by law.
TITLE XIII
General Dispositions
Art. 63. – The residence of any person shall constitute
an inviolable abode. During nighttime, no one shall have
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the right to enter therein unless in case of fire, flooding or
upon request from within. During the day, one shall have
access for a special determined object or, by a law, or by
order issued from a public authority.
Art. 64. – For a lawful arrest to be executed; it must
1) formally express the motive of the arrest and the law
in virtue of which it is ordered;
2) be issued from a functionary whom the law formally
empowers to do so;
3) presented to the person in form of copy of the
warrant.
Art. 65. – Anyone who, without authority of the law to
make an arrest, gives, signs, executes or causes to be
executed the arrest of a person, shall be guilty of the crime
of arbitrary detention.
Art. 66. – Any person shall have the right to address
individual petitions to all constitutional authority and
especially to the Governor.
Art. 67. – There cannot exist in the colony corporations
or associations that are contrary to public order.
No citizen association shall be qualified as popular
society. All seditious gathering shall be dissipated
immediately, first by way of verbal order and, if
necessary, by development of armed force.
Art. 68. – Any person shall have the faculty to form
particular establishments of education and instruction
for the youth under the authorization and the supervision
of municipal administrations.
Art. 69. – The law supervises especially all professions
dealing with public mores, public safety, health and
fortune of citizens.
Art. 70. – The law provides for awards to inventors of
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rural machines, or for the preservation of the exclusive
ownership of their discoveries.
Art. 71. – There shall exist in the colony uniformity of
weights and measures.
Art. 72. – It shall be given, by the Governor, in the name
of the colony, awards to warriors who will have rendered
exceptional services while fighting for the common
defense.
‘Art. 73. – Absentee owners, for whatever reason,
conserve all their rights to properties belonging to them
and situated in the colony; it suffices, to remove any
sequestration that might have been imposed, to
reintroduce their titles of ownership and; in default of
title thereof, supplementary acts whose formula is
determined by law. Exempt of this disposition are,
nevertheless, those who might been inscribed and
maintained on the general list of emigrants of France;
their properties shall continue, in this case, to be
administered as colonial domains until their removal
from the list.
Art. 74. – The colony proclaims, as guarantee of public
law, that all leases [beaux? /as spelled in original] of legally
leased properties by the administration shall have their
full effect, if the contracting parties prefer not to
compromise with owners or their representatives who
would obtain the return of their sequestered goods.
Art. 75.– It proclaims that it is on the respect of the
citizen [personne] and of the properties that rest
agriculture, all productions, all means of employment and
all social order.
Art. 76. – It proclaims that any citizen owes services to
the land that nourishes him or that guarantees his rights,
and in regard to those [services] that shall have been
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collected, at a later time, they shall be exactable and
reimbursed in the year that follows the lifting of
sequestration of goods.
Art. 77. – The Chief General Toussaint-Louverture is
and shall remain charged with sending the present
Constitution to be sanctioned by the French government;
nevertheless, and given the absence of laws, the urgency
to exit from this condition of peril, the necessity to
promptly reestablish agriculture and the unanimous
wishes pronounced by the inhabitants of Saint-
Domingue, the Chief General is and remains invited, in
the name of public good, to proceed with its execution in
all areas of the territory of the colony.
Made at Port-Republican, this 19th Floréal year IX of
the French Republic, one and indivisible.
Signed: Borgella, President
Raymond Collet Gaston Nogérée
Lacour,
Roxas,
Munos,
Mancebo,
E. Viert, secretary
After having taken knowledge of the Constitution, I give
it my approval. The invitation of the Central Assembly
is for me an order; consequently, I shall pass it to the
French government in order to obtain its sanction; as for
its execution in the colony, the wish expressed by the
Central Assembly shall be fulfilled as well and executed.
Given at Cap Français, this 14 Messidor, year IX [July
3, 1801] of the French Republic, one and indivisible.
The Chief General:
Signed: Toussaint-Louverture
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PART XV.
BRITON HAMMON

CHAPTER 74.
A NARRATIVE OF THE UNCOMMON
SUFFERINGS, AND SURPRIZING
DELIVERANCE OF BRITON HAMMON, A
NEGRO MAN...
BRITON HAMMON
A
NARRATIVE
Of the
UNCOMMON SUFFERINGS,
AND
Surprizing DELIVERANCE
OF
Briton Hammon, A Negro Man,–Servant to
GENERAL WINSLOW,
Of Marshfield, in NEW-ENGLAND;
Who returned to Boston, after having
been absent almost Thirteen Years.
CONTAINING
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An Account of the many Hardships he underwent
from
the Time he left his Master’s House, in the Year 1747,
to the Time of his Return to Boston–How he was
Cast away in the Capes of Florida;–the horrid Cruelty
and inhuman Barbarity of the Indians in murdering
the whole Ship’s Crew;–the Manner of his being
carry’d by them into Captivity. Also, An Account of
his being Confined Four Years and Seven Months
in a close Dungeon,–And the remarkable Manner in
which he met with his good old Master in London; who
returned to New-England, a Passenger, in the same
Ship.
BOSTON,
Printed and Sold by Green & Russell, in Queen-Street.
1760.
TO THE READER,
AS my Capacities and Condition of Life are very low, it
cannot be expected that I should make those Remarks on the
Sufferings I have met with, or the kind Providence of a good
GOD for my Preservation, as one in a higher Station; but shall
leave that to the Reader as he goes along, and so I shall only
relate Matters of Fact as they occur to my Mind–
ON Monday, 25th Day of December, 1747, with the leave
of my Master, I went from Marshfield, with an Intention to go
a Voyage to Sea, and the next Day, the 26th, got to Plymouth,
where I immediately ship’d myself on board of a Sloop, Capt.
John Howland, Master, bound to Jamaica and the Bay.–We
sailed from Plymouth in a short Time, and after a pleasant
Passage of about 30 Days, arrived at Jamaica; we was
detain’d at Jamaica only 5 Days, from whence we sailed
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for the Bay, where we arrived safe in 10 Days. We loaded
our Vessel with Logwood, and sailed from the Bay the
25th Day of May following, and the 15th Day of June, we
were cast away on Cape-Florida, about 5 Leagues from
the Shore; being now destitute of every Help, we knew
not what to do or what Course to take in this our sad
Condition:–The Captain was advised, intreated, and
beg’d on, by every Person on board, to heave over but only
20 Ton of the Wood, and we should get clear, which if he
had done, might have sav’d his Vessel and Cargo, and not
only so, but his own Life, as well as the Lives of the Mate
and Nine Hands, as I shall presently relate.
After being upon this Reef two Days, the Captain
order’d the Boat to be hoisted out, and then ask’d who
were willing to tarry on board? The whole Crew was for
going on Shore at this Time, but as the Boat would not
carry 12 Persons at once, and to prevent any Uneasiness,
the Captain, a Passenger, and one Hand tarry’d on board,
while the Mate, with Seven Hands besides myself, were
order’d to go on Shore in the Boat, which as soon as we
had reached, one half were to be Landed, and the other four
to return to the Sloop, to fetch the Captain and the others
on Shore. The Captain order’d us to take with us our Arms,
Ammunition, Provisions and Necessaries for Cooking, as also
a Sail to make a Tent of, to shelter us from the Weather;
after having left the Sloop we stood towards the Shore, and
being within Two Leagues of the same, we espy’d a Number of
Canoes, which we at first took to be Rocks, but soon found our
Mistake, for we perceiv’d they moved towards us; we presently
saw an English Colour hoisted in one of the Canoes, at the Sight
of which we were not a little rejoiced, but on our advancing
yet nearer, we found them, to our very great Surprize, to be
Indians of which there were Sixty; being now so near them we
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could not possibly make our Escape; they soon came up with
and boarded us, took away all our Arms[,] Ammunition, and
Provision. The whole Number of Canoes (being about Twenty,)
then made for the Sloop, except Two which they left to guard
us, who order’d us to follow on with them; the Eighteen which
made for the Sloop, went so much faster than we that they
got on board above Three Hours before we came along side,
and had kill’d Captain Howland, the Passenger and the other
hand; we came to the Larboard side of the Sloop, and they
order’d us round to the Starboard, and as we were passing round
the Bow, we saw the whole Number of Indians, advancing
forward and loading their Guns, upon which the Mate said,
“my Lads we are all dead Men,” and before we had got round,
they discharged their Small Arms upon us, and kill’d Three
of our hands, viz. Reuben Young of Cape-Cod, Mate; Joseph
Little and Lemuel Doty of Plymouth, upon which I immediately
jump’d overboard, chusing rather to be drowned, than to be
kill’d by those barbarous and inhuman Savages. In three or
four Minutes after, I heard another Volley which dispatched
the other five, viz. John Nowland, and Nathaniel Rich, both
belonging to Plymouth, and Elkanah Collymore, and James
Webb, Strangers, and Moses Newmock, Molatto. As soon as
they had kill’d the whole of the People, one of the Canoes
padled after me, and soon came up with me, hawled me into
the Canoe, and beat me most terribly with a Cutlass, after that
they ty’d me down, then this Canoe stood for the Sloop again
and as soon as she came along side, the Indians on board the
Sloop betook themselves to their Canoes, then set the Vessel on
Fire, making a prodigious shouting and hallowing like so many
Devils. As soon as the Vessel was burnt down to the Water’s
edge, the Indians stood for the Shore, together with our Boat,
on board of which they put 5 hands. After we came to the
Shore, they led me to their Hutts, where I expected nothing
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but immediate Death, and as they spoke broken English,
were often telling me, while coming from the Sloop to
the Shore, that they intended to roast me alive. But the
Providence of God order’d it otherways, for He appeared
for my Help, in this Mount of Difficulty, and they were
better to me then my Fears, and soon unbound me, but set
a Guard over me every Night. They kept me with them
about five Weeks, during which Time they us’d me pretty
well, and gave me boil’d Corn, which was what they often
eat themselves. The Way I made my Escape from these
Villains was this; A Spanish Schooner arriving there from
St. Augustine, the Master of which, whose Name was
Romond, asked the Indians to let me go on board his Vessel,
which they granted, and the Captain knowing me very well,
weigh’d Anchor and carry’d me off to the Havanna, and after
being there four Days the Indians came after me, and insisted
on having me again, as I was their Prisoner;–They made
Application to the Governor, and demanded me again from
him; in answer to which the Governor told them, that as they
had put the whole Crew to Death, they should not have me
again, and so paid them Ten Dollars for me, adding, that he
would not have them kill any Person hereafter, but take as
many of them as they could, of those that should be cast away,
and bring them to him, for which he would pay them Ten
Dollars a-head. At the Havanna I lived with the Governor in
the Castle about a Twelve-month, where I was walking thro’ the
Street, I met with a Press-Gang who immediately prest me, and
put me into Goal, and with a Number of others I was confin’d
till next Morning, when we were all brought out, and ask’d who
would go on board the King’s Ships, four of which having been
lately built, were bound to Old-Spain, and on my refusing to
serve on board, they put me in a close Dungeon, where I was
confin’d Four Years and seven months; during which Time I
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often made application to the Governor, by Persons who came to
see the Prisoners, but they never acquainted him with it, nor did
he know all this Time what became of me, which was the means
of my being confin’d there so long. But kind Providence so
order’d it, that after I had been in this Place so long as the Time
mention’d above the Captain of a Merchantman, belonging
to Boston, having sprung a Leak was obliged to put into the
Havanna to refit, and while he was at Dinner at Mrs. Betty
Howard’s, she told the Captain of my deplorable Condition, and
said she would be glad, if he could by some means or other
relieve me; The Captain
told Mrs. Howard he would use his best Endeavours for
my Relief and Enlargement.
Accordingly, after Dinner, came to the Prison, and
ask’d the Keeper if he might see me; upon his Request I
was brought out of the Dungeon, and after the Captain
had Interrogated me, told me, he would intercede with
the Governor for my Relief out of that miserable Place,
which he did, and the next Day the Governor sent an
Order to release me; I lived with the Governor about a
Year after I was delivered from the Dungeon, in which
Time I endeavour’d three Times to make my Escape, the
last of which proved effectual; the first Time I got on
board of Captain Marsh, an English Twenty Gun Ship,
with a Number of others, and lay on board conceal’d
that Night; and the next Day the Ship being under sail,
I thought myself safe, and so made my Appearance upon
Deck, but as soon as we were discovered the Captain
ordered the Boat out, and sent us all on Shore–I intreated
the Captain to let me, in particular, tarry on board,
begging, and crying to him, to commiserate my unhappy
Condition, and added, that I had been confin’d almost
five Years in a close Dungeon, but the Captain would
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not hearken to any Intreaties, for fear of having the
Governor’s Displeasure, and so was obliged to go on
Shore.
After being on Shore another Twelvemonth, I
endeavour’d to make my Escape the second Time, by
trying to get on board of a Sloop bound to Jamaica, and
as I was going from the City to the Sloop, was unhappily
taken by the Guard, and ordered back to the Castle, and
there confined.–However, in a short Time I was set at
Liberty, ond order’d with a Number of others to carry the
*
* He is carried (by Way of Respect) in a large Two-
arm Chair; the Chair is lin’d with crimson Velvet, and
supported by eight Persons.
Bishop from the Castle, thro’ the Country, to confirm the old
People, baptize Children, &c. for which he receives large Sums
of Money.–I was employ’d in this Service about Seven Months,
during which Time I lived very well, and then returned to the
Castle again, where I had my Liberty to walk about the City,
and do Work for my self;–The Beaver, an English Man of War
then lay in the Harbour, and having been informed by some of
the Ship’s Crew that she was to sail in a few Days, I had nothing
now to do, but to seek an Opportunity how I should make my
Escape.
Accordingly one Sunday Night the Lieutenant of the
Ship with a Number of the Barge Crew were in a Tavern,
and Mrs. Howard who had before been a Friend to me,
interceded with the Lieutenant to carry me on board:
the Lieutenant said he would with all his Heart, and
immediately I went on board in the Barge. The next Day
the Spaniards came along side the Beaver, and demanded
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me again, with a Number of others who had made their
Escape from them, and got on board the Ship, but just
before I did; but the Captain, who was a true Englishman,
refus’d them, and said he could not answer it, to deliver
up any Englishmen under English Colours.–In a few Days
we set Sail for Jamaica, where we arrived safe, after a short
and pleasant Passage.
After being at Jamaica a short Time we sail’d for London,
as convoy to a Fleet of Merchantmen, who all arrived
safe in the Downs, I was turned over to another Ship, the
Arcenceil, and there remained about a Month. From this
Ship I went on board the Sandwich of 90 Guns; on board
the Sandwich, I tarry’d 6 Weeks, and then was order’d on
board the Hercules, Capt. John Porter, a 74 Gun Ship, we
sail’d on a Cruize, and met with a French 84 Gun Ship, and
had a very smart Engagement,*
* A particular Account of this Engagement, has
been Publish’d in the Boston News-Papers.
in which about 70 of our Hands were Kill’d and Wounded, the
Captain lost his Leg in the Engagement, and I was Wounded
in the Head by a small Shot. We should have taken this Ship,
if they had not cut away the most of our Rigging; however,
in about three Hours after, a 64 Gun Ship, came up with and
took her.–I was discharged from the Hercules the 12th Day
of May 1759 (having been on board of that Ship 3 Months)
on account of my being disabled in the Arm, and render’d
incapable of Service, after being honourably paid the Wages due
to me. I was put into the Greenwich Hospital where I stay’d and
soon recovered.–I then ship’d myself a Cook on board Captain
Martyn, an arm’d Ship in the King’s Service. I was on board
this Ship almost Two Months, and after being paid my Wages,
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was discharg’d in the Month of October.–After my discharge
from Captain Martyn, I was taken sick in London of a Fever,
and was confin’d about 6 Weeks, where I expended all my
Money, and left in very poor Circumstances; and unhappy for
me I knew nothing of my good Master’s being in London at
this my very difficult Time. After I got well of my sickness, I
ship’d myself on board of a large Ship bound to Guinea, and
being in a publick House one Evening, I overheard a Number of
Persons talking about Rigging a Vessel bound to New-England,
I ask’d them to what Part of New-England this Vessel was
bound? they told me, to Boston; and having ask’d them who was
Commander? they told me, Capt. Watt; in a few Minutes after
this the Mate of the Ship came in, and I ask’d him if Captain
Watt did not want a Cook, who told me he did, and that the
Captain would be in, in a few Minutes; and in about half an
Hour the Captain came in, and then I ship’d myself at once,
after begging off from the Ship bound to Guinea; I work’d on
board Captain Watt’s Ship almost Three Months, before she
sail’d, and one Day being at Work in the Hold, I overheard
some Persons on board mention the Name of Winslow, at the
Name of which I was very inquisitive, and having ask’d what
Winslow they were talking about? They told me it was General
Winslow; and that he was one of the Passengers, I ask’d them
what General Winslow? For I never knew my good Master,
by that Title before; but after enquiring more particularly I
found it must be Master, and in a few Days Time the Truth
was joyfully verify’d by a happy Sight of his Person, which so
overcome me, that I could not speak to him for some Time–My
good Master was exceeding glad to see me, telling me that I was
like one arose from the Dead, for he thought I had been Dead
a great many Years, having heard nothing of me for almost
Thirteen Years.
I think I have not deviated from Truth, in any particular
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of this my Narrative, and tho’ I have omitted a great many
Things, yet what is wrote may suffice to convince the
Reader, that I have been most grievously afflicted, and
yet thro’ the Divine Goodness, as miraculously preserved,
and delivered out of many Dangers; of which I desire
to retain a grateful Remembrance, as long as I live in the
World.
And now, That in the Providence of that GOD, who delivered
his Servant David out of the Paw of the Lion and out of
the Paw of the Bear, I am freed from a long and dreadful
Captivity, among worse Savages than they; And am
return’d to my own Native Land, to Shew how Great
Things the Lord hoth done for Me; I would call upon all
Men, and Say, O Magnifie the Lord with Me, and let us
Exalt his Name together!–O that Men would Praise the
Lord for His Goodness, and for his Wonderful Works to
the Children of Men!
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PART XVI.
PRINCE HALL

CHAPTER 75.
INTRODUCTION (2015)
RACHEL LEVI
Prince Hall (Public Domain)
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Prince Hall was among the most noteworthy Citizens of
Boston during the revolutionary period, where little was
known of him beforehand. He was the founder of the
African Lodge of Honorable Society of Free and Accepted
Masons of Boston, the worlds first black Freemasonry
and the first society in America dedicated on social,
political and economic improvement.
Born in 1735 (although other sources say 1748) in
Barbados, he was eventually brought to Boston as the
Slave of William Hall. In 1756 his son Primus was born to
another servant of a different household, Delia. In 1762
Hall joined the Congregational church and soon after
married Sarah Ritchie, another enslaved woman.
Following her death, which occurred eight years later, he
married Flora Gibbs of Gloucester.
A month after the Boston Massacre William Hall freed
Prince. He was no longer a slave but accounted as a free
man where he made his living as a peddler, caterer and
leather dresser. He was listed as a voter and taxpayer. He
owned a house and a leather workshop in Boston.
He was thought to have conceivably taken part in the
revolution fighting at Bunker Hill being one of the six
Prince Hall’s listed on military records.
In 1775 Hall joined a British army lodge of Masons
stationed in Boston. Accompanying him were 14 other
free black men, and when the British departed they
formed their own lodge, African Lodge Number 1.
Twelve years later they became a permanent charter, Hall
being its first Grand Master.
Hall used his position as “Worshipful Master” of the
black Masons to speak out against slavery and the denial
of black rights. He protested the lack of schools for black
children until he finally established one of his own. His
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protest later became a basis for abolition of slavery and
fighting for black rights.
Prince Hall died in 1807 at 72. A year after his death his
lodge honored him by changing its name to Prince Hall
Grand Lodge.
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CHAPTER 76.
A CHARGE DELIVERED TO THE
AFRICAN LODGE
PRINCE HALL
A CHARGE
DELIVERED TO THE
AFRICAN LODGE
JUNE, 24, 1797
At MENOTOMY, MASS.,
By the Right Worshipful
PRINCE HALL
PUBLISHED BY THE DESIRE OF THE
MEMBERS OF SAID LODGE 1797.
A CHARGE.
BELOVED BRETHREN OF THE AFRICAN LODGE.
‘Tis now five years since I deliver’d a Charge to you on some
parts and points of Masonry. As one branch or superstructure
on the foundation when I endeavored to shew you the duty of
a Mason to a Mason, the charity or love to all mankind, as the
mark and image of the great God, and the Father of the human
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race.
I shall now attempt to shew you, that it is our duty to
sympathize with our fellow men under their troubles; the
families of our brethren who are gone: we hope to the Grand
Lodge above, here to return no more. But the cheerfulness
that you have ever had to relieve them, and ease their burdens,
under their sorrows, will never be forgotten by them; and in
this manner you will never be weary in doing good.
But my brethren, although we are to begin here, we must not
end here; for only look around you and you will see and hear
of numbers of our fellow men crying out with holy Job, Have
pity in me, O my friends, for the hand of the Lord hath touched
me. And this is not to be confined to parties or colours; not
to towns or states; not to a kingdom, but to the kingdoms of
the whole earth, over whom Christ the king is head and grand
master.
Among these numerous sons and daughters of distress, I shall
begin with our friends and brethren; first, let us see them
dragg’d from their native country, by the iron hand of tyranny
and oppression, from their dear friends and connections, with
weeping eyes and aching hearts, to a strange land and strange
people, whose tender mercies are cruel; and there to bear the
iron yoke of slavery & cruelty till death as a friend shall relieve
them. And must not the unhappy condition of these our fellow
men draw forth our hearty prayer and wishes for their
deliverance from these merchants and traders, whose
characters you have in the xviii chap. of the Revelations, 11, 12,
& 13 verses, and who knows but these same sort of traders may
in short time, in the like manner, bewail the loss of the African
traffick, to their shame and confusion: and if I mistake not, it
now begins to dawn in some of the West-Indie islands; which
puts me in mind of a nation (that I have somewhere read of)
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called Ethiopeans, that cannot change their skin: But God can
and will change their conditions, and their hearts, too; and let
Boston and the world know, that He hath no respect of persons;
and that bulwark of envy, pride, scorn and contempt, which is
too visible to be seen in some and felt, shall fall, to rise no more.
When we hear of the bloody wars which are now in the world,
and thousands of our fellow men slain; fathers and mothers
bewailing the loss of their sons; wives for the loss of their
husbands; towns and cities burnt and destroyed; what must be
the heart-felt sorrow and distress of these poor and unhappy
people? Though we cannot help them, the distance being too
great, yet we may sympathize with them in their troubles, and
mingle a tear of sorrow with them, and do as we are exhorted
to–weep with those that weep.
Thus, my brethren, we see what a chequered world we live
in. Sometimes happy in having our wives and children like
olive branches about our tables; receiving all bounties of our
great Benefactor. The next year, or month, or week, we may
be deprived of some of them, and we go mourning about the
streets; so in societies; we are this date to celebrate this Feast of
St. John’s, and the next week we might be called upon to attend
a funeral of someone here, as we have experienced since our
last in this Lodge. So in common affairs of life we sometimes
enjoy health and prosperity; at another time sickness and
adversity, crosses and disappointments.
So in states and kingdoms; sometimes in tranquility; then wars
and tumults; rich to-day, and poor tomorrow; which shews that
there is not an independent mortal on earth; but dependent one
upon the other, from king to the beggar.
The great law-giver, Moses, who instructed by his father-in-
law, Jethro, and Ethiopean, how to regulate his courts of justice,
and what sort of men to choose for the different offices; hear
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now my words, said he, I will give you counsel, and God shall
be with you; be thou for the people to Godward, that thou
mayest bring the causes unto God, and thou shall teach them
ordinances and laws, and shall shew the way wherein they must
walk; and the work that they must do: moreover thou shall
provide out of all the people, able men, such as fear God, men
of truth, hating covetousness, and place such over them, to be
rulers of thousands, or hundreds and of tens.
So Moses hearkened to the voice of his father-in-law, and did
all that he said–Exodus xviii, 22-24.
This is the first and grandest lecture that Moses ever received
from the mouth of man; for Jethro understood geometry as
well as laws that a Mason may plainly see; so a little captive
servant maid by whose advice Nomen, the great general of
Syria’s army, was healed of his leprosy; and by a servant his
proud spirit was brought down: 2 Kings, v, 3-14. The feelings
of this little captive, for this great man, her captor, was so great
that she forgot her fate of captivity, and felt for the distress of
her enemy. Would to God (said she to her mistress) my lord
were with the prophets of Sumaria, he should be healed of his
leprosy. So after he went to the prophet, his proud host so was
so haughty that he not only disdain’d the prophet’s direction,
but derided the good old prophet; and had it not been for his
servant, he would have gone to his grave, with a double leprosy,
outward and the inward, in the heart, which is the worst of
leprosies; black heart is worse than a white leprosy.
How unlike was this great general’s behaviour to that of as
grand a character, and as well beloved by his prince as he was;
I mean Obadiah, to a like prophet. See for this 1st Kings, xviii,
from 7 to 16th.
And as Obadiah was in the way, behold Elijah met him, and he
knew him, and fell on his face, and said. Art not thou, my Lord,
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Elijah, and he told him, Yea, go and tell thy Lord, behold Elijah
is here; and so on to the 16th verse. Thus we see, that great and
good men have, and always will have, a respect for ministers
and servantsof God. Another instance of this is in Acts viii, 27
to 31, of the European Eunuch, a man of great authority, to
Philip, the apostle: here is mutual love and friendship between
them. This minister of Jesus Christ did not think himself too
good to receive the hand, and ride in the chariot with a black
man in the face of day; neither did this great monarch (for so
he was) think it beneath him to take a poor servant of the Lord
by the hand, and invite him into his carriage, though but with
a staff, one coat and no money in his pocket. So our Grand
Master, Solomon, was not asham’d to take the Queen of Sheba
by the hand, and lead her into his court, at the hour of high
twelve, and there converse with her on points of masonry ( if
ever there was a female mason in the world she was one) and
other curious matters; and gratified her by shewing her all his
riches and curious pieces of architecture in the temple, and in
his house: After some time staying with her, he loaded her with
much rich presents: he gave her the right hand of affection and
parted in love.
I hope that no one dare openly (tho’ in fact the behaviour of
some implies as much) to say, as our Lord said on another
occasion. Behold a greater than Solomon is hear. But yet let
them consider that our Grand Master Solomon did not divide
the living child, whatever he might do with the dead one,
neither did he pretend to make a law, to forbid the parties from
having free intercourse with one another without the fear of
censure, or be turned out of the synagogue.
Now, my brethren, as we see and experience, that all things
here are frail and changeable and nothing here to be depended
upon: Let us seek those things which are above, which are sure
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and steadfast, and unchangeable, and at the same time let us
pray to Almighty God, while we remain in the tabernacle, that
he would give us the grace and patience and strength to bear
up under all our troubles, which at this day God knows we
have our share. Patience, I say, for were we not possess’d of
a great measure of it you could not bear up under the daily
insults you meet with in the streets of Boston; much more on
public days of recreation, how are you shamefully abus’d, and
that at such a degree, that you may truly be said to carry your
lives in your hands; and the arrows of death are flying about
your heads; helpless old women have their clothes torn off their
backs, even to the exposing of their nakedness; and by whom
are these disgraceful and abusive actions committed, not by the
men born and bred in Boston, for they are better bred; but
by a mob or horde of shameless, low-lived, envious, spiteful
persons, some of them not long since servants in gentlemen’s
kitchens, scouring knives, tending horses, and driving chaise.
‘Twas said by a gentleman who saw that filthy behaviour in
the common, that in all the places he had been in, he never
saw so cruel behaviour in all his life, and that a slave in the
West-Indies, on Sunday or holidays enjoys himself and friends
without molestation. Not only this man, but many in town
who hath seen their behaviour to you, and that without any
provocations, twenty or thirty cowards fall upon one man, have
wonder’d at the patience of the Blacks: ’tis not for want of
courage in you, for they know that they dare not face you man
for man, but in a mob, which we despise, and had rather suffer
wrong than to do wrong, to the disturbance of the community
and the disgrace of our reputation: for every good citizen doth
honor to the laws of the state here he resides.
My brethren, let us not be cast down under these any many
other abuses we at present labour under: for the darkest is
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before the break of day: My brethren, let us remember what
a dark day it was with our African brethren six years ago,
in the French West Indies. Nothing but the snap of the whip
was heard from morning to evening; hanging, broken on the
wheel, burning, and all manner of torture inflicted on those
unhappy people, for nothing else but to gratify their master’s
pride, wantonness and cruelty: but blessed be God, the scene is
changed; they now confess that God hath no respect of persons,
and therefore receive them as their friends, and treat them as
brothers. Thus doth Ethiopia begin to stretch forth her hand,
from a sink of slavery to freedom and equality.
Although you are deprived of the means of education; yet you
are not deprived of the means of meditation; by which I mean
thinking, hearing and weighing matters, men and things in
your own mind, and making that judgment of them as you
think reasonable to satisfy your minds and give an answer to
those who may ask you a question. This nature hath furnished
you with, without letter learning; and some have made great
progress therein, some of those I have heard repeat psalms
and hymns, and a great part of a sermon, only by hearing it
read or preached, and why not in other things in nature; how
many of this class of our brethren who follow the seas, can
foretell a storm some days before it comes; whether it will be a
heavy or light, a long or short one; foretell a hurricane, whether
it be destructive or moderate; without any other means than
observation and consideration.
So in the observation of the heavenly bodies, this same class
without a telescope or other apparatus have through a smok’d
glass observed the eclipse of the sun: One being ask’d what he
saw through his smok’d glass? said, Saw, saw, de clipsy, or de
clipseys;–and what do they look like–Look like, why if I tell
you, they look like two ships sailing, one bigger than tother;
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so they sail by one another, and make no noise. as simple as
the answers are they have a meaning and shew, that God can
out of the mouths of babes and Africans shew forth his glory;
let us then love and adore him as the God who defends us and
supports us and will support us under our pressures, let them
be ever so heavy and pressing. Let us by the blessing of God,
in whatsoever state we are, or may be in, to be content; for
clouds and darkness are about him; but justice and truth is his
habitation; who hath said, Vengeance is mine and I will repay
it, therefore let us kiss the rod and be still, and see the works of
the Lord.
Another thing I would warn you against, is the slavish fear of
man, which bringest a snare, saith Solomon. This passion of
fear, like pride and envy, hath slain its thousands.–What but
this makes so many perjure themselves; for fear of offending
them at home they are a little depending on, for some trifles:
A man that is under a panic of fear, is afraid to be alone; you
cannot hear of a robbery or house broke open or set afire, but
he hath an accomplice with him, who must share the spoil wit
him; whereas if he was truly bold, and void of fear, he would
keep the whole plunder to himself; so when either of them is
detected and not the other, he may be call’d to oath to keep it
secret, but through fear (and that passion is so strong) he will
confess, still the fatal cord is put on his neck, then death will
deliver him from the fear of man, and he will confess the truth
when it will not be of any good to himself or the community:
nor is this passion of fear only to be found in this class of men,
but among the great
What was the reason that our African kings and princes have
plunged themselves and their peaceable kingdoms into bloody
wars, to the destroying of towns and kingdoms, but the fear of
the report of a great gun or the glittering of arms and swords,
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which struck these kings near the seaports with such a panic
of fear as not only to destroy the peace and happiness of their
inland brethren, but plung’d millions of their fellow
countrymen into slavery and cruel bondage.
So in other countries; see Felix trembling on his throne. How
many Emperors and kings have left their kingdoms and best
friends at the fight of a handful of men in arms; how many have
we seen that have left their estates and their friends and ran
over to the stronger side as they thought: all through fear of the
men; who is but a worm, and hath no more power to hurt his
fellow worm, without the permission of God, than a real worm.
Thus we may see my brethren, what a miserable condition it is
to be under the slavish fear of men; it is of such a destructive
nature to mankind, that the scriptures everywhere from genesis
to the revelations warn us against it; and even our blessed
Savior himself forbids us from this slavish fear of man, in his
sermon on the mount; and the only way to avoid it is the fear
of God: let a man consider the greatness of his power, as the
maker and upholder of all things here and below, and that in
Him we live, and move, and have our being, the giver of the
mercies we enjoy here from day to day, and that our lives are
in his hands, and that he made the heavens the sun, moon
and stars to move in their various orders; let us thus view the
greatness of God, and then turn our eyes on mortal man, a
worm, a shade, a wafer, and see whether he is an object of fear
or not; on the contrary, you will think him in his best estate, to
be but vanity, feeble and a dependent mortal, and stands in need
of your help, and cannot do without your assistance, in some
way or other; and yet some of us poor mortals will try to make
you believe they are Gods, but worship them not. My brethren,
let us pay all due respect to all whom God hath put in places of
honor over us: do justly and be faithful to them that hire you,
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and treat them with that respect they may deserve; but worship
no man. Worship God, this much is your duty as Christians and
as Masons.
We see then how necessary it is to have a fellow feeling for
our distress’d brethren of the human race, in their troubles,
both spiritual and temporal–How refreshing it is to a sick man,
to see his sympathizing friends around his bed, ready to
administer all the relief in their power; although they can’t
relieve his bodily pain yet they may ease his mind by good
instructions and cheer his heart by their company. How doth it
cheer up the heart of a man when his house is on fire, to see a
number of friends coming to his relief; he has so transported
that he almost forgets his loss and his danger, and fills him with
love and gratitude; and their joys and sorrows are mutual.
So a man wreck’d at sea, how must it revive his drooping heart
to see a ship bearing down for his relief.
how doth it rejoice the heart of a stranger in a strange land to
see the people cheerful and pleasant and are ready to help him.
How did it, think you, cheer the heart of those our unhappy
African brethren to see a ship commissioned from God, and
from a nation that without flattery faith, that all men are free
and are brethren; I say to see them in an instant deliver such
a number from their cruel bolts and galling chains, and to be
fed like men, and treated like men. Where is the man that has
the least spark of humanity, that will not rejoice with them;
and bless a righteous God who knows how and when to relive
oppressed, as we see he did in the deliverance of the captives
among the Algerines; how sudden were they delivered by the
sympathizing members of the Congress of the United States,
who now enjoy the free air of peace and liberty, to their great
joy and surprise, to them and their friends. Here we see the
hand of god in various ways, bringing about his own glory for
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the good of mankind, by the mutual help of their fellow men;
which ought to teach us in all our straits, be they what they
may, to put our trust in Him, firmly believing that he is able and
will deliver us against our enemies; and that no weapon form’d
against us shall prosper; only let us be steady and uniform on
our walks, speech and behaviour; always doing to all men as
we wish and desire they would do to us in the like cases and
circumstances.
Live and act as Masons, that you may die as Masons; let those
despisers see, altho’ many of us cannot read, yet by our searches
and researches into men and things, we have supplied that
defect, and if they will let us we shall call ourselves a charter’d
lodge, of just and lawful Masons; be always ready to give an
answer to those that ask you a question; give the right hand
of affection and fellowship to whom it justly belongs, let their
colour and complexion be what it will: let their nation be what
it may, for they are our brethren, and it is your indispensable
duty so to do; let them as Masons deny this, and we and the
world know what to think of them be they ever so grand; for we
know this was Solomon’s creed. Solomon’s creed did I say, it is
the decree of the Almighty, and all Masons have learnt it: plain
marked language and plain and true facts need no apologies.
I shall now conclude with an old poem I found among some
papers:
Let blind admirers handsome faces praise,
And graceful features to great honor raise,
The glories of the red and white express,
I know no beauty but in holiness;
Perfect idea, in this lower state,
Who most resemble Him we justly hold;
Whom we resemble not in flesh and blood,
But being pure and holy, just and good:
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May such a beauty fall but to my share,
For curious shape or face I’ll never care.
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PART XVII.
PHILLIS WHEATLEY

CHAPTER 77.
"ON BEING BROUGHT FROM AFRICA TO
AMERICA"
PHILLIS WHEATLEY
‘Twas mercy brought me from my Pagan land,
Taught my benighted soul to understand
That there’s a God, that there’s a Saviour too:
Once I redemption neither sought nor knew.
Some view our sable race with scornful eye,
“Their colour is a diabolic die.”
Remember, Christians, Negros, black as Cain,
May be refin’d, and join th’ angelic train.
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PART XVIII.
JUDITH SARGENT
MURRAY

CHAPTER 78.
ON THE EQUALITY OF THE SEXES
TO THE EDITORS OF THE MASSACHUSETTS
MAGAZINE,
GENTLEMEN,
The following ESSAY is yielded to the patronage of
Candour.—If it hath been anticipated, the testimony of many
respectable persons, who saw it in manuscripts as early as the
year 1779, can obviate the imputation of plagiarism.
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THAT minds are not alike, full well I know,
This truth each day’s experience will show;
To heights surprising some great spirits soar,
With inborn strength mysterious depths explore;
Their eager gaze surveys the path of light,
Confest it stood to Newton’s piercing sight.
Deep science, like a bashful maid retires,
And but the ardent breast her worth inspires;
By perseverance the coy fair is won.
And Genius, led by Study, wears the crown.
But some there are who wish not to improve
Who never can the path of knowledge love,
Whose souls almost with the dull body one,
With anxious care each mental pleasure shun;
Weak is the level’d, enervated mind,
And but while here to vegetate design’d.
The torpid spirit mingling with its clod,
Can scarcely boast its origin from God;
Stupidly dull—they move progressing on—
They eat, and drink, and all their work is done.
While others, emulous of sweet applause,
Industrious seek for each event a cause,
Tracing the hidden springs whence knowledge flows,
Which nature all in beauteous order shows.
Yet cannot I their sentiments imbibe,
Who this distinction to the sex ascribe,
As if a woman’s form must needs enrol,
A weak, a servile, an inferiour soul;
And that the guise of man must still proclaim,
Greatness of mind, and him, to be the same:
Yet as the hours revolve fair proofs arise,
Which the bright wreath of growing fame supplies;
And in past times some men have sunk so low,
That female records nothing less can show.
But imbecility is still confin’d,
And by the lordly sex to us consign’d;
They rob us of the power t’improve,
And then declare we only trifles love;
Yet haste the era, when the world shall know,
That such distinctions only dwell below;
The soul unfetter’d, to no sex confin’d,
Was for the abodes of cloudless day design’d.
Mean time we emulate their manly fires,
Though erudition all their thoughts inspires,
Yet nature with equality imparts
And noble passions, swell e’en female hearts.
Is it upon mature consideration we adopt the idea, that
nature is thus partial in her distributions? Is it indeed a
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fact, that she hath yielded to one half of the human species
so unquestionable a mental superiority? I know that to
both sexes elevated understandings, and the reverse, are
common. But, suffer me to ask, in what the minds of
females are so notoriously deficient, or unequal. May not
the intellectual powers be ranged under these four heads
– imagination, reason, memory and judgment. The
province of imagination hath long since been
surrendered to us, and we have been crowned and
undoubted sovereigns of the regions of fancy. Invention
is perhaps the most arduous effort of the mind; this
branch of imagination hath been particularly ceded to us,
and we have been time out of mind invested with that
creative faculty. Observe the variety of fashions (here I
bar the contemptuous smile) which distinguish and adorn
the female world: how continually are they changing,
insomuch that they almost render the wise man’s
assertion problematical, and we are ready to say, there
is something new under the sun. Now what a playfulness,
what an exuberance of fancy, what strength of inventine
imagination, doth this continual variation discover?
Again, it hath been observed, that if the turpitude of the
conduct of our sex, hath been ever so enormous, so
extremely ready are we, that the very first thought
presents us with an apology, so plausible, as to produce
our actions even in an amiable light. Another instance
of our creative powers, is our talent for slander; how
ingenious are we at inventive scandal? what a formidable
story can we in a moment fabricate merely from the force
of a prolifick imagination? how many reputations, in the
fertile brain of a female, have been utterly despoiled? how
industrious are we at improving a hint? suspicion how
easily do we convert into conviction, and conviction,
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embellished by the power of eloquence, stalks abroad to
the surprise and confusion of unsuspecting innocence.
Perhaps it will be asked if I furnish these facts as instances
of excellency in our sex. Certainly not; but as proofs of
a creative faculty, of a lively imagination. Assuredly great
activity of mind is thereby discovered, and was this
activity properly directed, what beneficial effects would
follow. Is the needle and kitchen sufficient to employ the
operations of a soul thus organized? I should conceive
not, Nay, it is a truth that those very departments leave
the intelligent principle vacant, and at liberty for
speculation. Are we deficient in reason? we can only
reason from what we know, and if an opportunity of
acquiring knowledge hath been denied us, the inferiority
of our sex cannot fairly be deduced from thence.
Memory, I believe, will be allowed us in common, since
everyone’s experience must testify, that a loquacious old
woman is as frequently met with, as a communicative
man; their subjects are alike drawn from the fund of other
times, and the transactions of their youth, or of maturer
life, entertain, or perhaps fatigue you, in the evening of
their lives.
“But our judgment is not so strong—we do not
distinguish so well.”—Yet it may be questioned, from what
doth this superiority, in this determining faculty of the
soul, proceed. May we not trace its source in the
difference of education, and continued advantages? Will
it be said that the judgment of a male of two years old, is
more sage than that of a female’s of the same age? I believe
the reverse is generally observed to be true. But from
that period what partiality! how is the one exalted, and
the other depressed, by the contrary modes of education
which are adopted! the one is taught to aspire, and the
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other is early confined and limitted. As their years
increase, the sister must be wholly domesticated, while
the brother is led by the hand through all the flowery
paths of science. Grant that their minds are by nature
equal, yet who shall wonder at the apparent superiority,
if indeed custom becomes second nature; nay if it taketh
place of nature, and that it doth the experience of each
day will evince. At length arrived at womanhood, the
uncultivated fair one feels a void, which the employments
allotted her are by no means capable of filling. What can
she do? to books she may not apply; or if she doth, to
those only of the novel kind, lest she merit the appellation
of a learned lady; and what ideas have been affixed to
this term, the observation of many can testify. Fashion,
scandal, and sometimes what is still more reprehensible,
are then called in to her relief; and who can say to what
lengths the liberties she takes may proceed. Meantimes
she herself is most unhappy; she feels the want of a
cultivated mind. Is she single, she in vain seeks to fill
up time from sexual employments or amusements. Is she
united to a person whose soul nature made equal to her
own, education hath set him so far above her, that in those
entertainments which are productive of such rational
felicity, she is not qualified to accompany him. She
experiences a mortifying consciousness of inferiority,
which embitters every enjoyment. Doth the person to
whom her adverse fate hath consigned her, possess a
mind incapable of improvement, she is equally wretched,
in being so closely connected with an individual whom
she cannot but despise. Now, was she permitted the same
instructors as her brother, (with an eye however to their
particular departments) for the employment of a rational
mind an ample field would be opened. In astronomy she
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might catch a glimpse of the immensity of the Deity, and
thence she would form amazing conceptions of the
august and supreme Intelligence. In geography she would
admire Jehovah in the midst of his benevolence; thus
adapting this globe to the various wants and amusements
of its inhabitants. In natural philosophy she would adore
the infinite majesty of heaven, clothed in condescension;
and as she traversed the reptile world, she would hail the
goodness of a creating God. A mind, thus filled, would
have little room for the trifles with which our sex are,
with too much justice, accused of amusing themselves,
and they would thus be rendered fit companions for
those, who should one day wear them as their crown.
Fashions, in their variety, would then give place to
conjectures, which might perhaps conduce to the
improvements of the literary world; and there would be
no leisure for slander or detraction. Reputation would
not then be blasted, but serious speculations would
occupy the lively imaginations of the sex. Unnecessary
visits would only be indulged by way of relaxation, or
to answer the demands of consanguinity and friendship.
Females would become discreet, their judgments would
be invigorated, and their partners for life being
circumspectly chosen, an unhappy Hymen would then be
as rare, as is now the reverse.
Will it be urged that those acquirements would
supersede our domestick duties. I answer that every
requisite in female economy is easily attained; and, with
truth I can add, that when once attained, they require
no further mental attention. Nay, while we are pursuing
the needle, or the superintendency of the family, I repeat,
that our minds are at full liberty for reflection; that
imagination may exert itself in full vigor; and that if a just
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foundation is early laid, our ideas will then be worthy of
rational beings. If we were industrious we might easily
find time to arrange them upon paper, or should
avocations press too hard for such an indulgence, the
hours allotted for conversation would at least become
more refined and rational. Should it still be vociferated,
“Your domestick employments are sufficient” – I would
calmly ask, is it reasonable, that a candidate for
immortality, for the joys of heaven, an intelligent being,
who is to spend an eternity in contemplating the works
of the Deity, should at present be so degraded, as to be
allowed no other ideas, than those which are suggested
by the mechanism of a pudding, or the sewing the seams
of a garment? Pity that all such censurers of female
improvement do not go one step further, and deny their
future existence; to be consistent they surely ought.
Yes, ye lordly, ye haughty sex, our souls are by nature
equal to yours; the same breath of God animates, enlivens,
and invigorates us; and that we are not fallen lower than
yourselves, let those witness who have greatly towered
above the various discouragements by which they have
been so heavily oppressed; and though I am unacquainted
with the list of celebrated characters on either side, yet
from the observations I have made in the contracted
circle in which I have moved, I dare confidently believe,
that from the commencement of time to the present day,
there hath been as many females, as males, who, by the
mere force of natural powers, have merited the crown of
applause; who, thus unassisted, have seized the wreath of
fame. I know there are who assert, that as the animal
power of the one sex are superiour, of course their mental
faculties also must be stronger; thus attributing strength
of mind to the transient organization of this earth born
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tenement. But if this reasoning is just, man must be
content to yield the palm to many of the brute creation,
since by not a few of his brethren of the field, he is far
surpassed in bodily strength. Moreover, was this
argument admitted, it would prove too much, for occular
demonstration evinceth, that there are many robust
masculine ladies, and effeminate gentlemen. Yet I fancy
that Mr. Pope, though clogged with an enervated body,
and distinguished by a diminutive stature, could
nevertheless lay claim to greatness of soul; and perhaps
there are many other instances which might be adduced
to combat so unphilosophical an opinion. Do we not
often see, that when the clay built tabernacle is well nigh
dissolved, when it is just ready to mingle with the parent
soil, the immortal inhabitant aspires to, and even
attaineth heights the most sublime, and which were
before wholly unexplored. Besides, were we to grant that
animal strength proved any thing, taking into
consideration the accustomed impartiality of nature, we
should be induced to imagine, that she had invested the
female mind with superiour strength as an equivalent
for the bodily powers of man. But waving this however
palpable advantage, for equality only, we wish to contend.
I AM aware that there are many passages in the sacred
oracles which seem to give the advantage to the other
sex; but I consider all these as wholly metaphorical. Thus
David was a man after God’s own heart, yet see him
enervated by his licentious passions! behold him
following Uriah to the death, and shew me wherein could
consist the immaculate Being’s complacency. Listen to
the curses which Job bestoweth upon the day of his
nativity, and tell me where is his perfection, where his
patience–literally it existed not. David and Job were types
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of him who was to come; and the superiority of man,
as exhibited in scripture, being also emblematical, all
arguments deduced from thence, of course fall to the
ground. The exquisite delicacy of the female mind
proclaimeth the exactness of its texture, while its nice
sense of honour announceth its innate, its native
grandeur. And indeed, in one respect, the preeminence
seems to be tacitly allowed us; for after an education
which limits and confines, and employments and
recreations which naturally tend to enervate the body,
and debilitate the mind; after we have from early youth
been adorned with ribbons, and other gewgaws, dressed
out like the ancient victims previous to a sacrifice, being
taught by the care of our parents in collecting the most
showy materials that the ornamenting our exteriour
ought to be the principal object of our attention; after,
I say, fifteen years thus spent, we are introduced into
the world, amid the united adulation of every beholder.
Praise is sweet to the soul; we are immediately
intoxicated by large draughts of flattery, which being
plentifully administered, is to the pride of our hearts, the
most acceptable incense. It is expected that with the other
sex we should commence immediate war, and that we
should triumph over the machinations of the most artful.
We must be constantly upon our guard; prudence and
discretion must be our characteristiks; and we must rise
superiour to, and obtain a complete victory over those
who have been long adding to the native strength of their
minds, by an unremitted study of men and books, and
who have, moreover, conceived from the loose characters
which they have seen portrayed in the extensive variety
of their reading, a most contemptible opinion of the sex.
Thus unequal, we are, notwithstanding, forced to the
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combat, and the infamy which is consequent upon the
smallest deviation in our conduct, proclaims the high idea
which was formed of our native strength; and thus,
indirectly at least, is the preference acknowledged to be
our due. And if we are allowed an equality of
acquirements, let serious studies equally employ our
minds, and we will bid our souls arise to equal strengths.
We will meet upon even ground, the despot man; we will
rush with alacrity to the combat, and, crowned by success,
we shall then answer the exalted expectations, which are
formed. Though sensibility, soft compassion, and gentle
commiseration, are inmates in the female bosom, yet
against every deep laid art, altogether fearless of the
event, we will set them in array; for assuredly the wreath
of victory will encircle the spotless brow. If we meet an
equal, a sensible friend, we will reward him with the hand
of amity, and through life we will be assiduous to
promote his happiness; but from every deep laid scheme,
for our ruin, retiring into ourselves, amid the flowery
paths of science, we will indulge in all the refined and
sentimental pleasures of contemplation: And should it
still be urged, that the studies thus insisted upon would
interfere with our more peculiar department, I must
further reply, that early hours, and close application, will
do wonders; and to her who is from the first dawn of
reason taught to fill up time rationally, both the requisites
will be easy. I grant that niggard fortune is too generally
unfriendly to the mind; and that much of that valuable
treasure, time, is necessarily expended upon the wants
of the body; but it should be remembered; that in
embarrassed circumstances our companions have as little
leisure for literary improvements, as is afforded to us; for
most certainly their provident care is at least as requisite
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as our exertions. Nay, we have even more leisure for
sedentary pleasures, as our avocations are more retired,
much less laborious, and, as hath been observed, by no
means require that avidity of attention which is proper to
the employments of the other sex. In high life, or, in other
words, where the parties are in possession of affluence,
the objection respecting time is wholly obviated, and of
course falls to the ground; and it may also be repeated,
that many of those hours which are at present swallowed
up in fashion and scandal, might be redeemed, were we
habituated to useful reflections. But in one respect, O
ye arbiters of our fate! we confess that the superiority
is indubitably yours; you are by nature formed for our
protectors; we pretend not to vie with you in bodily
strength; upon this point we will never contend for
victory. Shield us then, we beseech you, from external
evils, and in return we will transact your domestick
affairs. Yes, your, for are you not equally interested in
those matters with ourselves? Is not the elegancy of
neatness as agreeable to your sight as to ours; is not the
well favoured viand equally delightful to your taste; and
doth not your sense of hearing suffer as much, from the
discordant sounds prevalent in an ill regulated family,
produced by the voices of children and many et ceteras?
CONSTANTIA.
By way of supplement to the foregoing pages, I subjoin the
following extract from a letter, wrote to a friend in the
December of 1780
AND now assist me, O thou genius of my sex, while
I undertake the arduous task of endeavouring to combat
that vulgar, that almost universal errour, which hath, it
seems, enlisted even Mr. P— under its banners. The
superiority of your sex hath, I grant, been time out of
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mind esteemed a truth incontrovertible; in consequence
of which persuasion, every plan of education hath been
calculated to establish this favourite tenet. Not long since,
weak and presuming as I was, I amused myself with
selecting some arguments from nature, reason, and
experience; against this so generally received idea, I
confess that to sacred testimonies I had not recourse. I
held them to be merely metaphorical, and thus regarding
them, I could not persuade myself that there was any
propriety in bringing them to decide in this very important
debate. However, as you, sir, confine yourself entirely to
the sacred oracles, I mean to bend the whole of my
artillery against those supposed proofs, which you have
from thence provided, and from which you have formed
an intrenchment apparently so invulnerable. And first, to
begin with our great progenitors; but here, suffer me to
premise, that it is for mental strength I mean to contend,
for with respect to animal powers, I yield them
undisputed to that sex, which enjoys them in common
with the lion, the tyger, and many other beasts of prey;
therefore your observations respecting the rib under the
arm, at a distance from the head, &c.&c. in no sort militate
against my view. Well, but the woman was first in the
transgression. Strange how blind self love renders you
men; were you not wholly absorbed in a partial
admiration of your own abilities, you would long since
have acknowledged the force of what I am now going to
urge. It is true some ignoramuses have absurdly enough
informed us, that the beauteous fair of paradise, was
seduced from her obedience, by a malignant demon, in the
guise of a baleful serpent; but we, who are better informed,
know that the fallen spirit presented himself to her view,
a shining angel still; for thus, saith the criticks in the
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Hebrew tongue, ought the word to be rendered. Let us
examine her motive—Hark! the seraph declares that she
shall attain a perfection of knowledge; for is there aught
which is not comprehended under one or other of the
terms good and evil. It doth not appear that she was
governed by any one sensual appetite; but merely by a
desire of adorning her mind; a laudable ambition fired
her soul, and a thirst for knowledge impelled the
predilection so fatal in its consequences. Adam could not
plead the same deception; assuredly he was not deceived;
nor ought we to admire his superiour strength, or wonder
at his sagacity, when we so often confess that example is
much more influential than precept. His gentle partner
stood before him, a melancholy instance of the direful
effects of disobedience; he saw her not possessed of that
wisdom which she had fondly hoped to obtain, but he
beheld the once blooming female, disrobed of that
innocence, which had heretofore rendered her so lovely.
To him then deception became impossible, as he had
proof positive of the fallacy of the argument, which the
deceiver had suggested. What then could be his
inducement to burst the barriers, and to fly directly in
the face of that command, which immediately from the
mouth of deity he had received, since, I say, he could
not plead that fascinating stimulous, the accumulation
of knowledge, as indisputable conviction was so visibly
portrayed before him. What mighty cause impelled him
to sacrifice myriads of beings yet unborn, and by one
impious act, which he saw would be productive of such
fatal effects, entail undistinguished ruin upon a race of
beings, which he was yet to produce. Blush, ye vaunters
of fortitude; ye boasters of resolution; ye haughty lords
of the creation; blush when ye remember, that he was
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influenced by no other motive than a bare pusilianimous
attachment to a woman! by sentiments so exquisitely soft,
that all his sons have, from that period, when they have
designed to degrade them, described as highly feminine.
Thus it should seem, that all the arts of the grand deceiver
(since means adequate to the purpose are, I conceive,
invariably pursued) were requisite to mislead our general
mother, while the father of mankind forfeited his own,
and relinquished the happiness of posterity, merely in
compliance with the blandishments of a female. The
subsequent subjection the apostle Paul explains as a
figure; after enlarging upon the subject, he adds, “This is a
great mystery; but I speak concerning Christ and the church.”
Now we know with what consummate wisdom the
unerring father of eternity hath formed his plans; all the
types which he hath displayed, he hath permitted
materially to fail, in the very virtue for which they were
famed. The reason for this is obvious, we might otherwise
mistake his economy, and render that honour to the
creature, which is due only to the creator. I know that
Adam was a figure of him who was to come. The grace
contained in this figure, is the reason of my rejoicing, and
while I am very far from prostrating before the shadow, I
yield joyfully in all things the preeminence to the second
federal head. Confiding faith is prefigured by Abraham,
yet he exhibits a contrast to affiance, when he says of
his fair companion, she is my sister. Gentleness was the
characteristick of Moses, yet he hesitated not to reply to
Jehovah himself, with unsaintlike tongue he murmured
at the waters of strife, and with rash hands he break the
tables, which were inscribed by the finger of divinity.
David, dignified with the title of the man after God’s
own heart, and yet how stained was his life. Solomon
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was celebrated for wisdom, but folly is write in legible
characters upon his almost every action. Lastly, let us turn
our eyes to man in the aggregate. He is manifested as the
figure of strength, but that we may not regard him as any
thing more than a figure, his soul is formed in no sort
superiour, but every way equal to the mind of her who
is the emblem of weakness and whom he hails the gentle
companion of his better days.
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CHAPTER 79.
DESULTORY THOUGHTS UPON THE
UTILITY OF ENCOURAGING A DEGREE
OF SELF-COMPLACENCY ESPECIALLY IN
FEMALE BOSOMS
JUDITH SARGENT MURRAY
Self-estimation, kept within due bounds,
However oddly the assertion sounds,
May, of the fairest efforts be the root,
May yield the embow’ring shade–the mellow fruit;
May stimulate to most exalted deeds,
Direct the soul where blooming honor leads;
May give her there, to act a noble part,
To virtuous pleasures yield the willing heart.
Self-estimation will debasement shun,
And, in the path of wisdom, joy to run;
An unbecoming act in fears to do,
And still, its exaltation keeps in view.
“To rev’rence self,” a Bard long since directed,
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And, on each moral truth HE well reflected;
But, lost to conscious worth, to decent pride,
Compass nor helm there is, our course to guide:
Nor may we anchor cast, for rudely tost
In an unfathom’d sea, each motive’s lost,
Wildly amid contending waves we’re beat,
And rocks and quick sands, shoals and depths we meet;
‘Till, dash’d in pieces, or, till found’ring, we
One common wreck of all our prospects see!
Nor, do we mourn, for we were lost to fame,
And never hap’d to reach a tow’ring name;
Ne’er taught to “rev’rence self,” or to aspire,
Our bosoms never caught ambition’s fire;
An indolence of virtue still prevail’d,
Nor the sweet gale of praise was e’er inhal’d;
Rous’d by a new stimulus, no kindling glow.
No soothing emulations gentle flow,
We judg’d that nature, not to us inclin’d,
In narrow bounds our progress had confin’d,
And, that our forms, to say the very best,
Only, not frightful, were by all confest.
I think, to teach young minds to aspire, ought to be the
ground work of education: many a laudable achievement
is lost, from a persuasion that our efforts are unequal to
the arduous attainment. Ambition is a noble principle,
which properly directed, may be productive of the most
valuable consequences. It is amazing to what heights the
mind by exertion may tow’r: I would, therefore, have my
pupils believe, that every thing in the compass of
mortality, was placed within their grasp, and that, the
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avidity of application, the intenseness of study, were only
requisite to endow them with every external grace, and
mental accomplishment. Thus I should impel them to
progress on, if I could not lead them to the heights I would
wish them to attain. It is too common with parents to
expatiate in their hearing, upon all the foibles of their
children, and to let their virtues pass, in appearance,
unregarded: this they do, least they should, (were they to
commend) swell their little hearts to pride, and implant
in their tender minds, undue conceptions of their own
importance. Those, for example, who have the care of a
beautiful female, they assiduously guard every avenue,
they arrest the stream of due admiration, and endeavour
to divest her of all idea of the bounties of nature: what is
the consequence? She grows up, and of course mixes with
those who are less interested: strangers will be sincere; she
encounters the tongue of the flatterer, he will exaggerate,
she finds herself possessed of accomplishments which
have been studiously concealed from her, she throws the
reins upon the neck of fancy, and gives every encomiast
full credit for his most extravagant eulogy. Her natural
connexions, her home is rendered disagreeable, and she
hastes to the scenes, whence arise the sweet perfume of
adulation, and when she can obtain the regard due to a
merit, which she supposes altogether uncommon. Those
who have made her acquainted with the dear secret, she
considers as her best friends; and it is more than probable,
that she will soon fall a sacrifice to some worthless
character, whose interest may lead him to the most
hyperbolical lengths in the round of flattery. Now, I
should be solicitous that my daughter should possess for
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me the fondest love, as well as that respect which gives
birth to duty; in order to promote this wish of my soul,
from my lips she should be accustomed to hear the most
pleasing truths, and, as in the course of my instructions,
I should doubtless find myself but too often impelled to
wound the delicacy of youthful sensibility. I would
therefore, be careful to avail myself of this exuberating
balance: I would, from the early dawn of reason, address
her as a rational being; hence, I apprehend, the most
valuable consequences would result: in some such
language as this, she might from time to time be accosted.
A pleasing form is undoubtedly advantageous, nature, my
dear, hath furnished you with an agreeable person, your
glass, was I to be silent, would inform you that you are
pretty, your appearance will sufficiently recommend you
to a stranger, the flatterer will give a more than mortal
finishing to every feature; but, it must be your part, my
sweet girl, to render yourself worthy respect from higher
motives: you must learn “to reverence yourself,” that is,
your intellectual existence; you must join my efforts, in
endeavouring to adorn your mind, for, it is from the
proper furnishing of that, you will become indeed a
valuable person, you will, as I said, give birth to the most
favorable impressions at first sight: but, how mortifying
should this be all, if, upon a more extensive knowledge
you should be discovered to possess no one mental charm,
to be fit only at best, to be hung up as a pleasing picture
among the paintings of some spacious hall. The flatterer,
indeed, will still pursue you, but it will be from interested
views, and he will smile at your undoing! Now, then, my
best Love, is the time for you to lay in such a fund of
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useful knowledge, as shall continue, and augment every
kind sentiment in regard to you, as shall set you above the
snares of the artful betrayer.
Thus, that sweet form, shall serve but as a polished
casket, which will contain a most beautiful gem, highly
finished, and calculated for advantage, as well as
ornament. Was she, I say, habituated thus to reflect, she
would be taught to aspire; she would learn to estimate
every accomplishment, according to its proper value; and,
when the voice of adulation should assail her ear, as she
had early been initiated into its true meaning, and from
youth been accustomed to the language of praise; her
attention would not be captivated, the Siren’s song would
not borrow the aid of novelty, her young mind would not
be enervated or intoxicated, by a delicious surprise, she
would possess her soul in serenity and by that means, rise
superior to the deep-laid schemes which, too commonly,
encompass the steps of beauty.
Neither should those to whom nature had been
parsimonious, be tortured by me with degrading
comparisons; every advantage I would expatiate upon,
and there are few who possess not some personal charms;
I would teach them to gloss over their imperfections,
inasmuch as, I do think, an agreeable form, a very
necessary introduction to society, and of course it behoves
us to render our appearance as pleasing as possible: I
would, I must repeat, by all means guard them against
a low estimation of self. I would leave no charm
undiscovered or unmarked, for the penetrating eye of the
pretended admirer, to make unto himself a merit by
holding up to her view; thus, I would destroy the weapons
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of flattery, or render them useless, by leaving not the least
room for their operation.
A young lady, growing up with the idea, that she
possesses few, or no personal attractions, and that her
mental abilities are of an inferior kind, imbibing at the
same time, a most melancholly idea of a female,
descending down the vale of life in an unprotected state;
taught also to regard her character ridiculously
contemptible, will, too probably, throw herself away upon
the first who approaches her with tenders of love,
however indifferent may be her chance for happiness,
least if she omits the present day of grace, she may never
be so happy as to meet a second offer, and must then
inevitably be stigmatized with that dreaded title, an Old
Maid, must rank with a class whom she has been
accustomed to regard as burthens upon society, and
objects whom she might with impunity turn into ridicule!
Certainly love, friendship and esteem, ought to take place
of marriage, but, the woman thus circumstanced, will
seldom regard these previous requisites to felicity, if she
can but insure the honors, which she, in idea, associates
with a matrimonial connection–to prevent which great
evil, I would early impress under proper regulations, a
reverence of self; I would endeavour to rear to worth, and
a consciousness thereof: I would be solicitous to inspire
the glow of virtue, with that elevation of soul, that dignity,
which is ever attendant upon self-approbation, arising
from the genuine source of innate rectitude. I must be
excused for thus insisting upon my hypothesis, as I am,
from observation, persuaded, that many have suffered
materially all their life long, from a depression of soul,
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early inculcated, in compliance to a false maxim, which
hath supposed pride would thereby be eradicated. I know
there is a contrary extreme, and I would, in almost all
cases, prefer the happy medium. However, if these
fugitive hints may induce some abler pen to improve
thereon, the exemplification will give pleasure to the heart
of CONSTANTIA.
October 22, 1784.
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PART XIX.
SUSANNA ROWSON

CHAPTER 80.
CHARLOTTE TEMPLE: VOLUME I
Volume I
SUSANNA ROWSON
PREFACE.
FOR the perusal of the young and thoughtless of the fair
sex, this Tale of Truth is designed; and I could wish my
fair readers to consider it as not merely the effusion of
Fancy, but as a reality. The circumstances on which I have
founded this novel were related to me some little time
since by an old lady who had personally known Charlotte,
though she concealed the real names of the characters,
and likewise the place where the unfortunate scenes were
acted: yet as it was impossible to offer a relation to the
public in such an imperfect state, I have thrown over
the whole a slight veil of fiction, and substituted names
and places according to my own fancy. The principal
characters in this little tale are now consigned to the
silent tomb: it can therefore hurt the feelings of no one;
and may, I flatter myself, be of service to some who are
so unfortunate as to have neither friends to advise, or
understanding to direct them, through the various and
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unexpected evils that attend a young and unprotected
woman in her first entrance into life.
While the tear of compassion still trembled in my eye
for the fate of the unhappy Charlotte, I may have children
of my own, said I, to whom this recital may be of use, and
if to your own children, said Benevolence, why not to the
many daughters of Misfortune who, deprived of natural
friends, or spoilt by a mistaken education, are thrown
on an unfeeling world without the least power to defend
themselves from the snares not only of the other sex, but
from the more dangerous arts of the profligate of their
own.
Sensible as I am that a novel writer, at a time when such
a variety of works are ushered into the world under that
name, stands but a poor chance for fame in the annals of
literature, but conscious that I wrote with a mind anxious
for the happiness of that sex whose morals and conduct
have so powerful an influence on mankind in general;
and convinced that I have not wrote a line that conveys a
wrong idea to the head or a corrupt wish to the heart, I
shall rest satisfied in the purity of my own intentions, and
if I merit not applause, I feel that I dread not censure.
If the following tale should save one hapless fair one
from the errors which ruined poor Charlotte, or rescue
from impending misery the heart of one anxious parent, I
shall feel a much higher gratification in reflecting on this
trifling performance, than could possibly result from the
applause which might attend the most elegant finished
piece of literature whose tendency might deprave the
heart or mislead the understanding.
CHARLOTTE TEMPLE,
VOLUME I
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CHAPTER I.
A BOARDING SCHOOL.
“ARE you for a walk,” said Montraville to his companion,
as they arose from table; “are you for a walk? or shall
we order the chaise and proceed to Portsmouth?” Belcour
preferred the former; and they sauntered out to view the
town, and to make remarks on the inhabitants, as they
returned from church.
Montraville was a Lieutenant in the army: Belcour was
his brother officer: they had been to take leave of their
friends previous to their departure for America, and were
now returning to Portsmouth, where the troops waited
orders for embarkation. They had stopped at Chichester
to dine; and knowing they had sufficient time to reach
the place of destination before dark, and yet allow them
a walk, had resolved, it being Sunday afternoon, to take
a survey of the Chichester ladies as they returned from
their devotions.
They had gratified their curiosity, and were preparing
to return to the inn without honouring any of the belles
with particular notice, when Madame Du Pont, at the
head of her school, descended from the church. Such an
assemblage of youth and innocence naturally attracted
the young soldiers: they stopped; and, as the little
cavalcade passed, almost involuntarily pulled off their
hats. A tall, elegant girl looked at Montraville and
blushed: he instantly recollected the features of Charlotte
Temple, whom he had once seen and danced with at a
ball at Portsmouth. At that time he thought on her only
as a very lovely child, she being then only thirteen; but
the improvement two years had made in her person, and
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the blush of recollection which suffused her cheeks as she
passed, awakened in his bosom new and pleasing ideas.
Vanity led him to think that pleasure at again beholding
him might have occasioned the emotion he had
witnessed, and the same vanity led him to wish to see her
again.
“She is the sweetest girl in the world,” said he, as he
entered the inn. Belcour stared. “Did you not notice her?”
continued Montraville: “she had on a blue bonnet, and
with a pair of lovely eyes of the same colour, has
contrived to make me feel devilish odd about the heart.”
“Pho,” said Belcour, “a musket ball from our friends, the
Americans, may in less than two months make you feel
worse.”
“I never think of the future,” replied Montraville; “but
am determined to make the most of the present, and
would willingly compound with any kind Familiar who
would inform me who the girl is, and how I might be
likely to obtain an interview.”
But no kind Familiar at that time appearing, and the
chaise which they had ordered, driving up to the door,
Montraville and his companion were obliged to take leave
of Chichester and its fair inhabitant, and proceed on their
journey.
But Charlotte had made too great an impression on his
mind to be easily eradicated: having therefore spent three
whole days in thinking on her and in endeavouring to
form some plan for seeing her, he determined to set off
for Chichester, and trust to chance either to favour or
frustrate his designs. Arriving at the verge of the town,
he dismounted, and sending the servant forward with
the horses, proceeded toward the place, where, in the
midst of an extensive pleasure ground, stood the mansion
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which contained the lovely Charlotte Temple.
Montraville leaned on a broken gate, and looked earnestly
at the house. The wall which surrounded it was high,
and perhaps the Argus’s who guarded the Hesperian fruit
within, were more watchful than those famed of old.
“‘Tis a romantic attempt,” said he; “and should I even
succeed in seeing and conversing with her, it can be
productive of no good: I must of necessity leave England
in a few days, and probably may never return; why then
should I endeavour to engage the affections of this lovely
girl, only to leave her a prey to a thousand inquietudes,
of which at present she has no idea? I will return to
Portsmouth and think no more about her.”
The evening now was closed; a serene stillness reigned;
and the chaste Queen of Night with her silver crescent
faintly illuminated the hemisphere. The mind of
Montraville was hushed into composure by the serenity
of the surrounding objects. “I will think on her no more,”
said he, and turned with an intention to leave the place;
but as he turned, he saw the gate which led to the pleasure
grounds open, and two women come out, who walked
arm-in-arm across the field.
“I will at least see who these are,” said he. He overtook
them, and giving them the compliments of the evening,
begged leave to see them into the more frequented parts
of the town: but how was he delighted, when, waiting
for an answer, he discovered, under the concealment of a
large bonnet, the face of Charlotte Temple.
He soon found means to ingratiate himself with her
companion, who was a French teacher at the school, and,
at parting, slipped a letter he had purposely written, into
Charlotte’s hand, and five guineas into that of
Mademoiselle, who promised she would endeavour to
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bring her young charge into the field again the next
evening.
CHAPTER II.
DOMESTIC CONCERNS.
MR. Temple was the youngest son of a nobleman whose
fortune was by no means adequate to the antiquity,
grandeur, and I may add, pride of the family. He saw his
elder brother made completely wretched by marrying a
disagreeable woman, whose fortune helped to prop the
sinking dignity of the house; and he beheld his sisters
legally prostituted to old, decrepid men, whose titles gave
them consequence in the eyes of the world, and whose
affluence rendered them splendidly miserable. “I will not
sacrifice internal happiness for outward shew,” said he:
“I will seek Content; and, if I find her in a cottage, will
embrace her with as much cordiality as I should if seated
on a throne.”
Mr. Temple possessed a small estate of about five
hundred pounds a year; and with that he resolved to
preserve independence, to marry where the feelings of
his heart should direct him, and to confine his expenses
within the limits of his income. He had a heart open to
every generous feeling of humanity, and a hand ready to
dispense to those who wanted part of the blessings he
enjoyed himself.
As he was universally known to be the friend of the
unfortunate, his advice and bounty was frequently
solicited; nor was it seldom that he sought out indigent
merit, and raised it from obscurity, confining his own
expenses within a very narrow compass.
“You are a benevolent fellow,” said a young officer to
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him one day; “and I have a great mind to give you a fine
subject to exercise the goodness of your heart upon.”
“You cannot oblige me more,” said Temple, “than to
point out any way by which I can be serviceable to my
fellow creatures.”
“Come along then,” said the young man, “we will go
and visit a man who is not in so good a lodging as he
deserves; and, were it not that he has an angel with him,
who comforts and supports him, he must long since have
sunk under his misfortunes.” The young man’s heart was
too full to proceed; and Temple, unwilling to irritate his
feelings by making further enquiries, followed him in
silence, til they arrived at the Fleet prison.
The officer enquired for Captain Eldridge: a person led
them up several pair of dirty stairs, and pointing to a door
which led to a miserable, small apartment, said that was
the Captain’s room, and retired.
The officer, whose name was Blakeney, tapped at the
door, and was bid to enter by a voice melodiously soft. He
opened the door, and discovered to Temple a scene which
rivetted him to the spot with astonishment.
The apartment, though small, and bearing strong
marks of poverty, was neat in the extreme. In an arm-
chair, his head reclined upon his hand, his eyes fixed on
a book which lay open before him, sat an aged man in
a Lieutenant’s uniform, which, though threadbare, would
sooner call a blush of shame into the face of those who
could neglect real merit, than cause the hectic of
confusion to glow on the cheeks of him who wore it.
Beside him sat a lovely creature busied in painting a fan
mount. She was fair as the lily, but sorrow had nipped the
rose in her cheek before it was half blown. Her eyes were
blue; and her hair, which was light brown, was slightly
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confined under a plain muslin cap, tied round with a
black ribbon; a white linen gown and plain lawn
handkerchief composed the remainder of her dress; and
in this simple attire, she was more irresistibly charming
to such a heart as Temple’s, than she would have been, if
adorned with all the splendor of a courtly belle.
When they entered, the old man arose from his seat,
and shaking Blakeney by the hand with great cordiality,
offered Temple his chair; and there being but three in
the room, seated himself on the side of his little bed with
evident composure.
“This is a strange place,” said he to Temple, “to receive
visitors of distinction in; but we must fit our feelings to
our station. While I am not ashamed to own the cause
which brought me here, why should I blush at my
situation? Our misfortunes are not our faults; and were it
not for that poor girl—”
Here the philosopher was lost in the father. He rose
hastily from his seat, and walking toward the window,
wiped off a tear which he was afraid would tarnish the
cheek of a sailor.
Temple cast his eye on Miss Eldridge: a pellucid drop
had stolen from her eyes, and fallen upon a rose she was
painting. It blotted and discoloured the flower. “‘Tis
emblematic,” said he mentally: “the rose of youth and
health soon fades when watered by the tear of affliction.”
“My friend Blakeney,” said he, addressing the old man,
“told me I could be of service to you: be so kind then,
dear Sir, as to point out some way in which I can relieve
the anxiety of your heart and increase the pleasures of my
own.”
“My good young man,” said Eldridge, “you know not
what you offer. While deprived of my liberty I cannot be
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free from anxiety on my own account; but that is a trifling
concern; my anxious thoughts extend to one more dear
a thousand times than life: I am a poor weak old man,
and must expect in a few years to sink into silence and
oblivion; but when I am gone, who will protect that fair
bud of innocence from the blasts of adversity, or from the
cruel hand of insult and dishonour.”
“Oh, my father!” cried Miss Eldridge, tenderly taking
his hand, “be not anxious on that account; for daily are my
prayers offered to heaven that our lives may terminate at
the same instant, and one grave receive us both; for why
should I live when deprived of my only friend.”
Temple was moved even to tears. “You will both live
many years,” said he, “and I hope see much happiness.
Cheerly, my friend, cheerly; these passing clouds of
adversity will serve only to make the sunshine of
prosperity more pleasing. But we are losing time: you
might ere this have told me who were your creditors,
what were their demands, and other particulars necessary
to your liberation.”
“My story is short,” said Mr. Eldridge, “but there are
some particulars which will wring my heart barely to
remember; yet to one whose offers of friendship appear
so open and disinterested, I will relate every circumstance
that led to my present, painful situation. But my child,”
continued he, addressing his daughter, “let me prevail on
you to take this opportunity, while my friends are with
me, to enjoy the benefit of air and exercise.”
“Go, my love; leave me now; to-morrow at your usual
hour I will expect you.”
Miss Eldridge impressed on his cheek the kiss of filial
affection, and obeyed.
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CHAPTER III.
UNEXPECTED MISFORTUNES.
“MY life,” said Mr. Eldridge, “till within these few years
was marked by no particular circumstance deserving
notice. I early embraced the life of a sailor, and have
served my King with unremitted ardour for many years.
At the age of twenty-five I married an amiable woman;
one son, and the girl who just now left us, were the fruits
of our union. My boy had genius and spirit. I straitened
my little income to give him a liberal education, but the
rapid progress he made in his studies amply compensated
for the inconvenience. At the academy where he received
his education he commenced an acquaintance with a Mr.
Lewis, a young man of affluent fortune: as they grew up
their intimacy ripened into friendship, and they became
almost inseparable companions.
“George chose the profession of a soldier. I had neither
friends or money to procure him a commission, and had
wished him to embrace a nautical life: but this was
repugnant to his wishes, and I ceased to urge him on the
subject.
“The friendship subsisting between Lewis and my son
was of such a nature as gave him free access to our family;
and so specious was his manner that we hesitated not to
state to him all our little difficulties in regard to George’s
future views. He listened to us with attention, and offered
to advance any sum necessary for his first setting out.
“I embraced the offer, and gave him my note for the
payment of it, but he would not suffer me to mention
any stipulated time, as he said I might do it whenever
most convenient to myself. About this time my dear Lucy
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returned from school, and I soon began to imagine Lewis
looked at her with eyes of affection. I gave my child a
caution to beware of him, and to look on her mother as
her friend. She was unaffectedly artless; and when, as I
suspected, Lewis made professions of love, she confided
in her parents, and assured us her heart was perfectly
unbiassed in his favour, and she would cheerfully submit
to our direction.
“I took an early opportunity of questioning him
concerning his intentions towards my child: he gave an
equivocal answer, and I forbade him the house.
“The next day he sent and demanded payment of his
money. It was not in my power to comply with the
demand. I requested three days to endeavour to raise it,
determining in that time to mortgage my half pay, and
live on a small annuity which my wife possessed, rather
than be under an obligation to so worthless a man: but
this short time was not allowed me; for that evening, as
I was sitting down to supper, unsuspicious of danger, an
officer entered, and tore me from the embraces of my
family.
“My wife had been for some time in a declining state
of health: ruin at once so unexpected and inevitable was
a stroke she was not prepared to bear, and I saw her faint
into the arms of our servant, as I left my own habitation
for the comfortless walls of a prison. My poor Lucy,
distracted with her fears for us both, sunk on the floor
and endeavoured to detain me by her feeble efforts, but
in vain; they forced open her arms; she shrieked, and
fell prostrate. But pardon me. The horrors of that night
unman me. I cannot proceed.”
He rose from his seat, and walked several times across
the room: at length, attaining more composure, he
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cried—”What a mere infant I am! Why, Sir, I never felt
thus in the day of battle.” “No,” said Temple; “but the
truly brave soul is tremblingly alive to the feelings of
humanity.”
“True,” replied the old man, (something like satisfaction
darting across his features) “and painful as these feelings
are, I would not exchange them for that torpor which
the stoic mistakes for philosophy. How many exquisite
delights should I have passed by unnoticed, but for these
keen sensations, this quick sense of happiness or misery?
Then let us, my friend, take the cup of life as it is
presented to us, tempered by the hand of a wise
Providence; be thankful for the good, be patient under
the evil, and presume not to enquire why the latter
predominates.”
“This is true philosophy,” said Temple.
“‘Tis the only way to reconcile ourselves to the cross
events of life,” replied he. “But I forget myself. I will not
longer intrude on your patience, but proceed in my
melancholy tale.
“The very evening that I was taken to prison, my son
arrived from Ireland, where he had been some time with
his regiment. From the distracted expressions of his
mother and sister, he learnt by whom I had been arrested;
and, late as it was, flew on the wings of wounded
affection, to the house of his false friend, and earnestly
enquired the cause of this cruel conduct. With all the
calmness of a cool deliberate villain, he avowed his
passion for Lucy; declared her situation in life would not
permit him to marry her; but offered to release me
immediately, and make any settlement on her, if George
would persuade her to live, as he impiously termed it, a
life of honour.
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“Fired at the insult offered to a man and a soldier, my
boy struck the villain, and a challenge ensued. He then
went to a coffee-house in the neighbourhood and wrote
a long affectionate letter to me, blaming himself severely
for having introduced Lewis into the family, or permitted
him to confer an obligation, which had brought inevitable
ruin on us all. He begged me, whatever might be the event
of the ensuing morning, not to suffer regret or unavailing
sorrow for his fate, to increase the anguish of my heart,
which he greatly feared was already insupportable.
“This letter was delivered to me early in the morning.
It would be vain to attempt describing my feelings on the
perusal of it; suffice it to say, that a merciful Providence
interposed, and I was for three weeks insensible to
miseries almost beyond the strength of human nature to
support.
“A fever and strong delirium seized me, and my life
was despaired of. At length, nature, overpowered with
fatigue, gave way to the salutary power of rest, and a quiet
slumber of some hours restored me to reason, though the
extreme weakness of my frame prevented my feeling my
distress so acutely as I otherways should.
“The first object that struck me on awaking, was Lucy
sitting by my bedside; her pale countenance and sable
dress prevented my enquiries for poor George: for the
letter I had received from him, was the first thing that
occurred to my memory. By degrees the rest returned: I
recollected being arrested, but could no ways account for
being in this apartment, whither they had conveyed me
during my illness.
“I was so weak as to be almost unable to speak. I pressed
Lucy’s hand, and looked earnestly round the apartment in
search of another dear object.
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“Where is your mother?” said I, faintly.
“The poor girl could not answer: she shook her head
in expressive silence; and throwing herself on the bed,
folded her arms about me, and burst into tears.
“What! both gone?” said I.
“Both,” she replied, endeavouring to restrain her
emotions: “but they are happy, no doubt.”
Here Mr. Eldridge paused: the recollection of the scene
was too painful to permit him to proceed.
CHAPTER IV.
CHANGE OF FORTUNE.
“IT was some days,” continued Mr. Eldridge, recovering
himself, “before I could venture to enquire the particulars
of what had happened during my illness: at length I
assumed courage to ask my dear girl how long her mother
and brother had been dead: she told me, that the morning
after my arrest, George came home early to enquire after
his mother’s health, staid with them but a few minutes,
seemed greatly agitated at parting, but gave them strict
charge to keep up their spirits, and hope every thing
would turn out for the best. In about two hours after, as
they were sitting at breakfast, and endeavouring to strike
out some plan to attain my liberty, they heard a loud rap
at the door, which Lucy running to open, she met the
bleeding body of her brother, borne in by two men who
had lifted him from a litter, on which they had brought
him from the place where he fought. Her poor mother,
weakened by illness and the struggles of the preceding
night, was not able to support this shock; gasping for
breath, her looks wild and haggard, she reached the
apartment where they had carried her dying son. She
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knelt by the bed side; and taking his cold hand, ‘my poor
boy,’ said she, ‘I will not be parted from thee: husband!
son! both at once lost. Father of mercies, spare me!’ She
fell into a strong convulsion, and expired in about two
hours. In the mean time, a surgeon had dressed George’s
wounds; but they were in such a situation as to bar the
smallest hopes of recovery. He never was sensible from
the time he was brought home, and died that evening in
the arms of his sister.
“Late as it was when this event took place, my
affectionate Lucy insisted on coming to me. ‘What must
he feel,’ said she, ‘at our apparent neglect, and how shall
I inform him of the afflictions with which it has pleased
heaven to visit us?’
“She left the care of the dear departed ones to some
neighbours who had kindly come in to comfort and assist
her; and on entering the house where I was confined,
found me in the situation I have mentioned.
“How she supported herself in these trying moments,
I know not: heaven, no doubt, was with her; and her
anxiety to preserve the life of one parent in some measure
abated her affliction for the loss of the other.
“My circumstances were greatly embarrassed, my
acquaintance few, and those few utterly unable to assist
me. When my wife and son were committed to their
kindred earth, my creditors seized my house and
furniture, which not being sufficient to discharge all their
demands, detainers were lodged against me. No friend
stepped forward to my relief; from the grave of her
mother, my beloved Lucy followed an almost dying father
to this melancholy place.
“Here we have been nearly a year and a half. My half-
pay I have given up to satisfy my creditors, and my child
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supports me by her industry: sometimes by fine
needlework, sometimes by painting. She leaves me every
night, and goes to a lodging near the bridge; but returns
in the morning, to cheer me with her smiles, and bless
me by her duteous affection. A lady once offered her an
asylum in her family; but she would not leave me. ‘We
are all the world to each other,’ said she. ‘I thank God, I
have health and spirits to improve the talents with which
nature has endowed me; and I trust if I employ them in
the support of a beloved parent, I shall not be thought an
unprofitable servant. While he lives, I pray for strength
to pursue my employment; and when it pleases heaven
to take one of us, may it give the survivor resignation to
bear the separation as we ought: till then I will never leave
him.'”
“But where is this inhuman persecutor?” said Temple.
“He has been abroad ever since,” replied the old man;
“but he has left orders with his lawyer never to give up the
note till the utmost farthing is paid.”
“And how much is the amount of your debts in all?” said
Temple.
“Five hundred pounds,” he replied.
Temple started: it was more than he expected. “But
something must be done,” said he: “that sweet maid must
not wear out her life in a prison. I will see you again
to-morrow, my friend,” said he, shaking Eldridge’s hand:
“keep up your spirits: light and shade are not more
happily blended than are the pleasures and pains of life;
and the horrors of the one serve only to increase the
splendor of the other.”
“You never lost a wife and son,” said Eldridge.
“No,” replied he, “but I can feel for those that have.”
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Eldridge pressed his hand as they went toward the door,
and they parted in silence.
When they got without the walls of the prison, Temple
thanked his friend Blakeney for introducing him to so
worthy a character; and telling him he had a particular
engagement in the city, wished him a good evening.
“And what is to be done for this distressed man,” said
Temple, as he walked up Ludgate Hill. “Would to heaven I
had a fortune that would enable me instantly to discharge
his debt: what exquisite transport, to see the expressive
eyes of Lucy beaming at once with pleasure for her
father’s deliverance, and gratitude for her deliverer: but is
not my fortune affluence,” continued he, “nay superfluous
wealth, when compared to the extreme indigence of
Eldridge; and what have I done to deserve ease and
plenty, while a brave worthy officer starves in a prison?
Three hundred a year is surely sufficient for all my wants
and wishes: at any rate Eldridge must be relieved.”
When the heart has will, the hands can soon find means
to execute a good action.
Temple was a young man, his feelings warm and
impetuous; unacquainted with the world, his heart had
not been rendered callous by being convinced of its fraud
and hypocrisy. He pitied their sufferings, overlooked
their faults, thought every bosom as generous as his own,
and would cheerfully have divided his last guinea with an
unfortunate fellow creature.
No wonder, then, that such a man (without waiting a
moment for the interference of Madam Prudence) should
resolve to raise money sufficient for the relief of Eldridge,
by mortgaging part of his fortune.
We will not enquire too minutely into the cause which
might actuate him in this instance: suffice it to say, he
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immediately put the plan in execution; and in three days
from the time he first saw the unfortunate Lieutenant,
he had the superlative felicity of seeing him at liberty,
and receiving an ample reward in the tearful eye and half
articulated thanks of the grateful Lucy.
“And pray, young man,” said his father to him one
morning, “what are your designs in visiting thus
constantly that old man and his daughter?”
Temple was at a loss for a reply: he had never asked
himself the question: he hesitated; and his father
continued—
“It was not till within these few days that I heard in
what manner your acquaintance first commenced, and
cannot suppose any thing but attachment to the daughter
could carry you such imprudent lengths for the father: it
certainly must be her art that drew you in to mortgage
part of your fortune.”
“Art, Sir!” cried Temple eagerly. “Lucy Eldridge is as
free from art as she is from every other error: she is—”
“Everything that is amiable and lovely,” said his father,
interrupting him ironically: “no doubt in your opinion
she is a pattern of excellence for all her sex to follow; but
come, Sir, pray tell me what are your designs towards this
paragon. I hope you do not intend to complete your folly
by marrying her.”
“Were my fortune such as would support her according
to her merit, I don’t know a woman more formed to
insure happiness in the married state.”
“Then prithee, my dear lad,” said his father, “since your
rank and fortune are so much beneath what your
PRINCESS might expect, be so kind as to turn your eyes
on Miss Weatherby; who, having only an estate of three
thousand a year, is more upon a level with you, and whose
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father yesterday solicited the mighty honour of your
alliance. I shall leave you to consider on this offer; and
pray remember, that your union with Miss Weatherby
will put it in your power to be more liberally the friend of
Lucy Eldridge.”
The old gentleman walked in a stately manner out of
the room; and Temple stood almost petrified with
astonishment, contempt, and rage.
CHAPTER V.
SUCH THINGS ARE.
MISS Weatherby was the only child of a wealthy man,
almost idolized by her parents, flattered by her
dependants, and never contradicted even by those who
called themselves her friends: I cannot give a better
description than by the following lines.
The lovely maid whose form and face
Nature has deck'd with ev'ry grace,
But in whose breast no virtues glow,
Whose heart ne'er felt another's woe,
Whose hand ne'er smooth'd the bed of pain,
Or eas'd the captive's galling chain;
But like the tulip caught the eye,
Born just to be admir'd and die;
When gone, no one regrets its loss,
Or scarce remembers that it was.
Such was Miss Weatherby: her form lovely as nature
could make it, but her mind uncultivated, her heart
unfeeling, her passions impetuous, and her brain almost
turned with flattery, dissipation, and pleasure; and such
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was the girl, whom a partial grandfather left independent
mistress of the fortune before mentioned.
She had seen Temple frequently; and fancying she
could never be happy without him, nor once imagining
he could refuse a girl of her beauty and fortune, she
prevailed on her fond father to offer the alliance to the old
Earl of D——, Mr. Temple’s father.
The Earl had received the offer courteously: he thought
it a great match for Henry; and was too fashionable a
man to suppose a wife could be any impediment to the
friendship he professed for Eldridge and his daughter.
Unfortunately for Temple, he thought quite otherwise:
the conversation he had just had with his father,
discovered to him the situation of his heart; and he found
that the most affluent fortune would bring no increase of
happiness unless Lucy Eldridge shared it with him; and
the knowledge of the purity of her sentiments, and the
integrity of his own heart, made him shudder at the idea
his father had started, of marrying a woman for no other
reason than because the affluence of her fortune would
enable him to injure her by maintaining in splendor the
woman to whom his heart was devoted: he therefore
resolved to refuse Miss Weatherby, and be the event what
it might, offer his heart and hand to Lucy Eldridge.
Full of this determination, he fought his father,
declared his resolution, and was commanded never more
to appear in his presence. Temple bowed; his heart was
too full to permit him to speak; he left the house
precipitately, and hastened to relate the cause of his
sorrows to his good old friend and his amiable daughter.
In the mean time, the Earl, vexed to the soul that such
a fortune should be lost, determined to offer himself a
candidate for Miss Weatherby’s favour.
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What wonderful changes are wrought by that reigning
power, ambition! the love-sick girl, when first she heard
of Temple’s refusal, wept, raved, tore her hair, and vowed
to found a protestant nunnery with her fortune; and by
commencing abbess, shut herself up from the sight of
cruel ungrateful man for ever.
Her father was a man of the world: he suffered this first
transport to subside, and then very deliberately unfolded
to her the offers of the old Earl, expatiated on the many
benefits arising from an elevated title, painted in glowing
colours the surprise and vexation of Temple when he
should see her figuring as a Countess and his mother-in-
law, and begged her to consider well before she made any
rash vows.
The DISTRESSED fair one dried her tears, listened
patiently, and at length declared she believed the surest
method to revenge the slight put on her by the son, would
be to accept the father: so said so done, and in a few days
she became the Countess D——.
Temple heard the news with emotion: he had lost his
father’s favour by avowing his passion for Lucy, and he
saw now there was no hope of regaining it: “but he shall
not make me miserable,” said he. “Lucy and I have no
ambitious notions: we can live on three hundred a year
for some little time, till the mortgage is paid off, and then
we shall have sufficient not only for the comforts but
many of the little elegancies of life. We will purchase a
little cottage, my Lucy,” said he, “and thither with your
reverend father we will retire; we will forget there are
such things as splendor, profusion, and dissipation: we
will have some cows, and you shall be queen of the dairy;
in a morning, while I look after my garden, you shall
take a basket on your arm, and sally forth to feed your
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poultry; and as they flutter round you in token of humble
gratitude, your father shall smoke his pipe in a woodbine
alcove, and viewing the serenity of your countenance, feel
such real pleasure dilate his own heart, as shall make him
forget he had ever been unhappy.”
Lucy smiled; and Temple saw it was a smile of
approbation. He sought and found a cottage suited to his
taste; thither, attended by Love and Hymen, the happy
trio retired; where, during many years of uninterrupted
felicity, they cast not a wish beyond the little boundaries
of their own tenement. Plenty, and her handmaid,
Prudence, presided at their board, Hospitality stood at
their gate, Peace smiled on each face, Content reigned in
each heart, and Love and Health strewed roses on their
pillows.
Such were the parents of Charlotte Temple, who was
the only pledge of their mutual love, and who, at the
earnest entreaty of a particular friend, was permitted to
finish the education her mother had begun, at Madame
Du Pont’s school, where we first introduced her to the
acquaintance of the reader.
CHAPTER VI.
AN INTRIGUING TEACHER.
MADAME Du Pont was a woman every way calculated
to take the care of young ladies, had that care entirely
devolved on herself; but it was impossible to attend the
education of a numerous school without proper
assistants; and those assistants were not always the kind
of people whose conversation and morals were exactly
such as parents of delicacy and refinement would wish
a daughter to copy. Among the teachers at Madame Du
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Pont’s school, was Mademoiselle La Rue, who added to
a pleasing person and insinuating address, a liberal
education and the manners of a gentlewoman. She was
recommended to the school by a lady whose humanity
overstepped the bounds of discretion: for though she
knew Miss La Rue had eloped from a convent with a
young officer, and, on coming to England, had lived with
several different men in open defiance of all moral and
religious duties; yet, finding her reduced to the most
abject want, and believing the penitence which she
professed to be sincere, she took her into her own family,
and from thence recommended her to Madame Du Pont,
as thinking the situation more suitable for a woman of
her abilities. But Mademoiselle possessed too much of
the spirit of intrigue to remain long without adventures.
At church, where she constantly appeared, her person
attracted the attention of a young man who was upon a
visit at a gentleman’s seat in the neighbourhood: she had
met him several times clandestinely; and being invited
to come out that evening, and eat some fruit and pastry
in a summer-house belonging to the gentleman he was
visiting, and requested to bring some of the ladies with
her, Charlotte being her favourite, was fixed on to
accompany her.
The mind of youth eagerly catches at promised
pleasure: pure and innocent by nature, it thinks not of
the dangers lurking beneath those pleasures, till too late
to avoid them: when Mademoiselle asked Charlotte to go
with her, she mentioned the gentleman as a relation, and
spoke in such high terms of the elegance of his gardens,
the sprightliness of his conversation, and the liberality
with which he ever entertained his guests, that Charlotte
thought only of the pleasure she should enjoy in the
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visit,—not on the imprudence of going without her
governess’s knowledge, or of the danger to which she
exposed herself in visiting the house of a gay young man
of fashion.
Madame Du Pont was gone out for the evening, and the
rest of the ladies retired to rest, when Charlotte and the
teacher stole out at the back gate, and in crossing the field,
were accosted by Montraville, as mentioned in the first
CHAPTER.
Charlotte was disappointed in the pleasure she had
promised herself from this visit. The levity of the
gentlemen and the freedom of their conversation
disgusted her. She was astonished at the liberties
Mademoiselle permitted them to take; grew thoughtful
and uneasy, and heartily wished herself at home again in
her own chamber.
Perhaps one cause of that wish might be, an earnest
desire to see the contents of the letter which had been put
into her hand by Montraville.
Any reader who has the least knowledge of the world,
will easily imagine the letter was made up of encomiums
on her beauty, and vows of everlasting love and
constancy; nor will he be surprised that a heart open
to every gentle, generous sentiment, should feel itself
warmed by gratitude for a man who professed to feel so
much for her; nor is it improbable but her mind might
revert to the agreeable person and martial appearance of
Montraville.
In affairs of love, a young heart is never in more danger
than when attempted by a handsome young soldier. A
man of an indifferent appearance, will, when arrayed in
a military habit, shew to advantage; but when beauty of
person, elegance of manner, and an easy method of
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paying compliments, are united to the scarlet coat, smart
cockade, and military sash, ah! well-a-day for the poor
girl who gazes on him: she is in imminent danger; but if
she listens to him with pleasure, ’tis all over with her, and
from that moment she has neither eyes nor ears for any
other object.
Now, my dear sober matron, (if a sober matron should
deign to turn over these pages, before she trusts them to
the eye of a darling daughter,) let me intreat you not to
put on a grave face, and throw down the book in a passion
and declare ’tis enough to turn the heads of half the girls
in England; I do solemnly protest, my dear madam, I
mean no more by what I have here advanced, than to
ridicule those romantic girls, who foolishly imagine a red
coat and silver epaulet constitute the fine gentleman; and
should that fine gentleman make half a dozen fine
speeches to them, they will imagine themselves so much
in love as to fancy it a meritorious action to jump out of
a two pair of stairs window, abandon their friends, and
trust entirely to the honour of a man, who perhaps hardly
knows the meaning of the word, and if he does, will be
too much the modern man of refinement, to practice it in
their favour.
Gracious heaven! when I think on the miseries that
must rend the heart of a doating parent, when he sees
the darling of his age at first seduced from his protection,
and afterwards abandoned, by the very wretch whose
promises of love decoyed her from the paternal
roof—when he sees her poor and wretched, her bosom
tom between remorse for her crime and love for her vile
betrayer—when fancy paints to me the good old man
stooping to raise the weeping penitent, while every tear
from her eye is numbered by drops from his bleeding
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heart, my bosom glows with honest indignation, and I
wish for power to extirpate those monsters of seduction
from the earth.
Oh my dear girls—for to such only am I writing—listen
not to the voice of love, unless sanctioned by paternal
approbation: be assured, it is now past the days of
romance: no woman can be run away with contrary to
her own inclination: then kneel down each morning, and
request kind heaven to keep you free from temptation, or,
should it please to suffer you to be tried, pray for fortitude
to resist the impulse of inclination when it runs counter
to the precepts of religion and virtue.
CHAPTER VII.
NATURAL SENSE OF PROPRIETY INHERENT IN
THE FEMALE BOSOM.
“I CANNOT think we have done exactly right in going
out this evening, Mademoiselle,” said Charlotte, seating
herself when she entered her apartment: “nay, I am sure
it was not right; for I expected to be very happy, but was
sadly disappointed.”
“It was your own fault, then,” replied Mademoiselle:
“for I am sure my cousin omitted nothing that could serve
to render the evening agreeable.”
“True,” said Charlotte: “but I thought the gentlemen
were very free in their manner: I wonder you would
suffer them to behave as they did.”
“Prithee, don’t be such a foolish little prude,” said the
artful woman, affecting anger: “I invited you to go in
hopes it would divert you, and be an agreeable change
of scene; however, if your delicacy was hurt by the
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behaviour of the gentlemen, you need not go again; so
there let it rest.”
“I do not intend to go again,” said Charlotte, gravely
taking off her bonnet, and beginning to prepare for bed:
“I am sure, if Madame Du Pont knew we had been out to-
night, she would be very angry; and it is ten to one but she
hears of it by some means or other.”
“Nay, Miss,” said La Rue, “perhaps your mighty sense of
propriety may lead you to tell her yourself: and in order
to avoid the censure you would incur, should she hear
of it by accident, throw the blame on me: but I confess I
deserve it: it will be a very kind return for that partiality
which led me to prefer you before any of the rest of the
ladies; but perhaps it will give you pleasure,” continued
she, letting fall some hypocritical tears, “to see me
deprived of bread, and for an action which by the most
rigid could only be esteemed an inadvertency, lose my
place and character, and be driven again into the world,
where I have already suffered all the evils attendant on
poverty.”
This was touching Charlotte in the most vulnerable
part: she rose from her seat, and taking Mademoiselle’s
hand—”You know, my dear La Rue,” said she, “I love you
too well, to do anything that would injure you in my
governess’s opinion: I am only sorry we went out this
evening.”
“I don’t believe it, Charlotte,” said she, assuming a little
vivacity; “for if you had not gone out, you would not have
seen the gentleman who met us crossing the field; and I
rather think you were pleased with his conversation.”
“I had seen him once before,” replied Charlotte, “and
thought him an agreeable man; and you know one is
always pleased to see a person with whom one has passed
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several cheerful hours. But,” said she pausing, and
drawing the letter from her pocket, while a gentle
suffusion of vermillion tinged her neck and face, “he gave
me this letter; what shall I do with it?”
“Read it, to be sure,” returned Mademoiselle.
“I am afraid I ought not,” said Charlotte: “my mother
has often told me, I should never read a letter given me by
a young man, without first giving it to her.”
“Lord bless you, my dear girl,” cried the teacher smiling,
“have you a mind to be in leading strings all your life time.
Prithee open the letter, read it, and judge for yourself; if
you show it your mother, the consequence will be, you
will be taken from school, and a strict guard kept over
you; so you will stand no chance of ever seeing the smart
young officer again.”
“I should not like to leave school yet,” replied Charlotte,
“till I have attained a greater proficiency in my Italian and
music. But you can, if you please, Mademoiselle, take the
letter back to Montraville, and tell him I wish him well,
but cannot, with any propriety, enter into a clandestine
correspondence with him.” She laid the letter on the table,
and began to undress herself.
“Well,” said La Rue, “I vow you are an unaccountable
girl: have you no curiosity to see the inside now? for
my part I could no more let a letter addressed to me lie
unopened so long, than I could work miracles: he writes
a good hand,” continued she, turning the letter, to look at
the superscription.
“‘Tis well enough,” said Charlotte, drawing it towards
her.
“He is a genteel young fellow,” said La Rue carelessly,
folding up her apron at the same time; “but I think he is
marked with the small pox.”
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“Oh you are greatly mistaken,” said Charlotte eagerly;
“he has a remarkable clear skin and fine complexion.”
“His eyes, if I could judge by what I saw,” said La Rue,
“are grey and want expression.”
“By no means,” replied Charlotte; “they are the most
expressive eyes I ever saw.” “Well, child, whether they are
grey or black is of no consequence: you have determined
not to read his letter; so it is likely you will never either
see or hear from him again.”
Charlotte took up the letter, and Mademoiselle
continued—
“He is most probably going to America; and if ever you
should hear any account of him, it may possibly be that
he is killed; and though he loved you ever so fervently,
though his last breath should be spent in a prayer for your
happiness, it can be nothing to you: you can feel nothing
for the fate of the man, whose letters you will not open,
and whose sufferings you will not alleviate, by permitting
him to think you would remember him when absent, and
pray for his safety.”
Charlotte still held the letter in her hand: her heart
swelled at the conclusion of Mademoiselle’s speech, and a
tear dropped upon the wafer that closed it.
“The wafer is not dry yet,” said she, “and sure there can
be no great harm—” She hesitated. La Rue was silent. “I
may read it, Mademoiselle, and return it afterwards.”
“Certainly,” replied Mademoiselle.
“At any rate I am determined not to answer it,”
continued Charlotte, as she opened the letter.
Here let me stop to make one remark, and trust me my
very heart aches while I write it; but certain I am, that
when once a woman has stifled the sense of shame in her
own bosom, when once she has lost sight of the basis on
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which reputation, honour, every thing that should be dear
to the female heart, rests, she grows hardened in guilt, and
will spare no pains to bring down innocence and beauty
to the shocking level with herself: and this proceeds from
that diabolical spirit of envy, which repines at seeing
another in the full possession of that respect and esteem
which she can no longer hope to enjoy.
Mademoiselle eyed the unsuspecting Charlotte, as she
perused the letter, with a malignant pleasure. She saw,
that the contents had awakened new emotions in her
youthful bosom: she encouraged her hopes, calmed her
fears, and before they parted for the night, it was
determined that she should meet Montraville the ensuing
evening.
CHAPTER VIII.
DOMESTIC PLEASURES PLANNED.
“I THINK, my dear,” said Mrs. Temple, laying her hand
on her husband’s arm as they were walking together in
the garden, “I think next Wednesday is Charlotte’s birth
day: now I have formed a little scheme in my own mind,
to give her an agreeable surprise; and if you have no
objection, we will send for her home on that day.” Temple
pressed his wife’s hand in token of approbation, and she
proceeded.—”You know the little alcove at the bottom
of the garden, of which Charlotte is so fond? I have an
inclination to deck this out in a fanciful manner, and
invite all her little friends to partake of a collation of
fruit, sweetmeats, and other things suitable to the general
taste of young guests; and to make it more pleasing to
Charlotte, she shall be mistress of the feast, and entertain
her visitors in this alcove. I know she will be delighted;
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and to complete all, they shall have some music, and
finish with a dance.”
“A very fine plan, indeed,” said Temple, smiling; “and
you really suppose I will wink at your indulging the girl
in this manner? You will quite spoil her, Lucy; indeed you
will.”
“She is the only child we have,” said Mrs. Temple, the
whole tenderness of a mother adding animation to her
fine countenance; but it was withal tempered so sweetly
with the meek affection and submissive duty of the wife,
that as she paused expecting her husband’s answer, he
gazed at her tenderly, and found he was unable to refuse
her request.
“She is a good girl,” said Temple.
“She is, indeed,” replied the fond mother exultingly, “a
grateful, affectionate girl; and I am sure will never lose
sight of the duty she owes her parents.”
“If she does,” said he, “she must forget the example set
her by the best of mothers.”
Mrs. Temple could not reply; but the delightful
sensation that dilated her heart sparkled in her intelligent
eyes and heightened the vermillion on her cheeks.
Of all the pleasures of which the human mind is
sensible, there is none equal to that which warms and
expands the bosom, when listening to commendations
bestowed on us by a beloved object, and are conscious of
having deserved them.
Ye giddy flutterers in the fantastic round of dissipation,
who eagerly seek pleasure in the lofty dome, rich treat,
and midnight revel—tell me, ye thoughtless daughters of
folly, have ye ever found the phantom you have so long
sought with such unremitted assiduity? Has she not
always eluded your grasp, and when you have reached
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your hand to take the cup she extends to her deluded
votaries, have you not found the long-expected draught
strongly tinctured with the bitter dregs of
disappointment? I know you have: I see it in the wan
cheek, sunk eye, and air of chagrin, which ever mark the
children of dissipation. Pleasure is a vain illusion; she
draws you on to a thousand follies, errors, and I may say
vices, and then leaves you to deplore your thoughtless
credulity.
Look, my dear friends, at yonder lovely Virgin, arrayed
in a white robe devoid of ornament; behold the meekness
of her countenance, the modesty of her gait; her
handmaids are Humility, Filial Piety, Conjugal Affection,
Industry, and Benevolence; her name is CONTENT; she
holds in her hand the cup of true felicity, and when once
you have formed an intimate acquaintance with these her
attendants, nay you must admit them as your bosom
friends and chief counsellors, then, whatever may be your
situation in life, the meek eyed Virgin wig immediately
take up her abode with you.
Is poverty your portion?—she will lighten your labours,
preside at your frugal board, and watch your quiet
slumbers.
Is your state mediocrity?—she will heighten every
blessing you enjoy, by informing you how grateful you
should be to that bountiful Providence who might have
placed you in the most abject situation; and, by teaching
you to weigh your blessings against your deserts, show
you how much more you receive than you have a right to
expect.
Are you possessed of affluence?—what an inexhaustible
fund of happiness will she lay before you! To relieve the
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distressed, redress the injured, in short, to perform all the
good works of peace and mercy.
Content, my dear friends, will blunt even the arrows
of adversity, so that they cannot materially harm you.
She will dwell in the humblest cottage; she will attend
you even to a prison. Her parent is Religion; her sisters,
Patience and Hope. She will pass with you through life,
smoothing the rough paths and tread to earth those
thorns which every one must meet with as they journey
onward to the appointed goal. She will soften the pains of
sickness, continue with you even in the cold gloomy hour
of death, and, cheating you with the smiles of her heaven-
born sister, Hope, lead you triumphant to a blissful
eternity.
I confess I have rambled strangely from my story: but
what of that? if I have been so lucky as to find the road
to happiness, why should I be such a niggard as to omit
so good an opportunity of pointing out the way to others.
The very basis of true peace of mind is a benevolent wish
to see all the world as happy as one’s Self; and from my
soul do I pity the selfish churl, who, remembering the
little bickerings of anger, envy, and fifty other
disagreeables to which frail mortality is subject, would
wish to revenge the affront which pride whispers him he
has received. For my own part, I can safely declare, there
is not a human being in the universe, whose prosperity I
should not rejoice in, and to whose happiness I would not
contribute to the utmost limit of my power: and may my
offences be no more remembered in the day of general
retribution, than as from my soul I forgive every offence
or injury received from a fellow creature.
Merciful heaven! who would exchange the rapture of
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such a reflexion for all the gaudy tinsel which the world
calls pleasure!
But to return.—Content dwelt in Mrs. Temple’s bosom,
and spread a charming animation over her countenance,
as her husband led her in, to lay the plan she had formed
(for the celebration of Charlotte’s birth day,) before Mr.
Eldridge.
CHAPTER IX.
WE KNOW NOT WHAT A DAY MAY BRING FORTH.
VARIOUS were the sensations which agitated the mind of
Charlotte, during the day preceding the evening in which
she was to meet Montraville. Several times did she almost
resolve to go to her governess, show her the letter, and
be guided by her advice: but Charlotte had taken one step
in the ways of imprudence; and when that is once done,
there are always innumerable obstacles to prevent the
erring person returning to the path of rectitude: yet these
obstacles, however forcible they may appear in general,
exist chiefly in imagination.
Charlotte feared the anger of her governess: she loved
her mother, and the very idea of incurring her
displeasure, gave her the greatest uneasiness: but there
was a more forcible reason still remaining: should she
show the letter to Madame Du Pont, she must confess the
means by which it came into her possession; and what
would be the consequence? Mademoiselle would be
turned out of doors.
“I must not be ungrateful,” said she. “La Rue is very kind
to me; besides I can, when I see Montraville, inform him
of the impropriety of our continuing to see or correspond
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with each other, and request him to come no more to
Chichester.”
However prudent Charlotte might be in these
resolutions, she certainly did not take a proper method
to confirm herself in them. Several times in the course
of the day, she indulged herself in reading over the letter,
and each time she read it, the contents sunk deeper in her
heart. As evening drew near, she caught herself frequently
consulting her watch. “I wish this foolish meeting was
over,” said she, by way of apology to her own heart, “I
wish it was over; for when I have seen him, and convinced
him my resolution is not to be shaken, I shall feel my mind
much easier.”
The appointed hour arrived. Charlotte and
Mademoiselle eluded the eye of vigilance; and
Montraville, who had waited their coming with
impatience, received them with rapturous and
unbounded acknowledgments for their condescension:
he had wisely brought Belcour with him to entertain
Mademoiselle, while he enjoyed an uninterrupted
conversation with Charlotte.
Belcour was a man whose character might be
comprised in a few words; and as he will make some
figure in the ensuing pages, I shall here describe him. He
possessed a genteel fortune, and had a liberal education;
dissipated, thoughtless, and capricious, he paid little
regard to the moral duties, and less to religious ones:
eager in the pursuit of pleasure, he minded not the
miseries he inflicted on others, provided his own wishes,
however extravagant, were gratified. Self, darling self,
was the idol he worshipped, and to that he would have
sacrificed the interest and happiness of all mankind. Such
was the friend of Montraville: will not the reader be ready
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to imagine, that the man who could regard such a
character, must be actuated by the same feelings, follow
the same pursuits, and be equally unworthy with the
person to whom he thus gave his confidence?
But Montraville was a different character: generous in
his disposition, liberal in his opinions, and good-natured
almost to a fault; yet eager and impetuous in the pursuit
of a favorite object, he staid not to reflect on the
consequence which might follow the attainment of his
wishes; with a mind ever open to conviction, had he been
so fortunate as to possess a friend who would have
pointed out the cruelty of endeavouring to gain the heart
of an innocent artless girl, when he knew it was utterly
impossible for him to marry her, and when the
gratification of his passion would be unavoidable infamy
and misery to her, and a cause of never-ceasing remorse
to himself: had these dreadful consequences been placed
before him in a proper light, the humanity of his nature
would have urged him to give up the pursuit: but Belcour
was not this friend; he rather encouraged the growing
passion of Montraville; and being pleased with the
vivacity of Mademoiselle, resolved to leave no argument
untried, which he thought might prevail on her to be
the companion of their intended voyage; and he made
no doubt but her example, added to the rhetoric of
Montraville, would persuade Charlotte to go with them.
Charlotte had, when she went out to meet Montraville,
flattered herself that her resolution was not to be shaken,
and that, conscious of the impropriety of her conduct
in having a clandestine intercourse with a stranger, she
would never repeat the indiscretion.
But alas! poor Charlotte, she knew not the
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deceitfulness of her own heart, or she would have avoided
the trial of her stability.
Montraville was tender, eloquent, ardent, and yet
respectful. “Shall I not see you once more,” said he, “before
I leave England? will you not bless me by an assurance,
that when we are divided by a vast expanse of sea I shall
not be forgotten?”
Charlotte sighed.
“Why that sigh, my dear Charlotte? could I flatter
myself that a fear for my safety, or a wish for my welfare
occasioned it, how happy would it make me.”
“I shall ever wish you well, Montraville,” said she; “but
we must meet no more.” “Oh say not so, my lovely girl:
reflect, that when I leave my native land, perhaps a few
short weeks may terminate my existence; the perils of the
ocean—the dangers of war—”
“I can hear no more,” said Charlotte in a tremulous
voice. “I must leave you.”
“Say you will see me once again.”
“I dare not,” said she.
“Only for one half hour to-morrow evening: ’tis my last
request. I shall never trouble you again, Charlotte.”
“I know not what to say,” cried Charlotte, struggling to
draw her hands from him: “let me leave you now.”
“And you will come to-morrow,” said Montraville.
“Perhaps I may,” said she.
“Adieu then. I will live upon that hope till we meet
again.”
He kissed her hand. She sighed an adieu, and catching
hold of Mademoiselle’s arm, hastily entered the garden
gate.
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CHAPTER X.
WHEN WE HAVE EXCITED CURIOSITY, IT IS BUT
AN ACT OF GOOD NATURE TO GRATIFY IT.
MONTRAVILLE was the youngest son of a gentleman
of fortune, whose family being numerous, he was obliged
to bring up his sons to genteel professions, by the exercise
of which they might hope to raise themselves into notice.
“My daughters,” said he, “have been educated like
gentlewomen; and should I die before they are settled,
they must have some provision made, to place them above
the snares and temptations which vice ever holds out to
the elegant, accomplished female, when oppressed by the
frowns of poverty and the sting of dependance: my boys,
with only moderate incomes, when placed in the church,
at the bar, or in the field, may exert their talents, make
themselves friends, and raise their fortunes on the basis
of merit.”
When Montraville chose the profession of arms, his
father presented him with a commission, and made him a
handsome provision for his private purse. “Now, my boy,”
said he, “go! seek glory in the field of battle. You have
received from me all I shall ever have it in my power to
bestow: it is certain I have interest to gain you promotion;
but be assured that interest shall never be exerted, unless
by your future conduct you deserve it. Remember,
therefore, your success in life depends entirely on
yourself. There is one thing I think it my duty to caution
you against; the precipitancy with which young men
frequently rush into matrimonial engagements, and by
their thoughtlessness draw many a deserving woman into
scenes of poverty and distress. A soldier has no business
to think of a wife till his rank is such as to place him above
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the fear of bringing into the world a train of helpless
innocents, heirs only to penury and affliction. If, indeed,
a woman, whose fortune is sufficient to preserve you in
that state of independence I would teach you to prize,
should generously bestow herself on a young soldier,
whose chief hope of future prosperity depended on his
success in the field—if such a woman should offer—every
barrier is removed, and I should rejoice in an union which
would promise so much felicity. But mark me, boy, if,
on the contrary, you rush into a precipitate union with a
girl of little or no fortune, take the poor creature from a
comfortable home and kind friends, and plunge her into
all the evils a narrow income and increasing family can
inflict, I will leave you to enjoy the blessed fruits of your
rashness; for by all that is sacred, neither my interest or
fortune shall ever be exerted in your favour. I am serious,”
continued he, “therefore imprint this conversation on
your memory, and let it influence your future conduct.
Your happiness will always be dear to me; and I wish to
warn you of a rock on which the peace of many an honest
fellow has been wrecked; for believe me, the difficulties
and dangers of the longest winter campaign are much
easier to be borne, than the pangs that would seize your
heart, when you beheld the woman of your choice, the
children of your affection, involved in penury and
distress, and reflected that it was your own folly and
precipitancy had been the prime cause of their
sufferings.”
As this conversation passed but a few hours before
Montraville took leave of his father, it was deeply
impressed on his mind: when, therefore, Belcour came
with him to the place of assignation with Charlotte, he
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directed him to enquire of the French woman what were
Miss Temple’s expectations in regard to fortune.
Mademoiselle informed him, that though Charlotte’s
father possessed a genteel independence, it was by no
means probable that he could give his daughter more than
a thousand pounds; and in case she did not marry to
his liking, it was possible he might not give her a single
SOUS; nor did it appear the least likely, that Mr. Temple
would agree to her union with a young man on the point
of embarking for the feat of war.
Montraville therefore concluded it was impossible he
should ever marry Charlotte Temple; and what end he
proposed to himself by continuing the acquaintance he
had commenced with her, he did not at that moment give
himself time to enquire.
CHAPTER XI.
CONFLICT OF LOVE AND DUTY.
ALMOST a week was now gone, and Charlotte continued
every evening to meet Montraville, and in her heart every
meeting was resolved to be the last; but alas! when
Montraville at parting would earnestly intreat one more
interview, that treacherous heart betrayed her; and,
forgetful of its resolution, pleaded the cause of the enemy
so powerfully, that Charlotte was unable to resist.
Another and another meeting succeeded; and so well did
Montraville improve each opportunity, that the heedless
girl at length confessed no idea could be so painful to her
as that of never seeing him again.
“Then we will never be parted,” said he.
“Ah, Montraville,” replied Charlotte, forcing a smile,
“how can it be avoided? My parents would never consent
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to our union; and even could they be brought to approve
it, how should I bear to be separated from my kind, my
beloved mother?”
“Then you love your parents more than you do me,
Charlotte?”
“I hope I do,” said she, blushing and looking down,
“I hope my affection for them will ever keep me from
infringing the laws of filial duty.”
“Well, Charlotte,” said Montraville gravely, and letting
go her hand, “since that is the case, I find I have deceived
myself with fallacious hopes. I had flattered my fond
heart, that I was dearer to Charlotte than any thing in
the world beside. I thought that you would for my sake
have braved the dangers of the ocean, that you would, by
your affection and smiles, have softened the hardships of
war, and, had it been my fate to fall, that your tenderness
would cheer the hour of death, and smooth my passage
to another world. But farewel, Charlotte! I see you never
loved me. I shall now welcome the friendly ball that
deprives me of the sense of my misery.”
“Oh stay, unkind Montraville,” cried she, catching hold
of his arm, as he pretended to leave her, “stay, and to calm
your fears, I will here protest that was it not for the fear
of giving pain to the best of parents, and returning their
kindness with ingratitude, I would follow you through
every danger, and, in studying to promote your
happiness, insure my own. But I cannot break my
mother’s heart, Montraville; I must not bring the grey
hairs of my doating grand-father with sorrow to the
grave, or make my beloved father perhaps curse the hour
that gave me birth.” She covered her face with her hands,
and burst into tears.
“All these distressing scenes, my dear Charlotte,” cried
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Montraville, “are merely the chimeras of a disturbed
fancy. Your parents might perhaps grieve at first; but
when they heard from your own hand that you was with
a man of honour, and that it was to insure your felicity by
an union with him, to which you feared they would never
have given their assent, that you left their protection, they
will, be assured, forgive an error which love alone
occasioned, and when we return from America, receive
you with open arms and tears of joy.”
Belcour and Mademoiselle heard this last speech, and
conceiving it a proper time to throw in their advice and
persuasions, approached Charlotte, and so well seconded
the entreaties of Montraville, that finding Mademoiselle
intended going with Belcour, and feeling her own
treacherous heart too much inclined to accompany them,
the hapless Charlotte, in an evil hour, consented that the
next evening they should bring a chaise to the end of the
town, and that she would leave her friends, and throw
herself entirely on the protection of Montraville. “But
should you,” said she, looking earnestly at him, her eyes
full of tears, “should you, forgetful of your promises, and
repenting the engagements you here voluntarily enter
into, forsake and leave me on a foreign shore—” “Judge
not so meanly of me,” said he. “The moment we reach our
place of destination, Hymen shall sanctify our love; and
when I shall forget your goodness, may heaven forget me.”
“Ah,” said Charlotte, leaning on Mademoiselle’s arm as
they walked up the garden together, “I have forgot all
that I ought to have remembered, in consenting to this
intended elopement.”
“You are a strange girl,” said Mademoiselle: “you never
know your own mind two minutes at a time. Just now you
declared Montraville’s happiness was what you prized
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most in the world; and now I suppose you repent having
insured that happiness by agreeing to accompany him
abroad.”
“Indeed I do repent,” replied Charlotte, “from my soul:
but while discretion points out the impropriety of my
conduct, inclination urges me on to ruin.”
“Ruin! fiddlestick!” said Mademoiselle; “am I not going
with you? and do I feel any of these qualms?”
“You do not renounce a tender father and mother,” said
Charlotte.
“But I hazard my dear reputation,” replied
Mademoiselle, bridling.
“True,” replied Charlotte, “but you do not feel what
I do.” She then bade her good night: but sleep was a
stranger to her eyes, and the tear of anguish watered her
pillow.
CHAPTER XII.
Nature's last, best gift:
Creature in whom excell'd, whatever could
To sight or thought be nam'd!
Holy, divine! good, amiable, and sweet!
How thou art fall'n!—
WHEN Charlotte left her restless bed, her languid eye
and pale cheek discovered to Madame Du Pont the little
repose she had tasted.
“My dear child,” said the affectionate governess, “what
is the cause of the languor so apparent in your frame? Are
you not well?”
“Yes, my dear Madam, very well,” replied Charlotte,
attempting to smile, “but I know not how it was; I could
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not sleep last night, and my spirits are depressed this
morning.”
“Come cheer up, my love,” said the governess; “I believe
I have brought a cordial to revive them. I have just
received a letter from your good mama, and here is one
for yourself.”
Charlotte hastily took the letter: it contained these
words—
“As to-morrow is the anniversary of the happy day that
gave my beloved girl to the anxious wishes of a maternal
heart, I have requested your governess to let you come
home and spend it with us; and as I know you to be a good
affectionate child, and make it your study to improve in
those branches of education which you know will give
most pleasure to your delighted parents, as a reward for
your diligence and attention I have prepared an agreeable
surprise for your reception. Your grand-father, eager to
embrace the darling of his aged heart, will come in the
chaise for you; so hold yourself in readiness to attend him
by nine o’clock. Your dear father joins in every tender
wish for your health and future felicity, which warms
the heart of my dear Charlotte’s affectionate mother, L.
TEMPLE.”
“Gracious heaven!” cried Charlotte, forgetting where
she was, and raising her streaming eyes as in earnest
supplication.
Madame Du Pont was surprised. “Why these tears, my
love?” said she. “Why this seeming agitation? I thought the
letter would have rejoiced, instead of distressing you.”
“It does rejoice me,” replied Charlotte, endeavouring at
composure, “but I was praying for merit to deserve the
unremitted attentions of the best of parents.”
“You do right,” said Madame Du Pont, “to ask the
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assistance of heaven that you may continue to deserve
their love. Continue, my dear Charlotte, in the course
you have ever pursued, and you will insure at once their
happiness and your own.”
“Oh!” cried Charlotte, as her governess left her, “I have
forfeited both for ever! Yet let me reflect:—the irrevocable
step is not yet taken: it is not too late to recede from the
brink of a precipice, from which I can only behold the
dark abyss of ruin, shame, and remorse!”
She arose from her seat, and flew to the apartment of
La Rue. “Oh Mademoiselle!” said she, “I am snatched by
a miracle from destruction! This letter has saved me: it
has opened my eyes to the folly I was so near committing.
I will not go, Mademoiselle; I will not wound the hearts
of those dear parents who make my happiness the whole
study of their lives.”
“Well,” said Mademoiselle, “do as you please, Miss; but
pray understand that my resolution is taken, and it is not
in your power to alter it. I shall meet the gentlemen at
the appointed hour, and shall not be surprized at any
outrage which Montraville may commit, when he finds
himself disappointed. Indeed I should not be astonished,
was he to come immediately here, and reproach you for
your instability in the hearing of the whole school: and
what will be the consequence? you will bear the odium
of having formed the resolution of eloping, and every girl
of spirit will laugh at your want of fortitude to put it
in execution, while prudes and fools will load you with
reproach and contempt. You will have lost the confidence
of your parents, incurred their anger, and the scoffs of
the world; and what fruit do you expect to reap from this
piece of heroism, (for such no doubt you think it is?) you
will have the pleasure to reflect, that you have deceived
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the man who adores you, and whom in your heart you
prefer to all other men, and that you are separated from
him for ever.”
This eloquent harangue was given with such volubility,
that Charlotte could not find an opportunity to interrupt
her, or to offer a single word till the whole was finished,
and then found her ideas so confused, that she knew not
what to say.
At length she determined that she would go with
Mademoiselle to the place of assignation, convince
Montraville of the necessity of adhering to the resolution
of remaining behind; assure him of her affection, and bid
him adieu.
Charlotte formed this plan in her mind, and exulted in
the certainty of its success. “How shall I rejoice,” said she,
“in this triumph of reason over inclination, and, when in
the arms of my affectionate parents, lift up my soul in
gratitude to heaven as I look back on the dangers I have
escaped!”
The hour of assignation arrived: Mademoiselle put
what money and valuables she possessed in her pocket,
and advised Charlotte to do the same; but she refused;
“my resolution is fixed,” said she; “I will sacrifice love to
duty.”
Mademoiselle smiled internally; and they proceeded
softly down the back stairs and out of the garden gate.
Montraville and Belcour were ready to receive them.
“Now,” said Montraville, taking Charlotte in his arms,
“you are mine for ever.”
“No,” said she, withdrawing from his embrace, “I am
come to take an everlasting farewel.”
It would be useless to repeat the conversation that here
ensued, suffice it to say, that Montraville used every
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argument that had formerly been successful, Charlotte’s
resolution began to waver, and he drew her almost
imperceptibly towards the chaise.
“I cannot go,” said she: “cease, dear Montraville, to
persuade. I must not: religion, duty, forbid.”
“Cruel Charlotte,” said he, “if you disappoint my ardent
hopes, by all that is sacred, this hand shall put a period to
my existence. I cannot—will not live without you.”
“Alas! my torn heart!” said Charlotte, “how shall I act?”
“Let me direct you,” said Montraville, lifting her into
the chaise.
“Oh! my dear forsaken parents!” cried Charlotte.
The chaise drove off. She shrieked, and fainted into the
arms of her betrayer.
CHAPTER XIII.
CRUEL DISAPPOINTMENT.
“WHAT pleasure,” cried Mr. Eldridge, as he stepped into
the chaise to go for his grand-daughter, “what pleasure
expands the heart of an old man when he beholds the
progeny of a beloved child growing up in every virtue
that adorned the minds of her parents. I foolishly thought,
some few years since, that every sense of joy was buried
in the graves of my dear partner and my son; but my
Lucy, by her filial affection, soothed my soul to peace, and
this dear Charlotte has twined herself round my heart,
and opened such new scenes of delight to my view, that I
almost forget I have ever been unhappy.”
When the chaise stopped, he alighted with the alacrity
of youth; so much do the emotions of the soul influence
the body.
It was half past eight o’clock; the ladies were assembled
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in the school room, and Madame Du Pont was preparing
to offer the morning sacrifice of prayer and praise, when
it was discovered, that Mademoiselle and Charlotte were
missing.
“She is busy, no doubt,” said the governess, “in
preparing Charlotte for her little excursion; but pleasure
should never make us forget our duty to our Creator. Go,
one of you, and bid them both attend prayers.”
The lady who went to summon them, soon returned,
and informed the governess, that the room was locked,
and that she had knocked repeatedly, but obtained no
answer.
“Good heaven!” cried Madame Du Pont, “this is very
strange:” and turning pale with terror, she went hastily to
the door, and ordered it to be forced open. The apartment
instantly discovered, that no person had been in it the
preceding night, the beds appearing as though just made.
The house was instantly a scene of confusion: the garden,
the pleasure grounds were searched to no purpose, every
apartment rang with the names of Miss Temple and
Mademoiselle; but they were too distant to hear; and
every face wore the marks of disappointment.
Mr. Eldridge was sitting in the parlour, eagerly
expecting his grand-daughter to descend, ready equipped
for her journey: he heard the confusion that reigned in
the house; he heard the name of Charlotte frequently
repeated. “What can be the matter?” said he, rising and
opening the door: “I fear some accident has befallen my
dear girl.”
The governess entered. The visible agitation of her
countenance discovered that something extraordinary
had happened.
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“Where is Charlotte?” said he, “Why does not my child
come to welcome her doating parent?”
“Be composed, my dear Sir,” said Madame Du Pont,
“do not frighten yourself unnecessarily. She is not in the
house at present; but as Mademoiselle is undoubtedly
with her, she will speedily return in safety; and I hope
they will both be able to account for this unseasonable
absence in such a manner as shall remove our present
uneasiness.”
“Madam,” cried the old man, with an angry look, “has
my child been accustomed to go out without leave, with
no other company or protector than that French woman.
Pardon me, Madam, I mean no reflections on your
country, but I never did like Mademoiselle La Rue; I think
she was a very improper person to be entrusted with the
care of such a girl as Charlotte Temple, or to be suffered
to take her from under your immediate protection.”
“You wrong me, Mr. Eldridge,” replied she, “if you
suppose I have ever permitted your grand-daughter to go
out unless with the other ladies. I would to heaven I could
form any probable conjecture concerning her absence
this morning, but it is a mystery which her return can
alone unravel.” Servants were now dispatched to every
place where there was the least hope of hearing any
tidings of the fugitives, but in vain. Dreadful were the
hours of horrid suspense which Mr. Eldridge passed till
twelve o’clock, when that suspense was reduced to a
shocking certainty, and every spark of hope which till
then they had indulged, was in a moment extinguished.
Mr. Eldridge was preparing, with a heavy heart, to
return to his anxiously-expecting children, when
Madame Du Pont received the following note without
either name or date.
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“Miss Temple is well, and wishes to relieve the anxiety
of her parents, by letting them know she has voluntarily
put herself under the protection of a man whose future
study shall be to make her happy. Pursuit is needless; the
measures taken to avoid discovery are too effectual to
be eluded. When she thinks her friends are reconciled to
this precipitate step, they may perhaps be informed of her
place of residence. Mademoiselle is with her.”
As Madame Du Pont read these cruel lines, she turned
pale as ashes, her limbs trembled, and she was forced to
call for a glass of water. She loved Charlotte truly; and
when she reflected on the innocence and gentleness of
her disposition, she concluded that it must have been
the advice and machinations of La Rue, which led her to
this imprudent action; she recollected her agitation at the
receipt of her mother’s letter, and saw in it the conflict of
her mind.
“Does that letter relate to Charlotte?” said Mr. Eldridge,
having waited some time in expectation of Madame Du
Pont’s speaking.
“It does,” said she. “Charlotte is well, but cannot return
today.”
“Not return, Madam? where is she? who will detain her
from her fond, expecting parents?”
“You distract me with these questions, Mr. Eldridge.
Indeed I know not where she is, or who has seduced her
from her duty.”
The whole truth now rushed at once upon Mr.
Eldridge’s mind. “She has eloped then,” said he. “My child
is betrayed; the darling, the comfort of my aged heart, is
lost. Oh would to heaven I had died but yesterday.”
A violent gush of grief in some measure relieved him,
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and, after several vain attempts, he at length assumed
sufficient composure to read the note.
“And how shall I return to my children?” said he: “how
approach that mansion, so late the habitation of peace?
Alas! my dear Lucy, how will you support these heart-
rending tidings? or how shall I be enabled to console you,
who need so much consolation myself?”
The old man returned to the chaise, but the light step
and cheerful countenance were no more; sorrow filled his
heart, and guided his motions; he seated himself in the
chaise, his venerable head reclined upon his bosom, his
hands were folded, his eye fixed on vacancy, and the large
drops of sorrow rolled silently down his cheeks. There
was a mixture of anguish and resignation depicted in his
countenance, as if he would say, henceforth who shall
dare to boast his happiness, or even in idea contemplate
his treasure, lest, in the very moment his heart is exulting
in its own felicity, the object which constitutes that
felicity should be torn from him.
CHAPTER XIV.
MATERNAL SORROW.
SLOW and heavy passed the time while the carriage was
conveying Mr. Eldridge home; and yet when he came in
sight of the house, he wished a longer reprieve from the
dreadful task of informing Mr. and Mrs. Temple of their
daughter’s elopement.
It is easy to judge the anxiety of these affectionate
parents, when they found the return of their father
delayed so much beyond the expected time. They were
now met in the dining parlour, and several of the young
people who had been invited were already arrived. Each
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different part of the company was employed in the same
manner, looking out at the windows which faced the
road. At length the long-expected chaise appeared. Mrs.
Temple ran out to receive and welcome her darling: her
young companions flocked round the door, each one
eager to give her joy on the return of her birth-day. The
door of the chaise was opened: Charlotte was not there.
“Where is my child?” cried Mrs. Temple, in breathless
agitation.
Mr. Eldridge could not answer: he took hold of his
daughter’s hand and led her into the house; and sinking
on the first chair he came to, burst into tears, and sobbed
aloud.
“She is dead,” cried Mrs. Temple. “Oh my dear
Charlotte!” and clasping her hands in an agony of distress,
fell into strong hysterics.
Mr. Temple, who had stood speechless with surprize
and fear, now ventured to enquire if indeed his Charlotte
was no more. Mr. Eldridge led him into another
apartment; and putting the fatal note into his hand,
cried—”Bear it like a Christian,” and turned from him,
endeavouring to suppress his own too visible emotions.
It would be vain to attempt describing what Mr.
Temple felt whilst he hastily ran over the dreadful lines:
when he had finished, the paper dropt from his unnerved
hand. “Gracious heaven!” said he, “could Charlotte act
thus?” Neither tear nor sigh escaped him; and he sat the
image of mute sorrow, till roused from his stupor by the
repeated shrieks of Mrs. Temple. He rose hastily, and
rushing into the apartment where she was, folded his
arms about her, and saying—”Let us be patient, my dear
Lucy,” nature relieved his almost bursting heart by a
friendly gush of tears.
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Should any one, presuming on his own philosophic
temper, look with an eye of contempt on the man who
could indulge a woman’s weakness, let him remember
that man was a father, and he will then pity the misery
which wrung those drops from a noble, generous heart.
Mrs. Temple beginning to be a little more composed,
but still imagining her child was dead, her husband,
gently taking her hand, cried—”You are mistaken, my
love. Charlotte is not dead.”
“Then she is very ill, else why did she not come? But
I will go to her: the chaise is still at the door: let me go
instantly to the dear girl. If I was ill, she would fly to
attend me, to alleviate my sufferings, and cheer me with
her love.”
“Be calm, my dearest Lucy, and I will tell you all,” said
Mr. Temple. “You must not go, indeed you must not; it
will be of no use.”
“Temple,” said she, assuming a look of firmness and
composure, “tell me the truth I beseech you. I cannot bear
this dreadful suspense. What misfortune has befallen my
child? Let me know the worst, and I will endeavour to
bear it as I ought.”
“Lucy,” replied Mr. Temple, “imagine your daughter
alive, and in no danger of death: what misfortune would
you then dread?”
“There is one misfortune which is worse than death.
But I know my child too well to suspect—”
“Be not too confident, Lucy.”
“Oh heavens!” said she, “what horrid images do you
start: is it possible she should forget—”
“She has forgot us all, my love; she has preferred the
love of a stranger to the affectionate protection of her
friends.
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“Not eloped?” cried she eagerly.
Mr. Temple was silent.
“You cannot contradict it,” said she. “I see my fate in
those tearful eyes. Oh Charlotte! Charlotte! how ill have
you requited our tenderness! But, Father of Mercies,”
continued she, sinking on her knees, and raising her
streaming eyes and clasped hands to heaven, “this once
vouchsafe to hear a fond, a distracted mother’s prayer. Oh
let thy bounteous Providence watch over and protect the
dear thoughtless girl, save her from the miseries which I
fear will be her portion, and oh! of thine infinite mercy,
make her not a mother, lest she should one day feel what
I now suffer.”
The last words faultered on her tongue, and she fell
fainting into the arms of her husband, who had
involuntarily dropped on his knees beside her.
A mother’s anguish, when disappointed in her
tenderest hopes, none but a mother can conceive. Yet,
my dear young readers, I would have you read this scene
with attention, and reflect that you may yourselves one
day be mothers. Oh my friends, as you value your eternal
happiness, wound not, by thoughtless ingratitude, the
peace of the mother who bore you: remember the
tenderness, the care, the unremitting anxiety with which
she has attended to all your wants and wishes from
earliest infancy to the present day; behold the mild ray
of affectionate applause that beams from her eye on the
performance of your duty: listen to her reproofs with
silent attention; they proceed from a heart anxious for
your future felicity: you must love her; nature, all-
powerful nature, has planted the seeds of filial affection in
your bosoms.
Then once more read over the sorrows of poor Mrs.
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Temple, and remember, the mother whom you so dearly
love and venerate will feel the same, when you, forgetful
of the respect due to your maker and yourself, forsake the
paths of virtue for those of vice and folly.
CHAPTER XV.
EMBARKATION.
IT was with the utmost difficulty that the united efforts of
Mademoiselle and Montraville could support Charlotte’s
spirits during their short ride from Chichester to
Portsmouth, where a boat waited to take them
immediately on board the ship in which they were to
embark for America.
As soon as she became tolerably composed, she
entreated pen and ink to write to her parents. This she
did in the most affecting, artless manner, entreating their
pardon and blessing, and describing the dreadful
situation of her mind, the conflict she suffered in
endeavouring to conquer this unfortunate attachment,
and concluded with saying, her only hope of future
comfort consisted in the (perhaps delusive) idea she
indulged, of being once more folded in their protecting
arms, and hearing the words of peace and pardon from
their lips.
The tears streamed incessantly while she was writing,
and she was frequently obliged to lay down her pen: but
when the task was completed, and she had committed
the letter to the care of Montraville to be sent to the
post office, she became more calm, and indulging the
delightful hope of soon receiving an answer that would
seal her pardon, she in some measure assumed her usual
cheerfulness.
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But Montraville knew too well the consequences that
must unavoidably ensue, should this letter reach Mr.
Temple: he therefore wisely resolved to walk on the deck,
tear it in pieces, and commit the fragments to the care
of Neptune, who might or might not, as it suited his
convenience, convey them on shore.
All Charlotte’s hopes and wishes were now concentred
in one, namely that the fleet might be detained at Spithead
till she could receive a letter from her friends: but in this
she was disappointed, for the second morning after she
went on board, the signal was made, the fleet weighed
anchor, and in a few hours (the wind being favourable)
they bid adieu to the white cliffs of Al-bion.
In the mean time every enquiry that could be thought
of was made by Mr. and Mrs. Temple; for many days
did they indulge the fond hope that she was merely gone
off to be married, and that when the indissoluble knot
was once tied, she would return with the partner she had
chosen, and entreat their blessing and forgiveness.
“And shall we not forgive her?” said Mr. Temple.
“Forgive her!” exclaimed the mother. “Oh yes, whatever
be our errors, is she not our child? and though bowed
to the earth even with shame and remorse, is it not our
duty to raise the poor penitent, and whisper peace and
comfort to her desponding soul? would she but return,
with rapture would I fold her to my heart, and bury every
remembrance of her faults in the dear embrace.”
But still day after day passed on, and Charlotte did not
appear, nor were any tidings to be heard of her: yet each
rising morning was welcomed by some new hope—the
evening brought with it disappointment. At length hope
was no more; despair usurped her place; and the mansion
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which was once the mansion of peace, became the
habitation of pale, dejected melancholy.
The cheerful smile that was wont to adorn the face of
Mrs. Temple was fled, and had it not been for the support
of unaffected piety, and a consciousness of having ever set
before her child the fairest example, she must have sunk
under this heavy affliction.
“Since,” said she, “the severest scrutiny cannot charge
me with any breach of duty to have deserved this severe
chastisement, I will bow before the power who inflicts it
with humble resignation to his will; nor shall the duty of
a wife be totally absorbed in the feelings of the mother; I
will endeavour to appear more cheerful, and by appearing
in some measure to have conquered my own sorrow,
alleviate the sufferings of my husband, and rouse him
from that torpor into which this misfortune has plunged
him. My father too demands my care and attention: I
must not, by a selfish indulgence of my own grief, forget
the interest those two dear objects take in my happiness
or misery: I will wear a smile on my face, though the
thorn rankles in my heart; and if by so doing, I in the
smallest degree contribute to restore their peace of mind,
I shall be amply rewarded for the pain the concealment of
my own feelings may occasion.”
Thus argued this excellent woman: and in the execution
of so laudable a resolution we shall leave her, to follow
the fortunes of the hapless victim of imprudence and evil
counsellors.
CHAPTER XVI.
NECESSARY DIGRESSION.
ON board of the ship in which Charlotte and
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Mademoiselle were embarked, was an officer of large
unincumbered fortune and elevated rank, and whom I
shall call Crayton.
He was one of those men, who, having travelled in their
youth, pretend to have contracted a peculiar fondness
for every thing foreign, and to hold in contempt the
productions of their own country; and this affected
partiality extended even to the women.
With him therefore the blushing modesty and
unaffected simplicity of Charlotte passed unnoticed; but
the forward pertness of La Rue, the freedom of her
conversation, the elegance of her person, mixed with a
certain engaging JE NE SAIS QUOI, perfectly enchanted
him.
The reader no doubt has already developed the
character of La Rue: designing, artful, and selfish, she had
accepted the devoirs of Belcour because she was heartily
weary of the retired life she led at the school, wished
to be released from what she deemed a slavery, and to
return to that vortex of folly and dissipation which had
once plunged her into the deepest misery; but her plan
she flattered herself was now better formed: she resolved
to put herself under the protection of no man till she had
first secured a settlement; but the clandestine manner in
which she left Madame Du Pont’s prevented her putting
this plan in execution, though Belcour solemnly protested
he would make her a handsome settlement the moment
they arrived at Portsmouth. This he afterwards contrived
to evade by a pretended hurry of business; La Rue readily
conceiving he never meant to fulfil his promise,
determined to change her battery, and attack the heart of
Colonel Crayton. She soon discovered the partiality he
entertained for her nation; and having imposed on him a
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feigned tale of distress, representing Belcour as a villain
who had seduced her from her friends under promise of
marriage, and afterwards betrayed her, pretending great
remorse for the errors she had committed, and declaring
whatever her affection for Belcour might have been, it
was now entirely extinguished, and she wished for
nothing more than an opportunity to leave a course of
life which her soul abhorred; but she had no friends to
apply to, they had all renounced her, and guilt and misery
would undoubtedly be her future portion through life.
Crayton was possessed of many amiable qualities,
though the peculiar trait in his character, which we have
already mentioned, in a great measure threw a shade over
them. He was beloved for his humanity and benevolence
by all who knew him, but he was easy and unsuspicious
himself, and became a dupe to the artifice of others.
He was, when very young, united to an amiable Parisian
lady, and perhaps it was his affection for her that laid
the foundation for the partiality he ever retained for the
whole nation. He had by her one daughter, who entered
into the world but a few hours before her mother left
it. This lady was universally beloved and admired, being
endowed with all the virtues of her mother, without the
weakness of the father: she was married to Major
Beauchamp, and was at this time in the same fleet with
her father, attending her husband to New-York.
Crayton was melted by the affected contrition and
distress of La Rue: he would converse with her for hours,
read to her, play cards with her, listen to all her
complaints, and promise to protect her to the utmost
of his power. La Rue easily saw his character; her sole
aim was to awaken a passion in his bosom that might
turn out to her advantage, and in this aim she was but
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too successful, for before the voyage was finished, the
infatuated Colonel gave her from under his hand a
promise of marriage on their arrival at New-York, under
forfeiture of five thousand pounds.
And how did our poor Charlotte pass her time during
a tedious and tempestuous passage? naturally delicate, the
fatigue and sickness which she endured rendered her so
weak as to be almost entirely confined to her bed: yet the
kindness and attention of Montraville in some measure
contributed to alleviate her sufferings, and the hope of
hearing from her friends soon after her arrival, kept up
her spirits, and cheered many a gloomy hour.
But during the voyage a great revolution took place not
only in the fortune of La Rue but in the bosom of Belcour:
whilst in pursuit of his amour with Mademoiselle, he had
attended little to the interesting, inobtrusive charms of
Charlotte, but when, cloyed by possession, and disgusted
with the art and dissimulation of one, he beheld the
simplicity and gentleness of the other, the contrast
became too striking not to fill him at once with surprise
and admiration. He frequently conversed with Charlotte;
he found her sensible, well informed, but diffident and
unassuming. The languor which the fatigue of her body
and perturbation of her mind spread over her delicate
features, served only in his opinion to render her more
lovely: he knew that Montraville did not design to marry
her, and he formed a resolution to endeavour to gain her
himself whenever Montraville should leave her.
Let not the reader imagine Belcour’s designs were
honourable. Alas! when once a woman has forgot the
respect due to herself, by yielding to the solicitations of
illicit love, they lose all their consequence, even in the
eyes of the man whose art has betrayed them, and for
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whose sake they have sacrificed every valuable
consideration.
The heedless Fair, who stoops to guilty joys,
A man may pity—but he must despise.
Nay, every libertine will think he has a right to insult
her with his licentious passion; and should the unhappy
creature shrink from the insolent overture, he will
sneeringly taunt her with pretence of modesty.
CHAPTER XVII.
A WEDDING.
ON the day before their arrival at New-York, after
dinner, Crayton arose from his seat, and placing himself
by Mademoiselle, thus addressed the company—
“As we are now nearly arrived at our destined port,
I think it but my duty to inform you, my friends, that
this lady,” (taking her hand,) “has placed herself under my
protection. I have seen and severely felt the anguish of her
heart, and through every shade which cruelty or malice
may throw over her, can discover the most amiable
qualities. I thought it but necessary to mention my esteem
for her before our disembarkation, as it is my fixed
resolution, the morning after we land, to give her an
undoubted title to my favour and protection by
honourably uniting my fate to hers. I would wish every
gentleman here therefore to remember that her honour
henceforth is mine, and,” continued he, looking at
Belcour, “should any man presume to speak in the least
disrespectfully of her, I shall not hesitate to pronounce
him a scoundrel.”
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Belcour cast at him a smile of contempt, and bowing
profoundly low, wished Mademoiselle much joy in the
proposed union; and assuring the Colonel that he need
not be in the least apprehensive of any one throwing the
least odium on the character of his lady, shook him by the
hand with ridiculous gravity, and left the cabin.
The truth was, he was glad to be rid of La Rue, and so
he was but freed from her, he cared not who fell a victim
to her infamous arts.
The inexperienced Charlotte was astonished at what
she heard. She thought La Rue had, like herself, only been
urged by the force of her attachment to Belcour, to quit
her friends, and follow him to the feat of war: how
wonderful then, that she should resolve to marry another
man. It was certainly extremely wrong. It was indelicate.
She mentioned her thoughts to Montraville. He laughed
at her simplicity, called her a little idiot, and patting her
on the cheek, said she knew nothing of the world. “If the
world sanctifies such things, ’tis a very bad world I think,”
said Charlotte. “Why I always understood they were to
have been married when they arrived at New-York. I am
sure Mademoiselle told me Belcour promised to marry
her.”
“Well, and suppose he did?”
“Why, he should be obliged to keep his word I think.”
“Well, but I suppose he has changed his mind,” said
Montraville, “and then you know the case is altered.”
Charlotte looked at him attentively for a moment. A
full sense of her own situation rushed upon her mind. She
burst into tears, and remained silent. Montraville too well
understood the cause of her tears. He kissed her cheek,
and bidding her not make herself uneasy, unable to bear
the silent but keen remonstrance, hastily left her.
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The next morning by sun-rise they found themselves at
anchor before the city of New-York. A boat was ordered
to convey the ladies on shore. Crayton accompanied
them; and they were shewn to a house of public
entertainment. Scarcely were they seated when the door
opened, and the Colonel found himself in the arms of his
daughter, who had landed a few minutes before him. The
first transport of meeting subsided, Crayton introduced
his daughter to Mademoiselle La Rue, as an old friend
of her mother’s, (for the artful French woman had really
made it appear to the credulous Colonel that she was in
the same convent with his first wife, and, though much
younger, had received many tokens of her esteem and
regard.)
“If, Mademoiselle,” said Mrs. Beauchamp, “you were the
friend of my mother, you must be worthy the esteem
of all good hearts.” “Mademoiselle will soon honour our
family,” said Crayton, “by supplying the place that
valuable woman filled: and as you are married, my dear, I
think you will not blame—”
“Hush, my dear Sir,” replied Mrs. Beauchamp: “I know
my duty too well to scrutinize your conduct. Be assured,
my dear father, your happiness is mine. I shall rejoice in
it, and sincerely love the person who contributes to it. But
tell me,” continued she, turning to Charlotte, “who is this
lovely girl? Is she your sister, Mademoiselle?”
A blush, deep as the glow of the carnation, suffused the
cheeks of Charlotte.
“It is a young lady,” replied the Colonel, “who came in
the same vessel with us from England.’ He then drew his
daughter aside, and told her in a whisper, Charlotte was
the mistress of Montraville.
“What a pity!” said Mrs. Beauchamp softly, (casting a
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most compassionate glance at her.) “But surely her mind
is not depraved. The goodness of her heart is depicted in
her ingenuous countenance.”
Charlotte caught the word pity. “And am I already
fallen so low?” said she. A sigh escaped her, and a tear was
ready to start, but Montraville appeared, and she checked
the rising emotion. Mademoiselle went with the Colonel
and his daughter to another apartment. Charlotte
remained with Montraville and Belcour. The next
morning the Colonel performed his promise, and La Rue
became in due form Mrs. Crayton, exulted in her own
good fortune, and dared to look with an eye of contempt
on the unfortunate but far less guilty Charlotte.
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CHAPTER 81.
CHARLOTTE TEMPLE: VOLUME II
Volume II
SUSANNA ROWSON
VOLUME II
CHAPTER XVIII.
REFLECTIONS.
“AND am I indeed fallen so low,” said Charlotte, “as to
be only pitied? Will the voice of approbation no more
meet my ear? and shall I never again possess a friend,
whose face will wear a smile of joy whenever I approach?
Alas! how thoughtless, how dreadfully imprudent have I
been! I know not which is most painful to endure, the
sneer of contempt, or the glance of compassion, which is
depicted in the various countenances of my own sex: they
are both equally humiliating. Ah! my dear parents, could
you now see the child of your affections, the daughter
whom you so dearly loved, a poor solitary being, without
society, here wearing out her heavy hours in deep regret
and anguish of heart, no kind friend of her own sex to
whom she can unbosom her griefs, no beloved mother,
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no woman of character will appear in my company, and
low as your Charlotte is fallen, she cannot associate with
infamy.”
These were the painful reflections which occupied the
mind of Charlotte. Montraville had placed her in a small
house a few miles from New-York: he gave her one
female attendant, and supplied her with what money she
wanted; but business and pleasure so entirely occupied
his time, that he had little to devote to the woman, whom
he had brought from all her connections, and robbed of
innocence. Sometimes, indeed, he would steal out at the
close of evening, and pass a few hours with her; and then
so much was she attached to him, that all her sorrows
were forgotten while blest with his society: she would
enjoy a walk by moonlight, or sit by him in a little arbour
at the bottom of the garden, and play on the harp,
accompanying it with her plaintive, harmonious voice.
But often, very often, did he promise to renew his visits,
and, forgetful of his promise, leave her to mourn her
disappointment. What painful hours of expectation
would she pass! She would sit at a window which looked
toward a field he used to cross, counting the minutes, and
straining her eyes to catch the first glimpse of his person,
till blinded with tears of disappointment, she would lean
her head on her hands, and give free vent to her sorrows:
then catching at some new hope, she would again renew
her watchful position, till the shades of evening
enveloped every object in a dusky cloud: she would then
renew her complaints, and, with a heart bursting with
disappointed love and wounded sensibility, retire to a bed
which remorse had strewed with thorns, and court in
vain that comforter of weary nature (who seldom visits
the unhappy) to come and steep her senses in oblivion.
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Who can form an adequate idea of the sorrow that
preyed upon the mind of Charlotte? The wife, whose
breast glows with affection to her husband, and who in
return meets only indifference, can but faintly conceive
her anguish. Dreadfully painful is the situation of such a
woman, but she has many comforts of which our poor
Charlotte was deprived. The duteous, faithful wife,
though treated with indifference, has one solid pleasure
within her own bosom, she can reflect that she has not
deserved neglect—that she has ever fulfilled the duties of
her station with the strictest exactness; she may hope, by
constant assiduity and unremitted attention, to recall her
wanderer, and be doubly happy in his returning affection;
she knows he cannot leave her to unite himself to
another: he cannot cast her out to poverty and contempt;
she looks around her, and sees the smile of friendly
welcome, or the tear of affectionate consolation, on the
face of every person whom she favours with her esteem;
and from all these circumstances she gathers comfort: but
the poor girl by thoughtless passion led astray, who, in
parting with her honour, has forfeited the esteem of the
very man to whom she has sacrificed every thing dear and
valuable in life, feels his indifference in the fruit of her
own folly, and laments her want of power to recall his lost
affection; she knows there is no tie but honour, and that,
in a man who has been guilty of seduction, is but very
feeble: he may leave her in a moment to shame and want;
he may marry and forsake her for ever; and should he,
she has no redress, no friendly, soothing companion to
pour into her wounded mind the balm of consolation, no
benevolent hand to lead her back to the path of rectitude;
she has disgraced her friends, forfeited the good opinion
of the world, and undone herself; she feels herself a poor
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solitary being in the midst of surrounding multitudes;
shame bows her to the earth, remorse tears her distracted
mind, and guilt, poverty, and disease close the dreadful
scene: she sinks unnoticed to oblivion. The finger of
contempt may point out to some passing daughter of
youthful mirth, the humble bed where lies this frail sister
of mortality; and will she, in the unbounded gaiety of her
heart, exult in her own unblemished fame, and triumph
over the silent ashes of the dead? Oh no! has she a heart
of sensibility, she will stop, and thus address the unhappy
victim of folly—
“Thou had’st thy faults, but sure thy sufferings have
expiated them: thy errors brought thee to an early grave;
but thou wert a fellow-creature—thou hast been
unhappy—then be those errors forgotten.”
Then, as she stoops to pluck the noxious weed from off
the sod, a tear will fall, and consecrate the spot to Charity.
For ever honoured be the sacred drop of humanity; the
angel of mercy shall record its source, and the soul from
whence it sprang shall be immortal.
My dear Madam, contract not your brow into a frown
of disapprobation. I mean not to extenuate the faults of
those unhappy women who fall victims to guilt and folly;
but surely, when we reflect how many errors we are
ourselves subject to, how many secret faults lie hid in the
recesses of our hearts, which we should blush to have
brought into open day (and yet those faults require the
lenity and pity of a benevolent judge, or awful would be
our prospect of futurity) I say, my dear Madam, when we
consider this, we surely may pity the faults of others.
Believe me, many an unfortunate female, who has once
strayed into the thorny paths of vice, would gladly return
to virtue, was any generous friend to endeavour to raise
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and re-assure her; but alas! it cannot be, you say; the
world would deride and scoff. Then let me tell you,
Madam, ’tis a very unfeeling world, and does not deserve
half the blessings which a bountiful Providence showers
upon it.
Oh, thou benevolent giver of all good! how shall we
erring mortals dare to look up to thy mercy in the great
day of retribution, if we now uncharitably refuse to
overlook the errors, or alleviate the miseries, of our
fellow-creatures.
CHAPTER XIX.
A MISTAKE DISCOVERED.
JULIA Franklin was the only child of a man of large
property, who, at the age of eighteen, left her independent
mistress of an unincumbered income of seven hundred a
year; she was a girl of a lively disposition, and humane,
susceptible heart: she resided in New-York with an uncle,
who loved her too well, and had too high an opinion
of her prudence, to scrutinize her actions so much as
would have been necessary with many young ladies, who
were not blest with her discretion: she was, at the time
Montraville arrived at New-York, the life of society, and
the universal toast. Montraville was introduced to her by
the following accident.
One night when he was upon guard, a dreadful fire
broke out near Mr. Franklin’s house, which, in a few
hours, reduced that and several others to ashes;
fortunately no lives were lost, and, by the assiduity of
the soldiers, much valuable property was saved from the
flames. In the midst of the confusion an old gentleman
came up to Montraville, and, putting a small box into his
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hands, cried—”Keep it, my good Sir, till I come to you
again;” and then rushing again into the thickest of the
crowd, Montraville saw him no more. He waited till the
fire was quite extinguished and the mob dispersed; but
in vain: the old gentleman did not appear to claim his
property; and Montraville, fearing to make any enquiry,
lest he should meet with impostors who might lay claim,
without any legal right, to the box, carried it to his
lodgings, and locked it up: he naturally imagined, that
the person who committed it to his care knew him, and
would, in a day or two, reclaim it; but several weeks
passed on, and no enquiry being made, he began to be
uneasy, and resolved to examine the contents of the box,
and if they were, as he supposed, valuable, to spare no
pains to discover, and restore them to the owner. Upon
opening it, he found it contained jewels to a large amount,
about two hundred pounds in money, and a miniature
picture set for a bracelet. On examining the picture, he
thought he had somewhere seen features very like it, but
could not recollect where. A few days after, being at a
public assembly, he saw Miss Franklin, and the likeness
was too evident to be mistaken: he enquired among his
brother officers if any of them knew her, and found one
who was upon terms of intimacy in the family: “then
introduce me to her immediately,” said he, “for I am
certain I can inform her of something which will give her
peculiar pleasure.”
He was immediately introduced, found she was the
owner of the jewels, and was invited to breakfast the next
morning in order to their restoration. This whole evening
Montraville was honoured with Julia’s hand; the lively
sallies of her wit, the elegance of her manner, powerfully
charmed him: he forgot Charlotte, and indulged himself
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in saying every thing that was polite and tender to Julia.
But on retiring, recollection returned. “What am I about?”
said he: “though I cannot marry Charlotte, I cannot be
villain enough to forsake her, nor must I dare to trifle
with the heart of Julia Franklin. I will return this box,”
said he, “which has been the source of so much uneasiness
already, and in the evening pay a visit to my poor
melancholy Charlotte, and endeavour to forget this
fascinating Julia.”
He arose, dressed himself, and taking the picture out, “I
will reserve this from the rest,” said he, “and by presenting
it to her when she thinks it is lost, enhance the value of
the obligation.” He repaired to Mr. Franklin’s, and found
Julia in the breakfast parlour alone.
“How happy am I, Madam,” said he, “that being the
fortunate instrument of saving these jewels has been the
means of procuring me the acquaintance of so amiable a
lady. There are the jewels and money all safe.”
“But where is the picture, Sir?” said Julia.
“Here, Madam. I would not willingly part with it.”
“It is the portrait of my mother,” said she, taking it from
him: “’tis all that remains.” She pressed it to her lips, and
a tear trembled in her eyes. Montraville glanced his eye
on her grey night gown and black ribbon, and his own
feelings prevented a reply.
Julia Franklin was the very reverse of Charlotte
Temple: she was tall, elegantly shaped, and possessed
much of the air and manner of a woman of fashion; her
complexion was a clear brown, enlivened with the glow
of health, her eyes, full, black, and sparkling, darted their
intelligent glances through long silken lashes; her hair
was shining brown, and her features regular and striking;
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there was an air of innocent gaiety that played about her
countenance, where good humour sat triumphant.
“I have been mistaken,” said Montraville. “I imagined I
loved Charlotte: but alas! I am now too late convinced my
attachment to her was merely the impulse of the moment.
I fear I have not only entailed lasting misery on that poor
girl, but also thrown a barrier in the way of my own
happiness, which it will be impossible to surmount. I feel
I love Julia Franklin with ardour and sincerity; yet, when
in her presence, I am sensible of my own inability to
offer a heart worthy her acceptance, and remain silent.”
Full of these painful thoughts, Montraville walked out
to see Charlotte: she saw him approach, and ran out to
meet him: she banished from her countenance the air of
discontent which ever appeared when he was absent, and
met him with a smile of joy.
“I thought you had forgot me, Montraville,” said she,
“and was very unhappy.”
“I shall never forget you, Charlotte,” he replied, pressing
her hand.
The uncommon gravity of his countenance, and the
brevity of his reply, alarmed her.
“You are not well,” said she; “your hand is hot; your eyes
are heavy; you are very ill.”
“I am a villain,” said he mentally, as he turned from her
to hide his emotions.
“But come,” continued she tenderly, “you shall go to
bed, and I will sit by, and watch you; you will be better
when you have slept.”
Montraville was glad to retire, and by pretending sleep,
hide the agitation of his mind from her penetrating eye.
Charlotte watched by him till a late hour, and then, lying
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softly down by his side, sunk into a profound sleep, from
whence she awoke not till late the next morning.
CHAPTER XX.
Virtue never appears so amiable as when reaching forth
her hand to raise a fallen sister.
CHAPTER OF ACCIDENTS.
WHEN Charlotte awoke, she missed Montraville; but
thinking he might have arisen early to enjoy the beauties
of the morning, she was preparing to follow him, when
casting her eye on the table, she saw a note, and opening
it hastily, found these words—
“My dear Charlotte must not be surprised, if she does
not see me again for some time: unavoidable business will
prevent me that pleasure: be assured I am quite well this
morning; and what your fond imagination magnified into
illness, was nothing more than fatigue, which a few hours
rest has entirely removed. Make yourself happy, and be
certain of the unalterable friendship of
“MONTRAVILLE.”
“FRIENDSHIP!” said Charlotte emphatically, as she
finished the note, “is it come to this at last? Alas! poor,
forsaken Charlotte, thy doom is now but too apparent.
Montraville is no longer interested in thy happiness; and
shame, remorse, and disappointed love will henceforth be
thy only attendants.”
Though these were the ideas that involuntarily rushed
upon the mind of Charlotte as she perused the fatal note,
yet after a few hours had elapsed, the syren Hope again
took possession of her bosom, and she flattered herself
she could, on a second perusal, discover an air of
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tenderness in the few lines he had left, which at first had
escaped her notice.
“He certainly cannot be so base as to leave me,” said she,
“and in styling himself my friend does he not promise to
protect me. I will not torment myself with these causeless
fears; I will place a confidence in his honour; and sure he
will not be so unjust as to abuse it.”
Just as she had by this manner of reasoning brought
her mind to some tolerable degree of composure, she was
surprised by a visit from Belcour. The dejection visible
in Charlotte’s countenance, her swoln eyes and neglected
attire, at once told him she was unhappy: he made no
doubt but Montraville had, by his coldness, alarmed her
suspicions, and was resolved, if possible, to rouse her to
jealousy, urge her to reproach him, and by that means
occasion a breach between them. “If I can once convince
her that she has a rival,” said he, “she will listen to my
passion if it is only to revenge his slights.” Belcour knew
but little of the female heart; and what he did know was
only of those of loose and dissolute lives. He had no idea
that a woman might fall a victim to imprudence, and
yet retain so strong a sense of honour, as to reject with
horror and contempt every solicitation to a second fault.
He never imagined that a gentle, generous female heart,
once tenderly attached, when treated with unkindness
might break, but would never harbour a thought of
revenge.
His visit was not long, but before he went he fixed
a scorpion in the heart of Charlotte, whose venom
embittered every future hour of her life.
We will now return for a moment to Colonel Crayton.
He had been three months married, and in that little time
had discovered that the conduct of his lady was not so
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prudent as it ought to have been: but remonstrance was
vain; her temper was violent; and to the Colonel’s great
misfortune he had conceived a sincere affection for her:
she saw her own power, and, with the art of a Circe, made
every action appear to him in what light she pleased: his
acquaintance laughed at his blindness, his friends pitied
his infatuation, his amiable daughter, Mrs. Beauchamp,
in secret deplored the loss of her father’s affection, and
grieved that he should be so entirely swayed by an artful,
and, she much feared, infamous woman.
Mrs. Beauchamp was mild and engaging; she loved not
the hurry and bustle of a city, and had prevailed on her
husband to take a house a few miles from New-York.
Chance led her into the same neighbourhood with
Charlotte; their houses stood within a short space of each
other, and their gardens joined: she had not been long in
her new habitation before the figure of Charlotte struck
her; she recollected her interesting features; she saw the
melancholy so conspicuous in her countenance, and her
heart bled at the reflection, that perhaps deprived of
honour, friends, all that was valuable in life, she was
doomed to linger out a wretched existence in a strange
land, and sink broken-hearted into an untimely grave.
“Would to heaven I could snatch her from so hard a fate,”
said she; “but the merciless world has barred the doors
of compassion against a poor weak girl, who, perhaps,
had she one kind friend to raise and reassure her, would
gladly return to peace and virtue; nay, even the woman
who dares to pity, and endeavour to recall a wandering
sister, incurs the sneer of contempt and ridicule, for an
action in which even angels are said to rejoice.”
The longer Mrs. Beauchamp was a witness to the
solitary life Charlotte led, the more she wished to speak
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to her, and often as she saw her cheeks wet with the tears
of anguish, she would say—”Dear sufferer, how gladly
would I pour into your heart the balm of consolation,
were it not for the fear of derision.”
But an accident soon happened which made her resolve
to brave even the scoffs of the world, rather than not
enjoy the heavenly satisfaction of comforting a
desponding fellow-creature.
Mrs. Beauchamp was an early riser. She was one
morning walking in the garden, leaning on her husband’s
arm, when the sound of a harp attracted their notice:
they listened attentively, and heard a soft melodious voice
distinctly sing the following stanzas:
Thou glorious orb, supremely bright,
Just rising from the sea,
To cheer all nature with thy light,
What are thy beams to me?
In vain thy glories bid me rise,
To hail the new-born day,
Alas! my morning sacrifice
Is still to weep and pray.
For what are nature's charms combin'd,
To one, whose weary breast
Can neither peace nor comfort find,
Nor friend whereon to rest?
Oh! never! never! whilst I live
Can my heart's anguish cease:
Come, friendly death, thy mandate give,
And let me be at peace.
“‘Tis poor Charlotte!” said Mrs. Beauchamp, the pellucid
drop of humanity stealing down her cheek.
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Captain Beauchamp was alarmed at her emotion.
“What Charlotte?” said he; “do you know her?”
In the accent of a pitying angel did she disclose to her
husband Charlotte’s unhappy situation, and the frequent
wish she had formed of being serviceable to her. “I fear,”
continued she, “the poor girl has been basely betrayed;
and if I thought you would not blame me, I would pay
her a visit, offer her my friendship, and endeavour to
restore to her heart that peace she seems to have lost, and
so pathetically laments. Who knows, my dear,” laying her
hand affectionately on his arm, “who knows but she has
left some kind, affectionate parents to lament her errors,
and would she return, they might with rapture receive the
poor penitent, and wash away her faults in tears of joy.
Oh! what a glorious reflexion would it be for me could I
be the happy instrument of restoring her. Her heart may
not be depraved, Beauchamp.”
“Exalted woman!” cried Beauchamp, embracing her,
“how dost thou rise every moment in my esteem. Follow
the impulse of thy generous heart, my Emily. Let prudes
and fools censure if they dare, and blame a sensibility they
never felt; I will exultingly tell them that the heart that
is truly virtuous is ever inclined to pity and forgive the
errors of its fellow-creatures.”
A beam of exulting joy played round the animated
countenance of Mrs. Beauchamp, at these encomiums
bestowed on her by a beloved husband, the most
delightful sensations pervaded her heart, and, having
breakfasted, she prepared to visit Charlotte.
CHAPTER XXI.
Teach me to feel another's woe,
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To hide the fault I see,
That mercy I to others show,
That mercy show to me.       POPE.
WHEN Mrs. Beauchamp was dressed, she began to feel
embarrassed at the thought of beginning an acquaintance
with Charlotte, and was distressed how to make the first
visit. “I cannot go without some introduction,” said she,
“it will look so like impertinent curiosity.” At length
recollecting herself, she stepped into the garden, and
gathering a few fine cucumbers, took them in her hand by
way of apology for her visit.
A glow of conscious shame vermillioned Charlotte’s
face as Mrs. Beauchamp entered.
“You will pardon me, Madam,” said she, “for not having
before paid my respects to so amiable a neighbour; but we
English people always keep up that reserve which is the
characteristic of our nation wherever we go. I have taken
the liberty to bring you a few cucumbers, for I observed
you had none in your garden.”
Charlotte, though naturally polite and well-bred, was
so confused she could hardly speak. Her kind visitor
endeavoured to relieve her by not noticing her
embarrassment. “I am come, Madam,” continued she, “to
request you will spend the day with me. I shall be alone;
and, as we are both strangers in this country, we may
hereafter be extremely happy in each other’s friendship.”
“Your friendship, Madam,” said Charlotte blushing, “is
an honour to all who are favoured with it. Little as I have
seen of this part of the world, I am no stranger to Mrs.
Beauchamp’s goodness of heart and known humanity:
but my friendship—” She paused, glanced her eye upon
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her own visible situation, and, spite of her endeavours to
suppress them, burst into tears.
Mrs. Beauchamp guessed the source from whence
those tears flowed. “You seem unhappy, Madam,” said she:
“shall I be thought worthy your confidence? will you
entrust me with the cause of your sorrow, and rest on
my assurances to exert my utmost power to serve you.”
Charlotte returned a look of gratitude, but could not
speak, and Mrs. Beauchamp continued—”My heart was
interested in your behalf the first moment I saw you, and
I only lament I had not made earlier overtures towards
an acquaintance; but I flatter myself you will henceforth
consider me as your friend.”
“Oh Madam!” cried Charlotte, “I have forfeited the
good opinion of all my friends; I have forsaken them, and
undone myself.”
“Come, come, my dear,” said Mrs. Beauchamp, “you
must not indulge these gloomy thoughts: you are not I
hope so miserable as you imagine yourself: endeavour to
be composed, and let me be favoured with your company
at dinner, when, if you can bring yourself to think me
your friend, and repose a confidence in me, I am ready to
convince you it shall not be abused.” She then arose, and
bade her good morning.
At the dining hour Charlotte repaired to Mrs.
Beauchamp’s, and during dinner assumed as composed
an aspect as possible; but when the cloth was removed,
she summoned all her resolution and determined to make
Mrs. Beauchamp acquainted with every circumstance
preceding her unfortunate elopement, and the earnest
desire she had to quit a way of life so repugnant to her
feelings.
With the benignant aspect of an angel of mercy did
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Mrs. Beauchamp listen to the artless tale: she was shocked
to the soul to find how large a share La Rue had in the
seduction of this amiable girl, and a tear fell, when she
reflected so vile a woman was now the wife of her father.
When Charlotte had finished, she gave her a little time to
collect her scattered spirits, and then asked her if she had
never written to her friends.
“Oh yes, Madam,” said she, “frequently: but I have broke
their hearts: they are either dead or have cast me off for
ever, for I have never received a single line from them.”
“I rather suspect,” said Mrs. Beauchamp, “they have
never had your letters: but suppose you were to hear from
them, and they were willing to receive you, would you
then leave this cruel Montraville, and return to them?”
“Would I!” said Charlotte, clasping her hands; “would
not the poor sailor, tost on a tempestuous ocean,
threatened every moment with death, gladly return to the
shore he had left to trust to its deceitful calmness? Oh,
my dear Madam, I would return, though to do it I were
obliged to walk barefoot over a burning desert, and beg a
scanty pittance of each traveller to support my existence.
I would endure it all cheerfully, could I but once more see
my dear, blessed mother, hear her pronounce my pardon,
and bless me before I died; but alas! I shall never see her
more; she has blotted the ungrateful Charlotte from her
remembrance, and I shall sink to the grave loaded with
her’s and my father’s curse.”
Mrs. Beauchamp endeavoured to sooth her. “You shall
write to them again,” said she, “and I will see that the letter
is sent by the first packet that sails for England; in the
mean time keep up your spirits, and hope every thing, by
daring to deserve it.”
She then turned the conversation, and Charlotte having
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taken a cup of tea, wished her benevolent friend a good
evening.
CHAPTER XXII.
SORROWS OF THE HEART.
WHEN Charlotte got home she endeavoured to collect
her thoughts, and took up a pen in order to address those
dear parents, whom, spite of her errors, she still loved
with the utmost tenderness, but vain was every effort to
write with the least coherence; her tears fell so fast they
almost blinded her; and as she proceeded to describe her
unhappy situation, she became so agitated that she was
obliged to give over the attempt and retire to bed, where,
overcome with the fatigue her mind had undergone, she
fell into a slumber which greatly refreshed her, and she
arose in the morning with spirits more adequate to the
painful task she had to perform, and, after several
attempts, at length concluded the following letter to her
mother—
TO MRS. TEMPLE. NEW-YORK.
“Will my once kind, my ever beloved mother, deign
to receive a letter from her guilty, but repentant child?
or has she, justly incensed at my ingratitude, driven the
unhappy Charlotte from her remembrance? Alas! thou
much injured mother! shouldst thou even disown me, I
dare not complain, because I know I have deserved it:
but yet, believe me, guilty as I am, and cruelly as I have
disappointed the hopes of the fondest parents, that ever
girl had, even in the moment when, forgetful of my duty,
I fled from you and happiness, even then I loved you
most, and my heart bled at the thought of what you would
suffer. Oh! never, never! whilst I have existence, will the
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agony of that moment be erased from my memory. It
seemed like the separation of soul and body. What can
I plead in excuse for my conduct? alas! nothing! That I
loved my seducer is but too true! yet powerful as that
passion is when operating in a young heart glowing with
sensibility, it never would have conquered my affection
to you, my beloved parents, had I not been encouraged,
nay, urged to take the fatally imprudent step, by one of
my own sex, who, under the mask of friendship, drew me
on to ruin. Yet think not your Charlotte was so lost as to
voluntarily rush into a life of infamy; no, my dear mother,
deceived by the specious appearance of my betrayer, and
every suspicion lulled asleep by the most solemn
promises of marriage, I thought not those promises
would so easily be forgotten. I never once reflected that
the man who could stoop to seduction, would not hesitate
to forsake the wretched object of his passion, whenever
his capricious heart grew weary of her tenderness. When
we arrived at this place, I vainly expected him to fulfil
his engagements, but was at last fatally convinced he had
never intended to make me his wife, or if he had once
thought of it, his mind was now altered. I scorned to
claim from his humanity what I could not obtain from
his love: I was conscious of having forfeited the only gem
that could render me respectable in the eye of the world.
I locked my sorrows in my own bosom, and bore my
injuries in silence. But how shall I proceed? This man,
this cruel Montraville, for whom I sacrificed honour,
happiness, and the love of my friends, no longer looks
on me with affection, but scorns the credulous girl whom
his art has made miserable. Could you see me, my dear
parents, without society, without friends, stung with
remorse, and (I feel the burning blush of shame die my
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cheeks while I write it) tortured with the pangs of
disappointed love; cut to the soul by the indifference of
him, who, having deprived me of every other comfort,
no longer thinks it worth his while to sooth the heart
where he has planted the thorn of never-ceasing regret.
My daily employment is to think of you and weep, to pray
for your happiness and deplore my own folly: my nights
are scarce more happy, for if by chance I close my weary
eyes, and hope some small forgetfulness of sorrow, some
little time to pass in sweet oblivion, fancy, still waking,
wafts me home to you: I see your beloved forms, I kneel
and hear the blessed words of peace and pardon. Extatic
joy pervades my soul; I reach my arms to catch your dear
embraces; the motion chases the illusive dream; I wake
to real misery. At other times I see my father angry and
frowning, point to horrid caves, where, on the cold damp
ground, in the agonies of death, I see my dear mother and
my revered grand-father. I strive to raise you; you push
me from you, and shrieking cry—’Charlotte, thou hast
murdered me!’ Horror and despair tear every tortured
nerve; I start, and leave my restless bed, weary and
unrefreshed.
“Shocking as these reflexions are, I have yet one more
dreadful than the rest. Mother, my dear mother! do not
let me quite break your heart when I tell you, in a few
months I shall bring into the world an innocent witness
of my guilt. Oh my bleeding heart, I shall bring a poor
little helpless creature, heir to infamy and shame.
“This alone has urged me once more to address you, to
interest you in behalf of this poor unborn, and beg you to
extend your protection to the child of your lost Charlotte;
for my own part I have wrote so often, so frequently have
pleaded for forgiveness, and entreated to be received once
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more beneath the paternal roof, that having received no
answer, not even one line, I much fear you have cast me
from you for ever.
“But sure you cannot refuse to protect my innocent
infant: it partakes not of its mother’s guilt. Oh my father,
oh beloved mother, now do I feel the anguish I inflicted
on your hearts recoiling with double force upon my own.
“If my child should be a girl (which heaven forbid) tell
her the unhappy fate of her mother, and teach her to
avoid my errors; if a boy, teach him to lament my
miseries, but tell him not who inflicted them, lest in
wishing to revenge his mother’s injuries, he should
wound the peace of his father.
“And now, dear friends of my soul, kind guardians of
my infancy, farewell. I feel I never more must hope to
see you; the anguish of my heart strikes at the strings
of life, and in a short time I shall be at rest. Oh could I
but receive your blessing and forgiveness before I died,
it would smooth my passage to the peaceful grave, and
be a blessed foretaste of a happy eternity. I beseech you,
curse me not, my adored parents, but let a tear of pity and
pardon fall to the memory of your lost
“CHARLOTTE.”
CHAPTER XXIII.
A MAN MAY SMILE, AND SMILE, AND BE A
VILLAIN.
WHILE Charlotte was enjoying some small degree of
comfort in the consoling friendship of Mrs. Beauchamp,
Montraville was advancing rapidly in his affection
towards Miss Franklin. Julia was an amiable girl; she saw
only the fair side of his character; she possessed an
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independent fortune, and resolved to be happy with the
man of her heart, though his rank and fortune were by
no means so exalted as she had a right to expect; she
saw the passion which Montraville struggled to conceal;
she wondered at his timidity, but imagined the distance
fortune had placed between them occasioned his
backwardness, and made every advance which strict
prudence and a becoming modesty would permit.
Montraville saw with pleasure he was not indifferent to
her, but a spark of honour which animated his bosom
would not suffer him to take advantage of her partiality.
He was well acquainted with Charlotte’s situation, and
he thought there would be a double cruelty in forsaking
her at such a time; and to marry Miss Franklin, while
honour, humanity, every sacred law, obliged him still to
protect and support Charlotte, was a baseness which his
soul shuddered at.
He communicated his uneasiness to Belcour: it was the
very thing this pretended friend had wished. “And do you
really,” said he, laughing, “hesitate at marrying the lovely
Julia, and becoming master of her fortune, because a little
foolish, fond girl chose to leave her friends, and run away
with you to America. Dear Montraville, act more like
a man of sense; this whining, pining Charlotte, who
occasions you so much uneasiness, would have eloped
with somebody else if she had not with you.”
“Would to heaven,” said Montraville, “I had never seen
her; my regard for her was but the momentary passion of
desire, but I feel I shall love and revere Julia Franklin as
long as I live; yet to leave poor Charlotte in her present
situation would be cruel beyond description.”
“Oh my good sentimental friend,” said Belcour, “do you
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imagine no body has a right to provide for the brat but
yourself.”
Montraville started. “Sure,” said he, “you cannot mean
to insinuate that Charlotte is false.”
“I don’t insinuate it,” said Belcour, “I know it.”
Montraville turned pale as ashes. “Then there is no faith
in woman,” said he.
“While I thought you attached to her,” said Belcour with
an air of indifference, “I never wished to make you uneasy
by mentioning her perfidy, but as I know you love and
are beloved by Miss Franklin, I was determined not to
let these foolish scruples of honour step between you
and happiness, or your tenderness for the peace of a
perfidious girl prevent your uniting yourself to a woman
of honour.”
“Good heavens!” said Montraville, “what poignant
reflections does a man endure who sees a lovely woman
plunged in infamy, and is conscious he was her first
seducer; but are you certain of what you say, Belcour?”
“So far,” replied he, “that I myself have received
advances from her which I would not take advantage of
out of regard to you: but hang it, think no more about
her. I dined at Franklin’s to-day, and Julia bid me seek
and bring you to tea: so come along, my lad, make good
use of opportunity, and seize the gifts of fortune while
they are within your reach.” Montraville was too much
agitated to pass a happy evening even in the company
of Julia Franklin: he determined to visit Charlotte early
the next morning, tax her with her falsehood, and take
an everlasting leave of her; but when the morning came,
he was commanded on duty, and for six weeks was
prevented from putting his design in execution. At length
he found an hour to spare, and walked out to spend it
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with Charlotte: it was near four o’clock in the afternoon
when he arrived at her cottage; she was not in the parlour,
and without calling the servant he walked up stairs,
thinking to find her in her bed room. He opened the door,
and the first object that met his eyes was Charlotte asleep
on the bed, and Belcour by her side.
“Death and distraction,” said he, stamping, “this is too
much. Rise, villain, and defend yourself.” Belcour sprang
from the bed. The noise awoke Charlotte; terrified at the
furious appearance of Montraville, and seeing Belcour
with him in the chamber, she caught hold of his arm as
he stood by the bed-side, and eagerly asked what was the
matter.
“Treacherous, infamous girl,” said he, “can you ask?
How came he here?” pointing to Belcour.
“As heaven is my witness,” replied she weeping, “I do
not know. I have not seen him for these three weeks.”
“Then you confess he sometimes visits you?”
“He came sometimes by your desire.”
“‘Tis false; I never desired him to come, and you know
I did not: but mark me, Charlotte, from this instant our
connexion is at an end. Let Belcour, or any other of your
favoured lovers, take you and provide for you; I have done
with you for ever.”
He was then going to leave her; but starting wildly
from the bed, she threw herself on her knees before him,
protesting her innocence and entreating him not to leave
her. “Oh Montraville,” said she, “kill me, for pity’s sake kill
me, but do not doubt my fidelity. Do not leave me in this
horrid situation; for the sake of your unborn child, oh!
spurn not the wretched mother from you.”
“Charlotte,” said he, with a firm voice, “I shall take care
that neither you nor your child want any thing in the
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approaching painful hour; but we meet no more.” He then
endeavoured to raise her from the ground; but in vain;
she clung about his knees, entreating him to believe her
innocent, and conjuring Belcour to clear up the dreadful
mystery.
Belcour cast on Montraville a smile of contempt: it
irritated him almost to madness; he broke from the feeble
arms of the distressed girl; she shrieked and fell prostrate
on the floor.
Montraville instantly left the house and returned
hastily to the city.
CHAPTER XXIV.
MYSTERY DEVELOPED.
UNFORTUNATELY for Charlotte, about three weeks
before this unhappy rencontre, Captain Beauchamp,
being ordered to Rhode-Island, his lady had accompanied
him, so that Charlotte was deprived of her friendly advice
and consoling society. The afternoon on which
Montraville had visited her she had found herself languid
and fatigued, and after making a very slight dinner had
lain down to endeavour to recruit her exhausted spirits,
and, contrary to her expectations, had fallen asleep. She
had not long been lain down, when Belcour arrived, for
he took every opportunity of visiting her, and striving to
awaken her resentment against Montraville. He enquired
of the servant where her mistress was, and being told
she was asleep, took up a book to amuse himself: having
sat a few minutes, he by chance cast his eyes towards
the road, and saw Montraville approaching; he instantly
conceived the diabolical scheme of ruining the unhappy
Charlotte in his opinion for ever; he therefore stole softly
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up stairs, and laying himself by her side with the greatest
precaution, for fear she should awake, was in that
situation discovered by his credulous friend.
When Montraville spurned the weeping Charlotte
from him, and left her almost distracted with terror and
despair, Belcour raised her from the floor, and leading
her down stairs, assumed the part of a tender, consoling
friend; she listened to the arguments he advanced with
apparent composure; but this was only the calm of a
moment: the remembrance of Montraville’s recent
cruelty again rushed upon her mind: she pushed him
from her with some violence, and crying—”Leave me, Sir,
I beseech you leave me, for much I fear you have been the
cause of my fidelity being suspected; go, leave me to the
accumulated miseries my own imprudence has brought
upon me.”
She then left him with precipitation, and retiring to her
own apartment, threw herself on the bed, and gave vent
to an agony of grief which it is impossible to describe.
It now occurred to Belcour that she might possibly
write to Montraville, and endeavour to convince him of
her innocence: he was well aware of her pathetic
remonstrances, and, sensible of the tenderness of
Montraville’s heart, resolved to prevent any letters ever
reaching him: he therefore called the servant, and, by the
powerful persuasion of a bribe, prevailed with her to
promise whatever letters her mistress might write should
be sent to him. He then left a polite, tender note for
Charlotte, and returned to New-York. His first business
was to seek Montraville, and endeavour to convince him
that what had happened would ultimately tend to his
happiness: he found him in his apartment, solitary,
pensive, and wrapped in disagreeable reflexions.
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“Why how now, whining, pining lover?” said he,
clapping him on the shoulder. Montraville started; a
momentary flush of resentment crossed his cheek, but
instantly gave place to a death-like paleness, occasioned
by painful remembrance remembrance awakened by that
monitor, whom, though we may in vain endeavour, we
can never entirely silence.
“Belcour,” said he, “you have injured me in a tender
point.” “Prithee, Jack,” replied Belcour, “do not make a
serious matter of it: how could I refuse the girl’s
advances? and thank heaven she is not your wife.”
“True,” said Montraville; “but she was innocent when I
first knew her. It was I seduced her, Belcour. Had it not
been for me, she had still been virtuous and happy in the
affection and protection of her family.”
“Pshaw,” replied Belcour, laughing, “if you had not
taken advantage of her easy nature, some other would,
and where is the difference, pray?”
“I wish I had never seen her,” cried he passionately, and
starting from his seat. “Oh that cursed French woman,”
added he with vehemence, “had it not been for her, I
might have been happy—” He paused.
“With Julia Franklin,” said Belcour. The name, like a
sudden spark of electric fire, seemed for a moment to
suspend his faculties—for a moment he was transfixed;
but recovering, he caught Belcour’s hand, and
cried—”Stop! stop! I beseech you, name not the lovely
Julia and the wretched Montraville in the same breath.
I am a seducer, a mean, ungenerous seducer of
unsuspecting innocence. I dare not hope that purity like
her’s would stoop to unite itself with black, premeditated
guilt: yet by heavens I swear, Belcour, I thought I loved
the lost, abandoned Charlotte till I saw Julia—I thought
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I never could forsake her; but the heart is deceitful, and
I now can plainly discriminate between the impulse of
a youthful passion, and the pure flame of disinterested
affection.”
At that instant Julia Franklin passed the window,
leaning on her uncle’s arm. She curtseyed as she passed,
and, with the bewitching smile of modest cheerfulness,
cried—”Do you bury yourselves in the house this fine
evening, gents?” There was something in the voice! the
manner! the look! that was altogether irresistible.
“Perhaps she wishes my company,” said Montraville
mentally, as he snatched up his hat: “if I thought she loved
me, I would confess my errors, and trust to her generosity
to pity and pardon me.” He soon overtook her, and
offering her his arm, they sauntered to pleasant but
unfrequented walks. Belcour drew Mr. Franklin on one
side and entered into a political discourse: they walked
faster than the young people, and Belcour by some means
contrived entirely to lose sight of them. It was a fine
evening in the beginning of autumn; the last remains of
day-light faintly streaked the western sky, while the
moon, with pale and virgin lustre in the room of gorgeous
gold and purple, ornamented the canopy of heaven with
silver, fleecy clouds, which now and then half hid her
lovely face, and, by partly concealing, heightened every
beauty; the zephyrs whispered softly through the trees,
which now began to shed their leafy honours; a solemn
silence reigned: and to a happy mind an evening such
as this would give serenity, and calm, unruffled pleasure;
but to Montraville, while it soothed the turbulence of his
passions, it brought increase of melancholy reflections.
Julia was leaning on his arm: he took her hand in his, and
pressing it tenderly, sighed deeply, but continued silent.
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Julia was embarrassed; she wished to break a silence so
unaccountable, but was unable; she loved Montraville,
she saw he was unhappy, and wished to know the cause of
his uneasiness, but that innate modesty, which nature has
implanted in the female breast, prevented her enquiring.
“I am bad company, Miss Franklin,” said he, at last
recollecting himself; “but I have met with something to-
day that has greatly distressed me, and I cannot shake off
the disagreeable impression it has made on my mind.”
“I am sorry,” she replied, “that you have any cause of
inquietude. I am sure if you were as happy as you deserve,
and as all your friends wish you—” She hesitated. “And
might I,” replied he with some animation, “presume to
rank the amiable Julia in that number?”
“Certainly,” said she, “the service you have rendered me,
the knowledge of your worth, all combine to make me
esteem you.”
“Esteem, my lovely Julia,” said he passionately, “is but a
poor cold word. I would if I dared, if I thought I merited
your attention—but no, I must not—honour forbids. I
am beneath your notice, Julia, I am miserable and cannot
hope to be otherwise.” “Alas!” said Julia, “I pity you.”
“Oh thou condescending charmer,” said he, “how that
sweet word cheers my sad heart. Indeed if you knew all,
you would pity; but at the same time I fear you would
despise me.”
Just then they were again joined by Mr. Franklin and
Belcour. It had interrupted an interesting discourse. They
found it impossible to converse on indifferent subjects,
and proceeded home in silence. At Mr. Franklin’s door
Montraville again pressed Julia’s hand, and faintly
articulating “good night,” retired to his lodgings dispirited
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and wretched, from a consciousness that he deserved not
the affection, with which he plainly saw he was honoured.
CHAPTER XXV.
RECEPTION OF A LETTER.
“AND where now is our poor Charlotte?” said Mr.
Temple one evening, as the cold blasts of autumn whistled
rudely over the heath, and the yellow appearance of the
distant wood, spoke the near approach of winter. In vain
the cheerful fire blazed on the hearth, in vain was he
surrounded by all the comforts of life; the parent was
still alive in his heart, and when he thought that perhaps
his once darling child was ere this exposed to all the
miseries of want in a distant land, without a friend to
sooth and comfort her, without the benignant look of
compassion to cheer, or the angelic voice of pity to pour
the balm of consolation on her wounded heart; when he
thought of this, his whole soul dissolved in tenderness;
and while he wiped the tear of anguish from the eye of his
patient, uncomplaining Lucy, he struggled to suppress the
sympathizing drop that started in his own.
“Oh, my poor girl,” said Mrs. Temple, “how must she be
altered, else surely she would have relieved our agonizing
minds by one line to say she lived—to say she had not
quite forgot the parents who almost idolized her.”
“Gracious heaven,” said Mr. Temple, starting from his
seat, “I, who would wish to be a father, to experience
the agonizing pangs inflicted on a parent’s heart by the
ingratitude of a child?” Mrs. Temple wept: her father took
her hand; he would have said, “be comforted my child,”
but the words died on his tongue. The sad silence that
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ensued was interrupted by a loud rap at the door. In a
moment a servant entered with a letter in his hand.
Mrs. Temple took it from him: she cast her eyes upon
the superscription; she knew the writing. “‘Tis Charlotte,”
said she, eagerly breaking the seal, “she has not quite
forgot us.” But before she had half gone through the
contents, a sudden sickness seized her; she grew cold
and giddy, and puffing it into her husband’s hand, she
cried—”Read it: I cannot.” Mr. Temple attempted to read
it aloud, but frequently paused to give vent to his tears.
“My poor deluded child,” said he, when he had finished.
“Oh, shall we not forgive the dear penitent?” said Mrs.
Temple. “We must, we will, my love; she is willing to
return, and ’tis our duty to receive her.”
“Father of mercy,” said Mr. Eldridge, raising his clasped
hands, “let me but live once more to see the dear
wanderer restored to her afflicted parents, and take me
from this world of sorrow whenever it seemeth best to
thy wisdom.”
“Yes, we will receive her,” said Mr. Temple; “we will
endeavour to heal her wounded spirit, and speak peace
and comfort to her agitated soul. I will write to her to
return immediately.’
“Oh!” said Mrs. Temple, “I would if possible fly to her,
support and cheer the dear sufferer in the approaching
hour of distress, and tell her how nearly penitence is
allied to virtue. Cannot we go and conduct her home, my
love?” continued she, laying her hand on his arm. “My
father will surely forgive our absence if we go to bring
home his darling.”
“You cannot go, my Lucy,” said Mr. Temple: “the
delicacy of your frame would but poorly sustain the
fatigue of a long voyage; but I will go and bring the gentle
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penitent to your arms: we may still see many years of
happiness.”
The struggle in the bosom of Mrs. Temple between
maternal and conjugal tenderness was long and painful.
At length the former triumphed, and she consented that
her husband should set forward to New-York by the first
opportunity: she wrote to her Charlotte in the tenderest,
most consoling manner, and looked forward to the happy
hour, when she should again embrace her, with the most
animated hope.
CHAPTER XXVI.
WHAT MIGHT BE EXPECTED.
IN the mean time the passion Montraville had conceived
for Julia Franklin daily encreased, and he saw evidently
how much he was beloved by that amiable girl: he was
likewise strongly prepossessed with an idea of Charlotte’s
perfidy. What wonder then if he gave himself up to the
delightful sensation which pervaded his bosom; and
finding no obstacle arise to oppose his happiness, he
solicited and obtained the hand of Julia. A few days before
his marriage he thus addressed Belcour:
“Though Charlotte, by her abandoned conduct, has
thrown herself from my protection, I still hold myself
bound to support her till relieved from her present
condition, and also to provide for the child. I do not
intend to see her again, but I will place a sum of money
in your hands, which will amply supply her with every
convenience; but should she require more, let her have
it, and I will see it repaid. I wish I could prevail on the
poor deluded girl to return to her friends: she was an
only child, and I make no doubt but that they would
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joyfully receive her; it would shock me greatly to see her
henceforth leading a life of infamy, as I should always
accuse myself of being the primary cause of all her errors.
If she should chuse to remain under your protection, be
kind to her, Belcour, I conjure you. Let not satiety prompt
you to treat her in such a manner, as may drive her to
actions which necessity might urge her to, while her
better reason disapproved them: she shall never want a
friend while I live, but I never more desire to behold her;
her presence would be always painful to me, and a glance
from her eye would call the blush of conscious guilt into
my cheek.
“I will write a letter to her, which you may deliver when
I am gone, as I shall go to St. Eustatia the day after my
union with Julia, who will accompany me.”
Belcour promised to fulfil the request of his friend,
though nothing was farther from his intentions, than the
least design of delivering the letter, or making Charlotte
acquainted with the provision Montraville had made for
her; he was bent on the complete ruin of the unhappy girl,
and supposed, by reducing her to an entire dependance
on him, to bring her by degrees to consent to gratify his
ungenerous passion.
The evening before the day appointed for the nuptials
of Montraville and Julia, the former refired early to his
apartment; and ruminating on the past scenes of his life,
suffered the keenest remorse in the remembrance of
Charlotte’s seduction. “Poor girl,” said he, “I will at least
write and bid her adieu; I will too endeavour to awaken
that love of virtue in her bosom which her unfortunate
attachment to me has extinguished.” He took up the pen
and began to write, but words were denied him. How
could he address the woman whom he had seduced, and
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whom, though he thought unworthy his tenderness, he
was about to bid adieu for ever? How should he tell her
that he was going to abjure her, to enter into the most
indissoluble ties with another, and that he could not even
own the infant which she bore as his child? Several letters
were begun and destroyed: at length he completed the
following:
TO CHARLOTTE.
“Though I have taken up my pen to address you, my
poor injured girl, I feel I am inadequate to the task; yet,
however painful the endeavour, I could not resolve upon
leaving you for ever without one kind line to bid you
adieu, to tell you how my heart bleeds at the
remembrance of what you was, before you saw the hated
Montraville. Even now imagination paints the scene,
when, torn by contending passions, when, struggling
between love and duty, you fainted in my arms, and I
lifted you into the chaise: I see the agony of your mind,
when, recovering, you found yourself on the road to
Portsmouth: but how, my gentle girl, how could you,
when so justly impressed with the value of virtue, how
could you, when loving as I thought you loved me, yield
to the solicitations of Belcour?
“Oh Charlotte, conscience tells me it was I, villain that
I am, who first taught you the allurements of guilty
pleasure; it was I who dragged you from the calm repose
which innocence and virtue ever enjoy; and can I, dare
I tell you, it was not love prompted to the horrid deed?
No, thou dear, fallen angel, believe your repentant
Montraville, when he tells you the man who truly loves
will never betray the object of his affection. Adieu,
Charlotte: could you still find charms in a life of
unoffend-ing innocence, return to your parents; you shall
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never want the means of support both for yourself and
child. Oh! gracious heaven! may that child be entirely
free from the vices of its father and the weakness of its
mother.
“To-morrow—but no, I cannot tell you what to-
morrow will produce; Belcour will inform you: he also
has cash for you, which I beg you will ask for whenever
you may want it. Once more adieu: believe me could I
hear you was returned to your friends, and enjoying that
tranquillity of which I have robbed you, I should be as
completely happy as even you, in your fondest hours,
could wish me, but till then a gloom will obscure the
brightest prospects of MONTRAVILLE.”
After he had sealed this letter he threw himself on the
bed, and enjoyed a few hours repose. Early in the
morning Belcour tapped at his door: he arose hastily, and
prepared to meet his Julia at the altar.
“This is the letter to Charlotte,” said he, giving it to
Belcour: “take it to her when we are gone to Eustatia; and
I conjure you, my dear friend, not to use any sophistical
arguments to prevent her return to virtue; but should she
incline that way, encourage her in the thought, and assist
her to put her design in execution.”
CHAPTER XXVII.
Pensive she mourn'd, and hung her languid head,
Like a fair lily overcharg'd with dew.
CHARLOTTE had now been left almost three months a
prey to her own melancholy reflexions—sad companions
indeed; nor did any one break in upon her solitude but
Belcour, who once or twice called to enquire after her
health, and tell her he had in vain endeavoured to bring
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Montraville to hear reason; and once, but only once, was
her mind cheered by the receipt of an affectionate letter
from Mrs. Beauchamp. Often had she wrote to her
perfidious seducer, and with the most persuasive
eloquence endeavoured to convince him of her
innocence; but these letters were never suffered to reach
the hands of Montraville, or they must, though on the
very eve of marriage, have prevented his deserting the
wretched girl. Real anguish of heart had in a great
measure faded her charms, her cheeks were pale from
want of rest, and her eyes, by frequent, indeed almost
continued weeping, were sunk and heavy. Sometimes a
gleam of hope would play about her heart when she
thought of her parents—”They cannot surely,” she would
say, “refuse to forgive me; or should they deny their
pardon to me, they win not hate my innocent infant on
account of its mother’s errors.” How often did the poor
mourner wish for the consoling presence of the
benevolent Mrs. Beauchamp.
“If she were here,” she would cry, “she would certainly
comfort me, and sooth the distraction of my soul.”
She was sitting one afternoon, wrapped in these
melancholy reflexions, when she was interrupted by the
entrance of Belcour. Great as the alteration was which
incessant sorrow had made on her person, she was still
interesting, still charming; and the unhallowed flame,
which had urged Belcour to plant dissension between
her and Montraville, still raged in his bosom: he was
determined, if possible, to make her his mistress; nay, he
had even conceived the diabolical scheme of taking her to
New-York, and making her appear in every public place
where it was likely she should meet Montraville, that he
might be a witness to his unmanly triumph.
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When he entered the room where Charlotte was sitting,
he assumed the look of tender, consolatory friendship.
“And how does my lovely Charlotte?” said he, taking her
hand: “I fear you are not so well as I could wish.”
“I am not well, Mr. Belcour,” said she, “very far from
it; but the pains and infirmities of the body I could easily
bear, nay, submit to them with patience, were they not
aggravated by the most insupportable anguish of my
mind.”
“You are not happy, Charlotte,” said he, with a look of
well-dissembled sorrow.
“Alas!” replied she mournfully, shaking her head, “how
can I be happy, deserted and forsaken as I am, without
a friend of my own sex to whom I can unburthen my
full heart, nay, my fidelity suspected by the very man for
whom I have sacrificed every thing valuable in life, for
whom I have made myself a poor despised creature, an
outcast from society, an object only of contempt and pity.”
“You think too meanly of yourself, Miss Temple: there
is no one who would dare to treat you with contempt:
all who have the pleasure of knowing you must admire
and esteem. You are lonely here, my dear girl; give me
leave to conduct you to New-York, where the agreeable
society of some ladies, to whom I will introduce you, will
dispel these sad thoughts, and I shall again see returning
cheerfulness animate those lovely features.”
“Oh never! never!” cried Charlotte, emphatically: “the
virtuous part of my sex will scorn me, and I will never
associate with infamy. No, Belcour, here let me hide my
shame and sorrow, here let me spend my few remaining
days in obscurity, unknown and unpitied, here let me
die unlamented, and my name sink to oblivion.” Here
her tears stopped her utterance. Belcour was awed to
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silence: he dared not interrupt her; and after a moment’s
pause she proceeded—”I once had conceived the thought
of going to New-York to seek out the still dear, though
cruel, ungenerous Montraville, to throw myself at his feet,
and entreat his compassion; heaven knows, not for
myself; if I am no longer beloved, I will not be indebted
to his pity to redress my injuries, but I would have knelt
and entreated him not to forsake my poor unborn—” She
could say no more; a crimson glow rushed over her
cheeks, and covering her face with her hands, she sobbed
aloud.
Something like humanity was awakened in Belcour’s
breast by this pathetic speech: he arose and walked
towards the window; but the selfish passion which had
taken possession of his heart, soon stifled these finer
emotions; and he thought if Charlotte was once
convinced she had no longer any dependance on
Montraville, she would more readily throw herself on his
protection. Determined, therefore, to inform her of all
that had happened, he again resumed his seat; and finding
she began to be more composed, enquired if she had ever
heard from Montraville since the unfortunate recontre in
her bed chamber.
“Ah no,” said she. “I fear I shall never hear from him
again.”
“I am greatly of your opinion,” said Belcour, “for he has
been for some time past greatly attached—”
At the word “attached” a death-like paleness overspread
the countenance of Charlotte, but she applied to some
hartshorn which stood beside her, and Belcour
proceeded.
“He has been for some time past greatly attached to one
Miss Franklin, a pleasing lively girl, with a large fortune.”
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“She may be richer, may be handsomer,” cried
Charlotte, “but cannot love him so well. Oh may she
beware of his art, and not trust him too far as I have done.”
“He addresses her publicly,” said he, “and it was
rumoured they were to be married before he sailed for
Eustatia, whither his company is ordered.”
“Belcour,” said Charlotte, seizing his hand, and gazing
at him earnestly, while her pale lips trembled with
convulsive agony, “tell me, and tell me truly, I beseech
you, do you think he can be such a villain as to marry
another woman, and leave me to die with want and
misery in a strange land: tell me what you think; I can
bear it very well; I will not shrink from this heaviest
stroke of fate; I have deserved my afflictions, and I will
endeavour to bear them as I ought.”
“I fear,” said Belcour, “he can be that villain.”
“Perhaps,” cried she, eagerly interrupting him, “perhaps
he is married already: come, let me know the worst,”
continued she with an affected look of composure: “you
need not be afraid, I shall not send the fortunate lady a
bowl of poison.”
“Well then, my dear girl,” said he, deceived by her
appearance, “they were married on Thursday, and
yesterday morning they sailed for Eustatia.”
“Married—gone—say you?” cried she in a distracted
accent, “what without a last farewell, without one thought
on my unhappy situation! Oh Montraville, may God
forgive your perfidy.” She shrieked, and Belcour sprang
forward just in time to prevent her falling to the floor.
Alarming faintings now succeeded each other, and she
was conveyed to her bed, from whence she earnestly
prayed she might never more arise. Belcour staid with her
that night, and in the morning found her in a high fever.
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The fits she had been seized with had greatly terrified
him; and confined as she now was to a bed of sickness, she
was no longer an object of desire: it is true for several days
he went constantly to see her, but her pale, emaciated
appearance disgusted him: his visits became less frequent;
he forgot the solemn charge given him by Montraville;
he even forgot the money entrusted to his care; and, the
burning blush of indignation and shame tinges my cheek
while I write it, this disgrace to humanity and manhood
at length forgot even the injured Charlotte; and, attracted
by the blooming health of a farmer’s daughter, whom he
had seen in his frequent excursions to the country, he left
the unhappy girl to sink unnoticed to the grave, a prey to
sickness, grief, and penury; while he, having triumphed
over the virtue of the artless cottager, rioted in all the
intemperance of luxury and lawless pleasure.
CHAPTER XXVIII.
A TRIFLING RETROSPECT.
“BLESS my heart,” cries my young, volatile reader, “I shall
never have patience to get through these volumes, there
are so many ahs! and ohs! so much fainting, tears, and
distress, I am sick to death of the subject.” My dear,
cheerful, innocent girl, for innocent I will suppose you to
be, or you would acutely feel the woes of Charlotte, did
conscience say, thus might it have been with me, had not
Providence interposed to snatch me from destruction:
therefore, my lively, innocent girl, I must request your
patience: I am writing a tale of truth: I mean to write
it to the heart: but if perchance the heart is rendered
impenetrable by unbounded prosperity, or a continuance
in vice, I expect not my tale to please, nay, I even expect
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it will be thrown by with disgust. But softly, gentle fair
one; I pray you throw it not aside till you have perused
the whole; mayhap you may find something therein to
repay you for the trouble. Methinks I see a sarcastic smile
sit on your countenance.—”And what,” cry you, “does the
conceited author suppose we can glean from these pages,
if Charlotte is held up as an object of terror, to prevent us
from falling into guilty errors? does not La Rue triumph
in her shame, and by adding art to guilt, obtain the
affection of a worthy man, and rise to a station where
she is beheld with respect, and cheerfully received into all
companies. What then is the moral you would inculcate?
Would you wish us to think that a deviation from virtue,
if covered by art and hypocrisy, is not an object of
detestation, but on the contrary shall raise us to fame
and honour? while the hapless girl who falls a victim to
her too great sensibility, shall be loaded with ignominy
and shame?” No, my fair querist, I mean no such thing.
Remember the endeavours of the wicked are often
suffered to prosper, that in the end their fall may be
attended with more bitterness of heart; while the cup of
affliction is poured out for wise and salutary ends, and
they who are compelled to drain it even to the bitter
dregs, often find comfort at the bottom; the tear of
penitence blots their offences from the book of fate, and
they rise from the heavy, painful trial, purified and fit for
a mansion in the kingdom of eternity.
Yes, my young friends, the tear of compassion shall fall
for the fate of Charlotte, while the name of La Rue shall
be detested and despised. For Charlotte, the soul melts
with sympathy; for La Rue, it feels nothing but horror
and contempt. But perhaps your gay hearts would rather
follow the fortunate Mrs. Crayton through the scenes of
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pleasure and dissipation in which she was engaged, than
listen to the complaints and miseries of Charlotte. I will
for once oblige you; I will for once follow her to midnight
revels, balls, and scenes of gaiety, for in such was she
constantly engaged.
I have said her person was lovely; let us add that she
was surrounded by splendor and affluence, and he must
know but little of the world who can wonder, (however
faulty such a woman’s conduct,) at her being followed
by the men, and her company courted by the women: in
short Mrs. Crayton was the universal favourite: she set
the fashions, she was toasted by all the gentlemen, and
copied by all the ladies.
Colonel Crayton was a domestic man. Could he be
happy with such a woman? impossible! Remonstrance
was vain: he might as well have preached to the winds,
as endeavour to persuade her from any action, however
ridiculous, on which she had set her mind: in short, after
a little ineffectual struggle, he gave up the attempt, and
left her to follow the bent of her own inclinations: what
those were, I think the reader must have seen enough
of her character to form a just idea. Among the number
who paid their devotions at her shrine, she singled one,
a young Ensign of mean birth, indifferent education, and
weak intellects. How such a man came into the army,
we hardly know to account for, and how he afterwards
rose to posts of honour is likewise strange and wonderful.
But fortune is blind, and so are those too frequently who
have the power of dispensing her favours: else why do we
see fools and knaves at the very top of the wheel, while
patient merit sinks to the extreme of the opposite abyss.
But we may form a thousand conjectures on this subject,
and yet never hit on the right. Let us therefore endeavour
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to deserve her smiles, and whether we succeed or not,
we shall feel more innate satisfaction, than thousands of
those who bask in the sunshine of her favour unworthily.
But to return to Mrs. Crayton: this young man, whom
I shall distinguish by the name of Corydon, was the
reigning favourite of her heart. He escorted her to the
play, danced with her at every ball, and when
indisposition prevented her going out, it was he alone
who was permitted to cheer the gloomy solitude to which
she was obliged to confine herself. Did she ever think of
poor Charlotte?—if she did, my dear Miss, it was only
to laugh at the poor girl’s want of spirit in consenting
to be moped up in the country, while Montraville was
enjoying all the pleasures of a gay, dissipated city. When
she heard of his marriage, she smiling said, so there’s an
end of Madam Charlotte’s hopes. I wonder who will take
her now, or what will become of the little affected prude?
But as you have lead to the subject, I think we may
as well return to the distressed Charlotte, and not, like
the unfeeling Mrs. Crayton, shut our hearts to the call of
humanity.
CHAPTER XXIX.
WE GO FORWARD AGAIN.
THE strength of Charlotte’s constitution combatted
against her disorder, and she began slowly to recover,
though she still laboured under a violent depression of
spirits: how must that depression be encreased, when,
upon examining her little store, she found herself reduced
to one solitary guinea, and that during her illness the
attendance of an apothecary and nurse, together with
many other unavoidable expences, had involved her in
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debt, from which she saw no method of extricating
herself. As to the faint hope which she had entertained of
hearing from and being relieved by her parents; it now
entirely forsook her, for it was above four months since
her letter was dispatched, and she had received no
answer: she therefore imagined that her conduct had
either entirely alienated their affection from her, or
broken their hearts, and she must never more hope to
receive their blessing.
Never did any human being wish for death with greater
fervency or with juster cause; yet she had too just a sense
of the duties of the Christian religion to attempt to put
a period to her own existence. “I have but to be patient
a little longer,” she would cry, “and nature, fatigued and
fainting, will throw off this heavy load of mortality, and I
shall be released from all my sufferings.”
It was one cold stormy day in the latter end of
December, as Charlotte sat by a handful of fire, the low
state of her finances not allowing her to replenish her
stock of fuel, and prudence teaching her to be careful of
what she had, when she was surprised by the entrance
of a farmer’s wife, who, without much ceremony, seated
herself, and began this curious harangue.
“I’m come to see if as how you can pay your rent,
because as how we hear Captain Montable is gone away,
and it’s fifty to one if he b’ant killed afore he comes back
again; an then, Miss, or Ma’am, or whatever you may be,
as I was saying to my husband, where are we to look for
our money.”
This was a stroke altogether unexpected by Charlotte:
she knew so little of the ways of the world that she had
never bestowed a thought on the payment for the rent of
the house; she knew indeed that she owed a good deal,
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but this was never reckoned among the others: she was
thunder-struck; she hardly knew what answer to make,
yet it was absolutely necessary that she should say
something; and judging of the gentleness of every female
disposition by her own, she thought the best way to
interest the woman in her favour would be to tell her
candidly to what a situation she was reduced, and how
little probability there was of her ever paying any body.
Alas poor Charlotte, how confined was her knowledge
of human nature, or she would have been convinced that
the only way to insure the friendship and assistance of
your surrounding acquaintance is to convince them you
do not require it, for when once the petrifying aspect
of distress and penury appear, whose qualities, like
Medusa’s head, can change to stone all that look upon it;
when once this Gorgon claims acquaintance with us, the
phantom of friendship, that before courted our notice,
will vanish into unsubstantial air, and the whole world
before us appear a barren waste. Pardon me, ye dear
spirits of benevolence, whose benign smiles and cheerful-
giving hand have strewed sweet flowers on many a thorny
path through which my wayward fate forced me to pass;
think not, that, in condemning the unfeeling texture of
the human heart, I forget the spring from whence flow
an the comforts I enjoy: oh no! I look up to you as to
bright constellations, gathering new splendours from the
surrounding darkness; but ah! whilst I adore the
benignant rays that cheered and illumined my heart, I
mourn that their influence cannot extend to all the sons
and daughters of affliction.
“Indeed, Madam,” said poor Charlotte in a tremulous
accent, “I am at a loss what to do. Montraville placed me
here, and promised to defray all my expenses: but he has
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forgot his promise, he has forsaken me, and I have no
friend who has either power or will to relieve me. Let me
hope, as you see my unhappy situation, your charity—”
“Charity,” cried the woman impatiently interrupting
her, “charity indeed: why, Mistress, charity begins at
home, and I have seven children at home, HONEST,
LAWFUL children, and it is my duty to keep them; and
do you think I will give away my property to a nasty,
impudent hussey, to maintain her and her bastard; an I
was saying to my husband the other day what will this
world come to; honest women are nothing now-a-days,
while the harlotings are set up for fine ladies, and look
upon us no more nor the dirt they walk upon: but let me
tell you, my fine spoken Ma’am, I must have my money;
so seeing as how you can’t pay it, why you must troop, and
leave all your fine gimcracks and fal der ralls behind you.
I don’t ask for no more nor my right, and nobody shall
dare for to go for to hinder me of it.”
“Oh heavens,” cried Charlotte, clasping her hands,
“what will become of me?”
“Come on ye!” retorted the unfeeling wretch: “why go
to the barracks and work for a morsel of bread; wash and
mend the soldiers cloaths, an cook their victuals, and not
expect to live in idleness on honest people’s means. Oh I
wish I could see the day when all such cattle were obliged
to work hard and eat little; it’s only what they deserve.”
“Father of mercy,” cried Charlotte, “I acknowledge thy
correction just; but prepare me, I beseech thee, for the
portion of misery thou may’st please to lay upon me.”
“Well,” said the woman, “I shall go an tell my husband
as how you can’t pay; and so d’ye see, Ma’am, get ready to
be packing away this very night, for you should not stay
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another night in this house, though I was sure you would
lay in the street.”
Charlotte bowed her head in silence; but the anguish of
her heart was too great to permit her to articulate a single
word.
CHAPTER XXX.
And what is friendship but a name,
A charm that lulls to sleep,
A shade that follows wealth and fame,
But leaves the wretch to weep.
WHEN Charlotte was left to herself, she began to think what course she
must take, or to whom she could apply, to prevent her perishing for
want, or perhaps that very night falling a victim to the inclemency of
the season. After many perplexed thoughts, she at last determined to
set out for New-York, and enquire out Mrs. Crayton, from whom she had no
doubt but she should obtain immediate relief as soon as her distress was
made known; she had no sooner formed this resolution than she resolved
immediately to put it in execution: she therefore wrote the following
little billet to Mrs. Crayton, thinking if she should have company with
her it would be better to send it in than to request to see her.
TO MRS. CRAYTON. “MADAM,
“When we left our native land, that dear, happy land
which now contains all that is dear to the wretched
Charlotte, our prospects were the same; we both, pardon
me, Madam, if I say, we both too easily followed the
impulse of our treacherous hearts, and trusted our
happiness on a tempestuous ocean, where mine has been
wrecked and lost for ever; you have been more
fortunate—you are united to a man of honour and
humanity, united by the most sacred ties, respected,
esteemed, and admired, and surrounded by innumerable
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blessings of which I am bereaved, enjoying those
pleasures which have fled my bosom never to return; alas!
sorrow and deep regret have taken their place. Behold me,
Madam, a poor forsaken wanderer, who has no where
to lay her weary head, wherewith to supply the wants
of nature, or to shield her from the inclemency of the
weather. To you I sue, to you I look for pity and relief.
I ask not to be received as an intimate or an equal; only
for charity’s sweet sake receive me into your hospitable
mansion, allot me the meanest apartment in it, and let
me breath out my soul in prayers for your happiness;
I cannot, I feel I cannot long bear up under the
accumulated woes that pour in upon me; but oh! my dear
Madam, for the love of heaven suffer me not to expire
in the street; and when I am at peace, as soon I shall be,
extend your compassion to my helpless offspring, should
it please heaven that it should survive its unhappy
mother. A gleam of joy breaks in on my benighted soul
while I reflect that you cannot, will not refuse your
protection to the heart-broken. CHARLOTTE.”
When Charlotte had finished this letter, late as it was
in the afternoon, and though the snow began to fall very
fast, she tied up a few necessaries which she had prepared
against her expected confinement, and terrified lest she
should be again exposed to the insults of her barbarous
landlady, more dreadful to her wounded spirit than either
storm or darkness, she set forward for New-York.
It may be asked by those, who, in a work of this kind,
love to cavil at every trifling omission, whether Charlotte
did not possess any valuable of which she could have
disposed, and by that means have supported herself till
Mrs. Beauchamp’s return, when she would have been
certain of receiving every tender attention which
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compassion and friendship could dictate: but let me
entreat these wise, penetrating gentlemen to reflect, that
when Charlotte left England, it was in such haste that
there was no time to purchase any thing more than what
was wanted for immediate use on the voyage, and after
her arrival at New-York, Montraville’s affection soon
began to decline, so that her whole wardrobe consisted
of only necessaries, and as to baubles, with which fond
lovers often load their mistresses, she possessed not one,
except a plain gold locket of small value, which contained
a lock of her mother’s hair, and which the greatest
extremity of want could not have forced her to part with.
I hope, Sir, your prejudices are now removed in regard
to the probability of my story? Oh they are. Well then,
with your leave, I will proceed.
The distance from the house which our suffering
heroine occupied, to New-York, was not very great, yet
the snow fen so fast, and the cold so intense, that, being
unable from her situation to walk quick, she found herself
almost sinking with cold and fatigue before she reached
the town; her garments, which were merely suitable to
the summer season, being an undress robe of plain white
muslin, were wet through, and a thin black cloak and
bonnet, very improper habiliments for such a climate, but
poorly defended her from the cold. In this situation she
reached the city, and enquired of a foot soldier whom she
met, the way to Colonel Crayton’s.
“Bless you, my sweet lady,” said the soldier with a voice
and look of compassion, “I will shew you the way with
all my heart; but if you are going to make a petition to
Madam Crayton it is all to no purpose I assure you: if you
please I will conduct you to Mr. Franklin’s; though Miss
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Julia is married and gone now, yet the old gentleman is
very good.”
“Julia Franklin,” said Charlotte; “is she not married to
Montraville?”
“Yes,” replied the soldier, “and may God bless them, for
a better officer never lived, he is so good to us all; and as
to Miss Julia, all the poor folk almost worshipped her.”
“Gracious heaven,” cried Charlotte, “is Montraville
unjust then to none but me.”
The soldier now shewed her Colonel Crayton’s door,
and, with a beating heart, she knocked for admission.
CHAPTER XXXI.
SUBJECT CONTINUED.
WHEN the door was opened, Charlotte, in a voice
rendered scarcely articulate, through cold and the
extreme agitation of her mind, demanded whether Mrs.
Crayton was at home. The servant hesitated: he knew
that his lady was engaged at a game of picquet with her
dear Corydon, nor could he think she would like to be
disturbed by a person whose appearance spoke her of so
little consequence as Charlotte; yet there was something
in her countenance that rather interested him in her
favour, and he said his lady was engaged, but if she had
any particular message he would deliver it.
“Take up this letter,” said Charlotte: “tell her the
unhappy writer of it waits in her hall for an answer.” The
tremulous accent, the tearful eye, must have moved any
heart not composed of adamant. The man took the letter
from the poor suppliant, and hastily ascended the stair
case.
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“A letter, Madam,” said he, presenting it to his lady: “an
immediate answer is required.”
Mrs. Crayton glanced her eye carelessly over the
contents. “What stuff is this;” cried she haughtily; “have
not I told you a thousand times that I will not be plagued
with beggars, and petitions from people one knows
nothing about? Go tell the woman I can’t do any thing in
it. I’m sorry, but one can’t relieve every body.”
The servant bowed, and heavily returned with this
chilling message to Charlotte.
“Surely,” said she, “Mrs. Crayton has not read my letter.
Go, my good friend, pray go back to her; tell her it is
Charlotte Temple who requests beneath her hospitable
roof to find shelter from the inclemency of the season.”
“Prithee, don’t plague me, man,” cried Mrs. Crayton
impatiently, as the servant advanced something in behalf
of the unhappy girl. “I tell you I don’t know her.”
“Not know me,” cried Charlotte, rushing into the room,
(for she had followed the man up stairs) “not know me,
not remember the ruined Charlotte Temple, who, but for
you, perhaps might still have been innocent, still have
been happy. Oh! La Rue, this is beyond every thing I could
have believed possible.”
“Upon my honour, Miss,” replied the unfeeling woman
with the utmost effrontery, “this is a most unaccountable
address: it is beyond my comprehension. John,” continued
she, turning to the servant, “the young woman is certainly
out of her senses: do pray take her away, she terrifies me
to death.”
“Oh God,” cried Charlotte, clasping her hands in an
agony, “this is too much; what will become of me? but I
will not leave you; they shall not tear me from you; here
on my knees I conjure you to save me from perishing in
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the streets; if you really have forgot me, oh for charity’s
sweet sake this night let me be sheltered from the winter’s
piercing cold.” The kneeling figure of Charlotte in her
affecting situation might have moved the heart of a stoic
to compassion; but Mrs. Crayton remained inflexible. In
vain did Charlotte recount the time they had known each
other at Chichester, in vain mention their being in the
same ship, in vain were the names of Montraville and
Belcour mentioned. Mrs. Crayton could only say she was
sorry for her imprudence, but could not think of having
her own reputation endangered by encouraging a woman
of that kind in her own house, besides she did not know
what trouble and expense she might bring upon her
husband by giving shelter to a woman in her situation.
“I can at least die here,” said Charlotte, “I feel I cannot
long survive this dreadful conflict. Father of mercy, here
let me finish my existence.” Her agonizing sensations
overpowered her, and she fell senseless on the floor.
“Take her away,” said Mrs. Crayton, “she will really
frighten me into hysterics; take her away I say this
instant.”
“And where must I take the poor creature?” said the
servant with a voice and look of compassion.
“Any where,” cried she hastily, “only don’t let me ever
see her again. I declare she has flurried me so I shan’t be
myself again this fortnight.”
John, assisted by his fellow-servant, raised and carried
her down stairs. “Poor soul,” said he, “you shall not lay
in the street this night. I have a bed and a poor little
hovel, where my wife and her little ones rest them, but
they shall watch to night, and you shall be sheltered from
danger.” They placed her in a chair; and the benevolent
man, assisted by one of his comrades, carried her to the
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place where his wife and children lived. A surgeon was
sent for: he bled her, she gave signs of returning life, and
before the dawn gave birth to a female infant. After this
event she lay for some hours in a kind of stupor; and
if at any time she spoke, it was with a quickness and
incoherence that plainly evinced the total deprivation of
her reason.
CHAPTER XXXII.
REASONS WHY AND WHEREFORE.
THE reader of sensibility may perhaps be astonished to
find Mrs. Crayton could so positively deny any
knowledge of Charlotte; it is therefore but just that her
conduct should in some measure be accounted for. She
had ever been fully sensible of the superiority of
Charlotte’s sense and virtue; she was conscious that she
had never swerved from rectitude, had it not been for her
bad precepts and worse example. These were things as
yet unknown to her husband, and she wished not to have
that part of her conduct exposed to him, as she had great
reason to fear she had already lost considerable part of
that power she once maintained over him. She trembled
whilst Charlotte was in the house, lest the Colonel should
return; she perfectly well remembered how much he
seemed interested in her favour whilst on their passage
from England, and made no doubt, but, should he see her
in her present distress, he would offer her an asylum, and
protect her to the utmost of his power. In that case she
feared the unguarded nature of Charlotte might discover
to the Colonel the part she had taken in the unhappy
girl’s elopement, and she well knew the contrast between
her own and Charlotte’s conduct would make the former
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appear in no very respectable light. Had she reflected
properly, she would have afforded the poor girl
protection; and by enjoining her silence, ensured it by
acts of repeated kindness; but vice in general blinds its
votaries, and they discover their real characters to the
world when they are most studious to preserve
appearances.
Just so it happened with Mrs. Crayton: her servants
made no scruple of mentioning the cruel conduct of their
lady to a poor distressed lunatic who claimed her
protection; every one joined in reprobating her
inhumanity; nay even Corydon thought she might at least
have ordered her to be taken care of, but he dare not
even hint it to her, for he lived but in her smiles, and
drew from her lavish fondness large sums to support an
extravagance to which the state of his own finances was
very inadequate; it cannot therefore be supposed that he
wished Mrs. Crayton to be very liberal in her bounty to
the afflicted suppliant; yet vice had not so entirely seared
over his heart, but the sorrows of Charlotte could find a
vulnerable part.
Charlotte had now been three days with her humane
preservers, but she was totally insensible of every thing:
she raved incessantly for Montraville and her father: she
was not conscious of being a mother, nor took the least
notice of her child except to ask whose it was, and why it
was not carried to its parents.
“Oh,” said she one day, starting up on hearing the infant
cry, “why, why will you keep that child here; I am sure
you would not if you knew how hard it was for a mother
to be parted from her infant: it is like tearing the cords
of life asunder. Oh could you see the horrid sight which
I now behold—there there stands my dear mother, her
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poor bosom bleeding at every vein, her gentle,
affectionate heart torn in a thousand pieces, and all for
the loss of a ruined, ungrateful child. Save me save
me—from her frown. I dare not—indeed I dare not speak
to her.”
Such were the dreadful images that haunted her
distracted mind, and nature was sinking fast under the
dreadful malady which medicine had no power to
remove. The surgeon who attended her was a humane
man; he exerted his utmost abilities to save her, but he
saw she was in want of many necessaries and comforts,
which the poverty of her hospitable host rendered him
unable to provide: he therefore determined to make her
situation known to some of the officers’ ladies, and
endeavour to make a collection for her relief.
When he returned home, after making this resolution,
he found a message from Mrs. Beauchamp, who had just
arrived from Rhode-Island, requesting he would call and
see one of her children, who was very unwell. “I do not
know,” said he, as he was hastening to obey the summons,
“I do not know a woman to whom I could apply with
more hope of success than Mrs. Beauchamp. I will
endeavour to interest her in this poor girl’s behalf, she
wants the soothing balm of friendly consolation: we may
perhaps save her; we will try at least.”
“And where is she,” cried Mrs. Beauchamp when he
had prescribed something for the child, and told his little
pathetic tale, “where is she, Sir? we will go to her
immediately. Heaven forbid that I should be deaf to the
calls of humanity. Come we will go this instant.” Then
seizing the doctor’s arm, they sought the habitation that
contained the dying Charlotte.
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CHAPTER XXXIII.
WHICH PEOPLE VOID OF FEELING NEED NOT
READ.
WHEN Mrs. Beauchamp entered the apartment of the
poor sufferer, she started back with horror. On a
wretched bed, without hangings and but poorly supplied
with covering, lay the emaciated figure of what still
retained the semblance of a lovely woman, though
sickness had so altered her features that Mrs. Beauchamp
had not the least recollection of her person. In one corner
of the room stood a woman washing, and, shivering over
a small fire, two healthy but half naked children; the
infant was asleep beside its mother, and, on a chair by
the bed side, stood a porrenger and wooden spoon,
containing a little gruel, and a tea-cup with about two
spoonfulls of wine in it. Mrs. Beauchamp had never
before beheld such a scene of poverty; she shuddered
involuntarily, and exclaiming—”heaven preserve us!”
leaned on the back of a chair ready to sink to the earth.
The doctor repented having so precipitately brought her
into this affecting scene; but there was no time for
apologies: Charlotte caught the sound of her voice, and
starting almost out of bed, exclaimed—”Angel of peace
and mercy, art thou come to deliver me? Oh, I know you
are, for whenever you was near me I felt eased of half my
sorrows; but you don’t know me, nor can I, with all the
recollection I am mistress of, remember your name just
now, but I know that benevolent countenance, and the
softness of that voice which has so often comforted the
wretched Charlotte.”
Mrs. Beauchamp had, during the time Charlotte was
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speaking, seated herself on the bed and taken one of her
hands; she looked at her attentively, and at the name of
Charlotte she perfectly conceived the whole shocking
affair. A faint sickness came over her. “Gracious heaven,”
said she, “is this possible?” and bursting into tears, she
reclined the burning head of Charlotte on her own
bosom; and folding her arms about her, wept over her
in silence. “Oh,” said Charlotte, “you are very good to
weep thus for me: it is a long time since I shed a tear
for myself: my head and heart are both on fire, but these
tears of your’s seem to cool and refresh it. Oh now I
remember you said you would send a letter to my poor
father: do you think he ever received it? or perhaps you
have brought me an answer: why don’t you speak,
Madam? Does he say I may go home? Well he is very
good; I shall soon be ready.”
She then made an effort to get out of bed; but being
prevented, her frenzy again returned, and she raved with
the greatest wildness and incoherence. Mrs. Beauchamp,
finding it was impossible for her to be removed,
contented herself with ordering the apartment to be
made more comfortable, and procuring a proper nurse
for both mother and child; and having learnt the
particulars of Charlotte’s fruitless application to Mrs.
Crayton from honest John, she amply rewarded him for
his benevolence, and returned home with a heart
oppressed with many painful sensations, but yet rendered
easy by the reflexion that she had performed her duty
towards a distressed fellow-creature.
Early the next morning she again visited Charlotte, and
found her tolerably composed; she called her by name,
thanked her for her goodness, and when her child was
brought to her, pressed it in her arms, wept over it, and
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called it the offspring of disobedience. Mrs. Beauchamp
was delighted to see her so much amended, and began to
hope she might recover, and, spite of her former errors,
become an useful and respectable member of society; but
the arrival of the doctor put an end to these delusive
hopes: he said nature was making her last effort, and a
few hours would most probably consign the unhappy girl
to her kindred dust.
Being asked how she found herself, she replied—”Why
better, much better, doctor. I hope now I have but little
more to suffer. I had last night a few hours sleep, and
when I awoke recovered the full power of recollection. I
am quite sensible of my weakness; I feel I have but little
longer to combat with the shafts of affliction. I have an
humble confidence in the mercy of him who died to save
the world, and trust that my sufferings in this state of
mortality, joined to my unfeigned repentance, through
his mercy, have blotted my offences from the sight of my
offended maker. I have but one care—my poor infant!
Father of mercy,” continued she, raising her eyes, “of thy
infinite goodness, grant that the sins of the parent be not
visited on the unoffending child. May those who taught
me to despise thy laws be forgiven; lay not my offences to
their charge, I beseech thee; and oh! shower the choicest
of thy blessings on those whose pity has soothed the
afflicted heart, and made easy even the bed of pain and
sickness.”
She was exhausted by this fervent address to the throne
of mercy, and though her lips still moved her voice
became inarticulate: she lay for some time as it were in
a doze, and then recovering, faintly pressed Mrs.
Beauchamp’s hand, and requested that a clergyman might
be sent for.
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On his arrival she joined fervently in the pious office,
frequently mentioning her ingratitude to her parents as
what lay most heavy at her heart. When she had
performed the last solemn duty, and was preparing to lie
down, a little bustle on the outside door occasioned Mrs.
Beauchamp to open it, and enquire the cause. A man in
appearance about forty, presented himself, and asked for
Mrs. Beauchamp.
“That is my name, Sir,” said she.
“Oh then, my dear Madam,” cried he, “tell me where I
may find my poor, ruined, but repentant child.”
Mrs. Beauchamp was surprised and affected; she knew
not what to say; she foresaw the agony this interview
would occasion Mr. Temple, who had just arrived in
search of his Charlotte, and yet was sensible that the
pardon and blessing of her father would soften even the
agonies of death to the daughter.
She hesitated. “Tell me, Madam,” cried he wildly, “tell
me, I beseech thee, does she live? shall I see my darling
once again? Perhaps she is in this house. Lead, lead me to
her, that I may bless her, and then lie down and die.”
The ardent manner in which he uttered these words
occasioned him to raise his voice. It caught the ear of
Charlotte: she knew the beloved sound: and uttering a
loud shriek, she sprang forward as Mr. Temple entered
the room. “My adored father.” “My long lost child.”
Nature could support no more, and they both sunk
lifeless into the arms of the attendants.
Charlotte was again put into bed, and a few moments
restored Mr. Temple: but to describe the agony of his
sufferings is past the power of any one, who, though they
may readily conceive, cannot delineate the dreadful
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scene. Every eye gave testimony of what each heart
felt—but all were silent.
When Charlotte recovered, she found herself
supported in her father’s arms. She cast on him a most
expressive look, but was unable to speak. A reviving
cordial was administered. She then asked in a low voice,
for her child: it was brought to her: she put it in her
father’s arms. “Protect her,” said she, “and bless your
dying—”
Unable to finish the sentence, she sunk back on her
pillow: her countenance was serenely composed; she
regarded her father as he pressed the infant to his breast
with a steadfast look; a sudden beam of joy passed across
her languid features, she raised her eyes to heaven—and
then closed them for ever.
CHAPTER XXXIV.
RETRIBUTION.
IN the mean time Montraville having received orders
to return to New-York, arrived, and having still some
remains of compassionate tenderness for the woman
whom he regarded as brought to shame by himself, he
went out in search of Belcour, to enquire whether she was
safe, and whether the child lived. He found him immersed
in dissipation, and could gain no other intelligence than
that Charlotte had left him, and that he knew not what
was become of her.
“I cannot believe it possible,” said Montraville, “that
a mind once so pure as Charlotte Temple’s, should so
suddenly become the mansion of vice. Beware, Belcour,”
continued he, “beware if you have dared to behave either
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unjust or dishonourably to that poor girl, your life shall
pay the forfeit:—I will revenge her cause.”
He immediately went into the country, to the house
where he had left Charlotte. It was desolate. After much
enquiry he at length found the servant girl who had lived
with her. From her he learnt the misery Charlotte had
endured from the complicated evils of illness, poverty,
and a broken heart, and that she had set out on foot
for New-York, on a cold winter’s evening; but she could
inform him no further.
Tortured almost to madness by this shocking account,
he returned to the city, but, before he reached it, the
evening was drawing to a close. In entering the town he
was obliged to pass several little huts, the residence of
poor women who supported themselves by washing the
cloaths of the officers and soldiers. It was nearly dark:
he heard from a neighbouring steeple a solemn toll that
seemed to say some poor mortal was going to their last
mansion: the sound struck on the heart of Montraville,
and he involuntarily stopped, when, from one of the
houses, he saw the appearance of a funeral. Almost
unknowing what he did, he followed at a small distance;
and as they let the coffin into the grave, he enquired of
a soldier who stood by, and had just brushed off a tear
that did honour to his heart, who it was that was just
buried. “An please your honour,” said the man, “’tis a poor
girl that was brought from her friends by a cruel man,
who left her when she was big with child, and married
another.” Montraville stood motionless, and the man
proceeded—”I met her myself not a fortnight since one
night all wet and cold in the streets; she went to Madam
Crayton’s, but she would not take her in, and so the poor
thing went raving mad.” Montraville could bear no more;
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he struck his hands against his forehead with violence;
and exclaiming “poor murdered Charlotte!” ran with
precipitation towards the place where they were heaping
the earth on her remains. “Hold, hold, one moment,” said
he. “Close not the grave of the injured Charlotte Temple
till I have taken vengeance on her murderer.”
“Rash young man,” said Mr. Temple, “who art thou that
thus disturbest the last mournful rites of the dead, and
rudely breakest in upon the grief of an afflicted father.”
“If thou art the father of Charlotte Temple,” said he,
gazing at him with mingled horror and amazement—”if
thou art her father—I am Montraville.” Then falling on
his knees, he continued—”Here is my bosom. I bare it to
receive the stroke I merit. Strike—strike now, and save me
from the misery of reflexion.”
“Alas!” said Mr. Temple, “if thou wert the seducer of my
child, thy own reflexions be thy punishment. I wrest not
the power from the hand of omnipotence. Look on that
little heap of earth, there hast thou buried the only joy
of a fond father. Look at it often; and may thy heart feel
such true sorrow as shall merit the mercy of heaven.” He
turned from him; and Montraville starting up from the
ground, where he had thrown himself, and at that instant
remembering the perfidy of Belcour, flew like lightning
to his lodgings. Belcour was intoxicated; Montraville
impetuous: they fought, and the sword of the latter
entered the heart of his adversary. He fell, and expired
almost instantly. Montraville had received a slight
wound; and overcome with the agitation of his mind and
loss of blood, was carried in a state of insensibility to
his distracted wife. A dangerous illness and obstinate
delirium ensued, during which he raved incessantly for
Charlotte: but a strong constitution, and the tender
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assiduities of Julia, in time overcame the disorder. He
recovered; but to the end of his life was subject to severe
fits of melancholy, and while he remained at New-York
frequently retired to the church-yard, where he would
weep over the grave, and regret the untimely fate of the
lovely Charlotte Temple.
CHAPTER XXXV.
CONCLUSION.
SHORTLY after the interment of his daughter, Mr.
Temple, with his dear little charge and her nurse, set
forward for England. It would be impossible to do justice
to the meeting scene between him, his Lucy, and her aged
father. Every heart of sensibility can easily conceive their
feelings. After the first tumult of grief was subsided, Mrs.
Temple gave up the chief of her time to her grand-child,
and as she grew up and improved, began to almost fancy
she again possessed her Charlotte.
It was about ten years after these painful events, that
Mr. and Mrs. Temple, having buried their father, were
obliged to come to London on particular business, and
brought the little Lucy with them. They had been walking
one evening, when on their return they found a poor
wretch sitting on the steps of the door. She attempted
to rise as they approached, but from extreme weakness
was unable, and after several fruitless efforts fell back in
a fit. Mr. Temple was not one of those men who stand to
consider whether by assisting an object in distress they
shall not inconvenience themselves, but instigated by the
impulse of a noble feeling heart, immediately ordered
her to be carried into the house, and proper restoratives
applied.
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She soon recovered; and fixing her eyes on Mrs.
Temple, cried—”You know not, Madam, what you do;
you know not whom you are relieving, or you would
curse me in the bitterness of your heart. Come not near
me, Madam, I shall contaminate you. I am the viper that
stung your peace. I am the woman who turned the poor
Charlotte out to perish in the street. Heaven have mercy!
I see her now,” continued she looking at Lucy; “such, such
was the fair bud of innocence that my vile arts blasted ere
it was half blown.”
It was in vain that Mr. and Mrs. Temple intreated her
to be composed and to take some refreshment. She only
drank half a glass of wine; and then told them that she
had been separated from her husband seven years, the
chief of which she had passed in riot, dissipation, and
vice, till, overtaken by poverty and sickness, she had been
reduced to part with every valuable, and thought only of
ending her life in a prison; when a benevolent friend paid
her debts and released her; but that her illness increasing,
she had no possible means of supporting herself, and her
friends were weary of relieving her. “I have fasted,” said
she, “two days, and last night lay my aching head on the
cold pavement: indeed it was but just that I should
experience those miseries myself which I had unfeelingly
inflicted on others.”
Greatly as Mr. Temple had reason to detest Mrs.
Crayton, he could not behold her in this distress without
some emotions of pity. He gave her shelter that night
beneath his hospitable roof, and the next day got her
admission into an hospital; where having lingered a few
weeks, she died, a striking example that vice, however
prosperous in the beginning, in the end leads only to
misery and shame.
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PART XX.
WASHINGTON IRVING

CHAPTER 82.
INTRODUCTION (2017)
KELSEY DAVIS, HANNAH FITZGERALD, BRITTANY
JOHN
Washington Irving’s “Rip Van Winkle” follows the tale of
a man named Rip Van Winkle who lives at the base of
the Kaatskill mountains. The story is based off of a Dutch
folk tale, and is set in the English colony of New York,
when the settlers considered themselves to be English
citizens loyal to King George.
Washington Irving is considered by many to be the first
true American author. He was born in 1783 in New York
City, and was named after George Washington. Irving
was the youngest of eleven children, and was the son
of Scottish-English immigrants. He toured Europe as a
young man, and studied to become a lawyer in 1806.
He preferred to pursue more creative outputs, and wrote
several satirical essays that earned him critical acclaim.
He went on to become the editor for the Anelectic
Magazine.
In 1815, Irving travelled to England to assist his
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brother in his failing business, and wrote a collection
of short stories and essays when that endeavor failed.
The collection was known as the Sketch Book, and it
contained two of Irving’s most famous works: “Rip Van
Winkle” and “The Legend of Sleepy Hollow.” These works
gave him international acclaim. He would go on to write
other short stories and essays, including the biography,
The Life of George Washington. Later in his life he would
attempt to nurture other American writers, and he also
pushed for stronger copyright laws to protect their
works.
There are several themes throughout “Rip Van Winkle.”
The two most prevalent are mysticism and stasis versus
change. Mysticism can be found throughout the short
story. In the very first paragraph, Irving sets up the story
with a description of the Kaatskill mountains. He talks
about how they appear magical and how they seem to
change colors with the weather. He even describes them
as “fairy mountains’ which sets up the notion that
something otherworldly is taking place on these
mountains (8). The mysticism of the story is brought up
again when Rip Van Winkle ventures into the woods of
the mountains and meets the traveling man who does
not appear normal dressed and is very short. It can be
inferred by the description that this person is like an elf
or perhaps a dwarf of the forest. The theme continues as
the man leads Rip back to a clearing where more short,
strange looking men are. They drink, and Rip falls asleep
for twenty years, something that would not be possible
outside fiction. The last mention of mysticism is when
Rip is trying to convince the town that he fell asleep
for twenty years and the oldest man in the village who
recognizes him defends him saying, “the Kaatskill
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mountains had always been haunted by strange beings.
That it was affirmed that the great Hendrick Hudson, the
first discoverer of the river and country, kept a kind of
vigil there every twenty years, with his crew of the Half-
moon; being permitted in this way to revisit the scenes
of his enterprise, and keep a guardian eye upon the river,
and the great city called by his name” (22-23). The theme
of mysticism plays an important role in moving the story
forward and to help resolve the story.
The theme of stasis versus change appears both in the
main character Rip and within the village where the story
takes place. Rip begins in the story as a lazy man who does
not wish to take care of or work on his own farm. His
attitude towards life bothers his wife and she constantly
nags him. Despite this he continues to waste his days
fishing, hunting squirrels and helping his neighbors with
their work. Rip wishes to just live life like this. His wish is
ultimately fulfilled when he wakes up twenty years later
as an old man. After he is re-integrated into the town
he goes back to his way of life. However, his wife can
no longer nag him because she had died and because
he is an old man, no one question his laziness and laid
back lifestyle. His is the ultimate example of stasis in this
story. The change in this story comes from the town,
and the country as a whole. The town was a small town
of Dutch descent that was under British rule. When Rip
wakes up the town has grown quite a bit and is now post
revolutionary war. The town is now part of a different
country and a new form of government. While the
country has gone through a great upheaval in the years
Rip was asleep, aside from the town growing larger and
the poster changing from King George to George
Washington, the everyday lives of the townspeople hasn’t
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changed. Many of the people Rip knew had died or went
off to fight. His children were grown and he even had a
grandchild. While Rip stayed the same, his whole world
around him moved forward. This is mostly likely the
main message of the story. If you don’t progress you get
lost in time.
Is it canonical?:
“Rip Van Winkle” is canonical because it is a story that
has never-ending popularity. This story is referenced in
other literary works and by other major literary authors.
This text has been taught in English classes for years, and
is still taught in English classes today. Since it is taught so
much in English classes, most people know what others
are referring to when they talk about themes and events
that happened in “Rip Van Winkle.” Irving was the
quintessential American author, and all of his works
qualify as major works in American literature. “Rip Van
Winkle” should be in the American literary canon because
its themes are still relevant today, and they are still
written about, which makes the story canon. If the themes
were fleeting themes, and if they were not still relevant
today, then the story would not be canonical.
Works Cited:
Irving, Washington. “Rip Van Winkle.” Ed. Geo P.
Webster and Thomas Nast. N.p.: Applewood , of
America’s Living past, 2012. Print.
“Washington Irving.” Biography.com. A&E Networks
Television, 20 Oct. 2015. Web.
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CHAPTER 83.
INTRODUCTION (2016)
JESSE GIORDANO, J'LILLIAN MELLO, ELIZABETH
SMITH
Rip Van Winkle
In 1783, Washington Irving was born in New York
City. He’s well known for “Rip Van Winkle” and “The
Legend of Sleepy Hollow” amongst other written works.
After his family business failed in England, he wrote “Rip
Van Winkle” in 1819, which was popular in both the
United States as well as England. This story was
published within a collection of writings called, The
Sketchbook of Geoffrey Crayon, Gent.
Focusing on the passing of time, there are several
instances that occur in this short story. For example,
when Rip Van Winkle wakes up and he notices how much
time has passed: “He looked round for his gun, but in
place of the clean well-oiled fowling-piece, he found an
old firelock lying by him, the barrel incrusted with rust,
the lock falling off, and the stock worm-eaten” (64). For
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his gun to be start off shiny and new to a rusted-over
piece of metal confuses him. He wasn’t sure if someone
stole his gun and replaced it with this one. From the
reader’s point of view this is one of the first instances
that show time has passed for him. The amount of time
is significant because it shows the reader that time is
precious and can be taken for granted.
Mortality is another strong theme that is shown within
this story. After he found out about his friends that died
he has to confront the thought of death: “Rip’s heart died
away at hearing of these sad changed in his home and
friends, and finding himself thus alone in the world” (67).
The deaths of his friends forces him to realize mortality.
He grieves for the change and that the house and friends
have passed. This realization is important because it
shows the reader how much he’s missed and that life is
valuable.
Lastly, social change was shown throughout the ending
of the story. When Rip Van Winkle notices that King
George is no longer and that change again has happened:
“He recognized on the sign, however, the ruby face of
King George, under which he had smoked so many a
peaceful pipe; but even this was singularly
metamorphosed. The red coat was changed for one of
blue and buff, a sword was held in the hand instead of a
scepter, the head was decorated with a cocked hat, and
underneath was painted in large characters, GENERAL
WASHINGTON” (66). This is a blatant symbol that the
world has drastically changed around him.
Despite these heavy themes, he reconnects with his
kids and can comfortably take it easy because of his age.
This text was extremely well received in both The United
States and England because it has strong themes that
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resonate throughout time and are still important today.
This story holds a strong place in the history of American
Literature because it wasn’t written in America,
highlighting that geographical location isn’t necessarily a
prerequisite for writing American Literature.
Works Cited
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2016.
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CHAPTER 84.
RIP VAN WINKLE
WASHINGTON IRVING
Whoever has made a voyage up the Hudson must
remember the Catskill Mountains. They are a branch of
the great Appalachian family, and are seen away to the
west of the river, swelling up to a noble height, and
lording it over the surrounding country. Every change of
season, every change of weather, indeed, every hour of
the day, produces some change in the magical hues and
shapes of these mountains, and they are regarded by all
the goodwives, far and near, as perfect vbarometers.
At the foot of these fairy mountains the traveler may
have seen the light smoke curling up from a village, whose
shingle roofs gleam among the trees, just where the blue
tints of the upland melt away into the fresh green of the
nearer landscape. It is a little village of great age, having
been founded by some of the Dutch colonists in the early
times of the province, just about the beginning of the
government of the good Peter Stuyvesant (may he rest in
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peace!), and there were some of the houses of the original
settlers standing within a few years, built of small yellow
bricks brought from Holland, having latticed windows
and gable fronts, surmounted with weathercocks.
In that same village, and in one of these very houses,
there lived, many years since, while the country was yet a
province of Great Britain, a simple, good-natured fellow,
of the name of Rip Van Winkle. He was a descendant
of the Van Winkles who figured so gallantly in the
vchivalrous days of Peter Stuyvesant, and accompanied
him to the siege of Fort Christina. He inherited, however,
but little of the martial character of his ancestors. I have
observed that he was a simple, good-natured man; he was,
moreover, a kind neighbor and an obedient, henpecked
husband.
Certain it is that he was a great favorite among all the
goodwives of the village, who took his part in all family
squabbles; and never failed, whenever they talked those
matters over in their evening gossipings, to lay all the
blame on Dame Van Winkle. The children of the village,
too, would shout with joy whenever he approached. He
assisted at their sports, made their playthings, taught
them to fly kites and shoot marbles, and told them long
stories of ghosts, witches, and Indians. Whenever he went
dodging about the village, he was surrounded by a troop
of them, hanging on his skirts, clambering on his back,
and playing a thousand tricks on him; and not a dog
would bark at him throughout the neighborhood.
The great error in Rip’s composition was a strong
dislike of all kinds of profitable labor. It could not be
from the want of perseverance; for he would sit on a wet
rock, with a rod as long and heavy as a lance, and fish
all day without a murmur, even though he should not be
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encouraged by a single nibble. He would carry a fowling
piece on his shoulder for hours together, trudging
through woods and swamps, and up hill and down dale,
to shoot a few squirrels or wild pigeons. He would never
refuse to assist a neighbor even in the roughest toil, and
was a foremost man at all country frolics for husking
Indian corn, or building stone fences; the women of the
village, too, used to employ him to run their errands, and
to do such little odd jobs as their less obliging husbands
would not do for them. In a word, Rip was ready to attend
to anybody’s business but his own; but as to doing family
duty, and keeping his farm in order, he found it
impossible.
His children, too, were as ragged and wild as if they
belonged to nobody. His son Rip promised to inherit the
habits, with the old clothes, of his father. He was generally
seen trooping like a colt at his mother’s heels, equipped in
a pair of his father’s cast-off breeches, which he had much
ado to hold up with one hand, as a fine lady does her train
in bad weather.
Rip Van Winkle, however, was one of those happy
mortals, of foolish, well-oiled dispositions, who take the
world easy, eat white bread or brown, whichever can be
got with least thought or trouble, and would rather starve
on a penny than work for a pound. If left to himself, he
would have whistled life away in perfect contentment;
but his wife kept continually dinning in his ear about his
idleness, his carelessness, and the ruin he was bringing
on his family. Morning, noon, and night, her tongue was
incessantly going, and everything he said or did was sure
to produce a torrent of household eloquence. Rip had but
one way of replying to all lectures of the kind, and that,
by frequent use, had grown into a habit. He shrugged
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his shoulders, shook his head, cast up his eyes, but said
nothing. This, however, always provoked a fresh volley
from his wife; so that he was fain to draw off his forces,
and take to the outside of the house—the only side which,
in truth, belongs to a henpecked husband.
Rip’s sole domestic adherent was his dog Wolf, who
was as much henpecked as his master; for Dame Van
Winkle regarded them as companions in idleness, and
even looked upon Wolf with an evil eye, as the cause of his
master’s going so often astray. True it is, in all points of
spirit befitting an honorable dog, he was as courageous an
animal as ever scoured the woods; but what courage can
withstand the ever-enduring and all-besetting terrors of
a woman’s tongue? The moment Wolf entered the house
his crest fell, his tail drooped to the ground or curled
between his legs, he sneaked about with a gallows air,
casting many a sidelong glance at Dame Van Winkle, and
at the least flourish of a broomstick or ladle he would fly
to the door with yelping precipitation.
Times grew worse and worse with Rip Van Winkle
as years of matrimony rolled on. A tart temper never
mellows with age, and a sharp tongue is the only edged
tool that grows keener with constant use. For a long while
he used to console himself, when driven from home, by
frequenting a kind of perpetual club of sages,
philosophers, and other idle personages of the village,
which held its sessions on a bench before a small inn,
designated by a vrubicund portrait of His Majesty George
III. Here they used to sit in the shade of a long, lazy
summer’s day, talking listlessly over village gossip, or
telling endless sleepy stories about nothing. But it would
have been worth any statesman’s money to have heard the
profound discussions which sometimes took place, when
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by chance an old newspaper fell into their hands from
some passing traveler. How solemnly they would listen to
the contents, as drawled out by Derrick Van Bummel, the
schoolmaster,—a dapper, learned little man, who was not
to be daunted by the most gigantic word in the dictionary!
and how sagely they would deliberate upon public events
some months after they had taken place!
The opinions of this vjunto were completely controlled
by Nicholas Vedder, a patriarch of the village, and
landlord of the inn, at the door of which he took his seat
from morning till night, just moving sufficiently to avoid
the sun, and keep in the shade of a large tree; so that
the neighbors could tell the hour by his movements as
accurately as by a sun-dial. It is true, he was rarely heard
to speak, but smoked his pipe incessantly. His adherents,
however (for every great man has his adherents), perfectly
understood him, and knew how to gather his opinions.
When anything that was read or related displeased him,
he was observed to smoke his pipe vehemently, and to
send forth short, frequent, and angry puffs; but, when
pleased, he would inhale the smoke slowly and tranquilly,
and emit it in light and placid clouds, and sometimes,
taking the pipe from his mouth, and letting the fragrant
vapor curl about his nose, would nod his head in
approbation.
From even this stronghold the unlucky Rip was at
length routed by his vtermagant wife, who would
suddenly break in upon the tranquility of the assemblage,
and call the members all to naught; nor was that august
personage, Nicholas Vedder himself, sacred from the
daring tongue of this terrible virago, who charged him
with encouraging her husband in habits of idleness.
Poor Rip was at last reduced almost to despair; and his
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only valternative, to escape from the labor of the farm
and clamor of his wife, was to take gun in hand and
stroll away into the woods. Here he would sometimes seat
himself at the foot of a tree, and share the contents of his
wallet with Wolf, with whom he sympathized as a fellow-
sufferer in persecution. “Poor Wolf,” he would say, “thy
mistress leads thee a dog’s life of it; but never mind, my
lad, whilst I live thou shalt never want a friend to stand
by thee.” Wolf would wag his tail, look wistfully in his
master’s face; and if dogs can feel pity, I verily believe he
reciprocated the sentiment with all his heart.
In a long ramble of the kind on a fine autumnal day, Rip
had unconsciously scrambled to one of the highest parts
of the Catskill Mountains. He was after his favorite sport
of squirrel-shooting, and the still solitudes had echoed
and reëchoed with the reports of his gun. Panting and
fatigued, he threw himself, late in the afternoon, on a
green knoll, covered with mountain herbage, that
crowned the brow of a precipice. From an opening
between the trees he could overlook all the lower country
for many a mile of rich woodland. He saw at a distance
the lordly Hudson, far, far below him, moving on its silent
but majestic course, with the reflection of a purple cloud,
or the sail of a lagging bark, here and there sleeping on
its glassy bosom, and at last losing itself in the blue
highlands.
On the other side he looked down into a deep
mountain glen, wild and lonely, the bottom filled with
fragments from the overhanging cliffs, and scarcely
lighted by the reflected rays of the setting sun. For some
time Rip lay musing on this scene; evening was gradually
advancing; the mountains began to throw their long blue
shadows over the valleys; he saw that it would be dark
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long before he could reach the village, and he heaved a
heavy sigh when he thought of encountering the terrors
of Dame Van Winkle.
As he was about to descend, he heard a voice from a
distance, hallooing, “Rip Van Winkle! Rip Van Winkle!”
He looked round, but could see nothing but a crow
winging its solitary flight across the mountain. He
thought his fancy must have deceived him, and turned
again to descend, when he heard the same cry ring
through the still evening air: “Rip Van Winkle! Rip Van
Winkle!”—at the same time Wolf bristled up his back, and
giving a low growl, skulked to his master’s side, looking
fearfully down into the glen. Rip now felt a vague
apprehension stealing over him; he looked anxiously in
the same direction, and perceived a strange figure slowly
toiling up the rocks, and bending under the weight of
something he carried on his back. He was surprised to see
any human being in this lonely and unfrequented place;
but supposing it to be some one of the neighborhood in
need of his assistance, he hastened down to yield it.
On nearer approach he was still more surprised at the
vsingularity of the stranger’s appearance. He was a short,
square-built old fellow, with thick bushy hair, and a
grizzled beard. His dress was of the antique Dutch
fashion,—a cloth jerkin strapped round the waist, and
several pair of breeches, the outer one of ample volume,
decorated with rows of buttons down the sides. He bore
on his shoulder a stout keg that seemed full of liquor,
and made signs for Rip to approach and assist him with
the load. Though rather shy and distrustful of this new
acquaintance, Rip complied with his usual valacrity, and
relieving one another, they clambered up a narrow gully,
apparently the dry bed of a mountain torrent.
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As they ascended, Rip every now and then heard long,
rolling peals, like distant thunder, that seemed to issue
out of a deep ravine, or rather cleft, between lofty rocks,
toward which their rugged path conducted. He paused for
an instant, but supposing it to be the muttering of one
of those transient thundershowers which often take place
in mountain heights, he proceeded. Passing through the
ravine, they came to a hollow, like a small vamphitheater,
surrounded by perpendicular precipices, over the brinks
of which trees shot their branches, so that you only
caught glimpses of the azure sky and the bright evening
cloud. During the whole time Rip and his companion had
labored on in silence; for though the former marveled
greatly, what could be the object of carrying a keg of
liquor up this wild mountain, yet there was something
strange and incomprehensible about the unknown that
inspired awe and checked familiarity.
On entering the amphitheater new objects of wonder
presented themselves. On a level spot in the center was a
company of odd-looking personages playing at ninepins.
They were dressed in a quaint, outlandish fashion; some
wore short doublets, others jerkins, with long knives in
their belts, and most of them had enormous breeches,
of similar style with that of the guide’s. Their visages,
too, were peculiar: one had a large head, broad face, and
small, piggish eyes; the face of another seemed to consist
entirely of nose, and was surmounted by a white sugar-
loaf hat, set off with a little red cock’s tail. They all had
beards, of various shapes and colors. There was one who
seemed to be the commander. He was a stout old
gentleman, with a weather-beaten countenance; he wore
a laced doublet, broad belt and hanger, high-crowned hat
and feather, red stockings, and high-heeled shoes, with
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roses in them. The whole group reminded Rip of the
figures in an old Flemish painting, in the parlor of
vDominie Van Shaick, the village parson, which had been
brought over from Holland at the time of the settlement.
What seemed particularly odd to Rip was that, though
these folks were evidently amusing themselves, yet they
maintained the gravest faces, the most mysterious silence,
and were, withal, the most melancholy party of pleasure
he had ever witnessed. Nothing interrupted the stillness
of the scene but the noise of the balls, which, whenever
they were rolled, echoed along the mountains like
rumbling peals of thunder.
As Rip and his companion approached them, they
suddenly desisted from their play, and stared at him with
such fixed, statue-like gaze, and such strange, uncouth
countenances, that his heart turned within him, and his
knees smote together. His companion now emptied the
contents of the keg into large flagons, and made signs to
him to wait upon the company. He obeyed with fear and
trembling; they quaffed the liquor in profound silence,
and then returned to their game.
By degrees Rip’s awe and apprehension subsided. He
even ventured, when no eye was fixed upon him, to taste
the beverage, which he found had much of the flavor
of excellent Hollands. He was naturally a thirsty soul,
and was soon tempted to repeat the draught. One taste
provoked another; and he repeated his visits to the flagon
so often that at length his senses were overpowered, his
eyes swam in his head, his head gradually declined, and he
fell into a deep sleep.
II
On waking he found himself on the green knoll whence
he had first seen the old man of the glen. He rubbed his
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eyes—it was a bright, sunny morning. The birds were
hopping and twittering among the bushes, and the eagle
was wheeling aloft, and breasting the pure mountain
breeze. “Surely,” thought Rip, “I have not slept here all
night.” He recalled the occurrences before he fell asleep.
The strange man with a keg of liquor—the mountain
ravine—the wild retreat among the rocks—the woe-
begone party at ninepins—the flagon—“Oh! that flagon!
that wicked flagon!” thought Rip; “what excuse shall I
make to Dame Van Winkle?”
He looked round for his gun, but in place of the clean,
well-oiled fowling piece, he found an old firelock lying
by him, the barrel incrusted with rust, the lock falling
off, and the stock worm-eaten. He now suspected that the
grave revelers of the mountain had put a trick upon him
and, having dosed him with liquor, had robbed him of
his gun. Wolf, too, had disappeared, but he might have
strayed away after a squirrel or partridge. He whistled
after him, and shouted his name, but all in vain; the
echoes repeated his whistle and shout, but no dog was to
be seen.
He determined to revisit the scene of the last evening’s
gambol, and if he met with any of the party, to demand
his dog and gun. As he rose to walk, he found himself
stiff in the joints, and wanting in his usual activity. “These
mountain beds do not agree with me,” thought Rip, “and if
this frolic should lay me up with a fit of the rheumatism,
I shall have a blessed time with Dame Van Winkle.” With
some difficulty he got down into the glen; he found the
gully up which he and his companion had ascended the
preceding evening; but to his astonishment a mountain
stream was now foaming down it, leaping from rock to
rock, and filling the glen with babbling murmurs. He,
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however, made shift to scramble up its sides, working
his toilsome way through thickets of birch, sassafras, and
witch-hazel, and sometimes tripped up or entangled by
the wild grapevines that twisted their coils from tree to
tree, and spread a kind of network in his path.
At length he reached to where the ravine had opened
through the cliffs to the amphitheater; but no traces of
such opening remained. The rocks presented a high,
impenetrable wall, over which the torrent came tumbling
in a sheet of feathery foam, and fell into a broad, deep
basin, black from the shadows of the surrounding forest.
Here, then, poor Rip was brought to a stand. He again
called and whistled after his dog; he was only answered
by the cawing of a flock of idle crows sporting high in
air about a dry tree that overhung a sunny precipice; and
who, secure in their elevation, seemed to look down and
scoff at the poor man’s perplexities. What was to be
done?—the morning was passing away, and Rip felt
famished for want of his breakfast. He grieved to give
up his dog and gun; he dreaded to meet his wife; but it
would not do to starve among the mountains. He shook
his head, shouldered the rusty firelock, and, with a heart
full of trouble and anxiety, turned his steps homeward.
As he approached the village he met a number of
people, but none whom he knew, which somewhat
surprised him, for he had thought himself acquainted
with every one in the country round. Their dress, too,
was of a different fashion from that to which he was
accustomed. They all stared at him with equal marks of
surprise, and whenever they cast their eyes upon him,
invariably stroked their chins. The constant recurrence of
this gesture induced Rip, involuntarily, to do the same,
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when, to his astonishment, he found his beard had grown
a foot long!
He had now entered the skirts of the village. A troop
of strange children ran at his heels, hooting after him,
and pointing at his gray beard. The dogs, too, not one
of which he recognized for an old acquaintance, barked
at him as he passed. The very village was altered; it was
larger and more populous. There were rows of houses
which he had never seen before, and those which had
been his familiar haunts had disappeared. Strange names
were over the doors—strange faces at the
windows—everything was strange. His mind now
misgave him; he began to doubt whether both he and the
world around him were not bewitched. Surely this was
his native village, which he had left but the day before.
There stood the Catskill Mountains—there ran the silver
Hudson at a distance—there was every hill and dale
precisely as it had always been. Rip was sorely perplexed.
“That flagon last night,” thought he, “has addled my poor
head sadly!”
It was with some difficulty that he found the way to
his own house, which he approached with silent awe,
expecting every moment to hear the shrill voice of Dame
Van Winkle. He found the house gone to decay—the roof
fallen in, the windows shattered, and the doors off the
hinges. A half-starved dog that looked like Wolf was
skulking about it. Rip called him by name, but the cur
snarled, showed his teeth, and passed on. This was an
unkind cut indeed. “My very dog,” sighed Rip, “has
forgotten me!”
He entered the house, which, to tell the truth, Dame
Van Winkle had always kept in neat order. It was empty,
forlorn, and apparently abandoned. He called loudly for
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his wife and children—the lonely chambers rang for a
moment with his voice, and then all again was silence.
III
He now hurried forth, and hastened to his old resort,
the village inn—but it, too, was gone. A large, rickety
wooden building stood in its place, with great gaping
windows, some of them broken and mended with old
hats and petticoats, and over the door was painted, “The
Union Hotel, by Jonathan Doolittle.” Instead of the great
tree that used to shelter the quiet little Dutch inn of yore,
there now was reared a tall, naked pole, with something
on the top that looked like a red nightcap, and from it
was fluttering a flag, on which was a singular assemblage
of stars and stripes; all this was strange and
incomprehensible. He recognized on the sign, however,
the ruby face of King George, under which he had
smoked so many a peaceful pipe; but even this was
singularly changed. The red coat was changed for one
of blue and buff, a sword was held in the hand instead
of a scepter, the head was decorated with a cocked hat,
and underneath was painted in large characters, General
Washington.
There was, as usual, a crowd of folk about the door,
but none that Rip recollected. The very character of the
people seemed changed. There was a busy, bustling tone
about it, instead of the accustomed drowsy tranquility.
He looked in vain for the sage Nicholas Vedder, with his
broad face, double chin, and long pipe, uttering clouds of
tobacco smoke instead of idle speeches; or Van Bummel,
the schoolmaster, doling forth the contents of an ancient
newspaper. In place of these, a lean fellow, with his
pockets full of handbills, was haranguing vehemently
about rights of citizens—elections—members of
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congress—Bunker’s Hill—heroes of seventy-six—and
other words, which were a perfect jargon to the
bewildered Van Winkle.
The appearance of Rip, with his long, grizzled beard,
his rusty fowling piece, his uncouth dress, and an army
of women and children at his heels, soon attracted the
attention of the tavern politicians. They crowded round
him, eyeing him from head to foot with great curiosity.
The orator bustled up to him, and, drawing him partly
aside, inquired “On which side he voted?” Rip stared in
vacant stupidity. Another short but busy little fellow
pulled him by the arm, and, rising on tiptoe, inquired
in his ear, “Whether he was Federal or Democrat?” Rip
was equally at a loss to comprehend the question; when a
knowing, self-important old gentleman, in a sharp cocked
hat, made his way through the crowd, putting them to the
right and left with his elbows as he passed, and planting
himself before Van Winkle, with one arm akimbo, the
other resting on his cane, his keen eyes and sharp hat
penetrating, as it were, into his very soul, demanded, in
an austere tone, “What brought him to the election with a
gun on his shoulder, and a mob at his heels; and whether
he meant to breed a riot in the village?”—“Alas!
gentlemen,” cried Rip, somewhat dismayed, “I am a poor,
quiet man, a native of the place, and a loyal subject of the
king, God bless him!”
Here a general shout burst from the bystanders—“A
tory! a tory! a spy! a refugee! hustle him! away with him!”
It was with great difficulty that the self-important man
in the cocked hat restored order; and having assumed
a tenfold vausterity of brow, demanded again of the
unknown culprit, what he came there for, and whom he
was seeking! The poor man humbly assured him that he
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meant no harm, but merely came there in search of some
of his neighbors.
“Well—who are they? Name them.”
Rip bethought himself a moment, and inquired,
“Where’s Nicholas Vedder?”
There was a silence for a little while, when an old man
replied, in a thin, piping voice, “Nicholas Vedder! why,
he is dead and gone these eighteen years! There was a
wooden tombstone in the churchyard that used to tell all
about him, but that’s rotten and gone, too.”
“Where’s Brom Dutcher?”
“Oh, he went off to the army in the beginning of the
war; some say he was killed at the storming of Stony
Point; others say he was drowned in a squall at the foot of
Anthony’s Nose. I don’t know; he never came back again.”
“Where’s Van Brummel, the schoolmaster?”
“He went off to the wars, too, was a great militia
general, and is now in congress.”
Rip’s heart died away at hearing of these sad changes
in his home and friends and finding himself thus alone
in the world. Every answer puzzled him, too, by treating
of such enormous lapses of time, and of matters which
he could not understand: war—congress—Stony Point.
He had no courage to ask after any more friends, but
cried out in despair, “Does nobody here know Rip Van
Winkle?”
“Oh, Rip Van Winkle!” exclaimed two or three, “oh, to
be sure! that’s Rip Van Winkle yonder, leaning against the
tree.”
Rip looked, and beheld a precise counterpart of himself,
as he went up the mountain—apparently as lazy and
certainly as ragged. The poor fellow was now completely
confounded. He doubted his own identity, and whether
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he was himself or another man. In the midst of his
bewilderment, the man in the cocked hat demanded who
he was, and what was his name.
“God knows,” exclaimed he, at his wits’ end; “I’m not
myself—I’m somebody else—that’s me
yonder—no—that’s somebody else got into my shoes—I
was myself last night, but I fell asleep on the mountain,
and they’ve changed my gun, and everything’s changed,
and I’m changed, and I can’t tell what’s my name, or who
I am!”
The bystanders began now to look at each other, nod,
wink significantly, and tap their fingers against their
foreheads. There was a whisper, also, about securing the
gun, and keeping the old fellow from doing mischief, at
the very suggestion of which the self-important man in
the cocked hat retired with some precipitation. At this
critical moment a fresh, comely woman pressed through
the throng to get a peep at the gray-bearded man. She had
a chubby child in her arms, which, frightened at his looks,
began to cry. “Hush, Rip,” cried she, “hush, you little fool;
the old man won’t hurt you.” The name of the child, the
air of the mother, the tone of her voice, all awakened a
train of recollections in his mind. “What is your name, my
good woman?” asked he.
“Judith Gardenier.”
“And your father’s name?”
“Ah, poor man, Rip Van Winkle was his name, but it’s
twenty years since he went away from home with his gun,
and never has been heard of since—his dog came home
without him; but whether he shot himself, or was carried
away by the Indians, nobody can tell. I was then but a little
girl.”
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Rip had but one question more to ask; but he put it with
a faltering voice:
“Where’s your mother?”
“Oh, she, too, had died but a short time since; she broke
a blood-vessel in a fit of passion at a New England
peddler.”
There was a drop of comfort, at least, in this
intelligence. The honest man could contain himself no
longer. He caught his daughter and her child in his arms.
“I am your father!” cried he—“Young Rip Van Winkle
once—Old Rip Van Winkle now! Does nobody know
poor Rip Van Winkle?”
All stood amazed until an old woman, tottering out
from among the crowd, put her hand to her brow, and
peering under it in his face for a moment, exclaimed,
“Sure enough! it is Rip Van Winkle—it is himself!
Welcome home again, old neighbor. Why, where have you
been these twenty long years?”
Rip’s story was soon told, for the whole twenty years
had been to him but as one night. The neighbors stared
when they heard it; some were seen to wink at each other,
and put their tongues in their cheeks: and the self-
important man in the cocked hat, who when the alarm
was over had returned to the field, screwed down the
corners of his mouth, and shook his head—upon which
there was a general shaking of the head throughout the
assemblage.
It was determined, however, to take the opinion of old
Peter Vanderdonk, who was seen slowly advancing up the
road. He was a descendant of the historian of that name,
who wrote one of the earliest accounts of the province.
Peter was the most ancient inhabitant of the village, and
well versed in all the wonderful events and traditions
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of the neighborhood. He recollected Rip at once, and
corroborated his story in the most satisfactory manner.
He assured the company that it was a fact, handed down
from his ancestor the historian, that the Catskill
Mountains had always been haunted by strange beings.
It was affirmed that the great Hendrick Hudson, the first
discoverer of the river and country, kept a kind of vigil
there every twenty years, with his crew of the Half-moon;
being permitted in this way to revisit the scenes of his
enterprise, and keep a guardian eye upon the river and
the great city called by his name. His father had once seen
them in their old Dutch dresses playing at ninepins in a
hollow of the mountain; and he himself had heard, one
summer afternoon, the sound of their balls, like distant
peals of thunder.
To make a long story short, the company broke up and
returned to the more important concerns of the election.
Rip’s daughter took him home to live with her; she had a
snug, well-furnished house, and a stout, cheery farmer for
a husband, whom Rip recollected for one of the urchins
that used to climb upon his back. As to Rip’s son and heir,
who was the ditto of himself, seen leaning against the tree,
he was employed to work on the farm; but showed an
hereditary disposition to attend to anything else but his
business.
Rip now resumed his old walks and habits; he soon
found many of his former cronies, though all rather the
worse for the wear and tear of time; and preferred
making friends among the rising generation, with whom
he soon grew into great favor.
Having nothing to do at home, and being arrived at that
happy age when a man can be idle with impunity, he took
his place once more on the bench at the inn door, and was
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reverenced as one of the patriarchs of the village, and a
chronicle of the old times “before the war.” It was some
time before he could get into the regular track of gossip,
or could be made to comprehend the strange events that
had taken place during his torpor. How that there had
been a revolutionary war—that the country had thrown
off the yoke of old England—and that, instead of being
a subject of his Majesty George the Third, he was now
a free citizen of the United States. Rip, in fact, was no
politician; the changes of states and empires made but
little impression on him; but there was one species of
despotism under which he had long groaned, and that
was—petticoat government. Happily that was at an end;
he had got his neck out of the yoke of matrimony, and
could go in and out whenever he pleased, without
dreading the tyranny of Dame Van Winkle. Whenever
her name was mentioned, however, he shook his head,
shrugged his shoulders, and cast up his eyes; which might
pass either for an expression of resignation to his fate, or
joy at his deliverance.
He used to tell his story to every stranger that arrived at
Mr. Doolittle’s hotel. He was observed, at first, to vary on
some points every time he told it, which was, doubtless,
owing to his having so recently awaked. It at last settled
down precisely to the tale I have related, and not a man,
woman, or child in the neighborhood, but knew it by
heart. Some always pretended to doubt the reality of it,
and insisted that Rip had been out of his head and that
this was one point on which he always remained flighty.
The old Dutch inhabitants, however, almost universally
gave it full credit. Even to this day they never hear a
thunderstorm of a summer afternoon about the Kaatskill,
but they say Hendrick Hudson and his crew are at their
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game of nine-pins; and it is a common wish of all hen-
pecked husbands in the neighborhood, when life hangs
heavy on their hands, that they might have a quieting
draught out of Rip Van Winkle’s flagon.
NOTE
The foregoing Tale, one would suspect, had been
suggested to Mr. Knickerbocker by a little German
superstition about the Emperor Frederick der Rothbart,
and the Kypphaüser mountain: the subjoined note,
however, which he had appended to the tale, shows that it
is an absolute fact, narrated with his usual fidelity:
“The story of Rip Van Winkle may seem incredible to
many, but nevertheless I give it my full belief, for I know
the vicinity of our old Dutch settlements to have been
very subject to marvellous events and appearances.
Indeed, I have heard many stranger stories than this, in
the villages along the Hudson; all of which were too well
authenticated to admit of a doubt. I have even talked
with Rip Van Winkle myself, who, when last I saw him,
was a very venerable old man, and so perfectly rational
and consistent on every other point, that I think no
conscientious person could refuse to take this into the
bargain; nay, I have seen a certificate on the subject taken
before a country justice and signed with a cross, in the
justice’s own handwriting. The story, therefore, is beyond
the possibility of doubt. D. K.”—[Author’s Note.]
POSTSCRIPT
The following are travelling notes from a
memorandum-book of Mr. Knickerbocker:
The Kaatsberg, or Catskill mountains, have always
been a region full of fable. The Indians considered them
the abode of spirits, who influenced the weather,
spreading sunshine or clouds over the landscape, and
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sending good or bad hunting seasons. They were ruled
by an old squaw spirit, said to be their mother. She dwelt
on the highest peak of the Catskills, and had charge of
the doors of day and night to open and shut them at the
proper hour. She hung up the new moons in the skies,
and cut up the old ones into stars. In times of drought, if
properly propitiated, she would spin light summer clouds
out of cobwebs and morning dew, and send them off from
the crest of the mountain, flake after flake, like flakes of
carded cotton, to float in the air; until, dissolved by the
heat of the sun, they would fall in gentle showers, causing
the grass to spring, the fruits to ripen, and the corn to
grow an inch an hour. If displeased, however, she would
brew up clouds black as ink, sitting in the midst of them
like a bottle-bellied spider in the midst of its web; and
when these clouds broke, woe betide the valleys.
In old times, say the Indian traditions, there was a kind
of Manitou or Spirit, who kept about the wildest recesses
of the Catskill Mountains, and took a mischievous
pleasure in wreaking all kinds of evils and vexations upon
the red men. Sometimes he would assume the form of a
bear, a panther, or a deer, lead the bewildered hunter a
weary chase through tangled forests and among ragged
rocks; and then spring off with a loud ho! ho! leaving
him aghast on the brink of a beetling precipice or raging
torrent.
The favorite abode of this Manitou is still shown. It is a
great rock or cliff on the loneliest part of the mountains,
and, from the flowering vines which clamber about it,
and the wild flowers which abound in its neighborhood,
is known by the name of the Garden Rock. Near the
foot of it is a small lake, the haunt of the solitary bittern,
with water-snakes basking in the sun on the leaves of the
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pond-lilies which lie on the surface. This place was held
in great awe by the Indians, insomuch that the boldest
hunter would not pursue his game within its precincts.
Once upon a time, however, a hunter who had lost his
way, penetrated to the garden rock, where he beheld a
number of gourds placed in the crotches of trees. One of
these he seized and made off with it, but in the hurry of
his retreat he let it fall among the rocks, when a great
stream gushed forth, which washed him away and swept
him down precipices, where he was dashed to pieces, and
the stream made its way to the Hudson, and continues to
flow to the present day; being the identical stream known
by the name of the Kaaters-kill.
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CHAPTER 85.
RIP VAN WINKLE: A FEMINIST BATTLE
CRY
MASON MASOTTA, CONNOR SMITH, AND AUTUMN
STEARNS
Great. Now that I’ve gotten your attention with an
exciting title, we can begin. There is no trickery here
though. It cannot be denied that the almost two-hundred-
year-old text from Washington Irving is one of the most
pro-women pieces in early American literature. Why
make this insane claim, you ask? The answer is quite
simple. The women in Rip Van Winkle are the obvious
heroes, whereas old Rip is merely a lazy fool who has
failed his family completely with his sense of misogynistic
entitlement.
To start, there is a lot said about Rip Van Winkle as
a character. He is described as: “a simple good-natured
fellow…a kind neighbor and an obedient hen-pecked
husband” (59). This sentence alone is trying to paint a
particular picture of the Van Winkle husband. His
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“simple” nature is celebrated often in the novel as being
a pure and innocent characteristic, but is this the true
intention? For although he is praised for his simple
nature, he is also described as being an incredibly lazy
individual. He does not even consider the idea of working
on his family’s farm because he figures it’ll never grow for
him anyway (60). What kind of an excuse is this supposed
to be anyway? Irving is characterizing Rip as a person
who does not want to work to help his family or himself,
but there are characters that are seen as hard-working
and anything but “simple.”
Consider again the end of the quote from earlier: “an
obedient hen-pecked husband.” When we are first
introduced to the titular “hero,” we are made aware of his
poor relationship with his wife. She is called a “shrew”
and is allegedly so mean that she makes Rip’s dog
unhappy when he enters the home (61). Is it insane to see
her as a positive character? Only if you are someone like
Rip Van Winkle. If one is lazy or absent-minded then the
wife of Rip would seem to be a negative presence, but
this is where the story’s obvious satire comes into play.
The narrator of the story, who seemingly admires the
innocence and laziness of Rip, declares: “Rip Van Winkle,
. . . was one of those happy mortals, of foolish well-oiled
dispositions . . . but his wife kept continually dinning in
his ears about his idleness, his carelessness, and the ruin h
was bringing on his family” (61). Dame Van Winkle is the
only one in this story who is trying to ensure the family’s
survival. Even after the infamous “deep sleep” of Rip later
on, he is greeted and accepted by the townspeople even
with his lazy demeanor. His wife, however, continues on
without him. She is able to fulfill the role that Rip himself
always seemed to run away from. Moreover, the
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accomplishments of Dame Van Winkle alone are not the
only female highlights of the story. After Rip awakens
from his twenty year sleep, he runs into his now fully
grown daughter Judith.
Judith herself is strong figure in the story who serves
as Rip’s safety net on his return home. Upon seeing her
father again for the first time, who she believed to have
run away or been killed, she does not react angrily, but
immediately brings him into her home without much
explanation (68-69). Like her mother before her ,Judith
has managed to make something of her life through hard
work, and when her lazy father returns with nothing, she
welcomes him back with no harsh words.
The female characters of the story are the true heroes
of the story. The narrator and Rip both share a male
perspective on the story, reducing women’s criticisms to
“nagging,” and rendering them invalid. Rip Van Winkle’s
son of the same name also shares his father’s same
personality and is equally as ostracized by his family. He
is first seen by Rip Sr. leaning against a tree doing
absolutely nothing at all (67). There is a clear cycle on
display here. Twenty full years have passed and another
Rip Van Winkle is a lazy fool leaning against a tree
sleeping his life away. Once again, a female Van Winkle is
caring for a family. And yet again Rip Sr. has not learned
his lesson and remained as lazy as the day he started his
sleep, letting the women of his family do all the work.
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PART XXI.
RALPH WALDO
EMERSON

CHAPTER 86.
INTRODUCTION (2017)
RANDY GARFIELD, SHAYLA LOCKE, ANDREA
WASGATT
Ralph Waldo Emerson was born in 1803 in Boston,
Massachusetts. His father was a pastor and he would
follow in his footsteps to become a clergyman. However,
after suffering from a series of deaths, he lost faith in
the clergy and left on a trip to Europe. While there, he
toured the continent and became acquainted with many
different schools of thought. He came to lecture about
spirituality as well as living ethically. “Self-Reliance” was
published as an essay based on one of these lectures, as
were many of his other works. After being published in
1841, it came to be known as one of his most popular and
definitive works.
“Self Reliance” has been revered as an essential text
in the ideological pillars of America. Though Emerson
borrows ideas put forth in ancient Greece and
Renaissance-age Europe, he elegantly stitches them
together to create a dense and profound text. The ideas
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it presents, as well as the elegance in which they are
presented are enough to give this essay credibility. “Trust
thyself; every heart must vibrate to that iron string” is the
core of the text, and its message can be seen throughout
America’s history. From Columbus’s conquest, to the
pilgrim’s plight of religious freedom and voyage into this
wild and unknown continent, to the manifestation of
manifest destiny, to the industrial revolution, the civil
rights movement, to many wars waged, “Self Reliance”
could be cited as their credo, for better or for worse.
Emerson left the clergy and his post as a religious man
because of his unrelenting suspicions that are voiced in
this essay. He said, after leaving the clergy, “I have
sometimes thought, in order to be a good minister, it
was necessary to leave the ministry. The profession is
antiquated. In an altered age, we worship in the dead
forms of our forefathers” (Age of Sage). To further
elaborate on this point, Emerson wrote in “Self Reliance”
that the more devoted to a group of people you are, the
less of an individual you become: “If I know a man’s sect,
I anticipate his argument” he claims. The more one relies
on the bounds set by a group before him, the more
constrained his mind is forced to become.
Emerson is considered a founding father of
Transcendentalism. Transcendentalism is an intellectual
movement, (often believed to be one of America’s first),
that borrows from schools of thought such as English
and German romanticism, the philosophical ideas of
Immanuel Kant, and the biblical criticisms of Hume, to
name a few. Emerson himself actually preferred the term
“Idealism” to describe what we now call
Transcendentalism. In its fruition, Transcendentalism
was a radical departure from the spiritual and religious
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beliefs. Its main tenant, as presented in “Self Reliance,” is
a trust above all in one’s self, as opposed to trust in the
church or government.
This text is anthologized as an “American” text due to
the ideals it addresses throughout its entirety, one of the
biggest being democracy. Throughout his essay, Emerson
argues on the behalf of democracy by explaining to
readers that “no kernel of nourishing corn can come to
him but through his toil bestowed on that plot of ground
which is given to him to till” (2). In other words, as
Americans, we must work hard in order to gain anything
for ourselves, as nothing of value will ever be simply
handed over to us. This is the democratic way of thinking,
and has been since America as a nation was created.
Furthermore, Emerson’s essay should remain
anthologized, as the concepts found throughout “Self-
Reliance” continues to find relevance in present-day
society. Emerson’s essay continuously advocates for
originality as well as innovation throughout its entirety.
Without innovation, creativity, and originality, America
would be unable to move forward as a nation. If society
as a whole were to conform to a singular manner of
thinking, America would be incapable of progress.
America will always need these forward-thinkers, or
those who march to the beat of their own drum, as these
are the members of our society that help us in making
necessary progress. What especially makes Emerson’s
text so relevant across a multitude of platforms is that it
is not restrictive to a specific time period, and remains
important to the overall human condition. The ideas
found throughout “Self-Reliance” continue to serve as a
reminder to present-day society as well as advice for the
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future generations to come out what it means to be an
efficiently functioning member of American society.
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CHAPTER 87.
INTRODUCTION (2016)
ALEXANDER FRANCIONE, BRANDIN GILSON, JILLIAN
MOORE, GERRIT MORSE
“Self-Reliance” is an essay written by the mid-19th
century philosopher and writer, Ralph Waldo Emerson.
Ralph Emerson was born in Boston, Massachusetts and
raised mainly by his mother after his father’s passing. He
was an ordained pastor at one point, but left the church,
saying: “I have sometimes thought that, in order to be a
good minister, it was necessary to leave the ministry. The
profession is antiquated. In an altered age, we worship
in the dead forms of our forefathers”(Age of Sage). After
leaving the ministry, he set out to gain knowledge from
different philosophers and writers across Europe, and he
would eventually bring back his ideas and share them
with the American public in the form of now-famous
essays. Emerson’s work is considered to be highly
influential, mainly due to being a founding member of the
Transcendental movement, an intellectual movement that
formed in protest against intellectualism and spiritual
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beliefs around that time period. He would be a voice of his
generation to enable the average person to shy away from
society and conformity and instead, be a free-thinking
individual.
Emerson believes that we should not conform to
opinions and beliefs of society and that we should be able
to keep an independent mind. “It is easy in the world to
live after the world’s opinion; it is easy in solitude to live
after our own; but the great man is he who in the midst of
the crowd keeps with perfect sweetness the independence
of solitude”(Emerson 5). He prefers the lack of
conformity and consistency in the world and wants
things to be more sporadic, and for people to form their
own ideologies. To be a great thinker and to allow for
one’s mind to guide them instead of others is the key.
“That a true man belongs to no other time or place, but is
the center of things”(Emerson 8).
“Trust thyself: every heart vibrates to that iron
string”(Emerson 2). One of the main themes of Emerson’s
self reliance is trust yourself and believe in what you
believe in. This quote essentially means, if you believe in
yourself, anything you’d try to accomplish, you would be
able to. Emerson’s claims can all be determined by your
individual mindset. According to Emerson, if you trust
yourself, you can be content in anything and everything
you do. Emerson also says that “infancy conforms to
nobody: all conform to it”(Emerson 3). If we continued
this mindset into our adult years, it would really help to
continue to bring self reliance into our older years. Living
by our own rules and standards is a way to continue
delegating our own lives using Emerson’s idea of self
reliance.
Self Reliance is a pivotal text to read, as it is the essence
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of how we are to manage ourselves in our everyday lives.
Self Reliance, and the concepts therein, are the essential
backbone of how society, and the world, behaves.
Through the text, readers will obtain a deeper, more
fruitful understanding on believing in oneself,
understanding that there is nothing wrong with being
misunderstood (Emerson even advocates for it), and that
one’s own soul, itself, is self reliant. This text must be
anthologized as a work of American literature, as this
land as it is known would not exist without the concepts
explained within the text. The original explorers of
America, Crevecoeur, Columbus, and vast quantities of
others all used self reliance to achieve the founding and
settling of America, and to lead America into what it is
today. Self Reliance proves to be a vital text today, and
must be anthologized, as it enables readers to avoid
misconceptions and fallacies, and to, instead, bring fresh,
new, and original ideas to allow themselves, as well as the
community around them, to further grow and expand in
their thinking and behaving. To think freely is to expand
and grow – this is the only way new ideas are created,
and, thus, Self Reliance is key to evolve and continue to
improve. Readers must feel encouraged to pursue and
advocate for their own original ideas, and Emerson’s Self
Reliance enables this. Self Reliance is a pivotal text in
American literary history, and must be anthologized.
WORK CITED
Http://www.age-of-the-sage.org/transcendentalism/
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CHAPTER 88.
"SELF-RELIANCE" (1841)
RALPH WALDO EMERSON
Self-Reliance
“Ne te quaesiveris extra.”
“Man is his own star; and the soul that can Render
an honest and a perfect man, Commands all light, all
influence, all fate; Nothing to him falls early or too late.
Our acts our angels are, or good or ill,
Our fatal shadows that walk by us still.”
Epilogue to Beaumont and Fletcher’s Honest Man’s
Fortune
Cast the bantling on the rocks, Suckle him with the
she-wolf’s teat; Wintered with the hawk and fox, Power
and speed be hands and feet.
I read the other day some verses written by an eminent
painter which were original and not conventional. The
soul always hears an admonition in such lines, let the
subject be what it may. The sentiment they instil is of
more value than any thought they may contain. To believe
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your own thought, to believe that what is true for you in
your private heart is true for all men, — that is genius.
Speak your latent conviction, and it shall be the universal
sense; for the inmost in due time becomes the outmost,
— and our first thought is rendered back to us by the
trumpets of the Last Judgment. Familiar as the voice of
the mind is to each, the highest merit we ascribe to Moses,
Plato, and Milton is, that they set at naught books and
traditions, and spoke not what men but what they
thought. A man should learn to detect and watch that
gleam of light which flashes across his mind from within,
more than the lustre of the firmament of bards and sages.
Yet he dismisses without notice his thought, because it
is his. In every work of genius we recognize our own
rejected thoughts: they come back to us with a certain
alienated majesty. Great works of art have no more
affecting lesson for us than this. They teach us to abide
by our spontaneous impression with good-humored
inflexibility then most when the whole cry of voices is on
the other side. Else, to-morrow a stranger will say with
masterly good sense precisely what we have thought and
felt all the time, and we shall be forced to take with shame
our own opinion from another.
There is a time in every man’s education when he arrives
at the conviction that envy is ignorance; that imitation is
suicide; that he must take himself for better, for worse,
as his portion; that though the wide universe is full of
good, no kernel of nourishing corn can come to him but
through his toil bestowed on that plot of ground which
is given to him to till. The power which resides in him is
new in nature, and none but he knows what that is which
he can do, nor does he know until he has tried. Not for
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nothing one face, one character, one fact, makes much
impression on him, and another none. This sculpture in
the memory is not without preestablished harmony. The
eye was placed where one ray should fall, that it might
testify of that particular ray. We but half express
ourselves, and are ashamed of that divine idea which each
of us represents. It may be safely trusted as proportionate
and of good issues, so it be faithfully imparted, but God
will not have his work made manifest by cowards. A man
is relieved and gay when he has put his heart into his
work and done his best; but what he has said or done
otherwise, shall give him no peace. It is a deliverance
which does not deliver. In the attempt his genius deserts
him; no muse befriends; no invention, no hope.
Trust thyself: every heart vibrates to that iron string.
Accept the place the divine providence has found for you,
the society of your contemporaries, the connection of
events. Great men have always done so, and confided
themselves childlike to the genius of their age, betraying
their perception that the absolutely trustworthy was
seated at their heart, working through their hands,
predominating in all their being. And we are now men,
and must accept in the highest mind the same
transcendent destiny; and not minors and invalids in a
protected corner, not cowards fleeing before a revolution,
but guides, redeemers, and benefactors, obeying the
Almighty effort, and advancing on Chaos and the Dark.
What pretty oracles nature yields us on this text, in the
face and be- haviour of children, babes, and even brutes!
That divided and rebel mind, that distrust of a sentiment
because our arithmetic has computed the strength and
means opposed to our purpose, these have not. Their
mind being whole, their eye is as yet unconquered, and
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when we look in their faces, we are disconcerted. Infancy
conforms to nobody: all conform to it, so that one babe
commonly makes four or five out of the adults who
prattle and play to it. So God has armed youth and
puberty and manhood no less with its own piquancy and
charm, and made it enviable and gracious and its claims
not to be put by, if it will stand by itself. Do not think
the youth has no force, because he cannot speak to you
and me. Hark! in the next room his voice is sufficiently
clear and emphatic. It seems he knows how to speak to his
contemporaries. Bashful or bold, then, he will know how
to make us seniors very unnecessary.
The nonchalance of boys who are sure of a dinner, and
would disdain as much as a lord to do or say aught to
conciliate one, is the healthy attitude of human nature.
A boy is in the parlour what the pit is in the playhouse;
independent, irresponsible, looking out from his corner
on such people and facts as pass by, he tries and sentences
them on their merits, in the swift, summary way of boys,
as good, bad, interesting, silly, eloquent, troublesome. He
cumbers himself never about consequences, about
interests: he gives an independent, genuine verdict. You
must court him: he does not court you. But the man is, as
it were, clapped into jail by his consciousness. As soon as
he has once acted or spoken with eclat, he is a committed
person, watched by the sympathy or the hatred of
hundreds, whose affections must now enter into his
account. There is no Lethe for this. Ah, that he could pass
again into his neutrality! Who can thus avoid all pledges,
and having observed, observe again from the same
unaffected, unbiased, unbribable, unaffrighted innocence,
must always be formidable. He would utter opinions on
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all passing affairs, which being seen to be not private, but
necessary, would sink like darts into the ear of men, and
put them in fear.
These are the voices which we hear in solitude, but
they grow faint and inaudible as we enter into the world.
Society everywhere is in conspiracy against the manhood
of every one of its members. Society is a joint-stock
company, in which the members agree, for the better
securing of his bread to each shareholder, to surrender
the liberty and culture of the eater. The virtue in most
request is conformity. Self-reliance is its aversion. It loves
not realities and creators, but names and customs.
Whoso would be a man must be a nonconformist. He
who would gather immortal palms must not be hindered
by the name of goodness, but must explore if it be
goodness. Nothing is at last sacred but the integrity of
your own mind. Absolve you to yourself, and you shall
have the suffrage of the world. I remember an answer
which when quite young I was prompted to make to a
valued adviser, who was wont to importune me with the
dear old doctrines of the church. On my saying, What
have I to do with the sacredness of traditions, if I live
wholly from within? my friend suggested, — “But these
impulses may be from below, not from above.” I replied,
“They do not seem to me to be such; but if I am the
Devil’s child, I will live then from the Devil.” No law can
be sacred to me but that of my nature. Good and bad
are but names very readily transferable to that or this;
the only right is what is after my constitution, the only
wrong what is against it. A man is to carry himself in the
presence of all opposition, as if every thing were titular
and ephemeral but he. I am ashamed to think how easily
we capitulate to badges and names, to large societies and
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dead institutions. Every decent and well-spoken
individual affects and sways me more than is right. I
ought to go upright and vital, and speak the rude truth
in all ways. If malice and vanity wear the coat of
philanthropy, shall that pass? If an angry bigot assumes
this bountiful cause of Abolition, and comes to me with
his last news from Barbadoes, why should I not say to
him, ‘Go love thy infant; love thy wood-chopper: be
good-natured and modest: have that grace; and never
varnish your hard, uncharitable ambition with this
incredible tenderness for black folk a thousand miles off.
Thy love afar is spite at home.’ Rough and graceless would
be such greeting, but truth is handsomer than the
affectation of love. Your goodness must have some edge
to it, — else it is none. The doctrine of hatred must be
preached as the counteraction of the doctrine of love
when that pules and whines. I shun father and mother
and wife and brother, when my genius calls me. I would
write on the lintels of the door-post, Whim. I hope it is
somewhat better than whim at last, but we cannot spend
the day in explanation. Expect me not to show cause why
I seek or why I exclude company. Then, again, do not
tell me, as a good man did to-day, of my obligation to
put all poor men in good situations. Are they my poor?
I tell thee, thou foolish philanthropist, that I grudge the
dollar, the dime, the cent, I give to such men as do not
belong to me and to whom I do not belong. There is a
class of persons to whom by all spiritual affinity I am
bought and sold; for them I will go to prison, if need be;
but your miscellaneous popular charities; the education
at college of fools; the building of meeting-houses to the
vain end to which many now stand; alms to sots; and the
thousandfold Relief Societies; — though I confess with
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shame I sometimes succumb and give the dollar, it is a
wicked dollar which by and by I shall have the manhood
to withhold.
Virtues are, in the popular estimate, rather the exception
than the rule. There is the man and his virtues. Men do
what is called a good action, as some piece of courage or
charity, much as they would pay a fine in expiation of
daily non-appearance on parade. Their works are done as
an apology or extenuation of their living in the world, —
as invalids and the insane pay a high board. Their virtues
are penances. I do not wish to expiate, but to live. My life
is for itself and not for a spectacle. I much prefer that it
should be of a lower strain, so it be genuine and equal,
than that it should be glittering and unsteady. I wish it to
be sound and sweet, and not to need diet and bleeding.
I ask primary evidence that you are a man, and refuse
this appeal from the man to his actions. I know that for
myself it makes no difference whether I do or forbear
those actions which are reckoned excellent. I cannot
consent to pay for a privilege where I have intrinsic right.
Few and mean as my gifts may be, I actually am, and do
not need for my own assurance or the assurance of my
fellows any secondary testimony.
What I must do is all that concerns me, not what the
people think. This rule, equally arduous in actual and
in intellectual life, may serve for the whole distinction
between greatness and meanness. It is the harder, because
you will always find those who think they know what is
your duty better than you know it. It is easy in the world
to live after the world’s opinion; it is easy in solitude
to live after our own; but the great man is he who in
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the midst of the crowd keeps with perfect sweetness the
independence of solitude.
The objection to conforming to usages that have
become dead to you is, that it scatters your force. It loses
your time and blurs the impression of your character. If
you maintain a dead church, contribute to a dead Bible-
society, vote with a great party either for the government
or against it, spread your table like base housekeepers,
— under all these screens I have difficulty to detect the
precise man you are. And, of course, so much force is
withdrawn from your proper life. But do your work, and
I shall know you. Do your work, and you shall reinforce
yourself. A man must consider what a blindman’s-buff is
this game of conformity. If I know your sect, I anticipate
your argument. I hear a preacher announce for his text
and topic the expediency of one of the institutions of
his church. Do I not know beforehand that not possibly
can he say a new and spontaneous word? Do I not know
that, with all this ostentation of examining the grounds
of the institution, he will do no such thing? Do I not
know that he is pledged to himself not to look but at one
side, — the permitted side, not as a man, but as a parish
minister? He is a retained attorney, and these airs of the
bench are the emptiest affectation. Well, most men have
bound their eyes with one or another handkerchief, and
attached themselves to some one of these communities
of opinion. This conformity makes them not false in a
few particulars, authors of a few lies, but false in all
particulars. Their every truth is not quite true. Their two
is not the real two, their four not the real four; so that
every word they say chagrins us, and we know not where
to begin to set them right. Meantime nature is not slow
to equip us in the prison-uniform of the party to which
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we adhere. We come to wear one cut of face and figure,
and acquire by degrees the gentlest asinine expression.
There is a mortifying experience in particular, which does
not fail to wreak itself also in the general history; I mean
“the foolish face of praise,” the forced smile which we put
on in company where we do not feel at ease in answer
to conversation which does not interest us. The muscles,
not spontaneously moved, but moved by a low usurping
wilfulness, grow tight about the outline of the face with
the most disagreeable sensation.
For nonconformity the world whips you with its
displeasure. And there- fore a man must know how to
estimate a sour face. The by-standers look askance on
him in the public street or in the friend’s parlour. If this
aver- sation had its origin in contempt and resistance like
his own, he might well go home with a sad countenance;
but the sour faces of the multitude, like their sweet faces,
have no deep cause, but are put on and off as the wind
blows and a newspaper directs. Yet is the discontent of
the multitude more formidable than that of the senate
and the college. It is easy enough for a firm man who
knows the world to brook the rage of the cultivated
classes. Their rage is decorous and prudent, for they are
timid as being very vulnera- ble themselves. But when
to their feminine rage the indignation of the people is
added, when the ignorant and the poor are aroused, when
the unintelligent brute force that lies at the bottom of
society is made to growl and mow, it needs the habit of
magnanimity and religion to treat it godlike as a trifle of
no concernment.
The other terror that scares us from self-trust is our
consistency; a rever- ence for our past act or word,
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because the eyes of others have no other data for
computing our orbit than our past acts, and we are loath
to disappoint them.
But why should you keep your head over your
shoulder? Why drag about this corpse of your memory,
lest you contradict somewhat you have stated in this or
that public place? Suppose you should contradict
yourself; what then? It seems to be a rule of wisdom never
to rely on your memory alone, scarcely even in acts of
pure memory, but to bring the past for judgment into
the thousand-eyed present, and live ever in a new day.
In your metaphysics you have denied personality to the
Deity: yet when the devout motions of the soul come,
yield to them heart and life, though they should clothe
God with shape and color. Leave your theory, as Joseph
his coat in the hand of the harlot, and flee.
A foolish consistency is the hobgoblin of little minds,
adored by little statesmen and philosophers and divines.
With consistency a great soul has simply nothing to do.
He may as well concern himself with his shadow on the
wall. Speak what you think now in hard words, and to-
morrow speak what to-morrow thinks in hard words
again, though it contradict every thing you said to-day.
— ‘Ah, so you shall be sure to be misunderstood.’ — Is
it so bad, then, to be misunderstood? Pythagoras was
misunderstood, and Socrates, and Jesus, and Luther, and
Copernicus, and Galileo, and Newton, and every pure
and wise spirit that ever took flesh. To be great is to be
misunderstood.
I suppose no man can violate his nature. All the sallies
of his will are rounded in by the law of his being, as the
inequalities of Andes and Himmaleh are insignificant in
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the curve of the sphere. Nor does it matter how you gauge
and try him. A character is like an acrostic or Alexandrian
stanza; — read it forward, backward, or across, it still
spells the same thing. In this pleasing, contrite wood-life
which God allows me, let me record day by day my honest
thought without prospect or retrospect, and, I cannot
doubt, it will be found symmetrical, though I mean it
not, and see it not. My book should smell of pines and
resound with the hum of insects. The swallow over my
window should interweave that thread or straw he carries
in his bill into my web also. We pass for what we are.
Character teaches above our wills. Men imagine that they
communicate their virtue or vice only by overt actions,
and do not see that virtue or vice emit a breath every
moment.
There will be an agreement in whatever variety of
actions, so they be each honest and natural in their hour.
For of one will, the actions will be harmonious, however
unlike they seem. These varieties are lost sight of at a little
distance, at a little height of thought. One tendency unites
them all. The voyage of the best ship is a zigzag line of
a hundred tacks. See the line from a sufficient distance,
and it straightens itself to the average tendency. Your
genuine action will explain itself, and will explain your
other genuine actions. Your conformity explains nothing.
Act singly, and what you have already done singly will
justify you now. Greatness appeals to the future. If I can
be firm enough to-day to do right, and scorn eyes, I must
have done so much right before as to defend me now. Be
it how it will, do right now. Always scorn appearances,
and you always may. The force of character is cumulative.
All the foregone days of virtue work their health into
this. What makes the majesty of the heroes of the senate
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and the field, which so fills the imagination? The
consciousness of a train of great days and victories
behind. They shed an united light on the advancing actor.
He is attended as by a visible escort of angels. That is it
which throws thunder into Chatham’s voice, and dignity
into Washington’s port, and America into Adams’s eye.
Honor is venerable to us because it is no ephemeris. It is
always ancient virtue. We worship it to-day because it is
not of to-day. We love it and pay it homage, because it is
not a trap for our love and homage, but is self- dependent,
self-derived, and therefore of an old immaculate pedigree,
even if shown in a young person.
I hope in these days we have heard the last of conformity
and consistency. Let the words be gazetted and ridiculous
henceforward. Instead of the gong for dinner, let us hear
a whistle from the Spartan fife. Let us never bow and
apologize more. A great man is coming to eat at my house.
I do not wish to please him; I wish that he should wish
to please me. I will stand here for humanity, and though
I would make it kind, I would make it true. Let us affront
and reprimand the smooth mediocrity and squalid
contentment of the times, and hurl in the face of custom,
and trade, and office, the fact which is the upshot of all
history, that there is a great responsible Thinker and
Actor working wherever a man works; that a true man
belongs to no other time or place, but is the centre of
things. Where he is, there is nature. He measures you,
and all men, and all events. Ordinarily, every body in
society reminds us of somewhat else, or of some other
person. Character, reality, reminds you of nothing else;
it takes place of the whole creation. The man must be so
much, that he must make all circumstances indifferent.
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Every true man is a cause, a country, and an age; requires
infinite spaces and numbers and time fully to accomplish
his design; — and posterity seem to follow his steps as a
train of clients. A man Caesar is born, and for ages after
we have a Roman Empire. Christ is born, and millions
of minds so grow and cleave to his genius, that he is
confounded with virtue and the possible of man. An
institution is the lengthened shadow of one man; as,
Monachism, of the Hermit Antony; the Reformation, of
Luther; Quakerism, of Fox; Methodism, of Wesley;
Abolition, of Clarkson. Scipio, Milton called “the height
of Rome”; and all history resolves itself very easily into
the biography of a few stout and earnest persons.
Let a man then know his worth, and keep things under
his feet. Let him not peep or steal, or skulk up and down
with the air of a charity-boy, a bastard, or an interloper,
in the world which exists for him. But the man in the
street, finding no worth in himself which corresponds to
the force which built a tower or sculptured a marble god,
feels poor when he looks on these. To him a palace, a
statue, or a costly book have an alien and forbidding air,
much like a gay equipage, and seem to say like that, ‘Who
are you, Sir?’ Yet they all are his, suitors for his notice,
petitioners to his faculties that they will come out and
take possession. The picture waits for my verdict: it is not
to command me, but I am to settle its claims to praise.
That popular fable of the sot who was picked up dead
drunk in the street, carried to the duke’s house, washed
and dressed and laid in the duke’s bed, and, on his waking,
treated with all obsequious ceremony like the duke, and
assured that he had been insane, owes its popularity to
the fact, that it symbolizes so well the state of man, who
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is in the world a sort of sot, but now and then wakes up,
exercises his reason, and finds himself a true prince.
Our reading is mendicant and sycophantic. In history,
our imagination plays us false. Kingdom and lordship,
power and estate, are a gaudier vo- cabulary than private
John and Edward in a small house and common day’s
work; but the things of life are the same to both; the
sum total of both is the same. Why all this deference
to Alfred, and Scanderbeg, and Gustavus? Suppose they
were virtuous; did they wear out virtue? As great a stake
depends on your private act to-day, as followed their
public and renowned steps. When private men shall act
with original views, the lustre will be transferred from the
actions of kings to those of gentlemen.
The world has been instructed by its kings, who have
so magnetized the eyes of nations. It has been taught
by this colossal symbol the mutual reverence that is due
from man to man. The joyful loyalty with which men
have everywhere suffered the king, the noble, or the great
proprietor to walk among them by a law of his own,
make his own scale of men and things, and reverse theirs,
pay for benefits not with money but with honor, and
represent the law in his person, was the hieroglyphic by
which they obscurely signified their consciousness of
their own right and comeliness, the right of every man.
The magnetism which all original action exerts is
explained when we inquire the reason of self-trust. Who
is the Trustee? What is the aboriginal Self, on which a
universal reliance may be grounded? What is the nature
and power of that science-baffling star, without parallax,
without calculable elements, which shoots a ray of beauty
even into trivial and impure actions, if the least mark of
independence appear? The inquiry leads us to that source,
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at once the essence of genius, of virtue, and of life, which
we call Spontaneity or Instinct. We denote this primary
wisdom as Intuition, whilst all later teachings are tuitions.
In that deep force, the last fact behind which analysis
cannot go, all things find their common origin. For, the
sense of being which in calm hours rises, we know not
how, in the soul, is not diverse from things, from space,
from light, from time, from man, but one with them,
and proceeds obviously from the same source whence
their life and being also proceed. We first share the life
by which things exist, and afterwards see them as
appearances in nature, and forget that we have shared
their cause. Here is the fountain of action and of thought.
Here are the lungs of that inspiration which giveth man
wisdom, and which cannot be denied without impiety
and atheism. We lie in the lap of immense intelligence,
which makes us receivers of its truth and organs of its
activity. When we discern justice, when we discern truth,
we do nothing of ourselves, but allow a passage to its
beams. If we ask whence this comes, if we seek to pry
into the soul that causes, all philosophy is at fault. Its
presence or its absence is all we can affirm. Every man
discriminates between the voluntary acts of his mind, and
his involuntary perceptions, and knows that to his
involuntary perceptions a perfect faith is due. He may err
in the expression of them, but he knows that these things
are so, like day and night, not to be disputed. My wilful
actions and acquisitions are but roving; — the idlest
reverie, the faintest native emotion, command my
curiosity and respect. Thoughtless people contradict as
readily the statement of perceptions as of opinions, or
rather much more readily; for, they do not distinguish
between perception and notion. They fancy that I choose
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to see this or that thing. But perception is not whimsical,
but fatal. If I see a trait, my children will see it after
me, and in course of time, all mankind, — although it
may chance that no one has seen it before me. For my
perception of it is as much a fact as the sun.
The relations of the soul to the divine spirit are so pure,
that it is profane to seek to interpose helps. It must be
that when God speaketh he should communicate, not one
thing, but all things; should fill the world with his voice;
should scatter forth light, nature, time, souls, from the
centre of the present thought; and new date and new
create the whole. Whenever a mind is simple, and receives
a divine wisdom, old things pass away, — means, teachers,
texts, temples fall; it lives now, and absorbs past and
future into the present hour. All things are made sacred
by relation to it, — one as much as another. All things
are dissolved to their centre by their cause, and, in the
universal miracle, petty and particular miracles
disappear. If, therefore, a man claims to know and speak
of God, and carries you backward to the phraseology
of some old mouldered nation in another country, in
another world, believe him not. Is the acorn better than
the oak which is its fulness and completion? Is the parent
better than the child into whom he has cast his ripened
being? Whence, then, this worship of the past? The
centuries are conspirators against the sanity and
authority of the soul. Time and space are but
physiological colors which the eye makes, but the soul
is light; where it is, is day; where it was, is night; and
history is an impertinence and an injury, if it be any thing
more than a cheerful apologue or parable of my being and
becoming.
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Man is timid and apologetic; he is no longer upright; he
dares not say ‘I think,’ ‘I am,’ but quotes some saint or sage.
He is ashamed before the blade of grass or the blowing
rose. These roses under my window make no reference
to former roses or to better ones; they are for what they
are; they exist with God to-day. There is no time to them.
There is simply the rose; it is perfect in every moment
of its existence. Before a leaf-bud has burst, its whole life
acts; in the full-blown flower there is no more; in the
leafless root there is no less. Its nature is satisfied, and it
satisfies nature, in all moments alike. But man postpones
or remembers; he does not live in the present, but with
reverted eye laments the past, or, heedless of the riches
that surround him, stands on tiptoe to foresee the future.
He cannot be happy and strong until he too lives with
nature in the present, above time.
This should be plain enough. Yet see what strong
intellects dare not yet hear God himself, unless he speak
the phraseology of I know not what David, or Jeremiah,
or Paul. We shall not always set so great a price on a
few texts, on a few lives. We are like children who repeat
by rote the sentences of grandames and tutors, and, as
they grow older, of the men of talents and character they
chance to see, — painfully recollecting the exact words
they spoke; afterwards, when they come into the point
of view which those had who uttered these sayings, they
understand them, and are willing to let the words go; for,
at any time, they can use words as good when occasion
comes. If we live truly, we shall see truly. It is as easy
for the strong man to be strong, as it is for the weak to
be weak. When we have new perception, we shall gladly
disburden the memory of its hoarded treasures as old
rubbish.
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When a man lives with God, his voice shall be as sweet as
the murmur of the brook and the rustle of the corn.
And now at last the highest truth on this subject
remains unsaid; prob- ably cannot be said; for all that
we say is the far-off remembering of the intuition. That
thought, by what I can now nearest approach to say it,
is this. When good is near you, when you have life in
yourself, it is not by any known or accustomed way; you
shall not discern the foot-prints of any other; you shall
not see the face of man; you shall not hear any name; —
the way, the thought, the good, shall be wholly strange
and new. It shall ex- clude example and experience. You
take the way from man, not to man. All persons that
ever existed are its forgotten ministers. Fear and hope are
alike beneath it. There is somewhat low even in hope.
In the hour of vision, there is nothing that can be called
gratitude, nor properly joy. The soul raised over passion
beholds identity and eternal causation, perceives the self-
existence of Truth and Right, and calms itself with
knowing that all things go well. Vast spaces of nature,
the Atlantic Ocean, the South Sea, — long intervals of
time, years, centuries, — are of no account. This which
I think and feel underlay every former state of life and
circumstances, as it does underlie my present, and what is
called life, and what is called death.
Life only avails, not the having lived. Power ceases in
the instant of repose; it resides in the moment of
transition from a past to a new state, in the shooting of
the gulf, in the darting to an aim. This one fact the world
hates, that the soul becomes; for that for ever degrades
the past, turns all riches to poverty, all reputation to a
shame, confounds the saint with the rogue, shoves Jesus
and Judas equally aside. Why, then, do we prate of self-
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reliance? Inasmuch as the soul is present, there will be
power not confident but agent. To talk of reliance is a
poor external way of speaking. Speak rather of that which
relies, because it works and is. Who has more obedience
than I masters me, though he should not raise his finger.
Round him I must revolve by the gravitation of spirits.
We fancy it rhetoric, when we speak of eminent virtue.
We do not yet see that virtue is Height, and that a man
or a company of men, plastic and permeable to principles,
by the law of nature must overpower and ride all cities,
nations, kings, rich men, poets, who are not.
This is the ultimate fact which we so quickly reach
on this, as on every topic, the resolution of all into the
ever-blessed ONE. Self-existence is the attribute of the
Supreme Cause, and it constitutes the measure of good
by the degree in which it enters into all lower forms.
All things real are so by so much virtue as they contain.
Commerce, husbandry, hunting, whaling, war, eloquence,
personal weight, are somewhat, and engage my respect
as examples of its presence and impure action. I see the
same law working in nature for conservation and growth.
Power is in nature the essential measure of right. Nature
suffers nothing to remain in her kingdoms which cannot
help itself. The genesis and maturation of a planet, its
poise and orbit, the bended tree recovering itself from
the strong wind, the vital resources of every animal and
vegetable, are demonstrations of the self-sufficing, and
therefore self-relying soul.
Thus all concentrates: let us not rove; let us sit at home
with the cause. Let us stun and astonish the intruding
rabble of men and books and insti- tutions, by a simple
declaration of the divine fact. Bid the invaders take the
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shoes from off their feet, for God is here within. Let our
simplicity judge them, and our docility to our own law
demonstrate the poverty of nature and fortune beside our
native riches.
But now we are a mob. Man does not stand in awe of
man, nor is his genius admonished to stay at home, to
put itself in communication with the internal ocean, but
it goes abroad to beg a cup of water of the urns of other
men. We must go alone. I like the silent church before
the service begins, better than any preaching. How far off,
how cool, how chaste the persons look, begirt each one
with a precinct or sanctuary! So let us always sit. Why
should we assume the faults of our friend, or wife, or
father, or child, because they sit around our hearth, or are
said to have the same blood? All men have my blood, and
I have all men’s. Not for that will I adopt their petulance
or folly, even to the extent of being ashamed of it. But
your isolation must not be mechanical, but spiritual, that
is, must be elevation. At times the whole world seems to
be in conspiracy to importune you with emphatic trifles.
Friend, client, child, sickness, fear, want, charity, all
knock at once at thy closet door, and say, — ‘Come out
unto us.’ But keep thy state; come not into their
confusion. The power men possess to annoy me, I give
them by a weak curiosity. No man can come near me but
through my act. “What we love that we have, but by desire
we bereave ourselves of the love.”
If we cannot at once rise to the sanctities of obedience
and faith, let us at least resist our temptations; let us enter
into the state of war, and wake Thor and Woden, courage
and constancy, in our Saxon breasts. This is to be done
in our smooth times by speaking the truth. Check this
lying hospitality and lying affection. Live no longer to the
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expectation of these deceived and deceiving people with
whom we converse. Say to them, O father, O mother,
O wife, O brother, O friend, I have lived with you after
appearances hitherto. Henceforward I am the truth’s. Be
it known unto you that henceforward I obey no law less
than the eternal law. I will have no covenants but proxim-
ities. I shall endeavour to nourish my parents, to support
my family, to be the chaste husband of one wife, — but
these relations I must fill after a new and unprecedented
way. I appeal from your customs. I must be myself. I
cannot break myself any longer for you, or you. If you
can love me for what I am, we shall be the happier. If you
cannot, I will still seek to deserve that you should. I will
not hide my tastes or aversions. I will so trust that what
is deep is holy, that I will do strongly before the sun and
moon whatever inly rejoices me, and the heart appoints.
If you are noble, I will love you; if you are not, I will not
hurt you and myself by hypocritical attentions. If you are
true, but not in the same truth with me, cleave to your
companions; I will seek my own. I do this not selfishly,
but humbly and truly. It is alike your interest, and mine,
and all men’s, however long we have dwelt in lies, to live
in truth. Does this sound harsh to-day? You will soon love
what is dictated by your nature as well as mine, and, if we
follow the truth, it will bring us out safe at last. — But so
you may give these friends pain. Yes, but I cannot sell my
liberty and my power, to save their sensibility. Besides, all
persons have their moments of reason, when they look
out into the region of absolute truth; then will they justify
me, and do the same thing.
The populace think that your rejection of popular
standards is a rejection of all standard, and mere
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antinomianism; and the bold sensualist will use the name
of philosophy to gild his crimes. But the law of
consciousness abides. There are two confessionals, in one
or the other of which we must be shriven. You may fulfil
your round of duties by clearing yourself in the direct,
or in the reflex way. Consider whether you have satisfied
your relations to father, mother, cousin, neighbour, town,
cat, and dog; whether any of these can upbraid you. But
I may also neglect this reflex standard, and absolve me to
myself. I have my own stern claims and perfect circle. It
denies the name of duty to many offices that are called
duties. But if I can discharge its debts, it enables me to
dispense with the popular code. If any one imagines that
this law is lax, let him keep its commandment one day.
And truly it demands something godlike in him who
has cast off the com- mon motives of humanity, and has
ventured to trust himself for a taskmaster. High be his
heart, faithful his will, clear his sight, that he may in good
earnest be doctrine, society, law, to himself, that a simple
purpose may be to him as strong as iron necessity is to
others!
If any man consider the present aspects of what is called
by distinction
society, he will see the need of these ethics. The sinew
and heart of man seem to be drawn out, and we are
become timorous, desponding whimperers. We are afraid
of truth, afraid of fortune, afraid of death, and afraid of
each other. Our age yields no great and perfect persons.
We want men and women who shall renovate life and our
social state, but we see that most natures are insolvent,
cannot satisfy their own wants, have an ambition out of
all proportion to their practical force, and do lean and
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beg day and night continually. Our housekeeping is
mendicant, our arts, our occupations, our marriages, our
religion, we have not chosen, but society has chosen for
us. We are parlour soldiers. We shun the rugged battle of
fate, where strength is born.
If our young men miscarry in their first enterprises,
they lose all heart. If the young merchant fails, men say
he is ruined. If the finest genius studies at one of our
colleges, and is not installed in an office within one year
afterwards in the cities or suburbs of Boston or New
York, it seems to his friends and to himself that he is right
in being disheartened, and in complaining the rest of his
life. A sturdy lad from New Hampshire or Vermont, who
in turn tries all the professions, who teams it, farms it,
peddles, keeps a school, preaches, edits a newspaper, goes
to Congress, buys a township, and so forth, in successive
years, and always, like a cat, falls on his feet, is worth
a hundred of these city dolls. He walks abreast with his
days, and feels no shame in not ‘studying a profession,’
for he does not postpone his life, but lives already. He has
not one chance, but a hundred chances. Let a Stoic open
the resources of man, and tell men they are not leaning
willows, but can and must detach themselves; that with
the exercise of self-trust, new powers shall appear; that a
man is the word made flesh, born to shed healing to the
nations, that he should be ashamed of our compassion,
and that the moment he acts from himself, tossing the
laws, the books, idolatries, and customs out of the
window, we pity him no more, but thank and revere him,
— and that teacher shall restore the life of man to
splendor, and make his name dear to all history.
It is easy to see that a greater self-reliance must work
a revolution in all the offices and relations of men; in
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their religion; in their education; in their pursuits; their
modes of living; their association; in their property; in
their speculative views.
1. In what prayers do men allow themselves! That
which they call a holy office is not so much as brave and
manly. Prayer looks abroad and asks for some foreign
addition to come through some foreign virtue, and loses
itself in endless mazes of natural and supernatural, and
mediatorial and miraculous. Prayer that craves a
particular commodity, — any thing less than all good,
— is vicious. Prayer is the contemplation of the facts of
life from the highest point of view. It is the soliloquy
of a beholding and jubilant soul. It is the spirit of God
pronouncing his works good. But prayer as a means to
effect a private end is meanness and theft. It supposes
dualism and not unity in nature and consciousness. As
soon as the man is at one with God, he will not beg. He
will then see prayer in all action. The prayer of the farmer
kneeling in his field to weed it, the prayer of the rower
kneeling with the stroke of his oar, are true prayers heard
throughout nature, though for cheap ends. Caratach, in
Fletcher’s Bonduca, when admonished to inquire the
mind of the god Audate, replies, —
“His hidden meaning lies in our endeavours; Our valors
are our best gods.”
Another sort of false prayers are our regrets.
Discontent is the want of self-reliance: it is infirmity of
will. Regret calamities, if you can thereby help the
sufferer; if not, attend your own work, and already the
evil begins to be repaired. Our sympathy is just as base.
We come to them who weep foolishly, and sit down and
cry for company, instead of imparting to them truth and
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health in rough electric shocks, putting them once more
in communication with their own reason. The secret of
fortune is joy in our hands. Welcome evermore to gods
and men is the self-helping man. For him all doors are
flung wide: him all tongues greet, all honors crown, all
eyes follow with desire. Our love goes out to him and
embraces him, because he did not need it. We solicitously
and apologetically caress and celebrate him, because he
held on his way and scorned our disapprobation. The
gods love him because men hated him. “To the
persevering mortal,” said Zoroaster, “the blessed
Immortals are swift.”
As men’s prayers are a disease of the will, so are their
creeds a disease of the intellect. They say with those
foolish Israelites, ‘Let not God speak to us, lest we die.
Speak thou, speak any man with us, and we will obey.’
Everywhere I am hindered of meeting God in my brother,
because he has shut his own temple doors, and recites
fables merely of his brother’s, or his brother’s brother’s
God. Every new mind is a new classification. If it prove
a mind of uncommon activity and power, a Locke, a
Lavoisier, a Hutton, a Bentham, a Fourier, it imposes its
classification on other men, and lo! a new system. In
proportion to the depth of the thought, and so to the
number of the objects it touches and brings within reach
of the pupil, is his complacency. But chiefly is this
apparent in creeds and churches, which are also
classifications of some powerful mind acting on the
elemental thought of duty, and man’s relation to the
Highest. Such is Calvinism, Quakerism, Swedenborgism.
The pupil takes the same delight in subordinating every
thing to the new terminology, as a girl who has just
learned botany in seeing a new earth and new seasons
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thereby. It will happen for a time, that the pupil will find
his intellectual power has grown by the study of his
master’s mind. But in all unbalanced minds, the
classification is idolized, passes for the end, and not for a
speedily exhaustible means, so that the walls of the system
blend to their eye in the remote horizon with the walls of
the universe; the luminaries of heaven seem to them hung
on the arch their master built. They cannot imagine how
you aliens have any right to see, — how you can see; ‘It
must be somehow that you stole the light from us.’ They
do not yet perceive, that light, unsystematic, indomitable,
will break into any cabin, even into theirs. Let them chirp
awhile and call it their own. If they are honest and do
well, presently their neat new pinfold will be too strait
and low, will crack, will lean, will rot and vanish, and
the immortal light, all young and joyful, million-orbed,
million-colored, will beam over the universe as on the
first morning.
2. It is for want of self-culture that the superstition of
Travelling, whose idols are Italy, England, Egypt, retains
its fascination for all educated Ameri- cans. They who
made England, Italy, or Greece venerable in the
imagination did so by sticking fast where they were, like
an axis of the earth. In manly hours, we feel that duty
is our place. The soul is no traveller; the wise man stays
at home, and when his necessities, his duties, on any
occasion call him from his house, or into foreign lands,
he is at home still, and shall make men sensible by the
expression of his countenance, that he goes the
missionary of wisdom and virtue, and visits cities and
men like a sovereign, and not like an interloper or a valet.
I have no churlish objection to the circumnavigation
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of the globe, for the purposes of art, of study, and
benevolence, so that the man is first domesti- cated, or
does not go abroad with the hope of finding somewhat
greater than he knows. He who travels to be amused, or to
get somewhat which he does not carry, travels away from
himself, and grows old even in youth among old things.
In Thebes, in Palmyra, his will and mind have become old
and dilapidated as they. He carries ruins to ruins.
Travelling is a fool’s paradise. Our first journeys discover
to us the in-
difference of places. At home I dream that at Naples,
at Rome, I can be intoxicated with beauty, and lose my
sadness. I pack my trunk, embrace my friends, embark on
the sea, and at last wake up in Naples, and there beside me
is the stern fact, the sad self, unrelenting, identical, that I
fled from. I seek the Vatican, and the palaces. I affect to
be intoxicated with sights and suggestions, but I am not
intoxicated. My giant goes with me wherever I go.
3. But the rage of travelling is a symptom of a deeper
unsoundness affecting the whole intellectual action. The
intellect is vagabond, and our system of education fosters
restlessness. Our minds travel when our bodies are forced
to stay at home. We imitate; and what is imitation but the
travelling of the mind? Our houses are built with foreign
taste; our shelves are garnished with foreign ornaments;
our opinions, our tastes, our faculties, lean, and follow the
Past and the Distant. The soul created the arts wherever
they have flourished. It was in his own mind that the
artist sought his model. It was an application of his own
thought to the thing to be done and the conditions to be
observed. And why need we copy the Doric or the Gothic
model? Beauty, convenience, grandeur of thought, and
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quaint expression are as near to us as to any, and if the
American artist will study with hope and love the precise
thing to be done by him, considering the climate, the soil,
the length of the day, the wants of the people, the habit
and form of the government, he will create a house in
which all these will find themselves fitted, and taste and
sentiment will be satisfied also.
Insist on yourself; never imitate. Your own gift you
can present every moment with the cumulative force of
a whole life’s cultivation; but of the adopted talent of
another, you have only an extemporaneous, half
possession. That which each can do best, none but his
Maker can teach him. No man yet knows what it is, nor
can, till that person has exhibited it. Where is the master
who could have taught Shakspeare? Where is the master
who could have instructed Franklin, or Washington, or
Bacon, or Newton? Every great man is a unique. The
Scipionism of Scipio is precisely that part he could not
borrow. Shakspeare will never be made by the study of
Shakspeare. Do that which is assigned you, and you
cannot hope too much or dare too much. There is at this
moment for you an utterance brave and grand as that of
the colossal chisel of Phidias, or trowel of the Egyptians,
or the pen of Moses, or Dante, but different from all
these. Not possibly will the soul all rich, all eloquent,
with thousand-cloven tongue, deign to repeat itself; but
if you can hear what these patriarchs say, surely you can
reply to them in the same pitch of voice; for the ear and
the tongue are two organs of one nature. Abide in the
simple and noble regions of thy life, obey thy heart, and
thou shalt reproduce the Foreworld again.
4. As our Religion, our Education, our Art look abroad, so
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does our spirit of society. All men plume themselves on
the improvement of society, and no man improves.
Society never advances. It recedes as fast on one side as
it gains on the other. It undergoes continual changes; it is
barbarous, it is civilized, it is christianized, it is rich, it is
scientific; but this change is not amelioration. For every
thing that is given, something is taken. Society acquires
new arts, and loses old instincts. What a contrast between
the well-clad, reading, writing, thinking American, with
a watch, a pencil, and a bill of exchange in his pocket,
and the naked New Zealander, whose property is a club,
a spear, a mat, and an undivided twentieth of a shed to
sleep under! But compare the health of the two men, and
you shall see that the white man has lost his aboriginal
strength. If the traveller tell us truly, strike the savage with
a broad axe, and in a day or two the flesh shall unite and
heal as if you struck the blow into soft pitch, and the same
blow shall send the white to his grave.
The civilized man has built a coach, but has lost the
use of his feet. He is supported on crutches, but lacks so
much support of muscle. He has a fine Geneva watch,
but he fails of the skill to tell the hour by the sun. A
Green- wich nautical almanac he has, and so being sure
of the information when he wants it, the man in the street
does not know a star in the sky. The solstice he does not
observe; the equinox he knows as little; and the whole
bright calendar of the year is without a dial in his mind.
His note-books impair his memory; his libraries overload
his wit; the insurance-office increases the number of
accidents; and it may be a question whether machinery
does not encumber; whether we have not lost by
refinement some energy, by a Chris- tianity entrenched
in establishments and forms, some vigor of wild virtue.
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For every Stoic was a Stoic; but in Christendom where is
the Christian?
There is no more deviation in the moral standard than
in the standard of height or bulk. No greater men are
now than ever were. A singular equality may be observed
between the great men of the first and of the last ages;
nor can all the science, art, religion, and philosophy of the
nineteenth cen- tury avail to educate greater men than
Plutarch’s heroes, three or four and twenty centuries ago.
Not in time is the race progressive. Phocion, Socrates,
Anaxagoras, Diogenes, are great men, but they leave no
class. He who is really of their class will not be called by
their name, but will be his own man, and, in his turn,
the founder of a sect. The arts and inventions of each
period are only its costume, and do not invigorate men.
The harm of the improved machinery may compensate
its good. Hudson and Behring accomplished so much in
their fishing-boats, as to astonish Parry and Franklin,
whose equip- ment exhausted the resources of science
and art. Galileo, with an opera-glass, discovered a more
splendid series of celestial phenomena than any one since.
Columbus found the New World in an undecked boat.
It is curious to see the periodical disuse and perishing
of means and machinery, which were intro- duced with
loud laudation a few years or centuries before. The great
genius returns to essential man. We reckoned the
improvements of the art of war among the triumphs of
science, and yet Napoleon conquered Europe by the
bivouac, which consisted of falling back on naked valor,
and disencumbering it of all aids. The Emperor held it
impossible to make a perfect army, says Las Casas,
“without abolishing our arms, magazines, commissaries,
and car- riages, until, in imitation of the Roman custom,
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the soldier should receive his supply of corn, grind it in
his hand-mill, and bake his bread himself.”
Society is a wave. The wave moves onward, but the water
of which it is composed does not. The same particle does
not rise from the valley to the ridge. Its unity is only
phenomenal. The persons who make up a nation to-day,
next year die, and their experience with them.
And so the reliance on Property, including the reliance
on governments which protect it, is the want of self-
reliance. Men have looked away from themselves and at
things so long, that they have come to esteem the
religious, learned, and civil institutions as guards of
property, and they deprecate as- saults on these, because
they feel them to be assaults on property. They measure
their esteem of each other by what each has, and not by
what each is. But a cultivated man becomes ashamed of
his property, out of new respect for his nature. Especially
he hates what he has, if he see that it is accidental, — came
to him by inheritance, or gift, or crime; then he feels that
it is not having; it does not belong to him, has no root in
him, and merely lies there, because no revolution or no
robber takes it away. But that which a man is, does always
by necessity acquire, and what the man acquires is living
prop- erty, which does not wait the beck of rulers, or
mobs, or revolutions, or fire, or storm, or bankruptcies,
but perpetually renews itself wherever the man breathes.
“Thy lot or portion of life,” said the Caliph Ali, “is seeking
after thee; therefore be at rest from seeking after it.” Our
dependence on these foreign goods leads us to our slavish
respect for numbers. The political parties meet in
numerous conventions; the greater the concourse, and
with each new uproar of announcement, The delegation
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from Essex! The Democrats from New Hampshire! The
Whigs of Maine! the young patriot feels himself stronger
than before by a new thousand of eyes and arms. In like
manner the reformers summon conventions, and vote
and resolve in multitude. Not so, O friends! will the God
deign to enter and inhabit you, but by a method precisely
the reverse. It is only as a man puts off all foreign support,
and stands alone, that I see him to be strong and to
prevail. He is weaker by every recruit to his banner. Is not
a man better than a town? Ask nothing of men, and in the
endless mutation, thou only firm column must presently
appear the upholder of all that surrounds thee. He who
knows that power is inborn, that he is weak because he
has looked for good out of him and elsewhere, and so
perceiving, throws himself unhesitatingly on his thought,
instantly rights himself, stands in the erect position,
commands his limbs, works miracles; just as a man who
stands on his feet is stronger than a man who stands on
his head.
So use all that is called Fortune. Most men gamble with
her, and gain all, and lose all, as her wheel rolls. But do
thou leave as unlawful these winnings, and deal with
Cause and Effect, the chancellors of God. In the Will
work and acquire, and thou hast chained the wheel of
Chance, and shalt sit hereafter out of fear from her
rotations. A political victory, a rise of rents, the recovery
of your sick, or the return of your absent friend, or some
other favorable event, raises your spirits, and you think
good days are preparing for you. Do not believe it.
Nothing can bring you peace but yourself. Nothing can
bring you peace but the triumph of principles.
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CHAPTER 89.
DOUBLE-EDGED PEN
MAGGIE PEARSON, GRIFFIN NYHAN, AND BRIANNA
ROMIGLIO
In a country whose middle name is independence, where
do we really see the mark of an individual? We are
surrounded by a conflicting culture that is trying to do
its own thing while simultaneously trying to fit in. Ralph
Waldo Emerson’s Self-Reliance demonstrates this paradox.
He spends a majority of the text arguing in favor of
nonconformity and originality, but Emerson contradicts
his own definition of individuality by writing this essay.
Emerson is telling us how to not conform. By telling
us how to do anything, he is encouraging us to conform
to his word. “Your isolation must not be mechanical, but
spiritual,” (13). It must, must it? He writes that “it
demands something godlike in him who has cast off the
common motives of humanity and has ventured to trust
himself for a taskmaster,” (14). But if Emerson were
reading this, how would he react to being told he “must”
do anything? He writes that “it is only as a man puts off
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all foreign support, and stands alone, that I see him to
be strong and to prevail,” (21). Emerson would respect
someone who is being an individual, but if someone was
choosing to do that based on reading this essay, we would
not be able to refer to them as an individual. They acted
upon media they took in, and not from their own instinct
or spontaneity.
Let us also consider that Emerson is relating our
“selves” to the hand of God, and saying that when we act
on our instinct, that is us listening to our internal voice
of God. “The soul, is not diverse from things, from space,
from light, from time, from man, but one with them,”
(10). Here is an essay where he is arguing that we all
have our individual interests and motives, he states that
we are actually all part of one whole. He is telling us to
make ourselves separate from the wholeness of society,
but we should accept the fact that we are part of one
bigger whole, that is bigger than society. “All men have my
blood, and I have all men’s,” he states, so doesn’t that mean
that we all inherently share a part of ourselves (!3)? How
can he then say that “[e]very man is unique,” (18)?
Emerson explicitly argues that in order to achieve
transcendental individuality, one can not imitate because
“…imitation is suicide;…’(2). However, he also explicitly
advocates for the greatness of those before him.
“Pythagoras was misunderstood, and Socrates, and Jesus,
and Luther, and Copernicus, and Galileo, and Newton,
and every pure and wise spirit that ever took flesh. To
be great is to be understood.”(7) If the intention that
Emerson embedded in this essay was to inform readers
on how to be individual, he has failed. Not only has he
failed to give a clear-minded guide to originality, but he
has also contradicted himself. Later on, on page 8, he goes
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back on his praise of Jesus. “Christ is born, and millions
of minds so grow and cleave to his genius, that he is
confounded with virtue and the possible of man. An
institution is the lengthened shadow of one man;…”(8).
Emerson argues that “truth is handsomer than the
affection of love” (4). However, his use of the word
“handsome” creates some holes in his statement. Sure,
love and affection may not have nice appearances, but one
can still be kind and affectionate as an individual. He says
“…do not expect me, as a good man did to-day, of my
obligation to put all poor men in good situations. Are they
my poor… I give to such men as do not belong to me and
to whom I do not belong.” His implication that charity is
conformity is somewhat undermined by the use of such
a subjective word. In this instance, he uses an implicit
piece of evidence and still manages to contradict himself
in some way.
In Emerson’s ideal society, every member would be an
individual that only acted upon their internal instinct.
This type of culture, however, would not allow for the
sharing of ideas, the forming of social bonds, or the
formation of a community that shares ideas and interest.
Without the ability to collaborate, our current society
would not be able to exist. Self – Reliance is a text that
questions the relationship between the members of a
society. America values the profit that is a result of this
collaboration. Therefore, how American is Emerson? By
contradicting his definitions of originality and
individualism, he is relinquishing his Americanness.
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PART XXII.
EDGAR ALLAN POE

CHAPTER 90.
INTRODUCTION TO EDGAR ALLAN POE
(2015)
KENDALL PANAGGIO
Edgar Allan Poe was an American writer, editor, and
literary critic. He is best known for his poems and short
stories, particularly his stories of mystery and murder.
Poe is regarded for being one of the most famous authors
to come from the Romantic period, he is also considered
to be on of America’s first short story writer. Poe is also
widely credited in inventing the detective/mystery fiction
genre, as well as science fiction. He was on of America’s
first authors to make a sole living off of his works, making
his financial life very difficult.
Poe was born in Boston on January 19th 1809. He was
the second child of two actors, his father left in 1810
while his mother passed the following year. Now an
orphan, the Allan family took him in. It should be noted
that although Poe lived with the Allan’s he was never
officially adopted. Poe attended the University of
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Virginia, however he could not return the following year
due to lack of funds. At this time in his life, he was also
beginning to quarrel with his adopted father about
money. Due to the lack of funds Poe decided to join the
army in 1827 under and assumed name. It was also at
this time in his life where he would begin his publishing
career. With an anonymous name he publish a collections
of poems Tamerlane and Other Poems. After failing to
become an officer’s cadet at West Point, Poe declared his
love for poetry and prose. It was at this point in his life
when he would truly have the falling out with his adopted
father (his adopted mother already dead). After
publishing his book of poems and separating from his
adopted father, he switched his focus to prose. He spent
the next several years working for periodicals, and
literary journals becoming well known for his literary
criticisms.
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1848 daguerreotype of Poe (public domain)
In 1835 he married his 13-year-old cousin Virginia
Clemm, Poe was 26. Ten years after their marriage she
died of tuberculosis, two years after Poe published The
Raven. He had dreams of publishing his own literary
journals however he died before it could be produced.
Poe throughout his lifetime published many poems, short
stories and novels. However the actual number of how
many is widely debated. It is rumored that only 12 copies
of his Tamerlane and Other Poems, have survived over the
years. Poe died on October 7th 1949, it should be noted
that at the time of Poe’s death, Poe himself was delirious,
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and dressed in another mans clothing. To this day his
death is still a mystery.
Source
“Edgar Allan Poe.” Wikipedia. Wikimedia Foundation.
Web. 5 Nov. 2015.
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CHAPTER 91.
THE BLACK CAT
EDGAR ALLAN POE
FOR the most wild, yet most homely narrative which I
am about to pen, I neither expect nor solicit belief. Mad
indeed would I be to expect it, in a case where my very
senses reject their own evidence. Yet, mad am I not—and
very surely do I not dream. But to-morrow I die, and to-
day I would unburthen my soul. My immediate purpose is
to place before the world, plainly, succinctly, and without
comment, a series of mere household events. In their
consequences, these events have terrified—have
tortured—have destroyed me. Yet I will not attempt to
expound them. To me, they have presented little but
Horror—to many they will seem less terrible than
barroques. Hereafter, perhaps, some intellect may be found
which will reduce my phantasm to the common-
place—some intellect more calm, more logical, and far
less excitable than my own, which will perceive, in the
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circumstances I detail with awe, nothing more than an
ordinary succession of very natural causes and effects.
From my infancy I was noted for the docility and
humanity of my disposition. My tenderness of heart was
even so conspicuous as to make me the jest of my
companions. I was especially fond of animals, and was
indulged by my parents with a great variety of pets. With
these I spent most of my time, and never was so happy
as when feeding and caressing them. This peculiarity of
character grew with my growth, and in my manhood, I
derived from it one of my principal sources of pleasure.
To those who have cherished an affection for a faithful
and sagacious dog, I need hardly be at the trouble of
explaining the nature or the intensity of the gratification
thus derivable. There is something in the unselfish and
self-sacrificing love of a brute, which goes directly to the
heart of him who has had frequent occasion to test the
paltry friendship and gossamer fidelity of mere Man.
I married early, and was happy to find in my wife a
disposition not uncongenial with my own. Observing my
partiality for domestic pets, she lost no opportunity of
procuring those of the most agreeable kind. We had birds,
gold-fish, a fine dog, rabbits, a small monkey, and a cat.
This latter was a remarkably large and beautiful animal,
entirely black, and sagacious to an astonishing degree. In
speaking of his intelligence, my wife, who at heart was
not a little tinctured with superstition, made frequent
allusion to the ancient popular notion, which regarded all
black cats as witches in disguise. Not that she was ever
serious upon this point—and I mention the matter at all
for no better reason than that it happens, just now, to be
remembered.
Pluto—this was the cat’s name—was my favorite pet
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and playmate. I alone fed him, and he attended me
wherever I went about the house. It was even with
difficulty that I could prevent him from following me
through the streets.
Our friendship lasted, in this manner, for several years,
during which my general temperament and
character—through the instrumentality of the Fiend
Intemperance—had (I blush to confess it) experienced a
radical alteration for the worse. I grew, day by day, more
moody, more irritable, more regardless of the feelings of
others. I suffered myself to use intemperate language to
my wife. At length, I even offered her personal violence.
My pets, of course, were made to feel the change in my
disposition. I not only neglected, but ill-used them. For
Pluto, however, I still retained sufficient regard to
restrain me from maltreating him, as I made no scruple
of maltreating the rabbits, the monkey, or even the dog,
when by accident, or through affection, they came in my
way. But my disease grew upon me—for what disease is
like Alcohol!—and at length even Pluto, who was now
becoming old, and consequently somewhat
peevish—even Pluto began to experience the effects of my
ill temper.
One night, returning home, much intoxicated, from
one of my haunts about town, I fancied that the cat
avoided my presence. I seized him; when, in his fright at
my violence, he inflicted a slight wound upon my hand
with his teeth. The fury of a demon instantly possessed
me. I knew myself no longer. My original soul seemed,
at once, to take its flight from my body and a more than
fiendish malevolence, gin-nurtured, thrilled every fibre
of my frame. I took from my waistcoat-pocket a pen-
knife, opened it, grasped the poor beast by the throat, and
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deliberately cut one of its eyes from the socket! I blush, I
burn, I shudder, while I pen the damnable atrocity.
When reason returned with the morning—when I had
slept off the fumes of the night’s debauch—I experienced
a sentiment half of horror, half of remorse, for the crime
of which I had been guilty; but it was, at best, a feeble
and equivocal feeling, and the soul remained untouched.
I again plunged into excess, and soon drowned in wine all
memory of the deed.
In the meantime the cat slowly recovered. The socket
of the lost eye presented, it is true, a frightful appearance,
but he no longer appeared to suffer any pain. He went
about the house as usual, but, as might be expected, fled in
extreme terror at my approach. I had so much of my old
heart left, as to be at first grieved by this evident dislike
on the part of a creature which had once so loved me. But
this feeling soon gave place to irritation. And then came,
as if to my final and irrevocable overthrow, the spirit
of PERVERSENESS. Of this spirit philosophy takes no
account. Yet I am not more sure that my soul lives, than
I am that perverseness is one of the primitive impulses of
the human heart—one of the indivisible primary faculties,
or sentiments, which give direction to the character of
Man. Who has not, a hundred times, found himself
committing a vile or a silly action, for no other reason
than because he knows he should not? Have we not a
perpetual inclination, in the teeth of our best judgment, to
violate that which is Law, merely because we understand
it to be such? This spirit of perverseness, I say, came to my
final overthrow. It was this unfathomable longing of the
soul to vex itself—to offer violence to its own nature—to
do wrong for the wrong’s sake only—that urged me to
continue and finally to consummate the injury I had
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inflicted upon the unoffending brute. One morning, in
cool blood, I slipped a noose about its neck and hung it
to the limb of a tree;—hung it with the tears streaming
from my eyes, and with the bitterest remorse at my
heart;—hung it because I knew that it had loved me, and
because I felt it had given me no reason of offence;—hung
it because I knew that in so doing I was committing a
sin—a deadly sin that would so jeopardize my immortal
soul as to place it—if such a thing wore possible—even
beyond the reach of the infinite mercy of the Most
Merciful and Most Terrible God.
On the night of the day on which this cruel deed was
done, I was aroused from sleep by the cry of fire. The
curtains of my bed were in flames. The whole house was
blazing. It was with great difficulty that my wife, a
servant, and myself, made our escape from the
conflagration. The destruction was complete. My entire
worldly wealth was swallowed up, and I resigned myself
thenceforward to despair.
I am above the weakness of seeking to establish a
sequence of cause and effect, between the disaster and
the atrocity. But I am detailing a chain of facts—and wish
not to leave even a possible link imperfect. On the day
succeeding the fire, I visited the ruins. The walls, with
one exception, had fallen in. This exception was found in
a compartment wall, not very thick, which stood about
the middle of the house, and against which had rested
the head of my bed. The plastering had here, in great
measure, resisted the action of the fire—a fact which I
attributed to its having been recently spread. About this
wall a dense crowd were collected, and many persons
seemed to be examining a particular portion of it with
very minute and eager attention. The words “strange!”
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“singular!” and other similar expressions, excited my
curiosity. I approached and saw, as if graven in bas relief
upon the white surface, the figure of a gigantic cat. The
impression was given with an accuracy truly marvellous.
There was a rope about the animal’s neck.
When I first beheld this apparition—for I could
scarcely regard it as less—my wonder and my terror were
extreme. But at length reflection came to my aid. The
cat, I remembered, had been hung in a garden adjacent
to the house. Upon the alarm of fire, this garden had
been immediately filled by the crowd—by some one of
whom the animal must have been cut from the tree and
thrown, through an open window, into my chamber. This
had probably been done with the view of arousing me
from sleep. The falling of other walls had compressed the
victim of my cruelty into the substance of the freshly-
spread plaster; the lime of which, with the flames, and
the ammonia from the carcass, had then accomplished the
portraiture as I saw it.
Although I thus readily accounted to my reason, if not
altogether to my conscience, for the startling fact just
detailed, it did not the less fail to make a deep impression
upon my fancy. For months I could not rid myself of
the phantasm of the cat; and, during this period, there
came back into my spirit a half-sentiment that seemed,
but was not, remorse. I went so far as to regret the loss of
the animal, and to look about me, among the vile haunts
which I now habitually frequented, for another pet of the
same species, and of somewhat similar appearance, with
which to supply its place.
One night as I sat, half stupified, in a den of more than
infamy, my attention was suddenly drawn to some black
object, reposing upon the head of one of the immense
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hogsheads of Gin, or of Rum, which constituted the chief
furniture of the apartment. I had been looking steadily
at the top of this hogshead for some minutes, and what
now caused me surprise was the fact that I had not sooner
perceived the object thereupon. I approached it, and
touched it with my hand. It was a black cat—a very large
one—fully as large as Pluto, and closely resembling him
in every respect but one. Pluto had not a white hair upon
any portion of his body; but this cat had a large, although
indefinite splotch of white, covering nearly the whole
region of the breast. Upon my touching him, he
immediately arose, purred loudly, rubbed against my
hand, and appeared delighted with my notice. This, then,
was the very creature of which I was in search. I at once
offered to purchase it of the landlord; but this person
made no claim to it—knew nothing of it—had never seen
it before.
I continued my caresses, and, when I prepared to go
home, the animal evinced a disposition to accompany
me. I permitted it to do so; occasionally stooping and
patting it as I proceeded. When it reached the house it
domesticated itself at once, and became immediately a
great favorite with my wife.
For my own part, I soon found a dislike to it arising
within me. This was just the reverse of what I had
anticipated; but—I know not how or why it was—its
evident fondness for myself rather disgusted and
annoyed. By slow degrees, these feelings of disgust and
annoyance rose into the bitterness of hatred. I avoided the
creature; a certain sense of shame, and the remembrance
of my former deed of cruelty, preventing me from
physically abusing it. I did not, for some weeks, strike,
or otherwise violently ill use it; but gradually—very
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gradually—I came to look upon it with unutterable
loathing, and to flee silently from its odious presence, as
from the breath of a pestilence.
What added, no doubt, to my hatred of the beast, was
the discovery, on the morning after I brought it home,
that, like Pluto, it also had been deprived of one of its
eyes. This circumstance, however, only endeared it to my
wife, who, as I have already said, possessed, in a high
degree, that humanity of feeling which had once been
my distinguishing trait, and the source of many of my
simplest and purest pleasures.
With my aversion to this cat, however, its partiality
for myself seemed to increase. It followed my footsteps
with a pertinacity which it would be difficult to make
the reader comprehend. Whenever I sat, it would crouch
beneath my chair, or spring upon my knees, covering me
with its loathsome caresses. If I arose to walk it would
get between my feet and thus nearly throw me down, or,
fastening its long and sharp claws in my dress, clamber,
in this manner, to my breast. At such times, although I
longed to destroy it with a blow, I was yet withheld from
so doing, partly by a memory of my former crime, but
chiefly—let me confess it at once—by absolute dread of
the beast.
This dread was not exactly a dread of physical
evil—and yet I should be at a loss how otherwise to define
it. I am almost ashamed to own—yes, even in this felon’s
cell, I am almost ashamed to own—that the terror and
horror with which the animal inspired me, had been
heightened by one of the merest chimaeras it would be
possible to conceive. My wife had called my attention,
more than once, to the character of the mark of white
hair, of which I have spoken, and which constituted the
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sole visible difference between the strange beast and the
one I had destroyed. The reader will remember that this
mark, although large, had been originally very indefinite;
but, by slow degrees—degrees nearly imperceptible, and
which for a long time my Reason struggled to reject as
fanciful—it had, at length, assumed a rigorous
distinctness of outline. It was now the representation of
an object that I shudder to name—and for this, above
all, I loathed, and dreaded, and would have rid myself of
the monster had I dared—it was now, I say, the image of
a hideous—of a ghastly thing—of the GALLOWS!—oh,
mournful and terrible engine of Horror and of Crime—of
Agony and of Death!
And now was I indeed wretched beyond the
wretchedness of mere Humanity. And a brute beast
—whose fellow I had contemptuously destroyed—a brute
beast to work out for me—for me a man, fashioned in
the image of the High God—so much of insufferable wo!
Alas! neither by day nor by night knew I the blessing of
Rest any more! During the former the creature left me
no moment alone; and, in the latter, I started, hourly,
from dreams of unutterable fear, to find the hot breath of
the thing upon my face, and its vast weight—an incarnate
Night-Mare that I had no power to shake off—incumbent
eternally upon my heart!
Beneath the pressure of torments such as these, the
feeble remnant of the good within me succumbed. Evil
thoughts became my sole intimates—the darkest and
most evil of thoughts. The moodiness of my usual temper
increased to hatred of all things and of all mankind; while,
from the sudden, frequent, and ungovernable outbursts
of a fury to which I now blindly abandoned myself, my
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uncomplaining wife, alas! was the most usual and the
most patient of sufferers.
One day she accompanied me, upon some household
errand, into the cellar of the old building which our
poverty compelled us to inhabit. The cat followed me
down the steep stairs, and, nearly throwing me headlong,
exasperated me to madness. Uplifting an axe, and
forgetting, in my wrath, the childish dread which had
hitherto stayed my hand, I aimed a blow at the animal
which, of course, would have proved instantly fatal had
it descended as I wished. But this blow was arrested by
the hand of my wife. Goaded, by the interference, into a
rage more than demoniacal, I withdrew my arm from her
grasp and buried the axe in her brain. She fell dead upon
the spot, without a groan.
This hideous murder accomplished, I set myself
forthwith, and with entire deliberation, to the task of
concealing the body. I knew that I could not remove it
from the house, either by day or by night, without the
risk of being observed by the neighbors. Many projects
entered my mind. At one period I thought of cutting the
corpse into minute fragments, and destroying them by
fire. At another, I resolved to dig a grave for it in the
floor of the cellar. Again, I deliberated about casting it
in the well in the yard—about packing it in a box, as if
merchandize, with the usual arrangements, and so getting
a porter to take it from the house. Finally I hit upon what
I considered a far better expedient than either of these. I
determined to wall it up in the cellar—as the monks of the
middle ages are recorded to have walled up their victims.
For a purpose such as this the cellar was well adapted.
Its walls were loosely constructed, and had lately been
plastered throughout with a rough plaster, which the
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dampness of the atmosphere had prevented from
hardening. Moreover, in one of the walls was a
projection, caused by a false chimney, or fireplace, that
had been filled up, and made to resemble the red of the
cellar. I made no doubt that I could readily displace the
bricks at this point, insert the corpse, and wall the whole
up as before, so that no eye could detect any thing
suspicious. And in this calculation I was not deceived.
By means of a crow-bar I easily dislodged the bricks,
and, having carefully deposited the body against the inner
wall, I propped it in that position, while, with little
trouble, I re-laid the whole structure as it originally stood.
Having procured mortar, sand, and hair, with every
possible precaution, I prepared a plaster which could not
be distinguished from the old, and with this I very
carefully went over the new brickwork. When I had
finished, I felt satisfied that all was right. The wall did not
present the slightest appearance of having been disturbed.
The rubbish on the floor was picked up with the minutest
care. I looked around triumphantly, and said to
myself—”Here at least, then, my labor has not been in
vain.”
My next step was to look for the beast which had been
the cause of so much wretchedness; for I had, at length,
firmly resolved to put it to death. Had I been able to
meet with it, at the moment, there could have been no
doubt of its fate; but it appeared that the crafty animal
had been alarmed at the violence of my previous anger,
and forebore to present itself in my present mood. It
is impossible to describe, or to imagine, the deep, the
blissful sense of relief which the absence of the detested
creature occasioned in my bosom. It did not make its
appearance during the night—and thus for one night at
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least, since its introduction into the house, I soundly and
tranquilly slept; aye, slept even with the burden of murder
upon my soul!
The second and the third day passed, and still my
tormentor came not. Once again I breathed as a freeman.
The monster, in terror, had fled the premises forever! I
should behold it no more! My happiness was supreme!
The guilt of my dark deed disturbed me but little. Some
few inquiries had been made, but these had been readily
answered. Even a search had been instituted—but of
course nothing was to be discovered. I looked upon my
future felicity as secured.
Upon the fourth day of the assassination, a party of
the police came, very unexpectedly, into the house, and
proceeded again to make rigorous investigation of the
premises. Secure, however, in the inscrutability of my
place of concealment, I felt no embarrassment whatever.
The officers bade me accompany them in their search.
They left no nook or corner unexplored. At length, for
the third or fourth time, they descended into the cellar.
I quivered not in a muscle. My heart beat calmly as that
of one who slumbers in innocence. I walked the cellar
from end to end. I folded my arms upon my bosom, and
roamed easily to and fro. The police were thoroughly
satisfied and prepared to depart. The glee at my heart was
too strong to be restrained. I burned to say if but one
word, by way of triumph, and to render doubly sure their
assurance of my guiltlessness.
“Gentlemen,” I said at last, as the party ascended the
steps, “I delight to have allayed your suspicions. I wish
you all health, and a little more courtesy. By the bye,
gentlemen, this—this is a very well constructed house.”
[In the rabid desire to say something easily, I scarcely
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knew what I uttered at all.]—”I may say an excellently well
constructed house. These walls—are you going,
gentlemen?—these walls are solidly put together;” and
here, through the mere phrenzy of bravado, I rapped
heavily, with a cane which I held in my hand, upon that
very portion of the brick-work behind which stood the
corpse of the wife of my bosom.
But may God shield and deliver me from the fangs
of the Arch-Fiend! No sooner had the reverberation of
my blows sunk into silence, than I was answered by a
voice from within the tomb!—by a cry, at first muffled
and broken, like the sobbing of a child, and then quickly
swelling into one long, loud, and continuous scream,
utterly anomalous and inhuman—a howl—a wailing
shriek, half of horror and half of triumph, such as might
have arisen only out of hell, conjointly from the throats of
the dammed in their agony and of the demons that exult
in the damnation.
Of my own thoughts it is folly to speak. Swooning, I
staggered to the opposite wall. For one instant the party
upon the stairs remained motionless, through extremity
of terror and of awe. In the next, a dozen stout arms
were toiling at the wall. It fell bodily. The corpse, already
greatly decayed and clotted with gore, stood erect before
the eyes of the spectators. Upon its head, with red
extended mouth and solitary eye of fire, sat the hideous
beast whose craft had seduced me into murder, and
whose informing voice had consigned me to the
hangman. I had walled the monster up within the tomb!
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CHAPTER 92.
THE MURDERS IN THE RUE MORGUE
EDGAR ALLAN POE
What song the Syrens sang, or what name Achilles assumed when he hid
himself among women, although puzzling questions, are not beyond
all conjecture.
—Sir Thomas Browne.
The mental features discoursed of as the analytical, are,
in themselves, but little susceptible of analysis. We
appreciate them only in their effects. We know of them,
among other things, that they are always to their
possessor, when inordinately possessed, a source of the
liveliest enjoyment. As the strong man exults in his
physical ability, delighting in such exercises as call his
muscles into action, so glories the analyst in that moral
activity which disentangles. He derives pleasure from even
the most trivial occupations bringing his talent into play.
He is fond of enigmas, of conundrums, of hieroglyphics;
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exhibiting in his solutions of each a degree of acumen
which appears to the ordinary apprehension
prÃ¦ternatural. His results, brought about by the very soul
and essence of method, have, in truth, the whole air of
intuition.
The faculty of re-solution is possibly much invigorated
by mathematical study, and especially by that highest
branch of it which, unjustly, and merely on account of its
retrograde operations, has been called, as if par excellence,
analysis. Yet to calculate is not in itself to analyse. A chess-
player, for example, does the one without effort at the
other. It follows that the game of chess, in its effects upon
mental character, is greatly misunderstood. I am not now
writing a treatise, but simply prefacing a somewhat
peculiar narrative by observations very much at random;
I will, therefore, take occasion to assert that the higher
powers of the reflective intellect are more decidedly and
more usefully tasked by the unostentatious game of
draughts than by all the elaborate frivolity of chess. In
this latter, where the pieces have different and bizarre
motions, with various and variable values, what is only
complex is mistaken (a not unusual error) for what is
profound. The attention is here called powerfully into
play. If it flag for an instant, an oversight is committed
resulting in injury or defeat. The possible moves being
not only manifold but involute, the chances of such
oversights are multiplied; and in nine cases out of ten
it is the more concentrative rather than the more acute
player who conquers. In draughts, on the contrary, where
the moves are unique and have but little variation, the
probabilities of inadvertence are diminished, and the
mere attention being left comparatively unemployed,
what advantages are obtained by either party are obtained
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by superior acumen. To be less abstract—Let us suppose
a game of draughts where the pieces are reduced to four
kings, and where, of course, no oversight is to be
expected. It is obvious that here the victory can be
decided (the players being at all equal) only by some
recherchÃ© movement, the result of some strong exertion
of the intellect. Deprived of ordinary resources, the
analyst throws himself into the spirit of his opponent,
identifies himself therewith, and not unfrequently sees
thus, at a glance, the sole methods (sometime indeed
absurdly simple ones) by which he may seduce into error
or hurry into miscalculation.
Whist has long been noted for its influence upon what
is termed the calculating power; and men of the highest
order of intellect have been known to take an apparently
unaccountable delight in it, while eschewing chess as
frivolous. Beyond doubt there is nothing of a similar
nature so greatly tasking the faculty of analysis. The best
chess-player in Christendom may be little more than the
best player of chess; but proficiency in whist implies
capacity for success in all those more important
undertakings where mind struggles with mind. When I
say proficiency, I mean that perfection in the game which
includes a comprehension of all the sources whence
legitimate advantage may be derived. These are not only
manifold but multiform, and lie frequently among
recesses of thought altogether inaccessible to the
ordinary understanding. To observe attentively is to
remember distinctly; and, so far, the concentrative chess-
player will do very well at whist; while the rules of Hoyle
(themselves based upon the mere mechanism of the game)
are sufficiently and generally comprehensible. Thus to
have a retentive memory, and to proceed by “the book,”
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are points commonly regarded as the sum total of good
playing. But it is in matters beyond the limits of mere
rule that the skill of the analyst is evinced. He makes,
in silence, a host of observations and inferences. So,
perhaps, do his companions; and the difference in the
extent of the information obtained, lies not so much in
the validity of the inference as in the quality of the
observation. The necessary knowledge is that of what to
observe. Our player confines himself not at all; nor,
because the game is the object, does he reject deductions
from things external to the game. He examines the
countenance of his partner, comparing it carefully with
that of each of his opponents. He considers the mode of
assorting the cards in each hand; often counting trump
by trump, and honor by honor, through the glances
bestowed by their holders upon each. He notes every
variation of face as the play progresses, gathering a fund
of thought from the differences in the expression of
certainty, of surprise, of triumph, or of chagrin. From
the manner of gathering up a trick he judges whether
the person taking it can make another in the suit. He
recognises what is played through feint, by the air with
which it is thrown upon the table. A casual or inadvertent
word; the accidental dropping or turning of a card, with
the accompanying anxiety or carelessness in regard to its
concealment; the counting of the tricks, with the order of
their arrangement; embarrassment, hesitation, eagerness
or trepidation—all afford, to his apparently intuitive
perception, indications of the true state of affairs. The
first two or three rounds having been played, he is in
full possession of the contents of each hand, and
thenceforward puts down his cards with as absolute a
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precision of purpose as if the rest of the party had turned
outward the faces of their own.
The analytical power should not be confounded with
ample ingenuity; for while the analyst is necessarily
ingenious, the ingenious man is often remarkably
incapable of analysis. The constructive or combining
power, by which ingenuity is usually manifested, and to
which the phrenologists (I believe erroneously) have
assigned a separate organ, supposing it a primitive
faculty, has been so frequently seen in those whose
intellect bordered otherwise upon idiocy, as to have
attracted general observation among writers on morals.
Between ingenuity and the analytic ability there exists
a difference far greater, indeed, than that between the
fancy and the imagination, but of a character very strictly
analogous. It will be found, in fact, that the ingenious are
always fanciful, and the truly imaginative never otherwise
than analytic.
The narrative which follows will appear to the reader
somewhat in the light of a commentary upon the
propositions just advanced.
Residing in Paris during the spring and part of the
summer of 18—, I there became acquainted with a
Monsieur C. Auguste Dupin. This young gentleman was
of an excellent—indeed of an illustrious family, but, by
a variety of untoward events, had been reduced to such
poverty that the energy of his character succumbed
beneath it, and he ceased to bestir himself in the world,
or to care for the retrieval of his fortunes. By courtesy of
his creditors, there still remained in his possession a small
remnant of his patrimony; and, upon the income arising
from this, he managed, by means of a rigorous economy,
to procure the necessaries of life, without troubling
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himself about its superfluities. Books, indeed, were his
sole luxuries, and in Paris these are easily obtained.
Our first meeting was at an obscure library in the Rue
Montmartre, where the accident of our both being in
search of the same very rare and very remarkable volume,
brought us into closer communion. We saw each other
again and again. I was deeply interested in the little family
history which he detailed to me with all that candor
which a Frenchman indulges whenever mere self is his
theme. I was astonished, too, at the vast extent of his
reading; and, above all, I felt my soul enkindled within
me by the wild fervor, and the vivid freshness of his
imagination. Seeking in Paris the objects I then sought,
I felt that the society of such a man would be to me a
treasure beyond price; and this feeling I frankly confided
to him. It was at length arranged that we should live
together during my stay in the city; and as my worldly
circumstances were somewhat less embarrassed than his
own, I was permitted to be at the expense of renting,
and furnishing in a style which suited the rather fantastic
gloom of our common temper, a time-eaten and
grotesque mansion, long deserted through superstitions
into which we did not inquire, and tottering to its fall in a
retired and desolate portion of the Faubourg St. Germain.
Had the routine of our life at this place been known
to the world, we should have been regarded as
madmen—although, perhaps, as madmen of a harmless
nature. Our seclusion was perfect. We admitted no
visitors. Indeed the locality of our retirement had been
carefully kept a secret from my own former associates;
and it had been many years since Dupin had ceased to
know or be known in Paris. We existed within ourselves
alone.
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It was a freak of fancy in my friend (for what else shall
I call it?) to be enamored of the Night for her own sake;
and into this bizarrerie, as into all his others, I quietly fell;
giving myself up to his wild whims with a perfect abandon.
The sable divinity would not herself dwell with us always;
but we could counterfeit her presence. At the first dawn
of the morning we closed all the messy shutters of our
old building; lighting a couple of tapers which, strongly
perfumed, threw out only the ghastliest and feeblest of
rays. By the aid of these we then busied our souls in
dreams—reading, writing, or conversing, until warned by
the clock of the advent of the true Darkness. Then we
sallied forth into the streets arm in arm, continuing the
topics of the day, or roaming far and wide until a late
hour, seeking, amid the wild lights and shadows of the
populous city, that infinity of mental excitement which
quiet observation can afford.
At such times I could not help remarking and admiring
(although from his rich ideality I had been prepared to
expect it) a peculiar analytic ability in Dupin. He seemed,
too, to take an eager delight in its exercise—if not exactly
in its display—and did not hesitate to confess the pleasure
thus derived. He boasted to me, with a low chuckling
laugh, that most men, in respect to himself, wore
windows in their bosoms, and was wont to follow up
such assertions by direct and very startling proofs of his
intimate knowledge of my own. His manner at these
moments was frigid and abstract; his eyes were vacant in
expression; while his voice, usually a rich tenor, rose into
a treble which would have sounded petulantly but for the
deliberateness and entire distinctness of the enunciation.
Observing him in these moods, I often dwelt meditatively
upon the old philosophy of the Bi-Part Soul, and amused
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myself with the fancy of a double Dupin—the creative
and the resolvent.
Let it not be supposed, from what I have just said, that I
am detailing any mystery, or penning any romance. What
I have described in the Frenchman, was merely the result
of an excited, or perhaps of a diseased intelligence. But of
the character of his remarks at the periods in question an
example will best convey the idea.
We were strolling one night down a long dirty street
in the vicinity of the Palais Royal. Being both, apparently,
occupied with thought, neither of us had spoken a syllable
for fifteen minutes at least. All at once Dupin broke forth
with these words:
“He is a very little fellow, that’s true, and would do
better for the ThÃ©Ã¢tre des VariÃ©tÃ©s.”
“There can be no doubt of that,” I replied unwittingly,
and not at first observing (so much had I been absorbed
in reflection) the extraordinary manner in which the
speaker had chimed in with my meditations. In an instant
afterward I recollected myself, and my astonishment was
profound.
“Dupin,” said I, gravely, “this is beyond my
comprehension. I do not hesitate to say that I am amazed,
and can scarcely credit my senses. How was it possible
you should know I was thinking of ——-?” Here I paused,
to ascertain beyond a doubt whether he really knew of
whom I thought.
—”of Chantilly,” said he, “why do you pause? You were
remarking to yourself that his diminutive figure unfitted
him for tragedy.”
This was precisely what had formed the subject of my
reflections. Chantilly was a quondam cobbler of the Rue
St. Denis, who, becoming stage-mad, had attempted the
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rÃ´le of Xerxes, in CrÃ©billon’s tragedy so called, and
been notoriously Pasquinaded for his pains.
“Tell me, for Heaven’s sake,” I exclaimed, “the
method—if method there is—by which you have been
enabled to fathom my soul in this matter.” In fact I was
even more startled than I would have been willing to
express.
“It was the fruiterer,” replied my friend, “who brought
you to the conclusion that the mender of soles was not of
sufficient height for Xerxes et id genus omne.”
“The fruiterer!—you astonish me—I know no fruiterer
whomsoever.”
“The man who ran up against you as we entered the
street—it may have been fifteen minutes ago.”
I now remembered that, in fact, a fruiterer, carrying
upon his head a large basket of apples, had nearly thrown
me down, by accident, as we passed from the Rue C ——
into the thoroughfare where we stood; but what this had
to do with Chantilly I could not possibly understand.
There was not a particle of charlatanerie about Dupin.
“I will explain,” he said, “and that you may comprehend
all clearly, we will first retrace the course of your
meditations, from the moment in which I spoke to you
until that of the rencontre with the fruiterer in question.
The larger links of the chain run thus—Chantilly, Orion,
Dr. Nichols, Epicurus, Stereotomy, the street stones, the
fruiterer.”
There are few persons who have not, at some period
of their lives, amused themselves in retracing the steps
by which particular conclusions of their own minds have
been attained. The occupation is often full of interest
and he who attempts it for the first time is astonished
by the apparently illimitable distance and incoherence
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between the starting-point and the goal. What, then, must
have been my amazement when I heard the Frenchman
speak what he had just spoken, and when I could not
help acknowledging that he had spoken the truth. He
continued:
“We had been talking of horses, if I remember aright,
just before leaving the Rue C ——. This was the last
subject we discussed. As we crossed into this street, a
fruiterer, with a large basket upon his head, brushing
quickly past us, thrust you upon a pile of paving stones
collected at a spot where the causeway is undergoing
repair. You stepped upon one of the loose fragments,
slipped, slightly strained your ankle, appeared vexed or
sulky, muttered a few words, turned to look at the pile,
and then proceeded in silence. I was not particularly
attentive to what you did; but observation has become
with me, of late, a species of necessity.
“You kept your eyes upon the ground—glancing, with a
petulant expression, at the holes and ruts in the pavement,
(so that I saw you were still thinking of the stones,) until
we reached the little alley called Lamartine, which has
been paved, by way of experiment, with the overlapping
and riveted blocks. Here your countenance brightened
up, and, perceiving your lips move, I could not doubt
that you murmured the word ‘stereotomy,’ a term very
affectedly applied to this species of pavement. I knew that
you could not say to yourself ‘stereotomy’ without being
brought to think of atomies, and thus of the theories of
Epicurus; and since, when we discussed this subject not
very long ago, I mentioned to you how singularly, yet
with how little notice, the vague guesses of that noble
Greek had met with confirmation in the late nebular
cosmogony, I felt that you could not avoid casting your
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eyes upward to the great nebula in Orion, and I certainly
expected that you would do so. You did look up; and I
was now assured that I had correctly followed your steps.
But in that bitter tirade upon Chantilly, which appeared in
yesterday’s ‘MusÃ©e,’ the satirist, making some disgraceful
allusions to the cobbler’s change of name upon assuming
the buskin, quoted a Latin line about which we have often
conversed. I mean the line
Perdidit antiquum litera sonum.
“I had told you that this was in reference to Orion,
formerly written Urion; and, from certain pungencies
connected with this explanation, I was aware that you
could not have forgotten it. It was clear, therefore, that
you would not fail to combine the two ideas of Orion
and Chantilly. That you did combine them I saw by the
character of the smile which passed over your lips. You
thought of the poor cobbler’s immolation. So far, you
had been stooping in your gait; but now I saw you draw
yourself up to your full height. I was then sure that you
reflected upon the diminutive figure of Chantilly. At this
point I interrupted your meditations to remark that as, in
fact, he was a very little fellow—that Chantilly—he would
do better at the ThÃ©Ã¢tre des VariÃ©tÃ©s.”
Not long after this, we were looking over an evening
edition of the “Gazette des Tribunaux,” when the
following paragraphs arrested our attention.
“EXTRAORDINARY MURDERS.—This morning,
about three o’clock, the inhabitants of the Quartier St.
Roch were aroused from sleep by a succession of terrific
shrieks, issuing, apparently, from the fourth story of a
house in the Rue Morgue, known to be in the sole
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occupancy of one Madame L’Espanaye, and her daughter
Mademoiselle Camille L’Espanaye. After some delay,
occasioned by a fruitless attempt to procure admission
in the usual manner, the gateway was broken in with
a crowbar, and eight or ten of the neighbors entered
accompanied by two gendarmes. By this time the cries
had ceased; but, as the party rushed up the first flight
of stairs, two or more rough voices in angry contention
were distinguished and seemed to proceed from the
upper part of the house. As the second landing was
reached, these sounds, also, had ceased and everything
remained perfectly quiet. The party spread themselves
and hurried from room to room. Upon arriving at a large
back chamber in the fourth story, (the door of which,
being found locked, with the key inside, was forced open,)
a spectacle presented itself which struck every one
present not less with horror than with astonishment.
“The apartment was in the wildest disorder—the
furniture broken and thrown about in all directions.
There was only one bedstead; and from this the bed had
been removed, and thrown into the middle of the floor.
On a chair lay a razor, besmeared with blood. On the
hearth were two or three long and thick tresses of grey
human hair, also dabbled in blood, and seeming to have
been pulled out by the roots. Upon the floor were found
four Napoleons, an ear-ring of topaz, three large silver
spoons, three smaller of mÃ©tal d’Alger, and two bags,
containing nearly four thousand francs in gold. The
drawers of a bureau, which stood in one corner were
open, and had been, apparently, rifled, although many
articles still remained in them. A small iron safe was
discovered under the bed (not under the bedstead). It was
open, with the key still in the door. It had no contents
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beyond a few old letters, and other papers of little
consequence.
“Of Madame L’Espanaye no traces were here seen; but
an unusual quantity of soot being observed in the fire-
place, a search was made in the chimney, and (horrible
to relate!) the corpse of the daughter, head downward,
was dragged therefrom; it having been thus forced up the
narrow aperture for a considerable distance. The body
was quite warm. Upon examining it, many excoriations
were perceived, no doubt occasioned by the violence with
which it had been thrust up and disengaged. Upon the
face were many severe scratches, and, upon the throat,
dark bruises, and deep indentations of finger nails, as if
the deceased had been throttled to death.
“After a thorough investigation of every portion of the
house, without farther discovery, the party made its way
into a small paved yard in the rear of the building, where
lay the corpse of the old lady, with her throat so entirely
cut that, upon an attempt to raise her, the head fell off.
The body, as well as the head, was fearfully
mutilated—the former so much so as scarcely to retain
any semblance of humanity.
“To this horrible mystery there is not as yet, we believe,
the slightest clew.”
The next day’s paper had these additional particulars.
“The Tragedy in the Rue Morgue. Many individuals have
been examined in relation to this most extraordinary and
frightful affair. [The word ‘affaire’ has not yet, in France,
that levity of import which it conveys with us,] “but
nothing whatever has transpired to throw light upon it.
We give below all the material testimony elicited.
“Pauline Dubourg, laundress, deposes that she has
known both the deceased for three years, having washed
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for them during that period. The old lady and her
daughter seemed on good terms—very affectionate
towards each other. They were excellent pay. Could not
speak in regard to their mode or means of living. Believed
that Madame L. told fortunes for a living. Was reputed to
have money put by. Never met any persons in the house
when she called for the clothes or took them home. Was
sure that they had no servant in employ. There appeared
to be no furniture in any part of the building except in the
fourth story.
“Pierre Moreau, tobacconist, deposes that he has been in
the habit of selling small quantities of tobacco and snuff
to Madame L’Espanaye for nearly four years. Was born
in the neighborhood, and has always resided there. The
deceased and her daughter had occupied the house in
which the corpses were found, for more than six years.
It was formerly occupied by a jeweller, who under-let
the upper rooms to various persons. The house was the
property of Madame L. She became dissatisfied with the
abuse of the premises by her tenant, and moved into them
herself, refusing to let any portion. The old lady was
childish. Witness had seen the daughter some five or six
times during the six years. The two lived an exceedingly
retired life—were reputed to have money. Had heard it
said among the neighbors that Madame L. told
fortunes—did not believe it. Had never seen any person
enter the door except the old lady and her daughter, a
porter once or twice, and a physician some eight or ten
times.
“Many other persons, neighbors, gave evidence to the
same effect. No one was spoken of as frequenting the
house. It was not known whether there were any living
connexions of Madame L. and her daughter. The shutters
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of the front windows were seldom opened. Those in the
rear were always closed, with the exception of the large
back room, fourth story. The house was a good
house—not very old.
“Isidore Muset, gendarme, deposes that he was called to
the house about three o’clock in the morning, and found
some twenty or thirty persons at the gateway,
endeavoring to gain admittance. Forced it open, at length,
with a bayonet—not with a crowbar. Had but little
difficulty in getting it open, on account of its being a
double or folding gate, and bolted neither at bottom not
top. The shrieks were continued until the gate was
forced—and then suddenly ceased. They seemed to be
screams of some person (or persons) in great
agony—were loud and drawn out, not short and quick.
Witness led the way up stairs. Upon reaching the first
landing, heard two voices in loud and angry
contention—the one a gruff voice, the other much
shriller—a very strange voice. Could distinguish some
words of the former, which was that of a Frenchman.
Was positive that it was not a woman’s voice. Could
distinguish the words ‘sacrÃ©‘ and ‘diable.‘ The shrill voice
was that of a foreigner. Could not be sure whether it was
the voice of a man or of a woman. Could not make out
what was said, but believed the language to be Spanish.
The state of the room and of the bodies was described by
this witness as we described them yesterday.
“Henri Duval, a neighbor, and by trade a silver-smith,
deposes that he was one of the party who first entered the
house. Corroborates the testimony of Muset in general.
As soon as they forced an entrance, they reclosed the
door, to keep out the crowd, which collected very fast,
notwithstanding the lateness of the hour. The shrill voice,
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this witness thinks, was that of an Italian. Was certain it
was not French. Could not be sure that it was a man’s
voice. It might have been a woman’s. Was not acquainted
with the Italian language. Could not distinguish the
words, but was convinced by the intonation that the
speaker was an Italian. Knew Madame L. and her
daughter. Had conversed with both frequently. Was sure
that the shrill voice was not that of either of the deceased.
“—Odenheimer, restaurateur. This witness volunteered
his testimony. Not speaking French, was examined
through an interpreter. Is a native of Amsterdam. Was
passing the house at the time of the shrieks. They lasted
for several minutes—probably ten. They were long and
loud—very awful and distressing. Was one of those who
entered the building. Corroborated the previous evidence
in every respect but one. Was sure that the shrill voice was
that of a man—of a Frenchman. Could not distinguish
the words uttered. They were loud and
quick—unequal—spoken apparently in fear as well as in
anger. The voice was harsh—not so much shrill as harsh.
Could not call it a shrill voice. The gruff voice said
repeatedly ‘sacrÃ©,’ ‘diable,’ and once ‘mon Dieu.‘
“Jules Mignaud, banker, of the firm of Mignaud et Fils,
Rue Deloraine. Is the elder Mignaud. Madame
L’Espanaye had some property. Had opened an account
with his banking house in the spring of the year—(eight
years previously). Made frequent deposits in small sums.
Had checked for nothing until the third day before her
death, when she took out in person the sum of 4000
francs. This sum was paid in gold, and a clerk went home
with the money.
“Adolphe Le Bon, clerk to Mignaud et Fils, deposes that
on the day in question, about noon, he accompanied
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Madame L’Espanaye to her residence with the 4000
francs, put up in two bags. Upon the door being opened,
Mademoiselle L. appeared and took from his hands one
of the bags, while the old lady relieved him of the other.
He then bowed and departed. Did not see any person in
the street at the time. It is a bye-street—very lonely.
“William Bird, tailor deposes that he was one of the
party who entered the house. Is an Englishman. Has lived
in Paris two years. Was one of the first to ascend the
stairs. Heard the voices in contention. The gruff voice
was that of a Frenchman. Could make out several words,
but cannot now remember all. Heard distinctly ‘sacrÃ©‘
and ‘mon Dieu.‘ There was a sound at the moment as if
of several persons struggling—a scraping and scuffling
sound. The shrill voice was very loud—louder than the
gruff one. Is sure that it was not the voice of an
Englishman. Appeared to be that of a German. Might
have been a woman’s voice. Does not understand
German.
“Four of the above-named witnesses, being recalled,
deposed that the door of the chamber in which was found
the body of Mademoiselle L. was locked on the inside
when the party reached it. Every thing was perfectly
silent—no groans or noises of any kind. Upon forcing the
door no person was seen. The windows, both of the back
and front room, were down and firmly fastened from
within. A door between the two rooms was closed, but
not locked. The door leading from the front room into
the passage was locked, with the key on the inside. A small
room in the front of the house, on the fourth story, at the
head of the passage was open, the door being ajar. This
room was crowded with old beds, boxes, and so forth.
These were carefully removed and searched. There was
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not an inch of any portion of the house which was not
carefully searched. Sweeps were sent up and down the
chimneys. The house was a four story one, with garrets
(mansardes.) A trap-door on the roof was nailed down
very securely—did not appear to have been opened for
years. The time elapsing between the hearing of the
voices in contention and the breaking open of the room
door, was variously stated by the witnesses. Some made it
as short as three minutes—some as long as five. The door
was opened with difficulty.
“Alfonzo Garcio, undertaker, deposes that he resides in
the Rue Morgue. Is a native of Spain. Was one of the
party who entered the house. Did not proceed up stairs.
Is nervous, and was apprehensive of the consequences of
agitation. Heard the voices in contention. The gruff voice
was that of a Frenchman. Could not distinguish what was
said. The shrill voice was that of an Englishman—is sure
of this. Does not understand the English language, but
judges by the intonation.
“Alberto Montani, confectioner, deposes that he was
among the first to ascend the stairs. Heard the voices
in question. The gruff voice was that of a Frenchman.
Distinguished several words. The speaker appeared to be
expostulating. Could not make out the words of the shrill
voice. Spoke quick and unevenly. Thinks it the voice of
a Russian. Corroborates the general testimony. Is an
Italian. Never conversed with a native of Russia.
“Several witnesses, recalled, here testified that the
chimneys of all the rooms on the fourth story were too
narrow to admit the passage of a human being. By
‘sweeps’ were meant cylindrical sweeping brushes, such
as are employed by those who clean chimneys. These
brushes were passed up and down every flue in the house.
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There is no back passage by which any one could have
descended while the party proceeded up stairs. The body
of Mademoiselle L’Espanaye was so firmly wedged in the
chimney that it could not be got down until four or five
of the party united their strength.
“Paul Dumas, physician, deposes that he was called to
view the bodies about day-break. They were both then
lying on the sacking of the bedstead in the chamber where
Mademoiselle L. was found. The corpse of the young lady
was much bruised and excoriated. The fact that it had
been thrust up the chimney would sufficiently account
for these appearances. The throat was greatly chafed.
There were several deep scratches just below the chin,
together with a series of livid spots which were evidently
the impression of fingers. The face was fearfully
discolored, and the eye-balls protruded. The tongue had
been partially bitten through. A large bruise was
discovered upon the pit of the stomach, produced,
apparently, by the pressure of a knee. In the opinion of M.
Dumas, Mademoiselle L’Espanaye had been throttled to
death by some person or persons unknown. The corpse
of the mother was horribly mutilated. All the bones of the
right leg and arm were more or less shattered. The left
tibia much splintered, as well as all the ribs of the left side.
Whole body dreadfully bruised and discolored. It was not
possible to say how the injuries had been inflicted. A
heavy club of wood, or a broad bar of iron—a chair—any
large, heavy, and obtuse weapon would have produced
such results, if wielded by the hands of a very powerful
man. No woman could have inflicted the blows with any
weapon. The head of the deceased, when seen by witness,
was entirely separated from the body, and was also
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greatly shattered. The throat had evidently been cut with
some very sharp instrument—probably with a razor.
“Alexandre Etienne, surgeon, was called with M. Dumas
to view the bodies. Corroborated the testimony, and the
opinions of M. Dumas.
“Nothing farther of importance was elicited, although
several other persons were examined. A murder so
mysterious, and so perplexing in all its particulars, was
never before committed in Paris—if indeed a murder has
been committed at all. The police are entirely at fault—an
unusual occurrence in affairs of this nature. There is not,
however, the shadow of a clew apparent.”
The evening edition of the paper stated that the
greatest excitement still continued in the Quartier St.
Roch—that the premises in question had been carefully
re-searched, and fresh examinations of witnesses
instituted, but all to no purpose. A postscript, however,
mentioned that Adolphe Le Bon had been arrested and
imprisoned—although nothing appeared to criminate
him, beyond the facts already detailed.
Dupin seemed singularly interested in the progress of
this affair—at least so I judged from his manner, for he
made no comments. It was only after the announcement
that Le Bon had been imprisoned, that he asked me my
opinion respecting the murders.
I could merely agree with all Paris in considering them
an insoluble mystery. I saw no means by which it would
be possible to trace the murderer.
“We must not judge of the means,” said Dupin, “by this
shell of an examination. The Parisian police, so much
extolled for acumen, are cunning, but no more. There is
no method in their proceedings, beyond the method of
the moment. They make a vast parade of measures; but,
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not unfrequently, these are so ill adapted to the objects
proposed, as to put us in mind of Monsieur Jourdain’s
calling for his robe-de-chambre—pour mieux entendre la
musique. The results attained by them are not
unfrequently surprising, but, for the most part, are
brought about by simple diligence and activity. When
these qualities are unavailing, their schemes fail. Vidocq,
for example, was a good guesser and a persevering man.
But, without educated thought, he erred continually by
the very intensity of his investigations. He impaired his
vision by holding the object too close. He might see,
perhaps, one or two points with unusual clearness, but
in so doing he, necessarily, lost sight of the matter as a
whole. Thus there is such a thing as being too profound.
Truth is not always in a well. In fact, as regards the more
important knowledge, I do believe that she is invariably
superficial. The depth lies in the valleys where we seek
her, and not upon the mountain-tops where she is found.
The modes and sources of this kind of error are well
typified in the contemplation of the heavenly bodies. To
look at a star by glances—to view it in a side-long way,
by turning toward it the exterior portions of the retina
(more susceptible of feeble impressions of light than the
interior), is to behold the star distinctly—is to have the
best appreciation of its lustre—a lustre which grows dim
just in proportion as we turn our vision fully upon it. A
greater number of rays actually fall upon the eye in the
latter case, but, in the former, there is the more refined
capacity for comprehension. By undue profundity we
perplex and enfeeble thought; and it is possible to make
even Venus herself vanish from the firmament by a
scrutiny too sustained, too concentrated, or too direct.
“As for these murders, let us enter into some
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examinations for ourselves, before we make up an
opinion respecting them. An inquiry will afford us
amusement,” [I thought this an odd term, so applied, but
said nothing] “and, besides, Le Bon once rendered me a
service for which I am not ungrateful. We will go and
see the premises with our own eyes. I know G——, the
Prefect of Police, and shall have no difficulty in obtaining
the necessary permission.”
The permission was obtained, and we proceeded at
once to the Rue Morgue. This is one of those miserable
thoroughfares which intervene between the Rue
Richelieu and the Rue St. Roch. It was late in the
afternoon when we reached it; as this quarter is at a great
distance from that in which we resided. The house was
readily found; for there were still many persons gazing up
at the closed shutters, with an objectless curiosity, from
the opposite side of the way. It was an ordinary Parisian
house, with a gateway, on one side of which was a glazed
watch-box, with a sliding panel in the window, indicating
a loge de concierge. Before going in we walked up the street,
turned down an alley, and then, again turning, passed in
the rear of the building—Dupin, meanwhile examining
the whole neighborhood, as well as the house, with a
minuteness of attention for which I could see no possible
object.
Retracing our steps, we came again to the front of the
dwelling, rang, and, having shown our credentials, were
admitted by the agents in charge. We went up stairs—into
the chamber where the body of Mademoiselle L’Espanaye
had been found, and where both the deceased still lay.
The disorders of the room had, as usual, been suffered
to exist. I saw nothing beyond what had been stated in
the “Gazette des Tribunaux.” Dupin scrutinized every
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thing—not excepting the bodies of the victims. We then
went into the other rooms, and into the yard; a gendarme
accompanying us throughout. The examination occupied
us until dark, when we took our departure. On our way
home my companion stepped in for a moment at the
office of one of the daily papers.
I have said that the whims of my friend were manifold,
and that Je les mÃ©nageais:—for this phrase there is no
English equivalent. It was his humor, now, to decline all
conversation on the subject of the murder, until about
noon the next day. He then asked me, suddenly, if I had
observed any thing peculiar at the scene of the atrocity.
There was something in his manner of emphasizing
the word “peculiar,” which caused me to shudder, without
knowing why.
“No, nothing peculiar,” I said; “nothing more, at least,
than we both saw stated in the paper.”
“The ‘Gazette,'” he replied, “has not entered, I fear, into
the unusual horror of the thing. But dismiss the idle
opinions of this print. It appears to me that this mystery
is considered insoluble, for the very reason which should
cause it to be regarded as easy of solution—I mean for
the outrÃ© character of its features. The police are
confounded by the seeming absence of motive—not for
the murder itself—but for the atrocity of the murder.
They are puzzled, too, by the seeming impossibility of
reconciling the voices heard in contention, with the facts
that no one was discovered up stairs but the assassinated
Mademoiselle L’Espanaye, and that there were no means
of egress without the notice of the party ascending. The
wild disorder of the room; the corpse thrust, with the
head downward, up the chimney; the frightful mutilation
of the body of the old lady; these considerations, with
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those just mentioned, and others which I need not
mention, have sufficed to paralyze the powers, by putting
completely at fault the boasted acumen, of the government
agents. They have fallen into the gross but common error
of confounding the unusual with the abstruse. But it is
by these deviations from the plane of the ordinary, that
reason feels its way, if at all, in its search for the true.
In investigations such as we are now pursuing, it should
not be so much asked ‘what has occurred,’ as ‘what has
occurred that has never occurred before.’ In fact, the
facility with which I shall arrive, or have arrived, at the
solution of this mystery, is in the direct ratio of its
apparent insolubility in the eyes of the police.”
I stared at the speaker in mute astonishment.
“I am now awaiting,” continued he, looking toward the
door of our apartment—”I am now awaiting a person
who, although perhaps not the perpetrator of these
butcheries, must have been in some measure implicated
in their perpetration. Of the worst portion of the crimes
committed, it is probable that he is innocent. I hope that
I am right in this supposition; for upon it I build my
expectation of reading the entire riddle. I look for the
man here—in this room—every moment. It is true that
he may not arrive; but the probability is that he will.
Should he come, it will be necessary to detain him. Here
are pistols; and we both know how to use them when
occasion demands their use.”
I took the pistols, scarcely knowing what I did, or
believing what I heard, while Dupin went on, very much
as if in a soliloquy. I have already spoken of his abstract
manner at such times. His discourse was addressed to
myself; but his voice, although by no means loud, had
that intonation which is commonly employed in speaking
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to some one at a great distance. His eyes, vacant in
expression, regarded only the wall.
“That the voices heard in contention,” he said, “by the
party upon the stairs, were not the voices of the women
themselves, was fully proved by the evidence. This
relieves us of all doubt upon the question whether the
old lady could have first destroyed the daughter and
afterward have committed suicide. I speak of this point
chiefly for the sake of method; for the strength of
Madame L’Espanaye would have been utterly unequal to
the task of thrusting her daughter’s corpse up the
chimney as it was found; and the nature of the wounds
upon her own person entirely preclude the idea of self-
destruction. Murder, then, has been committed by some
third party; and the voices of this third party were those
heard in contention. Let me now advert—not to the
whole testimony respecting these voices—but to what
was peculiar in that testimony. Did you observe any thing
peculiar about it?”
I remarked that, while all the witnesses agreed in
supposing the gruff voice to be that of a Frenchman, there
was much disagreement in regard to the shrill, or, as one
individual termed it, the harsh voice.
“That was the evidence itself,” said Dupin, “but it was
not the peculiarity of the evidence. You have observed
nothing distinctive. Yet there was something to be
observed. The witnesses, as you remark, agreed about
the gruff voice; they were here unanimous. But in regard
to the shrill voice, the peculiarity is—not that they
disagreed—but that, while an Italian, an Englishman, a
Spaniard, a Hollander, and a Frenchman attempted to
describe it, each one spoke of it as that of a foreigner.
Each is sure that it was not the voice of one of his own
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countrymen. Each likens it—not to the voice of an
individual of any nation with whose language he is
conversant—but the converse. The Frenchman supposes
it the voice of a Spaniard, and ‘might have distinguished
some words had he been acquainted with the Spanish.‘ The
Dutchman maintains it to have been that of a Frenchman;
but we find it stated that ‘not understanding French this
witness was examined through an interpreter.‘ The
Englishman thinks it the voice of a German, and ‘does
not understand German.‘ The Spaniard ‘is sure’ that it was
that of an Englishman, but ‘judges by the intonation’
altogether, ‘as he has no knowledge of the English.‘ The
Italian believes it the voice of a Russian, but ‘has never
conversed with a native of Russia.‘ A second Frenchman
differs, moreover, with the first, and is positive that the
voice was that of an Italian; but, not being cognizant of that
tongue, is, like the Spaniard, ‘convinced by the intonation.’
Now, how strangely unusual must that voice have really
been, about which such testimony as this could have been
elicited!—in whose tones, even, denizens of the five great
divisions of Europe could recognise nothing familiar! You
will say that it might have been the voice of an Asiatic—of
an African. Neither Asiatics nor Africans abound in Paris;
but, without denying the inference, I will now merely call
your attention to three points. The voice is termed by one
witness ‘harsh rather than shrill.’ It is represented by two
others to have been ‘quick and unequal.‘ No words—no
sounds resembling words—were by any witness
mentioned as distinguishable.
“I know not,” continued Dupin, “what impression I may
have made, so far, upon your own understanding; but I do
not hesitate to say that legitimate deductions even from
this portion of the testimony—the portion respecting the
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gruff and shrill voices—are in themselves sufficient to
engender a suspicion which should give direction to all
farther progress in the investigation of the mystery. I said
‘legitimate deductions;’ but my meaning is not thus fully
expressed. I designed to imply that the deductions are the
sole proper ones, and that the suspicion arises inevitably
from them as the single result. What the suspicion is,
however, I will not say just yet. I merely wish you to bear
in mind that, with myself, it was sufficiently forcible to
give a definite form—a certain tendency—to my inquiries
in the chamber.
“Let us now transport ourselves, in fancy, to this
chamber. What shall we first seek here? The means of
egress employed by the murderers. It is not too much
to say that neither of us believe in prÃ¦ternatural events.
Madame and Mademoiselle L’Espanaye were not
destroyed by spirits. The doers of the deed were material,
and escaped materially. Then how? Fortunately, there is
but one mode of reasoning upon the point, and that mode
must lead us to a definite decision.—Let us examine, each
by each, the possible means of egress. It is clear that the
assassins were in the room where Mademoiselle
L’Espanaye was found, or at least in the room adjoining,
when the party ascended the stairs. It is then only from
these two apartments that we have to seek issues. The
police have laid bare the floors, the ceilings, and the
masonry of the walls, in every direction. No secret issues
could have escaped their vigilance. But, not trusting to
their eyes, I examined with my own. There were, then,
no secret issues. Both doors leading from the rooms into
the passage were securely locked, with the keys inside.
Let us turn to the chimneys. These, although of ordinary
width for some eight or ten feet above the hearths, will
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not admit, throughout their extent, the body of a large
cat. The impossibility of egress, by means already stated,
being thus absolute, we are reduced to the windows.
Through those of the front room no one could have
escaped without notice from the crowd in the street. The
murderers must have passed, then, through those of the
back room. Now, brought to this conclusion in so
unequivocal a manner as we are, it is not our part, as
reasoners, to reject it on account of apparent
impossibilities. It is only left for us to prove that these
apparent ‘impossibilities’ are, in reality, not such.
“There are two windows in the chamber. One of them
is unobstructed by furniture, and is wholly visible. The
lower portion of the other is hidden from view by the
head of the unwieldy bedstead which is thrust close up
against it. The former was found securely fastened from
within. It resisted the utmost force of those who
endeavored to raise it. A large gimlet-hole had been
pierced in its frame to the left, and a very stout nail was
found fitted therein, nearly to the head. Upon examining
the other window, a similar nail was seen similarly fitted
in it; and a vigorous attempt to raise this sash, failed also.
The police were now entirely satisfied that egress had not
been in these directions. And, therefore, it was thought a
matter of supererogation to withdraw the nails and open
the windows.
“My own examination was somewhat more particular,
and was so for the reason I have just given—because here
it was, I knew, that all apparent impossibilities must be
proved to be not such in reality.
“I proceeded to think thus—a posteriori. The murderers
did escape from one of these windows. This being so,
they could not have refastened the sashes from the inside,
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as they were found fastened;—the consideration which
put a stop, through its obviousness, to the scrutiny of
the police in this quarter. Yet the sashes were fastened.
They must, then, have the power of fastening themselves.
There was no escape from this conclusion. I stepped to
the unobstructed casement, withdrew the nail with some
difficulty and attempted to raise the sash. It resisted all
my efforts, as I had anticipated. A concealed spring must,
I now know, exist; and this corroboration of my idea
convinced me that my premises at least, were correct,
however mysterious still appeared the circumstances
attending the nails. A careful search soon brought to light
the hidden spring. I pressed it, and, satisfied with the
discovery, forbore to upraise the sash.
“I now replaced the nail and regarded it attentively.
A person passing out through this window might have
reclosed it, and the spring would have caught—but the
nail could not have been replaced. The conclusion was
plain, and again narrowed in the field of my
investigations. The assassins must have escaped through
the other window. Supposing, then, the springs upon each
sash to be the same, as was probable, there must be found
a difference between the nails, or at least between the
modes of their fixture. Getting upon the sacking of the
bedstead, I looked over the head-board minutely at the
second casement. Passing my hand down behind the
board, I readily discovered and pressed the spring, which
was, as I had supposed, identical in character with its
neighbor. I now looked at the nail. It was as stout as the
other, and apparently fitted in the same manner—driven
in nearly up to the head.
“You will say that I was puzzled; but, if you think so,
you must have misunderstood the nature of the
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inductions. To use a sporting phrase, I had not been once
‘at fault.’ The scent had never for an instant been lost.
There was no flaw in any link of the chain. I had traced
the secret to its ultimate result,—and that result was the
nail. It had, I say, in every respect, the appearance of its
fellow in the other window; but this fact was an absolute
nullity (conclusive us it might seem to be) when compared
with the consideration that here, at this point, terminated
the clew. ‘There must be something wrong,’ I said, ‘about
the nail.’ I touched it; and the head, with about a quarter
of an inch of the shank, came off in my fingers. The
rest of the shank was in the gimlet-hole where it had
been broken off. The fracture was an old one (for its
edges were incrusted with rust), and had apparently been
accomplished by the blow of a hammer, which had
partially imbedded, in the top of the bottom sash, the
head portion of the nail. I now carefully replaced this
head portion in the indentation whence I had taken it,
and the resemblance to a perfect nail was complete—the
fissure was invisible. Pressing the spring, I gently raised
the sash for a few inches; the head went up with it,
remaining firm in its bed. I closed the window, and the
semblance of the whole nail was again perfect.
“The riddle, so far, was now unriddled. The assassin
had escaped through the window which looked upon the
bed. Dropping of its own accord upon his exit (or perhaps
purposely closed), it had become fastened by the spring;
and it was the retention of this spring which had been
mistaken by the police for that of the nail,—farther
inquiry being thus considered unnecessary.
“The next question is that of the mode of descent. Upon
this point I had been satisfied in my walk with you around
the building. About five feet and a half from the casement
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in question there runs a lightning-rod. From this rod it
would have been impossible for any one to reach the
window itself, to say nothing of entering it. I observed,
however, that the shutters of the fourth story were of
the peculiar kind called by Parisian carpenters ferrades—a
kind rarely employed at the present day, but frequently
seen upon very old mansions at Lyons and Bordeaux.
They are in the form of an ordinary door, (a single, not
a folding door) except that the lower half is latticed or
worked in open trellis—thus affording an excellent hold
for the hands. In the present instance these shutters are
fully three feet and a half broad. When we saw them
from the rear of the house, they were both about half
open—that is to say, they stood off at right angles from
the wall. It is probable that the police, as well as myself,
examined the back of the tenement; but, if so, in looking
at these ferrades in the line of their breadth (as they must
have done), they did not perceive this great breadth itself,
or, at all events, failed to take it into due consideration. In
fact, having once satisfied themselves that no egress could
have been made in this quarter, they would naturally
bestow here a very cursory examination. It was clear to
me, however, that the shutter belonging to the window
at the head of the bed, would, if swung fully back to the
wall, reach to within two feet of the lightning-rod. It was
also evident that, by exertion of a very unusual degree of
activity and courage, an entrance into the window, from
the rod, might have been thus effected.—By reaching to
the distance of two feet and a half (we now suppose the
shutter open to its whole extent) a robber might have
taken a firm grasp upon the trellis-work. Letting go, then,
his hold upon the rod, placing his feet securely against the
wall, and springing boldly from it, he might have swung
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the shutter so as to close it, and, if we imagine the window
open at the time, might even have swung himself into the
room.
“I wish you to bear especially in mind that I have
spoken of a very unusual degree of activity as requisite to
success in so hazardous and so difficult a feat. It is my
design to show you, first, that the thing might possibly
have been accomplished:—but, secondly and chiefly, I
wish to impress upon your understanding the very
extraordinary—the almost prÃ¦ternatural character of that
agility which could have accomplished it.
“You will say, no doubt, using the language of the law,
that ‘to make out my case,’ I should rather undervalue,
than insist upon a full estimation of the activity required
in this matter. This may be the practice in law, but it is
not the usage of reason. My ultimate object is only the
truth. My immediate purpose is to lead you to place in
juxtaposition, that very unusual activity of which I have
just spoken with that very peculiar shrill (or harsh) and
unequal voice, about whose nationality no two persons
could be found to agree, and in whose utterance no
syllabification could be detected.”
At these words a vague and half-formed conception of
the meaning of Dupin flitted over my mind. I seemed
to be upon the verge of comprehension without power
to comprehend—men, at times, find themselves upon the
brink of remembrance without being able, in the end, to
remember. My friend went on with his discourse.
“You will see,” he said, “that I have shifted the question
from the mode of egress to that of ingress. It was my
design to convey the idea that both were effected in the
same manner, at the same point. Let us now revert to
the interior of the room. Let us survey the appearances
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here. The drawers of the bureau, it is said, had been rifled,
although many articles of apparel still remained within
them. The conclusion here is absurd. It is a mere guess—a
very silly one—and no more. How are we to know that
the articles found in the drawers were not all these
drawers had originally contained? Madame L’Espanaye
and her daughter lived an exceedingly retired life—saw
no company—seldom went out—had little use for
numerous changes of habiliment. Those found were at
least of as good quality as any likely to be possessed by
these ladies. If a thief had taken any, why did he not take
the best—why did he not take all? In a word, why did
he abandon four thousand francs in gold to encumber
himself with a bundle of linen? The gold was abandoned.
Nearly the whole sum mentioned by Monsieur Mignaud,
the banker, was discovered, in bags, upon the floor. I wish
you, therefore, to discard from your thoughts the
blundering idea of motive, engendered in the brains of the
police by that portion of the evidence which speaks of
money delivered at the door of the house. Coincidences
ten times as remarkable as this (the delivery of the money,
and murder committed within three days upon the party
receiving it), happen to all of us every hour of our lives,
without attracting even momentary notice. Coincidences,
in general, are great stumbling-blocks in the way of that
class of thinkers who have been educated to know
nothing of the theory of probabilities—that theory to
which the most glorious objects of human research are
indebted for the most glorious of illustration. In the
present instance, had the gold been gone, the fact of its
delivery three days before would have formed something
more than a coincidence. It would have been
corroborative of this idea of motive. But, under the real
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circumstances of the case, if we are to suppose gold the
motive of this outrage, we must also imagine the
perpetrator so vacillating an idiot as to have abandoned
his gold and his motive together.
“Keeping now steadily in mind the points to which I
have drawn your attention—that peculiar voice, that
unusual agility, and that startling absence of motive in a
murder so singularly atrocious as this—let us glance at
the butchery itself. Here is a woman strangled to death
by manual strength, and thrust up a chimney, head
downward. Ordinary assassins employ no such modes
of murder as this. Least of all, do they thus dispose of
the murdered. In the manner of thrusting the corpse up
the chimney, you will admit that there was something
excessively outrÃ©—something altogether irreconcilable
with our common notions of human action, even when
we suppose the actors the most depraved of men. Think,
too, how great must have been that strength which could
have thrust the body up such an aperture so forcibly that
the united vigor of several persons was found barely
sufficient to drag it down!
“Turn, now, to other indications of the employment
of a vigor most marvellous. On the hearth were thick
tresses—very thick tresses—of grey human hair. These
had been torn out by the roots. You are aware of the great
force necessary in tearing thus from the head even twenty
or thirty hairs together. You saw the locks in question as
well as myself. Their roots (a hideous sight!) were clotted
with fragments of the flesh of the scalp—sure token of the
prodigious power which had been exerted in uprooting
perhaps half a million of hairs at a time. The throat of
the old lady was not merely cut, but the head absolutely
severed from the body: the instrument was a mere razor. I
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wish you also to look at the brutal ferocity of these deeds.
Of the bruises upon the body of Madame L’Espanaye I
do not speak. Monsieur Dumas, and his worthy coadjutor
Monsieur Etienne, have pronounced that they were
inflicted by some obtuse instrument; and so far these
gentlemen are very correct. The obtuse instrument was
clearly the stone pavement in the yard, upon which the
victim had fallen from the window which looked in upon
the bed. This idea, however simple it may now seem,
escaped the police for the same reason that the breadth
of the shutters escaped them—because, by the affair of
the nails, their perceptions had been hermetically sealed
against the possibility of the windows having ever been
opened at all.
“If now, in addition to all these things, you have
properly reflected upon the odd disorder of the chamber,
we have gone so far as to combine the ideas of an agility
astounding, a strength superhuman, a ferocity brutal, a
butchery without motive, a grotesquerie in horror
absolutely alien from humanity, and a voice foreign in
tone to the ears of men of many nations, and devoid of all
distinct or intelligible syllabification. What result, then,
has ensued? What impression have I made upon your
fancy?”
I felt a creeping of the flesh as Dupin asked me the
question. “A madman,” I said, “has done this deed—some
raving maniac, escaped from a neighboring Maison de
SantÃ©.”
“In some respects,” he replied, “your idea is not
irrelevant. But the voices of madmen, even in their
wildest paroxysms, are never found to tally with that
peculiar voice heard upon the stairs. Madmen are of some
nation, and their language, however incoherent in its
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words, has always the coherence of syllabification.
Besides, the hair of a madman is not such as I now hold
in my hand. I disentangled this little tuft from the rigidly
clutched fingers of Madame L’Espanaye. Tell me what
you can make of it.”
“Dupin!” I said, completely unnerved; “this hair is most
unusual—this is no human hair.”
“I have not asserted that it is,” said he; “but, before
we decide this point, I wish you to glance at the little
sketch I have here traced upon this paper. It is a fac-simile
drawing of what has been described in one portion of
the testimony as ‘dark bruises, and deep indentations of
finger nails,’ upon the throat of Mademoiselle L’Espanaye,
and in another, (by Messrs. Dumas and Etienne,) as a
‘series of livid spots, evidently the impression of fingers.’
“You will perceive,” continued my friend, spreading out
the paper upon the table before us, “that this drawing
gives the idea of a firm and fixed hold. There is no slipping
apparent. Each finger has retained—possibly until the
death of the victim—the fearful grasp by which it
originally imbedded itself. Attempt, now, to place all your
fingers, at the same time, in the respective impressions as
you see them.”
I made the attempt in vain.
“We are possibly not giving this matter a fair trial,” he
said. “The paper is spread out upon a plane surface; but
the human throat is cylindrical. Here is a billet of wood,
the circumference of which is about that of the throat.
Wrap the drawing around it, and try the experiment
again.”
I did so; but the difficulty was even more obvious than
before. “This,” I said, “is the mark of no human hand.”
“Read now,” replied Dupin, “this passage from Cuvier.”
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It was a minute anatomical and generally descriptive
account of the large fulvous Ourang-Outang of the East
Indian Islands. The gigantic stature, the prodigious
strength and activity, the wild ferocity, and the imitative
propensities of these mammalia are sufficiently well
known to all. I understood the full horrors of the murder
at once.
“The description of the digits,” said I, as I made an end
of reading, “is in exact accordance with this drawing. I
see that no animal but an Ourang-Outang, of the species
here mentioned, could have impressed the indentations
as you have traced them. This tuft of tawny hair, too, is
identical in character with that of the beast of Cuvier.
But I cannot possibly comprehend the particulars of this
frightful mystery. Besides, there were two voices heard
in contention, and one of them was unquestionably the
voice of a Frenchman.”
“True; and you will remember an expression attributed
almost unanimously, by the evidence, to this voice,—the
expression, ‘mon Dieu!‘ This, under the circumstances, has
been justly characterized by one of the witnesses
(Montani, the confectioner,) as an expression of
remonstrance or expostulation. Upon these two words,
therefore, I have mainly built my hopes of a full solution
of the riddle. A Frenchman was cognizant of the murder.
It is possible—indeed it is far more than probable—that
he was innocent of all participation in the bloody
transactions which took place. The Ourang-Outang may
have escaped from him. He may have traced it to the
chamber; but, under the agitating circumstances which
ensued, he could never have re-captured it. It is still at
large. I will not pursue these guesses—for I have no right
to call them more—since the shades of reflection upon
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which they are based are scarcely of sufficient depth to
be appreciable by my own intellect, and since I could not
pretend to make them intelligible to the understanding
of another. We will call them guesses then, and speak of
them as such. If the Frenchman in question is indeed, as
I suppose, innocent of this atrocity, this advertisement
which I left last night, upon our return home, at the office
of ‘Le Monde,’ (a paper devoted to the shipping interest,
and much sought by sailors,) will bring him to our
residence.”
He handed me a paper, and I read thus:
CAUGHT—In the Bois de Boulogne, early in the morning of
the—inst., (the morning of the murder,) a very large, tawny
Ourang-Outang of the Bornese species. The owner, (who is
ascertained to be a sailor, belonging to a Maltese vessel,) may
have the animal again, upon identifying it satisfactorily, and
paying a few charges arising from its capture and keeping. Call
at No. ——, Rue ——, Faubourg St. Germain—au troisiÃ¨me.
“How was it possible,” I asked, “that you should know
the man to be a sailor, and belonging to a Maltese vessel?”
“I do not know it,” said Dupin. “I am not sure of it. Here,
however, is a small piece of ribbon, which from its form,
and from its greasy appearance, has evidently been used
in tying the hair in one of those long queues of which
sailors are so fond. Moreover, this knot is one which few
besides sailors can tie, and is peculiar to the Maltese. I
picked the ribbon up at the foot of the lightning-rod. It
could not have belonged to either of the deceased. Now
if, after all, I am wrong in my induction from this ribbon,
that the Frenchman was a sailor belonging to a Maltese
vessel, still I can have done no harm in saying what I
did in the advertisement. If I am in error, he will merely
suppose that I have been misled by some circumstance
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into which he will not take the trouble to inquire. But if
I am right, a great point is gained. Cognizant although
innocent of the murder, the Frenchman will naturally
hesitate about replying to the advertisement—about
demanding the Ourang-Outang. He will reason thus:—’I
am innocent; I am poor; my Ourang-Outang is of great
value—to one in my circumstances a fortune of
itself—why should I lose it through idle apprehensions
of danger? Here it is, within my grasp. It was found in
the Bois de Boulogne—at a vast distance from the scene
of that butchery. How can it ever be suspected that a
brute beast should have done the deed? The police are
at fault—they have failed to procure the slightest clew.
Should they even trace the animal, it would be impossible
to prove me cognizant of the murder, or to implicate me
in guilt on account of that cognizance. Above all, I am
known. The advertiser designates me as the possessor of
the beast. I am not sure to what limit his knowledge may
extend. Should I avoid claiming a property of so great
value, which it is known that I possess, I will render the
animal at least, liable to suspicion. It is not my policy to
attract attention either to myself or to the beast. I will
answer the advertisement, get the Ourang-Outang, and
keep it close until this matter has blown over.'”
At this moment we heard a step upon the stairs.
“Be ready,” said Dupin, “with your pistols, but neither
use them nor show them until at a signal from myself.”
The front door of the house had been left open, and
the visitor had entered, without ringing, and advanced
several steps upon the staircase. Now, however, he
seemed to hesitate. Presently we heard him descending.
Dupin was moving quickly to the door, when we again
heard him coming up. He did not turn back a second time,
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but stepped up with decision, and rapped at the door of
our chamber.
“Come in,” said Dupin, in a cheerful and hearty tone.
A man entered. He was a sailor, evidently,—a tall, stout,
and muscular-looking person, with a certain dare-devil
expression of countenance, not altogether
unprepossessing. His face, greatly sunburnt, was more
than half hidden by whisker and mustachio. He had with
him a huge oaken cudgel, but appeared to be otherwise
unarmed. He bowed awkwardly, and bade us “good
evening,” in French accents, which, although somewhat
Neufchatelish, were still sufficiently indicative of a
Parisian origin.
“Sit down, my friend,” said Dupin. “I suppose you have
called about the Ourang-Outang. Upon my word, I
almost envy you the possession of him; a remarkably fine,
and no doubt a very valuable animal. How old do you
suppose him to be?”
The sailor drew a long breath, with the air of a man
relieved of some intolerable burden, and then replied, in
an assured tone:
“I have no way of telling—but he can’t be more than
four or five years old. Have you got him here?”
“Oh no, we had no conveniences for keeping him here.
He is at a livery stable in the Rue Dubourg, just by. You
can get him in the morning. Of course you are prepared
to identify the property?”
“To be sure I am, sir.”
“I shall be sorry to part with him,” said Dupin.
“I don’t mean that you should be at all this trouble for
nothing, sir,” said the man. “Couldn’t expect it. Am very
willing to pay a reward for the finding of the animal—that
is to say, any thing in reason.”
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“Well,” replied my friend, “that is all very fair, to be sure.
Let me think!—what should I have? Oh! I will tell you. My
reward shall be this. You shall give me all the information
in your power about these murders in the Rue Morgue.”
Dupin said the last words in a very low tone, and very
quietly. Just as quietly, too, he walked toward the door,
locked it and put the key in his pocket. He then drew
a pistol from his bosom and placed it, without the least
flurry, upon the table.
The sailor’s face flushed up as if he were struggling with
suffocation. He started to his feet and grasped his cudgel,
but the next moment he fell back into his seat, trembling
violently, and with the countenance of death itself. He
spoke not a word. I pitied him from the bottom of my
heart.
“My friend,” said Dupin, in a kind tone, “you are
alarming yourself unnecessarily—you are indeed. We
mean you no harm whatever. I pledge you the honor of
a gentleman, and of a Frenchman, that we intend you no
injury. I perfectly well know that you are innocent of the
atrocities in the Rue Morgue. It will not do, however, to
deny that you are in some measure implicated in them.
From what I have already said, you must know that I
have had means of information about this matter—means
of which you could never have dreamed. Now the thing
stands thus. You have done nothing which you could have
avoided—nothing, certainly, which renders you culpable.
You were not even guilty of robbery, when you might
have robbed with impunity. You have nothing to conceal.
You have no reason for concealment. On the other hand,
you are bound by every principle of honor to confess all
you know. An innocent man is now imprisoned, charged
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with that crime of which you can point out the
perpetrator.”
The sailor had recovered his presence of mind, in a
great measure, while Dupin uttered these words; but his
original boldness of bearing was all gone.
“So help me God,” said he, after a brief pause, “I will tell
you all I know about this affair;—but I do not expect you
to believe one half I say—I would be a fool indeed if I did.
Still, I am innocent, and I will make a clean breast if I die
for it.”
What he stated was, in substance, this. He had lately
made a voyage to the Indian Archipelago. A party, of
which he formed one, landed at Borneo, and passed into
the interior on an excursion of pleasure. Himself and a
companion had captured the Ourang-Outang. This
companion dying, the animal fell into his own exclusive
possession. After great trouble, occasioned by the
intractable ferocity of his captive during the home
voyage, he at length succeeded in lodging it safely at his
own residence in Paris, where, not to attract toward
himself the unpleasant curiosity of his neighbors, he kept
it carefully secluded, until such time as it should recover
from a wound in the foot, received from a splinter on
board ship. His ultimate design was to sell it.
Returning home from some sailors’ frolic the night,
or rather in the morning of the murder, he found the
beast occupying his own bed-room, into which it had
broken from a closet adjoining, where it had been, as
was thought, securely confined. Razor in hand, and fully
lathered, it was sitting before a looking-glass, attempting
the operation of shaving, in which it had no doubt
previously watched its master through the key-hole of the
closet. Terrified at the sight of so dangerous a weapon
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in the possession of an animal so ferocious, and so well
able to use it, the man, for some moments, was at a loss
what to do. He had been accustomed, however, to quiet
the creature, even in its fiercest moods, by the use of a
whip, and to this he now resorted. Upon sight of it, the
Ourang-Outang sprang at once through the door of the
chamber, down the stairs, and thence, through a window,
unfortunately open, into the street.
The Frenchman followed in despair; the ape, razor still
in hand, occasionally stopping to look back and
gesticulate at its pursuer, until the latter had nearly come
up with it. It then again made off. In this manner the chase
continued for a long time. The streets were profoundly
quiet, as it was nearly three o’clock in the morning. In
passing down an alley in the rear of the Rue Morgue, the
fugitive’s attention was arrested by a light gleaming from
the open window of Madame L’Espanaye’s chamber, in
the fourth story of her house. Rushing to the building,
it perceived the lightning rod, clambered up with
inconceivable agility, grasped the shutter, which was
thrown fully back against the wall, and, by its means,
swung itself directly upon the headboard of the bed. The
whole feat did not occupy a minute. The shutter was
kicked open again by the Ourang-Outang as it entered
the room.
The sailor, in the meantime, was both rejoiced and
perplexed. He had strong hopes of now recapturing the
brute, as it could scarcely escape from the trap into which
it had ventured, except by the rod, where it might be
intercepted as it came down. On the other hand, there
was much cause for anxiety as to what it might do in
the house. This latter reflection urged the man still to
follow the fugitive. A lightning rod is ascended without
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difficulty, especially by a sailor; but, when he had arrived
as high as the window, which lay far to his left, his career
was stopped; the most that he could accomplish was to
reach over so as to obtain a glimpse of the interior of the
room. At this glimpse he nearly fell from his hold through
excess of horror. Now it was that those hideous shrieks
arose upon the night, which had startled from slumber
the inmates of the Rue Morgue. Madame L’Espanaye and
her daughter, habited in their night clothes, had
apparently been occupied in arranging some papers in the
iron chest already mentioned, which had been wheeled
into the middle of the room. It was open, and its contents
lay beside it on the floor. The victims must have been
sitting with their backs toward the window; and, from
the time elapsing between the ingress of the beast and the
screams, it seems probable that it was not immediately
perceived. The flapping-to of the shutter would naturally
have been attributed to the wind.
As the sailor looked in, the gigantic animal had seized
Madame L’Espanaye by the hair, (which was loose, as she
had been combing it,) and was flourishing the razor about
her face, in imitation of the motions of a barber. The
daughter lay prostrate and motionless; she had swooned.
The screams and struggles of the old lady (during which
the hair was torn from her head) had the effect of
changing the probably pacific purposes of the Ourang-
Outang into those of wrath. With one determined sweep
of its muscular arm it nearly severed her head from her
body. The sight of blood inflamed its anger into phrenzy.
Gnashing its teeth, and flashing fire from its eyes, it flew
upon the body of the girl, and imbedded its fearful talons
in her throat, retaining its grasp until she expired. Its
wandering and wild glances fell at this moment upon
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the head of the bed, over which the face of its master,
rigid with horror, was just discernible. The fury of the
beast, who no doubt bore still in mind the dreaded whip,
was instantly converted into fear. Conscious of having
deserved punishment, it seemed desirous of concealing
its bloody deeds, and skipped about the chamber in an
agony of nervous agitation; throwing down and breaking
the furniture as it moved, and dragging the bed from the
bedstead. In conclusion, it seized first the corpse of the
daughter, and thrust it up the chimney, as it was found;
then that of the old lady, which it immediately hurled
through the window headlong.
As the ape approached the casement with its mutilated
burden, the sailor shrank aghast to the rod, and, rather
gliding than clambering down it, hurried at once
home—dreading the consequences of the butchery, and
gladly abandoning, in his terror, all solicitude about the
fate of the Ourang-Outang. The words heard by the party
upon the staircase were the Frenchman’s exclamations
of horror and affright, commingled with the fiendish
jabberings of the brute.
I have scarcely anything to add. The Ourang-Outang
must have escaped from the chamber, by the rod, just
before the break of the door. It must have closed the
window as it passed through it. It was subsequently
caught by the owner himself, who obtained for it a very
large sum at the Jardin des Plantes. Le Don was instantly
released, upon our narration of the circumstances (with
some comments from Dupin) at the bureau of the Prefect
of Police. This functionary, however well disposed to my
friend, could not altogether conceal his chagrin at the
turn which affairs had taken, and was fain to indulge in
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a sarcasm or two, about the propriety of every person
minding his own business.
“Let him talk,” said Dupin, who had not thought it
necessary to reply. “Let him discourse; it will ease his
conscience, I am satisfied with having defeated him in
his own castle. Nevertheless, that he failed in the solution
of this mystery, is by no means that matter for wonder
which he supposes it; for, in truth, our friend the Prefect
is somewhat too cunning to be profound. In his wisdom
is no stamen. It is all head and no body, like the pictures of
the Goddess Laverna,—or, at best, all head and shoulders,
like a codfish. But he is a good creature after all. I like him
especially for one master stroke of cant, by which he has
attained his reputation for ingenuity. I mean the way he
has ‘de nier ce qui est, et d’expliquer ce qui n’est pas.‘” (*)
(*) Rousseau—Nouvelle Heloise.
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CHAPTER 93.
INTRODUCTION TO THE NARRATIVE OF
ARTHUR GORDON PYM OF NANTUCKET
(1838) (2017)
JOHN J. BUSH III, CASEY OUELLETTE, MARISSA
VARGAS
Edgar Allen Poe is mostly known for his works of poetry
and short stories, but he had only one novel that was
finished and published, The Narrative of Arthur Gordon
Pym of Nantucket (1838). Poe lived a very depressing life,
with his first wife, Virginia, dying from tuberculosis at
the age of twenty-four (the same way his mother and
brother died), his mother dying when he was three, and
his father leaving when he was born. Poe also suffered
from alcohol addiction. These are seen as some of the
biggest motives behind his deep and dark writings. His
style of writing permeated through centuries and
influenced many down the line. He inflicts his own
feelings and struggles into his stories, such as The
Narrative of Arthur Gordon Pym of Nantucket.
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Arthur Gordon Pym of Nantucket is not the most
fortunate person. Neither is his best friend Augustus. Poe
presents a narrative wherein these two find themselves
on a perilous journey as they come across life and death
obstacles. Their ship the Penguin crashes and they find
themselves back in Nantucket. Later, after sneaking Pym
on board another vessel named the Grampus, the ship is
overthrown by murderous mutineers who are led by the
cook. On board these boys encounter the mutineers as
they fight for their next plan of action.
Ever since this book was published in 1838, many
critics and scholars have shared their very different views
on this gothic novel. Many scholars who have read The
Narrative of Arthur Gordon Pym of Nantucket have claimed
his story inspired the works of Herman Melville, Jules
Verne and many more credited American authors. Some
even argue that Melville’s “Benito Cereno” is inspired and
based off of Poe’s novel. The Narrative of Arthur Gordon
Pym of Nantucket acts as a classic adventure story with
creepy supernatural elements that have fascinated and
influenced many subsequent writers.
If so many scholars have provided their opinions and
analysis of Poe’s story, should it be anthologized? It is
important that this novel is anthologized because it is a
first-person narrative which gives a biased and one-sided
view of the story. While reading a first-person narrative,
readers don’t have the luxury to see all different sides to
the story or from any one else’s point of view. As the
saying goes: “There are two sides to every story.” Poe only
shares what Pym sees, which leaves the readers unsure
of anything else that could be happening around him in
terms of context and what it could all mean. In an
anthology, the readers are introduced to scholarly
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articles, excerpts, writings and biographies of the author.
Once the reader is aware of all the writings and familiar
with the author’s background, they can analyze and
interpret the book in more depth and understand the
context of the book.
This novel needs to be anthologized because scholars
and readers have debated and wondered if Poe projected
himself into the protagonist. It has been said that Poe
based a lot of the events in his story off of his own
experiences while off at sea. He originally intended on
this book to be realistic and similar to his own journeys,
but decided to write in more of a fictional way, which
is another important topic. Why did Poe decide to take
a risk writing a rather provocative and fantastical story
and not stick to his basic work? Being provided with
information on Poe, articles, and the history behind this
book and its writing process, will allow his readers to
comprehend and understand better why this story is put
together the way it is, and conversely understand more
about Poe himself.
A final reason for why this story should be anthologized
is rooted in the argument of how and why this text is
considered to be American literature. What about this
story makes it American literature? The fact that this
story is called The Narrative of Arthur Gordon Pym of
Nantucket and not just “The Narrative of Arthur Gordon
Pym” raises a lot of questions as to why maybe the title
plays a role in this story being considered an american
literature text. The emphasis put on Pym’s point of origin
is important in creating an identity for Pym, and taking
that identity with him beyond his home. It may be a story
separated from America, but our main protagonist is
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characterized primarily by his citizenship as an
American, particularly of Nantucket.
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CHAPTER 94.
INTRODUCTION TO THE NARRATIVE OF
ARTHUR GORDON PYM OF NANTUCKET
(1838) (2016)
LINDSEY DEROCHE, CASSANDRA GRAY, KAMERON
TOWLE, MEGANNE TUPLIN
The Narrative of Arthur Gordon Pym of Nantucket was
written by Edgar Allan Poe in 1838 and was his first and
only novel. However, he did produce many other books
full of his most famous poems and short stories. Poe was
born on January 19, 1809 in Boston, Massachusetts. His
parents died in 1812 when he was a toddler, and he was
taken in by John Allan and his wife, Frances. They lived in
Richmond, Virginia, where Allan worked as a successful
tobacco merchant. Living with the Allans is where Poe
would gain his full name that he would become famous
for: Edgar Allan Poe. He attended college at the
University of Virginia in 1826, where he pursued a degree
in Ancient and Modern languages. He ended up dropping
out of the university, and wrote for many magazines until
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he found himself unemployed when he moved to New
York during the “Panic of 1837”. Poe eventually found
fame from his Gothic short stories and poems, most
notably “The Raven”. He swiftly became a household
name which lead to crowded lectures and high status/
fame. (Poe Museum)
In The Narrative of Arthur Gordon Pym of Nantucket,
there are countless examples of the macabre, dark/
disturbing imagery, and the exploitation of the fear and
paranoia of the human psyche. Poe was one of the most
notable members of the American Gothic movement in
literature, and his use of these tropes are common
patterns within his style of writing. According to Teen
Ink, “Gothic literature was generally mysterious and
ominous, filled with death and terror, used omens and
foreshadowing, and showed the dark side of human
nature.” All of these components are used within the
novel. To name a few instances, the text is chock full of
murderous executions, dismal weather, and even a note
written in blood.
The psychological aspect of American Gothic literature
illustrated at the beginning of the voyage is also a rich
example. Arthur Pym is forced to hide beneath the ship
in a hold with the rest of the storage. While confined to a
crate for over two weeks, Pym is left to combat his own
psychological obstacles. At times, due to both physical
and mental duress, he teeters on the brink of a
psychological unhinging. With a lack of sufficient food
and water to nourish his body and no human contact to
assuage his anxious mind, Pym wonders if he has been
forgotten or abandoned completely. As with any other
Poe work, or even any American Gothic work, the dark
and malignant side of the human psyche is used as a tool
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to impart readers with the same discomfort as the
characters.
As a group, we have come to the consensus that this
novel should be anthologized due to both the prestige of
the author and the in-depth representation of American
Gothic literature within the text. What is most striking
to us is the plausibility of this work, which adds a kind
of psychological thrill. This piece of literature could
realistically happen during this time in American history,
which evokes even more of an impact than something
like Frankenstein of the British Gothic movement (which
could never happen). The essence of plausibility within
the novel holds a certain level of danger for the reader, as
they know the events are not beyond possibility.
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CHAPTER 95.
THE NARRATIVE OF ARTHUR GORDON
PYM OF NANTUCKET (1838)
EDGAR ALLAN POE
NARRATIVE OF A. GORDON PYM
INTRODUCTORY NOTE
UPON my return to the United States a few months
ago, after the extraordinary series of adventure in the
South Seas and elsewhere, of which an account is given
in the following pages, accident threw me into the society
of several gentlemen in Richmond, Va., who felt deep
interest in all matters relating to the regions I had visited,
and who were constantly urging it upon me, as a duty,
to give my narrative to the public. I had several reasons,
however, for declining to do so, some of which were of
a nature altogether private, and concern no person but
myself; others not so much so. One consideration which
deterred me was that, having kept no journal during a
greater portion of the time in which I was absent, I feared
I should not be able to write, from mere memory, a
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statement so minute and connected as to have the
appearance of that truth it would really possess, barring
only the natural and unavoidable exaggeration to which
all of us are prone when detailing events which have had
powerful influence in exciting the imaginative faculties.
Another reason was, that the incidents to be narrated
were of a nature so positively marvellous that,
unsupported as my assertions must necessarily be (except
by the evidence of a single individual, and he a half-breed
Indian), I could only hope for belief among my family,
and those of my friends who have had reason, through
life, to put faith in my veracity-the probability being that
the public at large would regard what I should put forth
as merely an impudent and ingenious fiction. A distrust
in my own abilities as a writer was, nevertheless, one of
the principal causes which prevented me from complying
with the suggestions of my advisers.
Among those gentlemen in Virginia who expressed the
greatest interest in my statement, more particularly in
regard to that portion of it which related to the Antarctic
Ocean, was Mr. Poe, lately editor of the “Southern
Literary Messenger,” a monthly magazine, published by
Mr. Thomas W. White, in the city of Richmond. He
strongly advised me, among others, to prepare at once
a full account of what I had seen and undergone, and
trust to the shrewdness and common-sense of the public-
insisting, with great plausibility, that however roughly, as
regards mere authorship, my book should be got up, its
very uncouthness, if there were any, would give it all the
better chance of being received as truth.
Notwithstanding this representation, I did not make up
my mind to do as he suggested. He afterward proposed
(finding that I would not stir in the matter) that I should
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allow him to draw up, in his own words, a narrative of the
earlier portion of my adventures, from facts afforded by
myself, publishing it in the “Southern Messenger” under
the garb of fiction. To this, perceiving no objection, I
consented, stipulating only that my real name should be
retained. Two numbers of the pretended fiction appeared,
consequently, in the “Messenger” for January and
February (1837), and, in order that it might certainly be
regarded as fiction, the name of Mr. Poe was affixed to the
articles in the table of contents of the magazine.
The manner in which this ruse was received has induced
me at length to undertake a regular compilation and
publication of the adventures in question; for I found
that, in spite of the air of fable which had been so
ingeniously thrown around that portion of my statement
which appeared in the “Messenger” (without altering or
distorting a single fact), the public were still not at all
disposed to receive it as fable, and several letters were
sent to Mr. P.‘s address, distinctly expressing a conviction
to the contrary. I thence concluded that the facts of my
narrative would prove of such a nature as to carry with
them sufficient evidence of their own authenticity, and
that I had consequently little to fear on the score of
popular incredulity.
This exposé being made, it will be seen at once how much
of what follows I claim to be my own writing; and it will
also be understood that no fact is misrepresented in the
first few pages which were written by Mr. Poe. Even to
those readers who have not seen the “Messenger,” it will
be unnecessary to point out where his portion ends and
my own commences; the difference in point of style will
be readily perceived.
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A. G. PYM.
CHAPTER 1
MY name is Arthur Gordon Pym. My father was a
respectable trader in sea-stores at Nantucket, where I was
born. My maternal grandfather was an attorney in good
practice. He was fortunate in every thing, and had
speculated very successfully in stocks of the Edgarton
New Bank, as it was formerly called. By these and other
means he had managed to lay by a tolerable sum of
money. He was more attached to myself, I believe, than to
any other person in the world, and I expected to inherit
the most of his property at his death. He sent me, at six
years of age, to the school of old Mr. Ricketts, a gentleman
with only one arm and of eccentric manners—he is well
known to almost every person who has visited New
Bedford. I stayed at his school until I was sixteen, when
I left him for Mr. E. Ronald’s academy on the hill. Here
I became intimate with the son of Mr. Barnard, a sea-
captain, who generally sailed in the employ of Lloyd and
Vredenburgh—Mr. Barnard is also very well known in
New Bedford, and has many relations, I am certain, in
Edgarton. His son was named Augustus, and he was
nearly two years older than myself. He had been on a
whaling voyage with his father in the John Donaldson,
and was always talking to me of his adventures in the
South Pacific Ocean. I used frequently to go home with
him, and remain all day, and sometimes all night. We
occupied the same bed, and he would be sure to keep me
awake until almost light, telling me stories of the natives
of the Island of Tinian, and other places he had visited
in his travels. At last I could not help being interested in
what he said, and by degrees I felt the greatest desire to
go to sea. I owned a sailboat called the Ariel, and worth
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about seventy-five dollars. She had a half-deck or cuddy,
and was rigged sloop-fashion—I forget her tonnage, but
she would hold ten persons without much crowding. In
this boat we were in the habit of going on some of the
maddest freaks in the world; and, when I now think of
them, it appears to me a thousand wonders that I am alive
to-day.
I will relate one of these adventures by way of
introduction to a longer and more momentous narrative.
One night there was a party at Mr. Barnard’s, and both
Augustus and myself were not a little intoxicated toward
the close of it. As usual, in such cases, I took part of
his bed in preference to going home. He went to sleep,
as I thought, very quietly (it being near one when the
party broke up), and without saying a word on his favorite
topic. It might have been half an hour from the time of
our getting in bed, and I was just about falling into a doze,
when he suddenly started up, and swore with a terrible
oath that he would not go to sleep for any Arthur Pym in
Christendom, when there was so glorious a breeze from
the southwest. I never was so astonished in my life, not
knowing what he intended, and thinking that the wines
and liquors he had drunk had set him entirely beside
himself. He proceeded to talk very coolly, however, saying
he knew that I supposed him intoxicated, but that he was
never more sober in his life. He was only tired, he added,
of lying in bed on such a fine night like a dog, and was
determined to get up and dress, and go out on a frolic
with the boat. I can hardly tell what possessed me, but the
words were no sooner out of his mouth than I felt a thrill
of the greatest excitement and pleasure, and thought his
mad idea one of the most delightful and most reasonable
things in the world. It was blowing almost a gale, and the
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weather was very cold—it being late in October. I sprang
out of bed, nevertheless, in a kind of ecstasy, and told him
I was quite as brave as himself, and quite as tired as he was
of lying in bed like a dog, and quite as ready for any fun
or frolic as any Augustus Barnard in Nantucket.
We lost no time in getting on our clothes and hurrying
down to the boat. She was lying at the old decayed wharf
by the lumber-yard of Pankey & Co., and almost
thumping her side out against the rough logs. Augustus
got into her and bailed her, for she was nearly half full of
water. This being done, we hoisted jib and mainsail, kept
full, and started boldly out to sea.
The wind, as I before said, blew freshly from the
southwest. The night was very clear and cold. Augustus
had taken the helm, and I stationed myself by the mast,
on the deck of the cuddy. We flew along at a great
rate—neither of us having said a word since casting loose
from the wharf. I now asked my companion what course
he intended to steer, and what time he thought it probable
we should get back. He whistled for a few minutes, and
then said crustily: “I am going to sea—you may go home if
you think proper.” Turning my eyes upon him, I perceived
at once that, in spite of his assumed nonchalance, he was
greatly agitated. I could see him distinctly by the light of
the moon—his face was paler than any marble, and his
hand shook so excessively that he could scarcely retain
hold of the tiller. I found that something had gone wrong,
and became seriously alarmed. At this period I knew little
about the management of a boat, and was now depending
entirely upon the nautical skill of my friend. The wind,
too, had suddenly increased, as we were fast getting out
of the lee of the land—still I was ashamed to betray any
trepidation, and for almost half an hour maintained a
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resolute silence. I could stand it no longer, however, and
spoke to Augustus about the propriety of turning back. As
before, it was nearly a minute before he made answer, or
took any notice of my suggestion. “By-and-by,” said he at
length—“time enough—home by-and-by.” I had expected
a similar reply, but there was something in the tone of
these words which filled me with an indescribable feeling
of dread. I again looked at the speaker attentively. His
lips were perfectly livid, and his knees shook so violently
together that he seemed scarcely able to stand. “For God’s
sake, Augustus,” I screamed, now heartily frightened,
“what ails you?—what is the matter?—what are you going
to do?” “Matter!” he stammered, in the greatest apparent
surprise, letting go the tiller at the same moment, and
falling forward into the bottom of the
boat—“matter—why, nothing is the—matter—going
home—d—d—don’t you see?” The whole truth now
flashed upon me. I flew to him and raised him up. He was
drunk—beastly drunk—he could no longer either stand,
speak, or see. His eyes were perfectly glazed; and as I let
him go in the extremity of my despair, he rolled like a
mere log into the bilge-water, from which I had lifted
him. It was evident that, during the evening, he had drunk
far more than I suspected, and that his conduct in bed
had been the result of a highly-concentrated state of
intoxication—a state which, like madness, frequently
enables the victim to imitate the outward demeanour of
one in perfect possession of his senses. The coolness of
the night air, however, had had its usual effect—the
mental energy began to yield before its influence—and
the confused perception which he no doubt then had of
his perilous situation had assisted in hastening the
catastrophe. He was now thoroughly insensible, and there
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was no probability that he would be otherwise for many
hours.
It is hardly possible to conceive the extremity of my
terror. The fumes of the wine lately taken had evaporated,
leaving me doubly timid and irresolute. I knew that I
was altogether incapable of managing the boat, and that
a fierce wind and strong ebb tide were hurrying us to
destruction. A storm was evidently gathering behind us;
we had neither compass nor provisions; and it was clear
that, if we held our present course, we should be out
of sight of land before daybreak. These thoughts, with
a crowd of others equally fearful, flashed through my
mind with a bewildering rapidity, and for some moments
paralyzed me beyond the possibility of making any
exertion. The boat was going through the water at a
terrible rate—full before the wind—no reef in either jib or
mainsail—running her bows completely under the foam.
It was a thousand wonders she did not broach
to—Augustus having let go the tiller, as I said before, and
I being too much agitated to think of taking it myself.
By good luck, however, she kept steady, and gradually I
recovered some degree of presence of mind. Still the wind
was increasing fearfully, and whenever we rose from a
plunge forward, the sea behind fell combing over our
counter, and deluged us with water. I was so utterly
benumbed, too, in every limb, as to be nearly unconscious
of sensation. At length I summoned up the resolution of
despair, and rushing to the mainsail let it go by the run.
As might have been expected, it flew over the bows, and,
getting drenched with water, carried away the mast short
off by the board. This latter accident alone saved me from
instant destruction. Under the jib only, I now boomed
along before the wind, shipping heavy seas occasionally
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over the counter, but relieved from the terror of
immediate death. I took the helm, and breathed with
greater freedom as I found that there yet remained to us
a chance of ultimate escape. Augustus still lay senseless in
the bottom of the boat; and as there was imminent danger
of his drowning (the water being nearly a foot deep just
where he fell), I contrived to raise him partially up, and
keep him in a sitting position, by passing a rope round his
waist, and lashing it to a ringbolt in the deck of the cuddy.
Having thus arranged every thing as well as I could in
my chilled and agitated condition, I recommended myself
to God, and made up my mind to bear whatever might
happen with all the fortitude in my power.
Hardly had I come to this resolution, when, suddenly,
a loud and long scream or yell, as if from the throats
of a thousand demons, seemed to pervade the whole
atmosphere around and above the boat. Never while I live
shall I forget the intense agony of terror I experienced at
that moment. My hair stood erect on my head—I felt the
blood congealing in my veins—my heart ceased utterly to
beat, and without having once raised my eyes to learn the
source of my alarm, I tumbled headlong and insensible
upon the body of my fallen companion.
I found myself, upon reviving, in the cabin of a large
whaling-ship (the Penguin) bound to Nantucket. Several
persons were standing over me, and Augustus, paler than
death, was busily occupied in chafing my hands. Upon
seeing me open my eyes, his exclamations of gratitude
and joy excited alternate laughter and tears from the
rough-looking personages who were present. The
mystery of our being in existence was now soon
explained. We had been run down by the whaling-ship,
which was close-hauled, beating up to Nantucket with
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every sail she could venture to set, and consequently
running almost at right angles to our own course. Several
men were on the look-out forward, but did not perceive
our boat until it was an impossibility to avoid coming
in contact—their shouts of warning upon seeing us were
what so terribly alarmed me. The huge ship, I was told,
rode immediately over us with as much ease as our own
little vessel would have passed over a feather, and without
the least perceptible impediment to her progress. Not a
scream arose from the deck of the victim—there was a
slight grating sound to be heard mingling with the roar of
wind and water, as the frail bark which was swallowed up
rubbed for a moment along the keel of her destroyer—but
this was all. Thinking our boat (which it will be
remembered was dismasted) some mere shell cut adrift
as useless, the captain (Captain E. T. V. Block, of New
London) was for proceeding on his course without
troubling himself further about the matter. Luckily, there
were two of the look-out who swore positively to having
seen some person at our helm, and represented the
possibility of yet saving him. A discussion ensued, when
Block grew angry, and, after a while, said that “it was no
business of his to be eternally watching for egg-shells;
that the ship should not put about for any such nonsense;
and if there was a man run down, it was nobody’s fault
but his own, he might drown and be dammed” or some
language to that effect. Henderson, the first mate, now
took the matter up, being justly indignant, as well as the
whole ship’s crew, at a speech evincing so base a degree of
heartless atrocity. He spoke plainly, seeing himself upheld
by the men, told the captain he considered him a fit
subject for the gallows, and that he would disobey his
orders if he were hanged for it the moment he set his foot
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on shore. He strode aft, jostling Block (who turned pale
and made no answer) on one side, and seizing the helm,
gave the word, in a firm voice, Hard-a-lee! The men flew
to their posts, and the ship went cleverly about. All this
had occupied nearly five minutes, and it was supposed
to be hardly within the bounds of possibility that any
individual could be saved—allowing any to have been on
board the boat. Yet, as the reader has seen, both Augustus
and myself were rescued; and our deliverance seemed
to have been brought about by two of those almost
inconceivable pieces of good fortune which are attributed
by the wise and pious to the special interference of
Providence.
While the ship was yet in stays, the mate lowered the
jolly-boat and jumped into her with the very two men,
I believe, who spoke up as having seen me at the helm.
They had just left the lee of the vessel (the moon still
shining brightly) when she made a long and heavy roll to
windward, and Henderson, at the same moment, starting
up in his seat bawled out to his crew to back water. He
would say nothing else—repeating his cry impatiently,
back water! black water! The men put back as speedily as
possible, but by this time the ship had gone round, and
gotten fully under headway, although all hands on board
were making great exertions to take in sail. In despite of
the danger of the attempt, the mate clung to the main-
chains as soon as they came within his reach. Another
huge lurch now brought the starboard side of the vessel
out of water nearly as far as her keel, when the cause
of his anxiety was rendered obvious enough. The body
of a man was seen to be affixed in the most singular
manner to the smooth and shining bottom (the Penguin
was coppered and copper-fastened), and beating violently
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against it with every movement of the hull. After several
ineffectual efforts, made during the lurches of the ship,
and at the imminent risk of swamping the boat I was
finally disengaged from my perilous situation and taken
on board—for the body proved to be my own. It appeared
that one of the timber-bolts having started and broken a
passage through the copper, it had arrested my progress
as I passed under the ship, and fastened me in so
extraordinary a manner to her bottom. The head of the
bolt had made its way through the collar of the green
baize jacket I had on, and through the back part of my
neck, forcing itself out between two sinews and just
below the right ear. I was immediately put to
bed—although life seemed to be totally extinct. There
was no surgeon on board. The captain, however, treated
me with every attention—to make amends, I presume, in
the eyes of his crew, for his atrocious behaviour in the
previous portion of the adventure.
In the meantime, Henderson had again put off from the
ship, although the wind was now blowing almost a
hurricane. He had not been gone many minutes when
he fell in with some fragments of our boat, and shortly
afterward one of the men with him asserted that he could
distinguish a cry for help at intervals amid the roaring of
the tempest. This induced the hardy seamen to persevere
in their search for more than half an hour, although
repeated signals to return were made them by Captain
Block, and although every moment on the water in so
frail a boat was fraught to them with the most imminent
and deadly peril. Indeed, it is nearly impossible to
conceive how the small jolly they were in could have
escaped destruction for a single instant. She was built,
however, for the whaling service, and was fitted, as I have
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since had reason to believe, with air-boxes, in the manner
of some life-boats used on the coast of Wales.
After searching in vain for about the period of time just
mentioned, it was determined to get back to the ship.
They had scarcely made this resolve when a feeble cry
arose from a dark object that floated rapidly by. They
pursued and soon overtook it. It proved to be the entire
deck of the Ariel’s cuddy. Augustus was struggling near
it, apparently in the last agonies. Upon getting hold of
him it was found that he was attached by a rope to the
floating timber. This rope, it will be remembered, I had
myself tied around his waist, and made fast to a ringbolt,
for the purpose of keeping him in an upright position, and
my so doing, it appeared, had been ultimately the means
of preserving his life. The Ariel was slightly put together,
and in going down her frame naturally went to pieces;
the deck of the cuddy, as might have been expected, was
lifted, by the force of the water rushing in, entirely from
the main timbers, and floated (with other fragments, no
doubt) to the surface—Augustus was buoyed up with it,
and thus escaped a terrible death.
It was more than an hour after being taken on board the
Penguin before he could give any account of himself, or
be made to comprehend the nature of the accident which
had befallen our boat. At length he became thoroughly
aroused, and spoke much of his sensations while in the
water. Upon his first attaining any degree of
consciousness, he found himself beneath the surface,
whirling round and round with inconceivable rapidity,
and with a rope wrapped in three or four folds tightly
about his neck. In an instant afterward he felt himself
going rapidly upward, when, his head striking violently
against a hard substance, he again relapsed into
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insensibility. Upon once more reviving he was in fuller
possession of his reason—this was still, however, in the
greatest degree clouded and confused. He now knew that
some accident had occurred, and that he was in the water,
although his mouth was above the surface, and he could
breathe with some freedom. Possibly, at this period the
deck was drifting rapidly before the wind, and drawing
him after it, as he floated upon his back. Of course, as long
as he could have retained this position, it would have been
nearly impossible that he should be drowned. Presently
a surge threw him directly athwart the deck, and this
post he endeavored to maintain, screaming at intervals
for help. Just before he was discovered by Mr. Henderson,
he had been obliged to relax his hold through exhaustion,
and, falling into the sea, had given himself up for lost.
During the whole period of his struggles he had not the
faintest recollection of the Ariel, nor of the matters in
connexion with the source of his disaster. A vague feeling
of terror and despair had taken entire possession of his
faculties. When he was finally picked up, every power
of his mind had failed him; and, as before said, it was
nearly an hour after getting on board the Penguin before
he became fully aware of his condition. In regard to
myself—I was resuscitated from a state bordering very
nearly upon death (and after every other means had been
tried in vain for three hours and a half) by vigorous
friction with flannels bathed in hot oil—a proceeding
suggested by Augustus. The wound in my neck, although
of an ugly appearance, proved of little real consequence,
and I soon recovered from its effects.
The Penguin got into port about nine o’clock in the
morning, after encountering one of the severest gales
ever experienced off Nantucket. Both Augustus and
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myself managed to appear at Mr. Barnard’s in time for
breakfast—which, luckily, was somewhat late, owing to
the party over night. I suppose all at the table were too
much fatigued themselves to notice our jaded
appearance—of course, it would not have borne a very
rigid scrutiny. Schoolboys, however, can accomplish
wonders in the way of deception, and I verily believe
not one of our friends in Nantucket had the slightest
suspicion that the terrible story told by some sailors in
town of their having run down a vessel at sea and
drowned some thirty or forty poor devils, had reference
either to the Ariel, my companion, or myself. We two
have since very frequently talked the matter over—but
never without a shudder. In one of our conversations
Augustus frankly confessed to me, that in his whole life
he had at no time experienced so excruciating a sense
of dismay, as when on board our little boat he first
discovered the extent of his intoxication, and felt himself
sinking beneath its influence.
CHAPTER 2
IN no affairs of mere prejudice, pro or con, do we
deduce inferences with entire certainty, even from the
most simple data. It might be supposed that a catastrophe
such as I have just related would have effectually cooled
my incipient passion for the sea. On the contrary, I never
experienced a more ardent longing for the wild
adventures incident to the life of a navigator than within a
week after our miraculous deliverance. This short period
proved amply long enough to erase from my memory the
shadows, and bring out in vivid light all the pleasurably
exciting points of color, all the picturesqueness, of the late
perilous accident. My conversations with Augustus grew
daily more frequent and more intensely full of interest.
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He had a manner of relating his stories of the ocean (more
than one half of which I now suspect to have been sheer
fabrications) well adapted to have weight with one of
my enthusiastic temperament and somewhat gloomy
although glowing imagination. It is strange, too, that he
most strongly enlisted my feelings in behalf of the life of a
seaman, when he depicted his more terrible moments of
suffering and despair. For the bright side of the painting
I had a limited sympathy. My visions were of shipwreck
and famine; of death or captivity among barbarian
hordes; of a lifetime dragged out in sorrow and tears,
upon some gray and desolate rock, in an ocean
unapproachable and unknown. Such visions or
desires—for they amounted to desires—are common, I
have since been assured, to the whole numerous race of
the melancholy among men—at the time of which I speak
I regarded them only as prophetic glimpses of a destiny
which I felt myself in a measure bound to fulfil. Augustus
thoroughly entered into my state of mind. It is probable,
indeed, that our intimate communion had resulted in a
partial interchange of character.
About eighteen months after the period of the Ariel’s
disaster, the firm of Lloyd and Vredenburgh (a house
connected in some manner with the Messieurs Enderby,
I believe, of Liverpool) were engaged in repairing and
fitting out the brig Grampus for a whaling voyage. She
was an old hulk, and scarcely seaworthy when all was
done to her that could be done. I hardly know why she
was chosen in preference to other good vessels belonging
to the same owners—but so it was. Mr. Barnard was
appointed to command her, and Augustus was going with
him. While the brig was getting ready, he frequently
urged upon me the excellency of the opportunity now
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offered for indulging my desire of travel. He found me
by no means an unwilling listener—yet the matter could
not be so easily arranged. My father made no direct
opposition; but my mother went into hysterics at the bare
mention of the design; and, more than all, my
grandfather, from whom I expected much, vowed to cut
me off with a shilling if I should ever broach the subject
to him again. These difficulties, however, so far from
abating my desire, only added fuel to the flame. I
determined to go at all hazards; and, having made known
my intentions to Augustus, we set about arranging a plan
by which it might be accomplished. In the meantime I
forbore speaking to any of my relations in regard to the
voyage, and, as I busied myself ostensibly with my usual
studies, it was supposed that I had abandoned the design.
I have since frequently examined my conduct on this
occasion with sentiments of displeasure as well as of
surprise. The intense hypocrisy I made use of for the
furtherance of my project—an hypocrisy pervading every
word and action of my life for so long a period of
time—could only have been rendered tolerable to myself
by the wild and burning expectation with which I looked
forward to the fulfilment of my long-cherished visions of
travel.
In pursuance of my scheme of deception, I was
necessarily obliged to leave much to the management of
Augustus, who was employed for the greater part of every
day on board the Grampus, attending to some
arrangements for his father in the cabin and cabin hold.
At night, however, we were sure to have a conference
and talk over our hopes. After nearly a month passed
in this manner, without our hitting upon any plan we
thought likely to succeed, he told me at last that he had
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determined upon everything necessary. I had a relation
living in New Bedford, a Mr. Ross, at whose house I was
in the habit of spending occasionally two or three weeks
at a time. The brig was to sail about the middle of June
(June, 1827), and it was agreed that, a day or two before
her putting to sea, my father was to receive a note, as
usual, from Mr. Ross, asking me to come over and spend
a fortnight with Robert and Emmet (his sons). Augustus
charged himself with the inditing of this note and getting
it delivered. Having set out as supposed, for New
Bedford, I was then to report myself to my companion,
who would contrive a hiding-place for me in the
Grampus. This hiding-place, he assured me, would be
rendered sufficiently comfortable for a residence of many
days, during which I was not to make my appearance.
When the brig had proceeded so far on her course as to
make any turning back a matter out of question, I should
then, he said, be formally installed in all the comforts
of the cabin; and as to his father, he would only laugh
heartily at the joke. Vessels enough would be met with
by which a letter might be sent home explaining the
adventure to my parents.
The middle of June at length arrived, and every thing
had been matured. The note was written and delivered,
and on a Monday morning I left the house for the New
Bedford packet, as supposed. I went, however, straight
to Augustus, who was waiting for me at the corner of a
street. It had been our original plan that I should keep out
of the way until dark, and then slip on board the brig; but,
as there was now a thick fog in our favor, it was agreed
to lose no time in secreting me. Augustus led the way to
the wharf, and I followed at a little distance, enveloped in
a thick seaman’s cloak, which he had brought with him,
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so that my person might not be easily recognized. Just as
we turned the second corner, after passing Mr. Edmund’s
well, who should appear, standing right in front of me,
and looking me full in the face, but old Mr. Peterson, my
grandfather. “Why, bless my soul, Gordon,” said he, after
a long pause, “why, why,—whose dirty cloak is that you
have on?” “Sir!” I replied, assuming, as well as I could, in
the exigency of the moment, an air of offended surprise,
and talking in the gruffest of all imaginable tones—“sir!
you are a sum’mat mistaken—my name, in the first place,
bee’nt nothing at all like Goddin, and I’d want you for
to know better, you blackguard, than to call my new
obercoat a darty one.” For my life I could hardly refrain
from screaming with laughter at the odd manner in
which the old gentleman received this handsome rebuke.
He started back two or three steps, turned first pale and
then excessively red, threw up his spectacles, then,
putting them down, ran full tilt at me, with his umbrella
uplifted. He stopped short, however, in his career, as if
struck with a sudden recollection; and presently, turning
round, hobbled off down the street, shaking all the while
with rage, and muttering between his teeth: “Won’t
do—new glasses—thought it was Gordon—d—d good-
for-nothing salt water Long Tom.”
After this narrow escape we proceeded with greater
caution, and arrived at our point of destination in safety.
There were only one or two of the hands on board, and
these were busy forward, doing something to the
forecastle combings. Captain Barnard, we knew very
well, was engaged at Lloyd and Vredenburgh’s, and would
remain there until late in the evening, so we had little
to apprehend on his account. Augustus went first up the
vessel’s side, and in a short while I followed him, without
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being noticed by the men at work. We proceeded at once
into the cabin, and found no person there. It was fitted up
in the most comfortable style—a thing somewhat unusual
in a whaling-vessel. There were four very excellent
staterooms, with wide and convenient berths. There was
also a large stove, I took notice, and a remarkably thick
and valuable carpet covering the floor of both the cabin
and staterooms. The ceiling was full seven feet high, and,
in short, every thing appeared of a more roomy and
agreeable nature than I had anticipated. Augustus,
however, would allow me but little time for observation,
insisting upon the necessity of my concealing myself as
soon as possible. He led the way into his own stateroom,
which was on the starboard side of the brig, and next
to the bulkheads. Upon entering, he closed the door and
bolted it. I thought I had never seen a nicer little room
than the one in which I now found myself. It was about
ten feet long, and had only one berth, which, as I said
before, was wide and convenient. In that portion of the
closet nearest the bulkheads there was a space of four feet
square, containing a table, a chair, and a set of hanging
shelves full of books, chiefly books of voyages and travels.
There were many other little comforts in the room,
among which I ought not to forget a kind of safe or
refrigerator, in which Augustus pointed out to me a host
of delicacies, both in the eating and drinking department.
He now pressed with his knuckles upon a certain spot
of the carpet in one corner of the space just mentioned,
letting me know that a portion of the flooring, about
sixteen inches square, had been neatly cut out and again
adjusted. As he pressed, this portion rose up at one end
sufficiently to allow the passage of his finger beneath. In
this manner he raised the mouth of the trap (to which
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the carpet was still fastened by tacks), and I found that it
led into the after hold. He next lit a small taper by means
of a phosphorous match, and, placing the light in a dark
lantern, descended with it through the opening, bidding
me follow. I did so, and he then pulled the cover upon the
hole, by means of a nail driven into the under side—the
carpet, of course, resuming its original position on the
floor of the stateroom, and all traces of the aperture being
concealed.
The taper gave out so feeble a ray that it was with the
greatest difficulty I could grope my way through the
confused mass of lumber among which I now found
myself. By degrees, however, my eyes became accustomed
to the gloom, and I proceeded with less trouble, holding
on to the skirts of my friend’s coat. He brought me, at
length, after creeping and winding through innumerable
narrow passages, to an iron-bound box, such as is used
sometimes for packing fine earthenware. It was nearly
four feet high, and full six long, but very narrow. Two
large empty oil-casks lay on the top of it, and above these,
again, a vast quantity of straw matting, piled up as high
as the floor of the cabin. In every other direction around
was wedged as closely as possible, even up to the ceiling, a
complete chaos of almost every species of ship-furniture,
together with a heterogeneous medley of crates, hampers,
barrels, and bales, so that it seemed a matter no less than
miraculous that we had discovered any passage at all to
the box. I afterward found that Augustus had purposely
arranged the stowage in this hold with a view to affording
me a thorough concealment, having had only one
assistant in the labour, a man not going out in the brig.
My companion now showed me that one of the ends of
the box could be removed at pleasure. He slipped it aside
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and displayed the interior, at which I was excessively
amused. A mattress from one of the cabin berths covered
the whole of its bottom, and it contained almost every
article of mere comfort which could be crowded into so
small a space, allowing me, at the same time, sufficient
room for my accommodation, either in a sitting position
or lying at full length. Among other things, there were
some books, pen, ink, and paper, three blankets, a large
jug full of water, a keg of sea-biscuit, three or four
immense Bologna sausages, an enormous ham, a cold leg
of roast mutton, and half a dozen bottles of cordials and
liqueurs. I proceeded immediately to take possession of
my little apartment, and this with feelings of higher
satisfaction, I am sure, than any monarch ever
experienced upon entering a new palace. Augustus now
pointed out to me the method of fastening the open end
of the box, and then, holding the taper close to the deck,
showed me a piece of dark whipcord lying along it. This,
he said, extended from my hiding-place throughout all
the necessary windings among the lumber, to a nail which
was driven into the deck of the hold, immediately beneath
the trap-door leading into his stateroom. By means of
this cord I should be enabled readily to trace my way
out without his guidance, provided any unlooked-for
accident should render such a step necessary. He now
took his departure, leaving with me the lantern, together
with a copious supply of tapers and phosphorous, and
promising to pay me a visit as often as he could contrive
to do so without observation. This was on the
seventeenth of June.
I remained three days and nights (as nearly as I could
guess) in my hiding-place without getting out of it at
all, except twice for the purpose of stretching my limbs
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by standing erect between two crates just opposite the
opening. During the whole period I saw nothing of
Augustus; but this occasioned me little uneasiness, as I
knew the brig was expected to put to sea every hour, and
in the bustle he would not easily find opportunities of
coming down to me. At length I heard the trap open and
shut, and presently he called in a low voice, asking if all
was well, and if there was any thing I wanted. “Nothing,” I
replied; “I am as comfortable as can be; when will the brig
sail?” “She will be under weigh in less than half an hour,”
he answered. “I came to let you know, and for fear you
should be uneasy at my absence. I shall not have a chance
of coming down again for some time—perhaps for three
or four days more. All is going on right aboveboard. After
I go up and close the trap, do you creep along by the
whipcord to where the nail is driven in. You will find
my watch there—it may be useful to you, as you have
no daylight to keep time by. I suppose you can’t tell how
long you have been buried—only three days—this is the
twentieth. I would bring the watch to your box, but am
afraid of being missed.” With this he went up.
In about an hour after he had gone I distinctly felt the
brig in motion, and congratulated myself upon having
at length fairly commenced a voyage. Satisfied with this
idea, I determined to make my mind as easy as possible,
and await the course of events until I should be permitted
to exchange the box for the more roomy, although hardly
more comfortable, accommodations of the cabin. My first
care was to get the watch. Leaving the taper burning,
I groped along in the dark, following the cord through
windings innumerable, in some of which I discovered
that, after toiling a long distance, I was brought back
within a foot or two of a former position. At length I
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reached the nail, and securing the object of my journey,
returned with it in safety. I now looked over the books
which had been so thoughtfully provided, and selected
the expedition of Lewis and Clarke to the mouth of the
Columbia. With this I amused myself for some time,
when, growing sleepy, I extinguished the light with great
care, and soon fell into a sound slumber.
Upon awakening I felt strangely confused in mind, and
some time elapsed before I could bring to recollection
all the various circumstances of my situation. By degrees,
however, I remembered all. Striking a light, I looked at
the watch; but it was run down, and there were,
consequently, no means of determining how long I slept.
My limbs were greatly cramped, and I was forced to
relieve them by standing between the crates. Presently
feeling an almost ravenous appetite, I bethought myself of
the cold mutton, some of which I had eaten just before
going to sleep, and found excellent. What was my
astonishment in discovering it to be in a state of absolute
putrefaction! This circumstance occasioned me great
disquietude; for, connecting it with the disorder of mind
I experienced upon awakening, I began to suppose that I
must have slept for an inordinately long period of time.
The close atmosphere of the hold might have had
something to do with this, and might, in the end, be
productive of the most serious results. My head ached
excessively; I fancied that I drew every breath with
difficulty; and, in short, I was oppressed with a multitude
of gloomy feelings. Still I could not venture to make any
disturbance by opening the trap or otherwise, and, having
wound up the watch, contented myself as well as possible.
Throughout the whole of the next tedious twenty-four
hours no person came to my relief, and I could not help
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accusing Augustus of the grossest inattention. What
alarmed me chiefly was, that the water in my jug was
reduced to about half a pint, and I was suffering much
from thirst, having eaten freely of the Bologna sausages
after the loss of my mutton. I became very uneasy, and
could no longer take any interest in my books. I was
overpowered, too, with a desire to sleep, yet trembled at
the thought of indulging it, lest there might exist some
pernicious influence, like that of burning charcoal, in the
confined air of the hold. In the meantime the roll of the
brig told me that we were far in the main ocean, and a
dull humming sound, which reached my ears as if from
an immense distance, convinced me no ordinary gale was
blowing. I could not imagine a reason for the absence of
Augustus. We were surely far enough advanced on our
voyage to allow of my going up. Some accident might
have happened to him—but I could think of none which
would account for his suffering me to remain so long
a prisoner, except, indeed, his having suddenly died or
fallen overboard, and upon this idea I could not dwell
with any degree of patience. It was possible that we had
been baffled by head winds, and were still in the near
vicinity of Nantucket. This notion, however, I was forced
to abandon; for such being the case, the brig must have
frequently gone about; and I was entirely satisfied, from
her continual inclination to the larboard, that she had
been sailing all along with a steady breeze on her
starboard quarter. Besides, granting that we were still in
the neighborhood of the island, why should not Augustus
have visited me and informed me of the circumstance?
Pondering in this manner upon the difficulties of my
solitary and cheerless condition, I resolved to wait yet
another twenty-four hours, when, if no relief were
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obtained, I would make my way to the trap, and
endeavour either to hold a parley with my friend, or get
at least a little fresh air through the opening, and a further
supply of water from the stateroom. While occupied with
this thought, however, I fell in spite of every exertion
to the contrary, into a state of profound sleep, or rather
stupor. My dreams were of the most terrific description.
Every species of calamity and horror befell me. Among
other miseries I was smothered to death between huge
pillows, by demons of the most ghastly and ferocious
aspect. Immense serpents held me in their embrace, and
looked earnestly in my face with their fearfully shining
eyes. Then deserts, limitless, and of the most forlorn and
awe-inspiring character, spread themselves out before
me. Immensely tall trunks of trees, gray and leafless, rose
up in endless succession as far as the eye could reach.
Their roots were concealed in wide-spreading morasses,
whose dreary water lay intensely black, still, and
altogether terrible, beneath. And the strange trees seemed
endowed with a human vitality, and waving to and fro
their skeleton arms, were crying to the silent waters for
mercy, in the shrill and piercing accents of the most acute
agony and despair. The scene changed; and I stood, naked
and alone, amidst the burning sand-plains of Sahara. At
my feet lay crouched a fierce lion of the tropics. Suddenly
his wild eyes opened and fell upon me. With a conclusive
bound he sprang to his feet, and laid bare his horrible
teeth. In another instant there burst from his red throat
a roar like the thunder of the firmament, and I fell
impetuously to the earth. Stifling in a paroxysm of terror,
I at last found myself partially awake. My dream, then,
was not all a dream. Now, at least, I was in possession of
my senses. The paws of some huge and real monster were
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pressing heavily upon my bosom—his hot breath was in
my ear—and his white and ghastly fangs were gleaming
upon me through the gloom.
Had a thousand lives hung upon the movement of a limb
or the utterance of a syllable, I could have neither stirred
nor spoken. The beast, whatever it was, retained his
position without attempting any immediate violence,
while I lay in an utterly helpless, and, I fancied, a dying
condition beneath him. I felt that my powers of body
and mind were fast leaving me—in a word, that I was
perishing, and perishing of sheer fright. My brain
swam—I grew deadly sick—my vision failed—even the
glaring eyeballs above me grew dim. Making a last strong
effort, I at length breathed a faint ejaculation to God, and
resigned myself to die. The sound of my voice seemed to
arouse all the latent fury of the animal. He precipitated
himself at full length upon my body; but what was my
astonishment, when, with a long and low whine, he
commenced licking my face and hands with the greatest
eagerness, and with the most extravagant demonstration
of affection and joy! I was bewildered, utterly lost in
amazement—but I could not forget the peculiar whine of
my Newfoundland dog Tiger, and the odd manner of his
caresses I well knew. It was he. I experienced a sudden
rush of blood to my temples—a giddy and overpowering
sense of deliverance and reanimation. I rose hurriedly
from the mattress upon which I had been lying, and,
throwing myself upon the neck of my faithful follower
and friend, relieved the long oppression of my bosom in a
flood of the most passionate tears.
As upon a former occasion my conceptions were in a state
of the greatest indistinctness and confusion after leaving
the mattress. For a long time I found it nearly impossible
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to connect any ideas; but, by very slow degrees, my
thinking faculties returned, and I again called to memory
the several incidents of my condition. For the presence
of Tiger I tried in vain to account; and after busying
myself with a thousand different conjectures respecting
him, was forced to content myself with rejoicing that he
was with me to share my dreary solitude, and render me
comfort by his caresses. Most people love their dogs—but
for Tiger I had an affection far more ardent than
common; and never, certainly, did any creature more
truly deserve it. For seven years he had been my
inseparable companion, and in a multitude of instances
had given evidence of all the noble qualities for which
we value the animal. I had rescued him, when a puppy,
from the clutches of a malignant little villain in Nantucket
who was leading him, with a rope around his neck, to
the water; and the grown dog repaid the obligation, about
three years afterward, by saving me from the bludgeon of
a street robber.
Getting now hold of the watch, I found, upon applying it
to my ear, that it had again run down; but at this I was not
at all surprised, being convinced, from the peculiar state
of my feelings, that I had slept, as before, for a very long
period of time, how long, it was of course impossible to
say. I was burning up with fever, and my thirst was almost
intolerable. I felt about the box for my little remaining
supply of water, for I had no light, the taper having burnt
to the socket of the lantern, and the phosphorus-box not
coming readily to hand. Upon finding the jug, however, I
discovered it to be empty—Tiger, no doubt, having been
tempted to drink it, as well as to devour the remnant
of mutton, the bone of which lay, well picked, by the
opening of the box. The spoiled meat I could well spare,
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but my heart sank as I thought of the water. I was feeble
in the extreme—so much so that I shook all over, as with
an ague, at the slightest movement or exertion. To add
to my troubles, the brig was pitching and rolling with
great violence, and the oil-casks which lay upon my box
were in momentary danger of falling down, so as to block
up the only way of ingress or egress. I felt, also, terrible
sufferings from sea-sickness. These considerations
determined me to make my way, at all hazards, to the
trap, and obtain immediate relief, before I should be
incapacitated from doing so altogether. Having come to
this resolve, I again felt about for the phosphorus-box and
tapers. The former I found after some little trouble; but,
not discovering the tapers as soon as I had expected (for
I remembered very nearly the spot in which I had placed
them), I gave up the search for the present, and bidding
Tiger lie quiet, began at once my journey toward the trap.
In this attempt my great feebleness became more than
ever apparent. It was with the utmost difficulty I could
crawl along at all, and very frequently my limbs sank
suddenly from beneath me; when, falling prostrate on
my face, I would remain for some minutes in a state
bordering on insensibility. Still I struggled forward by
slow degrees, dreading every moment that I should
swoon amid the narrow and intricate windings of the
lumber, in which event I had nothing but death to expect
as the result. At length, upon making a push forward with
all the energy I could command, I struck my forehead
violently against the sharp corner of an iron-bound crate.
The accident only stunned me for a few moments; but
I found, to my inexpressible grief, that the quick and
violent roll of the vessel had thrown the crate entirely
across my path, so as effectually to block up the passage.
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With my utmost exertions I could not move it a single
inch from its position, it being closely wedged in among
the surrounding boxes and ship-furniture. It became
necessary, therefore, enfeebled as I was, either to leave the
guidance of the whipcord and seek out a new passage, or
to climb over the obstacle, and resume the path on the
other side. The former alternative presented too many
difficulties and dangers to be thought of without a
shudder. In my present weak state of both mind and body,
I should infallibly lose my way if I attempted it, and perish
miserably amid the dismal and disgusting labyrinths of
the hold. I proceeded, therefore, without hesitation, to
summon up all my remaining strength and fortitude, and
endeavour, as I best might, to clamber over the crate.
Upon standing erect, with this end in view, I found the
undertaking even a more serious task than my fears had
led me to imagine. On each side of the narrow passage
arose a complete wall of various heavy lumber, which the
least blunder on my part might be the means of bringing
down upon my head; or, if this accident did not occur, the
path might be effectually blocked up against my return
by the descending mass, as it was in front by the obstacle
there. The crate itself was a long and unwieldy box, upon
which no foothold could be obtained. In vain I attempted,
by every means in my power, to reach the top, with the
hope of being thus enabled to draw myself up. Had I
succeeded in reaching it, it is certain that my strength
would have proved utterly inadequate to the task of
getting over, and it was better in every respect that I
failed. At length, in a desperate effort to force the crate
from its ground, I felt a strong vibration in the side next
me. I thrust my hand eagerly to the edge of the planks,
and found that a very large one was loose. With my
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pocket-knife, which, luckily, I had with me, I succeeded,
after great labour, in prying it entirely off; and getting
it through the aperture, discovered, to my exceeding joy,
that there were no boards on the opposite side—in other
words, that the top was wanting, it being the bottom
through which I had forced my way. I now met with no
important difficulty in proceeding along the line until
I finally reached the nail. With a beating heart I stood
erect, and with a gentle touch pressed against the cover
of the trap. It did not rise as soon as I had expected,
and I pressed it with somewhat more determination, still
dreading lest some other person than Augustus might
be in his state-room. The door, however, to my
astonishment, remained steady, and I became somewhat
uneasy, for I knew that it had formerly required but little
or no effort to remove it. I pushed it strongly—it was
nevertheless firm: with all my strength—it still did not
give way: with rage, with fury, with despair—it set at
defiance my utmost efforts; and it was evident, from the
unyielding nature of the resistance, that the hole had
either been discovered and effectually nailed up, or that
some immense weight had been placed upon it, which it
was useless to think of removing.
My sensations were those of extreme horror and dismay.
In vain I attempted to reason on the probable cause of my
being thus entombed. I could summon up no connected
chain of reflection, and, sinking on the floor, gave way,
unresistingly, to the most gloomy imaginings, in which
the dreadful deaths of thirst, famine, suffocation, and
premature interment crowded upon me as the prominent
disasters to be encountered. At length there returned to
me some portion of presence of mind. I arose, and felt
with my fingers for the seams or cracks of the aperture.
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Having found them, I examined them closely to ascertain
if they emitted any light from the state-room; but none
was visible. I then forced the blade of my pen-knife
through them, until I met with some hard obstacle.
Scraping against it, I discovered it to be a solid mass
of iron, which, from its peculiar wavy feel as I passed
the blade along it, I concluded to be a chain-cable. The
only course now left me was to retrace my way to the
box, and there either yield to my sad fate, or try so to
tranquilize my mind as to admit of my arranging some
plan of escape. I immediately set about the attempt, and
succeeded, after innumerable difficulties, in getting back.
As I sank, utterly exhausted, upon the mattress, Tiger
threw himself at full length by my side, and seemed as if
desirous, by his caresses, of consoling me in my troubles,
and urging me to bear them with fortitude.
The singularity of his behavior at length forcibly arrested
my attention. After licking my face and hands for some
minutes, he would suddenly cease doing so, and utter a
low whine. Upon reaching out my hand toward him, I
then invariably found him lying on his back, with his
paws uplifted. This conduct, so frequently repeated,
appeared strange, and I could in no manner account for
it. As the dog seemed distressed, I concluded that he had
received some injury; and, taking his paws in my hands, I
examined them one by one, but found no sign of any hurt.
I then supposed him hungry, and gave him a large piece
of ham, which he devoured with avidity—afterward,
however, resuming his extraordinary manoeuvres. I now
imagined that he was suffering, like myself, the torments
of thirst, and was about adopting this conclusion as the
true one, when the idea occurred to me that I had as yet
only examined his paws, and that there might possibly
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be a wound upon some portion of his body or head. The
latter I felt carefully over, but found nothing. On passing
my hand, however, along his back, I perceived a slight
erection of the hair extending completely across it.
Probing this with my finger, I discovered a string, and
tracing it up, found that it encircled the whole body.
Upon a closer scrutiny, I came across a small slip of what
had the feeling of letter paper, through which the string
had been fastened in such a manner as to bring it
immediately beneath the left shoulder of the animal.
CHAPTER 3
THE thought instantly occurred to me that the paper
was a note from Augustus, and that some unaccountable
accident having happened to prevent his relieving me
from my dungeon, he had devised this method of
acquainting me with the true state of affairs. Trembling
with eagerness, I now commenced another search for my
phosphorus matches and tapers. I had a confused
recollection of having put them carefully away just before
falling asleep; and, indeed, previously to my last journey
to the trap, I had been able to remember the exact spot
where I had deposited them. But now I endeavored in
vain to call it to mind, and busied myself for a full hour
in a fruitless and vexatious search for the missing articles;
never, surely, was there a more tantalizing state of anxiety
and suspense. At length, while groping about, with my
head close to the ballast, near the opening of the box, and
outside of it, I perceived a faint glimmering of light in the
direction of the steerage. Greatly surprised, I endeavored
to make my way toward it, as it appeared to be but a few
feet from my position. Scarcely had I moved with this
intention, when I lost sight of the glimmer entirely, and,
before I could bring it into view again, was obliged to feel
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along by the box until I had exactly resumed my original
situation. Now, moving my head with caution to and fro,
I found that, by proceeding slowly, with great care, in an
opposite direction to that in which I had at first started, I
was enabled to draw near the light, still keeping it in view.
Presently I came directly upon it (having squeezed my
way through innumerable narrow windings), and found
that it proceeded from some fragments of my matches
lying in an empty barrel turned upon its side. I was
wondering how they came in such a place, when my hand
fell upon two or three pieces of taper wax, which had
been evidently mumbled by the dog. I concluded at once
that he had devoured the whole of my supply of candles,
and I felt hopeless of being ever able to read the note of
Augustus. The small remnants of the wax were so mashed
up among other rubbish in the barrel, that I despaired
of deriving any service from them, and left them as they
were. The phosphorus, of which there was only a speck or
two, I gathered up as well as I could, and returned with it,
after much difficulty, to my box, where Tiger had all the
while remained.
What to do next I could not tell. The hold was so intensely
dark that I could not see my hand, however close I would
hold it to my face. The white slip of paper could barely be
discerned, and not even that when I looked at it directly;
by turning the exterior portions of the retina toward
it—that is to say, by surveying it slightly askance, I found
that it became in some measure perceptible. Thus the
gloom of my prison may be imagined, and the note of my
friend, if indeed it were a note from him, seemed only
likely to throw me into further trouble, by disquieting
to no purpose my already enfeebled and agitated mind.
In vain I revolved in my brain a multitude of absurd
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expedients for procuring light—such expedients precisely
as a man in the perturbed sleep occasioned by opium
would be apt to fall upon for a similar purpose—each
and all of which appear by turns to the dreamer the most
reasonable and the most preposterous of conceptions,
just as the reasoning or imaginative faculties flicker,
alternately, one above the other. At last an idea occurred
to me which seemed rational, and which gave me cause to
wonder, very justly, that I had not entertained it before.
I placed the slip of paper on the back of a book, and,
collecting the fragments of the phosphorus matches
which I had brought from the barrel, laid them together
upon the paper. I then, with the palm of my hand, rubbed
the whole over quickly, yet steadily. A clear light diffused
itself immediately throughout the whole surface; and had
there been any writing upon it, I should not have
experienced the least difficulty, I am sure, in reading it.
Not a syllable was there, however—nothing but a dreary
and unsatisfactory blank; the illumination died away in
a few seconds, and my heart died away within me as it
went.
I have before stated more than once that my intellect, for
some period prior to this, had been in a condition nearly
bordering on idiocy. There were, to be sure, momentary
intervals of perfect sanity, and, now and then, even of
energy; but these were few. It must be remembered that
I had been, for many days certainly, inhaling the almost
pestilential atmosphere of a close hold in a whaling vessel,
and for a long portion of that time but scantily supplied
with water. For the last fourteen or fifteen hours I had
none—nor had I slept during that time. Salt provisions of
the most exciting kind had been my chief, and, indeed,
since the loss of the mutton, my only supply of food, with
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the exception of the sea-biscuit; and these latter were
utterly useless to me, as they were too dry and hard to
be swallowed in the swollen and parched condition of my
throat. I was now in a high state of fever, and in every
respect exceedingly ill. This will account for the fact that
many miserable hours of despondency elapsed after my
last adventure with the phosphorus, before the thought
suggested itself that I had examined only one side of the
paper. I shall not attempt to describe my feelings of rage
(for I believe I was more angry than any thing else) when
the egregious oversight I had committed flashed suddenly
upon my perception. The blunder itself would have been
unimportant, had not my own folly and impetuosity
rendered it otherwise—in my disappointment at not
finding some words upon the slip, I had childishly torn
it in pieces and thrown it away, it was impossible to say
where.
From the worst part of this dilemma I was relieved by
the sagacity of Tiger. Having got, after a long search, a
small piece of the note, I put it to the dog’s nose, and
endeavored to make him understand that he must bring
me the rest of it. To my astonishment, (for I had taught
him none of the usual tricks for which his breed are
famous,) he seemed to enter at once into my meaning,
and, rummaging about for a few moments, soon found
another considerable portion. Bringing me this, he
paused awhile, and, rubbing his nose against my hand,
appeared to be waiting for my approval of what he had
done. I patted him on the head, when he immediately
made off again. It was now some minutes before he came
back—but when he did come, he brought with him a large
slip, which proved to be all the paper missing—it having
been torn, it seems, only into three pieces. Luckily, I had
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no trouble in finding what few fragments of the
phosphorus were left—being guided by the indistinct
glow one or two of the particles still emitted. My
difficulties had taught me the necessity of caution, and I
now took time to reflect upon what I was about to do.
It was very probable, I considered, that some words were
written upon that side of the paper which had not been
examined—but which side was that? Fitting the pieces
together gave me no clew in this respect, although it
assured me that the words (if there were any) would be
found all on one side, and connected in a proper manner,
as written. There was the greater necessity of ascertaining
the point in question beyond a doubt, as the phosphorus
remaining would be altogether insufficient for a third
attempt, should I fail in the one I was now about to make.
I placed the paper on a book as before, and sat for some
minutes thoughtfully revolving the matter over in my
mind. At last I thought it barely possible that the written
side might have some unevenness on its surface, which
a delicate sense of feeling might enable me to detect. I
determined to make the experiment and passed my finger
very carefully over the side which first presented itself.
Nothing, however, was perceptible, and I turned the
paper, adjusting it on the book. I now again carried my
forefinger cautiously along, when I was aware of an
exceedingly slight, but still discernable glow, which
followed as it proceeded. This, I knew, must arise from
some very minute remaining particles of the phosphorus
with which I had covered the paper in my previous
attempt. The other, or under side, then, was that on which
lay the writing, if writing there should finally prove to
be. Again I turned the note, and went to work as I had
previously done. Having rubbed in the phosphorus, a
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brilliancy ensued as before—but this time several lines of
MS. in a large hand, and apparently in red ink, became
distinctly visible. The glimmer, although sufficiently
bright, was but momentary. Still, had I not been too
greatly excited, there would have been ample time enough
for me to peruse the whole three sentences before
me—for I saw there were three. In my anxiety, however,
to read all at once, I succeeded only in reading the seven
concluding words, which thus appeared—“blood—your
life depends upon lying close.”
Had I been able to ascertain the entire contents of the
note-the full meaning of the admonition which my friend
had thus attempted to convey, that admonition, even
although it should have revealed a story of disaster the
most unspeakable, could not, I am firmly convinced, have
imbued my mind with one tithe of the harrowing and
yet indefinable horror with which I was inspired by the
fragmentary warning thus received. And “blood,” too, that
word of all words—so rife at all times with mystery, and
suffering, and terror—how trebly full of import did it
now appear—how chilly and heavily (disjointed, as it thus
was, from any foregoing words to qualify or render it
distinct) did its vague syllables fall, amid the deep gloom
of my prison, into the innermost recesses of my soul!
Augustus had, undoubtedly, good reasons for wishing me
to remain concealed, and I formed a thousand surmises
as to what they could be—but I could think of nothing
affording a satisfactory solution of the mystery. Just after
returning from my last journey to the trap, and before
my attention had been otherwise directed by the singular
conduct of Tiger, I had come to the resolution of making
myself heard at all events by those on board, or, if I could
not succeed in this directly, of trying to cut my way
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through the orlop deck. The half certainty which I felt of
being able to accomplish one of these two purposes in the
last emergency, had given me courage (which I should not
otherwise have had) to endure the evils of my situation.
The few words I had been able to read, however, had
cut me off from these final resources, and I now, for the
first time, felt all the misery of my fate. In a paroxysm of
despair I threw myself again upon the mattress, where,
for about the period of a day and night, I lay in a kind
of stupor, relieved only by momentary intervals of reason
and recollection.
At length I once more arose, and busied myself in
reflection upon the horrors which encompassed me. For
another twenty-four hours it was barely possible that I
might exist without water—for a longer time I could not
do so. During the first portion of my imprisonment I had
made free use of the cordials with which Augustus had
supplied me, but they only served to excite fever, without
in the least degree assuaging thirst. I had now only about
a gill left, and this was of a species of strong peach liqueur
at which my stomach revolted. The sausages were
entirely consumed; of the ham nothing remained but a
small piece of the skin; and all the biscuit, except a few
fragments of one, had been eaten by Tiger. To add to
my troubles, I found that my headache was increasing
momentarily, and with it the species of delirium which
had distressed me more or less since my first falling
asleep. For some hours past it had been with the greatest
difficulty I could breathe at all, and now each attempt
at so doing was attended with the most depressing
spasmodic action of the chest. But there was still another
and very different source of disquietude, and one, indeed,
whose harassing terrors had been the chief means of
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arousing me to exertion from my stupor on the mattress.
It arose from the demeanor of the dog.
I first observed an alteration in his conduct while rubbing
in the phosphorus on the paper in my last attempt. As
I rubbed, he ran his nose against my hand with a slight
snarl; but I was too greatly excited at the time to pay
much attention to the circumstance. Soon afterward, it
will be remembered, I threw myself on the mattress, and
fell into a species of lethargy. Presently I became aware of
a singular hissing sound close at my ears, and discovered
it to proceed from Tiger, who was panting and wheezing
in a state of the greatest apparent excitement, his eyeballs
flashing fiercely through the gloom. I spoke to him, when
he replied with a low growl, and then remained quiet.
Presently I relapsed into my stupor, from which I was
again awakened in a similar manner. This was repeated
three or four times, until finally his behaviour inspired
me with so great a degree of fear, that I became fully
aroused. He was now lying close by the door of the box,
snarling fearfully, although in a kind of undertone, and
grinding his teeth as if strongly convulsed. I had no doubt
whatever that the want of water or the confined
atmosphere of the hold had driven him mad, and I was
at a loss what course to pursue. I could not endure the
thought of killing him, yet it seemed absolutely necessary
for my own safety. I could distinctly perceive his eyes
fastened upon me with an expression of the most deadly
animosity, and I expected every instant that he would
attack me. At last I could endure my terrible situation no
longer, and determined to make my way from the box
at all hazards, and dispatch him, if his opposition should
render it necessary for me to do so. To get out, I had
to pass directly over his body, and he already seemed
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to anticipate my design—missing himself upon his fore-
legs (as I perceived by the altered position of his eyes),
and displayed the whole of his white fangs, which were
easily discernible. I took the remains of the ham-skin, and
the bottle containing the liqueur, and secured them about
my person, together with a large carving-knife which
Augustus had left me—then, folding my cloak around me
as closely as possible, I made a movement toward the
mouth of the box. No sooner did I do this, than the dog
sprang with a loud growl toward my throat. The whole
weight of his body struck me on the right shoulder, and I
fell violently to the left, while the enraged animal passed
entirely over me. I had fallen upon my knees, with my
head buried among the blankets, and these protected me
from a second furious assault, during which I felt the
sharp teeth pressing vigorously upon the woollen which
enveloped my neck—yet, luckily, without being able to
penetrate all the folds. I was now beneath the dog, and a
few moments would place me completely in his power.
Despair gave me strength, and I rose boldly up, shaking
him from me by main force, and dragging with me the
blankets from the mattress. These I now threw over him,
and before he could extricate himself, I had got through
the door and closed it effectually against his pursuit. In
this struggle, however, I had been forced to drop the
morsel of ham-skin, and I now found my whole stock
of provisions reduced to a single gill of liqueur. As this
reflection crossed my mind, I felt myself actuated by one
of those fits of perverseness which might be supposed to
influence a spoiled child in similar circumstances, and,
raising the bottle to my lips, I drained it to the last drop,
and dashed it furiously upon the floor.
Scarcely had the echo of the crash died away, when I
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heard my name pronounced in an eager but subdued
voice, issuing from the direction of the steerage. So
unexpected was anything of the kind, and so intense was
the emotion excited within me by the sound, that I
endeavoured in vain to reply. My powers of speech totally
failed, and in an agony of terror lest my friend should
conclude me dead, and return without attempting to
reach me, I stood up between the crates near the door
of the box, trembling convulsively, and gasping and
struggling for utterance. Had a thousand words depended
upon a syllable, I could not have spoken it. There was
a slight movement now audible among the lumber
somewhere forward of my station. The sound presently
grew less distinct, then again less so, and still less. Shall
I ever forget my feelings at this moment? He was
going—my friend, my companion, from whom I had a
right to expect so much—he was going—he would
abandon me—he was gone! He would leave me to perish
miserably, to expire in the most horrible and loathesome
of dungeons—and one word, one little syllable, would
save me—yet that single syllable I could not utter! I felt,
I am sure, more than ten thousand times the agonies of
death itself. My brain reeled, and I fell, deadly sick,
against the end of the box.
As I fell the carving-knife was shaken out from the waist-
band of my pantaloons, and dropped with a rattling
sound to the floor. Never did any strain of the richest
melody come so sweetly to my ears! With the intensest
anxiety I listened to ascertain the effect of the noise upon
Augustus—for I knew that the person who called my
name could be no one but himself. All was silent for some
moments. At length I again heard the word “Arthur!”
repeated in a low tone, and one full of hesitation.
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Reviving hope loosened at once my powers of speech, and
I now screamed at the top of my voice, “Augustus! oh,
Augustus!” “Hush! for God’s sake be silent!” he replied,
in a voice trembling with agitation; “I will be with you
immediately—as soon as I can make my way through the
hold.” For a long time I heard him moving among the
lumber, and every moment seemed to me an age. At
length I felt his hand upon my shoulder, and he placed, at
the same moment, a bottle of water to my lips. Those only
who have been suddenly redeemed from the jaws of the
tomb, or who have known the insufferable torments of
thirst under circumstances as aggravated as those which
encompassed me in my dreary prison, can form any idea
of the unutterable transports which that one long draught
of the richest of all physical luxuries afforded.
When I had in some degree satisfied my thirst, Augustus
produced from his pocket three or four boiled potatoes,
which I devoured with the greatest avidity. He had
brought with him a light in a dark lantern, and the
grateful rays afforded me scarcely less comfort than the
food and drink. But I was impatient to learn the cause of
his protracted absence, and he proceeded to recount what
had happened on board during my incarceration.
CHAPTER 4
THE brig put to sea, as I had supposed, in about an hour
after he had left the watch. This was on the twentieth
of June. It will be remembered that I had then been in
the hold for three days; and, during this period, there
was so constant a bustle on board, and so much running
to and fro, especially in the cabin and staterooms, that
he had had no chance of visiting me without the risk of
having the secret of the trap discovered. When at length
he did come, I had assured him that I was doing as well as
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possible; and, therefore, for the two next days he felt but
little uneasiness on my account—still, however, watching
an opportunity of going down. It was not until the fourth
day that he found one. Several times during this interval
he had made up his mind to let his father know of the
adventure, and have me come up at once; but we were
still within reaching distance of Nantucket, and it was
doubtful, from some expressions which had escaped
Captain Barnard, whether he would not immediately put
back if he discovered me to be on board. Besides, upon
thinking the matter over, Augustus, so he told me, could
not imagine that I was in immediate want, or that I would
hesitate, in such case, to make myself heard at the trap.
When, therefore, he considered everything he concluded
to let me stay until he could meet with an opportunity
of visiting me unobserved. This, as I said before, did not
occur until the fourth day after his bringing me the watch,
and the seventh since I had first entered the hold. He
then went down without taking with him any water or
provisions, intending in the first place merely to call my
attention, and get me to come from the box to the
trap,—when he would go up to the stateroom and thence
hand me down a supply. When he descended for this
purpose he found that I was asleep, for it seems that I
was snoring very loudly. From all the calculations I can
make on the subject, this must have been the slumber
into which I fell just after my return from the trap with
the watch, and which, consequently, must have lasted for
more than three entire days and nights at the very least.
Latterly, I have had reason both from my own experience
and the assurance of others, to be acquainted with the
strong soporific effects of the stench arising from old
fish-oil when closely confined; and when I think of the
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condition of the hold in which I was imprisoned, and
the long period during which the brig had been used as
a whaling vessel, I am more inclined to wonder that I
awoke at all, after once falling asleep, than that I should
have slept uninterruptedly for the period specified above.
Augustus called to me at first in a low voice and without
closing the trap—but I made him no reply. He then shut
the trap, and spoke to me in a louder, and finally in a very
loud tone—still I continued to snore. He was now at a
loss what to do. It would take him some time to make his
way through the lumber to my box, and in the meanwhile
his absence would be noticed by Captain Barnard, who
had occasion for his services every minute, in arranging
and copying papers connected with the business of the
voyage. He determined, therefore, upon reflection, to
ascend, and await another opportunity of visiting me.
He was the more easily induced to this resolve, as my
slumber appeared to be of the most tranquil nature, and
he could not suppose that I had undergone any
inconvenience from my incarceration. He had just made
up his mind on these points when his attention was
arrested by an unusual bustle, the sound of which
proceeded apparently from the cabin. He sprang through
the trap as quickly as possible, closed it, and threw open
the door of his stateroom. No sooner had he put his foot
over the threshold than a pistol flashed in his face, and he
was knocked down, at the same moment, by a blow from
a handspike.
A strong hand held him on the cabin floor, with a tight
grasp upon his throat; still he was able to see what was
going on around him. His father was tied hand and foot,
and lying along the steps of the companion-way, with
his head down, and a deep wound in the forehead, from
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which the blood was flowing in a continued stream. He
spoke not a word, and was apparently dying. Over him
stood the first mate, eyeing him with an expression of
fiendish derision, and deliberately searching his pockets,
from which he presently drew forth a large wallet and a
chronometer. Seven of the crew (among whom was the
cook, a negro) were rummaging the staterooms on the
larboard for arms, where they soon equipped themselves
with muskets and ammunition. Besides Augustus and
Captain Barnard, there were nine men altogether in the
cabin, and these among the most ruffianly of the brig’s
company. The villains now went upon deck, taking my
friend with them after having secured his arms behind
his back. They proceeded straight to the forecastle, which
was fastened down—two of the mutineers standing by it
with axes—two also at the main hatch. The mate called
out in a loud voice: “Do you hear there below? tumble
up with you, one by one—now, mark that—and no
grumbling!” It was some minutes before any one
appeared:—at last an Englishman, who had shipped as
a raw hand, came up, weeping piteously, and entreating
the mate, in the most humble manner, to spare his life.
The only reply was a blow on the forehead from an axe.
The poor fellow fell to the deck without a groan, and
the black cook lifted him up in his arms as he would a
child, and tossed him deliberately into the sea. Hearing
the blow and the plunge of the body, the men below could
now be induced to venture on deck neither by threats
nor promises, until a proposition was made to smoke
them out. A general rush then ensued, and for a moment
it seemed possible that the brig might be retaken. The
mutineers, however, succeeded at last in closing the
forecastle effectually before more than six of their
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opponents could get up. These six, finding themselves so
greatly outnumbered and without arms, submitted after a
brief struggle. The mate gave them fair words—no doubt
with a view of inducing those below to yield, for they
had no difficulty in hearing all that was said on deck.
The result proved his sagacity, no less than his diabolical
villainy. All in the forecastle presently signified their
intention of submitting, and, ascending one by one, were
pinioned and then thrown on their backs, together with
the first six—there being in all, of the crew who were not
concerned in the mutiny, twenty-seven.
A scene of the most horrible butchery ensued. The bound
seamen were dragged to the gangway. Here the cook
stood with an axe, striking each victim on the head as
he was forced over the side of the vessel by the other
mutineers. In this manner twenty-two perished, and
Augustus had given himself up for lost, expecting every
moment his own turn to come next. But it seemed that
the villains were now either weary, or in some measure
disgusted with their bloody labour; for the four
remaining prisoners, together with my friend, who had
been thrown on the deck with the rest, were respited
while the mate sent below for rum, and the whole
murderous party held a drunken carouse, which lasted
until sunset. They now fell to disputing in regard to the
fate of the survivors, who lay not more than four paces
off, and could distinguish every word said. Upon some
of the mutineers the liquor appeared to have a softening
effect, for several voices were heard in favor of releasing
the captives altogether, on condition of joining the
mutiny and sharing the profits. The black cook, however
(who in all respects was a perfect demon, and who seemed
to exert as much influence, if not more, than the mate
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himself), would listen to no proposition of the kind, and
rose repeatedly for the purpose of resuming his work
at the gangway. Fortunately he was so far overcome by
intoxication as to be easily restrained by the less
bloodthirsty of the party, among whom was a line-
manager, who went by the name of Dirk Peters. This man
was the son of an Indian squaw of the tribe of Upsarokas,
who live among the fastnesses of the Black Hills, near
the source of the Missouri. His father was a fur-trader,
I believe, or at least connected in some manner with the
Indian trading-posts on Lewis river. Peter himself was
one of the most ferocious-looking men I ever beheld.
He was short in stature, not more than four feet eight
inches high, but his limbs were of Herculean mould. His
hands, especially, were so enormously thick and broad as
hardly to retain a human shape. His arms, as well as legs,
were bowed in the most singular manner, and appeared
to possess no flexibility whatever. His head was equally
deformed, being of immense size, with an indentation on
the crown (like that on the head of most negroes), and
entirely bald. To conceal this latter deficiency, which did
not proceed from old age, he usually wore a wig formed
of any hair-like material which presented
itself—occasionally the skin of a Spanish dog or American
grizzly bear. At the time spoken of, he had on a portion
of one of these bearskins; and it added no little to the
natural ferocity of his countenance, which betook of the
Upsaroka character. The mouth extended nearly from ear
to ear, the lips were thin, and seemed, like some other
portions of his frame, to be devoid of natural pliancy,
so that the ruling expression never varied under the
influence of any emotion whatever. This ruling
expression may be conceived when it is considered that
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the teeth were exceedingly long and protruding, and
never even partially covered, in any instance, by the lips.
To pass this man with a casual glance, one might imagine
him to be convulsed with laughter, but a second look
would induce a shuddering acknowledgment, that if such
an expression were indicative of merriment, the
merriment must be that of a demon. Of this singular
being many anecdotes were prevalent among the
seafaring men of Nantucket. These anecdotes went to
prove his prodigious strength when under excitement,
and some of them had given rise to a doubt of his sanity.
But on board the Grampus, it seems, he was regarded,
at the time of the mutiny, with feelings more of derision
than of anything else. I have been thus particular in
speaking of Dirk Peters, because, ferocious as he
appeared, he proved the main instrument in preserving
the life of Augustus, and because I shall have frequent
occasion to mention him hereafter in the course of my
narrative—a narrative, let me here say, which, in its latter
portions, will be found to include incidents of a nature
so entirely out of the range of human experience, and for
this reason so far beyond the limits of human credulity,
that I proceed in utter hopelessness of obtaining credence
for all that I shall tell, yet confidently trusting in time and
progressing science to verify some of the most important
and most improbable of my statements.
After much indecision and two or three violent quarrels,
it was determined at last that all the prisoners (with the
exception of Augustus, whom Peters insisted in a jocular
manner upon keeping as his clerk) should be set adrift in
one of the smallest whaleboats. The mate went down into
the cabin to see if Captain Barnard was still living—for,
it will be remembered, he was left below when the
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mutineers came up. Presently the two made their
appearance, the captain pale as death, but somewhat
recovered from the effects of his wound. He spoke to the
men in a voice hardly articulate, entreated them not to set
him adrift, but to return to their duty, and promising to
land them wherever they chose, and to take no steps for
bringing them to justice. He might as well have spoken
to the winds. Two of the ruffians seized him by the arms
and hurled him over the brig’s side into the boat, which
had been lowered while the mate went below. The four
men who were lying on the deck were then untied and
ordered to follow, which they did without attempting
any resistance—Augustus being still left in his painful
position, although he struggled and prayed only for the
poor satisfaction of being permitted to bid his father
farewell. A handful of sea-biscuit and a jug of water were
now handed down; but neither mast, sail, oar, nor
compass. The boat was towed astern for a few minutes,
during which the mutineers held another
consultation—it was then finally cut adrift. By this time
night had come on—there were neither moon nor stars
visible—and a short and ugly sea was running, although
there was no great deal of wind. The boat was instantly
out of sight, and little hope could be entertained for the
unfortunate sufferers who were in it. This event
happened, however, in latitude 35 degrees 30’ north,
longitude 61 degrees 20’ west, and consequently at no
very great distance from the Bermuda Islands. Augustus
therefore endeavored to console himself with the idea
that the boat might either succeed in reaching the land, or
come sufficiently near to be fallen in with by vessels off
the coast.
All sail was now put upon the brig, and she continued her
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original course to the southwest—the mutineers being
bent upon some piratical expedition, in which, from all
that could be understood, a ship was to be intercepted
on her way from the Cape Verd Islands to Porto Rico.
No attention was paid to Augustus, who was untied and
suffered to go about anywhere forward of the cabin
companion-way. Dirk Peters treated him with some
degree of kindness, and on one occasion saved him from
the brutality of the cook. His situation was still one of the
most precarious, as the men were continually intoxicated,
and there was no relying upon their continued good-
humor or carelessness in regard to himself. His anxiety
on my account be represented, however, as the most
distressing result of his condition; and, indeed, I had
never reason to doubt the sincerity of his friendship.
More than once he had resolved to acquaint the
mutineers with the secret of my being on board, but was
restrained from so doing, partly through recollection of
the atrocities he had already beheld, and partly through
a hope of being able soon to bring me relief. For the
latter purpose he was constantly on the watch; but, in
spite of the most constant vigilance, three days elapsed
after the boat was cut adrift before any chance occurred.
At length, on the night of the third day, there came on a
heavy blow from the eastward, and all hands were called
up to take in sail. During the confusion which ensued, he
made his way below unobserved, and into the stateroom.
What was his grief and horror in discovering that the
latter had been rendered a place of deposit for a variety
of sea-stores and ship-furniture, and that several fathoms
of old chain-cable, which had been stowed away beneath
the companion-ladder, had been dragged thence to make
room for a chest, and were now lying immediately upon
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the trap! To remove it without discovery was impossible,
and he returned on deck as quickly as he could. As he
came up, the mate seized him by the throat, and
demanding what he had been doing in the cabin, was
about flinging him over the larboard bulwark, when his
life was again preserved through the interference of Dirk
Peters. Augustus was now put in handcuffs (of which
there were several pairs on board), and his feet lashed
tightly together. He was then taken into the steerage, and
thrown into a lower berth next to the forecastle
bulkheads, with the assurance that he should never put
his foot on deck again “until the brig was no longer a
brig.” This was the expression of the cook, who threw him
into the berth—it is hardly possible to say what precise
meaning intended by the phrase. The whole affair,
however, proved the ultimate means of my relief, as will
presently appear.
CHAPTER 5
FOR some minutes after the cook had left the
forecastle, Augustus abandoned himself to despair, never
hoping to leave the berth alive. He now came to the
resolution of acquainting the first of the men who should
come down with my situation, thinking it better to let
me take my chance with the mutineers than perish of
thirst in the hold,—for it had been ten days since I was
first imprisoned, and my jug of water was not a plentiful
supply even for four. As he was thinking on this subject,
the idea came all at once into his head that it might be
possible to communicate with me by the way of the main
hold. In any other circumstances, the difficulty and
hazard of the undertaking would have prevented him
from attempting it; but now he had, at all events, little
prospect of life, and consequently little to lose, he bent his
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whole mind, therefore, upon the task.
His handcuffs were the first consideration. At first he
saw no method of removing them, and feared that he
should thus be baffled in the very outset; but upon a
closer scrutiny he discovered that the irons could be
slipped off and on at pleasure, with very little effort or
inconvenience, merely by squeezing his hands through
them,—this species of manacle being altogether
ineffectual in confining young persons, in whom the
smaller bones readily yield to pressure. He now untied
his feet, and, leaving the cord in such a manner that it
could easily be readjusted in the event of any person’s
coming down, proceeded to examine the bulkhead where
it joined the berth. The partition here was of soft pine
board, an inch thick, and he saw that he should have
little trouble in cutting his way through. A voice was now
heard at the forecastle companion-way, and he had just
time to put his right hand into its handcuff (the left had
not been removed) and to draw the rope in a slipknot
around his ankle, when Dirk Peters came below, followed
by Tiger, who immediately leaped into the berth and lay
down. The dog had been brought on board by Augustus,
who knew my attachment to the animal, and thought it
would give me pleasure to have him with me during the
voyage. He went up to our house for him immediately
after first taking me into the hold, but did not think of
mentioning the circumstance upon his bringing the
watch. Since the mutiny, Augustus had not seen him
before his appearance with Dirk Peters, and had given
him up for lost, supposing him to have been thrown
overboard by some of the malignant villains belonging
to the mate’s gang. It appeared afterward that he had
crawled into a hole beneath a whale-boat, from which,
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not having room to turn round, he could not extricate
himself. Peters at last let him out, and, with a species
of good feeling which my friend knew well how to
appreciate, had now brought him to him in the forecastle
as a companion, leaving at the same time some salt junk
and potatoes, with a can of water, he then went on deck,
promising to come down with something more to eat on
the next day.
When he had gone, Augustus freed both hands from the
manacles and unfastened his feet. He then turned down
the head of the mattress on which he had been lying,
and with his penknife (for the ruffians had not thought
it worth while to search him) commenced cutting
vigorously across one of the partition planks, as closely
as possible to the floor of the berth. He chose to cut
here, because, if suddenly interrupted, he would be able
to conceal what had been done by letting the head of the
mattress fall into its proper position. For the remainder of
the day, however, no disturbance occurred, and by night
he had completely divided the plank. It should here be
observed that none of the crew occupied the forecastle
as a sleeping-place, living altogether in the cabin since
the mutiny, drinking the wines and feasting on the sea-
stores of Captain Barnard, and giving no more heed than
was absolutely necessary to the navigation of the brig.
These circumstances proved fortunate both for myself
and Augustus; for, had matters been otherwise, he would
have found it impossible to reach me. As it was, he
proceeded with confidence in his design. It was near
daybreak, however, before he completed the second
division of the board (which was about a foot above the
first cut), thus making an aperture quite large enough to
admit his passage through with facility to the main orlop
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deck. Having got here, he made his way with but little
trouble to the lower main hatch, although in so doing he
had to scramble over tiers of oil-casks piled nearly as high
as the upper deck, there being barely room enough left
for his body. Upon reaching the hatch he found that Tiger
had followed him below, squeezing between two rows of
the casks. It was now too late, however, to attempt getting
to me before dawn, as the chief difficulty lay in passing
through the close stowage in the lower hold. He therefore
resolved to return, and wait till the next night. With this
design, he proceeded to loosen the hatch, so that he might
have as little detention as possible when he should come
again. No sooner had he loosened it than Tiger sprang
eagerly to the small opening produced, snuffed for a
moment, and then uttered a long whine, scratching at
the same time, as if anxious to remove the covering with
his paws. There could be no doubt, from his behaviour,
that he was aware of my being in the hold, and Augustus
thought it possible that he would be able to get to me if he
put him down. He now hit upon the expedient of sending
the note, as it was especially desirable that I should make
no attempt at forcing my way out at least under existing
circumstances, and there could be no certainty of his
getting to me himself on the morrow as he intended.
After-events proved how fortunate it was that the idea
occurred to him as it did; for, had it not been for the
receipt of the note, I should undoubtedly have fallen upon
some plan, however desperate, of alarming the crew, and
both our lives would most probably have been sacrificed
in consequence.
Having concluded to write, the difficulty was now to
procure the materials for so doing. An old toothpick was
soon made into a pen; and this by means of feeling
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altogether, for the between-decks was as dark as pitch.
Paper enough was obtained from the back of a letter—a
duplicate of the forged letter from Mr. Ross. This had
been the original draught; but the handwriting not being
sufficiently well imitated, Augustus had written another,
thrusting the first, by good fortune, into his coat-pocket,
where it was now most opportunely discovered. Ink
alone was thus wanting, and a substitute was immediately
found for this by means of a slight incision with the pen-
knife on the back of a finger just above the nail—a
copious flow of blood ensuing, as usual, from wounds in
that vicinity. The note was now written, as well as it could
be in the dark and under the circumstances. It briefly
explained that a mutiny had taken place; that Captain
Barnard was set adrift; and that I might expect immediate
relief as far as provisions were concerned, but must not
venture upon making any disturbance. It concluded with
these words: “I have scrawled this with blood—your life
depends upon lying close.”
This slip of paper being tied upon the dog, he was now
put down the hatchway, and Augustus made the best of
his way back to the forecastle, where he found no reason
to believe that any of the crew had been in his absence.
To conceal the hole in the partition, he drove his knife in
just above it, and hung up a pea-jacket which he found in
the berth. His handcuffs were then replaced, and also the
rope around his ankles.
These arrangements were scarcely completed when Dirk
Peters came below, very drunk, but in excellent humour,
and bringing with him my friend’s allowance of provision
for the day. This consisted of a dozen large Irish potatoes
roasted, and a pitcher of water. He sat for some time on
a chest by the berth, and talked freely about the mate
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and the general concerns of the brig. His demeanour was
exceedingly capricious, and even grotesque. At one time
Augustus was much alarmed by odd conduct. At last,
however, he went on deck, muttering a promise to bring
his prisoner a good dinner on the morrow. During the
day two of the crew (harpooners) came down,
accompanied by the cook, all three in nearly the last stage
of intoxication. Like Peters, they made no scruple of
talking unreservedly about their plans. It appeared that
they were much divided among themselves as to their
ultimate course, agreeing in no point, except the attack
on the ship from the Cape Verd Islands, with which they
were in hourly expectation of meeting. As far as could
be ascertained, the mutiny had not been brought about
altogether for the sake of booty; a private pique of the
chief mate’s against Captain Barnard having been the
main instigation. There now seemed to be two principal
factions among the crew—one headed by the mate, the
other by the cook. The former party were for seizing
the first suitable vessel which should present itself, and
equipping it at some of the West India Islands for a
piratical cruise. The latter division, however, which was
the stronger, and included Dirk Peters among its
partisans, were bent upon pursuing the course originally
laid out for the brig into the South Pacific; there either
to take whale, or act otherwise, as circumstances should
suggest. The representations of Peters, who had
frequently visited these regions, had great weight,
apparently, with the mutineers, wavering, as they were,
between half-engendered notions of profit and pleasure.
He dwelt on the world of novelty and amusement to be
found among the innumerable islands of the Pacific, on
the perfect security and freedom from all restraint to be
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enjoyed, but, more particularly, on the deliciousness of
the climate, on the abundant means of good living, and on
the voluptuous beauty of the women. As yet, nothing had
been absolutely determined upon; but the pictures of the
hybrid line-manager were taking strong hold upon the
ardent imaginations of the seamen, and there was every
possibility that his intentions would be finally carried
into effect.
The three men went away in about an hour, and no one
else entered the forecastle all day. Augustus lay quiet until
nearly night. He then freed himself from the rope and
irons, and prepared for his attempt. A bottle was found in
one of the berths, and this he filled with water from the
pitcher left by Peters, storing his pockets at the same time
with cold potatoes. To his great joy he also came across a
lantern, with a small piece of tallow candle in it. This he
could light at any moment, as he had in his possession a
box of phosphorus matches. When it was quite dark, he
got through the hole in the bulkhead, having taken the
precaution to arrange the bedclothes in the berth so as to
convey the idea of a person covered up. When through, he
hung up the pea-jacket on his knife, as before, to conceal
the aperture—this manoeuvre being easily effected, as he
did not readjust the piece of plank taken out until
afterward. He was now on the main orlop deck, and
proceeded to make his way, as before, between the upper
deck and the oil-casks to the main hatchway. Having
reached this, he lit the piece of candle, and descended,
groping with extreme difficulty among the compact
stowage of the hold. In a few moments he became
alarmed at the insufferable stench and the closeness of
the atmosphere. He could not think it possible that I had
survived my confinement for so long a period breathing
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so oppressive an air. He called my name repeatedly, but
I made him no reply, and his apprehensions seemed thus
to be confirmed. The brig was rolling violently, and there
was so much noise in consequence, that it was useless to
listen for any weak sound, such as those of my breathing
or snoring. He threw open the lantern, and held it as high
as possible, whenever an opportunity occurred, in order
that, by observing the light, I might, if alive, be aware that
succor was approaching. Still nothing was heard from
me, and the supposition of my death began to assume
the character of certainty. He determined, nevertheless,
to force a passage, if possible, to the box, and at least
ascertain beyond a doubt the truth of his surmises. He
pushed on for some time in a most pitiable state of
anxiety, until, at length, he found the pathway utterly
blocked up, and that there was no possibility of making
any farther way by the course in which he had set out.
Overcome now by his feelings, he threw himself among
the lumber in despair, and wept like a child. It was at this
period that he heard the crash occasioned by the bottle
which I had thrown down. Fortunate, indeed, was it that
the incident occurred—for, upon this incident, trivial as it
appears, the thread of my destiny depended. Many years
elapsed, however, before I was aware of this fact. A
natural shame and regret for his weakness and indecision
prevented Augustus from confiding to me at once what
a more intimate and unreserved communion afterward
induced him to reveal. Upon finding his further progress
in the hold impeded by obstacles which he could not
overcome, he had resolved to abandon his attempt at
reaching me, and return at once to the forecastle. Before
condemning him entirely on this head, the harassing
circumstances which embarrassed him should be taken
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into consideration. The night was fast wearing away, and
his absence from the forecastle might be discovered; and
indeed would necessarily be so, if he should fail to get
back to the berth by daybreak. His candle was expiring in
the socket, and there would be the greatest difficulty in
retracing his way to the hatchway in the dark. It must be
allowed, too, that he had every good reason to believe me
dead; in which event no benefit could result to me from
his reaching the box, and a world of danger would be
encountered to no purpose by himself. He had repeatedly
called, and I had made him no answer. I had been now
eleven days and nights with no more water than that
contained in the jug which he had left with me—a supply
which it was not at all probable I had hoarded in the
beginning of my confinement, as I had every cause to
expect a speedy release. The atmosphere of the hold, too,
must have appeared to him, coming from the
comparatively open air of the steerage, of a nature
absolutely poisonous, and by far more intolerable than it
had seemed to me upon my first taking up my quarters
in the box—the hatchways at that time having been
constantly open for many months previous. Add to these
considerations that of the scene of bloodshed and terror
so lately witnessed by my friend; his confinement,
privations, and narrow escapes from death, together with
the frail and equivocal tenure by which he still
existed—circumstances all so well calculated to prostrate
every energy of mind—and the reader will be easily
brought, as I have been, to regard his apparent falling
off in friendship and in faith with sentiments rather of
sorrow than of anger.
The crash of the bottle was distinctly heard, yet Augustus
was not sure that it proceeded from the hold. The doubt,
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however, was sufficient inducement to persevere. He
clambered up nearly to the orlop deck by means of the
stowage, and then, watching for a lull in the pitchings
of the vessel, he called out to me in as loud a tone as
he could command, regardless, for the moment, of being
overheard by the crew. It will be remembered that on
this occasion the voice reached me, but I was so entirely
overcome by violent agitation as to be incapable of reply.
Confident, now, that his worst apprehensions were well
founded, he descended, with a view of getting back to the
forecastle without loss of time. In his haste some small
boxes were thrown down, the noise occasioned by which
I heard, as will be recollected. He had made considerable
progress on his return when the fall of the knife again
caused him to hesitate. He retraced his steps immediately,
and, clambering up the stowage a second time, called out
my name, loudly as before, having watched for a lull. This
time I found voice to answer. Overjoyed at discovering
me to be still alive, he now resolved to brave every
difficulty and danger in reaching me. Having extricated
himself as quickly as possible from the labyrinth of
lumber by which he was hemmed in, he at length struck
into an opening which promised better, and finally, after
a series of struggles, arrived at the box in a state of utter
exhaustion.
CHAPTER 6
THE leading particulars of this narration were all that
Augustus communicated to me while we remained near
the box. It was not until afterward that he entered fully
into all the details. He was apprehensive of being missed,
and I was wild with impatience to leave my detested place
of confinement. We resolved to make our way at once
to the hole in the bulkhead, near which I was to remain
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for the present, while he went through to reconnoiter.
To leave Tiger in the box was what neither of us could
endure to think of, yet, how to act otherwise was the
question. He now seemed to be perfectly quiet, and we
could not even distinguish the sound of his breathing
upon applying our ears closely to the box. I was
convinced that he was dead, and determined to open the
door. We found him lying at full length, apparently in a
deep stupor, yet still alive. No time was to be lost, yet I
could not bring myself to abandon an animal who had
now been twice instrumental in saving my life, without
some attempt at preserving him. We therefore dragged
him along with us as well as we could, although with the
greatest difficulty and fatigue; Augustus, during part of
the time, being forced to clamber over the impediments
in our way with the huge dog in his arms—a feat to which
the feebleness of my frame rendered me totally
inadequate. At length we succeeded in reaching the hole,
when Augustus got through, and Tiger was pushed in
afterward. All was found to be safe, and we did not fail to
return sincere thanks to God for our deliverance from the
imminent danger we had escaped. For the present, it was
agreed that I should remain near the opening, through
which my companion could readily supply me with a
part of his daily provision, and where I could have the
advantages of breathing an atmosphere comparatively
pure.
In explanation of some portions of this narrative, wherein
I have spoken of the stowage of the brig, and which may
appear ambiguous to some of my readers who may have
seen a proper or regular stowage, I must here state that
the manner in which this most important duty had been
per formed on board the Grampus was a most shameful
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piece of neglect on the part of Captain Barnard, who
was by no means as careful or as experienced a seaman
as the hazardous nature of the service on which he was
employed would seem necessarily to demand. A proper
stowage cannot be accomplished in a careless manner,
and many most disastrous accidents, even within the
limits of my own experience, have arisen from neglect
or ignorance in this particular. Coasting vessels, in the
frequent hurry and bustle attendant upon taking in or
discharging cargo, are the most liable to mishap from the
want of a proper attention to stowage. The great point
is to allow no possibility of the cargo or ballast shifting
position even in the most violent rollings of the vessel.
With this end, great attention must be paid, not only to
the bulk taken in, but to the nature of the bulk, and
whether there be a full or only a partial cargo. In most
kinds of freight the stowage is accomplished by means of
a screw. Thus, in a load of tobacco or flour, the whole
is screwed so tightly into the hold of the vessel that the
barrels or hogsheads, upon discharging, are found to be
completely flattened, and take some time to regain their
original shape. This screwing, however, is resorted to
principally with a view of obtaining more room in the
hold; for in a full load of any such commodities as flour or
tobacco, there can be no danger of any shifting whatever,
at least none from which inconvenience can result. There
have been instances, indeed, where this method of
screwing has resulted in the most lamentable
consequences, arising from a cause altogether distinct
from the danger attendant upon a shifting of cargo. A
load of cotton, for example, tightly screwed while in
certain conditions, has been known, through the
expansion of its bulk, to rend a vessel asunder at sea.
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There can be no doubt either that the same result would
ensue in the case of tobacco, while undergoing its usual
course of fermentation, were it not for the interstices
consequent upon the rotundity of the hogsheads.
It is when a partial cargo is received that danger is chiefly
to be apprehended from shifting, and that precautions
should be always taken to guard against such misfortune.
Only those who have encountered a violent gale of wind,
or rather who have experienced the rolling of a vessel
in a sudden calm after the gale, can form an idea of the
tremendous force of the plunges, and of the consequent
terrible impetus given to all loose articles in the vessel.
It is then that the necessity of a cautious stowage, when
there is a partial cargo, becomes obvious. When lying-
to (especially with a small bead sail), a vessel which is
not properly modelled in the bows is frequently thrown
upon her beam-ends; this occurring even every fifteen or
twenty minutes upon an average, yet without any serious
consequences resulting, provided there be a proper
stowage. If this, however, has not been strictly attended
to, in the first of these heavy lurches the whole of the
cargo tumbles over to the side of the vessel which lies
upon the water, and, being thus prevented from regaining
her equilibrium, as she would otherwise necessarily do,
she is certain to fill in a few seconds and go down. It is not
too much to say that at least one-half of the instances in
which vessels have foundered in heavy gales at sea may be
attributed to a shifting of cargo or of ballast.
When a partial cargo of any kind is taken on board, the
whole, after being first stowed as compactly as may be,
should be covered with a layer of stout shifting-boards,
extending completely across the vessel. Upon these
boards strong temporary stanchions should be erected,
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reaching to the timbers above, and thus securing every
thing in its place. In cargoes consisting of grain, or any
similar matter, additional precautions are requisite. A
hold filled entirely with grain upon leaving port will be
found not more than three fourths full upon reaching
its destination—this, too, although the freight, when
measured bushel by bushel by the consignee, will overrun
by a vast deal (on account of the swelling of the grain) the
quantity consigned. This result is occasioned by settling
during the voyage, and is the more perceptible in
proportion to the roughness of the weather experienced.
If grain loosely thrown in a vessel, then, is ever so well
secured by shifting-boards and stanchions, it will be liable
to shift in a long passage so greatly as to bring about
the most distressing calamities. To prevent these, every
method should be employed before leaving port to settle
the cargo as much as possible; and for this there are many
contrivances, among which may be mentioned the
driving of wedges into the grain. Even after all this is
done, and unusual pains taken to secure the shifting-
boards, no seaman who knows what he is about will feel
altogether secure in a gale of any violence with a cargo of
grain on board, and, least of all, with a partial cargo. Yet
there are hundreds of our coasting vessels, and, it is likely,
many more from the ports of Europe, which sail daily
with partial cargoes, even of the most dangerous species,
and without any precaution whatever. The wonder is that
no more accidents occur than do actually happen. A
lamentable instance of this heedlessness occurred to my
knowledge in the case of Captain Joel Rice of the
schooner Firefly, which sailed from Richmond, Virginia,
to Madeira, with a cargo of corn, in the year 1825. The
captain had gone many voyages without serious accident,
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although he was in the habit of paying no attention
whatever to his stowage, more than to secure it in the
ordinary manner. He had never before sailed with a cargo
of grain, and on this occasion had the corn thrown on
board loosely, when it did not much more than half fill
the vessel. For the first portion of the voyage he met with
nothing more than light breezes; but when within a day’s
sail of Madeira there came on a strong gale from the N.
N. E. which forced him to lie-to. He brought the schooner
to the wind under a double-reefed foresail alone, when
she rode as well as any vessel could be expected to do,
and shipped not a drop of water. Toward night the gale
somewhat abated, and she rolled with more unsteadiness
than before, but still did very well, until a heavy lurch
threw her upon her beam-ends to starboard. The corn
was then heard to shift bodily, the force of the movement
bursting open the main hatchway. The vessel went down
like a shot. This happened within hail of a small sloop
from Madeira, which picked up one of the crew (the only
person saved), and which rode out the gale in perfect
security, as indeed a jolly boat might have done under
proper management.
The stowage on board the Grampus was most clumsily
done, if stowage that could be called which was little
better than a promiscuous huddling together of oil-casks
{*1} and ship furniture. I have already spoken of the
condition of articles in the hold. On the orlop deck there
was space enough for my body (as I have stated) between
the oil-casks and the upper deck; a space was left open
around the main hatchway; and several other large spaces
were left in the stowage. Near the hole cut through the
bulkhead by Augustus there was room enough for an
entire cask, and in this space I found myself comfortably
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situated for the present.
By the time my friend had got safely into the berth, and
readjusted his handcuffs and the rope, it was broad
daylight. We had made a narrow escape indeed; for
scarcely had he arranged all matters, when the mate came
below, with Dirk Peters and the cook. They talked for
some time about the vessel from the Cape Verds, and
seemed to be excessively anxious for her appearance. At
length the cook came to the berth in which Augustus was
lying, and seated himself in it near the head. I could see
and hear every thing from my hiding-place, for the piece
cut out had not been put back, and I was in momentary
expectation that the negro would fall against the pea-
jacket, which was hung up to conceal the aperture, in
which case all would have been discovered, and our lives
would, no doubt, have been instantly sacrificed. Our good
fortune prevailed, however; and although he frequently
touched it as the vessel rolled, he never pressed against it
sufficiently to bring about a discovery. The bottom of the
jacket had been carefully fastened to the bulkhead, so that
the hole might not be seen by its swinging to one side.
All this time Tiger was lying in the foot of the berth, and
appeared to have recovered in some measure his faculties,
for I could see him occasionally open his eyes and draw a
long breath.
After a few minutes the mate and cook went above,
leaving Dirk Peters behind, who, as soon as they were
gone, came and sat himself down in the place just
occupied by the mate. He began to talk very sociably with
Augustus, and we could now see that the greater part
of his apparent intoxication, while the two others were
with him, was a feint. He answered all my companion’s
questions with perfect freedom; told him that he had no
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doubt of his father’s having been picked up, as there were
no less than five sail in sight just before sundown on
the day he was cut adrift; and used other language of a
consolatory nature, which occasioned me no less surprise
than pleasure. Indeed, I began to entertain hopes, that
through the instrumentality of Peters we might be finally
enabled to regain possession of the brig, and this idea I
mentioned to Augustus as soon as I found an opportunity.
He thought the matter possible, but urged the necessity of
the greatest caution in making the attempt, as the conduct
of the hybrid appeared to be instigated by the most
arbitrary caprice alone; and, indeed, it was difficult to
say if he was at any moment of sound mind. Peters went
upon deck in about an hour, and did not return again
until noon, when he brought Augustus a plentiful supply
of junk beef and pudding. Of this, when we were left
alone, I partook heartily, without returning through the
hole. No one else came down into the forecastle during
the day, and at night, I got into Augustus’ berth, where
I slept soundly and sweetly until nearly daybreak, when
he awakened me upon hearing a stir upon deck, and I
regained my hiding-place as quickly as possible. When
the day was fully broke, we found that Tiger had
recovered his strength almost entirely, and gave no
indications of hydrophobia, drinking a little water that
was offered him with great apparent eagerness. During
the day he regained all his former vigour and appetite.
His strange conduct had been brought on, no doubt, by
the deleterious quality of the air of the hold, and had no
connexion with canine madness. I could not sufficiently
rejoice that I had persisted in bringing him with me from
the box. This day was the thirtieth of June, and the
thirteenth since the Grampus made sail from Nantucket.
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On the second of July the mate came below drunk as
usual, and in an excessively good-humor. He came to
Augustus’s berth, and, giving him a slap on the back,
asked him if he thought he could behave himself if he
let him loose, and whether he would promise not to be
going into the cabin again. To this, of course, my friend
answered in the affirmative, when the ruffian set him at
liberty, after making him drink from a flask of rum which
he drew from his coat-pocket. Both now went on deck,
and I did not see Augustus for about three hours. He then
came below with the good news that he had obtained
permission to go about the brig as he pleased anywhere
forward of the mainmast, and that he had been ordered
to sleep, as usual, in the forecastle. He brought me, too,
a good dinner, and a plentiful supply of water. The brig
was still cruising for the vessel from the Cape Verds, and
a sail was now in sight, which was thought to be the one
in question. As the events of the ensuing eight days were
of little importance, and had no direct bearing upon the
main incidents of my narrative, I will here throw them
into the form of a journal, as I do not wish to omit them
altogether.
July 3. Augustus furnished me with three blankets, with
which I contrived a comfortable bed in my hiding-place.
No one came below, except my companion, during the
day. Tiger took his station in the berth just by the
aperture, and slept heavily, as if not yet entirely recovered
from the effects of his sickness. Toward night a flaw of
wind struck the brig before sail could be taken in, and
very nearly capsized her. The puff died away
immediately, however, and no damage was done beyond
the splitting of the foretopsail. Dirk Peters treated
Augustus all this day with great kindness and entered
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into a long conversation with him respecting the Pacific
Ocean, and the islands he had visited in that region. He
asked him whether he would not like to go with the
mutineers on a kind of exploring and pleasure voyage
in those quarters, and said that the men were gradually
coming over to the mate’s views. To this Augustus
thought it best to reply that he would be glad to go on
such an adventure, since nothing better could be done,
and that any thing was preferable to a piratical life.
July 4th. The vessel in sight proved to be a small brig from
Liverpool, and was allowed to pass unmolested. Augustus
spent most of his time on deck, with a view of obtaining
all the information in his power respecting the intentions
of the mutineers. They had frequent and violent quarrels
among themselves, in one of which a harpooner, Jim
Bonner, was thrown overboard. The party of the mate
was gaining ground. Jim Bonner belonged to the cook’s
gang, of which Peters was a partisan.
July 5th. About daybreak there came on a stiff breeze
from the west, which at noon freshened into a gale, so
that the brig could carry nothing more than her trysail
and foresail. In taking in the foretopsail, Simms, one of
the common hands, and belonging also to the cook’s gang,
fell overboard, being very much in liquor, and was
drowned—no attempt being made to save him. The whole
number of persons on board was now thirteen, to wit:
Dirk Peters; Seymour, the black cook; Jones, Greely,
Hartman Rogers and William Allen, all of the cook’s
party; the mate, whose name I never learned; Absalom
Hicks, Wilson, John Hunty Richard Parker, of the mate’s
party;—besides Augustus and myself.
July 6th. The gale lasted all this day, blowing in heavy
squalls, accompanied with rain. The brig took in a good
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deal of water through her seams, and one of the pumps
was kept continually going, Augustus being forced to take
his turn. Just at twilight a large ship passed close by us,
without having been discovered until within hail. The
ship was supposed to be the one for which the mutineers
were on the lookout. The mate hailed her, but the reply
was drowned in the roaring of the gale. At eleven, a sea
was shipped amidships, which tore away a great portion
of the larboard bulwarks, and did some other slight
damage. Toward morning the weather moderated, and at
sunrise there was very little wind.
July 7th. There was a heavy swell running all this day,
during which the brig, being light, rolled excessively, and
many articles broke loose in the hold, as I could hear
distinctly from my hiding-place. I suffered a great deal
from sea-sickness. Peters had a long conversation this day
with Augustus, and told him that two of his gang, Greely
and Allen, had gone over to the mate, and were resolved
to turn pirates. He put several questions to Augustus
which he did not then exactly understand. During a part
of this evening the leak gained upon the vessel; and little
could be done to remedy it, as it was occasioned by the
brigs straining, and taking in the water through her
seams. A sail was thrummed, and got under the bows,
which aided us in some measure, so that we began to gain
upon the leak.
July 8th. A light breeze sprang up at sunrise from the
eastward, when the mate headed the brig to the
southwest, with the intention of making some of the West
India islands in pursuance of his piratical designs. No
opposition was made by Peters or the cook—at least none
in the hearing of Augustus. All idea of taking the vessel
from the Cape Verds was abandoned. The leak was now
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easily kept under by one pump going every three quarters
of an hour. The sail was drawn from beneath the bows.
Spoke two small schooners during the day.
July 9th. Fine weather. All hands employed in repairing
bulwarks. Peters had again a long conversation with
Augustus, and spoke more plainly than he had done
heretofore. He said nothing should induce him to come
into the mate’s views, and even hinted his intention of
taking the brig out of his hands. He asked my friend if
he could depend upon his aid in such case, to which
Augustus said, “Yes,” without hesitation. Peters then said
he would sound the others of his party upon the subject,
and went away. During the remainder of the day
Augustus had no opportunity of speaking with him
privately.
CHAPTER 7
JULY 10. Spoke a brig from Rio, bound to Norfolk.
Weather hazy, with a light baffling wind from the
eastward. To-day Hartman Rogers died, having been
attacked on the eighth with spasms after drinking a glass
of grog. This man was of the cook’s party, and one upon
whom Peters placed his main reliance. He told Augustus
that he believed the mate had poisoned him, and that he
expected, if he did not be on the look-out, his own turn
would come shortly. There were now only himself, Jones,
and the cook belonging to his own gang—on the other
side there were five. He had spoken to Jones about taking
the command from the mate; but the project having been
coolly received, he had been deterred from pressing the
matter any further, or from saying any thing to the cook.
It was well, as it happened, that he was so prudent, for
in the afternoon the cook expressed his determination
of siding with the mate, and went over formally to that
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party; while Jones took an opportunity of quarrelling
with Peters, and hinted that he would let the mate know
of the plan in agitation. There was now, evidently, no
time to be lost, and Peters expressed his determination
of attempting to take the vessel at all hazards, provided
Augustus would lend him his aid. My friend at once
assured him of his willingness to enter into any plan for
that purpose, and, thinking the opportunity a favourable
one, made known the fact of my being on board. At this
the hybrid was not more astonished than delighted, as he
had no reliance whatever upon Jones, whom he already
considered as belonging to the party of the mate. They
went below immediately, when Augustus called to me by
name, and Peters and myself were soon made acquainted.
It was agreed that we should attempt to retake the vessel
upon the first good opportunity, leaving Jones altogether
out of our councils. In the event of success, we were to
run the brig into the first port that offered, and deliver
her up. The desertion of his party had frustrated Peters’
design of going into the Pacific—an adventure which
could not be accomplished without a crew, and he
depended upon either getting acquitted upon trial, on the
score of insanity (which he solemnly avowed had actuated
him in lending his aid to the mutiny), or upon obtaining
a pardon, if found guilty, through the representations of
Augustus and myself. Our deliberations were interrupted
for the present by the cry of, “All hands take in sail,” and
Peters and Augustus ran up on deck.
As usual, the crew were nearly all drunk; and, before sail
could be properly taken in, a violent squall laid the brig
on her beam-ends. By keeping her away, however, she
righted, having shipped a good deal of water. Scarcely was
everything secure, when another squall took the vessel,
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and immediately afterward another—no damage being
done. There was every appearance of a gale of wind,
which, indeed, shortly came on, with great fury, from
the northward and westward. All was made as snug as
possible, and we laid-to, as usual, under a close-reefed
foresail. As night drew on, the wind increased in violence,
with a remarkably heavy sea. Peters now came into the
forecastle with Augustus, and we resumed our
deliberations.
We agreed that no opportunity could be more favourable
than the present for carrying our designs into effect, as an
attempt at such a moment would never be anticipated. As
the brig was snugly laid-to, there would be no necessity
of manoeuvring her until good weather, when, if we
succeeded in our attempt, we might liberate one, or
perhaps two of the men, to aid us in taking her into port.
The main difficulty was the great disproportion in our
forces. There were only three of us, and in the cabin
there were nine. All the arms on board, too, were in their
possession, with the exception of a pair of small pistols
which Peters had concealed about his person, and the
large seaman’s knife which he always wore in the
waistband of his pantaloons. From certain indications,
too—such, for example, as there being no such thing as
an axe or a handspike lying in their customary places—we
began to fear that the mate had his suspicions, at least in
regard to Peters, and that he would let slip no opportunity
of getting rid of him. It was clear, indeed, that what we
should determine to do could not be done too soon. Still
the odds were too much against us to allow of our
proceeding without the greatest caution.
Peters proposed that he should go up on deck, and enter
into conversation with the watch (Allen), when he would
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be able to throw him into the sea without trouble, and
without making any disturbance, by seizing a good
opportunity, that Augustus and myself should then come
up, and endeavour to provide ourselves with some kind
of weapons from the deck, and that we should then make
a rush together, and secure the companion-way before
any opposition could be offered. I objected to this,
because I could not believe that the mate (who was a
cunning fellow in all matters which did not affect his
superstitious prejudices) would suffer himself to be so
easily entrapped. The very fact of there being a watch
on deck at all was sufficient proof that he was upon the
alert,—it not being usual except in vessels where
discipline is most rigidly enforced, to station a watch on
deck when a vessel is lying-to in a gale of wind. As I
address myself principally, if not altogether, to persons
who have never been to sea, it may be as well to state
the exact condition of a vessel under such circumstances.
Lying-to, or, in sea-parlance, “laying-to,” is a measure
resorted to for various purposes, and effected in various
manners. In moderate weather it is frequently done with
a view of merely bringing the vessel to a stand-still, to
wait for another vessel or any similar object. If the vessel
which lies-to is under full sail, the manoeuvre is usually
accomplished by throwing round some portion of her
sails, so as to let the wind take them aback, when she
becomes stationary. But we are now speaking of lying-to
in a gale of wind. This is done when the wind is ahead,
and too violent to admit of carrying sail without danger
of capsizing; and sometimes even when the wind is fair,
but the sea too heavy for the vessel to be put before it. If a
vessel be suffered to scud before the wind in a very heavy
sea, much damage is usually done her by the shipping
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of water over her stern, and sometimes by the violent
plunges she makes forward. This manoeuvre, then, is
seldom resorted to in such case, unless through necessity.
When the vessel is in a leaky condition she is often put
before the wind even in the heaviest seas; for, when lying-
to, her seams are sure to be greatly opened by her violent
straining, and it is not so much the case when scudding.
Often, too, it becomes necessary to scud a vessel, either
when the blast is so exceedingly furious as to tear in
pieces the sail which is employed with a view of bringing
her head to the wind, or when, through the false
modelling of the frame or other causes, this main object
cannot be effected.
Vessels in a gale of wind are laid-to in different manners,
according to their peculiar construction. Some lie-to best
under a foresail, and this, I believe, is the sail most usually
employed. Large square-rigged vessels have sails for the
express purpose, called storm-staysails. But the jib is
occasionally employed by itself,—sometimes the jib and
foresail, or a double-reefed foresail, and not unfrequently
the after-sails, are made use of. Foretopsails are very often
found to answer the purpose better than any other species
of sail. The Grampus was generally laid-to under a close-
reefed foresail.
When a vessel is to be laid-to, her head is brought up to
the wind just so nearly as to fill the sail under which she
lies when hauled flat aft, that is, when brought diagonally
across the vessel. This being done, the bows point within
a few degrees of the direction from which the wind issues,
and the windward bow of course receives the shock of
the waves. In this situation a good vessel will ride out
a very heavy gale of wind without shipping a drop of
water, and without any further attention being requisite
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on the part of the crew. The helm is usually lashed down,
but this is altogether unnecessary (except on account of
the noise it makes when loose), for the rudder has no
effect upon the vessel when lying-to. Indeed, the helm
had far better be left loose than lashed very fast, for the
rudder is apt to be torn off by heavy seas if there be no
room for the helm to play. As long as the sail holds, a
well modelled vessel will maintain her situation, and ride
every sea, as if instinct with life and reason. If the violence
of the wind, however, should tear the sail into pieces (a
feat which it requires a perfect hurricane to accomplish
under ordinary circumstances), there is then imminent
danger. The vessel falls off from the wind, and, coming
broadside to the sea, is completely at its mercy: the only
resource in this case is to put her quietly before the wind,
letting her scud until some other sail can be set. Some
vessels will lie-to under no sail whatever, but such are not
to be trusted at sea.
But to return from this digression. It had never been
customary with the mate to have any watch on deck when
lying-to in a gale of wind, and the fact that he had now
one, coupled with the circumstance of the missing axes
and handspikes, fully convinced us that the crew were too
well on the watch to be taken by surprise in the manner
Peters had suggested. Something, however, was to be
done, and that with as little delay as practicable, for there
could be no doubt that a suspicion having been once
entertained against Peters, he would be sacrificed upon
the earliest occasion, and one would certainly be either
found or made upon the breaking of the gale.
Augustus now suggested that if Peters could contrive to
remove, under any pretext, the piece of chain-cable which
lay over the trap in the stateroom, we might possibly be
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able to come upon them unawares by means of the hold;
but a little reflection convinced us that the vessel rolled
and pitched too violently for any attempt of that nature.
By good fortune I at length hit upon the idea of working
upon the superstitious terrors and guilty conscience of
the mate. It will be remembered that one of the crew,
Hartman Rogers, had died during the morning, having
been attacked two days before with spasms after drinking
some spirits and water. Peters had expressed to us his
opinion that this man had been poisoned by the mate,
and for this belief he had reasons, so he said, which were
incontrovertible, but which he could not be prevailed
upon to explain to us—this wayward refusal being only in
keeping with other points of his singular character. But
whether or not he had any better grounds for suspecting
the mate than we had ourselves, we were easily led to fall
in with his suspicion, and determined to act accordingly.
Rogers had died about eleven in the forenoon, in violent
convulsions; and the corpse presented in a few minutes
after death one of the most horrid and loathsome
spectacles I ever remember to have seen. The stomach
was swollen immensely, like that of a man who has been
drowned and lain under water for many weeks. The
hands were in the same condition, while the face was
shrunken, shrivelled, and of a chalky whiteness, except
where relieved by two or three glaring red blotches like
those occasioned by the erysipelas: one of these blotches
extended diagonally across the face, completely covering
up an eye as if with a band of red velvet. In this disgusting
condition the body had been brought up from the cabin
at noon to be thrown overboard, when the mate getting
a glimpse of it (for he now saw it for the first time), and
being either touched with remorse for his crime or struck
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with terror at so horrible a sight, ordered the men to
sew the body up in its hammock, and allow it the usual
rites of sea-burial. Having given these directions, he went
below, as if to avoid any further sight of his victim. While
preparations were making to obey his orders, the gale
came on with great fury, and the design was abandoned
for the present. The corpse, left to itself, was washed into
the larboard scuppers, where it still lay at the time of
which I speak, floundering about with the furious lurches
of the brig.
Having arranged our plan, we set about putting it in
execution as speedily as possible. Peters went upon deck,
and, as he had anticipated, was immediately accosted by
Allen, who appeared to be stationed more as a watch
upon the forecastle than for any other purpose. The fate
of this villain, however, was speedily and silently decided;
for Peters, approaching him in a careless manner, as if
about to address him, seized him by the throat, and,
before he could utter a single cry, tossed him over the
bulwarks. He then called to us, and we came up. Our first
precaution was to look about for something with which
to arm ourselves, and in doing this we had to proceed
with great care, for it was impossible to stand on deck an
instant without holding fast, and violent seas broke over
the vessel at every plunge forward. It was indispensable,
too, that we should be quick in our operations, for every
minute we expected the mate to be up to set the pumps
going, as it was evident the brig must be taking in water
very fast. After searching about for some time, we could
find nothing more fit for our purpose than the two pump-
handles, one of which Augustus took, and I the other.
Having secured these, we stripped off the shirt of the
corpse and dropped the body overboard. Peters and
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myself then went below, leaving Augustus to watch upon
deck, where he took his station just where Allen had been
placed, and with his back to the cabin companionway, so
that, if any of the mates gang should come up, he might
suppose it was the watch.
As soon as I got below I commenced disguising myself so
as to represent the corpse of Rogers. The shirt which we
had taken from the body aided us very much, for it was of
singular form and character, and easily recognizable—a
kind of smock, which the deceased wore over his other
clothing. It was a blue stockinett, with large white stripes
running across. Having put this on, I proceeded to equip
myself with a false stomach, in imitation of the horrible
deformity of the swollen corpse. This was soon effected
by means of stuffing with some bedclothes. I then gave
the same appearance to my hands by drawing on a pair
of white woollen mittens, and filling them in with any
kind of rags that offered themselves. Peters then arranged
my face, first rubbing it well over with white chalk, and
afterward blotching it with blood, which he took from
a cut in his finger. The streak across the eye was not
forgotten and presented a most shocking appearance.
CHAPTER 8
AS I viewed myself in a fragment of looking-glass
which hung up in the cabin, and by the dim light of a
kind of battle-lantern, I was so impressed with a sense
of vague awe at my appearance, and at the recollection
of the terrific reality which I was thus representing, that
I was seized with a violent tremour, and could scarcely
summon resolution to go on with my part. It was
necessary, however, to act with decision, and Peters and
myself went upon deck.
We there found everything safe, and, keeping close to the
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bulwarks, the three of us crept to the cabin companion-
way. It was only partially closed, precautions having been
taken to prevent its being suddenly pushed to from
without, by means of placing billets of wood on the upper
step so as to interfere with the shutting. We found no
difficulty in getting a full view of the interior of the cabin
through the cracks where the hinges were placed. It now
proved to have been very fortunate for us that we had
not attempted to take them by surprise, for they were
evidently on the alert. Only one was asleep, and he lying
just at the foot of the companion-ladder, with a musket
by his side. The rest were seated on several mattresses,
which had been taken from the berths and thrown on
the floor. They were engaged in earnest conversation; and
although they had been carousing, as appeared from two
empty jugs, with some tin tumblers which lay about, they
were not as much intoxicated as usual. All had knives, one
or two of them pistols, and a great many muskets were
lying in a berth close at hand.
We listened to their conversation for some time before
we could make up our minds how to act, having as yet
resolved on nothing determinate, except that we would
attempt to paralyze their exertions, when we should
attack them, by means of the apparition of Rogers. They
were discussing their piratical plans, in which all we
could hear distinctly was, that they would unite with the
crew of a schooner Hornet, and, if possible, get the
schooner herself into their possession preparatory to
some attempt on a large scale, the particulars of which
could not be made out by either of us.
One of the men spoke of Peters, when the mate replied
to him in a low voice which could not be distinguished,
and afterward added more loudly, that “he could not
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understand his being so much forward with the captain’s
brat in the forecastle, and he thought the sooner both of
them were overboard the better.” To this no answer was
made, but we could easily perceive that the hint was well
received by the whole party, and more particularly by
Jones. At this period I was excessively agitated, the more
so as I could see that neither Augustus nor Peters could
determine how to act. I made up my mind, however, to
sell my life as dearly as possible, and not to suffer myself
to be overcome by any feelings of trepidation.
The tremendous noise made by the roaring of the wind
in the rigging, and the washing of the sea over the deck,
prevented us from hearing what was said, except during
momentary lulls. In one of these, we all distinctly heard
the mate tell one of the men to “go forward, have an eye
upon them, for he wanted no such secret doings on board
the brig.” It was well for us that the pitching of the vessel
at this moment was so violent as to prevent this order
from being carried into instant execution. The cook got
up from his mattress to go for us, when a tremendous
lurch, which I thought would carry away the masts, threw
him headlong against one of the larboard stateroom
doors, bursting it open, and creating a good deal of other
confusion. Luckily, neither of our party was thrown from
his position, and we had time to make a precipitate retreat
to the forecastle, and arrange a hurried plan of action
before the messenger made his appearance, or rather
before he put his head out of the companion-hatch, for
he did not come on deck. From this station he could not
notice the absence of Allen, and he accordingly bawled
out, as if to him, repeating the orders of the mate. Peters
cried out, “Ay, ay,” in a disguised voice, and the cook
immediately went below, without entertaining a
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suspicion that all was not right.
My two companions now proceeded boldly aft and down
into the cabin, Peters closing the door after him in the
same manner he had found it. The mate received them
with feigned cordiality, and told Augustus that, since he
had behaved himself so well of late, he might take up his
quarters in the cabin and be one of them for the future.
He then poured him out a tumbler half full of rum, and
made him drink it. All this I saw and heard, for I followed
my friends to the cabin as soon as the door was shut, and
took up my old point of observation. I had brought with
me the two pump-handles, one of which I secured near
the companion-way, to be ready for use when required.
I now steadied myself as well as possible so as to have
a good view of all that was passing within, and
endeavoured to nerve myself to the task of descending
among the mutineers when Peters should make a signal
to me, as agreed upon. Presently he contrived to turn the
conversation upon the bloody deeds of the mutiny, and by
degrees led the men to talk of the thousand superstitions
which are so universally current among seamen. I could
not make out all that was said, but I could plainly see
the effects of the conversation in the countenances of
those present. The mate was evidently much agitated, and
presently, when some one mentioned the terrific
appearance of Rogers’ corpse, I thought he was upon the
point of swooning. Peters now asked him if he did not
think it would be better to have the body thrown
overboard at once as it was too horrible a sight to see
it floundering about in the scuppers. At this the villain
absolutely gasped for breath, and turned his head slowly
round upon his companions, as if imploring some one to
go up and perform the task. No one, however, stirred, and
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it was quite evident that the whole party were wound up
to the highest pitch of nervous excitement. Peters now
made me the signal. I immediately threw open the door of
the companion-way, and, descending, without uttering a
syllable, stood erect in the midst of the party.
The intense effect produced by this sudden apparition
is not at all to be wondered at when the various
circumstances are taken into consideration. Usually, in
cases of a similar nature, there is left in the mind of the
spectator some glimmering of doubt as to the reality of
the vision before his eyes; a degree of hope, however
feeble, that he is the victim of chicanery, and that the
apparition is not actually a visitant from the old world
of shadows. It is not too much to say that such remnants
of doubt have been at the bottom of almost every such
visitation, and that the appalling horror which has
sometimes been brought about, is to be attributed, even
in the cases most in point, and where most suffering has
been experienced, more to a kind of anticipative horror,
lest the apparition might possibly be real, than to an
unwavering belief in its reality. But, in the present
instance, it will be seen immediately, that in the minds of
the mutineers there was not even the shadow of a basis
upon which to rest a doubt that the apparition of Rogers
was indeed a revivification of his disgusting corpse, or
at least its spiritual image. The isolated situation of the
brig, with its entire inaccessibility on account of the gale,
confined the apparently possible means of deception
within such narrow and definite limits, that they must
have thought themselves enabled to survey them all at
a glance. They had now been at sea twenty-four days,
without holding more than a speaking communication
with any vessel whatever. The whole of the crew, too—at
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least all whom they had the most remote reason for
suspecting to be on board—were assembled in the cabin,
with the exception of Allen, the watch; and his gigantic
stature (he was six feet six inches high) was too familiar in
their eyes to permit the notion that he was the apparition
before them to enter their minds even for an instant.
Add to these considerations the awe-inspiring nature of
the tempest, and that of the conversation brought about
by Peters; the deep impression which the loathsomeness
of the actual corpse had made in the morning upon the
imaginations of the men; the excellence of the imitation
in my person, and the uncertain and wavering light in
which they beheld me, as the glare of the cabin lantern,
swinging violently to and fro, fell dubiously and fitfully
upon my figure, and there will be no reason to wonder
that the deception had even more than the entire effect
which we had anticipated. The mate sprang up from the
mattress on which he was lying, and, without uttering a
syllable, fell back, stone dead, upon the cabin floor, and
was hurled to the leeward like a log by a heavy roll of
the brig. Of the remaining seven, there were but three
who had at first any degree of presence of mind. The
four others sat for some time rooted apparently to the
floor, the most pitiable objects of horror and utter despair
my eyes ever encountered. The only opposition we
experienced at all was from the cook, John Hunt, and
Richard Parker; but they made but a feeble and irresolute
defence. The two former were shot instantly by Peters,
and I felled Parker with a blow on the head from the
pump-handle which I had brought with me. In the
meantime, Augustus seized one of the muskets lying on
the floor and shot another mutineer Wilson through the
breast. There were now but three remaining; but by this
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time they had become aroused from their lethargy, and
perhaps began to see that a deception had been practised
upon them, for they fought with great resolution and
fury, and, but for the immense muscular strength of
Peters, might have ultimately got the better of us. These
three men were—Jones, Greely, and Absolom Hicks.
Jones had thrown Augustus to the floor, stabbed him in
several places along the right arm, and would no doubt
have soon dispatched him (as neither Peters nor myself
could immediately get rid of our own antagonists), had
it not been for the timely aid of a friend, upon whose
assistance we, surely, had never depended. This friend
was no other than Tiger. With a low growl, he bounded
into the cabin, at a most critical moment for Augustus,
and throwing himself upon Jones, pinned him to the floor
in an instant. My friend, however, was now too much
injured to render us any aid whatever, and I was so
encumbered with my disguise that I could do but little.
The dog would not leave his hold upon the throat of
Jones—Peters, nevertheless, was far more than a match
for the two men who remained, and would, no doubt,
have dispatched them sooner, had it not been for the
narrow space in which he had to act, and the tremendous
lurches of the vessel. Presently he was enabled to get hold
of a heavy stool, several of which lay about the floor. With
this he beat out the brains of Greely as he was in the act of
discharging a musket at me, and immediately afterward
a roll of the brig throwing him in contact with Hicks, he
seized him by the throat, and, by dint of sheer strength,
strangled him instantaneously. Thus, in far less time than
I have taken to tell it, we found ourselves masters of the
brig.
The only person of our opponents who was left alive
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was Richard Parker. This man, it will be remembered, I
had knocked down with a blow from the pump-handle at
the commencement of the attack. He now lay motionless
by the door of the shattered stateroom; but, upon Peters
touching him with his foot, he spoke, and entreated for
mercy. His head was only slightly cut, and otherwise he
had received no injury, having been merely stunned by
the blow. He now got up, and, for the present, we secured
his hands behind his back. The dog was still growling
over Jones; but, upon examination, we found him
completely dead, the blood issuing in a stream from a
deep wound in the throat, inflicted, no doubt, by the
sharp teeth of the animal.
It was now about one o’clock in the morning, and the
wind was still blowing tremendously. The brig evidently
laboured much more than usual, and it became absolutely
necessary that something should be done with a view
of easing her in some measure. At almost every roll to
leeward she shipped a sea, several of which came partially
down into the cabin during our scuffle, the hatchway
having been left open by myself when I descended. The
entire range of bulwarks to larboard had been swept
away, as well as the caboose, together with the jollyboat
from the counter. The creaking and working of the
mainmast, too, gave indication that it was nearly sprung.
To make room for more stowage in the afterhold, the
heel of this mast had been stepped between decks (a very
reprehensible practice, occasionally resorted to by
ignorant ship-builders), so that it was in imminent danger
of working from its step. But, to crown all our difficulties,
we plummed the well, and found no less than seven feet
of water.
Leaving the bodies of the crew lying in the cabin, we got
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to work immediately at the pumps—Parker, of course,
being set at liberty to assist us in the labour. Augustus’s
arm was bound up as well as we could effect it, and he
did what he could, but that was not much. However, we
found that we could just manage to keep the leak from
gaining upon us by having one pump constantly going.
As there were only four of us, this was severe labour;
but we endeavoured to keep up our spirits, and looked
anxiously for daybreak, when we hoped to lighten the
brig by cutting away the mainmast.
In this manner we passed a night of terrible anxiety and
fatigue, and, when the day at length broke, the gale had
neither abated in the least, nor were there any signs of its
abating. We now dragged the bodies on deck and threw
them overboard. Our next care was to get rid of the
mainmast. The necessary preparations having been made,
Peters cut away at the mast (having found axes in the
cabin), while the rest of us stood by the stays and lanyards.
As the brig gave a tremendous lee-lurch, the word was
given to cut away the weather-lanyards, which being
done, the whole mass of wood and rigging plunged into
the sea, clear of the brig, and without doing any material
injury. We now found that the vessel did not labour quite
as much as before, but our situation was still exceedingly
precarious, and in spite of the utmost exertions, we could
not gain upon the leak without the aid of both pumps.
The little assistance which Augustus could render us was
not really of any importance. To add to our distress, a
heavy sea, striking the brig to the windward, threw her
off several points from the wind, and, before she could
regain her position, another broke completely over her,
and hurled her full upon her beam-ends. The ballast now
shifted in a mass to leeward (the stowage had been
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knocking about perfectly at random for some time), and
for a few moments we thought nothing could save us
from capsizing. Presently, however, we partially righted;
but the ballast still retaining its place to larboard, we lay
so much along that it was useless to think of working
the pumps, which indeed we could not have done much
longer in any case, as our hands were entirely raw with
the excessive labour we had undergone, and were
bleeding in the most horrible manner.
Contrary to Parker’s advice, we now proceeded to cut
away the foremast, and at length accomplished it after
much difficulty, owing to the position in which we lay. In
going overboard the wreck took with it the bowsprit, and
left us a complete hulk.
So far we had had reason to rejoice in the escape of our
longboat, which had received no damage from any of the
huge seas which had come on board. But we had not long
to congratulate ourselves; for the foremast having gone,
and, of course, the foresail with it, by which the brig had
been steadied, every sea now made a complete breach
over us, and in five minutes our deck was swept from
stern to stern, the longboat and starboard bulwarks torn
off, and even the windlass shattered into fragments. It
was, indeed, hardly possible for us to be in a more pitiable
condition.
At noon there seemed to be some slight appearance of the
gale’s abating, but in this we were sadly disappointed, for
it only lulled for a few minutes to blow with redoubled
fury. About four in the afternoon it was utterly impossible
to stand up against the violence of the blast; and, as the
night closed in upon us, I had not a shadow of hope that
the vessel would hold together until morning.
By midnight we had settled very deep in the water, which
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was now up to the orlop deck. The rudder went soon
afterward, the sea which tore it away lifting the after
portion of the brig entirely from the water, against which
she thumped in her descent with such a concussion as
would be occasioned by going ashore. We had all
calculated that the rudder would hold its own to the last,
as it was unusually strong, being rigged as I have never
seen one rigged either before or since. Down its main
timber there ran a succession of stout iron hooks, and
others in the same manner down the stern-post. Through
these hooks there extended a very thick wrought-iron
rod, the rudder being thus held to the stern-post and
swinging freely on the rod. The tremendous force of the
sea which tore it off may be estimated by the fact, that
the hooks in the stern-post, which ran entirely through
it, being clinched on the inside, were drawn every one of
them completely out of the solid wood.
We had scarcely time to draw breath after the violence of
this shock, when one of the most tremendous waves I had
then ever known broke right on board of us, sweeping the
companion-way clear off, bursting in the hatchways, and
filling every inch of the vessel with water.
CHAPTER 9
LUCKILY, just before night, all four of us had lashed
ourselves firmly to the fragments of the windlass, lying
in this manner as flat upon the deck as possible. This
precaution alone saved us from destruction. As it was,
we were all more or less stunned by the immense weight
of water which tumbled upon us, and which did not roll
from above us until we were nearly exhausted. As soon as
I could recover breath, I called aloud to my companions.
Augustus alone replied, saying: “It is all over with us, and
may God have mercy upon our souls!” By-and-by both
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the others were enabled to speak, when they exhorted
us to take courage, as there was still hope; it being
impossible, from the nature of the cargo, that the brig
could go down, and there being every chance that the gale
would blow over by the morning. These words inspired
me with new life; for, strange as it may seem, although
it was obvious that a vessel with a cargo of empty oil-
casks would not sink, I had been hitherto so confused in
mind as to have overlooked this consideration altogether;
and the danger which I had for some time regarded as the
most imminent was that of foundering. As hope revived
within me, I made use of every opportunity to strengthen
the lashings which held me to the remains of the windlass,
and in this occupation I soon discovered that my
companions were also busy. The night was as dark as
it could possibly be, and the horrible shrieking din and
confusion which surrounded us it is useless to attempt
describing. Our deck lay level with the sea, or rather we
were encircled with a towering ridge of foam, a portion
of which swept over us even instant. It is not too much
to say that our heads were not fairly out of the water
more than one second in three. Although we lay close
together, no one of us could see the other, or, indeed,
any portion of the brig itself, upon which we were so
tempestuously hurled about. At intervals we called one
to the other, thus endeavouring to keep alive hope, and
render consolation and encouragement to such of us as
stood most in need of it. The feeble condition of Augustus
made him an object of solicitude with us all; and as, from
the lacerated condition of his right arm, it must have
been impossible for him to secure his lashings with any
degree of firmness, we were in momentary expectation
of finding that he had gone overboard—yet to render
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him aid was a thing altogether out of the question.
Fortunately, his station was more secure than that of any
of the rest of us; for the upper part of his body lying just
beneath a portion of the shattered windlass, the seas, as
they tumbled in upon him, were greatly broken in their
violence. In any other situation than this (into which he
had been accidentally thrown after having lashed himself
in a very exposed spot) he must inevitably have perished
before morning. Owing to the brig’s lying so much along,
we were all less liable to be washed off than otherwise
would have been the case. The heel, as I have before
stated, was to larboard, about one half of the deck being
constantly under water. The seas, therefore, which struck
us to starboard were much broken, by the vessel’s side,
only reaching us in fragments as we lay flat on our faces;
while those which came from larboard being what are
called back-water seas, and obtaining little hold upon us
on account of our posture, had not sufficient force to drag
us from our fastenings.
In this frightful situation we lay until the day broke so as
to show us more fully the horrors which surrounded us.
The brig was a mere log, rolling about at the mercy of
every wave; the gale was upon the increase, if any thing,
blowing indeed a complete hurricane, and there appeared
to us no earthly prospect of deliverance. For several hours
we held on in silence, expecting every moment that our
lashings would either give way, that the remains of the
windlass would go by the board, or that some of the huge
seas, which roared in every direction around us and above
us, would drive the hulk so far beneath the water that
we should be drowned before it could regain the surface.
By the mercy of God, however, we were preserved from
these imminent dangers, and about midday were cheered
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by the light of the blessed sun. Shortly afterward we could
perceive a sensible diminution in the force of the wind,
when, now for the first time since the latter part of the
evening before, Augustus spoke, asking Peters, who lay
closest to him, if he thought there was any possibility of
our being saved. As no reply was at first made to this
question, we all concluded that the hybrid had been
drowned where he lay; but presently, to our great joy, he
spoke, although very feebly, saying that he was in great
pain, being so cut by the tightness of his lashings across
the stomach, that he must either find means of loosening
them or perish, as it was impossible that he could endure
his misery much longer. This occasioned us great distress,
as it was altogether useless to think of aiding him in any
manner while the sea continued washing over us as it did.
We exhorted him to bear his sufferings with fortitude,
and promised to seize the first opportunity which should
offer itself to relieve him. He replied that it would soon
be too late; that it would be all over with him before
we could help him; and then, after moaning for some
minutes, lay silent, when we concluded that he had
perished.
As the evening drew on, the sea had fallen so much that
scarcely more than one wave broke over the hulk from
windward in the course of five minutes, and the wind had
abated a great deal, although still blowing a severe gale. I
had not heard any of my companions speak for hours, and
now called to Augustus. He replied, although very feebly,
so that I could not distinguish what he said. I then spoke
to Peters and to Parker, neither of whom returned any
answer.
Shortly after this period I fell into a state of partial
insensibility, during which the most pleasing images
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floated in my imagination; such as green trees, waving
meadows of ripe grain, processions of dancing girls,
troops of cavalry, and other phantasies. I now remember
that, in all which passed before my mind’s eye, motion
was a predominant idea. Thus, I never fancied any
stationary object, such as a house, a mountain, or any
thing of that kind; but windmills, ships, large birds,
balloons, people on horseback, carriages driving
furiously, and similar moving objects, presented
themselves in endless succession. When I recovered from
this state, the sun was, as near as I could guess, an hour
high. I had the greatest difficulty in bringing to
recollection the various circumstances connected with
my situation, and for some time remained firmly
convinced that I was still in the hold of the brig, near the
box, and that the body of Parker was that of Tiger.
When I at length completely came to my senses, I found
that the wind blew no more than a moderate breeze, and
that the sea was comparatively calm; so much so that it
only washed over the brig amidships. My left arm had
broken loose from its lashings, and was much cut about
the elbow; my right was entirely benumbed, and the hand
and wrist swollen prodigiously by the pressure of the
rope, which had worked from the shoulder downward.
I was also in great pain from another rope which went
about my waist, and had been drawn to an insufferable
degree of tightness. Looking round upon my
companions, I saw that Peters still lived, although a thick
line was pulled so forcibly around his loins as to give him
the appearance of being cut nearly in two; as I stirred, he
made a feeble motion to me with his hand, pointing to the
rope. Augustus gave no indication of life whatever, and
was bent nearly double across a splinter of the windlass.
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Parker spoke to me when he saw me moving, and asked
me if I had not sufficient strength to release him from his
situation, saying that if I would summon up what spirits
I could, and contrive to untie him, we might yet save our
lives; but that otherwise we must all perish. I told him to
take courage, and I would endeavor to free him. Feeling
in my pantaloons’ pocket, I got hold of my penknife, and,
after several ineffectual attempts, at length succeeded in
opening it. I then, with my left hand, managed to free
my right from its fastenings, and afterward cut the other
ropes which held me. Upon attempting, however, to move
from my position, I found that my legs failed me
altogether, and that I could not get up; neither could I
move my right arm in any direction. Upon mentioning
this to Parker, he advised me to lie quiet for a few
minutes, holding on to the windlass with my left hand,
so as to allow time for the blood to circulate. Doing this,
the numbness presently began to die away so that I could
move first one of my legs, and then the other, and, shortly
afterward I regained the partial use of my right arm. I
now crawled with great caution toward Parker, without
getting on my legs, and soon cut loose all the lashings
about him, when, after a short delay, he also recovered the
partial use of his limbs. We now lost no time in getting
loose the rope from Peters. It had cut a deep gash through
the waistband of his woollen pantaloons, and through
two shirts, and made its way into his groin, from which
the blood flowed out copiously as we removed the
cordage. No sooner had we removed it, however, than
he spoke, and seemed to experience instant relief—being
able to move with much greater ease than either Parker
or myself—this was no doubt owing to the discharge of
blood.
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We had little hopes that Augustus would recover, as he
evinced no signs of life; but, upon getting to him, we
discovered that he had merely swooned from the loss of
blood, the bandages we had placed around his wounded
arm having been torn off by the water; none of the ropes
which held him to the windlass were drawn sufficiently
tight to occasion his death. Having relieved him from the
fastenings, and got him clear of the broken wood about
the windlass, we secured him in a dry place to windward,
with his head somewhat lower than his body, and all three
of us busied ourselves in chafing his limbs. In about half
an hour he came to himself, although it was not until the
next morning that he gave signs of recognizing any of us,
or had sufficient strength to speak. By the time we had
thus got clear of our lashings it was quite dark, and it
began to cloud up, so that we were again in the greatest
agony lest it should come on to blow hard, in which event
nothing could have saved us from perishing, exhausted
as we were. By good fortune it continued very moderate
during the night, the sea subsiding every minute, which
gave us great hopes of ultimate preservation. A gentle
breeze still blew from the N. W., but the weather was not
at all cold. Augustus was lashed carefully to windward in
such a manner as to prevent him from slipping overboard
with the rolls of the vessel, as he was still too weak to hold
on at all. For ourselves there was no such necessity. We sat
close together, supporting each other with the aid of the
broken ropes about the windlass, and devising methods
of escape from our frightful situation. We derived much
comfort from taking off our clothes and wringing the
water from them. When we put them on after this, they
felt remarkably warm and pleasant, and served to
invigorate us in no little degree. We helped Augustus off
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with his, and wrung them for him, when he experienced
the same comfort.
Our chief sufferings were now those of hunger and thirst,
and when we looked forward to the means of relief in this
respect, our hearts sunk within us, and we were induced
to regret that we had escaped the less dreadful perils of
the sea. We endeavoured, however, to console ourselves
with the hope of being speedily picked up by some vessel
and encouraged each other to bear with fortitude the evils
that might happen.
The morning of the fourteenth at length dawned, and the
weather still continued clear and pleasant, with a steady
but very light breeze from the N. W. The sea was now
quite smooth, and as, from some cause which we could
not determine, the brig did not lie so much along as she
had done before, the deck was comparatively dry, and
we could move about with freedom. We had now been
better than three entire days and nights without either
food or drink, and it became absolutely necessary that
we should make an attempt to get up something from
below. As the brig was completely full of water, we went
to this work despondently, and with but little expectation
of being able to obtain anything. We made a kind of drag
by driving some nails which we broke out from the
remains of the companion-hatch into two pieces of wood.
Tying these across each other, and fastening them to the
end of a rope, we threw them into the cabin, and dragged
them to and fro, in the faint hope of being thus able
to entangle some article which might be of use to us
for food, or which might at least render us assistance
in getting it. We spent the greater part of the morning
in this labour without effect, fishing up nothing more
than a few bedclothes, which were readily caught by the
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nails. Indeed, our contrivance was so very clumsy that
any greater success was hardly to be anticipated.
We now tried the forecastle, but equally in vain, and were
upon the brink of despair, when Peters proposed that we
should fasten a rope to his body, and let him make an
attempt to get up something by diving into the cabin. This
proposition we hailed with all the delight which reviving
hope could inspire. He proceeded immediately to strip
off his clothes with the exception of his pantaloons; and
a strong rope was then carefully fastened around his
middle, being brought up over his shoulders in such a
manner that there was no possibility of its slipping. The
undertaking was one of great difficulty and danger; for,
as we could hardly expect to find much, if any, provision
in the cabin itself, it was necessary that the diver, after
letting himself down, should make a turn to the right, and
proceed under water a distance of ten or twelve feet, in
a narrow passage, to the storeroom, and return, without
drawing breath.
Everything being ready, Peters now descended in the
cabin, going down the companion-ladder until the water
reached his chin. He then plunged in, head first, turning
to the right as he plunged, and endeavouring to make his
way to the storeroom. In this first attempt, however, he
was altogether unsuccessful. In less than half a minute
after his going down we felt the rope jerked violently
(the signal we had agreed upon when he desired to be
drawn up). We accordingly drew him up instantly, but so
incautiously as to bruise him badly against the ladder. He
had brought nothing with him, and had been unable to
penetrate more than a very little way into the passage,
owing to the constant exertions he found it necessary to
make in order to keep himself from floating up against
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the deck. Upon getting out he was very much exhausted,
and had to rest full fifteen minutes before he could again
venture to descend.
The second attempt met with even worse success; for he
remained so long under water without giving the signal,
that, becoming alarmed for his safety, we drew him out
without it, and found that he was almost at the last gasp,
having, as he said, repeatedly jerked at the rope without
our feeling it. This was probably owing to a portion of
it having become entangled in the balustrade at the foot
of the ladder. This balustrade was, indeed, so much in
the way, that we determined to remove it, if possible,
before proceeding with our design. As we had no means
of getting it away except by main force, we all descended
into the water as far as we could on the ladder, and giving
a pull against it with our united strength, succeeded in
breaking it down.
The third attempt was equally unsuccessful with the two
first, and it now became evident that nothing could be
done in this manner without the aid of some weight with
which the diver might steady himself, and keep to the
floor of the cabin while making his search. For a long
time we looked about in vain for something which might
answer this purpose; but at length, to our great joy, we
discovered one of the weather-forechains so loose that we
had not the least difficulty in wrenching it off. Having
fastened this securely to one of his ankles, Peters now
made his fourth descent into the cabin, and this time
succeeded in making his way to the door of the steward’s
room. To his inexpressible grief, however, he found it
locked, and was obliged to return without effecting an
entrance, as, with the greatest exertion, he could remain
under water not more, at the utmost extent, than a single
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minute. Our affairs now looked gloomy indeed, and
neither Augustus nor myself could refrain from bursting
into tears, as we thought of the host of difficulties which
encompassed us, and the slight probability which existed
of our finally making an escape. But this weakness was
not of long duration. Throwing ourselves on our knees
to God, we implored His aid in the many dangers which
beset us; and arose with renewed hope and vigor to think
what could yet be done by mortal means toward
accomplishing our deliverance.
CHAPTER 10
SHORTLY afterward an incident occurred which I am
induced to look upon as more intensely productive of
emotion, as far more replete with the extremes first of
delight and then of horror, than even any of the thousand
chances which afterward befell me in nine long years,
crowded with events of the most startling and, in many
cases, of the most unconceived and unconceivable
character. We were lying on the deck near the
companion-way, and debating the possibility of yet
making our way into the storeroom, when, looking
toward Augustus, who lay fronting myself, I perceived
that he had become all at once deadly pale, and that his
lips were quivering in the most singular and
unaccountable manner. Greatly alarmed, I spoke to him,
but he made me no reply, and I was beginning to think
that he was suddenly taken ill, when I took notice of
his eyes, which were glaring apparently at some object
behind me. I turned my head, and shall never forget the
ecstatic joy which thrilled through every particle of my
frame, when I perceived a large brig bearing down upon
us, and not more than a couple of miles off. I sprung to
my feet as if a musket bullet had suddenly struck me to
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the heart; and, stretching out my arms in the direction of
the vessel, stood in this manner, motionless, and unable
to articulate a syllable. Peters and Parker were equally
affected, although in different ways. The former danced
about the deck like a madman, uttering the most
extravagant rhodomontades, intermingled with howls
and imprecations, while the latter burst into tears, and
continued for many minutes weeping like a child.
The vessel in sight was a large hermaphrodite brig, of a
Dutch build, and painted black, with a tawdry gilt figure-
head. She had evidently seen a good deal of rough
weather, and, we supposed, had suffered much in the gale
which had proved so disastrous to ourselves; for her
foretopmast was gone, and some of her starboard
bulwarks. When we first saw her, she was, as I have
already said, about two miles off and to windward,
bearing down upon us. The breeze was very gentle, and
what astonished us chiefly was, that she had no other sails
set than her foremast and mainsail, with a flying jib—of
course she came down but slowly, and our impatience
amounted nearly to phrensy. The awkward manner in
which she steered, too, was remarked by all of us, even
excited as we were. She yawed about so considerably,
that once or twice we thought it impossible she could
see us, or imagined that, having seen us, and discovered
no person on board, she was about to tack and make
off in another direction. Upon each of these occasions
we screamed and shouted at the top of our voices, when
the stranger would appear to change for a moment her
intention, and again hold on toward us—this singular
conduct being repeated two or three times, so that at last
we could think of no other manner of accounting for it
than by supposing the helmsman to be in liquor.
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No person was seen upon her decks until she arrived
within about a quarter of a mile of us. We then saw three
seamen, whom by their dress we took to be Hollanders.
Two of these were lying on some old sails near the
forecastle, and the third, who appeared to be looking at
us with great curiosity, was leaning over the starboard
bow near the bowsprit. This last was a stout and tall
man, with a very dark skin. He seemed by his manner to
be encouraging us to have patience, nodding to us in a
cheerful although rather odd way, and smiling constantly,
so as to display a set of the most brilliantly white teeth.
As his vessel drew nearer, we saw a red flannel cap which
he had on fall from his head into the water; but of this
he took little or no notice, continuing his odd smiles and
gesticulations. I relate these things and circumstances
minutely, and I relate them, it must be understood,
precisely as they appeared to us.
The brig came on slowly, and now more steadily than
before, and—I cannot speak calmly of this event—our
hearts leaped up wildly within us, and we poured out
our whole souls in shouts and thanksgiving to God for
the complete, unexpected, and glorious deliverance that
was so palpably at hand. Of a sudden, and all at once,
there came wafted over the ocean from the strange vessel
(which was now close upon us) a smell, a stench, such
as the whole world has no name for—no conception
of—hellish—utterly suffocating—insufferable,
inconceivable. I gasped for breath, and turning to my
companions, perceived that they were paler than marble.
But we had now no time left for question or surmise—the
brig was within fifty feet of us, and it seemed to be her
intention to run under our counter, that we might board
her without putting out a boat. We rushed aft, when,
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suddenly, a wide yaw threw her off full five or six points
from the course she had been running, and, as she passed
under our stern at the distance of about twenty feet, we
had a full view of her decks. Shall I ever forget the triple
horror of that spectacle? Twenty-five or thirty human
bodies, among whom were several females, lay scattered
about between the counter and the galley in the last and
most loathsome state of putrefaction. We plainly saw that
not a soul lived in that fated vessel! Yet we could not help
shouting to the dead for help! Yes, long and loudly did
we beg, in the agony of the moment, that those silent and
disgusting images would stay for us, would not abandon
us to become like them, would receive us among their
goodly company! We were raving with horror and
despair—thoroughly mad through the anguish of our
grievous disappointment.
As our first loud yell of terror broke forth, it was replied
to by something, from near the bowsprit of the stranger,
so closely resembling the scream of a human voice that
the nicest ear might have been startled and deceived. At
this instant another sudden yaw brought the region of
the forecastle for a moment into view, and we beheld at
once the origin of the sound. We saw the tall stout figure
still leaning on the bulwark, and still nodding his head to
and fro, but his face was now turned from us so that we
could not behold it. His arms were extended over the rail,
and the palms of his hands fell outward. His knees were
lodged upon a stout rope, tightly stretched, and reaching
from the heel of the bowsprit to a cathead. On his back,
from which a portion of the shirt had been torn, leaving
it bare, there sat a huge sea-gull, busily gorging itself with
the horrible flesh, its bill and talons deep buried, and
its white plumage spattered all over with blood. As the
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brig moved farther round so as to bring us close in view,
the bird, with much apparent difficulty, drew out its
crimsoned head, and, after eyeing us for a moment as
if stupefied, arose lazily from the body upon which it
had been feasting, and, flying directly above our deck,
hovered there a while with a portion of clotted and liver-
like substance in its beak. The horrid morsel dropped
at length with a sullen splash immediately at the feet of
Parker. May God forgive me, but now, for the first time,
there flashed through my mind a thought, a thought
which I will not mention, and I felt myself making a step
toward the ensanguined spot. I looked upward, and the
eyes of Augustus met my own with a degree of intense
and eager meaning which immediately brought me to
my senses. I sprang forward quickly, and, with a deep
shudder, threw the frightful thing into the sea.
The body from which it had been taken, resting as it
did upon the rope, had been easily swayed to and fro
by the exertions of the carnivorous bird, and it was this
motion which had at first impressed us with the belief
of its being alive. As the gull relieved it of its weight,
it swung round and fell partially over, so that the face
was fully discovered. Never, surely, was any object so
terribly full of awe! The eyes were gone, and the whole
flesh around the mouth, leaving the teeth utterly naked.
This, then, was the smile which had cheered us on to
hope! this the—but I forbear. The brig, as I have already
told, passed under our stern, and made its way slowly
but steadily to leeward. With her and with her terrible
crew went all our gay visions of deliverance and joy.
Deliberately as she went by, we might possibly have found
means of boarding her, had not our sudden
disappointment and the appalling nature of the discovery
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which accompanied it laid entirely prostrate every active
faculty of mind and body. We had seen and felt, but we
could neither think nor act, until, alas! too late. How
much our intellects had been weakened by this incident
may be estimated by the fact, that when the vessel had
proceeded so far that we could perceive no more than the
half of her hull, the proposition was seriously entertained
of attempting to overtake her by swimming!
I have, since this period, vainly endeavoured to obtain
some clew to the hideous uncertainty which enveloped
the fate of the stranger. Her build and general appearance,
as I have before stated, led us to the belief that she was a
Dutch trader, and the dresses of the crew also sustained
this opinion. We might have easily seen the name upon
her stern, and, indeed, taken other observations, which
would have guided us in making out her character; but
the intense excitement of the moment blinded us to every
thing of that nature. From the saffron-like hue of such of
the corpses as were not entirely decayed, we concluded
that the whole of her company had perished by the yellow
fever, or some other virulent disease of the same fearful
kind. If such were the case (and I know not what else
to imagine), death, to judge from the positions of the
bodies, must have come upon them in a manner awfully
sudden and overwhelming, in a way totally distinct from
that which generally characterizes even the most deadly
pestilences with which mankind are acquainted. It is
possible, indeed, that poison, accidentally introduced into
some of their sea-stores, may have brought about the
disaster, or that the eating of some unknown venomous
species of fish, or other marine animal, or oceanic bird,
might have induced it—but it is utterly useless to form
conjectures where all is involved, and will, no doubt,
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remain for ever involved, in the most appalling and
unfathomable mystery.
CHAPTER 11
WE spent the remainder of the day in a condition of
stupid lethargy, gazing after the retreating vessel until
the darkness, hiding her from our sight, recalled us in
some measure to our senses. The pangs of hunger and
thirst then returned, absorbing all other cares and
considerations. Nothing, however, could be done until
the morning, and, securing ourselves as well as possible,
we endeavoured to snatch a little repose. In this I
succeeded beyond my expectations, sleeping until my
companions, who had not been so fortunate, aroused me
at daybreak to renew our attempts at getting up
provisions from the hull.
It was now a dead calm, with the sea as smooth as have
ever known it,—the weather warm and pleasant. The brig
was out of sight. We commenced our operations by
wrenching off, with some trouble, another of the
forechains; and having fastened both to Peters’ feet, he
again made an endeavour to reach the door of the
storeroom, thinking it possible that he might be able to
force it open, provided he could get at it in sufficient
time; and this he hoped to do, as the hulk lay much more
steadily than before.
He succeeded very quickly in reaching the door, when,
loosening one of the chains from his ankle, he made every
exertion to force the passage with it, but in vain, the
framework of the room being far stronger than was
anticipated. He was quite exhausted with his long stay
under water, and it became absolutely necessary that
some other one of us should take his place. For this
service Parker immediately volunteered; but, after
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making three ineffectual efforts, found that he could
never even succeed in getting near the door. The
condition of Augustus’s wounded arm rendered it useless
for him to attempt going down, as he would be unable to
force the room open should he reach it, and it accordingly
now devolved upon me to exert myself for our common
deliverance.
Peters had left one of the chains in the passage, and I
found, upon plunging in, that I had not sufficient balance
to keep me firmly down. I determined, therefore, to
attempt no more, in my first effort, than merely to
recover the other chain. In groping along the floor of
the passage for this, I felt a hard substance, which I
immediately grasped, not having time to ascertain what it
was, but returning and ascending instantly to the surface.
The prize proved to be a bottle, and our joy may be
conceived when I say that it was found to be full of port
wine. Giving thanks to God for this timely and cheering
assistance, we immediately drew the cork with my
penknife, and, each taking a moderate sup, felt the most
indescribable comfort from the warmth, strength, and
spirits with which it inspired us. We then carefully
recorked the bottle, and, by means of a handkerchief,
swung it in such a manner that there was no possibility of
its getting broken.
Having rested a while after this fortunate discovery, I
again descended, and now recovered the chain, with
which I instantly came up. I then fastened it on and went
down for the third time, when I became fully satisfied that
no exertions whatever, in that situation, would enable
me to force open the door of the storeroom. I therefore
returned in despair.
There seemed now to be no longer any room for hope,
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and I could perceive in the countenances of my
companions that they had made up their minds to perish.
The wine had evidently produced in them a species of
delirium, which, perhaps, I had been prevented from
feeling by the immersion I had undergone since drinking
it. They talked incoherently, and about matters
unconnected with our condition, Peters repeatedly
asking me questions about Nantucket. Augustus, too, I
remember, approached me with a serious air, and
requested me to lend him a pocket-comb, as his hair was
full of fish-scales, and he wished to get them out before
going on shore. Parker appeared somewhat less affected,
and urged me to dive at random into the cabin, and bring
up any article which might come to hand. To this I
consented, and, in the first attempt, after staying under a
full minute, brought up a small leather trunk belonging
to Captain Barnard. This was immediately opened in the
faint hope that it might contain something to eat or drink.
We found nothing, however, except a box of razors and
two linen shirts. I now went down again, and returned
without any success. As my head came above water I
heard a crash on deck, and, upon getting up, saw that
my companions had ungratefully taken advantage of my
absence to drink the remainder of the wine, having let
the bottle fall in the endeavour to replace it before I saw
them. I remonstrated with them on the heartlessness of
their conduct, when Augustus burst into tears. The other
two endeavoured to laugh the matter off as a joke, but
I hope never again to behold laughter of such a species:
the distortion of countenance was absolutely frightful.
Indeed, it was apparent that the stimulus, in the empty
state of their stomachs, had taken instant and violent
effect, and that they were all exceedingly intoxicated.
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With great difficulty I prevailed upon them to lie down,
when they fell very soon into a heavy slumber,
accompanied with loud stertorous breathing.
I now found myself, as it were, alone in the brig, and
my reflections, to be sure, were of the most fearful and
gloomy nature. No prospect offered itself to my view
but a lingering death by famine, or, at the best, by being
overwhelmed in the first gale which should spring up,
for in our present exhausted condition we could have no
hope of living through another.
The gnawing hunger which I now experienced was nearly
insupportable, and I felt myself capable of going to any
lengths in order to appease it. With my knife I cut off a
small portion of the leather trunk, and endeavoured to
eat it, but found it utterly impossible to swallow a single
morsel, although I fancied that some little alleviation of
my suffering was obtained by chewing small pieces of
it and spitting them out. Toward night my companions
awoke, one by one, each in an indescribable state of
weakness and horror, brought on by the wine, whose
fumes had now evaporated. They shook as if with a
violent ague, and uttered the most lamentable cries for
water. Their condition affected me in the most lively
degree, at the same time causing me to rejoice in the
fortunate train of circumstances which had prevented me
from indulging in the wine, and consequently from
sharing their melancholy and most distressing sensations.
Their conduct, however, gave me great uneasiness and
alarm; for it was evident that, unless some favourable
change took place, they could afford me no assistance
in providing for our common safety. I had not yet
abandoned all idea being able to get up something from
below; but the attempt could not possibly be resumed
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until some one of them was sufficiently master of himself
to aid me by holding the end of the rope while I went
down. Parker appeared to be somewhat more in
possession of his senses than the others, and I
endeavoured, by every means in my power, to rouse him.
Thinking that a plunge in the sea-water might have a
beneficial effect, I contrived to fasten the end of a rope
around his body, and then, leading him to the
companion-way (he remaining quite passive all the
while), pushed him in, and immediately drew him out.
I had good reason to congratulate myself upon having
made this experiment; for he appeared much revived and
invigorated, and, upon getting out, asked me, in a rational
manner, why I had so served him. Having explained my
object, he expressed himself indebted to me, and said that
he felt greatly better from the immersion, afterward
conversing sensibly upon our situation. We then resolved
to treat Augustus and Peters in the same way, which we
immediately did, when they both experienced much
benefit from the shock. This idea of sudden immersion
had been suggested to me by reading in some medical
work the good effect of the shower-bath in a case where
the patient was suffering from mania a potu.
Finding that I could now trust my companions to hold
the end of the rope, I again made three or four plunges
into the cabin, although it was now quite dark, and a
gentle but long swell from the northward rendered the
hulk somewhat unsteady. In the course of these attempts I
succeeded in bringing up two case-knives, a three-gallon
jug, empty, and a blanket, but nothing which could serve
us for food. I continued my efforts, after getting these
articles, until I was completely exhausted, but brought up
nothing else. During the night Parker and Peters occupied
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themselves by turns in the same manner; but nothing
coming to hand, we now gave up this attempt in despair,
concluding that we were exhausting ourselves in vain.
We passed the remainder of this night in a state of the
most intense mental and bodily anguish that can possibly
be imagined. The morning of the sixteenth at length
dawned, and we looked eagerly around the horizon for
relief, but to no purpose. The sea was still smooth, with
only a long swell from the northward, as on yesterday.
This was the sixth day since we had tasted either food
or drink, with the exception of the bottle of port wine,
and it was clear that we could hold out but a very little
while longer unless something could be obtained. I never
saw before, nor wish to see again, human beings so utterly
emaciated as Peters and Augustus. Had I met them on
shore in their present condition I should not have had
the slightest suspicion that I had ever beheld them. Their
countenances were totally changed in character, so that
I could not bring myself to believe them really the same
individuals with whom I had been in company but a few
days before. Parker, although sadly reduced, and so feeble
that he could not raise his head from his bosom, was
not so far gone as the other two. He suffered with great
patience, making no complaint, and endeavouring to
inspire us with hope in every manner he could devise. For
myself, although at the commencement of the voyage I
had been in bad health, and was at all times of a delicate
constitution, I suffered less than any of us, being much
less reduced in frame, and retaining my powers of mind
in a surprising degree, while the rest were completely
prostrated in intellect, and seemed to be brought to a
species of second childhood, generally simpering in their
expressions, with idiotic smiles, and uttering the most
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absurd platitudes. At intervals, however, they would
appear to revive suddenly, as if inspired all at once with a
consciousness of their condition, when they would spring
upon their feet in a momentary flash of vigour, and speak,
for a short period, of their prospects, in a manner
altogether rational, although full of the most intense
despair. It is possible, however, that my companions may
have entertained the same opinion of their own condition
as I did of mine, and that I may have unwittingly been
guilty of the same extravagances and imbecilities as
themselves—this is a matter which cannot be determined.
About noon Parker declared that he saw land off the
larboard quarter, and it was with the utmost difficulty I
could restrain him from plunging into the sea with the
view of swimming toward it. Peters and Augustus took
little notice of what he said, being apparently wrapped up
in moody contemplation. Upon looking in the direction
pointed out, I could not perceive the faintest appearance
of the shore—indeed, I was too well aware that we were
far from any land to indulge in a hope of that nature.
It was a long time, nevertheless, before I could convince
Parker of his mistake. He then burst into a flood of tears,
weeping like a child, with loud cries and sobs, for two or
three hours, when becoming exhausted, he fell asleep.
Peters and Augustus now made several ineffectual efforts
to swallow portions of the leather. I advised them to chew
it and spit it out; but they were too excessively debilitated
to be able to follow my advice. I continued to chew pieces
of it at intervals, and found some relief from so doing;
my chief distress was for water, and I was only prevented
from taking a draught from the sea by remembering the
horrible consequences which thus have resulted to others
who were similarly situated with ourselves.
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The day wore on in this manner, when I suddenly
discovered a sail to the eastward, and on our larboard
bow. She appeared to be a large ship, and was coming
nearly athwart us, being probably twelve or fifteen miles
distant. None of my companions had as yet discovered
her, and I forbore to tell them of her for the present,
lest we might again be disappointed of relief. At length
upon her getting nearer, I saw distinctly that she was
heading immediately for us, with her light sails filled.
I could now contain myself no longer, and pointed her
out to my fellow-sufferers. They immediately sprang to
their feet, again indulging in the most extravagant
demonstrations of joy, weeping, laughing in an idiotic
manner, jumping, stamping upon the deck, tearing their
hair, and praying and cursing by turns. I was so affected
by their conduct, as well as by what I considered a sure
prospect of deliverance, that I could not refrain from
joining in with their madness, and gave way to the
impulses of my gratitude and ecstasy by lying and rolling
on the deck, clapping my hands, shouting, and other
similar acts, until I was suddenly called to my
recollection, and once more to the extreme human misery
and despair, by perceiving the ship all at once with her
stern fully presented toward us, and steering in a
direction nearly opposite to that in which I had at first
perceived her.
It was some time before I could induce my poor
companions to believe that this sad reverse in our
prospects had actually taken place. They replied to all my
assertions with a stare and a gesture implying that they
were not to be deceived by such misrepresentations. The
conduct of Augustus most sensibly affected me. In spite
of all I could say or do to the contrary, he persisted in
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saying that the ship was rapidly nearing us, and in making
preparations to go on board of her. Some seaweed
floating by the brig, he maintained that it was the ship’s
boat, and endeavoured to throw himself upon it, howling
and shrieking in the most heartrending manner, when I
forcibly restrained him from thus casting himself into the
sea.
Having become in some degree pacified, we continued
to watch the ship until we finally lost sight of her, the
weather becoming hazy, with a light breeze springing up.
As soon as she was entirely gone, Parker turned suddenly
toward me with an expression of countenance which
made me shudder. There was about him an air of self-
possession which I had not noticed in him until now, and
before he opened his lips my heart told me what he would
say. He proposed, in a few words, that one of us should
die to preserve the existence of the others.
CHAPTER 12
I had for some time past, dwelt upon the prospect of
our being reduced to this last horrible extremity, and had
secretly made up my mind to suffer death in any shape
or under any circumstances rather than resort to such a
course. Nor was this resolution in any degree weakened
by the present intensity of hunger under which I
laboured. The proposition had not been heard by either
Peters or Augustus. I therefore took Parker aside; and
mentally praying to God for power to dissuade him from
the horrible purpose he entertained, I expostulated with
him for a long time, and in the most supplicating manner,
begging him in the name of every thing which he held
sacred, and urging him by every species of argument
which the extremity of the case suggested, to abandon the
idea, and not to mention it to either of the other two.
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He heard all I said without attempting to controvert any
of my arguments, and I had begun to hope that he would
be prevailed upon to do as I desired. But when I had
ceased speaking, he said that he knew very well all I had
said was true, and that to resort to such a course was the
most horrible alternative which could enter into the mind
of man; but that he had now held out as long as human
nature could be sustained; that it was unnecessary for all
to perish, when, by the death of one, it was possible, and
even probable, that the rest might be finally preserved;
adding that I might save myself the trouble of trying to
turn him from his purpose, his mind having been
thoroughly made up on the subject even before the
appearance of the ship, and that only her heaving in sight
had prevented him from mentioning his intention at an
earlier period.
I now begged him, if he would not be prevailed upon
to abandon his design, at least to defer it for another
day, when some vessel might come to our relief; again
reiterating every argument I could devise, and which I
thought likely to have influence with one of his rough
nature. He said, in reply, that he had not spoken until the
very last possible moment, that he could exist no longer
without sustenance of some kind, and that therefore in
another day his suggestion would be too late, as regarded
himself at least.
Finding that he was not to be moved by anything I could
say in a mild tone, I now assumed a different demeanor,
and told him that he must be aware I had suffered less
than any of us from our calamities; that my health and
strength, consequently, were at that moment far better
than his own, or than that either of Peters or Augustus;
in short, that I was in a condition to have my own way
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by force if I found it necessary; and that if he attempted
in any manner to acquaint the others with his bloody and
cannibal designs, I would not hesitate to throw him into
the sea. Upon this he immediately seized me by the throat,
and drawing a knife, made several ineffectual efforts to
stab me in the stomach; an atrocity which his excessive
debility alone prevented him from accomplishing. In the
meantime, being roused to a high pitch of anger, I forced
him to the vessel’s side, with the full intention of
throwing him overboard. He was saved from his fate,
however, by the interference of Peters, who now
approached and separated us, asking the cause of the
disturbance. This Parker told before I could find means in
any manner to prevent him.
The effect of his words was even more terrible than what
I had anticipated. Both Augustus and Peters, who, it
seems, had long secretly entertained the same fearful idea
which Parker had been merely the first to broach, joined
with him in his design and insisted upon its immediately
being carried into effect. I had calculated that one at least
of the two former would be found still possessed of
sufficient strength of mind to side with myself in resisting
any attempt to execute so dreadful a purpose, and, with
the aid of either one of them, I had no fear of being
able to prevent its accomplishment. Being disappointed
in this expectation, it became absolutely necessary that I
should attend to my own safety, as a further resistance
on my part might possibly be considered by men in their
frightful condition a sufficient excuse for refusing me fair
play in the tragedy that I knew would speedily be enacted.
I now told them I was willing to submit to the proposal,
merely requesting a delay of about one hour, in order
that the fog which had gathered around us might have
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an opportunity of lifting, when it was possible that the
ship we had seen might be again in sight. After great
difficulty I obtained from them a promise to wait thus
long; and, as I had anticipated (a breeze rapidly coming
in), the fog lifted before the hour had expired, when, no
vessel appearing in sight, we prepared to draw lots.
It is with extreme reluctance that I dwell upon the
appalling scene which ensued; a scene which, with its
minutest details, no after events have been able to efface
in the slightest degree from my memory, and whose stern
recollection will embitter every future moment of my
existence. Let me run over this portion of my narrative
with as much haste as the nature of the events to be
spoken of will permit. The only method we could devise
for the terrific lottery, in which we were to take each
a chance, was that of drawing straws. Small splinters of
wood were made to answer our purpose, and it was
agreed that I should be the holder. I retired to one end
of the hulk, while my poor companions silently took up
their station in the other with their backs turned toward
me. The bitterest anxiety which I endured at any period
of this fearful drama was while I occupied myself in the
arrangement of the lots. There are few conditions into
which man can possibly fall where he will not feel a deep
interest in the preservation of his existence; an interest
momentarily increasing with the frailness of the tenure
by which that existence may be held. But now that the
silent, definite, and stern nature of the business in which
I was engaged (so different from the tumultuous dangers
of the storm or the gradually approaching horrors of
famine) allowed me to reflect on the few chances I had
of escaping the most appalling of deaths—a death for the
most appalling of purposes—every particle of that energy
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which had so long buoyed me up departed like feathers
before the wind, leaving me a helpless prey to the most
abject and pitiable terror. I could not, at first, even
summon up sufficient strength to tear and fit together the
small splinters of wood, my fingers absolutely refusing
their office, and my knees knocking violently against each
other. My mind ran over rapidly a thousand absurd
projects by which to avoid becoming a partner in the
awful speculation. I thought of falling on my knees to
my companions, and entreating them to let me escape
this necessity; of suddenly rushing upon them, and, by
putting one of them to death, of rendering the decision by
lot useless—in short, of every thing but of going through
with the matter I had in hand. At last, after wasting a long
time in this imbecile conduct, I was recalled to my senses
by the voice of Parker, who urged me to relieve them at
once from the terrible anxiety they were enduring. Even
then I could not bring myself to arrange the splinters
upon the spot, but thought over every species of finesse
by which I could trick some one of my fellow-sufferers to
draw the short straw, as it had been agreed that whoever
drew the shortest of four splinters from my hand was
to die for the preservation of the rest. Before any one
condemn me for this apparent heartlessness, let him be
placed in a situation precisely similar to my own.
At length delay was no longer possible, and, with a heart
almost bursting from my bosom, I advanced to the region
of the forecastle, where my companions were awaiting
me. I held out my hand with the splinters, and Peters
immediately drew. He was free—his, at least, was not the
shortest; and there was now another chance against my
escape. I summoned up all my strength, and passed the
lots to Augustus. He also drew immediately, and he also
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was free; and now, whether I should live or die, the
chances were no more than precisely even. At this
moment all the fierceness of the tiger possessed my
bosom, and I felt toward my poor fellow-creature, Parker,
the most intense, the most diabolical hatred. But the
feeling did not last; and, at length, with a convulsive
shudder and closed eyes, I held out the two remaining
splinters toward him. It was fully five minutes before he
could summon resolution to draw, during which period
of heartrending suspense I never once opened my eyes.
Presently one of the two lots was quickly drawn from my
hand. The decision was then over, yet I knew not whether
it was for me or against me. No one spoke, and still I
dared not satisfy myself by looking at the splinter I held.
Peters at length took me by the hand, and I forced myself
to look up, when I immediately saw by the countenance
of Parker that I was safe, and that he it was who had been
doomed to suffer. Gasping for breath, I fell senseless to
the deck.
I recovered from my swoon in time to behold the
consummation of the tragedy in the death of him who
had been chiefly instrumental in bringing it about. He
made no resistance whatever, and was stabbed in the back
by Peters, when he fell instantly dead. I must not dwell
upon the fearful repast which immediately ensued. Such
things may be imagined, but words have no power to
impress the mind with the exquisite horror of their
reality. Let it suffice to say that, having in some measure
appeased the raging thirst which consumed us by the
blood of the victim, and having by common consent taken
off the hands, feet, and head, throwing them together
with the entrails, into the sea, we devoured the rest of the
body, piecemeal, during the four ever memorable days of
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the seventeenth, eighteenth, nineteenth, and twentieth of
the month.
On the nineteenth, there coming on a smart shower
which lasted fifteen or twenty minutes, we contrived to
catch some water by means of a sheet which had been
fished up from the cabin by our drag just after the gale.
The quantity we took in all did not amount to more than
half a gallon; but even this scanty allowance supplied us
with comparative strength and hope.
On the twenty-first we were again reduced to the last
necessity. The weather still remained warm and pleasant,
with occasional fogs and light breezes, most usually from
N. to W.
On the twenty-second, as we were sitting close huddled
together, gloomily revolving over our lamentable
condition, there flashed through my mind all at once an
idea which inspired me with a bright gleam of hope. I
remembered that, when the foremast had been cut away,
Peters, being in the windward chains, passed one of the
axes into my hand, requesting me to put it, if possible, in
a place of security, and that a few minutes before the last
heavy sea struck the brig and filled her I had taken this
axe into the forecastle and laid it in one of the larboard
berths. I now thought it possible that, by getting at this
axe, we might cut through the deck over the storeroom,
and thus readily supply ourselves with provisions.
When I communicated this object to my companions,
they uttered a feeble shout of joy, and we all proceeded
forthwith to the forecastle. The difficulty of descending
here was greater than that of going down in the cabin, the
opening being much smaller, for it will be remembered
that the whole framework about the cabin companion-
hatch had been carried away, whereas the forecastle-way,
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being a simple hatch of only about three feet square, had
remained uninjured. I did not hesitate, however, to
attempt the descent; and a rope being fastened round my
body as before, I plunged boldly in, feet foremost, made
my way quickly to the berth, and at the first attempt
brought up the axe. It was hailed with the most ecstatic
joy and triumph, and the ease with which it had been
obtained was regarded as an omen of our ultimate
preservation.
We now commenced cutting at the deck with all the
energy of rekindled hope, Peters and myself taking the
axe by turns, Augustus’s wounded arm not permitting
him to aid us in any degree. As we were still so feeble
as to be scarcely able to stand unsupported, and could
consequently work but a minute or two without resting,
it soon became evident that many long hours would be
necessary to accomplish our task—that is, to cut an
opening sufficiently large to admit of a free access to
the storeroom. This consideration, however, did not
discourage us; and, working all night by the light of the
moon, we succeeded in effecting our purpose by
daybreak on the morning of the twenty-third.
Peters now volunteered to go down; and, having made all
arrangements as before, he descended, and soon returned
bringing up with him a small jar, which, to our great joy,
proved to be full of olives. Having shared these among
us, and devoured them with the greatest avidity, we
proceeded to let him down again. This time he succeeded
beyond our utmost expectations, returning instantly with
a large ham and a bottle of Madeira wine. Of the latter we
each took a moderate sup, having learned by experience
the pernicious consequences of indulging too freely. The
ham, except about two pounds near the bone, was not
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in a condition to be eaten, having been entirely spoiled
by the salt water. The sound part was divided among
us. Peters and Augustus, not being able to restrain their
appetite, swallowed theirs upon the instant; but I was
more cautious, and ate but a small portion of mine,
dreading the thirst which I knew would ensue. We now
rested a while from our labors, which had been
intolerably severe.
By noon, feeling somewhat strengthened and refreshed,
we again renewed our attempt at getting up provisions,
Peters and myself going down alternately, and always
with more or less success, until sundown. During this
interval we had the good fortune to bring up, altogether,
four more small jars of olives, another ham, a carboy
containing nearly three gallons of excellent Cape Madeira
wine, and, what gave us still more delight, a small tortoise
of the Gallipago breed, several of which had been taken
on board by Captain Barnard, as the Grampus was
leaving port, from the schooner Mary Pitts, just returned
from a sealing voyage in the Pacific.
In a subsequent portion of this narrative I shall have
frequent occasion to mention this species of tortoise. It
is found principally, as most of my readers may know, in
the group of islands called the Gallipagos, which, indeed,
derive their name from the animal—the Spanish word
Gallipago meaning a fresh-water terrapin. From the
peculiarity of their shape and action they have been
sometimes called the elephant tortoise. They are
frequently found of an enormous size. I have myself seen
several which would weigh from twelve to fifteen
hundred pounds, although I do not remember that any
navigator speaks of having seen them weighing more
than eight hundred. Their appearance is singular, and
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even disgusting. Their steps are very slow, measured, and
heavy, their bodies being carried about a foot from the
ground. Their neck is long, and exceedingly slender, from
eighteen inches to two feet is a very common length,
and I killed one, where the distance from the shoulder
to the extremity of the head was no less than three feet
ten inches. The head has a striking resemblance to that
of a serpent. They can exist without food for an almost
incredible length of time, instances having been known
where they have been thrown into the hold of a vessel and
lain two years without nourishment of any kind—being
as fat, and, in every respect, in as good order at the
expiration of the time as when they were first put in.
In one particular these extraordinary animals bear a
resemblance to the dromedary, or camel of the desert.
In a bag at the root of the neck they carry with them a
constant supply of water. In some instances, upon killing
them after a full year’s deprivation of all nourishment, as
much as three gallons of perfectly sweet and fresh water
have been found in their bags. Their food is chiefly wild
parsley and celery, with purslain, sea-kelp, and prickly
pears, upon which latter vegetable they thrive
wonderfully, a great quantity of it being usually found
on the hillsides near the shore wherever the animal itself
is discovered. They are excellent and highly nutritious
food, and have, no doubt, been the means of preserving
the lives of thousands of seamen employed in the whale-
fishery and other pursuits in the Pacific.
The one which we had the good fortune to bring up from
the storeroom was not of a large size, weighing probably
sixty-five or seventy pounds. It was a female, and in
excellent condition, being exceedingly fat, and having
more than a quart of limpid and sweet water in its bag.
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This was indeed a treasure; and, falling on our knees with
one accord, we returned fervent thanks to God for so
seasonable a relief.
We had great difficulty in getting the animal up through
the opening, as its struggles were fierce and its strength
prodigious. It was upon the point of making its escape
from Peter’s grasp, and slipping back into the water, when
Augustus, throwing a rope with a slipknot around its
throat, held it up in this manner until I jumped into the
hole by the side of Peters, and assisted him in lifting it out.
The water we drew carefully from the bag into the jug;
which, it will be remembered, had been brought up before
from the cabin. Having done this, we broke off the neck
of a bottle so as to form, with the cork, a kind of glass,
holding not quite half a gill. We then each drank one of
these measures full, and resolved to limit ourselves to this
quantity per day as long as it should hold out.
During the last two or three days, the weather having
been dry and pleasant, the bedding we had obtained from
the cabin, as well as our clothing, had become thoroughly
dry, so that we passed this night (that of the twenty-third)
in comparative comfort, enjoying a tranquil repose, after
having supped plentifully on olives and ham, with a small
allowance of the wine. Being afraid of losing some of our
stores overboard during the night, in the event of a breeze
springing up, we secured them as well as possible with
cordage to the fragments of the windlass. Our tortoise,
which we were anxious to preserve alive as long as we
could, we threw on its back, and otherwise carefully
fastened.
CHAPTER 13
JULY 24. This morning saw us wonderfully recruited
in spirits and strength. Notwithstanding the perilous
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situation in which we were still placed, ignorant of our
position, although certainly at a great distance from land,
without more food than would last us for a fortnight
even with great care, almost entirely without water, and
floating about at the mercy of every wind and wave on
the merest wreck in the world, still the infinitely more
terrible distresses and dangers from which we had so
lately and so providentially been delivered caused us to
regard what we now endured as but little more than an
ordinary evil—so strictly comparative is either good or ill.
At sunrise we were preparing to renew our attempts at
getting up something from the storeroom, when, a smart
shower coming on, with some lightning, we turn our
attention to the catching of water by means of the sheet
we had used before for this purpose. We had no other
means of collecting the rain than by holding the sheet
spread out with one of the forechain-plates in the middle
of it. The water, thus conducted to the centre, was
drained through into our jug. We had nearly filled it in
this manner, when, a heavy squall coming on from the
northward, obliged us to desist, as the hulk began once
more to roll so violently that we could no longer keep
our feet. We now went forward, and, lashing ourselves
securely to the remnant of the windlass as before, awaited
the event with far more calmness than could have been
anticipated or would have been imagined possible under
the circumstances. At noon the wind had freshened into
a two-reef breeze, and by night into a stiff gale,
accompanied with a tremendously heavy swell.
Experience having taught us, however, the best method
of arranging our lashings, we weathered this dreary night
in tolerable security, although thoroughly drenched at
almost every instant by the sea, and in momentary dread
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of being washed off. Fortunately, the weather was so
warm as to render the water rather grateful than
otherwise.
July 25. This morning the gale had diminished to a mere
ten-knot breeze, and the sea had gone down with it so
considerably that we were able to keep ourselves dry
upon the deck. To our great grief, however, we found
that two jars of our olives, as well as the whole of our
ham, had been washed overboard, in spite of the careful
manner in which they had been fastened. We determined
not to kill the tortoise as yet, and contented ourselves
for the present with a breakfast on a few of the olives,
and a measure of water each, which latter we mixed half
and half, with wine, finding great relief and strength from
the mixture, without the distressing intoxication which
had ensued upon drinking the port. The sea was still far
too rough for the renewal of our efforts at getting up
provision from the storeroom. Several articles, of no
importance to us in our present situation, floated up
through the opening during the day, and were
immediately washed overboard. We also now observed
that the hulk lay more along than ever, so that we could
not stand an instant without lashing ourselves. On this
account we passed a gloomy and uncomfortable day. At
noon the sun appeared to be nearly vertical, and we had
no doubt that we had been driven down by the long
succession of northward and northwesterly winds into
the near vicinity of the equator. Toward evening we saw
several sharks, and were somewhat alarmed by the
audacious manner in which an enormously large one
approached us. At one time, a lurch throwing the deck
very far beneath the water, the monster actually swam
in upon us, floundering for some moments just over the
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companion-hatch, and striking Peters violently with his
tail. A heavy sea at length hurled him overboard, much
to our relief. In moderate weather we might have easily
captured him.
July 26. This morning, the wind having greatly abated,
and the sea not being very rough, we determined to
renew our exertions in the storeroom. After a great deal
of hard labor during the whole day, we found that
nothing further was to be expected from this quarter, the
partitions of the room having been stove during the night,
and its contents swept into the hold. This discovery, as
may be supposed, filled us with despair.
July 27. The sea nearly smooth, with a light wind, and still
from the northward and westward. The sun coming out
hotly in the afternoon, we occupied ourselves in drying
our clothes. Found great relief from thirst, and much
comfort otherwise, by bathing in the sea; in this, however,
we were forced to use great caution, being afraid of
sharks, several of which were seen swimming around the
brig during the day.
July 28. Good weather still. The brig now began to lie
along so alarmingly that we feared she would eventually
roll bottom up. Prepared ourselves as well as we could
for this emergency, lashing our tortoise, waterjug, and
two remaining jars of olives as far as possible over to the
windward, placing them outside the hull below the main-
chains. The sea very smooth all day, with little or no wind.
July 29. A continuance of the same weather. Augustus’s
wounded arm began to evince symptoms of
mortification. He complained of drowsiness and
excessive thirst, but no acute pain. Nothing could be done
for his relief beyond rubbing his wounds with a little
of the vinegar from the olives, and from this no benefit
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seemed to be experienced. We did every thing in our
power for his comfort, and trebled his allowance of water.
July 30. An excessively hot day, with no wind. An
enormous shark kept close by the hulk during the whole
of the forenoon. We made several unsuccessful attempts
to capture him by means of a noose. Augustus much
worse, and evidently sinking as much from want of
proper nourishment as from the effect of his wounds.
He constantly prayed to be relieved from his sufferings,
wishing for nothing but death. This evening we ate the
last of our olives, and found the water in our jug so putrid
that we could not swallow it at all without the addition of
wine. Determined to kill our tortoise in the morning.
July 31. After a night of excessive anxiety and fatigue,
owing to the position of the hulk, we set about killing and
cutting up our tortoise. He proved to be much smaller
than we had supposed, although in good condition,—the
whole meat about him not amounting to more than ten
pounds. With a view of preserving a portion of this as
long as possible, we cut it into fine pieces, and filled with
them our three remaining olive jars and the wine-bottle
(all of which had been kept), pouring in afterward the
vinegar from the olives. In this manner we put away
about three pounds of the tortoise, intending not to touch
it until we had consumed the rest. We concluded to
restrict ourselves to about four ounces of the meat per
day; the whole would thus last us thirteen days. A brisk
shower, with severe thunder and lightning, came on
about dusk, but lasted so short a time that we only
succeeded in catching about half a pint of water. The
whole of this, by common consent, was given to
Augustus, who now appeared to be in the last extremity.
He drank the water from the sheet as we caught it (we
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holding it above him as he lay so as to let it run into his
mouth), for we had now nothing left capable of holding
water, unless we had chosen to empty out our wine from
the carboy, or the stale water from the jug. Either of these
expedients would have been resorted to had the shower
lasted.
The sufferer seemed to derive but little benefit from the
draught. His arm was completely black from the wrist to
the shoulder, and his feet were like ice. We expected every
moment to see him breathe his last. He was frightfully
emaciated; so much so that, although he weighed a
hundred and twenty-seven pounds upon his leaving
Nantucket, he now did not weigh more than forty or fifty
at the farthest. His eyes were sunk far in his head, being
scarcely perceptible, and the skin of his cheeks hung so
loosely as to prevent his masticating any food, or even
swallowing any liquid, without great difficulty.
August 1. A continuance of the same calm weather, with
an oppressively hot sun. Suffered exceedingly from thirst,
the water in the jug being absolutely putrid and swarming
with vermin. We contrived, nevertheless, to swallow a
portion of it by mixing it with wine; our thirst, however,
was but little abated. We found more relief by bathing in
the sea, but could not avail ourselves of this expedient
except at long intervals, on account of the continual
presence of sharks. We now saw clearly that Augustus
could not be saved; that he was evidently dying. We could
do nothing to relieve his sufferings, which appeared to
be great. About twelve o’clock he expired in strong
convulsions, and without having spoken for several
hours. His death filled us with the most gloomy
forebodings, and had so great an effect upon our spirits
that we sat motionless by the corpse during the whole
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day, and never addressed each other except in a whisper.
It was not until some time after dark that we took courage
to get up and throw the body overboard. It was then
loathsome beyond expression, and so far decayed that,
as Peters attempted to lift it, an entire leg came off in
his grasp. As the mass of putrefaction slipped over the
vessel’s side into the water, the glare of phosphoric light
with which it was surrounded plainly discovered to us
seven or eight large sharks, the clashing of whose horrible
teeth, as their prey was torn to pieces among them, might
have been heard at the distance of a mile. We shrunk
within ourselves in the extremity of horror at the sound.
August 2. The same fearfully calm and hot weather. The
dawn found us in a state of pitiable dejection as well
as bodily exhaustion. The water in the jug was now
absolutely useless, being a thick gelatinous mass; nothing
but frightful-looking worms mingled with slime. We
threw it out, and washed the jug well in the sea, afterward
pouring a little vinegar in it from our bottles of pickled
tortoise. Our thirst could now scarcely be endured, and
we tried in vain to relieve it by wine, which seemed only
to add fuel to the flame, and excited us to a high degree
of intoxication. We afterward endeavoured to relieve our
sufferings by mixing the wine with seawater; but this
instantly brought about the most violent retchings, so
that we never again attempted it. During the whole day
we anxiously sought an opportunity of bathing, but to no
purpose; for the hulk was now entirely besieged on all
sides with sharks—no doubt the identical monsters who
had devoured our poor companion on the evening before,
and who were in momentary expectation of another
similar feast. This circumstance occasioned us the most
bitter regret and filled us with the most depressing and
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melancholy forebodings. We had experienced
indescribable relief in bathing, and to have this resource
cut off in so frightful a manner was more than we could
bear. Nor, indeed, were we altogether free from the
apprehension of immediate danger, for the least slip or
false movement would have thrown us at once within
reach of those voracious fish, who frequently thrust
themselves directly upon us, swimming up to leeward. No
shouts or exertions on our part seemed to alarm them.
Even when one of the largest was struck with an axe by
Peters and much wounded, he persisted in his attempts
to push in where we were. A cloud came up at dusk, but,
to our extreme anguish, passed over without discharging
itself. It is quite impossible to conceive our sufferings
from thirst at this period. We passed a sleepless night,
both on this account and through dread of the sharks.
August 3. No prospect of relief, and the brig lying still
more and more along, so that now we could not maintain
a footing upon deck at all. Busied ourselves in securing
our wine and tortoise-meat, so that we might not lose
them in the event of our rolling over. Got out two stout
spikes from the forechains, and, by means of the axe,
drove them into the hull to windward within a couple of
feet of the water, this not being very far from the keel,
as we were nearly upon our beam-ends. To these spikes
we now lashed our provisions, as being more secure than
their former position beneath the chains. Suffered great
agony from thirst during the whole day—no chance of
bathing on account of the sharks, which never left us for
a moment. Found it impossible to sleep.
August 4. A little before daybreak we perceived that the
hulk was heeling over, and aroused ourselves to prevent
being thrown off by the movement. At first the roll was
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slow and gradual, and we contrived to clamber over to
windward very well, having taken the precaution to leave
ropes hanging from the spikes we had driven in for the
provision. But we had not calculated sufficiently upon
the acceleration of the impetus; for, presently the heel
became too violent to allow of our keeping pace with
it; and, before either of us knew what was to happen,
we found ourselves hurled furiously into the sea, and
struggling several fathoms beneath the surface, with the
huge hull immediately above us.
In going under the water I had been obliged to let go my
hold upon the rope; and finding that I was completely
beneath the vessel, and my strength nearly exhausted, I
scarcely made a struggle for life, and resigned myself, in
a few seconds, to die. But here again I was deceived, not
having taken into consideration the natural rebound of
the hull to windward. The whirl of the water upward,
which the vessel occasioned in rolling partially back,
brought me to the surface still more violently than I had
been plunged beneath. Upon coming up I found myself
about twenty yards from the hulk, as near as I could
judge. She was lying keel up, rocking furiously from side
to side, and the sea in all directions around was much
agitated, and full of strong whirlpools. I could see nothing
of Peters. An oil-cask was floating within a few feet of me,
and various other articles from the brig were scattered
about.
My principal terror was now on account of the sharks,
which I knew to be in my vicinity. In order to deter these,
if possible, from approaching me, I splashed the water
vigorously with both hands and feet as I swam towards
the hulk, creating a body of foam. I have no doubt that
to this expedient, simple as it was, I was indebted for my
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preservation; for the sea all round the brig, just before
her rolling over, was so crowded with these monsters,
that I must have been, and really was, in actual contact
with some of them during my progress. By great good
fortune, however, I reached the side of the vessel in safety,
although so utterly weakened by the violent exertion I
had used that I should never have been able to get upon
it but for the timely assistance of Peters, who, now, to my
great joy, made his appearance (having scrambled up to
the keel from the opposite side of the hull), and threw me
the end of a rope—one of those which had been attached
to the spikes.
Having barely escaped this danger, our attention was now
directed to the dreadful imminency of another—that of
absolute starvation. Our whole stock of provision had
been swept overboard in spite of all our care in securing
it; and seeing no longer the remotest possibility of
obtaining more, we gave way both of us to despair,
weeping aloud like children, and neither of us attempting
to offer consolation to the other. Such weakness can
scarcely be conceived, and to those who have never been
similarly situated will, no doubt, appear unnatural; but it
must be remembered that our intellects were so entirely
disordered by the long course of privation and terror to
which we had been subjected, that we could not justly be
considered, at that period, in the light of rational beings.
In subsequent perils, nearly as great, if not greater, I bore
up with fortitude against all the evils of my situation,
and Peters, it will be seen, evinced a stoical philosophy
nearly as incredible as his present childlike supineness
and imbecility—the mental condition made the
difference.
The overturning of the brig, even with the consequent
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loss of the wine and turtle, would not, in fact, have
rendered our situation more deplorable than before,
except for the disappearance of the bedclothes by which
we had been hitherto enabled to catch rainwater, and of
the jug in which we had kept it when caught; for we
found the whole bottom, from within two or three feet
of the bends as far as the keel, together with the keel
itself, thickly covered with large barnacles, which proved
to be excellent and highly nutritious food. Thus, in two
important respects, the accident we had so greatly
dreaded proved to be a benefit rather than an injury; it
had opened to us a supply of provisions which we could
not have exhausted, using it moderately, in a month; and
it had greatly contributed to our comfort as regards
position, we being much more at ease, and in infinitely
less danger, than before.
The difficulty, however, of now obtaining water blinded
us to all the benefits of the change in our condition. That
we might be ready to avail ourselves, as far as possible,
of any shower which might fall we took off our shirts, to
make use of them as we had of the sheets—not hoping,
of course, to get more in this way, even under the most
favorable circumstances, than half a gill at a time. No
signs of a cloud appeared during the day, and the agonies
of our thirst were nearly intolerable. At night, Peters
obtained about an hour’s disturbed sleep, but my intense
sufferings would not permit me to close my eyes for a
single moment.
August 5. To-day, a gentle breeze springing up carried
us through a vast quantity of seaweed, among which we
were so fortunate as to find eleven small crabs, which
afforded us several delicious meals. Their shells being
quite soft, we ate them entire, and found that they
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irritated our thirst far less than the barnacles. Seeing no
trace of sharks among the seaweed, we also ventured to
bathe, and remained in the water for four or five hours,
during which we experienced a very sensible diminution
of our thirst. Were greatly refreshed, and spent the night
somewhat more comfortably than before, both of us
snatching a little sleep.
August 6. This day we were blessed by a brisk and
continual rain, lasting from about noon until after dark.
Bitterly did we now regret the loss of our jug and carboy;
for, in spite of the little means we had of catching the
water, we might have filled one, if not both of them. As
it was, we contrived to satisfy the cravings of thirst by
suffering the shirts to become saturated, and then
wringing them so as to let the grateful fluid trickle into
our mouths. In this occupation we passed the entire day.
August 7. Just at daybreak we both at the same instant
descried a sail to the eastward, and evidently coming
towards us! We hailed the glorious sight with a long,
although feeble shout of rapture; and began instantly to
make every signal in our power, by flaring the shirts in the
air, leaping as high as our weak condition would permit,
and even by hallooing with all the strength of our lungs,
although the vessel could not have been less than fifteen
miles distant. However, she still continued to near our
hulk, and we felt that, if she but held her present course,
she must eventually come so close as to perceive us. In
about an hour after we first discovered her, we could
clearly see the people on her decks. She was a long, low,
and rakish-looking topsail schooner, with a black ball in
her foretopsail, and had, apparently, a full crew. We now
became alarmed, for we could hardly imagine it possible
that she did not observe us, and were apprehensive that
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she meant to leave us to perish as we were—an act of
fiendish barbarity, which, however incredible it may
appear, has been repeatedly perpetuated at sea, under
circumstances very nearly similar, and by beings who
were regarded as belonging to the human species. {*2} In
this instance, however, by the mercy of God, we were
destined to be most happily deceived; for, presently we
were aware of a sudden commotion on the deck of the
stranger, who immediately afterward ran up a British
flag, and, hauling her wind, bore up directly upon us. In
half an hour more we found ourselves in her cabin. She
proved to be the Jane Guy, of Liverpool, Captain Guy,
bound on a sealing and trading voyage to the South Seas
and Pacific.
CHAPTER 14
THE Jane Guy was a fine-looking topsail schooner of
a hundred and eighty tons burden. She was unusually
sharp in the bows, and on a wind, in moderate weather,
the fastest sailer I have ever seen. Her qualities, however,
as a rough sea-boat, were not so good, and her draught
of water was by far too great for the trade to which she
was destined. For this peculiar service, a larger vessel, and
one of a light proportionate draught, is desirable—say a
vessel of from three hundred to three hundred and fifty
tons. She should be bark-rigged, and in other respects of
a different construction from the usual South Sea ships. It
is absolutely necessary that she should be well armed. She
should have, say ten or twelve twelve-pound carronades,
and two or three long twelves, with brass blunderbusses,
and water-tight arm-chests for each top. Her anchors and
cables should be of far greater strength than is required
for any other species of trade, and, above all, her crew
should be numerous and efficient—not less, for such a
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vessel as I have described, than fifty or sixty able-bodied
men. The Jane Guy had a crew of thirty-five, all able
seamen, besides the captain and mate, but she was not
altogether as well armed or otherwise equipped, as a
navigator acquainted with the difficulties and dangers of
the trade could have desired.
Captain Guy was a gentleman of great urbanity of
manner, and of considerable experience in the southern
traffic, to which he had devoted a great portion of his life.
He was deficient, however, in energy, and, consequently,
in that spirit of enterprise which is here so absolutely
requisite. He was part owner of the vessel in which he
sailed, and was invested with discretionary powers to
cruise in the South Seas for any cargo which might come
most readily to hand. He had on board, as usual in such
voyages, beads, looking-glasses, tinder-works, axes,
hatchets, saws, adzes, planes, chisels, gouges, gimlets, files,
spokeshaves, rasps, hammers, nails, knives, scissors,
razors, needles, thread, crockery-ware, calico, trinkets,
and other similar articles.
The schooner sailed from Liverpool on the tenth of July,
crossed the Tropic of Cancer on the twenty-fifth, in
longitude twenty degrees west, and reached Sal, one of
the Cape Verd islands, on the twenty-ninth, where she
took in salt and other necessaries for the voyage. On the
third of August, she left the Cape Verds and steered
southwest, stretching over toward the coast of Brazil, so
as to cross the equator between the meridians of twenty-
eight and thirty degrees west longitude. This is the course
usually taken by vessels bound from Europe to the Cape
of Good Hope, or by that route to the East Indies. By
proceeding thus they avoid the calms and strong contrary
currents which continually prevail on the coast of
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Guinea, while, in the end, it is found to be the shortest
track, as westerly winds are never wanting afterward by
which to reach the Cape. It was Captain Guy’s intention
to make his first stoppage at Kerguelen’s Land—I hardly
know for what reason. On the day we were picked up
the schooner was off Cape St. Roque, in longitude thirty-
one degrees west; so that, when found, we had drifted
probably, from north to south, not less than five-and-
twenty degrees!
On board the Jane Guy we were treated with all the
kindness our distressed situation demanded. In about a
fortnight, during which time we continued steering to
the southeast, with gentle breezes and fine weather, both
Peters and myself recovered entirely from the effects of
our late privation and dreadful sufferings, and we began
to remember what had passed rather as a frightful dream
from which we had been happily awakened, than as
events which had taken place in sober and naked reality.
I have since found that this species of partial oblivion
is usually brought about by sudden transition, whether
from joy to sorrow or from sorrow to joy—the degree
of forgetfulness being proportioned to the degree of
difference in the exchange. Thus, in my own case, I now
feel it impossible to realize the full extent of the misery
which I endured during the days spent upon the hulk. The
incidents are remembered, but not the feelings which the
incidents elicited at the time of their occurrence. I only
know, that when they did occur, I then thought human
nature could sustain nothing more of agony.
We continued our voyage for some weeks without any
incidents of greater moment than the occasional meeting
with whaling-ships, and more frequently with the black
or right whale, so called in contradistinction to the
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spermaceti. These, however, were chiefly found south of
the twenty-fifth parallel. On the sixteenth of September,
being in the vicinity of the Cape of Good Hope, the
schooner encountered her first gale of any violence since
leaving Liverpool. In this neighborhood, but more
frequently to the south and east of the promontory (we
were to the westward), navigators have often to contend
with storms from the northward, which rage with great
fury. They always bring with them a heavy sea, and one
of their most dangerous features is the instantaneous
chopping round of the wind, an occurrence almost
certain to take place during the greatest force of the gale.
A perfect hurricane will be blowing at one moment from
the northward or northeast, and in the next not a breath
of wind will be felt in that direction, while from the
southwest it will come out all at once with a violence
almost inconceivable. A bright spot to the southward is
the sure forerunner of the change, and vessels are thus
enabled to take the proper precautions.
It was about six in the morning when the blow came on
with a white squall, and, as usual, from the northward.
By eight it had increased very much, and brought down
upon us one of the most tremendous seas I had then ever
beheld. Every thing had been made as snug as possible,
but the schooner laboured excessively, and gave evidence
of her bad qualities as a seaboat, pitching her forecastle
under at every plunge and with the greatest difficulty
struggling up from one wave before she was buried in
another. Just before sunset the bright spot for which we
had been on the look-out made its appearance in the
southwest, and in an hour afterward we perceived the
little headsail we carried flapping listlessly against the
mast. In two minutes more, in spite of every preparation,
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we were hurled on our beam-ends, as if by magic, and a
perfect wilderness of foam made a clear breach over us
as we lay. The blow from the southwest, however, luckily
proved to be nothing more than a squall, and we had
the good fortune to right the vessel without the loss of
a spar. A heavy cross sea gave us great trouble for a few
hours after this, but toward morning we found ourselves
in nearly as good condition as before the gale. Captain
Guy considered that he had made an escape little less than
miraculous.
On the thirteenth of October we came in sight of Prince
Edward’s Island, in latitude 46 degrees 53’ S., longitude
37 degrees 46’ E. Two days afterward we found ourselves
near Possession Island, and presently passed the islands of
Crozet, in latitude 42 degrees 59’ S., longitude 48 degrees
E. On the eighteenth we made Kerguelen’s or Desolation
Island, in the Southern Indian Ocean, and came to anchor
in Christmas Harbour, having four fathoms of water.
This island, or rather group of islands, bears southeast
from the Cape of Good Hope, and is distant therefrom
nearly eight hundred leagues. It was first discovered in
1772, by the Baron de Kergulen, or Kerguelen, a
Frenchman, who, thinking the land to form a portion
of an extensive southern continent carried home
information to that effect, which produced much
excitement at the time. The government, taking the
matter up, sent the baron back in the following year for
the purpose of giving his new discovery a critical
examination, when the mistake was discovered. In 1777,
Captain Cook fell in with the same group, and gave to
the principal one the name of Desolation Island, a title
which it certainly well deserves. Upon approaching the
land, however, the navigator might be induced to suppose
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otherwise, as the sides of most of the hills, from
September to March, are clothed with very brilliant
verdure. This deceitful appearance is caused by a small
plant resembling saxifrage, which is abundant, growing in
large patches on a species of crumbling moss. Besides this
plant there is scarcely a sign of vegetation on the island, if
we except some coarse rank grass near the harbor, some
lichen, and a shrub which bears resemblance to a cabbage
shooting into seed, and which has a bitter and acrid taste.
The face of the country is hilly, although none of the hills
can be called lofty. Their tops are perpetually covered
with snow. There are several harbors, of which Christmas
Harbour is the most convenient. It is the first to be met
with on the northeast side of the island after passing Cape
Francois, which forms the northern shore, and, by its
peculiar shape, serves to distinguish the harbour. Its
projecting point terminates in a high rock, through which
is a large hole, forming a natural arch. The entrance is
in latitude 48 degrees 40’ S., longitude 69 degrees 6’ E.
Passing in here, good anchorage may be found under the
shelter of several small islands, which form a sufficient
protection from all easterly winds. Proceeding on
eastwardly from this anchorage you come to Wasp Bay, at
the head of the harbour. This is a small basin, completely
landlocked, into which you can go with four fathoms, and
find anchorage in from ten to three, hard clay bottom. A
ship might lie here with her best bower ahead all the year
round without risk. To the westward, at the head of Wasp
Bay, is a small stream of excellent water, easily procured.
Some seal of the fur and hair species are still to be found
on Kerguelen’s Island, and sea elephants abound. The
feathered tribes are discovered in great numbers.
Penguins are very plenty, and of these there are four
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different kinds. The royal penguin, so called from its size
and beautiful plumage, is the largest. The upper part of
the body is usually gray, sometimes of a lilac tint; the
under portion of the purest white imaginable. The head
is of a glossy and most brilliant black, the feet also. The
chief beauty of plumage, however, consists in two broad
stripes of a gold color, which pass along from the head
to the breast. The bill is long, and either pink or bright
scarlet. These birds walk erect; with a stately carriage.
They carry their heads high with their wings drooping
like two arms, and, as their tails project from their body
in a line with the legs, the resemblance to a human figure
is very striking, and would be apt to deceive the spectator
at a casual glance or in the gloom of the evening. The
royal penguins which we met with on Kerguelen’s Land
were rather larger than a goose. The other kinds are the
macaroni, the jackass, and the rookery penguin. These are
much smaller, less beautiful in plumage, and different in
other respects.
Besides the penguin many other birds are here to be
found, among which may be mentioned sea-hens, blue
peterels, teal, ducks, Port Egmont hens, shags, Cape
pigeons, the nelly, sea swallows, terns, sea gulls, Mother
Carey’s chickens, Mother Carey’s geese, or the great
peterel, and, lastly, the albatross.
The great peterel is as large as the common albatross, and
is carnivorous. It is frequently called the break-bones, or
osprey peterel. They are not at all shy, and, when properly
cooked, are palatable food. In flying they sometimes sail
very close to the surface of the water, with the wings
expanded, without appearing to move them in the least
degree, or make any exertion with them whatever.
The albatross is one of the largest and fiercest of the
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South Sea birds. It is of the gull species, and takes its prey
on the wing, never coming on land except for the purpose
of breeding. Between this bird and the penguin the most
singular friendship exists. Their nests are constructed
with great uniformity upon a plan concerted between
the two species—that of the albatross being placed in the
centre of a little square formed by the nests of four
penguins. Navigators have agreed in calling an
assemblage of such encampments a rookery. These
rookeries have been often described, but as my readers
may not all have seen these descriptions, and as I shall
have occasion hereafter to speak of the penguin and
albatross, it will not be amiss to say something here of
their mode of building and living.
When the season for incubation arrives, the birds
assemble in vast numbers, and for some days appear to
be deliberating upon the proper course to be pursued. At
length they proceed to action. A level piece of ground is
selected, of suitable extent, usually comprising three or
four acres, and situated as near the sea as possible, being
still beyond its reach. The spot is chosen with reference
to its evenness of surface, and that is preferred which
is the least encumbered with stones. This matter being
arranged, the birds proceed, with one accord, and
actuated apparently by one mind, to trace out, with
mathematical accuracy, either a square or other
parallelogram, as may best suit the nature of the ground,
and of just sufficient size to accommodate easily all the
birds assembled, and no more—in this particular seeming
determined upon preventing the access of future
stragglers who have not participated in the labor of the
encampment. One side of the place thus marked out runs
parallel with the water’s edge, and is left open for ingress
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or egress.
Having defined the limits of the rookery, the colony now
begin to clear it of every species of rubbish, picking up
stone by stone, and carrying them outside of the lines, and
close by them, so as to form a wall on the three inland
sides. Just within this wall a perfectly level and smooth
walk is formed, from six to eight feet wide, and extending
around the encampment—thus serving the purpose of a
general promenade.
The next process is to partition out the whole area into
small squares exactly equal in size. This is done by
forming narrow paths, very smooth, and crossing each
other at right angles throughout the entire extent of the
rookery. At each intersection of these paths the nest of
an albatross is constructed, and a penguin’s nest in the
centre of each square—thus every penguin is surrounded
by four albatrosses, and each albatross by a like number
of penguins. The penguin’s nest consists of a hole in the
earth, very shallow, being only just of sufficient depth
to keep her single egg from rolling. The albatross is
somewhat less simple in her arrangements, erecting a
hillock about a foot high and two in diameter. This is
made of earth, seaweed, and shells. On its summit she
builds her nest.
The birds take especial care never to leave their nests
unoccupied for an instant during the period of
incubation, or, indeed, until the young progeny are
sufficiently strong to take care of themselves. While the
male is absent at sea in search of food, the female remains
on duty, and it is only upon the return of her partner that
she ventures abroad. The eggs are never left uncovered
at all—while one bird leaves the nest the other nestling
in by its side. This precaution is rendered necessary by
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the thieving propensities prevalent in the rookery, the
inhabitants making no scruple to purloin each other’s
eggs at every good opportunity.
Although there are some rookeries in which the penguin
and albatross are the sole population, yet in most of them
a variety of oceanic birds are to be met with, enjoying
all the privileges of citizenship, and scattering their nests
here and there, wherever they can find room, never
interfering, however, with the stations of the larger
species. The appearance of such encampments, when
seen from a distance, is exceedingly singular. The whole
atmosphere just above the settlement is darkened with
the immense number of the albatross (mingled with the
smaller tribes) which are continually hovering over it,
either going to the ocean or returning home. At the same
time a crowd of penguins are to be observed, some
passing to and fro in the narrow alleys, and some
marching with the military strut so peculiar to them,
around the general promenade ground which encircles
the rookery. In short, survey it as we will, nothing can be
more astonishing than the spirit of reflection evinced by
these feathered beings, and nothing surely can be better
calculated to elicit reflection in every well-regulated
human intellect.
On the morning after our arrival in Christmas Harbour
the chief mate, Mr. Patterson, took the boats, and
(although it was somewhat early in the season) went in
search of seal, leaving the captain and a young relation
of his on a point of barren land to the westward, they
having some business, whose nature I could not ascertain,
to transact in the interior of the island. Captain Guy took
with him a bottle, in which was a sealed letter, and made
his way from the point on which he was set on shore
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toward one of the highest peaks in the place. It is probable
that his design was to leave the letter on that height for
some vessel which he expected to come after him. As soon
as we lost sight of him we proceeded (Peters and myself
being in the mate’s boat) on our cruise around the coast,
looking for seal. In this business we were occupied about
three weeks, examining with great care every nook and
corner, not only of Kerguelen’s Land, but of the several
small islands in the vicinity. Our labours, however, were
not crowned with any important success. We saw a great
many fur seal, but they were exceedingly shy, and with the
greatest exertions, we could only procure three hundred
and fifty skins in all. Sea elephants were abundant,
especially on the western coast of the mainland, but of
these we killed only twenty, and this with great difficulty.
On the smaller islands we discovered a good many of
the hair seal, but did not molest them. We returned to
the schooner: on the eleventh, where we found Captain
Guy and his nephew, who gave a very bad account of the
interior, representing it as one of the most dreary and
utterly barren countries in the world. They had remained
two nights on the island, owing to some
misunderstanding, on the part of the second mate, in
regard to the sending a jollyboat from the schooner to
take them off.
CHAPTER 15
ON the twelfth we made sail from Christmas Harbour
retracing our way to the westward, and leaving Marion’s
Island, one of Crozet’s group, on the larboard. We
afterward passed Prince Edward’s Island, leaving it also
on our left, then, steering more to the northward, made,
in fifteen days, the islands of Tristan d’Acunha, in latitude
37 degrees 8’ S, longitude 12 degrees 8’ W.
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This group, now so well known, and which consists of
three circular islands, was first discovered by the
Portuguese, and was visited afterward by the Dutch in
1643, and by the French in 1767. The three islands
together form a triangle, and are distant from each other
about ten miles, there being fine open passages between.
The land in all of them is very high, especially in Tristan
d’Acunha, properly so called. This is the largest of the
group, being fifteen miles in circumference, and so
elevated that it can be seen in clear weather at the
distance of eighty or ninety miles. A part of the land
toward the north rises more than a thousand feet
perpendicularly from the sea. A tableland at this height
extends back nearly to the centre of the island, and from
this tableland arises a lofty cone like that of Teneriffe.
The lower half of this cone is clothed with trees of good
size, but the upper region is barren rock, usually hidden
among the clouds, and covered with snow during the
greater part of the year. There are no shoals or other
dangers about the island, the shores being remarkably
bold and the water deep. On the northwestern coast is
a bay, with a beach of black sand where a landing with
boats can be easily effected, provided there be a southerly
wind. Plenty of excellent water may here be readily
procured; also cod and other fish may be taken with hook
and line.
The next island in point of size, and the most westwardly
of the group, is that called the Inaccessible. Its precise
situation is 37 degrees 17’ S. latitude, longitude 12
degrees 24’ W. It is seven or eight miles in circumference,
and on all sides presents a forbidding and precipitous
aspect. Its top is perfectly flat, and the whole region is
sterile, nothing growing upon it except a few stunted
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shrubs.
Nightingale Island, the smallest and most southerly, is in
latitude 37 degrees 26’ S., longitude 12 degrees 12’ W. Off
its southern extremity is a high ledge of rocky islets; a few
also of a similar appearance are seen to the northeast. The
ground is irregular and sterile, and a deep valley partially
separates it.
The shores of these islands abound, in the proper season,
with sea lions, sea elephants, the hair and fur seal,
together with a great variety of oceanic birds. Whales
are also plenty in their vicinity. Owing to the ease with
which these various animals were here formerly taken,
the group has been much visited since its discovery. The
Dutch and French frequented it at a very early period.
In 1790, Captain Patten, of the ship Industry, of
Philadelphia, made Tristan d’Acunha, where he remained
seven months (from August, 1790, to April, 1791) for the
purpose of collecting sealskins. In this time he gathered
no less than five thousand six hundred, and says that
he would have had no difficulty in loading a large ship
with oil in three weeks. Upon his arrival he found no
quadrupeds, with the exception of a few wild goats; the
island now abounds with all our most valuable domestic
animals, which have been introduced by subsequent
navigators.
I believe it was not long after Captain Patten’s visit that
Captain Colquhoun, of the American brig Betsey,
touched at the largest of the islands for the purpose of
refreshment. He planted onions, potatoes, cabbages, and
a great many other vegetables, an abundance of all which
is now to be met with.
In 1811, a Captain Haywood, in the Nereus, visited
Tristan. He found there three Americans, who were
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residing upon the island to prepare sealskins and oil. One
of these men was named Jonathan Lambert, and he called
himself the sovereign of the country. He had cleared and
cultivated about sixty acres of land, and turned his
attention to raising the coffee-plant and sugar-cane, with
which he had been furnished by the American Minister
at Rio Janeiro. This settlement, however, was finally
abandoned, and in 1817 the islands were taken possession
of by the British Government, who sent a detachment for
that purpose from the Cape of Good Hope. They did not,
however, retain them long; but, upon the evacuation of
the country as a British possession, two or three English
families took up their residence there independently of
the Government. On the twenty-fifth of March, 1824, the
Berwick, Captain Jeffrey, from London to Van Diemen’s
Land, arrived at the place, where they found an
Englishman of the name of Glass, formerly a corporal in
the British artillery. He claimed to be supreme governor
of the islands, and had under his control twenty-one men
and three women. He gave a very favourable account of
the salubrity of the climate and of the productiveness of
the soil. The population occupied themselves chiefly in
collecting sealskins and sea elephant oil, with which they
traded to the Cape of Good Hope, Glass owning a small
schooner. At the period of our arrival the governor was
still a resident, but his little community had multiplied,
there being fifty-six persons upon Tristan, besides a
smaller settlement of seven on Nightingale Island. We
had no difficulty in procuring almost every kind of
refreshment which we required—sheep, hogs, bullocks,
rabbits, poultry, goats, fish in great variety, and vegetables
were abundant. Having come to anchor close in with the
large island, in eighteen fathoms, we took all we wanted
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on board very conveniently. Captain Guy also purchased
of Glass five hundred sealskins and some ivory. We
remained here a week, during which the prevailing winds
were from the northward and westward, and the weather
somewhat hazy. On the fifth of November we made sail
to the southward and westward, with the intention of
having a thorough search for a group of islands called the
Auroras, respecting whose existence a great diversity of
opinion has existed.
These islands are said to have been discovered as early
as 1762, by the commander of the ship Aurora. In 1790,
Captain Manuel de Oyarvido,, in the ship Princess,
belonging to the Royal Philippine Company, sailed, as
he asserts, directly among them. In 1794, the Spanish
corvette Atrevida went with the determination of
ascertaining their precise situation, and, in a paper
published by the Royal Hydrographical Society of Madrid
in the year 1809, the following language is used
respecting this expedition: “The corvette Atrevida
practised, in their immediate vicinity, from the twenty-
first to the twenty-seventh of January, all the necessary
observations, and measured by chronometers the
difference of longitude between these islands and the port
of Soledad in the Manillas. The islands are three, they
are very nearly in the same meridian; the centre one is
rather low, and the other two may be seen at nine leagues’
distance.” The observations made on board the Atrevida
give the following results as the precise situation of each
island. The most northern is in latitude 52 degrees 37’ 24”
S., longitude 47 degrees, 43’ 15” W.; the middle one in
latitude 53 degrees 2’ 40” S., longitude 47 degrees 55’ 15”
W.; and the most southern in latitude 53 degrees 15’ 22”
S., longitude 47 degrees 57’ 15” W.
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On the twenty-seventh of January, 1820, Captain James
Weddel, of the British navy, sailed from Staten Land also
in search of the Auroras. He reports that, having made
the most diligent search and passed not only immediately
over the spots indicated by the commander of the
Atrevida, but in every direction throughout the vicinity
of these spots, he could discover no indication of land.
These conflicting statements have induced other
navigators to look out for the islands; and, strange to say,
while some have sailed through every inch of sea where
they are supposed to lie without finding them, there have
been not a few who declare positively that they have seen
them; and even been close in with their shores. It was
Captain Guy’s intention to make every exertion within
his power to settle the question so oddly in dispute. {*3}
We kept on our course, between the south and west, with
variable weather, until the twentieth of the month, when
we found ourselves on the debated ground, being in
latitude 53 degrees 15’ S., longitude 47 degrees 58’
W.—that is to say, very nearly upon the spot indicated
as the situation of the most southern of the group. Not
perceiving any sign of land, we continued to the
westward of the parallel of fifty-three degrees south, as
far as the meridian of fifty degrees west. We then stood
to the north as far as the parallel of fifty-two degrees
south, when we turned to the eastward, and kept our
parallel by double altitudes, morning and evening, and
meridian altitudes of the planets and moon. Having thus
gone eastwardly to the meridian of the western coast of
Georgia, we kept that meridian until we were in the
latitude from which we set out. We then took diagonal
courses throughout the entire extent of sea
circumscribed, keeping a lookout constantly at the
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masthead, and repeating our examination with the
greatest care for a period of three weeks, during which
the weather was remarkably pleasant and fair, with no
haze whatsoever. Of course we were thoroughly satisfied
that, whatever islands might have existed in this vicinity
at any former period, no vestige of them remained at
the present day. Since my return home I find that the
same ground was traced over, with equal care, in 1822, by
Captain Johnson, of the American schooner Henry, and
by Captain Morrell in the American schooner Wasp—in
both cases with the same result as in our own.
CHAPTER 16
It had been Captain Guy’s original intention, after
satisfying himself about the Auroras, to proceed through
the Strait of Magellan, and up along the western coast of
Patagonia; but information received at Tristan d’Acunha
induced him to steer to the southward, in the hope of
falling in with some small islands said to lie about the
parallel of 60 degrees S., longitude 41 degrees 20’ W. In
the event of his not discovering these lands, he designed,
should the season prove favourable, to push on toward
the pole. Accordingly, on the twelfth of December, we
made sail in that direction. On the eighteenth we found
ourselves about the station indicated by Glass, and
cruised for three days in that neighborhood without
finding any traces of the islands he had mentioned. On
the twenty-first, the weather being unusually pleasant,
we again made sail to the southward, with the resolution
of penetrating in that course as far as possible. Before
entering upon this portion of my narrative, it may be
as well, for the information of those readers who have
paid little attention to the progress of discovery in these
regions, to give some brief account of the very few
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attempts at reaching the southern pole which have
hitherto been made.
That of Captain Cook was the first of which we have
any distinct account. In 1772 he sailed to the south in
the Resolution, accompanied by Lieutenant Furneaux in
the Adventure. In December he found himself as far as
the fifty-eighth parallel of south latitude, and in longitude
26 degrees 57’ E. Here he met with narrow fields of ice,
about eight or ten inches thick, and running northwest
and southeast. This ice was in large cakes, and usually it
was packed so closely that the vessel had great difficulty
in forcing a passage. At this period Captain Cook
supposed, from the vast number of birds to be seen, and
from other indications, that he was in the near vicinity
of land. He kept on to the southward, the weather being
exceedingly cold, until he reached the sixty-fourth
parallel, in longitude 38 degrees 14’ E.. Here he had mild
weather, with gentle breezes, for five days, the
thermometer being at thirty-six. In January, 1773, the
vessels crossed the Antarctic circle, but did not succeed
in penetrating much farther; for upon reaching latitude
67 degrees 15’ they found all farther progress impeded by
an immense body of ice, extending all along the southern
horizon as far as the eye could reach. This ice was of
every variety—and some large floes of it, miles in extent,
formed a compact mass, rising eighteen or twenty feet
above the water. It being late in the season, and no hope
entertained of rounding these obstructions, Captain
Cook now reluctantly turned to the northward.
In the November following he renewed his search in the
Antarctic. In latitude 59 degrees 40’ he met with a strong
current setting to the southward. In December, when the
vessels were in latitude 67 degrees 31’, longitude 142
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degrees 54’ W., the cold was excessive, with heavy gales
and fog. Here also birds were abundant; the albatross, the
penguin, and the peterel especially. In latitude 70 degrees
23’ some large islands of ice were encountered, and
shortly afterward the clouds to the southward were
observed to be of a snowy whiteness, indicating the
vicinity of field ice. In latitude 71 degrees 10’, longitude
106 degrees 54’ W., the navigators were stopped, as
before, by an immense frozen expanse, which filled the
whole area of the southern horizon. The northern edge
of this expanse was ragged and broken, so firmly wedged
together as to be utterly impassible, and extending about
a mile to the southward. Behind it the frozen surface
was comparatively smooth for some distance, until
terminated in the extreme background by gigantic ranges
of ice mountains, the one towering above the other.
Captain Cook concluded that this vast field reached the
southern pole or was joined to a continent. Mr. J. N.
Reynolds, whose great exertions and perseverance have
at length succeeded in getting set on foot a national
expedition, partly for the purpose of exploring these
regions, thus speaks of the attempt of the Resolution.
“We are not surprised that Captain Cook was unable to
go beyond 71 degrees 10’, but we are astonished that he
did attain that point on the meridian of 106 degrees 54’
west longitude. Palmer’s Land lies south of the Shetland,
latitude sixty-four degrees, and tends to the southward
and westward farther than any navigator has yet
penetrated. Cook was standing for this land when his
progress was arrested by the ice; which, we apprehend,
must always be the case in that point, and so early in
the season as the sixth of January—and we should not be
surprised if a portion of the icy mountains described was
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attached to the main body of Palmer’s Land, or to some
other portions of land lying farther to the southward and
westward.”
In 1803, Captains Kreutzenstern and Lisiausky were
dispatched by Alexander of Russia for the purpose of
circumnavigating the globe. In endeavouring to get south,
they made no farther than 59 degrees 58’, in longitude
70 degrees 15’ W. They here met with strong currents
setting eastwardly. Whales were abundant, but they saw
no ice. In regard to this voyage, Mr. Reynolds observes
that, if Kreutzenstern had arrived where he did earlier in
the season, he must have encountered ice—it was March
when he reached the latitude specified. The winds,
prevailing, as they do, from the southward and westward,
had carried the floes, aided by currents, into that icy
region bounded on the north by Georgia, east by
Sandwich Land and the South Orkneys, and west by the
South Shetland islands.
In 1822, Captain James Weddell, of the British navy, with
two very small vessels, penetrated farther to the south
than any previous navigator, and this, too, without
encountering extraordinary difficulties. He states that
although he was frequently hemmed in by ice before
reaching the seventy-second parallel, yet, upon attaining
it, not a particle was to be discovered, and that, upon
arriving at the latitude of 74 degrees 15’, no fields, and
only three islands of ice were visible. It is somewhat
remarkable that, although vast flocks of birds were seen,
and other usual indications of land, and although, south
of the Shetlands, unknown coasts were observed from the
masthead tending southwardly, Weddell discourages the
idea of land existing in the polar regions of the south.
On the 11th of January, 1823, Captain Benjamin Morrell,
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of the American schooner Wasp, sailed from Kerguelen’s
Land with a view of penetrating as far south as possible.
On the first of February he found himself in latitude 64
degrees 52’ S., longitude 118 degrees 27’ E. The following
passage is extracted from his journal of that date. “The
wind soon freshened to an eleven-knot breeze, and we
embraced this opportunity of making to the west; being
however convinced that the farther we went south
beyond latitude sixty-four degrees, the less ice was to be
apprehended, we steered a little to the southward, until
we crossed the Antarctic circle, and were in latitude 69
degrees 15’ E. In this latitude there was no field ice, and
very few ice islands in sight.”
Under the date of March fourteenth I find also this entry.
“The sea was now entirely free of field ice, and there
were not more than a dozen ice islands in sight. At the
same time the temperature of the air and water was at
least thirteen degrees higher (more mild) than we had
ever found it between the parallels of sixty and sixty-two
south. We were now in latitude 70 degrees 14’ S., and the
temperature of the air was forty-seven, and that of the
water forty-four. In this situation I found the variation to
be 14 degrees 27’ easterly, per azimuth…. I have several
times passed within the Antarctic circle, on different
meridians, and have uniformly found the temperature,
both of the air and the water, to become more and more
mild the farther I advanced beyond the sixty-fifth degree
of south latitude, and that the variation decreases in the
same proportion. While north of this latitude, say
between sixty and sixty-five south, we frequently had
great difficulty in finding a passage for the vessel between
the immense and almost innumerable ice islands, some
of which were from one to two miles in circumference,
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and more than five hundred feet above the surface of the
water.”
Being nearly destitute of fuel and water, and without
proper instruments, it being also late in the season,
Captain Morrell was now obliged to put back, without
attempting any further progress to the westward,
although an entirely open, sea lay before him. He
expresses the opinion that, had not these overruling
considerations obliged him to retreat, he could have
penetrated, if not to the pole itself, at least to the eighty-
fifth parallel. I have given his ideas respecting these
matters somewhat at length, that the reader may have an
opportunity of seeing how far they were borne out by my
own subsequent experience.
In 1831, Captain Briscoe, in the employ of the Messieurs
Enderby, whale-ship owners of London, sailed in the brig
Lively for the South Seas, accompanied by the cutter Tula.
On the twenty-eighth of February, being in latitude 66
degrees 30’ S., longitude 47 degrees 31’ E., he descried
land, and “clearly discovered through the snow the black
peaks of a range of mountains running E. S. E.” He
remained in this neighbourhood during the whole of the
following month, but was unable to approach the coast
nearer than within ten leagues, owing to the boisterous
state of the weather. Finding it impossible to make
further discovery during this season, he returned
northward to winter in Van Diemen’s Land.
In the beginning of 1832 he again proceeded
southwardly, and on the fourth of February was seen to
the southeast in latitude 67 degrees 15’ longitude 69
degrees 29’ W. This was soon found to be an island near
the headland of the country he had first discovered. On
the twenty-first of the month he succeeded in landing
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on the latter, and took possession of it in the name of
William IV, calling it Adelaide’s Island, in honour of the
English queen. These particulars being made known to
the Royal Geographical Society of London, the
conclusion was drawn by that body “that there is a
continuous tract of land extending from 47 degrees 30’
E. to 69 degrees 29’ W. longitude, running the parallel
of from sixty-six to sixty-seven degrees south latitude.”
In respect to this conclusion Mr. Reynolds observes: “In
the correctness of it we by no means concur; nor do the
discoveries of Briscoe warrant any such indifference. It
was within these limits that Weddel proceeded south on a
meridian to the east of Georgia, Sandwich Land, and the
South Orkney and Shetland islands.” My own experience
will be found to testify most directly to the falsity of the
conclusion arrived at by the society.
These are the principal attempts which have been made
at penetrating to a high southern latitude, and it will now
be seen that there remained, previous to the voyage of the
Jane, nearly three hundred degrees of longitude in which
the Antarctic circle had not been crossed at all. Of course
a wide field lay before us for discovery, and it was with
feelings of most intense interest that I heard Captain Guy
express his resolution of pushing boldly to the southward.
CHAPTER 17
We kept our course southwardly for four days after
giving up the search for Glass’s islands, without meeting
with any ice at all. On the twenty-sixth, at noon, we were
in latitude 63 degrees 23’ S., longitude 41 degrees 25’
W. We now saw several large ice islands, and a floe of
field ice, not, however, of any great extent. The winds
generally blew from the southeast, or the northeast, but
were very light. Whenever we had a westerly wind, which
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was seldom, it was invariably attended with a rain squall.
Every day we had more or less snow. The thermometer,
on the twenty-seventh stood at thirty-five.
January 1, 1828.—This day we found ourselves
completely hemmed in by the ice, and our prospects
looked cheerless indeed. A strong gale blew, during the
whole forenoon, from the northeast, and drove large
cakes of the drift against the rudder and counter with
such violence that we all trembled for the consequences.
Toward evening, the gale still blowing with fury, a large
field in front separated, and we were enabled, by carrying
a press of sail to force a passage through the smaller flakes
into some open water beyond. As we approached this
space we took in sail by degrees, and having at length got
clear, lay-to under a single reefed foresail.
January 2.—We had now tolerably pleasant weather. At
noon we found ourselves in latitude 69 degrees 10’ S,
longitude 42 degrees 20’ W, having crossed the Antarctic
circle. Very little ice was to be seen to the southward,
although large fields of it lay behind us. This day we
rigged some sounding gear, using a large iron pot capable
of holding twenty gallons, and a line of two hundred
fathoms. We found the current setting to the north, about
a quarter of a mile per hour. The temperature of the air
was now about thirty-three. Here we found the variation
to be 14 degrees 28’ easterly, per azimuth.
January 5.—We had still held on to the southward without
any very great impediments. On this morning, however,
being in latitude 73 degrees 15’ E., longitude 42 degrees
10’ W, we were again brought to a stand by an immense
expanse of firm ice. We saw, nevertheless, much open
water to the southward, and felt no doubt of being able
to reach it eventually. Standing to the eastward along the
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edge of the floe, we at length came to a passage of about
a mile in width, through which we warped our way by
sundown. The sea in which we now were was thickly
covered with ice islands, but had no field ice, and we
pushed on boldly as before. The cold did not seem to
increase, although we had snow very frequently, and now
and then hail squalls of great violence. Immense flocks of
the albatross flew over the schooner this day, going from
southeast to northwest.
January 7.—The sea still remained pretty well open, so
that we had no difficulty in holding on our course. To the
westward we saw some icebergs of incredible size, and in
the afternoon passed very near one whose summit could
not have been less than four hundred fathoms from the
surface of the ocean. Its girth was probably, at the base,
three-quarters of a league, and several streams of water
were running from crevices in its sides. We remained in
sight of this island two days, and then only lost it in a fog.
January 10.—Early this morning we had the misfortune
to lose a man overboard. He was an American named
Peter Vredenburgh, a native of New York, and was one of
the most valuable hands on board the schooner. In going
over the bows his foot slipped, and he fell between two
cakes of ice, never rising again. At noon of this day we
were in latitude 78 degrees 30’, longitude 40 degrees 15’
W. The cold was now excessive, and we had hail squalls
continually from the northward and eastward. In this
direction also we saw several more immense icebergs,
and the whole horizon to the eastward appeared to be
blocked up with field ice, rising in tiers, one mass above
the other. Some driftwood floated by during the evening,
and a great quantity of birds flew over, among which
were nellies, peterels, albatrosses, and a large bird of a
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brilliant blue plumage. The variation here, per azimuth,
was less than it had been previously to our passing the
Antarctic circle.
January 12.-Our passage to the south again looked
doubtful, as nothing was to be seen in the direction of the
pole but one apparently limitless floe, backed by absolute
mountains of ragged ice, one precipice of which arose
frowningly above the other. We stood to the westward
until the fourteenth, in the hope of finding an entrance.
January 14.-This morning we reached the western
extremity of the field which had impeded us, and,
weathering it, came to an open sea, without a particle of
ice. Upon sounding with two hundred fathoms, we here
found a current setting southwardly at the rate of half
a mile per hour. The temperature of the air was forty-
seven, that of the water thirtyfour. We now sailed to the
southward without meeting any interruption of moment
until the sixteenth, when, at noon, we were in latitude
81 degrees 21’, longitude 42 degrees W. We here again
sounded, and found a current setting still southwardly,
and at the rate of three quarters of a mile per hour. The
variation per azimuth had diminished, and the
temperature of the air was mild and pleasant, the
thermometer being as high as fifty-one. At this period not
a particle of ice was to be discovered. All hands on board
now felt certain of attaining the pole.
January 17.—This day was full of incident. Innumerable
flights of birds flew over us from the southward, and
several were shot from the deck, one of them, a species
of pelican, proved to be excellent eating. About midday
a small floe of ice was seen from the masthead off the
larboard bow, and upon it there appeared to be some
large animal. As the weather was good and nearly calm,
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Captain Guy ordered out two of the boats to see what it
was. Dirk Peters and myself accompanied the mate in the
larger boat. Upon coming up with the floe, we perceived
that it was in the possession of a gigantic creature of
the race of the Arctic bear, but far exceeding in size the
largest of these animals. Being well armed, we made no
scruple of attacking it at once. Several shots were fired
in quick succession, the most of which took effect,
apparently, in the head and body. Nothing discouraged,
however, the monster threw himself from the ice, and
swam with open jaws, to the boat in which were Peters
and myself. Owing to the confusion which ensued among
us at this unexpected turn of the adventure, no person
was ready immediately with a second shot, and the bear
had actually succeeded in getting half his vast bulk across
our gunwale, and seizing one of the men by the small
of his back, before any efficient means were taken to
repel him. In this extremity nothing but the promptness
and agility of Peters saved us from destruction. Leaping
upon the back of the huge beast, he plunged the blade
of a knife behind the neck, reaching the spinal marrow
at a blow. The brute tumbled into the sea lifeless, and
without a struggle, rolling over Peters as he fell. The latter
soon recovered himself, and a rope being thrown him,
he secured the carcass before entering the boat. We then
returned in triumph to the schooner, towing our trophy
behind us. This bear, upon admeasurement, proved to
be full fifteen feet in his greatest length. His wool was
perfectly white, and very coarse, curling tightly. The eyes
were of a blood red, and larger than those of the Arctic
bear, the snout also more rounded, rather resembling the
snout of the bulldog. The meat was tender, but excessively
rank and fishy, although the men devoured it with avidity,
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and declared it excellent eating.
Scarcely had we got our prize alongside, when the man
at the masthead gave the joyful shout of “land on the
starboard bow!” All hands were now upon the alert, and,
a breeze springing up very opportunely from the
northward and eastward, we were soon close in with the
coast. It proved to be a low rocky islet, of about a league
in circumference, and altogether destitute of vegetation,
if we except a species of prickly pear. In approaching
it from the northward, a singular ledge of rock is seen
projecting into the sea, and bearing a strong resemblance
to corded bales of cotton. Around this ledge to the
westward is a small bay, at the bottom of which our boats
effected a convenient landing.
It did not take us long to explore every portion of the
island, but, with one exception, we found nothing worthy
of our observation. In the southern extremity, we picked
up near the shore, half buried in a pile of loose stones, a
piece of wood, which seemed to have formed the prow
of a canoe. There had been evidently some attempt at
carving upon it, and Captain Guy fancied that he made
out the figure of a tortoise, but the resemblance did not
strike me very forcibly. Besides this prow, if such it were,
we found no other token that any living creature had
ever been here before. Around the coast we discovered
occasional small floes of ice—but these were very few.
The exact situation of the islet (to which Captain Guy
gave the name of Bennet’s Islet, in honour of his partner
in the ownership of the schooner) is 82 degrees 50’ S.
latitude, 42 degrees 20’ W. longitude.
We had now advanced to the southward more than eight
degrees farther than any previous navigators, and the sea
still lay perfectly open before us. We found, too, that the
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variation uniformly decreased as we proceeded, and,
what was still more surprising, that the temperature of
the air, and latterly of the water, became milder. The
weather might even be called pleasant, and we had a
steady but very gentle breeze always from some northern
point of the compass. The sky was usually clear, with
now and then a slight appearance of thin vapour in the
southern horizon—this, however, was invariably of brief
duration. Two difficulties alone presented themselves to
our view; we were getting short of fuel, and symptoms
of scurvy had occurred among several of the crew. These
considerations began to impress upon Captain Guy the
necessity of returning, and he spoke of it frequently. For
my own part, confident as I was of soon arriving at land
of some description upon the course we were pursuing,
and having every reason to believe, from present
appearances, that we should not find it the sterile soil
met with in the higher Arctic latitudes, I warmly pressed
upon him the expediency of persevering, at least for a
few days longer, in the direction we were now holding.
So tempting an opportunity of solving the great problem
in regard to an Antarctic continent had never yet been
afforded to man, and I confess that I felt myself bursting
with indignation at the timid and ill-timed suggestions of
our commander. I believe, indeed, that what I could not
refrain from saying to him on this head had the effect of
inducing him to push on. While, therefore, I cannot but
lament the most unfortunate and bloody events which
immediately arose from my advice, I must still be allowed
to feel some degree of gratification at having been
instrumental, however remotely, in opening to the eye of
science one of the most intensely exciting secrets which
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has ever engrossed its attention.
CHAPTER 18
January 18.—This morning {*4} we continued to the
southward, with the same pleasant weather as before. The
sea was entirely smooth, the air tolerably warm and from
the northeast, the temperature of the water fifty-three.
We now again got our sounding-gear in order, and, with
a hundred and fifty fathoms of line, found the current
setting toward the pole at the rate of a mile an hour. This
constant tendency to the southward, both in the wind and
current, caused some degree of speculation, and even of
alarm, in different quarters of the schooner, and I saw
distinctly that no little impression had been made upon
the mind of Captain Guy. He was exceedingly sensitive
to ridicule, however, and I finally succeeded in laughing
him out of his apprehensions. The variation was now
very trivial. In the course of the day we saw several large
whales of the right species, and innumerable flights of
the albatross passed over the vessel. We also picked up a
bush, full of red berries, like those of the hawthorn, and
the carcass of a singular-looking land-animal. It was three
feet in length, and but six inches in height, with four very
short legs, the feet armed with long claws of a brilliant
scarlet, and resembling coral in substance. The body was
covered with a straight silky hair, perfectly white. The tail
was peaked like that of a rat, and about a foot and a half
long. The head resembled a cat’s, with the exception of
the ears—these were flopped like the ears of a dog. The
teeth were of the same brilliant scarlet as the claws.
January 19.—To-day, being in latitude 83 degrees 20’,
longitude 43 degrees 5’ W. (the sea being of an
extraordinarily dark colour), we again saw land from the
masthead, and, upon a closer scrutiny, found it to be one
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of a group of very large islands. The shore was
precipitous, and the interior seemed to be well wooded,
a circumstance which occasioned us great joy. In about
four hours from our first discovering the land we came to
anchor in ten fathoms, sandy bottom, a league from the
coast, as a high surf, with strong ripples here and there,
rendered a nearer approach of doubtful expediency. The
two largest boats were now ordered out, and a party, well
armed (among whom were Peters and myself), proceeded
to look for an opening in the reef which appeared to
encircle the island. After searching about for some time,
we discovered an inlet, which we were entering, when we
saw four large canoes put off from the shore, filled with
men who seemed to be well armed. We waited for them
to come up, and, as they moved with great rapidity, they
were soon within hail. Captain Guy now held up a white
handkerchief on the blade of an oar, when the strangers
made a full stop, and commenced a loud jabbering all at
once, intermingled with occasional shouts, in which we
could distinguish the words Anamoo-moo! and Lama-
Lama! They continued this for at least half an hour,
during which we had a good opportunity of observing
their appearance.
In the four canoes, which might have been fifty feet long
and five broad, there were a hundred and ten savages in
all. They were about the ordinary stature of Europeans,
but of a more muscular and brawny frame. Their
complexion a jet black, with thick and long woolly hair.
They were clothed in skins of an unknown black animal,
shaggy and silky, and made to fit the body with some
degree of skill, the hair being inside, except where turned
out about the neck, wrists, and ankles. Their arms
consisted principally of clubs, of a dark, and apparently
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very heavy wood. Some spears, however, were observed
among them, headed with flint, and a few slings. The
bottoms of the canoes were full of black stones about the
size of a large egg.
When they had concluded their harangue (for it was clear
they intended their jabbering for such), one of them who
seemed to be the chief stood up in the prow of his canoe,
and made signs for us to bring our boats alongside of him.
This hint we pretended not to understand, thinking it the
wiser plan to maintain, if possible, the interval between
us, as their number more than quadrupled our own.
Finding this to be the case, the chief ordered the three
other canoes to hold back, while he advanced toward us
with his own. As soon as he came up with us he leaped
on board the largest of our boats, and seated himself by
the side of Captain Guy, pointing at the same time to
the schooner, and repeating the word Anamoo-moo! and
Lama-Lama! We now put back to the vessel, the four
canoes following at a little distance.
Upon getting alongside, the chief evinced symptoms of
extreme surprise and delight, clapping his hands, slapping
his thighs and breast, and laughing obstreperously. His
followers behind joined in his merriment, and for some
minutes the din was so excessive as to be absolutely
deafening. Quiet being at length restored, Captain Guy
ordered the boats to be hoisted up, as a necessary
precaution, and gave the chief (whose name we soon
found to be Too-wit) to understand that we could admit
no more than twenty of his men on deck at one time.
With this arrangement he appeared perfectly satisfied,
and gave some directions to the canoes, when one of
them approached, the rest remaining about fifty yards off.
Twenty of the savages now got on board, and proceeded
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to ramble over every part of the deck, and scramble about
among the rigging, making themselves much at home,
and examining every article with great inquisitiveness.
It was quite evident that they had never before seen any
of the white race—from whose complexion, indeed, they
appeared to recoil. They believed the Jane to be a living
creature, and seemed to be afraid of hurting it with the
points of their spears, carefully turning them up. Our
crew were much amused with the conduct of Too-wit
in one instance. The cook was splitting some wood near
the galley, and, by accident, struck his axe into the deck,
making a gash of considerable depth. The chief
immediately ran up, and pushing the cook on one side
rather roughly, commenced a half whine, half howl,
strongly indicative of sympathy in what he considered
the sufferings of the schooner, patting and smoothing
the gash with his hand, and washing it from a bucket of
seawater which stood by. This was a degree of ignorance
for which we were not prepared, and for my part I could
not help thinking some of it affected.
When the visitors had satisfied, as well as they could,
their curiosity in regard to our upper works, they were
admitted below, when their amazement exceeded all
bounds. Their astonishment now appeared to be far too
deep for words, for they roamed about in silence, broken
only by low ejaculations. The arms afforded them much
food for speculation, and they were suffered to handle
and examine them at leisure. I do not believe that they
had the least suspicion of their actual use, but rather took
them for idols, seeing the care we had of them, and the
attention with which we watched their movements while
handling them. At the great guns their wonder was
redoubled. They approached them with every mark of the
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profoundest reverence and awe, but forbore to examine
them minutely. There were two large mirrors in the
cabin, and here was the acme of their amazement. Too-
wit was the first to approach them, and he had got in the
middle of the cabin, with his face to one and his back to
the other, before he fairly perceived them. Upon raising
his eyes and seeing his reflected self in the glass, I thought
the savage would go mad; but, upon turning short round
to make a retreat, and beholding himself a second time in
the opposite direction, I was afraid he would expire upon
the spot. No persuasion could prevail upon him to take
another look; throwing himself upon the floor, with his
face buried in his hands, he remained thus until we were
obliged to drag him upon deck.
The whole of the savages were admitted on board in this
manner, twenty at a time, Too-wit being suffered to
remain during the entire period. We saw no disposition
to thievery among them, nor did we miss a single article
after their departure. Throughout the whole of their visit
they evinced the most friendly manner. There were,
however, some points in their demeanour which we
found it impossible to understand; for example, we could
not get them to approach several very harmless
objects—such as the schooner’s sails, an egg, an open
book, or a pan of flour. We endeavoured to ascertain if
they had among them any articles which might be turned
to account in the way of traffic, but found great difficulty
in being comprehended. We made out, nevertheless, what
greatly astonished us, that the islands abounded in the
large tortoise of the Gallipagos, one of which we saw in
the canoe of Too-wit. We saw also some biche de mer
in the hands of one of the savages, who was greedily
devouring it in its natural state. These anomalies—for
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they were such when considered in regard to the
latitude—induced Captain Guy to wish for a thorough
investigation of the country, in the hope of making a
profitable speculation in his discovery. For my own part,
anxious as I was to know something more of these
islands, I was still more earnestly bent on prosecuting
the voyage to the southward without delay. We had now
fine weather, but there was no telling how long it would
last; and being already in the eighty-fourth parallel, with
an open sea before us, a current setting strongly to the
southward, and the wind fair, I could not listen with any
patience to a proposition of stopping longer than was
absolutely necessary for the health of the crew and the
taking on board a proper supply of fuel and fresh
provisions. I represented to the captain that we might
easily make this group on our return, and winter here
in the event of being blocked up by the ice. He at length
came into my views (for in some way, hardly known to
myself, I had acquired much influence over him), and it
was finally resolved that, even in the event of our finding
biche de mer, we should only stay here a week to recruit,
and then push on to the southward while we might.
Accordingly we made every necessary preparation, and,
under the guidance of Too-wit, got the Jane through the
reef in safety, coming to anchor about a mile from the
shore, in an excellent bay, completely landlocked, on the
southeastern coast of the main island, and in ten fathoms
of water, black sandy bottom. At the head of this bay there
were three fine springs (we were told) of good water,
and we saw abundance of wood in the vicinity. The four
canoes followed us in, keeping, however, at a respectful
distance. Too-wit himself remained on board, and, upon
our dropping anchor, invited us to accompany him on
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shore, and visit his village in the interior. To this Captain
Guy consented; and ten savages being left on board as
hostages, a party of us, twelve in all, got in readiness
to attend the chief. We took care to be well armed, yet
without evincing any distrust. The schooner had her guns
run out, her boarding-nettings up, and every other proper
precaution was taken to guard against surprise.
Directions were left with the chief mate to admit no
person on board during our absence, and, in the event
of our not appearing in twelve hours, to send the cutter,
with a swivel, around the island in search of us.
At every step we took inland the conviction forced itself
upon us that we were in a country differing essentially
from any hitherto visited by civilized men. We saw
nothing with which we had been formerly conversant.
The trees resembled no growth of either the torrid, the
temperate, of the northern frigid zones, and were
altogether unlike those of the lower southern latitudes
we had already traversed. The very rocks were novel in
their mass, their color, and their stratification; and the
streams themselves, utterly incredible as it may appear,
had so little in common with those of other climates,
that we were scrupulous of tasting them, and, indeed,
had difficulty in bringing ourselves to believe that their
qualities were purely those of nature. At a small brook
which crossed our path (the first we had reached) Too-
wit and his attendants halted to drink. On account of
the singular character of the water, we refused to taste
it, supposing it to be polluted; and it was not until some
time afterward we came to understand that such was the
appearance of the streams throughout the whole group.
I am at a loss to give a distinct idea of the nature of this
liquid, and cannot do so without many words. Although
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it flowed with rapidity in all declivities where common
water would do so, yet never, except when falling in a
cascade, had it the customary appearance of limpidity.
It was, nevertheless, in point of fact, as perfectly limpid
as any limestone water in existence, the difference being
only in appearance. At first sight, and especially in cases
where little declivity was found, it bore resemblance, as
regards consistency, to a thick infusion of gum arabic in
common water. But this was only the least remarkable of
its extraordinary qualities. It was not colourless, nor was
it of any one uniform colour—presenting to the eye, as
it flowed, every possible shade of purple; like the hues of
a changeable silk. This variation in shade was produced
in a manner which excited as profound astonishment in
the minds of our party as the mirror had done in the case
of Too-wit. Upon collecting a basinful, and allowing it to
settle thoroughly, we perceived that the whole mass of
liquid was made up of a number of distinct veins, each
of a distinct hue; that these veins did not commingle; and
that their cohesion was perfect in regard to their own
particles among themselves, and imperfect in regard to
neighbouring veins. Upon passing the blade of a knife
athwart the veins, the water closed over it immediately,
as with us, and also, in withdrawing it, all traces of the
passage of the knife were instantly obliterated. If,
however, the blade was passed down accurately between
the two veins, a perfect separation was effected, which
the power of cohesion did not immediately rectify. The
phenomena of this water formed the first definite link
in that vast chain of apparent miracles with which I was
destined to be at length encircled.
CHAPTER 19
We were nearly three hours in reaching the village,
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it being more than nine miles in the interior, and the
path lying through a rugged country. As we passed along,
the party of Too-wit (the whole hundred and ten savages
of the canoes) was momentarily strengthened by smaller
detachments, of from two to six or seven, which joined
us, as if by accident, at different turns of the road. There
appeared so much of system in this that I could not help
feeling distrust, and I spoke to Captain Guy of my
apprehensions. It was now too late, however, to recede,
and we concluded that our best security lay in evincing
a perfect confidence in the good faith of Too-wit. We
accordingly went on, keeping a wary eye upon the
manoeuvres of the savages, and not permitting them to
divide our numbers by pushing in between. In this way,
passing through a precipitous ravine, we at length
reached what we were told was the only collection of
habitations upon the island. As we came in sight of them,
the chief set up a shout, and frequently repeated the word
Klock-klock, which we supposed to be the name of the
village, or perhaps the generic name for villages.
The dwellings were of the most miserable description
imaginable, and, unlike those of even the lowest of the
savage races with which mankind are acquainted, were
of no uniform plan. Some of them (and these we found
belonged to the Wampoos or Yampoos, the great men of
the land) consisted of a tree cut down at about four feet
from the root, with a large black skin thrown over it, and
hanging in loose folds upon the ground. Under this the
savage nestled. Others were formed by means of rough
limbs of trees, with the withered foliage upon them, made
to recline, at an angle of forty-five degrees, against a bank
of clay, heaped up, without regular form, to the height
of five or six feet. Others, again, were mere holes dug in
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the earth perpendicularly, and covered over with similar
branches, these being removed when the tenant was
about to enter, and pulled on again when he had entered.
A few were built among the forked limbs of trees as they
stood, the upper limbs being partially cut through, so
as to bend over upon the lower, thus forming thicker
shelter from the weather. The greater number, however,
consisted of small shallow caverns, apparently scratched
in the face of a precipitous ledge of dark stone,
resembling fuller’s earth, with which three sides of the
village were bounded. At the door of each of these
primitive caverns was a small rock, which the tenant
carefully placed before the entrance upon leaving his
residence, for what purpose I could not ascertain, as the
stone itself was never of sufficient size to close up more
than a third of the opening.
This village, if it were worthy of the name, lay in a valley
of some depth, and could only be approached from the
southward, the precipitous ledge of which I have already
spoken cutting off all access in other directions. Through
the middle of the valley ran a brawling stream of the
same magical-looking water which has been described.
We saw several strange animals about the dwellings, all
appearing to be thoroughly domesticated. The largest of
these creatures resembled our common hog in the
structure of the body and snout; the tail, however, was
bushy, and the legs slender as those of the antelope. Its
motion was exceedingly awkward and indecisive, and we
never saw it attempt to run. We noticed also several
animals very similar in appearance, but of a greater length
of body, and covered with a black wool. There were a
great variety of tame fowls running about, and these
seemed to constitute the chief food of the natives. To
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our astonishment we saw black albatross among these
birds in a state of entire domestication, going to sea
periodically for food, but always returning to the village
as a home, and using the southern shore in the vicinity
as a place of incubation. There they were joined by their
friends the pelicans as usual, but these latter never
followed them to the dwellings of the savages. Among the
other kinds of tame fowls were ducks, differing very little
from the canvass-back of our own country, black gannets,
and a large bird not unlike the buzzard in appearance,
but not carnivorous. Of fish there seemed to be a great
abundance. We saw, during our visit, a quantity of dried
salmon, rock cod, blue dolphins, mackerel, blackfish,
skate, conger eels, elephantfish, mullets, soles, parrotfish,
leather-jackets, gurnards, hake, flounders, paracutas, and
innumerable other varieties. We noticed, too, that most
of them were similar to the fish about the group of Lord
Auckland Islands, in a latitude as low as fifty-one degrees
south. The Gallipago tortoise was also very plentiful. We
saw but few wild animals, and none of a large size, or
of a species with which we were familiar. One or two
serpents of a formidable aspect crossed our path, but the
natives paid them little attention, and we concluded that
they were not venomous.
As we approached the village with Too-wit and his party,
a vast crowd of the people rushed out to meet us, with
loud shouts, among which we could only distinguish the
everlasting Anamoo-moo! and Lama-Lama! We were
much surprised at perceiving that, with one or two
exceptions, these new comers were entirely naked, and
skins being used only by the men of the canoes. All the
weapons of the country seemed also to be in the
possession of the latter, for there was no appearance of
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any among the villagers. There were a great many women
and children, the former not altogether wanting in what
might be termed personal beauty. They were straight, tall,
and well formed, with a grace and freedom of carriage
not to be found in civilized society. Their lips, however,
like those of the men, were thick and clumsy, so that,
even when laughing, the teeth were never disclosed. Their
hair was of a finer texture than that of the males. Among
these naked villagers there might have been ten or twelve
who were clothed, like the party of Too-wit, in dresses
of black skin, and armed with lances and heavy clubs.
These appeared to have great influence among the rest,
and were always addressed by the title Wampoo. These,
too, were the tenants of the black skin palaces. That of
Too-wit was situated in the centre of the village, and
was much larger and somewhat better constructed than
others of its kind. The tree which formed its support was
cut off at a distance of twelve feet or thereabouts from the
root, and there were several branches left just below the
cut, these serving to extend the covering, and in this way
prevent its flapping about the trunk. The covering, too,
which consisted of four very large skins fastened together
with wooden skewers, was secured at the bottom with
pegs driven through it and into the ground. The floor was
strewed with a quantity of dry leaves by way of carpet.
To this hut we were conducted with great solemnity, and
as many of the natives crowded in after us as possible.
Too-wit seated himself on the leaves, and made signs that
we should follow his example. This we did, and presently
found ourselves in a situation peculiarly uncomfortable,
if not indeed critical. We were on the ground, twelve in
number, with the savages, as many as forty, sitting on
their hams so closely around us that, if any disturbance
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had arisen, we should have found it impossible to make
use of our arms, or indeed to have risen to our feet. The
pressure was not only inside the tent, but outside, where
probably was every individual on the whole island, the
crowd being prevented from trampling us to death only
by the incessant exertions and vociferations of Too-wit.
Our chief security lay, however, in the presence of Too-
wit himself among us, and we resolved to stick by him
closely, as the best chance of extricating ourselves from
the dilemma, sacrificing him immediately upon the first
appearance of hostile design.
After some trouble a certain degree of quiet was restored,
when the chief addressed us in a speech of great length,
and very nearly resembling the one delivered in the
canoes, with the exception that the Anamoo-moos! were
now somewhat more strenuously insisted upon than the
Lama-Lamas! We listened in profound silence until the
conclusion of this harangue, when Captain Guy replied
by assuring the chief of his eternal friendship and
goodwill, concluding what he had to say be a present of
several strings of blue beads and a knife. At the former the
monarch, much to our surprise, turned up his nose with
some expression of contempt, but the knife gave him the
most unlimited satisfaction, and he immediately ordered
dinner. This was handed into the tent over the heads of
the attendants, and consisted of the palpitating entrails
of a specials of unknown animal, probably one of the
slim-legged hogs which we had observed in our approach
to the village. Seeing us at a loss how to proceed, he
began, by way of setting us an example, to devour yard
after yard of the enticing food, until we could positively
stand it no longer, and evinced such manifest symptoms
of rebellion of stomach as inspired his majesty with a
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degree of astonishment only inferior to that brought
about by the looking-glasses. We declined, however,
partaking of the delicacies before us, and endeavoured to
make him understand that we had no appetite whatever,
having just finished a hearty dejeuner.
When the monarch had made an end of his meal, we
commenced a series of cross-questioning in every
ingenious manner we could devise, with a view of
discovering what were the chief productions of the
country, and whether any of them might be turned to
profit. At length he seemed to have some idea of our
meaning, and offered to accompany us to a part of coast
where he assured us the biche de mer (pointing to a
specimen of that animal) was to be found in great
abundance. We were glad of this early opportunity of
escaping from the oppression of the crowd, and signified
our eagerness to proceed. We now left the tent, and,
accompanied by the whole population of the village,
followed the chief to the southeastern extremity of the
island, nor far from the bay where our vessel lay at
anchor. We waited here for about an hour, until the four
canoes were brought around by some of the savages to
our station. The whole of our party then getting into
one of them, we were paddled along the edge of the reef
before mentioned, and of another still farther out, where
we saw a far greater quantity of biche de mer than the
oldest seamen among us had ever seen in those groups
of the lower latitudes most celebrated for this article of
commerce. We stayed near these reefs only long enough
to satisfy ourselves that we could easily load a dozen
vessels with the animal if necessary, when we were taken
alongside the schooner, and parted with Too-wit, after
obtaining from him a promise that he would bring us, in
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the course of twenty-four hours, as many of the canvass-
back ducks and Gallipago tortoises as his canoes would
hold. In the whole of this adventure we saw nothing in the
demeanour of the natives calculated to create suspicion,
with the single exception of the systematic manner in
which their party was strengthened during our route
from the schooner to the village.
CHAPTER 20
THE chief was as good as his word, and we were soon
plentifully supplied with fresh provisions. We found the
tortoises as fine as we had ever seen, and the ducks
surpassed our best species of wild fowl, being exceedingly
tender, juicy, and well-flavoured. Besides these, the
savages brought us, upon our making them comprehend
our wishes, a vast quantity of brown celery and scurvy
grass, with a canoe-load of fresh fish and some dried. The
celery was a treat indeed, and the scurvy grass proved of
incalculable benefit in restoring those of our men who
had shown symptoms of disease. In a very short time
we had not a single person on the sick-list. We had also
plenty of other kinds of fresh provisions, among which
may be mentioned a species of shellfish resembling the
mussel in shape, but with the taste of an oyster. Shrimps,
too, and prawns were abundant, and albatross and other
birds’ eggs with dark shells. We took in, too, a plentiful
stock of the flesh of the hog which I have mentioned
before. Most of the men found it a palatable food, but
I thought it fishy and otherwise disagreeable. In return
for these good things we presented the natives with blue
beads, brass trinkets, nails, knives, and pieces of red cloth,
they being fully delighted in the exchange. We established
a regular market on shore, just under the guns of the
schooner, where our barterings were carried on with
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every appearance of good faith, and a degree of order
which their conduct at the village of Klock-klock had not
led us to expect from the savages.
Matters went on thus very amicably for several days,
during which parties of the natives were frequently on
board the schooner, and parties of our men frequently
on shore, making long excursions into the interior, and
receiving no molestation whatever. Finding the ease with
which the vessel might be loaded with biche de mer,
owing to the friendly disposition of the islanders, and
the readiness with which they would render us assistance
in collecting it, Captain Guy resolved to enter into
negotiations with Too-wit for the erection of suitable
houses in which to cure the article, and for the services
of himself and tribe in gathering as much as possible,
while he himself took advantage of the fine weather to
prosecute his voyage to the southward. Upon mentioning
this project to the chief he seemed very willing to enter
into an agreement. A bargain was accordingly struck,
perfectly satisfactory to both parties, by which it was
arranged that, after making the necessary preparations,
such as laying off the proper grounds, erecting a portion
of the buildings, and doing some other work in which
the whole of our crew would be required, the schooner
should proceed on her route, leaving three of her men on
the island to superintend the fulfilment of the project, and
instruct the natives in drying the biche de mer. In regard
to terms, these were made to depend upon the exertions
of the savages in our absence. They were to receive a
stipulated quantity of blue beads, knives, red cloth, and so
forth, for every certain number of piculs of the biche de
mer which should be ready on our return.
A description of the nature of this important article of
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commerce, and the method of preparing it, may prove
of some interest to my readers, and I can find no more
suitable place than this for introducing an account of it.
The following comprehensive notice of the substance is
taken from a modern history of a voyage to the South
Seas.
“It is that mollusca from the Indian Seas which is known
to commerce by the French name bouche de mer (a nice
morsel from the sea). If I am not much mistaken, the
celebrated Cuvier calls it gasteropeda pulmonifera. It is
abundantly gathered in the coasts of the Pacific islands,
and gathered especially for the Chinese market, where it
commands a great price, perhaps as much as their much-
talked-of edible birds’ nests, which are properly made up
of the gelatinous matter picked up by a species of swallow
from the body of these molluscae. They have no shell, no
legs, nor any prominent part, except an absorbing and an
excretory, opposite organs; but, by their elastic wings, like
caterpillars or worms, they creep in shallow waters, in
which, when low, they can be seen by a kind of swallow,
the sharp bill of which, inserted in the soft animal, draws
a gummy and filamentous substance, which, by drying,
can be wrought into the solid walls of their nest. Hence
the name of gasteropeda pulmonifera.
“This mollusca is oblong, and of different sizes, from
three to eighteen inches in length; and I have seen a few
that were not less than two feet long. They were nearly
round, a little flattish on one side, which lies next to the
bottom of the sea; and they are from one to eight inches
thick. They crawl up into shallow water at particular
seasons of the year, probably for the purpose of
gendering, as we often find them in pairs. It is when the
sun has the most power on the water, rendering it tepid,
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that they approach the shore; and they often go up into
places so shallow that, on the tide’s receding, they are left
dry, exposed to the beat of the sun. But they do not bring
forth their young in shallow water, as we never see any of
their progeny, and full-grown ones are always observed
coming in from deep water. They feed principally on that
class of zoophytes which produce the coral.
“The biche de mer is generally taken in three or four
feet of water; after which they are brought on shore, and
split at one end with a knife, the incision being one inch
or more, according to the size of the mollusca. Through
this opening the entrails are forced out by pressure, and
they are much like those of any other small tenant of the
deep. The article is then washed, and afterward boiled to
a certain degree, which must not be too much or too little.
They are then buried in the ground for four hours, then
boiled again for a short time, after which they are dried,
either by the fire or the sun. Those cured by the sun are
worth the most; but where one picul (133 1/3 lbs.) can be
cured that way, I can cure thirty piculs by the fire. When
once properly cured, they can be kept in a dry place for
two or three years without any risk; but they should be
examined once in every few months, say four times a year,
to see if any dampness is likely to affect them.
“The Chinese, as before stated, consider biche de mer
a very great luxury, believing that it wonderfully
strengthens and nourishes the system, and renews the
exhausted system of the immoderate voluptuary. The first
quality commands a high price in Canton, being worth
ninety dollars a picul; the second quality, seventy-five
dollars; the third, fifty dollars; the fourth, thirty dollars;
the fifth, twenty dollars; the sixth, twelve dollars; the
seventh, eight dollars; and the eighth, four dollars; small
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cargoes, however, will often bring more in Manilla,
Singapore, and Batavia.”
An agreement having been thus entered into, we
proceeded immediately to land everything necessary for
preparing the buildings and clearing the ground. A large
flat space near the eastern shore of the bay was selected,
where there was plenty of both wood and water, and
within a convenient distance of the principal reefs on
which the biche de mer was to be procured. We now
all set to work in good earnest, and soon, to the great
astonishment of the savages, had felled a sufficient
number of trees for our purpose, getting them quickly in
order for the framework of the houses, which in two or
three days were so far under way that we could safely
trust the rest of the work to the three men whom we
intended to leave behind. These were John Carson, Alfred
Harris, and ___ Peterson (all natives of London, I believe),
who volunteered their services in this respect.
By the last of the month we had everything in readiness
for departure. We had agreed, however, to pay a formal
visit of leave-taking to the village, and Too-wit insisted
so pertinaciously upon our keeping the promise that we
did not think it advisable to run the risk of offending
him by a final refusal. I believe that not one of us had at
this time the slightest suspicion of the good faith of the
savages. They had uniformly behaved with the greatest
decorum, aiding us with alacrity in our work, offering us
their commodities, frequently without price, and never,
in any instance, pilfering a single article, although the
high value they set upon the goods we had with us was
evident by the extravagant demonstrations of joy always
manifested upon our making them a present. The women
especially were most obliging in every respect, and, upon
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the whole, we should have been the most suspicious of
human beings had we entertained a single thought of
perfidy on the part of a people who treated us so well.
A very short while sufficed to prove that this apparent
kindness of disposition was only the result of a deeply
laid plan for our destruction, and that the islanders for
whom we entertained such inordinate feelings of esteem,
were among the most barbarous, subtle, and bloodthirsty
wretches that ever contaminated the face of the globe.
It was on the first of February that we went on shore
for the purpose of visiting the village. Although, as said
before, we entertained not the slightest suspicion, still
no proper precaution was neglected. Six men were left
in the schooner, with instructions to permit none of the
savages to approach the vessel during our absence, under
any pretence whatever, and to remain constantly on deck.
The boarding-nettings were up, the guns double-shotted
with grape and canister, and the swivels loaded with
canisters of musket-balls. She lay, with her anchor apeak,
about a mile from the shore, and no canoe could approach
her in any direction without being distinctly seen and
exposed to the full fire of our swivels immediately.
The six men being left on board, our shore-party
consisted of thirty-two persons in all. We were armed to
the teeth, having with us muskets, pistols, and cutlasses;
besides, each had a long kind of seaman’s knife, somewhat
resembling the bowie knife now so much used
throughout our western and southern country. A
hundred of the black skin warriors met us at the landing
for the purpose of accompanying us on our way. We
noticed, however, with some surprise, that they were now
entirely without arms; and, upon questioning Too-wit in
relation to this circumstance, he merely answered that
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Mattee non we pa pa si—meaning that there was no need
of arms where all were brothers. We took this in good
part, and proceeded.
We had passed the spring and rivulet of which I before
spoke, and were now entering upon a narrow gorge
leading through the chain of soapstone hills among which
the village was situated. This gorge was very rocky and
uneven, so much so that it was with no little difficulty
we scrambled through it on our first visit to Klock-klock.
The whole length of the ravine might have been a mile
and a half, or probably two miles. It wound in every
possible direction through the hills (having apparently
formed, at some remote period, the bed of a torrent), in
no instance proceeding more than twenty yards without
an abrupt turn. The sides of this dell would have
averaged, I am sure, seventy or eighty feet in
perpendicular altitude throughout the whole of their
extent, and in some portions they arose to an astonishing
height, overshadowing the pass so completely that but
little of the light of day could penetrate. The general
width was about forty feet, and occasionally it diminished
so as not to allow the passage of more than five or six
persons abreast. In short, there could be no place in the
world better adapted for the consummation of an
ambuscade, and it was no more than natural that we
should look carefully to our arms as we entered upon
it. When I now think of our egregious folly, the chief
subject of astonishment seems to be, that we should have
ever ventured, under any circumstances, so completely
into the power of unknown savages as to permit them to
march both before and behind us in our progress through
this ravine. Yet such was the order we blindly took up,
trusting foolishly to the force of our party, the unarmed
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condition of Too-wit and his men, the certain efficacy of
our firearms (whose effect was yet a secret to the natives),
and, more than all, to the long-sustained pretension of
friendship kept up by these infamous wretches. Five or
six of them went on before, as if to lead the way,
ostentatiously busying themselves in removing the larger
stones and rubbish from the path. Next came our own
party. We walked closely together, taking care only to
prevent separation. Behind followed the main body of the
savages, observing unusual order and decorum.
Dirk Peters, a man named Wilson Allen, and myself were
on the right of our companions, examining, as we went
along, the singular stratification of the precipice which
overhung us. A fissure in the soft rock attracted our
attention. It was about wide enough for one person to
enter without squeezing, and extended back into the hill
some eighteen or twenty feet in a straight course, sloping
afterward to the left. The height of the opening, is far as
we could see into it from the main gorge, was perhaps
sixty or seventy feet. There were one or two stunted
shrubs growing from the crevices, bearing a species of
filbert which I felt some curiosity to examine, and pushed
in briskly for that purpose, gathering five or six of the
nuts at a grasp, and then hastily retreating. As I turned,
I found that Peters and Allen had followed me. I desired
them to go back, as there was not room for two persons
to pass, saying they should have some of my nuts. They
accordingly turned, and were scrambling back, Allen
being close to the mouth of the fissure, when I was
suddenly aware of a concussion resembling nothing I had
ever before experienced, and which impressed me with a
vague conception, if indeed I then thought of anything,
that the whole foundations of the solid globe were
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suddenly rent asunder, and that the day of universal
dissolution was at hand.
CHAPTER 21
AS soon as I could collect my scattered senses, I found
myself nearly suffocated, and grovelling in utter darkness
among a quantity of loose earth, which was also falling
upon me heavily in every direction, threatening to bury
me entirely. Horribly alarmed at this idea, I struggled
to gain my feet, and at last succeeded. I then remained
motionless for some moments, endeavouring to conceive
what had happened to me, and where I was. Presently
I heard a deep groan just at my ear, and afterward the
smothered voice of Peters calling to me for aid in the
name of God. I scrambled one or two paces forward,
when I fell directly over the head and shoulders of my
companion, who, I soon discovered, was buried in a loose
mass of earth as far as his middle, and struggling
desperately to free himself from the pressure. I tore the
dirt from around him with all the energy I could
command, and at length succeeded in getting him out.
As soon as we sufficiently recovered from our fright and
surprise to be capable of conversing rationally, we both
came to the conclusion that the walls of the fissure in
which we had ventured had, by some convulsion of
nature, or probably from their own weight, caved in
overhead, and that we were consequently lost for ever,
being thus entombed alive. For a long time we gave up
supinely to the most intense agony and despair, such as
cannot be adequately imagined by those who have never
been in a similar position. I firmly believed that no
incident ever occurring in the course of human events
is more adapted to inspire the supremeness of mental
and bodily distress than a case like our own, of living
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inhumation. The blackness of darkness which envelops
the victim, the terrific oppression of lungs, the stifling
fumes from the damp earth, unite with the ghastly
considerations that we are beyond the remotest confines
of hope, and that such is the allotted portion of the dead,
to carry into the human heart a degree of appalling awe
and horror not to be tolerated—never to be conceived.
At length Peters proposed that we should endeavour to
ascertain precisely the extent of our calamity, and grope
about our prison; it being barely possible, he observed,
that some opening might yet be left us for escape. I caught
eagerly at this hope, and, arousing myself to exertion,
attempted to force my way through the loose earth.
Hardly had I advanced a single step before a glimmer of
light became perceptible, enough to convince me that, at
all events, we should not immediately perish for want of
air. We now took some degree of heart, and encouraged
each other to hope for the best. Having scrambled over
a bank of rubbish which impeded our farther progress
in the direction of the light, we found less difficulty in
advancing and also experienced some relief from the
excessive oppression of lungs which had tormented us.
Presently we were enabled to obtain a glimpse of the
objects around, and discovered that we were near the
extremity of the straight portion of the fissure, where it
made a turn to the left. A few struggles more, and we
reached the bend, when to our inexpressible joy, there
appeared a long seam or crack extending upward a vast
distance, generally at an angle of about forty-five degrees,
although sometimes much more precipitous. We could
not see through the whole extent of this opening; but, as
a good deal of light came down it, we had little doubt of
finding at the top of it (if we could by any means reach the
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top) a clear passage into the open air.
I now called to mind that three of us had entered the
fissure from the main gorge, and that our companion,
Allen, was still missing; we determined at once to retrace
our steps and look for him. After a long search, and much
danger from the farther caving in of the earth above us,
Peters at length cried out to me that he had hold of our
companion’s foot, and that his whole body was deeply
buried beneath the rubbish beyond the possibility of
extricating him. I soon found that what he said was too
true, and that, of course, life had been long extinct. With
sorrowful hearts, therefore, we left the corpse to its fate,
and again made our way to the bend.
The breadth of the seam was barely sufficient to admit
us, and, after one or two ineffectual efforts at getting up,
we began once more to despair. I have before said that
the chain of hills through which ran the main gorge was
composed of a species of soft rock resembling soapstone.
The sides of the cleft we were now attempting to ascend
were of the same material, and so excessively slippery,
being wet, that we could get but little foothold upon them
even in their least precipitous parts; in some places,
where the ascent was nearly perpendicular, the difficulty
was, of course, much aggravated; and, indeed, for some
time we thought insurmountable. We took courage,
however, from despair, and what, by dint of cutting steps
in the soft stone with our bowie knives, and swinging at
the risk of our lives, to small projecting points of a harder
species of slaty rock which now and then protruded from
the general mass, we at length reached a natural platform,
from which was perceptible a patch of blue sky, at the
extremity of a thickly-wooded ravine. Looking back now,
with somewhat more leisure, at the passage through
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which we had thus far proceeded, we clearly saw from
the appearance of its sides, that it was of late formation,
and we concluded that the concussion, whatever it was,
which had so unexpectedly overwhelmed us, had also, at
the same moment, laid open this path for escape. Being
quite exhausted with exertion, and indeed, so weak that
we were scarcely able to stand or articulate, Peters now
proposed that we should endeavour to bring our
companions to the rescue by firing the pistols which still
remained in our girdles—the muskets as well as cutlasses
had been lost among the loose earth at the bottom of the
chasm. Subsequent events proved that, had we fired, we
should have sorely repented it, but luckily a half suspicion
of foul play had by this time arisen in my mind, and we
forbore to let the savages know of our whereabouts.
After having reposed for about an hour, we pushed on
slowly up the ravine, and had gone no great way before
we heard a succession of tremendous yells. At length we
reached what might be called the surface of the ground;
for our path hitherto, since leaving the platform, had lain
beneath an archway of high rock and foliage, at a vast
distance overhead. With great caution we stole to a
narrow opening, through which we had a clear sight of
the surrounding country, when the whole dreadful secret
of the concussion broke upon us in one moment and at
one view.
The spot from which we looked was not far from the
summit of the highest peak in the range of the soapstone
hills. The gorge in which our party of thirty-two had
entered ran within fifty feet to the left of us. But, for at
least one hundred yards, the channel or bed of this gorge
was entirely filled up with the chaotic ruins of more than
a million tons of earth and stone that had been artificially
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tumbled within it. The means by which the vast mass had
been precipitated were not more simple than evident, for
sure traces of the murderous work were yet remaining.
In several spots along the top of the eastern side of the
gorge (we were now on the western) might be seen stakes
of wood driven into the earth. In these spots the earth
had not given way, but throughout the whole extent of
the face of the precipice from which the mass had fallen,
it was clear, from marks left in the soil resembling those
made by the drill of the rock blaster, that stakes similar
to those we saw standing had been inserted, at not more
than a yard apart, for the length of perhaps three hundred
feet, and ranging at about ten feet back from the edge of
the gulf. Strong cords of grape vine were attached to the
stakes still remaining on the hill, and it was evident that
such cords had also been attached to each of the other
stakes. I have already spoken of the singular stratification
of these soapstone hills; and the description just given of
the narrow and deep fissure through which we effected
our escape from inhumation will afford a further
conception of its nature. This was such that almost every
natural convulsion would be sure to split the soil into
perpendicular layers or ridges running parallel with one
another, and a very moderate exertion of art would be
sufficient for effecting the same purpose. Of this
stratification the savages had availed themselves to
accomplish their treacherous ends. There can be no doubt
that, by the continuous line of stakes, a partial rupture
of the soil had been brought about probably to the depth
of one or two feet, when by means of a savage pulling at
the end of each of the cords (these cords being attached
to the tops of the stakes, and extending back from the
edge of the cliff), a vast leverage power was obtained,
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capable of hurling the whole face of the hill, upon a given
signal, into the bosom of the abyss below. The fate of our
poor companions was no longer a matter of uncertainty.
We alone had escaped from the tempest of that
overwhelming destruction. We were the only living white
men upon the island.
CHAPTER 22
OUR situation, as it now appeared, was scarcely less
dreadful than when we had conceived ourselves
entombed forever. We saw before us no prospect but that
of being put to death by the savages, or of dragging out a
miserable existence in captivity among them. We might,
to be sure, conceal ourselves for a time from their
observation among the fastnesses of the hills, and, as a
final resort, in the chasm from which we had just issued;
but we must either perish in the long polar winter
through cold and famine, or be ultimately discovered in
our efforts to obtain relief.
The whole country around us seemed to be swarming
with savages, crowds of whom, we now perceived, had
come over from the islands to the southward on flat rafts,
doubtless with a view of lending their aid in the capture
and plunder of the Jane. The vessel still lay calmly at
anchor in the bay, those on board being apparently quite
unconscious of any danger awaiting them. How we
longed at that moment to be with them! either to aid
in effecting their escape, or to perish with them in
attempting a defence. We saw no chance even of warning
them of their danger without bringing immediate
destruction upon our own heads, with but a remote hope
of benefit to them. A pistol fired might suffice to apprise
them that something wrong had occurred; but the report
could not possibly inform them that their only prospect
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of safety lay in getting out of the harbour forthwith—it
could not tell them that no principles of honour now
bound them to remain, that their companions were no
longer among the living. Upon hearing the discharge they
could not be more thoroughly prepared to meet the foe,
who were now getting ready to attack, than they already
were, and always had been. No good, therefore, and
infinite harm, would result from our firing, and after
mature deliberation, we forbore.
Our next thought was to attempt to rush toward the
vessel, to seize one of the four canoes which lay at the
head of the bay, and endeavour to force a passage on
board. But the utter impossibility of succeeding in this
desperate task soon became evident. The country, as I
said before, was literally swarming with the natives,
skulking among the bushes and recesses of the hills, so as
not to be observed from the schooner. In our immediate
vicinity especially, and blockading the sole path by which
we could hope to attain the shore at the proper point
were stationed the whole party of the black skin warriors,
with Too-wit at their head, and apparently only waiting
for some re-enforcement to commence his onset upon
the Jane. The canoes, too, which lay at the head of the
bay, were manned with savages, unarmed, it is true, but
who undoubtedly had arms within reach. We were forced,
therefore, however unwillingly, to remain in our place
of concealment, mere spectators of the conflict which
presently ensued.
In about half an hour we saw some sixty or seventy rafts,
or flatboats, without riggers, filled with savages, and
coming round the southern bight of the harbor. They
appeared to have no arms except short clubs, and stones
which lay in the bottom of the rafts. Immediately
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afterward another detachment, still larger, appeared in an
opposite direction, and with similar weapons. The four
canoes, too, were now quickly filled with natives, starting
up from the bushes at the head of the bay, and put off
swiftly to join the other parties. Thus, in less time than
I have taken to tell it, and as if by magic, the Jane saw
herself surrounded by an immense multitude of
desperadoes evidently bent upon capturing her at all
hazards.
That they would succeed in so doing could not be
doubted for an instant. The six men left in the vessel,
however resolutely they might engage in her defence,
were altogether unequal to the proper management of the
guns, or in any manner to sustain a contest at such odds. I
could hardly imagine that they would make resistance at
all, but in this was deceived; for presently I saw them get
springs upon the cable, and bring the vessel’s starboard
broadside to bear upon the canoes, which by this time
were within pistol range, the rafts being nearly a quarter
of a mile to windward. Owing to some cause unknown,
but most probably to the agitation of our poor friends at
seeing themselves in so hopeless a situation, the discharge
was an entire failure. Not a canoe was hit or a single
savage injured, the shots striking short and ricocheting
over their heads. The only effect produced upon them
was astonishment at the unexpected report and smoke,
which was so excessive that for some moments I almost
thought they would abandon their design entirely, and
return to the shore. And this they would most likely have
done had our men followed up their broadside by a
discharge of small arms, in which, as the canoes were now
so near at hand, they could not have failed in doing some
execution, sufficient, at least, to deter this party from a
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farther advance, until they could have given the rafts also
a broadside. But, in place of this, they left the canoe party
to recover from their panic, and, by looking about them,
to see that no injury had been sustained, while they flew
to the larboard to get ready for the rafts.
The discharge to larboard produced the most terrible
effect. The star and double-headed shot of the large guns
cut seven or eight of the rafts completely asunder, and
killed, perhaps, thirty or forty of the savages outright,
while a hundred of them, at least, were thrown into the
water, the most of them dreadfully wounded. The
remainder, frightened out of their senses, commenced at
once a precipitate retreat, not even waiting to pick up
their maimed companions, who were swimming about in
every direction, screaming and yelling for aid. This great
success, however, came too late for the salvation of our
devoted people. The canoe party were already on board
the schooner to the number of more than a hundred and
fifty, the most of them having succeeded in scrambling up
the chains and over the boarding-netting even before the
matches had been applied to the larboard guns. Nothing
now could withstand their brute rage. Our men were
borne down at once, overwhelmed, trodden under foot,
and absolutely torn to pieces in an instant.
Seeing this, the savages on the rafts got the better of their
fears, and came up in shoals to the plunder. In five
minutes the Jane was a pitiable scene indeed of havoc
and tumultuous outrage. The decks were split open and
ripped up; the cordage, sails, and everything movable on
deck demolished as if by magic, while, by dint of pushing
at the stern, towing with the canoes, and hauling at the
sides, as they swam in thousands around the vessel, the
wretches finally forced her on shore (the cable having
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been slipped), and delivered her over to the good offices
of Too-wit, who, during the whole of the engagement,
had maintained, like a skilful general, his post of security
and reconnaissance among the hills, but, now that the
victory was completed to his satisfaction, condescended
to scamper down with his warriors of the black skin, and
become a partaker in the spoils.
Too-wit’s descent left us at liberty to quit our hiding place
and reconnoitre the hill in the vicinity of the chasm. At
about fifty yards from the mouth of it we saw a small
spring of water, at which we slaked the burning thirst that
now consumed us. Not far from the spring we discovered
several of the filbert-bushes which I mentioned before.
Upon tasting the nuts we found them palatable, and very
nearly resembling in flavour the common English filbert.
We collected our hats full immediately, deposited them
within the ravine, and returned for more. While we were
busily employed in gathering these, a rustling in the
bushes alarmed us, and we were upon the point of
stealing back to our covert, when a large black bird of the
bittern species strugglingly and slowly arose above the
shrubs. I was so much startled that I could do nothing,
but Peters had sufficient presence of mind to run up to
it before it could make its escape, and seize it by the
neck. Its struggles and screams were tremendous, and we
had thoughts of letting it go, lest the noise should alarm
some of the savages who might be still lurking in the
neighbourhood. A stab with a bowie knife, however, at
length brought it to the ground, and we dragged it into
the ravine, congratulating ourselves that, at all events, we
had thus obtained a supply of food enough to last us for a
week.
We now went out again to look about us, and ventured a
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considerable distance down the southern declivity of the
hill, but met with nothing else which could serve us for
food. We therefore collected a quantity of dry wood and
returned, seeing one or two large parties of the natives
on their way to the village, laden with the plunder of the
vessel, and who, we were apprehensive, might discover us
in passing beneath the hill.
Our next care was to render our place of concealment
as secure as possible, and with this object, we arranged
some brushwood over the aperture which I have before
spoken of as the one through which we saw the patch of
blue sky, on reaching the platform from the interior of
the chasm. We left only a very small opening just wide
enough to admit of our seeing the bay, without the risk
of being discovered from below. Having done this, we
congratulated ourselves upon the security of the position;
for we were now completely excluded from observation,
as long as we chose to remain within the ravine itself,
and not venture out upon the hill, We could perceive no
traces of the savages having ever been within this hollow;
but, indeed, when we came to reflect upon the probability
that the fissure through which we attained it had been
only just now created by the fall of the cliff opposite, and
that no other way of attaining it could be perceived, we
were not so much rejoiced at the thought of being secure
from molestation as fearful lest there should be absolutely
no means left us for descent. We resolved to explore the
summit of the hill thoroughly, when a good opportunity
should offer. In the meantime we watched the motions of
the savages through our loophole.
They had already made a complete wreck of the vessel,
and were now preparing to set her on fire. In a little while
we saw the smoke ascending in huge volumes from her
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main hatchway, and, shortly afterward, a dense mass of
flame burst up from the forecastle. The rigging, masts and
what remained of the sails caught immediately, and the
fire spread rapidly along the decks. Still a great many of
the savages retained their stations about her, hammering
with large stones, axes, and cannon balls at the bolts and
other iron and copper work. On the beach, and in canoes
and rafts, there were not less, altogether, in the immediate
vicinity of the schooner, than ten thousand natives,
besides the shoals of them who, laden with booty, were
making their way inland and over to the neighbouring
islands. We now anticipated a catastrophe, and were not
disappointed. First of all there came a smart shock (which
we felt as distinctly where we were as if we had been
slightly galvanized), but unattended with any visible signs
of an explosion. The savages were evidently startled, and
paused for an instant from their labours and yellings.
They were upon the point of recommencing, when
suddenly a mass of smoke puffed up from the decks,
resembling a black and heavy thundercloud—then, as if
from its bowels, arose a tall stream of vivid fire to the
height, apparently, of a quarter of a mile—then there
came a sudden circular expansion of the flame—then the
whole atmosphere was magically crowded, in a single
instant, with a wild chaos of wood, and metal, and human
limbs-and, lastly, came the concussion in its fullest fury,
which hurled us impetuously from our feet, while the hills
echoed and re-echoed the tumult, and a dense shower of
the minutest fragments of the ruins tumbled headlong in
every direction around us.
The havoc among the savages far exceeded our utmost
expectation, and they had now, indeed, reaped the full
and perfect fruits of their treachery. Perhaps a thousand
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perished by the explosion, while at least an equal number
were desperately mangled. The whole surface of the bay
was literally strewn with the struggling and drowning
wretches, and on shore matters were even worse. They
seemed utterly appalled by the suddenness and
completeness of their discomfiture, and made no efforts
at assisting one another. At length we observed a total
change in their demeanour. From absolute stupor, they
appeared to be, all at once, aroused to the highest pitch of
excitement, and rushed wildly about, going to and from a
certain point on the beach, with the strangest expressions
of mingled horror, rage, and intense curiosity depicted
on their countenances, and shouting, at the top of their
voices, “Tekeli-li! Tekeli-li!”
Presently we saw a large body go off into the hills, whence
they returned in a short time, carrying stakes of wood.
These they brought to the station where the crowd was
the thickest, which now separated so as to afford us a
view of the object of all this excitement. We perceived
something white lying upon the ground, but could not
immediately make out what it was. At length we saw that
it was the carcass of the strange animal with the scarlet
teeth and claws which the schooner had picked up at
sea on the eighteenth of January. Captain Guy had had
the body preserved for the purpose of stuffing the skin
and taking it to England. I remember he had given some
directions about it just before our making the island, and
it had been brought into the cabin and stowed away in
one of the lockers. It had now been thrown on shore
by the explosion; but why it had occasioned so much
concern among the savages was more than we could
comprehend. Although they crowded around the carcass
at a little distance, none of them seemed willing to
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approach it closely. By-and-by the men with the stakes
drove them in a circle around it, and no sooner was this
arrangement completed, than the whole of the vast
assemblage rushed into the interior of the island, with
loud screams of “Tekeli-li! Tekeli-li!”
CHAPTER 23
DURING the six or seven days immediately following
we remained in our hiding-place upon the hill, going out
only occasionally, and then with the greatest precaution,
for water and filberts. We had made a kind of penthouse
on the platform, furnishing it with a bed of dry leaves,
and placing in it three large flat stones, which served us
for both fireplace and table. We kindled a fire without
difficulty by rubbing two pieces of dry wood together, the
one soft, the other hard. The bird we had taken in such
good season proved excellent eating, although somewhat
tough. It was not an oceanic fowl, but a species of bittern,
with jet black and grizzly plumage, and diminutive wings
in proportion to its bulk. We afterward saw three of the
same kind in the vicinity of the ravine, apparently seeking
for the one we had captured; but, as they never alighted,
we had no opportunity of catching them.
As long as this fowl lasted we suffered nothing from our
situation, but it was now entirely consumed, and it
became absolutely necessary that we should look out for
provision. The filberts would not satisfy the cravings of
hunger, afflicting us, too, with severe gripings of the
bowels, and, if freely indulged in, with violent headache.
We had seen several large tortoises near the seashore to
the eastward of the hill, and perceived they might be
easily taken, if we could get at them without the
observation of the natives. It was resolved, therefore, to
make an attempt at descending.
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We commenced by going down the southern declivity,
which seemed to offer the fewest difficulties, but had not
proceeded a hundred yards before (as we had anticipated
from appearances on the hilltop) our progress was
entirely arrested by a branch of the gorge in which our
companions had perished. We now passed along the edge
of this for about a quarter of a mile, when we were again
stopped by a precipice of immense depth, and, not being
able to make our way along the brink of it, we were forced
to retrace our steps by the main ravine.
We now pushed over to the eastward, but with precisely
similar fortune. After an hour’s scramble, at the risk of
breaking our necks, we discovered that we had merely
descended into a vast pit of black granite, with fine dust at
the bottom, and whence the only egress was by the rugged
path in which we had come down. Toiling again up this
path, we now tried the northern edge of the hill. Here
we were obliged to use the greatest possible caution in
our maneuvers, as the least indiscretion would expose us
to the full view of the savages in the village. We crawled
along, therefore, on our hands and knees, and,
occasionally, were even forced to throw ourselves at full
length, dragging our bodies along by means of the
shrubbery. In this careful manner we had proceeded but
a little way, when we arrived at a chasm far deeper than
any we had yet seen, and leading directly into the main
gorge. Thus our fears were fully confirmed, and we found
ourselves cut off entirely from access to the world below.
Thoroughly exhausted by our exertions, we made the best
of our way back to the platform, and throwing ourselves
upon the bed of leaves, slept sweetly and soundly for
some hours.
For several days after this fruitless search we were
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occupied in exploring every part of the summit of the hill,
in order to inform ourselves of its actual resources. We
found that it would afford us no food, with the exception
of the unwholesome filberts, and a rank species of scurvy
grass, which grew in a little patch of not more than four
rods square, and would be soon exhausted. On the
fifteenth of February, as near as I can remember, there
was not a blade of this left, and the nuts were growing
scarce; our situation, therefore, could hardly be more
lamentable. {*5} On the sixteenth we again went round
the walls of our prison, in hope of finding some avenue of
escape; but to no purpose. We also descended the chasm
in which we had been overwhelmed, with the faint
expectation of discovering, through this channel, some
opening to the main ravine. Here, too, we were
disappointed, although we found and brought up with us
a musket.
On the seventeenth we set out with the determination of
examining more thoroughly the chasm of black granite
into which we had made our way in the first search. We
remembered that one of the fissures in the sides of this pit
had been but partially looked into, and we were anxious
to explore it, although with no expectation of discovering
here any opening.
We found no great difficulty in reaching the bottom of
the hollow as before, and were now sufficiently calm to
survey it with some attention. It was, indeed, one of the
most singular-looking places imaginable, and we could
scarcely bring ourselves to believe it altogether the work
of nature. The pit, from its eastern to its western
extremity, was about five hundred yards in length, when
all its windings were threaded; the distance from east to
west in a straight line not being more (I should suppose,
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having no means of accurate examination) than forty or
fifty yards. Upon first descending into the chasm, that is
to say, for a hundred feet downward from the summit
of the hill, the sides of the abyss bore little resemblance
to each other, and, apparently, had at no time been
connected, the one surface being of the soapstone, and
the other of marl, granulated with some metallic matter.
The average breadth or interval between the two cliffs
was probably here sixty feet, but there seemed to be no
regularity of formation. Passing down, however, beyond
the limit spoken of, the interval rapidly contracted, and
the sides began to run parallel, although, for some
distance farther, they were still dissimilar in their
material and form of surface. Upon arriving within fifty
feet of the bottom, a perfect regularity commenced. The
sides were now entirely uniform in substance, in colour,
and in lateral direction, the material being a very black
and shining granite, and the distance between the two
sides, at all points facing each other, exactly twenty yards.
The precise formation of the chasm will be best
understood by means of a delineation taken upon the
spot; for I had luckily with me a pocketbook and pencil,
which I preserved with great care through a long series
of subsequent adventure, and to which I am indebted
for memoranda of many subjects which would otherwise
have been crowded from my remembrance.
This figure [No figures in text] gives the general outlines
of the chasm, without the minor cavities in the sides,
of which there were several, each cavity having a
corresponding protuberance opposite. The bottom of the
gulf was covered to the depth of three or four inches with
a powder almost impalpable, beneath which we found
a continuation of the black granite. To the right, at the
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lower extremity, will be noticed the appearance of a small
opening; this is the fissure alluded to above, and to
examine which more minutely than before was the object
of our second visit. We now pushed into it with vigor,
cutting away a quantity of brambles which impeded us,
and removing a vast heap of sharp flints somewhat
resembling arrowheads in shape. We were encouraged
to persevere, however, by perceiving some little light
proceeding from the farther end. We at length squeezed
our way for about thirty feet, and found that the aperture
was a low and regularly formed arch, having a bottom of
the same impalpable powder as that in the main chasm.
A strong light now broke upon us, and, turning a short
bend, we found ourselves in another lofty chamber,
similar to the one we had left in every respect but
longitudinal form. Its general figure is here given.
The total length of this chasm, commencing at the
opening a and proceeding round the curve b to the
extremity d, is five hundred and fifty yards. At c we
discovered a small aperture similar to the one through
which we had issued from the other chasm, and this was
choked up in the same manner with brambles and a
quantity of the white arrowhead flints. We forced our way
through it, finding it about forty feet long, and emerged
into a third chasm. This, too, was precisely like the first,
except in its longitudinal shape, which was thus.
We found the entire length of the third chasm three
hundred and twenty yards. At the point a was an opening
about six feet wide, and extending fifteen feet into the
rock, where it terminated in a bed of marl, there being
no other chasm beyond, as we had expected. We were
about leaving this fissure, into which very little light was
admitted, when Peters called my attention to a range of
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singular-looking indentures in the surface of the marl
forming the termination of the cul-de-sac. With a very
slight exertion of the imagination, the left, or most
northern of these indentures might have been taken for
the intentional, although rude, representation of a human
figure standing erect, with outstretched arm. The rest of
them bore also some little resemblance to alphabetical
characters, and Peters was willing, at all events, to adopt
the idle opinion that they were really such. I convinced
him of his error, finally, by directing his attention to the
floor of the fissure, where, among the powder, we picked
up, piece by piece, several large flakes of the marl, which
had evidently been broken off by some convulsion from
the surface where the indentures were found, and which
had projecting points exactly fitting the indentures; thus
proving them to have been the work of nature.
After satisfying ourselves that these singular caverns
afforded us no means of escape from our prison, we made
our way back, dejected and dispirited, to the summit of
the hill. Nothing worth mentioning occurred during the
next twenty-four hours, except that, in examining the
ground to the eastward of the third chasm, we found
two triangular holes of great depth, and also with black
granite sides. Into these holes we did not think it worth
while to attempt descending, as they had the appearance
of mere natural wells, without outlet. They were each
about twenty yards in circumference, and their shape, as
well as relative position in regard to the third chasm, is
shown in figure 5. {image}
CHAPTER 24
ON the twentieth of the month, finding it altogether
impossible to subsist any longer upon the filberts, the use
of which occasioned us the most excruciating torment,
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we resolved to make a desperate attempt at descending
the southern declivity of the hill. The face of the precipice
was here of the softest species of soapstone, although
nearly perpendicular throughout its whole extent (a
depth of a hundred and fifty feet at the least), and in
many places even overarching. After a long search we
discovered a narrow ledge about twenty feet below the
brink of the gulf; upon this Peters contrived to leap, with
what assistance I could render him by means of our
pocket-handkerchiefs tied together. With somewhat
more difficulty I also got down; and we then saw the
possibility of descending the whole way by the process in
which we had clambered up from the chasm when we had
been buried by the fall of the hill-that is, by cutting steps
in the face of the soapstone with our knives. The extreme
hazard of the attempt can scarcely be conceived; but, as
there was no other resource, we determined to undertake
it.
Upon the ledge where we stood there grew some filbert-
bushes; and to one of these we made fast an end of our
rope of handkerchiefs. The other end being tied round
Peters’ waist, I lowered him down over the edge of the
precipice until the handkerchiefs were stretched tight. He
now proceeded to dig a deep hole in the soapstone (as far
in as eight or ten inches), sloping away the rock above to
the height of a foot, or thereabout, so as to allow of his
driving, with the butt of a pistol, a tolerably strong peg
into the levelled surface. I then drew him up for about
four feet, when he made a hole similar to the one below,
driving in a peg as before, and having thus a resting-
place for both feet and hands. I now unfastened the
handkerchiefs from the bush, throwing him the end,
which he tied to the peg in the uppermost hole, letting
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himself down gently to a station about three feet lower
than he had yet been that is, to the full extent of the
handkerchiefs. Here he dug another hole, and drove
another peg. He then drew himself up, so as to rest his
feet in the hole just cut, taking hold with his hands upon
the peg in the one above. It was now necessary to untie
the handkerchiefs from the topmost peg, with the view of
fastening them to the second; and here he found that an
error had been committed in cutting the holes at so great
a distance apart. However, after one or two unsuccessful
and dangerous attempts at reaching the knot (having to
hold on with his left hand while he labored to undo the
fastening with his right), he at length cut the string,
leaving six inches of it affixed to the peg. Tying the
handkerchiefs now to the second peg, he descended to
a station below the third, taking care not to go too far
down. By these means (means which I should never have
conceived of myself, and for which we were indebted
altogether to Peters’ ingenuity and resolution) my
companion finally succeeded, with the occasional aid of
projections in the cliff, in reaching the bottom without
accident.
It was some time before I could summon sufficient
resolution to follow him; but I did at length attempt it.
Peters had taken off his shirt before descending, and this,
with my own, formed the rope necessary for the
adventure. After throwing down the musket found in the
chasm, I fastened this rope to the bushes, and let myself
down rapidly, striving, by the vigor of my movements,
to banish the trepidation which I could overcome in no
other manner. This answered sufficiently well for the first
four or five steps; but presently I found my imagination
growing terribly excited by thoughts of the vast depths
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yet to be descended, and the precarious nature of the pegs
and soapstone holes which were my only support. It was
in vain I endeavored to banish these reflections, and to
keep my eyes steadily bent upon the flat surface of the
cliff before me. The more earnestly I struggled not to
think, the more intensely vivid became my conceptions,
and the more horribly distinct. At length arrived that
crisis of fancy, so fearful in all similar cases, the crisis
in which we began to anticipate the feelings with which
we shall fall-to picture to ourselves the sickness, and
dizziness, and the last struggle, and the half swoon, and
the final bitterness of the rushing and headlong descent.
And now I found these fancies creating their own
realities, and all imagined horrors crowding upon me in
fact. I felt my knees strike violently together, while my
fingers were gradually but certainly relaxing their grasp.
There was a ringing in my ears, and I said, “This is my
knell of death!” And now I was consumed with the
irrepressible desire of looking below. I could not, I would
not, confine my glances to the cliff; and, with a wild,
indefinable emotion, half of horror, half of a relieved
oppression, I threw my vision far down into the abyss.
For one moment my fingers clutched convulsively upon
their hold, while, with the movement, the faintest possible
idea of ultimate escape wandered, like a shadow, through
my mind—in the next my whole soul was pervaded with
a longing to fall; a desire, a yearning, a passion utterly
uncontrollable. I let go at once my grasp upon the peg,
and, turning half round from the precipice, remained
tottering for an instant against its naked face. But now
there came a spinning of the brain; a shrill-sounding and
phantom voice screamed within my ears; a dusky,
fiendish, and filmy figure stood immediately beneath me;
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and, sighing, I sunk down with a bursting heart, and
plunged within its arms.
I had swooned, and Peters had caught me as I fell. He had
observed my proceedings from his station at the bottom
of the cliff; and perceiving my imminent danger, had
endeavored to inspire me with courage by every
suggestion he could devise; although my confusion of
mind had been so great as to prevent my hearing what he
said, or being conscious that he had even spoken to me at
all. At length, seeing me totter, he hastened to ascend to
my rescue, and arrived just in time for my preservation.
Had I fallen with my full weight, the rope of linen would
inevitably have snapped, and I should have been
precipitated into the abyss; as it was, he contrived to let
me down gently, so as to remain suspended without
danger until animation returned. This was in about
fifteen minutes. On recovery, my trepidation had entirely
vanished; I felt a new being, and, with some little further
aid from my companion, reached the bottom also in
safety.
We now found ourselves not far from the ravine which
had proved the tomb of our friends, and to the southward
of the spot where the hill had fallen. The place was one of
singular wildness, and its aspect brought to my mind the
descriptions given by travellers of those dreary regions
marking the site of degraded Babylon. Not to speak of
the ruins of the disrupted cliff, which formed a chaotic
barrier in the vista to the northward, the surface of the
ground in every other direction was strewn with huge
tumuli, apparently the wreck of some gigantic structures
of art; although, in detail, no semblance of art could be
detected. Scoria were abundant, and large shapeless
blocks of the black granite, intermingled with others of
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marl, {*6} and both granulated with metal. Of vegetation
there were no traces whatsoever throughout the whole of
the desolate area within sight. Several immense scorpions
were seen, and various reptiles not elsewhere to be found
in the high latitudes. As food was our most immediate
object, we resolved to make our way to the seacoast,
distant not more than half a mile, with a view of catching
turtle, several of which we had observed from our place
of concealment on the hill. We had proceeded some
hundred yards, threading our route cautiously between
the huge rocks and tumuli, when, upon turning a corner,
five savages sprung upon us from a small cavern, felling
Peters to the ground with a blow from a club. As he fell
the whole party rushed upon him to secure their victim,
leaving me time to recover from my astonishment. I still
had the musket, but the barrel had received so much
injury in being thrown from the precipice that I cast it
aside as useless, preferring to trust my pistols, which had
been carefully preserved in order. With these I advanced
upon the assailants, firing one after the other in quick
succession. Two savages fell, and one, who was in the act
of thrusting a spear into Peters, sprung to his feet without
accomplishing his purpose. My companion being thus
released, we had no further difficulty. He had his pistols
also, but prudently declined using them, confiding in his
great personal strength, which far exceeded that of any
person I have ever known. Seizing a club from one of the
savages who had fallen, he dashed out the brains of the
three who remained, killing each instantaneously with
a single blow of the weapon, and leaving us completely
masters of the field.
So rapidly had these events passed, that we could scarcely
believe in their reality, and were standing over the bodies
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of the dead in a species of stupid contemplation, when we
were brought to recollection by the sound of shouts in the
distance. It was clear that the savages had been alarmed
by the firing, and that we had little chance of avoiding
discovery. To regain the cliff, it would be necessary to
proceed in the direction of the shouts, and even should
we succeed in arriving at its base, we should never be able
to ascend it without being seen. Our situation was one of
the greatest peril, and we were hesitating in which path
to commence a flight, when one of the savages whom I
had shot, and supposed dead, sprang briskly to his feet,
and attempted to make his escape. We overtook him,
however, before he had advanced many paces, and were
about to put him to death, when Peters suggested that
we might derive some benefit from forcing him to
accompany us in our attempt to escape. We therefore
dragged him with us, making him understand that we
would shoot him if he offered resistance. In a few minutes
he was perfectly submissive, and ran by our sides as we
pushed in among the rocks, making for the seashore.
So far, the irregularities of the ground we had been
traversing hid the sea, except at intervals, from our sight,
and, when we first had it fairly in view, it was perhaps
two hundred yards distant. As we emerged into the open
beach we saw, to our great dismay, an immense crowd of
the natives pouring from the village, and from all visible
quarters of the island, making toward us with
gesticulations of extreme fury, and howling like wild
beasts. We were upon the point of turning upon our steps,
and trying to secure a retreat among the fastnesses of
the rougher ground, when I discovered the bows of two
canoes projecting from behind a large rock which ran out
into the water. Toward these we now ran with all speed,
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and, reaching them, found them unguarded, and without
any other freight than three of the large Gallipago turtles
and the usual supply of paddles for sixty rowers. We
instantly took possession of one of them, and, forcing our
captive on board, pushed out to sea with all the strength
we could command.
We had not made, however, more than fifty yards from
the shore before we became sufficiently calm to perceive
the great oversight of which we had been guilty in leaving
the other canoe in the power of the savages, who, by this
time, were not more than twice as far from the beach
as ourselves, and were rapidly advancing to the pursuit.
No time was now to be lost. Our hope was, at best, a
forlorn one, but we had none other. It was very doubtful
whether, with the utmost exertion, we could get back in
time to anticipate them in taking possession of the canoe;
but yet there was a chance that we could. We might save
ourselves if we succeeded, while not to make the attempt
was to resign ourselves to inevitable butchery.
The canoe was modelled with the bow and stern alike,
and, in place of turning it around, we merely changed
our position in paddling. As soon as the savages perceived
this they redoubled their yells, as well as their speed, and
approached with inconceivable rapidity. We pulled,
however, with all the energy of desperation, and arrived
at the contested point before more than one of the natives
had attained it. This man paid dearly for his superior
agility, Peters shooting him through the head with a pistol
as he approached the shore. The foremost among the
rest of his party were probably some twenty or thirty
paces distant as we seized upon the canoe. We at first
endeavored to pull her into the deep water, beyond the
reach of the savages, but, finding her too firmly aground,
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and there being no time to spare, Peters, with one or two
heavy strokes from the butt of the musket, succeeded in
dashing out a large portion of the bow and of one side. We
then pushed off. Two of the natives by this time had got
hold of our boat, obstinately refusing to let go, until we
were forced to despatch them with our knives. We were
now clear off, and making great way out to sea. The main
body of the savages, upon reaching the broken canoe, set
up the most tremendous yell of rage and disappointment
conceivable. In truth, from everything I could see of these
wretches, they appeared to be the most wicked,
hypocritical, vindictive, bloodthirsty, and altogether
fiendish race of men upon the face of the globe. It is clear
we should have had no mercy had we fallen into their
hands. They made a mad attempt at following us in the
fractured canoe, but, finding it useless, again vented their
rage in a series of hideous vociferations, and rushed up
into the hills.
We were thus relieved from immediate danger, but our
situation was still sufficiently gloomy. We knew that four
canoes of the kind we had were at one time in the
possession of the savages, and were not aware of the fact
(afterward ascertained from our captive) that two of these
had been blown to pieces in the explosion of the Jane Guy.
We calculated, therefore, upon being yet pursued, as soon
as our enemies could get round to the bay (distant about
three miles) where the boats were usually laid up. Fearing
this, we made every exertion to leave the island behind us,
and went rapidly through the water, forcing the prisoner
to take a paddle. In about half an hour, when we had
gained probably five or six miles to the southward, a large
fleet of the flat-bottomed canoes or rafts were seen to
emerge from the bay evidently with the design of pursuit.
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Presently they put back, despairing to overtake us.
CHAPTER 25
WE now found ourselves in the wide and desolate
Antarctic Ocean, in a latitude exceeding eighty-four
degrees, in a frail canoe, and with no provision but the
three turtles. The long polar winter, too, could not be
considered as far distant, and it became necessary that
we should deliberate well upon the course to be pursued.
There were six or seven islands in sight belonging to the
same group, and distant from each other about five or six
leagues; but upon neither of these had we any intention
to venture. In coming from the northward in the Jane
Guy we had been gradually leaving behind us the severest
regions of ice-this, however little it maybe in accordance
with the generally received notions respecting the
Antarctic, was a fact—experience would not permit us
to deny. To attempt, therefore, getting back would be
folly—especially at so late a period of the season. Only
one course seemed to be left open for hope. We resolved
to steer boldly to the southward, where there was at least
a probability of discovering other lands, and more than a
probability of finding a still milder climate.
So far we had found the Antarctic, like the Arctic Ocean,
peculiarly free from violent storms or immoderately
rough water; but our canoe was, at best, of frail structure,
although large, and we set busily to work with a view
of rendering her as safe as the limited means in our
possession would admit. The body of the boat was of no
better material than bark—the bark of a tree unknown.
The ribs were of a tough osier, well adapted to the
purpose for which it was used. We had fifty feet room
from stem to stern, from four to six in breadth, and in
depth throughout four feet and a half-the boats thus
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differing vastly in shape from those of any other
inhabitants of the Southern Ocean with whom civilized
nations are acquainted. We never did believe them the
workmanship of the ignorant islanders who owned them;
and some days after this period discovered, by
questioning our captive, that they were in fact made by
the natives of a group to the southwest of the country
where we found them, having fallen accidentally into the
hands of our barbarians. What we could do for the
security of our boat was very little indeed. Several wide
rents were discovered near both ends, and these we
contrived to patch up with pieces of woollen jacket. With
the help of the superfluous paddles, of which there were
a great many, we erected a kind of framework about the
bow, so as to break the force of any seas which might
threaten to fill us in that quarter. We also set up two
paddle-blades for masts, placing them opposite each
other, one by each gunwale, thus saving the necessity of a
yard. To these masts we attached a sail made of our shirts-
doing this with some difficulty, as here we could get no
assistance from our prisoner whatever, although he had
been willing enough to labor in all the other operations.
The sight of the linen seemed to affect him in a very
singular manner. He could not be prevailed upon to touch
it or go near it, shuddering when we attempted to force
him, and shrieking out, “Tekeli-li!”
Having completed our arrangements in regard to the
security of the canoe, we now set sail to the south-
southeast for the present, with the view of weathering the
most southerly of the group in sight. This being done,
we turned the bow full to the southward. The weather
could by no means be considered disagreeable. We had
a prevailing and very gentle wind from the northward,
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a smooth sea, and continual daylight. No ice whatever
was to be seen; nor did I ever see one particle of this
after leaving the parallel of Bennet’s Islet. Indeed, the
temperature of the water was here far too warm for its
existence in any quantity. Having killed the largest of
our tortoises, and obtained from him not only food but
a copious supply of water, we continued on our course,
without any incident of moment, for perhaps seven or
eight days, during which period we must have proceeded
a vast distance to the southward, as the wind blew
constantly with us, and a very strong current set
continually in the direction we were pursuing.
March 1st. {*7}-Many unusual phenomena
now—indicated that we were entering upon a region of
novelty and wonder. A high range of light gray vapor
appeared constantly in the southern horizon, flaring up
occasionally in lofty streaks, now darting from east to
west, now from west to east, and again presenting a level
and uniform summit-in short, having all the wild
variations of the Aurora Borealis. The average height of
this vapor, as apparent from our station, was about
twenty-five degrees. The temperature of the sea seemed
to be increasing momentarily, and there was a very
perceptible alteration in its color.
March 2d.-To-day by repeated questioning of our
captive, we came to the knowledge of many particulars
in regard to the island of the massacre, its inhabitants,
and customs-but with these how can I now detain the
reader? I may say, however, that we learned there were
eight islands in the group-that they were governed by
a common king, named Tsalemon or Psalemoun, who
resided in one of the smallest of the islands; that the black
skins forming the dress of the warriors came from an
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animal of huge size to be found only in a valley near
the court of the king-that the inhabitants of the group
fabricated no other boats than the flat-bottomed rafts; the
four canoes being all of the kind in their possession, and,
these having been obtained, by mere accident, from some
large island in the southwest-that his own name was Nu-
Nu-that he had no knowledge of Bennet’s Islet-and that
the appellation of the island he had left was Tsalal. The
commencement of the words Tsalemon and Tsalal was
given with a prolonged hissing sound, which we found it
impossible to imitate, even after repeated endeavors, and
which was precisely the same with the note of the black
bittern we had eaten up on the summit of the hill.
March 3d.-The heat of the water was now truly
remarkable, and in color was undergoing a rapid change,
being no longer transparent, but of a milky consistency
and hue. In our immediate vicinity it was usually smooth,
never so rough as to endanger the canoe-but we were
frequently surprised at perceiving, to our right and left, at
different distances, sudden and extensive agitations of the
surface; these, we at length noticed, were always preceded
by wild flickerings in the region of vapor to the
southward.
March 4th.-To-day, with the view of widening our sail,
the breeze from the northward dying away perceptibly, I
took from my coat-pocket a white handkerchief. Nu-Nu
was seated at my elbow, and the linen accidentally flaring
in his face, he became violently affected with convulsions.
These were succeeded by drowsiness and stupor, and low
murmurings of “‘Tekeli-li! Tekeli-li!”
March 5th.-The wind had entirely ceased, but it was
evident that we were still hurrying on to the southward,
under the influence of a powerful current. And
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now,—indeed, it would seem reasonable that we should
experience some alarm at the turn events were taking-
but we felt none. The countenance of Peters indicated
nothing of this nature, although it wore at times an
expression I could not fathom. The polar winter appeared
to be coming on—but coming without its terrors. I felt a
numbness of body and mind—a dreaminess of sensation
but this was all.
March 6th.-The gray vapor had now arisen many more
degrees above the horizon, and was gradually losing its
grayness of tint. The heat of the water was extreme, even
unpleasant to the touch, and its milky hue was more
evident than ever. Today a violent agitation of the water
occurred very close to the canoe. It was attended, as usual,
with a wild flaring up of the vapor at its summit, and
a momentary division at its base. A fine white powder,
resembling ashes-but certainly not such-fell over the
canoe and over a large surface of the water, as the
flickering died away among the vapor and the commotion
subsided in the sea. Nu-Nu now threw himself on his
face in the bottom of the boat, and no persuasions could
induce him to arise.
March 7th.-This day we questioned Nu-Nu concerning
the motives of his countrymen in destroying our
companions; but he appeared to be too utterly overcome
by terror to afford us any rational reply. He still
obstinately lay in the bottom of the boat; and, upon
reiterating the questions as to the motive, made use only
of idiotic gesticulations, such as raising with his
forefinger the upper lip, and displaying the teeth which
lay beneath it. These were black. We had never before
seen the teeth of an inhabitant of Tsalal.
March 8th.-To-day there floated by us one of the white
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animals whose appearance upon the beach at Tsalal had
occasioned so wild a commotion among the savages. I
would have picked it up, but there came over me a sudden
listlessness, and I forbore. The heat of the water still
increased, and the hand could no longer be endured
within it. Peters spoke little, and I knew not what to think
of his apathy. Nu-Nu breathed, and no more.
March 9th.-The whole ashy material fell now continually
around us, and in vast quantities. The range of vapor to
the southward had arisen prodigiously in the horizon,
and began to assume more distinctness of form. I can
liken it to nothing but a limitless cataract, rolling silently
into the sea from some immense and far-distant rampart
in the heaven. The gigantic curtain ranged along the
whole extent of the southern horizon. It emitted no
sound.
March 21st.-A sullen darkness now hovered above us-
but from out the milky depths of the ocean a luminous
glare arose, and stole up along the bulwarks of the boat.
We were nearly overwhelmed by the white ashy shower
which settled upon us and upon the canoe, but melted
into the water as it fell. The summit of the cataract was
utterly lost in the dimness and the distance. Yet we were
evidently approaching it with a hideous velocity. At
intervals there were visible in it wide, yawning, but
momentary rents, and from out these rents, within which
was a chaos of flitting and indistinct images, there came
rushing and mighty, but soundless winds, tearing up the
enkindled ocean in their course.
March 22d.-The darkness had materially increased,
relieved only by the glare of the water thrown back from
the white curtain before us. Many gigantic and pallidly
white birds flew continuously now from beyond the veil,
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and their scream was the eternal Tekeli-li! as they
retreated from our vision. Hereupon Nu-Nu stirred in
the bottom of the boat; but upon touching him we found
his spirit departed. And now we rushed into the embraces
of the cataract, where a chasm threw itself open to receive
us. But there arose in our pathway a shrouded human
figure, very far larger in its proportions than any dweller
among men. And the hue of the skin of the figure was of
the perfect whiteness of the snow.
NOTE
THE circumstances connected with the late sudden and
distressing death of Mr. Pym are already well known to
the public through the medium of the daily press. It is
feared that the few remaining chapters which were to
have completed his narrative, and which were retained
by him, while the above were in type, for the purpose
of revision, have been irrecoverably lost through the
accident by which he perished himself. This, however,
may prove not to be the case, and the papers, if ultimately
found, will be given to the public.
No means have been left untried to remedy the
deficiency. The gentleman whose name is mentioned in
the preface, and who, from the statement there made,
might be supposed able to fill the vacuum, has declined
the task-this, for satisfactory reasons connected with the
general inaccuracy of the details afforded him, and his
disbelief in the entire truth of the latter portions of the
narration. Peters, from whom some information might be
expected, is still alive, and a resident of Illinois, but cannot
be met with at present. He may hereafter be found, and
will, no doubt, afford material for a conclusion of Mr.
Pym’s account.
The loss of two or three final chapters (for there were
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but two or three) is the more deeply to be regretted, as it
can not be doubted they contained matter relative to the
Pole itself, or at least to regions in its very near proximity;
and as, too, the statements of the author in relation to
these regions may shortly be verified or contradicted by
means of the governmental expedition now preparing for
the Southern Ocean.
On one point in the narrative some remarks may well be
offered; and it would afford the writer of this appendix
much pleasure if what he may here observe should have
a tendency to throw credit, in any degree, upon the very
singular pages now published. We allude to the chasms
found in the island of Tsalal, and to the whole of the
figures upon pages 245-47 {of the printed edition—ed.}.
(Note: No figures were included with this text)
Mr. Pym has given the figures of the chasms without
comment, and speaks decidedly of the indentures found
at the extremity of the most easterly of these chasms as
having but a fanciful resemblance to alphabetical
characters, and, in short, as being positively not such.
This assertion is made in a manner so simple, and
sustained by a species of demonstration so conclusive
(viz., the fitting of the projections of the fragments found
among the dust into the indentures upon the wall), that
we are forced to believe the writer in earnest; and no
reasonable reader should suppose otherwise. But as the
facts in relation to all the figures are most singular
(especially when taken in connection with statements
made in the body of the narrative), it may be as well to
say a word or two concerning them all-this, too, the more
especially as the facts in question have, beyond doubt,
escaped the attention of Mr. Poe.
Figure 1, then, figure 2, figure 3, and figure 5, when
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conjoined with one another in the precise order which
the chasms themselves presented, and when deprived of
the small lateral branches or arches (which, it will be
remembered, served only as a means of communication
between the main chambers, and were of totally distinct
character), constitute an Ethiopian verbal root-the root
“To be shady,’—whence all the inflections of shadow or
darkness.
In regard to the “left or most northwardly” of the
indentures in figure 4, it is more than probable that the
opinion of Peters was correct, and that the hieroglyphical
appearance was really the work of art, and intended as
the representation of a human form. The delineation is
before the reader, and he may, or may not, perceive the
resemblance suggested; but the rest of the indentures
afford strong confirmation of Peters’ idea. The upper
range is evidently the Arabic verbal root “To be white,”
whence all the inflections of brilliancy and whiteness.
The lower range is not so immediately perspicuous. The
characters are somewhat broken and disjointed;
nevertheless, it can not be doubted that, in their perfect
state, they formed the full Egyptian word. “The region of
the south.’ It should be observed that these interpretations
confirm the opinion of Peters in regard to the “most
northwardly” of the figures. The arm is outstretched
toward the south.
Conclusions such as these open a wide field for
speculation and exciting conjecture. They should be
regarded, perhaps, in connection with some of the most
faintly detailed incidents of the narrative; although in no
visible manner is this chain of connection complete.
Tekeli-li! was the cry of the affrighted natives of Tsalal
upon discovering the carcase of the white animal picked
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up at sea. This also was the shuddering exclamatives of
Tsalal upon discovering the carcass of the white materials
in possession of Mr. Pym. This also was the shriek of the
swift-flying, white, and gigantic birds which issued from
the vapory white curtain of the South. Nothing white
was to be found at Tsalal, and nothing otherwise in the
subsequent voyage to the region beyond. It is not
impossible that “Tsalal,” the appellation of the island of
the chasms, may be found, upon minute philological
scrutiny, to betray either some alliance with the chasms
themselves, or some reference to the Ethiopian characters
so mysteriously written in their windings.
“I have graven it within the hills, and my vengeance upon
the dust within the rock.”
Notes
{*1} Whaling vessels are usually fitted with iron oil-
tanks—why the Grampus was not I have never been able
to ascertain.
{*2} The case of the brig Polly, of Boston, is one so much
in point, and her fate, in many respects, so remarkably
similar to our own, that I cannot forbear alluding to it
here. This vessel, of one hundred and thirty tons burden,
sailed from Boston, with a cargo of lumber and
provisions, for Santa Croix, on the twelfth of December,
1811, under the command of Captain Casneau. There
were eight souls on board besides the captain—the mate,
four seamen, and the cook, together with a Mr. Hunt, and
a negro girl belonging to him. On the fifteenth, having
cleared the shoal of Georges, she sprung a leak in a gale
of wind from the southeast, and was finally capsized; but,
the masts going by the board, she afterward righted. They
remained in this situation, without fire, and with very
little provision, for the period of one hundred and ninety-
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one days (from December the fifteenth to June the
twentieth), when Captain Casneau and Samuel Badger,
the only survivors, were taken off the wreck by the Fame,
of Hull, Captain Featherstone, bound home from Rio
Janeiro. When picked up, they were in latitude 28 degrees
N., longitude 13 degrees W., having drifted above two
thousand miles! On the ninth of July the Fame fell in
with the brig Dromero, Captain Perkins, who landed the
two sufferers in Kennebeck. The narrative from which we
gather these details ends in the following words:
“It is natural to inquire how they could float such a vast
distance, upon the most frequented part of the Atlantic,
and not be discovered all this time. They were passed
by more than a dozen sail, one of which came so nigh
them that they could distinctly see the people on deck and
on the rigging looking at them; but, to the inexpressible
disappointment of the starving and freezing men, they
stifled the dictates of compassion, hoisted sail, and cruelly
abandoned them to their fate.”
{*3} Among the vessels which at various times have
professed to meet with the Auroras may be mentioned the
ship San Miguel, in 1769; the ship Aurora, in 1774; the
brig Pearl, in 1779; and the ship Dolores, in 1790. They
all agree in giving the mean latitude fifty-three degrees
south.
{*4} The terms morning and evening, which I have made
use of to avoid confusion in my narrative, as far as
possible, must not, of course, be taken in their ordinary
sense. For a long time past we had had no night at all,
the daylight being continual. The dates throughout are
according to nautical time, and the bearing must be
understood as per compass. I would also remark, in this
place, that I cannot, in the first portion of what is here
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written, pretend to strict accuracy in respect to dates, or
latitudes and longitudes, having kept no regular journal
until after the period of which this first portion treats. In
many instances I have relied altogether upon memory.
{*5} This day was rendered remarkable by our observing
in the south several huge wreaths of the grayish vapour I
have spoken of.
{*6} The marl was also black; indeed, we noticed no light
colored substances of any kind upon the island.
{*7}For obvious reasons I cannot pretend to strict
accuracy in these dates. They are given principally with
a view to perspicity of narrative, and as set down in my
pencil memorandum..
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CHAPTER 96.
POE AND KING SITTING ON A THRONE
OF SKULLS
990 ABBY GOODE
WILLOW MOULTON
I have
always
believed Edgar Allan Poe and Stephen King were the
kings of American Gothic Literature, both of them sitting
on a throne made up of skulls and bones together because
I couldn’t pick one or the other. American Gothic to me
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is the written words that make your skin crawl and your
heart beat a little faster. It’s not about someone wearing
black and walking creepily. It’s about the deep
descriptions of something like a heart beating underneath
the floorboards. Something where you can picture it in
your mind even though you’ve never seen something like
it in real life. For example, Edgar Allan Poe’s The Narrative
of Arthur Gordon Pym, the four men have to decide who
is going to die to quench their thirst and starvation. “Let
it suffice to say that, having in some measure appeased
the raging thirst which consumed us by the blood of the
victim, and having by the common consent taken off the
hands, feet, and head, throwing them, together with
entrails, into the sea, we devoured the rest of the body
(Poe 81). To me, it’s the word choice in making the
situation that is already gothic more alive to readers:
raging, consumed, victim, entrails, devoured.
American Literature texts such as Benito Cereno could
be considered to have gothic examples but the overall text
is not gothic; I can only pick out one or two descriptions
from the book that are gothic while in Poe’s, The Narrative
of Arthur Gordon Pym of Nantucket I can pick out more
than I can count on both hands. British Gothic Literature
has a lot of the same characteristics as American Gothic
Literature, such as supernatural beings such as ghosts,
curses and prophecies. But one thing that is different in
the two is that British Gothic Literature includes a lot of
romance while American Gothic doesn’t as much.
When I think of an original British Gothic text, I think
of Dracula. It was supposed to be creepy in that vampires
are dark human beings looking to drink your blood but in
the original book the women who was getting her blood
drank was always made out to be sexy and weak to bring
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in the romance. Not to say American Gothic Literature
doesn’t have romance but British Gothic has so much
more. American Literature does have the Twilight series
but there was also a lot of Edgar Allan Poe kind of goth
in the books when the main character, Bella was getting
her leg snapped. Poe shows so much gothic literature in
Pym just by describing simple things like the water having
eyes, or the majestic appearance of the animal they found.
It’s more about his descriptions of things rather than just
the action taking place itself. Poe could make anything
gothic with his descriptions, even a normal morning jog.
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CHAPTER 97.
POE WAS LIKELY INSPIRED BY MARY
SHELLEY
SAMANTHA LATOS
I have noticed one similarity and one difference between
American gothic and British gothic literature, based off
of Pym, Benito Cereno, and the only British gothic book I
have read all the way through: Frankenstein.
The clear similarity is that they both feature para-
human entities. Frankenstein’s monster has human
qualities: a face, two arms and two legs, etc. But he is
also menacing to look at; Mary Shelley describes him as
8 feet tall, with yellow skin and black lips. Frankenstein’s
monster frightens people because they don’t know what
he is, he’s a giant, scary, thing. With Pym, there’s multiple:
the ghosts, turtles, the ocean’s eyes. It all goes to show
how the characters Pym and Parker end up going insane
enough from hunger that they go off the deep end
and eat Peters.
British gothic literature, such as Frankenstein, seems to
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be about the fear of dismantling of culture. Frankenstein’s
monster is obviously not accepted into his society; on
top of being ugly, he’s accused of murder, among other
things. Britain, and Europe as a whole can be included
as well, has a vast, unique, ancient culture that must be
presevered and cherished. American culture is borrowed
and recycled from Europe. American gothic literature,
including Pym and Benito Cereno, seems to be more
about being isolated from society, rather than the
destruction of society. They are both about being
removed from civilization, and the chaos that can ensue
from that. British gothic literature, frankly, seems a bit
more high-stakes. Besides Poe and Benito Cereno,
American gothic seems to be quantitatively limited,
compared to British gothic.
Before this class, I had never heard of Pym or Benito
Cereno. I had heard of Frankenstein; hasn’t everyone? It’s
had several movies, one of the best being Young Frankstein,
with Gene Wilder. Americans love Dr. Frankenstein and
his monster, and therefore love British gothic literature.
The book Frankenstein came years
before Pym and Benito Cereno; who’s to say that the
authors didn’t draw inspiration from Mary Shelley?
It can be argued that American gothic literature is
borrowed from European gothic literature, along with
every other part of American culture. In that sense,
British gothic is the leading, original and powerful idea,
and American gothic has a similar feel, but lacks that
authenticity and rawness that we feel from British gothic
texts such as Frankenstein.
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CHAPTER 98.
ARTHUR GORDON PYM, CANNIBAL OF
NANTUCKET
CAITLIN ANDREASEN
What makes us human? What separates us from wild
animals? Is it what we will do or won’t do to survive?
The part about cannibalism really disturbed me. It is
scary to me how they are able to apply human reasoning
to justify the death and consumption of someone whose
survival they were trying to ensure during the storm. The
worst part wasn’t the killing-and-eating-another-human-
being, it was the simple matter-of-fact way it was
described.
“He made no resistance whatever, and was stabbed in
the back by Peters, when he fell instantly dead…having
in some measure appeased the raging thirst which
consumed us by the blood of the victim and having by
common consent taken off the hands, feet, and head,
throwing them together with the entrails, into the
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sea, we devoured the rest of the body, piecemeal,
during the four ever memorable days ”(81).
Parker ceases to live. He becomes a thing, a resource,
a meal to be divided among them. But he ceases to be
human before that. There is some foreshadowing when
the ship of the dead passes by, and a bird throws a piece
of bloody flesh onto their deck. The four of them begin to
de-evolve at that moment, when they are hungry enough
to think they would do anything, eat anything to survive.
But the devolution from humanity is a process. As Pym
himself stated, he had considered cannibalism as a means
to survive. They were all thinking about it. When Parker
first brings up the idea that eating each other might be
the only option, they continue to de-evolve. If he were
to jump straight from human to beast, he would have
killed and eaten Pym without a pause. But he didn’t. He
consented to the drawing of straws. This was the next
step backwards. Picking straws doesn’t make murder
civilized.
The actual killing and consumption are the final steps
in their de-evolution. Parker is reduced to an object of
sustenance, but Pym, Peters, and Augustus are no longer
fully human. They have become a more primitive kind of
hunter.
The saddest part is that Parker’s death wasn’t necessary.
The next page describes Pym remembering the existence
of the axe and with it cutting through to the store room.
And frankly, they treat the tortoise better than Parker.
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CHAPTER 99.
ULTIMATE DESTROYER
NATHAN THERIAULT
The role of non-human entities in Poe’s Pym
In Edgar Allan Poe’s The Narrative of Arthur Gordon Pym
of Nantucket (NAGPN), non-human entities play a very
important role in the forward momentum of the plot
line. At multiple different incidents, we see animals either
saving the castaways, and then alternately trying to kill
them. This is very similar to the way the men on board the
ship, go back and forth with their own loyalties as well.
We can see how these animals emulate the humanistic
quality of survival that pits the stranded men against one
another, and forces them to cannibalize one of their own.
Another role of animals in NAGPN is to create a sense
of truthfulness to the narrative. Much like even earlier
novels Poe uses a sort of scientific way of describing
things to emphasis a false truth to other areas of the story.
Poe may even be attempting to parody these earlier
works, since he addresses the two writers involved;
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himself and Arthur Gordon Pym, in the very beginning,
and subverts his own authenticity in the process.
Non-human entities also create an economic need to
explore, travel, and investigate all manner of new and
unknown places. This validates the journey of the ship
of Captain Guy, and creates a more believable reason to
travel into the arctic. One of the non-human entities that
comes up the most is the Tortoise. Usually referred to as
the Galapagos tortoise, no matter where the characters
are, they are often described with a great sense of awe,
“what greatly astonished us, that the islands abounded in
the large tortoise of the Galapagos (166)”. Even though
they have seen these great turtles in so many different
places they are continuously seen as amazing creatures,
and perhaps these represent some sort of subtle omen
on the part of Poe as to the eventual end of our main
characters. The tortoise is seen as a pinnacle of defense,
but also as a means of sustenance, and the rigidity in
which they carried themselves is shrouded by the
strength of humanity. Even though these creatures create
a powerful image, they are helpless, just like all other
things become helpless when faced with the ultimate
destroyer of the world, man.
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CHAPTER 100.
OF FREEDOM, SHIPWRECKS, AND
INTERSECTIONALITY
MOLLY INGRAM, ISAIAH KNOWLTON, JILLIAN
MASON, AND KAMAL SINGHANI
Edgar Allan Poe’s only novel is a work that reads quite
similarly to his other publications, though it does possess
aspects that are entirely its own. In between the dark,
creepy aspects of gothic literature that makes Poe so
uniquely “Poe,” he does grapple with a few themes and
key distinctions that set this novel far apart from his usual
works. These themes are: freedom, racism, and the fear of
ethnic difference.
Is Pym in search of adventure getting on the boat or
running away from something in his life? Throughout
this first half of the novel, Pym seems to live a somewhat
privileged lifestyle with his family and friend, Augustus
whom he joins on the Grampus whaling ship. You would
think that, after Pym and Augustus’s first risky ship
experience on the Ariel, they would be fearful of another
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attempt, but they were quite opposite: “I took the helm,
and breathed with greater freedom as I found that there
yet remained to us a chance of ultimate escape” (11). Here
Pym feels a freedom that usually comes from a place of
suffering. Is Pym feeling an underlying anxiety to fulfill at
home with his family coming from a long line of success
and achievement? Or is it more of a personal anxiety like
a self-identity or sexuality crisis? Pym’s elatedness and
desire to go aboard the Grampus whaling voyage sparks
a sense of desperation. For three days and three nights,
he remains tucked away in the ship to continue with his
and Augustus’s plan to escape. That takes some serious
determination and willpower to just want to take a ride
on a ship. Something else is going on, an underlying crisis
or problem with the young boy. If this ship ride wasn’t
just for the thrill of an adventure, Pym wouldn’t put so
much driving force into this plan.
It is undoubtable that racism is evident in this text,
but its existence as a pervasive theme is debatable. There
are times when racism is exhibited, especially on page
31 when Augustus, who is describing these individuals to
Arthur, discusses the cook and Dirk Peters in detail. He
labels the cook as a “demon,” identifying that the man was
arguably more powerful than the first mate. This idea,
that a black man in the early nineteenth-century could
be superior to a white man was extremely foreign, but
it was also evident in Herman Melville’s Benito Cereno, a
text that is believed to have been inspired by The Narrative
of Arthur Gordon Pym of Nantucket. This notion inspires
the idea that perhaps one’s background influences his
perception of others (much as how Delano perceived
Babo). The second account of racism is when Dirk Peters,
a man who is half Native American, is introduced.
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Augustus describes him as a “purely ferocious-looking”
man and then begins to ridicule his appearance (32). On
the surface, this could certainly be interpreted as racism,
but ignorance could also be at play. Augustus, like Arthur,
is a boy raised in Nantucket, Maine, and could easily have
just never encountered such people before in his life. It
is possible that his account is not meant to offend, but is
rather just an observation of a young boy who does not
know any better. This, coupled with the idea of varying
perceptions, could explain the unflattering descriptions
that these two minorities receive.
The fear of unknown groups of people is presented
with a dual nature in The Narrative of Arthur Gordon Pym.
There is an uneasiness on the part of the narrator as
well as his white counterparts when observing those of
ethnicities differing to theirs, mainly the cook and the
natives. The narrator others them, making it clear to the
reader that those individuals are innately different from
himself. This is a direct result of a fear of the unknown
or unfamiliar. In episodes of mutiny and slaughter, these
fears on the parts of the white characters are affirmed
and justified based upon the eventual actions of non-
white characters. The text takes this fear, and creates a
justification for it, but fails to do so when roles are
reversed. Through characters such as Nu-Nu, there is
a clear fear of whiteness. Fear is exemplified through
interactions with white men, as well as the perception of
inanimate objects such as snow or a handkerchief. None
of these fears are ever validated, thus the narrative creates
a theorem stating fear for whiteness is unjustifiable. Yet,
when the roles are reversed these fears become
warranted.
While we can’t know the author’s intentions, there is
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speculation that Poe’s only completed book was a satire.
Poe used this book to make a statement about racism
and fear of differences which is why it deserves a place
in American literary history. Pym’s skin color and social
status are the characteristics that define his intentions
– seeking adventure or freedom. As a privileged white
man expecting a hefty inheritance from his grandfather,
his search for freedom correlates with chasing adventure;
Pym hopes to find freedom through seeking adventure.
However, a white man’s adventure is a person of color’s
quest for freedom. That is why this book deserves to be
canonized – to converse with readers about the many
facets of systemic racism.
Poe, Edgar Allan. The Narrative of Arthur Gordon Pym of
Nantucket. Harper & Bros., 1838.
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PART XXIII.
NATHANIEL
HAWTHORNE

CHAPTER 101.
INTRODUCTION (2015)
KELSEY NEELY
Osgood, Charless. Nathaniel Hawthorne.
Digital image. Wikimedia Commons. 22
Sept. 2010. Web. 24 Nov. 2015.
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Nathaniel Hawthorne was born on July 4th, 1804 in
Salem, Massachusetts to Nathaniel Hathorne and
Elizabeth Clarke manning. He died May 19, 1864 in
Plymouth, NH while on tour of the White Mountains.
After graduating from Bowdoin College in 1825, it is
speculated, that he added the “w” to his last name in order
to separate himself from his ancestor John Hathorne who
was the judge involved in the Salem Witch Trials.
Hawthorne’s writing belongs in the Romanticism
period and more specifically Dark Romanticism. This is
a literary subgenre of Romanticism. It is centered on
writers like Poe, Hawthorne and Melville. Typical themes
in Dark Romanticism are human proneness to sin and
self-destruction, human fallibility or error, and
difficulties with social reform. These writing may adapt
images of evil forms like devils, Satan, ghosts, Vampires
and werewolves.
Much of Hawthorne’s work is inspired by Puritan New
England. He writes in a sort of historical fiction with
common themes of sin, guilt and retribution. Early in his
career Hawthorne worked as the editor for the American
Magazine of Useful and Entertaining Knowledge. During this
time he sent short stories, including “The Minister’s Black
Veil” and “Young Goodman Brown” to various magazines
and annuals although they did not draw much attention.
Hawthorne did not become locally known until
published his collection of short stories into one volume,
known as Twice Told Tales.
“The Minister’s Black Veil” was first published in 1836
in an edition of The Token and Atlantic Souvenir.
Hawthorne later published this short story in Twice-Told
Tales. The story takes place in an 18th century Puritan
New England town. The story’s focus is on the town’s
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people and their reaction to the seemingly benign veil.
Some main themes focus around sin and how one wears
guilt. There is a never ending question of what the veil
represents.
“Young Goodman Brown” is also a short story that was
written by Hawthorne in 1835. This short story takes
place in 17th century Puritan England during the Salem
witch trials. It looks at the idea that humanity lives in
a state of moral corruption. Hawthorne uses “Young
Goodman Brown” to depict the hypocrisy of the Puritan
way of living.
Sources
“The Minister’s Black Veil.” Wikipedia. Wikimedia
Foundation, 29 Oct. 2015. Web. 25 Nov. 2015.
“Nathaniel Hawthorne.” Wikipedia. Wikimedia
Foundation, 12 Nov. 2015. Web. 25 Nov. 2015.
“Young Goodman Brown.” Wikipedia. Wikimedia
Foundation, 30 Oct. 2015. Web. 25 Nov. 2015.
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CHAPTER 102.
THE MINISTER'S BLACK VEIL
NATHANIEL HAWTHORNE
A PARABLE
THE SEXTON stood in the porch of Milford meeting-
house, pulling busily at the bell-rope. The old people of
the village came stooping along the street. Children, with
bright faces, tripped merrily beside their parents, or
mimicked a graver gait, in the conscious dignity of their
Sunday clothes. Spruce bachelors looked sidelong at the
pretty maidens, and fancied that the Sabbath sunshine
made them prettier than on week days. When the throng
had mostly streamed into the porch, the sexton began
to toll the bell, keeping his eye on the Reverend Mr.
Hooper’s door. The first glimpse of the clergyman’s figure
was the signal for the bell to cease its summons.
“But what has good Parson Hooper got upon his face?”
cried the sexton in astonishment.
All within hearing immediately turned about, and
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beheld the semblance of Mr. Hooper, pacing slowly his
meditative way towards the meeting-house. With one
accord they started, expressing more wonder than if some
strange minister were coming to dust the cushions of Mr.
Hooper’s pulpit.
“Are you sure it is our parson?” inquired Goodman
Gray of the sexton.
“Of a certainty it is good Mr. Hooper,” replied the
sexton. “He was to have exchanged pulpits with Parson
Shute, of Westbury; but Parson Shute sent to excuse
himself yesterday, being to preach a funeral sermon.”
The cause of so much amazement may appear
sufficiently slight. Mr. Hooper, a gentlemanly person, of
about thirty, though still a bachelor, was dressed with
due clerical neatness, as if a careful wife had starched
his band, and brushed the weekly dust from his Sunday’s
garb. There was but one thing remarkable in his
appearance. Swathed about his forehead, and hanging
down over his face, so low as to be shaken by his breath,
Mr. Hooper had on a black veil. On a nearer view it
seemed to consist of two folds of crape, which entirely
concealed his features, except the mouth and chin, but
probably did not intercept his sight, further than to give
a darkened aspect to all living and inanimate things. With
this gloomy shade before him, good Mr. Hooper walked
onward, at a slow and quiet pace, stooping somewhat, and
looking on the ground, as is customary with abstracted
men, yet nodding kindly to those of his parishioners who
still waited on the meeting-house steps. But so wonder-
struck were they that his greeting hardly met with a
return.
“I can’t really feel as if good Mr. Hooper’s face was
behind that piece of crape,” said the sexton.
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“I don’t like it,” muttered an old woman, as she hobbled
into the meeting-house. “He has changed himself into
something awful, only by hiding his face.”
“Our parson has gone mad!” cried Goodman Gray,
following him across the threshold.
A rumor of some unaccountable phenomenon had
preceded Mr. Hooper into the meeting-house, and set all
the congregation astir. Few could refrain from twisting
their heads towards the door; many stood upright, and
turned directly about; while several little boys clambered
upon the seats, and came down again with a terrible
racket. There was a general bustle, a rustling of the
women’s gowns and shuffling of the men’s feet, greatly at
variance with that hushed repose which should attend the
entrance of the minister. But Mr. Hooper appeared not to
notice the perturbation of his people. He entered with an
almost noiseless step, bent his head mildly to the pews on
each side, and bowed as he passed his oldest parishioner,
a white-haired great-grandsire, who occupied an arm-
chair in the centre of the aisle. It was strange to observe
how slowly this venerable man became conscious of
something singular in the appearance of his pastor. He
seemed not fully to partake of the prevailing wonder, till
Mr. Hooper had ascended the stairs, and showed himself
in the pulpit, face to face with his congregation, except
for the black veil. That mysterious emblem was never
once withdrawn. It shook with his measured breath, as
he gave out the psalm; it threw its obscurity between him
and the holy page, as he read the Scriptures; and while he
prayed, the veil lay heavily on his uplifted countenance.
Did he seek to hide it from the dread Being whom he was
addressing?
Such was the effect of this simple piece of crape, that
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more than one woman of delicate nerves was forced to
leave the meeting-house. Yet perhaps the pale-faced
congregation was almost as fearful a sight to the minister,
as his black veil to them.
Mr. Hooper had the reputation of a good preacher,
but not an energetic one: he strove to win his people
heavenward by mild, persuasive influences, rather than
to drive them thither by the thunders of the Word. The
sermon which he now delivered was marked by the same
characteristics of style and manner as the general series
of his pulpit oratory. But there was something, either in
the sentiment of the discourse itself, or in the imagination
of the auditors, which made it greatly the most powerful
effort that they had ever heard from their pastor’s lips.
It was tinged, rather more darkly than usual, with the
gentle gloom of Mr. Hooper’s temperament. The subject
had reference to secret sin, and those sad mysteries which
we hide from our nearest and dearest, and would fain
conceal from our own consciousness, even forgetting that
the Omniscient can detect them. A subtle power was
breathed into his words. Each member of the
congregation, the most innocent girl, and the man of
hardened breast, felt as if the preacher had crept upon
them, behind his awful veil, and discovered their hoarded
iniquity of deed or thought. Many spread their clasped
hands on their bosoms. There was nothing terrible in
what Mr. Hooper said, at least, no violence; and yet, with
every tremor of his melancholy voice, the hearers quaked.
An unsought pathos came hand in hand with awe. So
sensible were the audience of some unwonted attribute
in their minister, that they longed for a breath of wind
to blow aside the veil, almost believing that a stranger’s
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visage would be discovered, though the form, gesture, and
voice were those of Mr. Hooper.
At the close of the services, the people hurried out with
indecorous confusion, eager to communicate their pent-
up amazement, and conscious of lighter spirits the
moment they lost sight of the black veil. Some gathered in
little circles, huddled closely together, with their mouths
all whispering in the centre; some went homeward alone,
wrapt in silent meditation; some talked loudly, and
profaned the Sabbath day with ostentatious laughter. A
few shook their sagacious heads, intimating that they
could penetrate the mystery; while one or two affirmed
that there was no mystery at all, but only that Mr.
Hooper’s eyes were so weakened by the midnight lamp,
as to require a shade. After a brief interval, forth came
good Mr. Hooper also, in the rear of his flock. Turning
his veiled face from one group to another, he paid due
reverence to the hoary heads, saluted the middle aged
with kind dignity as their friend and spiritual guide,
greeted the young with mingled authority and love, and
laid his hands on the little children’s heads to bless them.
Such was always his custom on the Sabbath day. Strange
and bewildered looks repaid him for his courtesy. None,
as on former occasions, aspired to the honor of walking
by their pastor’s side. Old Squire Saunders, doubtless by
an accidental lapse of memory, neglected to invite Mr.
Hooper to his table, where the good clergyman had been
wont to bless the food, almost every Sunday since his
settlement. He returned, therefore, to the parsonage, and,
at the moment of closing the door, was observed to look
back upon the people, all of whom had their eyes fixed
upon the minister. A sad smile gleamed faintly from
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beneath the black veil, and flickered about his mouth,
glimmering as he disappeared.
“How strange,” said a lady, “that a simple black veil,
such as any woman might wear on her bonnet, should
become such a terrible thing on Mr. Hooper’s face!”
“Something must surely be amiss with Mr. Hooper’s
intellects,” observed her husband, the physician of the
village. “But the strangest part of the affair is the effect
of this vagary, even on a sober-minded man like myself.
The black veil, though it covers only our pastor’s face,
throws its influence over his whole person, and makes
him ghostlike from head to foot. Do you not feel it so?”
“Truly do I,” replied the lady; “and I would not be alone
with him for the world. I wonder he is not afraid to be
alone with himself!”
“Men sometimes are so,” said her husband.
The afternoon service was attended with similar
circumstances. At its conclusion, the bell tolled for the
funeral of a young lady. The relatives and friends were
assembled in the house, and the more distant
acquaintances stood about the door, speaking of the good
qualities of the deceased, when their talk was interrupted
by the appearance of Mr. Hooper, still covered with his
black veil. It was now an appropriate emblem. The
clergyman stepped into the room where the corpse was
laid, and bent over the coffin, to take a last farewell of
his deceased parishioner. As he stooped, the veil hung
straight down from his forehead, so that, if her eyelids
had not been closed forever, the dead maiden might have
seen his face. Could Mr. Hooper be fearful of her glance,
that he so hastily caught back the black veil? A person
who watched the interview between the dead and living,
scrupled not to affirm, that, at the instant when the
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clergyman’s features were disclosed, the corpse had
slightly shuddered, rustling the shroud and muslin cap,
though the countenance retained the composure of death.
A superstitious old woman was the only witness of this
prodigy. From the coffin Mr. Hooper passed into the
chamber of the mourners, and thence to the head of the
staircase, to make the funeral prayer. It was a tender and
heart-dissolving prayer, full of sorrow, yet so imbued
with celestial hopes, that the music of a heavenly harp,
swept by the fingers of the dead, seemed faintly to be
heard among the saddest accents of the minister. The
people trembled, though they but darkly understood him
when he prayed that they, and himself, and all of mortal
race, might be ready, as he trusted this young maiden had
been, for the dreadful hour that should snatch the veil
from their faces. The bearers went heavily forth, and the
mourners followed, saddening all the street, with the dead
before them, and Mr. Hooper in his black veil behind.
“Why do you look back?” said one in the procession to
his partner.
I had a fancy,” replied she, “that the minister and the
maiden’s spirit were walking hand in hand.”
“And so had I, at the same moment,” said the other.
That night, the handsomest couple in Milford village
were to be joined in wedlock. Though reckoned a
melancholy man, Mr. Hooper had a placid cheerfulness
for such occasions, which often excited a sympathetic
smile where livelier merriment would have been thrown
away. There was no quality of his disposition which made
him more beloved than this. The company at the wedding
awaited his arrival with impatience, trusting that the
strange awe, which had gathered over him throughout
the day, would now be dispelled. But such was not the
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result. When Mr. Hooper came, the first thing that their
eyes rested on was the same horrible black veil, which had
added deeper gloom to the funeral, and could portend
nothing but evil to the wedding. Such was its immediate
effect on the guests that a cloud seemed to have rolled
duskily from beneath the black crape, and dimmed the
light of the candles. The bridal pair stood up before the
minister. But the bride’s cold fingers quivered in the
tremulous hand of the bridegroom, and her deathlike
paleness caused a whisper that the maiden who had been
buried a few hours before was come from her grave to
be married. If ever another wedding were so dismal, it
was that famous one where they tolled the wedding knell.
After performing the ceremony, Mr. Hooper raised a
glass of wine to his lips, wishing happiness to the new-
married couple in a strain of mild pleasantry that ought to
have brightened the features of the guests, like a cheerful
gleam from the hearth. At that instant, catching a glimpse
of his figure in the looking-glass, the black veil involved
his own spirit in the horror with which it overwhelmed
all others. His frame shuddered, his lips grew white, he
spilt the untasted wine upon the carpet, and rushed forth
into the darkness. For the Earth, too, had on her Black
Veil.
The next day, the whole village of Milford talked of
little else than Parson Hooper’s black veil. That, and the
mystery concealed behind it, supplied a topic for
discussion between acquaintances meeting in the street,
and good women gossiping at their open windows. It was
the first item of news that the tavern-keeper told to his
guests. The children babbled of it on their way to school.
One imitative little imp covered his face with an old black
handkerchief, thereby so affrighting his playmates that
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the panic seized himself, and he well-nigh lost his wits by
his own waggery.
It was remarkable that of all the busybodies and
impertinent people in the parish, not one ventured to put
the plain question to Mr. Hooper, wherefore he did this
thing. Hitherto, whenever there appeared the slightest
call for such interference, he had never lacked advisers,
nor shown himself adverse to be guided by their
judgment. If he erred at all, it was by so painful a degree
of self-distrust, that even the mildest censure would lead
him to consider an indifferent action as a crime. Yet,
though so well acquainted with this amiable weakness,
no individual among his parishioners chose to make the
black veil a subject of friendly remonstrance. There was
a feeling of dread, neither plainly confessed nor carefully
concealed, which caused each to shift the responsibility
upon another, till at length it was found expedient to send
a deputation of the church, in order to deal with Mr.
Hooper about the mystery, before it should grow into a
scandal. Never did an embassy so ill discharge its duties.
The minister received them with friendly courtesy, but
became silent, after they were seated, leaving to his
visitors the whole burden of introducing their important
business. The topic, it might be supposed, was obvious
enough. There was the black veil swathed round Mr.
Hooper’s forehead, and concealing every feature above
his placid mouth, on which, at times, they could perceive
the glimmering of a melancholy smile. But that piece of
crape, to their imagination, seemed to hang down before
his heart, the symbol of a fearful secret between him and
them. Were the veil but cast aside, they might speak freely
of it, but not till then. Thus they sat a considerable time,
speechless, confused, and shrinking uneasily from Mr.
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Hooper’s eye, which they felt to be fixed upon them with
an invisible glance. Finally, the deputies returned abashed
to their constituents, pronouncing the matter too weighty
to be handled, except by a council of the churches, if,
indeed, it might not require a general synod.
But there was one person in the village unappalled by
the awe with which the black veil had impressed all beside
herself. When the deputies returned without an
explanation, or even venturing to demand one, she, with
the calm energy of her character, determined to chase
away the strange cloud that appeared to be settling round
Mr. Hooper, every moment more darkly than before. As
his plighted wife, it should be her privilege to know what
the black veil concealed. At the minister’s first visit,
therefore, she entered upon the subject with a direct
simplicity, which made the task easier both for him and
her. After he had seated himself, she fixed her eyes
steadfastly upon the veil, but could discern nothing of
the dreadful gloom that had so overawed the multitude:
it was but a double fold of crape, hanging down from
his forehead to his mouth, and slightly stirring with his
breath.
“No,” said she aloud, and smiling, “there is nothing
terrible in this piece of crape, except that it hides a face
which I am always glad to look upon. Come, good sir, let
the sun shine from behind the cloud. First lay aside your
black veil: then tell me why you put it on.”
Mr. Hooper’s smile glimmered faintly.
“There is an hour to come,” said he, “when all of us shall
cast aside our veils. Take it not amiss, beloved friend, if I
wear this piece of crape till then.”
“Your words are a mystery, too,” returned the young
lady. “Take away the veil from them, at least.”
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“Elizabeth, I will,” said he, “so far as my vow may suffer
me. Know, then, this veil is a type and a symbol, and I
am bound to wear it ever, both in light and darkness, in
solitude and before the gaze of multitudes, and as with
strangers, so with my familiar friends. No mortal eye
will see it withdrawn. This dismal shade must separate
me from the world: even you, Elizabeth, can never come
behind it!”
“What grievous affliction hath befallen you,” she
earnestly inquired, “that you should thus darken your
eyes forever?”
“If it be a sign of mourning,” replied Mr. Hooper, “I,
perhaps, like most other mortals, have sorrows dark
enough to be typified by a black veil.”
“But what if the world will not believe that it is the type
of an innocent sorrow?” urged Elizabeth. “Beloved and
respected as you are, there may be whispers that you hide
your face under the consciousness of secret sin. For the
sake of your holy office, do away this scandal!”
The color rose into her cheeks as she intimated the
nature of the rumors that were already abroad in the
village. But Mr. Hooper’s mildness did not forsake him.
He even smiled again–that same sad smile, which always
appeared like a faint glimmering of light, proceeding
from the obscurity beneath the veil.
“If I hide my face for sorrow, there is cause enough,”
he merely replied; “and if I cover it for secret sin, what
mortal might not do the same?”
And with this gentle, but unconquerable obstinacy did
he resist all her entreaties. At length Elizabeth sat silent.
For a few moments she appeared lost in thought,
considering, probably, what new methods might be tried
to withdraw her lover from so dark a fantasy, which, if it
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had no other meaning, was perhaps a symptom of mental
disease. Though of a firmer character than his own, the
tears rolled down her cheeks. But, in an instant, as it were,
a new feeling took the place of sorrow: her eyes were
fixed insensibly on the black veil, when, like a sudden
twilight in the air, its terrors fell around her. She arose,
and stood trembling before him.
“And do you feel it then, at last?” said he mournfully.
She made no reply, but covered her eyes with her hand,
and turned to leave the room. He rushed forward and
caught her arm.
“Have patience with me, Elizabeth!” cried he,
passionately. “Do not desert me, though this veil must be
between us here on earth. Be mine, and hereafter there
shall be no veil over my face, no darkness between our
souls! It is but a mortal veil–it is not for eternity! O!
you know not how lonely I am, and how frightened, to
be alone behind my black veil. Do not leave me in this
miserable obscurity forever!”
“Lift the veil but once, and look me in the face,” said she.
“Never! It cannot be!” replied Mr. Hooper.
“Then farewell!” said Elizabeth.
She withdrew her arm from his grasp, and slowly
departed, pausing at the door, to give one long
shuddering gaze, that seemed almost to penetrate the
mystery of the black veil. But, even amid his grief, Mr.
Hooper smiled to think that only a material emblem had
separated him from happiness, though the horrors, which
it shadowed forth, must be drawn darkly between the
fondest of lovers.
From that time no attempts were made to remove Mr.
Hooper’s black veil, or, by a direct appeal, to discover the
secret which it was supposed to hide. By persons who
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claimed a superiority to popular prejudice, it was
reckoned merely an eccentric whim, such as often
mingles with the sober actions of men otherwise rational,
and tinges them all with its own semblance of insanity.
But with the multitude, good Mr. Hooper was irreparably
a bugbear. He could not walk the street with any peace
of mind, so conscious was he that the gentle and timid
would turn aside to avoid him, and that others would
make it a point of hardihood to throw themselves in his
way. The impertinence of the latter class compelled him
to give up his customary walk at sunset to the burial
ground; for when he leaned pensively over the gate, there
would always be faces behind the gravestones, peeping at
his black veil. A fable went the rounds that the stare of
the dead people drove him thence. It grieved him, to the
very depth of his kind heart, to observe how the children
fled from his approach, breaking up their merriest sports,
while his melancholy figure was yet afar off. Their
instinctive dread caused him to feel more strongly than
aught else, that a preternatural horror was interwoven
with the threads of the black crape. In truth, his own
antipathy to the veil was known to be so great, that he
never willingly passed before a mirror, nor stooped to
drink at a still fountain, lest, in its peaceful bosom, he
should be affrighted by himself. This was what gave
plausibility to the whispers, that Mr. Hooper’s conscience
tortured him for some great crime too horrible to be
entirely concealed, or otherwise than so obscurely
intimated. Thus, from beneath the black veil, there rolled
a cloud into the sunshine, an ambiguity of sin or sorrow,
which enveloped the poor minister, so that love or
sympathy could never reach him. It was said that ghost
and fiend consorted with him there. With self-
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shudderings and outward terrors, he walked continually
in its shadow, groping darkly within his own soul, or
gazing through a medium that saddened the whole world.
Even the lawless wind, it was believed, respected his
dreadful secret, and never blew aside the veil. But still
good Mr. Hooper sadly smiled at the pale visages of the
worldly throng as he passed by.
Among all its bad influences, the black veil had the
one desirable effect, of making its wearer a very efficient
clergyman. By the aid of his mysterious emblem–for
there was no other apparent cause–he became a man of
awful power over souls that were in agony for sin. His
converts always regarded him with a dread peculiar to
themselves, affirming, though but figuratively, that,
before he brought them to celestial light, they had been
with him behind the black veil. Its gloom, indeed, enabled
him to sympathize with all dark affections. Dying sinners
cried aloud for Mr. Hooper, and would not yield their
breath till he appeared; though ever, as he stooped to
whisper consolation, they shuddered at the veiled face
so near their own. Such were the terrors of the black
veil, even when Death had bared his visage! Strangers
came long distances to attend service at his church, with
the mere idle purpose of gazing at his figure, because it
was forbidden them to behold his face. But many were
made to quake ere they departed! Once, during Governor
Belcher’s administration, Mr. Hooper was appointed to
preach the election sermon. Covered with his black veil,
he stood before the chief magistrate, the council, and the
representatives, and wrought so deep an impression that
the legislative measures of that year were characterized
by all the gloom and piety of our earliest ancestral sway.
In this manner Mr. Hooper spent a long life,
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irreproachable in outward act, yet shrouded in dismal
suspicions; kind and loving, though unloved, and dimly
feared; a man apart from men, shunned in their health
and joy, but ever summoned to their aid in mortal
anguish. As years wore on, shedding their snows above
his sable veil, he acquired a name throughout the New
England churches, and they called him Father Hooper.
Nearly all his parishioners, who were of mature age when
he was settled, had been borne away by many a funeral: he
had one congregation in the church, and a more crowded
one in the churchyard; and having wrought so late into
the evening, and done his work so well, it was now good
Father Hooper’s turn to rest.
Several persons were visible by the shaded candle-light,
in the death chamber of the old clergyman. Natural
connections he had none. But there was the decorously
grave, though unmoved physician, seeking only to
mitigate the last pangs of the patient whom he could not
save. There were the deacons, and other eminently pious
members of his church. There, also, was the Reverend
Mr. Clark, of Westbury, a young and zealous divine, who
had ridden in haste to pray by the bedside of the expiring
minister. There was the nurse, no hired handmaiden of
death, but one whose calm affection had endured thus
long in secrecy, in solitude, amid the chill of age, and
would not perish, even at the dying hour. Who, but
Elizabeth! And there lay the hoary head of good Father
Hooper upon the death pillow, with the black veil still
swathed about his brow, and reaching down over his face,
so that each more difficult gasp of his faint breath caused
it to stir. All through life that piece of crape had hung
between him and the world: it had separated him from
cheerful brotherhood and woman’s love, and kept him in
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that saddest of all prisons, his own heart; and still it lay
upon his face, as if to deepen the gloom of his darksome
chamber, and shade him from the sunshine of eternity.
For some time previous, his mind had been confused,
wavering doubtfully between the past and the present,
and hovering forward, as it were, at intervals, into the
indistinctness of the world to come. There had been
feverish turns, which tossed him from side to side, and
wore away what little strength he had. But in his most
convulsive struggles, and in the wildest vagaries of his
intellect, when no other thought retained its sober
influence, he still showed an awful solicitude lest the
black veil should slip aside. Even if his bewildered soul
could have forgotten, there was a faithful woman at his
pillow, who, with averted eyes, would have covered that
aged face, which she had last beheld in the comeliness
of manhood. At length the death-stricken old man lay
quietly in the torpor of mental and bodily exhaustion,
with an imperceptible pulse, and breath that grew fainter
and fainter, except when a long, deep, and irregular
inspiration seemed to prelude the flight of his spirit.
The minister of Westbury approached the bedside.
“Venerable Father Hooper,” said he, “the moment of
your release is at hand. Are you ready for the lifting of the
veil that shuts in time from eternity?”
Father Hooper at first replied merely by a feeble
motion of his head; then, apprehensive, perhaps, that his
meaning might be doubtful, he exerted himself to speak.
“Yea,” said he, in faint accents, “my soul hath a patient
weariness until that veil be lifted.”
“And is it fitting,” resumed the Reverend Mr. Clark,
“that a man so given to prayer, of such a blameless
example, holy in deed and thought, so far as mortal
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judgment may pronounce; is it fitting that a father in the
church should leave a shadow on his memory, that may
seem to blacken a life so pure? I pray you, my venerable
brother, let not this thing be! Suffer us to be gladdened by
your triumphant aspect as you go to your reward. Before
the veil of eternity be lifted, let me cast aside this black
veil from your face!”
And thus speaking, the Reverend Mr. Clark bent
forward to reveal the mystery of so many years. But,
exerting a sudden energy, that made all the beholders
stand aghast, Father Hooper snatched both his hands
from beneath the bedclothes, and pressed them strongly
on the black veil, resolute to struggle, if the minister of
Westbury would contend with a dying man.
“Never!” cried the veiled clergyman. “On earth, never!”
“Dark old man!” exclaimed the affrighted minister,
“with what horrible crime upon your soul are you now
passing to the judgment?”
Father Hooper’s breath heaved; it rattled in his throat;
but, with a mighty effort, grasping forward with his
hands, he caught hold of life, and held it back till he
should speak. He even raised himself in bed; and there he
sat, shivering with the arms of death around him, while
the black veil hung down, awful at that last moment, in
the gathered terrors of a lifetime. And yet the faint, sad
smile, so often there, now seemed to glimmer from its
obscurity, and linger on Father Hooper’s lips.
“Why do you tremble at me alone?” cried he, turning his
veiled face round the circle of pale spectators. “Tremble
also at each other! Have men avoided me, and women
shown no pity, and children screamed and fled, only for
my black veil? What, but the mystery which it obscurely
typifies, has made this piece of crape so awful? When
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the friend shows his inmost heart to his friend; the lover
to his best beloved; when man does not vainly shrink
from the eye of his Creator, loathsomely treasuring up the
secret of his sin; then deem me a monster, for the symbol
beneath which I have lived, and die! I look around me,
and, lo! on every visage a Black Veil!”
While his auditors shrank from one another, in mutual
affright, Father Hooper fell back upon his pillow, a veiled
corpse, with a faint smile lingering on the lips. Still veiled,
they laid him in his coffin, and a veiled corpse they bore
him to the grave. The grass of many years has sprung
up and withered on that grave, the burial stone is moss-
grown, and good Mr. Hooper’s face is dust; but awful is
still the thought that it mouldered beneath the Black Veil!
NOTE. Another clergyman in New England, Mr.
Joseph Moody, of York, Maine, who died about eighty
years since, made himself remarkable by the same
eccentricity that is here related of the Reverend Mr.
Hooper. In his case, however, the symbol had a different
import. In early life he had accidentally killed a beloved
friend; and from that day till the hour of his own death,
he hid his face from men.
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CHAPTER 103.
YOUNG GOODMAN BROWN
NATHANIEL HAWTHORNE
YOUNG GOODMAN BROWN came forth at sunset,
into the street of Salem village, but put his head back,
after crossing the threshold, to exchange a parting kiss
with his young wife. And Faith, as the wife was aptly
named, thrust her own pretty head into the street, letting
the wind play with the pink ribbons of her cap, while she
called to Goodman Brown.
“Dearest heart,” whispered she, softly and rather sadly,
when her lips were close to his ear, “pr’y thee, put off your
journey until sunrise, and sleep in your own bed to-night.
A lone woman is troubled with such dreams and such
thoughts, that she’s afeard of herself, sometimes. Pray,
tarry with me this night, dear husband, of all nights in the
year!”
“My love and my Faith,” replied young Goodman
Brown, “of all nights in the year, this one night must
I tarry away from thee. My journey, as thou callest it,
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forth and back again, must needs be done ‘twixt now and
sunrise. What, my sweet, pretty wife, dost thou doubt me
already, and we but three months married!”
“Then God bless you!” said Faith, with the pink ribbons,
“and may you find all well, when you come back.”
“Amen!” cried Goodman Brown. “Say thy prayers, dear
Faith, and go to bed at dusk, and no harm will come to
thee.”
So they parted; and the young man pursued his way,
until, being about to turn the corner by the meeting-
house, he looked back and saw the head of Faith still
peeping after him, with a melancholy air, in spite of her
pink ribbons.
“Poor little Faith!” thought he, for his heart smote him.
“What a wretch am I, to leave her on such an errand! She
talks of dreams, too. Methought, as she spoke, there was
trouble in her face, as if a dream had warned her what
work is to be done to-night. But, no, no! ‘twould kill her
to think it. Well; she’s a blessed angel on earth; and after
this one night, I’ll cling to her skirts and follow her to
Heaven.”
With this excellent resolve for the future, Goodman
Brown felt himself justified in making more haste on his
present evil purpose. He had taken a dreary road,
darkened by all the gloomiest trees of the forest, which
barely stood aside to let the narrow path creep through,
and closed immediately behind. It was all as lonely as
could be; and there is this peculiarity in such a solitude,
that the traveller knows not who may be concealed by the
innumerable trunks and the thick boughs overhead; so
that, with lonely footsteps, he may yet be passing through
an unseen multitude.
“There may be a devilish Indian behind every tree,”
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said Goodman Brown to himself; and he glanced fearfully
behind him, as he added, “What if the devil himself should
be at my very elbow!”
His head being turned back, he passed a crook of the
road, and looking forward again, beheld the figure of a
man, in grave and decent attire, seated at the foot of an
old tree. He arose, at Goodman Brown’s approach, and
walked onward, side by side with him.
“You are late, Goodman Brown,” said he. “The clock of
the Old South was striking, as I came through Boston;
and that is full fifteen minutes agone.”
“Faith kept me back awhile,” replied the young man,
with a tremor in his voice, caused by the sudden
appearance of his companion, though not wholly
unexpected.
It was now deep dusk in the forest, and deepest in that
part of it where these two were journeying. As nearly as
could be discerned, the second traveller was about fifty
years old, apparently in the same rank of life as Goodman
Brown, and bearing a considerable resemblance to him,
though perhaps more in expression than features. Still,
they might have been taken for father and son. And yet,
though the elder person was as simply clad as the
younger, and as simple in manner too, he had an
indescribable air of one who knew the world, and would
not have felt abashed at the governor’s dinner-table, or
in King William’s court, were it possible that his affairs
should call him thither. But the only thing about him, that
could be fixed upon as remarkable, was his staff, which
bore the likeness of a great black snake, so curiously
wrought, that it might almost be seen to twist and wriggle
itself like a living serpent. This, of course, must have been
an ocular deception, assisted by the uncertain light.
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“Come, Goodman Brown!” cried his fellow-traveller,
“this is a dull pace for the beginning of a journey. Take my
staff, if you are so soon weary.”
“Friend,” said the other, exchanging his slow pace for a
full stop, “having kept covenant by meeting thee here, it is
my purpose now to return whence I came. I have scruples,
touching the matter thou wot’st of.”
“Sayest thou so?” replied he of the serpent, smiling
apart. “Let us walk on, nevertheless, reasoning as we go,
and if I convince thee not, thou shalt turn back. We are
but a little way in the forest, yet.”
“Too far, too far!” exclaimed the goodman,
unconsciously resuming his walk. “My father never went
into the woods on such an errand, nor his father before
him. We have been a race of honest men and good
Christians, since the days of the martyrs. And shall I be
the first of the name of Brown, that ever took this path
and kept–”
“Such company, thou wouldst say,” observed the elder
person, interrupting his pause. “Well said, Goodman
Brown! I have been as well acquainted with your family
as with ever a one among the Puritans; and that’s no trifle
to say. I helped your grandfather, the constable, when he
lashed the Quaker woman so smartly through the streets
of Salem. And it was I that brought your father a pitch-
pine knot, kindled at my own hearth, to set fire to an
Indian village, in King Philip’s War. They were my good
friends, both; and many a pleasant walk have we had
along this path, and returned merrily after midnight. I
would fain be friends with you, for their sake.”
“If it be as thou sayest,” replied Goodman Brown, “I
marvel they never spoke of these matters. Or, verily, I
marvel not, seeing that the least rumor of the sort would
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have driven them from New England. We are a people
of prayer, and good works to boot, and abide no such
wickedness.”
“Wickedness or not,” said the traveller with the twisted
staff, “I have a very general acquaintance here in New
England. The deacons of many a church have drunk the
communion wine with me; the selectmen, of divers
towns, make me their chairman; and a majority of the
Great and General Court are firm supporters of my
interest. The governor and I, too–but these are state-
secrets.”
“Can this be so!” cried Goodman Brown, with a stare
of amazement at his undisturbed companion. “Howbeit, I
have nothing to do with the governor and council; they
have their own ways, and are no rule for a simple
husbandman like me. But, were I to go on with thee, how
should I meet the eye of that good old man, our minister,
at Salem village? Oh, his voice would make me tremble,
both Sabbath-day and lecture-day!”
Thus far, the elder traveller had listened with due
gravity, but now burst into a fit of irrepressible mirth,
shaking himself so violently that his snake-like staff
actually seemed to wriggle in sympathy.
“Ha! ha! ha!” shouted he, again and again; then
composing himself, “Well, go on, Goodman Brown, go on;
but, pr’y thee, don’t kill me with laughing!”
“Well, then, to end the matter at once,” said Goodman
Brown, considerably nettled, “there is my wife, Faith. It
would break her dear little heart; and I’d rather break my
own!”
“Nay, if that be the case,” answered the other, “e’en go
thy ways, Goodman Brown. I would not, for twenty old
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women like the one hobbling before us, that Faith should
come to any harm.”
As he spoke, he pointed his staff at a female figure on
the path, in whom Goodman Brown recognized a very
pious and exemplary dame, who had taught him his
catechism in youth, and was still his moral and spiritual
adviser, jointly with the minister and Deacon Gookin.
“A marvel, truly, that Goody Cloyse should be so far
in the wilderness, at night-fall!” said he. “But, with your
leave, friend, I shall take a cut through the woods, until we
have left this Christian woman behind. Being a stranger
to you, she might ask whom I was consorting with, and
whither I was going.”
“Be it so,” said his fellow-traveller. “Betake you to the
woods, and let me keep the path.”
Accordingly, the young man turned aside, but took care
to watch his companion, who advanced softly along the
road, until he had come within a staff’s length of the old
dame. She, meanwhile, was making the best of her way,
with singular speed for so aged a woman, and mumbling
some indistinct words, a prayer, doubtless, as she went.
The traveller put forth his staff, and touched her withered
neck with what seemed the serpent’s tail.
“The devil!” screamed the pious old lady.
“Then Goody Cloyse knows her old friend?” observed
the traveller, confronting her, and leaning on his writhing
stick.
“Ah, forsooth, and is it your worship, indeed?” cried
the good dame. “Yea, truly is it, and in the very image of
my old gossip, Goodman Brown, the grandfather of the
silly fellow that now is. But–would your worship believe
it?–my broomstick hath strangely disappeared, stolen, as
I suspect, by that unhanged witch, Goody Cory, and that,
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too, when I was all anointed with the juice of smallage
and cinque-foil and wolf’s-bane–”
“Mingled with fine wheat and the fat of a new-born
babe,” said the shape of old Goodman Brown.
“Ah, your worship knows the recipe,” cried the old lady,
cackling aloud. “So, as I was saying, being all ready for
the meeting, and no horse to ride on, I made up my mind
to foot it; for they tell me, there is a nice young man to
be taken into communion to-night. But now your good
worship will lend me your arm, and we shall be there in a
twinkling.”
“That can hardly be,” answered her friend. “I may not
spare you my arm, Goody Cloyse, but here is my staff, if
you will.”
So saying, he threw it down at her feet, where, perhaps,
it assumed life, being one of the rods which its owner
had formerly lent to Egyptian Magi. Of this fact, however,
Goodman Brown could not take cognizance. He had cast
up his eyes in astonishment, and looking down again,
beheld neither Goody Cloyse nor the serpentine staff, but
his fellow-traveller alone, who waited for him as calmly
as if nothing had happened.
“That old woman taught me my catechism!” said the
young man; and there was a world of meaning in this
simple comment.
They continued to walk onward, while the elder
traveller exhorted his companion to make good speed
and persevere in the path, discoursing so aptly, that his
arguments seemed rather to spring up in the bosom of his
auditor, than to be suggested by himself. As they went, he
plucked a branch of maple, to serve for a walking-stick,
and began to strip it of the twigs and little boughs, which
were wet with evening dew. The moment his fingers
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touched them, they became strangely withered and dried
up, as with a week’s sunshine. Thus the pair proceeded, at
a good free pace, until suddenly, in a gloomy hollow of the
road, Goodman Brown sat himself down on the stump of
a tree, and refused to go any farther.
“Friend,” said he, stubbornly, “my mind is made up.
Not another step will I budge on this errand. What if a
wretched old woman do choose to go to the devil, when I
thought she was going to Heaven! Is that any reason why
I should quit my dear Faith, and go after her?”
“You will think better of this by-and-by,” said his
acquaintance, composedly. “Sit here and rest yourself
awhile; and when you feel like moving again, there is my
staff to help you along.”
Without more words, he threw his companion the
maple stick, and was as speedily out of sight, as if he
had vanished into the deepening gloom. The young man
sat a few moments by the road-side, applauding himself
greatly, and thinking with how clear a conscience he
should meet the minister, in his morning-walk, nor
shrink from the eye of good old Deacon Gookin. And
what calm sleep would be his, that very night, which was
to have been spent so wickedly, but purely and sweetly
now, in the arms of Faith! Amidst these pleasant and
praiseworthy meditations, Goodman Brown heard the
tramp of horses along the road, and deemed it advisable
to conceal himself within the verge of the forest,
conscious of the guilty purpose that had brought him
thither, though now so happily turned from it.
On came the hoof-tramps and the voices of the riders,
two grave old voices, conversing soberly as they drew
near. These mingled sounds appeared to pass along the
road, within a few yards of the young man’s hiding-place;
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but owing, doubtless, to the depth of the gloom, at that
particular spot, neither the travellers nor their steeds
were visible. Though their figures brushed the small
boughs by the way-side, it could not be seen that they
intercepted, even for a moment, the faint gleam from the
strip of bright sky, athwart which they must have passed.
Goodman Brown alternately crouched and stood on tip-
toe, pulling aside the branches, and thrusting forth his
head as far as he durst, without discerning so much as
a shadow. It vexed him the more, because he could have
sworn, were such a thing possible, that he recognized the
voices of the minister and Deacon Gookin, jogging along
quietly, as they were wont to do, when bound to some
ordination or ecclesiastical council. While yet within
hearing, one of the riders stopped to pluck a switch.
“Of the two, reverend Sir,” said the voice like the
deacon’s, I had rather miss an ordination-dinner than
tonight’s meeting. They tell me that some of our
community are to be here from Falmouth and beyond,
and others from Connecticut and Rhode-Island; besides
several of the Indian powows, who, after their fashion,
know almost as much deviltry as the best of us. Moreover,
there is a goodly young woman to be taken into
communion.”
“Mighty well, Deacon Gookin!” replied the solemn old
tones of the minister. “Spur up, or we shall be late.
Nothing can be done, you know, until I get on the
ground.”
The hoofs clattered again, and the voices, talking so
strangely in the empty air, passed on through the forest,
where no church had ever been gathered, nor solitary
Christian prayed. Whither, then, could these holy men be
journeying, so deep into the heathen wilderness? Young
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Goodman Brown caught hold of a tree, for support, being
ready to sink down on the ground, faint and
overburthened with the heavy sickness of his heart. He
looked up to the sky, doubting whether there really was a
Heaven above him. Yet, there was the blue arch, and the
stars brightening in it.
“With Heaven above, and Faith below, I will yet stand
firm against the devil!” cried Goodman Brown.
While he still gazed upward, into the deep arch of the
firmament, and had lifted his hands to pray, a cloud,
though no wind was stirring, hurried across the zenith,
and hid the brightening stars. The blue sky was still
visible, except directly overhead, where this black mass
of cloud was sweeping swiftly northward. Aloft in the
air, as if from the depths of the cloud, came a confused
and doubtful sound of voices. Once, the listener fancied
that he could distinguish the accent of town’s-people of
his own, men and women, both pious and ungodly, many
of whom he had met at the communion-table, and had
seen others rioting at the tavern. The next moment, so
indistinct were the sounds, he doubted whether he had
heard aught but the murmur of the old forest, whispering
without a wind. Then came a stronger swell of those
familiar tones, heard daily in the sunshine, at Salem
village, but never, until now, from a cloud of night. There
was one voice, of a young woman, uttering lamentations,
yet with an uncertain sorrow, and entreating for some
favor, which, perhaps, it would grieve her to obtain. And
all the unseen multitude, both saints and sinners, seemed
to encourage her onward.
“Faith!” shouted Goodman Brown, in a voice of agony
and desperation; and the echoes of the forest mocked
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him, crying –“Faith! Faith!” as if bewildered wretches
were seeking her, all through the wilderness.
The cry of grief, rage, and terror, was yet piercing the
night, when the unhappy husband held his breath for a
response. There was a scream, drowned immediately in a
louder murmur of voices, fading into far-off laughter, as
the dark cloud swept away, leaving the clear and silent sky
above Goodman Brown. But something fluttered lightly
down through the air, and caught on the branch of a tree.
The young man seized it, and beheld a pink ribbon.
“My Faith is gone!” cried he, after one stupefied
moment. “There is no good on earth; and sin is but a
name. Come, devil! for to thee is this world given.”
And maddened with despair, so that he laughed loud
and long, did Goodman Brown grasp his staff and set
forth again, at such a rate, that he seemed to fly along
the forest-path, rather than to walk or run. The road
grew wilder and drearier, and more faintly traced, and
vanished at length, leaving him in the heart of the dark
wilderness, still rushing onward, with the instinct that
guides mortal man to evil. The whole forest was peopled
with frightful sounds; the creaking of the trees, the
howling of wild beasts, and the yell of Indians; while,
sometimes the wind tolled like a distant church-bell, and
sometimes gave a broad roar around the traveller, as if all
Nature were laughing him to scorn. But he was himself
the chief horror of the scene, and shrank not from its
other horrors.
“Ha! ha! ha!” roared Goodman Brown, when the wind
laughed at him. “Let us hear which will laugh loudest!
Think not to frighten me with your deviltry! Come witch,
come wizard, come Indian powow, come devil himself!
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and here comes Goodman Brown. You may as well fear
him as he fear you!”
In truth, all through the haunted forest, there could
be nothing more frightful than the figure of Goodman
Brown. On he flew, among the black pines, brandishing
his staff with frenzied gestures, now giving vent to an
inspiration of horrid blasphemy, and now shouting forth
such laughter, as set all the echoes of the forest laughing
like demons around him. The fiend in his own shape is
less hideous, than when he rages in the breast of man.
Thus sped the demoniac on his course, until, quivering
among the trees, he saw a red light before him, as when
the felled trunks and branches of a clearing have been set
on fire, and throw up their lurid blaze against the sky, at
the hour of midnight. He paused, in a lull of the tempest
that had driven him onward, and heard the swell of what
seemed a hymn, rolling solemnly from a distance, with
the weight of many voices. He knew the tune; it was a
familiar one in the choir of the village meeting-house.
The verse died heavily away, and was lengthened by a
chorus, not of human voices, but of all the sounds of the
benighted wilderness, pealing in awful harmony together.
Goodman Brown cried out; and his cry was lost to his
own ear, by its unison with the cry of the desert.
In the interval of silence, he stole forward, until the
light glared full upon his eyes. At one extremity of an
open space, hemmed in by the dark wall of the forest,
arose a rock, bearing some rude, natural resemblance
either to an altar or a pulpit, and surrounded by four
blazing pines, their tops aflame, their stems untouched,
like candles at an evening meeting. The mass of foliage,
that had overgrown the summit of the rock, was all on
fire, blazing high into the night, and fitfully illuminating
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the whole field. Each pendent twig and leafy festoon was
in a blaze. As the red light arose and fell, a numerous
congregation alternately shone forth, then disappeared in
shadow, and again grew, as it were, out of the darkness,
peopling the heart of the solitary woods at once.
“A grave and dark-clad company!” quoth Goodman
Brown.
In truth, they were such. Among them, quivering to-
and-fro, between gloom and splendor, appeared faces
that would be seen, next day, at the council-board of the
province, and others which, Sabbath after Sabbath,
looked devoutly heavenward, and benignantly over the
crowded pews, from the holiest pulpits in the land. Some
affirm, that the lady of the governor was there. At least,
there were high dames well known to her, and wives of
honored husbands, and widows, a great multitude, and
ancient maidens, all of excellent repute, and fair young
girls, who trembled lest their mothers should espy them.
Either the sudden gleams of light, flashing over the
obscure field, bedazzled Goodman Brown, or he
recognized a score of the church-members of Salem
village, famous for their especial sanctity. Good old
Deacon Gookin had arrived, and waited at the skirts of
that venerable saint, his reverend pastor. But, irreverently
consorting with these grave, reputable, and pious people,
these elders of the church, these chaste dames and dewy
virgins, there were men of dissolute lives and women of
spotted fame, wretches given over to all mean and filthy
vice, and suspected even of horrid crimes. It was strange
to see, that the good shrank not from the wicked, nor
were the sinners abashed by the saints. Scattered, also,
among their palefaced enemies, were the Indian priests,
or powows, who had often scared their native forest with
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more hideous incantations than any known to English
witchcraft.
“But, where is Faith?” thought Goodman Brown; and,
as hope came into his heart, he trembled.
Another verse of the hymn arose, a slow and mournful
strain, such as the pious love, but joined to words which
expressed all that our nature can conceive of sin, and
darkly hinted at far more. Unfathomable to mere mortals
is the lore of fiends. Verse after verse was sung, and still
the chorus of the desert swelled between, like the deepest
tone of a mighty organ. And, with the final peal of that
dreadful anthem, there came a sound, as if the roaring
wind, the rushing streams, the howling beasts, and every
other voice of the unconverted wilderness, were mingling
and according with the voice of guilty man, in homage
to the prince of all. The four blazing pines threw up a
loftier flame, and obscurely discovered shapes and visages
of horror on the smoke-wreaths, above the impious
assembly. At the same moment, the fire on the rock shot
redly forth, and formed a glowing arch above its base,
where now appeared a figure. With reverence be it
spoken, the figure bore no slight similitude, both in garb
and manner, to some grave divine of the New-England
churches.
“Bring forth the converts!” cried a voice, that echoed
through the field and rolled into the forest.
At the word, Goodman Brown stepped forth from the
shadow of the trees, and approached the congregation,
with whom he felt a loathful brotherhood, by the
sympathy of all that was wicked in his heart. He could
have well nigh sworn, that the shape of his own dead
father beckoned him to advance, looking downward from
a smoke-wreath, while a woman, with dim features of
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despair, threw out her hand to warn him back. Was it
his mother? But he had no power to retreat one step,
nor to resist, even in thought, when the minister and
good old Deacon Gookin seized his arms, and led him
to the blazing rock. Thither came also the slender form
of a veiled female, led between Goody Cloyse, that pious
teacher of the catechism, and Martha Carrier, who had
received the devil’s promise to be queen of hell. A
rampant hag was she! And there stood the proselytes,
beneath the canopy of fire.
“Welcome, my children,” said the dark figure, “to the
communion of your race! Ye have found, thus young,
your nature and your destiny. My children, look behind
you!”
They turned; and flashing forth, as it were, in a sheet
of flame, the fiend-worshippers were seen; the smile of
welcome gleamed darkly on every visage.
“There,” resumed the sable form, “are all whom ye have
reverenced from youth. Ye deemed them holier than
yourselves, and shrank from your own sin, contrasting
it with their lives of righteousness, and prayerful
aspirations heavenward. Yet, here are they all, in my
worshipping assembly! This night it shall be granted you
to know their secret deeds; how hoary-bearded elders of
the church have whispered wanton words to the young
maids of their households; how many a woman, eager for
widow’s weeds, has given her husband a drink at bed-
time, and let him sleep his last sleep in her bosom; how
beardless youth have made haste to inherit their father’s
wealth; and how fair damsels–blush not, sweet ones–have
dug little graves in the garden, and bidden me, the sole
guest, to an infant’s funeral. By the sympathy of your
human hearts for sin, ye shall scent out all the
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places–whether in church, bed-chamber, street, field, or
forest–where crime has been committed, and shall exult
to behold the whole earth one stain of guilt, one mighty
blood-spot. Far more than this! It shall be yours to
penetrate, in every bosom, the deep mystery of sin, the
fountain of all wicked arts, and which inexhaustibly
supplies more evil impulses than human power–than my
power at its utmost!–can make manifest in deeds. And
now, my children, look upon each other.”
They did so; and, by the blaze of the hell-kindled
torches, the wretched man beheld his Faith, and the wife
her husband, trembling before that unhallowed altar.
“Lo! there ye stand, my children,” said the figure, in
a deep and solemn tone, almost sad, with its despairing
awfulness, as if his once angelic nature could yet mourn
for our miserable race. “Depending upon one another’s
hearts, ye had still hoped that virtue were not all a dream!
Now are ye undeceived! Evil is the nature of mankind.
Evil must be your only happiness. Welcome, again, my
children, to the communion of your race!”
“Welcome!” repeated the fiend-worshippers, in one cry
of despair and triumph.
And there they stood, the only pair, as it seemed, who
were yet hesitating on the verge of wickedness, in this
dark world. A basin was hollowed, naturally, in the rock.
Did it contain water, reddened by the lurid light? or was
it blood? or, perchance, a liquid flame? Herein did the
Shape of Evil dip his hand, and prepare to lay the mark
of baptism upon their foreheads, that they might be
partakers of the mystery of sin, more conscious of the
secret guilt of others, both in deed and thought, than
they could now be of their own. The husband cast one
look at his pale wife, and Faith at him. What polluted
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wretches would the next glance show them to each other,
shuddering alike at what they disclosed and what they
saw!
“Faith! Faith!” cried the husband. “Look up to Heaven,
and resist the Wicked One!”
Whether Faith obeyed, he knew not. Hardly had he
spoken, when he found himself amid calm night and
solitude, listening to a roar of the wind, which died
heavily away through the forest. He staggered against the
rock, and felt it chill and damp, while a hanging twig,
that had been all on fire, besprinkled his cheek with the
coldest dew.
The next morning, young Goodman Brown came
slowly into the street of Salem village, staring around
him like a bewildered man. The good old minister was
taking a walk along the graveyard, to get an appetite for
breakfast and meditate his sermon, and bestowed a
blessing, as he passed, on Goodman Brown. He shrank
from the venerable saint, as if to avoid an anathema. Old
Deacon Gookin was at domestic worship, and the holy
words of his prayer were heard through the open
window. “What God doth the wizard pray to?” quoth
Goodman Brown. Goody Cloyse, that excellent old
Christian, stood in the early sunshine, at her own lattice,
catechising a little girl, who had brought her a pint of
morning’s milk. Goodman Brown snatched away the
child, as from the grasp of the fiend himself. Turning
the corner by the meeting-house, he spied the head of
Faith, with the pink ribbons, gazing anxiously forth, and
bursting into such joy at sight of him, that she skipt along
the street, and almost kissed her husband before the
whole village. But Goodman Brown looked sternly and
sadly into her face, and passed on without a greeting.
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Had Goodman Brown fallen asleep in the forest, and
only dreamed a wild dream of a witch-meeting?
Be it so, if you will. But, alas! it was a dream of evil
omen for young Goodman Brown. A stern, a sad, a darkly
meditative, a distrustful, if not a desperate man, did he
become, from the night of that fearful dream. On the
Sabbath-day, when the congregation were singing a holy
psalm, he could not listen, because an anthem of sin
rushed loudly upon his ear, and drowned all the blessed
strain. When the minister spoke from the pulpit, with
power and fervid eloquence, and with his hand on the
open Bible, of the sacred truths of our religion, and of
saint-like lives and triumphant deaths, and of future bliss
or misery unutterable, then did Goodman Brown turn
pale, dreading lest the roof should thunder down upon
the gray blasphemer and his hearers. Often, awaking
suddenly at midnight, he shrank from the bosom of Faith,
and at morning or eventide, when the family knelt down
at prayer, he scowled, and muttered to himself, and gazed
sternly at his wife, and turned away. And when he had
lived long, and was borne to his grave, a hoary corpse,
followed by Faith, an aged woman, and children and
grand-children, a goodly procession, besides neighbors,
not a few, they carved no hopeful verse upon his
tombstone; for his dying hour was gloom.
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PART XXIV.
HENRY DAVID THOREAU

CHAPTER 104.
INTRODUCTION (2016)
RYAN DAVIS, ROBERT MARRA, HANNAH HUCKINS
Henry David Thoreau’s “Where I Lived and What I Lived
For” is an example of how one person can improve the
way they interact with their environment, their society,
and improve their own well-being. It describes one man’s
way of existing or being alive and his attempt to persuade
his readers to live as he did to create a better world.
Thoreau includes themes in Walden that are timeless and
relevant today and that exist throughout many cultures,
and different societies.
Thoreau made the decision to live in a cabin near
Walden Pond because he “wished to live deliberately”
(Thoreau 1028). Walden is not about Thoreau trying to
isolate himself from society or becoming a hermit. He
wanted to create an “experiment” to see if it was possible
to live the way one wished rather than the way society
expected one to live (1025). Thoreau did not live in the
woods to be self-sufficient, but to be self-reliant. He
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wanted to learn more about himself rather than focus on
the material gains of his crops. While looking at some
local farms he was interested in the landowner told
Thoreau, “its bounding on the river, which… protected
it by its fogs from frosts in the spring, though that was
nothing to me” (1024). Thoreau was clearly not interested
in making a fortune in agriculture or isolating himself
from people. Walden Pond was only a couple miles from
Concord, Massachusetts and he often visited friends and
family. The land the cabin sat on belonged to Thoreau’s
friend Ralph Waldo Emerson (1026).
Thoreau made multiple references to the
Revolutionary War in Walden which adds the theme of
civil disobedience to his writing. He moved into the cabin
on Walden Pond on July 4, 1845 and it was only a short
distance from the Concord Battle Ground (1026). While
he did not wish to isolate himself completely from society
Thoreau did feel that there was something wrong in the
way that people in society lived their everyday lives. He
wanted to “wake” Americans up and he decided to do this
by leading by example (1028). And he even went so far
as to compare the cultural norm to a disease, “We have
the Saint Vitus’ dance and cannot possibly keep our heads
still,” saying that people were moving uncontrollably and
without reason (1029-1030). He wanted to put a stop
to senseless action and endeavors reveal a path towards
conscious living. It did not necessarily have to be separate
from society, actually Thoreau wanted to see this change
in society.
While Thoreau preferred to write about America and
his homeland he did incorporate some global values into
Walden which are shown in his references to Hinduism
Greek mythology. He quotes the Hindu triad when he
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says, “from the circumstance in which it is placed,
mistakes its own character, until the truth is revealed to
it by some holy teacher, and then it knows itself to be
Brahme”(1031). Thoreau was using this text from another
culture to show how he wanted to be a spiritual leader
to his readers and show them the way to learning about
themselves.
We are reading Henry David Thoreau’s Walden because
it encapsulates one man’s perception of a world that
existed hundreds of years ago. While the lifestyle has
changed, from the day Thoreau wrote his famous text to
today, the themes and ideas still remain relatively similar.
Studying this text is gaining insight from a man who
views the world with a sense of purpose and that
embracing the moment of time that you’re in is all we can
do and all we should do. Thoreau intends his readers to
come from all fragments of time and apply his outtake to
their own lives in order to keep society afloat.
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CHAPTER 105.
"WHERE I LIVED, AND WHAT I LIVED
FOR," FROM WALDEN
HENRY DAVID THOREAU
Where I Lived, and What I Lived For
At a certain season of our life we are accustomed to
consider every spot as the possible site of a house. I have
thus surveyed the country on every side within a dozen
miles of where I live. In imagination I have bought all
the farms in succession, for all were to be bought, and I
knew their price. I walked over each farmer’s premises,
tasted his wild apples, discoursed on husbandry with him,
took his farm at his price, at any price, mortgaging it
to him in my mind; even put a higher price on it—took
everything but a deed of it—took his word for his deed,
for I dearly love to talk—cultivated it, and him too to
some extent, I trust, and withdrew when I had enjoyed it
long enough, leaving him to carry it on. This experience
entitled me to be regarded as a sort of real-estate broker
by my friends. Wherever I sat, there I might live, and the
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landscape radiated from me accordingly. What is a house
but a sedes, a seat?—better if a country seat. I discovered
many a site for a house not likely to be soon improved,
which some might have thought too far from the village,
but to my eyes the village was too far from it. Well, there
I might live, I said; and there I did live, for an hour, a
summer and a winter life; saw how I could let the years
run off, buffet the winter through, and see the spring
come in. The future inhabitants of this region, wherever
they may place their houses, may be sure that they have
been anticipated. An afternoon sufficed to lay out the land
into orchard, wood-lot, and pasture, and to decide what
fine oaks or pines should be left to stand before the door,
and whence each blasted tree could be seen to the best
advantage; and then I let it lie, fallow, perchance, for a
man is rich in proportion to the number of things which
he can afford to let alone.
My imagination carried me so far that I even had the
refusal of several farms—the refusal was all I wanted—but
I never got my fingers burned by actual possession. The
nearest that I came to actual possession was when I
bought the Hollowell place, and had begun to sort my
seeds, and collected materials with which to make a
wheelbarrow to carry it on or off with; but before the
owner gave me a deed of it, his wife—every man has such
a wife—changed her mind and wished to keep it, and he
offered me ten dollars to release him. Now, to speak the
truth, I had but ten cents in the world, and it surpassed my
arithmetic to tell, if I was that man who had ten cents, or
who had a farm, or ten dollars, or all together. However,
I let him keep the ten dollars and the farm too, for I had
carried it far enough; or rather, to be generous, I sold him
the farm for just what I gave for it, and, as he was not a
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rich man, made him a present of ten dollars, and still had
my ten cents, and seeds, and materials for a wheelbarrow
left. I found thus that I had been a rich man without any
damage to my poverty. But I retained the landscape, and I
have since annually carried off what it yielded without a
wheelbarrow. With respect to landscapes,
“I am monarch of all I survey,
My right there is none to dispute.”
I have frequently seen a poet withdraw, having enjoyed
the most valuable part of a farm, while the crusty farmer
supposed that he had got a few wild apples only. Why,
the owner does not know it for many years when a poet
has put his farm in rhyme, the most admirable kind of
invisible fence, has fairly impounded it, milked it,
skimmed it, and got all the cream, and left the farmer only
the skimmed milk.
The real attractions of the Hollowell farm, to me, were:
its complete retirement, being, about two miles from the
village, half a mile from the nearest neighbor, and
separated from the highway by a broad field; its bounding
on the river, which the owner said protected it by its fogs
from frosts in the spring, though that was nothing to me;
the gray color and ruinous state of the house and barn,
and the dilapidated fences, which put such an interval
between me and the last occupant; the hollow and lichen-
covered apple trees, gnawed by rabbits, showing what
kind of neighbors I should have; but above all, the
recollection I had of it from my earliest voyages up the
river, when the house was concealed behind a dense
grove of red maples, through which I heard the house-
dog bark. I was in haste to buy it, before the proprietor
finished getting out some rocks, cutting down the hollow
apple trees, and grubbing up some young birches which
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had sprung up in the pasture, or, in short, had made any
more of his improvements. To enjoy these advantages I
was ready to carry it on; like Atlas, to take the world
on my shoulders—I never heard what compensation he
received for that—and do all those things which had no
other motive or excuse but that I might pay for it and be
unmolested in my possession of it; for I knew all the while
that it would yield the most abundant crop of the kind I
wanted, if I could only afford to let it alone. But it turned
out as I have said.
All that I could say, then, with respect to farming on a
large scale—I have always cultivated a garden—was, that
I had had my seeds ready. Many think that seeds improve
with age. I have no doubt that time discriminates between
the good and the bad; and when at last I shall plant, I
shall be less likely to be disappointed. But I would say to
my fellows, once for all, As long as possible live free and
uncommitted. It makes but little difference whether you
are committed to a farm or the county jail.
Old Cato, whose “De Re Rusticâ” is my “Cultivator,”
says—and the only translation I have seen makes sheer
nonsense of the passage—”When you think of getting a
farm turn it thus in your mind, not to buy greedily; nor
spare your pains to look at it, and do not think it enough
to go round it once. The oftener you go there the more
it will please you, if it is good.” I think I shall not buy
greedily, but go round and round it as long as I live, and
be buried in it first, that it may please me the more at last.
The present was my next experiment of this kind,
which I purpose to describe more at length, for
convenience putting the experience of two years into one.
As I have said, I do not propose to write an ode to
dejection, but to brag as lustily as chanticleer in the
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morning, standing on his roost, if only to wake my
neighbors up.
When first I took up my abode in the woods, that is,
began to spend my nights as well as days there, which,
by accident, was on Independence Day, or the Fourth of
July, 1845, my house was not finished for winter, but
was merely a defence against the rain, without plastering
or chimney, the walls being of rough, weather-stained
boards, with wide chinks, which made it cool at night.
The upright white hewn studs and freshly planed door
and window casings gave it a clean and airy look,
especially in the morning, when its timbers were
saturated with dew, so that I fancied that by noon some
sweet gum would exude from them. To my imagination it
retained throughout the day more or less of this auroral
character, reminding me of a certain house on a mountain
which I had visited a year before. This was an airy and
unplastered cabin, fit to entertain a travelling god, and
where a goddess might trail her garments. The winds
which passed over my dwelling were such as sweep over
the ridges of mountains, bearing the broken strains, or
celestial parts only, of terrestrial music. The morning
wind forever blows, the poem of creation is
uninterrupted; but few are the ears that hear it. Olympus
is but the outside of the earth everywhere.
The only house I had been the owner of before, if I except
a boat, was a tent, which I used occasionally when making
excursions in the summer, and this is still rolled up in my
garret; but the boat, after passing from hand to hand, has
gone down the stream of time. With this more substantial
shelter about me, I had made some progress toward
settling in the world. This frame, so slightly clad, was
a sort of crystallization around me, and reacted on the
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builder. It was suggestive somewhat as a picture in
outlines. I did not need to go outdoors to take the air, for
the atmosphere within had lost none of its freshness. It
was not so much within doors as behind a door where
I sat, even in the rainiest weather. The Harivansa says,
“An abode without birds is like a meat without seasoning.”
Such was not my abode, for I found myself suddenly
neighbor to the birds; not by having imprisoned one, but
having caged myself near them. I was not only nearer
to some of those which commonly frequent the garden
and the orchard, but to those smaller and more thrilling
songsters of the forest which never, or rarely, serenade a
villager—the wood thrush, the veery, the scarlet tanager,
the field sparrow, the whip-poor-will, and many others.
I was seated by the shore of a small pond, about a mile
and a half south of the village of Concord and somewhat
higher than it, in the midst of an extensive wood between
that town and Lincoln, and about two miles south of that
our only field known to fame, Concord Battle Ground;
but I was so low in the woods that the opposite shore, half
a mile off, like the rest, covered with wood, was my most
distant horizon. For the first week, whenever I looked
out on the pond it impressed me like a tarn high up on
the side of a mountain, its bottom far above the surface
of other lakes, and, as the sun arose, I saw it throwing
off its nightly clothing of mist, and here and there, by
degrees, its soft ripples or its smooth reflecting surface
was revealed, while the mists, like ghosts, were stealthily
withdrawing in every direction into the woods, as at the
breaking up of some nocturnal conventicle. The very dew
seemed to hang upon the trees later into the day than
usual, as on the sides of mountains.
This small lake was of most value as a neighbor in the
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intervals of a gentle rain-storm in August, when, both
air and water being perfectly still, but the sky overcast,
mid-afternoon had all the serenity of evening, and the
wood thrush sang around, and was heard from shore to
shore. A lake like this is never smoother than at such
a time; and the clear portion of the air above it being,
shallow and darkened by clouds, the water, full of light
and reflections, becomes a lower heaven itself so much
the more important. From a hill-top near by, where the
wood had been recently cut off, there was a pleasing vista
southward across the pond, through a wide indentation
in the hills which form the shore there, where their
opposite sides sloping toward each other suggested a
stream flowing out in that direction through a wooded
valley, but stream there was none. That way I looked
between and over the near green hills to some distant and
higher ones in the horizon, tinged with blue. Indeed, by
standing on tiptoe I could catch a glimpse of some of the
peaks of the still bluer and more distant mountain ranges
in the northwest, those true-blue coins from heaven’s
own mint, and also of some portion of the village. But
in other directions, even from this point, I could not see
over or beyond the woods which surrounded me. It is
well to have some water in your neighborhood, to give
buoyancy to and float the earth. One value even of the
smallest well is, that when you look into it you see that
earth is not continent but insular. This is as important as
that it keeps butter cool. When I looked across the pond
from this peak toward the Sudbury meadows, which in
time of flood I distinguished elevated perhaps by a mirage
in their seething valley, like a coin in a basin, all the earth
beyond the pond appeared like a thin crust insulated and
floated even by this small sheet of interverting water, and
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I was reminded that this on which I dwelt was but dry
land.
Though the view from my door was still more contracted,
I did not feel crowded or confined in the least. There was
pasture enough for my imagination. The low shrub oak
plateau to which the opposite shore arose stretched away
toward the prairies of the West and the steppes of Tartary,
affording ample room for all the roving families of men.
“There are none happy in the world but beings who enjoy
freely a vast horizon”—said Damodara, when his herds
required new and larger pastures.
Both place and time were changed, and I dwelt nearer to
those parts of the universe and to those eras in history
which had most attracted me. Where I lived was as far
off as many a region viewed nightly by astronomers. We
are wont to imagine rare and delectable places in some
remote and more celestial corner of the system, behind
the constellation of Cassiopeia’s Chair, far from noise
and disturbance. I discovered that my house actually had
its site in such a withdrawn, but forever new and
unprofaned, part of the universe. If it were worth the
while to settle in those parts near to the Pleiades or the
Hyades, to Aldebaran or Altair, then I was really there,
or at an equal remoteness from the life which I had left
behind, dwindled and twinkling with as fine a ray to my
nearest neighbor, and to be seen only in moonless nights
by him. Such was that part of creation where I had
squatted;
“There was a shepherd that did live,
And held his thoughts as high
As were the mounts whereon his flocks
Did hourly feed him by.”
What should we think of the shepherd’s life if his flocks
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always wandered to higher pastures than his thoughts?
Every morning was a cheerful invitation to make my life
of equal simplicity, and I may say innocence, with Nature
herself. I have been as sincere a worshipper of Aurora
as the Greeks. I got up early and bathed in the pond;
that was a religious exercise, and one of the best things
which I did. They say that characters were engraven on
the bathing tub of King Tchingthang to this effect:
“Renew thyself completely each day; do it again, and
again, and forever again.” I can understand that. Morning
brings back the heroic ages. I was as much affected by
the faint hum of a mosquito making its invisible and
unimaginable tour through my apartment at earliest
dawn, when I was sitting with door and windows open,
as I could be by any trumpet that ever sang of fame. It
was Homer’s requiem; itself an Iliad and Odyssey in the
air, singing its own wrath and wanderings. There was
something cosmical about it; a standing advertisement,
till forbidden, of the everlasting vigor and fertility of the
world. The morning, which is the most memorable
season of the day, is the awakening hour. Then there is
least somnolence in us; and for an hour, at least, some
part of us awakes which slumbers all the rest of the day
and night. Little is to be expected of that day, if it can
be called a day, to which we are not awakened by our
Genius, but by the mechanical nudgings of some servitor,
are not awakened by our own newly acquired force and
aspirations from within, accompanied by the undulations
of celestial music, instead of factory bells, and a fragrance
filling the air—to a higher life than we fell asleep from;
and thus the darkness bear its fruit, and prove itself to
be good, no less than the light. That man who does not
believe that each day contains an earlier, more sacred,
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and auroral hour than he has yet profaned, has despaired
of life, and is pursuing a descending and darkening way.
After a partial cessation of his sensuous life, the soul of
man, or its organs rather, are reinvigorated each day, and
his Genius tries again what noble life it can make. All
memorable events, I should say, transpire in morning
time and in a morning atmosphere. The Vedas say, “All
intelligences awake with the morning.” Poetry and art,
and the fairest and most memorable of the actions of
men, date from such an hour. All poets and heroes, like
Memnon, are the children of Aurora, and emit their
music at sunrise. To him whose elastic and vigorous
thought keeps pace with the sun, the day is a perpetual
morning. It matters not what the clocks say or the
attitudes and labors of men. Morning is when I am awake
and there is a dawn in me. Moral reform is the effort
to throw off sleep. Why is it that men give so poor an
account of their day if they have not been slumbering?
They are not such poor calculators. If they had not been
overcome with drowsiness, they would have performed
something. The millions are awake enough for physical
labor; but only one in a million is awake enough for
effective intellectual exertion, only one in a hundred
millions to a poetic or divine life. To be awake is to be
alive. I have never yet met a man who was quite awake.
How could I have looked him in the face?
We must learn to reawaken and keep ourselves awake,
not by mechanical aids, but by an infinite expectation
of the dawn, which does not forsake us in our soundest
sleep. I know of no more encouraging fact than the
unquestionable ability of man to elevate his life by a
conscious endeavor. It is something to be able to paint a
particular picture, or to carve a statue, and so to make a
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few objects beautiful; but it is far more glorious to carve
and paint the very atmosphere and medium through
which we look, which morally we can do. To affect the
quality of the day, that is the highest of arts. Every man is
tasked to make his life, even in its details, worthy of the
contemplation of his most elevated and critical hour. If
we refused, or rather used up, such paltry information as
we get, the oracles would distinctly inform us how this
might be done.
I went to the woods because I wished to live deliberately,
to front only the essential facts of life, and see if I could
not learn what it had to teach, and not, when I came
to die, discover that I had not lived. I did not wish to
live what was not life, living is so dear; nor did I wish
to practise resignation, unless it was quite necessary. I
wanted to live deep and suck out all the marrow of life, to
live so sturdily and Spartan-like as to put to rout all that
was not life, to cut a broad swath and shave close, to drive
life into a corner, and reduce it to its lowest terms, and,
if it proved to be mean, why then to get the whole and
genuine meanness of it, and publish its meanness to the
world; or if it were sublime, to know it by experience, and
be able to give a true account of it in my next excursion.
For most men, it appears to me, are in a strange
uncertainty about it, whether it is of the devil or of God,
and have somewhat hastily concluded that it is the chief
end of man here to “glorify God and enjoy him forever.”
Still we live meanly, like ants; though the fable tells us
that we were long ago changed into men; like pygmies
we fight with cranes; it is error upon error, and clout
upon clout, and our best virtue has for its occasion a
superfluous and evitable wretchedness. Our life is
frittered away by detail. An honest man has hardly need
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to count more than his ten fingers, or in extreme cases
he may add his ten toes, and lump the rest. Simplicity,
simplicity, simplicity! I say, let your affairs be as two or
three, and not a hundred or a thousand; instead of a
million count half a dozen, and keep your accounts on
your thumb-nail. In the midst of this chopping sea of
civilized life, such are the clouds and storms and
quicksands and thousand-and-one items to be allowed
for, that a man has to live, if he would not founder and
go to the bottom and not make his port at all, by dead
reckoning, and he must be a great calculator indeed who
succeeds. Simplify, simplify. Instead of three meals a day,
if it be necessary eat but one; instead of a hundred dishes,
five; and reduce other things in proportion. Our life is
like a German Confederacy, made up of petty states, with
its boundary forever fluctuating, so that even a German
cannot tell you how it is bounded at any moment. The
nation itself, with all its so-called internal improvements,
which, by the way are all external and superficial, is just
such an unwieldy and overgrown establishment,
cluttered with furniture and tripped up by its own traps,
ruined by luxury and heedless expense, by want of
calculation and a worthy aim, as the million households
in the land; and the only cure for it, as for them, is in a
rigid economy, a stern and more than Spartan simplicity
of life and elevation of purpose. It lives too fast. Men
think that it is essential that the Nation have commerce,
and export ice, and talk through a telegraph, and ride
thirty miles an hour, without a doubt, whether they do
or not; but whether we should live like baboons or like
men, is a little uncertain. If we do not get out sleepers,
and forge rails, and devote days and nights to the work,
but go to tinkering upon our lives to improve them, who
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will build railroads? And if railroads are not built, how
shall we get to heaven in season? But if we stay at home
and mind our business, who will want railroads? We do
not ride on the railroad; it rides upon us. Did you ever
think what those sleepers are that underlie the railroad?
Each one is a man, an Irishman, or a Yankee man. The
rails are laid on them, and they are covered with sand,
and the cars run smoothly over them. They are sound
sleepers, I assure you. And every few years a new lot is
laid down and run over; so that, if some have the pleasure
of riding on a rail, others have the misfortune to be ridden
upon. And when they run over a man that is walking in
his sleep, a supernumerary sleeper in the wrong position,
and wake him up, they suddenly stop the cars, and make a
hue and cry about it, as if this were an exception. I am glad
to know that it takes a gang of men for every five miles to
keep the sleepers down and level in their beds as it is, for
this is a sign that they may sometime get up again.
Why should we live with such hurry and waste of life?
We are determined to be starved before we are hungry.
Men say that a stitch in time saves nine, and so they take
a thousand stitches today to save nine tomorrow. As for
work, we haven’t any of any consequence. We have the
Saint Vitus’ dance, and cannot possibly keep our heads
still. If I should only give a few pulls at the parish bell-
rope, as for a fire, that is, without setting the bell, there
is hardly a man on his farm in the outskirts of Concord,
notwithstanding that press of engagements which was
his excuse so many times this morning, nor a boy, nor
a woman, I might almost say, but would forsake all and
follow that sound, not mainly to save property from the
flames, but, if we will confess the truth, much more to see
it burn, since burn it must, and we, be it known, did not
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set it on fire—or to see it put out, and have a hand in it, if
that is done as handsomely; yes, even if it were the parish
church itself. Hardly a man takes a half-hour’s nap after
dinner, but when he wakes he holds up his head and asks,
“What’s the news?” as if the rest of mankind had stood his
sentinels. Some give directions to be waked every half-
hour, doubtless for no other purpose; and then, to pay for
it, they tell what they have dreamed. After a night’s sleep
the news is as indispensable as the breakfast. “Pray tell me
anything new that has happened to a man anywhere on
this globe”—and he reads it over his coffee and rolls, that
a man has had his eyes gouged out this morning on the
Wachito River; never dreaming the while that he lives in
the dark unfathomed mammoth cave of this world, and
has but the rudiment of an eye himself.
For my part, I could easily do without the post-office. I
think that there are very few important communications
made through it. To speak critically, I never received
more than one or two letters in my life—I wrote this some
years ago—that were worth the postage. The penny-post
is, commonly, an institution through which you seriously
offer a man that penny for his thoughts which is so often
safely offered in jest. And I am sure that I never read
any memorable news in a newspaper. If we read of one
man robbed, or murdered, or killed by accident, or one
house burned, or one vessel wrecked, or one steamboat
blown up, or one cow run over on the Western Railroad,
or one mad dog killed, or one lot of grasshoppers in the
winter—we never need read of another. One is enough. If
you are acquainted with the principle, what do you care
for a myriad instances and applications? To a philosopher
all news, as it is called, is gossip, and they who edit and
read it are old women over their tea. Yet not a few are
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greedy after this gossip. There was such a rush, as I hear,
the other day at one of the offices to learn the foreign
news by the last arrival, that several large squares of plate
glass belonging to the establishment were broken by the
pressure—news which I seriously think a ready wit might
write a twelve-month, or twelve years, beforehand with
sufficient accuracy. As for Spain, for instance, if you know
how to throw in Don Carlos and the Infanta, and Don
Pedro and Seville and Granada, from time to time in the
right proportions—they may have changed the names a
little since I saw the papers—and serve up a bull-fight
when other entertainments fail, it will be true to the
letter, and give us as good an idea of the exact state or ruin
of things in Spain as the most succinct and lucid reports
under this head in the newspapers: and as for England,
almost the last significant scrap of news from that quarter
was the revolution of 1649; and if you have learned the
history of her crops for an average year, you never need
attend to that thing again, unless your speculations are
of a merely pecuniary character. If one may judge who
rarely looks into the newspapers, nothing new does ever
happen in foreign parts, a French revolution not
excepted.
What news! how much more important to know what
that is which was never old! “Kieou-he-yu (great dignitary
of the state of Wei) sent a man to Khoung-tseu to know
his news. Khoung-tseu caused the messenger to be seated
near him, and questioned him in these terms: What is
your master doing? The messenger answered with
respect: My master desires to diminish the number of
his faults, but he cannot come to the end of them. The
messenger being gone, the philosopher remarked: What
a worthy messenger! What a worthy messenger!” The
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preacher, instead of vexing the ears of drowsy farmers on
their day of rest at the end of the week—for Sunday is
the fit conclusion of an ill-spent week, and not the fresh
and brave beginning of a new one—with this one other
draggle-tail of a sermon, should shout with thundering
voice, “Pause! Avast! Why so seeming fast, but deadly
slow?”
Shams and delusions are esteemed for soundest truths,
while reality is fabulous. If men would steadily observe
realities only, and not allow themselves to be deluded, life,
to compare it with such things as we know, would be
like a fairy tale and the Arabian Nights’ Entertainments.
If we respected only what is inevitable and has a right
to be, music and poetry would resound along the streets.
When we are unhurried and wise, we perceive that only
great and worthy things have any permanent and absolute
existence, that petty fears and petty pleasures are but the
shadow of the reality. This is always exhilarating and
sublime. By closing the eyes and slumbering, and
consenting to be deceived by shows, men establish and
confirm their daily life of routine and habit everywhere,
which still is built on purely illusory foundations.
Children, who play life, discern its true law and relations
more clearly than men, who fail to live it worthily, but
who think that they are wiser by experience, that is, by
failure. I have read in a Hindoo book, that “there was a
king’s son, who, being expelled in infancy from his native
city, was brought up by a forester, and, growing up to
maturity in that state, imagined himself to belong to the
barbarous race with which he lived. One of his father’s
ministers having discovered him, revealed to him what
he was, and the misconception of his character was
removed, and he knew himself to be a prince. So soul,”
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continues the Hindoo philosopher, “from the
circumstances in which it is placed, mistakes its own
character, until the truth is revealed to it by some holy
teacher, and then it knows itself to be Brahme.” I perceive
that we inhabitants of New England live this mean life
that we do because our vision does not penetrate the
surface of things. We think that that is which appears
to be. If a man should walk through this town and see
only the reality, where, think you, would the “Mill-dam”
go to? If he should give us an account of the realities he
beheld there, we should not recognize the place in his
description. Look at a meeting-house, or a court-house,
or a jail, or a shop, or a dwelling-house, and say what that
thing really is before a true gaze, and they would all go to
pieces in your account of them. Men esteem truth remote,
in the outskirts of the system, behind the farthest star,
before Adam and after the last man. In eternity there is
indeed something true and sublime. But all these times
and places and occasions are now and here. God himself
culminates in the present moment, and will never be
more divine in the lapse of all the ages. And we are
enabled to apprehend at all what is sublime and noble
only by the perpetual instilling and drenching of the
reality that surrounds us. The universe constantly and
obediently answers to our conceptions; whether we travel
fast or slow, the track is laid for us. Let us spend our lives
in conceiving then. The poet or the artist never yet had so
fair and noble a design but some of his posterity at least
could accomplish it.
Let us spend one day as deliberately as Nature, and not
be thrown off the track by every nutshell and mosquito’s
wing that falls on the rails. Let us rise early and fast, or
break fast, gently and without perturbation; let company
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come and let company go, let the bells ring and the
children cry—determined to make a day of it. Why should
we knock under and go with the stream? Let us not be
upset and overwhelmed in that terrible rapid and
whirlpool called a dinner, situated in the meridian
shallows. Weather this danger and you are safe, for the
rest of the way is down hill. With unrelaxed nerves, with
morning vigor, sail by it, looking another way, tied to
the mast like Ulysses. If the engine whistles, let it whistle
till it is hoarse for its pains. If the bell rings, why should
we run? We will consider what kind of music they are
like. Let us settle ourselves, and work and wedge our feet
downward through the mud and slush of opinion, and
prejudice, and tradition, and delusion, and appearance,
that alluvion which covers the globe, through Paris and
London, through New York and Boston and Concord,
through Church and State, through poetry and
philosophy and religion, till we come to a hard bottom
and rocks in place, which we can call reality, and say,
This is, and no mistake; and then begin, having a point
d’appui, below freshet and frost and fire, a place where you
might found a wall or a state, or set a lamp-post safely, or
perhaps a gauge, not a Nilometer, but a Realometer, that
future ages might know how deep a freshet of shams and
appearances had gathered from time to time. If you stand
right fronting and face to face to a fact, you will see the
sun glimmer on both its surfaces, as if it were a cimeter,
and feel its sweet edge dividing you through the heart and
marrow, and so you will happily conclude your mortal
career. Be it life or death, we crave only reality. If we are
really dying, let us hear the rattle in our throats and feel
cold in the extremities; if we are alive, let us go about our
business.
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Time is but the stream I go a-fishing in. I drink at it;
but while I drink I see the sandy bottom and detect how
shallow it is. Its thin current slides away, but eternity
remains. I would drink deeper; fish in the sky, whose
bottom is pebbly with stars. I cannot count one. I know
not the first letter of the alphabet. I have always been
regretting that I was not as wise as the day I was born.
The intellect is a cleaver; it discerns and rifts its way into
the secret of things. I do not wish to be any more busy
with my hands than is necessary. My head is hands and
feet. I feel all my best faculties concentrated in it. My
instinct tells me that my head is an organ for burrowing,
as some creatures use their snout and fore paws, and with
it I would mine and burrow my way through these hills. I
think that the richest vein is somewhere hereabouts; so by
the divining-rod and thin rising vapors I judge; and here
I will begin to mine.
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PART XXV.
HERMAN MELVILLE

CHAPTER 106.
INTRODUCTION (2017)
KYLE CIPOLLONE, CARMEN MAURA, WILLOW
MOULTON
Herman Melville was born in 1819 in New York City.
He caught the scarlet fever around the age of five, and
though he recovered quickly, his vision was permanently
impaired. His father, Allan Melville, was a high-end
importer and merchant. The Melvilles lived a prosperous
life until Allan’s sudden death in 1832. To support
himself, Melville worked as a bank clerk in the 1830s.
At the same time, he was enrolled at Albany Classical
School where he studied classic literature and began to
write essays, poems and short stories. Once out of school,
Melville tried his hand at a number of jobs including
school teaching and surveying.
Melville eventually landed a job as a cabin boy in 1839
on a merchant ship. Satisfied, he went on his second
voyage in 1841 on a whaling ship named the Acushnet.
This second voyage ended up being the inspiration for
Melville’s future writing career. The Acushnet brought
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Melville down to the Polynesian islands in 1842. Soon
after, he and another crewmember deserted the ship and
were captured by cannibals. Melville eventually escaped
the islands four months later on another whaling ship
named the Lucy Ann, but was locked up for joining the
crew in an attempted mutiny. He eventually wound up
in Hawaii where he made his way back to Massachusetts
on the USS United States; he had been gone nearly four
years.
Melville chose to write about this instance of slavery
because of the Tryal Slave Ship Rebellion of 1805. He
started writing the story after reading Captain Amasa
Delano’s memoirs. It started as a slave rising on ship in
the South Pacific near Chile. West Africans were bought
by the Spanish and they were put on the ship to be
brought to Buenos Aires in Argentina. At the time
Argentina was a Spanish colony. When they arrived, they
were brought to the port of Valpariso and the 72 Africans
that survived boarded the Spanish ship, Tryal. The ship
was meant to bring the slaves to the north slave markets
in Peru and Ecuador.
In 1804, on their way there; Babo and Mori, the two
leaders of the enslaved Africans, lead a successful
rebellion. They took control and killed most of the
Spanish aboard the ship but kept Captain Benito Cereno
as a hostage. In February 1805, Captain Amasa Delano
came across the Tryal ship. Delano brought them food
and water but when he went back to his own Ship, Benito
Cereno broke free and Delano’s crew members rushed
back on the Tryal ship and killed most of the Africans.
Babo was decapitated and his head was put on a pike.
The Africans that remained were brought to Spanish
authorities. Melville took what he had learned from the
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trial and of Delano’s memoirs and turned it into his own
literary work.
Due to the ambiguity of “Benito Cereno” (1856),
readers often find it challenging to determine what
stance—if any—the text takes on slavery. Written just
before American Civil War, Melville’s novella neither
supports nor denounces slavery explicitly. However,
many find the text’s focus on the topic to be part of a
larger theme regarding the meaning of innocence.
Melville’s choice to tell the story from a point of view that
limits readers to a fictionalized version Captain Delano’s
experiences often evokes a controversial sense of
sympathy for all parties aboard the San Dominick.
The point of view in Melville’s text also caters to the
theme of American identity. According to scholars such
as Paul Downes, the story’s perspective “produced a
character whose naïveté … laid bare the lines of
association and identification that tie vulnerability to
power, revolution to violence, and citizenship to
rightlessness” (479). In other words, readers like Downes
believe that Melville’s use of deception and naivety make
the challenges within American ideology clearer. Delano,
the only American in “Benito Cereno,” is portrayed as a
strong, generous, and intelligent captain. Yet his inability
to accurately assess the situation on the San Dominick
challenges these portrayals and causes many to perceive
his naivety as a nod to unsupported American
exceptionalism.
The undying desire to define the American identity
has kept “Benito Cereno” a canonized piece of literature
throughout the years. While the situations of today differ
from those of the 19th century, the story’s themes of
innocence, self-identity, and the power (and danger) of
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naivety are consistently relevant within American
society. This ambiguity and timeless relevance allows
scholars to continue turning back to Melville’s novella for
clues as to what it means to be an American.
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DANIEL GANNON, SANDRA GURALL, TAYLOR HYER,
SARAH LIEBOWITZ
“Benito Cereno” was written by Herman Melville and
published in 1855. Melville was born in 1819 in New
York, New York, the third child to parents Allan and
Maria Gansevoort Melvill. Allan Melvill was a merchant
who decided to move his family to Albany, New York
to try his hand in the fur and felt business. He passed
away suddenly leaving his family in a financial deficit.
Melville’s older brother took over the family business,
and Melville joined him several years later (Melville
161-162). Maria Melvil added the “e” to their last name
after her husband’s death.
At age 20, Melville took his first job at sea as a cabin
boy on the merchant ship the St. Lawrence (“Herman
Melville”). After this expedition, and seeking out the west,
he again took employment on the whaling ship
Acushmet. After the Acushmet, he joined the crew of the
whaling ship the Lucy Ann and subsequently the Charles
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and Henry, where he served as a harpooner (Coulson).
Working aboard ships gave Melville intimate knowledge
of life on the sea. He extended that knowledge to his
famous whaling novel, Moby-Dick (1851), and his
fictional account of the revolt on a Spanish slave ship,
titled Benito Cereno.
“Benito Cereno” was published just before the Civil
War. It gave American readers something to think about
when they considered their dark skinned counterparts.
Benito Cereno is about an American captain, Amasa
Delano, who commands a sealer with valuable cargo
resting in the harbor of St. Maria off the southern coast of
Chile. He encounters a ship that appears to be in distress.
The Spanish ship, with nearly an all-black crew, is not
waving a flag signifying her country.
Captain Delano decides to aid the ship, the San
Dominic. Upon embarking, he is told that most of the
crew has died from illness and rough sea storms. Delano
realizes it is a Spanish ship carrying slaves. The ship’s
captain, Don Benito Cereno, appears weak and
distressed, and he tells Delano that he is ill. He introduces
Babo, his slave, who is constantly at his side. Captain
Delano finds some of the behavior of the slaves as
disconcerting, but dismisses it as hardship on the crew.
All his attempts at giving aid to the captain are thwarted,
and Delano bids adieu to the Spanish ship and her crew.
As he descends back on his own ship, Benito leaps after
him, aspiring safety for himself and his remaining crew
members. Delano realizes at this moment that the slaves
have taken over Benito’s ship, and he and his crew subdue
the slaves (Melville 163-217).
Much has been speculated about Benito Cereno and its
common thread to the San Domingo Rebellion of 1799,
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the Creole and Amistad mutinies. Similar to Melville’s
story, The La Amistad incident involved a Spanish trade
ship, which was taken over by 53 slaves on July 2, 1839.
The slaves kept the navigator alive, similar to how Benito
Cereno was kept alive. The Spanish ship was intercepted
off the coast of Long Island. After long fought battles
in the courtroom, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled 7-1 in
favor that the slaves were taken in “violation of the 1808
International Slave Trade Act,” and won their freedom
after two years of imprisonment in March of 1841
(Greenspan 2014).
Benito Cereno has been thought to raise a curtain on
Melville’s feelings towards slavery in the United States.
Many accounts of mutiny on land and sea had been
published, and this genre of writing was not new to
American readers. A quote from Melville states, “We
cannot live only for ourselves. A thousand fibers connect
us with our fellow man.” This quote tells us that we are
all connected in the story of Benito Cereno. At first, the
reader is not in tune with the slaves having the upper
hand of the ship. It is not until later that the reader learns
that these men wanted freedom, and not the servitude
and oppression they were headed for. In Melville’s Benito
Cereno, Babo is later tried and hanged, but in real life,
some slaves who contested their capture on the seas and
revolted were given freedom when brought to court.
In the story, “seeing is believing” seems to be Captain
Delano’s personal motto. The captain is oblivious to the
fact that his eyes are actually obscuring the truth.
Delano’s reliance on sight, and his inherent racism, leave
him in the dark through much of the story. The reader
is likewise in the dark. The narrative technique
intentionally obscures the truth from the reader,
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revealing the reader’s own personal biases and
unconscious racism.
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CHAPTER 108.
BENITO CERENO
HERMAN MELVILLE
BENITO CERENO.
In the year 1799, Captain Amasa Delano, of Duxbury, in
Massachusetts,
commanding a large sealer and general trader, lay at
anchor with a
valuable cargo, in the harbor of St. Maria–a small, desert,
uninhabited
island toward the southern extremity of the long coast of
Chili. There
he had touched for water.
On the second day, not long after dawn, while lying in
his berth, his
mate came below, informing him that a strange sail was
coming into the
bay. Ships were then not so plenty in those waters as now.
He rose,
dressed, and went on deck.
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The morning was one peculiar to that coast. Everything
was mute and
calm; everything gray. The sea, though undulated into
long roods of
swells, seemed fixed, and was sleeked at the surface like
waved lead
that has cooled and set in the smelter’s mould. The sky
seemed a gray
surtout. Flights of troubled gray fowl, kith and kin with
flights of
troubled gray vapors among which they were mixed,
skimmed low and
fitfully over the waters, as swallows over meadows before
storms.
Shadows present, foreshadowing deeper shadows to
come.
To Captain Delano’s surprise, the stranger, viewed
through the glass,
showed no colors; though to do so upon entering a haven,
however
uninhabited in its shores, where but a single other ship
might be lying,
was the custom among peaceful seamen of all nations.
Considering the
lawlessness and loneliness of the spot, and the sort of
stories, at that
day, associated with those seas, Captain Delano’s surprise
might have
deepened into some uneasiness had he not been a person
of a singularly
undistrustful good-nature, not liable, except on
extraordinary and
repeated incentives, and hardly then, to indulge in
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personal alarms, any
way involving the imputation of malign evil in man.
Whether, in view of
what humanity is capable, such a trait implies, along with
a benevolent
heart, more than ordinary quickness and accuracy of
intellectual
perception, may be left to the wise to determine.
But whatever misgivings might have obtruded on first
seeing the
stranger, would almost, in any seaman’s mind, have been
dissipated by
observing that, the ship, in navigating into the harbor,
was drawing too
near the land; a sunken reef making out off her bow. This
seemed to
prove her a stranger, indeed, not only to the sealer, but the
island;
consequently, she could be no wonted freebooter on that
ocean. With no
small interest, Captain Delano continued to watch her–a
proceeding not
much facilitated by the vapors partly mantling the hull,
through which
the far matin light from her cabin streamed equivocally
enough; much
like the sun–by this time hemisphered on the rim of the
horizon, and,
apparently, in company with the strange ship entering the
harbor–which,
wimpled by the same low, creeping clouds, showed not
unlike a Lima
intriguante’s one sinister eye peering across the Plaza
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from the Indian
loop-hole of her dusk _saya-y-manta._
It might have been but a deception of the vapors, but,
the longer the
stranger was watched the more singular appeared her
manoeuvres. Ere
long it seemed hard to decide whether she meant to come
in or no–what
she wanted, or what she was about. The wind, which had
breezed up a
little during the night, was now extremely light and
baffling, which the
more increased the apparent uncertainty of her
movements. Surmising, at
last, that it might be a ship in distress, Captain Delano
ordered his
whale-boat to be dropped, and, much to the wary
opposition of his mate,
prepared to board her, and, at the least, pilot her in. On
the night
previous, a fishing-party of the seamen had gone a long
distance to some
detached rocks out of sight from the sealer, and, an hour
or two before
daybreak, had returned, having met with no small
success. Presuming that
the stranger might have been long off soundings, the good
captain put
several baskets of the fish, for presents, into his boat, and
so pulled
away. From her continuing too near the sunken reef,
deeming her in
danger, calling to his men, he made all haste to apprise
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those on board
of their situation. But, some time ere the boat came up,
the wind, light
though it was, having shifted, had headed the vessel off, as
well as
partly broken the vapors from about her.
Upon gaining a less remote view, the ship, when made
signally visible on
the verge of the leaden-hued swells, with the shreds of fog
here and
there raggedly furring her, appeared like a white-washed
monastery after
a thunder-storm, seen perched upon some dun cliff
among the Pyrenees.
But it was no purely fanciful resemblance which now, for
a moment,
almost led Captain Delano to think that nothing less than
a ship-load of
monks was before him. Peering over the bulwarks were
what really seemed,
in the hazy distance, throngs of dark cowls; while, fitfully
revealed
through the open port-holes, other dark moving figures
were dimly
descried, as of Black Friars pacing the cloisters.
Upon a still nigher approach, this appearance was
modified, and the true
character of the vessel was plain–a Spanish merchantman
of the first
class, carrying negro slaves, amongst other valuable
freight, from one
colonial port to another. A very large, and, in its time, a
very fine
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vessel, such as in those days were at intervals encountered
along that
main; sometimes superseded Acapulco treasure-ships, or
retired frigates
of the Spanish king’s navy, which, like superannuated
Italian palaces,
still, under a decline of masters, preserved signs of former
state.
As the whale-boat drew more and more nigh, the cause
of the peculiar
pipe-clayed aspect of the stranger was seen in the slovenly
neglect
pervading her. The spars, ropes, and great part of the
bulwarks, looked
woolly, from long unacquaintance with the scraper, tar,
and the brush.
Her keel seemed laid, her ribs put together, and she
launched, from
Ezekiel’s Valley of Dry Bones.
In the present business in which she was engaged, the
ship’s general
model and rig appeared to have undergone no material
change from their
original warlike and Froissart pattern. However, no guns
were seen.
The tops were large, and were railed about with what
had once been
octagonal net-work, all now in sad disrepair. These tops
hung overhead
like three ruinous aviaries, in one of which was seen,
perched, on a
ratlin, a white noddy, a strange fowl, so called from its
lethargic,
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somnambulistic character, being frequently caught by
hand at sea.
Battered and mouldy, the castellated forecastle seemed
some ancient
turret, long ago taken by assault, and then left to decay.
Toward the
stern, two high-raised quarter galleries–the balustrades
here and there
covered with dry, tindery sea-moss–opening out from
the unoccupied
state-cabin, whose dead-lights, for all the mild weather,
were
hermetically closed and calked–these tenantless balconies
hung over the
sea as if it were the grand Venetian canal. But the
principal relic of
faded grandeur was the ample oval of the shield-like
stern-piece,
intricately carved with the arms of Castile and Leon,
medallioned about
by groups of mythological or symbolical devices;
uppermost and central
of which was a dark satyr in a mask, holding his foot on
the prostrate
neck of a writhing figure, likewise masked.
Whether the ship had a figure-head, or only a plain
beak, was not quite
certain, owing to canvas wrapped about that part, either
to protect it
while undergoing a re-furbishing, or else decently to hide
its decay.
Rudely painted or chalked, as in a sailor freak, along the
forward side
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of a sort of pedestal below the canvas, was the sentence,
“_Seguid
vuestro jefe_” (follow your leader); while upon the
tarnished
headboards, near by, appeared, in stately capitals, once
gilt, the
ship’s name, “SAN DOMINICK,” each letter streakingly
corroded with
tricklings of copper-spike rust; while, like mourning
weeds, dark
festoons of sea-grass slimily swept to and fro over the
name, with every
hearse-like roll of the hull.
As, at last, the boat was hooked from the bow along
toward the gangway
amidship, its keel, while yet some inches separated from
the hull,
harshly grated as on a sunken coral reef. It proved a huge
bunch of
conglobated barnacles adhering below the water to the
side like a wen–a
token of baffling airs and long calms passed somewhere
in those seas.
Climbing the side, the visitor was at once surrounded
by a clamorous
throng of whites and blacks, but the latter outnumbering
the former more
than could have been expected, negro transportation-ship
as the stranger
in port was. But, in one language, and as with one voice,
all poured out
a common tale of suffering; in which the negresses, of
whom there were
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not a few, exceeded the others in their dolorous
vehemence. The scurvy,
together with the fever, had swept off a great part of their
number,
more especially the Spaniards. Off Cape Horn they had
narrowly escaped
shipwreck; then, for days together, they had lain tranced
without wind;
their provisions were low; their water next to none; their
lips that
moment were baked.
While Captain Delano was thus made the mark of all
eager tongues, his
one eager glance took in all faces, with every other object
about him.
Always upon first boarding a large and populous ship
at sea, especially
a foreign one, with a nondescript crew such as Lascars or
Manilla men,
the impression varies in a peculiar way from that
produced by first
entering a strange house with strange inmates in a
strange land. Both
house and ship–the one by its walls and blinds, the other
by its high
bulwarks like ramparts–hoard from view their interiors
till the last
moment: but in the case of the ship there is this addition;
that the
living spectacle it contains, upon its sudden and complete
disclosure,
has, in contrast with the blank ocean which zones it,
something of the
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effect of enchantment. The ship seems unreal; these
strange costumes,
gestures, and faces, but a shadowy tableau just emerged
from the deep,
which directly must receive back what it gave.
Perhaps it was some such influence, as above is
attempted to be
described, which, in Captain Delano’s mind, heightened
whatever, upon a
staid scrutiny, might have seemed unusual; especially the
conspicuous
figures of four elderly grizzled negroes, their heads like
black,
doddered willow tops, who, in venerable contrast to the
tumult below
them, were couched, sphynx-like, one on the starboard
cat-head, another
on the larboard, and the remaining pair face to face on the
opposite
bulwarks above the main-chains. They each had bits of
unstranded old
junk in their hands, and, with a sort of stoical self-
content, were
picking the junk into oakum, a small heap of which lay by
their sides.
They accompanied the task with a continuous, low,
monotonous, chant;
droning and drilling away like so many gray-headed bag-
pipers playing a
funeral march.
The quarter-deck rose into an ample elevated poop,
upon the forward
verge of which, lifted, like the oakum-pickers, some eight
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feet above
the general throng, sat along in a row, separated by
regular spaces, the
cross-legged figures of six other blacks; each with a rusty
hatchet in
his hand, which, with a bit of brick and a rag, he was
engaged like a
scullion in scouring; while between each two was a small
stack of
hatchets, their rusted edges turned forward awaiting a
like operation.
Though occasionally the four oakum-pickers would
briefly address some
person or persons in the crowd below, yet the six hatchet-
polishers
neither spoke to others, nor breathed a whisper among
themselves, but
sat intent upon their task, except at intervals, when, with
the peculiar
love in negroes of uniting industry with pastime, two and
two they
sideways clashed their hatchets together, like cymbals,
with a
barbarous din. All six, unlike the generality, had the raw
aspect of
unsophisticated Africans.
But that first comprehensive glance which took in
those ten figures,
with scores less conspicuous, rested but an instant upon
them, as,
impatient of the hubbub of voices, the visitor turned in
quest of
whomsoever it might be that commanded the ship.
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But as if not unwilling to let nature make known her
own case among his
suffering charge, or else in despair of restraining it for the
time, the
Spanish captain, a gentlemanly, reserved-looking, and
rather young man
to a stranger’s eye, dressed with singular richness, but
bearing plain
traces of recent sleepless cares and disquietudes, stood
passively by,
leaning against the main-mast, at one moment casting a
dreary,
spiritless look upon his excited people, at the next an
unhappy glance
toward his visitor. By his side stood a black of small
stature, in whose
rude face, as occasionally, like a shepherd’s dog, he mutely
turned it
up into the Spaniard’s, sorrow and affection were equally
blended.
Struggling through the throng, the American advanced
to the Spaniard,
assuring him of his sympathies, and offering to render
whatever
assistance might be in his power. To which the Spaniard
returned for
the present but grave and ceremonious
acknowledgments, his national
formality dusked by the saturnine mood of ill-health.
But losing no time in mere compliments, Captain
Delano, returning to the
gangway, had his basket of fish brought up; and as the
wind still
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continued light, so that some hours at least must elapse
ere the ship
could be brought to the anchorage, he bade his men
return to the sealer,
and fetch back as much water as the whale-boat could
carry, with
whatever soft bread the steward might have, all the
remaining pumpkins
on board, with a box of sugar, and a dozen of his private
bottles of
cider.
Not many minutes after the boat’s pushing off, to the
vexation of all,
the wind entirely died away, and the tide turning, began
drifting back
the ship helplessly seaward. But trusting this would not
long last,
Captain Delano sought, with good hopes, to cheer up the
strangers,
feeling no small satisfaction that, with persons in their
condition, he
could–thanks to his frequent voyages along the Spanish
main–converse
with some freedom in their native tongue.
While left alone with them, he was not long in
observing some things
tending to heighten his first impressions; but surprise was
lost in
pity, both for the Spaniards and blacks, alike evidently
reduced from
scarcity of water and provisions; while long-continued
suffering seemed
to have brought out the less good-natured qualities of the
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negroes,
besides, at the same time, impairing the Spaniard’s
authority over them.
But, under the circumstances, precisely this condition of
things was to
have been anticipated. In armies, navies, cities, or
families, in nature
herself, nothing more relaxes good order than misery.
Still, Captain
Delano was not without the idea, that had Benito Cereno
been a man of
greater energy, misrule would hardly have come to the
present pass. But
the debility, constitutional or induced by hardships,
bodily and mental,
of the Spanish captain, was too obvious to be overlooked.
A prey to
settled dejection, as if long mocked with hope he would
not now indulge
it, even when it had ceased to be a mock, the prospect of
that day, or
evening at furthest, lying at anchor, with plenty of water
for his
people, and a brother captain to counsel and befriend,
seemed in no
perceptible degree to encourage him. His mind appeared
unstrung, if not
still more seriously affected. Shut up in these oaken walls,
chained to
one dull round of command, whose unconditionality
cloyed him, like some
hypochondriac abbot he moved slowly about, at times
suddenly pausing,
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starting, or staring, biting his lip, biting his finger-nail,
flushing,
paling, twitching his beard, with other symptoms of an
absent or moody
mind. This distempered spirit was lodged, as before
hinted, in as
distempered a frame. He was rather tall, but seemed never
to have been
robust, and now with nervous suffering was almost worn
to a skeleton. A
tendency to some pulmonary complaint appeared to have
been lately
confirmed. His voice was like that of one with lungs half
gone–hoarsely
suppressed, a husky whisper. No wonder that, as in this
state he
tottered about, his private servant apprehensively
followed him.
Sometimes the negro gave his master his arm, or took his
handkerchief
out of his pocket for him; performing these and similar
offices with
that affectionate zeal which transmutes into something
filial or
fraternal acts in themselves but menial; and which has
gained for the
negro the repute of making the most pleasing body-
servant in the world;
one, too, whom a master need be on no stiffly superior
terms with, but
may treat with familiar trust; less a servant than a devoted
companion.
Marking the noisy indocility of the blacks in general, as
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well as what
seemed the sullen inefficiency of the whites it was not
without humane
satisfaction that Captain Delano witnessed the steady
good conduct of
Babo.
But the good conduct of Babo, hardly more than the ill-
behavior of
others, seemed to withdraw the half-lunatic Don Benito
from his cloudy
languor. Not that such precisely was the impression made
by the Spaniard
on the mind of his visitor. The Spaniard’s individual
unrest was, for
the present, but noted as a conspicuous feature in the
ship’s general
affliction. Still, Captain Delano was not a little concerned
at what he
could not help taking for the time to be Don Benito’s
unfriendly
indifference towards himself. The Spaniard’s manner,
too, conveyed a
sort of sour and gloomy disdain, which he seemed at no
pains to
disguise. But this the American in charity ascribed to the
harassing
effects of sickness, since, in former instances, he had
noted that there
are peculiar natures on whom prolonged physical
suffering seems to
cancel every social instinct of kindness; as if, forced to
black bread
themselves, they deemed it but equity that each person
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coming nigh them
should, indirectly, by some slight or affront, be made to
partake of
their fare.
But ere long Captain Delano bethought him that,
indulgent as he was at
the first, in judging the Spaniard, he might not, after all,
have
exercised charity enough. At bottom it was Don Benito’s
reserve which
displeased him; but the same reserve was shown towards
all but his
faithful personal attendant. Even the formal reports
which, according to
sea-usage, were, at stated times, made to him by some
petty underling,
either a white, mulatto or black, he hardly had patience
enough to
listen to, without betraying contemptuous aversion. His
manner upon such
occasions was, in its degree, not unlike that which might
be supposed
to have been his imperial countryman’s, Charles V., just
previous to the
anchoritish retirement of that monarch from the throne.
This splenetic disrelish of his place was evinced in
almost every
function pertaining to it. Proud as he was moody, he
condescended to no
personal mandate. Whatever special orders were
necessary, their delivery
was delegated to his body-servant, who in turn
transferred them to their
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ultimate destination, through runners, alert Spanish boys
or slave boys,
like pages or pilot-fish within easy call continually
hovering round Don
Benito. So that to have beheld this undemonstrative
invalid gliding
about, apathetic and mute, no landsman could have
dreamed that in him
was lodged a dictatorship beyond which, while at sea,
there was no
earthly appeal.
Thus, the Spaniard, regarded in his reserve, seemed the
involuntary
victim of mental disorder. But, in fact, his reserve might,
in some
degree, have proceeded from design. If so, then here was
evinced the
unhealthy climax of that icy though conscientious policy,
more or less
adopted by all commanders of large ships, which, except
in signal
emergencies, obliterates alike the manifestation of sway
with every
trace of sociality; transforming the man into a block, or
rather into a
loaded cannon, which, until there is call for thunder, has
nothing to
say.
Viewing him in this light, it seemed but a natural token
of the perverse
habit induced by a long course of such hard self-restraint,
that,
notwithstanding the present condition of his ship, the
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Spaniard should
still persist in a demeanor, which, however harmless, or,
it may be,
appropriate, in a well-appointed vessel, such as the San
Dominick might
have been at the outset of the voyage, was anything but
judicious now.
But the Spaniard, perhaps, thought that it was with
captains as with
gods: reserve, under all events, must still be their cue. But
probably
this appearance of slumbering dominion might have been
but an attempted
disguise to conscious imbecility–not deep policy, but
shallow device.
But be all this as it might, whether Don Benito’s manner
was designed or
not, the more Captain Delano noted its pervading
reserve, the less he
felt uneasiness at any particular manifestation of that
reserve towards
himself.
Neither were his thoughts taken up by the captain
alone. Wonted to the
quiet orderliness of the sealer’s comfortable family of a
crew, the
noisy confusion of the San Dominick’s suffering host
repeatedly
challenged his eye. Some prominent breaches, not only of
discipline but
of decency, were observed. These Captain Delano could
not but ascribe,
in the main, to the absence of those subordinate deck-
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officers to whom,
along with higher duties, is intrusted what may be styled
the police
department of a populous ship. True, the old oakum-
pickers appeared at
times to act the part of monitorial constables to their
countrymen, the
blacks; but though occasionally succeeding in allaying
trifling
outbreaks now and then between man and man, they
could do little or
nothing toward establishing general quiet. The San
Dominick was in the
condition of a transatlantic emigrant ship, among whose
multitude of
living freight are some individuals, doubtless, as little
troublesome as
crates and bales; but the friendly remonstrances of such
with their
ruder companions are of not so much avail as the
unfriendly arm of the
mate. What the San Dominick wanted was, what the
emigrant ship has,
stern superior officers. But on these decks not so much as
a fourth-mate
was to be seen.
The visitor’s curiosity was roused to learn the
particulars of those
mishaps which had brought about such absenteeism, with
its consequences;
because, though deriving some inkling of the voyage from
the wails which
at the first moment had greeted him, yet of the details no
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understanding had been had. The best account would,
doubtless, be given
by the captain. Yet at first the visitor was loth to ask it,
unwilling
to provoke some distant rebuff. But plucking up courage,
he at last
accosted Don Benito, renewing the expression of his
benevolent interest,
adding, that did he (Captain Delano) but know the
particulars of the
ship’s misfortunes, he would, perhaps, be better able in
the end to
relieve them. Would Don Benito favor him with the
whole story.
Don Benito faltered; then, like some somnambulist
suddenly interfered
with, vacantly stared at his visitor, and ended by looking
down on the
deck. He maintained this posture so long, that Captain
Delano, almost
equally disconcerted, and involuntarily almost as rude,
turned suddenly
from him, walking forward to accost one of the Spanish
seamen for the
desired information. But he had hardly gone five paces,
when, with a
sort of eagerness, Don Benito invited him back, regretting
his momentary
absence of mind, and professing readiness to gratify him.
While most part of the story was being given, the two
captains stood on
the after part of the main-deck, a privileged spot, no one
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being near
but the servant.
“It is now a hundred and ninety days,” began the
Spaniard, in his husky
whisper, “that this ship, well officered and well manned,
with several
cabin passengers–some fifty Spaniards in all–sailed from
Buenos Ayres
bound to Lima, with a general cargo, hardware, Paraguay
tea and the
like–and,” pointing forward, “that parcel of negroes, now
not more than
a hundred and fifty, as you see, but then numbering over
three hundred
souls. Off Cape Horn we had heavy gales. In one moment,
by night, three
of my best officers, with fifteen sailors, were lost, with the
main-yard; the spar snapping under them in the slings, as
they sought,
with heavers, to beat down the icy sail. To lighten the hull,
the
heavier sacks of mata were thrown into the sea, with most
of the
water-pipes lashed on deck at the time. And this last
necessity it was,
combined with the prolonged detections afterwards
experienced, which
eventually brought about our chief causes of suffering.
When–”
Here there was a sudden fainting attack of his cough,
brought on, no
doubt, by his mental distress. His servant sustained him,
and drawing a
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cordial from his pocket placed it to his lips. He a little
revived. But
unwilling to leave him unsupported while yet imperfectly
restored, the
black with one arm still encircled his master, at the same
time keeping
his eye fixed on his face, as if to watch for the first sign of
complete
restoration, or relapse, as the event might prove.
The Spaniard proceeded, but brokenly and obscurely,
as one in a dream.
–“Oh, my God! rather than pass through what I have,
with joy I would
have hailed the most terrible gales; but–”
His cough returned and with increased violence; this
subsiding; with
reddened lips and closed eyes he fell heavily against his
supporter.
“His mind wanders. He was thinking of the plague that
followed the
gales,” plaintively sighed the servant; “my poor, poor
master!” wringing
one hand, and with the other wiping the mouth. “But be
patient, Señor,”
again turning to Captain Delano, “these fits do not last
long; master
will soon be himself.”
Don Benito reviving, went on; but as this portion of the
story was very
brokenly delivered, the substance only will here be set
down.
It appeared that after the ship had been many days
tossed in storms off
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the Cape, the scurvy broke out, carrying off numbers of
the whites and
blacks. When at last they had worked round into the
Pacific, their spars
and sails were so damaged, and so inadequately handled
by the surviving
mariners, most of whom were become invalids, that,
unable to lay her
northerly course by the wind, which was powerful, the
unmanageable ship,
for successive days and nights, was blown
northwestward, where the
breeze suddenly deserted her, in unknown waters, to
sultry calms. The
absence of the water-pipes now proved as fatal to life as
before their
presence had menaced it. Induced, or at least aggravated,
by the more
than scanty allowance of water, a malignant fever
followed the scurvy;
with the excessive heat of the lengthened calm, making
such short work
of it as to sweep away, as by billows, whole families of the
Africans,
and a yet larger number, proportionably, of the
Spaniards, including, by
a luckless fatality, every remaining officer on board.
Consequently, in
the smart west winds eventually following the calm, the
already rent
sails, having to be simply dropped, not furled, at need, had
been
gradually reduced to the beggars’ rags they were now. To
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procure
substitutes for his lost sailors, as well as supplies of water
and
sails, the captain, at the earliest opportunity, had made for
Baldivia,
the southernmost civilized port of Chili and South
America; but upon
nearing the coast the thick weather had prevented him
from so much as
sighting that harbor. Since which period, almost without
a crew, and
almost without canvas and almost without water, and, at
intervals giving
its added dead to the sea, the San Dominick had been
battle-dored about
by contrary winds, inveigled by currents, or grown weedy
in calms. Like
a man lost in woods, more than once she had doubled
upon her own track.
“But throughout these calamities,” huskily continued
Don Benito,
painfully turning in the half embrace of his servant, “I
have to thank
those negroes you see, who, though to your
inexperienced eyes appearing
unruly, have, indeed, conducted themselves with less of
restlessness
than even their owner could have thought possible under
such
circumstances.”
Here he again fell faintly back. Again his mind
wandered; but he
rallied, and less obscurely proceeded.
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“Yes, their owner was quite right in assuring me that no
fetters would
be needed with his blacks; so that while, as is wont in this
transportation, those negroes have always remained upon
deck–not thrust
below, as in the Guinea-men–they have, also, from the
beginning, been
freely permitted to range within given bounds at their
pleasure.”
Once more the faintness returned–his mind
roved–but, recovering, he
resumed:
“But it is Babo here to whom, under God, I owe not
only my own
preservation, but likewise to him, chiefly, the merit is due,
of
pacifying his more ignorant brethren, when at intervals
tempted to
murmurings.”
“Ah, master,” sighed the black, bowing his face, “don’t
speak of me;
Babo is nothing; what Babo has done was but duty.”
“Faithful fellow!” cried Captain Delano. “Don Benito, I
envy you such a
friend; slave I cannot call him.”
As master and man stood before him, the black
upholding the white,
Captain Delano could not but bethink him of the beauty
of that
relationship which could present such a spectacle of
fidelity on the one
hand and confidence on the other. The scene was
heightened by, the
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contrast in dress, denoting their relative positions. The
Spaniard wore
a loose Chili jacket of dark velvet; white small-clothes and
stockings,
with silver buckles at the knee and instep; a high-
crowned sombrero, of
fine grass; a slender sword, silver mounted, hung from a
knot in his
sash–the last being an almost invariable adjunct, more for
utility than
ornament, of a South American gentleman’s dress to this
hour. Excepting
when his occasional nervous contortions brought about
disarray, there
was a certain precision in his attire curiously at variance
with the
unsightly disorder around; especially in the belittered
Ghetto, forward
of the main-mast, wholly occupied by the blacks.
The servant wore nothing but wide trowsers,
apparently, from their
coarseness and patches, made out of some old topsail;
they were clean,
and confined at the waist by a bit of unstranded rope,
which, with his
composed, deprecatory air at times, made him look
something like a
begging friar of St. Francis.
However unsuitable for the time and place, at least in
the
blunt-thinking American’s eyes, and however strangely
surviving in the
midst of all his afflictions, the toilette of Don Benito
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might not, in
fashion at least, have gone beyond the style of the day
among South
Americans of his class. Though on the present voyage
sailing from Buenos
Ayres, he had avowed himself a native and resident of
Chili, whose
inhabitants had not so generally adopted the plain coat
and once
plebeian pantaloons; but, with a becoming modification,
adhered to their
provincial costume, picturesque as any in the world. Still,
relatively
to the pale history of the voyage, and his own pale face,
there seemed
something so incongruous in the Spaniard’s apparel, as
almost to suggest
the image of an invalid courtier tottering about London
streets in the
time of the plague.
The portion of the narrative which, perhaps, most
excited interest, as
well as some surprise, considering the latitudes in
question, was the
long calms spoken of, and more particularly the ship’s so
long drifting
about. Without communicating the opinion, of course,
the American could
not but impute at least part of the detentions both to
clumsy seamanship
and faulty navigation. Eying Don Benito’s small, yellow
hands, he
easily inferred that the young captain had not got into
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hawse-hole, but the cabin-window; and if so, why
wonder at incompetence,
in youth, sickness, and gentility united?
But drowning criticism in compassion, after a fresh
repetition of his
sympathies, Captain Delano, having heard out his story,
not only
engaged, as in the first place, to see Don Benito and his
people
supplied in their immediate bodily needs, but, also, now
farther
promised to assist him in procuring a large permanent
supply of water,
as well as some sails and rigging; and, though it would
involve no small
embarrassment to himself, yet he would spare three of his
best seamen
for temporary deck officers; so that without delay the
ship might
proceed to Conception, there fully to refit for Lima, her
destined port.
Such generosity was not without its effect, even upon
the invalid. His
face lighted up; eager and hectic, he met the honest glance
of his
visitor. With gratitude he seemed overcome.
“This excitement is bad for master,” whispered the
servant, taking his
arm, and with soothing words gently drawing him aside.
When Don Benito returned, the American was pained
to observe that his
hopefulness, like the sudden kindling in his cheek, was
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but febrile and
transient.
Ere long, with a joyless mien, looking up towards the
poop, the host
invited his guest to accompany him there, for the benefit
of what little
breath of wind might be stirring.
As, during the telling of the story, Captain Delano had
once or twice
started at the occasional cymballing of the hatchet-
polishers, wondering
why such an interruption should be allowed, especially in
that part of
the ship, and in the ears of an invalid; and moreover, as
the hatchets
had anything but an attractive look, and the handlers of
them still less
so, it was, therefore, to tell the truth, not without some
lurking
reluctance, or even shrinking, it may be, that Captain
Delano, with
apparent complaisance, acquiesced in his host’s
invitation. The more so,
since, with an untimely caprice of punctilio, rendered
distressing by
his cadaverous aspect, Don Benito, with Castilian bows,
solemnly
insisted upon his guest’s preceding him up the ladder
leading to the
elevation; where, one on each side of the last step, sat for
armorial
supporters and sentries two of the ominous file. Gingerly
enough stepped
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good Captain Delano between them, and in the instant of
leaving them
behind, like one running the gauntlet, he felt an
apprehensive twitch in
the calves of his legs.
But when, facing about, he saw the whole file, like so
many
organ-grinders, still stupidly intent on their work,
unmindful of
everything beside, he could not but smile at his late
fidgety panic.
Presently, while standing with his host, looking
forward upon the decks
below, he was struck by one of those instances of
insubordination
previously alluded to. Three black boys, with two Spanish
boys, were
sitting together on the hatches, scraping a rude wooden
platter, in
which some scanty mess had recently been cooked.
Suddenly, one of the
black boys, enraged at a word dropped by one of his white
companions,
seized a knife, and, though called to forbear by one of the
oakum-pickers, struck the lad over the head, inflicting a
gash from
which blood flowed.
In amazement, Captain Delano inquired what this
meant. To which the pale
Don Benito dully muttered, that it was merely the sport
of the lad.
“Pretty serious sport, truly,” rejoined Captain Delano.
“Had such a
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thing happened on board the Bachelor’s Delight, instant
punishment would
have followed.”
At these words the Spaniard turned upon the American
one of his sudden,
staring, half-lunatic looks; then, relapsing into his torpor,
answered,
“Doubtless, doubtless, Señor.”
Is it, thought Captain Delano, that this hapless man is
one of those
paper captains I’ve known, who by policy wink at what by
power they
cannot put down? I know no sadder sight than a
commander who has little
of command but the name.
“I should think, Don Benito,” he now said, glancing
towards the
oakum-picker who had sought to interfere with the boys,
“that you would
find it advantageous to keep all your blacks employed,
especially the
younger ones, no matter at what useless task, and no
matter what happens
to the ship. Why, even with my little band, I find such a
course
indispensable. I once kept a crew on my quarter-deck
thrumming mats for
my cabin, when, for three days, I had given up my
ship–mats, men, and
all–for a speedy loss, owing to the violence of a gale, in
which we
could do nothing but helplessly drive before it.”
“Doubtless, doubtless,” muttered Don Benito.
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“But,” continued Captain Delano, again glancing upon
the oakum-pickers
and then at the hatchet-polishers, near by, “I see you keep
some, at
least, of your host employed.”
“Yes,” was again the vacant response.
“Those old men there, shaking their pows from their
pulpits,” continued
Captain Delano, pointing to the oakum-pickers, “seem to
act the part of
old dominies to the rest, little heeded as their
admonitions are at
times. Is this voluntary on their part, Don Benito, or have
you
appointed them shepherds to your flock of black sheep?”
“What posts they fill, I appointed them,” rejoined the
Spaniard, in an
acrid tone, as if resenting some supposed satiric
reflection.
“And these others, these Ashantee conjurors here,”
continued Captain
Delano, rather uneasily eying the brandished steel of the
hatchet-polishers, where, in spots, it had been brought to
a shine,
“this seems a curious business they are at, Don Benito?”
“In the gales we met,” answered the Spaniard, “what of
our general cargo
was not thrown overboard was much damaged by the
brine. Since coming
into calm weather, I have had several cases of knives and
hatchets daily
brought up for overhauling and cleaning.”
“A prudent idea, Don Benito. You are part owner of
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ship and cargo, I
presume; but none of the slaves, perhaps?”
“I am owner of all you see,” impatiently returned Don
Benito, “except
the main company of blacks, who belonged to my late
friend, Alexandro
Aranda.”
As he mentioned this name, his air was heart-broken;
his knees shook;
his servant supported him.
Thinking he divined the cause of such unusual
emotion, to confirm his
surmise, Captain Delano, after a pause, said: “And may I
ask, Don
Benito, whether–since awhile ago you spoke of some
cabin
passengers–the friend, whose loss so afflicts you, at the
outset of the
voyage accompanied his blacks?”
“Yes.”
“But died of the fever?”
“Died of the fever. Oh, could I but–”
Again quivering, the Spaniard paused.
“Pardon me,” said Captain Delano, lowly, “but I think
that, by a
sympathetic experience, I conjecture, Don Benito, what it
is that gives
the keener edge to your grief. It was once my hard fortune
to lose, at
sea, a dear friend, my own brother, then supercargo.
Assured of the
welfare of his spirit, its departure I could have borne like
a man; but
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that honest eye, that honest hand–both of which had so
often met
mine–and that warm heart; all, all–like scraps to the
dogs–to throw
all to the sharks! It was then I vowed never to have for
fellow-voyager
a man I loved, unless, unbeknown to him, I had provided
every requisite,
in case of a fatality, for embalming his mortal part for
interment on
shore. Were your friend’s remains now on board this ship,
Don Benito,
not thus strangely would the mention of his name affect
you.”
“On board this ship?” echoed the Spaniard. Then, with
horrified
gestures, as directed against some spectre, he
unconsciously fell into
the ready arms of his attendant, who, with a silent appeal
toward
Captain Delano, seemed beseeching him not again to
broach a theme so
unspeakably distressing to his master.
This poor fellow now, thought the pained American, is
the victim of that
sad superstition which associates goblins with the
deserted body of man,
as ghosts with an abandoned house. How unlike are we
made! What to me,
in like case, would have been a solemn satisfaction, the
bare
suggestion, even, terrifies the Spaniard into this trance.
Poor
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Alexandro Aranda! what would you say could you here
see your
friend–who, on former voyages, when you, for months,
were left behind,
has, I dare say, often longed, and longed, for one peep at
you–now
transported with terror at the least thought of having you
anyway nigh
him.
At this moment, with a dreary grave-yard toll,
betokening a flaw, the
ship’s forecastle bell, smote by one of the grizzled oakum-
pickers,
proclaimed ten o’clock, through the leaden calm; when
Captain Delano’s
attention was caught by the moving figure of a gigantic
black, emerging
from the general crowd below, and slowly advancing
towards the elevated
poop. An iron collar was about his neck, from which
depended a chain,
thrice wound round his body; the terminating links
padlocked together at
a broad band of iron, his girdle.
“How like a mute Atufal moves,” murmured the servant.
The black mounted the steps of the poop, and, like a
brave prisoner,
brought up to receive sentence, stood in unquailing
muteness before Don
Benito, now recovered from his attack.
At the first glimpse of his approach, Don Benito had
started, a
resentful shadow swept over his face; and, as with the
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sudden memory of
bootless rage, his white lips glued together.
This is some mulish mutineer, thought Captain Delano,
surveying, not
without a mixture of admiration, the colossal form of the
negro.
“See, he waits your question, master,” said the servant.
Thus reminded, Don Benito, nervously averting his
glance, as if
shunning, by anticipation, some rebellious response, in a
disconcerted
voice, thus spoke:–
“Atufal, will you ask my pardon, now?”
The black was silent.
“Again, master,” murmured the servant, with bitter
upbraiding eyeing his
countryman, “Again, master; he will bend to master yet.”
“Answer,” said Don Benito, still averting his glance, “say
but the one
word, _pardon_, and your chains shall be off.”
Upon this, the black, slowly raising both arms, let them
lifelessly
fall, his links clanking, his head bowed; as much as to say,
“no, I am
content.”
“Go,” said Don Benito, with inkept and unknown
emotion.
Deliberately as he had come, the black obeyed.
“Excuse me, Don Benito,” said Captain Delano, “but this
scene surprises
me; what means it, pray?”
“It means that that negro alone, of all the band, has
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given me peculiar
cause of offense. I have put him in chains; I–”
Here he paused; his hand to his head, as if there were a
swimming there,
or a sudden bewilderment of memory had come over
him; but meeting his
servant’s kindly glance seemed reassured, and
proceeded:–
“I could not scourge such a form. But I told him he must
ask my pardon.
As yet he has not. At my command, every two hours he
stands before me.”
“And how long has this been?”
“Some sixty days.”
“And obedient in all else? And respectful?”
“Yes.”
“Upon my conscience, then,” exclaimed Captain
Delano, impulsively, “he
has a royal spirit in him, this fellow.”
“He may have some right to it,” bitterly returned Don
Benito, “he says
he was king in his own land.”
“Yes,” said the servant, entering a word, “those slits in
Atufal’s ears
once held wedges of gold; but poor Babo here, in his own
land, was only
a poor slave; a black man’s slave was Babo, who now is the
white’s.”
Somewhat annoyed by these conversational
familiarities, Captain Delano
turned curiously upon the attendant, then glanced
inquiringly at his
master; but, as if long wonted to these little informalities,
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neither
master nor man seemed to understand him.
“What, pray, was Atufal’s offense, Don Benito?” asked
Captain Delano;
“if it was not something very serious, take a fool’s advice,
and, in
view of his general docility, as well as in some natural
respect for his
spirit, remit him his penalty.”
“No, no, master never will do that,” here murmured the
servant to
himself, “proud Atufal must first ask master’s pardon. The
slave there
carries the padlock, but master here carries the key.”
His attention thus directed, Captain Delano now
noticed for the first,
that, suspended by a slender silken cord, from Don
Benito’s neck, hung
a key. At once, from the servant’s muttered syllables,
divining the
key’s purpose, he smiled, and said:–“So, Don
Benito–padlock and
key–significant symbols, truly.”
Biting his lip, Don Benito faltered.
Though the remark of Captain Delano, a man of such
native simplicity as
to be incapable of satire or irony, had been dropped in
playful allusion
to the Spaniard’s singularly evidenced lordship over the
black; yet the
hypochondriac seemed some way to have taken it as a
malicious reflection
upon his confessed inability thus far to break down, at
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least, on a
verbal summons, the entrenched will of the slave.
Deploring this
supposed misconception, yet despairing of correcting it,
Captain Delano
shifted the subject; but finding his companion more than
ever withdrawn,
as if still sourly digesting the lees of the presumed affront
above-mentioned, by-and-by Captain Delano likewise
became less
talkative, oppressed, against his own will, by what seemed
the secret
vindictiveness of the morbidly sensitive Spaniard. But the
good sailor,
himself of a quite contrary disposition, refrained, on his
part, alike
from the appearance as from the feeling of resentment,
and if silent,
was only so from contagion.
Presently the Spaniard, assisted by his servant
somewhat discourteously
crossed over from his guest; a procedure which, sensibly
enough, might
have been allowed to pass for idle caprice of ill-humor,
had not master
and man, lingering round the corner of the elevated
skylight, began
whispering together in low voices. This was unpleasing.
And more; the
moody air of the Spaniard, which at times had not been
without a sort of
valetudinarian stateliness, now seemed anything but
dignified; while the
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menial familiarity of the servant lost its original charm of
simple-hearted attachment.
In his embarrassment, the visitor turned his face to the
other side of
the ship. By so doing, his glance accidentally fell on a
young Spanish
sailor, a coil of rope in his hand, just stepped from the
deck to the
first round of the mizzen-rigging. Perhaps the man would
not have been
particularly noticed, were it not that, during his ascent to
one of the
yards, he, with a sort of covert intentness, kept his eye
fixed on
Captain Delano, from whom, presently, it passed, as if by
a natural
sequence, to the two whisperers.
His own attention thus redirected to that quarter,
Captain Delano gave a
slight start. From something in Don Benito’s manner just
then, it seemed
as if the visitor had, at least partly, been the subject of the
withdrawn consultation going on–a conjecture as little
agreeable to the
guest as it was little flattering to the host.
The singular alternations of courtesy and ill-breeding
in the Spanish
captain were unaccountable, except on one of two
suppositions–innocent
lunacy, or wicked imposture.
But the first idea, though it might naturally have
occurred to an
indifferent observer, and, in some respect, had not
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hitherto been wholly
a stranger to Captain Delano’s mind, yet, now that, in an
incipient way,
he began to regard the stranger’s conduct something in
the light of an
intentional affront, of course the idea of lunacy was
virtually vacated.
But if not a lunatic, what then? Under the circumstances,
would a
gentleman, nay, any honest boor, act the part now acted
by his host? The
man was an impostor. Some low-born adventurer,
masquerading as an
oceanic grandee; yet so ignorant of the first requisites of
mere
gentlemanhood as to be betrayed into the present
remarkable indecorum.
That strange ceremoniousness, too, at other times
evinced, seemed not
uncharacteristic of one playing a part above his real level.
Benito
Cereno–Don Benito Cereno–a sounding name. One, too,
at that period,
not unknown, in the surname, to super-cargoes and sea
captains trading
along the Spanish Main, as belonging to one of the most
enterprising and
extensive mercantile families in all those provinces;
several members of
it having titles; a sort of Castilian Rothschild, with a noble
brother,
or cousin, in every great trading town of South America.
The alleged Don
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Benito was in early manhood, about twenty-nine or
thirty. To assume a
sort of roving cadetship in the maritime affairs of such a
house, what
more likely scheme for a young knave of talent and spirit?
But the
Spaniard was a pale invalid. Never mind. For even to the
degree of
simulating mortal disease, the craft of some tricksters had
been known
to attain. To think that, under the aspect of infantile
weakness, the
most savage energies might be couched–those velvets of
the Spaniard but
the silky paw to his fangs.
From no train of thought did these fancies come; not
from within, but
from without; suddenly, too, and in one throng, like hoar
frost; yet as
soon to vanish as the mild sun of Captain Delano’s good-
nature regained
its meridian.
Glancing over once more towards his host–whose side-
face, revealed
above the skylight, was now turned towards him–he was
struck by the
profile, whose clearness of cut was refined by the
thinness, incident to
ill-health, as well as ennobled about the chin by the beard.
Away with
suspicion. He was a true off-shoot of a true hidalgo
Cereno.
Relieved by these and other better thoughts, the visitor,
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lightly
humming a tune, now began indifferently pacing the
poop, so as not to
betray to Don Benito that he had at all mistrusted
incivility, much less
duplicity; for such mistrust would yet be proved illusory,
and by the
event; though, for the present, the circumstance which
had provoked that
distrust remained unexplained. But when that little
mystery should have
been cleared up, Captain Delano thought he might
extremely regret it,
did he allow Don Benito to become aware that he had
indulged in
ungenerous surmises. In short, to the Spaniard’s black-
letter text, it
was best, for awhile, to leave open margin.
Presently, his pale face twitching and overcast, the
Spaniard, still
supported by his attendant, moved over towards his
guest, when, with
even more than his usual embarrassment, and a strange
sort of intriguing
intonation in his husky whisper, the following
conversation began:–
“Señor, may I ask how long you have lain at this isle?”
“Oh, but a day or two, Don Benito.”
“And from what port are you last?”
“Canton.”
“And there, Señor, you exchanged your sealskins for
teas and silks, I
think you said?”
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“Yes, Silks, mostly.”
“And the balance you took in specie, perhaps?”
Captain Delano, fidgeting a little, answered–
“Yes; some silver; not a very great deal, though.”
“Ah–well. May I ask how many men have you, Señor?”
Captain Delano slightly started, but answered–
“About five-and-twenty, all told.”
“And at present, Señor, all on board, I suppose?”
“All on board, Don Benito,” replied the Captain, now
with satisfaction.
“And will be to-night, Señor?”
At this last question, following so many pertinacious
ones, for the soul
of him Captain Delano could not but look very earnestly
at the
questioner, who, instead of meeting the glance, with
every token of
craven discomposure dropped his eyes to the deck;
presenting an unworthy
contrast to his servant, who, just then, was kneeling at his
feet,
adjusting a loose shoe-buckle; his disengaged face
meantime, with
humble curiosity, turned openly up into his master’s
downcast one.
The Spaniard, still with a guilty shuffle, repeated his
question:
“And–and will be to-night, Señor?”
“Yes, for aught I know,” returned Captain Delano–“but
nay,” rallying
himself into fearless truth, “some of them talked of going
off on
another fishing party about midnight.”
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“Your ships generally go–go more or less armed, I
believe, Señor?”
“Oh, a six-pounder or two, in case of emergency,” was
the intrepidly
indifferent reply, “with a small stock of muskets, sealing-
spears, and
cutlasses, you know.”
As he thus responded, Captain Delano again glanced at
Don Benito, but
the latter’s eyes were averted; while abruptly and
awkwardly shifting
the subject, he made some peevish allusion to the calm,
and then,
without apology, once more, with his attendant,
withdrew to the opposite
bulwarks, where the whispering was resumed.
At this moment, and ere Captain Delano could cast a
cool thought upon
what had just passed, the young Spanish sailor, before
mentioned, was
seen descending from the rigging. In act of stooping over
to spring
inboard to the deck, his voluminous, unconfined frock, or
shirt, of
coarse woolen, much spotted with tar, opened out far
down the chest,
revealing a soiled under garment of what seemed the
finest linen, edged,
about the neck, with a narrow blue ribbon, sadly faded
and worn. At this
moment the young sailor’s eye was again fixed on the
whisperers, and
Captain Delano thought he observed a lurking
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significance in it, as if
silent signs, of some Freemason sort, had that instant
been
interchanged.
This once more impelled his own glance in the
direction of Don Benito,
and, as before, he could not but infer that himself formed
the subject
of the conference. He paused. The sound of the hatchet-
polishing fell on
his ears. He cast another swift side-look at the two. They
had the air
of conspirators. In connection with the late questionings,
and the
incident of the young sailor, these things now begat such
return of
involuntary suspicion, that the singular guilelessness of
the American
could not endure it. Plucking up a gay and humorous
expression, he
crossed over to the two rapidly, saying:–“Ha, Don Benito,
your black
here seems high in your trust; a sort of privy-counselor,
in fact.”
Upon this, the servant looked up with a good-natured
grin, but the
master started as from a venomous bite. It was a moment
or two before
the Spaniard sufficiently recovered himself to reply;
which he did, at
last, with cold constraint:–“Yes, Señor, I have trust in
Babo.”
Here Babo, changing his previous grin of mere animal
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humor into an
intelligent smile, not ungratefully eyed his master.
Finding that the Spaniard now stood silent and
reserved, as if
involuntarily, or purposely giving hint that his guest’s
proximity was
inconvenient just then, Captain Delano, unwilling to
appear uncivil even
to incivility itself, made some trivial remark and moved
off; again and
again turning over in his mind the mysterious demeanor
of Don Benito
Cereno.
He had descended from the poop, and, wrapped in
thought, was passing
near a dark hatchway, leading down into the steerage,
when, perceiving
motion there, he looked to see what moved. The same
instant there was a
sparkle in the shadowy hatchway, and he saw one of the
Spanish sailors,
prowling there hurriedly placing his hand in the bosom of
his frock, as
if hiding something. Before the man could have been
certain who it was
that was passing, he slunk below out of sight. But enough
was seen of
him to make it sure that he was the same young sailor
before noticed in
the rigging.
What was that which so sparkled? thought Captain
Delano. It was no
lamp–no match–no live coal. Could it have been a jewel?
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But how come
sailors with jewels?–or with silk-trimmed under-shirts
either? Has he
been robbing the trunks of the dead cabin-passengers?
But if so, he
would hardly wear one of the stolen articles on board ship
here. Ah,
ah–if, now, that was, indeed, a secret sign I saw passing
between this
suspicious fellow and his captain awhile since; if I could
only be
certain that, in my uneasiness, my senses did not deceive
me, then–
Here, passing from one suspicious thing to another, his
mind revolved
the strange questions put to him concerning his ship.
By a curious coincidence, as each point was recalled,
the black wizards
of Ashantee would strike up with their hatchets, as in
ominous comment
on the white stranger’s thoughts. Pressed by such enigmas
and portents,
it would have been almost against nature, had not, even
into the least
distrustful heart, some ugly misgivings obtruded.
Observing the ship, now helplessly fallen into a current,
with enchanted
sails, drifting with increased rapidity seaward; and noting
that, from a
lately intercepted projection of the land, the sealer was
hidden, the
stout mariner began to quake at thoughts which he barely
durst confess
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to himself. Above all, he began to feel a ghostly dread of
Don Benito.
And yet, when he roused himself, dilated his chest, felt
himself strong
on his legs, and coolly considered it–what did all these
phantoms
amount to?
Had the Spaniard any sinister scheme, it must have
reference not so much
to him (Captain Delano) as to his ship (the Bachelor’s
Delight). Hence
the present drifting away of the one ship from the other,
instead of
favoring any such possible scheme, was, for the time, at
least, opposed
to it. Clearly any suspicion, combining such
contradictions, must need
be delusive. Beside, was it not absurd to think of a vessel
in
distress–a vessel by sickness almost dismanned of her
crew–a vessel
whose inmates were parched for water–was it not a
thousand times absurd
that such a craft should, at present, be of a piratical
character; or
her commander, either for himself or those under him,
cherish any desire
but for speedy relief and refreshment? But then, might
not general
distress, and thirst in particular, be affected? And might
not that same
undiminished Spanish crew, alleged to have perished off
to a remnant, be
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at that very moment lurking in the hold? On heart-
broken pretense of
entreating a cup of cold water, fiends in human form had
got into lonely
dwellings, nor retired until a dark deed had been done.
And among the
Malay pirates, it was no unusual thing to lure ships after
them into
their treacherous harbors, or entice boarders from a
declared enemy at
sea, by the spectacle of thinly manned or vacant decks,
beneath which
prowled a hundred spears with yellow arms ready to
upthrust them through
the mats. Not that Captain Delano had entirely credited
such things. He
had heard of them–and now, as stories, they recurred.
The present
destination of the ship was the anchorage. There she
would be near his
own vessel. Upon gaining that vicinity, might not the San
Dominick, like
a slumbering volcano, suddenly let loose energies now
hid?
He recalled the Spaniard’s manner while telling his
story. There was a
gloomy hesitancy and subterfuge about it. It was just the
manner of one
making up his tale for evil purposes, as he goes. But if that
story was
not true, what was the truth? That the ship had unlawfully
come into the
Spaniard’s possession? But in many of its details,
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especially in
reference to the more calamitous parts, such as the
fatalities among the
seamen, the consequent prolonged beating about, the past
sufferings from
obstinate calms, and still continued suffering from thirst;
in all
these points, as well as others, Don Benito’s story had
corroborated not
only the wailing ejaculations of the indiscriminate
multitude, white and
black, but likewise–what seemed impossible to be
counterfeit–by the
very expression and play of every human feature, which
Captain Delano
saw. If Don Benito’s story was, throughout, an invention,
then every
soul on board, down to the youngest negress, was his
carefully drilled
recruit in the plot: an incredible inference. And yet, if
there was
ground for mistrusting his veracity, that inference was a
legitimate
one.
But those questions of the Spaniard. There, indeed, one
might pause. Did
they not seem put with much the same object with which
the burglar or
assassin, by day-time, reconnoitres the walls of a house?
But, with ill
purposes, to solicit such information openly of the chief
person
endangered, and so, in effect, setting him on his guard;
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how unlikely a
procedure was that? Absurd, then, to suppose that those
questions had
been prompted by evil designs. Thus, the same conduct,
which, in this
instance, had raised the alarm, served to dispel it. In short,
scarce
any suspicion or uneasiness, however apparently
reasonable at the time,
which was not now, with equal apparent reason,
dismissed.
At last he began to laugh at his former forebodings; and
laugh at the
strange ship for, in its aspect, someway siding with them,
as it were;
and laugh, too, at the odd-looking blacks, particularly
those old
scissors-grinders, the Ashantees; and those bed-ridden
old knitting
women, the oakum-pickers; and almost at the dark
Spaniard himself, the
central hobgoblin of all.
For the rest, whatever in a serious way seemed
enigmatical, was now
good-naturedly explained away by the thought that, for
the most part,
the poor invalid scarcely knew what he was about; either
sulking in
black vapors, or putting idle questions without sense or
object.
Evidently for the present, the man was not fit to be
intrusted with the
ship. On some benevolent plea withdrawing the
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command from him, Captain
Delano would yet have to send her to Conception, in
charge of his
second mate, a worthy person and good navigator–a plan
not more
convenient for the San Dominick than for Don Benito;
for, relieved from
all anxiety, keeping wholly to his cabin, the sick man,
under the good
nursing of his servant, would, probably, by the end of the
passage, be
in a measure restored to health, and with that he should
also be
restored to authority.
Such were the American’s thoughts. They were
tranquilizing. There was a
difference between the idea of Don Benito’s darkly pre-
ordaining Captain
Delano’s fate, and Captain Delano’s lightly arranging Don
Benito’s.
Nevertheless, it was not without something of relief that
the good
seaman presently perceived his whale-boat in the
distance. Its absence
had been prolonged by unexpected detention at the
sealer’s side, as well
as its returning trip lengthened by the continual recession
of the goal.
The advancing speck was observed by the blacks. Their
shouts attracted
the attention of Don Benito, who, with a return of
courtesy, approaching
Captain Delano, expressed satisfaction at the coming of
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some supplies,
slight and temporary as they must necessarily prove.
Captain Delano responded; but while doing so, his
attention was drawn to
something passing on the deck below: among the crowd
climbing the
landward bulwarks, anxiously watching the coming boat,
two blacks, to
all appearances accidentally incommoded by one of the
sailors, violently
pushed him aside, which the sailor someway resenting,
they dashed him to
the deck, despite the earnest cries of the oakum-pickers.
“Don Benito,” said Captain Delano quickly, “do you see
what is going on
there? Look!”
But, seized by his cough, the Spaniard staggered, with
both hands to his
face, on the point of falling. Captain Delano would have
supported him,
but the servant was more alert, who, with one hand
sustaining his
master, with the other applied the cordial. Don Benito
restored, the
black withdrew his support, slipping aside a little, but
dutifully
remaining within call of a whisper. Such discretion was
here evinced as
quite wiped away, in the visitor’s eyes, any blemish of
impropriety
which might have attached to the attendant, from the
indecorous
conferences before mentioned; showing, too, that if the
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servant were to
blame, it might be more the master’s fault than his own,
since, when
left to himself, he could conduct thus well.
His glance called away from the spectacle of disorder to
the more
pleasing one before him, Captain Delano could not avoid
again
congratulating his host upon possessing such a servant,
who, though
perhaps a little too forward now and then, must upon the
whole be
invaluable to one in the invalid’s situation.
“Tell me, Don Benito,” he added, with a smile–“I should
like to have
your man here, myself–what will you take for him?
Would fifty doubloons
be any object?”
“Master wouldn’t part with Babo for a thousand
doubloons,” murmured the
black, overhearing the offer, and taking it in earnest, and,
with the
strange vanity of a faithful slave, appreciated by his
master, scorning
to hear so paltry a valuation put upon him by a stranger.
But Don
Benito, apparently hardly yet completely restored, and
again
interrupted by his cough, made but some broken reply.
Soon his physical distress became so great, affecting his
mind, too,
apparently, that, as if to screen the sad spectacle, the
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servant gently
conducted his master below.
Left to himself, the American, to while away the time
till his boat
should arrive, would have pleasantly accosted some one
of the few
Spanish seamen he saw; but recalling something that Don
Benito had said
touching their ill conduct, he refrained; as a shipmaster
indisposed to
countenance cowardice or unfaithfulness in seamen.
While, with these thoughts, standing with eye directed
forward towards
that handful of sailors, suddenly he thought that one or
two of them
returned the glance and with a sort of meaning. He
rubbed his eyes, and
looked again; but again seemed to see the same thing.
Under a new form,
but more obscure than any previous one, the old
suspicions recurred,
but, in the absence of Don Benito, with less of panic than
before.
Despite the bad account given of the sailors, Captain
Delano resolved
forthwith to accost one of them. Descending the poop, he
made his way
through the blacks, his movement drawing a queer cry
from the
oakum-pickers, prompted by whom, the negroes,
twitching each other
aside, divided before him; but, as if curious to see what
was the object
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of this deliberate visit to their Ghetto, closing in behind,
in
tolerable order, followed the white stranger up. His
progress thus
proclaimed as by mounted kings-at-arms, and escorted as
by a Caffre
guard of honor, Captain Delano, assuming a good-
humored, off-handed air,
continued to advance; now and then saying a blithe word
to the negroes,
and his eye curiously surveying the white faces, here and
there sparsely
mixed in with the blacks, like stray white pawns
venturously involved in
the ranks of the chess-men opposed.
While thinking which of them to select for his purpose,
he chanced to
observe a sailor seated on the deck engaged in tarring the
strap of a
large block, a circle of blacks squatted round him
inquisitively eying
the process.
The mean employment of the man was in contrast with
something superior
in his figure. His hand, black with continually thrusting it
into the
tar-pot held for him by a negro, seemed not naturally
allied to his
face, a face which would have been a very fine one but for
its
haggardness. Whether this haggardness had aught to do
with criminality,
could not be determined; since, as intense heat and cold,
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though unlike,
produce like sensations, so innocence and guilt, when,
through casual
association with mental pain, stamping any visible
impress, use one
seal–a hacked one.
Not again that this reflection occurred to Captain
Delano at the time,
charitable man as he was. Rather another idea. Because
observing so
singular a haggardness combined with a dark eye, averted
as in trouble
and shame, and then again recalling Don Benito’s
confessed ill opinion
of his crew, insensibly he was operated upon by certain
general notions
which, while disconnecting pain and abashment from
virtue, invariably
link them with vice.
If, indeed, there be any wickedness on board this ship,
thought Captain
Delano, be sure that man there has fouled his hand in it,
even as now he
fouls it in the pitch. I don’t like to accost him. I will speak
to this
other, this old Jack here on the windlass.
He advanced to an old Barcelona tar, in ragged red
breeches and dirty
night-cap, cheeks trenched and bronzed, whiskers dense
as thorn hedges.
Seated between two sleepy-looking Africans, this
mariner, like his
younger shipmate, was employed upon some
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rigging–splicing a cable–the
sleepy-looking blacks performing the inferior function of
holding the
outer parts of the ropes for him.
Upon Captain Delano’s approach, the man at once
hung his head below its
previous level; the one necessary for business. It appeared
as if he
desired to be thought absorbed, with more than common
fidelity, in his
task. Being addressed, he glanced up, but with what
seemed a furtive,
diffident air, which sat strangely enough on his weather-
beaten visage,
much as if a grizzly bear, instead of growling and biting,
should simper
and cast sheep’s eyes. He was asked several questions
concerning the
voyage–questions purposely referring to several
particulars in Don
Benito’s narrative, not previously corroborated by those
impulsive cries
greeting the visitor on first coming on board. The
questions were
briefly answered, confirming all that remained to be
confirmed of the
story. The negroes about the windlass joined in with the
old sailor;
but, as they became talkative, he by degrees became mute,
and at length
quite glum, seemed morosely unwilling to answer more
questions, and yet,
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all the while, this ursine air was somehow mixed with his
sheepish one.
Despairing of getting into unembarrassed talk with
such a centaur,
Captain Delano, after glancing round for a more
promising countenance,
but seeing none, spoke pleasantly to the blacks to make
way for him; and
so, amid various grins and grimaces, returned to the
poop, feeling a
little strange at first, he could hardly tell why, but upon
the whole
with regained confidence in Benito Cereno.
How plainly, thought he, did that old whiskerando
yonder betray a
consciousness of ill desert. No doubt, when he saw me
coming, he
dreaded lest I, apprised by his Captain of the crew’s
general
misbehavior, came with sharp words for him, and so
down with his head.
And yet–and yet, now that I think of it, that very old
fellow, if I err
not, was one of those who seemed so earnestly eying me
here awhile
since. Ah, these currents spin one’s head round almost as
much as they
do the ship. Ha, there now’s a pleasant sort of sunny sight;
quite
sociable, too.
His attention had been drawn to a slumbering negress,
partly disclosed
through the lacework of some rigging, lying, with
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youthful limbs
carelessly disposed, under the lee of the bulwarks, like a
doe in the
shade of a woodland rock. Sprawling at her lapped
breasts, was her
wide-awake fawn, stark naked, its black little body half
lifted from the
deck, crosswise with its dam’s; its hands, like two paws,
clambering
upon her; its mouth and nose ineffectually rooting to get
at the mark;
and meantime giving a vexatious half-grunt, blending
with the composed
snore of the negress.
The uncommon vigor of the child at length roused the
mother. She started
up, at a distance facing Captain Delano. But as if not at all
concerned
at the attitude in which she had been caught, delightedly
she caught the
child up, with maternal transports, covering it with
kisses.
There’s naked nature, now; pure tenderness and love,
thought Captain
Delano, well pleased.
This incident prompted him to remark the other
negresses more
particularly than before. He was gratified with their
manners: like most
uncivilized women, they seemed at once tender of heart
and tough of
constitution; equally ready to die for their infants or fight
for them.
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Unsophisticated as leopardesses; loving as doves. Ah!
thought Captain
Delano, these, perhaps, are some of the very women
whom Ledyard saw in
Africa, and gave such a noble account of.
These natural sights somehow insensibly deepened his
confidence and
ease. At last he looked to see how his boat was getting on;
but it was
still pretty remote. He turned to see if Don Benito had
returned; but
he had not.
To change the scene, as well as to please himself with a
leisurely
observation of the coming boat, stepping over into the
mizzen-chains, he
clambered his way into the starboard quarter-
gallery–one of
those abandoned Venetian-looking water-balconies
previously
mentioned–retreats cut off from the deck. As his foot
pressed the
half-damp, half-dry sea-mosses matting the place, and a
chance phantom
cats-paw–an islet of breeze, unheralded, unfollowed–as
this ghostly
cats-paw came fanning his cheek; as his glance fell upon
the row of
small, round dead-lights–all closed like coppered eyes of
the
coffined–and the state-cabin door, once connecting with
the gallery,
even as the dead-lights had once looked out upon it, but
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now calked fast
like a sarcophagus lid; and to a purple-black tarred-over,
panel,
threshold, and post; and he bethought him of the time,
when that
state-cabin and this state-balcony had heard the voices of
the Spanish
king’s officers, and the forms of the Lima viceroy’s
daughters had
perhaps leaned where he stood–as these and other images
flitted
through his mind, as the cats-paw through the calm,
gradually he felt
rising a dreamy inquietude, like that of one who alone on
the prairie
feels unrest from the repose of the noon.
He leaned against the carved balustrade, again looking
off toward his
boat; but found his eye falling upon the ribbon grass,
trailing along
the ship’s water-line, straight as a border of green box;
and parterres
of sea-weed, broad ovals and crescents, floating nigh and
far, with what
seemed long formal alleys between, crossing the terraces
of swells, and
sweeping round as if leading to the grottoes below. And
overhanging all
was the balustrade by his arm, which, partly stained with
pitch and
partly embossed with moss, seemed the charred ruin of
some summer-house
in a grand garden long running to waste.
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Trying to break one charm, he was but becharmed
anew. Though upon the
wide sea, he seemed in some far inland country; prisoner
in some
deserted château, left to stare at empty grounds, and peer
out at vague
roads, where never wagon or wayfarer passed.
But these enchantments were a little disenchanted as
his eye fell on the
corroded main-chains. Of an ancient style, massy and
rusty in link,
shackle and bolt, they seemed even more fit for the ship’s
present
business than the one for which she had been built.
Presently he thought something moved nigh the chains.
He rubbed his
eyes, and looked hard. Groves of rigging were about the
chains; and
there, peering from behind a great stay, like an Indian
from behind a
hemlock, a Spanish sailor, a marlingspike in his hand, was
seen, who
made what seemed an imperfect gesture towards the
balcony, but
immediately as if alarmed by some advancing step along
the deck within,
vanished into the recesses of the hempen forest, like a
poacher.
What meant this? Something the man had sought to
communicate, unbeknown
to any one, even to his captain. Did the secret involve
aught
unfavorable to his captain? Were those previous
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misgivings of Captain
Delano’s about to be verified? Or, in his haunted mood at
the moment,
had some random, unintentional motion of the man,
while busy with the
stay, as if repairing it, been mistaken for a significant
beckoning?
Not unbewildered, again he gazed off for his boat. But
it was
temporarily hidden by a rocky spur of the isle. As with
some eagerness
he bent forward, watching for the first shooting view of
its beak, the
balustrade gave way before him like charcoal. Had he not
clutched an
outreaching rope he would have fallen into the sea. The
crash, though
feeble, and the fall, though hollow, of the rotten
fragments, must have
been overheard. He glanced up. With sober curiosity
peering down upon
him was one of the old oakum-pickers, slipped from his
perch to an
outside boom; while below the old negro, and, invisible to
him,
reconnoitering from a port-hole like a fox from the
mouth of its den,
crouched the Spanish sailor again. From something
suddenly suggested by
the man’s air, the mad idea now darted into Captain
Delano’s mind, that
Don Benito’s plea of indisposition, in withdrawing below,
was but a
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pretense: that he was engaged there maturing his plot, of
which the
sailor, by some means gaining an inkling, had a mind to
warn the
stranger against; incited, it may be, by gratitude for a kind
word on
first boarding the ship. Was it from foreseeing some
possible
interference like this, that Don Benito had, beforehand,
given such a
bad character of his sailors, while praising the negroes;
though,
indeed, the former seemed as docile as the latter the
contrary? The
whites, too, by nature, were the shrewder race. A man
with some evil
design, would he not be likely to speak well of that
stupidity which was
blind to his depravity, and malign that intelligence from
which it might
not be hidden? Not unlikely, perhaps. But if the whites
had dark secrets
concerning Don Benito, could then Don Benito be any
way in complicity
with the blacks? But they were too stupid. Besides, who
ever heard of a
white so far a renegade as to apostatize from his very
species almost,
by leaguing in against it with negroes? These difficulties
recalled
former ones. Lost in their mazes, Captain Delano, who
had now regained
the deck, was uneasily advancing along it, when he
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observed a new face;
an aged sailor seated cross-legged near the main
hatchway. His skin was
shrunk up with wrinkles like a pelican’s empty pouch; his
hair frosted;
his countenance grave and composed. His hands were full
of ropes, which
he was working into a large knot. Some blacks were about
him obligingly
dipping the strands for him, here and there, as the
exigencies of the
operation demanded.
Captain Delano crossed over to him, and stood in
silence surveying the
knot; his mind, by a not uncongenial transition, passing
from its own
entanglements to those of the hemp. For intricacy, such a
knot he had
never seen in an American ship, nor indeed any other.
The old man looked
like an Egyptian priest, making Gordian knots for the
temple of Ammon.
The knot seemed a combination of double-bowline-knot,
treble-crown-knot,
back-handed-well-knot, knot-in-and-out-knot, and
jamming-knot.
At last, puzzled to comprehend the meaning of such a
knot, Captain
Delano addressed the knotter:–
“What are you knotting there, my man?”
“The knot,” was the brief reply, without looking up.
“So it seems; but what is it for?”
“For some one else to undo,” muttered back the old
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man, plying his
fingers harder than ever, the knot being now nearly
completed.
While Captain Delano stood watching him, suddenly
the old man threw the
knot towards him, saying in broken English–the first
heard in the
ship–something to this effect: “Undo it, cut it, quick.” It
was said
lowly, but with such condensation of rapidity, that the
long, slow words
in Spanish, which had preceded and followed, almost
operated as covers
to the brief English between.
For a moment, knot in hand, and knot in head, Captain
Delano stood mute;
while, without further heeding him, the old man was now
intent upon
other ropes. Presently there was a slight stir behind
Captain Delano.
Turning, he saw the chained negro, Atufal, standing
quietly there. The
next moment the old sailor rose, muttering, and, followed
by his
subordinate negroes, removed to the forward part of the
ship, where in
the crowd he disappeared.
An elderly negro, in a clout like an infant’s, and with a
pepper and
salt head, and a kind of attorney air, now approached
Captain Delano. In
tolerable Spanish, and with a good-natured, knowing
wink, he informed
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him that the old knotter was simple-witted, but harmless;
often playing
his odd tricks. The negro concluded by begging the knot,
for of course
the stranger would not care to be troubled with it.
Unconsciously, it
was handed to him. With a sort of congé, the negro
received it, and,
turning his back, ferreted into it like a detective custom-
house officer
after smuggled laces. Soon, with some African word,
equivalent to pshaw,
he tossed the knot overboard.
All this is very queer now, thought Captain Delano,
with a qualmish sort
of emotion; but, as one feeling incipient sea-sickness, he
strove, by
ignoring the symptoms, to get rid of the malady. Once
more he looked off
for his boat. To his delight, it was now again in view,
leaving the
rocky spur astern.
The sensation here experienced, after at first relieving
his uneasiness,
with unforeseen efficacy soon began to remove it. The
less distant sight
of that well-known boat–showing it, not as before, half
blended with
the haze, but with outline defined, so that its
individuality, like a
man’s, was manifest; that boat, Rover by name, which,
though now in
strange seas, had often pressed the beach of Captain
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Delano’s home, and,
brought to its threshold for repairs, had familiarly lain
there, as a
Newfoundland dog; the sight of that household boat
evoked a thousand
trustful associations, which, contrasted with previous
suspicions,
filled him not only with lightsome confidence, but
somehow with half
humorous self-reproaches at his former lack of it.
“What, I, Amasa Delano–Jack of the Beach, as they
called me when a
lad–I, Amasa; the same that, duck-satchel in hand, used to
paddle along
the water-side to the school-house made from the old
hulk–I, little
Jack of the Beach, that used to go berrying with cousin
Nat and the
rest; I to be murdered here at the ends of the earth, on
board a haunted
pirate-ship by a horrible Spaniard? Too nonsensical to
think of! Who
would murder Amasa Delano? His conscience is clean.
There is some one
above. Fie, fie, Jack of the Beach! you are a child indeed; a
child of
the second childhood, old boy; you are beginning to dote
and drule, I’m
afraid.”
Light of heart and foot, he stepped aft, and there was
met by Don
Benito’s servant, who, with a pleasing expression,
responsive to his own
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present feelings, informed him that his master had
recovered from the
effects of his coughing fit, and had just ordered him to go
present his
compliments to his good guest, Don Amasa, and say that
he (Don Benito)
would soon have the happiness to rejoin him.
There now, do you mark that? again thought Captain
Delano, walking the
poop. What a donkey I was. This kind gentleman who
here sends me his
kind compliments, he, but ten minutes ago, dark-lantern
in had, was
dodging round some old grind-stone in the hold,
sharpening a hatchet for
me, I thought. Well, well; these long calms have a morbid
effect on the
mind, I’ve often heard, though I never believed it before.
Ha! glancing
towards the boat; there’s Rover; good dog; a white bone
in her mouth. A
pretty big bone though, seems to me.–What? Yes, she has
fallen afoul
of the bubbling tide-rip there. It sets her the other way,
too, for the
time. Patience.
It was now about noon, though, from the grayness of
everything, it
seemed to be getting towards dusk.
The calm was confirmed. In the far distance, away from
the influence of
land, the leaden ocean seemed laid out and leaded up, its
course
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finished, soul gone, defunct. But the current from
landward, where the
ship was, increased; silently sweeping her further and
further towards
the tranced waters beyond.
Still, from his knowledge of those latitudes, cherishing
hopes of a
breeze, and a fair and fresh one, at any moment, Captain
Delano, despite
present prospects, buoyantly counted upon bringing the
San Dominick
safely to anchor ere night. The distance swept over was
nothing; since,
with a good wind, ten minutes’ sailing would retrace
more than sixty
minutes, drifting. Meantime, one moment turning to
mark “Rover” fighting
the tide-rip, and the next to see Don Benito approaching,
he continued
walking the poop.
Gradually he felt a vexation arising from the delay of
his boat; this
soon merged into uneasiness; and at last–his eye falling
continually,
as from a stage-box into the pit, upon the strange crowd
before and
below him, and, by-and-by, recognizing there the
face–now composed to
indifference–of the Spanish sailor who had seemed to
beckon from the
main-chains–something of his old trepidations returned.
Ah, thought he–gravely enough–this is like the ague:
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because it went
off, it follows not that it won’t come back.
Though ashamed of the relapse, he could not altogether
subdue it; and
so, exerting his good-nature to the utmost, insensibly he
came to a
compromise.
Yes, this is a strange craft; a strange history, too, and
strange folks
on board. But–nothing more.
By way of keeping his mind out of mischief till the boat
should arrive,
he tried to occupy it with turning over and over, in a
purely
speculative sort of way, some lesser peculiarities of the
captain and
crew. Among others, four curious points recurred:
First, the affair of the Spanish lad assailed with a knife
by the slave
boy; an act winked at by Don Benito. Second, the tyranny
in Don Benito’s
treatment of Atufal, the black; as if a child should lead a
bull of the
Nile by the ring in his nose. Third, the trampling of the
sailor by the
two negroes; a piece of insolence passed over without so
much as a
reprimand. Fourth, the cringing submission to their
master, of all the
ship’s underlings, mostly blacks; as if by the least
inadvertence they
feared to draw down his despotic displeasure.
Coupling these points, they seemed somewhat
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contradictory. But what
then, thought Captain Delano, glancing towards his now
nearing
boat–what then? Why, Don Benito is a very capricious
commander. But he
is not the first of the sort I have seen; though it’s true he
rather
exceeds any other. But as a nation–continued he in his
reveries–these
Spaniards are all an odd set; the very word Spaniard has a
curious,
conspirator, Guy-Fawkish twang to it. And yet, I dare say,
Spaniards in
the main are as good folks as any in Duxbury,
Massachusetts. Ah good!
At last “Rover” has come.
As, with its welcome freight, the boat touched the side,
the
oakum-pickers, with venerable gestures, sought to
restrain the blacks,
who, at the sight of three gurried water-casks in its
bottom, and a pile
of wilted pumpkins in its bow, hung over the bulwarks in
disorderly
raptures.
Don Benito, with his servant, now appeared; his
coming, perhaps,
hastened by hearing the noise. Of him Captain Delano
sought permission
to serve out the water, so that all might share alike, and
none injure
themselves by unfair excess. But sensible, and, on Don
Benito’s account,
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kind as this offer was, it was received with what seemed
impatience; as
if aware that he lacked energy as a commander, Don
Benito, with the true
jealousy of weakness, resented as an affront any
interference. So, at
least, Captain Delano inferred.
In another moment the casks were being hoisted in,
when some of the
eager negroes accidentally jostled Captain Delano, where
he stood by the
gangway; so, that, unmindful of Don Benito, yielding to
the impulse of
the moment, with good-natured authority he bade the
blacks stand back;
to enforce his words making use of a half-mirthful, half-
menacing
gesture. Instantly the blacks paused, just where they were,
each negro
and negress suspended in his or her posture, exactly as
the word had
found them–for a few seconds continuing so–while, as
between the
responsive posts of a telegraph, an unknown syllable ran
from man to man
among the perched oakum-pickers. While the visitor’s
attention was fixed
by this scene, suddenly the hatchet-polishers half rose,
and a rapid cry
came from Don Benito.
Thinking that at the signal of the Spaniard he was about
to be
massacred, Captain Delano would have sprung for his
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boat, but paused, as
the oakum-pickers, dropping down into the crowd with
earnest
exclamations, forced every white and every negro back, at
the same
moment, with gestures friendly and familiar, almost
jocose, bidding him,
in substance, not be a fool. Simultaneously the hatchet-
polishers
resumed their seats, quietly as so many tailors, and at
once, as if
nothing had happened, the work of hoisting in the casks
was resumed,
whites and blacks singing at the tackle.
Captain Delano glanced towards Don Benito. As he saw
his meagre form in
the act of recovering itself from reclining in the servant’s
arms, into
which the agitated invalid had fallen, he could not but
marvel at the
panic by which himself had been surprised, on the darting
supposition
that such a commander, who, upon a legitimate occasion,
so trivial, too,
as it now appeared, could lose all self-command, was,
with energetic
iniquity, going to bring about his murder.
The casks being on deck, Captain Delano was handed a
number of jars and
cups by one of the steward’s aids, who, in the name of his
captain,
entreated him to do as he had proposed–dole out the
water. He complied,
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with republican impartiality as to this republican
element, which always
seeks one level, serving the oldest white no better than the
youngest
black; excepting, indeed, poor Don Benito, whose
condition, if not rank,
demanded an extra allowance. To him, in the first place,
Captain Delano
presented a fair pitcher of the fluid; but, thirsting as he
was for it,
the Spaniard quaffed not a drop until after several grave
bows and
salutes. A reciprocation of courtesies which the sight-
loving Africans
hailed with clapping of hands.
Two of the less wilted pumpkins being reserved for the
cabin table, the
residue were minced up on the spot for the general
regalement. But the
soft bread, sugar, and bottled cider, Captain Delano
would have given
the whites alone, and in chief Don Benito; but the latter
objected;
which disinterestedness not a little pleased the American;
and so
mouthfuls all around were given alike to whites and
blacks; excepting
one bottle of cider, which Babo insisted upon setting
aside for his
master.
Here it may be observed that as, on the first visit of the
boat, the
American had not permitted his men to board the ship,
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neither did he
now; being unwilling to add to the confusion of the decks.
Not uninfluenced by the peculiar good-humor at
present prevailing, and
for the time oblivious of any but benevolent thoughts,
Captain Delano,
who, from recent indications, counted upon a breeze
within an hour or
two at furthest, dispatched the boat back to the sealer,
with orders for
all the hands that could be spared immediately to set
about rafting
casks to the watering-place and filling them. Likewise he
bade word be
carried to his chief officer, that if, against present
expectation, the
ship was not brought to anchor by sunset, he need be
under no concern;
for as there was to be a full moon that night, he (Captain
Delano) would
remain on board ready to play the pilot, come the wind
soon or late.
As the two Captains stood together, observing the
departing boat–the
servant, as it happened, having just spied a spot on his
master’s velvet
sleeve, and silently engaged rubbing it out–the American
expressed his
regrets that the San Dominick had no boats; none, at least,
but the
unseaworthy old hulk of the long-boat, which, warped as
a camel’s
skeleton in the desert, and almost as bleached, lay pot-
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wise inverted
amidships, one side a little tipped, furnishing a
subterraneous sort of
den for family groups of the blacks, mostly women and
small children;
who, squatting on old mats below, or perched above in
the dark dome, on
the elevated seats, were descried, some distance within,
like a social
circle of bats, sheltering in some friendly cave; at
intervals, ebon
flights of naked boys and girls, three or four years old,
darting in and
out of the den’s mouth.
“Had you three or four boats now, Don Benito,” said
Captain Delano, “I
think that, by tugging at the oars, your negroes here
might help along
matters some. Did you sail from port without boats, Don
Benito?”
“They were stove in the gales, Señor.”
“That was bad. Many men, too, you lost then. Boats and
men. Those must
have been hard gales, Don Benito.”
“Past all speech,” cringed the Spaniard.
“Tell me, Don Benito,” continued his companion with
increased interest,
“tell me, were these gales immediately off the pitch of
Cape Horn?”
“Cape Horn?–who spoke of Cape Horn?”
“Yourself did, when giving me an account of your
voyage,” answered
Captain Delano, with almost equal astonishment at this
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eating of his own
words, even as he ever seemed eating his own heart, on
the part of the
Spaniard. “You yourself, Don Benito, spoke of Cape
Horn,” he
emphatically repeated.
The Spaniard turned, in a sort of stooping posture,
pausing an instant,
as one about to make a plunging exchange of elements, as
from air to
water.
At this moment a messenger-boy, a white, hurried by,
in the regular
performance of his function carrying the last expired half
hour forward
to the forecastle, from the cabin time-piece, to have it
struck at the
ship’s large bell.
“Master,” said the servant, discontinuing his work on
the coat sleeve,
and addressing the rapt Spaniard with a sort of timid
apprehensiveness,
as one charged with a duty, the discharge of which, it was
foreseen,
would prove irksome to the very person who had
imposed it, and for whose
benefit it was intended, “master told me never mind
where he was, or how
engaged, always to remind him to a minute, when
shaving-time comes.
Miguel has gone to strike the half-hour afternoon. It is
_now_, master.
Will master go into the cuddy?”
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“Ah–yes,” answered the Spaniard, starting, as from
dreams into
realities; then turning upon Captain Delano, he said that
ere long he
would resume the conversation.
“Then if master means to talk more to Don Amasa,” said
the servant, “why
not let Don Amasa sit by master in the cuddy, and master
can talk, and
Don Amasa can listen, while Babo here lathers and
strops.”
“Yes,” said Captain Delano, not unpleased with this
sociable plan, “yes,
Don Benito, unless you had rather not, I will go with you.”
“Be it so, Señor.”
As the three passed aft, the American could not but
think it another
strange instance of his host’s capriciousness, this being
shaved with
such uncommon punctuality in the middle of the day. But
he deemed it
more than likely that the servant’s anxious fidelity had
something to do
with the matter; inasmuch as the timely interruption
served to rally his
master from the mood which had evidently been coming
upon him.
The place called the cuddy was a light deck-cabin
formed by the poop, a
sort of attic to the large cabin below. Part of it had
formerly been
the quarters of the officers; but since their death all the
partitioning
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had been thrown down, and the whole interior converted
into one spacious
and airy marine hall; for absence of fine furniture and
picturesque
disarray of odd appurtenances, somewhat answering to
the wide, cluttered
hall of some eccentric bachelor-squire in the country,
who hangs his
shooting-jacket and tobacco-pouch on deer antlers, and
keeps his
fishing-rod, tongs, and walking-stick in the same corner.
The similitude was heightened, if not originally
suggested, by glimpses
of the surrounding sea; since, in one aspect, the country
and the ocean
seem cousins-german.
The floor of the cuddy was matted. Overhead, four or
five old muskets
were stuck into horizontal holes along the beams. On one
side was a
claw-footed old table lashed to the deck; a thumbed
missal on it, and
over it a small, meagre crucifix attached to the bulk-head.
Under the
table lay a dented cutlass or two, with a hacked harpoon,
among some
melancholy old rigging, like a heap of poor friars’ girdles.
There were
also two long, sharp-ribbed settees of Malacca cane, black
with age,
and uncomfortable to look at as inquisitors’ racks, with a
large,
misshapen arm-chair, which, furnished with a rude
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barber’s crotch at the
back, working with a screw, seemed some grotesque
engine of torment. A
flag locker was in one corner, open, exposing various
colored bunting,
some rolled up, others half unrolled, still others tumbled.
Opposite was
a cumbrous washstand, of black mahogany, all of one
block, with a
pedestal, like a font, and over it a railed shelf, containing
combs,
brushes, and other implements of the toilet. A torn
hammock of stained
grass swung near; the sheets tossed, and the pillow
wrinkled up like a
brow, as if who ever slept here slept but illy, with alternate
visitations of sad thoughts and bad dreams.
The further extremity of the cuddy, overhanging the
ship’s stern, was
pierced with three openings, windows or port-holes,
according as men or
cannon might peer, socially or unsocially, out of them. At
present
neither men nor cannon were seen, though huge ring-
bolts and other rusty
iron fixtures of the wood-work hinted of twenty-four-
pounders.
Glancing towards the hammock as he entered, Captain
Delano said, “You
sleep here, Don Benito?”
“Yes, Señor, since we got into mild weather.”
“This seems a sort of dormitory, sitting-room, sail-loft,
chapel,
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armory, and private closet all together, Don Benito,”
added Captain
Delano, looking round.
“Yes, Señor; events have not been favorable to much
order in my
arrangements.”
Here the servant, napkin on arm, made a motion as if
waiting his
master’s good pleasure. Don Benito signified his
readiness, when,
seating him in the Malacca arm-chair, and for the guest’s
convenience
drawing opposite one of the settees, the servant
commenced operations by
throwing back his master’s collar and loosening his
cravat.
There is something in the negro which, in a peculiar
way, fits him for
avocations about one’s person. Most negroes are natural
valets and
hair-dressers; taking to the comb and brush congenially
as to the
castinets, and flourishing them apparently with almost
equal
satisfaction. There is, too, a smooth tact about them in
this
employment, with a marvelous, noiseless, gliding
briskness, not
ungraceful in its way, singularly pleasing to behold, and
still more so
to be the manipulated subject of. And above all is the great
gift of
good-humor. Not the mere grin or laugh is here meant.
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Those were
unsuitable. But a certain easy cheerfulness, harmonious
in every glance
and gesture; as though God had set the whole negro to
some pleasant
tune.
When to this is added the docility arising from the
unaspiring
contentment of a limited mind and that susceptibility of
blind
attachment sometimes inhering in indisputable inferiors,
one readily
perceives why those hypochondriacs, Johnson and
Byron–it may be,
something like the hypochondriac Benito Cereno–took
to their hearts,
almost to the exclusion of the entire white race, their
serving men, the
negroes, Barber and Fletcher. But if there be that in the
negro which
exempts him from the inflicted sourness of the morbid or
cynical mind,
how, in his most prepossessing aspects, must he appear to
a benevolent
one? When at ease with respect to exterior things,
Captain Delano’s
nature was not only benign, but familiarly and
humorously so. At home,
he had often taken rare satisfaction in sitting in his door,
watching
some free man of color at his work or play. If on a voyage
he chanced to
have a black sailor, invariably he was on chatty and half-
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gamesome terms
with him. In fact, like most men of a good, blithe heart,
Captain Delano
took to negroes, not philanthropically, but genially, just as
other men
to Newfoundland dogs.
Hitherto, the circumstances in which he found the San
Dominick had
repressed the tendency. But in the cuddy, relieved from
his former
uneasiness, and, for various reasons, more sociably
inclined than at any
previous period of the day, and seeing the colored
servant, napkin on
arm, so debonair about his master, in a business so
familiar as that of
shaving, too, all his old weakness for negroes returned.
Among other things, he was amused with an odd
instance of the African
love of bright colors and fine shows, in the black’s
informally taking
from the flag-locker a great piece of bunting of all hues,
and lavishly
tucking it under his master’s chin for an apron.
The mode of shaving among the Spaniards is a little
different from what
it is with other nations. They have a basin, specifically
called a
barber’s basin, which on one side is scooped out, so as
accurately to
receive the chin, against which it is closely held in
lathering; which
is done, not with a brush, but with soap dipped in the
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water of the
basin and rubbed on the face.
In the present instance salt-water was used for lack of
better; and the
parts lathered were only the upper lip, and low down
under the throat,
all the rest being cultivated beard.
The preliminaries being somewhat novel to Captain
Delano, he sat
curiously eying them, so that no conversation took place,
nor, for the
present, did Don Benito appear disposed to renew any.
Setting down his basin, the negro searched among the
razors, as for the
sharpest, and having found it, gave it an additional edge
by expertly
strapping it on the firm, smooth, oily skin of his open
palm; he then
made a gesture as if to begin, but midway stood
suspended for an
instant, one hand elevating the razor, the other
professionally dabbling
among the bubbling suds on the Spaniard’s lank neck.
Not unaffected by
the close sight of the gleaming steel, Don Benito
nervously shuddered;
his usual ghastliness was heightened by the lather, which
lather, again,
was intensified in its hue by the contrasting sootiness of
the negro’s
body. Altogether the scene was somewhat peculiar, at
least to Captain
Delano, nor, as he saw the two thus postured, could he
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resist the
vagary, that in the black he saw a headsman, and in the
white a man at
the block. But this was one of those antic conceits,
appearing and
vanishing in a breath, from which, perhaps, the best
regulated mind is
not always free.
Meantime the agitation of the Spaniard had a little
loosened the bunting
from around him, so that one broad fold swept curtain-
like over the
chair-arm to the floor, revealing, amid a profusion of
armorial bars and
ground-colors–black, blue, and yellow–a closed castle in
a blood red
field diagonal with a lion rampant in a white.
“The castle and the lion,” exclaimed Captain
Delano–“why, Don Benito,
this is the flag of Spain you use here. It’s well it’s only I,
and not
the King, that sees this,” he added, with a smile,
“but”–turning
towards the black–“it’s all one, I suppose, so the colors be
gay;”
which playful remark did not fail somewhat to tickle the
negro.
“Now, master,” he said, readjusting the flag, and
pressing the head
gently further back into the crotch of the chair; “now,
master,” and the
steel glanced nigh the throat.
Again Don Benito faintly shuddered.
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“You must not shake so, master. See, Don Amasa,
master always shakes
when I shave him. And yet master knows I never yet have
drawn blood,
though it’s true, if master will shake so, I may some of
these times.
Now master,” he continued. “And now, Don Amasa, please
go on with your
talk about the gale, and all that; master can hear, and,
between times,
master can answer.”
“Ah yes, these gales,” said Captain Delano; “but the
more I think of
your voyage, Don Benito, the more I wonder, not at the
gales, terrible
as they must have been, but at the disastrous interval
following them.
For here, by your account, have you been these two
months and more
getting from Cape Horn to St. Maria, a distance which I
myself, with a
good wind, have sailed in a few days. True, you had calms,
and long
ones, but to be becalmed for two months, that is, at least,
unusual.
Why, Don Benito, had almost any other gentleman told
me such a story, I
should have been half disposed to a little incredulity.”
Here an involuntary expression came over the
Spaniard, similar to that
just before on the deck, and whether it was the start he
gave, or a
sudden gawky roll of the hull in the calm, or a momentary
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unsteadiness
of the servant’s hand, however it was, just then the razor
drew blood,
spots of which stained the creamy lather under the throat:
immediately
the black barber drew back his steel, and, remaining in his
professional
attitude, back to Captain Delano, and face to Don Benito,
held up the
trickling razor, saying, with a sort of half humorous
sorrow, “See,
master–you shook so–here’s Babo’s first blood.”
No sword drawn before James the First of England, no
assassination in
that timid King’s presence, could have produced a more
terrified aspect
than was now presented by Don Benito.
Poor fellow, thought Captain Delano, so nervous he
can’t even bear the
sight of barber’s blood; and this unstrung, sick man, is it
credible
that I should have imagined he meant to spill all my blood,
who can’t
endure the sight of one little drop of his own? Surely,
Amasa Delano,
you have been beside yourself this day. Tell it not when
you get home,
sappy Amasa. Well, well, he looks like a murderer, doesn’t
he? More like
as if himself were to be done for. Well, well, this day’s
experience
shall be a good lesson.
Meantime, while these things were running through
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the honest seaman’s
mind, the servant had taken the napkin from his arm, and
to Don Benito
had said–“But answer Don Amasa, please, master, while I
wipe this ugly
stuff off the razor, and strop it again.”
As he said the words, his face was turned half round, so
as to be alike
visible to the Spaniard and the American, and seemed, by
its
expression, to hint, that he was desirous, by getting his
master to go
on with the conversation, considerately to withdraw his
attention from
the recent annoying accident. As if glad to snatch the
offered relief,
Don Benito resumed, rehearsing to Captain Delano, that
not only were the
calms of unusual duration, but the ship had fallen in with
obstinate
currents; and other things he added, some of which were
but repetitions
of former statements, to explain how it came to pass that
the passage
from Cape Horn to St. Maria had been so exceedingly
long; now and then,
mingling with his words, incidental praises, less qualified
than before,
to the blacks, for their general good conduct. These
particulars were
not given consecutively, the servant, at convenient times,
using his
razor, and so, between the intervals of shaving, the story
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and panegyric
went on with more than usual huskiness.
To Captain Delano’s imagination, now again not
wholly at rest, there was
something so hollow in the Spaniard’s manner, with
apparently some
reciprocal hollowness in the servant’s dusky comment of
silence, that
the idea flashed across him, that possibly master and man,
for some
unknown purpose, were acting out, both in word and
deed, nay, to the
very tremor of Don Benito’s limbs, some juggling play
before him.
Neither did the suspicion of collusion lack apparent
support, from the
fact of those whispered conferences before mentioned.
But then, what
could be the object of enacting this play of the barber
before him? At
last, regarding the notion as a whimsy, insensibly
suggested, perhaps,
by the theatrical aspect of Don Benito in his harlequin
ensign, Captain
Delano speedily banished it.
The shaving over, the servant bestirred himself with a
small bottle of
scented waters, pouring a few drops on the head, and then
diligently
rubbing; the vehemence of the exercise causing the
muscles of his face
to twitch rather strangely.
His next operation was with comb, scissors, and brush;
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going round and
round, smoothing a curl here, clipping an unruly
whisker-hair there,
giving a graceful sweep to the temple-lock, with other
impromptu
touches evincing the hand of a master; while, like any
resigned
gentleman in barber’s hands, Don Benito bore all, much
less uneasily, at
least than he had done the razoring; indeed, he sat so pale
and rigid
now, that the negro seemed a Nubian sculptor finishing
off a white
statue-head.
All being over at last, the standard of Spain removed,
tumbled up, and
tossed back into the flag-locker, the negro’s warm breath
blowing away
any stray hair, which might have lodged down his
master’s neck; collar
and cravat readjusted; a speck of lint whisked off the
velvet lapel; all
this being done; backing off a little space, and pausing
with an
expression of subdued self-complacency, the servant for a
moment
surveyed his master, as, in toilet at least, the creature of
his own
tasteful hands.
Captain Delano playfully complimented him upon his
achievement; at the
same time congratulating Don Benito.
But neither sweet waters, nor shampooing, nor fidelity,
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nor sociality,
delighted the Spaniard. Seeing him relapsing into
forbidding gloom, and
still remaining seated, Captain Delano, thinking that his
presence was
undesired just then, withdrew, on pretense of seeing
whether, as he had
prophesied, any signs of a breeze were visible.
Walking forward to the main-mast, he stood awhile
thinking over the
scene, and not without some undefined misgivings, when
he heard a noise
near the cuddy, and turning, saw the negro, his hand to
his cheek.
Advancing, Captain Delano perceived that the cheek was
bleeding. He was
about to ask the cause, when the negro’s wailing soliloquy
enlightened
him.
“Ah, when will master get better from his sickness; only
the sour heart
that sour sickness breeds made him serve Babo so; cutting
Babo with the
razor, because, only by accident, Babo had given master
one little
scratch; and for the first time in so many a day, too. Ah,
ah, ah,”
holding his hand to his face.
Is it possible, thought Captain Delano; was it to wreak
in private his
Spanish spite against this poor friend of his, that Don
Benito, by his
sullen manner, impelled me to withdraw? Ah this slavery
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breeds ugly
passions in man.–Poor fellow!
He was about to speak in sympathy to the negro, but
with a timid
reluctance he now re-entered the cuddy.
Presently master and man came forth; Don Benito
leaning on his servant
as if nothing had happened.
But a sort of love-quarrel, after all, thought Captain
Delano.
He accosted Don Benito, and they slowly walked
together. They had gone
but a few paces, when the steward–a tall, rajah-looking
mulatto,
orientally set off with a pagoda turban formed by three or
four Madras
handkerchiefs wound about his head, tier on
tier–approaching with a
saalam, announced lunch in the cabin.
On their way thither, the two captains were preceded
by the mulatto,
who, turning round as he advanced, with continual smiles
and bows,
ushered them on, a display of elegance which quite
completed the
insignificance of the small bare-headed Babo, who, as if
not unconscious
of inferiority, eyed askance the graceful steward. But in
part, Captain
Delano imputed his jealous watchfulness to that peculiar
feeling which
the full-blooded African entertains for the adulterated
one. As for the
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steward, his manner, if not bespeaking much dignity of
self-respect, yet
evidenced his extreme desire to please; which is doubly
meritorious, as
at once Christian and Chesterfieldian.
Captain Delano observed with interest that while the
complexion of the
mulatto was hybrid, his physiognomy was
European–classically so.
“Don Benito,” whispered he, “I am glad to see this
usher-of-the-golden-rod of yours; the sight refutes an
ugly remark once
made to me by a Barbadoes planter; that when a mulatto
has a regular
European face, look out for him; he is a devil. But see,
your steward
here has features more regular than King George’s of
England; and yet
there he nods, and bows, and smiles; a king, indeed–the
king of kind
hearts and polite fellows. What a pleasant voice he has,
too?”
“He has, Señor.”
“But tell me, has he not, so far as you have known him,
always proved a
good, worthy fellow?” said Captain Delano, pausing,
while with a final
genuflexion the steward disappeared into the cabin;
“come, for the
reason just mentioned, I am curious to know.”
“Francesco is a good man,” a sort of sluggishly
responded Don Benito,
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like a phlegmatic appreciator, who would neither find
fault nor flatter.
“Ah, I thought so. For it were strange, indeed, and not
very creditable
to us white-skins, if a little of our blood mixed with the
African’s,
should, far from improving the latter’s quality, have the
sad effect of
pouring vitriolic acid into black broth; improving the
hue, perhaps, but
not the wholesomeness.”
“Doubtless, doubtless, Señor, but”–glancing at
Babo–“not to speak of
negroes, your planter’s remark I have heard applied to the
Spanish and
Indian intermixtures in our provinces. But I know
nothing about the
matter,” he listlessly added.
And here they entered the cabin.
The lunch was a frugal one. Some of Captain Delano’s
fresh fish and
pumpkins, biscuit and salt beef, the reserved bottle of
cider, and the
San Dominick’s last bottle of Canary.
As they entered, Francesco, with two or three colored
aids, was hovering
over the table giving the last adjustments. Upon
perceiving their master
they withdrew, Francesco making a smiling congé, and
the Spaniard,
without condescending to notice it, fastidiously
remarking to his
companion that he relished not superfluous attendance.
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Without companions, host and guest sat down, like a
childless married
couple, at opposite ends of the table, Don Benito waving
Captain Delano
to his place, and, weak as he was, insisting upon that
gentleman being
seated before himself.
The negro placed a rug under Don Benito’s feet, and a
cushion behind his
back, and then stood behind, not his master’s chair, but
Captain
Delano’s. At first, this a little surprised the latter. But it
was soon
evident that, in taking his position, the black was still true
to his
master; since by facing him he could the more readily
anticipate his
slightest want.
“This is an uncommonly intelligent fellow of yours,
Don Benito,”
whispered Captain Delano across the table.
“You say true, Señor.”
During the repast, the guest again reverted to parts of
Don Benito’s
story, begging further particulars here and there. He
inquired how it
was that the scurvy and fever should have committed
such wholesale havoc
upon the whites, while destroying less than half of the
blacks. As if
this question reproduced the whole scene of plague
before the Spaniard’s
eyes, miserably reminding him of his solitude in a cabin
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where before he
had had so many friends and officers round him, his hand
shook, his face
became hueless, broken words escaped; but directly the
sane memory of
the past seemed replaced by insane terrors of the present.
With starting
eyes he stared before him at vacancy. For nothing was to
be seen but the
hand of his servant pushing the Canary over towards him.
At length a few
sips served partially to restore him. He made random
reference to the
different constitution of races, enabling one to offer more
resistance
to certain maladies than another. The thought was new to
his companion.
Presently Captain Delano, intending to say something
to his host
concerning the pecuniary part of the business he had
undertaken for him,
especially–since he was strictly accountable to his
owners–with
reference to the new suit of sails, and other things of that
sort; and
naturally preferring to conduct such affairs in private,
was desirous
that the servant should withdraw; imagining that Don
Benito for a few
minutes could dispense with his attendance. He, however,
waited awhile;
thinking that, as the conversation proceeded, Don Benito,
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prompted, would perceive the propriety of the step.
But it was otherwise. At last catching his host’s eye,
Captain Delano,
with a slight backward gesture of his thumb, whispered,
“Don Benito,
pardon me, but there is an interference with the full
expression of what
I have to say to you.”
Upon this the Spaniard changed countenance; which
was imputed to his
resenting the hint, as in some way a reflection upon his
servant. After
a moment’s pause, he assured his guest that the black’s
remaining with
them could be of no disservice; because since losing his
officers he had
made Babo (whose original office, it now appeared, had
been captain of
the slaves) not only his constant attendant and
companion, but in all
things his confidant.
After this, nothing more could be said; though, indeed,
Captain Delano
could hardly avoid some little tinge of irritation upon
being left
ungratified in so inconsiderable a wish, by one, too, for
whom he
intended such solid services. But it is only his
querulousness, thought
he; and so filling his glass he proceeded to business.
The price of the sails and other matters was fixed upon.
But while this
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was being done, the American observed that, though his
original offer of
assistance had been hailed with hectic animation, yet now
when it was
reduced to a business transaction, indifference and
apathy were
betrayed. Don Benito, in fact, appeared to submit to
hearing the details
more out of regard to common propriety, than from any
impression that
weighty benefit to himself and his voyage was involved.
Soon, his manner became still more reserved. The
effort was vain to seek
to draw him into social talk. Gnawed by his splenetic
mood, he sat
twitching his beard, while to little purpose the hand of his
servant,
mute as that on the wall, slowly pushed over the Canary.
Lunch being over, they sat down on the cushioned
transom; the servant
placing a pillow behind his master. The long continuance
of the calm had
now affected the atmosphere. Don Benito sighed heavily,
as if for
breath.
“Why not adjourn to the cuddy,” said Captain Delano;
“there is more air
there.” But the host sat silent and motionless.
Meantime his servant knelt before him, with a large fan
of feathers. And
Francesco coming in on tiptoes, handed the negro a little
cup of
aromatic waters, with which at intervals he chafed his
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master’s brow;
smoothing the hair along the temples as a nurse does a
child’s. He spoke
no word. He only rested his eye on his master’s, as if, amid
all Don
Benito’s distress, a little to refresh his spirit by the silent
sight
of fidelity.
Presently the ship’s bell sounded two o’clock; and
through the cabin
windows a slight rippling of the sea was discerned; and
from the desired
direction.
“There,” exclaimed Captain Delano, “I told you so, Don
Benito, look!”
He had risen to his feet, speaking in a very animated
tone, with a view
the more to rouse his companion. But though the crimson
curtain of the
stern-window near him that moment fluttered against his
pale cheek, Don
Benito seemed to have even less welcome for the breeze
than the calm.
Poor fellow, thought Captain Delano, bitter experience
has taught him
that one ripple does not make a wind, any more than one
swallow a
summer. But he is mistaken for once. I will get his ship in
for him, and
prove it.
Briefly alluding to his weak condition, he urged his
host to remain
quietly where he was, since he (Captain Delano) would
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with pleasure take
upon himself the responsibility of making the best use of
the wind.
Upon gaining the deck, Captain Delano started at the
unexpected figure
of Atufal, monumentally fixed at the threshold, like one of
those
sculptured porters of black marble guarding the porches
of Egyptian
tombs.
But this time the start was, perhaps, purely physical.
Atufal’s
presence, singularly attesting docility even in sullenness,
was
contrasted with that of the hatchet-polishers, who in
patience evinced
their industry; while both spectacles showed, that lax as
Don Benito’s
general authority might be, still, whenever he chose to
exert it, no man
so savage or colossal but must, more or less, bow.
Snatching a trumpet which hung from the bulwarks,
with a free step
Captain Delano advanced to the forward edge of the
poop, issuing his
orders in his best Spanish. The few sailors and many
negroes, all
equally pleased, obediently set about heading the ship
towards the
harbor.
While giving some directions about setting a lower
stu’n’-sail, suddenly
Captain Delano heard a voice faithfully repeating his
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orders. Turning,
he saw Babo, now for the time acting, under the pilot, his
original
part of captain of the slaves. This assistance proved
valuable. Tattered
sails and warped yards were soon brought into some trim.
And no brace or
halyard was pulled but to the blithe songs of the inspirited
negroes.
Good fellows, thought Captain Delano, a little training
would make fine
sailors of them. Why see, the very women pull and sing
too. These must
be some of those Ashantee negresses that make such
capital soldiers,
I’ve heard. But who’s at the helm. I must have a good hand
there.
He went to see.
The San Dominick steered with a cumbrous tiller, with
large horizontal
pullies attached. At each pully-end stood a subordinate
black, and
between them, at the tiller-head, the responsible post, a
Spanish
seaman, whose countenance evinced his due share in the
general
hopefulness and confidence at the coming of the breeze.
He proved the same man who had behaved with so
shame-faced an air on the
windlass.
“Ah,–it is you, my man,” exclaimed Captain
Delano–“well, no more
sheep’s-eyes now;–look straight forward and keep the
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ship so. Good
hand, I trust? And want to get into the harbor, don’t you?”
The man assented with an inward chuckle, grasping the
tiller-head
firmly. Upon this, unperceived by the American, the two
blacks eyed the
sailor intently.
Finding all right at the helm, the pilot went forward to
the forecastle,
to see how matters stood there.
The ship now had way enough to breast the current.
With the approach of
evening, the breeze would be sure to freshen.
Having done all that was needed for the present,
Captain Delano, giving
his last orders to the sailors, turned aft to report affairs to
Don
Benito in the cabin; perhaps additionally incited to rejoin
him by the
hope of snatching a moment’s private chat while the
servant was engaged
upon deck.
From opposite sides, there were, beneath the poop, two
approaches to the
cabin; one further forward than the other, and
consequently
communicating with a longer passage. Marking the
servant still above,
Captain Delano, taking the nighest entrance–the one last
named, and at
whose porch Atufal still stood–hurried on his way, till,
arrived at the
cabin threshold, he paused an instant, a little to recover
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from his
eagerness. Then, with the words of his intended business
upon his lips,
he entered. As he advanced toward the seated Spaniard,
he heard another
footstep, keeping time with his. From the opposite door,
a salver in
hand, the servant was likewise advancing.
“Confound the faithful fellow,” thought Captain
Delano; “what a
vexatious coincidence.”
Possibly, the vexation might have been something
different, were it not
for the brisk confidence inspired by the breeze. But even
as it was, he
felt a slight twinge, from a sudden indefinite association
in his mind
of Babo with Atufal.
“Don Benito,” said he, “I give you joy; the breeze will
hold, and will
increase. By the way, your tall man and time-piece, Atufal,
stands
without. By your order, of course?”
Don Benito recoiled, as if at some bland satirical touch,
delivered with
such adroit garnish of apparent good breeding as to
present no handle
for retort.
He is like one flayed alive, thought Captain Delano;
where may one touch
him without causing a shrink?
The servant moved before his master, adjusting a
cushion; recalled to
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civility, the Spaniard stiffly replied: “you are right. The
slave
appears where you saw him, according to my command;
which is, that if at
the given hour I am below, he must take his stand and
abide my coming.”
“Ah now, pardon me, but that is treating the poor fellow
like an ex-king
indeed. Ah, Don Benito,” smiling, “for all the license you
permit in
some things, I fear lest, at bottom, you are a bitter hard
master.”
Again Don Benito shrank; and this time, as the good
sailor thought, from
a genuine twinge of his conscience.
Again conversation became constrained. In vain
Captain Delano called
attention to the now perceptible motion of the keel gently
cleaving the
sea; with lack-lustre eye, Don Benito returned words few
and reserved.
By-and-by, the wind having steadily risen, and still
blowing right into
the harbor bore the San Dominick swiftly on. Sounding a
point of land,
the sealer at distance came into open view.
Meantime Captain Delano had again repaired to the
deck, remaining there
some time. Having at last altered the ship’s course, so as
to give the
reef a wide berth, he returned for a few moments below.
I will cheer up my poor friend, this time, thought he.
“Better and better,” Don Benito, he cried as he blithely
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re-entered:
“there will soon be an end to your cares, at least for
awhile. For when,
after a long, sad voyage, you know, the anchor drops into
the haven, all
its vast weight seems lifted from the captain’s heart. We
are getting on
famously, Don Benito. My ship is in sight. Look through
this side-light
here; there she is; all a-taunt-o! The Bachelor’s Delight,
my good
friend. Ah, how this wind braces one up. Come, you must
take a cup of
coffee with me this evening. My old steward will give you
as fine a cup
as ever any sultan tasted. What say you, Don Benito, will
you?”
At first, the Spaniard glanced feverishly up, casting a
longing look
towards the sealer, while with mute concern his servant
gazed into his
face. Suddenly the old ague of coldness returned, and
dropping back to
his cushions he was silent.
“You do not answer. Come, all day you have been my
host; would you have
hospitality all on one side?”
“I cannot go,” was the response.
“What? it will not fatigue you. The ships will lie
together as near as
they can, without swinging foul. It will be little more than
stepping
from deck to deck; which is but as from room to room.
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Come, come, you
must not refuse me.”
“I cannot go,” decisively and repulsively repeated Don
Benito.
Renouncing all but the last appearance of courtesy,
with a sort of
cadaverous sullenness, and biting his thin nails to the
quick, he
glanced, almost glared, at his guest, as if impatient that a
stranger’s
presence should interfere with the full indulgence of his
morbid hour.
Meantime the sound of the parted waters came more and
more gurglingly
and merrily in at the windows; as reproaching him for his
dark spleen;
as telling him that, sulk as he might, and go mad with it,
nature cared
not a jot; since, whose fault was it, pray?
But the foul mood was now at its depth, as the fair wind
at its height.
There was something in the man so far beyond any
mere unsociality or
sourness previously evinced, that even the forbearing
good-nature of his
guest could no longer endure it. Wholly at a loss to
account for such
demeanor, and deeming sickness with eccentricity,
however extreme, no
adequate excuse, well satisfied, too, that nothing in his
own conduct
could justify it, Captain Delano’s pride began to be
roused. Himself
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became reserved. But all seemed one to the Spaniard.
Quitting him,
therefore, Captain Delano once more went to the deck.
The ship was now within less than two miles of the
sealer. The
whale-boat was seen darting over the interval.
To be brief, the two vessels, thanks to the pilot’s skill,
ere long
neighborly style lay anchored together.
Before returning to his own vessel, Captain Delano had
intended
communicating to Don Benito the smaller details of the
proposed services
to be rendered. But, as it was, unwilling anew to subject
himself to
rebuffs, he resolved, now that he had seen the San
Dominick safely
moored, immediately to quit her, without further allusion
to hospitality
or business. Indefinitely postponing his ulterior plans, he
would
regulate his future actions according to future
circumstances. His boat
was ready to receive him; but his host still tarried below.
Well,
thought Captain Delano, if he has little breeding, the
more need to show
mine. He descended to the cabin to bid a ceremonious,
and, it may be,
tacitly rebukeful adieu. But to his great satisfaction, Don
Benito, as
if he began to feel the weight of that treatment with which
his slighted
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guest had, not indecorously, retaliated upon him, now
supported by his
servant, rose to his feet, and grasping Captain Delano’s
hand, stood
tremulous; too much agitated to speak. But the good
augury hence drawn
was suddenly dashed, by his resuming all his previous
reserve, with
augmented gloom, as, with half-averted eyes, he silently
reseated
himself on his cushions. With a corresponding return of
his own chilled
feelings, Captain Delano bowed and withdrew.
He was hardly midway in the narrow corridor, dim as a
tunnel, leading
from the cabin to the stairs, when a sound, as of the
tolling for
execution in some jail-yard, fell on his ears. It was the
echo of the
ship’s flawed bell, striking the hour, drearily reverberated
in this
subterranean vault. Instantly, by a fatality not to be
withstood, his
mind, responsive to the portent, swarmed with
superstitious suspicions.
He paused. In images far swifter than these sentences, the
minutest
details of all his former distrusts swept through him.
Hitherto, credulous good-nature had been too ready to
furnish excuses
for reasonable fears. Why was the Spaniard, so
superfluously punctilious
at times, now heedless of common propriety in not
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accompanying to the
side his departing guest? Did indisposition forbid?
Indisposition had
not forbidden more irksome exertion that day. His last
equivocal
demeanor recurred. He had risen to his feet, grasped his
guest’s hand,
motioned toward his hat; then, in an instant, all was
eclipsed in
sinister muteness and gloom. Did this imply one brief,
repentant
relenting at the final moment, from some iniquitous plot,
followed by
remorseless return to it? His last glance seemed to express
a
calamitous, yet acquiescent farewell to Captain Delano
forever. Why
decline the invitation to visit the sealer that evening? Or
was the
Spaniard less hardened than the Jew, who refrained not
from supping at
the board of him whom the same night he meant to
betray? What imported
all those day-long enigmas and contradictions, except
they were intended
to mystify, preliminary to some stealthy blow? Atufal, the
pretended
rebel, but punctual shadow, that moment lurked by the
threshold without.
He seemed a sentry, and more. Who, by his own
confession, had stationed
him there? Was the negro now lying in wait?
The Spaniard behind–his creature before: to rush from
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darkness to
light was the involuntary choice.
The next moment, with clenched jaw and hand, he
passed Atufal, and stood
unharmed in the light. As he saw his trim ship lying
peacefully at
anchor, and almost within ordinary call; as he saw his
household boat,
with familiar faces in it, patiently rising and falling, on the
short
waves by the San Dominick’s side; and then, glancing
about the decks
where he stood, saw the oakum-pickers still gravely
plying their
fingers; and heard the low, buzzing whistle and
industrious hum of the
hatchet-polishers, still bestirring themselves over their
endless
occupation; and more than all, as he saw the benign
aspect of nature,
taking her innocent repose in the evening; the screened
sun in the quiet
camp of the west shining out like the mild light from
Abraham’s tent; as
charmed eye and ear took in all these, with the chained
figure of the
black, clenched jaw and hand relaxed. Once again he
smiled at the
phantoms which had mocked him, and felt something like
a tinge of
remorse, that, by harboring them even for a moment, he
should, by
implication, have betrayed an atheist doubt of the ever-
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watchful
Providence above.
There was a few minutes’ delay, while, in obedience to
his orders, the
boat was being hooked along to the gangway. During this
interval, a sort
of saddened satisfaction stole over Captain Delano, at
thinking of the
kindly offices he had that day discharged for a stranger.
Ah, thought
he, after good actions one’s conscience is never
ungrateful, however
much so the benefited party may be.
Presently, his foot, in the first act of descent into the
boat, pressed
the first round of the side-ladder, his face presented
inward upon the
deck. In the same moment, he heard his name courteously
sounded; and, to
his pleased surprise, saw Don Benito advancing–an
unwonted energy in
his air, as if, at the last moment, intent upon making
amends for his
recent discourtesy. With instinctive good feeling, Captain
Delano,
withdrawing his foot, turned and reciprocally advanced.
As he did so,
the Spaniard’s nervous eagerness increased, but his vital
energy failed;
so that, the better to support him, the servant, placing his
master’s
hand on his naked shoulder, and gently holding it there,
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formed himself
into a sort of crutch.
When the two captains met, the Spaniard again
fervently took the hand of
the American, at the same time casting an earnest glance
into his eyes,
but, as before, too much overcome to speak.
I have done him wrong, self-reproachfully thought
Captain Delano; his
apparent coldness has deceived me: in no instance has he
meant to
offend.
Meantime, as if fearful that the continuance of the
scene might too much
unstring his master, the servant seemed anxious to
terminate it. And so,
still presenting himself as a crutch, and walking between
the two
captains, he advanced with them towards the gangway;
while still, as if
full of kindly contrition, Don Benito would not let go the
hand of
Captain Delano, but retained it in his, across the black’s
body.
Soon they were standing by the side, looking over into
the boat, whose
crew turned up their curious eyes. Waiting a moment for
the Spaniard to
relinquish his hold, the now embarrassed Captain Delano
lifted his foot,
to overstep the threshold of the open gangway; but still
Don Benito
would not let go his hand. And yet, with an agitated tone,
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he said, “I
can go no further; here I must bid you adieu. Adieu, my
dear, dear Don
Amasa. Go–go!” suddenly tearing his hand loose, “go, and
God guard you
better than me, my best friend.”
Not unaffected, Captain Delano would now have
lingered; but catching the
meekly admonitory eye of the servant, with a hasty
farewell he descended
into his boat, followed by the continual adieus of Don
Benito, standing
rooted in the gangway.
Seating himself in the stern, Captain Delano, making a
last salute,
ordered the boat shoved off. The crew had their oars on
end. The bowsmen
pushed the boat a sufficient distance for the oars to be
lengthwise
dropped. The instant that was done, Don Benito sprang
over the bulwarks,
falling at the feet of Captain Delano; at the same time
calling towards
his ship, but in tones so frenzied, that none in the boat
could
understand him. But, as if not equally obtuse, three
sailors, from
three different and distant parts of the ship, splashed into
the sea,
swimming after their captain, as if intent upon his rescue.
The dismayed officer of the boat eagerly asked what
this meant. To
which, Captain Delano, turning a disdainful smile upon
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the unaccountable
Spaniard, answered that, for his part, he neither knew nor
cared; but it
seemed as if Don Benito had taken it into his head to
produce the
impression among his people that the boat wanted to
kidnap him. “Or
else–give way for your lives,” he wildly added, starting at
a
clattering hubbub in the ship, above which rang the tocsin
of the
hatchet-polishers; and seizing Don Benito by the throat
he added, “this
plotting pirate means murder!” Here, in apparent
verification of the
words, the servant, a dagger in his hand, was seen on the
rail overhead,
poised, in the act of leaping, as if with desperate fidelity
to befriend
his master to the last; while, seemingly to aid the black,
the three
white sailors were trying to clamber into the hampered
bow. Meantime,
the whole host of negroes, as if inflamed at the sight of
their
jeopardized captain, impended in one sooty avalanche
over the bulwarks.
All this, with what preceded, and what followed,
occurred with such
involutions of rapidity, that past, present, and future
seemed one.
Seeing the negro coming, Captain Delano had flung the
Spaniard aside,
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almost in the very act of clutching him, and, by the
unconscious recoil,
shifting his place, with arms thrown up, so promptly
grappled the
servant in his descent, that with dagger presented at
Captain Delano’s
heart, the black seemed of purpose to have leaped there as
to his mark.
But the weapon was wrenched away, and the assailant
dashed down into the
bottom of the boat, which now, with disentangled oars,
began to speed
through the sea.
At this juncture, the left hand of Captain Delano, on
one side, again
clutched the half-reclined Don Benito, heedless that he
was in a
speechless faint, while his right-foot, on the other side,
ground the
prostrate negro; and his right arm pressed for added
speed on the after
oar, his eye bent forward, encouraging his men to their
utmost.
But here, the officer of the boat, who had at last
succeeded in beating
off the towing sailors, and was now, with face turned aft,
assisting the
bowsman at his oar, suddenly called to Captain Delano, to
see what the
black was about; while a Portuguese oarsman shouted to
him to give heed
to what the Spaniard was saying.
Glancing down at his feet, Captain Delano saw the
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freed hand of the
servant aiming with a second dagger–a small one, before
concealed in
his wool–with this he was snakishly writhing up from the
boat’s bottom,
at the heart of his master, his countenance lividly
vindictive,
expressing the centred purpose of his soul; while the
Spaniard,
half-choked, was vainly shrinking away, with husky
words, incoherent to
all but the Portuguese.
That moment, across the long-benighted mind of
Captain Delano, a flash
of revelation swept, illuminating, in unanticipated
clearness, his
host’s whole mysterious demeanor, with every enigmatic
event of the day,
as well as the entire past voyage of the San Dominick. He
smote Babo’s
hand down, but his own heart smote him harder. With
infinite pity he
withdrew his hold from Don Benito. Not Captain Delano,
but Don Benito,
the black, in leaping into the boat, had intended to stab.
Both the black’s hands were held, as, glancing up
towards the San
Dominick, Captain Delano, now with scales dropped
from his eyes, saw the
negroes, not in misrule, not in tumult, not as if frantically
concerned
for Don Benito, but with mask torn away, flourishing
hatchets and
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knives, in ferocious piratical revolt. Like delirious black
dervishes,
the six Ashantees danced on the poop. Prevented by their
foes from
springing into the water, the Spanish boys were hurrying
up to the
topmost spars, while such of the few Spanish sailors, not
already in the
sea, less alert, were descried, helplessly mixed in, on deck,
with the
blacks.
Meantime Captain Delano hailed his own vessel,
ordering the ports up,
and the guns run out. But by this time the cable of the San
Dominick had
been cut; and the fag-end, in lashing out, whipped away
the canvas
shroud about the beak, suddenly revealing, as the
bleached hull swung
round towards the open ocean, death for the figure-head,
in a human
skeleton; chalky comment on the chalked words below,
“_Follow your
leader_.”
At the sight, Don Benito, covering his face, wailed out:
“‘Tis he,
Aranda! my murdered, unburied friend!”
Upon reaching the sealer, calling for ropes, Captain
Delano bound the
negro, who made no resistance, and had him hoisted to
the deck. He would
then have assisted the now almost helpless Don Benito up
the side; but
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Don Benito, wan as he was, refused to move, or be moved,
until the negro
should have been first put below out of view. When,
presently assured
that it was done, he no more shrank from the ascent.
The boat was immediately dispatched back to pick up
the three swimming
sailors. Meantime, the guns were in readiness, though,
owing to the San
Dominick having glided somewhat astern of the sealer,
only the aftermost
one could be brought to bear. With this, they fired six
times; thinking
to cripple the fugitive ship by bringing down her spars.
But only a few
inconsiderable ropes were shot away. Soon the ship was
beyond the gun’s
range, steering broad out of the bay; the blacks thickly
clustering
round the bowsprit, one moment with taunting cries
towards the whites,
the next with upthrown gestures hailing the now dusky
moors of
ocean–cawing crows escaped from the hand of the
fowler.
The first impulse was to slip the cables and give chase.
But, upon
second thoughts, to pursue with whale-boat and yawl
seemed more
promising.
Upon inquiring of Don Benito what firearms they had
on board the San
Dominick, Captain Delano was answered that they had
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none that could be
used; because, in the earlier stages of the mutiny, a cabin-
passenger,
since dead, had secretly put out of order the locks of what
few muskets
there were. But with all his remaining strength, Don
Benito entreated
the American not to give chase, either with ship or boat;
for the
negroes had already proved themselves such desperadoes,
that, in case of
a present assault, nothing but a total massacre of the
whites could be
looked for. But, regarding this warning as coming from
one whose spirit
had been crushed by misery the American did not give up
his design.
The boats were got ready and armed. Captain Delano
ordered his men into
them. He was going himself when Don Benito grasped his
arm.
“What! have you saved my life, Señor, and are you now
going to throw
away your own?”
The officers also, for reasons connected with their
interests and those
of the voyage, and a duty owing to the owners, strongly
objected against
their commander’s going. Weighing their remonstrances
a moment, Captain
Delano felt bound to remain; appointing his chief
mate–an athletic and
resolute man, who had been a privateer’s-man–to head
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the party. The
more to encourage the sailors, they were told, that the
Spanish captain
considered his ship good as lost; that she and her cargo,
including some
gold and silver, were worth more than a thousand
doubloons. Take her,
and no small part should be theirs. The sailors replied
with a shout.
The fugitives had now almost gained an offing. It was
nearly night; but
the moon was rising. After hard, prolonged pulling, the
boats came up on
the ship’s quarters, at a suitable distance laying upon their
oars to
discharge their muskets. Having no bullets to return, the
negroes sent
their yells. But, upon the second volley, Indian-like, they
hurtled
their hatchets. One took off a sailor’s fingers. Another
struck the
whale-boat’s bow, cutting off the rope there, and
remaining stuck in the
gunwale like a woodman’s axe. Snatching it, quivering
from its lodgment,
the mate hurled it back. The returned gauntlet now stuck
in the ship’s
broken quarter-gallery, and so remained.
The negroes giving too hot a reception, the whites kept
a more
respectful distance. Hovering now just out of reach of the
hurtling
hatchets, they, with a view to the close encounter which
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must soon come,
sought to decoy the blacks into entirely disarming
themselves of their
most murderous weapons in a hand-to-hand fight, by
foolishly flinging
them, as missiles, short of the mark, into the sea. But, ere
long,
perceiving the stratagem, the negroes desisted, though
not before many
of them had to replace their lost hatchets with
handspikes; an exchange
which, as counted upon, proved, in the end, favorable to
the assailants.
Meantime, with a strong wind, the ship still clove the
water; the boats
alternately falling behind, and pulling up, to discharge
fresh volleys.
The fire was mostly directed towards the stern, since
there, chiefly,
the negroes, at present, were clustering. But to kill or
maim the
negroes was not the object. To take them, with the ship,
was the object.
To do it, the ship must be boarded; which could not be
done by boats
while she was sailing so fast.
A thought now struck the mate. Observing the Spanish
boys still aloft,
high as they could get, he called to them to descend to the
yards, and
cut adrift the sails. It was done. About this time, owing to
causes
hereafter to be shown, two Spaniards, in the dress of
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sailors, and
conspicuously showing themselves, were killed; not by
volleys, but by
deliberate marksman’s shots; while, as it afterwards
appeared, by one
of the general discharges, Atufal, the black, and the
Spaniard at the
helm likewise were killed. What now, with the loss of the
sails, and
loss of leaders, the ship became unmanageable to the
negroes.
With creaking masts, she came heavily round to the
wind; the prow slowly
swinging into view of the boats, its skeleton gleaming in
the horizontal
moonlight, and casting a gigantic ribbed shadow upon the
water. One
extended arm of the ghost seemed beckoning the whites
to avenge it.
“Follow your leader!” cried the mate; and, one on each
bow, the boats
boarded. Sealing-spears and cutlasses crossed hatchets
and hand-spikes.
Huddled upon the long-boat amidships, the negresses
raised a wailing
chant, whose chorus was the clash of the steel.
For a time, the attack wavered; the negroes wedging
themselves to beat
it back; the half-repelled sailors, as yet unable to gain a
footing,
fighting as troopers in the saddle, one leg sideways flung
over the
bulwarks, and one without, plying their cutlasses like
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carters’ whips.
But in vain. They were almost overborne, when, rallying
themselves into
a squad as one man, with a huzza, they sprang inboard,
where, entangled,
they involuntarily separated again. For a few breaths’
space, there was
a vague, muffled, inner sound, as of submerged sword-
fish rushing hither
and thither through shoals of black-fish. Soon, in a
reunited band, and
joined by the Spanish seamen, the whites came to the
surface,
irresistibly driving the negroes toward the stern. But a
barricade of
casks and sacks, from side to side, had been thrown up by
the main-mast.
Here the negroes faced about, and though scorning peace
or truce, yet
fain would have had respite. But, without pause,
overleaping the
barrier, the unflagging sailors again closed. Exhausted,
the blacks now
fought in despair. Their red tongues lolled, wolf-like,
from their black
mouths. But the pale sailors’ teeth were set; not a word
was spoken;
and, in five minutes more, the ship was won.
Nearly a score of the negroes were killed. Exclusive of
those by the
balls, many were mangled; their wounds–mostly inflicted
by the
long-edged sealing-spears, resembling those shaven ones
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of the English
at Preston Pans, made by the poled scythes of the
Highlanders. On the
other side, none were killed, though several were
wounded; some
severely, including the mate. The surviving negroes were
temporarily
secured, and the ship, towed back into the harbor at
midnight, once more
lay anchored.
Omitting the incidents and arrangements ensuing,
suffice it that, after
two days spent in refitting, the ships sailed in company
for Conception,
in Chili, and thence for Lima, in Peru; where, before the
vice-regal
courts, the whole affair, from the beginning, underwent
investigation.
Though, midway on the passage, the ill-fated Spaniard,
relaxed from
constraint, showed some signs of regaining health with
free-will; yet,
agreeably to his own foreboding, shortly before arriving
at Lima, he
relapsed, finally becoming so reduced as to be carried
ashore in arms.
Hearing of his story and plight, one of the many religious
institutions
of the City of Kings opened an hospitable refuge to him,
where both
physician and priest were his nurses, and a member of the
order
volunteered to be his one special guardian and consoler,
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by night and by
day.
The following extracts, translated from one of the
official Spanish
documents, will, it is hoped, shed light on the preceding
narrative, as
well as, in the first place, reveal the true port of departure
and true
history of the San Dominick’s voyage, down to the time
of her touching
at the island of St. Maria.
But, ere the extracts come, it may be well to preface
them with a
remark.
The document selected, from among many others, for
partial translation,
contains the deposition of Benito Cereno; the first taken
in the case.
Some disclosures therein were, at the time, held dubious
for both
learned and natural reasons. The tribunal inclined to the
opinion that
the deponent, not undisturbed in his mind by recent
events, raved of
some things which could never have happened. But
subsequent depositions
of the surviving sailors, bearing out the revelations of
their captain
in several of the strangest particulars, gave credence to
the rest. So
that the tribunal, in its final decision, rested its capital
sentences
upon statements which, had they lacked confirmation, it
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would have
deemed it but duty to reject.
* * * * *
I, DON JOSE DE ABOS AND PADILLA, His Majesty’s
Notary for the Royal
Revenue, and Register of this Province, and Notary
Public of the Holy
Crusade of this Bishopric, etc.
Do certify and declare, as much as is requisite in law,
that, in the
criminal cause commenced the twenty-fourth of the
month of September, in
the year seventeen hundred and ninety-nine, against the
negroes of the
ship San Dominick, the following declaration before me
was made:
_Declaration of the first witness_, DON BENITO
CERENO.
The same day, and month, and year, His Honor, Doctor
Juan Martinez
de Rozas, Councilor of the Royal Audience of this
Kingdom, and
learned in the law of this Intendency, ordered the captain
of the
ship San Dominick, Don Benito Cereno, to appear; which
he did, in
his litter, attended by the monk Infelez; of whom he
received the
oath, which he took by God, our Lord, and a sign of the
Cross;
under which he promised to tell the truth of whatever he
should
know and should be asked;–and being interrogated
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agreeably to
the tenor of the act commencing the process, he said, that
on the
twentieth of May last, he set sail with his ship from the
port of
Valparaiso, bound to that of Callao; loaded with the
produce of
the country beside thirty cases of hardware and one
hundred and
sixty blacks, of both sexes, mostly belonging to Don
Alexandro
Aranda, gentleman, of the city of Mendoza; that the crew
of the
ship consisted of thirty-six men, beside the persons who
went as
passengers; that the negroes were in part as follows:
[_Here, in the original, follows a list of some fifty
names,
descriptions, and ages, compiled from certain recovered
documents
of Aranda’s, and also from recollections of the deponent,
from
which portions only are extracted._]
–One, from about eighteen to nineteen years, named
José, and this
was the man that waited upon his master, Don Alexandro,
and who
speaks well the Spanish, having served him four or five
years; * *
* a mulatto, named Francesco, the cabin steward, of a
good person
and voice, having sung in the Valparaiso churches, native
of the
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province of Buenos Ayres, aged about thirty-five years. *
* * A
smart negro, named Dago, who had been for many years
a
grave-digger among the Spaniards, aged forty-six years. *
* * Four
old negroes, born in Africa, from sixty to seventy, but
sound,
calkers by trade, whose names are as follows:–the first
was named
Muri, and he was killed (as was also his son named
Diamelo); the
second, Nacta; the third, Yola, likewise killed; the fourth,
Ghofan; and six full-grown negroes, aged from thirty to
forty-five, all raw, and born among the
Ashantees–Matiluqui, Yan,
Leche, Mapenda, Yambaio, Akim; four of whom were
killed; * * * a
powerful negro named Atufal, who being supposed to
have been a
chief in Africa, his owner set great store by him. * * * And
a
small negro of Senegal, but some years among the
Spaniards, aged
about thirty, which negro’s name was Babo; * * * that he
does not
remember the names of the others, but that still expecting
the
residue of Don Alexandra’s papers will be found, will then
take
due account of them all, and remit to the court; * * * and
thirty-nine women and children of all ages.
[_The catalogue over, the deposition goes on_]
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* * * That all the negroes slept upon deck, as is
customary in
this navigation, and none wore fetters, because the owner,
his
friend Aranda, told him that they were all tractable; * * *
that
on the seventh day after leaving port, at three o’clock in
the
morning, all the Spaniards being asleep except the two
officers on
the watch, who were the boatswain, Juan Robles, and the
carpenter,
Juan Bautista Gayete, and the helmsman and his boy, the
negroes
revolted suddenly, wounded dangerously the boatswain
and the
carpenter, and successively killed eighteen men of those
who were
sleeping upon deck, some with hand-spikes and hatchets,
and others
by throwing them alive overboard, after tying them; that
of the
Spaniards upon deck, they left about seven, as he thinks,
alive
and tied, to manoeuvre the ship, and three or four more,
who hid
themselves, remained also alive. Although in the act of
revolt the
negroes made themselves masters of the hatchway, six or
seven
wounded went through it to the cockpit, without any
hindrance on
their part; that during the act of revolt, the mate and
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another
person, whose name he does not recollect, attempted to
come up
through the hatchway, but being quickly wounded, were
obliged to
return to the cabin; that the deponent resolved at break of
day to
come up the companion-way, where the negro Babo was,
being the
ringleader, and Atufal, who assisted him, and having
spoken to
them, exhorted them to cease committing such atrocities,
asking
them, at the same time, what they wanted and intended to
do,
offering, himself, to obey their commands; that
notwithstanding
this, they threw, in his presence, three men, alive and tied,
overboard; that they told the deponent to come up, and
that they
would not kill him; which having done, the negro Babo
asked him
whether there were in those seas any negro countries
where they
might be carried, and he answered them, No; that the
negro Babo
afterwards told him to carry them to Senegal, or to the
neighboring islands of St. Nicholas; and he answered, that
this
was impossible, on account of the great distance, the
necessity
involved of rounding Cape Horn, the bad condition of the
vessel,
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the want of provisions, sails, and water; but that the negro
Babo
replied to him he must carry them in any way; that they
would do
and conform themselves to everything the deponent
should require
as to eating and drinking; that after a long conference,
being
absolutely compelled to please them, for they threatened
to kill
all the whites if they were not, at all events, carried to
Senegal, he told them that what was most wanting for the
voyage
was water; that they would go near the coast to take it,
and
thence they would proceed on their course; that the negro
Babo
agreed to it; and the deponent steered towards the
intermediate
ports, hoping to meet some Spanish, or foreign vessel that
would
save them; that within ten or eleven days they saw the
land, and
continued their course by it in the vicinity of Nasca; that
the
deponent observed that the negroes were now restless
and mutinous,
because he did not effect the taking in of water, the negro
Babo
having required, with threats, that it should be done,
without
fail, the following day; he told him he saw plainly that the
coast
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was steep, and the rivers designated in the maps were not
to be
found, with other reasons suitable to the circumstances;
that the
best way would be to go to the island of Santa Maria,
where they
might water easily, it being a solitary island, as the
foreigners
did; that the deponent did not go to Pisco, that was near,
nor
make any other port of the coast, because the negro Babo
had
intimated to him several times, that he would kill all the
whites
the very moment he should perceive any city, town, or
settlement
of any kind on the shores to which they should be carried:
that
having determined to go to the island of Santa Maria, as
the
deponent had planned, for the purpose of trying whether,
on the
passage or near the island itself, they could find any vessel
that
should favor them, or whether he could escape from it in
a boat to
the neighboring coast of Arruco, to adopt the necessary
means he
immediately changed his course, steering for the island;
that the
negroes Babo and Atufal held daily conferences, in which
they
discussed what was necessary for their design of
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returning to
Senegal, whether they were to kill all the Spaniards, and
particularly the deponent; that eight days after parting
from the
coast of Nasca, the deponent being on the watch a little
after
day-break, and soon after the negroes had their meeting,
the negro
Babo came to the place where the deponent was, and told
him that
he had determined to kill his master, Don Alexandro
Aranda, both
because he and his companions could not otherwise be
sure of their
liberty, and that to keep the seamen in subjection, he
wanted to
prepare a warning of what road they should be made to
take did
they or any of them oppose him; and that, by means of the
death of
Don Alexandro, that warning would best be given; but,
that what
this last meant, the deponent did not at the time
comprehend, nor
could not, further than that the death of Don Alexandro
was
intended; and moreover the negro Babo proposed to the
deponent to
call the mate Raneds, who was sleeping in the cabin,
before the
thing was done, for fear, as the deponent understood it,
that the
mate, who was a good navigator, should be killed with
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Don
Alexandro and the rest; that the deponent, who was the
friend,
from youth, of Don Alexandro, prayed and conjured, but
all was
useless; for the negro Babo answered him that the thing
could not
be prevented, and that all the Spaniards risked their death
if
they should attempt to frustrate his will in this matter, or
any
other; that, in this conflict, the deponent called the mate,
Raneds, who was forced to go apart, and immediately the
negro Babo
commanded the Ashantee Martinqui and the Ashantee
Lecbe to go and
commit the murder; that those two went down with
hatchets to the
berth of Don Alexandro; that, yet half alive and mangled,
they
dragged him on deck; that they were going to throw him
overboard
in that state, but the negro Babo stopped them, bidding
the murder
be completed on the deck before him, which was done,
when, by his
orders, the body was carried below, forward; that nothing
more was
seen of it by the deponent for three days; * * * that Don
Alonzo
Sidonia, an old man, long resident at Valparaiso, and
lately
appointed to a civil office in Peru, whither he had taken
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passage,
was at the time sleeping in the berth opposite Don
Alexandro’s;
that awakening at his cries, surprised by them, and at the
sight
of the negroes with their bloody hatchets in their hands,
he threw
himself into the sea through a window which was near
him, and was
drowned, without it being in the power of the deponent
to assist
or take him up; * * * that a short time after killing Aranda,
they
brought upon deck his german-cousin, of middle-age,
Don Francisco
Masa, of Mendoza, and the young Don Joaquin, Marques
de
Aramboalaza, then lately from Spain, with his Spanish
servant
Ponce, and the three young clerks of Aranda, José Mozairi
Lorenzo
Bargas, and Hermenegildo Gandix, all of Cadiz; that Don
Joaquin
and Hermenegildo Gandix, the negro Babo, for purposes
hereafter to
appear, preserved alive; but Don Francisco Masa, José
Mozairi, and
Lorenzo Bargas, with Ponce the servant, beside the
boatswain, Juan
Robles, the boatswain’s mates, Manuel Viscaya and
Roderigo Hurta,
and four of the sailors, the negro Babo ordered to be
thrown alive
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into the sea, although they made no resistance, nor
begged for
anything else but mercy; that the boatswain, Juan Robles,
who knew
how to swim, kept the longest above water, making acts
of
contrition, and, in the last words he uttered, charged this
deponent to cause mass to be said for his soul to our Lady
of
Succor: * * * that, during the three days which followed,
the
deponent, uncertain what fate had befallen the remains of
Don
Alexandro, frequently asked the negro Babo where they
were, and,
if still on board, whether they were to be preserved for
interment
ashore, entreating him so to order it; that the negro Babo
answered nothing till the fourth day, when at sunrise, the
deponent coming on deck, the negro Babo showed him a
skeleton,
which had been substituted for the ship’s proper figure-
head–the
image of Christopher Colon, the discoverer of the New
World; that
the negro Babo asked him whose skeleton that was, and
whether,
from its whiteness, he should not think it a white’s; that,
upon
discovering his face, the negro Babo, coming close, said
words to
this effect: “Keep faith with the blacks from here to
Senegal, or
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you shall in spirit, as now in body, follow your leader,”
pointing
to the prow; * * * that the same morning the negro Babo
took by
succession each Spaniard forward, and asked him whose
skeleton
that was, and whether, from its whiteness, he should not
think it
a white’s; that each Spaniard covered his face; that then to
each
the negro Babo repeated the words in the first place said
to the
deponent; * * * that they (the Spaniards), being then
assembled
aft, the negro Babo harangued them, saying that he had
now done
all; that the deponent (as navigator for the negroes) might
pursue
his course, warning him and all of them that they should,
soul and
body, go the way of Don Alexandro, if he saw them (the
Spaniards)
speak, or plot anything against them (the negroes)–a
threat which
was repeated every day; that, before the events last
mentioned,
they had tied the cook to throw him overboard, for it is
not known
what thing they heard him speak, but finally the negro
Babo
spared his life, at the request of the deponent; that a few
days
after, the deponent, endeavoring not to omit any means
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to preserve
the lives of the remaining whites, spoke to the negroes
peace and
tranquillity, and agreed to draw up a paper, signed by the
deponent and the sailors who could write, as also by the
negro
Babo, for himself and all the blacks, in which the
deponent
obliged himself to carry them to Senegal, and they not to
kill any
more, and he formally to make over to them the ship, with
the
cargo, with which they were for that time satisfied and
quieted. *
* But the next day, the more surely to guard against the
sailors’
escape, the negro Babo commanded all the boats to be
destroyed but
the long-boat, which was unseaworthy, and another, a
cutter in
good condition, which knowing it would yet be wanted
for towing
the water casks, he had it lowered down into the hold.
* * * * *
[_Various particulars of the prolonged and perplexed
navigation
ensuing here follow, with incidents of a calamitous calm,
from
which portion one passage is extracted, to wit_:]
–That on the fifth day of the calm, all on board
suffering much
from the heat, and want of water, and five having died in
fits,
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and mad, the negroes became irritable, and for a chance
gesture,
which they deemed suspicious–though it was
harmless–made by the
mate, Raneds, to the deponent in the act of handing a
quadrant,
they killed him; but that for this they afterwards were
sorry, the
mate being the only remaining navigator on board, except
the
deponent.
* * * * *
–That omitting other events, which daily happened,
and which can
only serve uselessly to recall past misfortunes and
conflicts,
after seventy-three days’ navigation, reckoned from the
time they
sailed from Nasca, during which they navigated under a
scanty
allowance of water, and were afflicted with the calms
before
mentioned, they at last arrived at the island of Santa
Maria, on
the seventeenth of the month of August, at about six
o’clock in
the afternoon, at which hour they cast anchor very near
the
American ship, Bachelor’s Delight, which lay in the same
bay,
commanded by the generous Captain Amasa Delano; but
at six o’clock
in the morning, they had already descried the port, and
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the
negroes became uneasy, as soon as at distance they saw
the ship,
not having expected to see one there; that the negro Babo
pacified
them, assuring them that no fear need be had; that
straightway he
ordered the figure on the bow to be covered with canvas,
as for
repairs and had the decks a little set in order; that for a
time
the negro Babo and the negro Atufal conferred; that the
negro
Atufal was for sailing away, but the negro Babo would
not, and, by
himself, cast about what to do; that at last he came to the
deponent, proposing to him to say and do all that the
deponent
declares to have said and done to the American captain; *
* * * *
* * that the negro Babo warned him that if he varied in
the least,
or uttered any word, or gave any look that should give the
least
intimation of the past events or present state, he would
instantly
kill him, with all his companions, showing a dagger,
which he
carried hid, saying something which, as he understood it,
meant
that that dagger would be alert as his eye; that the negro
Babo
then announced the plan to all his companions, which
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pleased them;
that he then, the better to disguise the truth, devised many
expedients, in some of them uniting deceit and defense;
that of
this sort was the device of the six Ashantees before
named, who
were his bravoes; that them he stationed on the break of
the poop,
as if to clean certain hatchets (in cases, which were part of
the
cargo), but in reality to use them, and distribute them at
need,
and at a given word he told them; that, among other
devices, was
the device of presenting Atufal, his right hand man, as
chained,
though in a moment the chains could be dropped; that in
every
particular he informed the deponent what part he was
expected to
enact in every device, and what story he was to tell on
every
occasion, always threatening him with instant death if he
varied
in the least: that, conscious that many of the negroes
would be
turbulent, the negro Babo appointed the four aged
negroes, who
were calkers, to keep what domestic order they could on
the decks;
that again and again he harangued the Spaniards and his
companions, informing them of his intent, and of his
devices, and
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of the invented story that this deponent was to tell;
charging
them lest any of them varied from that story; that these
arrangements were made and matured during the
interval of two or
three hours, between their first sighting the ship and the
arrival
on board of Captain Amasa Delano; that this happened
about
half-past seven o’clock in the morning, Captain Amasa
Delano
coming in his boat, and all gladly receiving him; that the
deponent, as well as he could force himself, acting then
the part
of principal owner, and a free captain of the ship, told
Captain
Amasa Delano, when called upon, that he came from
Buenos Ayres,
bound to Lima, with three hundred negroes; that off Cape
Horn, and
in a subsequent fever, many negroes had died; that also,
by
similar casualties, all the sea officers and the greatest part
of
the crew had died.
* * * * *
[_And so the deposition goes on, circumstantially
recounting the
fictitious story dictated to the deponent by Babo, and
through the
deponent imposed upon Captain Delano; and also
recounting the
friendly offers of Captain Delano, with other things, but
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all of
which is here omitted. After the fictitious story, etc. the
deposition proceeds_:]
* * * * *
–that the generous Captain Amasa Delano remained on
board all the
day, till he left the ship anchored at six o’clock in the
evening,
deponent speaking to him always of his pretended
misfortunes,
under the fore-mentioned principles, without having had
it in his
power to tell a single word, or give him the least hint, that
he
might know the truth and state of things; because the
negro Babo,
performing the office of an officious servant with all the
appearance of submission of the humble slave, did not
leave the
deponent one moment; that this was in order to observe
the
deponent’s actions and words, for the negro Babo
understands well
the Spanish; and besides, there were thereabout some
others who
were constantly on the watch, and likewise understood
the Spanish;
* * * that upon one occasion, while deponent was
standing on the
deck conversing with Amasa Delano, by a secret sign the
negro Babo
drew him (the deponent) aside, the act appearing as if
originating
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with the deponent; that then, he being drawn aside, the
negro Babo
proposed to him to gain from Amasa Delano full
particulars about
his ship, and crew, and arms; that the deponent asked “For
what?”
that the negro Babo answered he might conceive; that,
grieved at
the prospect of what might overtake the generous
Captain Amasa
Delano, the deponent at first refused to ask the desired
questions, and used every argument to induce the negro
Babo to
give up this new design; that the negro Babo showed the
point of
his dagger; that, after the information had been obtained
the
negro Babo again drew him aside, telling him that that
very night
he (the deponent) would be captain of two ships, instead
of one,
for that, great part of the American’s ship’s crew being to
be
absent fishing, the six Ashantees, without any one else,
would
easily take it; that at this time he said other things to the
same
purpose; that no entreaties availed; that, before Amasa
Delano’s
coming on board, no hint had been given touching the
capture of
the American ship: that to prevent this project the
deponent was
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powerless; * * *–that in some things his memory is
confused, he
cannot distinctly recall every event; * * *–that as soon as
they
had cast anchor at six of the clock in the evening, as has
before
been stated, the American Captain took leave, to return to
his
vessel; that upon a sudden impulse, which the deponent
believes to
have come from God and his angels, he, after the farewell
had been
said, followed the generous Captain Amasa Delano as far
as the
gunwale, where he stayed, under pretense of taking leave,
until
Amasa Delano should have been seated in his boat; that
on shoving
off, the deponent sprang from the gunwale into the boat,
and fell
into it, he knows not how, God guarding him; that–
* * * * *
[_Here, in the original, follows the account of what
further
happened at the escape, and how the San Dominick was
retaken, and
of the passage to the coast; including in the recital many
expressions of “eternal gratitude” to the “generous
Captain Amasa
Delano.” The deposition then proceeds with
recapitulatory remarks,
and a partial renumeration of the negroes, making record
of their
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individual part in the past events, with a view to
furnishing,
according to command of the court, the data whereon to
found the
criminal sentences to be pronounced. From this portion
is the
following_;]
–That he believes that all the negroes, though not in the
first
place knowing to the design of revolt, when it was
accomplished,
approved it. * * * That the negro, José, eighteen years old,
and
in the personal service of Don Alexandro, was the one
who
communicated the information to the negro Babo, about
the state of
things in the cabin, before the revolt; that this is known,
because, in the preceding midnight, he use to come from
his berth,
which was under his master’s, in the cabin, to the deck
where the
ringleader and his associates were, and had secret
conversations
with the negro Babo, in which he was several times seen
by the
mate; that, one night, the mate drove him away twice; * *
that
this same negro José was the one who, without being
commanded to
do so by the negro Babo, as Lecbe and Martinqui were,
stabbed his
master, Don Alexandro, after he had been dragged half-
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lifeless to
the deck; * * that the mulatto steward, Francesco, was of
the
first band of revolters, that he was, in all things, the
creature
and tool of the negro Babo; that, to make his court, he, just
before a repast in the cabin, proposed, to the negro Babo,
poisoning a dish for the generous Captain Amasa Delano;
this is
known and believed, because the negroes have said it; but
that the
negro Babo, having another design, forbade Francesco; *
* that the
Ashantee Lecbe was one of the worst of them; for that, on
the day
the ship was retaken, he assisted in the defense of her,
with a
hatchet in each hand, with one of which he wounded, in
the breast,
the chief mate of Amasa Delano, in the first act of
boarding; this
all knew; that, in sight of the deponent, Lecbe struck, with
a
hatchet, Don Francisco Masa, when, by the negro Babo’s
orders, he
was carrying him to throw him overboard, alive, beside
participating in the murder, before mentioned, of Don
Alexandro
Aranda, and others of the cabin-passengers; that, owing
to the
fury with which the Ashantees fought in the engagement
with the
boats, but this Lecbe and Yan survived; that Yan was bad
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as Lecbe;
that Yan was the man who, by Babo’s command, willingly
prepared
the skeleton of Don Alexandro, in a way the negroes
afterwards
told the deponent, but which he, so long as reason is left
him,
can never divulge; that Yan and Lecbe were the two who,
in a calm
by night, riveted the skeleton to the bow; this also the
negroes
told him; that the negro Babo was he who traced the
inscription
below it; that the negro Babo was the plotter from first to
last;
he ordered every murder, and was the helm and keel of
the revolt;
that Atufal was his lieutenant in all; but Atufal, with his
own
hand, committed no murder; nor did the negro Babo; * *
that Atufal
was shot, being killed in the fight with the boats, ere
boarding;
* * that the negresses, of age, were knowing to the revolt,
and
testified themselves satisfied at the death of their master,
Don
Alexandro; that, had the negroes not restrained them,
they would
have tortured to death, instead of simply killing, the
Spaniards
slain by command of the negro Babo; that the negresses
used their
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utmost influence to have the deponent made away with;
that, in the
various acts of murder, they sang songs and danced–not
gaily, but
solemnly; and before the engagement with the boats, as
well as
during the action, they sang melancholy songs to the
negroes, and
that this melancholy tone was more inflaming than a
different one
would have been, and was so intended; that all this is
believed,
because the negroes have said it.–that of the thirty-six
men of
the crew, exclusive of the passengers (all of whom are now
dead),
which the deponent had knowledge of, six only remained
alive, with
four cabin-boys and ship-boys, not included with the
crew; *
*–that the negroes broke an arm of one of the cabin-boys
and gave
him strokes with hatchets.
[_Then follow various random disclosures referring to
various
periods of time. The following are extracted_;]
–That during the presence of Captain Amasa Delano
on board, some
attempts were made by the sailors, and one by
Hermenegildo Gandix,
to convey hints to him of the true state of affairs; but that
these attempts were ineffectual, owing to fear of
incurring death,
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and, futhermore, owing to the devices which offered
contradictions
to the true state of affairs, as well as owing to the
generosity
and piety of Amasa Delano incapable of sounding such
wickedness; *
* * that Luys Galgo, a sailor about sixty years of age, and
formerly of the king’s navy, was one of those who sought
to convey
tokens to Captain Amasa Delano; but his intent, though
undiscovered, being suspected, he was, on a pretense,
made to
retire out of sight, and at last into the hold, and there was
made
away with. This the negroes have since said; * * * that one
of the
ship-boys feeling, from Captain Amasa Delano’s
presence, some
hopes of release, and not having enough prudence,
dropped some
chance-word respecting his expectations, which being
overheard and
understood by a slave-boy with whom he was eating at
the time, the
latter struck him on the head with a knife, inflicting a bad
wound, but of which the boy is now healing; that likewise,
not
long before the ship was brought to anchor, one of the
seamen,
steering at the time, endangered himself by letting the
blacks
remark some expression in his countenance, arising from
a cause
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similar to the above; but this sailor, by his heedful after
conduct, escaped; * * * that these statements are made to
show the
court that from the beginning to the end of the revolt, it
was
impossible for the deponent and his men to act otherwise
than they
did; * * *–that the third clerk, Hermenegildo Gandix, who
before
had been forced to live among the seamen, wearing a
seaman’s
habit, and in all respects appearing to be one for the time;
he,
Gandix, was killed by a musket ball fired through mistake
from the
boats before boarding; having in his fright run up the
mizzen-rigging, calling to the boats–“don’t board,” lest
upon
their boarding the negroes should kill him; that this
inducing the
Americans to believe he some way favored the cause of
the negroes,
they fired two balls at him, so that he fell wounded from
the
rigging, and was drowned in the sea; * * *–that the young
Don
Joaquin, Marques de Aramboalaza, like Hermenegildo
Gandix, the
third clerk, was degraded to the office and appearance of
a common
seaman; that upon one occasion when Don Joaquin
shrank, the negro
Babo commanded the Ashantee Lecbe to take tar and heat
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it, and
pour it upon Don Joaquin’s hands; * * *–that Don Joaquin
was
killed owing to another mistake of the Americans, but
one
impossible to be avoided, as upon the approach of the
boats, Don
Joaquin, with a hatchet tied edge out and upright to his
hand, was
made by the negroes to appear on the bulwarks;
whereupon, seen
with arms in his hands and in a questionable attitude, he
was shot
for a renegade seaman; * * *–that on the person of Don
Joaquin
was found secreted a jewel, which, by papers that were
discovered,
proved to have been meant for the shrine of our Lady of
Mercy in
Lima; a votive offering, beforehand prepared and
guarded, to
attest his gratitude, when he should have landed in Peru,
his last
destination, for the safe conclusion of his entire voyage
from
Spain; * * *–that the jewel, with the other effects of the
late
Don Joaquin, is in the custody of the brethren of the
Hospital de
Sacerdotes, awaiting the disposition of the honorable
court; * *
*–that, owing to the condition of the deponent, as well as
the
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haste in which the boats departed for the attack, the
Americans
were not forewarned that there were, among the apparent
crew, a
passenger and one of the clerks disguised by the negro
Babo; * *
*–that, beside the negroes killed in the action, some were
killed
after the capture and re-anchoring at night, when
shackled to the
ring-bolts on deck; that these deaths were committed by
the
sailors, ere they could be prevented. That so soon as
informed of
it, Captain Amasa Delano used all his authority, and, in
particular with his own hand, struck down Martinez
Gola, who,
having found a razor in the pocket of an old jacket of his,
which
one of the shackled negroes had on, was aiming it at the
negro’s
throat; that the noble Captain Amasa Delano also
wrenched from the
hand of Bartholomew Barlo a dagger, secreted at the time
of the
massacre of the whites, with which he was in the act of
stabbing a
shackled negro, who, the same day, with another negro,
had thrown
him down and jumped upon him; * * *–that, for all the
events,
befalling through so long a time, during which the ship
was in the
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hands of the negro Babo, he cannot here give account; but
that,
what he has said is the most substantial of what occurs to
him at
present, and is the truth under the oath which he has
taken; which
declaration he affirmed and ratified, after hearing it read
to
him.
He said that he is twenty-nine years of age, and broken
in body
and mind; that when finally dismissed by the court, he
shall not
return home to Chili, but betake himself to the monastery
on Mount
Agonia without; and signed with his honor, and crossed
himself,
and, for the time, departed as he came, in his litter, with
the
monk Infelez, to the Hospital de Sacerdotes.
BENITO CERENO.
DOCTOR ROZAS.
If the Deposition have served as the key to fit into the
lock of the
complications which precede it, then, as a vault whose
door has been
flung back, the San Dominick’s hull lies open to-day.
Hitherto the nature of this narrative, besides rendering
the intricacies
in the beginning unavoidable, has more or less required
that many
things, instead of being set down in the order of
occurrence, should be
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retrospectively, or irregularly given; this last is the case
with the
following passages, which will conclude the account:
During the long, mild voyage to Lima, there was, as
before hinted, a
period during which the sufferer a little recovered his
health, or, at
least in some degree, his tranquillity. Ere the decided
relapse which
came, the two captains had many cordial
conversations–their fraternal
unreserve in singular contrast with former
withdrawments.
Again and again it was repeated, how hard it had been
to enact the part
forced on the Spaniard by Babo.
“Ah, my dear friend,” Don Benito once said, “at those
very times when
you thought me so morose and ungrateful, nay, when, as
you now admit,
you half thought me plotting your murder, at those very
times my heart
was frozen; I could not look at you, thinking of what, both
on board
this ship and your own, hung, from other hands, over my
kind benefactor.
And as God lives, Don Amasa, I know not whether desire
for my own safety
alone could have nerved me to that leap into your boat,
had it not been
for the thought that, did you, unenlightened, return to
your ship, you,
my best friend, with all who might be with you, stolen
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upon, that night,
in your hammocks, would never in this world have
wakened again. Do but
think how you walked this deck, how you sat in this cabin,
every inch of
ground mined into honey-combs under you. Had I
dropped the least hint,
made the least advance towards an understanding
between us, death,
explosive death–yours as mine–would have ended the
scene.”
“True, true,” cried Captain Delano, starting, “you have
saved my life,
Don Benito, more than I yours; saved it, too, against my
knowledge and
will.”
“Nay, my friend,” rejoined the Spaniard, courteous even
to the point of
religion, “God charmed your life, but you saved mine. To
think of some
things you did–those smilings and chattings, rash
pointings and
gesturings. For less than these, they slew my mate,
Raneds; but you had
the Prince of Heaven’s safe-conduct through all
ambuscades.”
“Yes, all is owing to Providence, I know: but the temper
of my mind that
morning was more than commonly pleasant, while the
sight of so much
suffering, more apparent than real, added to my good-
nature, compassion,
and charity, happily interweaving the three. Had it been
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otherwise,
doubtless, as you hint, some of my interferences might
have ended
unhappily enough. Besides, those feelings I spoke of
enabled me to get
the better of momentary distrust, at times when acuteness
might have
cost me my life, without saving another’s. Only at the end
did my
suspicions get the better of me, and you know how wide
of the mark they
then proved.”
“Wide, indeed,” said Don Benito, sadly; “you were with
me all day; stood
with me, sat with me, talked with me, looked at me, ate
with me, drank
with me; and yet, your last act was to clutch for a monster,
not only an
innocent man, but the most pitiable of all men. To such
degree may
malign machinations and deceptions impose. So far may
even the best man
err, in judging the conduct of one with the recesses of
whose condition
he is not acquainted. But you were forced to it; and you
were in time
undeceived. Would that, in both respects, it was so ever,
and with all
men.”
“You generalize, Don Benito; and mournfully enough.
But the past is
passed; why moralize upon it? Forget it. See, yon bright
sun has
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forgotten it all, and the blue sea, and the blue sky; these
have turned
over new leaves.”
“Because they have no memory,” he dejectedly replied;
“because they are
not human.”
“But these mild trades that now fan your cheek, do they
not come with a
human-like healing to you? Warm friends, steadfast
friends are the
trades.”
“With their steadfastness they but waft me to my tomb,
Señor,” was the
foreboding response.
“You are saved,” cried Captain Delano, more and more
astonished and
pained; “you are saved: what has cast such a shadow upon
you?”
“The negro.”
There was silence, while the moody man sat, slowly and
unconsciously
gathering his mantle about him, as if it were a pall.
There was no more conversation that day.
But if the Spaniard’s melancholy sometimes ended in
muteness upon topics
like the above, there were others upon which he never
spoke at all; on
which, indeed, all his old reserves were piled. Pass over
the worst,
and, only to elucidate let an item or two of these be cited.
The dress,
so precise and costly, worn by him on the day whose
events have been
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narrated, had not willingly been put on. And that silver-
mounted sword,
apparent symbol of despotic command, was not, indeed,
a sword, but the
ghost of one. The scabbard, artificially stiffened, was
empty.
As for the black–whose brain, not body, had schemed
and led the revolt,
with the plot–his slight frame, inadequate to that which it
held, had
at once yielded to the superior muscular strength of his
captor, in the
boat. Seeing all was over, he uttered no sound, and could
not be forced
to. His aspect seemed to say, since I cannot do deeds, I will
not speak
words. Put in irons in the hold, with the rest, he was
carried to Lima.
During the passage, Don Benito did not visit him. Nor
then, nor at any
time after, would he look at him. Before the tribunal he
refused. When
pressed by the judges he fainted. On the testimony of the
sailors alone
rested the legal identity of Babo.
Some months after, dragged to the gibbet at the tail of a
mule, the
black met his voiceless end. The body was burned to
ashes; but for many
days, the head, that hive of subtlety, fixed on a pole in the
Plaza,
met, unabashed, the gaze of the whites; and across the
Plaza looked
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towards St. Bartholomew’s church, in whose vaults slept
then, as now,
the recovered bones of Aranda: and across the Rimac
bridge looked
towards the monastery, on Mount Agonia without;
where, three months
after being dismissed by the court, Benito Cereno, borne
on the bier,
did, indeed, follow his leader.
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CHAPTER 109.
STUPID BENITO CERENO
MARISSA VARGAS
Most of the texts we have read in this class have been
considered National(izing) Literature, but now “Benito
Cereno” can be considered a literature text beyond the
nation. But to what extent does “Benito Cereno”
represent “Literature Beyond the Nation”?
I feel as if I cannot confidently answer this question
until I have read the whole story. Although, I can so far
say I do believe this text is testing the waters with the
whole “literature beyond the nation” thing.
Although Melville is American, and so are some of the
characters, this book so far takes place in “Chili,” which is
technically “beyond the nation.”
“In the year 1799, Captain Amasa Delano, of Duxbury,
in Massachusetts,
commanding a large sealer and general trader, lay at
anchor with a
valuable cargo, in the harbor of St. Maria–a small, desert,
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uninhabited
island toward the southern extremity of the long coast
of Chili. There
he had touched for water.”
Captain Delano is traveling the coast of Chili when he
runs into a stranded ship full of Spaniards and African
Slaves.
This book goes beyond the nation in the aspect that
it contrasts America and Europe. it doesn’t just focus on
America.
Delano just keeps comparing Europe to America and
how we’re so much better than these Europeans. At least
that is what I took from it. Instead of focusing on
America, American culture and all that it is, this story
focuses a lot more on the Spaniards and their every day
struggle because, “they aren’t as organized and great as
Americans.” Which is pretty much what Delano is getting
at.
I cant really put my points/thoughts into proper
sentences so I’m going to bullet point my ideas as to why
this is “beyond the nation.”
• This story doesn’t focus on a significant historical era
or event in American history whereas some of other
texts were based in times of war, imperialism and
more.
• Every other text in this class so far, has taken place on
American land at some point throughout the story, but
this text (so far) isn’t on American soil at all.
• Takes place in Chili
• Focuses more on the Spaniards and African slaves
rather than the American characters.
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• There is no type of American imperialism and
colonialism.
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CHAPTER 110.
AMERICAN EXCEP(SHIP)ALISM
CAITLIN ANDREASEN
Melville really, really, really likes boats.
He describes them in great detail, using the most
technical of terminology that is not easy to understand
unless you yourself are familiar with ships. We still get
the gist of the story so far: he finds a Spanish vessel in
distress off the coast of Chile, and when he boards, things
do not seem quite right. The slaves are loose on the ship
and the sickly captain is very close with one of them. But
the narrator takes far too much time to illustrate this ship
for us to dismiss it as simple imagery.
“The tops were large, and were railed about with
what had once been octagonal net-work, all now in sad
disrepair. These tops hung overhead like three ruinous
aviaries, in one of which was seen perched, on a
ratlin, a white noddy, a strange fowl, so called from
its lethargic somnambulistic character, being
frequently caught by hand at sea. Battered and
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mouldy, the castellated forecastle seemed some ancient
turret, long ago taken by assault, and then left to decay.
Towards the stern, two high-raised quarter galleries-
the balustrades here and there covered with dry,
tindery sea-moss- opening out from the
unoccupied state-cabin, whose dead lights, for all
the mild weather, were hermetically closed and
caulked- these tenantless balconies hung over the sea as
if it were the grand Venetian canal. But the principal relic
of faded grandeur was the ample oval of the shield-like
sternpiece, intricately carved with the arms of Castile
and Leon.”
I keep wondering if the close detail of the San
Dominick is there for a reason. The narrator goes from
describing this grand elderly lady to a decrepit hag as he
gets closer. Everything is old, moldy, and battered, but it
used to be a beautiful ship. “A very large, and, in its time,
a very fine vessel, such as in those days were at intervals
encountered along that main…” The coat of arms boasts
that it is from the central Spanish kingdom of Castile and
Leon.
In contrast, Delano’s ship is described simply as a “large
sealer and general trader.” His is the ship built for a
specific purpose. It is a functional, no-frills, hardworking
American vessel. The Spanish ship is very lucky that
Delano came across them when he did, because he has
plenty of supplies that he is willing to share to help his
fellow mariner.
There is an air of superiority that arrives with Delano
and his ship. He even comments when a slave attacks
one of the Spanish men and Benito brushes it off
that he would never allow such a thing to happen
on his whaler. The author continually refers to these
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characters as “the Spaniard” and “the American” as if
national identity were the most important distinctions to
note since they are both far from home.
I see hints of American exceptionalism. The ships
illustrate the contrast between the Old World and the
New. The stylish Spanish vessel is past its prime, while
the whaler, whose structure was likely inspired by such
old ships, is sailing steadily along.
American Exceptionalism needs no national
boundaries. In fact it excels when it has another country
to compare itself to.
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CHAPTER 111.
INCEPTION OF THE HUMAN HEART IN
MELVILLE'S "BENITO CERENO"
JOSHUA BARTSCH, TIANNA CURRIER, AND TONI
O'KEEFE
“Benito Cereno” heavily addresses the uncanny.
Throughout the text there is a sense of strangeness as
if something is just not quite right, even as it appears
to be “normal.” When the Spanish ship is creeping into
the harbor, the text describes these “[s]hadows present,
foreshadowing deeper shadows to come” (163). The
entire story is unsettling in this way. Benito Cereno
begins as a “stranger” and then progresses into someone
with strange qualities and unsettling emotional
characteristics. For instance, “[t]here was something so
hollow in the Spaniard’s manner” (195). The text then
describes this hollowness and a sense of some unknown
relationship between master and man. Throughout the
story the reader is fooled into believing that all of the
necessary information is being provided by the narrator,
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and yet that sense of something uncanny lying beneath
the surface is always present.
Another prevalent theme found in Melville’s “Benito
Cereno” is racial identity. This text is riddled with
references to the race of the characters. Early on in the
story Captain Delano is described as having a “benevolent
heart [and a] more than ordinary quickness and accuracy
of intellectual perception…” (163). These are applied to
Captain Delano’s character in such a way that suggests
that these characteristics are predominantly American
qualities. Throughout the story, Captain Delano sees
Benito Cereno’s actions and mannerisms as strange. “By
way of keeping his mind out of mischief till the boat
should arrive, he tried to occupy it with turning over
and over, in a purely speculative sort of way, lesser
peculiarities of the captain and crew” (189). Captain
Delano credits Don Benito’s strangeness to the fact that
he is a Spaniard. Captain Delano sees Benito Cereno as
different from himself and therefore considered strange.
Both Benito Cereno and Captain Delano see themselves
as above the slaves on the San Dominick. They both value
the slaves as property and view them as just cargo on
the ship. ”… ‘this ship, well officered and well manned,
with several cabin passengers—some fifty Spaniards in
all—sailed from Buenos Ayres bound to Lima, with a
general cargo, hardware, Paraguay tea and the like—and,’
pointing forward, ‘that parcel of negroes, now not more
than a hundred and fifty, as you see, but then numbering
over three hundred souls,’” (170). Captain Delano and
Don Benito both value themselves above the slaves and
see them as unable to be considered human due to their
lack of status in society. Racial identity unexpectedly
plays a little role in amping up the American identity and
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instead, draws the focus to the characters of other races,
thus expanding literature beyond the nation.
Lastly, a theme that is present within “Benito Cereno” is
revolution. Here we can see Melville use the comparison
between the different groups–enslaved peoples,
Spaniards, and white Americans–to reinforce this sense
of global community. Melville uses the event of a
revolution aboard the San Dominick to show the rising
conflict within the real and ever growing global
community. Melville writes that “[a]lthough in the act of
revolt the negroes made themselves masters of the
hatchway, six or seven wounded went through it to the
cockpit, without any hindrance on their part” (208). Here
we see that, with the specific word usage of “masters,”
Melville is reversing the power dynamic: the slaves “make
themselves” the “masters.”
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CHAPTER 112.
O CAPTAIN! MY CAPTAIN!
CARMEN MAURA
Herman Melville’s “Benito Cereno” (1856) is an early
representation of American interactions outside the
geographical bounds of the nation. Despite being titled
after the Spanish captain; the story is written from the
limited third-person point of view (POV) of the American
Captain Delano. In other words, everything that we know
about his situation is limited to his perception of reality.
This POV puts readers in an “American” mindset,
representing how Americans perceive their encounters
with the rest of the world.
Upon boarding the San Dominick, Captain Delano
finds Don Cereno’s behavior bizarre. The narrator writes
that “[t]he Spaniard’s manner, too, conveyed a sort of sour
and gloomy disdain, which he seemed at no pains to
disguise. But this the American in charity ascribed to the
harassing effects of sickness” (9). Brushing off the strange
demeanor of Don Cereno, the “charitable” American does
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as charitable Americans do by offering to provide aid to
the ship and safely get it to shore. Later—after likening
Don Cereno to the Spanish Roman Emperor, Charles V.,
who stepped down after the empire grew too big for him
to control—Captain Delano offers him advice on how to
manage his ship.
This sense of authority and knowledge that Captain
Delano exerts, as well as the POV of the novella, shows
how American literature doesn’t necessarily need to be
set in America. “America,” in this sense, is an ideology.
In the first half of “Benito Cereno,” we see this ideology
described as one that is charitable, all-knowing, and
perhaps a little too fearless. Furthermore, the beginning
half of this story portrays an American mindset that
remains “neutral” in the presence of evil. Captain Delano,
amused by the relationships between Spanish crew
members and African slaves neither supports or rejects
slavery. Instead, he makes jokes about buying Babo, offers
second-hand advice on how to keep the slaves in order on
the ship (oh, the irony once the story is over), and reflects
upon his pet-like fondness of Africans. Captain Delano,
like so many figures in American literature, is just another
well-intentioned white guy.
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CHAPTER 113.
AMERICA ISN'T ALL THAT GREAT: AS
TOLD BY HERMAN MELVILLE
PAIGE SCHOPPMANN
In order to interpret how “Benito Cereno” represents
Literature Beyond the Nation, we first have to
understand what Literature Beyond the Nation means.
I believe that to be Literature Beyond the Nation, there
has to be other characters that are not American. There
should be some form of immigration/emigration, or at
least one character that is American, in order to continue
the theme of being able to still identify with American
Literature.
Going by that definition, it will be easier to surmise
throughout this piece of literature that it is, in fact,
Literature Beyond the Nation. The two main themes that
I picked out from reading to represent this were
American motifs leading to questioning America, and
satirical responses to other cultures.
Amasa Delano, through living on this ship with
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Spaniards and African Americans, learns many things
about their lifestyles. He learns that “while long-
continued suffering seemed to have brought out the less
good-natured qualities of the negroes, besides, at the
same time, impairing the Spaniard’s authority over them”
(Melville). Delano learns that throughout the suffering
that the slaves have gone through, they have other
qualities that are more positive than negative qualities.
After he learns this, he goes through an entire questioning
process of what he thought he’s known about the slaves
his whole life. He then slowly begins to question America
within his palpable shock of how the slaves are actually
caring human beings.
This shock is also obvious in how Delano notices when
Benito thanks his slaves, specifically Babo. “Captain
Delano could not but bethink him of the beauty of that
relationship which could present such a spectacle of
fidelity on the one hand and confidence on the other”
(Melville). Delano comes from America, where they treat
slaves horribly, and in turn, do not get to form a
relationship with these people like Cereno did with Babo.
Delano’s shock is not questionable, but it shows how
attached he is to American ideals, and how he begins to
understand that maybe they aren’t the best ideals.
Delano clearly feels patriotism for America, because
throughout the first half that we read, he continually
compares the Spaniards and slaves to America and
Americans. His comparisons usually end in his surprise
that these people are better than he expected, and he is
noticeably swayed to understanding that the Spaniards
are apart of us, saying, “I dare say, Spaniards in the main
are as good folks as any in Duxbury” (Melville).
Melville’s interpretation of the Literature Beyond the
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Nations is that of understanding that other nations are
equal to your own, with at least one character
representing America. So far, Delano has represented
understanding that he is equal to the Spaniards, – if not,
he is lesser – and that his noticing that has began his
questioning of if America is actually as superior as he had
imagined previously.
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CHAPTER 114.
MOVING BEYOND THE NATION: A
REVOLUTION
In our MANY complex discussions of what it means to
be an American, as well as what it means for literature
to be “nationalized”, a resounding theme has continuously
taken dominance in these discussions. It seems as though
the theme of freedom has rung true, as it continues to,
throughout most of the literature we have read thus far.
While most of our reading’s settings have taken place
within our great nation, this specific narrative, while
featuring an American character, does not take place
within America’s borders, but within international
waters. However, despite its setting, it seems as though
Herman Melville’s “Benito Cereno” continues on with the
theme of freedom.
While at first glance, this story seems to feature the
meeting between an American captain and an ill-
Spaniard captain, who has been given charge of 150 or so
African slaves to be transported from one port to another,
there is a much deeper message waiting to be picked up
by the reader.
Don Benito, the Spaniard captain of the San Dominick,
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seems to have taken ill, left with very little of his own
crew due to sickness sweeping the ship. This seems to
leave him with the lone option of employing the help of
the cargo that was meant to be slaves as his only crew.
At least… this is the story he shares with Captain Amasa
Delano, the American who offers his own men as well as
supplies to alleviate some of his fellow captain’s suffering.
However, something seems to be extremely off about
Don Benito’s story, especially when Captain Delano
notices that, “Suddenly, one of the black boys, enraged at
a word dropped by one of his white companions, seized a
knife, and though called to forbear by one of the oakum-
pickers, struck the lad over the head, inflicting a gash
from which blood flowed.” (15-16). At once, he explains
to Don Benito that this would not fly had this occurred
on his own ship- which is normal given the colonial time
period in which this story takes place. However, Don
Benito doesn’t seem to care- nor does he seem to care
about much of anything else for that matter. This may
probably be due to the fact that he is lying through his
teeth, and has been taken hostage along with the rest
of his Spanish crew by the African slaves in an act of
defiance to insure their freedom.
Does this story sound familiar? Good… because it
should, as we Americans were not always free citizens
of our happy nation either. We earned our independence
through the revolutionary war, in which we fought tooth
in nail against the British, our captors, to insure our own
freedom. And it seems as if our happy-ending of a
narrative has spread from our own great nation to other
nations as well- such as those being captured for
enslavement in Africa.
So while these “captured African slaves” seem to be cast
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within this narrative as villainous, I am in strong support
of the message they are sending in their theoretical
takeover of both the San Dominick as well as of their
own lives. They seem to be following America’s lead in
a revolution of their very own. And thus, nationalizing
literature has been taken to the next level- of literature
that moves beyond the nation.
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CHAPTER 115.
CHANGING WITH THE TIDE: THE
AMERICAN PERSPECTIVE
MASON MASOTTA
In Herman Melville’s Benito Cereno, we are moving into
literature beyond the nation because we are beginning
to see that American influences, and even ideological
changes, are no longer bound to the physical country
of the United States of America. In the story, a crew of
American sailors stumble upon a confusing wreck of a
Spanish ship called the San Dominick. Once the
Americans arrive on board, their confusion escalates as
they meet its passengers.
As Captain Delano interacts with the ship’s captain and
the slaves (which he views as cargo,) we begin to see
American ideologies make their way into the story. When
noticing the strange behaviors of the slaves on board this
statement is made: “. . . long-continued suffering seemed
to have brought out the less good-natured qualities of
the negroes, besides, at the same time, impairing the
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Spaniards authority over them” (167). Delany sees African
“cargo” moving freely around the ship–not in complete
obedience to Cereno–revealing his limited
understanding of black subjectivity and behavior.
In Delano’s mind, captured slaves are supposed to
cheerfully serve without difficulty, and assume that only
some form of tragedy brought about by the storms they
sailed through has unleashed some latent, internal, “bad
qualities.” This idea of how a slave on this ship should is
supposed to behave is reflected in the way that Cereno’s
main servant, Babo, is discussed and approved of: “But the
good conduct of Babo, hardly more than the ill-behavior
of others, seemed to withdraw the half-lunatic Don
Benito from his cloudy languor” (168). Babo is
differentiated from others on the ship. He appears
entirely subservient to his master Don Benito, referring
to him at all times as Master and refusing any level of
compliment on his own work with the survival of the
captain.
For this service, the American captain Delano states
that Don Benito should see the faithful Babo as a friend,
not as a slave (172). I think that it is very interesting
for the American to have this kind of an epiphany upon
boarding the ship. On one hand, it could be a case for an
indication that America was slowly trying to move into a
place of more racial acceptance, but on the other, we have
to look at what behavior is and isn’t accepted by Delano.
Babo may be faithful to Don Benito, but the others on
board are not. Even though they claim that Babo should
be rewarded as a friend and not simply as a slave they do
not feel the same about the seemingly less obedient others
onboard.
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PART XXVI.
FREDERICK DOUGLASS

CHAPTER 116.
INTRODUCTION (2017)
CAITLIN ANDREASEN, KRISTAN MCCOY, NICHOLAS
A. PRESCOTT
Frederick Douglass was born a slave in Maryland in the
year 1818. As a seven-year-old child, he was sent to
Baltimore to work for Hugh Auld. During his time there
he was taught to read by his master’s wife, Sophia Auld.
She treated him as a human being and not a slave. This
kindness and education greatly influenced his desire for
freedom and his actions later in life In 1833, his resolve
to escape was strengthened by ill-treatment as he worked
under a cruel new slave owner. He plotted his escape with
the help of Anna Murray-Douglass, a free black woman
who would later become his wife. He escaped in 1838,
disguised as a sailor. He devoted his life to the abolitionist
movement. He gave many lectures abroad on the topic,
and wrote multiple essays and biographical narratives for
the cause. He died in 1895.
His one work of fiction, The Heroic Slave, is based on the
true events of a slave ship mutiny. Madison Washington,
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the main character, was a real slave who escaped but was
recaptured when he returned to free his wife. He assisted
in instigating the most successful slave rebellion in
American history on the Creole. The rebellion took place
on November 9, 1841, resulting in the death of a slave
trader and one slave. One hundred and twenty-eight
people were freed when the ship arrived in British
territory. Madison Washington and eighteen others were
taken into custody for mutiny.
The work of short fiction follows Madison Washington
through his journey as an escaped slave. It’s told through
the perspective of Mr. Listwell, a white staunch
abolitionist. He observes Washington in the woods while
he gives a long oration about being free. Listwell becomes
committed to the abolitionist cause on the spot after
hearing the slave’s passionate words. Years later,
Washington appears at Listwell’s door, seeking help.
Washington recounts his time surviving in the
wilderness. Listwell then brings Washington to Lake Erie
to be brought to Canada and to freedom. Later, Listwell
encounters Washington, who has been recaptured. He
returned to save his wife and failed. Listwell is unable to
help Madison before he is sent off to New Orleans, but
he arms him with three files. Washington uses them to
escape, lead a slave revolt, and sail to freedom.
The Heroic Slave most notably covers themes of
abolitionism and heroism. Douglass frames Madison
Washington as the slaves’ own herculean hero who fights
for freedom and equality. Madison is not depicted as
subservient, but as equal to his white counterparts in the
story. The only difference between Madison and Listwell,
or any other white person, is the color of their skin.
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Throughout, Douglass insists to readers that Washington
is an idealized brave hero.
Mr. Listwell acts as the lens through which most of the
story is told. His outlook supports the idea of Washington
as the stoic hero, and furthers the abolitionist cause.
Listwell curses his own society and religion for the sin of
slavery and spends most of the novel fighting or speaking
out against it. Most importantly, his assistance allows
Washington to lead the rebellion and free his fellow men
aboard the Creole.
When read in tandem with Herman Melville’s “Benito
Cereno,” a novella which also details a mutiny on a slave
ship, readers can truly appreciate the perspective of an
African American author. Melville, through the
perspective of a white American character, illustrates the
slaves as barbaric creatures. The main character, Delano,
is a product of societal conditioning who believes that the
African people are born to be subservient to the white
man. In contrast, Douglass understands what it means
to be a slave. He shows that they are not barbaric, but
desperate for freedom and equality.
The Heroic Slave is the first of a kind of narrative that
details the life of a slave and promotes abolitionist values.
Because it is based on real events, the arguments that
Douglass makes catch the reader’s attention more
powerfully. African Americans are not depicted as lesser
or “other,” but as equal human beings for perhaps the first
time in American literary history. Within the timeline
of America, this writing marks the beginning of many
literary movements that follow the abolishment of
slavery including similar slavery narratives and the
Harlem Renaissance. The African American identity
evolves as its people are integrated into society. The Heroic
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Slave and the subsequent reactions to it become
important events that drive America’s literary history. It
tells a real story about an essential part of America’s
developmental past.
“Frederick Douglass Biography” Biography Online, 7
Nov. 2017, https://www.biographyonline.net/writers/
frederick-douglass.html
“The Creole Case (1841)” Blackpast.org, 7 Nov. 2017,
http://www.blackpast.org/gah/creole-case-1841
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CHAPTER 117.
THE HEROIC SLAVE (1852)
FREDERICK DOUGLASS
PART I.
Oh! child of grief, why weepest thou?
Why droops thy sad and mournful brow?
Why is thy look so like despair?
What deep, sad sorrow lingers there?
THE State of Virginia is famous in American annals
for the multitudinous array of her statesmen and heroes.
She has been dignified by some the mother of statesmen.
History has not been sparing in recording their names, or
in blazoning their deeds. Her high position in this respect,
has given her an enviable distinction among her sister
States. With Virginia for his birth-place, even a man of
ordinary parts, on account of the general partiality for
her sons, easily rises to eminent stations. Men, not great
enough to attract special attention in their native States,
have, like a certain distinguished citizen in the State of
New York, sighed and repined that they were not born in
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Virginia. Yet not all the great ones of the Old Dominion
have, by the fact of their birth-place, escaped undeserved
obscurity. By some strange neglect, one of the truest,
manliest, and bravest of her children,–one who, in after
years, will, I think, command the pen of genius to set his
merits forth, holds now no higher place in the records
of that grand old Commonwealth than is held by a horse
or an ox. Let those account for it who can, but there
stands the fact, that a man who loved liberty as well as
did Patrick Henry,–who deserved it as much as Thomas
Jefferson,–and who fought for it with a valor as high, an
arm as strong, and against odds as great, as he who led
all the armies of the American colonies through the great
war for freedom and independence, lives now only in the
chattel records of his native State.
Glimpses of this great character are all that can now be
presented. He is brought to view only by a few transient
incidents, and these afford but partial satisfaction. Like
a guiding star on a stormy night, he is seen through the
parted clouds and the howling tempests; or, like the gray
peak of a menacing rock on a perilous coast, he is seen
by the quivering flash of angry lightning, and he again
disappears covered with mystery.
Curiously, earnestly, anxiously we peer into the dark,
and wish even for the blinding flash, or the light of
northern skies to reveal him. But alas! he is still enveloped
in darkness, and we return from the pursuit like a wearied
and disheartened mother, (after a tedious and
unsuccessful search for a lost child,) who returns weighed
down with disappointment and sorrow. Speaking of
marks, traces, possibles, and probabilities, we come
before our readers.
In the spring of 1835, on a Sabbath morning, within
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hearing of the solemn peals of the church bells at a distant
village, a Northern traveller through the State of Virginia
drew up his horse to drink at a sparkling brook, near the
edge of a dark pine forest. While his weary and thirsty
steed drew in the grateful water, the rider caught the
sound of a human voice, apparently engaged in earnest
conversation.
Following the direction of the sound, he descried,
among the tall pines, the man whose voice had arrested
his attention. “To whom can he be speaking?” thought
the traveller. “He seems to be alone.” The circumstance
interested him much, and he became intensely curious to
know what thoughts and feelings, or, it might be, high
aspirations, guided those rich and mellow accents. Tieing
his horse at a short distance from the brook, he stealthily
drew near the solitary speaker; and, concealing himself
by the side of a huge fallen tree, he distinctly heard the
following soliloquy:–
“What, then, is life to me? it is aimless and worthless,
and worse than worthless. Those birds, perched on yon
swinging boughs, in friendly conclave, sounding forth
their merry notes in seeming worship of the rising sun,
though liable to the sportsman’s fowling-piece, are still
my superiors. They live free, though they may die slaves.
They fly where they list by day, and retire in freedom
at night. But what is freedom to me, or I to it? I am a
slave,–born a slave, an abject slave,–even before I made
part of this breathing world, the scourge was platted for
my back; the fetters were forged for my limbs. How mean
a thing am I. That accursed and crawling snake, that
miserable reptile, that has just glided into its slimy home,
is freer and better off than I. He escaped my blow, and
is safe. But here am I, a man,–yes, a man!–with thoughts
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and wishes, with powers and faculties as far as angel’s
flight above that hated reptile,–yet he is my superior, and
scorns to own me as his master, or to stop to take my
blows. When he saw my uplifted arm, he darted beyond
my reach, and turned to give me battle. I dare not do
as much as that. I neither run nor fight, but do meanly
stand, answering each heavy blow of a cruel master with
doleful wails and piteous cries. I am galled with irons;
but even these are more tolerable than the consciousness,
the galling consciousness of cowardice and indecision.
Can it be that I dare not run away? Perish the thought, I
dare do any thing which may be done by another. When
that young man struggled with the waves for life, and
others stood back appalled in helpless horror, did I not
plunge in, forgetful of life, to save his? The raging bull
from whom all others fled, pale with fright, did I not keep
at bay with a single pitchfork? Could a coward do that?
No,–no,–I wrong myself,–I am no coward. Liberty I will
have, or die in the attempt to gain it. This working that
others may live in idleness! This cringing submission to
insolence and curses! This living under the constant
dread and apprehension of being sold and transferred,
like a mere brute, is too much for me. I will stand it no
longer. What others have done, I will do. These trusty
legs, or these sinewy arms shall place me among the free.
Tom escaped; so can I. The North Star will not be less
kind to me than to him. I will follow it. I will at least make
the trial. I have nothing to lose. If I am caught, I shall
only be a slave. If I am shot, I shall only lose a life which
is a burden and a curse. If I get clear, (as something tells
me I shall,) liberty, the inalienable birth-right of every
man, precious and priceless, will be mine. My resolution
is fixed. I shall be free.”
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At these words the traveller raised his head cautiously
and noiselessly, and caught, from his hiding-place, a full
view of the unsuspecting speaker. Madison (for that was
the name of our hero) was standing erect, a smile of
satisfaction rippled upon his expressive countenance, like
that which plays upon the face of one who has but just
solved a difficult problem, or vanquished a malignant foe;
for at that moment he was free, at least in spirit. The
future gleamed brightly before him, and his fetters lay
broken at his feet. His air was triumphant.
Madison was of manly form. Tall, symmetrical, round,
and strong. In his movements he seemed to combine,
with the strength of the lion, a lion’s elasticity. His torn
sleeves disclosed arms like polished iron. His face was
“black, but comely.” His eye, lit with emotion, kept guard
under a brow as dark and as glossy as the raven’s wing.
His whole appearance betokened Herculean strength; yet
there was nothing savage or forbidding in his aspect. A
child might play in his arms, or dance on his shoulders.
A giant’s strength, but not a giant’s heart was in him. His
broad mouth and nose spoke only of good nature and
kindness. But his voice, that unfailing index of the soul,
though full and melodious, had that in it which could
terrify as well as charm. He was just the man you would
choose when hardships were to be endured, or danger to
be encountered,–intelligent and brave. He had the head to
conceive, and the hand to execute. In a word, he was one
to be sought as a friend, but to be dreaded as an enemy.
As our traveller gazed upon him, he almost trembled
at the thought of his dangerous intrusion. Still he could
not quit the place. He had long desired to sound the
mysterious depths of the thoughts and feelings of a slave.
He was not, therefore, disposed to allow so providential
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an opportunity to pass unimproved. He resolved to hear
more; so he listened again for those mellow and mournful
accents which, he says, made such an impression upon
him as can never be erased. He did not have to wait long.
There came another gush from the same full fountain;
now bitter, and now sweet. Scathing denunciations of the
cruelty and injustice of slavery; heart-touching narrations
of his own personal suffering, intermingled with prayers
to the God of the oppressed for help and deliverance,
were followed by presentations of the dangers and
difficulties of escape, and formed the burden of his
eloquent utterances; but his high resolution clung to
him,–for he ended each speech by an emphatic
declaration of his purpose to be free. It seemed that the
very repetition of this, imparted a glow to his
countenance. The hope of freedom seemed to sweeten,
for a season, the bitter cup of slavery, and to make it,
for a time, tolerable; for when in the very whirlwind of
anguish,–when his heart’s cord seemed screwed up to
snapping tension, hope sprung up and soothed his
troubled spirit. Fitfully he would exclaim, “How can I
leave her? Poor thing! what can she do when I am gone?
Oh! oh! ‘t is impossible that I can leave poor Susan!”
A brief pause intervened. Our traveller raised his head,
and saw again the sorrow-smitten slave. His eye was fixed
upon the ground. The strong man staggered under a
heavy load. Recovering himself, he argued thus aloud: “All
is uncertain here. To-morrow’s sun may not rise before I
am sold, and separated from her I love. What, then, could
I do for her? I should be in more hopeless slavery, and she
no nearer to liberty,–whereas if I were free,–my arms my
own,–I might devise the means to rescue her.”
This said, Madison cast around a searching glance, as
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if the thought of being overheard had flashed across his
mind. He said no more, but, with measured steps, walked
away, and was lost to the eye of our traveller amidst the
wildering woods.
Long after Madison had left the ground, Mr. Listwell
(our traveller) remained in motionless silence, meditating
on the extraordinary revelations to which he had listened.
He seemed fastened to the spot, and stood half hoping,
half fearing the return of the sable preacher to his solitary
temple. The speech of Madison rung through the
chambers of his soul, and vibrated through his entire
frame. “Here is indeed a man,” thought he, “of rare
endowments,–a child of God,–guilty of no crime but the
color of his skin,–hiding away from the face of humanity,
and pouring out his thoughts and feelings, his hopes and
resolutions to the lonely woods; to him those distant
church bells have no grateful music. He shuns the church,
the altar, and the great congregation of christian
worshippers, and wanders away to the gloomy forest, to
utter in the vacant air complaints and griefs, which the
religion of his times and his country can neither console
nor relieve. Goaded almost to madness by the sense of the
injustice done him, he resorts hither to give to his pent
up feelings, and to debate with himself the feasibility of
plans, plans of his own invention, for his own deliverance.
From this hour I am an abolitionist. I have seen enough
and heard enough, and I shall go to my home in Ohio
resolved to atone for my past indifference to this ill-
starred race, by making such exertions as I shall be able to
do, for the speedy emancipation of every slave in the land.
PART II.
“The gaudy, blabbling and remorseful day
Is crept into the bosom of the sea;
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And now loud-howling wolves arouse the jades
That drag the tragic melancholy night;
Who with their drowsy, slow, and flagging wings
Clip dead men’s graves, and from their misty jaws
Breathe foul contagions, darkness in the air.”
Shakspeare.
Five years after the foregoing singular occurrence, in
the winter of 1840, Mr. and Mrs. Listwell sat together by
the fireside of their own happy home, in the State of Ohio.
The children were all gone to bed. A single lamp burnt
brightly on the centre, table. All was still and comfortable
within; but the night was cold and dark; a heavy wind
sighed and moaned sorrowfully around the house and
barn, occasionally bringing against the clattering
windows a stray leaf from the large oak trees that
embowered their dwelling. It was a night for strange
noises and for strange fancies. A whole wilderness of
thought might pass through one’s mind during such an
evening. The smouldering embers, partaking of the spirit
of the restless night, became fruitful of varied and
fantastic pictures, and revived many bygone scenes and
old impressions. The happy pair seemed to sit in silent
fascination, gazing on the fire. Suddenly this reverie was
interrupted by a heavy growl. Ordinarily such an
occurrence would have scarcely provoked a single word,
or excited the least apprehension. But there are certain
seasons when the slightest sound sends a jar through all
the subtle chambers of the mind; and such a season was
this. The happy pair started up, as if some sudden danger
had come upon them. The growl was from their trusty
watch-dog.
“What can it mean? certainly no one can be out on such
a night as this,” said Mrs. Listwell.
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“The wind has deceived the dog, my dear; he has
mistaken the noise of falling branches, brought down by
the wind, for that of the footsteps of persons coming to
the house. I have several times to-night thought that I
heard the sound of footsteps. I am sure, however, that it
was but the wind. Friends would not be likely to come
out at such an hour, or such a night; and thieves are too
lazy and self-indulgent to expose themselves to this biting
frost; but should there be any one about, our brave old
Monte, who is on the lookout, will not be slow in
sounding the alarm.”
Saying this they quietly left the window, whither they
had gone to learn the cause of the menacing growl, and
re-seated themselves by the fire, as if reluctant to leave
the slowly expiring embers, although the hour was late.
A few minutes only intervened after resuming their seats,
when again their sober meditations were disturbed. Their
faithful dog now growled and barked furiously, as if
assailed by an advancing foe. Simultaneously the good
couple arose, and stood in mute expectation. The contest
without seemed fierce and violent. It was, however, soon
over,–the barking ceased, for, with true canine instinct,
Monte quickly discovered that a friend, not an enemy
of the family, was coming to the house, and instead of
rushing to repel the supposed intruder, he was now at
the door, whimpering and dancing for the admission of
himself and his newly made friend.
Mr. Listwell knew by this movement that all was well;
he advanced and opened the door, and saw by the light
that streamed out into the darkness, a tall man advancing
slowly towards the house, with a stick in one hand, and
a small bundle in the other. “It is a traveller,” thought he,
“who has missed his way, and is coming to inquire the
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road. I am glad we did not go to bed earlier,–I have felt all
the evening as if somebody would be here to-night.”
The man had now halted a short distance from the
door, and looked prepared alike for flight or battle.
“Come in, sir, don’t be alarmed, you have probably lost
your way.”
Slightly hesitating, the traveller walked in; not,
however, without regarding his host with a scrutinizing
glance. “No, sir,” said he “I have come to ask you a greater
favor.”
Instantly Mr. Listwell exclaimed, (as the recollection of
the Virginia forest scene flashed upon him,) “Oh, sir, I
know not your name, but I have seen your face, and heard
your voice before. I am glad to see you. I know all. You
are flying for your liberty,–be seated,–be seated,–banish
all fear. You are safe under my roof.”
This recognition, so unexpected, rather disconcerted
and disquieted the noble fugitive. The timidity and
suspicion of persons escaping from slavery are easily
awakened, and often what is intended to dispel the one,
and to allay the other, has precisely the opposite effect.
It was so in this case. Quickly observing the unhappy
impression made by his words and action, Mr. Listwell
assumed a more quiet and inquiring aspect, and finally
succeeded in removing the apprehensions which his very
natural and generous salutation had aroused.
Thus assured, the stranger said, “Sir, you have rightly
guessed, I am, indeed, a fugitive from slavery. My name is
Madison,–Madison Washington my mother used to call
me. I am on my way to Canada, where I learn that persons
of my color are protected in all the rights of men; and
my object in calling upon you was, to beg the privilege of
resting my weary limbs for the night in your barn. It was
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my purpose to have continued my journey till morning;
but the piercing cold, and the frowning darkness
compelled me to seek shelter; and, seeing a light through
the lattice of your window, I was encouraged to come
here to beg the privilege named. You will do me a great
favor by affording me shelter for the night.”
“A resting-place, indeed, sir, you shall have; not,
however, in my barn, but in the best room of my house.
Consider yourself, if you please, under the roof of a
friend; for such I am to you, and to all your deeply injured
race.”
While this introductory conversation was going on, the
kind lady had revived the fire, and was diligently
preparing supper; for she, not less than her husband, felt
for the sorrows of the oppressed and hunted ones of
earth, and was always glad of an opportunity to do them
a service. A bountiful repast was quickly prepared, and
the hungry and toil-worn bondman was cordially invited
to partake thereof. Gratefully he acknowledged the favor
of his benevolent benefactress; but appeared scarcely to
understand what such hospitality could mean. It was the
first time in his life that he had met so humane and
friendly a greeting at the hands of persons whose color
was unlike his own; yet it was impossible for him to doubt
the charitableness of his new friends, or the genuineness
of the welcome so freely given; and he therefore, with
many thanks, took his seat at the table with Mr. and Mrs.
Listwell, who, desirous to make him feel at home, took
a cup of tea themselves, while urging upon Madison the
best that the house could afford.
Supper over, all doubts and apprehensions banished,
the three drew around the blazing fire, and a conversation
commenced which lasted till long after midnight.
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“Now,” said Madison to Mr. Listwell, “I was a little
surprised and alarmed when I came in, by what you said;
do tell me, sir, why you thought you had seen my face
before, and by what you knew me to be a fugitive from
slavery; for I am sure that I never was before in this
neighborhood, and I certainly sought to conceal what I
supposed to be the manner of a fugitive slave.”
Mr. Listwell at once frankly disclosed the secret;
describing the place where he first saw him; rehearsing
the language which he (Madison) had used; referring to
the effect which his manner and speech had made upon
him; declaring the resolution he there formed to be an
abolitionist; telling how often he had spoken of the
circumstance, and the deep concern he had ever since
felt to know what had become of him; and whether he
had carried out the purpose to make his escape, as in the
woods he declared he would do.
“Ever since that morning,” said Mr. Listwell, “you have
seldom been absent from my mind, and though now I did
not dare to hope that I should ever see you again, I have
often wished that such might be my fortune; for, from
that hour, your face seemed to be daguerreotyped on my
memory.”
Madison looked quite astonished, and felt amazed at
the narration to which he had listened. After recovering
himself he said, “I well remember that morning, and the
bitter anguish that wrung my heart; I will state the
occasion of it. I had, on the previous Saturday, suffered a
cruel lashing; had been tied up to the limb of a tree, with
my feet chained together, and a heavy iron bar placed
between my ankles. Thus suspended, I received on my
naked back forty stripes, and was kept in this distressing
position three or four hours, and was then let down, only
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to have my torture increased; for my bleeding back,
gashed by the cow-skin, was washed by the overseer with
old brine, partly to augment my suffering, and partly, as
he said, to prevent inflammation. My crime was that I
had stayed longer at the mill, the day previous, than it
was thought I ought to have done, which, I assured my
master and the overseer, was no fault of mine; but no
excuses were allowed. ‘Hold your tongue, you impudent
rascal,’ met my every explanation. Slave-holders are so
imperious when their passions are excited, as to construe
every word of the slave into insolence. I could do nothing
but submit to the agonizing infliction. Smarting still from
the wounds, as well as from the consciousness of being
whipt for no cause, I took advantage of the absence of
my master, who had gone to church, to spend the time
in the woods, and brood over my wretched lot. Oh, sir, I
remember it well,–and can never forget it.”
“But this was five years ago; where have you been
since?”
“I will try to tell you,” said Madison. “Just four weeks
after that Sabbath morning, I gathered up the few rags of
clothing I had, and started, as I supposed, for the North
and for freedom. I must not stop to describe my feelings
on taking this step. It seemed like taking a leap into the
dark. The thought of leaving my poor wife and two little
children caused me indescribable anguish; but consoling
myself with the reflection that once free, I could, possibly,
devise ways and means to gain their freedom also, I
nerved myself up to make the attempt. I started, but ill-
luck attended me; for after being out a whole week,
strange to say, I still found myself on my master’s
grounds; the third night after being out, a season of
clouds and rain set in, wholly preventing me from seeing
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the North Star, which I had trusted as my guide, not
dreaming that clouds might intervene between us.
“This circumstance was fatal to my project, for in losing
my star, I lost my way; so when I supposed I was far
towards the North, and had almost gained my freedom,
I discovered myself at the very point from which I had
started. It was a severe trial, for I arrived at home in great
destitution; my feet were sore, and in travelling in the
dark, I had dashed my foot against a stump, and started
a nail, and lamed myself. I was wet and cold; one week
had exhausted all my stores; and when I landed on my
master’s plantation, with all my work to do over
again,–hungry, tired, lame, and bewildered,–I almost
cursed the day that I was born. In this extremity I
approached the quarters. I did so stealthily, although in
my desperation I hardly cared whether I was discovered
or not. Peeping through the rents of the quarters, I saw
my fellow-slaves seated by a warm fire, merrily passing
away the time, as though their hearts knew no sorrow.
Although I envied their seeming contentment, all
wretched as I was, I despised the cowardly acquiescence
in their own degradation which it implied, and felt a kind
of pride and glory in my own desperate lot. I dared not
enter the quarters,–for where there is seeming
contentment with slavery, there is certain treachery to
freedom. I proceeded towards the great house, in the
hope of catching a glimpse of my poor wife, whom I knew
might be trusted with my secrets even on the scaffold. Just
as I reached the fence which divided the field from the
garden, I saw a woman in the yard, who in the darkness I
took to be my wife; but a nearer approach told me it was
not she. I was about to speak; had I done so, I would not
have been here this night; for an alarm would have been
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sounded, and the hunters been put on my track. Here
were hunger, cold, thirst, disappointment, and chagrin,
confronted only by the dim hope of liberty. I tremble to
think of that dreadful hour. To face the deadly cannon’s
mouth in warm blood unterrified, is, I think, a small
achievement, compared with a conflict like this with
gaunt starvation. The gnawings of hunger conquers by
degrees, till all that a man has he would give in exchange
for a single crust of bread. Thank God, I was not quite
reduced to this extremity.
“Happily for me, before the fatal moment of utter
despair, my good wife made her appearance in the yard.
It was she; I knew her step. All was well now. I was,
however, afraid to speak, lest I should frighten her. Yet
speak I did; and, to my great joy, my voice was known.
Our meeting can be more easily imagined than described.
For a time hunger, thirst, weariness, and lameness were
forgotten. But it was soon necessary for her to return to
the house. She being a house-servant, her absence from
the kitchen, if discovered, might have excited suspicion.
Our parting was like tearing the flesh from my bones; yet
it was the part of wisdom for her to go. She left me with
the purpose of meeting me at midnight in the very forest
where you last saw me. She knew the place well, as one
of my melancholy resorts, and could easily find it, though
the night was dark.
“I hastened away, therefore, and concealed myself, to
await the arrival of my good angel. As I lay there among
the leaves, I was strongly tempted to return again to the
house of my master and give myself up; but remembering
my solemn pledge on that memorable Sunday morning,
I was able to linger out the two long hours between ten
and midnight. I may well call them long hours. I have
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endured much hardship; I have encountered many perils;
but the anxiety of those two hours, was the bitterest I ever
experienced. True to her word, my wife came laden with
provisions, and we sat down on the side of a log, at that
dark and lonesome hour of the night. I cannot say we
talked; our feelings were too great for that; yet we came to
an understanding that I should make the woods my home,
for if I gave myself up, I should be whipped and sold
away; and if I started for the North, I should leave a wife
doubly dear to me. We mutually determined, therefore,
that I should remain in the vicinity. In the dismal swamps
I lived, sir, five long years,–a cave for my home during
the day. I wandered about at night with the wolf and
the bear,–sustained by the promise that my good Susan
would meet me in the pine woods at least once a week.
This promise was redeemed, I assure you, to the letter,
greatly to my relief. I had partly become contented with
my mode of life, and had made up my mind to spend my
days there; but the wilderness that sheltered me thus long
took fire, and refused longer to be my hiding-place.
“I will not harrow up your feelings by portraying the
terrific scene of this awful conflagration. There is nothing
to which I can liken it. It was horribly and indescribably
grand. The whole world seemed on fire, and it appeared
to me that the day of judgment had come; that the
burning bowels of the earth had burst forth, and that the
end of all things was at hand. Bears and wolves, scorched
from their mysterious hiding-places in the earth, and all
the wild inhabitants of the untrodden forest, filled with a
common dismay, ran forth, yelling, howling, bewildered
amidst the smoke and flame. The very heavens seemed
to rain down fire through the towering trees; it was by
the merest chance that I escaped the devouring element.
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Running before it, and stopping occasionally to take
breath, I looked back to behold its frightful ravages, and
to drink in its savage magnificence. It was awful, thrilling,
solemn, beyond compare. When aided by the fitful wind,
the merciless tempest of fire swept on, sparkling,
creaking, cracking, curling, roaring, out-doing in its
dreadful splendor a thousand thunderstorms at once.
From tree to tree it leaped, swallowing them up in its
lurid, baleful glare; and leaving them leafless, limbless,
charred, and lifeless behind. The scene was
overwhelming, stunning,–nothing was spared,–cattle,
tame and wild, herds of swine and of deer, wild beasts of
every name and kind,–huge night-birds, bats, and owls,
that had retired to their homes in lofty tree-tops to rest,
perished in that fiery storm. The long-winged buzzard
and croaking raven mingled their dismal cries with those
of the countless myriads of small birds that rose up to
the skies, and were lost to the sight in clouds of smoke
and flame. Oh, I shudder when I think of it! Many a
poor wandering fugitive, who, like myself, had sought
among wild beasts the mercy denied by our fellow men,
saw, in helpless consternation, his dwelling-place and city
of refuge reduced to ashes forever. It was this grand
conflagration that drove me hither; I ran alike from fire
and from slavery.”
After a slight pause, (for both speaker and hearers were
deeply moved by the above recital,) Mr. Listwell,
addressing Madison, said, “If it does not weary you too
much, do tell us something of your journeyings since this
disastrous burning,–we are deeply interested in
everything which can throw light on the hardships of
persons escaping from slavery; we could hear you talk all
night; are there no incidents that you could relate of your
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travels hither? or are they such that you do not like to
mention them.”
“For the most part, sir, my course has been
uninterrupted; and, considering the circumstances, at
times even pleasant. I have suffered little for want of food;
but I need not tell you how I got it. Your moral code
may differ from mine, as your customs and usages are
different. The fact is, sir, during my flight, I felt myself
robbed by society of all my just rights; that I was in an
enemy’s land, who sought both my life and my liberty.
They had transformed me into a brute; made
merchandise of my body, and, for all the purposes of
my flight, turned day into night,–and guided by my own
necessities, and in contempt of their conventionalities, I
did not scruple to take bread where I could get it.”
“And just there you were right,” said Mr. Listwell; “I
once had doubts on this point myself, but a conversation
with Gerrit Smith, (a man, by the way, that I wish you
could see, for he is a devoted friend of your race, and I
know he would receive you gladly,) put an end to all my
doubts on this point. But do not let me interrupt you.”
“I had but one narrow escape during my whole
journey,” said Madison.
“Do let us hear of it,” said Mr. Listwell.
“Two weeks ago,” continued Madison, “after travelling
all night, I was overtaken by daybreak, in what seemed to
me an almost interminable wood. I deemed it unsafe to go
farther, and, as usual, I looked around for a suitable tree
in which to spend the day. I liked one with a bushy top,
and found one just to my mind. Up I climbed, and hiding
myself as well as I could, I, with this strap, (pulling one
out of his old coat-pocket,) lashed myself to a bough, and
flattered myself that I should get a good night’s sleep that
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day; but in this I was soon disappointed. I had scarcely
got fastened to my natural hammock, when I heard the
voices of a number of persons, apparently approaching
the part of the woods where I was. Upon my word, sir,
I dreaded more these human voices than I should have
done those of wild beasts. I was at a loss to know what to
do. If I descended, I should probably be discovered by the
men; and if they had dogs I should, doubtless, be ‘treed.’ It
was an anxious moment, but hardships and dangers have
been the accompaniments of my life; and have, perhaps,
imparted to me a certain hardness of character, which,
to some extent, adapts me to them. In my present
predicament, I decided to hold my place in the tree-top,
and abide the consequences. But here I must disappoint
you; for the men, who were all colored, halted at least
a hundred yards from me, and began with their axes, in
right good earnest, to attack the trees. The sound of their
laughing axes was like the report of as many well-charged
pistols. By and by there came down at least a dozen trees
with a terrible crash. They leaped upon the fallen trees
with an air of victory. I could see no dog with them, and
felt myself comparatively safe, though I could not forget
the possibility that some freak or fancy might bring the
axe a little nearer my dwelling than comported with my
safety.
“There was no sleep for me that day, and I wished for
night. You may imagine that the thought of having the
tree attacked under me was far from agreeable, and that
it very easily kept me on the look-out. The day was not
without diversion. The men at work seemed to be a gay
set; and they would often make the woods resound with
that uncontrolled laughter for which we, as a race, are
remarkable. I held my place in the tree till sunset,–saw the
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men put on their jackets to be off. I observed that all left
the ground except one, whom I saw sitting on the side of a
stump, with his head bowed, and his eyes apparently fixed
on the ground. I became interested in him. After sitting
in the position to which I have alluded ten or fifteen
minutes, he left the stump, walked directly towards the
tree in which I was secreted, and halted almost under
the same. He stood for a moment and looked around,
deliberately and reverently took off his hat, by which I
saw that he was a man in the evening of life, slightly
bald and quite gray. After laying down his hat carefully,
he knelt and prayed aloud, and such a prayer, the most
fervent, earnest, and solemn, to which I think I ever
listened. After reverently addressing the Almighty, as the
all-wise, all-good, and the common Father of all mankind,
he besought God for grace, for strength, to bear up under,
and to endure, as a good soldier, all the hardships and
trials which beset the journey of life, and to enable him
to live in a manner which accorded with the gospel of
Christ. His soul now broke out in humble supplication for
deliverance from bondage. ‘O thou,’ said he, ‘that hearest
the raven’s cry, take pity on poor me! O deliver me! O
deliver me! in mercy, O God, deliver me from the chains
and manifold hardships of slavery! With thee, O Father,
all things are possible. Thou canst stand and measure
the earth. Thou hast beheld and drove asunder the
nations,–all power is in thy hand,–thou didst say of old,
“I have seen the affliction of my people, and am come to
deliver them,”–Oh look down upon our afflictions, and
have mercy upon us.’ But I cannot repeat his prayer, nor
can I give you an idea of its deep pathos. I had given but
little attention to religion, and had but little faith in it; yet,
as the old man prayed, I felt almost like coming down and
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kneel by his side, and mingle my broken complaint with
his.
“He had already gained my confidence; as how could it
be otherwise? I knew enough of religion to know that the
man who prays in secret is far more likely to be sincere
than he who loves to pray standing in the street, or in the
great congregation. When he arose from his knees, like
another Zacheus, I came down from the tree. He seemed
a little alarmed at first, but I told him my story, and the
good man embraced me in his arms, and assured me of
his sympathy.
“I was now about out of provisions, and thought I
might safely ask him to help me replenish my store. He
said he had no money; but if he had, he would freely give
it me. I told him I had one dollar; it was all the money
I had in the world. I gave it to him, and asked him to
purchase some crackers and cheese, and to kindly bring
me the balance; that I would remain in or near that place,
and would come to him on his return, if he would whistle.
He was gone only about an hour. Meanwhile, from some
cause or other, I know not what, (but as you shall see very
wisely,) I changed my place. On his return I started to
meet him; but it seemed as if the shadow of approaching
danger fell upon my spirit, and checked my progress. In
a very few minutes, closely on the heels of the old man, I
distinctly saw fourteen men, with something like guns in
their hands.”
“Oh! the old wretch!” exclaimed Mrs. Listwell “he had
betrayed you, had he?”
“I think not,” said Madison, “I cannot believe that the
old man was to blame. He probably went into a store,
asked for the articles for which I sent, and presented the
bill I gave him; and it is so unusual for slaves in the
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country to have money, that fact, doubtless, excited
suspicion, and gave rise to inquiry. I can easily believe that
the truthfulness of the old man’s character compelled him
to disclose the facts; and thus were these blood-thirsty
men put on my track. Of course I did not present myself;
but hugged my hiding-place securely. If discovered and
attacked, I resolved to sell my life as dearly as possible.
“After searching about the woods silently for a time,
the whole company gathered around the old man; one
charged him with lying, and called him an old villain; said
he was a thief; charged him with stealing money; said if he
did not instantly tell where he got it, they would take the
shirt from his old back, and give him thirty-nine lashes.
“‘I did not steal the money,’ said the old man, it was
given me, as I told you at the store; and if the man who
gave it me is not here, it is not my fault.’
“‘Hush! you lying old rascal; we’ll make you smart for
it. You shall not leave this spot until you have told where
you got that money.’
“They now took hold of him, and began to strip him;
while others went to get sticks with which to beat him. I
felt, at the moment, like rushing out in the midst of them;
but considering that the old man would be whipped the
more for having aided a fugitive slave, and that, perhaps,
in the melée he might be killed outright, I disobeyed this
impulse. They tied him to a tree, and began to whip him.
My own flesh crept at every blow, and I seem to hear
the old man’s piteous cries even now. They laid thirty-
nine lashes on his bare back, and were going to repeat
that number, when one of the company besought his
comrades to desist. ‘You’ll kill the d–d old scoundrel!
You’ve already whipt a dollar’s worth out of him, even if
he stole it!’ ‘O yes,’ said another, ‘let him down. He’ll never
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tell us another lie, I’ll warrant ye!’ With this, one of the
company untied the old man, and bid him go about his
business. The old man left, but the company remained as
much as an hour, scouring the woods. Round and round
they went, turning up the underbrush, and peering about
like so many bloodhounds. Two or three times they came
within six feet of where I lay. I tell you I held my stick
with a firmer grasp than I did in coming up to your house
tonight. I expected to level one of them at least.
Fortunately, however, I eluded their pursuit, and they left
me alone in the woods.
“My last dollar was now gone, and you may well
suppose I felt the loss of it; but the thought of being
once again free to pursue my journey, prevented that
depression which a sense of destitution causes; so
swinging my little bundle on my back, I caught a glimpse
of the Great Bear (which ever points the way to my
beloved star,) and I started again on my journey. What I
lost in money I made up at a hen-roost that same night,
upon which I fortunately came.”
“But you did’nt eat you food raw? How did you cook
it?” said Mrs. Listwell.
“O no, Madam,” said Madison, turning to his little
bundle;–“I had the means of cooking.” Here he took out
of his bundle an old-fashioned tinder-box, and taking up
a piece of a file, which he brought with him, he struck it
with a heavy flint, and brought out at least a dozen sparks
at once. “I have had this old box,” said he, “more than five
years. It is the only property saved from the fire in the
dismal swamp. It has done me good service. It has given
me the means of broiling many a chicken!”
It seemed quite a relief to Mrs. Listwell to know that
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Madison had, at least, lived upon cooked food. Women
have a perfect horror of eating uncooked food.
By this time thoughts of what was best to be done
about getting Madison to Canada, began to trouble Mr.
Listwell; for the laws of Ohio were very stringent against
any one who should aid, or who were found aiding a slave
to escape through that State. A citizen, for the simple act
of taking a fugitive slave in his carriage, had just been
stripped of all his property, and thrown penniless upon
the world. Notwithstanding this, Mr. Listwell was
determined to see Madison safely on his way to Canada.
“Give yourself no uneasiness, said he to Madison, for if it
cost my farm, I shall see you safely out of the States, and
on your way to a land of liberty. Thank God that there is
such a land so near us! You will spend to-morrow with us,
and to-morrow night I will take you in my carriage to the
Lake. Once upon that, and you are safe.”
“Thank you! thank you,” said the fugitive; “I will
commit myself to your care.”
For the first time during five years, Madison enjoyed
the luxury of resting his limbs on a comfortable bed, and
inside a human habitation. Looking at the white sheets,
he said to Mr. Listwell, “What, sir! you don’t mean that I
shall sleep in that bed?”
“Oh yes, oh yes.”
After Mr. Listwell left the room, Madison said he really
hesitated whether or not he should lie on the floor; for
that was far more comfortable and inviting than any bed
to which he had been used.
We pass over the thoughts and feelings, the hopes and
fears, the plans and purposes, that revolved in the mind
of Madison during the day that he was secreted at the
house of Mr. Listwell. The reader will be content to know
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that nothing occurred to endanger his liberty, or to excite
alarm. Many were the little attentions bestowed upon
him in his quiet retreat and hiding-place. In the evening,
Mr. Listwell, after treating Madison to a new suit of
winter clothes, and replenishing his exhausted purse with
five dollars, all in silver, brought out his two-horse
wagon, well provided with buffaloes, and silently started
off with him to Cleveland. They arrived there without
interruption, a few minutes before sunrise the next
morning. Fortunately the steamer Admiral lay at the
wharf, and was to start for Canada at nine o’clock. Here
the last anticipated danger was surmounted. It was feared
that just at this point the hunters of men might be on
the look-out, and, possibly, pounce upon their victim. Mr.
Listwell saw the captain of the boat; cautiously sounded
him on the matter of carrying liberty-loving passengers,
before he introduced his precious charge. This done,
Madison was conducted on board. With usual generosity
this true subject of the emancipating queen welcomed
Madison, and assured him that he should be safely landed
in Canada, free of charge. Madison now felt himself no
more a piece of merchandise, but a passenger, and, like
any other passenger, going about his business, carrying
with him what belonged to him, and nothing which
rightfully belonged to anybody else.
Wrapped in his new winter suit, snug and comfortable,
a pocket full of silver, safe from his pursuers, embarked
for a free country, Madison gave every sign of sincere
gratitude, and bade his kind benefactor farewell, with
such a grip of the hand as bespoke a heart full of honest
manliness, and a soul that knew how to appreciate
kindness. It need scarcely be said that Mr. Listwell was
deeply moved by the gratitude and friendship he had
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excited in a nature so noble as that of the fugitive. He
went to his home that day with a joy and gratification
which knew no bounds. He had done something “to
deliver the spoiled out of the hands of the spoiler,” he had
given bread to the hungry, and clothes to the naked; he
had befriended a man to whom the laws of his country
forbade all friendship,–and in proportion to the odds
against his righteous deed, was the delightful satisfaction
that gladdened his heart. On reaching home, he
exclaimed, “He is safe,–he is safe,–he is safe,”–and the cup
of his joy was shared by his excellent lady. The following
letter was received from Madison a few days after.
“WINDSOR, CANADA WEST, DEC. 16, 1840.
My dear Friend,–for such you truly are:–
Madison is out of the woods at last; I nestle in the
mane of the British lion, protected by his mighty paw
from the talons and the beak of the American eagle. I
AM FREE, and breathe an atmosphere too pure for slaves,
slave-hunters, or slave-holders. My heart is full. As many
thanks to you, sir, and to your kind lady, as there are
pebbles on the shores of Lake Erie; and may the blessing
of God rest upon you both. You will never be forgotten by
your profoundly grateful friend,
MADISON WASHINGTON.”
PART III.
—-His head was with his heart,
And that was far away!
Childe Harold.
Just upon the edge of the great road from Petersburg,
Virginia, to Richmond, and only about fifteen miles from
the latter place, there stands a somewhat ancient and
famous public tavern, quite notorious in its better days, as
being the grand resort for most of the leading gamblers,
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horse-racers, cock-fighters, and slave-traders from all the
country round about. This old rookery, the nucleus of
all sorts of birds, mostly those of ill omen, has,
like everything else peculiar to Virginia, lost much of its
ancient consequence and splendor; yet it keeps up some
appearance of gaiety and high life, and is still frequented,
even by respectable travellers, who are unacquainted with
its past history and present condition. Its fine old portico
looks well at a distance, and gives the building an air of
grandeur. A nearer view, however, does little to sustain
this pretension. The house is large, and its style imposing,
but time and dissipation, unfailing in their results, have
made ineffaceable marks upon it, and it must, in the
common course of events, soon be numbered with the
things that were. The gloomy mantle of ruin is, already,
outspread to envelop it, and its remains, even but now
remind one of a human skull, after the flesh has mingled
with the earth. Old hats and rags fill the places in the
upper windows once occupied by large panes of glass,
and the moulding boards along the roofing have dropped
off from their places, leaving holes and crevices in the
rented wall for bats and swallows to build their nests in.
The platform of the portico, which fronts the highway is
a rickety affair, its planks are loose, and in some places
entirely gone, leaving effective mantraps in their stead
for nocturnal ramblers. The wooden pillars, which once
supported it, but which now hang as encumbrances, are
all rotten, and tremble with the touch. A part of the stable,
a fine old structure in its day, which has given
comfortable shelter to hundreds of the noblest steeds
of “the Old Dominion” at once, was blown down many
years ago, and never has been, and probably never will be,
rebuilt. The doors of the barn are in wretched condition;
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they will shut with a little human strength to help their
worn out hinges, but not otherwise. The side of the great
building seen from the road is much discolored in sundry
places by slops poured from the upper windows,
rendering it unsightly and offensive in other respects.
Three or four great dogs, looking as dull and gloomy
as the mansion itself, lie stretched out along the door-
sills under the portico; and double the number of loafers,
some of them completely rum-ripe, and others ripening,
dispose themselves like so many sentinels about the front
of the house. These latter understand the science of
scraping acquaintance to perfection. They know every-
body, and almost every-body knows them. Of course, as
their title implies, they have no regular employment.
They are (to use an expressive phrase) hangers on, or still
better, they are what sailors would denominate holders-
on to the slack, in every-body’s mess, and in nobody’s
watch. They are, however, as good as the newspaper for
the events of the day, and they sell their knowledge
almost as cheap. Money they seldom have; yet they always
have capital the most reliable. They make their way with
a succeeding traveller by intelligence gained from a
preceding one. All the great names of Virginia they know
by heart, and have seen their owners often. The history of
the house is folded in their lips, and they rattle off stories
in connection with it, equal to the guides at Dryburgh
Abbey. He must be a shrewd man, and well skilled in the
art of evasion, who gets out of the hands of these fellows
without being at the expense of a treat.
It was at this old tavern, while on a second visit to the
State of Virginia in 1841, that Mr. Listwell, unacquainted
with the fame of the place, turned aside, about sunset, to
pass the night. Riding up to the house, he had scarcely
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dismounted, when one of the half dozen bar-room
fraternity met and addressed him in a manner
exceedingly bland and accommodating.
“Fine evening, sir.”
“Very fine,” said Mr. Listwell. “This is a tavern, I
believe?”
“O yes, sir, yes; although you may think it looks a little
the worse for wear, it was once as good a house as any
in Virginy. I make no doubt if ye spend the night here,
you’ll think it a good house yet; for there aint a more
accommodating man in the country than you’ll find the
landlord.”
Listwell. “The most I want is a good bed for myself, and
a full manger for my horse. If I get these, I shall be quite
satisfied.”
Loafer. “Well, I alloys like to hear a gentleman talk for
his horse; and just becase the horse can’t talk for itself. A
man that don’t care about his beast, and don’t look arter it
when he’s travelling, aint much in my eye anyhow. Now,
sir, I likes a horse, and I’ll guarantee your horse will be
taken good care on here. That old stable, for all you see
it looks so shabby now, once sheltered the great Eclipse,
when he run here agin Batchelor and Jumping Jemmy.
Them was fast horses, but he beat ’em both.”
Listwell. “Indeed.”
Loafer. “Well, I rather reckon you’ve travelled a right
smart distance to-day, from the look of your horse?”
Listwell. “Forty miles only.”
Loafer. “Well! I’ll be darned if that aint a pretty good
only. Mister, that beast of yours is a singed cat, I warrant
you. I never see’d a creature like that that was’nt good on
the road. You’ve come about forty miles, then?”
Listwell. “Yes, yes, and a pretty good pace at that.”
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Loafer. “You’re somewhat in a hurry, then, I make no
doubt? I reckon I could guess if I would, what you’re
going to Richmond for? It would’nt be much of a guess
either; for it’s rumored hereabouts, that there’s to be the
greatest sale of niggers at Richmond to-morrow that has
taken place there in a long time; and I’ll be bound you’re a
going there to have a hand in it.”
Listwell. “Why, you must think, then, that there’s
money to be made at that business?”
Loafer. “Well, ‘pon my honor, sir, I never made any
that way myself; but it stands to reason that it’s a money
making business; for almost all other business in Virginia
is dropped to engage in this. One thing is sartain, I never
see’d a nigger-buyer yet that had’nt a plenty of money,
and he was’nt as free with it as water. I has known one
on ’em to treat as high as twenty times in a night; and,
ginerally speaking, they’s men of edication, and knows all
about the government. The fact is, sir, I alloys like to hear
’em talk, bekase I alloys can learn something from them.”
Listwell. “What may I call your name, sir?”
Loafer. “Well, now, they calls me Wilkes. I’m known all
around by the gentlemen that comes here. They all knows
old Wilkes.”
Listwell. “Well, Wilkes, you seem to be acquainted here,
and I see you have a strong liking for a horse. Be so good
as to speak a kind word for mine to the hostler to-night,
and you’ll not lose anything by it.”
Loafer. “Well, sir, I see you don’t say much, but you’ve
got an insight into things. It’s alloys wise to get the good
will of them that’s acquainted about a tavern; for a man
don’t know when he goes into a house what may happen,
or how much he may need a friend. Here the loafer gave
Mr. Listwell a significant grin, which expressed a sort of
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triumphant pleasure at having, as he supposed, by his tact
succeeded in placing so fine appearing a gentleman under
obligations to him.
The pleasure, however, was mutual; for there was
something so insinuating in the glance of this loquacious
customer, that Mr. Listwell was very glad to get quit of
him, and to do so more successfully, he ordered his
supper to be brought to him in his private room, private
to the eye, but not to the ear. This room was directly
over the bar, and the plastering being off, nothing but
pine boards and naked laths separated him from the
disagreeable company below,–he could easily hear what
was said in the bar-room, and was rather glad of the
advantage it afforded, for, as you shall see, it furnished
him important hints as to the manner and deportment he
should assume during his stay at that tavern.
Mr. Listwell says he had got into his room but a few
moments, when he heard the officious Wilkes below, in
a tone of disappointment, exclaim, “Whar’s that
gentleman?” Wilkes was evidently expecting to meet with
his friend at the bar-room, on his return, and had no
doubt of his doing the handsome thing. “He has gone to
his room,” answered the landlord, “and has ordered his
supper to be brought to him.”
Here some one shouted out, “Who is he, Wilkes?
Where’s he going?”
“Well, now, I’ll be hanged if I know; but I’m willing
to make any man a bet of this old hat agin a five dollar
bill, that that gent is as full of money as a dog is of fleas.
He’s going down to Richmond to buy niggers, I make no
doubt. He’s no fool, I warrant ye.”
“Well, he acts d—-d strange,” said another, “anyhow.
I likes to see a man, when he comes up to a tavern, to
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come straight into the bar-room, and show that he’s a
man among men. Nobody was going to bite him.”
“Now, I don’t blame him a bit for not coming in here.
That man knows his business, and means to take care on
his money,” answered Wilkes.
“Wilkes, you’re a fool. You only say that, becase you
hope to get a few coppers out on him.”
“You only measure my corn by your half-bushel, I won’t
say that you’re only mad becase I got the chance of
speaking to him first.”
“O Wilkes! you’re known here. You’ll praise up any
body that will give you a copper; besides, ‘t is my opinion
that that fellow who took his long slab-sides up stairs, for
all the world just like a half-scared woman, afraid to look
honest men in the face, is a Northerner, and as mean as
dishwater.”
“Now what will you bet of that,” said Wilkes.
The speaker said, “I make no bets with you, ‘kase you
can get that fellow up stairs there to say anything.”
“Well,” said Wilkes, “I am willing to bet any man in the
company that that gentleman is a nigger-buyer. He did’nt
tell me so right down, but I reckon I knows enough about
men to give a pretty clean guess as to what they are arter.”
The dispute as to who Mr. Listwell was, what his
business, where he was going, etc., was kept up with much
animation for some time, and more than once threatened
a serious disturbance of the peace. Wilkes had his friends
as well as his opponents. After this sharp debate, the
company amused themselves by drinking whiskey, and
telling stories. The latter consisting of quarrels, fights,
rencontres, and duels, in which distinguished persons of
that neighborhood, and frequenters of that house, had
been actors. Some of these stories were frightful enough,
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and were told, too, with a relish which bespoke the
pleasure of the parties with the horrid scenes they
portrayed. It would not be proper here to give the reader
any idea of the vulgarity and dark profanity which rolled,
as “a sweet morsel,” under these corrupt tongues. A more
brutal set of creatures, perhaps, never congregated.
Disgusted, and a little alarmed withal, Mr. Listwell,
who was not accustomed to such entertainment, at length
retired, but not to sleep. He was too much wrought upon
by what he had heard to rest quietly, and what snatches
of sleep he got, were interrupted by dreams which were
anything than pleasant. At eleven o’clock, there seemed to
be several hundreds of persons crowding into the house.
A loud and confused clamour, cursing and cracking of
whips, and the noise of chains startled him from his bed;
for a moment he would have given the half of his farm
in Ohio to have been at home. This uproar was kept up
with undulating course, till near morning. There was loud
laughing,–loud singing,–loud cursing,–and yet there
seemed to be weeping and mourning in the midst of all.
Mr. Listwell said he had heard enough during the
forepart of the night to convince him that a buyer of men
and women stood the best chance of being respected. And
he, therefore, thought it best to say nothing which might
undo the favorable opinion that had been formed of him
in the bar-room by at least one of the fraternity that
swarmed about it. While he would not avow himself a
purchaser of slaves, he deemed it not prudent to disavow
it. He felt that he might, properly, refuse to cast such
a pearl before parties which, to him, were worse than
swine. To reveal himself, and to impart a knowledge of
his real character and sentiments would, to say the least,
be imparting intelligence with the certainty of seeing it
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and himself both abused. Mr. Listwell confesses, that this
reasoning did not altogether satisfy his conscience, for,
hating slavery as he did, and regarding it to be the
immediate duty of every man to cry out against it,
“without compromise and without concealment,” it was
hard for him to admit to himself the possibility of
circumstances wherein a man might, properly, hold his
tongue on the subject. Having as little of the spirit of a
martyr as Erasmus, he concluded, like the latter, that it
was wiser to trust the mercy of God for his soul, than the
humanity of slave-traders for his body. Bodily fear, not
conscientious scruples, prevailed.
In this spirit he rose early in the morning, manifesting
no surprise at what he had heard during the night. His
quondam friend was soon at his elbow, boring him with
all sorts of questions. All, however, directed to find out his
character, business, residence, purposes, and destination.
With the most perfect appearance of good nature and
carelessness, Mr. Listwell evaded these meddlesome
inquiries, and turned conversation to general topics,
leaving himself and all that specially pertained to him,
out of discussion. Disengaging himself from their
troublesome companionship, he made his way towards an
old bowling-alley, which was connected with the house,
and which, like all the rest, was in very bad repair.
On reaching the alley Mr. Listwell saw, for the first
time in his life, a slave-gang on their way to market. A
sad sight truly. Here were one hundred and thirty human
beings,–children of a common Creator–guilty of no
crime–men and women, with hearts, minds, and
deathless spirits, chained and fettered, and bound for the
market, in a christian country,–in a country boasting of
its liberty, independence, and high civilization! Humanity
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converted into merchandise, and linked in iron bands,
with no regard to decency or humanity! All sizes, ages,
and sexes, mothers, fathers, daughters, brothers,
sisters,–all huddled together, on their way to market to
be sold and separated from home, and from each other
forever. And all to fill the pockets of men too lazy to
work for an honest living, and who gain their fortune by
plundering the helpless, and trafficking in the souls and
sinews of men. As he gazed upon this revolting and heart-
rending scene, our informant said he almost doubted the
existence of a God of justice! And he stood wondering
that the earth did not open and swallow up such
wickedness.
In the midst of these reflections, and while running his
eye up and down the fettered ranks, he met the glance
of one whose face he thought he had seen before. To be
resolved, he moved towards the spot. It was MADISON
WASHINGTON! Here was a scene for the pencil! Had
Mr. Listwell been confronted by one risen from the dead,
he could not have been more appalled. He was completely
stunned. A thunderbolt could not have struck him more
dumb. He stood, for a few moments, as motionless as
one petrified; collecting himself, he at length exclaimed,
“Madison! is that you?”
The noble fugitive, but little less astonished than
himself, answered cheerily, “O yes, sir, they’ve got me
again.”
Thoughtless of consequences for the moment, Mr.
Listwell ran up to his old friend, placing his hands upon
his shoulders, and looked him in the face! Speechless they
stood gazing at each other as if to be doubly resolved
that there was no mistake about the matter, till Madison
motioned his friend away, intimating a fear lest the
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keepers should find him there, and suspect him of
tampering with the slaves.
“They will soon be out to look after us. You can come
when they go to breakfast, and I will tell you all.”
Pleased with this arrangement, Mr. Listwell passed out
of the alley; but only just in time to save himself, for,
while near the door, he observed three men making their
way to the alley. The thought occurred to him to await
their arrival, as the best means of diverting the ever ready
suspicions of the guilty.
While the scene between Mr. Listwell and his friend
Madison was going on, the other slaves stood as mute
spectators,–at a loss to know what all this could mean. As
he left, he heard the man chained to Madison ask, “Who
is that gentleman?”
“He is a friend of mine. I cannot tell you now. Suffice
it to say he is a friend. You shall hear more of him before
long, but mark me! whatever shall pass between that
gentleman and me, in your hearing, I pray you will say
nothing about it. We are all chained here together,–ours is
a common lot; and that gentleman is not less your friend
than mine.” At these words, all mysterious as they were,
the unhappy company gave signs of satisfaction and hope.
It seems that Madison, by that mesmeric power which is
the invariable accompaniment of genius, had already won
the confidence of the gang, and was a sort of general-in-
chief among them.
By this time the keepers arrived. A horrid trio, well
fitted for their demoniacal work. Their uncombed hair
came down over foreheads “villainously low,” and with
eyes, mouths, and noses to match. “Hallo! hallo!” they
growled out as they entered. “Are you all there!”
“All here,” said Madison.
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“Well, well, that’s right! your journey will soon be over.
You’ll be in Richmond by eleven to-day, and then you’ll
have an easy time on it.”
“I say, gal, what in the devil are you crying about?” said
one of them. I’ll give you something to cry about, if you
don’t mind.” This was said to a girl, apparently not more
than twelve years old, who had been weeping bitterly.
She had, probably, left behind her a loving mother,
affectionate sisters, brothers, and friends, and her tears
were but the natural expression of her sorrow, and the
only solace. But the dealers in human flesh have no
respect for such sorrow. They look upon it as a protest
against their cruel injustice, and they are prompt to
punish it.
This is a puzzle not easily solved. How came he here?
what can I do for him? may I not even now be in some
way compromised in this affair? were thoughts that
troubled Mr. Listwell, and made him eager for the
promised opportunity of speaking to Madison.
The bell now sounded for breakfast, and keepers and
drivers, with pistols and bowie-knives gleaming from
their belts, hurried in, as if to get the best places. Taking
the chance now afforded, Mr. Listwell hastened back to
the bowling-alley. Reaching Madison, he said, “Now do
tell me all about the matter. Do you know me?”
“Oh, yes,” said Madison, “I know you well, and shall
never forget you nor that cold and dreary night you gave
me shelter. I must be short,” he continued, “for they’ll
soon be out again. This, then, is the story in brief. On
reaching Canada, and getting over the excitement of
making my escape, sir, my thoughts turned to my poor
wife, who had well deserved my love by her virtuous
fidelity and undying affection for me. I could not bear the
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thought of leaving her in the cruel jaws of slavery, without
making an effort to rescue her. First, I tried to get money
to buy her; but oh! the process was too slow. I despaired
of accomplishing it. She was in all my thoughts by day,
and my dreams by night. At times I could almost hear her
voice, saying, ‘O Madison! Madison! will you then leave
me here? can you leave me here to die? No! no! you will
come! you will come!’ I was wretched. I lost my appetite. I
could neither work, eat, nor sleep, till I resolved to hazard
my own liberty, to gain that of my wife! But I must be
short. Six weeks ago I reached my old master’s place.
I laid about the neighborhood nearly a week, watching
my chance, and, finally, I ventured upon the desperate
attempt to reach my poor wife’s room by means of a
ladder. I reached the window, but the noise in raising it
frightened my wife, and she screamed and fainted. I took
her in my arms, and was descending the ladder, when the
dogs began to bark furiously, and before I could get to the
woods the white folks were roused. The cool night air
soon restored my wife, and she readily recognized me. We
made the best of our way to the woods, but it was now too
late,–the dogs were after us as though they would have
torn us to pieces. It was all over with me now! My old
master and his two sons ran out with loaded rifles, and
before we were out of gunshot, our ears were assailed
with ‘Stop! stop! or be shot down.’ Nevertheless we ran
on. Seeing that we gave no heed to their calls, they fired,
and my poor wife fell by my side dead, while I received
but a slight flesh wound. I now became desperate, and
stood my ground, and awaited their attack over her dead
body. They rushed upon me, with their rifles in hand. I
parried their blows, and fought them ’till I was knocked
down and overpowered.”
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“Oh! it was madness to have returned,” said Mr.
Listwell.
“Sir, I could not be free with the galling thought that my
poor wife was still a slave. With her in slavery, my body,
not my spirit, was free. I was taken to the house,–chained
to a ring-bolt,–my wounds dressed. I was kept there three
days. All the slaves, for miles around, were brought to see
me. Many slave-holders came with their slaves, using me
as proof of the completeness of their power, and of the
impossibility of slaves getting away. I was taunted, jeered
at, and berated by them, in a manner that pierced me to
the soul.
Page 221
Thank God, I was able to smother my rage, and to bear
it all with seeming composure. After my wounds were
nearly healed, I was taken to a tree and stripped, and I
received sixty lashes on my naked back. A few days after,
I was sold to a slave-trader, and placed in this gang for the
New Orleans market.”
“Do you think your master would sell you to me?”
“O no, sir! I was sold on condition of my being taken
South. Their motive is revenge.”
“Then, then,” said Mr. Listwell, “I fear I can do nothing
for you. Put your trust in God, and bear your sad lot with
the manly fortitude which becomes a man. I shall see you
at Richmond, but don’t recognize me.” Saying this, Mr.
Listwell handed Madison ten dollars; said a few words
to the other slaves; received their hearty “God bless you,”
and made his way to the house.
Fearful of exciting suspicion by too long delay, our
friend went to the breakfast table, with the air of one
who half reproved the greediness of those who rushed in
at the sound of the bell. A cup of coffee was all that he
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could manage. His feelings were too bitter and excited,
and his heart was too full with the fate of poor Madison
(whom he loved as well as admired) to relish his breakfast;
and although he sat long after the company had left the
table, he really did little more than change the position
of his knife and fork. The strangeness of meeting again
one whom he had met on two several occasions before,
under extraordinary circumstances, was well calculated
to suggest the idea that a supernatural power, a wakeful
providence, or an inexorable fate, had linked their destiny
together; and that no efforts of his could disentangle him
from the mysterious web of circumstances which
enfolded him.
On leaving the table, Mr. Listwell nerved himself up
and walked firmly into the bar-room. He was at once
greeted again by that talkative chatter-box, Mr. Wilkes.
“Them’s a likely set of niggers in the alley there,” said
Wilkes.
“Yes, they’re fine looking fellows, one of them I should
like to purchase, and for him I would be willing to give a
handsome sum.”
Turning to one of his comrades, and with a grin of
victory, Wilkes said, “Aha, Bill, did you hear that? I told
you I know’d that gentleman wanted to buy niggers, and
would bid as high as any purchaser in the market.”
“Come, come,” said Listwell, “don’t be too loud in your
praise, you are old enough to know that prices rise when
purchasers are plenty.”
“That’s a fact,” said Wilkes, “I see you knows the
ropes–and there’s not a man in old Virginy whom I’d
rather help to make a good bargain than you, sir.”
“Mr. Listwell here threw a dollar at Wilkes, (which the
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latter caught with a dexterous hand,) saying, “Take that
for your kind good will.”
Wilkes held up the dollar to his right eye, with a grin of
victory, and turned to the morose grumbler in the corner
who had questioned the liberality of a man of whom he
knew nothing.
Mr. Listwell now stood as well with the company as
any other occupant of the bar-room.
We pass over the hurry and bustle, the brutal
vociferations of the slave-drivers in getting their unhappy
gang in motion for Richmond; and we need not narrate
every application of the lash to those who faltered in the
journey. Mr. Listwell followed the train at a long distance,
with a sad heart; and on reaching Richmond, left his horse
at a hotel, and made his way to the wharf in the direction
of which he saw the slave-coffle driven. He was just in
time to see the whole company embark for New Orleans.
The thought struck him that, while mixing with the
multitude, he might do his friend Madison one last
service, and he stept into a hardware store and purchased
three strong files. These he took with him, and standing
near the small boat, which lay in waiting to bear the
company by parcels to the side of the brig that lay in the
stream, he managed, as Madison passed him, to slip the
files into his pocket, and at once darted back among the
crowd.
All the company now on board, the imperious voice of
the captain sounded, and instantly a dozen hardy seamen
were in the rigging, hurrying aloft to unfurl the broad
canvas of our Baltimore built American Slaver. The
sailors hung about the ropes, like so many black cats, now
in the round-tops, now in the cross-trees, now on the
yard-arms; all was bluster and activity. Soon the broad
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fore topsail, the royal and top gallant sail were spread to
the breeze. Round went the heavy windlass, clank, clank
went the fall-bit,–the anchors weighed,–jibs, mainsails,
and topsails hauled to the wind, and the long, low, black
slaver, with her cargo of human flesh, careened and
moved forward to the sea.
Mr. Listwell stood on the shore, and watched the slaver
till the last speck of her upper sails faded from sight, and
announced the limit of human vision. “Farewell! farewell!
brave and true man! God grant that brighter skies may
smile upon your future than have yet looked down upon
your thorny pathway.”
Saying this to himself, our friend lost no time in
completing his business, and in making his way
homewards, gladly shaking off from his feet the dust of
Old Virginia.
PART IV.
Oh, where’s the slave so lowly
Condemn’d to chains unholy,
Who could he burst
His bonds at first
Would pine beneath them slowly?
Moore.
—-Know ye not
Who would be free, themselves must strike the blow.
Childe Harold.
What a world of inconsistency, as well as of
wickedness, is suggested by the smooth and gliding
phrase, AMERICAN SLAVE TRADE; and how strange
and perverse is that moral sentiment which loathes,
execrates, and brands as piracy and as deserving of death
the carrying away into captivity men, women, and
children from the African coast; but which is neither
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shocked nor disturbed by a similar traffic, carried on with
the same motives and purposes, and characterized by
even more odious peculiarities on the coast of our
MODEL REPUBLIC. We execrate and hang the wretch
guilty of this crime on the coast of Guinea, while we
respect and applaud the guilty participators in this
murderous business on the enlightened shores of the
Chesapeake. The inconsistency is so flagrant and glaring,
that it would seem to cast a doubt on the doctrine of the
innate moral sense of mankind.
Just two months after the sailing of the Virginia slave
brig, which the reader has seen move off to sea so proudly
with her human cargo for the New Orleans market, there
chanced to meet, in the Marine Coffee-house at
Richmond, a company of ocean birds, when the following
conversation, which throws some light on the subsequent
history, not only of Madison Washington, but of the
hundred and thirty human beings with whom we last saw
him chained.
“I say, shipmate, you had rather rough weather on your
late passage to Orleans?” said Jack Williams, a regular
old salt, tauntingly, to a trim, compact, manly looking
person, who proved to be the first mate of the slave brig
in question.
“Foul play, as well as foul weather,” replied the firmly
knit personage, evidently but little inclined to enter upon
a subject which terminated so ingloriously to the captain
and officers of the American slaver.
“Well, betwixt you and me,” said Williams, that whole
affair on board of the Creole was miserably and
disgracefully managed. Those black rascals got the upper
hand of ye altogether; and, in my opinion, the whole
disaster was the result of ignorance of the real character
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of darkies in general. With half a dozen resolute white
men, (I say it not boastingly,) I could have had the rascals
in irons in ten minutes, not because I’m so strong, but
I know how to manage ’em. With my back against the
caboose, I could, myself, have flogged a dozen of them;
and had I been on board, by every monster of the deep,
every black devil of ’em all would have had his neck
stretched from the yard-arm. Ye made a mistake in yer
manner of fighting ’em. All that is needed in dealing with
a set of rebellious darkies, is to show that yer not afraid of
’em. For my own part, I would not honor a dozen niggers
by pointing a gun at one on ’em,–a good stout whip, or
a stiff rope’s end, is better than all the guns at Old Point
to quell a nigger insurrection. Why, sir, to take a gun to a
nigger is the best way you can select to tell him you are
afraid of him, and the best way of inviting his attack.”
This speech made quite a sensation among the
company, and a part of them indicated solicitude for the
answer which might be made to it. Our first mate replied,
“Mr. Williams, all that you’ve now said sounds very well
here on shore, where, perhaps, you have studied negro
character. I do not profess to understand the subject as
well as yourself; but it strikes me, you apply the same
rule in dissimilar cases. It is quite easy to talk of flogging
niggers here on land, where you have the sympathy of
the community, and the whole physical force of the
government, State and national, at your command; and
where, if a negro shall lift his hand against a white man,
the whole community, with one accord, are ready to unite
in shooting him down. I say, in such circumstances, it’s
easy to talk of flogging negroes and of negro cowardice;
but, sir, I deny that the negro is, naturally, a coward, or
that your theory of managing slaves will stand the test
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of salt water. It may do very well for an overseer, a
contemptible hireling, to take advantage of fears already
in existence, and which his presence has no power to
inspire; to swagger about whip in hand, and discourse
on the timidity and cowardice of negroes; for they have
a smooth sea and a fair wind. It is one thing to manage
a company of slaves on a Virginia plantation, and quite
another thing to quell an insurrection on the lonely
billows of the Atlantic, where every breeze speaks of
courage and liberty. For the negro to act cowardly on
shore, may be to act wisely; and I’ve some doubts whether
you, Mr. Williams, would find it very convenient were
you a slave in Algiers, to raise your hand against the
bayonets of a whole government.”
“By George, shipmate,” said Williams, you’re coming
rather too near. Either I’ve fallen very low in your
estimation, or your notions of negro courage have got
up a button-hole too high. Now I more than ever wish
I’d been on board of that luckless craft. I’d have given ye
practical evidence of the truth of my theory. I don’t doubt
there’s some difference in being at sea. But a nigger’s a
nigger, on sea or land; and is a coward, find him where
you will; a drop of blood from one on ’em will skeer
a hundred. A knock on the nose, or a kick on the shin,
will tame the wildest ‘darkey’ you can fetch me. I say
again, and will stand by it, I could, with half a dozen
good men, put the whole nineteen on ’em in irons, and
have carried them safe to New Orleans too. Mind, I don’t
blame you, but I do say, and every gentleman here will
bear me out in it, that the fault was somewhere, or them
niggers would never have got off as they have done. For
my part I feel ashamed to have the idea go abroad, that a
ship load of slaves can’t be safely taken from Richmond
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to New Orleans. I should like, merely to redeem the
character of Virginia sailors, to take charge of a ship load
on ’em to-morrow.”
Williams went on in this strain, occasionally casting an
imploring glance at the company for applause for his wit,
and sympathy for his contempt of negro courage. He had,
evidently, however, waked up the wrong passenger; for
besides being in the right, his opponent carried that in his
eye which marked him a man not to be trifled with.
“Well, sir,” said the sturdy mate, “you can select your
own method for distinguishing yourself;–the path of
ambition in this direction is quite open to you in Virginia,
and I’ve no doubt that you will be highly appreciated
and compensated for all your valiant achievements in that
line; but for myself, while I do not profess to be a giant, I
have resolved never to set my foot on the deck of a slave
ship, either as officer, or common sailor again; I have got
enough of it.”
“Indeed! indeed!” exclaimed Williams, de risively.
“Yes, indeed,” echoed the mate; “but don’t
misunderstand me. It is not the high value that I set upon
my life that makes me say what I have said; yet I’m
resolved never to endanger my life again in a cause which
my conscience does not approve. I dare say here what
many men feel, but dare not speak, that this whole slave-
trading business is a disgrace and scandal to Old
Virginia.”
“Hold! hold on! shipmate,” said Williams, “I hardly
thought you’d have shown your colors so soon,–I’ll be
hanged if you’re not as good an abolitionist as Garrison
himself.”
The mate now rose from his chair, manifesting some
excitement. “What do you mean, sir,” said he, in a
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commanding tone. “That man does not live who shall
offer me an insult with impunity.”
The effect of these words was marked; and the
company clustered around. Williams, in an apologetic
tone, said, “Shipmate! keep your temper. I mean’t no
insult. We all know that Tom Grant is no coward, and
what I said about your being an abolitionist was simply
this: you might have put down them black mutineers and
murderers, but your conscience held you back.”
“In that, too,” said Grant, “you were mistaken. I did all
that any man with equal strength and presence of mind
could have done. The fact is, Mr. Williams, you underrate
the courage as well as the skill of these negroes, and
further, you do not seem to have been correctly informed
about the case in hand at all.”
“All I know about it is,” said Williams,” that on the ninth
day after you left Richmond, a dozen or two of the
niggers ye had on board, came on deck and took the
ship from you;–had her steered into a British port, where,
by the by, every woolly head of them went ashore and
was free. Now I take this to be a discreditable piece of
business, and one demanding explanation.”
“There are a great many discreditable things in the
world,” said Grant. For a ship to go down under a calm
sky is, upon the first flush of it, disgraceful either to
sailors or caulkers. But when we learn, that by some
mysterious disturbance in nature, the waters parted
beneath, and swallowed the ship up, we lose our
indignation and disgust in lamentation of the disaster,
and in awe of the Power which controls the elements.”
“Very true, very true,” said Williams, “I should be very
glad to have an explanation which would relieve the affair
of its present discreditable features. I have desired to see
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you ever since you got home, and to learn from you a full
statement of the facts in the case. To me the whole thing
seems unaccountable. I cannot see how a dozen or two
of ignorant negroes, not one of whom had ever been to
sea before, and all of them were closely ironed between
decks, should be able to get their fetters off, rush out of
the hatchway in open daylight, kill two white men, the
one the captain and the other their master, and then carry
the ship into a British port, where every ‘darkey’ of them
was set free. There must have been great carelessness, or
cowardice somewhere!”
The company which had listened in silence during
most of this discussion, now became much excited. One
said, I agree with Williams; and several said the thing
looks black enough. After the temporary tumultous
exclamations had subsided,–
“I see,” said Grant, “how you regard this case, and how
difficult it will be for me to render our ship’s company
blameless in your eyes. Nevertheless, I will state the fact
precisely as they came under my own observation. Mr.
Williams speaks of ‘ignorant negroes,’ and, as a general
rule, they are ignorant; but had he been on board the
Creole as I was, he would have seen cause to admit that
there are exceptions to this general rule. The leader of
the mutiny in question was just as shrewd a fellow as
ever I met in my life, and was as well fitted to lead in
a dangerous enterprise as any one white man in ten
thousand. The name of this man, strange to say, (ominous
of greatness,) was MADISON WASHINGTON. In the
short time he had been on board, he had secured the
confidence of every officer. The negroes fairly
worshipped him. His manner and bearing were such, that
no one could suspect him of a murderous purpose. The
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only feeling with which we regarded him was, that he
was a powerful, good-disposed negro. He seldom spake to
any one, and when he did speak, it was with the utmost
propriety. His words were well chosen, and his
pronunciation equal to that of any schoolmaster. It was
a mystery to us where he got his knowledge of language;
but as little was said to him, none of us knew the extent
of his intelligence and ability till it was too late. It seems
he brought three files with him on board, and must have
gone to work upon his fetters the first night out; and he
must have worked well at that; for on the day of the rising,
he got the irons off eighteen besides himself.
“The attack began just about twilight in the evening.
Apprehending a squall, I had commanded the second
mate to order all hands on deck, to take in sail. A few
minutes before this I had seen Madison’s head above the
hatchway, looking out upon the white-capped waves at
the leeward. I think I never saw him look more good-
natured. I stood just about midship, on the larboard side.
The captain was pacing the quarter-deck on the starboard
side, in company with Mr. Jameson, the owner of most of
the slaves on board. Both were armed. I had just told the
men to lay aloft, and was looking to see my orders obeyed,
when I heard the discharge of a pistol on the starboard
side; and turning suddenly around, the very deck seemed
covered with fiends from the pit. The nineteen negroes
were all on deck, with their broken fetters in their hands,
rushing in all directions. I put my hand quickly in my
pocket to draw out my jack-knife; but before I could draw
it, I was knocked senseless to the deck. When I came to
myself, (which I did in a few minutes, I suppose, for it was
yet quite light,) there was not a white man on deck. The
sailors were all aloft in the rigging, and dared not come
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down. Captain Clarke and Mr. Jameson lay stretched on
the quarter-deck,–both dying,–while Madison himself
stood at the helm unhurt.
“I was completely weakened by the loss of blood, and
had not recovered from the stunning blow which felled
me to the deck; but it was a little too much for me, even in
my prostrate condition, to see our good brig commanded
by a black murderer. So I called out to the men to come
down and take the ship, or die in the attempt. Suiting the
action to the word, I started aft. You murderous villain,
said I, to the imp at the helm, and rushed upon him to
deal him a blow, when he pushed me back with his strong,
black arm, as though I had been a boy of twelve. I looked
around for the men. They were still in the rigging. Not
one had come down. I started towards Madison again.
The rascal now told me to stand back. ‘Sir,’ said he, ‘your
life is in my hands. I could have killed you a dozen times
over during this last half hour, and could kill you now.
You call me a black murderer. I am not a murderer. God
is my witness that LIBERTY, not malice, is the motive
for this night’s work. I have done no more to those dead
men yonder, than they would have done to me in like
circumstances. We have struck for our freedom, and if a
true man’s heart be in you, you will honor us for the deed.
We have done that which you applaud your fathers for
doing, and if we are murderers, so were they.’
“I felt little disposition to reply to this impudent speech.
By heaven, it disarmed me. The fellow loomed up before
me. I forgot his blackness in the dignity of his manner,
and the eloquence of his speech. It seemed as if the souls
of both the great dead (whose names he bore) had entered
him. To the sailors in the rigging he said: ‘Men! the battle
is over,–your captain is dead. I have complete command
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of this vessel. All resistance to my authority will be in
vain. My men have won their liberty, with no other
weapons but their own BROKEN FETTERS. We are
nineteen in number. We do not thirst for your blood,
we demand only our rightful freedom. Do not flatter
yourselves that I am ignorant of chart or compass. I know
both. We are now only about sixty miles from Nassau.
Come down, and do your duty. Land us in Nassau, and
not a hair of your heads shall be hurt.’
“I shouted, Stay where you are, men,–when a sturdy
black fellow ran at me with a handspike, and would have
split my head open, but for the interference of Madison,
who darted between me and the blow. ‘I know what you
are up to,’ said the latter to me. ‘You want to navigate
this brig into a slave port, where you would have us all
hanged; but you’ll miss it; before this brig shall touch a
slave-cursed shore while I am on board, I will myself put a
match to the magazine, and blow her, and be blown with
her, into a thousand fragments. Now I have saved your
life twice within these last twenty minutes,–for, when you
lay helpless on deck, my men were about to kill you. I
held them in check. And if you now (seeing I am your
friend and not your enemy) persist in your resistance to
my authority, I give you fair warning, YOU SHALL DIE.’
“Saying this to me, he cast a glance into the rigging
where the terror-stricken sailors were clinging, like so
many frightened monkeys, and commanded them to
come down, in a tone from which there was no appeal;
for four men stood by with muskets in hand, ready at the
word of command to shoot them down.
“I now became satisfied that resistance was out of the
question; that my best policy was to put the brig into
Nassau, and secure the assistance of the American consul
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at that port. I felt sure that the authorities would enable
us to secure the murderers, and bring them to trial.
“By this time the apprehended squall had burst upon
us. The wind howled furiously,–the ocean was white with
foam, which, on account of the darkness, we could see
only by the quick flashes of lightning that darted
occasionally from the angry sky. All was alarm and
confusion. Hideous cries came up from the slave women.
Above the roaring billows a succession of heavy thunder
rolled along, swelling the terrific din. Owing to the great
darkness, and a sudden shift of the wind, we found
ourselves in the trough of the sea. When shipping a heavy
sea over the starboard bow, the bodies of the captain
and Mr. Jameson were washed overboard. For awhile we
had dearer interests to look after than slave property. A
more savage thunder-gust never swept the ocean. Our
brig rolled and creaked as if every bolt would be started,
and every thread of oakum would be pressed out of the
seams. To the pumps! to the pumps! I cried, but not a
sailor would quit his grasp. Fortunately this squall soon
passed over, or we must have been food for sharks.
“During all the storm, Madison stood firmly at the
helm,–his keen eye fixed upon the binnacle. He was not
indifferent to the dreadful hurricane; yet he met it with
the equanimity of an old sailor. He was silent but not
agitated. The first words he uttered after the storm had
slightly subsided, were characteristic of the man. ‘Mr.
mate, you cannot write the bloody laws of slavery on
those restless billows. The ocean, if not the land, is free.’
I confess, gentlemen, I felt myself in the presence of a
superior man; one who, had he been a white man, I would
have followed willingly and gladly in any honorable
enterprise. Our difference of color was the only ground
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for difference of action. It was not that his principles
were wrong in the abstract; for they are the principles
of 1776. But I could not bring myself to recognize their
application to one whom I deemed my inferior.
“But to my story. What happened now is soon told.
Two hours after the frightful tempest had spent itself, we
were plump at the wharf in Nassau. I sent two of our
men immediately to our consul with a statement of facts,
requesting his interference in our behalf. What he did,
or whither he did anything, I don’t know; but, by order
of the authorities, a company of black soldiers came on
board, for the purpose, as they said, of protecting the
property. These impudent rascals, when I called on them
to assist me in keeping the slaves on board, sheltered
themselves adroitly under their instructions only to
protect property,–and said they did not recognize
persons as property. I told them that by the laws of
Virginia and the laws of the United States, the slaves on
board were as much property as the barrels of flour in the
hold. At this the stupid blockheads showed their ivory,
rolled up their white eyes in horror, as if the idea of
putting men on a footing with merchandise were
revolting to their humanity. When these instructions
were understood among the negroes, it was impossible
for us to keep them on board. They deliberately gathered
up their baggage before our eyes, and, against our
remonstrances, poured through the
gangway,–formed themselves into a procession on the
wharf,–bid farewell to all on board, and, uttering the
wildest shouts of exultation, they marched, amidst the
deafening cheers of a multitude of sympathizing
spectators, under the triumphant leadership of their
heroic chief and deliverer, MADISON WASHINGTON.”
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CHAPTER 118.
THE SNEAKY AFRICAN (BABO) VERSUS
THE HERCULEAN AFRICAN (MADISON
WASHINGTON)
NATHAN THERIAULT
I think the initial differences we see between Herman
Melville’s “Benito Cereno” and Frederick Douglass’s, The
Heroic Slave are the visibility of their themes, and the
approach the reader must take to discover them. Even
after reading Melville’s work the theme is still not
something I would call set in stone, at least in terms of my
own understanding. The appearance of the slaves is just
too harshly imagined for this text to be entirely positive,
“They accompanied the task with a continuous, low,
monotonous chant; droning and drooling away like so
many grey-headed bag pipers playing a funeral march”
(Melville 6). From this passage, we begin to understand
that this is not exactly a story about slavery in the way
that Douglass’s work is, and that Melville is more
interested in the ingrained opinions of the American
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Captain Delano, and how he sees slavery and its
interaction with the world. Melville’s direction is unclear,
and his continues back and forth between how the slaves
are depicted. This is often very confusing, even though
it perhaps represents the struggle of many people during
those times who were becoming unsure of their position
regarding slavery.
Frederick Douglass’s story contains a few nuggets of
similarity with Melville’s, but the overall intent seems
very different. Douglass not only wishes to portray the
African slave in a strong, and positive manner but also
wishes to not offend the white audience by depicting
anything overly graphic. Multiple times Douglass directly
addresses the reader, “It would not be proper here to give
the reader any idea of the vulgarity and dark profanity
which rolled, as ‘a sweet morsel,’ under these corrupt
tongues” (Douglass 52). We know right away that
Douglass wishes to maintain the dignity of his people as
well as that of the white man, and create a false sense of
ease that was not true for the typical slave’s life.
Slave rebellions were always a very terrible, and tragic
event; at least that is what it seems Melville is saying, and
Douglass’s work does not exactly disagree or contradict
this idea, it simply erases the actual moments of rebellion
and focuses more on the positive influence of one man.
It appears that both authors were against the slave trade
for different reasons, and although they had similar
storylines, their main focuses were vastly different, and
their techniques were at either end of the spectrum.
Melville depicted all sorts of gruesome acts, and Douglass
‘white-washed’ these in order to appease a more
delicately stomached audience of the hardships of slavery.
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CHAPTER 119.
IN DA KITCHEN WITH FREDDY D AND
YA BOI MELVILLE – SWEET VS. SPICY
KRISTAN MCCOY
Yano how when you walk down the chip isle.. and you
obviously go straight to the section where all the Cheez-
its are? Well, because if you don’t like those for starters,
I don’t think I can trust you, and as a follow-up, they
are delicious. You look at all the boxes and they are all
different flavors and kinds. Except they’re still all Cheez-
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its. In the bigger picture of things, they’re the same thing
at their core. Anyways, I suppose that is how I looked at
these two works. Same, Same, but yea I guess different.
Douglass approaches the audience with themes.
Overarching is the theme that the African slave has the
power not only to overcome, but also to persevere
through hardships. Douglass sheds a positive depiction
of the African slave that gives the reader a connection
and sympathy towards them as humans. We are given the
“human face” of the slave through Madison. By doing so,
the reader truly has no other path to follow than that
of sympathy, especially because of how damn noble this
dude is.
Like, who else can look me in the eye and say “Yeah
I’d risk myself to release my entire family without even
batting an eyelash”? I’ll tell you guys. NOBODY. This
dude makes probably even the most racist of people tear
on their heart strings for the good people that just by
happenstance were born into not only slavery, but a
society and culture of hate. We are able to see the
narrative that other people don’t necessarily agree with
slavery, and we see the cruel context that it is so often
put into. “Consider yourself, if you please, under the roof
of a friend for such I am to you, and to all your deeply
injured race” (Douglass). This quote speaks volumes in
this relevance not only to Douglass’s approach but also to
the often-overlooked aspect to history where not every
white person mistreated slaves.
If we swing on over to my boy Herman and “Benito
Cereno,” we get a different viewpoint as well as a different
approach on the reader. Melville creates a veil around his
writing that blurs the true meaning behind the context he
is providing. As a reader the focus is pulled away from
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the fact that the narrator is a white man, and completely
drawn to the slaves. What we really are seeing is the
effects of slavery on an individual. The irony comes to
play with the fact that Babo is not necessarily seen in a
bad light at first. In fact he is even referred to a “faithful
fellow”(Melville) definitely not something you just say to
a dude that has no importance to you. In turn Babo ends
up being the leader of the entire situation. But uh.. what’s
your point Melville? Point is Babo’s intelligence is
overlooked because he is a slave. The other point is that
such an intelligent mind was taken and was forced into
doing brutish tasks in order to obtain freedom. Babo’s
actions scream true to the effects and psychological
damage that slavery had on people. It could take a
beautiful mind and turn it into a beast. BAZINGA. Bet
nobody thought that’s what this story was about. We were
all sitting here like “Yo these slaves are off the chain”
(literally)—get it?.
In the spirit of compare and contrast, spicy versus
sweet, there are clearly different takes on the slave
rebellion. The spicy side is where the slaves have
absolutely had enough and rebel with not only physical
force, but with cunning grit, and then there is the sweeter
side like Douglass’ approach that showed a faith in people
to realize what was going on wasn’t just and we needed to
make a change.
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CHAPTER 120.
DOUGLASS: HEROIC OR COWARDLY?
PAIGE SCHOPPMANN
After having read Benito Cereno and The Heroic Slave, I
can identify the differences between the novellas. It is
arguable that Melville and Douglass are both trying to
bring the same point across; that slavery is not a good
thing, and showing black rebellion as a direct
consequence of slavery. Frederick Douglass and Herman
Melville are bringing up the same point, but in very
different ways.
Herman Melville more focuses on the idea of black
resistance than anything. The black resistance then is
shown through Babo’s later freedom, but the majority of
the story didn’t reside around freedom, when instead it
was residing around the rebellion. It’s very possible that
this is because it’s from the point of view of someone who
is not a slave, but that was done for a reason, to be able
to show the rebellion in full force. Frederick Douglass
focuses on showing the horrors of slavery through
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making it more accessible from showing a story in a
slave’s perspective. This change of lens and point of view
makes it clear that the goal was always freedom, not
rebellion. In this way, it shows that the rebellion is a part
of the freedom. You can’t be freed without rebelling, and
the point of view being from a slave’s perspective, allows
the readers to feel allegiance and excitement for the slaves
as they become free.
Herman Melville shows the black resistance through
irony and indirection, which I think is what the editors
were trying to state in their introduction. Because we saw
the storyline through Delano’s point of view, there were a
lot of pieces missing. Babo of course is not going to make
it clear that he plans to take over the ship, so we see it
through somebody else’s eyes and it’s a misdirection that
is surprising to us. This misdirection shows something
very different than it being clear.
On the opposing side, Frederick Douglass shows the
struggles, the planning, the emotions that parallel the
decision to leave your family for freedom. Douglass
works harder in showing the themes throughout the
novel, which then allows for the novel to be that much
stronger. His themes are the letters, the poems/excerpts
in the beginning of chapters, the character shifts,
freedom, and friendship. These themes characterize it
more similar to that of a novel. The literary themes
throughout the novel make it easier to stay connected
to the storyline, and connect with the characters. In this
way, his themes move along the point of the story,
therefore the readers still are left with an understanding
of slavery on a deeper level. The character Mr. Listwell
also allows the reader to feel connected to the novel, with
being able to identify with him if they are of white
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descent. Because the novel is from the point of view of a
slave – former slave – we see the whole thought process
of what Madison Washington went through, and we are
rooting for him to gain his freedom. He shows his true
dedication to it very early on, when he shows it through
his exclamations. “Liberty I will have, or die in the attempt
to gain it. This working that others may live in idleness!
This cringing submission to insolence and curses! […]
I will stand it no longer” (Douglass, 6). We become
cheerleaders of sorts for Washington, which is a very
different notion of how we react to Babo.
In a broader statement, I get the notion that black
resistance was a heroic act to the slaves, and justifiably
so. I learned that people perceive it in different ways,
in regards to their race. If they are a slave, they see it
as bettering the world, freedom, liberation. If they are
a white person, however – aka, benefitting from the
capitalist slave systematic oppression – then they’re going
to see black resistance as a negative act, as cowardly, and
a problem with the country. They’re going to see it as
the majority of the characters in Melville’s novella, or
as the majority of characters in Douglass’s novella. Both
novellas, however, point the reader to the clear answer:
black resistance was necessary, and it’s awesome that we
have literature to show that more in depth.
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CHAPTER 121.
“HIS HEAD WAS WITH HIS HEART, AND
THAT WAS FAR AWAY”
RANDY GARFIELD
Last Thursday in class, a peer made the argument that
Melville was being satirical in his portrayal of the
“negroes” through the eyes of Capt. Delano.
The indirection and irony that editors Robert S. Levine,
John Stauffer, and John R. McKivigan speak of can be
seen page after page in “Benito Cereno” while, The Heroic
Slave is much more straightforward in articulating it’s
themes.
Its quite clear the confusion that Benito Cereno creates
for its audience. Its folly is that it can just as easily stand
as an anti-slavery text as it can a pro-slavery text. I’ll
use a quote which we used in our debate on Thursday
to highlight the “irony” of Benito Cereno, “Most negroes
are natural valets and hair-dressers. . .God had set the whole
negro to some pleasant tune. . . Capitan Delano took to negroes,
not philanthropically, but genially, just as other men to
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Newfoundland dogs.” This portrayal seems ridiculous to a
majority of 21st-century readers, but in the mid-19th-
century, it was read widely as a fact.
Polarizing issues, even today, are often tackled by
satire. Watch South Park much? But the problem with
satire is that, unless it ultimately/explicitly claims a true
allegiance, it fuels both fires. To the abolitionist audience,
“Benito Cereno”’s sarcasm and over-simplified view of
the slaves seem like an obvious jab toward the pro-slavery
audience. But, to the pro-slavery audience of 1855, it’s
rife with confirmation statements. In that light, “Benito
Cereno” is toothless. Perhaps Melville didn’t want to
cause any problems, so he found a nice cushy spot on the
fence so he could receive praise from both sides.
The Heroic Slave lacks the ambiguity of Benito Cereno,
but makes up for it in backbone. It doesn’t tip-toe around
with satire or irony. Douglass, through the voice of
Madison, declares war against slavery; a war on a
principal no different than that of the Revolutionary War:
freedom. Douglass writes, “You call me a black murderer.
I am not a murderer. God is my witness that LIBERTY,
not malice, is the motive for this nights work… We have
done that which you applaud your fathers for doing, and
if we are murderers, so were they.” This passage sealed the
deal for The Heroic Slave. It’s more than a story, its a
declaration of war.
Both “Benito Cereno” and The Heroic Slave tell tales of
slave ship mutinies. That is where their similarities end.
Babo, the hero (or villian, depending on how you look at
it) in “Benito Cereno” is hanged for leading the mutiny.
Washington, the hero in The Heroic Slave is revered and
celebrated as a true hero should. “Benito Cereno” is
totally fictional, while The Heroic Slave is based off a true
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event. “Benito Cereno” was written by a white guy who
had to appeal to as many people as he could to avoid
another commercial failure (Moby-Dick), so he could
make some money. Frederick Douglass was a black man
with nothing greater to lose except the fight for liberty
of his people. “Benito Cereno” confirms its readers bias,
whatever that may be. The Heroic Slave says “If the
mutineers were black murderers, so were your white
fathers.”
Maybe Douglass is making a jab at Melville’s “Benito
Cereno” when he opens part 3 of “The Heroic Slave” with
a line from a Byron poem: “His head was with his heart,
and that was far away!”. Perhaps he was directly alluding
to Melville’s head, which was focused on writing a
successful story and appealing to a wide audience, while
his heart was. . . who knows?
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CHAPTER 122.
FIGHT THE POWER! BY SUPPORTING IT?
NICHOLAS A. PRESCOTT
Yeah, you heard me.
I’m going to be honest, I don’t really understand this
blog post, but like everything I do in life, let’s take a ride
down confusion lane, shall we?
“Benito Cereno:” Convoluted, twisted, mysterious.
The Heroic Slave: Straightforward, makes sense, helpless
(yes, we’ll get there).
Comparing the two, I can easily see how Melville uses
a sense of dramatic irony to keep the reader in tow with
the story while also trying to sell a story about slavery.
He plays on our understanding of the story as we read it
and eventually develops it into something that flips on its
head.
We see a dubious nature to how the slaves in “Benito
Cereno” behave which clue us into the intentions of the
“bad guys” (in quotes because point of view matters, but
that’s a story for another time) through the entity that is
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Babo, “But the good conduct of Babo, hardly more than
the ill-behavior of others, seemed to withdraw the half-
lunatic Don Benito from his cloudy languor” (Melville 2?).
We get inklings of this sense of unease.
Later the story performs its inevitable acrobatics,
where we see the enemies as the revolting slaves.
The Heroic Slave uses a different tactic to show us a
kind of abolitionist narrative. One moment, in particular,
struck me. Mr. Listwell is an outspoken abolitionist. He
wants nothing to do with slavery and wishes to see it gone
from the world. Douglass is very overt in making clear to
the reader that none of the characters are dubious in any
way.
When he sees that Madison has been taken into slavery
again after his (brave?) decision to try and free his wife,
he vows to try and buy him from the trade to free him
again. Odd, though, that an abolitionist would consider
supporting the slave trade to free his friend, only his
friend, and nobody else. Let that sink in, there’s a kind
of selfishness to it. He tells Mr. Wilkes “Yes, they’re fine
looking fellows, one of them I should like to purchase,
and for him I would be willing to give a handsome sum”
(Douglass 39).
Not only is he willing to support the slave trade further
to fight against it, (confusing, right?) he is only in it to save
Madison, not the other 129 people in chains around him.
I just think it’s an interesting thing for an abolitionist to
do. Although, I can’t say I’d do the same if I freed someone
and they made the brash decision to walk right on back
into the claws of danger.
Things work out for Madison, though, thanks to Mr.
Listwell, so maybe it’s good he didn’t get to buy Madison,
but still.
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Although, I can’t say I’d do the same if I freed someone
and they made the brash decision to walk right on back
into the claws of danger. Seriously, Madison, cut your
losses and stay in Canada where there’s poutine and Tim
Hortons.
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CHAPTER 123.
IT'S ALL ABOUT WHO WRITES IT
JORDAN CADY
Between Frederick Douglass’s The Heroic Slave and
Herman Melville’s “Benito Cereno,” there are a great deal
of differences in how they portray slaves and the
rebellion. But what can not be focused on enough is the
simple fact that one is written in the eyes of a white
American and the other is written in the eyes of a slave.
That right there is a big indication of how the authors
chose to write about the slavery rebellion differently.
Melville writes about the rebellion with irony, and
violence. His main tactic is to play with the audience’s
minds. He does that by using the main character Captain
Delano, by making him out to be a pushover who is easily
manipulated by the slaves: “Besides that, those feelings
I spoke of enabled me to get the better of momentary
distrust, at times when acuteness might have cost me my
life, without saving another’s. Only at the end did my
suspicions get the better of me, and you know how wide
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of the mark they then proved” (Melville 75). He wrote
this story to show how any master of a slave could be
easily plotted against and that once the slaves revolt they
become almost savage like. He creates an image of
violence because of the slaves and makes them out to be
“animals” rather than people.
Meanwhile, Douglass uses more themes and emotions
behind his writing. He connects to audience by using
more description and putting in the feelings of his
character and what he is going through. Douglass makes
the audience feel bad for the slaves as well as depicting
how cruel slavery was at the time. An example of him
using pathos to convey this message would be “I cannot
say we talked; our feelings were too great for that; yet we
came to an understanding that I should make the woods
my home, for if I gave myself up, I should be whipped
and sold away; and if I started North, I should leave a
wife doubly dear to me” (Douglass 16). Douglass’s way
of writing about the rebellion shows that the slaves were
people rather than just property. He focuses on creating a
bond between the audience and the main character rather
than Melville’s tactic of making the audience question a
characters every move.
Both texts show the different sides of slavery but by
reading both of these pieces back to back it has become
very clear that when referring back on slavery literature
it is all about who is writing them and how they are
written. Because if the author is proslavery or antislavery,
it creates a certain tone for the text to fall into, which
is why Douglass’s The Heroic Slave and Melville’s “Benito
Cereno” have very different voices.
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CHAPTER 124.
FREDERICK DOUGLASS: A BREATH OF
FRESH AIR
BRITTANY JOHN
Herman Melville’s “Benito Cereno” and Frederick
Douglass’sThe Heroic Slave both focus on the escape of
slaves and they depict these escapes to be quite different
from one another. Melville and Douglass really did write
a completely different way than the other. Melville was
extremely difficult to understand at times, and he forced
the reader to really look into the deeper meaning of what
he wrote on the page. Douglass wrote in a pretty
narrative manner, which was easier for the reader to
understand.
When it is said that “Melville works through irony and
indirection,” it means that he uses tools such as irony
to show the reader how the characters felt about the
situation at hand, which was a revolt against slavery.
Melville’s use of irony and indirection, though, is a little
more confusing for the reader to figure out just because
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they have to dig so deep into the novella. He never says
what he means flat out, and he likes to beat around the
bush. An example of this would be at the end of the
novella when Melville writes, “’You are saved, Don
Benito,’ cried Captain Delano, more and more astonished
and pained; ‘you are saved; what has cast such a shadow
upon you?’ ‘The Negro’” (75). A lot of readers could read
this passage and honestly have no idea what Melville is
trying to convey with it. I’m still not one hundred percent
sure what Melville means for Don Benito’s feelings to be
in this passage. Does Don Benito miss Babo even after
Babo flipped the script and held him hostage? Is he upset
that Babo could have done this to him? Melville is forcing
the reader to truly think about the story and the
characters in this passage.
On the other hand, we have Frederick Douglass
with The Heroic Slave. Douglass’s writing seems much
more comprehensible in the way that he says exactly what
he means, and he says exactly what he wants to say when
he wants to say it. It is said that “Douglass works more
directly in articulating his themes.” The reader can pretty
much tell the character’s feelings about slavery from the
clear words written on the page. After Madison tells Mr.
Listwell that it would be impossible for Madison to be
sold to Listwell, Douglass writes,
“A cup of coffee was all that he could manage. His
feelings were too bitter and excited, and his heart was too
full with the fate of poor Madison (whom he loved as well
as admired) to relish his breakfast; and although he sat
long after the company had left the table, he really did
little more than change the position of his knife and fork”
(39).
Douglass writes in a clear way that shows the reader
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exactly what the characters in the novella feel. The reader
can tell that Mr. Listwell is sad about Madison and that
he does care about him. We get that clearly with the
line, “whom he loved as well as admired”. Mr. Listwell
loves and admires Madison because of everything that
Madison has to go through.
Herman Melville and Frederick Douglass are two very
different writers who chose two different ways to write
the same thing. Melville used irony and indirection to
show the character’s feelings towards one another, and
Douglass was clear in his wording to show the same
thing.
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CHAPTER 125.
HUMANITY'S ENJOYMENT OF
SECTIONING
CONNOR SMITH
While going through and readings of “Benito Cereno,”
and The Heroic Slave, I see that both have strong themes
oriented towards saying “Hey we all are human beings
alright.” These two texts go about sending this message
in different ways. Melville shows the side of the story
through the perspective of an American captain and
Douglass is more direct, emphasizing the slave’s
perspective.
With Melville’s piece, you see the messages he trying to
send more with irony and indirection. It is important to
bring up the perspective of who the story follows because
that helps explain why some of the language the way it
is. Following Captain Delano or Benito, we see that he
is a man who does not seem to have any problems with
owning slaves of any kinds. You can see this when he
first describes the ship, “ ‘this ship, well officered and
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well manned, with several cabin passengers—some fifty
Spaniards in all—sailed from Buenos Ayres bound to
Lima, with a general cargo, hardware, Paraguay tea and
the like—and,’ pointing forward, ‘that parcel of negroes,
now not more than a hundred and fifty, as you see, but
then numbering over three hundred souls” (170). He sees
slaves as “parcels” like something that is wrapped up and
delivered. These slaves are just considered to be part of
the “general cargo”. This is normalizing and alienating
slaves from the idea that they are people. The language
this text uses depicts the slaves as objects rather than
people. This is where the irony is because we know this
is not to be true, people are people. The slaves also are
seen as the bad guys for rebelling but like we did in class
they really are not. Any person or people in that situation
would do the same and the fact Delano did not even
consider this as a possibility shows how the text is
pointing out these ideas through character interactions.
Douglass’s piece is more direct in its antislavery
approach; Madison is highlighted to be one of the best
men ever. The best instances I see are at the very
beginning and the end. At the beginning, when Mr.
Listwell describes seeing Madison and hearing his speech,
he goes on a whole rant about Madison, comparing him
to a hero: ”his whole appearance betonkened Herculean
strength” (7). Even more direct, Madison’s name is
revealed in parenthesis next to it it says, “for that was
the name of the hero” (6). It is very clear that Madison is
great and then you even have the fact that his last name
is Washington, a name of one of the greatest men in
American history. Then at the end, you have Madison
capturing the ship with his fellow freed slaves and not
even kill anyone he does not have to. He is a man if I
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ever (read?) one. Through actions and the language in the
text, Douglass directly undermines the dehumanization
of enslaved peoples.
Significantly, both texts depict slave rebellions at sea.
This is important because the sea is a place of survival and
when you are not on land owned by any nation, you have
a place where only the people on a ship interact with each
other and their humanity comes out.
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CHAPTER 126.
SLAVES = HUMANS, OK?
MAGGIE PEARSON
The very depiction of Melville’s version of a slave
rebellion is backwards and confusing and just not what
it seems. First, it is as though the black people on the
ship are at the mercy of the Spanish sailors. We then find
out this isn’t right, and that Babo and his fellow Africans
are actually the ones calling the shots. Out of all of this
though, we are left feeling like the rebelling slaves are
the bad guys, and Delano is the American savior. History
(and our own morals) tells us that we are wrong to feel
that way, and we must delve deeper into Melville’s use of
language to see how he makes that twist in perspective
happen.
In The Heroic Slave , it is far more obvious how readers
are supposed to feel. In the novella, slavery is clearly
inhumane; slave rebellion is more than justified and even
patriotic. Madison often refers to his goal of “liberty”
which is one of our unalienable rights, right? His goal
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seems honorable, while Babo’s seems treacherous. The
way that Douglass describes the slave-gang on page 34
also reveals a much more negative attitude about slavery:
“Here were one hundred and thirty human beings,–
children of a common Creator-guilty of no crime-men
and women, with hearts, minds, and deathless spirits,
chained and fettered, and bound for the market, in a
Christian country” (34). He deliberately calls them human
beings (because that’s what they are) to remind the
readers about their similar consciousness, and even about
the fact that they are all God’s children. Douglass
juxtaposes the humanization of the slaves with the
treatment of the slaves, which is anything but humane.
So what is Melville’s point in being so indirect? It seems
as though Douglass’ ruthless descriptions of the entire
institution is far more effective for the cause of abolition.
Perhaps because Melville was not as avid an abolitionist,
he was more willing to make his readers think and
ponder their situation. In this context, perhaps, the reader
can feel like he or she came to a conclusion independently
of the writer. Although there is a lot of truth behind what
Douglass wrote, it could still come across as propaganda,
specifically designed to make people support the
abolitionist cause.
Read together, these two novellas ask us to examine
the ways in which slave rebellion is depicted. Madison
Washington puts it so clearly in the end of The Heroic
Slave when he states that “We have done that which you
applaud your fathers for doing, and if we are murderers,
so were they.”
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CHAPTER 127.
A PILL TO SWALLOW
MASON MASOTTA
Melville and Douglass are both strategic in the flattering
of white people. Both wrote of slave rebellions and
offered unique characterizations of both slaves and their
masters, but they did more than that as well. They cast
white characters as heroic figures to serve as a perspective
for white audiences.
In Melville’s Benito Cereno, we receive all of the events
of the story from the American sailor’s perspective. There
is a far more indirect theme on slavery and race in this
story than in other texts about slavery, in that the slaves
are cast as the antagonists of the story. Now it can be
easily debated about whether or not the slaves’ actions at
sea are just, but the way we receive the information in the
story tells us that we are supposed to be reacting to the
violent uprising that unfolds. Babo and his followers are
dispatched by Captain Delano’s crew and the idea is that
the “crisis” is over. However, this story evokes a theme
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of racial understanding by depicting Babo as intelligent.
He comes very close to pulling off an incredible feat and
there is a strange catharsis in his defeat.
It is important to note that it is white people who are in
awe of his accomplishments. This is where the audience
is supposed to receive an opinion as well. White readers
are supposed to find Babo an interesting character, while
still having their swashbuckling white “hero” in Captain
Delano.
A similar reliance on comforting white audiences is
seen in Frederick Douglass’ The Heroic Slave, but in a more
direct and clear message. Yet again the main character
of this SLAVE REBELLION story is a white man. Mr.
Listwell serves to be the viewpoint character who, like
Delano and Babo, has the chance to interact with a
runaway slave character. Upon seeing Madison for the
first time and hearing the struggles that he has gone
through he has an entirely new perspective on slavery:
“From this hour I am an abolitionist” (9).
We have now been given character development from
the start. Listwell now serves as the standard for how
audiences should feel and behave. The title of the story
may be The Heroic Slave, but it is the “heroic white man”
who takes front stage. Madison is not the perspective
character that we follow and hear the inner thoughts of;
it is a free white man who means to help.
I think it is clear that both Melville and Douglass
decided to have white protagonists in order to appeal to a
white demographic. The people of the time can have their
heroic fantasy where they get to be hopeful abolitionists
or sea-faring saviors. Either way, it’s an easier pill to
swallow in a less accepting time.
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CHAPTER 128.
THE HERO AND THE VILLAIN
RYAN FRENCH
Benito Cereno and The Heroic Slave may be two novels
about slave ships, but they couldn’t represent
enslavement any differently. While both can be used to
illuminate the cruelty and dehumanization of
slavery, Benito Cereno uses irony to appeal to its readers,
while The Heroic Slave uses a direct appeal to heroism to
entice readers.
The irony in Melville’s Benito Cereno is that, even
though he is enslaved, it is difficult for the reader to
disentangle the feeling that Babo is a villain. As readers,
we tend to empathize with the protagonist of the story
– in Benito Cereno’s case, this is Delano. We see Babo as
a threat to the protagonist, a white American who has
crossed onto an overtaken ship, and seeks to return it
to its “rightful owner,” Benito. The story is heroic and
compelling, and it is easy to ignore the obvious fact: that
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Babo and the other enslaved captives on the ship merely
want to go home.
Douglass’s The Heroic Slave is a much more direct
appeal to the cause of abolitionists. In The Heroic Slave,
Washington is clearly the protagonist. In the beginning of
the text we get this description of Washington: “His whole
appearance betokened Herculean strength; yet there was
nothing savage or forbidding in his aspect.” From the get-
go, the reader is made to compare Madison to Hercules,
and is warned not to see him as savage in any way. This is
a direct appeal to white people to humanize Washington
by comparing him to a well-known, mythological white
hero, and to take Washington as they would “one of their
own.” Beyond the description of Washington, we see him
also move throughout the story as a hero, and liberate the
other enslaved captives on the ship through the aid of a
white man and his own ingenuity and resistance.
The different approaches that these two novels take
is important when considering their impact on readers
during the era they were written. While Benito Cereno can
be taken as a covert criticism of slavery due to the way
it criminalizes Babo for wanting to escape enslavement,
the surface of the novel seems to sympathize with the
idea that he is a villain by fighting for freedom. Even
though there is a dual message, does that duality matter
if the reader uses it solely to defend the dehumanization
of people of color? That’s not to say The Heroic Slave isn’t
problematic, as it assumes that there needs to be a direct
connection to whiteness in order to humanize an
enslaved person of color wanting freedom. Overall, these
two novels show the loops that authors and readers
needed to go through to sympathize with their fellow
man just because their skin color may be different than
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theirs. And while this may have been a necessary “middle-
ground” when transitioning away from slavery and
oppression of people of color, it shows that what we may
consider to be “pro-Abolitionist” literature may be more
problematic than it seems.
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CHAPTER 129.
INTENTIONS LEFT UNSAID...TO AN
EXTENT
DELANEY MACDONALD
Herman Melville uses irony in Benito Cereno by not fully
revealing Babo’s intentions, thereby leaving the reader
guessing. Douglass differs from Melville in such a way
that Madison’s goals and intentions are clear throughout
the story and even though the end results are both in
a revolt, the characters’ futures come to an opposite
conclusion.
Melville portrays Babo as a character that many readers
may not come to like, because of how sneaky and
mysterious he is throughout the text. There is some
evidence that shows that Babo has something deeper
going on when he does not let Delano speak to Benito
without his (Babo) presence. Once Delano goes to talk
to Cereno, “he [hears] another footstep, keeping in time
with his. From the opposite door, a salver in hand, the
servant was likewise advancing” (200). Before this, Babo
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is on top of the deck, which makes Delano believe there
is no way he is able to catch up to him, but, next thing
he knows, Babo is one step ahead of him. The mystery of
this part of the text is that the reader is alongside Delano
in an unawareness that something is going on with Babo,
despite the fact this is one of the first clear signs Babo is
far from Cereno’s faithful servant.
The fact that Melville doesn’t show what is really
happening with Babo is ironic because it can play into
what Delano and most likely the readers are feeling. In
contrast, Douglass puts forth Madison’s feelings and
intentions word-for-word. Indeed, Madison’s intentions
are clear throughout the book, but the reader sees a sharp
difference between Babo and Madison when the revolt
happens; Madison states that “we do not thirst for your
blood, we demand only our rightful freedom” (49). The
reader knows at this point that all Madison wants for
himself and others is freedom, and that even though he’ll
do anything it takes, he doesn’t believe there needs to be
violence. Babo orchestrates violence by having his men
kill purposefully, despite not doing any of the killing
himself. Many people die in Benito Cereno, including
Babo, but in The Heroic Slave only a couple people die and
Madison is able to leave with his freedom.
Reading these texts back-to-back allows me to see that
writing can be a tremendous influence on how an
audience sees a group of people or a person a certain
way. Most people, including myself, initially thought that
Babo was evil. In reality, he wanted the very same as
Madison: to be free. If Melville wrote the exact same way
Douglass did, there more than likely would not have been
as much obvious violence or Babo’s intentions may have
been displayed in a more clear manner as Madison’s were.
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Both Babo and Madison want freedom and they are both
put through many awful things none of us can imagine.
These two texts will continue to open my eyes as I read
more about slave rebellion and black resistance, because
it shifted my perspective. As Melville so ironically put at
the end of his writing: “So far may even the best men err,
in judging the conduct of one with the recesses of who
condition he is not acquainted” (216-217). In short, don’t
judge something or someone you don’t understand!
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CHAPTER 130.
EXPLORING MADISON'S JOURNEY TO
FREEDOM AND HEROISM
DELANEY MACDONALD, JOSH SCARPONI, AND JEN
STELLATO
Through The Heroic Slave, Frederick Douglass achieves
a dynamic protagonist that encapsulates readers as his
motivation for freedom develops within the story.
Madison Washington’s journey to freedom and rise to
heroism can be broken down into three phases. At the
end of each phase, there starts to be a focus more on the
bigger picture: freedom for all. Phase one is gaining his
own personal freedom, phase two is returning to save his
wife and helping her achieve her freedom, and phase
three is the slave rebellion. His experience during these
phases alter his goals, and then influence his actions.
Madison Washington becomes a hero by achieving his
own goals while selflessly helping those around him.
Madison is determined to be free from the very
beginning of the novel, and while his determination
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never falters, his motives and goals for freedom become
more selfless and pure as he traverses onward to
becoming the heroic slave.
Madison begins as an isolated man, reflecting on
the meaning of freedom. He first becomes aware of how
unfair and unethical his situation is during his first
soliloquy. In the woods, Madison observes the various
animals, but focuses on the birds and snakes. He begins
by asking himself “What, then, is life to me?” and informs
us that his situation is “aimless and worthless, and worse
than worthless” (5). He realizes that the seemingly
insignificant animals have more freedom than he does,
because “They live free… They fly where they list by day,
and retire in freedom at night (5).” He then comes to the
realization that he desires that same liberty and freedom.
He states:
“Liberty I will have, or die in the attempt to gain it… I have
nothing to lose. If I am caught, I shall only be a slave. If I am
shot, I shall only lose a life which is a burden and a curse.
If I get clear, (as something tells me I shall,) liberty, the
inalienable birth-right of every man, precious and priceless,
will be mine. My resolution is fixed. I shall be free” (6).
In this moment, he has only one mindset; and that is to
gain his own personal freedom. His motives only involve
him, because he states how only his resolution will be
fixed, only he will have gained freedom. After finally
gaining his own freedom, the transition into phase two
begins. Even after successfully escaping to Canada, he
realizes that there is more to it than his own freedom. He
learns that freedom is worthless if others, like his wife,
are still enslaved. This realization changes his view on
freedom, as he then works to gain hers.
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Phase two of Madison’s motives are also for his
family and wife, because without them, he would have
less to push himself towards his true desire for freedom.
During the second part of the story, he describes how
awful it is to think about leaving his wife and children
behind, saying it “caused [him] indescribable anguish” and
that he couldn’t possibly take the journey towards
freedom without thinking of all of them being free as well
(14). Later in the story, Madison returns back to his wife,
despite the fact that they are not supposed to see each
other at this moment. The two of them are able to meet in
secret, and agree that it would be best if Madison should
“remain on the vicinity” and not leave completely (16).
Here, Madison is seen caring for his wife and wanting to
secure his promise to her that if he left he would come
back for her. Once Madison is able to get to Canada with
the help of Mr. Listwell, he realizes how much he misses
his wife and how unfair he believes it is that she is not
there with him. He explains that his “thoughts turned
to [his] poor wife, who had well deserved [his] love by
her virtuous fidelity and undying affection for [him]. [He]
could not bear the thought of leaving her in the cruel jaws
of slavery, without making an effort to rescue her” and
then he plans out how he is going to go get her and how
he will successfully do so (37). Once he explains missing
her dearly, he explains the unfortunate events of losing
her, saying that the dogs came after them and as they ran
away she was shot and killed by those coming after them.
The death of Madison’s wife is a major turning point
in the story. This turning point is the beginning of phase
three. After she is shot, he is captured, but he doesn’t
go down without a fight. Although the death of his wife
devastates him, he never loses his will to become a free
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man. He is captured, given sixty lashes, chained,
degraded, and sold back into slavery in the New Orleans
market (38). Once thrown into the slave gang, Madison
becomes a beacon of hope among the other slaves,
calming them with his natural leadership and authority
(36). With his wife gone, Madison finds a new purpose
by guiding others who also yearn for freedom. Madison’s
quest of freedom is ultimately put to the test when he
implements his plan of overtaking the slave ship in order
to free the entire slave gang. Not only does he pick the
locks of his own chains and fetters, he releases the other
slaves from their shackles as well. He, with the help of
eighteen others, manage to take control of the entire slave
ship without killing all of the white traders on board:
“Men! the battle is over,–your captain is dead. I have
complete command of this vessel. All resistance to my
authority will be in vain. My men have won their liberty,
with no other weapons but their own BROKEN FETTERS.
We are nineteen in number. We do not thirst for your
blood, we demand only our rightful freedom. Do not flatter
yourselves that I am ignorant of chart or compass. I know
both. We are now only about sixty miles from Nassau.
Come down, and do your duty. Land us in Nassau, and not
a hair of your heads shall be hurt”(49).
Here, Madison’s journey in becoming the heroic slave is
complete. He gains freedom not only for himself, but his
fellow enslaved brethren. His motives for freedom are
purified as they stray from his own personal desires, as
seen in the beginning of the novel. He becomes a true
hero among his people as he is driven by a yearning to
free himself and his fellow man, not by revenge. By the
end of the story, Madison proves himself to be a selfless
and heroic man.
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PART XXVII.
WALT WHITMAN

CHAPTER 131.
INTRODUCTION (2017)
ROWAN FINNEGAN CUMMINGS, ANNA GREENWOOD,
NATHAN THERIAULT
Walt Whitman is considered to be one of the most
influential and significant 19th century American
authors. He was born on Long Island in 1819 and grew
up in Brooklyn, New York, receiving a limited education.
His family was poor and he had to stop going to school
when he was eleven to help earn money for his large
family of nine children of which he was the second oldest.
Because of this, Walt was largely self taught. One of
Whitman’s first jobs was working as an apprentice for a
Long Island newspaper called the Patriot. This is where
he was introduced to the printing press and typesetting.
From there, he worked various jobs such as a printer,
school teacher, reporter, and editor across the country.
Eventually he settled into writing poetry and self-
published his work Leaves of Grass, which was inspired by
his travels across America and his admiration for Ralph
Waldo Emerson and his writing. Whitman sent a copy of
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the first edition of his poetry to Emerson who said that
it was “the most extraordinary piece of wit and wisdom
that America has yet contributed.” Leaves of Grass had
eight different editions during Whitman’s lifetime. The
poem that is now known as “Song of Myself” did not
get its current title until 1881. It had no name in the
first edition, then it was changed to “A Poem of Walt
Whitman, an American,” then to simply “Walt Whitman.”
Although Emerson loved Whitman’s work, it was not that
well received by the public or literary critics of the time.
There were a few reasons as to why that was.
The first was that his poetry had an openness to it when
discussing sex; this was a problem because people in this
time period were still conservative. The second reason
was Whitman’s pride and presentation of representing
himself as a working man. The third and most significant
issue was that people did not appreciate his writing style.
He wrote free verse poetry which was initially part of the
transcendentalist movement. Writing in free verse went
against the strict rhyme and meter that especially
Europeans considered to be high and academic poetry
(remember this is the same time period as Lord Alfred
Tennyson and the Victorian Era over in England). Free
verse poetry helped to separate American literature from
British literature. It helped to shape America’s literary
identity. Whitman helped to form that identity with his
free verse poetry along with the themes this poems
contained.
One of the main themes Whitman’s poetry held was
democracy. His philosophy of equality amongst all men is
demonstrated his poetry. In the poem, “Song of Myself,”
he writes, “Or I guess it is a uniform hieroglyphic, / And it
means, Sprouting alike in broad zones and narrow zones,
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/ Growing among black folks as among white, / Kanuck,
Tuckahoe, Congressman, Cuff, I give them the same, I
receive them the same” (Whitman section 6). In this
passage, Whitman is contemplating the purpose of grass
and how he thinks that it might be a type of universal
language (hieroglyphic) that represents equality for
everyone, growing everywhere and amongst everyone.
He says that grass grows amid Canadiens (Kanucks),
Native Americans (Tuckahoes), Congressmen, and Cuff
(which is a name of an African American man born on a
Friday) equally. Whitman’s democratic philosophy helps
to paint his ideal picture of what America is and should
strive to be.
Whitman also advocated heavily for individualism, and
within that realm of individualism sits the concept of
freedom of speech. It had only been about sixty years
before he wrote “Song of Myself” that freedom of speech
had been established, and it shows in his writing. In “Song
of Myself,” Whitman (or the speaker) says “I permit to
speak at every hazard,” validating his right to these words
both in his own eyes and in the eyes of his readers
(Whitman section 1). More often than not, Whitman
establishes this right in one form or another in all of
his writing, while simultaneously emphasizing what a big
role freedom of speech plays in a person’s individuality.
Another significant theme that can be found in the
poem is friendship. Whitman is truly an optimistic and
happy person, and his love for all humanity is
demonstrated throughout the text. He speaks to his
readers directly by urging them to “Undrape… you are
not guilty to me, nor stale nor discarded, / I see through
the broadcloth and gingham whether or no, / I am
around, tenacious, acquisitive, tireless… and can never be
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shaken away” (Whitman section 7). Whitman is talking
about how he wants people (Americans specifically) to
“undrape” or expose themselves in an emotional sense.
He writes that he will not judge them for what he sees.
However, he goes on to say that he will see through to
the core of a person regardless of whether or not they
“undress” but that he will always be there for the reader.
It sparks a message of kinship between Whitman and his
audience. He is advocating for a brotherhood amongst
Americans and he’s saying that he loves and supports
them all.
While there were countless poets before him, and
possibly even more after, Whitman stands alone in his
own category when it comes to establishing a place in
American literature. His unique ideals and way of
commanding the words of his poems has a certain rough
elegance that is rare among poets, let alone other poets
of his time. His fearlessness when it came to expressing
certain more “taboo” themes (such as sex) gives his
writing an unmistakable and unmatchable edge, pushing
him through the decades to persevere as one of America’s
most talented and unique poets. It is because of
Whitman’s contributions to helping to define American
literature as its own separate entity that he should
undoubtedly be anthologized in American literature
textbooks. “Song of Myself” is canonical because it
reflects the same ideals as the great thinkers of the time
period. The themes of democracy, individualism, and
friendship are some of the concrete philosophies that
America has stood on since it was established.
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CHAPTER 132.
SONG OF MYSELF
WALT WHITMAN
1
I CELEBRATE myself, and sing myself,
And what I assume you shall assume,
For every atom belonging to me as good belongs to you.
I loafe and invite my soul,
I lean and loafe at my ease observing a spear of summer
grass.
My tongue, every atom of my blood, form’d from this
soil,
this air,
Born here of parents born here from parents the same,
and
their parents the same,
I, now thirty-seven years old in perfect health begin,
Hoping to cease not till death.
Creeds and schools in abeyance,
Retiring back a while sufficed at what they are, but never
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forgotten,
I harbor for good or bad, I permit to speak at every
hazard,
Nature without check with original energy.
2
Houses and rooms are full of perfumes, the shelves are
crowded with perfumes,
I breathe the fragrance myself and know it and like it,
The distillation would intoxicate me also, but I shall not
let it.
The atmosphere is not a perfume, it has no taste of the
distillation, it is odorless,
It is for my mouth forever, I am in love with it,
I will go to the bank by the wood and become undisguised
and naked,
I am mad for it to be in contact with me.
The smoke of my own breath,
Echoes, ripples, buzz’d whispers, love-root, silk-thread,
crotch and vine,
My respiration and inspiration, the beating of my heart,
the
passing of blood and air through my lungs,
The sniff of green leaves and dry leaves, and of the shore
and
dark-color’d sea-rocks, and of hay in the barn,
The sound of the belch’d words of my voice loos’d to the
eddies of the wind,
A few light kisses, a few embraces, a reaching around of
arms,
The play of shine and shade on the trees as the supple
boughs
wag,
The delight alone or in the rush of the streets, or along the
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fields and hill-sides,
The feeling of health, the full-noon trill, the song of me
rising
from bed and meeting the sun.
Have you reckon’d a thousand acres much? have you
reckon’d
the earth much?
Have you practis’d so long to learn to read?
Have you felt so proud to get at the meaning of poems?
Stop this day and night with me and you shall possess
the
origin of all poems,
You shall possess the good of the earth and sun, (there are
millions of suns left,)
You shall no longer take things at second or third hand,
nor
look through the eyes of the dead, nor feed on the
spectres in books,
You shall not look through my eyes either, nor take things
from me,
You shall listen to all sides and filter them from your self.
3
I have heard what the talkers were talking, the talk of
the
beginning and the end,
But I do not talk of the beginning or the end.
There was never any more inception than there is now,
Nor any more youth or age than there is now,
And will never be any more perfection than there is now,
Nor any more heaven or hell than there is now.
Urge and urge and urge,
Always the procreant urge of the world.
Out of the dimness opposite equals advance, always
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substance and increase, always sex,
Always a knit of identity, always distinction, always a
breed
of life.
To elaborate is no avail, learn’d and unlearn’d feel that
it is so.
Sure as the most certain sure, plumb in the uprights,
well
entretied, braced in the beams,
Stout as a horse, affectionate, haughty, electrical,
I and this mystery here we stand.
Clear and sweet is my soul, and clear and sweet is all
that is
not my soul.
Lack one lacks both, and the unseen is proved by the
seen,
Till that becomes unseen and receives proof in its turn.
Showing the best and dividing it from the worst age
vexes age,
Knowing the perfect fitness and equanimity of things,
while
they discuss I am silent, and go bathe and admire myself.
Welcome is every organ and attribute of me, and of any
man
hearty and clean,
Not an inch nor a particle of an inch is vile, and none shall
be
less familiar than the rest.
I am satisfied — I see, dance, laugh, sing;
As the hugging and loving bed-fellow sleeps at my side
through the night, and withdraws at the peep of the day
with stealthy tread,
Leaving me baskets cover’d with white towels swelling
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the
house with their plenty,
Shall I postpone my acceptation and realization and
scream
at my eyes,
That they turn from gazing after and down the road,
And forthwith cipher and show me to a cent,
Exactly the value of one and exactly the value of two, and
which is ahead?
4
Trippers and askers surround me,
People I meet, the effect upon me of my early life or the
ward
and city I live in, or the nation,
The latest dates, discoveries, inventions, societies, authors
old and new,
My dinner, dress, associates, looks, compliments, dues,
The real or fancied indifference of some man or woman I
love,
The sickness of one of my folks or of myself, or ill-doing
or
loss or lack of money, or depressions or exaltations,
Battles, the horrors of fratricidal war, the fever of
doubtful
news, the fitful events;
These come to me days and nights and go from me again,
But they are not the Me myself.
Apart from the pulling and hauling stands what I am,
Stands amused, complacent, compassionating, idle,
unitary,
Looks down, is erect, or bends an arm on an impalpable
certain rest,
Looking with side-curved head curious what will come
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Both in and out of the game and watching and wondering
at it.
Backward I see in my own days where I sweated
through fog
with linguists and contenders,
I have no mockings or arguments, I witness and wait.
5
I believe in you my soul, the other I am must not abase
itself
to you,
And you must not be abased to the other.
Loafe with me on the grass, loose the stop from your
throat,
Not words, not music or rhyme I want, not custom or
lecture,
not even the best,
Only the lull I like, the hum of your valved voice.
I mind how once we lay such a transparent summer
morning,
How you settled your head athwart my hips and gently
turn’d
over upon me,
And parted the shirt from my bosom-bone, and plunged
your
tongue to my bare-stript heart,
And reach’d till you felt my beard, and reach’d till you
held
my feet.
Swiftly arose and spread around me the peace and
knowledge
that pass all the argument of the earth,
And I know that the hand of God is the promise of my
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And I know that the spirit of God is the brother of my
own,
And that all the men ever born are also my brothers, and
the
women my sisters and lovers,
And that a kelson of the creation is love,
And limitless are leaves stiff or drooping in the fields,
And brown ants in the little wells beneath them,
And mossy scabs of the worm fence, heap’d stones, elder,
mullein and poke-weed.
6
A child said What is the grass? fetching it to me with full
hands,
How could I answer the child? I do not know what it is
any
more than he.
I guess it must be the flag of my disposition, out of
hopeful
green stuff woven.
Or I guess it is the handkerchief of the Lord,
A scented gift and remembrancer designedly dropt,
Bearing the owner’s name someway in the corners, that
we
may see and remark, and say Whose?
Or I guess the grass is itself a child, the produced babe
of the
vegetation.
Or I guess it is a uniform hieroglyphic,
And it means, Sprouting alike in broad zones and narrow
zones,
Growing among black folks as among white,
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Kanuck, Tuckahoe, Congressman, Cuff, I give them the
same, I receive them the same.
And now it seems to me the beautiful uncut hair of
graves.
Tenderly will I use you curling grass,
It may be you transpire from the breasts of young men,
It may be if I had known them I would have loved them,
It may be you are from old people, or from offspring
taken
soon out of their mothers’ laps,
And here you are the mothers’ laps.
This grass is very dark to be from the white heads of
old
mothers,
Darker than the colourless beards of old men,
Dark to come from under the faint red roofs of mouths.
O I perceive after all so many uttering tongues,
And I perceive they do not come from the roofs of
mouths
for nothing.
I wish I could translate the hints about the dead young
men
and women,
And the hints about old men and mothers, and the
offspring
taken soon out of their laps.
What do you think has become of the young and old
men?
And what do you think has become of the women and
children?
They are alive and well somewhere,
The smallest sprout shows there is really no death,
And if ever there was it led forward life, and does not wait
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at
the end to arrest it,
And ceas’d the moment life appear’d.
All goes onward and outward, nothing collapses,
And to die is different from what any one supposed, and
luckier.
7
Has any one supposed it lucky to be born?
I hasten to inform him or her it is just as lucky to die, and
I
know it.
I pass death with the dying and birth with the new-
wash’d
babe, and am not contain’d between my hat and boots,
And peruse manifold objects, no two alike and every one
good,
The earth good and the stars good, and their adjuncts all
good.
I am not an earth nor an adjunct of an earth,
I am the mate and companion of people, all just as
immortal
and fathomless as myself,
(They do not know how immortal, but I know.)
Every kind for itself and its own, for me mine male and
female,
For me those that have been boys and that love women,
For me the man that is proud and feels how it stings to be
slighted,
For me the sweet-heart and the old maid, for me
mothers and
the mothers of mothers,
For me lips that have smiled, eyes that have shed tears,
For me children and the begetters of children.
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Undrape! you are not guilty to me, nor stale nor
discarded,
I see through the broadcloth and gingham whether or no,
And am around, tenacious, acquisitive, tireless, and
cannot
be shaken away.
8
The little one sleeps in its cradle,
I lift the gauze and look a long time, and silently brush
away
flies with my hand.
The youngster and the red-faced girl turn aside up the
bushy
hill,
I peeringly view them from the top.
The suicide sprawls on the bloody floor of the
bedroom,
I witness the corpse with its dabbled hair, I note where
the
pistol has fallen.
The blab of the pave, tires of carts, sluff of boot-soles,
talk of
the promenaders,
The heavy omnibus, the driver with his interrogating
thumb,
the clank of the shod horses on the granite floor,
The snow-sleighs, clinking, shouted jokes, pelts of snow-
balls,
The hurrahs for popular favorites, the fury of rous’d
mobs,
The flap of the curtain’d litter, a sick man inside borne to
the
hospital,
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The meeting of enemies, the sudden oath, the blows and
fall,
The excited crowd, the policeman with his star quickly
working his passage to the centre of the crowd,
The impassive stones that receive and return so many
echoes,
What groans of over-fed or half-starv’d who fall
sunstruck or
in fits,
What exclamations of women taken suddenly who hurry
home and give birth to babes,
What living and buried speech is always vibrating here,
what
howls restrain’d by decorum,
Arrests of criminals, slights, adulterous offers made,
acceptances, rejections with convex lips,
I mind them or the show or resonance of them — I come
and I
depart.
9
The big doors of the country barn stand open and
ready,
The dried grass of the harvest-time loads the slow-drawn
wagon,
The clear light plays on the brown gray and green
intertinged,
The armfuls are pack’d to the sagging mow.
I am there, I help, I came stretch’d atop of the load,
I felt its soft jolts, one leg reclined on the other,
I jump from the cross-beams and seize the clover and
timothy,
And roll head over heels and tangle my hair full of wisps.
10
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Alone far in the wilds and mountains I hunt,
Wandering amazed at my own lightness and glee,
In the late afternoon choosing a safe spot to pass the
night,
Kindling a fire and broiling the fresh-kill’d game,
Falling asleep on the gather’d leaves with my dog and gun
by
my side.
The Yankee clipper is under her sky-sails, she cuts the
sparkle
and scud,
My eyes settle the land, I bend at her prow or shout
joyously
from the deck.
The boatmen and clam-diggers arose early and stopt
for
me,
I tuck’d my trowser-ends in my boots and went and had a
good time;
You should have been with us that day round the
chowder-kettle.
I saw the marriage of the trapper in the open air in the
far
west, the bride was a red girl,
Her father and his friends sat near cross-legged and
dumbly
smoking, they had moccasins to their feet and large
thick blankets hanging from their shoulders,
On a bank lounged the trapper, he was drest mostly in
skins,
his luxuriant beard and curls protected his neck, he held
his bride by the hand,
She had long eyelashes, her head was bare, her coarse
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locks descended upon her voluptuous limbs and reach’d
to her feet.
The runaway slave came to my house and stopt outside,
I heard his motions crackling the twigs of the woodpile,
Through the swung half-door of the kitchen I saw him
limpsy
and weak,
And went where he sat on a log and led him in and
assured
him,
And brought water and fill’d a tub for his sweated body
and
bruis’d feet,
And gave him a room that enter’d from my own, and gave
him some coarse clean clothes,
And remember perfectly well his revolving eyes and his
awkwardness,
And remember putting plasters on the galls of his neck
and
ankles;
He staid with me a week before he was recuperated and
pass’d north,
I had him sit next me at table, my fire-lock lean’d in the
corner.
11
Twenty-eight young men bathe by the shore,
Twenty-eight young men and all so friendly;
Twenty-eight years of womanly life and all so lonesome.
She owns the fine house by the rise of the bank,
She hides handsome and richly drest aft the blinds of the
window.
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Which of the young men does she like the best?
Ah the homeliest of them is beautiful to her.
Where are you off to, lady? for I see you,
You splash in the water there, yet stay stock still in your
room.
Dancing and laughing along the beach came the
twenty-ninth bather,
The rest did not see her, but she saw them and loved
them.
The beards of the young men glisten’d with wet, it ran
from
their long hair,
Little streams pass’d all over their bodies.
An unseen hand also pass’d over their bodies,
It descended tremblingly from their temples and ribs.
The young men float on their backs, their white bellies
bulge
to the sun, they do not ask who seizes fast to them,
They do not know who puffs and declines with pendant
and
bending arch,
They do not think whom they souse with spray.
12
The butcher-boy puts off his killing-clothes, or
sharpens his
knife at the stall in the market,
I loiter enjoying his repartee and his shuffle and break-
down.
Blacksmiths with grimed and hairy chests environ the
anvil,
Each has his main-sledge, they are all out, there is a great
heat in the fire.
From the cinder-strew’d threshold I follow their
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movements,
The lithe sheer of their waists plays even with their
massive
arms,
Overhand the hammers swing, overhand so slow,
overhand
so sure,
They do not hasten, each man hits in his place.
13
The negro holds firmly the reins of his four horses, the
block
swags underneath on its tied-over chain,
The negro that drives the long dray of the stone-yard,
steady
and tall he stands pois’d on one leg on the string-piece,
His blue shirt exposes his ample neck and breast and
loosens
over his hip-band,
His glance is calm and commanding, he tosses the slouch
of
his hat away from his forehead,
The sun falls on his crispy hair and mustache, falls on the
black of his polish’d and perfect limbs.
I behold the picturesque giant and love him, and I do
not
stop there,
I go with the team also.
In me the caresser of life wherever moving, backward
as well
as forward sluing,
To niches aside and junior bending, not a person or object
missing,
Absorbing all to myself and for this song.
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Oxen that rattle the yoke and chain or halt in the leafy
shade,
what is that you express in your eyes?
It seems to me more than all the print I have read in my
life.
My tread scares the wood-drake and wood-duck on my
distant and day-long ramble,
They rise together, they slowly circle around.
I believe in those wing’d purposes,
And acknowledge red, yellow, white, playing within me,
And consider green and violet and the tufted crown
intentional,
And do not call the tortoise unworthy because she is not
something else,
And the jay in the woods never studied the gamut, yet
trills
pretty well to me,
And the look of the bay mare shames silliness out of me.
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The wild gander leads his flock through the cool night,
Ya-honk he says, and sounds it down to me like an
invitation,
The pert may suppose it meaningless, but I listening close,
Find its purpose and place up there toward the wintry
sky.
The sharp-hoof’d moose of the north, the cat on the
housesill,
the chickadee, the prairie-dog,
The litter of the grunting sow as they tug at her teats,
The brood of the turkey-hen and she with her half-spread
wings,
I see in them and myself the same old law.
The press of my foot to the earth springs a hundred
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They scorn the best I can do to relate them.
I am enamour’d of growing out-doors,
Of men that live among cattle or taste of the ocean or
woods,
Of the builders and steerers of ships and the wielders of
axes
and mauls, and the drivers of horses,
I can eat and sleep with them week in and week out.
What is commonest, cheapest, nearest, easiest, is Me,
Me going in for my chances, spending for vast returns,
Adorning myself to bestow myself on the first that will
take
me,
Not asking the sky to come down to my good will,
Scattering it freely forever.
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The pure contralto sings in the organ loft,
The carpenter dresses his plank, the tongue of his
foreplane
whistles its wild ascending lisp,
The married and unmarried children ride home to their
Thanksgiving dinner,
The pilot seizes the king-pin, he heaves down with a
strong
arm,
The mate stands braced in the whale-boat, lance and
harpoon
are ready,
The duck-shooter walks by silent and cautious
stretches,
The deacons are ordain’d with cross’d hands at the altar,
The spinning-girl retreats and advances to the hum of the
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big
wheel,
The farmer stops by the bars as he walks on a First-day
loafe
and looks at the oats and rye,
The lunatic is carried at last to the asylum a confirm’d
case,
(He will never sleep any more as he did in the cot in his
mother’s bedroom;)
The jour printer with gray head and gaunt jaws works at
his
case,
He turns his quid of tobacco while his eyes blurr with the
manuscript;
The malform’d limbs are tied to the surgeon’s table,
What is removed drops horribly in a pail;
The quadroon girl is sold at the auction-stand, the
drunkard
nods by the bar-room stove,
The machinist rolls up his sleeves, the policeman travels
his
beat, the gate-keeper marks who pass,
The young fellow drives the express-wagon, (I love him,
though I do not know him;)
The half-breed straps on his light boots to compete in the
race,
The western turkey-shooting draws old and young, some
lean
on their rifles, some sit on logs,
Out from the crowd steps the marksman, takes his
position,
levels his piece;
The groups of newly-come immigrants cover the wharf
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or levee,
As the woolly-pates hoe in the sugar-field, the overseer
views
them from his saddle,
The bugle calls in the ball-room, the gentlemen run for
their
partners, the dancers bow to each other,
The youth lies awake in the cedar-roof’d garret and harks
to
the musical rain,
The Wolverine sets traps on the creek that helps fill the
Huron,
The squaw wrapt in her yellow-hemm’d cloth is offering
moccasins and bead-bags for sale,
The connoisseur peers along the exhibition-gallery with
half-shut eyes bent sideways,
As the deck-hands make fast the steamboat the plank is
thrown for the shore-going passengers,
The young sister holds out the skein while the elder sister
winds it off in a ball, and stops now and then for the
knots,
The one-year wife is recovering and happy having a week
ago
borne her first child,
The clean-hair’d Yankee girl works with her sewing-
machine
or in the factory or mill,
The paving-man leans on his two-handed rammer, the
reporter’s lead flies swiftly over the note-book, the
signpainter
is lettering with blue and gold,
The canal boy trots on the tow-path, the book-keeper
counts
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at his desk, the shoemaker waxes his thread,
The conductor beats time for the band and all the
performers
follow him,
The child is baptized, the convert is making his first
professions,
The regatta is spread on the bay, the race is begun, (how
the
white sails sparkle!)
The drover watching his drove sings out to them that
would stray,
The pedler sweats with his pack on his back, (the
purchaser
higgling about the odd cent;)
The bride unrumples her white dress, the minute-hand of
the
clock moves slowly,
The opium-eater reclines with rigid head and just-open’d
lips,
The prostitute draggles her shawl, her bonnet bobs on her
tipsy and pimpled neck,
The crowd laugh at her blackguard oaths, the men jeer
and
wink to each other,
(Miserable! I do not laugh at your oaths nor jeer you;)
The President holding a cabinet council is surrounded by
the
great Secretaries,
On the piazza walk three matrons stately and friendly
with
twined arms,
The crew of the fish-smack pack repeated layers of
halibut in
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the hold,
The Missourian crosses the plains toting his wares and
his
cattle,
As the fare-collector goes through the train he gives
notice by
the jingling of loose change,
The floor-men are laying the floor, the tinners are tinning
the
roof, the masons are calling for mortar,
In single file each shouldering his hod pass onward the
laborers;
Seasons pursuing each other the indescribable crowd is
gather’d, it is the fourth of Seventh-month, (what salutes
of cannon and small arms!)
Seasons pursuing each other the plougher ploughs, the
mower mows, and the winter-grain falls in the ground;
Off on the lakes the pike-fisher watches and waits by the
hole
in the frozen surface,
The stumps stand thick round the clearing, the squatter
strikes deep with his axe,
Flatboatmen make fast towards dusk near the cotton-
wood
or pecan-trees,
Coon-seekers go through the regions of the Red river or
through
those drain’d by the Tennessee, or through those of the
Arkansas,
Torches shine in the dark that hangs on the Chattahooche
or
Altamahaw,
Patriarchs sit at supper with sons and grandsons and
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great-grandsons around them,
In walls of adobie, in canvas tents, rest hunters and
trappers
after their day’s sport,
The city sleeps and the country sleeps,
The living sleep for their time, the dead sleep for their
time,
The old husband sleeps by his wife and the young
husband
sleeps by his wife;
And these tend inward to me, and I tend outward to them,
And such as it is to be of these more or less I am,
And of these one and all I weave the song of myself.
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I am of old and young, of the foolish as much as the
wise,
Regardless of others, ever regardful of others,
Maternal as well as paternal, a child as well as a man,
Stuff’d with the stuff that is coarse and stuff’d with the
stuff
that is fine,
One of the Nation of many nations, the smallest the
same
and the largest the same,
A Southerner soon as a Northerner, a planter nonchalant
and hospitable down by the Oconee I live,
A Yankee bound my own way ready for trade, my joints
the
limberest joints on earth and the sternest joints on earth,
A Kentuckian walking the vale of the Elkhorn in my deer-
skin
leggings, a Louisianian or Georgian,
A boatman over lakes or bays or along coasts, a Hoosier,
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Badger, Buck-eye;
At home on Kanadian snow-shoes or up in the bush, or
with
fishermen off Newfoundland,
At home in the fleet of ice-boats, sailing with the rest and
tacking,
At home on the hills of Vermont or in the woods of
Maine,
or the Texan ranch,
Comrade of Californians, comrade of free North-
Westerners,
(loving their big proportions,)
Comrade of raftsmen and coalmen, comrade of all who
shake
hands and welcome to drink and meat,
A learner with the simplest, a teacher of the
thoughtfullest,
A novice beginning yet experient of myriads of seasons,
Of every hue and caste am I, of every rank and religion,
A farmer, mechanic, artist, gentleman, sailor, quaker,
Prisoner, fancy-man, rowdy, lawyer, physician, priest.
I resist any thing better than my own diversity,
Breathe the air but leave plenty after me,
And am not stuck up, and am in my place.
(The moth and the fish-eggs are in their place,
The bright suns I see and the dark suns I cannot see are in
their place,
The palpable is in its place and the impalpable is in its
place.)
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These are really the thoughts of all men in all ages and
lands,
they are not original with me,
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If they are not yours as much as mine they are nothing, or
next to nothing,
If they are not the riddle and the untying of the riddle
they
are nothing,
If they are not just as close as they are distant they are
nothing.
This is the grass that grows wherever the land is and the
water is,
This the common air that bathes the globe.
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With music strong I come, with my cornets and my
drums,
I play not marches for accepted victors only, I play
marches
for conquer’d and slain persons.
Have you heard that it was good to gain the day?
I also say it is good to fall, battles are lost in the same spirit
in
which they are won.
I beat and pound for the dead,
I blow through my embouchures my loudest and gayest
for
them.
Vivas to those who have fail’d!
And to those whose war-vessels sank in the sea!
And to those themselves who sank in the sea!
And to all generals that lost engagements, and all
overcome
heroes!
And the numberless unknown heroes equal to the
greatest
heroes known!
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This is the meal equally set, this the meat for natural
hunger,
It is for the wicked just the same as the righteous, I make
appointments with all,
I will not have a single person slighted or left away,
The kept-woman, sponger, thief, are hereby invited,
The heavy-lipp’d slave is invited, the venerealee is invited;
There shall be no difference between them and the rest.
This is the press of a bashful hand, this the float and
odor of
hair,
This the touch of my lips to yours, this the murmur of
yearning,
This the far-off depth and height reflecting my own face,
This the thoughtful merge of myself, and the outlet again.
Do you guess I have some intricate purpose?
Well I have, for the Fourth-month showers have, and the
mica
on the side of a rock has.
Do you take it I would astonish?
Does the daylight astonish? does the early redstart
twittering
through the woods?
Do I astonish more than they?
This hour I tell things in confidence,
I might not tell everybody, but I will tell you.
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Who goes there? hankering, gross, mystical, nude;
How is it I extract strength from the beef I eat?
What is a man anyhow? what am I? what are you?
All I mark as my own you shall offset it with your own,
Else it were time lost listening to me.
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I do not snivel that snivel the world over,
That months are vacuums and the ground but wallow and
filth.
Whimpering and truckling fold with powders for
invalids,
conformity goes to the fourth-remov’d,
I wear my hat as I please indoors or out.
Why should I pray? why should I venerate and be
ceremonious?
Having pried through the strata, analyzed to a hair,
counsel’d
with doctors and calculated close,
I find no sweeter fat than sticks to my own bones.
In all people I see myself, none more and not one a
barley-corn less,
And the good or bad I say of myself I say of them.
I know I am solid and sound,
To me the converging objects of the universe perpetually
flow,
All are written to me, and I must get what the writing
means.
I know I am deathless,
I know this orbit of mine cannot be swept by a carpenter’s
compass,
I know I shall not pass like a child’s carlacue cut with a
burnt
stick at night.
I know I am august,
I do not trouble my spirit to vindicate itself or be
understood,
I see that the elementary laws never apologize,
(I reckon I behave no prouder than the level I plant my
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by, after all.)
I exist as I am, that is enough,
If no other in the world be aware I sit content,
And if each and all be aware I sit content.
One world is aware and by far the largest to me, and
that is
myself,
And whether I come to my own to-day or in ten thousand
or
ten million years,
I can cheerfully take it now, or with equal cheerfulness I
can
wait.
My foothold is tenon’d and mortis’d in granite,
I laugh at what you call dissolution,
And I know the amplitude of time.
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I am the poet of the Body and I am the poet of the Soul,
The pleasures of heaven are with me and the pains of hell
are
with me,
The first I graft and increase upon myself, the latter I
translate into a new tongue.
I am the poet of the woman the same as the man,
And I say it is as great to be a woman as to be a man,
And I say there is nothing greater than the mother of men.
I chant the chant of dilation or pride,
We have had ducking and deprecating about enough,
I show that size is only development.
Have you outstript the rest? are you the President?
It is a trifle, they will more than arrive there every one,
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and
still pass on.
I am he that walks with the tender and growing night,
I call to the earth and sea half-held by the night.
Press close bare-bosom’d night — press close magnetic
nourishing night!
Night of south winds — night of the large few stars!
Still nodding night — mad naked summer night.
Smile O voluptuous cool-breath’d earth!
Earth of the slumbering and liquid trees!
Earth of departed sunset — earth of the mountains misty-
topt!
Earth of the vitreous pour of the full moon just tinged
with blue!
Earth of shine and dark mottling the tide of the river!
Earth of the limpid gray of clouds brighter and clearer for
my sake!
Far-swooping elbow’d earth — rich apple-blossom’d
earth!
Smile, for your lover comes.
Prodigal, you have given me love — therefore I to you
give
love!
O unspeakable passionate love.
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You sea! I resign myself to you also — I guess what you
mean,
I behold from the beach your crooked inviting fingers,
I believe you refuse to go back without feeling of me,
We must have a turn together, I undress, hurry me out of
sight of the land,
Cushion me soft, rock me in billowy drowse,
Dash me with amorous wet, I can repay you.
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Sea of stretch’d ground-swells,
Sea breathing broad and convulsive breaths,
Sea of the brine of life and of unshovell’d yet always-ready
graves,
Howler and scooper of storms, capricious and dainty sea,
I am integral with you, I too am of one phase and of all
phases.
Partaker of influx and efflux, I, extoller of hate and
conciliation,
Extoller of amies and those that sleep in each others’
arms.
I am he attesting sympathy,
(Shall I make my list of things in the house and skip the
house
that supports them?)
I am not the poet of goodness only, I do not decline to
be the
poet of wickedness also.
What blurt is this about virtue and about vice?
Evil propels me and reform of evil propels me, I stand
indifferent,
My gait is no fault-finder’s or rejecter’s gait,
I moisten the roots of all that has grown.
Did you fear some scrofula out of the unflagging
pregnancy?
Did you guess the celestial laws are yet to be work’d over
and
rectified?
I find one side a balance and the antipodal side a
balance,
Soft doctrine as steady help as stable doctrine,
Thoughts and deeds of the present our rouse and early
start.
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This minute that comes to me over the past decillions,
There is no better than it and now.
What behaved well in the past or behaves well to-day is
not
such a wonder,
The wonder is always and always how there can be a
mean
man or an infidel.
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Endless unfolding of words of ages!
And mine a word of the modern, the word En-Masse.
A word of the faith that never balks,
Here or henceforward it is all the same to me, I accept
Time
absolutely.
It alone is without flaw, it alone rounds and completes
all,
That mystic baffling wonder alone completes all.
I accept Reality and dare not question it,
Materialism first and last imbuing.
Hurrah for positive science! long live exact
demonstration!
Fetch stonecrop mixt with cedar and branches of lilac,
This is the lexicographer, this the chemist, this made a
grammar of the old cartouches,
These mariners put the ship through dangerous
unknown
seas,
This is the geologist, this works with the scalpel, and this
is a
mathematician.
Gentlemen, to you the first honors always!
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Your facts are useful, and yet they are not my dwelling,
I but enter by them to an area of my dwelling.
Less the reminders of properties told my words,
And more the reminders they of life untold, and of
freedom
and extrication,
And make short account of neuters and geldings, and
favor
men and women fully equipt,
And beat the gong of revolt, and stop with fugitives and
them that plot and conspire.
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Walt Whitman, a kosmos, of Manhattan the son,
Turbulent, fleshy, sensual, eating, drinking and breeding.
No sentimentalist, no stander above men and women
or
apart from them,
No more modest than immodest.
Unscrew the locks from the doors!
Unscrew the doors themselves from their jambs!
Whoever degrades another degrades me,
And whatever is done or said returns at last to me.
Through me the afflatus surging and surging, through
me the
current and index.
I speak the pass-word primeval, I give the sign of
democracy,
By God! I will accept nothing which all cannot have their
counterpart of on the same terms.
Through me many long dumb voices,
Voices of the interminable generation of prisoners and
slaves,
Voices of the diseas’d and despairing and of thieves and
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dwarfs,
Voices of cycles of preparation and accretion,
And of the threads that connect the stars, and of wombs
and
of the father-stuff,
And of the rights of them the others are down upon,
Of the deform’d, trivial, flat, foolish, despised,
Fog in the air, beetles rolling balls of dung.
Through me forbidden voices,
Voices of sexes and lusts, voices veil’d and I remove the
veil,
Voices indecent by me clarified and transfigur’d.
I do not press my fingers across my mouth,
I keep as delicate around the bowels as around the head
and
heart,
Copulation is no more rank to me than death is.
I believe in the flesh and the appetites,
Seeing, hearing, feeling, are miracles, and each part and
tag
of me is a miracle.
Divine am I inside and out, and I make holy whatever I
touch
or am touch’d from,
The scent of these arm-pits aroma finer than prayer,
This head more than churches, bibles, and all the creeds.
If I worship one thing more than another it shall be the
spread
of my own body, or any part of it,
Translucent mould of me it shall be you!
Shaded ledges and rests it shall be you!
Firm masculine colter it shall be you!
Whatever goes to the tilth of me it shall be you!
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You my rich blood! your milky stream pale strippings of
my
life!
Breast that presses against other breasts it shall be you!
My brain it shall be your occult convolutions!
Root of wash’d sweet-flag! timorous pond-snipe! nest of
guarded duplicate eggs! it shall be you!
Mix’d tussled hay of head, beard, brawn, it shall be you!
Trickling sap of maple, fibre of manly wheat, it shall be
you!
Sun so generous it shall be you!
Vapors lighting and shading my face it shall be you!
You sweaty brooks and dews it shall be you!
Winds whose soft-tickling genitals rub against me it shall
be
you!
Broad muscular fields, branches of live oak, loving
lounger in
my winding paths, it shall be you!
Hands I have taken, face I have kiss’d, mortal I have ever
touch’d, it shall be you.
I dote on myself, there is that lot of me and all so
luscious,
Each moment and whatever happens thrills me with joy,
I cannot tell how my ankles bend, nor whence the cause
of
my faintest wish,
Nor the cause of the friendship I emit, nor the cause of
the
friendship I take again.
That I walk up my stoop, I pause to consider if it really
be,
A morning-glory at my window satisfies me more than
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the
metaphysics of books.
To behold the day-break!
The little light fades the immense and diaphanous
shadows,
The air tastes good to my palate.
Hefts of the moving world at innocent gambols silently
rising,
freshly exuding,
Scooting obliquely high and low.
Something I cannot see puts upward libidinous prongs,
Seas of bright juice suffuse heaven.
The earth by the sky staid with, the daily close of their
junction,
The heav’d challenge from the east that moment over my
head,
The mocking taunt, See then whether you shall be master!
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Dazzling and tremendous how quick the sun-rise
would kill
me,
If I could not now and always send sun-rise out of me.
We also ascend dazzling and tremendous as the sun,
We found our own O my soul in the calm and cool of the
day-break.
My voice goes after what my eyes cannot reach,
With the twirl of my tongue I encompass worlds and
volumes
of worlds.
Speech is the twin of my vision, it is unequal to measure
itself,
It provokes me forever, it says sarcastically,
Walt you contain enough, why don’t you let it out then?
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Come now I will not be tantalized, you conceive too
much of
articulation,
Do you not know O speech how the buds beneath you are
folded?
Waiting in gloom, protected by frost,
The dirt receding before my prophetical screams,
I underlying causes to balance them at last,
My knowledge my live parts, it keeping tally with the
meaning of all things,
Happiness, (which whoever hears me let him or her set
out in
search of this day.)
My final merit I refuse you, I refuse putting from me
what I
really am,
Encompass worlds, but never try to encompass me,
I crowd your sleekest and best by simply looking toward
you.
Writing and talk do not prove me,
I carry the plenum of proof and every thing else in my
face,
With the hush of my lips I wholly confound the skeptic.
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Now I will do nothing but listen,
To accrue what I hear into this song, to let sounds
contribute
toward it.
I hear bravuras of birds, bustle of growing wheat,
gossip of
flames, clack of sticks cooking my meals.
I hear the sound I love, the sound of the human voice,
I hear all sounds running together, combined, fused or
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Sounds of the city and sounds out of the city, sounds of
the
day and night,
Talkative young ones to those that like them, the loud
laugh
of work-people at their meals,
The angry base of disjointed friendship, the faint tones of
the
sick,
The judge with hands tight to the desk, his pallid lips
pronouncing a death-sentence,
The heave’e’yo of stevedores unlading ships by the
wharves,
the refrain of the anchor-lifters,
The ring of alarm-bells, the cry of fire, the whirr of
swift-streaking engines and hose-carts with premonitory
tinkles and color’d lights,
The steam-whistle, the solid roll of the train of
approaching
cars,
The slow march play’d at the head of the association
marching
two and two,
(They go to guard some corpse, the flag-tops are draped
with
black muslin.)
I hear the violoncello, (’tis the young man’s heart’s
complaint,)
I hear the key’d cornet, it glides quickly in through my
ears,
It shakes mad-sweet pangs through my belly and breast.
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I hear the chorus, it is a grand opera,
Ah this indeed is music — this suits me.
A tenor large and fresh as the creation fills me,
The orbic flex of his mouth is pouring and filling me full.
I hear the train’d soprano (what work with hers is this?)
The orchestra whirls me wider than Uranus flies,
It wrenches such ardors from me I did not know I
possess’d
them,
It sails me, I dab with bare feet, they are lick’d by the
indolent
waves,
I am cut by bitter and angry hail, I lose my breath,
Steep’d amid honey’d morphine, my windpipe throttled
in
fakes of death,
At length let up again to feel the puzzle of puzzles,
And that we call Being.
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To be in any form, what is that?
(Round and round we go, all of us, and ever come back
thither,)
If nothing lay more develop’d the quahaug in its callous
shell
were enough.
Mine is no callous shell,
I have instant conductors all over me whether I pass or
stop,
They seize every object and lead it harmlessly through
me.
I merely stir, press, feel with my fingers, and am happy,
To touch my person to some one else’s is about as much
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as I
can stand.
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Is this then a touch? quivering me to a new identity,
Flames and ether making a rush for my veins,
Treacherous tip of me reaching and crowding to help
them,
My flesh and blood playing out lightning to strike what is
hardly different from myself,
On all sides prurient provokers stiffening my limbs,
Straining the udder of my heart for its withheld drip,
Behaving licentious toward me, taking no denial,
Depriving me of my best as for a purpose,
Unbuttoning my clothes, holding me by the bare waist,
Deluding my confusion with the calm of the sunlight and
pasture-fields,
Immodestly sliding the fellow-senses away,
They bribed to swap off with touch and go and graze at
the
edges of me,
No consideration, no regard for my draining strength or
my
anger,
Fetching the rest of the herd around to enjoy them a
while,
Then all uniting to stand on a headland and worry me.
The sentries desert every other part of me,
They have left me helpless to a red marauder,
They all come to the headland to witness and assist
against
me.
I am given up by traitors,
I talk wildly, I have lost my wits, I and nobody else am the
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greatest traitor,
I went myself first to the headland, my own hands carried
me
there.
You villain touch! what are you doing? my breath is
tight in
its throat,
Unclench your floodgates, you are too much for me.
29
Blind loving wrestling touch, sheath’d hooded sharp-
tooth’d
touch!
Did it make you ache so, leaving me?
Parting track’d by arriving, perpetual payment of
perpetual
loan,
Rich showering rain, and recompense richer afterward.
Sprouts take and accumulate, stand by the curb prolific
and
vital,
Landscapes projected masculine, full-sized and golden.
30
All truths wait in all things,
They neither hasten their own delivery nor resist it,
They do not need the obstetric forceps of the surgeon,
The insignificant is as big to me as any,
(What is less or more than a touch?)
Logic and sermons never convince,
The damp of the night drives deeper into my soul.
(Only what proves itself to every man and woman is so,
Only what nobody denies is so.)
A minute and a drop of me settle my brain,
I believe the soggy clods shall become lovers and lamps,
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And a compend of compends is the meat of a man or
woman,
And a summit and flower there is the feeling they have for
each other,
And they are to branch boundlessly out of that lesson
until it
becomes omnific,
And until one and all shall delight us, and we them.
31
I believe a leaf of grass is no less than the journey-work
of
the stars,
And the pismire is equally perfect, and a grain of sand,
and
the egg of the wren,
And the tree-toad is a chef-d’oeuvre for the highest,
And the running blackberry would adorn the parlors of
heaven,
And the narrowest hinge in my hand puts to scorn all
machinery,
And the cow crunching with depress’d head surpasses
any
statue,
And a mouse is miracle enough to stagger sextillions of
infidels.
I find I incorporate gneiss, coal, long-threaded moss,
fruits,
grains, esculent roots,
And am stucco’d with quadrupeds and birds all over,
And have distanced what is behind me for good reasons,
But call any thing back again when I desire it.
In vain the speeding or shyness,
In vain the plutonic rocks send their old heat against my
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approach,
In vain the mastodon retreats beneath its own powder’d
bones,
In vain objects stand leagues off and assume manifold
shapes,
In vain the ocean setting in hollows and the great
monsters
lying low,
In vain the buzzard houses herself with the sky,
In vain the snake slides through the creepers and logs,
In vain the elk takes to the inner passes of the woods,
In vain the razor-bill’d auk sails far north to Labrador,
I follow quickly, I ascend to the nest in the fissure of the
cliff.
32
I think I could turn and live with animals, they’re so
placid
and self-contain’d,
I stand and look at them long and long.
They do not sweat and whine about their condition,
They do not lie awake in the dark and weep for their sins,
They do not make me sick discussing their duty to God,
Not one is dissatisfied, not one is demented with the
mania of
owning things,
Not one kneels to another, nor to his kind that lived
thousands
of years ago,
Not one is respectable or unhappy over the whole earth.
So they show their relations to me and I accept them,
They bring me tokens of myself, they evince them plainly
in
their possession.
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I wonder where they get those tokens,
Did I pass that way huge times ago and negligently drop
them?
Myself moving forward then and now and forever,
Gathering and showing more always and with velocity,
Infinite and omnigenous, and the like of these among
them,
Not too exclusive toward the reachers of my
remembrancers,
Picking out here one that I love, and now go with him on
brotherly terms.
A gigantic beauty of a stallion, fresh and responsive to
my
caresses,
Head high in the forehead, wide between the ears,
Limbs glossy and supple, tail dusting the ground,
Eyes full of sparkling wickedness, ears finely cut, flexibly
moving.
His nostrils dilate as my heels embrace him,
His well-built limbs tremble with pleasure as we race
around
and return.
I but use you a minute, then I resign you, stallion,
Why do I need your paces when I myself out-gallop them?
Even as I stand or sit passing faster than you.
33
Space and Time! now I see it is true, what I guess’d at,
What I guess’d when I loaf’d on the grass,
What I guess’d while I lay alone in my bed,
And again as I walk’d the beach under the paling stars of
the
morning.
My ties and ballasts leave me, my elbows rest in sea-
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gaps,
I skirt sierras, my palms cover continents,
I am afoot with my vision.
By the city’s quadrangular houses — in log huts,
camping
with lumbermen,
Along the ruts of the turnpike, along the dry gulch and
rivulet
bed,
Weeding my onion-patch or hoeing rows of carrots and
parsnips, crossing savannas, trailing in forests,
Prospecting, gold-digging, girdling the trees of a new
purchase,
Scorch’d ankle-deep by the hot sand, hauling my boat
down
the shallow river,
Where the panther walks to and fro on a limb overhead,
where
the buck turns furiously at the hunter,
Where the rattlesnake suns his flabby length on a rock,
where
the otter is feeding on fish,
Where the alligator in his tough pimples sleeps by the
bayou,
Where the black bear is searching for roots or honey,
where
the beaver pats the mud with his paddle-shaped tail;
Over the growing sugar, over the yellow-flower’d cotton
plant, over the rice in its low moist field,
Over the sharp-peak’d farm house, with its scallop’d scum
and slender shoots from the gutters,
Over the western persimmon, over the long-leav’d corn,
over
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the delicate blue-flower flax,
Over the white and brown buckwheat, a hummer and
buzzer
there with the rest,
Over the dusky green of the rye as it ripples and shades in
the
breeze;
Scaling mountains, pulling myself cautiously up, holding
on
by low scragged limbs,
Walking the path worn in the grass and beat through the
leaves of the brush,
Where the quail is whistling betwixt the woods and the
wheatlot,
Where the bat flies in the Seventh-month eve, where the
great
gold-bug drops through the dark,
Where the brook puts out of the roots of the old tree and
flows to the meadow,
Where cattle stand and shake away flies with the
tremulous
shuddering of their hides,
Where the cheese-cloth hangs in the kitchen, where
andirons
straddle the hearth-slab, where cobwebs fall in festoons
from the rafters;
Where trip-hammers crash, where the press is whirling
its
cylinders,
Where the human heart beats with terrible throes under
its
ribs,
Where the pear-shaped balloon is floating aloft, (floating
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in
it myself and looking composedly down,)
Where the life-car is drawn on the slip-noose, where the
heat
hatches pale-green eggs in the dented sand,
Where the she-whale swims with her calf and never
forsakes it,
Where the steam-ship trails hind-ways its long pennant
of smoke,
Where the fin of the shark cuts like a black chip out of the
water,
Where the half-burn’d brig is riding on unknown
currents,
Where shells grow to her slimy deck, where the dead are
corrupting below;
Where the dense-starr’d flag is borne at the head of the
regiments,
Approaching Manhattan up by the long-stretching island,
Under Niagara, the cataract falling like a veil over my
countenance,
Upon a door-step, upon the horse-block of hard wood
outside,
Upon the race-course, or enjoying picnics or jigs or a
good
game of base-ball,
At he-festivals, with blackguard gibes, ironical license,
bull-dances, drinking, laughter,
At the cider-mill tasting the sweets of the brown mash,
sucking the juice through a straw,
At apple-peelings wanting kisses for all the red fruit I
find,
At musters, beach-parties, friendly bees, huskings,
house-raisings;
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Where the mocking-bird sounds his delicious gurgles,
cackles,
screams, weeps,
Where the hay-rick stands in the barn-yard, where the
dry-stalks
are scatter’d, where the brood-cow waits in the hovel,
Where the bull advances to do his masculine work,
where the
stud to the mare, where the cock is treading the hen,
Where the heifers browse, where geese nip their food
with
short jerks,
Where sun-down shadows lengthen over the limitless
and
lonesome prairie,
Where herds of buffalo make a crawling spread of the
square
miles far and near,
Where the humming-bird shimmers, where the neck of
the
long-lived swan is curving and winding,
Where the laughing-gull scoots by the shore, where she
laughs
her near-human laugh,
Where bee-hives range on a gray bench in the garden half
hid
by the high weeds,
Where band-neck’d partridges roost in a ring on the
ground
with their heads out,
Where burial coaches enter the arch’d gates of a cemetery,
Where winter wolves bark amid wastes of snow and
icicled
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trees,
Where the yellow-crown’d heron comes to the edge of the
marsh at night and feeds upon small crabs,
Where the splash of swimmers and divers cools the warm
noon,
Where the katy-did works her chromatic reed on the
walnut-tree over the wall,
Through patches of citrons and cucumbers with silver-
wired
leaves,
Through the salt-lick or orange glade, or under conical
firs,
Through the gymnasium, through the curtain’d saloon,
through the office or public hall;
Pleas’d with the native and pleas’d with the foreign,
pleas’d
with the new and old,
Pleas’d with the homely woman as well as the handsome,
Pleas’d with the quakeress as she puts off her bonnet and
talks melodiously,
Pleas’d with the tune of the choir of the whitewash’d
church,
Pleas’d with the earnest words of the sweating Methodist
preacher, impress’d seriously at the camp-meeting;
Looking in at the shop-windows of Broadway the whole
forenoon, flatting the flesh of my nose on the thick plate
glass,
Wandering the same afternoon with my face turn’d up
to the
clouds, or down a lane or along the beach,
My right and left arms round the sides of two friends, and
I
in the middle;
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Coming home with the silent and dark-cheek’d bush-boy,
(behind me he rides at the drape of the day,)
Far from the settlements studying the print of animals’
feet,
or the moccasin print,
By the cot in the hospital reaching lemonade to a feverish
patient,
Nigh the coffin’d corpse when all is still, examining with
a
candle;
Voyaging to every port to dicker and adventure,
Hurrying with the modern crowd as eager and flickle as
any,
Hot toward one I hate, ready in my madness to knife him,
Solitary at midnight in my back yard, my thoughts gone
from
me a long while,
Walking the old hills of Judaea with the beautiful gentle
God
by my side,
Speeding through space, speeding through heaven and
the
stars,
Speeding amid the seven satellites and the broad ring, and
the diameter of eighty thousand miles,
Speeding with tail’d meteors, throwing fire-balls like the
rest,
Carrying the crescent child that carries its own full
mother in
its belly,
Storming, enjoying, planning, loving, cautioning,
Backing and filling, appearing and disappearing,
I tread day and night such roads.
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I visit the orchards of spheres and look at the product,
And look at quintillions ripen’d and look at quintillions
green.
I fly those flights of a fluid and swallowing soul,
My course runs below the soundings of plummets.
I help myself to material and immaterial,
No guard can shut me off, no law prevent me.
I anchor my ship for a little while only,
My messengers continually cruise away or bring their
returns
to me.
I go hunting polar furs and the seal, leaping chasms
with a
pike-pointed staff, clinging to topples of brittle and blue.
I ascend to the foretruck,
I take my place late at night in the crow’s-nest,
We sail the arctic sea, it is plenty light enough,
Through the clear atmosphere I stretch around on the
wonderful beauty,
The enormous masses of ice pass me and I pass them, the
scenery is plain in all directions,
The white-topt mountains show in the distance, I fling
out
my fancies toward them,
We are approaching some great battle-field in which we
are
soon to be engaged,
We pass the colossal outposts of the encampment, we pass
with still feet and caution,
Or we are entering by the suburbs some vast and ruin’d
city,
The blocks and fallen architecture more than all the living
cities of the globe.
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I am a free companion, I bivouac by invading
watchfires,
I turn the bridegroom out of bed and stay with the bride
myself,
I tighten her all night to my thighs and lips.
My voice is the wife’s voice, the screech by the rail of
the stairs,
They fetch my man’s body up dripping and drown’d.
I understand the large hearts of heroes,
The courage of present times and all times,
How the skipper saw the crowded and rudderless wreck
of
the steamship, and Death chasing it up and down the
storm,
How he knuckled tight and gave not back an inch, and
was faithful
of days and faithful of nights,
And chalk’d in large letters on a board, Be of good cheer, we
will not desert you;
How he follow’d with them and tack’d with them three
days
and would not give it up,
How he saved the drifting company at last,
How the lank loose-gown’d women look’d when boated
from the side of their prepared graves,
How the silent old-faced infants and the lifted sick, and
the
sharp-lipp’d unshaved men;
All this I swallow, it tastes good, I like it well, it becomes
mine,
I am the man, I suffer’d, I was there.
The disdain and calmness of martyrs,
The mother of old, condemn’d for a witch, burnt with dry
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wood, her children gazing on,
The hounded slave that flags in the race, leans by the
fence,
blowing, cover’d with sweat,
The twinges that sting like needles his legs and neck, the
murderous buckshot and the bullets,
All these I feel or am.
I am the hounded slave, I wince at the bite of the dogs,
Hell and despair are upon me, crack and again crack the
marksmen,
I clutch the rails of the fence, my gore dribs, thinn’d with
the
ooze of my skin,
I fall on the weeds and stones,
The riders spur their unwilling horses, haul close,
Taunt my dizzy ears and beat me violently over the head
with
whip-stocks.
Agonies are one of my changes of garments,
I do not ask the wounded person how he feels, I myself
become the wounded person,
My hurts turn livid upon me as I lean on a cane and
observe.
I am the mash’d fireman with breast-bone broken,
Tumbling walls buried me in their debris,
Heat and smoke I inspired, I heard the yelling shouts of
my
comrades,
I heard the distant click of their picks and shovels,
They have clear’d the beams away, they tenderly life me
forth.
I lie in the night air in my red shirt, the pervading hush
is for
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my sake,
Painless after all I lie exhausted but not so unhappy,
White and beautiful are the faces around me, the heads
are
bared of their fire-caps,
The kneeling crowd fades with the light of the torches.
Distant and dead resuscitate,
They show as the dial or move as the hands of me, I am
the
clock myself.
I am an old artillerist, I tell of my fort’s bombardment,
I am there again.
Again the long roll of the drummers,
Again the attacking cannon, mortars,
Again to my listeing ears the cannon responsive.
I take part, I see and hear the whole,
The cries, curses, roar, the plaudits for well-aim’d shots,
The ambulanza slowly passing trailing its red drip,
Workmen searching after damages, making indispensable
repairs,
The fall of grenades through the rent roof, the fan-shaped
explosion,
The whizz of limbs, heads, stone, wood, iron, high in the
air.
Again gurgles the mouth of my dying general, he
furiously
waves with his hand,
He gasps through the clot Mind not me — mind
— the entrenchments.
34
Now I tell what I knew in Texas in my early youth,
(I tell not the fall of Alamo,
Not one escaped to tell the fall of Alamo,
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The hundred and fifty are dumb yet at Alamo,)
‘Tis the tale of the murder in cold blood of four hundred
and
twelve young men.
Retreating they had form’d in a hollow square with
their
baggage for breastworks,
Nine hundred lives out of the surrounding enemy’s, nine
times their number, was the price they took in advance,
Their colonel was wounded and their ammunition gone,
They treated for an honorable capitulation, receiv’d
writing
and seal, gave up their arms and march’d back prisoners
of war.
They were the glory of the race of rangers,
Matchless with horse, rifle, song, supper, courtship,
Large, turbulent, generous, handsome, proud, and
affectionate,
Bearded, sunburnt, drest in the free costume of hunters,
Not a single one over thirty years of age.
The second First-day morning they were brought out
in
squads and massacred, it was beautiful early summer,
The work commenced about five o’clock and was over by
eight.
None obey’d the command to kneel,
Some made a mad and helpless rush, some stood stark
and
straight,
A few fell at once, shot in the temple or heart, the living
and
dead lay together,
The maim’d and mangled dug in the dirt, the new-comers
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saw
them there,
Some half-kill’d attempted to crawl away,
These were despatch’d with bayonets or batter’d with the
blunts of muskets.
A youth not seventeen years old seiz’d his assassin till two
more came to release him,
The three were all torn and cover’d with the boy’s blood.
At eleven o’clock began the burning of the bodies;
That is the tale of the murder of the four hundred and
twelve
young men.
35
Would you hear of an old-time sea-fight?
Would you learn who won by the light of the moon and
stars?
List to the yarn, as my grandmother’s father the sailor
told it
to me.
Our foe was no skulk in his ship I tell you, (said he,)
His was the surly English pluck, and there is no tougher
or
truer, and never was, and never will be;
Along the lower’d eve he came horribly raking us.
We closed with him, the yards entangled, the cannon
touch’d,
My captain lash’d fast with his own hands.
We had receiv’d some eighteen pound shots under the
water,
On our lower-gun-deck two large pieces had burst at the
first
fire, killing all around and blowing up overhead.
Fighting at sun-down, fighting at dark,
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Ten o’clock at night, the full moon well up, our leaks on
the
gain, and five feet of water reported,
The master-at-arms loosing the prisoners confined in the
after-hold to give them a chance for themselves.
The transit to and from the magazine is now stopt by
the sentinels,
They see so many strange faces they do not know whom
to trust.
Our frigate takes fire,
The other asks if we demand quarter?
If our colors are struck and the fighting done?
Now I laugh content, for I hear the voice of my little
captain,
We have not struck, he composedly cries, we have just begun
our part of the fighting.
Only three guns are in use,
One is directed by the captain himself against the enemy’s
main-mast,
Two well serv’d with grape and canister silence his
musketry
and clear his decks.
The tops alone second the fire of this little battery,
especially
the main-top,
They hold out bravely during the whole of the action.
Not a moment’s cease,
The leaks gain fast on the pumps, the fire eats toward the
powder-magazine.
One of the pumps has been shot away, it is generally
thought
we are sinking.
Serene stands the little captain,
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He is not hurried, his voice is neither high nor low,
His eyes give more light to us than our battle-lanterns.
Toward twelve there in the beams of the moon they
surrender
to us.
36
Stretch’d and still lies the midnight,
Two great hulls motionless on the breast of the darkness,
Our vessel riddled and slowly sinking, preparations to
pass
to the one we have conquer’d,
The captain on the quarter-deck coldly giving his orders
through a countenance white as a sheet,
Near by the corpse of the child that serv’d in the cabin,
The dead face of an old salt with long white hair and
carefully curl’d whiskers,
The flames spite of all that can be done flickering aloft
and
below,
The husky voices of the two or three officers yet fit for
duty,
Formless stacks of bodies and bodies by themselves, dabs
of
flesh upon the masts and spars,
Cut of cordage, dangle of rigging, slight shock of the
soothe
of waves,
Black and impassive guns, litter of powder-parcels, strong
scent,
A few large stars overhead, silent and mournful shining,
Delicate sniffs of sea-breeze, smells of sedgy grass and
fields
by the shore, death-messages given in charge to survivors,
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The hiss of the surgeon’s knife, the gnawing teeth of his
saw,
Wheeze, cluck, swash of falling blood, short wild scream,
and
long, dull, tapering groan,
These so, these irretrievable.
37
You laggards there on guard! look to your arms!
In at the conquer’d doors they crowd! I am possess’d!
Embody all presences outlaw’d or suffering,
See myself in prison shaped like another man,
And feel the dull unintermitted pain,
For me the keepers of convicts shoulder their carbines
and
keep watch,
It is I let out in the morning and barr’d at night.
Not a mutineer walks handcuff’d to jail but I am
handcuff’d
to him and walk by his side,
(I am less the jolly one there, and more the silent one with
sweat on my twitching lips.)
Not a youngster is taken for larceny but I go up too, and
am
tried and sentenced.
Not a cholera patient lies at the last gasp but I also lie at
the
last gasp,
My face is ash-color’d, my sinews gnarl, away from me
people retreat.
Askers embody themselves in me and I am embodied in
them,
I project my hat, sit shame-faced, and beg.
38
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Enough! enough! enough!
Somehow I have been stunn’d. Stand back!
Give me a little time beyond my cuff’d head, slumbers,
dreams, gaping,
I discover myself on the verse of a usual mistake.
That I could forget the mockers and insults!
That I could forget the trickling tears and the blows of the
bludgeons and hammers!
That I could look with a separate look on my own
crucifixion
and bloody crowning!
I remember now,
I resume the overstaid fraction,
The grave of rock multiplies what has been confided to it,
or
to any graves,
Corpses rise, gashes heal, fastenings roll from me.
I troop forth replenish’d with supreme power, one of an
average unending procession,
Inland and sea-coast we go, and pass all boundary lines,
Our swift ordinances on their way over the whole earth,
The blossoms we wear in our hats the growth of
thousands of
years.
Eleves, I salute you! come forward!
Continue your annotations, continue your questionings.
39
The friendly and flowing savage, who is he?
Is he waiting for civilization, or past it and mastering it?
Is he some Southwesterner rais’d out-doors? is he
Kanadian?
Is he from the Mississippi country? Iowa, Oregon,
California?
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The mountains? prairie-life, bush-life? or sailor from the
sea?
Wherever he goes men and women accept and desire
him,
They desire he should like them, touch them, speak to
them,
stay with them.
Behavior lawless as snow-flakes, words simple as grass,
uncomb’d head, laughter, and naivetè,
Slow-stepping feet, common features, common modes
and
emanations,
They descend in new forms from the tips of his fingers,
They are wafted with the odor of his body or breath,
they fly
out of the glance of his eyes.
40
Flaunt of the sunshine I need not your bask — lie over!
You light surfaces only, I force surfaces and depths also.
Earth! you seem to look for something at my hands,
Say, old top-knot, what do you want?
Man or woman, I might tell how I like you, but cannot,
And might tell what it is in me and what it is in you, but
cannot,
And might tell that pining I have, that pulse of my nights
and
days.
Behold, I do not give lectures or a little charity,
When I give I give myself.
You there, impotent, loose in the knees,
Open your scarf’d chops till I blow grit within you,
Spread your palms and life the flaps of your pockets,
I am not to be denied, I compel, I have stores plenty and
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to
spare,
And any thing I have I bestow.
I do not ask who you are, that is not important to me,
You can do nothing and be nothing but what I will infold
you.
To cotton-field drudge or cleaner of privies I lean,
On his right cheek I put the family kiss,
And in my soul I swear I never will deny him.
On women fit for conception I start bigger and nimbler
babes,
(This day I am jetting the stuff of far more arrogant
republics.)
To any one dying, thither I speed and twist the knob of
the
door,
Turn the bed-clothes toward the foot of the bed,
Let the physician and the priest go home.
I seize the descending man and raise him with resistless
will,
O despairer, here is my neck,
By God, you shall not go down! hang your whole weight
upon me.
I dilate you with tremendous breath, I buoy you up,
Every room of the house do I fill with an arm’d force,
Lovers of me, bafflers of graves.
Sleep — I and they keep guard all night,
Not doubt, not disease shall dare to lay finger upon you,
I have embraced you, and henceforth possess you to
myself,
And when you rise in the morning you will find what I
tell
you is so.
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I am he bringing help for the sick as they pant on their
backs,
And for strong upright men I bring yet more needed help.
I heard what was said of the universe,
Heard it and heard it of several thousand years;
It is middling well as far as it goes — but is that all?
Magnifying and applying come I,
Outbidding at the start the old cautious hucksters,
Taking myself the exact dimensions of Jehovah,
Lithographing Kronos, Zeus his son, and Hercules his
grandson,
Buying drafts of Osiris, Isis, Belus, Brahma, Buddha,
In my portfolio placing Manito loose, Allah on a leaf, the
crucifix engraved,
With Odin and the hideous-faced Mexitli and every idol
and
image,
Taking them all for what they are worth and not a cent
more,
Admitting they were alive and did the work of their days,
(They bore mites as for unfledg’d birds who have now to
rise
and fly and sing for themselves,)
Accepting the rough deific sketches to fill out better in
myself,
bestowing them freely on each man and woman I see,
Discovering as much or more in a framer framing a
house,
Putting higher claims for him there with his roll’d-up
sleeves
driving the mallet and chisel,
Not objecting to special revelations, considering a curl of
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smoke or a hair on the back of my hand just as curious
as any revelation,
Lads ahold of fire-engines and hook-and-ladder ropes no
less
to me than the gods of the antique wars,
Minding their voices peal through the crash of
destruction,
Their brawny limbs passing safe over charr’d laths, their
white foreheads whole and unhurt out of the flames;
By the mechanic’s wife with her babe at her nipple
interceding for every person born,
Three scythes at harvest whizzing in a row from three
lusty
angels with shirts bagg’d out at their waists,
The snag-tooth’d hostler with red hair redeeming sins
past
and to come,
Selling all he possesses, traveling on foot to fee lawyers
for
his brother and sit by him while he is tried for forgery;
What was strewn in the amplest strewing the square rod
about me, and not filling the square rod then,
The bull and the bug never worshipp’d half enough,
Dung and dirt more admirable than was dream’d,
The supernatural of no account, myself waiting my time
to
be one of the supremes,
The day getting ready for me when I shall do as much
good
as the best, and be as prodigious;
By my life-lumps! becoming already a creator,
Putting myself here and now to the ambush’d womb of
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the
shadows.
42
A call in the midst of the crowd,
My own voice, orotund sweeping and final.
Come my children,
Come my boys and girls, my women, household and
intimates,
Now the performer launches his nerve, he has pass’d
his
prelude on the reeds within.
Easily written loose-finger’d chords — I feel the thrum
of your
climax and close.
My head slues round on my neck,
Music rolls, but not from the organ,
Folks are around me, but they are no household of mine.
Ever the hard unsunk ground,
Ever the eaters and drinkers, ever the upward and
downward
sun, ever the air and the ceaseless tides,
Ever myself and my neighbors, refreshing, wicked, real,
Ever the old inexplicable query, ever that thorn’d thumb,
that breath of itches and thirsts,
Ever the vexer’s hoot! hoot! till we find where the sly one
hides and bring him forth,
Ever love, ever the sobbing liquid of life,
Ever the bandage under the chin, ever the trestles of
death.
Here and there with dimes on the eyes walking,
To feed the greed of the belly the brains liberally
spooning,
Tickets buying, taking, selling, but in to the feast never
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once
going,
Many sweating, ploughing, thrashing, and then the chaff
for
payment receiving,
A few idly owning, and they the wheat continually
claiming.
This is the city and I am one of the citizens,
Whatever interests the rest interests me, politics, wars,
markets, newspapers, schools,
The mayor and councils, banks, tariffs, steamships,
factories,
stocks, stores, real estate and personal estate.
The little plentiful manikins skipping around in collars
and
tail’d coats,
I am aware who they are, (they are positively not worms
or
fleas,)
I acknowledge the duplicates of myself, the weakest and
shallowest is deathless with me,
What I do and say the same waits for them,
Every thought that flounders in me the same flounders in
them.
I know perfectly well my own egotism,
Know my omnivorous lines and must not write any less,
And would fetch you whoever you are flush with myself.
Not words of routine this song of mine,
But abruptly to question, to leap beyond yet nearer bring;
This printed and bound book — but the printer and the
printing-office boy?
The well-taken photographs — but your wife or friend
close
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and solid in your arms?
The black ship mail’d with iron, her mighty guns in her
turrets — but the pluck of the captain and engineers?
In the houses the dishes and fare and furniture — but the
host
and hostess, and the look out of their eyes?
The sky up there — yet here or next door, or across the
way?
The saints and sages in history — but you yourself?
Sermons, creeds, theology — but the fathomless human
brain,
And what is reason? and what is love? and what is life?
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I do not despise you priests, all time, the world over,
My faith is the greatest of faiths and the least of faiths,
Enclosing worship ancient and modern and all between
ancient and modern,
Believing I shall come again upon the earth after five
thousand years,
Waiting responses from oracles, honoring the gods,
saluting
the sun,
Making a fetich of the first rock or stump, powowing
with
sticks in the circle of obis,
Helping the llama or brahmin as he trims the lamps of the
idols,
Dancing yet through the streets in a phallic procession,
rapt
and austere in the woods a gymnosophist,
Drinking mead from the skull-cup, to Shastas and Vedas
admirant, minding the Koran,
Walking the teokallis, spotted with gore from the stone
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knife, beating the serpent-skin drum,
Accepting the Gospels, accepting him that was crucified,
knowing assuredly that he is divine,
To the mass kneeling or the puritan’s prayer rising, or
sitting
patiently in a pew,
Ranting and frothing in my insane crisis, or waiting dead-
like
till my spirit arouses me,
Looking forth on pavement and land, or outside of
pavement
and land,
Belonging to the winders of the circuit of circuits.
One of that centripetal and centrifugal gang I turn and
talk
like a man leaving charges before a journey.
Down-hearted doubters dull and excluded,
Frivolous, sullen, moping, angry, affected, dishearten’d,
atheistical,
I know every one of you, I know the sea of torment,
doubt,
despair and unbelief.
How the flukes splash!
How they contort rapid as lightning, with spasms and
spouts
of blood!
Be at peace bloody flukes of doubters and sullen
mopers,
I take my place among you as much as among any,
The past is the push of you, me, all, precisely the same,
And what is yet untried and afterward is for you, me, all
precisely the same.
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I do not know what is untried and afterward,
But I know it will in its turn prove sufficient, and cannot
fail.
Each who passes is consider’d, each who stops is
consider’d,
not a single one can it fail.
It cannot fail the young man who died and was buried,
Nor the young woman who died and was put by his side,
Nor the little child that peep’d in at the door, and then
drew
back and was never seen again,
Nor the old man who has lived without purpose, and
feels it
with bitterness worse than gall,
Nor him in the poor house tubercled by rum and the bad
disorder,
Nor the numberless slaughter’d and wreck’d, nor the
brutish
koboo call’d the ordure of humanity,
Nor the sacs merely floating with open mouths for food
to
slip in,
Nor any thing in the earth, or down in the oldest graves
of
the earth,
Nor any thing in the myriads of spheres, nor the myriads
of
myriads that inhabit them,
Nor the present, nor the least wisp that is known.
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It is time to explain myself — let us stand up.
What is known I strip away,
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I launch all men and women forward with me into the
Unknown.
The clock indicates the moment — but what does
eternity
indicate?
We have thus far exhausted trillions of winters and
summers,
There are trillions ahead, and trillions ahead of them.
Births have brought us richness and variety,
And other births will bring us richness and variety.
I do not call one greater and one smaller,
That which fills its period and place is equal to any.
Were mankind murderous or jealous upon you, my
brother,
my sister?
I am sorry for you, they are not murderous or jealous
upon me,
All has been gentle with me, I keep no account with
lamentation,
(What have I to do with lamentation?)
I am an acme of things accomplish’d, and I an encloser
of
things to be.
My feet strike an apex of the apices of the stairs,
On every step bunches of ages, and larger bunches
between
the steps,
All below duly travel’d, and still I mount and mount.
Rise after rise bow the phantoms behind me,
Afar down I see the huge first Nothing, I know I was even
there,
I waited unseen and always, and slept through the
lethargic
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mist,
And took my time, and took no hurt from the fetid
carbon.
Long I was hugg’d close — long and long.
Immense have been the preparations for me,
Faithful and friendly the arms that have help’d me.
Cycles ferried my cradle, rowing and rowing like
cheerful
boatmen,
For room to me stars kept aside in their own rings,
They sent influences to look after what was to hold me.
Before I was born out of my mother generations guided
me,
My embryo has never been torpid, nothing could overlay
it.
For it the nebula cohered to an orb,
The long slow strata piled to rest it on,
Vast vegetables gave it sustenance,
Monstrous sauroids transported it in their mouths and
deposited
it with care.
All forces have been steadily employ’d to complete and
delight me,
Now on this spot I stand with my robust soul.
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O span of youth! ever-push’d elasticity!
O manhood, balanced, florid and full.
My lovers suffocate me,
Crowding my lips, thick in the pores of my skin,
Jostling me through streets and public halls, coming
naked to
me at night,
Crying by day Ahoy! from the rocks of the river, swinging
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and chirping over my head,
Calling my name from flower-beds, vines, tangled
underbrush,
Lighting on every moment of my life,
Bussing my body with soft balsamic busses,
Noiselessly passing handfuls out of their hearts and
giving
them to be mine.
Old age superbly rising! O welcome, ineffable grace of
dying
days!
Every condition promulges not only itself, it promulges
what
grows after and out of itself,
And the dark hush promulges as much as any.
I open my scuttle at night and see the far-sprinkled
systems,
And all I see multiplied as high as I can cipher edge but
the
rim of the farther systems.
Wider and wider they spread, expanding, always
expanding,
Outward and outward and forever outward.
My sun has his sun and round him obediently wheels,
He joins with his partners a group of superior circuit,
And greater sets follow, making specks of the greatest
inside
them.
There is no stoppage and never can be stoppage,
If I, you, and the worlds, and all beneath or upon their
surfaces,
were this moment reduced back to a pallid float, it would
not avail in the long run,
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We should surely bring up again where we now stand,
And surely go as much farther, and then farther and
farther.
A few quadrillions of eras, a few octillions of cubic
leagues,
do not hazard the span or make it impatient,
They are but parts, any thing is but a part.
See ever so far, there is limitless space outside of that,
Count ever so much, there is limitless time around that.
My rendezvous is appointed, it is certain,
The Lord will be there and wait till I come on perfect
terms,
The great Camerado, the lover true for whom I pine will
be
there.
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I know I have the best of time and space, and was never
measured and never will be measured.
I tramp a perpetual journey, (come listen all!)
My signs are a rain-proof coat, good shoes, and a staff cut
from the woods,
No friend of mine takes his ease in my chair,
I have no chair, no church, no philosophy,
I lead no man to a dinner-table, library, exchange,
But each man and each woman of you I lead upon a knoll,
My left hand hooking you round the waist,
My right hand pointing to landscapes of continents and
the
public road.
Not I, not any one else can travel that road for you,
You must travel it for yourself.
It is not far, it is within reach,
Perhaps you have been on it since you were born and did
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not
know,
Perhaps it is everywhere on water and on land.
Shoulder your duds dear son, and I will mine, and let us
hasten forth,
Wonderful cities and free nations we shall fetch as we go.
If you tire, give me both burdens, and rest the chuff of
your
hand on my hip,
And in due time you shall repay the same service to me,
For after we start we never lie by again.
This day before dawn I ascended a hill and look’d at the
crowded heaven,
And I said to my spirit When we become the enfolders of those
orbs, and the pleasure and knowledge of every thing in
them, shall we be fill’d and satisfied then?
And my spirit said No, we but level that lift to pass and
continue beyond.
You are also asking me questions and I hear you,
I answer that I cannot answer, you must find out for
yourself.
Sit a while dear son,
Here are biscuits to eat and here is milk to drink,
But as soon as you sleep and renew yourself in sweet
clothes,
I kiss you with a good-by kiss and open the gate for your
egress hence.
Long enough have you dream’d contemptible dreams,
Now I wash the gum from your eyes,
You must habit yourself to the dazzle of the light and of
every moment of your life.
Long have you timidly waded holding a plank by the
shore,
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Now I will you to be a bold swimmer,
To jump off in the midst of the sea, rise again, nod to me,
shout, and laughingly dash with your hair.
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I am the teacher of athletes,
He that by me spreads a wider breast than my own proves
the width of my own,
He most honors my style who learns under it to destroy
the
teacher.
The boy I love, the same becomes a man not through
derived
power, but in his own right,
Wicked rather than virtuous out of conformity or fear,
Fond of his sweetheart, relishing well his steak,
Unrequited love or a slight cutting him worse than sharp
steel cuts,
First-rate to ride, to fight, to hit the bull’s eye, to sail a
skiff,
to sing a song or play on the banjo,
Preferring scars and the beard and faces pitted with
small-pox over all latherers,
And those well-tann’d to those that keep out of the sun.
I teach straying from me, yet who can stray from me?
I follow you whoever you are from the present hour,
My words itch at your ears till you understand them.
I do not say these things for a dollar or to fill up the
time
while I wait for a boat,
(It is you talking just as much as myself, I act as the tongue
of
you,
Tied in your mouth, in mine it begins to be loosen’d.)
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I swear I will never again mention love or death inside
a
house,
And I swear I will never translate myself at all, only to him
or
her who privately stays with me in the open air.
If you would understand me go to the heights or
water-shore,
The nearest gnat is an explanation, and a drop or motion
of
waves a key,
The maul, the oar, the hand-saw, second my words.
No shutter’d room or school can commune with me,
But roughs and little children better than they.
The young mechanic is closest to me, he knows me
well,
The woodman that takes his axe and jug with him shall
take
me with him all day,
The farm-boy ploughing in the field feels good at the
sound
of my voice,
In vessels that sail my words sail, I go with fishermen and
seamen and love them.
The soldier camp’d or upon the march is mine,
On the night ere the pending battle many seek me, and I
do
not fail them,
On that solemn night (it may be their last) those that
know
me seek me.
My face rubs to the hunter’s face when he lies down
alone in
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his blanket,
The driver thinking of me does not mind the jolt of his
wagon,
The young mother and old mother comprehend me,
The girl and the wife rest the needle a moment and forget
where they are,
They and all would resume what I have told them.
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I have said that the soul is not more than the body,
And I have said that the body is not more than the soul,
And nothing, not God, is greater to one than one’s self is,
And whoever walks a furlong without sympathy walks to
his
own funeral drest in his shroud,
And I or you pocketless of a dime may purchase the pick
of
the earth,
And to glance with an eye or show a bean in its pod
confounds the learning of all times,
And there is no trade or employment but the young man
following it may become a hero,
And there is no object so soft but it makes a hub for the
wheel’d universe,
And I say to any man or woman, Let your soul stand cool
and composed before a million universes.
And I say to mankind, Be not curious about God,
For I who am curious about each am not curious about
God,
(No array of terms can say how much I am at peace about
God and about death.)
I hear and behold God in every object, yet understand
God
not in the least,
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Nor do I understand who there can be more wonderful
than
myself.
Why should I wish to see God better than this day?
I see something of God each hour of the twenty-four, and
each moment then,
In the faces of men and women I see God, and in my own
face in the glass,
I find letters from God dropt in the street, and every one
is
sign’d by God’s name,
And I leave them where they are, for I know that
wheresoe’er
I go,
Others will punctually come for ever and ever.
49
And as to you Death, and you bitter hug of mortality, it
is
idle to try to alarm me.
To his work without flinching the accoucheur comes,
I see the elder-hand pressing receiving supporting,
I recline by the sills of the exquisite flexible doors,
And mark the outlet, and mark the relief and escape.
And as to you Corpse I think you are good manure, but
that
does not offend me,
I smell the white roses sweet-scented and growing,
I reach to the leafy lips, I reach to the polish’d breasts of
melons.
And as to you Life I reckon you are the leavings of
many
deaths,
(No doubt I have died myself ten thousand times before.)
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I hear you whispering there O stars of heaven,
O suns — O grass of graves — O perpetual transfers and
promotions,
If you do not say any thing how can I say any thing?
Of the turbid pool that lies in the autumn forest,
Of the moon that descends the steeps of the soughing
twilight,
Toss, sparkles of day and dusk — toss on the black stems
that
decay in the muck,
Toss to the moaning gibberish of the dry limbs.
I ascend from the moon, I ascend from the night,
I perceive that the ghastly glimmer is noonday sunbeams
reflected,
And debouch to the steady and central from the offspring
great or small.
50
There is that in me — I do not know what it is — but I
know it
is in me.
Wrench’d and sweaty — calm and cool then my body
becomes,
I sleep — I sleep long.
I do not know it — it is without name — it is a word
unsaid,
It is not in any dictionary, utterance, symbol.
Something it swings on more than the earth I swing on,
To it the creation is the friend whose embracing awakes
me.
Perhaps I might tell more. Outlines! I plead for my
brothers
and sisters.
Do you see O my brothers and sisters?
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It is not chaos or death — it is form, union, plan — it is
eternal
life — it is Happiness.
51
The past and present wilt — I have fill’d them, emptied
them,
And proceed to fill my next fold of the future.
Listener up there! what have you to confide to me?
Look in my face while I snuff the sidle of evening,
(Talk honestly, no one else hears you, and I stay only a
minute longer.)
Do I contradict myself?
Very well then I contradict myself,
(I am large, I contain multitudes.)
I concentrate toward them that are nigh, I wait on the
door-slab.
Who has done his day’s work? who will soonest be
through
with his supper?
Who wishes to walk with me?
Will you speak before I am gone? will you prove already
too
late?
52
The spotted hawk swoops by and accuses me, he
complains
of my gab and my loitering.
I too am not a bit tamed, I too am untranslatable,
I sound my barbaric yawp over the roofs of the world.
The last scud of day holds back for me,
It flings my likeness after the rest and true as any on the
shadow’d wilds,
It coaxes me to the vapor and the dusk.
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I depart as air, I shake my white locks at the runaway
sun,
I effuse my flesh in eddies, and drift it in lacy jags.
I bequeath myself to the dirt to grow from the grass I
love,
If you want me again look for me under your boot-soles.
You will hardly know who I am or what I mean,
But I shall be good health to you nevertheless,
And filter and fibre your blood.
Failing to fetch me at first keep encouraged,
Missing me one place search another,
I stop somewhere waiting for you.
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CHAPTER 133.
THE SONG IS OF YOURSELF, BUT WHO
ARE YOU SINGING TO?
ASIA MERRILL AND SHANNON HALEY
The transcendentalist movement is a school of thought
that emerged in the early nineteenth century. A response
to rationalism and based on European romanticism,
transcendentalism is centered around the idea that
“[p]eople, men and women equally, have knowledge about
themselves and the world around them that ‘transcends’
or goes beyond what they can see, hear, taste, touch or
feel,” (Ushistory). This often relates strongly to accounts
of divinity or absolute faith in one’s own intuition. Many
transcendentalists believe that there is inherent good in
humanity. In 1836, an association formed in New
England known as the “Transcendentalist Club.” with a
number of notable authors participating. What’s
surprising is that each of these authors contributed to
a tradition of heavily nationalizing literature; each has
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their own way of conveying ideologies which are easy to
follow, but difficult to justify.
Spearheading the movement and participants in the
club were authors like Nathaniel Hawthorne, Henry
Wadsworth Longfellow, and Henry David Thoreau. Each
had their own take on the philosophy, but wrote notably
about self-reliance, calling for America to begin to
establish its own identity as a people and a nation.
According to the Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy,
early transcendentalists “…departed from orthodox
Calvinism in two respects: they believed in the
importance and efficacy of human striving, as opposed to
the bleaker Puritan picture of complete and inescapable
human depravity; and they emphasized the unity rather
than the “Trinity” of God,” (Goodman). “Song of Myself”
demonstrates this by creating a persona of Walt Whitman
that attempts to both separate himself from the widely-
accepted social narrative (not unlike Emerson’s version of
non-conformity) while also preaching an inherent unity
that allows him to claim the suffering of others as his
own. Burton Hatlen, an American poetry critic, writes,
“However, the play of unlimited semiosis within Whitman’s
language, the drive of that language toward a glorious self-
immolation and/or an unlimited semiosis–and the two
may be the same thing–runs up against a powerful counter-
impulse, which operates at the level of theme: an impulse to
find a unitary “meaning” within or behind the multiplicities
of experience,” (2).
Essentially, Hatlen notes a parallel between Whitman’s
unrestrained impulse to signify anything as he sees fit and
his self-proclaimed martyrdom, both drawing the reader
to a conclusion that there is a baseline to the human
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experience; a connectedness which pervades social and
societal separation.
An undergraduate class attending Plymouth State
University conducted a close reading of the text and,
unlike some scholars, found there to be a benevolence in
it, and contrasted that with other pieces of nationalizing
literature. One student writes, “[Song of Myself] relates to
Self-Reliance (by Ralph Waldo Emerson) but is way more
sincere and real-life. It’s like a better self-reliance because
it’s more about self-understanding and self-acceptance
than self-indulgence and self-righteousness.” What’s
being addressed in this student’s case is the focus on
identity and the presentation of independence as an
option rather than a necessity, creating a more palatable
read than Emerson’s bold, arguably forceful style. The
general consensus of the class- during open discussion-
seemed to be that the poem was not as sinister as other
pieces they’d seen.
There is, however, an undeniable “Americanness” in the
piece. Until 1881, it was called “Poem of Walt Whitman,
an American.” Within the title itself, he’s asserting two
aspects of his identity: his name and his nationality. If
Whitman was attempting to establish a kind of American
individualism, it may have been because of the rapidly
dividing nation on the brink of a civil war. Marc
Mancinelli writes,
“Whitman’s task was to reconcile the vast chasm of
difference between black and white, slave and master,
working class and wealthy, man and woman, and the host
of other divisions that plagued antebellum America,” (2).
This may have been the benevolence that the
undergraduates were sensing. There are problematic
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ways in which the piece entices the audience into
believing and accepting the ideologies present, but the
ideology itself is not inherently evil or sinister.
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PART XXVIII.
HARRIET BEECHER
STOWE

CHAPTER 134.
INTRODUCTION (2017)
AMELIA BERUBE, JORDAN CADY, SAMANTHA LATOS
Harriet Beecher Stowe (1811-1896), was born in
Litchfield Connecticut to Reverend Lyman Beecher and
Roxanna Foote Beecher. She was one of seven children
born to her parents. The family moved from their New
England home to Cincinnati, Ohio in 1832, since their
father was made president of the Lane Theological
Seminary. Stowe married her husband Calvin Ellis Stowe
in 1836, having met him at the seminary her father
presided over.
Having one day crossed the river with friends to the
Kentucky side of the river, Stowe was met with a violent
scene. She had never experienced slavery prior to that
day. Passing by a slave auction, Stowe witnessed a mother
being forced from her child. This incident touched her
and later inspired the character of Eliza in Uncle Tom’s
Cabin.
Otherwise, Stowe led a happy life with her husband,
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bearing a large family of seven children. However, in
1849, one of her sons passed away from cholera. A year
later, the family moved to Maine, leaving the rest of the
Beecher family in Ohio. It was in Maine that she began
writing Uncle Tom’s Cabin. Many say this was in response
to the Fugitive Slave Act, which was created that same
year (Vonfrank).
Uncle Tom’s Cabin enlightened many people, and
showed them the inhumane aspect of slavery. She sold
300,000 copies within the first year of its publication
(Vonfrank). This novel explores the cruelties of slavery in
the South, while shedding light on the human failures on
all sides of the slave trade. Her characters were relatable,
and many readers felt empathetic, and identified with
them. Stowe accomplished this through her use of
language. For one thing, Stowe brings morals into
question time and time again through the use of
Christianity. Many of the characters in Uncle Tom’s Cabin
are Christian, especially the slaves. In the novel, it is noted
that this characteristic increases the value of a slave
because it was believed that this showed a moral integrity.
There are other humanizing aspects to the black
characters of the novel. Eliza and George have built a life
together. Early on, Eliza runs away to protect her only
child from a slaver who wishes to take him and sell him.
There is a strong family connection here. This goes on
to humanize the black characters of the novel. At other
moments in the text, Stowe alludes to the features of Eliza
and family. They are all of mulatto lineage, meaning a
mixture of black and white.Through this and the aspects
of Christianity and family, Stowe was able to appeal more
to the white apologists, abolitionists, and others who
were ignorant of the truths of slavery. She gave slaves
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a sense of humanity and relatability that was not there
before, or at least not as clearly stated. Stowe also alludes
to the law that is prevalent in Kentucky at the time. This
of course refers to the laws about slavery and the
treatment of the slaves. Overall, Stowe humanized the
black slaves in her novel, while degrading the white,
Christian reader, as if to make them feel guilt for not
taking action. There are several points in the novel where
she speaks directly to the reader, using phrases such as “If
it were your Harry, mother, or your Willie.. —how fast
could you walk?” and calling them out for their lack of
action in abolishing slavery (Chapter 7).
Stowe met President Abraham Lincoln in 1862, two
years after he first became President. Upon meeting her,
he supposedly said, “So you’re the little woman who
wrote the book that started this great war.” No one knows
for sure if he said that or not, but there is reason to believe
that he did. Stowe is known for being an early American
abolitionist as well as an author. She was undoubtedly
against slavery, and advocated for racial equality. A statue
depicting their first greeting can be found in downtown
Hartford Riverwalk Statue Park, Connecticut.
Surpassing her husband by ten years, Harriet Beecher
Stowe died comfortably in her home in July 1896. She
was surrounded by her family, and she was 85 years old.
She published over 30 books during her lifetime,
becoming quite the prolific writer. The most popular
books are Uncle Tom’s Cabin (1852), Dred: A Tale Of The
Great Dismal Swamp (1856), The Minister’s Wooing (1859),
and Palmetto Leaves (1873). The other books are not as
popular as Uncle Tom’s Cabin because they lacked
emotionally relateable characters such as Eliza or Uncle
Tom. None of her other novels had as much pull. In the
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end, Stowe will always be known for her provocative
anti-slavery novel, that is said to have moved a country to
war with itself.
Vonfrank, Albert J. “Harriet Beecher Stowe.”
History.com, http://www.history.com/topics/harriet-
beecher-stowe.
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CHAPTER 135.
INTRODUCTION (2016)
KATERI BEAN, ALEXANDRIA DICENTES, ISABELLE
ELSASSER, MEREDITH RYAN
Published in 1852, Uncle Tom’s Cabin has well withstood
the test of time and remained one of the more influential
pieces of American Literature. It is an important text
because it shined a spotlight upon the tragedy of slavery
in The United States and by doing so it opened eyes to
the horrors, hearts to the humanity and minds to equality,
thus helping bring an end to slavery. The book Uncle Tom’s
Cabin has helped countless people either gain or give
freedom. Another remarkable thing about this text is the
fact that it was written by a woman, Harriet Beecher
Stowe, the daughter of a beloved abolitionist pastor from
Connecticut.
Harriet Beecher Stowe was born on June 14th, 1811,
into a family that was committed to social justice-
eventually leading her to write Uncle Tom’s Cabin. Her
family was extremely religious, with her father being a
Congregationalist minister and later her brothers
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becoming ministers too. Her background, especially her
father’s influence, is what inspired her to write Uncle
Tom’s Cabin. Stowe’s feelings towards slavery sent her on
the road to find people that shared her same thoughts;
which is how she met her husband, Calvin Ellis Stowe
(Biography.com).
With both her husband and family having the same
feelings about equality, Harriet Beecher Stowe became
invested in abolitionist movement to end of slavery. She
expressed her feelings in her writing and even met with
Abraham Lincoln. Lincoln is allegedly quoted greeting
Stowe by saying, “So you’re the little woman who wrote
the book that started this great war!” (The Harriet
Beecher Stowe Center). Uncle Tom’s Cabin depicted the
split between the North and South and included
characters that became iconic to the movement. Stowe
also wrote Oldtown Folks and Dred, along with other
stories, essays, and novels. She tended to be asked to
weigh in on politics and religious issues because she was
credible and had opinions that people wanted to hear.
Harriet Beecher Stowe introduced a new way of
looking at slavery for the United States of America. In
1850 the Fugitive Slave Law was passed by the Congress
and the law started to anger people. This law allowed
“anyone to be taken from the street” and be “accused of
being a fugitive from slavery” causing free black and anti-
slavery groups to argue that “the system bribed
commissioners to send kidnapped people into slavery”
(The Harriet Beecher Stowe Center). A year later Stowe’s
Uncle Tom’s Cabin was published to argue with this law
in the newspaper The National Era. By the year 1852,
Stowe’s story was published into two volumes. While the
novel still included some racism and sexism, it still
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marked one of the first major novels by an abolitionist
that would forever change the views of the act of slavery.
Without the Fugitive Slave Law being passed Stowe’s
novel would have not been such a big success. Because
of her great success of Uncle Tom’s Cabin she continued
writing about slavery and revolutionized the way people
reacted to slavery in the 1800s.
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CHAPTER 136.
UNCLE TOM'S CABIN (CHAPTERS 1-3, 7)
HARRIET BEECHER STOWE
CHAPTER I
In Which the Reader Is Introduced to a Man of
Humanity
Late in the afternoon of a chilly day in February, two
gentlemen were sitting alone over their wine, in a well-
furnished dining parlor, in the town of P——, in
Kentucky. There were no servants present, and the
gentlemen, with chairs closely approaching, seemed to be
discussing some subject with great earnestness.
For convenience sake, we have said, hitherto, two
gentlemen. One of the parties, however, when critically
examined, did not seem, strictly speaking, to come under
the species. He was a short, thick-set man, with coarse,
commonplace features, and that swaggering air of
pretension which marks a low man who is trying to
elbow his way upward in the world. He was much over-
dressed, in a gaudy vest of many colors, a blue
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neckerchief, bedropped gayly with yellow spots, and
arranged with a flaunting tie, quite in keeping with the
general air of the man. His hands, large and coarse, were
plentifully bedecked with rings; and he wore a heavy gold
watch-chain, with a bundle of seals of portentous size,
and a great variety of colors, attached to it,—which, in the
ardor of conversation, he was in the habit of flourishing
and jingling with evident satisfaction. His conversation
was in free and easy defiance of Murray’s Grammar,*
and was garnished at convenient intervals with various
profane expressions, which not even the desire to be
graphic in our account shall induce us to transcribe.
* English Grammar (1795), by Lindley Murray
(1745-1826), the
most authoritative American grammarian of his day.
His companion, Mr. Shelby, had the appearance of a
gentleman; and the arrangements of the house, and the
general air of the housekeeping, indicated easy, and even
opulent circumstances. As we before stated, the two were
in the midst of an earnest conversation.
“That is the way I should arrange the matter,” said Mr.
Shelby.
“I can’t make trade that way—I positively can’t, Mr.
Shelby,” said the other, holding up a glass of wine between
his eye and the light.
“Why, the fact is, Haley, Tom is an uncommon fellow;
he is certainly worth that sum anywhere,—steady, honest,
capable, manages my whole farm like a clock.”
“You mean honest, as niggers go,” said Haley, helping
himself to a glass of brandy.
“No; I mean, really, Tom is a good, steady, sensible, pious
fellow. He got religion at a camp-meeting, four years ago;
and I believe he really did get it. I’ve trusted him, since
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then, with everything I have,—money, house,
horses,—and let him come and go round the country; and
I always found him true and square in everything.”
“Some folks don’t believe there is pious niggers Shelby,”
said Haley, with a candid flourish of his hand, “but I do. I
had a fellow, now, in this yer last lot I took to Orleans—‘t
was as good as a meetin, now, really, to hear that critter
pray; and he was quite gentle and quiet like. He fetched
me a good sum, too, for I bought him cheap of a man that
was ‘bliged to sell out; so I realized six hundred on him.
Yes, I consider religion a valeyable thing in a nigger, when
it’s the genuine article, and no mistake.”
“Well, Tom’s got the real article, if ever a fellow had,”
rejoined the other. “Why, last fall, I let him go to
Cincinnati alone, to do business for me, and bring home
five hundred dollars. ‘Tom,’ says I to him, ‘I trust you,
because I think you’re a Christian—I know you wouldn’t
cheat.’ Tom comes back, sure enough; I knew he would.
Some low fellows, they say, said to him—Tom, why don’t
you make tracks for Canada?’ ‘Ah, master trusted me, and
I couldn’t,’—they told me about it. I am sorry to part with
Tom, I must say. You ought to let him cover the whole
balance of the debt; and you would, Haley, if you had any
conscience.”
“Well, I’ve got just as much conscience as any man in
business can afford to keep,—just a little, you know, to
swear by, as ‘t were,” said the trader, jocularly; “and, then,
I’m ready to do anything in reason to ‘blige friends; but
this yer, you see, is a leetle too hard on a fellow—a leetle
too hard.” The trader sighed contemplatively, and poured
out some more brandy.
“Well, then, Haley, how will you trade?” said Mr. Shelby,
after an uneasy interval of silence.
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“Well, haven’t you a boy or gal that you could throw in
with Tom?”
“Hum!—none that I could well spare; to tell the truth, it’s
only hard necessity makes me willing to sell at all. I don’t
like parting with any of my hands, that’s a fact.”
Here the door opened, and a small quadroon boy,
between four and five years of age, entered the room.
There was something in his appearance remarkably
beautiful and engaging. His black hair, fine as floss silk,
hung in glossy curls about his round, dimpled face, while
a pair of large dark eyes, full of fire and softness, looked
out from beneath the rich, long lashes, as he peered
curiously into the apartment. A gay robe of scarlet and
yellow plaid, carefully made and neatly fitted, set off to
advantage the dark and rich style of his beauty; and a
certain comic air of assurance, blended with bashfulness,
showed that he had been not unused to being petted and
noticed by his master.
“Hulloa, Jim Crow!” said Mr. Shelby, whistling, and
snapping a bunch of raisins towards him, “pick that up,
now!”
The child scampered, with all his little strength, after the
prize, while his master laughed.
“Come here, Jim Crow,” said he. The child came up, and
the master patted the curly head, and chucked him under
the chin.
“Now, Jim, show this gentleman how you can dance and
sing.” The boy commenced one of those wild, grotesque
songs common among the negroes, in a rich, clear voice,
accompanying his singing with many comic evolutions of
the hands, feet, and whole body, all in perfect time to the
music.
“Bravo!” said Haley, throwing him a quarter of an orange.
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“Now, Jim, walk like old Uncle Cudjoe, when he has the
rheumatism,” said his master.
Instantly the flexible limbs of the child assumed the
appearance of deformity and distortion, as, with his back
humped up, and his master’s stick in his hand, he hobbled
about the room, his childish face drawn into a doleful
pucker, and spitting from right to left, in imitation of an
old man.
Both gentlemen laughed uproariously.
“Now, Jim,” said his master, “show us how old Elder
Robbins leads the psalm.” The boy drew his chubby face
down to a formidable length, and commenced toning a
psalm tune through his nose, with imperturbable gravity.
“Hurrah! bravo! what a young ‘un!” said Haley; “that
chap’s a case, I’ll promise. Tell you what,” said he,
suddenly clapping his hand on Mr. Shelby’s shoulder,
“fling in that chap, and I’ll settle the business—I will.
Come, now, if that ain’t doing the thing up about the
rightest!”
At this moment, the door was pushed gently open, and
a young quadroon woman, apparently about twenty-five,
entered the room.
There needed only a glance from the child to her, to
identify her as its mother. There was the same rich, full,
dark eye, with its long lashes; the same ripples of silky
black hair. The brown of her complexion gave way on
the cheek to a perceptible flush, which deepened as she
saw the gaze of the strange man fixed upon her in bold
and undisguised admiration. Her dress was of the neatest
possible fit, and set off to advantage her finely moulded
shape;—a delicately formed hand and a trim foot and
ankle were items of appearance that did not escape the
quick eye of the trader, well used to run up at a glance the
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points of a fine female article.
“Well, Eliza?” said her master, as she stopped and looked
hesitatingly at him.
“I was looking for Harry, please, sir;” and the boy
bounded toward her, showing his spoils, which he had
gathered in the skirt of his robe.
“Well, take him away then,” said Mr. Shelby; and hastily
she withdrew, carrying the child on her arm.
“By Jupiter,” said the trader, turning to him in admiration,
“there’s an article, now! You might make your fortune on
that ar gal in Orleans, any day. I’ve seen over a thousand,
in my day, paid down for gals not a bit handsomer.”
“I don’t want to make my fortune on her,” said Mr. Shelby,
dryly; and, seeking to turn the conversation, he uncorked
a bottle of fresh wine, and asked his companion’s opinion
of it.
“Capital, sir,—first chop!” said the trader; then turning,
and slapping his hand familiarly on Shelby’s shoulder, he
added—
“Come, how will you trade about the gal?—what shall I
say for her—what’ll you take?”
“Mr. Haley, she is not to be sold,” said Shelby. “My wife
would not part with her for her weight in gold.”
“Ay, ay! women always say such things, cause they ha’nt
no sort of calculation. Just show ‘em how many watches,
feathers, and trinkets, one’s weight in gold would buy, and
that alters the case, I reckon.”
“I tell you, Haley, this must not be spoken of; I say no, and
I mean no,” said Shelby, decidedly.
“Well, you’ll let me have the boy, though,” said the trader;
“you must own I’ve come down pretty handsomely for
him.”
“What on earth can you want with the child?” said Shelby.
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“Why, I’ve got a friend that’s going into this yer branch
of the business—wants to buy up handsome boys to raise
for the market. Fancy articles entirely—sell for waiters,
and so on, to rich ‘uns, that can pay for handsome ‘uns.
It sets off one of yer great places—a real handsome boy
to open door, wait, and tend. They fetch a good sum; and
this little devil is such a comical, musical concern, he’s just
the article!’
“I would rather not sell him,” said Mr. Shelby,
thoughtfully; “the fact is, sir, I’m a humane man, and I hate
to take the boy from his mother, sir.”
“O, you do?—La! yes—something of that ar natur. I
understand, perfectly. It is mighty onpleasant getting on
with women, sometimes, I al’ays hates these yer
screechin,’ screamin’ times. They are mighty onpleasant;
but, as I manages business, I generally avoids ‘em, sir.
Now, what if you get the girl off for a day, or a week, or so;
then the thing’s done quietly,—all over before she comes
home. Your wife might get her some ear-rings, or a new
gown, or some such truck, to make up with her.”
“I’m afraid not.”
“Lor bless ye, yes! These critters ain’t like white folks,
you know; they gets over things, only manage right. Now,
they say,” said Haley, assuming a candid and confidential
air, “that this kind o’ trade is hardening to the feelings;
but I never found it so. Fact is, I never could do things
up the way some fellers manage the business. I’ve seen
‘em as would pull a woman’s child out of her arms, and
set him up to sell, and she screechin’ like mad all the
time;—very bad policy—damages the article—makes ‘em
quite unfit for service sometimes. I knew a real handsome
gal once, in Orleans, as was entirely ruined by this sort
o’ handling. The fellow that was trading for her didn’t
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want her baby; and she was one of your real high sort,
when her blood was up. I tell you, she squeezed up her
child in her arms, and talked, and went on real awful.
It kinder makes my blood run cold to think of ‘t; and
when they carried off the child, and locked her up, she jest
went ravin’ mad, and died in a week. Clear waste, sir, of
a thousand dollars, just for want of management,—there’s
where ‘t is. It’s always best to do the humane thing, sir;
that’s been my experience.” And the trader leaned back
in his chair, and folded his arm, with an air of virtuous
decision, apparently considering himself a second
Wilberforce.
The subject appeared to interest the gentleman deeply;
for while Mr. Shelby was thoughtfully peeling an orange,
Haley broke out afresh, with becoming diffidence, but as
if actually driven by the force of truth to say a few words
more.
“It don’t look well, now, for a feller to be praisin’ himself;
but I say it jest because it’s the truth. I believe I’m
reckoned to bring in about the finest droves of niggers
that is brought in,—at least, I’ve been told so; if I have
once, I reckon I have a hundred times,—all in good
case,—fat and likely, and I lose as few as any man in
the business. And I lays it all to my management, sir;
and humanity, sir, I may say, is the great pillar of my
management.”
Mr. Shelby did not know what to say, and so he said,
“Indeed!”
“Now, I’ve been laughed at for my notions, sir, and I’ve
been talked to. They an’t pop’lar, and they an’t common;
but I stuck to ‘em, sir; I’ve stuck to ‘em, and realized well
on ‘em; yes, sir, they have paid their passage, I may say,”
and the trader laughed at his joke.
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There was something so piquant and original in these
elucidations of humanity, that Mr. Shelby could not help
laughing in company. Perhaps you laugh too, dear reader;
but you know humanity comes out in a variety of strange
forms now-a-days, and there is no end to the odd things
that humane people will say and do.
Mr. Shelby’s laugh encouraged the trader to proceed.
“It’s strange, now, but I never could beat this into people’s
heads. Now, there was Tom Loker, my old partner, down
in Natchez; he was a clever fellow, Tom was, only the
very devil with niggers,—on principle ‘t was, you see, for a
better hearted feller never broke bread; ‘t was his system,
sir. I used to talk to Tom. ‘Why, Tom,’ I used to say, ‘when
your gals takes on and cry, what’s the use o’ crackin on’
em over the head, and knockin’ on ‘em round? It’s
ridiculous,’ says I, ‘and don’t do no sort o’ good. Why, I
don’t see no harm in their cryin’,’ says I; ‘it’s natur,’ says
I, ‘and if natur can’t blow off one way, it will another.
Besides, Tom,’ says I, ‘it jest spiles your gals; they get
sickly, and down in the mouth; and sometimes they gets
ugly,—particular yallow gals do,—and it’s the devil and all
gettin’ on ‘em broke in. Now,’ says I, ‘why can’t you kinder
coax ‘em up, and speak ‘em fair? Depend on it, Tom, a
little humanity, thrown in along, goes a heap further than
all your jawin’ and crackin’; and it pays better,’ says I,
‘depend on ‘t.’ But Tom couldn’t get the hang on ‘t; and
he spiled so many for me, that I had to break off with
him, though he was a good-hearted fellow, and as fair a
business hand as is goin’.”
“And do you find your ways of managing do the business
better than Tom’s?” said Mr. Shelby.
“Why, yes, sir, I may say so. You see, when I any ways can,
I takes a leetle care about the onpleasant parts, like selling
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young uns and that,—get the gals out of the way—out of
sight, out of mind, you know,—and when it’s clean done,
and can’t be helped, they naturally gets used to it. ‘Tan’t,
you know, as if it was white folks, that’s brought up in the
way of ‘spectin’ to keep their children and wives, and all
that. Niggers, you know, that’s fetched up properly, ha’n’t
no kind of ‘spectations of no kind; so all these things
comes easier.”
“I’m afraid mine are not properly brought up, then,” said
Mr. Shelby.
“S’pose not; you Kentucky folks spile your niggers. You
mean well by ‘em, but ‘tan’t no real kindness, arter all.
Now, a nigger, you see, what’s got to be hacked and
tumbled round the world, and sold to Tom, and Dick,
and the Lord knows who, ‘tan’t no kindness to be givin’
on him notions and expectations, and bringin’ on him up
too well, for the rough and tumble comes all the harder
on him arter. Now, I venture to say, your niggers would
be quite chop-fallen in a place where some of your
plantation niggers would be singing and whooping like
all possessed. Every man, you know, Mr. Shelby, naturally
thinks well of his own ways; and I think I treat niggers
just about as well as it’s ever worth while to treat ‘em.”
“It’s a happy thing to be satisfied,” said Mr. Shelby, with
a slight shrug, and some perceptible feelings of a
disagreeable nature.
“Well,” said Haley, after they had both silently picked their
nuts for a season, “what do you say?”
“I’ll think the matter over, and talk with my wife,” said Mr.
Shelby. “Meantime, Haley, if you want the matter carried
on in the quiet way you speak of, you’d best not let your
business in this neighborhood be known. It will get out
among my boys, and it will not be a particularly quiet
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business getting away any of my fellows, if they know it,
I’ll promise you.”
“O! certainly, by all means, mum! of course. But I’ll tell
you. I’m in a devil of a hurry, and shall want to know, as
soon as possible, what I may depend on,” said he, rising
and putting on his overcoat.
“Well, call up this evening, between six and seven, and
you shall have my answer,” said Mr. Shelby, and the trader
bowed himself out of the apartment.
“I’d like to have been able to kick the fellow down the
steps,” said he to himself, as he saw the door fairly closed,
“with his impudent assurance; but he knows how much
he has me at advantage. If anybody had ever said to me
that I should sell Tom down south to one of those rascally
traders, I should have said, ‘Is thy servant a dog, that he
should do this thing?’ And now it must come, for aught I
see. And Eliza’s child, too! I know that I shall have some
fuss with wife about that; and, for that matter, about Tom,
too. So much for being in debt,—heigho! The fellow sees
his advantage, and means to push it.”
Perhaps the mildest form of the system of slavery is to
be seen in the State of Kentucky. The general prevalence
of agricultural pursuits of a quiet and gradual nature, not
requiring those periodic seasons of hurry and pressure
that are called for in the business of more southern
districts, makes the task of the negro a more healthful and
reasonable one; while the master, content with a more
gradual style of acquisition, has not those temptations
to hardheartedness which always overcome frail human
nature when the prospect of sudden and rapid gain is
weighed in the balance, with no heavier counterpoise
than the interests of the helpless and unprotected.
Whoever visits some estates there, and witnesses the
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good-humored indulgence of some masters and
mistresses, and the affectionate loyalty of some slaves,
might be tempted to dream the oft-fabled poetic legend of
a patriarchal institution, and all that; but over and above
the scene there broods a portentous shadow—the shadow
of law. So long as the law considers all these human
beings, with beating hearts and living affections, only as
so many things belonging to a master,—so long as the
failure, or misfortune, or imprudence, or death of the
kindest owner, may cause them any day to exchange a
life of kind protection and indulgence for one of hopeless
misery and toil,—so long it is impossible to make
anything beautiful or desirable in the best regulated
administration of slavery.
Mr. Shelby was a fair average kind of man, good-natured
and kindly, and disposed to easy indulgence of those
around him, and there had never been a lack of anything
which might contribute to the physical comfort of the
negroes on his estate. He had, however, speculated largely
and quite loosely; had involved himself deeply, and his
notes to a large amount had come into the hands of Haley;
and this small piece of information is the key to the
preceding conversation.
Now, it had so happened that, in approaching the door,
Eliza had caught enough of the conversation to know that
a trader was making offers to her master for somebody.
She would gladly have stopped at the door to listen, as
she came out; but her mistress just then calling, she was
obliged to hasten away.
Still she thought she heard the trader make an offer for
her boy;—could she be mistaken? Her heart swelled and
throbbed, and she involuntarily strained him so tight that
the little fellow looked up into her face in astonishment.
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“Eliza, girl, what ails you today?” said her mistress, when
Eliza had upset the wash-pitcher, knocked down the
workstand, and finally was abstractedly offering her
mistress a long nightgown in place of the silk dress she
had ordered her to bring from the wardrobe.
Eliza started. “O, missis!” she said, raising her eyes; then,
bursting into tears, she sat down in a chair, and began
sobbing.
“Why, Eliza child, what ails you?” said her mistress.
“O! missis, missis,” said Eliza, “there’s been a trader
talking with master in the parlor! I heard him.”
“Well, silly child, suppose there has.”
“O, missis, do you suppose mas’r would sell my Harry?”
And the poor creature threw herself into a chair, and
sobbed convulsively.
“Sell him! No, you foolish girl! You know your master
never deals with those southern traders, and never means
to sell any of his servants, as long as they behave well.
Why, you silly child, who do you think would want to buy
your Harry? Do you think all the world are set on him as
you are, you goosie? Come, cheer up, and hook my dress.
There now, put my back hair up in that pretty braid you
learnt the other day, and don’t go listening at doors any
more.”
“Well, but, missis, you never would give your
consent—to—to—”
“Nonsense, child! to be sure, I shouldn’t. What do you talk
so for? I would as soon have one of my own children sold.
But really, Eliza, you are getting altogether too proud of
that little fellow. A man can’t put his nose into the door,
but you think he must be coming to buy him.”
Reassured by her mistress’ confident tone, Eliza
proceeded nimbly and adroitly with her toilet, laughing at
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her own fears, as she proceeded.
Mrs. Shelby was a woman of high class, both intellectually
and morally. To that natural magnanimity and generosity
of mind which one often marks as characteristic of the
women of Kentucky, she added high moral and religious
sensibility and principle, carried out with great energy
and ability into practical results. Her husband, who made
no professions to any particular religious character,
nevertheless reverenced and respected the consistency of
hers, and stood, perhaps, a little in awe of her opinion.
Certain it was that he gave her unlimited scope in all
her benevolent efforts for the comfort, instruction, and
improvement of her servants, though he never took any
decided part in them himself. In fact, if not exactly a
believer in the doctrine of the efficiency of the extra good
works of saints, he really seemed somehow or other to
fancy that his wife had piety and benevolence enough for
two—to indulge a shadowy expectation of getting into
heaven through her superabundance of qualities to which
he made no particular pretension.
The heaviest load on his mind, after his conversation with
the trader, lay in the foreseen necessity of breaking to
his wife the arrangement contemplated,—meeting the
importunities and opposition which he knew he should
have reason to encounter.
Mrs. Shelby, being entirely ignorant of her husband’s
embarrassments, and knowing only the general
kindliness of his temper, had been quite sincere in the
entire incredulity with which she had met Eliza’s
suspicions. In fact, she dismissed the matter from her
mind, without a second thought; and being occupied in
preparations for an evening visit, it passed out of her
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thoughts entirely.
CHAPTER II
The Mother
Eliza had been brought up by her mistress, from
girlhood, as a petted and indulged favorite.
The traveller in the south must often have remarked that
peculiar air of refinement, that softness of voice and
manner, which seems in many cases to be a particular
gift to the quadroon and mulatto women. These natural
graces in the quadroon are often united with beauty of
the most dazzling kind, and in almost every case with a
personal appearance prepossessing and agreeable. Eliza,
such as we have described her, is not a fancy sketch, but
taken from remembrance, as we saw her, years ago, in
Kentucky. Safe under the protecting care of her mistress,
Eliza had reached maturity without those temptations
which make beauty so fatal an inheritance to a slave. She
had been married to a bright and talented young mulatto
man, who was a slave on a neighboring estate, and bore
the name of George Harris.
This young man had been hired out by his master to work
in a bagging factory, where his adroitness and ingenuity
caused him to be considered the first hand in the place.
He had invented a machine for the cleaning of the hemp,
which, considering the education and circumstances of
the inventor, displayed quite as much mechanical genius
as Whitney’s cotton-gin.*
* A machine of this description was really the invention
of
a young colored man in Kentucky. [Mrs. Stowe’s note.]
He was possessed of a handsome person and pleasing
manners, and was a general favorite in the factory.
Nevertheless, as this young man was in the eye of the law
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not a man, but a thing, all these superior qualifications
were subject to the control of a vulgar, narrow-minded,
tyrannical master. This same gentleman, having heard of
the fame of George’s invention, took a ride over to the
factory, to see what this intelligent chattel had been about.
He was received with great enthusiasm by the employer,
who congratulated him on possessing so valuable a slave.
He was waited upon over the factory, shown the
machinery by George, who, in high spirits, talked so
fluently, held himself so erect, looked so handsome and
manly, that his master began to feel an uneasy
consciousness of inferiority. What business had his slave
to be marching round the country, inventing machines,
and holding up his head among gentlemen? He’d soon put
a stop to it. He’d take him back, and put him to hoeing and
digging, and “see if he’d step about so smart.” Accordingly,
the manufacturer and all hands concerned were
astounded when he suddenly demanded George’s wages,
and announced his intention of taking him home.
“But, Mr. Harris,” remonstrated the manufacturer, “isn’t
this rather sudden?”
“What if it is?—isn’t the man mine?”
“We would be willing, sir, to increase the rate of
compensation.”
“No object at all, sir. I don’t need to hire any of my hands
out, unless I’ve a mind to.”
“But, sir, he seems peculiarly adapted to this business.”
“Dare say he may be; never was much adapted to anything
that I set him about, I’ll be bound.”
“But only think of his inventing this machine,” interposed
one of the workmen, rather unluckily.
“O yes! a machine for saving work, is it? He’d invent that,
I’ll be bound; let a nigger alone for that, any time. They
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are all labor-saving machines themselves, every one of
‘em. No, he shall tramp!”
George had stood like one transfixed, at hearing his doom
thus suddenly pronounced by a power that he knew was
irresistible. He folded his arms, tightly pressed in his lips,
but a whole volcano of bitter feelings burned in his
bosom, and sent streams of fire through his veins. He
breathed short, and his large dark eyes flashed like live
coals; and he might have broken out into some dangerous
ebullition, had not the kindly manufacturer touched him
on the arm, and said, in a low tone,
“Give way, George; go with him for the present. We’ll try
to help you, yet.”
The tyrant observed the whisper, and conjectured its
import, though he could not hear what was said; and he
inwardly strengthened himself in his determination to
keep the power he possessed over his victim.
George was taken home, and put to the meanest drudgery
of the farm. He had been able to repress every
disrespectful word; but the flashing eye, the gloomy and
troubled brow, were part of a natural language that could
not be repressed,—indubitable signs, which showed too
plainly that the man could not become a thing.
It was during the happy period of his employment in
the factory that George had seen and married his wife.
During that period,—being much trusted and favored by
his employer,—he had free liberty to come and go at
discretion. The marriage was highly approved of by Mrs.
Shelby, who, with a little womanly complacency in
match-making, felt pleased to unite her handsome
favorite with one of her own class who seemed in every
way suited to her; and so they were married in her
mistress’ great parlor, and her mistress herself adorned
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the bride’s beautiful hair with orange-blossoms, and
threw over it the bridal veil, which certainly could scarce
have rested on a fairer head; and there was no lack of
white gloves, and cake and wine,—of admiring guests to
praise the bride’s beauty, and her mistress’ indulgence
and liberality. For a year or two Eliza saw her husband
frequently, and there was nothing to interrupt their
happiness, except the loss of two infant children, to whom
she was passionately attached, and whom she mourned
with a grief so intense as to call for gentle remonstrance
from her mistress, who sought, with maternal anxiety, to
direct her naturally passionate feelings within the bounds
of reason and religion.
After the birth of little Harry, however, she had gradually
become tranquillized and settled; and every bleeding tie
and throbbing nerve, once more entwined with that little
life, seemed to become sound and healthful, and Eliza
was a happy woman up to the time that her husband was
rudely torn from his kind employer, and brought under
the iron sway of his legal owner.
The manufacturer, true to his word, visited Mr. Harris a
week or two after George had been taken away, when, as
he hoped, the heat of the occasion had passed away, and
tried every possible inducement to lead him to restore
him to his former employment.
“You needn’t trouble yourself to talk any longer,” said he,
doggedly; “I know my own business, sir.”
“I did not presume to interfere with it, sir. I only thought
that you might think it for your interest to let your man
to us on the terms proposed.”
“O, I understand the matter well enough. I saw your
winking and whispering, the day I took him out of the
factory; but you don’t come it over me that way. It’s a free
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country, sir; the man’s mine, and I do what I please with
him,—that’s it!”
And so fell George’s last hope;—nothing before him but
a life of toil and drudgery, rendered more bitter by every
little smarting vexation and indignity which tyrannical
ingenuity could devise.
A very humane jurist once said, The worst use you can
put a man to is to hang him. No; there is another use that
a man can be put to that is WORSE!
CHAPTER III
The Husband and Father
Mrs. Shelby had gone on her visit, and Eliza stood in
the verandah, rather dejectedly looking after the
retreating carriage, when a hand was laid on her shoulder.
She turned, and a bright smile lighted up her fine eyes.
“George, is it you? How you frightened me! Well; I am so
glad you ‘s come! Missis is gone to spend the afternoon;
so come into my little room, and we’ll have the time all to
ourselves.”
Saying this, she drew him into a neat little apartment
opening on the verandah, where she generally sat at her
sewing, within call of her mistress.
“How glad I am!—why don’t you smile?—and look at
Harry—how he grows.” The boy stood shyly regarding his
father through his curls, holding close to the skirts of his
mother’s dress. “Isn’t he beautiful?” said Eliza, lifting his
long curls and kissing him.
“I wish he’d never been born!” said George, bitterly. “I
wish I’d never been born myself!”
Surprised and frightened, Eliza sat down, leaned her head
on her husband’s shoulder, and burst into tears.
“There now, Eliza, it’s too bad for me to make you feel so,
poor girl!” said he, fondly; “it’s too bad: O, how I wish you
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never had seen me—you might have been happy!”
“George! George! how can you talk so? What dreadful
thing has happened, or is going to happen? I’m sure we’ve
been very happy, till lately.”
“So we have, dear,” said George. Then drawing his child
on his knee, he gazed intently on his glorious dark eyes,
and passed his hands through his long curls.
“Just like you, Eliza; and you are the handsomest woman
I ever saw, and the best one I ever wish to see; but, oh, I
wish I’d never seen you, nor you me!”
“O, George, how can you!”
“Yes, Eliza, it’s all misery, misery, misery! My life is bitter
as wormwood; the very life is burning out of me. I’m
a poor, miserable, forlorn drudge; I shall only drag you
down with me, that’s all. What’s the use of our trying
to do anything, trying to know anything, trying to be
anything? What’s the use of living? I wish I was dead!”
“O, now, dear George, that is really wicked! I know how
you feel about losing your place in the factory, and you
have a hard master; but pray be patient, and perhaps
something—”
“Patient!” said he, interrupting her; “haven’t I been
patient? Did I say a word when he came and took me
away, for no earthly reason, from the place where
everybody was kind to me? I’d paid him truly every cent
of my earnings,—and they all say I worked well.”
“Well, it is dreadful,” said Eliza; “but, after all, he is your
master, you know.”
“My master! and who made him my master? That’s what
I think of—what right has he to me? I’m a man as much
as he is. I’m a better man than he is. I know more about
business than he does; I am a better manager than he
is; I can read better than he can; I can write a better
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hand,—and I’ve learned it all myself, and no thanks to
him,—I’ve learned it in spite of him; and now what right
has he to make a dray-horse of me?—to take me from
things I can do, and do better than he can, and put me to
work that any horse can do? He tries to do it; he says he’ll
bring me down and humble me, and he puts me to just the
hardest, meanest and dirtiest work, on purpose!”
“O, George! George! you frighten me! Why, I never heard
you talk so; I’m afraid you’ll do something dreadful. I
don’t wonder at your feelings, at all; but oh, do be
careful—do, do—for my sake—for Harry’s!”
“I have been careful, and I have been patient, but it’s
growing worse and worse; flesh and blood can’t bear it
any longer;—every chance he can get to insult and
torment me, he takes. I thought I could do my work well,
and keep on quiet, and have some time to read and learn
out of work hours; but the more he sees I can do, the more
he loads on. He says that though I don’t say anything, he
sees I’ve got the devil in me, and he means to bring it out;
and one of these days it will come out in a way that he
won’t like, or I’m mistaken!”
“O dear! what shall we do?” said Eliza, mournfully.
“It was only yesterday,” said George, “as I was busy
loading stones into a cart, that young Mas’r Tom stood
there, slashing his whip so near the horse that the
creature was frightened. I asked him to stop, as pleasant
as I could,—he just kept right on. I begged him again, and
then he turned on me, and began striking me. I held his
hand, and then he screamed and kicked and ran to his
father, and told him that I was fighting him. He came
in a rage, and said he’d teach me who was my master;
and he tied me to a tree, and cut switches for young
master, and told him that he might whip me till he was
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tired;—and he did do it! If I don’t make him remember it,
some time!” and the brow of the young man grew dark,
and his eyes burned with an expression that made his
young wife tremble. “Who made this man my master?
That’s what I want to know!” he said.
“Well,” said Eliza, mournfully, “I always thought that I
must obey my master and mistress, or I couldn’t be a
Christian.”
“There is some sense in it, in your case; they have brought
you up like a child, fed you, clothed you, indulged you,
and taught you, so that you have a good education; that is
some reason why they should claim you. But I have been
kicked and cuffed and sworn at, and at the best only let
alone; and what do I owe? I’ve paid for all my keeping a
hundred times over. I won’t bear it. No, I won’t!” he said,
clenching his hand with a fierce frown.
Eliza trembled, and was silent. She had never seen her
husband in this mood before; and her gentle system of
ethics seemed to bend like a reed in the surges of such
passions.
“You know poor little Carlo, that you gave me,” added
George; “the creature has been about all the comfort that
I’ve had. He has slept with me nights, and followed me
around days, and kind o’ looked at me as if he understood
how I felt. Well, the other day I was just feeding him with
a few old scraps I picked up by the kitchen door, and
Mas’r came along, and said I was feeding him up at his
expense, and that he couldn’t afford to have every nigger
keeping his dog, and ordered me to tie a stone to his neck
and throw him in the pond.”
“O, George, you didn’t do it!”
“Do it? not I!—but he did. Mas’r and Tom pelted the poor
drowning creature with stones. Poor thing! he looked at
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me so mournful, as if he wondered why I didn’t save him.
I had to take a flogging because I wouldn’t do it myself. I
don’t care. Mas’r will find out that I’m one that whipping
won’t tame. My day will come yet, if he don’t look out.”
“What are you going to do? O, George, don’t do anything
wicked; if you only trust in God, and try to do right, he’ll
deliver you.”
“I an’t a Christian like you, Eliza; my heart’s full of
bitterness; I can’t trust in God. Why does he let things be
so?”
“O, George, we must have faith. Mistress says that when
all things go wrong to us, we must believe that God is
doing the very best.”
“That’s easy to say for people that are sitting on their sofas
and riding in their carriages; but let ‘em be where I am, I
guess it would come some harder. I wish I could be good;
but my heart burns, and can’t be reconciled, anyhow. You
couldn’t in my place,—you can’t now, if I tell you all I’ve
got to say. You don’t know the whole yet.”
“What can be coming now?”
“Well, lately Mas’r has been saying that he was a fool to
let me marry off the place; that he hates Mr. Shelby and
all his tribe, because they are proud, and hold their heads
up above him, and that I’ve got proud notions from you;
and he says he won’t let me come here any more, and that
I shall take a wife and settle down on his place. At first
he only scolded and grumbled these things; but yesterday
he told me that I should take Mina for a wife, and settle
down in a cabin with her, or he would sell me down river.”
“Why—but you were married to me, by the minister, as
much as if you’d been a white man!” said Eliza, simply.
“Don’t you know a slave can’t be married? There is no law
in this country for that; I can’t hold you for my wife, if
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he chooses to part us. That’s why I wish I’d never seen
you,—why I wish I’d never been born; it would have been
better for us both,—it would have been better for this
poor child if he had never been born. All this may happen
to him yet!”
“O, but master is so kind!”
“Yes, but who knows?—he may die—and then he may be
sold to nobody knows who. What pleasure is it that he is
handsome, and smart, and bright? I tell you, Eliza, that a
sword will pierce through your soul for every good and
pleasant thing your child is or has; it will make him worth
too much for you to keep.”
The words smote heavily on Eliza’s heart; the vision of
the trader came before her eyes, and, as if some one had
struck her a deadly blow, she turned pale and gasped for
breath. She looked nervously out on the verandah, where
the boy, tired of the grave conversation, had retired, and
where he was riding triumphantly up and down on Mr.
Shelby’s walking-stick. She would have spoken to tell her
husband her fears, but checked herself.
“No, no,—he has enough to bear, poor fellow!” she
thought. “No, I won’t tell him; besides, it an’t true; Missis
never deceives us.”
“So, Eliza, my girl,” said the husband, mournfully, “bear
up, now; and good-by, for I’m going.”
“Going, George! Going where?”
“To Canada,” said he, straightening himself up; “and when
I’m there, I’ll buy you; that’s all the hope that’s left us. You
have a kind master, that won’t refuse to sell you. I’ll buy
you and the boy;—God helping me, I will!”
“O, dreadful! if you should be taken?”
“I won’t be taken, Eliza; I’ll die first! I’ll be free, or I’ll die!”
“You won’t kill yourself!”
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“No need of that. They will kill me, fast enough; they
never will get me down the river alive!”
“O, George, for my sake, do be careful! Don’t do anything
wicked; don’t lay hands on yourself, or anybody else! You
are tempted too much—too much; but don’t—go you
must—but go carefully, prudently; pray God to help you.”
“Well, then, Eliza, hear my plan. Mas’r took it into his
head to send me right by here, with a note to Mr. Symmes,
that lives a mile past. I believe he expected I should come
here to tell you what I have. It would please him, if he
thought it would aggravate ‘Shelby’s folks,’ as he calls ‘em.
I’m going home quite resigned, you understand, as if all
was over. I’ve got some preparations made,—and there
are those that will help me; and, in the course of a week or
so, I shall be among the missing, some day. Pray for me,
Eliza; perhaps the good Lord will hear you.”
“O, pray yourself, George, and go trusting in him; then
you won’t do anything wicked.”
“Well, now, good-by,” said George, holding Eliza’s hands,
and gazing into her eyes, without moving. They stood
silent; then there were last words, and sobs, and bitter
weeping,—such parting as those may make whose hope to
meet again is as the spider’s web,—and the husband and
wife were parted.
CHAPTER VII
The Mother’s Struggle
It is impossible to conceive of a human creature more
wholly desolate and forlorn than Eliza, when she turned
her footsteps from Uncle Tom’s cabin.
Her husband’s suffering and dangers, and the danger of
her child, all blended in her mind, with a confused and
stunning sense of the risk she was running, in leaving the
only home she had ever known, and cutting loose from
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the protection of a friend whom she loved and revered.
Then there was the parting from every familiar
object,—the place where she had grown up, the trees
under which she had played, the groves where she had
walked many an evening in happier days, by the side of
her young husband,—everything, as it lay in the clear,
frosty starlight, seemed to speak reproachfully to her, and
ask her whither could she go from a home like that?
But stronger than all was maternal love, wrought into
a paroxysm of frenzy by the near approach of a fearful
danger. Her boy was old enough to have walked by her
side, and, in an indifferent case, she would only have led
him by the hand; but now the bare thought of putting him
out of her arms made her shudder, and she strained him
to her bosom with a convulsive grasp, as she went rapidly
forward.
The frosty ground creaked beneath her feet, and she
trembled at the sound; every quaking leaf and fluttering
shadow sent the blood backward to her heart, and
quickened her footsteps. She wondered within herself at
the strength that seemed to be come upon her; for she
felt the weight of her boy as if it had been a feather, and
every flutter of fear seemed to increase the supernatural
power that bore her on, while from her pale lips burst
forth, in frequent ejaculations, the prayer to a Friend
above—“Lord, help! Lord, save me!”
If it were your Harry, mother, or your Willie, that were
going to be torn from you by a brutal trader, tomorrow
morning,—if you had seen the man, and heard that the
papers were signed and delivered, and you had only from
twelve o’clock till morning to make good your
escape,—how fast could you walk? How many miles could
you make in those few brief hours, with the darling at
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your bosom,—the little sleepy head on your
shoulder,—the small, soft arms trustingly holding on to
your neck?
For the child slept. At first, the novelty and alarm kept
him waking; but his mother so hurriedly repressed every
breath or sound, and so assured him that if he were only
still she would certainly save him, that he clung quietly
round her neck, only asking, as he found himself sinking
to sleep,
“Mother, I don’t need to keep awake, do I?”
“No, my darling; sleep, if you want to.”
“But, mother, if I do get asleep, you won’t let him get me?”
“No! so may God help me!” said his mother, with a paler
cheek, and a brighter light in her large dark eyes.
“You’re sure, an’t you, mother?”
“Yes, sure!” said the mother, in a voice that startled
herself; for it seemed to her to come from a spirit within,
that was no part of her; and the boy dropped his little
weary head on her shoulder, and was soon asleep. How
the touch of those warm arms, the gentle breathings that
came in her neck, seemed to add fire and spirit to her
movements! It seemed to her as if strength poured into
her in electric streams, from every gentle touch and
movement of the sleeping, confiding child. Sublime is the
dominion of the mind over the body, that, for a time, can
make flesh and nerve impregnable, and string the sinews
like steel, so that the weak become so mighty.
The boundaries of the farm, the grove, the wood-lot,
passed by her dizzily, as she walked on; and still she went,
leaving one familiar object after another, slacking not,
pausing not, till reddening daylight found her many a
long mile from all traces of any familiar objects upon the
open highway.
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She had often been, with her mistress, to visit some
connections, in the little village of T——, not far from
the Ohio river, and knew the road well. To go thither,
to escape across the Ohio river, were the first hurried
outlines of her plan of escape; beyond that, she could only
hope in God.
When horses and vehicles began to move along the
highway, with that alert perception peculiar to a state of
excitement, and which seems to be a sort of inspiration,
she became aware that her headlong pace and distracted
air might bring on her remark and suspicion. She
therefore put the boy on the ground, and, adjusting her
dress and bonnet, she walked on at as rapid a pace as she
thought consistent with the preservation of appearances.
In her little bundle she had provided a store of cakes and
apples, which she used as expedients for quickening the
speed of the child, rolling the apple some yards before
them, when the boy would run with all his might after it;
and this ruse, often repeated, carried them over many a
half-mile.
After a while, they came to a thick patch of woodland,
through which murmured a clear brook. As the child
complained of hunger and thirst, she climbed over the
fence with him; and, sitting down behind a large rock
which concealed them from the road, she gave him a
breakfast out of her little package. The boy wondered and
grieved that she could not eat; and when, putting his arms
round her neck, he tried to wedge some of his cake into
her mouth, it seemed to her that the rising in her throat
would choke her.
“No, no, Harry darling! mother can’t eat till you are safe!
We must go on—on—till we come to the river!” And she
hurried again into the road, and again constrained herself
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to walk regularly and composedly forward.
She was many miles past any neighborhood where she
was personally known. If she should chance to meet any
who knew her, she reflected that the well-known
kindness of the family would be of itself a blind to
suspicion, as making it an unlikely supposition that she
could be a fugitive. As she was also so white as not to
be known as of colored lineage, without a critical survey,
and her child was white also, it was much easier for her to
pass on unsuspected.
On this presumption, she stopped at noon at a neat
farmhouse, to rest herself, and buy some dinner for her
child and self; for, as the danger decreased with the
distance, the supernatural tension of the nervous system
lessened, and she found herself both weary and hungry.
The good woman, kindly and gossipping, seemed rather
pleased than otherwise with having somebody come in
to talk with; and accepted, without examination, Eliza’s
statement, that she “was going on a little piece, to spend a
week with her friends,”—all which she hoped in her heart
might prove strictly true.
An hour before sunset, she entered the village of T——,
by the Ohio river, weary and foot-sore, but still strong
in heart. Her first glance was at the river, which lay, like
Jordan, between her and the Canaan of liberty on the
other side.
It was now early spring, and the river was swollen and
turbulent; great cakes of floating ice were swinging
heavily to and fro in the turbid waters. Owing to the
peculiar form of the shore on the Kentucky side, the land
bending far out into the water, the ice had been lodged
and detained in great quantities, and the narrow channel
which swept round the bend was full of ice, piled one
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cake over another, thus forming a temporary barrier to
the descending ice, which lodged, and formed a great,
undulating raft, filling up the whole river, and extending
almost to the Kentucky shore.
Eliza stood, for a moment, contemplating this
unfavorable aspect of things, which she saw at once must
prevent the usual ferry-boat from running, and then
turned into a small public house on the bank, to make a
few inquiries.
The hostess, who was busy in various fizzing and stewing
operations over the fire, preparatory to the evening meal,
stopped, with a fork in her hand, as Eliza’s sweet and
plaintive voice arrested her.
“What is it?” she said.
“Isn’t there any ferry or boat, that takes people over to
B——, now?” she said.
“No, indeed!” said the woman; “the boats has stopped
running.”
Eliza’s look of dismay and disappointment struck the
woman, and she said, inquiringly,
“May be you’re wanting to get over?—anybody sick? Ye
seem mighty anxious?”
“I’ve got a child that’s very dangerous,” said Eliza. “I never
heard of it till last night, and I’ve walked quite a piece
today, in hopes to get to the ferry.”
“Well, now, that’s onlucky,” said the woman, whose
motherly sympathies were much aroused; “I’m re’lly
consarned for ye. Solomon!” she called, from the window,
towards a small back building. A man, in leather apron
and very dirty hands, appeared at the door.
“I say, Sol,” said the woman, “is that ar man going to tote
them bar’ls over tonight?”
“He said he should try, if ‘t was any way prudent,” said the
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man.
“There’s a man a piece down here, that’s going over with
some truck this evening, if he durs’ to; he’ll be in here to
supper tonight, so you’d better set down and wait. That’s
a sweet little fellow,” added the woman, offering him a
cake.
But the child, wholly exhausted, cried with weariness.
“Poor fellow! he isn’t used to walking, and I’ve hurried
him on so,” said Eliza.
“Well, take him into this room,” said the woman, opening
into a small bed-room, where stood a comfortable bed.
Eliza laid the weary boy upon it, and held his hands in
hers till he was fast asleep. For her there was no rest. As
a fire in her bones, the thought of the pursuer urged her
on; and she gazed with longing eyes on the sullen, surging
waters that lay between her and liberty.
Here we must take our leave of her for the present, to
follow the course of her pursuers.
Though Mrs. Shelby had promised that the dinner should
be hurried on table, yet it was soon seen, as the thing has
often been seen before, that it required more than one to
make a bargain. So, although the order was fairly given
out in Haley’s hearing, and carried to Aunt Chloe by at
least half a dozen juvenile messengers, that dignitary only
gave certain very gruff snorts, and tosses of her head, and
went on with every operation in an unusually leisurely
and circumstantial manner.
For some singular reason, an impression seemed to reign
among the servants generally that Missis would not be
particularly disobliged by delay; and it was wonderful
what a number of counter accidents occurred constantly,
to retard the course of things. One luckless wight
contrived to upset the gravy; and then gravy had to be
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got up de novo, with due care and formality, Aunt Chloe
watching and stirring with dogged precision, answering
shortly, to all suggestions of haste, that she “warn’t a going
to have raw gravy on the table, to help nobody’s
catchings.” One tumbled down with the water, and had
to go to the spring for more; and another precipitated
the butter into the path of events; and there was from
time to time giggling news brought into the kitchen that
“Mas’r Haley was mighty oneasy, and that he couldn’t sit
in his cheer no ways, but was a walkin’ and stalkin’ to the
winders and through the porch.”
“Sarves him right!” said Aunt Chloe, indignantly. “He’ll
get wus nor oneasy, one of these days, if he don’t mend his
ways. His master’ll be sending for him, and then see how
he’ll look!”
“He’ll go to torment, and no mistake,” said little Jake.
“He desarves it!” said Aunt Chloe, grimly; “he’s broke a
many, many, many hearts,—I tell ye all!” she said,
stopping, with a fork uplifted in her hands; “it’s like what
Mas’r George reads in Ravelations,—souls a callin’ under
the altar! and a callin’ on the Lord for vengeance on
sich!—and by and by the Lord he’ll hear ‘em—so he will!”
Aunt Chloe, who was much revered in the kitchen, was
listened to with open mouth; and, the dinner being now
fairly sent in, the whole kitchen was at leisure to gossip
with her, and to listen to her remarks.
“Sich’ll be burnt up forever, and no mistake; won’t ther?”
said Andy.
“I’d be glad to see it, I’ll be boun’,” said little Jake.
“Chil’en!” said a voice, that made them all start. It was
Uncle Tom, who had come in, and stood listening to the
conversation at the door.
“Chil’en!” he said, “I’m afeard you don’t know what ye’re
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sayin’. Forever is a dre’ful word, chil’en; it’s awful to think
on ‘t. You oughtenter wish that ar to any human crittur.”
“We wouldn’t to anybody but the soul-drivers,” said Andy;
“nobody can help wishing it to them, they ‘s so awful
wicked.”
“Don’t natur herself kinder cry out on ‘em?” said Aunt
Chloe. “Don’t dey tear der suckin’ baby right off his
mother’s breast, and sell him, and der little children as is
crying and holding on by her clothes,—don’t dey pull ‘em
off and sells ‘em? Don’t dey tear wife and husband apart?”
said Aunt Chloe, beginning to cry, “when it’s jest takin’
the very life on ‘em?—and all the while does they feel one
bit, don’t dey drink and smoke, and take it oncommon
easy? Lor, if the devil don’t get them, what’s he good for?”
And Aunt Chloe covered her face with her checked apron,
and began to sob in good earnest.
“Pray for them that ‘spitefully use you, the good book
says,” says Tom.
“Pray for ‘em!” said Aunt Chloe; “Lor, it’s too tough! I can’t
pray for ‘em.”
“It’s natur, Chloe, and natur ‘s strong,” said Tom, “but the
Lord’s grace is stronger; besides, you oughter think what
an awful state a poor crittur’s soul ‘s in that’ll do them
ar things,—you oughter thank God that you an’t like him,
Chloe. I’m sure I’d rather be sold, ten thousand times
over, than to have all that ar poor crittur’s got to answer
for.”
“So ‘d I, a heap,” said Jake. “Lor, shouldn’t we cotch it,
Andy?”
Andy shrugged his shoulders, and gave an acquiescent
whistle.
“I’m glad Mas’r didn’t go off this morning, as he looked
to,” said Tom; “that ar hurt me more than sellin’, it did.
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Mebbe it might have been natural for him, but ‘t would
have come desp’t hard on me, as has known him from
a baby; but I’ve seen Mas’r, and I begin ter feel sort o’
reconciled to the Lord’s will now. Mas’r couldn’t help
hisself; he did right, but I’m feared things will be kinder
goin’ to rack, when I’m gone Mas’r can’t be spected to be
a pryin’ round everywhar, as I’ve done, a keepin’ up all
the ends. The boys all means well, but they ‘s powerful
car’less. That ar troubles me.”
The bell here rang, and Tom was summoned to the parlor.
“Tom,” said his master, kindly, “I want you to notice that
I give this gentleman bonds to forfeit a thousand dollars
if you are not on the spot when he wants you; he’s going
today to look after his other business, and you can have
the day to yourself. Go anywhere you like, boy.”
“Thank you, Mas’r,” said Tom.
“And mind yourself,” said the trader, “and don’t come it
over your master with any o’ yer nigger tricks; for I’ll take
every cent out of him, if you an’t thar. If he’d hear to me,
he wouldn’t trust any on ye—slippery as eels!”
“Mas’r,” said Tom,—and he stood very straight,—“I was
jist eight years old when ole Missis put you into my arms,
and you wasn’t a year old. ‘Thar,’ says she, ‘Tom, that’s to
be your young Mas’r; take good care on him,’ says she.
And now I jist ask you, Mas’r, have I ever broke word
to you, or gone contrary to you, ‘specially since I was a
Christian?”
Mr. Shelby was fairly overcome, and the tears rose to his
eyes.
“My good boy,” said he, “the Lord knows you say but the
truth; and if I was able to help it, all the world shouldn’t
buy you.”
“And sure as I am a Christian woman,” said Mrs. Shelby,
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“you shall be redeemed as soon as I can any way bring
together means. Sir,” she said to Haley, “take good account
of who you sell him to, and let me know.”
“Lor, yes, for that matter,” said the trader, “I may bring
him up in a year, not much the wuss for wear, and trade
him back.”
“I’ll trade with you then, and make it for your advantage,”
said Mrs. Shelby.
“Of course,” said the trader, “all ‘s equal with me; li’ves
trade ‘em up as down, so I does a good business. All I want
is a livin’, you know, ma’am; that’s all any on us wants, I,
s’pose.”
Mr. and Mrs. Shelby both felt annoyed and degraded by
the familiar impudence of the trader, and yet both saw
the absolute necessity of putting a constraint on their
feelings. The more hopelessly sordid and insensible he
appeared, the greater became Mrs. Shelby’s dread of his
succeeding in recapturing Eliza and her child, and of
course the greater her motive for detaining him by every
female artifice. She therefore graciously smiled, assented,
chatted familiarly, and did all she could to make time pass
imperceptibly.
At two o’clock Sam and Andy brought the horses up to
the posts, apparently greatly refreshed and invigorated by
the scamper of the morning.
Sam was there new oiled from dinner, with an abundance
of zealous and ready officiousness. As Haley approached,
he was boasting, in flourishing style, to Andy, of the
evident and eminent success of the operation, now that
he had “farly come to it.”
“Your master, I s’pose, don’t keep no dogs,” said Haley,
thoughtfully, as he prepared to mount.
“Heaps on ‘em,” said Sam, triumphantly; “thar’s
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Bruno—he’s a roarer! and, besides that, ‘bout every nigger
of us keeps a pup of some natur or uther.”
“Poh!” said Haley,—and he said something else, too, with
regard to the said dogs, at which Sam muttered,
“I don’t see no use cussin’ on ‘em, no way.”
“But your master don’t keep no dogs (I pretty much know
he don’t) for trackin’ out niggers.”
Sam knew exactly what he meant, but he kept on a look
of earnest and desperate simplicity.
“Our dogs all smells round considable sharp. I spect they’s
the kind, though they han’t never had no practice. They
‘s far dogs, though, at most anything, if you’d get ‘em
started. Here, Bruno,” he called, whistling to the
lumbering Newfoundland, who came pitching
tumultuously toward them.
“You go hang!” said Haley, getting up. “Come, tumble up
now.”
Sam tumbled up accordingly, dexterously contriving to
tickle Andy as he did so, which occasioned Andy to split
out into a laugh, greatly to Haley’s indignation, who made
a cut at him with his riding-whip.
“I ‘s ‘stonished at yer, Andy,” said Sam, with awful gravity.
“This yer’s a seris bisness, Andy. Yer mustn’t be a makin’
game. This yer an’t no way to help Mas’r.”
“I shall take the straight road to the river,” said Haley,
decidedly, after they had come to the boundaries of the
estate. “I know the way of all of ‘em,—they makes tracks
for the underground.”
“Sartin,” said Sam, “dat’s de idee. Mas’r Haley hits de thing
right in de middle. Now, der’s two roads to de river,—de
dirt road and der pike,—which Mas’r mean to take?”
Andy looked up innocently at Sam, surprised at hearing
this new geographical fact, but instantly confirmed what
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he said, by a vehement reiteration.
“Cause,” said Sam, “I’d rather be ‘clined to ‘magine that
Lizy ‘d take de dirt road, bein’ it’s the least travelled.”
Haley, notwithstanding that he was a very old bird, and
naturally inclined to be suspicious of chaff, was rather
brought up by this view of the case.
“If yer warn’t both on yer such cussed liars, now!” he said,
contemplatively as he pondered a moment.
The pensive, reflective tone in which this was spoken
appeared to amuse Andy prodigiously, and he drew a
little behind, and shook so as apparently to run a great
risk of failing off his horse, while Sam’s face was
immovably composed into the most doleful gravity.
“Course,” said Sam, “Mas’r can do as he’d ruther, go de
straight road, if Mas’r thinks best,—it’s all one to us. Now,
when I study ‘pon it, I think de straight road de best,
deridedly.”
“She would naturally go a lonesome way,” said Haley,
thinking aloud, and not minding Sam’s remark.
“Dar an’t no sayin’,” said Sam; “gals is pecular; they never
does nothin’ ye thinks they will; mose gen’lly the
contrary. Gals is nat’lly made contrary; and so, if you
thinks they’ve gone one road, it is sartin you’d better go t’
other, and then you’ll be sure to find ‘em. Now, my private
‘pinion is, Lizy took der road; so I think we’d better take
de straight one.”
This profound generic view of the female sex did not
seem to dispose Haley particularly to the straight road,
and he announced decidedly that he should go the other,
and asked Sam when they should come to it.
“A little piece ahead,” said Sam, giving a wink to Andy
with the eye which was on Andy’s side of the head; and
he added, gravely, “but I’ve studded on de matter, and I’m
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quite clar we ought not to go dat ar way. I nebber been
over it no way. It’s despit lonesome, and we might lose
our way,—whar we’d come to, de Lord only knows.”
“Nevertheless,” said Haley, “I shall go that way.”
“Now I think on ‘t, I think I hearn ‘em tell that dat ar road
was all fenced up and down by der creek, and thar, an’t it,
Andy?”
Andy wasn’t certain; he’d only “hearn tell” about that
road, but never been over it. In short, he was strictly
noncommittal.
Haley, accustomed to strike the balance of probabilities
between lies of greater or lesser magnitude, thought that
it lay in favor of the dirt road aforesaid. The mention
of the thing he thought he perceived was involuntary on
Sam’s part at first, and his confused attempts to dissuade
him he set down to a desperate lying on second thoughts,
as being unwilling to implicate Liza.
When, therefore, Sam indicated the road, Haley plunged
briskly into it, followed by Sam and Andy.
Now, the road, in fact, was an old one, that had formerly
been a thoroughfare to the river, but abandoned for many
years after the laying of the new pike. It was open for
about an hour’s ride, and after that it was cut across by
various farms and fences. Sam knew this fact perfectly
well,—indeed, the road had been so long closed up, that
Andy had never heard of it. He therefore rode along with
an air of dutiful submission, only groaning and
vociferating occasionally that ‘t was “desp’t rough, and
bad for Jerry’s foot.”
“Now, I jest give yer warning,” said Haley, “I know yer; yer
won’t get me to turn off this road, with all yer fussin’—so
you shet up!”
“Mas’r will go his own way!” said Sam, with rueful
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submission, at the same time winking most portentously
to Andy, whose delight was now very near the explosive
point.
Sam was in wonderful spirits,—professed to keep a very
brisk lookout,—at one time exclaiming that he saw “a gal’s
bonnet” on the top of some distant eminence, or calling
to Andy “if that thar wasn’t ‘Lizy’ down in the hollow;”
always making these exclamations in some rough or
craggy part of the road, where the sudden quickening
of speed was a special inconvenience to all parties
concerned, and thus keeping Haley in a state of constant
commotion.
After riding about an hour in this way, the whole party
made a precipitate and tumultuous descent into a barn-
yard belonging to a large farming establishment. Not a
soul was in sight, all the hands being employed in the
fields; but, as the barn stood conspicuously and plainly
square across the road, it was evident that their journey
in that direction had reached a decided finale.
“Wan’t dat ar what I telled Mas’r?” said Sam, with an air
of injured innocence. “How does strange gentleman spect
to know more about a country dan de natives born and
raised?”
“You rascal!” said Haley, “you knew all about this.”
“Didn’t I tell yer I knowd, and yer wouldn’t believe me? I
telled Mas’r ‘t was all shet up, and fenced up, and I didn’t
spect we could get through,—Andy heard me.”
It was all too true to be disputed, and the unlucky man
had to pocket his wrath with the best grace he was able,
and all three faced to the right about, and took up their
line of march for the highway.
In consequence of all the various delays, it was about
three-quarters of an hour after Eliza had laid her child
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to sleep in the village tavern that the party came riding
into the same place. Eliza was standing by the window,
looking out in another direction, when Sam’s quick eye
caught a glimpse of her. Haley and Andy were two yards
behind. At this crisis, Sam contrived to have his hat blown
off, and uttered a loud and characteristic ejaculation,
which startled her at once; she drew suddenly back; the
whole train swept by the window, round to the front
door.
A thousand lives seemed to be concentrated in that one
moment to Eliza. Her room opened by a side door to the
river. She caught her child, and sprang down the steps
towards it. The trader caught a full glimpse of her just
as she was disappearing down the bank; and throwing
himself from his horse, and calling loudly on Sam and
Andy, he was after her like a hound after a deer. In that
dizzy moment her feet to her scarce seemed to touch the
ground, and a moment brought her to the water’s edge.
Right on behind they came; and, nerved with strength
such as God gives only to the desperate, with one wild cry
and flying leap, she vaulted sheer over the turbid current
by the shore, on to the raft of ice beyond. It was a
desperate leap—impossible to anything but madness and
despair; and Haley, Sam, and Andy, instinctively cried
out, and lifted up their hands, as she did it.
The huge green fragment of ice on which she alighted
pitched and creaked as her weight came on it, but she
staid there not a moment. With wild cries and desperate
energy she leaped to another and still another cake;
stumbling—leaping—slipping—springing upwards again!
Her shoes are gone—her stockings cut from her
feet—while blood marked every step; but she saw
nothing, felt nothing, till dimly, as in a dream, she saw the
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Ohio side, and a man helping her up the bank.
“Yer a brave gal, now, whoever ye ar!” said the man, with
an oath.
Eliza recognized the voice and face for a man who owned
a farm not far from her old home.
“O, Mr. Symmes!—save me—do save me—do hide me!”
said Elia.
“Why, what’s this?” said the man. “Why, if ‘tan’t Shelby’s
gal!”
“My child!—this boy!—he’d sold him! There is his Mas’r,”
said she, pointing to the Kentucky shore. “O, Mr.
Symmes, you’ve got a little boy!”
“So I have,” said the man, as he roughly, but kindly, drew
her up the steep bank. “Besides, you’re a right brave gal. I
like grit, wherever I see it.”
When they had gained the top of the bank, the man
paused.
“I’d be glad to do something for ye,” said he; “but then
there’s nowhar I could take ye. The best I can do is to
tell ye to go thar,” said he, pointing to a large white house
which stood by itself, off the main street of the village.
“Go thar; they’re kind folks. Thar’s no kind o’ danger but
they’ll help you,—they’re up to all that sort o’ thing.”
“The Lord bless you!” said Eliza, earnestly.
“No ‘casion, no ‘casion in the world,” said the man. “What
I’ve done’s of no ‘count.”
“And, oh, surely, sir, you won’t tell any one!”
“Go to thunder, gal! What do you take a feller for? In
course not,” said the man. “Come, now, go along like a
likely, sensible gal, as you are. You’ve arnt your liberty,
and you shall have it, for all me.”
The woman folded her child to her bosom, and walked
firmly and swiftly away. The man stood and looked after
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her.
“Shelby, now, mebbe won’t think this yer the most
neighborly thing in the world; but what’s a feller to do?
If he catches one of my gals in the same fix, he’s welcome
to pay back. Somehow I never could see no kind o’ critter
a strivin’ and pantin’, and trying to clar theirselves, with
the dogs arter ‘em and go agin ‘em. Besides, I don’t see no
kind of ‘casion for me to be hunter and catcher for other
folks, neither.”
So spoke this poor, heathenish Kentuckian, who had not
been instructed in his constitutional relations, and
consequently was betrayed into acting in a sort of
Christianized manner, which, if he had been better
situated and more enlightened, he would not have been
left to do.
Haley had stood a perfectly amazed spectator of the
scene, till Eliza had disappeared up the bank, when he
turned a blank, inquiring look on Sam and Andy.
“That ar was a tolable fair stroke of business,” said Sam.
“The gal ‘s got seven devils in her, I believe!” said Haley.
“How like a wildcat she jumped!”
“Wal, now,” said Sam, scratching his head, “I hope Mas’r’ll
‘scuse us trying dat ar road. Don’t think I feel spry enough
for dat ar, no way!” and Sam gave a hoarse chuckle.
“You laugh!” said the trader, with a growl.
“Lord bless you, Mas’r, I couldn’t help it now,” said Sam,
giving way to the long pent-up delight of his soul. “She
looked so curi’s, a leapin’ and springin’—ice a
crackin’—and only to hear her,—plump! ker chunk! ker
splash! Spring! Lord! how she goes it!” and Sam and Andy
laughed till the tears rolled down their cheeks.
“I’ll make ye laugh t’ other side yer mouths!” said the
trader, laying about their heads with his riding-whip.
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Both ducked, and ran shouting up the bank, and were on
their horses before he was up.
“Good-evening, Mas’r!” said Sam, with much gravity. “I
berry much spect Missis be anxious ‘bout Jerry. Mas’r
Haley won’t want us no longer. Missis wouldn’t hear of
our ridin’ the critters over Lizy’s bridge tonight;” and,
with a facetious poke into Andy’s ribs, he started off,
followed by the latter, at full speed,—their shouts of
laughter coming faintly on the wind.
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CHAPTER 137.
WHEN SYMPATHY GOES BEYOND THE
PAGES
TAYLOR NUTE, JAMIE SPRINGETT, AND GABRIELLA
ZAKI
Literature has the most power with the right combination
of context, theme, and language. In Harriet Beecher
Stowe’s Uncle Tom’s Cabin, we are enveloped in the Shelby
household where slaves are seemingly treated humanely
as opposed to other slave-owning households. This book
historically has been said to be “the book that started the
Civil War” and there are evident reasons about why that
may be (Volarro). Uncle Tom’s Cabin uses themes of family,
humanity and freedom to enable readers to sympathize
not only with the fictional characters, but with the
enslaved people.
Stowe utilizes the intimate theme of family in Uncle
Tom’s Cabin, allowing for readers to understand and join
the abolition movement. The pathos used within the text
can be credited to Stowe’s background in moral
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philosophy; Stowe studied in Catherine Beecher’ Female
Seminary where she studied subjects within the male
college curriculum (Hedrick). The thematic choice of
family is evident within the text, focusing mainly on the
interactions between Eliza and her family of George and
her son, as well as the ones between herself and Mrs.
Shelby. In Chapter I, we see both Eliza’s love for her son
as well as her daughter-like dependency on her mistress,
Mrs. Shelby. Eliza overheard the conversation between
Mr. Shelby and Haley and goes to her mistress with
worries that her child will be taken away from her but is
then reassured by her mother-like mistress,
Sell him! No, you foolish girl! You know your master never
deals with those southern traders, and never means to sell
any of his servants, as long as they behave well. Why, you
silly child, who do you think would want to buy your
Harry? Do you think all the world are set on him as you are,
you goosie? Come, cheer up, and hook my dress. (Stowe)
This intimate connection between both women shows
a family-like bond, which is radical for the time. This
exemplifies how slaves were people too and had family
and family-like connections that were affected by the
injustices of slavery. Along with the relationship between
Eliza and Mrs. Shelby there is also the family that she has
within her enslaved life, consisting of George and her son.
Although she has a comfortable status within her slave-
owners’ home, she is still pulled to follow her husband
along with her child to freedom:
But stronger than all was maternal love, wrought into a
paroxysm of frenzy by the near approach of a fearful
danger. Her boy was old enough to have walked by her side,
and, in an indifferent case, she would only have led him by
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the hand; but now the bare thought of putting him out of
her arms made her shudder, and she strained him to her
bosom with a convulsive gasp, as she went rapidly forward.
(Stowe)
This emotional journey of motherhood for Eliza allows
readers to have empathy for her as a mother, humanizing
her and breaking down the institution of slavery in which
she was comfortable in but trapped.
Along with the familial theme, humanity is prevalent
throughout her novel, inciting readers to reflect and
connect the vulgarity of slavery to their own lives. By
implementing this theme into her writing, Stowe reaches
the hearts, minds, and morals of her readers, reminding
everyone that we are all humans and slavery is not
humane. The first mention of humanity is seen in
Chapter I when a slaveholder explains that “I lays it all
to my management, sir; and humanity, sir” (Stowe).
Humanity makes the basis for good management of
slaves. He then goes on to explain how awful some
slaveholders can be, ripping children from their parents
and mistreating them. Although this is a slaveholder
talking, Stowe incites sympathy and an understanding
from readers as they see that the way slaveholders treat
slaves- roughly- is inhumane. Stowe uses humanity in
the slave business to show that treating them as property
is wrong and can have damaging effects on the slaves
themselves. Readers are then seeing these slaveholders as
the bad guys and the slaves as the victims. Stowe goes
on to face the readers and say, “Perhaps you would laugh
too, dear reader; but you know humanity comes out in
a variety of strange forms now-a-days” (Stowe). This
almost cynical comment incites the reader to relate this
fictional text to their own lives, allowing them to
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sympathize with both the characters in the story, and the
slaves in real life. This enables readers to see that the idea
of slavery as bad goes beyond a story.
The final theme is freedom which is especially
prominent within the third and seventh chapter.
Freedom, especially in this story and with real life slaves,
meant safety. For the slaves, it was the ability to be their
own person and not who their master wanted them to
be. George Harris goes on about this within the third
chapter:
My master! And who made him my master? That’s what I
think of – what right has he to me? I’m a man as much as he
is. I’m a better man than he is. I know more about business
than he does; I am a better manager than he is; I can read
better than he can; I can write a better hand,—and I’ve
learned it all myself, and no thanks to him,—I’ve learned
it in spite of him; and now what right has he to make a
dray-horse of me?—to take me from things I can do, and do
better than he can, and put me to work that any horse can
do? (Stowe)
Eliza wants to be free for herself, for her husband, and for
her son. This theme especially is one that makes readers
sympathize with characters and real slaves, as freedom is
something every person has wanted. America’s freedom
was still fairly new at the time, and could be seen as
fragile. Americans could read this text and relate to these
characters. It was an insight into the mind of a slave that
evoked sympathy, and impacted the way people thought
about slaves, both within the story and out of it.
Through the use of freedom, humanity, and family,
Uncle Tom’s Cabin effectively evokes sympathy from its
readers. The idea of freedom allows readers to
understand the slaves because that’s what everyone is
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looking for- freedom. Humanity as a theme, makes
readers see that slaves are being treated inhumanely,
inciting sympathy and awareness. And finally, the theme
of family encourages readers to see that both enslaved
and free people share bonds that connote emotion and
dependency. Stowe’s piece uses these themes to create
a revolutionary text, empowering readers to take a side
against slavery.
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CHAPTER 138.
ALL THE SLAVE TEXTS THUS FAR
TUCKER HAYFORD
We’ve been talking about slavery for a while now in class,
inevitably. Over the last few books read- Benito
Cereno, The Heroic Slave, and the beginning of Uncle Tom’s
Cabin, we’ve gotten multiple perspectives on slavery and
multiple depictions of white vs. black people.
Most recently, in Uncle Tom’s Cabin, the differences
were interesting. Within the cast of black characters that
we meet, I was struck by the amount “air time” they got
compared to other slave texts. Eliza and George were the
characters that we were following most of the time and
thanks to the narration, we got to see a lot of what they
were thinking. In Benito Cereno, it seemed like there was
very little black perspective and in The Heroic Slave there
was some but it really seemed to be the Mr. Listwell show.
I think having the “air time”, so to speak, is important
in gaining sympathy for characters. It’s easier to justify
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something as an anti-slavery text when there are
legitimate perspectives form slaves.
The white characters in Uncle Tom’s Cabin also proved
to have an interesting dichotomy, but depictions not too
far off from the other books. There always seems to be
a “good” white guy and a “bad” white guy in each of the
texts (I use quotation marks because… well… it’s still
slavery). In this book, so far, Mr. Shelby seems to embody
our “good” white guy, or at least comparatively speaking.
Mr. Listwell obviously was the good guy in The Heroic
Slave. Then I think we were supposed to sympathize with
Benito, even though I didn’t really like anyone in that
book.
All of the parallels and differences between these
slave texts give me the impression that Uncle Tom’s Cabin,
and its fair distribution of “air time”, is meant to be a more
progressive text for its time, even as it was published a
few years prior to Benito Cereno and the same year as The
Heroic Slave.
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CHAPTER 139.
"SLAVES ARE HUMAN TOO...WHEN THEY
ACT WHITE AND LOOK ATTRACTIVE"
HANNAH FITZGERALD
It makes sense. In order for books about slavery as
something wrong to sell, they need to pander to the white
audience. White people going back and forth between
pro-slavery and anti-slavery won’t read a book where the
main characters don’t relate to them in some way. Hence
why in both The Heroic Slave and Uncle Tom’s Cabin, the
main characters are well-educated, attractive, and kind in
nature. They are also often their masters favorite or well
liked by their masters.
In The Heroic Slave, Madison Washington is described
as handsome and kind. He can read and is a skilled hard
worker. In Uncle Tom’s Cabin, Eliza is a mulatto, she
appears very white and is a sweet woman who is well-
educated. She is described as follows: “There was the
same rich, full, dark eye, with its long lashes; the same
ripples of silky black hair. The brown of her complexion
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gave way on the cheek to a perceptible flush, which
deepened as she saw the gaze of the strange man fixed
upon her in bold and undisguised admiration. Her dress
was of the neatest possible fit, and set off to advantage her
finely moulded shape;—a delicately formed hand and a
trim foot and ankle were items of appearance that did
not escape the quick eye of the trader, well used to run
up at a glance the points of a fine female article” (Stowe
Chapter 1). Eliza is attractive and relatable. A slave the
white people could feel comfortable with.
It’s clear that both authors use slave characters that
pander to white audiences to help their stories reach a
broader audience. When people don’t feel threatened by
the black character of a book they may even end up liking
the character. While it may not feel like the right way
to represent the slaves and how they should be freed, it
makes sense as a strategy to even get your cause out there.
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CHAPTER 140.
ROWAN FINNEGAN CUMMINGS
While African-American characters are the heroes
of Uncle Tom’s Cabin, it is also important to note the fact
that the novel supports quite a few 19th-century black
stereotypes. Stowe’s overall message about abolition and
the true immoral nature of slavery was revolutionary for
her time, especially when compared to previous works
of literature depicting African-American characters (such
as Benito Cereno), but that didn’t stop her from working
in various stereotypes that were simply second nature at
that time.
In Benito Cereno, African American characters, such as
Babo, are portrayed as being quiet, obedient, perfect
servants; that is, until they are given the chance to take
control. They then are vicious killers who must be kept
under the control of white men, lest they rise up and
massacre every white individual in sight. Babo, who is
decidedly the most important African American
character in Benito Cereno, is presented as such a perfect
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slave that other men envy his master, continuously
commenting on how wonderful it must be to have such
a dedicated slave. However, it is revealed later that Babo
was running everything the whole time, and he is
undoubtedly morphed into a villainous creature bent on
killing all of the white individuals and taking control of
the ship.
In Uncle Tom’s Cabin, the African American characters
are portrayed as being equal to the white characters; at
least, in theory. They are not separated from the white
characters when it comes to having real personality
characteristics, but they do fall into stereotypes of their
time. The stereotypical black characters (such as
“Mammy”) are not portrayed negatively, but are
stereotypical nonetheless. And, while many of the African
American characters are much more noble and, well,
human, than many of the white characters, they are still
subservient and almost childlike in comparison.
So, while Uncle Tom’s Cabin was a huge step forward
for African American characters in literature, the steps
forward do not negate the racial stereotypes that keep the
novel at a standstill.
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CHAPTER 141.
HOW TO DEPICT A BLACK
CHARACTER… BY DEPICTING THEM AS
“NOT ALL BLACK”
BRITTANY JOHN
Harriet Beecher Stowe’s Uncle Tom’s Cabin depicts its
white characters in a very different way in the beginning
of the novel. The audience is introduced to Mr. Shelby
and Haley, and they are two very different people. Stowe
practically writes an entire paragraph about Haley and
writes, “He was a short, thick-set man, with coarse,
commonplace features, and that swaggering air of
pretension which marks a low man who is trying to
elbow his way upward in the world” (Chapter 1). Stowe
depicts Haley in a negative light by calling his features
“common” and saying he has a “pretension” that only low
men have when they are desperately trying to get to the
top. That isn’t exactly the best way to be described as a
person. Stowe goes on to talking about Mr. Shelby and
writes, “His companion, Mr. Shelby, had the appearance
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of a gentleman” (Chapter 1). Now, even though
“appearance of a gentleman” isn’t defined, it has a much
more positive connotation than anything that was said
about Haley.
Uncle Tom’s Cabin’s depictions are similar to The Heroic
Slave’sin the way that the slaves that are the favorites of
the masters get a much more detailed depiction, and they
receive a much more positive depiction; they are depicted
as beautiful. Madison Washington in The Heroic Slave was
depicted as this man that no one should be scared of. He
is depicted as strong, and herculean. Madison is depicted
as a hero. The master’s favorites in Uncle Tom’s Cabin are
also depicted as “not all Black.” Stowe writes,
“A small quadroon boy…entered the room. There was
something in his appearance remarkably beautiful and
engaging. His black hair, fine as floss silk, hung in glossy
curls about his round, dimpled face, while a pair of large
dark eyes, full of fire and softness, looked out from
beneath the rich, long lashes, as he peered curiously into
the apartment” (Chapter 1).
I think it’s important to note what “quadroon” means
in this passage. It means “a person who is one-quarter
black by decent”. This is what I mean by depicted as “not
all black.” Stowe makes it a point to depict this black
character as “not all black”, maybe because then it’s okay
to depict them as beautiful?
I think that the depictions of the black characters
in Uncle Tom’s Cabin tells us that even though Mr. Shelby
is a nicer man than Haley, he still isn’t all that great.
In The Heroic Slave, the audience could tell that Mr.
Listwell cared about Madison; he cared about what
happened to Madison and he hated that Madison had to
go through what he had to go through. In that story, we
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see a white character who cares (whether he cared about
just Madison or cared about Black people as a whole is
a completely different story). I don’t think we have that
character that in Uncle Tom’s Cabin. I think it just tells us
to always be wary of the white characters (the masters)
because they can’t be trusted as good people.
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CHAPTER 142.
UNCLE TOM'S CABIN VERSUS BENITO
CERENO VERSUS THE HEROIC SLAVE
SHAYLA LOCKE
If “Benito Cereno” depicts black slaves as intelligent, but
vicious peoples and The Heroic Slave depicts them as
heroes, Uncle Tom’s Cabin seems to be a good middle
ground more grounded in reality than the other
two. Between these three works, Uncle Tom’s Cabinis far
more well-rounded with a number of characters and
diversity in their race, thoughts, and personalities.
“Benito Cereno” had multiple black characters, but
only really focused on Babo. The Heroic Slave only focused
on the hero Madison Washington. However, Uncle Tom’s
Cabin has a variety of black characters with their own
separate outlooks on life and their own predicament. We
have Eliza, a quarter-black slave who is essentially a
handmaiden to her master’s wife, Mrs. Shelby. She is
treated very well by her masters and is educated.
However, her husband George has an awful master who
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wants to keep him uneducated and treats him terribly.
While George complains about his master and decides
that the only option is running away, Eliza begs him to
wait it out and have patience with God.
The white people are differently characterized as well,
offering different ideas and opinions on slavery. Mrs.
Shelby seems to be the most sympathetic to the slave’s
plight, getting extremely upset when she learns her
husband is selling Eliza’s son and doesn’t like the idea of
owning slaves. Mr. Shelby is fine with owning slaves but
is hesitant to sell Eliza’s son to Mr. Haley. Mr. Haley’s
morals seem to be far more flexible concerning slavery.
The only reason he does not want to separate slave
mothers with their babies is because it would “cause
damage to the article”. He does not see black people as
people, while arguably Mr. and Mrs. Shelby have a more
favorable outlook. Throughout all three stories, slavery
has been a recurring theme, but the most inclusive of all
attitudes and aspects of slavery is Uncle Tom’s Cabin.
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CHAPTER 143.
"HOT PEOPLE ARE WHITE-LOOKING
AND GOOD, UGLY PEOPLE ARE EVIL"
ANNA GREENWOOD
Remember when you’d watch cartoons as a little kid and
you’d always be able to tell who the bad guy was because
they were painstakingly ugly? Prime example: In Aladdin,
our handsome protagonist is a strapping tall glass of
water whereas his malicious rival looks like an ironed-
out malnourished piece of leather. This unfortunate
narrative we get fed as children has more adverse effects
then simply implying that you can distinguish the nature
of someone’s character by giving them a visual once-over.
When race gets tied into the mix, what can happen is that
good characters (of a different race) usually have a) lighter
skin and b) whiter features. Just take a look at Aladdin vs
Jafar… You tell me which one has more Middle Eastern
physical features and which one looks like a white boy
from Greenwich, Connecticut who just got a tan from an
afternoon of sailing.
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How does this apply to Uncle Tom’s Cabin? Not only are
the bad characters described as ugly–shout out to Haley
who was described as “a short, thick-set man, with coarse,
commonplace features”–but the black people in this story
(who Stowe wants us to sympathize with and see as the
good characters) are hot and white looking.
Let’s look at Harry first. He’s described as “remarkably
beautiful and engaging. His black hair, fine as floss silk,
hung in glossy curls about his round, dimpled face, while
a pair of large dark eyes, full of fire and softness, looked
out from beneath the rich, long lashes, as he peered
curiously into the apartment.” His mother is treated with
the same type of description. Stowe writes that she has
“rich, full, dark eye[s], with long lashes; the same ripples
of silky black hair. The brown of her complexion gave
way on the cheek to a perceptible flush, which deepened
as she saw the gaze of the strange man fixed upon her
in bold and undisguised admiration. Her dress was of the
neatest possible fit, and set off to advantage her finely
moulded shape.”
First of all, I’d like to point out that most black hair
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isn’t silky. Most black women you see on TV are wearing
wigs if their hair looks soft and smooth. Yes, Beyonce
is wearing a wig. Fine hair is a white feature, and it is
culturally still more accepted as beautiful hair than the
coarse curls of black women. Which is just one of the
white features that is assigned to Eliza and Harry. Later
on, the mother-son pairing is also said to be “so white as
not to be known as of colored lineage, without a critical
survey, and her child was white also, it was much easier
for her to pass on unsuspected.”
So are our good characters hot? Check. Do they have
white features? Check. The problem with this is that not
all black people look white and not every single one of
them is heart wrenchingly beautiful. Most people aren’t.
To focus so hard on the beauty of the the main black
characters wouldn’t be as bad if they didn’t look so white.
This is communicating a message that the more white
a black person is, the more like white people they are.
That’s been the point of both this story and The Heroic
Slave. Look at how similar to white people these slaves
are! They’re good Christians! They speak perfect English!
I think that’s why people have issues with Babo
from Benito Cereno. He’s not an acclimated slave. He’s
pissed. Frankly, all slaves have the right to be pissed! They
shouldn’t be expected to morph into a culture that they
were forcibly placed into and only be granted the
approval stamp of “human being” once they do it.
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CHAPTER 144.
THE MOTHER, THE FATHER, AND THE
HOLY AMERICAN MAN
CARMEN MAURA
Like Frederick Douglass’ The Heroic Slave, Harriet
Beecher Stowe’s Uncle Tom’s Cabin uses “American” ideals
to motivate white readers to support abolition. However,
while Douglass’ The Heroic Slave focuses heavily on
Madison Washington’s near-patriotic desire to be
free, Uncle Tom’s Cabin portrays George, Tom, and Eliza
as the figureheads of liberty, piety, and maternal strength.
Stowe’s portrayal therefore not only appeals to the
patriotic man, but the Christian community and mothers
as well.
Similar to Madison Washington’s proclamation for
liberty in the woods, when George discovers that his
master is planning to keep him from his wife or sell him
down South, he plans to escape to Canada. Stating, ““I
won’t be taken, Eliza; I’ll die first! I’ll be free, or I’ll die!””
George exemplifies the common American ideal of
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freedom and masculinity by risking his life to free his
family.
Unlike George or Eliza, when Tom doesn’t run when
learns that he’s going to be sold. Described as “steady,
honest, capable,” and ” a good, steady, sensible, pious
fellow,” Tom is depicted as a the good-hearted religious
man that obeys the laws of the land and works with and
for–not against–whites. Though his reputation has been
tarnished over the years (“Uncle Tom” often being a term
used to describe someone who submits to their
oppressors), Stowe’s portrayal is intended to liken Tom to
the pious American father who would sacrifice himself to
protect the ones he loves.
Eliza, whose “maternal love” led her to carry her son
through the woods in the middle of the night to prevent
their separation is intended to make the female reader
sympathetic. By demonstrating the humanity of Black
mothers, Stowe intended to convince white mothers to
detest slavery. The contrast between white characters
such as Mr. Shelby and Mr. Haley is intended to
demonstrate how the “kind” masters are just as guilty
as the ones in the South. This becomes more evident
throughout the rest of the novel, as Stowe essentially does
what Douglass couldn’t by criticizing whites in both the
South and the North for their subtle and obvious support
of slavery.
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CHAPTER 145.
THE BOOK THAT STARTED THE CIVIL
WAR
RANDY GARFIELD
First off, let me use this platform to argue my case for
Captain Underpants worthy place in the canon of
American Literature. JUST KIDDING.
Uncle Tom’s Cabin reads like a beach-read. No, it isn’t 54
pages of vague, homoerotic freestyle (“Song of Myself”).
If I were to re-write “Self-Reliance ” to be more in the
vein of Uncle Tom’s Cabin, it would read something like
this: “Do what you want, screw everything else.” Yes, all
that self-important pandering could be reduced to seven
crude words- sorry Emerson. Uncle Tom’s Cabin isn’t as
sophisticated or head-scratch-worthy as the
aforementioned works, but it’s arguably more important
than them to the American story.
Some literature is canonized not because of its
symbolism, elegance or style, but because of its sheer
impact on a society. That’s what I’m assuming Jane
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Tompkins wrote about in her argument for the
canonization of Uncle Tom’s Cabin. Yes, the novel may be
veering on “sentimental drivel” catered to the popular
pallet, but its ease of access and popularity is what gave
it such weight in its day. A work shouldn’t be considered
worthy of canonization in American Literature because
of its ambiguity or complexity, but for the magnitude of
impact that it made on America as a whole.
David Reynolds of the New York Daily News wrote an
article on Uncle Tom’s Cabin and its impact. He attributes
Lincoln’s political victory to Uncle Tom’s Cabin. Its
contents polarized a nation. It stirred righteous
indignation from the northern abolitionists, while at the
same time, says Reynolds, “it stiffened the South’s resolve
to defend slavery and demonize the North.” Reynolds
writes, “Uncle Tom’s Cabin. . . created such a stir when it
was published in 1852 that Abraham Lincoln reportedly
called Stowe ‘the little lady who made this great war.’”
Mind that the war Stowe allegedly “made” was the
costliest war ever fought on American soil.
One could only imagine the hooplah this book must’ve
made, considering that, when it was published, there was
no television or radio. Books were the most accessible
form of entertainment. One might even say (given a bit
of imaginative licence) that Uncle Tom’s Cabin is to 19th-
Century America what (insert your favorite widely
consumed television show) is to today. But when was the
last time Stranger Things started a civil war?
Good Read/Source: http://www.nydailynews.com/
opinion/book-start-civil-war-uncle-tom-cabin-
testament-power-culture-article-1.112605
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CHAPTER 146.
THINGS TO STOP ROMANTICIZING: THE
STRANGER THINGS KIDS AND
19TH-CENTURY SLAVES
SAMANTHA LATOS
Note: I have never seen an episode of Stranger Things. I’ve
just seen a lot of angry tweets.
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Yeah, this post is going there. Getting right into it,
UncleTom’s Cabin is similar to The Heroic Slave because
they both depict slaves as emotional beings who follow
their hearts before their minds, and are interesting for
white people to read about. Both romances are
heterosexual, and complicated by slavery, and the chase
for freedom. Both stories appeal to pathos, and develop
empathetic relationships between the reader and the
characters.
The modern outrage of Stranger Things fans can be
compared to what I felt while reading these two stories.
Why are the authors romanticizing slaves? Is that what
sold books back then? Stranger Things fans defending the
13-year-old actors from the show have just as much a
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right to be angry as everyone who have read these stories
from the 19th century. White people love to romanticize
things that should never be romanticized, including
children and slaves.
Why do these texts romanticize the forlorn slave?
We discussed that The Heroic Slave was written a certain
way to attract a white audience. The story made white
people look good, because they helped the distressed
slave; the young and attractive Madison Washington. In
Uncle Tom’s Cabin, we have Eliza, a young and attractive
slave, who can pass as white. She has a good friendship
with the woman who owns her, and she sees it as a
genuine friendship, rather than the hostile and
dehumanizing situation that it is. Eliza has even more of a
white likability than Madison, because she quite perfectly
resembles a damsel-in-distress and a heroin at the same
time.
Eliza’s role in Uncle Tom’s Cabin is crucial, because she
is our new and better Madison. Chapter seven is called
“The Mother’s Struggle”, and it is all about Eliza’s daring
attempt of freedom with her young son Harry. It is
revealing of Eliza’s character in that it shows what Eliza
is willing to do for her family. This is evident when Stowe
writes:
“Then there was the parting from every familiar
object,—the place where she had grown up, the trees
under which she had played, the groves where she had
walked many an evening in happier days, by the side of
her young husband,—everything, as it lay in the clear,
frosty starlight, seemed to speak reproachfully to her, and
ask her whither could she go from a home like that?
But stronger than all was maternal love, wrought into
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a paroxysm of frenzy by the near approach of a fearful
danger.”
This passage challenges how far Eliza would go for her
family. A white woman at this time would never have to
make such a make-or-break decision. Eliza could pass as
white, but she has African-American heritage as well, and
she is a slave on the run.
She gets treated differently throughout the story
because she looks white. She would not have been as close
with her mistress if she did not look white. Eliza had to
sacrifice her friendship with her mistress, her home, as
well as her own and her child’s safety in order to be free
and reunited with her husband. To Eliza, the hope of a
future where they are all together is worth the risk of
being caught.
This can be compared to Madison’s thought process,
in which he cannot truly be freed from slavery unless
his wife is freed too. It’s easy to understand why Eliza
and Madison let their emotions determine their actions,
they are torn from their families, and they have nothing
besides their families.
Romanticizing slaves, meaning this heteronormative
scenario of husbands and wives being split up by the
confines of slavery and the desire for freedom attracts
white people like bees to honey, most likely because it is
easy to believe, and fun to read about. I have not seen
Stranger Things, but I have heard that the kids get
romanticized/sexualized because they are young,
attractive and heterosexual.
Through these lenses, it is easy to romanticize,
although it doesn’t mean people should.
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CHAPTER 147.
GENTLE GIANTS
NICHOLAS A. PRESCOTT
One thing of note that I’ve been constantly underlining
in these texts are the ways that white people or even
narrators describe black people. In most cases, they see
black people as these monsters among men but also as
beautiful creatures of nature at the same time. They’re
strong and docile in equal measure (except when they
aren’t).
Look at “Benito Cereno,” for starters. Babo, as we now
know him, is this dastardly “villain” in the story. He is
the reason for the plot and we should be inclined to see
him as such. He’s clever, we can give him that much. But
Captain Delano seems more interested in the idea of Babo
being good-natured compared to his white counterparts,
“Marking the noisy indocility of the blacks in general, as
well as what seemed the sullen inefficiency of the whites
it was not without humane satisfaction that Captain
Delano witnessed the steady good conduct of Babo”
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(Melville 12?). Later, we learn of Babo’s deception and the
script is flipped.
But that’s not to say that there isn’t a theme here. Don’t
believe me? Let’s go to example #2.
The Heroic Slave, page 7:
“Madison was of manly form. Tall, symmetrical, round,
and strong. In his movements he seemed to combine,
with the strength of the lion, a lion’s elasticity. His torn
sleeves disclosed arms like polished iron. His face was
“black, but comely.” His eye, lit with emotion, kept guard
under a brow as dark and as glossy as the raven’s wing.
His whole appearance betokened Herculean strength: yet
there was nothing savage or forbidding in his aspect. A
child might play in his arms, or dance on his shoulders.
A giant’s strength, but not a giant’s heart was in him. His
broad mouth and nose spoke only of good nature and
kindness. But his voice, that unfailing index of the soul,
though full and melodious, had that in it which could
terrify as well as charm. He was just the man you would
choose when hardships were to be endured, or danger
to be encountered, — intelligent and brave. He had the
head to conceive, and the hand to execute. In a word, he
was one to be sought as a friend, but to be dreaded as an
enemy” (Douglass 7).
Although more of a passage than a quote, I think the
idea is clear, here. Madison is described many times as
a large manly figure, as a hero, as a beacon of goodness
in early America. Madison Washington even proves his
strength and valor when he enacts his mutiny on
the Creole. So my question is, why (and ESPECIALLY
why in this case) the white characters hold black people
on this raised pedestal? Why does it happen so often?
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What is the purpose? It perplexes me. And to further
prove my point, example #3.
Another long example, forgive me.
“Here the door opened, and a small quadroon boy,
between four and five years of age, entered the room.
There was something in his appearance remarkably
beautiful and engaging. His black hair, fine as floss silk,
hung in glossy curls about his round, dimpled face, while
a pair of large dark eyes, full of fire and softness, looked
out from beneath the rich, long lashes, as he peered
curiously into the apartment. A gay robe of scarlet and
yellow plaid, carefully made and neatly fitted, set off to
advantage the dark and rich style of his beauty; and a
certain comic air of assurance, blended with bashfulness,
showed that he had been not unused to being petted and
noticed by his master” (Stowe 2?).
This case is perhaps more realistic to the situation
because the subject is an actual child. Also, it is important
to note, I think, that his mother was one-fourth black
and described herself as nearly indiscernible from white
people. But again, we see the kind of reverent way that
slaves are described as. The child is beautiful and soft and
lovely to look at.
I’m not entirely sure why this happens. across these
early texts. But I think it’s interesting to see that three
texts that differ in so many ways have one, extremely
specific commonality. Uncle Tom’s Cabin is a vastly
different text than the other two, with one of the only
major crossovers, thus far, is the rebellion of the slaves.
But even in that case, the ways that they are done differ
vastly, as well. Perhaps it’s less of a commonality between
the black characters and more about how the white
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people in the stories all share a lens through which they
look at slaves.
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CHAPTER 148.
UNCLE TOM'S CABIN: THE GOOD, THE
BAD, AND THE UGLY
ANDREA WASGATT
After reading both “Benito Cereno” as well as The Heroic
Slave, Harriet Beecher Stowe’s Uncle Tom’s Cabin provided
a much deeper glance at the relationship held between
slaves and their masters than the other two texts have
thus far provided. The text features the complexity of
the relationship held between the kindly Mr. Shelby and
some of his most beloved slaves (Tom, Eliza, and her son
Harry), while still showcasing more villainous slave
owners, such as George’s (Eliza’s husband) master and
Haley, the slave trader.
While “Benito Cereno” acted as more of a pro-slavery
text, demonstrating through the plot’s uprising of the
slaves that slaves are dangerous, unpredictable, and
savage creatures, Uncle Tom’s Cabin definitely acts as an
anti-slavery text by featuring the complex human
emotions experienced by the slaves. Stowe instills
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sympathy within the reader by providing the background
stories of each of the slaves, such as Tom’s good-natured
and Christian tendencies, Eliza’s upbringing within the
Shelby’s home as well as the loss of two children, and
the manner in which her husband is essentially ripped
away from her and their child’s lives simply because he
is seen as another man’s property rather than an actual
person. It truly makes you feel for this characters- similar
to The Heroic Slave, except no slave revolts have actually
occurred (yet) in which anyone is dying, which is a pro in
my book.
Uncle Tom’s Cabin features slaves that are both painted
as, and depending on the master, treated as a human
being, as well as demonstrating the complexity of the
slave owners themselves. For example, although Mr.
Shelby has been forced into a financial position in which
he must sell some of his most beloved slaves, he feels
true sympathy towards these same slaves, worrying very
much at what will become of them, as well as feeling as
though he is betraying them- in Tom’s case, betraying the
promise that he had once made of someday granting him
his freedom, as well as betraying Eliza’s trust by ripping
away her young and only child.
However, the text still features the much more usual
and villainous slave owners, such as the trader, Haley,
who at one point remarks to Mr. Shelby, “…you Kentucky
folks spile your niggers. You mean well by ‘em, but ‘tan’t
no real kindness, arter all. Now, a nigger, you see, what’s
got to be hacked and tumbled round the world, and sold
to Tom, and Dick, and the Lord knows who, ‘tan’t no
kindness to be givin’ on him notions and expectations,
and bringin’ on him up too well, for the rough and tumble
comes all the harder on him after” (Chapter 1). Haley
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obviously sees slaves as pieces of property, and does not
think that they should be brought up in the manner that
Mr. Shelby has brought up his own slaves, seeing it as
“spoiling” them for the exact same reason as the situation
which is currently unfolding- at some point, these slaves
will either be sold off for one reason or another, or their
kind master will eventually die, leaving them to an
unknown fate.
So while Uncle Tom’s Cabin exhibits many differences
from the much more “pro-slavery” “Benito Cereno”, such
as its anti-slavery message, it features multiple
similarities with The Heroic Slave in the depiction of how
both white and black characters are treated throughout
the entirety of the text.
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PART XXIX.
HARRIET JACOBS

CHAPTER 149.
INTRODUCTION (2017)
TUCKER HAYFORD, PAIGE SCHOPPMANN,
KATHERINE WHITCOMB
Fortunate isn’t exactly the word that comes to mind when
thinking of Harriet Jacobs, author of Incidents In The Life
of a Slave Girl. Born into a life of slavery, Jacobs didn’t
comprehend her circumstances until the age of six. Most
of her closest companions died and she was sexually
harassed by her owner until she had children with
someone else and he sent her away to a life of hard labor.
She fled the plantation, leaving behind her children, and
hid in an attic for seven years before finding freedom in
New York in 1842. Perhaps, however, the one place where
a word like fortunate could fit in is in the fact that she was
able to escape and tell her story. Incidents was published in
1861, just as the Civil War was getting underway, which
was the perfect time to lay out the horrors, abuse, and
dehumanization that had been faced by slaves for the
better part of a century.
Jacobs’ story was unique also in the sense that it
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provided one of few female perspectives on slavery. Her
narrative stands up and voices a part of slavery that most
people aren’t as familiar with: the female slave’s struggle.
The book recounts instances of sexual abuse by slave
owners as well as the trauma that comes with a mother
separating from her children, and much more. Though
a pseudonym – Linda – is used, it’s clear that Jacobs’
narrative is a biographical account of her gruesome
journey within slavery, as well as getting out of slavery.
The reader then sees, in great detail, what it took for
slaves to find a sense of identity and what discrimination
they endured. The readers are also made aware of the
fact that a lot of them never got the chance, something
that perhaps gained sympathy from those in war-fueled
anguish.
We see through her story, truly how the slaves were
treated through that time. We see something that history
books can never amount to; her complete storyline allows
us to feel emotionally connected to her as a character,
and as readers take a step outside of the initial storyline,
it’s a moment of realization that this is what America put
people through during that time. She bares her soul to
the world which shows all of the difficult decisions that
we forced her, and many others, to make, such as leaving
your children and constantly staying in hiding in order
to secure their safety and future freedom. All of these
reasons amount to why Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl
should fully count as an American novel.
When scholars and and academics discuss American
literature, they can’t do so effectively without analyzing
every perspective on one of the largest American
controversies: slavery. It’s a large part of American
history, and to see every perspective on the issue is to
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understand how it, and the literature that revolves around
it, would come to change the way we understand human
rights and influence the politics of many countries
around the world. America is a young country, but it’s
a massive country. There are many things that America
does well, but many things that America does not do
well. In order to further progress as a country, we must
ask ourselves of everything we’ve done in the past. We
must see our faults and wear them on our backs as a way
to remind ourselves where we’ve come from and know
where we will never go. Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl
is an example of how we can do that. Learning about
all different perspectives of this time period will further
begin to allow growth and progress within our learning
and later, our reality.
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CHAPTER 150.
INTRODUCTION (2016)
OLIVIA HODSDON, EMILY HOLLERAN, TONI
GALLANT
Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl, written by Harriet
Jacobs in the year 1861, is a tale of the long and hard
escape from slavery and the yearning for freedom. To
being pursued by a sadistic slave owner, to hiding in an
attic for seven years, to being bought and sold like cattle,
Jacobs, under the pseudonym of Linda Brent, possesses
an unbreakable spirit, as she describes her hardships in
the pursuit of freedom. Though she starts out as a slave
in the South, she eventually escapes to the North as “an
antislavery activist and worker among the black refugees”
(Jacobs vi). Armed with only her will to survive, the
reader experiences her continuous loss and subsequent
triumphs over a world that tried to keep her fettered.
Linda does not even know she is a slave until the age of
six, saying, “when I was six years old, my mother died; and
then, for the first time, I learned, by the talk around me,
that I was a slave” (Jacobs 10). Following this, her mistress
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dies, and she is put into the care of the novel’s antagonist,
Dr. Flint. Although she is owned by his daughter, he
pursues her vehemently, and causes her to seek out an
affair with a white neighbor, Mr. Sands, in the attempt
to flee. She has two children with him, Benny and Ellen.
This touches upon the aspect of freedom, especially
considering Linda’s escape from Dr. Flint. Jacobs makes
the reader consider whether or not she actually earned
any sort of freedom, since she left the arms of one man
and was taken into another’s.
Aunt Martha is another central character who makes
the reader consider what freedom really means to Jacobs,
and to Linda respectively. Aunt Martha is perfectly
content being a possession of her oppressors, and does
not long for freedom as Linda does. This makes the
reader consider if what Linda pursues really counts as
freedom – does everyone’s definition of freedom change
with what sort of situation they are in? Later, in the
attempt to escape from her oppressors but still not
abandon her family, she wedges herself in Aunt Martha’s
attic for seven years, thus physically debilitating her.
When the fear her children might be sold into slavery
outweighs fear of her own personal safety, Linda begins
preparation for her escape, much to Aunt Martha’s
chagrin: “My grandmother, always nervously sensitive
about runaways, was terribly frightened. She felt sure that
a similar fate awaited me, if I did not desist from my
enterprise. She sobbed, and groaned, and entreated me
not to go” (Jacobs 125). Aunt Martha is more concerned
with keeping the family together rather than allowing
them the opportunity of pursuing their freedom.
Although Dr. Flint stands as the character who seems to
have the most hold over Linda, the main antagonist of the
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novel seems to be the privileged white people she comes
in contact with, whom buy and sell her like cattle. Even
after Dr. Flint’s passing, his presence is felt in every aspect
of Linda’s life, as his daughter continues the chase, leaving
Linda with no relief. The Flints, and other privileged
white people like them, limit her freedom, and keep her
trapped wherever she tries to escape. This sort of
freedom she describes is eternal, and will be carried with
her throughout the remainder of her life. One example of
her inability to escape the constant belittlement of white
people is when she is at the Bruce’s, and the white waiters
refuse to deliver her meals: “They soon began to
complain, saying they were not hired to wait on negroes”
(Jacobs 145). Even though they are employed to serve the
Bruce’s, they decide that they are superior to Linda due
to their lighter skin color. Their freedom comes from
denying Linda her meals, even though they were hired to
serve her and her new family. Linda’s freedom remains
unaddressed, especially due to this outburst. Jacobs uses
the novel and the Linda character to portray her fear of
these types of people, and how they will never set her free.
Even Mrs. Bruce, who the readers begin to believe will
finally treat Linda with a shred of respect, buys her like
any other slave.
Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl is a text which really
gives the reader insight as to what it was like to be a slave
longing for freedom. Jacobs, and her personal character
Linda, experiences freedom in many forms, and thus
should be anthologized because of its relevancy to the
American slave’s struggles. Desires for freedom is still
relevant in this world, but not necessarily in the same
way. Many parts of this novel are still applicable to today’s
world, especially considering the battle of racism and
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classes. In reading Jacobs’ novel, an American could learn
and a thing or two about freedom, and what it has to
offer.
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CHAPTER 151.
INCIDENTS IN THE LIFE OF A SLAVE
GIRL
HARRIET JACOBS
Introduction by the Editor
THE author of the following autobiography is
personally known to me, and her conversation and
manners inspire me with confidence. During the last
seventeen years, she has lived the greater part of the time
with a distinguished family in New York, and has so
deported herself as to be highly esteemed by them. This
fact is sufficient, without further credentials of her
character. I believe those who know her will not be
disposed to doubt her veracity, though some incidents in
her story are more romantic than fiction.
At her request, I have revised her manuscript; but such
changes as I have made have been mainly for purposes of
condensation and orderly arrangement. I have not added
any thing to the incidents, or changed the import of her
very pertinent remarks. With trifling exceptions, both the
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ideas and the language are her own. I pruned
excrescences a little, but otherwise I had no reason for
changing her lively and dramatic way of telling her own
story. The names of both persons and places are known
to me; but for good reasons I suppress them.
It will naturally excite surprise that a woman reared in
Slavery should be able to write so well. But circumstances
will explain this. In the first place, nature endowed her
with quick perceptions. Secondly, the mistress, with
whom she lived till she was twelve years old, was a kind,
considerate friend, who taught her to read and spell.
Thirdly, she was placed in favorable circumstances after
she came to the North; having frequent intercourse with
intelligent persons, who felt a friendly interest in her
welfare, and were disposed to give her opportunities for
self-improvement.
I am well aware that many will accuse me of indecorum
for presenting these pages to the public; for the
experiences of this intelligent and much-injured woman
belong to a class which some call delicate subjects, and
others indelicate. This peculiar phase of Slavery has
generally been kept veiled; but the public ought to be
made acquainted with its monstrous features, and I
willingly take the responsibility of presenting them with
the veil withdrawn. I do this for the sake of my sisters
in bondage, who are suffering wrongs so foul, that our
ears are too delicate to listen to them. I do it with the
hope of arousing conscientious and reflecting women at
the North to a sense of their duty in the exertion of moral
influence on the question of Slavery, on all possible
occasions. I do it with the hope that every man who reads
this narrative will swear solemnly before God that, so far
as he has power to prevent it, no fugitive from Slavery
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shall ever be sent back to suffer in that loathsome den of
corruption and cruelty.
L. MARIA CHILD . . . . . . . . . .
Preface by the Author
READER, be assured this narrative is no fiction. I am
aware that some of my adventures may seem incredible;
but they are, nevertheless, strictly true. I have not
exaggerated the wrongs inflicted by Slavery; on the
contrary, my descriptions fall far short of the facts. I have
concealed the names of places, and given persons
fictitious names. I had no motive for secrecy on my own
account, but I deemed it kind and considerate towards
others to pursue this course.
I wish I were more competent to the task I have
undertaken. But I trust my readers will excuse
deficiencies in consideration of circumstances. I was born
and reared in Slavery; and I remained in a Slave State
twenty-seven years. Since I have been at the North, it
has been necessary for me to work diligently for my own
support, and the education of my children. This has not
left me much leisure to make up for the loss of early
opportunities to improve myself, and it has compelled
me to write these pages at irregular intervals, whenever I
could snatch an hour from household duties.
When I first arrived in Philadelphia, Bishop Paine
advised me to publish a sketch of my life, but I told him
I was altogether incompetent to such an undertaking.
Though I have improved my mind somewhat since that
time, I still remain of the same opinion; but I trust my
motives will excuse what might otherwise seem
presumptuous. I have not written my experiences in
order to attract attention to myself-, on the contrary, it
would have been more pleasant to me to have been silent
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about my own history. Neither do I care to excite
sympathy for my own sufferings. But I do earnestly desire
to arouse the women of the North to a realizing sense
of the condition of two millions of women at the South,
still in bondage, suffering what I suffered, and most of
them far worse. I want to add my testimony to that of
abler pens to convince the people of the Free States what
Slavery really is. Only by experience can any one realize
how deep, and dark, and foul is that pit of abominations.
May the blessing of God rest on this imperfect effort in
behalf of my persecuted people! .
LINDA BRENT………………….
[penname of Harriet Jacobs].
I.
CHILDHOOD.
I WAS born a slave; but I never knew it till six years
of happy childhood had passed away. My father was a
carpenter, and considered so intelligent and skilful in his
trade, that, when buildings out of the common line were
to be erected, he was sent for from long distances, to
be head workman. On condition of paying his mistress
two hundred dollars a year, and supporting himself, he
was allowed to work at his trade, and manage his own
affairs. His strongest wish was to purchase his children;
but, though he several times offered his hard earnings
for that purpose, he never succeeded. In complexion my
parents were a light shade of brownish yellow, and were
termed mulattoes. They lived together in a comfortable
home; and, though we were all slaves, I was so fondly
shielded that I never dreamed I was a piece of
merchandise, trusted to them for safe keeping, and liable
to be demanded of them at any moment. I had one
brother, William, who was two years younger than
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myself–a bright, affectionate child. I had also a great
treasure in my maternal grandmother, who was a
remarkable woman in many respects. She was the
daughter of a planter in South Carolina, who, at his death,
left her mother and his three children free, with money
to go to St. Augustine, where they had relatives. It was
during the Revolutionary War; and they were captured
on their passage, carried back, and sold to different
purchasers. Such was the story my grandmother used to
tell me; but I do not remember all the particulars. She was
a little girl when she was captured and sold to the keeper
of a large hotel. I have often heard her tell how hard
she fared during childhood. But as she grew older she
evinced so much intelligence, and was so faithful, that her
master and mistress could not help seeing it was for their
interest to take care of such a valuable piece of property.
She became an indispensable personage in the household,
officiating in all capacities, from cook and wet nurse to
seamstress. She was much praised for her cooking; and
her nice crackers became so famous in the neighborhood
that many people were desirous of obtaining them. In
consequence of numerous requests of this kind, she asked
permission of her mistress to bake crackers at night, after
all the household work was done; and she obtained leave
to do it, provided she would clothe herself and her
children from the profits. Upon these terms, after
working hard all day for her mistress, she began her
midnight bakings, assisted by her two oldest children.
The business proved profitable; and each year she laid
by a little, which was saved for a fund to purchase her
children. Her master died, and the property was divided
among his heirs. The widow had her dower in the hotel
which she continued to keep open. My grandmother
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remained in her service as a slave; but her children were
divided among her master’s children. As she had five,
Benjamin, the youngest one, was sold, in order that each
heir might have an equal portion of dollars and cents
[IMAGE of sale bill for slave auction] . There was so little
difference in our ages that he seemed more like my
brother than my uncle. He was a bright, handsome lad,
nearly white; for he inherited the complexion my
grandmother had derived from Anglo-Saxon ancestors.
Though only ten years old, seven hundred and twenty
dollars were paid for him. His sale was a terrible blow
to my grandmother; but she was naturally hopeful, and
she went to work with renewed energy, trusting in time
to be able to purchase some of her children. She had laid
up three hundred dollars, which her mistress one day
begged as a loan, promising to pay her soon. The reader
probably knows that no promise or writing given to a
slave is legally binding; for, according to Southern laws,
a slave, being property, can hold no property. When my
grandmother lent her hard earnings to her mistress, she
trusted solely to her honor. The honor of a slaveholder to
a slave!
To this good grandmother I was indebted for many
comforts. My brother Willie and I often received portions
of the crackers, cakes, and preserves, she made to sell; and
after we ceased to be children we were indebted to her for
many more important services.
Such were the unusually fortunate circumstances of my
early childhood. When I was six years old, my mother
died; and then, for the first time, I learned, by the talk
around me, that I was a slave. My mother’s mistress was
the daughter of my grandmother’s mistress. She was the
foster sister of my mother; they were both nourished at
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my grandmother’s breast. In fact, my mother had been
weaned at three months old, that the babe of the mistress
might obtain sufficient food. They played together as
children; and, when they became women, my mother was
a most faithful servant to her whiter foster sister. On her
death-bed her mistress promised that her children should
never suffer for any thing; and during her lifetime she
kept her word. They all spoke kindly of my dead mother,
who had been a slave merely in name, but in nature was
noble and womanly. I grieved for her, and my young mind
was troubled with the thought who would now take care
of me and my little brother. I was told that my home was
now to be with her mistress; and I found it a happy one.
No toilsome or disagreeable duties were imposed on me.
My mistress was so kind to me that I was always glad to
do her bidding, and proud to labor for her as much as
my young years would permit. I would sit by her side for
hours, sewing diligently, with a heart as free from care
as that of any free-born white child. When she thought I
was tired, she would send me out to run and jump; and
away I bounded, to gather berries or flowers to decorate
her room. Those were happy days–too happy to last. The
slave child had no thought for the morrow; but there
came that blight, which too surely waits on every human
being born to be a chattel.
When I was nearly twelve years old, my kind mistress
sickened and died. As I saw the cheek grow paler, and the
eye more glassy, how earnestly I prayed in my heart that
she might live! I loved her; for she had been almost like a
mother to me. My prayers were not answered. She died,
and they buried her in the little churchyard, where, day
after day, my tears fell upon her grave.
I was sent to spend a week with my grandmother. I
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was now old enough to begin to think of the future; and
again and again I asked myself what they would do with
me. I felt sure I should never find another mistress so
kind as the one who was gone. She had promised my
dying mother that her children should never suffer for
any thing; and when I remembered that, and recalled her
many proofs of attachment to me, I could not help having
some hopes that she had left me free. My friends were
almost certain it would be so. They thought she would
be sure to do it, on account of my mother’s love and
faithful service. But, alas! we all know that the memory of
a faithful slave does not avail much to save her children
from the auction block [IMAGE of auction block].
After a brief period of suspense, the will of my mistress
was read, and we learned that she had bequeathed me to
her sister’s daughter, a child of five years old. So vanished
our hopes. My mistress had taught me the precepts of
God’s Word: “Thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself.”
“Whatsoever ye would that men should do unto you, do
ye even so unto them.” But I was her slave, and I suppose
she did not recognize me as her neighbor. I would give
much to blot out from my memory that one great wrong.
As a child, I loved my mistress; and, looking back on
the happy days I spent with her, I try to think with less
bitterness of this act of injustice. While I was with her, she
taught me to read and spell; and for this privilege, which
so rarely falls to the lot of a slave, I bless her memory.
She possessed but few slaves; and at her death those
were all distributed among her relatives. Five of them
were my grandmother’s children, and had shared the
same milk that nourished her mother’s children.
Notwithstanding my grandmother’s long and faithful
service to her owners, not one of her children escaped
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the auction block. These God-breathing machines are no
more, in the sight of their masters, than the cotton they
plant, or the horses they tend.
II.
THE NEW MASTER AND MISTRESS.
DR. Flint [IMAGE of Dr. Flint & his house], a physician in
the neighborhood, had married the sister of my mistress,
and I was now the property of their little daughter. It
was not without murmuring that I prepared for my new
home; and what added to my unhappiness, was the fact
that my brother William was purchased by the same
family. My father, by his nature, as well as by the habit of
transacting business as a skillful mechanic, had more of
the feelings of a freeman than is common among slaves.
My brother was a spirited boy; and being brought up
under such influences, he daily detested the name of
master and mistress. One day, when his father and his
mistress both happened to call him at the same time, he
hesitated between the two; being perplexed to know
which had the strongest claim upon his obedience. He
finally concluded to go to his mistress. When my father
reproved him for it, he said, “You both called me, and I
didn’t know which I ought to go to first.”
“You are my child,” replied our father, “and when I call
you, you should come immediately, if you have to pass
through fire and water.”
Poor Willie! He was now to learn his first lesson of
obedience to a master. Grandmother tried to cheer us
with hopeful words, and they found an echo in the
credulous hearts of youth.
When we entered our new home we encountered cold
looks, cold words, and cold treatment. We were glad
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when the night came. On my narrow bed I moaned and
wept, I felt so desolate and alone.
I had been there nearly a year, when a dear little friend
of mine was buried. I heard her mother sob, as the clods
fell on the coffin of her only child, and I turned away from
the grave, feeling thankful that I still had something left
to love. I met my grandmother, who said, “Come with
me, Linda;” and from her tone I knew that something
sad had happened. She led me apart from the people,
and then said, “My child, your father is dead. ” Dead!
How could I believe it? He had died so suddenly I had
not even heard that he was sick. I went home with my
grandmother. My heart rebelled against God, who had
taken from me mother, father, mistress, and friend. The
good grandmother tried to comfort me. “Who knows the
ways of God?” said she. “Perhaps they have been kindly
taken from the evil days to come.” Years afterwards I often
thought of this. She promised to be a mother to her
grandchildren, so far as she might be permitted to do so;
and strengthened by her love, I returned to my master’s. I
thought I should be allowed to go to my father’s house the
next morning; but I was ordered to go for flowers, that
my mistress’s house might be decorated for an evening
party. I spent the day gathering flowers and weaving them
into festoons, while the dead body of my father was lying
within a mile of me. What cared my owners for that? he
was merely a piece of property. Moreover, they thought
he had spoiled his children, by teaching them to feel that
they were human beings. This was blasphemous doctrine
for a slave to teach; presumptuous in him, and dangerous
to the masters.
The next day I followed his remains to a humble grave
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beside that of my dear mother. There were those who
knew my father’s worth, and respected his memory.
My home now seemed more dreary than ever. The
laugh of the little slave-children sounded harsh and cruel.
It was selfish to feel so about the joy of others. My brother
moved about with a very grave face. I tried to comfort
him, by saying, “Take courage, Willie; brighter days will
come by and by.”
“You don’t know any thing about it, Linda,” he replied.
“We shall have to stay here all our days; we shall never be
free. ”
I argued that we were growing older and stronger, and
that perhaps we might, before long, be allowed to hire
our own time, and then we could earn money to buy
our freedom. William declared this was much easier to
say than to do; moreover, he did not intend to buy his
freedom. We held daily controversies upon this subject.
Little attention was paid to the slaves’ meals in Dr.
Flint’s house. If they could catch a bit of food while it
was going, well and good. I gave myself no trouble on
that score, for on my various errands I passed my
grandmother’s house, where there was always something
to spare for me. I was frequently threatened with
punishment if I stopped there; and my grandmother, to
avoid detaining me, often stood at the gate with
something for my breakfast or dinner. I was indebted to
her for all my comforts, spiritual or temporal. It was her
labor that supplied my scanty wardrobe. I have a vivid
recollection of the linsey-woolsey dress given me every
winter by Mrs. Flint. How I hated it! It was one of the
badges of slavery.
While my grandmother was thus helping to support me
from her hard earnings, the three hundred dollars she had
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lent her mistress were never repaid. When her mistress
died, her son-in-law, Dr. Flint, was appointed executor.
When grandmother applied to him for payment, he said
the estate was insolvent, and the law prohibited payment.
It did not, however, prohibit him from retaining the silver
candelabra, which had been purchased with that money.
I presume they will be handed down in the family, from
generation to generation.
My grandmother’s mistress had always promised her
that, at her death, she should be free; and it was said that
in her will she made good the promise. But when the
estate was settled, Dr. Hint told the faithful old servant
that, under existing circumstances, it was necessary she
should be sold.
On the appointed day, the customary advertisement
was posted up, proclaiming that there would be a “public
sale of negroes, horses, &c. ” Dr. Flint called to tell my
grandmother that he was unwilling to wound her feelings
by putting her up at auction, and that he would prefer
to dispose of her at private sale. My grandmother saw
through his hypocrisy; she understood very well that he
was ashamed of the job. She was a very spirited woman,
and if he was base enough to sell her, when her mistress
intended she should be free, she was determined the
public should know it. She had for a long time supplied
many families with crackers and preserves; consequently,
“Aunt Marthy,” as she was called, was generally known,
and every body who knew her respected her intelligence
and good character. Her long and faithful service in the
family was also well known, and the intention of her
mistress to leave her free. When the day of sale came, she
took her place among the chattels, and at the first call she
sprang upon the auction-block. Many voices called out,
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“Shame! Shame! Who is going to sell you, aunt Marthy?
Don’t stand there! That is no place for you.” Without
saying a word, she quietly awaited her fate. No one bid
for her. At last, a feeble voice said, “Fifty dollars.” It came
from a maiden lady, seventy years old, the sister of my
grandmother’s deceased mistress. She had lived forty
years under the same roof with my grandmother; she
knew how faithfully she had served her owners, and how
cruelly she had been defrauded of her rights; and she
resolved to protect her. The auctioneer waited for a
higher bid; but her wishes were respected; no one bid
above her. She could neither read nor write; and when
the bill of sale was made out, she signed it with a cross.
But what consequence was that, when she had a big heart
overflowing with human kindness? She gave the old
servant her freedom.
At that time, my grandmother was just fifty years old.
Laborious years had passed since then; and now my
brother and I were slaves to the man who had defrauded
her of her money, and tried to defraud her of her
freedom. One of my mother’s sisters, called Aunt Nancy,
was also a slave in his family. She was a kind, good aunt
to me; and supplied the place of both housekeeper and
waiting maid to her mistress. She was, in fact, at the
beginning and end of every thing.
Mrs. Flint, like many southern women, was totally
deficient in energy. She had not strength to superintend
her household affairs; but her nerves were so strong, that
she could sit in her easy chair and see a woman whipped,
till the blood trickled from every stroke of the lash. She
was a member of the church; but partaking of the Lord’s
supper did not seem to put her in a Christian frame of
mind. If dinner was not served at the exact time on that
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particular Sunday, she would station herself in the
kitchen, and wait till it was dished, and then spit in all the
kettles and pans that had been used for cooking. She did
this to prevent the cook and her children from eking out
their meagre fare with the remains of the gravy and other
scrapings. The slaves could get nothing to eat except what
she chose to give them. Provisions were weighed out by
the pound and ounce, three times a day. I can assure you
she gave them no chance to eat wheat bread from her
flour barrel. She knew how many biscuits a quart of flour
would make, and exactly what size they ought to be.
Dr. Flint was an epicure. The cook never sent a dinner
to his table without fear and trembling; for if there
happened to be a dish not to his liking, he would either
order her to be whipped, or compel her to eat every
mouthful of it in his presence. The poor, hungry creature
might not have objected to eating it; but she did not object
to having her master cram it down her throat till she
choked.
They had a pet dog, that was a nuisance in the house.
The cook was ordered to make some Indian mush for
him. He refused to eat, and when his head was held over
it, the froth flowed from his mouth into the basin. He
died a few minutes after. When Dr. Flint came in, he
said the mush had not been well cooked, and that was
the reason the animal would not eat it. He sent for the
cook, and compelled her to eat it. He thought that the
woman’s stomach was stronger than the dog’s; but her
sufferings afterwards proved that he was mistaken. This
poor woman endured many cruelties from her master
and mistress; sometimes she was locked up, away from
her nursing baby, for a whole day and night.
When I had been in the family a few weeks, one of
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the plantation slaves was brought to town, by order of
his master. It was near night when he arrived, and Dr.
Flint ordered him to be taken to the work house, and
tied up to the joist, so that his feet would just escape the
ground. In that situation he was to wait till the doctor
had taken his tea. I shall never forget that night. Never
before, in my life, had I heard hundreds of blows fall, in
succession, on a human being. His piteous groans, and
his “O, pray don’t, massa,” rang in my ear for months
afterwards. There were many conjectures as to the cause
of this terrible punishment. Some said master accused
him of stealing corn; others said the slave had quarrelled
with his wife, in presence of the overseer, and had
accused his master of being the father of her child. They
were both black, and the child was very fair.
I went into the work house next morning, and saw the
cowhide still wet with blood, and the boards all covered
with gore. The poor man lived, and continued to quarrel
with his wife. A few months afterwards Dr. Flint handed
them both over to a slave-trader. The guilty man put
their value into his pocket, and had the satisfaction of
knowing that they were out of sight and hearing. When
the mother was delivered into the trader’s hands, she said,
“You promised to treat me well.” To which he replied,
“You have let your tongue run too far; damn you!” She had
forgotten that it was a crime for a slave to tell who was
the father of her child.
From others than the master persecution also comes in
such cases. I once saw a young slave girl dying soon after
the birth of a child nearly white. In her agony she cried
out, “O Lord, come and take me!” Her mistress stood by,
and mocked at her like an incarnate .fiend. “You suffer, do
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you?” she exclaimed. “I am glad of it. You deserve it all,
and more too.”
The girl’s mother said, “The baby is dead, thank God;
and I hope my poor child will soon be in heaven, too.”
“Heaven!” retorted the mistress. “There is no such place
for the like of her and her bastard.”
The poor mother turned away, sobbing. Her dying
daughter called her, feebly, and as she bent over her, I
heard her say, “Don’t grieve so, mother; God knows all
about it; and HE will have mercy upon me.”
Her sufferings, afterwards, became so intense, that her
mistress felt unable to stay; but when she left the room,
the scornful smile was still on her lips. Seven children
called her mother. The poor black woman had but the
one child, whose eyes she saw closing in death, while
she thanked God for taking her away from the greater
bitterness of life.
III.
THE SLAVES’ NEW YEAR’S DAY.
DR. Flint owned a fine residence in town, several farms,
and about fifty slaves, besides hiring a number by the
year. Hiring-day at the south takes place on the 1st of
January. On the 2d, the slaves are expected to go to their
new masters. On a farm, they work until the corn and
cotton are laid. They then have two holidays. Some
masters give them a good dinner under the trees. This
over, they work until Christmas eve. If no heavy charges
are meantime brought against them, they are given four
or five holidays, whichever the master or overseer may
think proper. Then comes New Year’s eve; and they
gather together their little alls, or more properly
speaking, their little nothings, and wait anxiously for the
dawning of day. At the appointed hour the grounds are
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thronged with men, women, and children, waiting, like
criminals, to hear their doom pronounced. The slave is
sure to know who is the most humane, or cruel master,
within forty miles of him. It is easy to find out, on that
day, who clothes and feeds his slaves well; for he is
surrounded by a crowd, begging, “Please, massa, hire me
this year. I will work very hard, massa.” If a slave is
unwilling to go with his new master, he is whipped, or
locked up in jail, until he consents to go, and promises not
to run away during the year. Should he chance to change
his mind, thinking it justifiable to violate an extorted
promise, woe unto him if he is caught! The whip is used
till the blood flows at his feet; and his stiffened limbs are
put in chains, to be dragged in the field for days and days!
If he lives until the next year, perhaps the same man will
hire him again, without even giving him an opportunity
of going to the hiring-ground. After those for hire are
disposed of, those for sale are called up. O, you happy
free women, contrast your New Year’s day with that of
the poor bond-woman! With you it is a pleasant season,
and the light of the day is blessed. Friendly wishes meet
you every where, and gifts are showered upon you. Even
hearts that have been estranged from you soften at this
season, and lips that have been silent echo back, “I wish
you a happy New Year.” Children bring their little
offerings, and raise their rosy lips for a caress. They are
your own, and no hand but that of death can take them
from you. But to the slave mother New Year’s day comes
laden with peculiar sorrows. She sits on her cold cabin
floor, watching the children who may all be torn from
her the next morning; and often does she wish that she
and they might die before the day dawns. She may be
an ignorant creature, degraded by the system that has
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brutalized her from childhood; but she has a mother’s
instincts, and is capable of feeling a mother’s agonies.
On one of these sale days, I saw a mother lead seven
children to the auction-block. She knew that some of
them would be taken from her; but they took all. The
children were sold to a slave-trader, and their mother
was bought by a man in her own town. Before night her
children were all far away. She begged the trader to tell
her where he intended to take them; this he refused to
do. How could he, when he knew he would sell them, one
by one, wherever he could command the highest price? I
met that mother in the street, and her wild, haggard face
lives to-day in my mind. She wrung her hands in anguish,
and exclaimed, “Gone! all gone! Why don’t God kill me?” I
had no words wherewith to comfort her. Instances of this
kind are of daily, yea, of hourly occurrence. Slaveholders
have a method, peculiar to their institution, of getting rid
of old slaves, whose lives have been worn out in their
service. I knew an old woman, who for seventy years
faithfully served her master. She had become almost
helpless, from hard labor and disease. Her owners moved
to Alabama, and the old black woman was left to be sold
to any body who would give twenty dollars for her.
IV.
THE SLAVE WHO DARED TO FEEL LIKE A MAN.
TWO years had passed since I entered Dr. Flint’s family,
and those years had brought much of the knowledge that
comes from experience, though they had afforded little
opportunity for any other kinds of knowledge.
My grandmother had, as much as possible, been a
mother to her orphan grandchildren. By perseverance
and unwearied industry, she was now mistress of a snug
little home, surrounded with the necessaries of life. She
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would have been happy could her children have shared
them with her. There remained but three children and
two grandchildren, all slaves. Most earnestly did she
strive to make us feel that it was the will of God: that He
had seen fit to place us under such circumstances; and
though it seemed hard, we ought to pray for contentment.
It was a beautiful faith, coming from a mother who could
not call her children her own. But I, and Benjamin, her
youngest boy, condemned it. We reasoned that it was
much more the will of God that we should be situated
as she was. We longed for a home like hers. There we
always found sweet balsam [balm] for our troubles. She
was so loving, so sympathizing! She always met us with a
smile, and listened with patience to all our sorrows. She
spoke so hopefully, that unconsciously the clouds gave
place to sunshine. There was a grand big oven there, too,
that baked bread and nice things for the town, and we
knew there was always a choice bit in store for us.
But, alas! even the charms of the old oven failed to
reconcile us to our hard lot. Benjamin was now a tall,
handsome lad, strongly and gracefully made, and with a
spirit too bold and daring for a slave. My brother William,
now twelve years old, had the same aversion to the word
master that he had when he was an urchin of seven years.
I was his … He came to me with all his troubles. I
remember one instance in particular. It was on a lovely
spring morning, and when I marked the sunlight dancing
here and there, its beauty seemed to mock my sadness.
For my master, whose restless, craving, vicious nature
roved about day and night, seeking whom to devour, had
just left me, with stinging, scorching words; words that
scathed ear and brain like fire. O, how I despised him!
I thought how glad I should be, if some day when he
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walked the earth, it would open and swallow him up, and
disencumber the world of a plague.
When he told me that I was made for his use, made to
obey his command in every thing; that I was nothing but a
slave, whose will must and should surrender to his, never
before had my puny arm felt half so strong.
So deeply was I absorbed in painful reflections
afterwards, that I neither saw nor heard the entrance of
any one, till the voice of William sounded close beside me.
“Linda,” said he, “what makes you look so sad? I love you.
0, Linda, isn’t this a bad world? Every body seems so cross
and unhappy. I wish I had died when poor father did.”
I told him that every body was not cross, or unhappy;
that those who had pleasant homes, and kind friends, and
who were not afraid to love them, were happy. But we,
who were slave-children, without father or mother, could
not expect to be happy. We must be good; perhaps that
would bring us contentment.
“Yes,” he said, “I try to be good; but what’s the use?
They are all the time troubling me.” Then he proceeded
to relate his afternoon’s difficulty with young master
Nicholas. It seemed that the brother of master Nicholas
had pleased himself with making up stories about
William. Master Nicholas said he should be flogged, and
he would do it. Whereupon he went to work; but William
fought bravely, and the young master, finding he was
getting the better of him, undertook to tie his hands
behind him. He failed in that likewise. By dint of kicking
and fisting, William came out of the skirmish none the
worse for a few scratches.
He continued to discourse on his young master’s
meanness; how he whipped the little boys, but was a
perfect coward when a tussle ensued between him and
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white boys of his own size. On such occasions he always
took to his legs. William had other charges to make
against him. One was his rubbing up pennies with
quicksilver, and passing them off for quarters of a dollar
on an old man who kept a fruit stall. William was often
sent to buy fruit, and he earnestly inquired of me what he
ought to do under such circumstances. I told him it was
certainly wrong to deceive the old man, and that it was his
duty to tell him of the impositions practised by his young
master. I assured him the old man would not be slow to
comprehend the whole, and there the matter would end.
William thought it might with the old man, but not with
him. He said he did not mind the smart of the whip, but
he did not like the idea of being whipped.
While I advised him to be good and forgiving I was
not unconscious of the beam in my own eye. It was the
very knowledge of my own shortcomings that urged me
to retain, if possible, some sparks of my brother’s God-
given nature. I had not lived fourteen years in slavery
for nothing. I had felt, seen, and heard enough, to read
the characters, and question the motives, of those around
me. The war of my life had begun; and though one of
God’s most powerless creatures, I resolved never to be
conquered. Alas, for me!
If there was one pure, sunny spot for me, I believed it
to be in Benjamin’s heart, and in another’s, whom I loved
with all the ardor of a girl’s first love. My owner knew of
it, and sought in every way to render me miserable. He
did not resort to corporal punishment, but to all the petty,
tyrannical ways that human ingenuity could devise.
I remember the first time I was punished. It was in the
month of February. My grandmother had taken my old
shoes, and replaced them with a new pair. I needed them;
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for several inches of snow had fallen, and it still continued
to fall. When I walked through Mrs. Flint’s room, their
creaking grated harshly on her refined nerves. She called
me to her, and asked what I had about me that made such
a horrid noise. I told her it was my new shoes. “Take them
off,” said she; “and if you put them on again, I’ll throw
them into the fire.”
I took them off, and my stockings also. She then sent
me a long distance, on an errand. As I went through the
snow, my bare feet tingled. That night I was very hoarse;
and I went to bed thinking the next day would find me
sick, perhaps dead. What was my grief on waking to find
myself quite well!
I had imagined if I died, or was laid up for some time,
that my mistress would feel a twinge of remorse that
she had so hated “the little imp,” as she styled me. It was
my ignorance of that mistress that gave rise to such
extravagant imaginings.
Dr. Flint occasionally had high prices offered for me;
but he always said, “She don’t belong to me. She is my
daughter’s property, and I have no right to sell her. ”
Good, honest man! My young mistress was still a child,
and I could look for no protection from her. I loved her,
and she returned my affection. I once heard her father
allude to her attachment to me; and his wife promptly
replied that it proceeded from fear. This put unpleasant
doubts into my mind. Did the child feign what she did
not feel? or was her mother jealous of the mite of love she
bestowed on me? I concluded it must be the latter. I said
to myself, “Surely, little children are true.”
One afternoon I sat at my sewing, feeling unusual
depression of spirits. My mistress had been accusing me
of an offence, of which I assured her I was perfectly
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innocent; but I saw, by the contemptuous curl of her lip,
that she believed I was telling a lie.
I wondered for what wise purpose God was leading
me through such thorny paths, and whether still darker
days were in store for me. As I sat musing thus, the door
opened softly, and William came in. “Well, brother,” said I,
“what is the matter this time?”
“O Linda, Ben and his master have had a dreadful time!”
said he.
My first thought was that Benjamin was killed. “Don’t
be frightened, Linda,” said William; “I will tell you all
about it.” It appeared that Benjamin’s master had sent
for him, and he did not immediately obey the summons.
When he did, his master was angry, and began to whip
him. He resisted. Master and slave fought, and finally
the master was thrown. Benjamin had cause to tremble;
for he had thrown to the ground his master–one of the
richest men in town. I anxiously awaited the result.
That night I stole to my grandmother’s house, and
Benjamin also stole thither from his master’s. My
grandmother had gone to spend a day or two with an old
friend living in the country.
“I have come,” said Benjamin, “to tell you good by. I am
going away.”
I inquired where.
“To the north,” he replied.
I looked at him to see whether he was in earnest. I saw
it all in his firm, set mouth. I implored him not to go, but
he paid no heed to my words. He said he was no longer
a boy, and every day made his yoke more galling. He had
raised his hand against his master, and was to be publicly
whipped for the offence. I reminded him of the poverty
and hardships he must encounter among strangers. I told
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him he might be caught and brought back; and that was
terrible to think of.
He grew vexed, and asked if poverty and hardships with
freedom, were not preferable to our treatment in slavery.
“Linda,” he continued, “we are dogs here; foot-balls, cattle,
every thing that’s mean. No, I will not stay. Let them bring
me back. We don’t die but once. ”
He was right; but it was hard to give him up. “Go,” said
I, “and break your mother’s heart.”
I repented of my words ere they were out.
“Linda,” said he, speaking as I had not heard him speak
that evening, “how could you say that? Poor mother! be
kind to her, Linda; and you, too, cousin Fanny.”
Cousin Fanny was a friend who had lived some years
with us.
Farewells were exchanged, and the bright, kind boy,
endeared to us by so many acts of love, vanished from our
sight.
It is not necessary to state how he made his escape.
Suffice it to say, he was on his way to New York when
a violent storm overtook the vessel. The captain said he
must put into the nearest port. This alarmed Benjamin,
who was aware that he would be advertised in every port
near his own town. His embarrassment was noticed by
the captain. To port they went. There the advertisement
met the captain’s eye. Benjamin so exactly answered its
description, that the captain laid hold on him, and bound
him in chains. The storm passed, and they proceeded to
New York. Before reaching that port Benjamin managed
to get off his chains and throw them overboard. He
escaped from the vessel, but was pursued, captured, and
carried back to his master.
When my grandmother returned home and found her
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youngest child had fled, great was her sorrow; but, with
characteristic piety, she said, “God’s will be done.” Each
morning, she inquired if any news had been heard from
her boy. Yes, news was heard. The master was rejoicing
over a letter, announcing the capture of his human
chattel.
That day seems but as yesterday, so well do I remember
it. I saw him led through the streets in chains, to jail. His
face was ghastly pale, yet full of determination. He had
begged one of the sailors to go to his mother’s house and
ask her not to meet him. He said the sight of her distress
would take from him all self-control. She yearned to see
him, and she went; but she screened herself in the crowd,
that it might be as her child had said.
We were not allowed to visit him; but we had known
the jailer for years, and he was a kind-hearted man. At
midnight he opened the jail door for my grandmother
and myself to enter, in disguise. When we entered the cell
not a sound broke the stillness. “Benjamin, Benjamin!”
whispered my grandmother. No answer. “Benjamin!” she
again faltered. There was a jingle of chains. The moon
had just risen, and cast an uncertain light through the
bars of the window. We knelt down and took Benjamin’s
cold hands in ours. We did not speak. Sobs were heard,
and Benjamin’s lips were unsealed; for his mother was
weeping on his neck. How vividly does memory bring
back that sad night! Mother and son talked together. He
asked her pardon for the suffering he had caused her.
She said she had nothing to forgive; she could not blame
his desire for freedom. He told her that when he was
captured, he broke away, and was about casting himself
into the river, when thoughts of her came over him, and
he desisted. She asked if he did not also think of God.
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I fancied I saw his face grow fierce in the moonlight.
He answered, “No, I did not think of him. When a man
is hunted like a wild beast he forgets there is a God, a
heaven. He forgets every thing in his struggle to get
beyond the reach of the bloodhounds. ”
“Don’t talk so, Benjamin,” said she. “Put your trust in
God. Be humble, my child, and your master will forgive
you.”
“Forgive me for what, mother? For not letting him treat
me like a dog? No! I will never humble myself to him.
I have worked for him for nothing all my life, and I am
repaid with stripes and imprisonment. Here I will stay till
I die, or till he sells me.”
The poor mother shuddered at his words. I think he
felt it; for when he next spoke, his voice was calmer.
“Don’t fret about me, mother. I ain’t worth it,” said he. “I
wish I had some of your goodness. You bear every thing
patiently, just as though you thought it was all right. I
wish I could.”
She told him she had not always been so; once, she was
like him; but when sore troubles came upon her, and she
had no arm to lean upon, she learned to call on God,
and he lightened her burdens. She besought him to do
likewise.
We overstaid our time, and were obliged to hurry from
the jail.
Benjamin had been imprisoned three weeks, when my
grandmother went to intercede for him with his master.
He was immovable. He said Benjamin should serve as an
example to the rest of his slaves; he should be kept in jail
till he was subdued, or be sold if he got but one dollar
for him. However, he afterwards relented in some degree.
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The chains were taken off, and we were allowed to visit
him.
As his food was of the coarsest kind, we carried him as
often as possible a warm supper, accompanied with some
little luxury for the jailer.
Three months elapsed, and there was no prospect of
release or of a purchaser. One day he was heard to sing
and laugh. This piece of indecorum was told to his master,
and the overseer was ordered to re-chain him. He was
now confined in an apartment with other prisoners, who
were covered with filthy rags. Benjamin was chained near
them, and was soon covered with vermin. He worked
at his chains till he succeeded in getting out of them.
He passed them through the bars of the window, with a
request that they should be taken to his master, and he
should be informed that he was covered with vermin.
This audacity was punished with heavier chains, and
prohibition of our visits.
My grandmother continued to send him fresh changes
of clothes. The old ones were burned up. The last night
we saw him in jail his mother still begged him to send for
his master, and beg his pardon. Neither persuasion nor
argument could turn him from his purpose. He calmly
answered, “I am waiting his time.”
Those chains were mournful to hear.
Another three months passed, and Benjamin left his
prison walls. We that loved him waited to bid him a long
and last farewell. A slave trader had bought him. You
remember, I told you what price he brought when ten
years of age. Now he was more than twenty years old,
and sold for three hundred dollars. The master had been
blind to his own interest. Long confinement had made
his face too pale, his form too thin; moreover, the trader
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had heard something of his character, and it did not strike
him as suitable for a slave. He said he would give any price
if the handsome lad was a girl. We thanked God that he
was not. Could you have seen that mother clinging to her
child, when they fastened the irons upon his wrists; could
you have heard her heart-rending groans, and seen her
bloodshot eyes wander wildly from face to face, vainly
pleading for mercy; could you have witnessed that scene
as I saw it, you would exclaim, Slavery is damnable!
Benjamin, her youngest, her pet, was forever gone! She
could not realize it. She had had an interview with the
trader for the purpose of ascertaining if Benjamin could
be purchased. She was told it was impossible, as he had
given bonds not to sell him till he was out of the state. He
promised that he would not sell him till he reached New
Orleans.
With a strong arm and unvaried trust, my grandmother
began her work of love. Benjamin must be free. If she
succeeded, she knew they would still be separated; but the
sacrifice was not too great. Day and night she labored.
The trader’s price would treble that he gave; but she was
not discouraged.
She employed a lawyer to write to a gentleman, whom
she knew, in New Orleans. She begged him to interest
himself for Benjamin, and he willingly favored her
request. When he saw Benjamin, and stated his business,
he thanked him; but said he preferred to wait a while
before making the trader an offer. He knew he had tried
to obtain a high price for him, and had invariably failed.
This encouraged him to make another effort for freedom.
So one morning, long before day, Benjamin was missing.
He was riding over the blue billows, bound for Baltimore.
For once his white face did him a kindly service. They
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had no suspicion that it belonged to a slave; otherwise,
the law would have been followed out to the letter, and
the thing rendered back to slavery. The brightest skies are
often overshadowed by the darkest clouds. Benjamin was
taken sick, and compelled to remain in Baltimore three
weeks. His strength was slow in returning; and his desire
to continue his journey seemed to retard his recovery.
How could he get strength without air and exercise? He
resolved to venture on a short walk. A by-street was
selected, where he thought himself secure of not being
met by any one that knew him; but a voice called out,
“Halloo, Ben, my boy! what are you doing here?”
His first impulse was to run; but his legs trembled so
that he could not stir. He turned to confront his
antagonist, and behold, there stood his old master’s next
door neighbor! He thought it was all over with him now;
but it proved otherwise. That man was a miracle. He
possessed a goodly number of slaves, and yet was not
quite deaf to that mystic clock, whose ticking is rarely
heard in the slaveholder’s breast.
“Ben, you are sick,” said he. “Why, you look like a ghost.
I guess I gave you something of a start. Never mind, Ben,
I am not going to touch you. You had a pretty tough time
of it, and you may go on your way rejoicing for all me. But
I would advise you to get out of this place plaguy quick,
for there are several gentlemen here from our town.” He
described the nearest and safest route to New York, and
added, “I shall be glad to tell your mother I have seen you.
Good by, Ben.”
Benjamin turned away, filled with gratitude, and
surprised that the town he hated contained such a gem–a
gem worthy of a purer setting.
This gentleman was a Northerner by birth, and had
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married a southern lady. On his return, he told my
grandmother that he had seen her son, and of the service
he had rendered him.
Benjamin reached New York safely, and concluded to
stop there until he had gained strength enough to proceed
further. It happened that my grandmother’s only
remaining son had sailed for the same city on business
for his mistress . Through God’s providence, the brothers
met. You may be sure it was a happy meeting. “O Phil,”
exclaimed Benjamin, “I am here at last.” Then he told him
how near he came to dying, almost in sight of free land,
and how he prayed that he might live to get one breath
of free air. He said life was worth something now, and it
would be hard to die. In the old jail he had not valued it;
once, he was tempted to destroy it; but something, he did
not know what, had prevented him; perhaps it was fear.
He had heard those who profess to be religious declare
there was no heaven for self-murderers; and as his life
had been pretty hot here, he did not desire a continuation
of the same in another world. “If I die now,” he exclaimed,
“thank God, I shall die a freeman!”
He begged my uncle Phillip not to return south; but
stay and work with him, till they earned enough to buy
those at home. His brother told him it would kill their
mother if he deserted her in her trouble. She had pledged
her house, and with difficulty had raised money to buy
him. Would he be bought?
“No, never!” he replied. “Do you suppose, Phil, when I
have got so far out of their clutches, I will give them one
red cent? No! And do you suppose I would turn mother
out of her home in her old age? That I would let her pay
all those hard-earned dollars for me, and never to see me?
For you know she will stay south as long as her other
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children are slaves. What a good mother! Tell her to buy
you, Phil. You have been a comfort to her, and I have been
a trouble. And Linda, poor Linda; what’ll become of her?
Phil, you don’t know what a life they lead her. She has
told me something about it, and I wish old Flint was dead,
or a better man. When I was in jail, he asked her if she
didn’t want him to ask my master to forgive me, and take
me home again. She told him, No; that I didn’t want to
go back. He got mad, and said we were all alike. I never
despised my own master half as much as I do that man.
There is many a worse slaveholder than my master, but
for all that I would not be his slave.”
While Benjamin was sick, he had parted with nearly all
his clothes to pay necessary expenses. But he did not part
with a little pin I fastened in his bosom when we parted. It
was the most valuable thing I owned, and I thought none
more worthy to wear it. He had it still.
His brother furnished him with clothes, and gave him
what money he had.
They parted with moistened eyes; and as Benjamin
turned away, he said, “Phil, I part with all my kindred.”
And so it proved. We never heard from him again.
Uncle Phillip came home; and the first words he
uttered when he entered the house were, “Mother, Ben
is free! I have seen him in New York.” She stood looking
at him with a bewildered air. “Mother, don’t you believe
it?” he said, laying his hand softly upon her shoulder. She
raised her hands, and exclaimed, “God be praised! Let
us thank him.” She dropped on her knees, and poured
forth her heart in prayer. Then Phillip must sit down
and repeat to her every word Benjamin had said. He told
her all; only he forbore to mention how sick and pale
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her darling looked. Why should he distress her when she
could do him no good?
The brave old woman still toiled on, hoping to rescue
some of her other children. After a while she succeeded
in buying Phillip. She paid eight hundred dollars, and
came home with the precious document that secured his
freedom. The happy mother and son sat together by the
old hearthstone that night, telling how proud they were
of each other, and how they would prove to the world
that they could take care of themselves, as they had long
taken care of others. We all concluded by saying, “He that
is willing to be a slave, let him be a slave.”
V.
THE TRIALS OF GIRLHOOD.
DURING the first years of my service in Dr. Flint’s
family, I was accustomed to share some indulgences with
the children of my mistress. Though this seemed to me no
more than right, I was grateful for it, and tried to merit
the kindness by the faithful discharge of my duties. But I
now entered on my fifteenth year–a sad epoch in the life
of a slave girl. My master began to whisper foul words
in my ear. Young as I was, I could not remain ignorant
of their import. I tried to treat them with indifference
or contempt. The master’s age, my extreme youth, and
the fear that his conduct would be reported to my
grandmother, made him bear this treatment for many
months. He was a crafty man, and resorted to many
means to accomplish his purposes. Sometimes he had
stormy, terrific ways, that made his victims tremble;
sometimes he assumed a gentleness that he thought must
surely subdue. Of the two, I preferred his stormy moods,
although they left me trembling. He tried his utmost to
corrupt the pure principles my grandmother had
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instilled. He peopled my young mind with unclean
images, such as only a vile monster could think of. I
turned from him with disgust and hatred. But he was
my master. I was compelled to live under the same roof
with him–where I saw a man forty years my senior daily
violating the most sacred commandments of nature. He
told me I was his property; that I must be subject to
his will in all things. My soul revolted against the mean
tyranny. But where could I turn for protection? No
matter whether the slave girl be as black as ebony or as
fair as her mistress. In either case, there is no shadow
of law to protect her from insult, from violence, or even
from death; all these are inflicted by fiends who bear the
shape of men. The mistress, who ought to protect the
helpless victim, has no other feelings towards her but
those of jealousy and rage. The degradation, the wrongs,
the vices, that grow out of slavery, are more than I can
describe. They are greater than you would willingly
believe. Surely, if you credited one half the truths that are
told you concerning the helpless millions suffering in this
cruel bondage, you at the north would not help to tighten
the yoke. You surely would refuse to do for the master,
on your own soil, the mean and cruel work which trained
bloodhounds and the lowest class of whites do for him at
the south.
Every where the years bring to all enough of sin and
sorrow; but in slavery the very dawn of life is darkened by
these shadows. Even the little child, who is accustomed to
wait on her mistress and her children, will learn, before
she is twelve years old, why it is that her mistress hates
such and such a one among the slaves. Perhaps the child’s
own mother is among those hated ones. She listens to
violent outbreaks of jealous passion, and cannot help
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understanding what is the cause. She will become
prematurely knowing in evil things. Soon she will learn to
tremble when she hears her master’s footfall. She will be
compelled to realize that she is no longer a child. If God
has bestowed beauty upon her, it will prove her greatest
curse. That which commands admiration in the white
woman only hastens the degradation of the female slave. I
know that some are too much brutalized by slavery to feel
the humiliation of their position; but many slaves feel it
most acutely, and shrink from the memory of it. I cannot
tell how much I suffered in the presence of these wrongs,
nor how I am still pained by the retrospect. My master
met me at every turn, reminding me that I belonged to
him, and swearing by heaven and earth that he would
compel me to submit to him. If I went out for a breath
of fresh air, after a day of unwearied toil, his footsteps
dogged me. If I knelt by my mother’s grave, his dark
shadow fell on me even there. The light heart which
nature had given me became heavy with sad forebodings.
The other slaves in my master’s house noticed the change.
Many of them pitied me; but none dared to ask the cause.
They had no need to inquire. They knew too well the
guilty practices under that roof, and they were aware that
to speak of them was an offence that never went
unpunished.
I longed for some one to confide in. I would have given
the world to have laid my head on my grandmother’s
faithful bosom, and told her all my troubles. But Dr. Flint
swore he would kill me, if I was not as silent as the grave.
Then, although my grandmother was all in all to me, I
feared her as well as loved her. I had been accustomed
to look up to her with a respect bordering upon awe.
I was very young, and felt shamefaced about telling her
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such impure things, especially as I knew her to be very
strict on such subjects. Moreover, she was a woman of a
high spirit. She was usually very quiet in her demeanor;
but if her indignation was once roused, it was not very
easily quelled. I had been told that she once chased a
white gentleman with a loaded pistol, because he insulted
one of her daughters. I dreaded the consequences of a
violent outbreak; and both pride and fear kept me silent.
But though I did not confide in my grandmother, and
even evaded her vigilant watchfulness and inquiry, her
presence in the neighborhood was some protection to
me. Though she had been a slave, Dr. Flint was afraid
of her. He dreaded her scorching rebukes. Moreover, she
was known and patronized by many people; and he did
not wish to have his villany made public. It was lucky for
me that I did not live on a distant plantation, but in a
town not so large that the inhabitants were ignorant of
each other’s affairs. Bad as are the laws and customs in
a slaveholding community, the doctor, as a professional
man, deemed it prudent to keep up some outward show
of decency.
O, what days and nights of fear and sorrow that man
caused me! Reader, it is not to awaken sympathy for
myself that I am telling you truthfully what I suffered in
slavery. I do it to kindle a flame of compassion in your
hearts for my sisters who are still in bondage, suffering as
I once suffered.
I once saw two beautiful children playing together. One
was a fair white child; the other was her slave, and also
her sister. When I saw them embracing each other, and
heard their joyous laughter, I turned sadly away from the
lovely sight. I foresaw the inevitable blight that would fall
on the little slave’s heart. I knew how soon her laughter
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would be changed to sighs. The fair child grew up to be
a still fairer woman. From childhood to womanhood her
pathway was blooming with flowers, and overarched by a
sunny sky. Scarcely one day of her life had been clouded
when the sun rose on her happy bridal morning.
How had those years dealt with her slave sister, the
little playmate of her childhood? She, also, was very
beautiful; but the flowers and sunshine of love were not
for her. She drank the cup of sin, and shame, and misery,
whereof her persecuted race are compelled to drink.
In view of these things, why are ye silent, ye free men
and women of the north? Why do your tongues falter in
maintenance of the right? Would that I had more ability!
But my heart is so full, and my pen is so weak! There are
noble men, and women who plead for us, striving to help
those who cannot help themselves. God bless them! God
give them strength and courage to go on! God bless those,
every where, who are laboring to advance the cause of
humanity!
VI. The Jealous Mistress.
I would ten thousand times rather that my children
should be the half-starved paupers of Ireland than to be
the most pampered among the slaves of America. I would
rather drudge out my life on a cotton plantation, till the
grave opened to give me rest, than to live with an
unprincipled master and a jealous mistress. The felon’s
home in a penitentiary is preferable. He may repent, and
turn from the error of his ways, and so find peace; but it
is not so with a favorite slave. She is not allowed to have
any pride of character. It is deemed a crime in her to wish
to be virtuous.
Mrs. Flint possessed the key to her husband’s character
before I was born. She might have used this knowledge to
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counsel and to screen the young and the innocent among
her slaves; but for them she had no sympathy. They were
the objects of her constant suspicion and malevolence.
She watched her husband with unceasing vigilance; but
he was well practised in means to evade it. What he could
not find opportunity to say in words he manifested in
signs. He invented more than were ever thought of in a
deaf and dumb asylum. I let them pass, as if I did not
understand what he meant; and many were the curses
and threats bestowed on me for my stupidity. One day
he caught me teaching myself to write. He frowned, as
if he was not well pleased; but I suppose he came to the
conclusion that such an accomplishment might help to
advance his favorite scheme. Before long, notes were
often slipped into my hand. I would return them, saying,
“I can’t read them, sir.” “Can’t you?” he replied; “then I
must read them to you.” He always finished the reading
by asking, “Do you understand?” Sometimes he would
complain of the heat of the tea room, and order his supper
to be placed on a small table in the piazza. He would
seat himself there with a well-satisfied smile, and tell me
to stand by and brush away the flies. He would eat very
slowly, pausing between the mouthfuls. These intervals
were employed in describing the happiness I was so
foolishly throwing away, and in threatening me with the
penalty that finally awaited my stubborn disobedience.
He boasted much of the forbearance he had exercised
towards me, and reminded me that there was a limit to his
patience. When I succeeded in avoiding opportunities for
him to talk to me at home, I was ordered to come to his
office, to do some errand. When there, I was obliged to
stand and listen to such language as he saw fit to address
to me. Sometimes I so openly expressed my contempt
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for him that he would become violently enraged, and I
wondered why he did not strike me. Circumstanced as
he was, he probably thought it was better policy to be
forebearing. But the state of things grew worse and worse
daily. In desperation I told him that I must and would
apply to my grandmother for protection. He threatened
me with death, and worse than death, if I made any
complaint to her. Strange to say, I did not despair. I was
naturally of a buoyant disposition, and always I had a
hope of somehow getting out of his clutches. Like many a
poor, simple slave before me, I trusted that some threads
of joy would yet be woven into my dark destiny.
I had entered my sixteenth year, and every day it
became more apparent that my presence was intolerable
to Mrs. Flint. Angry words frequently passed between her
and her husband. He had never punished me himself, and
he would not allow any body else to punish me. In that
respect, she was never satisfied; but, in her angry moods,
no terms were too vile for her to bestow upon me. Yet I,
whom she detested so bitterly, had far more pity for her
than he had, whose duty it was to make her life happy.
I never wronged her, or wished to wrong her, and one
word of kindness from her would have brought me to her
feet.
After repeated quarrels between the doctor and his
wife, he announced his intention to take his youngest
daughter, then four years old, to sleep in his apartment.
It was necessary that a servant should sleep in the same
room, to be on hand if the child stirred. I was selected
for that office, and informed for what purpose that
arrangement had been made. By managing to keep within
sight of people, as much as possible, during the day time,
I had hitherto succeeded in eluding my master, though a
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razor was often held to my throat to force me to change
this line of policy. At night I slept by the side of my great
aunt, where I felt safe. He was too prudent to come into
her room. She was an old woman, and had been in the
family many years. Moreover, as a married man, and a
professional man, he deemed it necessary to save
appearances in some degree. But he resolved to remove
the obstacle in the way of his scheme; and he thought
he had planned it so that he should evade suspicion. He
was well aware how much I prized my refuge by the side
of my old aunt, and he determined to dispossess me of
it. The first night the doctor had the little child in his
room alone. The next morning, I was ordered to take my
station as nurse the following night. A kind Providence
interposed in my favor. During the day Mrs. Flint heard
of this new arrangement, and a storm followed. I rejoiced
to hear it rage.
After a while my mistress sent for me to come to her
room. Her first question was, “Did you know you were to
sleep in the doctor’s room?”
“Yes, ma’am.”
“Who told you?”
“My master.”
“Will you answer truly all the questions I ask?”
“Yes, ma’am.”
“Tell me, then, as you hope to be forgiven, are you
innocent of what I have accused you?”
“I am.”
She handed me a Bible, and said, “Lay your hand on
your heart, kiss this holy book, and swear before God that
you tell me the truth.”
I took the oath she required, and I did it with a clear
conscience.
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“You have taken God’s holy word to testify your
innocence,” said she. “If you have deceived me, beware!
Now take this stool, sit down, look me directly in the face,
and tell me all that has passed between your master and
you.”
I did as she ordered. As I went on with my account
her color changed frequently, she wept, and sometimes
groaned. She spoke in tones so sad, that I was touched
by her grief. The tears came to my eyes; but I was soon
convinced that her emotions arose from anger and
wounded pride. She felt that her marriage vows were
desecrated, her dignity insulted; but she had no
compassion for the poor victim of her husband’s perfidy.
She pitied herself as a martyr; but she was incapable of
feeling for the condition of shame and misery in which
her unfortunate, helpless slave was placed. Yet perhaps
she had some touch of feeling for me; for when the
conference was ended, she spoke kindly, and promised
to protect me. I should have been much comforted by
this assurance if I could have had confidence in it; but
my experiences in slavery had filled me with distrust. She
was not a very refined woman, and had not much control
over her passions. I was an object of her jealousy, and,
consequently, of her hatred; and I knew I could not expect
kindness or confidence from her under the circumstances
in which I was placed. I could not blame her.
Slaveholders’ wives feel as other women would under
similar circumstances. The fire of her temper kindled
from small-sparks, and now the flame became so intense
that the doctor was obliged to give up his intended
arrangement.
I knew I had ignited the torch, and I expected to suffer
for it afterwards; but I felt too thankful to my mistress
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for the timely aid she rendered me to care much about
that. She now took me to sleep in a room adjoining her
own. There I was an object of her especial care, though
not to her especial comfort, for she spent many a sleepless
night to watch over me. Sometimes I woke up, and found
her bending over me. At other times she whispered in
my ear, as though it was her husband who was speaking
to me, and listened to hear what I would answer. If she
startled me, on such occasions, she would glide stealthily
away; and the next morning she would tell me I had been
talking in my sleep, and ask who I was talking to. At
last, I began to be fearful for my life. It had been often
threatened; and you can imagine, better than I can
describe, what an unpleasant sensation it must produce to
wake up in the dead of night and find a jealous woman
bending over you. Terrible as this experience was, I had
fears that it would give place to one more terrible.
My mistress grew weary of her vigils; they did not
prove satisfactory. She changed her tactics. She now tried
the trick of accusing my master of crime, in my presence,
and gave my name as the author of the accusation. To my
utter astonishment, he replied, “I don’t believe it; but if
she did acknowledge it, you tortured her into exposing
me.” Tortured into exposing him! Truly, Satan had no
difficulty in distinguishing the color of his soul! I
understood his object in making this false representation.
It was to show me that I gained nothing by seeking the
protection of my mistress; that the power was still all in
his own hands. I pitied Mrs. Flint. She was a second wife,
many years the junior of her husband; and the hoary-
headed miscreant was enough to try the patience of a
wiser and better woman. She was completely foiled, and
knew not how to proceed. She would gladly have had me
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flogged for my supposed false oath; but, as I have already
stated, the doctor never allowed any one to whip me. The
old sinner was politic. The application of the lash might
have led to remarks that would have exposed him in the
eyes of his children and grandchildren. How often did I
rejoice that I lived in a town where all the inhabitants
knew each other! If I had been on a remote plantation, or
lost among the multitude of a crowded city, I should not
be a living woman at this day.
The secrets of slavery are concealed like those of the
Inquisition. My master was, to my knowledge, the father
of eleven slaves. But did the mothers dare to tell who was
the father of their children? Did the other slaves dare to
allude to it, except in whispers among themselves? No,
indeed! They knew too well the terrible consequences.
My grandmother could not avoid seeing things which
excited her suspicions. She was uneasy about me, and
tried various ways to buy me; but the never-changing
answer was always repeated: “Linda does not belong to
me. She is my daughter’s property, and I have no legal
right to sell her.” The conscientious man! He was too
scrupulous to sell me; but he had no scruples whatever
about committing a much greater wrong against the
helpless young girl placed under his guardianship, as his
daughter’s property. Sometimes my persecutor would ask
me whether I would like to be sold. I told him I would
rather be sold to any body than to lead such a life as I
did. On such occasions he would assume the air of a very
injured individual, and reproach me for my ingratitude.
“Did I not take you into the house, and make you the
companion of my own children?” he would say. “Have I
ever treated you like a negro? I have never allowed you
to be punished, not even to please your mistress. And this
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is the recompense I get, you ungrateful girl!” I answered
that he had reasons of his own for screening me from
punishment, and that the course he pursued made my
mistress hate me and persecute me. If I wept, he would
say, “Poor child! Don’t cry! don’t cry! I will make peace
for you with your mistress. Only let me arrange matters
in my own way. Poor, foolish girl! you don’t know what
is for your own good. I would cherish you. I would make
a lady of you. Now go, and think of all I have promised
you.”
I did think of it.
Reader, I draw no imaginary pictures of southern
homes. I am telling you the plain truth. Yet when victims
make their escape from the wild beast of Slavery,
northerners consent to act the part of bloodhounds, and
hunt the poor fugitive back into his den, “full of dead
men’s bones, and all uncleanness.” Nay, more, they are
not only willing, but proud, to give their daughters in
marriage to slaveholders. The poor girls have romantic
notions of a sunny clime, and of the flowering vines that
all the year round shade a happy home. To what
disappointments are they destined! The young wife soon
learns that the husband in whose hands she has placed her
happiness pays no regard to his marriage vows. Children
of every shade of complexion play with her own fair
babies, and too well she knows that they are born unto
him of his own household. Jealousy and hatred enter the
flowery home, and it is ravaged of its loveliness.
Southern women often marry a man knowing that he
is the father of many little slaves. They do not trouble
themselves about it. They regard such children as
property, as marketable as the pigs on the plantation; and
it is seldom that they do not make them aware of this
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by passing them into the slave-trader’s hands as soon as
possible, and thus getting them out of their sight. I am
glad to say there are some honorable exceptions.
I have myself known two southern wives who exhorted
their husbands to free those slaves towards whom they
stood in a “parental relation;” and their request was
granted. These husbands blushed before the superior
nobleness of their wives’ natures. Though they had only
counselled them to do that which it was their duty to do,
it commanded their respect, and rendered their conduct
more exemplary. Concealment was at an end, and
confidence took the place of distrust.
Though this bad institution deadens the moral sense,
even in white women, to a fearful extent, it is not
altogether extinct. I have heard southern ladies say of Mr.
Such a one, “He not only thinks it no disgrace to be the
father of those little niggers, but he is not ashamed to call
himself their master. I declare, such things ought not to
be tolerated in any decent society!”
VII. The Lover.
Why does the slave ever love? Why allow the tendrils
of the heart to twine around objects which may at any
moment be wrenched away by the hand of violence?
When separations come by the hand of death, the pious
soul can bow in resignation, and say, “Not my will, but
thine be done, O Lord!” But when the ruthless hand of
man strikes the blow, regardless of the misery he causes, it
is hard to be submissive. I did not reason thus when I was
a young girl. Youth will be youth. I loved and I indulged
the hope that the dark clouds around me would turn out
a bright lining. I forgot that in the land of my birth the
shadows are too dense for light to penetrate. A land
Where laughter is not mirth; nor thought the mind;
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Nor words a language; nor e’en men mankind.
Where cries reply to curses, shrieks to blows,
And each is tortured in his separate hell.
There was in the neighborhood a young colored
carpenter; a free born man. We had been well acquainted
in childhood, and frequently met together afterwards. We
became mutually attached, and he proposed to marry me.
I loved him with all the ardor of a young girl’s first love.
But when I reflected that I was a slave, and that the laws
gave no sanction to the marriage of such, my heart sank
within me. My lover wanted to buy me; but I knew that
Dr. Flint was too willful and arbitrary a man to consent to
that arrangement. From him, I was sure of experiencing
all sort of opposition, and I had nothing to hope from
my mistress. She would have been delighted to have got
rid of me, but not in that way. It would have relieved
her mind of a burden if she could have seen me sold
to some distant state, but if I was married near home I
should be just as much in her husband’s power as I had
previously been,—for the husband of a slave has no power
to protect her. Moreover, my mistress, like many others,
seemed to think that slaves had no right to any family
ties of their own; that they were created merely to wait
upon the family of the mistress. I once heard her abuse a
young slave girl, who told her that a colored man wanted
to make her his wife. “I will have you peeled and pickled,
my lady,” said she, “if I ever hear you mention that subject
again. Do you suppose that I will have you tending my
children with the children of that nigger?” The girl to
whom she said this had a mulatto child, of course not
acknowledged by its father. The poor black man who
loved her would have been proud to acknowledge his
helpless offspring.
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Many and anxious were the thoughts I revolved in my
mind. I was at a loss what to do. Above all things, I was
desirous to spare my lover the insults that had cut so
deeply into my own soul. I talked with my grandmother
about it, and partly told her my fears. I did not dare to tell
her the worst. She had long suspected all was not right,
and if I confirmed her suspicions I knew a storm would
rise that would prove the overthrow of all my hopes.
This love-dream had been my support through many
trials; and I could not bear to run the risk of having it
suddenly dissipated. There was a lady in the
neighborhood, a particular friend of Dr. Flint’s, who often
visited the house. I had a great respect for her, and she had
always manifested a friendly interest in me. Grandmother
thought she would have great influence with the doctor.
I went to this lady, and told her my story. I told her I
was aware that my lover’s being a free-born man would
prove a great objection; but he wanted to buy me; and if
Dr. Flint would consent to that arrangement, I felt sure he
would be willing to pay any reasonable price. She knew
that Mrs. Flint disliked me; therefore, I ventured to
suggest that perhaps my mistress would approve of my
being sold, as that would rid her of me. The lady listened
with kindly sympathy, and promised to do her utmost
to promote my wishes. She had an interview with the
doctor, and I believe she pleaded my cause earnestly; but
it was all to no purpose.
How I dreaded my master now! Every minute I
expected to be summoned to his presence; but the day
passed, and I heard nothing from him. The next morning,
a message was brought to me: “Master wants you in his
study.” I found the door ajar, and I stood a moment gazing
at the hateful man who claimed a right to rule me, body
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and soul. I entered, and tried to appear calm. I did not
want him to know how my heart was bleeding. He looked
fixedly at me, with an expression which seemed to say, “I
have half a mind to kill you on the spot.” At last he broke
the silence, and that was a relief to both of us.
“So you want to be married, do you?” said he, “and to a
free nigger.”
“Yes, sir.”
“Well, I’ll soon convince you whether I am your master,
or the nigger fellow you honor so highly. If you must have
a husband, you may take up with one of my slaves.”
What a situation I should be in, as the wife of one of his
slaves, even if my heart had been interested!
I replied, “Don’t you suppose, sir, that a slave can have
some preference about marrying? Do you suppose that all
men are alike to her?”
“Do you love this nigger?” said he, abruptly.
“Yes, sir.”
“How dare you tell me so!” he exclaimed, in great wrath.
After a slight pause, he added, “I supposed you thought
more of yourself; that you felt above the insults of such
puppies.”
I replied, “If he is a puppy, I am a puppy, for we are both
of the negro race. It is right and honorable for us to love
each other. The man you call a puppy never insulted me,
sir; and he would not love me if he did not believe me to
be a virtuous woman.”
He sprang upon me like a tiger, and gave me a stunning
blow. It was the first time he had ever struck me; and
fear did not enable me to control my anger. When I had
recovered a little from the effects, I exclaimed, “You have
struck me for answering you honestly. How I despise
you!”
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There was silence for some minutes. Perhaps he was
deciding what should be my punishment; or, perhaps, he
wanted to give me time to reflect on what I had said, and
to whom I had said it. Finally, he asked, “Do you know
what you have said?”
“Yes, sir; but your treatment drove me to it.”
“Do you know that I have a right to do as I like with
you,—that I can kill you, if I please?”
“You have tried to kill me, and I wish you had; but you
have no right to do as you like with me.”
“Silence!” he exclaimed, in a thundering voice. “By
heavens, girl, you forget yourself too far! Are you mad?
If you are, I will soon bring you to your senses. Do you
think any other master would bear what I have borne
from you this morning? Many masters would have killed
you on the spot. How would you like to be sent to jail for
your insolence?”
“I know I have been disrespectful, sir,” I replied; “but
you drove me to it; I couldn’t help it. As for the jail, there
would be more peace for me there than there is here.”
“You deserve to go there,” said he, “and to be under
such treatment, that you would forget the meaning of the
word peace. It would do you good. It would take some of
your high notions out of you. But I am not ready to send
you there yet, notwithstanding your ingratitude for all my
kindness and forbearance. You have been the plague of
my life. I have wanted to make you happy, and I have been
repaid with the basest ingratitude; but though you have
proved yourself incapable of appreciating my kindness,
I will be lenient towards you, Linda. I will give you one
more chance to redeem your character. If you behave
yourself and do as I require, I will forgive you and treat
you as I always have done; but if you disobey me, I will
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punish you as I would the meanest slave on my
plantation. Never let me hear that fellow’s name
mentioned again. If I ever know of your speaking to him,
I will cowhide you both; and if I catch him lurking about
my premises, I will shoot him as soon as I would a dog. Do
you hear what I say? I’ll teach you a lesson about marriage
and free niggers! Now go, and let this be the last time I
have occasion to speak to you on this subject.”
Reader, did you ever hate? I hope not. I never did but
once; and I trust I never shall again. Somebody has called
it “the atmosphere of hell;” and I believe it is so.
For a fortnight the doctor did not speak to me. He
thought to mortify me; to make me feel that I had
disgraced myself by receiving the honorable addresses
of a respectable colored man, in preference to the base
proposals of a white man. But though his lips disdained
to address me, his eyes were very loquacious. No animal
ever watched its prey more narrowly than he watched
me. He knew that I could write, though he had failed to
make me read his letters; and he was now troubled lest I
should exchange letters with another man. After a while
he became weary of silence; and I was sorry for it. One
morning, as he passed through the hall, to leave the house,
he contrived to thrust a note into my hand. I thought I
had better read it, and spare myself the vexation of having
him read it to me. It expressed regret for the blow he had
given me, and reminded me that I myself was wholly to
blame for it. He hoped I had become convinced of the
injury I was doing myself by incurring his displeasure. He
wrote that he had made up his mind to go to Louisiana;
that he should take several slaves with him, and intended
I should be one of the number. My mistress would remain
where she was; therefore I should have nothing to fear
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from that quarter. If I merited kindness from him, he
assured me that it would be lavishly bestowed. He begged
me to think over the matter, and answer the following
day.
The next morning I was called to carry a pair of scissors
to his room. I laid them on the table, with the letter beside
them. He thought it was my answer, and did not call me
back. I went as usual to attend my young mistress to and
from school. He met me in the street, and ordered me
to stop at his office on my way back. When I entered,
he showed me his letter, and asked me why I had not
answered it. I replied, “I am your daughter’s property, and
it is in your power to send me, or take me, wherever you
please.” He said he was very glad to find me so willing
to go, and that we should start early in the autumn. He
had a large practice in the town, and I rather thought he
had made up the story merely to frighten me. However
that might be, I was determined that I would never go to
Louisiana with him.
Summer passed away, and early in the autumn Dr.
Flint’s eldest son was sent to Louisiana to examine the
country, with a view to emigrating. That news did not
disturb me. I knew very well that I should not be sent with
him. That I had not been taken to the plantation before
this time, was owing to the fact that his son was there.
He was jealous of his son; and jealousy of the overseer
had kept him from punishing me by sending me into the
fields to work. Is it strange, that I was not proud of these
protectors? As for the overseer, he was a man for whom I
had less respect than I had for a bloodhound.
Young Mr. Flint did not bring back a favorable report
of Louisiana, and I heard no more of that scheme. Soon
after this, my lover met me at the corner of the street,
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and I stopped to speak to him. Looking up, I saw my
master watching us from his window. I hurried home,
trembling with fear. I was sent for, immediately, to go to
his room. He met me with a blow. “When is mistress to be
married?” said he, in a sneering tone. A shower of oaths
and imprecations followed. How thankful I was that my
lover was a free man! that my tyrant had no power to flog
him for speaking to me in the street!
Again and again I revolved in my mind how all this
would end. There was no hope that the doctor would
consent to sell me on any terms. He had an iron will,
and was determined to keep me, and to conquer me. My
lover was an intelligent and religious man. Even if he
could have obtained permission to marry me while I was
a slave, the marriage would give him no power to protect
me from my master. It would have made him miserable
to witness the insults I should have been subjected to.
And then, if we had children, I knew they must “follow
the condition of the mother.” What a terrible blight that
would be on the heart of a free, intelligent father! For his
sake, I felt that I ought not to link his fate with my own
unhappy destiny. He was going to Savannah to see about
a little property left him by an uncle; and hard as it was
to bring my feelings to it, I earnestly entreated him not to
come back. I advised him to go to the Free States, where
his tongue would not be tied, and where his intelligence
would be of more avail to him. He left me, still hoping
the day would come when I could be bought. With me the
lamp of hope had gone out. The dream of my girlhood
was over. I felt lonely and desolate.
Still I was not stripped of all. I still had my good
grandmother, and my affectionate brother. When he put
his arms round my neck, and looked into my eyes, as if
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to read there the troubles I dared not tell, I felt that I still
had something to love. But even that pleasant emotion
was chilled by the reflection that he might be torn from
me at any moment, by some sudden freak of my master. If
he had known how we loved each other, I think he would
have exulted in separating us. We often planned together
how we could get to the north. But, as William remarked,
such things are easier said than done. My movements
were very closely watched, and we had no means of
getting any money to defray our expenses. As for
grandmother, she was strongly opposed to her children’s
undertaking any such project. She had not forgotten poor
Benjamin’s sufferings, and she was afraid that if another
child tried to escape, he would have a similar or a worse
fate. To me, nothing seemed more dreadful than my
present life. I said to myself, “William must be free. He
shall go to the north, and I will follow him.” Many a slave
sister has formed the same plans.
VIII. What Slaves Are Taught To Think Of The North.
Slaveholders pride themselves upon being honorable
men; but if you were to hear the enormous lies they tell
their slaves, you would have small respect for their
veracity. I have spoken plain English. Pardon me. I cannot
use a milder term. When they visit the north, and return
home, they tell their slaves of the runaways they have
seen, and describe them to be in the most deplorable
condition. A slaveholder once told me that he had seen
a runaway friend of mine in New York, and that she
besought him to take her back to her master, for she
was literally dying of starvation; that many days she had
only one cold potato to eat, and at other times could get
nothing at all. He said he refused to take her, because he
knew her master would not thank him for bringing such
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a miserable wretch to his house. He ended by saying to
me, “This is the punishment she brought on herself for
running away from a kind master.”
This whole story was false. I afterwards staid with that
friend in New York, and found her in comfortable
circumstances. She had never thought of such a thing as
wishing to go back to slavery. Many of the slaves believe
such stories, and think it is not worth while to exchange
slavery for such a hard kind of freedom. It is difficult to
persuade such that freedom could make them useful men,
and enable them to protect their wives and children. If
those heathen in our Christian land had as much teaching
as some Hindoos, they would think otherwise. They
would know that liberty is more valuable than life. They
would begin to understand their own capabilities, and
exert themselves to become men and women.
But while the Free States sustain a law which hurls
fugitives back into slavery, how can the slaves resolve to
become men? There are some who strive to protect wives
and daughters from the insults of their masters; but those
who have such sentiments have had advantages above the
general mass of slaves. They have been partially civilized
and Christianized by favorable circumstances. Some are
bold enough to utter such sentiments to their masters. O,
that there were more of them!
Some poor creatures have been so brutalized by the
lash that they will sneak out of the way to give their
masters free access to their wives and daughters. Do you
think this proves the black man to belong to an inferior
order of beings? What would you be, if you had been
born and brought up a slave, with generations of slaves
for ancestors? I admit that the black man is inferior. But
what is it that makes him so? It is the ignorance in which
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white men compel him to live; it is the torturing whip that
lashes manhood out of him; it is the fierce bloodhounds
of the South, and the scarcely less cruel human
bloodhounds of the north, who enforce the Fugitive Slave
Law. They do the work.
Southern gentlemen indulge in the most contemptuous
expressions about the Yankees, while they, on their part,
consent to do the vilest work for them, such as the
ferocious bloodhounds and the despised negro-hunters
are employed to do at home. When southerners go to the
north, they are proud to do them honor; but the northern
man is not welcome south of Mason and Dixon’s line,
unless he suppresses every thought and feeling at
variance with their “peculiar institution.” Nor is it enough
to be silent. The masters are not pleased, unless they
obtain a greater degree of subservience than that; and
they are generally accommodated. Do they respect the
northerner for this? I trow not. Even the slaves despise
“a northern man with southern principles;” and that is
the class they generally see. When northerners go to the
south to reside, they prove very apt scholars. They soon
imbibe the sentiments and disposition of their neighbors,
and generally go beyond their teachers. Of the two, they
are proverbially the hardest masters.
They seem to satisfy their consciences with the
doctrine that God created the Africans to be slaves. What
a libel upon the heavenly Father, who “made of one blood
all nations of men!” And then who are Africans? Who can
measure the amount of Anglo-Saxon blood coursing in
the veins of American slaves?
I have spoken of the pains slaveholders take to give
their slaves a bad opinion of the north; but,
notwithstanding this, intelligent slaves are aware that
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they have many friends in the Free States. Even the most
ignorant have some confused notions about it. They
knew that I could read; and I was often asked if I had
seen any thing in the newspapers about white folks over
in the big north, who were trying to get their freedom
for them. Some believe that the abolitionists have already
made them free, and that it is established by law, but
that their masters prevent the law from going into effect.
One woman begged me to get a newspaper and read it
over. She said her husband told her that the black people
had sent word to the queen of ‘Merica that they were all
slaves; that she didn’t believe it, and went to Washington
city to see the president about it. They quarrelled; she
drew her sword upon him, and swore that he should help
her to make them all free.
That poor, ignorant woman thought that America was
governed by a Queen, to whom the President was
subordinate. I wish the President was subordinate to
Queen Justice.
IX. Sketches Of Neighboring Slaveholders.
There was a planter in the country, not far from us,
whom I will call Mr. Litch. He was an ill-bred,
uneducated man, but very wealthy. He had six hundred
slaves, many of whom he did not know by sight. His
extensive plantation was managed by well-paid overseers.
There was a jail and a whipping post on his grounds; and
whatever cruelties were perpetrated there, they passed
without comment. He was so effectually screened by his
great wealth that he was called to no account for his
crimes, not even for murder.
Various were the punishments resorted to. A favorite
one was to tie a rope round a man’s body, and suspend
him from the ground. A fire was kindled over him, from
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which was suspended a piece of fat pork. As this cooked,
the scalding drops of fat continually fell on the bare flesh.
On his own plantation, he required very strict obedience
to the eighth commandment. But depredations on the
neighbors were allowable, provided the culprit managed
to evade detection or suspicion. If a neighbor brought
a charge of theft against any of his slaves, he was
browbeaten by the master, who assured him that his
slaves had enough of every thing at home, and had no
inducement to steal. No sooner was the neighbor’s back
turned, than the accused was sought out, and whipped
for his lack of discretion. If a slave stole from him even
a pound of meat or a peck of corn, if detection followed,
he was put in chains and imprisoned, and so kept till his
form was attentuated by hunger and suffering.
A freshnet once bore his wine cellar and meat house
miles away from the plantation. Some slaves followed,
and secured bits of meat and bottles of wine. Two were
detected; a ham and some liquor being found in their
huts. They were summoned by their master. No words
were used, but a club felled them to the ground. A rough
box was their coffin, and their interment was a dog’s
burial. Nothing was said.
Murder was so common on his plantation that he
feared to be alone after nightfall. He might have believed
in ghosts.
His brother, if not equal in wealth, was at least equal
in cruelty. His bloodhounds were well trained. Their pen
was spacious, and a terror to the slaves. They were let
loose on a runway, and, if they tracked him, they literally
tore the flesh from his bones. When this slaveholder died,
his shrieks and groans were so frightful that they appalled
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his own friends. His last words were, “I am going to hell;
bury my money with me.”
After death his eyes remained open. To press the lids
down, silver dollars were laid on them. These were buried
with him. From this circumstance, a rumor went abroad
that his coffin was filled with money. Three times his
grave was opened, and his coffin taken out. The last time,
his body was found on the ground, and a flock of
buzzards were pecking at it. He was again interred, and a
sentinel set over his grave. The perpetrators were never
discovered.
Cruelty is contagious in uncivilized communities. Mr.
Conant, a neighbor of Mr. Litch, returned from town one
evening in a partial state of intoxication. His body servant
gave him some offence. He was divested of his clothes,
except his shirt, whipped, and tied to a large tree in front
of the house. It was a stormy night in winter. The wind
blew bitterly cold, and the boughs of the old tree crackled
under falling sleet. A member of the family, fearing he
would freeze to death, begged that he might be taken
down; but the master would not relent. He remained
there three hours; and, when he was cut down, he was
more dead than alive. Another slave, who stole a pig from
this master, to appease his hunger, was terribly flogged. In
desperation, he tried to run away. But at the end of two
miles, he was so faint with loss of blood, he thought he
was dying. He had a wife, and he longed to see her once
more. Too sick to walk, he crept back that long distance
on his hands and knees. When he reached his master’s, it
was night. He had not strength to rise and open the gate.
He moaned, and tried to call for help. I had a friend living
in the same family. At last his cry reached her. She went
out and found the prostrate man at the gate. She ran back
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to the house for assistance, and two men returned with
her. They carried him in, and laid him on the floor. The
back of his shirt was one clot of blood. By means of lard,
my friend loosened it from the raw flesh. She bandaged
him, gave him cool drink, and left him to rest. The master
said he deserved a hundred more lashes. When his own
labor was stolen from him, he had stolen food to appease
his hunger. This was his crime.
Another neighbor was a Mrs. Wade. At no hour of the
day was there cessation of the lash on her premises. Her
labors began with the dawn, and did not cease till long
after nightfall. The barn was her particular place of
torture. There she lashed the slaves with the might of a
man. An old slave of hers once said to me, “It is hell in
missis’s house. ‘Pears I can never get out. Day and night I
prays to die.”
The mistress died before the old woman, and, when
dying, entreated her husband not to permit any one of her
slaves to look on her after death. A slave who had nursed
her children, and had still a child in her care, watched
her chance, and stole with it in her arms to the room
where lay her dead mistress. She gazed a while on her,
then raised her hand and dealt two blows on her face,
saying, as she did so, “The devil is got you now!” She forgot
that the child was looking on. She had just begun to talk;
and she said to her father, “I did see ma, and mammy did
strike ma, so,” striking her own face with her little hand.
The master was startled. He could not imagine how the
nurse could obtain access to the room where the corpse
lay; for he kept the door locked. He questioned her. She
confessed that what the child had said was true, and told
how she had procured the key. She was sold to Georgia.
In my childhood I knew a valuable slave, named
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Charity, and loved her, as all children did. Her young
mistress married, and took her to Louisiana. Her little
boy, James, was sold to a good sort of master. He became
involved in debt, and James was sold again to a wealthy
slaveholder, noted for his cruelty. With this man he grew
up to manhood, receiving the treatment of a dog. After a
severe whipping, to save himself from further infliction
of the lash, with which he was threatened, he took to the
woods. He was in a most miserable condition—cut by the
cowskin, half naked, half starved, and without the means
of procuring a crust of bread.
Some weeks after his escape, he was captured, tied,
and carried back to his master’s plantation. This man
considered punishment in his jail, on bread and water,
after receiving hundreds of lashes, too mild for the poor
slave’s offence. Therefore he decided, after the overseer
should have whipped him to his satisfaction, to have him
placed between the screws of the cotton gin, to stay as
long as he had been in the woods. This wretched creature
was cut with the whip from his head to his feet, then
washed with strong brine, to prevent the flesh from
mortifying, and make it heal sooner than it otherwise
would. He was then put into the cotton gin, which was
screwed down, only allowing him room to turn on his
side when he could not lie on his back. Every morning a
slave was sent with a piece of bread and bowl of water,
which was placed within reach of the poor fellow. The
slave was charged, under penalty of severe punishment,
not to speak to him.
Four days passed, and the slave continued to carry the
bread and water. On the second morning, he found the
bread gone, but the water untouched. When he had been
in the press four days and five night, the slave informed
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his master that the water had not been used for four
mornings, and that horrible stench came from the gin
house. The overseer was sent to examine into it. When
the press was unscrewed, the dead body was found partly
eaten by rats and vermin. Perhaps the rats that devoured
his bread had gnawed him before life was extinct. Poor
Charity! Grandmother and I often asked each other how
her affectionate heart would bear the news, if she should
ever hear of the murder of her son. We had known her
husband, and knew that James was like him in manliness
and intelligence. These were the qualities that made it so
hard for him to be a plantation slave. They put him into
a rough box, and buried him with less feeling than would
have been manifested for an old house dog. Nobody asked
any questions. He was a slave; and the feeling was that the
master had a right to do what he pleased with his own
property. And what did he care for the value of a slave? He
had hundreds of them. When they had finished their daily
toil, they must hurry to eat their little morsels, and be
ready to extinguish their pine knots before nine o’clock,
when the overseer went his patrol rounds. He entered
every cabin, to see that men and their wives had gone to
bed together, lest the men, from over-fatigue, should fall
asleep in the chimney corner, and remain there till the
morning horn called them to their daily task. Women are
considered of no value, unless they continually increase
their owner’s stock. They are put on a par with animals.
This same master shot a woman through the head, who
had run away and been brought back to him. No one
called him to account for it. If a slave resisted being
whipped, the bloodhounds were unpacked, and set upon
him, to tear his flesh from his bones. The master who
did these things was highly educated, and styled a perfect
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gentleman. He also boasted the name and standing of a
Christian, though Satan never had a truer follower.
I could tell of more slaveholders as cruel as those I
have described. They are not exceptions to the general
rule. I do not say there are no humane slaveholders. Such
characters do exist, notwithstanding the hardening
influences around them. But they are “like angels’
visits—few and far between.”
I knew a young lady who was one of these rare
specimens. She was an orphan, and inherited as slaves a
woman and her six children. Their father was a free man.
They had a comfortable home of their own, parents and
children living together. The mother and eldest daughter
served their mistress during the day, and at night
returned to their dwelling, which was on the premises.
The young lady was very pious, and there was some
reality in her religion. She taught her slaves to lead pure
lives, and wished them to enjoy the fruit of their own
industry. Herreligion was not a garb put on for Sunday,
and laid aside till Sunday returned again. The eldest
daughter of the slave mother was promised in marriage
to a free man; and the day before the wedding this good
mistress emancipated her, in order that her marriage
might have the sanction of law.
Report said that this young lady cherished an
unrequited affection for a man who had resolved to
marry for wealth. In the course of time a rich uncle of
hers died. He left six thousand dollars to his two sons by
a colored woman, and the remainder of his property to
this orphan niece. The metal soon attracted the magnet.
The lady and her weighty purse became his. She offered
to manumit her slaves—telling them that her marriage
might make unexpected changes in their destiny, and she
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wished to insure their happiness. They refused to take
their freedom, saying that she had always been their best
friend, and they could not be so happy any where as with
her. I was not surprised. I had often seen them in their
comfortable home, and thought that the whole town did
not contain a happier family. They had never felt slavery;
and, when it was too late, they were convinced of its
reality.
When the new master claimed this family as his
property, the father became furious, and went to his
mistress for protection. “I can do nothing for you now,
Harry,” said she. “I no longer have the power I had a
week ago. I have succeeded in obtaining the freedom of
your wife; but I cannot obtain it for your children.” The
unhappy father swore that nobody should take his
children from him. He concealed them in the woods for
some days; but they were discovered and taken. The
father was put in jail, and the two oldest boys sold to
Georgia. One little girl, too young to be of service to her
master, was left with the wretched mother. The other
three were carried to their master’s plantation. The eldest
soon became a mother; and when the slaveholder’s wife
looked at the babe, she wept bitterly. She knew that her
own husband had violated the purity she had so carefully
inculcated. She had a second child by her master, and then
he sold her and his offspring to his brother. She bore two
children to the brother and was sold again. The next sister
went crazy. The life she was compelled to lead drove her
mad. The third one became the mother of five daughters.
Before the birth of the fourth the pious mistress died. To
the last, she rendered every kindness to the slaves that her
unfortunate circumstances permitted. She passed away
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peacefully, glad to close her eyes on a life which had been
made so wretched by the man she loved.
This man squandered the fortune he had received, and
sought to retrieve his affairs by a second marriage; but,
having retired after a night of drunken debauch, he was
found dead in the morning. He was called a good master;
for he fed and clothed his slaves better than most masters,
and the lash was not heard on his plantation so frequently
as on many others. Had it not been for slavery, he would
have been a better man, and his wife a happier woman.
No pen can give an adequate description of the all-
pervading corruption produced by slavery. The slave girl
is reared in an atmosphere of licentiousness and fear. The
lash and the foul talk of her master and his sons are her
teachers. When she is fourteen or fifteen, her owner, or
his sons, or the overseer, or perhaps all of them, begin
to bribe her with presents. If these fail to accomplish
their purpose, she is whipped or starved into submission
to their will. She may have had religious principles
inculcated by some pious mother or grandmother, or
some good mistress; she may have a lover, whose good
opinion and peace of mind are dear to her heart; or the
profligate men who have power over her may be
exceedingly odious to her. But resistance is hopeless.
The poor worm
Shall prove her contest vain. Life’s little day
Shall pass, and she is gone!
The slaveholder’s sons are, of course, vitiated, even
while boys, by the unclean influences every where around
them. Nor do the master’s daughters always escape.
Severe retributions sometimes come upon him for the
wrongs he does to the daughters of the slaves. The white
daughters early hear their parents quarrelling about some
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female slave. Their curiosity is excited, and they soon
learn the cause. They are attended by the young slave
girls whom their father has corrupted; and they hear such
talk as should never meet youthful ears, or any other
ears. They know that the woman slaves are subject to
their father’s authority in all things; and in some cases
they exercise the same authority over the men slaves. I
have myself seen the master of such a household whose
head was bowed down in shame; for it was known in the
neighborhood that his daughter had selected one of the
meanest slaves on his plantation to be the father of his
first grandchild. She did not make her advances to her
equals, nor even to her father’s more intelligent servants.
She selected the most brutalized, over whom her
authority could be exercised with less fear of exposure.
Her father, half frantic with rage, sought to revenge
himself on the offending black man; but his daughter,
foreseeing the storm that would arise, had given him free
papers, and sent him out of the state.
In such cases the infant is smothered, or sent where it is
never seen by any who know its history. But if the white
parent is the father, instead of the mother, the offspring
are unblushingly reared for the market. If they are girls,
I have indicated plainly enough what will be their
inevitable destiny.
You may believe what I say; for I write only that
whereof I know. I was twenty-one years in that cage of
obscene birds. I can testify, from my own experience and
observation, that slavery is a curse to the whites as well
as to the blacks. It makes white fathers cruel and sensual;
the sons violent and licentious; it contaminates the
daughters, and makes the wives wretched. And as for the
colored race, it needs an abler pen than mine to describe
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the extremity of their sufferings, the depth of their
degradation.
Yet few slaveholders seem to be aware of the
widespread moral ruin occasioned by this wicked system.
Their talk is of blighted cotton crops—not of the blight
on their children’s souls.
If you want to be fully convinced of the abominations
of slavery, go on a southern plantation, and call yourself a
negro trader. Then there will be no concealment; and you
will see and hear things that will seem to you impossible
among human beings with immortal souls.
X. A Perilous Passage In The Slave Girl’s Life.
After my lover went away, Dr. Flint contrived a new
plan. He seemed to have an idea that my fear of my
mistress was his greatest obstacle. In the blandest tones,
he told me that he was going to build a small house for
me, in a secluded place, four miles away from the town. I
shuddered; but I was constrained to listen, while he talked
of his intention to give me a home of my own, and to
make a lady of me. Hitherto, I had escaped my dreaded
fate, by being in the midst of people. My grandmother
had already had high words with my master about me.
She had told him pretty plainly what she thought of his
character, and there was considerable gossip in the
neighborhood about our affairs, to which the open-
mouthed jealousy of Mrs. Flint contributed not a little.
When my master said he was going to build a house for
me, and that he could do it with little trouble and expense,
I was in hopes something would happen to frustrate his
scheme; but I soon heard that the house was actually
begun. I vowed before my Maker that I would never enter
it: I had rather toil on the plantation from dawn till dark;
I had rather live and die in jail, than drag on, from day
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to day, through such a living death. I was determined
that the master, whom I so hated and loathed, who had
blighted the prospects of my youth, and made my life
a desert, should not, after my long struggle with him,
succeed at last in trampling his victim under his feet. I
would do any thing, every thing, for the sake of defeating
him. What could I do? I thought and thought, till I became
desperate, and made a plunge into the abyss.
And now, reader, I come to a period in my unhappy life,
which I would gladly forget if I could. The remembrance
fills me with sorrow and shame. It pains me to tell you
of it; but I have promised to tell you the truth, and I will
do it honestly, let it cost me what it may. I will not try
to screen myself behind the plea of compulsion from a
master; for it was not so. Neither can I plead ignorance
or thoughtlessness. For years, my master had done his
utmost to pollute my mind with foul images, and to
destroy the pure principles inculcated by my
grandmother, and the good mistress of my childhood.
The influences of slavery had had the same effect on me
that they had on other young girls; they had made me
prematurely knowing, concerning the evil ways of the
world. I knew what I did, and I did it with deliberate
calculation.
But, O, ye happy women, whose purity has been
sheltered from childhood, who have been free to choose
the objects of your affection, whose homes are protected
by law, do not judge the poor desolate slave girl too
severely! If slavery had been abolished, I, also, could have
married the man of my choice; I could have had a home
shielded by the laws; and I should have been spared the
painful task of confessing what I am now about to relate;
but all my prospects had been blighted by slavery. I
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wanted to keep myself pure; and, under the most adverse
circumstances, I tried hard to preserve my self-respect;
but I was struggling alone in the powerful grasp of the
demon Slavery; and the monster proved too strong for
me. I felt as if I was forsaken by God and man; as if all my
efforts must be frustrated; and I became reckless in my
despair.
I have told you that Dr. Flint’s persecutions and his
wife’s jealousy had given rise to some gossip in the
neighborhood. Among others, it chanced that a white
unmarried gentleman had obtained some knowledge of
the circumstances in which I was placed. He knew my
grandmother, and often spoke to me in the street. He
became interested for me, and asked questions about my
master, which I answered in part. He expressed a great
deal of sympathy, and a wish to aid me. He constantly
sought opportunities to see me, and wrote to me
frequently. I was a poor slave girl, only fifteen years old.
So much attention from a superior person was, of
course, flattering; for human nature is the same in all. I
also felt grateful for his sympathy, and encouraged by his
kind words. It seemed to me a great thing to have such
a friend. By degrees, a more tender feeling crept into my
heart. He was an educated and eloquent gentleman; too
eloquent, alas, for the poor slave girl who trusted in him.
Of course I saw whither all this was tending. I knew the
impassable gulf between us; but to be an object of interest
to a man who is not married, and who is not her master,
is agreeable to the pride and feelings of a slave, if her
miserable situation has left her any pride or sentiment.
It seems less degrading to give one’s self, than to submit
to compulsion. There is something akin to freedom in
having a lover who has no control over you, except that
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which he gains by kindness and attachment. A master
may treat you as rudely as he pleases, and you dare not
speak; moreover, the wrong does not seem so great with
an unmarried man, as with one who has a wife to be
made unhappy. There may be sophistry in all this; but the
condition of a slave confuses all principles of morality,
and, in fact, renders the practice of them impossible.
When I found that my master had actually begun to
build the lonely cottage, other feelings mixed with those
I have described. Revenge, and calculations of interest,
were added to flattered vanity and sincere gratitude for
kindness. I knew nothing would enrage Dr. Flint so much
as to know that I favored another, and it was something to
triumph over my tyrant even in that small way. I thought
he would revenge himself by selling me, and I was sure
my friend, Mr. Sands, would buy me. He was a man of
more generosity and feeling than my master, and I
thought my freedom could be easily obtained from him.
The crisis of my fate now came so near that I was
desperate. I shuddered to think of being the mother of
children that should be owned by my old tyrant. I knew
that as soon as a new fancy took him, his victims were
sold far off to get rid of them; especially if they had
children. I had seen several women sold, with babies at
the breast. He never allowed his offspring by slaves to
remain long in sight of himself and his wife. Of a man
who was not my master I could ask to have my children
well supported; and in this case, I felt confident I should
obtain the boon. I also felt quite sure that they would
be made free. With all these thoughts revolving in my
mind, and seeing no other way of escaping the doom I
so much dreaded, I made a headlong plunge. Pity me,
and pardon me, O virtuous reader! You never knew what
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it is to be a slave; to be entirely unprotected by law or
custom; to have the laws reduce you to the condition
of a chattel, entirely subject to the will of another. You
never exhausted your ingenuity in avoiding the snares,
and eluding the power of a hated tyrant; you never
shuddered at the sound of his footsteps, and trembled
within hearing of his voice. I know I did wrong. No one
can feel it more sensibly than I do. The painful and
humiliating memory will haunt me to my dying day. Still,
in looking back, calmly, on the events of my life, I feel
that the slave woman ought not to be judged by the same
standard as others.
The months passed on. I had many unhappy hours. I
secretly mourned over the sorrow I was bringing on my
grandmother, who had so tried to shield me from harm. I
knew that I was the greatest comfort of her old age, and
that it was a source of pride to her that I had not degraded
myself, like most of the slaves. I wanted to confess to her
that I was no longer worthy of her love; but I could not
utter the dreaded words.
As for Dr. Flint, I had a feeling of satisfaction and
triumph in the thought of telling him. From time to time
he told me of his intended arrangements, and I was silent.
At last, he came and told me the cottage was completed,
and ordered me to go to it. I told him I would never enter
it. He said, “I have heard enough of such talk as that. You
shall go, if you are carried by force; and you shall remain
there.”
I replied, “I will never go there. In a few months I shall
be a mother.”
He stood and looked at me in dumb amazement, and
left the house without a word. I thought I should be happy
in my triumph over him. But now that the truth was out,
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and my relatives would hear of it, I felt wretched. Humble
as were their circumstances, they had pride in my good
character. Now, how could I look at them in the face?
My self-respect was gone! I had resolved that I would be
virtuous, though I was a slave. I had said, “Let the storm
beat! I will brave it till I die.” And now, how humiliated I
felt!
I went to my grandmother. My lips moved to make
confession, but the words stuck in my throat. I sat down
in the shade of a tree at her door and began to sew. I
think she saw something unusual was the matter with me.
The mother of slaves is very watchful. She knows there
is no security for her children. After they have entered
their teens she lives in daily expectation of trouble. This
leads to many questions. If the girl is of a sensitive nature,
timidity keeps her from answering truthfully, and this
well-meant course has a tendency to drive her from
maternal counsels. Presently, in came my mistress, like a
mad woman, and accused me concerning her husband.
My grandmother, whose suspicions had been previously
awakened, believed what she said. She exclaimed, “O
Linda! Has it come to this? I had rather see you dead than
to see you as you now are. You are a disgrace to your dead
mother.” She tore from my fingers my mother’s wedding
ring and her silver thimble. “Go away!” she exclaimed,
“and never come to my house, again.” Her reproaches fell
so hot and heavy, that they left me no chance to answer.
Bitter tears, such as the eyes never shed but once, were
my only answer. I rose from my seat, but fell back again,
sobbing. She did not speak to me; but the tears were
running down her furrowed cheeks, and they scorched
me like fire. She had always been so kind to me! So kind!
How I longed to throw myself at her feet, and tell her
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all the truth! But she had ordered me to go, and never
to come there again. After a few minutes, I mustered
strength, and started to obey her. With what feelings did I
now close that little gate, which I used to open with such
an eager hand in my childhood! It closed upon me with a
sound I never heard before.
Where could I go? I was afraid to return to my master’s.
I walked on recklessly, not caring where I went, or what
would become of me. When I had gone four or five miles,
fatigue compelled me to stop. I sat down on the stump of
an old tree. The stars were shining through the boughs
above me. How they mocked me, with their bright, calm
light! The hours passed by, and as I sat there alone a
chilliness and deadly sickness came over me. I sank on the
ground. My mind was full of horrid thoughts. I prayed
to die; but the prayer was not answered. At last, with
great effort I roused myself, and walked some distance
further, to the house of a woman who had been a friend
of my mother. When I told her why I was there, she spoke
soothingly to me; but I could not be comforted. I thought
I could bear my shame if I could only be reconciled to
my grandmother. I longed to open my heart to her. I
thought if she could know the real state of the case, and
all I had been bearing for years, she would perhaps judge
me less harshly. My friend advised me to send for her.
I did so; but days of agonizing suspense passed before
she came. Had she utterly forsaken me? No. She came at
last. I knelt before her, and told her the things that had
poisoned my life; how long I had been persecuted; that
I saw no way of escape; and in an hour of extremity I
had become desperate. She listened in silence. I told her
I would bear any thing and do any thing, if in time I had
hopes of obtaining her forgiveness. I begged of her to pity
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me, for my dead mother’s sake. And she did pity me. She
did not say, “I forgive you;” but she looked at me lovingly,
with her eyes full of tears. She laid her old hand gently on
my head, and murmured, “Poor child! Poor child!”
XI. The New Tie To Life.
I returned to my good grandmother’s house. She had
an interview with Mr. Sands. When she asked him why
he could not have left her one ewe lamb,—whether there
were not plenty of slaves who did not care about
character,—he made no answer, but he spoke kind and
encouraging words. He promised to care for my child,
and to buy me, be the conditions what they might.
I had not seen Dr. Flint for five days. I had never seen
him since I made the avowal to him. He talked of the
disgrace I had brought on myself; how I had sinned
against my master, and mortified my old grandmother.
He intimated that if I had accepted his proposals, he, as a
physician, could have saved me from exposure. He even
condescended to pity me. Could he have offered
wormwood more bitter? He, whose persecutions had
been the cause of my sin!
“Linda,” said he, “though you have been criminal
towards me, I feel for you, and I can pardon you if you
obey my wishes. Tell me whether the fellow you wanted
to marry is the father of your child. If you deceive me, you
shall feel the fires of hell.”
I did not feel as proud as I had done. My strongest
weapon with him was gone. I was lowered in my own
estimation, and had resolved to bear his abuse in silence.
But when he spoke contemptuously of the lover who had
always treated me honorably; when I remembered that
but for him I might have been a virtuous, free, and happy
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wife, I lost my patience. “I have sinned against God and
myself,” I replied; “but not against you.”
He clinched his teeth, and muttered, “Curse you!” He
came towards me, with ill-suppressed rage, and
exclaimed, “You obstinate girl! I could grind your bones
to powder! You have thrown yourself away on some
worthless rascal. You are weak-minded, and have been
easily persuaded by those who don’t care a straw for you.
The future will settle accounts between us. You are
blinded now; but hereafter you will be convinced that
your master was your best friend. My lenity towards you
is a proof of it. I might have punished you in many ways. I
might have whipped till you fell dead under the lash. But I
wanted you to live; I would have bettered your condition.
Others cannot do it. You are my slave. Your mistress,
disgusted by your conduct, forbids you to return to the
house; therefore I leave you here for the present; but I
shall see you often. I will call to-morrow.”
He came with frowning brows, that showed a
dissatisfied state of mind. After asking about my health,
he inquired whether my board was paid, and who visited
me. He then went on to say that he had neglected his
duty; that as a physician there were certain things that he
ought to have explained to me. Then followed talk such as
would have made the most shameless blush. He ordered
me to stand up before him. I obeyed. “I command you,”
said he, “to tell me whether the father of your child is
white or black.” I hesitated. “Answer me this instant!” he
exclaimed. I did answer. He sprang upon me like a wolf,
and grabbed my arm as if he would have broken it. “Do
you love him?” said he, in a hissing tone.
“I am thankful that I do not despise him,” I replied.
He raised his hand to strike me; but it fell again. I don’t
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know what arrested the blow. He sat down, with lips
tightly compressed. At last he spoke. “I came here,” said
he, “to make you a friendly proposition; but your
ingratitude chafes me beyond endurance. You turn aside
all my good intentions towards you. I don’t know what it
is that keeps me from killing you.” Again he rose, as if he
had a mind to strike me.
But he resumed. “On one condition I will forgive your
insolence and crime. You must henceforth have no
communication of any kind with the father of your child.
You must not ask any thing from him, or receive any
thing from him. I will take care of you and your child. You
had better promise this at once, and not wait till you are
deserted by him. This is the last act of mercy I shall show
towards you.”
I said something about being unwilling to have my
child supported by a man who had cursed it and me also.
He rejoined, that a woman who had sunk to my level
had no right to expect any thing else. He asked, for the
last time, would I accept his kindness? I answered that I
would not.
“Very well,” said he; “then take the consequences of
your wayward course.
Never look to me for help. You are my slave, and shall
always be my slave.
I will never sell you, that you may depend upon.”
Hope died away in my heart as he closed the door after
him. I had calculated that in his rage he would sell me to a
slave-trader; and I knew the father of my child was on the
watch to buy me.
About this time my uncle Phillip was expected to return
from a voyage. The day before his departure I had
officiated as bridesmaid to a young friend. My heart was
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then ill at ease, but my smiling countenance did not
betray it. Only a year had passed; but what fearful changes
it had wrought! My heart had grown gray in misery. Lives
that flash in sunshine, and lives that are born in tears,
receive their hue from circumstances. None of us know
what a year may bring forth.
I felt no joy when they told me my uncle had come. He
wanted to see me, though he knew what had happened.
I shrank from him at first; but at last consented that he
should come to my room. He received me as he always
had done. O, how my heart smote me when I felt his tears
on my burning cheeks! The words of my grandmother
came to my mind,—”Perhaps your mother and father are
taken from the evil days to come.” My disappointed heart
could now praise God that it was so. But why, thought
I, did my relatives ever cherish hopes for me? What was
there to save me from the usual fate of slave girls? Many
more beautiful and more intelligent than I had
experienced a similar fate, or a far worse one. How could
they hope that I should escape?
My uncle’s stay was short, and I was not sorry for it.
I was too ill in mind and body to enjoy my friends as I
had done. For some weeks I was unable to leave my bed.
I could not have any doctor but my master, and I would
not have him sent for. At last, alarmed by my increasing
illness, they sent for him. I was very weak and nervous;
and as soon as he entered the room, I began to scream.
They told him my state was very critical. He had no wish
to hasten me out of the world, and he withdrew.
When my babe was born, they said it was premature.
It weighed only four pounds; but God let it live. I heard
the doctor say I could not survive till morning. I had often
prayed for death; but now I did not want to die, unless my
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child could die too. Many weeks passed before I was able
to leave my bed. I was a mere wreck of my former self. For
a year there was scarcely a day when I was free from chills
and fever. My babe also was sickly. His little limbs were
often racked with pain. Dr. Flint continued his visits, to
look after my health; and he did not fail to remind me that
my child was an addition to his stock of slaves.
I felt too feeble to dispute with him, and listened to
his remarks in silence. His visits were less frequent; but
his busy spirit could not remain quiet. He employed my
brother in his office; and he was made the medium of
frequent notes and messages to me. William was a bright
lad, and of much use to the doctor. He had learned to
put up medicines, to leech, cup, and bleed. He had taught
himself to read and spell. I was proud of my brother,
and the old doctor suspected as much. One day, when
I had not seen him for several weeks, I heard his steps
approaching the door. I dreaded the encounter, and hid
myself. He inquired for me, of course; but I was nowhere
to be found. He went to his office, and despatched
William with a note. The color mounted to my brother’s
face when he gave it to me; and he said, “Don’t you hate
me, Linda, for bringing you these things?” I told him I
could not blame him; he was a slave, and obliged to obey
his master’s will. The note ordered me to come to his
office. I went. He demanded to know where I was when
he called. I told him I was at home. He flew into a passion,
and said he knew better. Then he launched out upon
his usual themes,—my crimes against him, and my
ingratitude for his forbearance. The laws were laid down
to me anew, and I was dismissed. I felt humiliated that
my brother should stand by, and listen to such language
as would be addressed only to a slave. Poor boy! He was
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powerless to defend me; but I saw the tears, which he
vainly strove to keep back. The manifestation of feeling
irritated the doctor. William could do nothing to please
him. One morning he did not arrive at the office so early
as usual; and that circumstance afforded his master an
opportunity to vent his spleen. He was put in jail. The
next day my brother sent a trader to the doctor, with a
request to be sold. His master was greatly incensed at
what he called his insolence. He said he had put him
there, to reflect upon his bad conduct, and he certainly
was not giving any evidence of repentance. For two days
he harassed himself to find somebody to do his office
work; but every thing went wrong without William. He
was released, and ordered to take his old stand, with many
threats, if he was not careful about his future behavior.
As the months passed on, my boy improved in health.
When he was a year old, they called him beautiful. The
little vine was taking deep root in my existence, though
its clinging fondness excited a mixture of love and pain.
When I was most sorely oppressed I found a solace in his
smiles. I loved to watch his infant slumbers; but always
there was a dark cloud over my enjoyment. I could never
forget that he was a slave. Sometimes I wished that he
might die in infancy. God tried me. My darling became
very ill. The bright eyes grew dull, and the little feet and
hands were so icy cold that I thought death had already
touched them. I had prayed for his death, but never so
earnestly as I now prayed for his life; and my prayer was
heard. Alas, what mockery it is for a slave mother to try
to pray back her dying child to life! Death is better than
slavery. It was a sad thought that I had no name to give
my child. His father caressed him and treated him kindly,
whenever he had a chance to see him. He was not
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unwilling that he should bear his name; but he had no
legal claim to it; and if I had bestowed it upon him, my
master would have regarded it as a new crime, a new
piece of insolence, and would, perhaps, revenge it on the
boy. O, the serpent of Slavery has many and poisonous
fangs!
XII. Fear Of Insurrection.
Not far from this time Nat Turner’s insurrection broke
out; and the news threw our town into great commotion.
Strange that they should be alarmed, when their slaves
were so “contented and happy”! But so it was.
It was always the custom to have a muster every year.
On that occasion every white man shouldered his musket.
The citizens and the so-called country gentlemen wore
military uniforms. The poor whites took their places in
the ranks in every-day dress, some without shoes, some
without hats. This grand occasion had already passed;
and when the slaves were told there was to be another
muster, they were surprised and rejoiced. Poor creatures!
They thought it was going to be a holiday. I was informed
of the true state of affairs, and imparted it to the few I
could trust. Most gladly would I have proclaimed it to
every slave; but I dared not. All could not be relied on.
Mighty is the power of the torturing lash.
By sunrise, people were pouring in from every quarter
within twenty miles of the town. I knew the houses were
to be searched; and I expected it would be done by
country bullies and the poor whites. I knew nothing
annoyed them so much as to see colored people living
in comfort and respectability; so I made arrangements
for them with especial care. I arranged every thing in my
grandmother’s house as neatly as possible. I put white
quilts on the beds, and decorated some of the rooms with
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flowers. When all was arranged, I sat down at the window
to watch. Far as my eye could reach, it rested on a motley
crowd of soldiers. Drums and fifes were discoursing
martial music. The men were divided into companies of
sixteen, each headed by a captain. Orders were given,
and the wild scouts rushed in every direction, wherever a
colored face was to be found.
It was a grand opportunity for the low whites, who had
no negroes of their own to scourge. They exulted in such
a chance to exercise a little brief authority, and show their
subserviency to the slaveholders; not reflecting that the
power which trampled on the colored people also kept
themselves in poverty, ignorance, and moral degradation.
Those who never witnessed such scenes can hardly
believe what I know was inflicted at this time on innocent
men, women, and children, against whom there was not
the slightest ground for suspicion. Colored people and
slaves who lived in remote parts of the town suffered in
an especial manner. In some cases the searchers scattered
powder and shot among their clothes, and then sent other
parties to find them, and bring them forward as proof
that they were plotting insurrection. Every where men,
women, and children were whipped till the blood stood in
puddles at their feet. Some received five hundred lashes;
others were tied hands and feet, and tortured with a
bucking paddle, which blisters the skin terribly. The
dwellings of the colored people, unless they happened to
be protected by some influential white person, who was
nigh at hand, were robbed of clothing and every thing
else the marauders thought worth carrying away. All day
long these unfeeling wretches went round, like a troop of
demons, terrifying and tormenting the helpless. At night,
they formed themselves into patrol bands, and went
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wherever they chose among the colored people, acting
out their brutal will. Many women hid themselves in
woods and swamps, to keep out of their way. If any of
the husbands or fathers told of these outrages, they were
tied up to the public whipping post, and cruelly scourged
for telling lies about white men. The consternation was
universal. No two people that had the slightest tinge of
color in their faces dared to be seen talking together.
I entertained no positive fears about our household,
because we were in the midst of white families who
would protect us. We were ready to receive the soldiers
whenever they came. It was not long before we heard
the tramp of feet and the sound of voices. The door was
rudely pushed open; and in they tumbled, like a pack of
hungry wolves. They snatched at every thing within their
reach. Every box, trunk, closet, and corner underwent
a thorough examination. A box in one of the drawers
containing some silver change was eagerly pounced upon.
When I stepped forward to take it from them, one of the
soldiers turned and said angrily, “What d’ye foller us fur?
D’ye s’pose white folks is come to steal?”
I replied, “You have come to search; but you have
searched that box, and I will take it, if you please.”
At that moment I saw a white gentleman who was
friendly to us; and I called to him, and asked him to have
the goodness to come in and stay till the search was over.
He readily complied. His entrance into the house brought
in the captain of the company, whose business it was to
guard the outside of the house, and see that none of the
inmates left it. This officer was Mr. Litch, the wealthy
slaveholder whom I mentioned, in the account of
neighboring planters, as being notorious for his cruelty.
He felt above soiling his hands with the search. He merely
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gave orders; and, if a bit of writing was discovered, it was
carried to him by his ignorant followers, who were unable
to read.
My grandmother had a large trunk of bedding and
table cloths. When that was opened, there was a great
shout of surprise; and one exclaimed, “Where’d the
damned niggers git all dis sheet an’ table clarf?”
My grandmother, emboldened by the presence of our
white protector said,
“You may be sure we didn’t pilfer ’em from your houses.”
“Look here, mammy,” said a grim-looking fellow
without any coat, “you seem to feel mighty gran’ ’cause
you got all them ‘ere fixens. White folks oughter have ’em
all.”
His remarks were interrupted by a chorus of voices
shouting, “We’s got ’em!
We’s got ’em! Dis ‘ere yaller gal’s got letters!”
There was a general rush for the supposed letter, which,
upon examination, proved to be some verses written to
me by a friend. In packing away my things, I had
overlooked them. When their captain informed them of
their contents, they seemed much disappointed. He
inquired of me who wrote them. I told him it was one of
my friends. “Can you read them?” he asked. When I told
him I could, he swore, and raved, and tore the paper into
bits. “Bring me all your letters!” said he, in commanding
tone. I told him I had none. “Don’t be afraid,” he
continued, in an insinuating way. “Bring them all to me.
Nobody shall do you any harm.” Seeing I did not move to
obey him, his pleasant tone changed to oaths and threats.
“Who writes to you? half free niggers?” inquired he. I
replied, “O, no; most of my letters are from white people.
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Some request me to burn them after they are read, and
some I destroy without reading.”
An exclamation of surprise from some of the company
put a stop to our conversation. Some silver spoons which
ornamented an old-fashioned buffet had just been
discovered. My grandmother was in the habit of
preserving fruit for many ladies in the town, and of
preparing suppers for parties; consequently she had many
jars of preserves. The closet that contained these was next
invaded, and the contents tasted. One of them, who was
helping himself freely, tapped his neighbor on the
shoulder, and said, “Wal done! Don’t wonder de niggers
want to kill all de white folks, when dey live on ‘sarves”
[meaning preserves]. I stretched out my hand to take the
jar, saying, “You were not sent here to search for
sweetmeats.”
“And what were we sent for?” said the captain, bristling
up to me. I evaded the question.
The search of the house was completed, and nothing
found to condemn us. They next proceeded to the garden,
and knocked about every bush and vine, with no better
success. The captain called his men together, and, after
a short consultation, the order to march was given. As
they passed out of the gate, the captain turned back, and
pronounced a malediction on the house. He said it ought
to be burned to the ground, and each of its inmates
receive thirty-nine lashes. We came out of this affair very
fortunately; not losing any thing except some wearing
apparel.
Towards evening the turbulence increased. The
soldiers, stimulated by drink, committed still greater
cruelties. Shrieks and shouts continually rent the air. Not
daring to go to the door, I peeped under the window
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curtain. I saw a mob dragging along a number of colored
people, each white man, with his musket upraised,
threatening instant death if they did not stop their
shrieks. Among the prisoners was a respectable old
colored minister. They had found a few parcels of shot in
his house, which his wife had for years used to balance
her scales. For this they were going to shoot him on Court
House Green. What a spectacle was that for a civilized
country! A rabble, staggering under intoxication,
assuming to be the administrators of justice!
The better class of the community exerted their
influence to save the innocent, persecuted people; and in
several instances they succeeded, by keeping them shut
up in jail till the excitement abated. At last the white
citizens found that their own property was not safe from
the lawless rabble they had summoned to protect them.
They rallied the drunken swarm, drove them back into
the country, and set a guard over the town.
The next day, the town patrols were commissioned to
search colored people that lived out of the city; and the
most shocking outrages were committed with perfect
impunity. Every day for a fortnight, if I looked out, I saw
horsemen with some poor panting negro tied to their
saddles, and compelled by the lash to keep up with their
speed, till they arrived at the jail yard. Those who had
been whipped too unmercifully to walk were washed
with brine, tossed into a cart, and carried to jail. One
black man, who had not fortitude to endure scourging,
promised to give information about the conspiracy. But
it turned out that he knew nothing at all. He had not
even heard the name of Nat Turner. The poor fellow
had, however, made up a story, which augmented his own
sufferings and those of the colored people.
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The day patrol continued for some weeks, and at
sundown a night guard was substituted. Nothing at all
was proved against the colored people, bond or free. The
wrath of the slaveholders was somewhat appeased by the
capture of Nat Turner. The imprisoned were released.
The slaves were sent to their masters, and the free were
permitted to return to their ravaged homes. Visiting was
strictly forbidden on the plantations. The slaves begged
the privilege of again meeting at their little church in the
woods, with their burying ground around it. It was built
by the colored people, and they had no higher happiness
than to meet there and sing hymns together, and pour
out their hearts in spontaneous prayer. Their request was
denied, and the church was demolished. They were
permitted to attend the white churches, a certain portion
of the galleries being appropriated to their use. There,
when every body else had partaken of the communion,
and the benediction had been pronounced, the minister
said, “Come down, now, my colored friends.” They
obeyed the summons, and partook of the bread and wine,
in commemoration of the meek and lowly Jesus, who
said, “God is your Father, and all ye are brethren.”
XIII. The Church And Slavery.
After the alarm caused by Nat Turner’s insurrection
had subsided, the slaveholders came to the conclusion
that it would be well to give the slaves enough of religious
instruction to keep them from murdering their masters.
The Episcopal clergyman offered to hold a separate
service on Sundays for their benefit. His colored
members were very few, and also very respectable—a fact
which I presume had some weight with him. The
difficulty was to decide on a suitable place for them to
worship. The Methodist and Baptist churches admitted
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them in the afternoon; but their carpets and cushions
were not so costly as those at the Episcopal church. It was
at last decided that they should meet at the house of a free
colored man, who was a member.
I was invited to attend, because I could read. Sunday
evening came, and, trusting to the cover of night, I
ventured out. I rarely ventured out by daylight, for I
always went with fear, expecting at every turn to
encounter Dr. Flint, who was sure to turn me back, or
order me to his office to inquire where I got my bonnet,
or some other article of dress. When the Rev. Mr. Pike
came, there were some twenty persons present. The
reverend gentleman knelt in prayer, then seated himself,
and requested all present, who could read, to open their
books, while he gave out the portions he wished them to
repeat or respond to.
His text was, “Servants, be obedient to them that are
your masters according to the flesh, with fear and
trembling, in singleness of your heart, as unto Christ.”
Pious Mr. Pike brushed up his hair till it stood upright,
and, in deep, solemn tones, began: “Hearken, ye servants!
Give strict heed unto my words. You are rebellious
sinners. Your hearts are filled with all manner of evil. ‘Tis
the devil who tempts you. God is angry with you, and
will surely punish you, if you don’t forsake your wicked
ways. You that live in town are eyeservants behind your
master’s back. Instead of serving your masters faithfully,
which is pleasing in the sight of your heavenly Master,
you are idle, and shirk your work. God sees you. You
tell lies. God hears you. Instead of being engaged in
worshipping him, you are hidden away somewhere,
feasting on your master’s substance; tossing coffee-
grounds with some wicked fortuneteller, or cutting cards
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with another old hag. Your masters may not find you out,
but God sees you, and will punish you. O, the depravity
of your hearts! When your master’s work is done, are
you quietly together, thinking of the goodness of God to
such sinful creatures? No; you are quarrelling, and tying
up little bags of roots to bury under the doorsteps to
poison each other with. God sees you. You men steal away
to every grog shop to sell your master’s corn, that you
may buy rum to drink. God sees you. You sneak into
the back streets, or among the bushes, to pitch coppers.
Although your masters may not find you out, God sees
you; and he will punish you. You must forsake your sinful
ways, and be faithful servants. Obey your old master and
your young master—your old mistress and your young
mistress. If you disobey your earthly master, you offend
your heavenly Master. You must obey God’s
commandments. When you go from here, don’t stop at
the corners of the streets to talk, but go directly home,
and let your master and mistress see that you have come.”
The benediction was pronounced. We went home,
highly amused at brother Pike’s gospel teaching, and we
determined to hear him again. I went the next Sabbath
evening, and heard pretty much a repetition of the last
discourse. At the close of the meeting, Mr. Pike informed
us that he found it very inconvenient to meet at the
friend’s house, and he should be glad to see us, every
Sunday evening, at his own kitchen.
I went home with the feeling that I had heard the
Reverend Mr. Pike for the last time. Some of his members
repaired to his house, and found that the kitchen sported
two tallow candles; the first time, I am sure, since its
present occupant owned it, for the servants never had any
thing but pine knots. It was so long before the reverend
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gentleman descended from his comfortable parlor that
the slaves left, and went to enjoy a Methodist shout. They
never seem so happy as when shouting and singing at
religious meetings. Many of them are sincere, and nearer
to the gate of heaven than sanctimonious Mr. Pike, and
other long-faced Christians, who see wounded
Samaritans, and pass by on the other side.
The slaves generally compose their own songs and
hymns; and they do not trouble their heads much about
the measure. They often sing the following verses:
Old Satan is one busy ole man;
He rolls dem blocks all in my way;
But Jesus is my bosom friend;
He rolls dem blocks away.
If I had died when I was young,
Den how my stam’ring tongue would have sung;
But I am ole, and now I stand
A narrow chance for to tread dat heavenly land.
I well remember one occasion when I attended a
Methodist class meeting. I went with a burdened spirit,
and happened to sit next a poor, bereaved mother, whose
heart was still heavier than mine. The class leader was
the town constable—a man who bought and sold slaves,
who whipped his brethren and sisters of the church at
the public whipping post, in jail or out of jail. He was
ready to perform that Christian office any where for fifty
cents. This white-faced, black-hearted brother came near
us, and said to the stricken woman, “Sister, can’t you tell
us how the Lord deals with your soul? Do you love him as
you did formerly?”
She rose to her feet, and said, in piteous tones, “My
Lord and Master, help me! My load is more than I can
bear. God has hid himself from me, and I am left in
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darkness and misery.” Then, striking her breast, she
continued, “I can’t tell you what is in here! They’ve got
all my children. Last week they took the last one. God
only knows where they’ve sold her. They let me have her
sixteen years, and then—O! O! Pray for her brothers and
sisters! I’ve got nothing to live for now. God make my
time short!”
She sat down, quivering in every limb. I saw that
constable class leader become crimson in the face with
suppressed laughter, while he held up his handkerchief,
that those who were weeping for the poor woman’s
calamity might not see his merriment. Then, with
assumed gravity, he said to the bereaved mother, “Sister,
pray to the Lord that every dispensation of his divine will
may be sanctified to the good of your poor needy soul!”
The congregation struck up a hymn, and sung as
though they were as free as the birds that warbled round
us,—
Ole Satan thought he had a mighty aim;
He missed my soul, and caught my sins.
Cry Amen, cry Amen, cry Amen to God!
He took my sins upon his back;
Went muttering and grumbling down to hell.
Cry Amen, cry Amen, cry Amen to God!
Ole Satan’s church is here below.
Up to God’s free church I hope to go.
Cry Amen, cry Amen, cry Amen to God!
Precious are such moments to the poor slaves. If you
were to hear them at such times, you might think they
were happy. But can that hour of singing and shouting
sustain them through the dreary week, toiling without
wages, under constant dread of the lash?
The Episcopal clergyman, who, ever since my earliest
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recollection, had been a sort of god among the
slaveholders, concluded, as his family was large, that he
must go where money was more abundant. A very
different clergyman took his place. The change was very
agreeable to the colored people, who said, “God has sent
us a good man this time.” They loved him, and their
children followed him for a smile or a kind word. Even
the slaveholders felt his influence. He brought to the
rectory five slaves. His wife taught them to read and
write, and to be useful to her and themselves. As soon as
he was settled, he turned his attention to the needy slaves
around him. He urged upon his parishioners the duty of
having a meeting expressly for them every Sunday, with
a sermon adapted to their comprehension. After much
argument and importunity, it was finally agreed that they
might occupy the gallery of the church on Sunday
evenings. Many colored people, hitherto unaccustomed
to attend church, now gladly went to hear the gospel
preached. The sermons were simple, and they understood
them. Moreover, it was the first time they had ever been
addressed as human beings. It was not long before his
white parishioners began to be dissatisfied. He was
accused of preaching better sermons to the negroes than
he did to them. He honestly confessed that he bestowed
more pains upon those sermons than upon any others;
for the slaves were reared in such ignorance that it was
a difficult task to adapt himself to their comprehension.
Dissensions arose in the parish. Some wanted he should
preach to them in the evening, and to the slaves in the
afternoon. In the midst of these disputings his wife died,
after a very short illness. Her slaves gathered round her
dying bed in great sorrow. She said, “I have tried to do you
good and promote your happiness; and if I have failed,
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it has not been for want of interest in your welfare. Do
not weep for me; but prepare for the new duties that lie
before you. I leave you all free. May we meet in a better
world.” Her liberated slaves were sent away, with funds
to establish them comfortably. The colored people will
long bless the memory of that truly Christian woman.
Soon after her death her husband preached his farewell
sermon, and many tears were shed at his departure.
Several years after, he passed through our town and
preached to his former congregation. In his afternoon
sermon he addressed the colored people. “My friends,”
said he, “it affords me great happiness to have an
opportunity of speaking to you again. For two years I
have been striving to do something for the colored people
of my own parish; but nothing is yet accomplished. I
have not even preached a sermon to them. Try to live
according to the word of God, my friends. Your skin is
darker than mine; but God judges men by their hearts,
not by the color of their skins.” This was strange doctrine
from a southern pulpit. It was very offensive to
slaveholders. They said he and his wife had made fools
of their slaves, and that he preached like a fool to the
negroes.
I knew an old black man, whose piety and childlike
trust in God were beautiful to witness. At fifty-three years
old he joined the Baptist church. He had a most earnest
desire to learn to read. He thought he should know how
to serve God better if he could only read the Bible. He
came to me, and begged me to teach him. He said he could
not pay me, for he had no money; but he would bring me
nice fruit when the season for it came. I asked him if he
didn’t know it was contrary to law; and that slaves were
whipped and imprisoned for teaching each other to read.
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This brought the tears into his eyes. “Don’t be troubled,
uncle Fred,” said I. “I have no thoughts of refusing to teach
you. I only told you of the law, that you might know the
danger, and be on your guard.” He thought he could plan
to come three times a week without its being suspected.
I selected a quiet nook, where no intruder was likely to
penetrate, and there I taught him his A, B, C. Considering
his age, his progress was astonishing. As soon as he could
spell in two syllables he wanted to spell out words in the
Bible. The happy smile that illuminated his face put joy
into my heart. After spelling out a few words, he paused,
and said, “Honey, it ‘pears when I can read dis good book
I shall be nearer to God. White man is got all de sense. He
can larn easy. It ain’t easy for ole black man like me. I only
wants to read dis book, dat I may know how to live; den I
hab no fear ’bout dying.”
I tried to encourage him by speaking of the rapid
progress he had made.
“Hab patience, child,” he replied. “I larns slow.”
I had no need of patience. His gratitude, and the
happiness imparted, were more than a recompense for all
my trouble.
At the end of six months he had read through the New
Testament, and could find any text in it. One day, when
he had recited unusually well, I said, “Uncle Fred, how do
you manage to get your lessons so well?”
“Lord bress you, chile,” he replied. “You nebber gibs me
a lesson dat I don’t pray to God to help me to understan’
what I spells and what I reads. And he does help me, chile.
Bress his holy name!”
There are thousands, who, like good uncle Fred, are
thirsting for the water of life; but the law forbids it, and
the churches withhold it. They send the Bible to heathen
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abroad, and neglect the heathen at home. I am glad that
missionaries go out to the dark corners of the earth; but
I ask them not to overlook the dark corners at home.
Talk to American slaveholders as you talk to savages in
Africa. Tell them it was wrong to traffic in men. Tell them
it is sinful to sell their own children, and atrocious to
violate their own daughters. Tell them that all men are
brethren, and that man has no right to shut out the light
of knowledge from his brother. Tell them they are
answerable to God for sealing up the Fountain of Life
from souls that are thirsting for it.
There are men who would gladly undertake such
missionary work as this; but, alas! their number is small.
They are hated by the south, and would be driven from
its soil, or dragged to prison to die, as others have been
before them. The field is ripe for the harvest, and awaits
the reapers. Perhaps the great grandchildren of uncle
Fred may have freely imparted to them the divine
treasures, which he sought by stealth, at the risk of the
prison and the scourge.
Are doctors of divinity blind, or are they hypocrites? I
suppose some are the one, and some the other; but I think
if they felt the interest in the poor and the lowly, that
they ought to feel, they would not be so easily blinded.
A clergyman who goes to the south, for the first time,
has usually some feeling, however vague, that slavery is
wrong. The slaveholder suspects this, and plays his game
accordingly. He makes himself as agreeable as possible;
talks on theology, and other kindred topics. The reverend
gentleman is asked to invoke a blessing on a table loaded
with luxuries. After dinner he walks round the premises,
and sees the beautiful groves and flowering vines, and
the comfortable huts of favored household slaves. The
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southerner invites him to talk with those slaves. He asks
them if they want to be free, and they say, “O, no, massa.”
This is sufficient to satisfy him. He comes home to
publish a “South Side View of Slavery,” and to complain of
the exaggerations of abolitionists. He assures people that
he has been to the south, and seen slavery for himself; that
it is a beautiful “patriarchal institution;” that the slaves
don’t want their freedom; that they have hallelujah
meetings and other religious privileges.
What does he know of the half-starved wretches toiling
from dawn till dark on the plantations? of mothers
shrieking for their children, torn from their arms by slave
traders? of young girls dragged down into moral filth?
of pools of blood around the whipping post? of hounds
trained to tear human flesh? of men screwed into cotton
gins to die? The slaveholder showed him none of these
things, and the slaves dared not tell of them if he had
asked them.
There is a great difference between Christianity and
religion at the south. If a man goes to the communion
table, and pays money into the treasury of the church, no
matter if it be the price of blood, he is called religious.
If a pastor has offspring by a woman not his wife, the
church dismiss him, if she is a white woman; but if she is
colored, it does not hinder his continuing to be their good
shepherd.
When I was told that Dr. Flint had joined the Episcopal
church, I was much surprised. I supposed that religion
had a purifying effect on the character of men; but the
worst persecutions I endured from him were after he
was a communicant. The conversation of the doctor, the
day after he had been confirmed, certainly gave me no
indication that he had “renounced the devil and all his
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works.” In answer to some of his usual talk, I reminded
him that he had just joined the church. “Yes, Linda,” said
he. “It was proper for me to do so. I am getting in years,
and my position in society requires it, and it puts an end
to all the damned slang. You would do well to join the
church, too, Linda.”
“There are sinners enough in it already,” rejoined I. “If I
could be allowed to live like a Christian, I should be glad.”
“You can do what I require; and if you are faithful to
me, you will be as virtuous as my wife,” he replied.
I answered that the Bible didn’t say so.
His voice became hoarse with rage. “How dare you
preach to me about your infernal Bible!” he exclaimed.
“What right have you, who are my negro, to talk to me
about what you would like and what you wouldn’t like? I
am your master, and you shall obey me.”
No wonder the slaves sing,—
Ole Satan’s church is here below;
Up to God’s free church I hope to go.
XIV. Another Link To Life.
I had not returned to my master’s house since the birth
of my child. The old man raved to have me thus removed
from his immediate power; but his wife vowed, by all that
was good and great, she would kill me if I came back;
and he did not doubt her word. Sometimes he would stay
away for a season. Then he would come and renew the
old threadbare discourse about his forbearance and my
ingratitude. He labored, most unnecessarily, to convince
me that I had lowered myself. The venomous old
reprobate had no need of descanting on that theme. I
felt humiliated enough. My unconscious babe was the
ever-present witness of my shame. I listened with silent
contempt when he talked about my having forfeited his
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good opinion; but I shed bitter tears that I was no longer
worthy of being respected by the good and pure. Alas!
slavery still held me in its poisonous grasp. There was no
chance for me to be respectable. There was no prospect of
being able to lead a better life.
Sometimes, when my master found that I still refused
to accept what he called his kind offers, he would threaten
to sell my child. “Perhaps that will humble you,” said he.
Humble me! Was I not already in the dust? But his threat
lacerated my heart. I knew the law gave him power to
fulfil it; for slaveholders have been cunning enough to
enact that “the child shall follow the condition of the
mother,” not of the father, thus taking care that
licentiousness shall not interfere with avarice. This
reflection made me clasp my innocent babe all the more
firmly to my heart. Horrid visions passed through my
mind when I thought of his liability to fall into the slave
trader’s hands. I wept over him, and said, “O my child!
perhaps they will leave you in some cold cabin to die, and
then throw you into a hole, as if you were a dog.”
When Dr. Flint learned that I was again to be a mother,
he was exasperated beyond measure. He rushed from the
house, and returned with a pair of shears. I had a fine
head of hair; and he often railed about my pride of
arranging it nicely. He cut every hair close to my head,
storming and swearing all the time. I replied to some of
his abuse, and he struck me. Some months before, he had
pitched me down stairs in a fit of passion; and the injury I
received was so serious that I was unable to turn myself in
bed for many days. He then said, “Linda, I swear by God
I will never raise my hand against you again;” but I knew
that he would forget his promise.
After he discovered my situation, he was like a restless
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spirit from the pit. He came every day; and I was
subjected to such insults as no pen can describe. I would
not describe them if I could; they were too low, too
revolting. I tried to keep them from my grandmother’s
knowledge as much as I could. I knew she had enough
to sadden her life, without having my troubles to bear.
When she saw the doctor treat me with violence, and
heard him utter oaths terrible enough to palsy a man’s
tongue, she could not always hold her peace. It was
natural and motherlike that she should try to defend me;
but it only made matters worse.
When they told me my new-born babe was a girl, my
heart was heavier than it had ever been before. Slavery
is terrible for men; but it is far more terrible for women.
Superadded to the burden common to all, they have
wrongs, and sufferings, and mortifications peculiarly
their own.
Dr. Flint had sworn that he would make me suffer, to
my last day, for this new crime against him, as he called it;
and as long as he had me in his power he kept his word.
On the fourth day after the birth of my babe, he entered
my room suddenly, and commanded me to rise and bring
my baby to him. The nurse who took care of me had
gone out of the room to prepare some nourishment, and
I was alone. There was no alternative. I rose, took up my
babe, and crossed the room to where he sat. “Now stand
there,” said he, “till I tell you to go back!” My child bore
a strong resemblance to her father, and to the deceased
Mrs. Sands, her grandmother. He noticed this; and while
I stood before him, trembling with weakness, he heaped
upon me and my little one every vile epithet he could
think of. Even the grandmother in her grave did not
escape his curses. In the midst of his vituperations I
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fainted at his feet. This recalled him to his senses. He took
the baby from my arms, laid it on the bed, dashed cold
water in my face, took me up, and shook me violently,
to restore my consciousness before any one entered the
room. Just then my grandmother came in, and he hurried
out of the house. I suffered in consequence of this
treatment; but I begged my friends to let me die, rather
than send for the doctor. There was nothing I dreaded so
much as his presence. My life was spared; and I was glad
for the sake of my little ones. Had it not been for these
ties to life, I should have been glad to be released by death,
though I had lived only nineteen years.
Always it gave me a pang that my children had no
lawful claim to a name. Their father offered his; but, if
I had wished to accept the offer, I dared not while my
master lived. Moreover, I knew it would not be accepted
at their baptism. A Christian name they were at least
entitled to; and we resolved to call my boy for our dear
good Benjamin, who had gone far away from us.
My grandmother belonged to the church; and she was
very desirous of having the children christened. I knew
Dr. Flint would forbid it, and I did not venture to attempt
it. But chance favored me. He was called to visit a patient
out of town, and was obliged to be absent during Sunday.
“Now is the time,” said my grandmother; “we will take the
children to church, and have them christened.”
When I entered the church, recollections of my mother
came over me, and I felt subdued in spirit. There she
had presented me for baptism, without any reason to feel
ashamed. She had been married, and had such legal rights
as slavery allows to a slave. The vows had at least been
sacred to her, and she had never violated them. I was
glad she was not alive, to know under what different
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circumstances her grandchildren were presented for
baptism. Why had my lot been so different from my
mother’s? Her master had died when she was a child; and
she remained with her mistress till she married. She was
never in the power of any master; and thus she escaped
one class of the evils that generally fall upon slaves.
When my baby was about to be christened, the former
mistress of my father stepped up to me, and proposed to
give it her Christian name. To this I added the surname
of my father, who had himself no legal right to it; for my
grandfather on the paternal side was a white gentleman.
What tangled skeins are the genealogies of slavery! I loved
my father; but it mortified me to be obliged to bestow his
name on my children.
When we left the church, my father’s old mistress
invited me to go home with her. She clasped a gold chain
round my baby’s neck. I thanked her for this kindness;
but I did not like the emblem. I wanted no chain to be
fastened on my daughter, not even if its links were of
gold. How earnestly I prayed that she might never feel
the weight of slavery’s chain, whose iron entereth into the
soul!
XV. Continued Persecutions.
My children grew finely; and Dr. Flint would often say
to me, with an exulting smile. “These brats will bring me
a handsome sum of money one of these days.”
I thought to myself that, God being my helper, they
should never pass into his hands. It seemed to me I would
rather see them killed than have them given up to his
power. The money for the freedom of myself and my
children could be obtained; but I derived no advantage
from that circumstance. Dr. Flint loved money, but he
loved power more. After much discussion, my friends
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resolved on making another trial. There was a slaveholder
about to leave for Texas, and he was commissioned to buy
me. He was to begin with nine hundred dollars, and go up
to twelve. My master refused his offers. “Sir,” said he, “she
don’t belong to me. She is my daughter’s property, and I
have no right to sell her. I mistrust that you come from
her paramour. If so, you may tell him that he cannot buy
her for any money; neither can he buy her children.”
The doctor came to see me the next day, and my heart
beat quicker as he entered. I never had seen the old man
tread with so majestic a step. He seated himself and
looked at me with withering scorn. My children had
learned to be afraid of him. The little one would shut her
eyes and hide her face on my shoulder whenever she saw
him; and Benny, who was now nearly five years old, often
inquired, “What makes that bad man come here so many
times? Does he want to hurt us?” I would clasp the dear
boy in my arms, trusting that he would be free before he
was old enough to solve the problem. And now, as the
doctor sat there so grim and silent, the child left his play
and came and nestled up by me. At last my tormentor
spoke. “So you are left in disgust, are you?” said he. “It
is no more than I expected. You remember I told you
years ago that you would be treated so. So he is tired of
you? Ha! ha! ha! The virtuous madam don’t like to hear
about it, does she? Ha! ha! ha!” There was a sting in his
calling me virtuous madam. I no longer had the power of
answering him as I had formerly done. He continued: “So
it seems you are trying to get up another intrigue. Your
new paramour came to me, and offered to buy you; but
you may be assured you will not succeed. You are mine;
and you shall be mine for life. There lives no human being
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that can take you out of slavery. I would have done it; but
you rejected my kind offer.”
I told him I did not wish to get up any intrigue; that I
had never seen the man who offered to buy me.
“Do you tell me I lie?” exclaimed he, dragging me from
my chair. “Will you say again that you never saw that
man?”
I answered, “I do say so.”
He clinched my arm with a volley of oaths. Ben began
to scream, and I told him to go to his grandmother.
“Don’t you stir a step, you little wretch!” said he. The
child drew nearer to me, and put his arms round me, as
if he wanted to protect me. This was too much for my
enraged master. He caught him up and hurled him across
the room. I thought he was dead, and rushed towards him
to take him up.
“Not yet!” exclaimed the doctor. “Let him lie there till
he comes to.”
“Let me go! Let me go!” I screamed, “or I will raise the
whole house.” I struggled and got away; but he clinched
me again. Somebody opened the door, and he released
me. I picked up my insensible child, and when I turned
my tormentor was gone. Anxiously, I bent over the little
form, so pale and still; and when the brown eyes at last
opened, I don’t know whether I was very happy. All the
doctor’s former persecutions were renewed. He came
morning, noon, and night. No jealous lover ever watched
a rival more closely than he watched me and the
unknown slaveholder, with whom he accused me of
wishing to get up an intrigue. When my grandmother was
out of the way he searched every room to find him.
In one of his visits, he happened to find a young girl,
whom he had sold to a trader a few days previous. His
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statement was, that he sold her because she had been
too familiar with the overseer. She had had a bitter life
with him, and was glad to be sold. She had no mother,
and no near ties. She had been torn from all her family
years before. A few friends had entered into bonds for
her safety, if the trader would allow her to spend with
them the time that intervened between her sale and the
gathering up of his human stock. Such a favor was rarely
granted. It saved the trader the expense of board and jail
fees, and though the amount was small, it was a weighty
consideration in a slavetrader’s mind.
Dr. Flint always had an aversion to meeting slaves after
he had sold them. He ordered Rose out of the house; but
he was no longer her master, and she took no notice of
him. For once the crushed Rose was the conqueror. His
gray eyes flashed angrily upon her; but that was the extent
of his power. “How came this girl here?” he exclaimed.
“What right had you to allow it, when you knew I had sold
her?”
I answered, “This is my grandmother’s house, and Rose
came to see her. I have no right to turn any body out of
doors, that comes here for honest purposes.”
He gave me the blow that would have fallen upon Rose
if she had still been his slave. My grandmother’s attention
had been attracted by loud voices, and she entered in
time to see a second blow dealt. She was not a woman
to let such an outrage, in her own house, go unrebuked.
The doctor undertook to explain that I had been insolent.
Her indignant feelings rose higher and higher, and finally
boiled over in words. “Get out of my house!” she
exclaimed. “Go home, and take care of your wife and
children, and you will have enough to do, without
watching my family.”
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He threw the birth of my children in her face, and
accused her of sanctioning the life I was leading. She told
him I was living with her by compulsion of his wife; that
he needn’t accuse her, for he was the one to blame; he was
the one who had caused all the trouble. She grew more
and more excited as she went on. “I tell you what, Dr.
Flint,” said she, “you ain’t got many more years to live, and
you’d better be saying your prayers. It will take ’em all,
and more too, to wash the dirt off your soul.”
“Do you know whom you are talking to?” he exclaimed.
She replied, “Yes, I know very well who I am talking to.”
He left the house in a great rage. I looked at my
grandmother. Our eyes met. Their angry expression had
passed away, but she looked sorrowful and weary—weary
of incessant strife. I wondered that it did not lessen her
love for me; but if it did she never showed it. She was
always kind, always ready to sympathize with my
troubles. There might have been peace and contentment
in that humble home if it had not been for the demon
Slavery.
The winter passed undisturbed by the doctor. The
beautiful spring came; and when Nature resumes her
loveliness, the human soul is apt to revive also. My
drooping hopes came to life again with the flowers. I
was dreaming of freedom again; more for my children’s
sake than my own. I planned and I planned. Obstacles hit
against plans. There seemed no way of overcoming them;
and yet I hoped.
Back came the wily doctor. I was not at home when
he called. A friend had invited me to a small party, and
to gratify her I went. To my great consternation, a
messenger came in haste to say that Dr. Flint was at my
grandmother’s, and insisted on seeing me. They did not
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tell him where I was, or he would have come and raised
a disturbance in my friend’s house. They sent me a dark
wrapper, I threw it on and hurried home. My speed did
not save me; the doctor had gone away in anger. I dreaded
the morning, but I could not delay it; it came, warm and
bright. At an early hour the doctor came and asked me
where I had been last night. I told him. He did not believe
me, and sent to my friend’s house to ascertain the facts.
He came in the afternoon to assure me he was satisfied
that I had spoken the truth. He seemed to be in a facetious
mood, and I expected some jeers were coming. “I suppose
you need some recreation,” said he, “but I am surprised
at your being there, among those negroes. It was not the
place for you. Are you allowed to visit such people?”
I understood this covert fling at the white gentleman
who was my friend; but I merely replied, “I went to visit
my friends, and any company they keep is good enough
for me.”
He went on to say, “I have seen very little of you of
late, but my interest in you is unchanged. When I said I
would have no more mercy on you I was rash. I recall my
words. Linda, you desire freedom for yourself and your
children, and you can obtain it only through me. If you
agree to what I am about to propose, you and they shall
be free. There must be no communication of any kind
between you and their father. I will procure a cottage,
where you and the children can live together. Your labor
shall be light, such as sewing for my family. Think what
is offered you, Linda—a home and freedom! Let the past
be forgotten. If I have been harsh with you at times, your
willfulness drove me to it. You know I exact obedience
from my own children, and I consider you as yet a child.”
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He paused for an answer, but I remained silent. “Why
don’t you speak?” said he. “What more do you wait for?”
“Nothing, sir.”
“Then you accept my offer?”
“No, sir.”
His anger was ready to break loose; but he succeeded
in curbing it, and replied, “You have answered without
thought. But I must let you know there are two sides
to my proposition; if you reject the bright side, you will
be obliged to take the dark one. You must either accept
my offer, or you and your children shall be sent to your
young master’s plantation, there to remain till your young
mistress is married; and your children shall fare like the
rest of the negro children. I give you a week to consider
it.”
He was shrewd; but I knew he was not to be trusted. I
told him I was ready to give my answer now.
“I will not receive it now,” he replied. “You act too much
from impulse. Remember that you and your children can
be free a week from to-day if you choose.”
On what a monstrous chance hung the destiny of my
children! I knew that my master’s offer was a snare, and
that if I entered it escape would be impossible. As for his
promise, I knew him so well that I was sure if he gave
me free papers, they would be so managed as to have no
legal value. The alternative was inevitable. I resolved to
go to the plantation. But then I thought how completely
I should be in his power, and the prospect was appalling.
Even if I should kneel before him, and implore him to
spare me, for the sake of my children, I knew he would
spurn me with his foot, and my weakness would be his
triumph.
Before the week expired, I heard that young Mr. Flint
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was about to be married to a lady of his own stamp. I
foresaw the position I should occupy in his establishment.
I had once been sent to the plantation for punishment,
and fear of the son had induced the father to recall me
very soon. My mind was made up; I was resolved that I
would foil my master and save my children, or I would
perish in the attempt. I kept my plans to myself; I knew
that friends would try to dissuade me from them, and I
would not wound their feelings by rejecting their advice.
On the decisive day the doctor came, and said he hoped
I had made a wise choice.
“I am ready to go to the plantation, sir,” I replied.
“Have you thought how important your decision is to
your children?” said he.
I told him I had.
“Very well. Go to the plantation, and my curse go with
you,” he replied. “Your boy shall be put to work, and he
shall soon be sold; and your girl shall be raised for the
purpose of selling well. Go your own ways!” He left the
room with curses, not to be repeated.
As I stood rooted to the spot, my grandmother came
and said, “Linda, child, what did you tell him?”
I answered that I was going to the plantation.
“Must you go?” said she. “Can’t something be done to
stop it?”
I told her it was useless to try; but she begged me not to
give up. She said she would go to the doctor, and remind
him how long and how faithfully she had served in the
family, and how she had taken her own baby from her
breast to nourish his wife. She would tell him I had been
out of the family so long they would not miss me; that
she would pay them for my time, and the money would
procure a woman who had more strength for the
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situation than I had. I begged her not to go; but she
persisted in saying, “He will listen to me, Linda.” She went,
and was treated as I expected. He coolly listened to what
she said, but denied her request. He told her that what he
did was for my good, that my feelings were entirely above
my situation, and that on the plantation I would receive
treatment that was suitable to my behavior.
My grandmother was much cast down. I had my secret
hopes; but I must fight my battle alone. I had a woman’s
pride, and a mother’s love for my children; and I resolved
that out of the darkness of this hour a brighter dawn
should rise for them. My master had power and law on
his side; I had a determined will. There is might in each.
XVI. Scenes At The Plantation.
Early the next morning I left my grandmother’s with
my youngest child. My boy was ill, and I left him behind.
I had many sad thoughts as the old wagon jolted on.
Hitherto, I had suffered alone; now, my little one was to
be treated as a slave. As we drew near the great house,
I thought of the time when I was formerly sent there
out of revenge. I wondered for what purpose I was now
sent. I could not tell. I resolved to obey orders so far as
duty required; but within myself, I determined to make
my stay as short as possible. Mr. Flint was waiting to
receive us, and told me to follow him up stairs to receive
orders for the day. My little Ellen was left below in the
kitchen. It was a change for her, who had always been so
carefully tended. My young master said she might amuse
herself in the yard. This was kind of him, since the child
was hateful to his sight. My task was to fit up the house
for the reception of the bride. In the midst of sheets,
tablecloths, towels, drapery, and carpeting, my head was
as busy planning, as were my fingers with the needle. At
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noon I was allowed to go to Ellen. She had sobbed herself
to sleep. I heard Mr. Flint say to a neighbor, “I’ve got her
down here, and I’ll soon take the town notions out of her
head. My father is partly to blame for her nonsense. He
ought to have broke her in long ago.” The remark was
made within my hearing, and it would have been quite
as manly to have made it to my face. He had said things
to my face which might, or might not, have surprised his
neighbor if he had known of them. He was “a chip of the
old block.”
I resolved to give him no cause to accuse me of being
too much of a lady, so far as work was concerned. I
worked day and night, with wretchedness before me.
When I lay down beside my child, I felt how much easier
it would be to see her die than to see her master beat
her about, as I daily saw him beat other little ones. The
spirit of the mothers was so crushed by the lash, that they
stood by, without courage to remonstrate. How much
more must I suffer, before I should be “broke in” to that
degree?
I wished to appear as contented as possible. Sometimes
I had an opportunity to send a few lines home; and this
brought up recollections that made it difficult, for a time,
to seem calm and indifferent to my lot. Notwithstanding
my efforts, I saw that Mr. Flint regarded me with a
suspicious eye. Ellen broke down under the trials of her
new life. Separated from me, with no one to look after
her, she wandered about, and in a few days cried herself
sick. One day, she sat under the window where I was
at work, crying that weary cry which makes a mother’s
heart bleed. I was obliged to steel myself to bear it. After
a while it ceased. I looked out, and she was gone. As it
was near noon, I ventured to go down in search of her.
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The great house was raised two feet above the ground. I
looked under it, and saw her about midway, fast asleep. I
crept under and drew her out. As I held her in my arms, I
thought how well it would be for her if she never waked
up; and I uttered my thought aloud. I was startled to
hear some one say, “Did you speak to me?” I looked up,
and saw Mr. Flint standing beside me. He said nothing
further, but turned, frowning, away. That night he sent
Ellen a biscuit and a cup of sweetened milk. This
generosity surprised me. I learned afterwards, that in the
afternoon he had killed a large snake, which crept from
under the house; and I supposed that incident had
prompted his unusual kindness.
The next morning the old cart was loaded with shingles
for town. I put Ellen into it, and sent her to her
grandmother. Mr. Flint said I ought to have asked his
permission. I told him the child was sick, and required
attention which I had no time to give. He let it pass; for he
was aware that I had accomplished much work in a little
time.
I had been three weeks on the plantation, when I
planned a visit home. It must be at night, after every body
was in bed. I was six miles from town, and the road was
very dreary. I was to go with a young man, who, I knew,
often stole to town to see his mother. One night, when all
was quiet, we started. Fear gave speed to our steps, and
we were not long in performing the journey. I arrived at
my grandmother’s. Her bed room was on the first floor,
and the window was open, the weather being warm. I
spoke to her and she awoke. She let me in and closed the
window, lest some late passer-by should see me. A light
was brought, and the whole household gathered round
me, some smiling and some crying. I went to look at
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my children, and thanked God for their happy sleep. The
tears fell as I leaned over them. As I moved to leave, Benny
stirred. I turned back, and whispered, “Mother is here.”
After digging at his eyes with his little fist, they opened,
and he sat up in bed, looking at me curiously. Having
satisfied himself that it was I, he exclaimed, “O mother!
you ain’t dad, are you? They didn’t cut off your head at the
plantation, did they?”
My time was up too soon, and my guide was waiting
for me. I laid Benny back in his bed, and dried his tears
by a promise to come again soon. Rapidly we retraced
our steps back to the plantation. About half way we were
met by a company of four patrols. Luckily we heard their
horse’s hoofs before they came in sight, and we had time
to hide behind a large tree. They passed, hallooing and
shouting in a manner that indicated a recent carousal.
How thankful we were that they had not their dogs with
them! We hastened our footsteps, and when we arrived
on the plantation we heard the sound of the hand-mill.
The slaves were grinding their corn. We were safely in the
house before the horn summoned them to their labor. I
divided my little parcel of food with my guide, knowing
that he had lost the chance of grinding his corn, and must
toil all day in the field.
Mr. Flint often took an inspection of the house, to see
that no one was idle. The entire management of the work
was trusted to me, because he knew nothing about it; and
rather than hire a superintendent he contented himself
with my arrangements. He had often urged upon his
father the necessity of having me at the plantation to
take charge of his affairs, and make clothes for the slaves;
but the old man knew him too well to consent to that
arrangement.
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When I had been working a month at the plantation,
the great aunt of Mr. Flint came to make him a visit.
This was the good old lady who paid fifty dollars for
my grandmother, for the purpose of making her free,
when she stood on the auction block. My grandmother
loved this old lady, whom we all called Miss Fanny. She
often came to take tea with us. On such occasions the
table was spread with a snow-white cloth, and the china
cups and silver spoons were taken from the old-fashioned
buffet. There were hot muffins, tea rusks, and delicious
sweetmeats. My grandmother kept two cows, and the
fresh cream was Miss Fanny’s delight. She invariably
declared that it was the best in town. The old ladies had
cosey times together. They would work and chat, and
sometimes, while talking over old times, their spectacles
would get dim with tears, and would have to be taken
off and wiped. When Miss Fanny bade us good by, her
bag was filled with grandmother’s best cakes, and she was
urged to come again soon.
There had been a time when Dr. Flint’s wife came to
take tea with us, and when her children were also sent
to have a feast of “Aunt Marthy’s” nice cooking. But after
I became an object of her jealousy and spite, she was
angry with grandmother for giving a shelter to me and
my children. She would not even speak to her in the
street. This wounded my grandmother’s feelings, for she
could not retain ill will against the woman whom she
had nourished with her milk when a babe. The doctor’s
wife would gladly have prevented our intercourse with
Miss Fanny if she could have done it, but fortunately she
was not dependent on the bounty of the Flints. She had
enough to be independent; and that is more than can ever
be gained from charity, however lavish it may be.
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Miss Fanny was endeared to me by many recollections,
and I was rejoiced to see her at the plantation. The
warmth of her large, loyal heart made the house seem
pleasanter while she was in it. She staid a week, and I
had many talks with her. She said her principal object in
coming was to see how I was treated, and whether any
thing could be done for me. She inquired whether she
could help me in any way. I told her I believed not. She
condoled with me in her own peculiar way; saying she
wished that I and all my grandmother’s family were at
rest in our graves, for not until then should she feel any
peace about us. The good old soul did not dream that I
was planning to bestow peace upon her, with regard to
myself and my children; not by death, but by securing our
freedom.
Again and again I had traversed those dreary twelve
miles, to and from the town; and all the way, I was
meditating upon some means of escape for myself and my
children. My friends had made every effort that ingenuity
could devise to effect our purchase, but all their plans had
proved abortive. Dr. Flint was suspicious, and determined
not to loosen his grasp upon us. I could have made my
escape alone; but it was more for my helpless children
than for myself that I longed for freedom. Though the
boon would have been precious to me, above all price, I
would not have taken it at the expense of leaving them in
slavery. Every trial I endured, every sacrifice I made for
their sakes, drew them closer to my heart, and gave me
fresh courage to beat back the dark waves that rolled and
rolled over me in a seemingly endless night of storms.
The six weeks were nearly completed, when Mr. Flint’s
bride was expected to take possession of her new home.
The arrangements were all completed, and Mr. Flint said
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I had done well. He expected to leave home on Saturday,
and return with his bride the following Wednesday. After
receiving various orders from him, I ventured to ask
permission to spend Sunday in town. It was granted; for
which favor I was thankful. It was the first I had ever
asked of him, and I intended it should be the last. I needed
more than one night to accomplish the project I had in
view; but the whole of Sunday would give me an
opportunity. I spent the Sabbath with my grandmother.
A calmer, more beautiful day never came down out of
heaven. To me it was a day of conflicting emotions.
Perhaps it was the last day I should ever spend under
that dear, old sheltering roof! Perhaps these were the last
talks I should ever have with the faithful old friend of my
whole life! Perhaps it was the last time I and my children
should be together! Well, better so, I thought, than that
they should be slaves. I knew the doom that awaited my
fair baby in slavery, and I determined to save her from it,
or perish in the attempt. I went to make this vow at the
graves of my poor parents, in the burying-ground of the
slaves. “There the wicked cease from troubling, and there
the weary be at rest. There the prisoners rest together;
they hear not the voice of the oppressor; the servant is
free from his master.” I knelt by the graves of my parents,
and thanked God, as I had often done before, that they
had not lived to witness my trials, or to mourn over my
sins. I had received my mother’s blessing when she died;
and in many an hour of tribulation I had seemed to hear
her voice, sometimes chiding me, sometimes whispering
loving words into my wounded heart. I have shed many
and bitter tears, to think that when I am gone from my
children they cannot remember me with such entire
satisfaction as I remembered my mother.
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The graveyard was in the woods, and twilight was
coming on. Nothing broke the death-like stillness except
the occasional twitter of a bird. My spirit was overawed
by the solemnity of the scene. For more than ten years
I had frequented this spot, but never had it seemed to
me so sacred as now. A black stump, at the head of my
mother’s grave, was all that remained of a tree my father
had planted. His grave was marked by a small wooden
board, bearing his name, the letters of which were nearly
obliterated. I knelt down and kissed them, and poured
forth a prayer to God for guidance and support in the
perilous step I was about to take. As I passed the wreck of
the old meeting house, where, before Nat Turner’s time,
the slaves had been allowed to meet for worship, I seemed
to hear my father’s voice come from it, bidding me not to
tarry till I reached freedom or the grave. I rushed on with
renovated hopes. My trust in God had been strengthened
by that prayer among the graves.
My plan was to conceal myself at the house of a friend,
and remain there a few weeks till the search was over. My
hope was that the doctor would get discouraged, and, for
fear of losing my value, and also of subsequently finding
my children among the missing, he would consent to sell
us; and I knew somebody would buy us. I had done all in
my power to make my children comfortable during the
time I expected to be separated from them. I was packing
my things, when grandmother came into the room, and
asked what I was doing. “I am putting my things in order,”
I replied. I tried to look and speak cheerfully; but her
watchful eye detected something beneath the surface. She
drew me towards her, and asked me to sit down. She
looked earnestly at me, and said, “Linda, do you want to
kill your old grandmother? Do you mean to leave your
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little, helpless children? I am old now, and cannot do for
your babies as I once did for you.”
I replied, that if I went away, perhaps their father would
be able to secure their freedom.
“Ah, my child,” said she, “don’t trust too much to him.
Stand by your own children, and suffer with them till
death. Nobody respects a mother who forsakes her
children; and if you leave them, you will never have a
happy moment. If you go, you will make me miserable the
short time I have to live. You would be taken and brought
back, and your sufferings would be dreadful. Remember
poor Benjamin. Do give it up, Linda. Try to bear a little
longer. Things may turn out better than we expect.”
My courage failed me, in view of the sorrow I should
bring on that faithful, loving old heart. I promised that I
would try longer, and that I would take nothing out of her
house without her knowledge.
Whenever the children climbed on my knee, or laid
their heads on my lap, she would say, “Poor little souls!
what would you do without a mother? She don’t love you
as I do.” And she would hug them to her own bosom, as
if to reproach me for my want of affection; but she knew
all the while that I loved them better than my life. I slept
with her that night, and it was the last time. The memory
of it haunted me for many a year.
On Monday I returned to the plantation, and busied
myself with preparations for the important day.
Wednesday came. It was a beautiful day, and the faces
of the slaves were as bright as the sunshine. The poor
creatures were merry. They were expecting little presents
from the bride, and hoping for better times under her
administration. I had no such hopes for them. I knew
that the young wives of slaveholders often thought their
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authority and importance would be best established and
maintained by cruelty; and what I had heard of young
Mrs. Flint gave me no reason to expect that her rule over
them would be less severe than that of the master and
overseer. Truly, the colored race are the most cheerful
and forgiving people on the face of the earth. That their
masters sleep in safety is owing to their superabundance
of heart; and yet they look upon their sufferings with less
pity than they would bestow on those of a horse or a dog.
I stood at the door with others to receive the
bridegroom and bride. She was a handsome, delicate-
looking girl, and her face flushed with emotion at sight
of her new home. I thought it likely that visions of a
happy future were rising before her. It made me sad; for
I knew how soon clouds would come over her sunshine.
She examined every part of the house, and told me she
was delighted with the arrangements I had made. I was
afraid old Mrs. Flint had tried to prejudice her against me,
and I did my best to please her.
All passed off smoothly for me until dinner time
arrived. I did not mind the embarrassment of waiting on a
dinner party, for the first time in my life, half so much as I
did the meeting with Dr. Flint and his wife, who would be
among the guests. It was a mystery to me why Mrs. Flint
had not made her appearance at the plantation during
all the time I was putting the house in order. I had not
met her, face to face, for five years, and I had no wish to
see her now. She was a praying woman, and, doubtless,
considered my present position a special answer to her
prayers. Nothing could please her better than to see me
humbled and trampled upon. I was just where she would
have me—in the power of a hard, unprincipled master.
She did not speak to me when she took her seat at table;
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but her satisfied, triumphant smile, when I handed her
plate, was more eloquent than words. The old doctor was
not so quiet in his demonstrations. He ordered me here
and there, and spoke with peculiar emphasis when he said
“your mistress.” I was drilled like a disgraced soldier. When
all was over, and the last key turned, I sought my pillow,
thankful that God had appointed a season of rest for the
weary.
The next day my new mistress began her housekeeping.
I was not exactly appointed maid of all work; but I was
to do whatever I was told. Monday evening came. It was
always a busy time. On that night the slaves received their
weekly allowance of food. Three pounds of meat, a peck
of corn, and perhaps a dozen herring were allowed to
each man. Women received a pound and a half of meat, a
peck of corn, and the same number of herring. Children
over twelve years old had half the allowance of the
women. The meat was cut and weighed by the foreman
of the field hands, and piled on planks before the meat
house. Then the second foreman went behind the
building, and when the first foreman called out, “Who
takes this piece of meat?” he answered by calling
somebody’s name. This method was resorted to as a
means of preventing partiality in distributing the meat.
The young mistress came out to see how things were
done on her plantation, and she soon gave a specimen of
her character. Among those in waiting for their allowance
was a very old slave, who had faithfully served the Flint
family through three generations. When he hobbled up to
get his bit of meat, the mistress said he was too old to have
any allowance; that when niggers were too old to work,
they ought to be fed on grass. Poor old man! He suffered
much before he found rest in the grave.
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My mistress and I got along very well together. At the
end of a week, old Mrs. Flint made us another visit, and
was closeted a long time with her daughter-in-law. I had
my suspicions what was the subject of the conference.
The old doctor’s wife had been informed that I could
leave the plantation on one condition, and she was very
desirous to keep me there. If she had trusted me, as I
deserved to be trusted by her, she would have had no
fears of my accepting that condition. When she entered
her carriage to return home, she said to young Mrs. Flint,
“Don’t neglect to send for them as quick as possible.”
My heart was on the watch all the time, and I at once
concluded that she spoke of my children. The doctor
came the next day, and as I entered the room to spread the
tea table, I heard him say, “Don’t wait any longer. Send for
them to-morrow.” I saw through the plan. They thought
my children’s being there would fetter me to the spot,
and that it was a good place to break us all in to abject
submission to our lot as slaves. After the doctor left, a
gentleman called, who had always manifested friendly
feelings towards my grandmother and her family. Mr.
Flint carried him over the plantation to show him the
results of labor performed by men and women who were
unpaid, miserably clothed, and half famished. The cotton
crop was all they thought of. It was duly admired, and the
gentleman returned with specimens to show his friends.
I was ordered to carry water to wash his hands. As I did
so, he said, “Linda, how do you like your new home?” I
told him I liked it as well as I expected. He replied, “They
don’t think you are contented, and to-morrow they are
going to bring your children to be with you. I am sorry
for you, Linda. I hope they will treat you kindly.” I hurried
from the room, unable to thank him. My suspicions were
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correct. My children were to be brought to the plantation
to be “broke in.”
To this day I feel grateful to the gentleman who gave
me this timely information. It nerved me to immediate
action.
XVII. The Flight.
Mr. Flint was hard pushed for house servants, and
rather than lose me he had restrained his malice. I did
my work faithfully, though not, of course, with a willing
mind. They were evidently afraid I should leave them.
Mr. Flint wished that I should sleep in the great house
instead of the servants’ quarters. His wife agreed to the
proposition, but said I mustn’t bring my bed into the
house, because it would scatter feathers on her carpet. I
knew when I went there that they would never think of
such a thing as furnishing a bed of any kind for me and
my little ones. I therefore carried my own bed, and now
I was forbidden to use it. I did as I was ordered. But now
that I was certain my children were to be put in their
power, in order to give them a stronger hold on me, I
resolved to leave them that night. I remembered the grief
this step would bring upon my dear old grandmother,
and nothing less than the freedom of my children would
have induced me to disregard her advice. I went about my
evening work with trembling steps. Mr. Flint twice called
from his chamber door to inquire why the house was not
locked up. I replied that I had not done my work. “You
have had time enough to do it,” said he. “Take care how
you answer me!”
I shut all the windows, locked all the doors, and went
up to the third story, to wait till midnight. How long
those hours seemed, and how fervently I prayed that God
would not forsake me in this hour of utmost need! I was
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about to risk every thing on the throw of a die; and if
I failed, O what would become of me and my poor
children? They would be made to suffer for my fault.
At half past twelve I stole softly down stairs. I stopped
on the second floor, thinking I heard a noise. I felt my
way down into the parlor, and looked out of the window.
The night was so intensely dark that I could see nothing.
I raised the window very softly and jumped out. Large
drops of rain were falling, and the darkness bewildered
me. I dropped on my knees, and breathed a short prayer
to God for guidance and protection. I groped my way
to the road, and rushed towards the town with almost
lightning speed. I arrived at my grandmother’s house, but
dared not see her. She would say, “Linda, you are killing
me;” and I knew that would unnerve me. I tapped softly
at the window of a room, occupied by a woman, who
had lived in the house several years. I knew she was a
faithful friend, and could be trusted with my secret. I
tapped several times before she heard me. At last she
raised the window, and I whispered, “Sally, I have run
away. Let me in, quick.” She opened the door softly, and
said in low tones, “For God’s sake, don’t. Your
grandmother is trying to buy you and de chillern. Mr.
Sands was here last week. He tole her he was going away
on business, but he wanted her to go ahead about buying
you and de chillern, and he would help her all he could.
Don’t run away, Linda. Your grandmother is all bowed
down wid trouble now.”
I replied, “Sally, they are going to carry my children to
the plantation to-morrow; and they will never sell them
to any body so long as they have me in their power. Now,
would you advise me to go back?”
“No, chile, no,” answered she. “When dey finds you is
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gone, dey won’t want de plague ob de chillern; but where
is you going to hide? Dey knows ebery inch ob dis house.”
I told her I had a hiding-place, and that was all it was
best for her to know. I asked her to go into my room as
soon as it was light, and take all my clothes out of my
trunk, and pack them in hers; for I knew Mr. Flint and
the constable would be there early to search my room. I
feared the sight of my children would be too much for
my full heart; but I could not go into the uncertain future
without one last look. I bent over the bed where lay my
little Benny and baby Ellen. Poor little ones! fatherless
and motherless! Memories of their father came over me.
He wanted to be kind to them; but they were not all
to him, as they were to my womanly heart. I knelt and
prayed for the innocent little sleepers. I kissed them
lightly, and turned away.
As I was about to open the street door, Sally laid her
hand on my shoulder, and said, “Linda, is you gwine all
alone? Let me call your uncle.”
“No, Sally,” I replied, “I want no one to be brought into
trouble on my account.”
I went forth into the darkness and rain. I ran on till I
came to the house of the friend who was to conceal me.
Early the next morning Mr. Flint was at my
grandmother’s inquiring for me. She told him she had
not seen me, and supposed I was at the plantation. He
watched her face narrowly, and said, “Don’t you know
any thing about her running off?” She assured him that
she did not. He went on to say, “Last night she ran off
without the least provocation. We had treated her very
kindly. My wife liked her. She will soon be found and
brought back. Are her children with you?” When told
that they were, he said, “I am very glad to hear that. If
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they are here, she cannot be far off. If I find out that
any of my niggers have had any thing to do with this
damned business, I’ll give ’em five hundred lashes.” As he
started to go to his father’s, he turned round and added,
persuasively, “Let her be brought back, and she shall have
her children to live with her.”
The tidings made the old doctor rave and storm at
a furious rate. It was a busy day for them. My
grandmother’s house was searched from top to bottom.
As my trunk was empty, they concluded I had taken my
clothes with me. Before ten o’clock every vessel
northward bound was thoroughly examined, and the law
against harboring fugitives was read to all on board. At
night a watch was set over the town. Knowing how
distressed my grandmother would be, I wanted to send
her a message; but it could not be done. Every one who
went in or out of her house was closely watched. The
doctor said he would take my children, unless she became
responsible for them; which of course she willingly did.
The next day was spent in searching. Before night, the
following advertisement was posted at every corner, and
in every public place for miles round:—
$300 REWARD! Ran away from the subscriber, an
intelligent, bright, mulatto girl, named Linda, 21 years of
age. Five feet four inches high. Dark eyes, and black hair
inclined to curl; but it can be made straight. Has a decayed
spot on a front tooth. She can read and write, and in all
probability will try to get to the Free States. All persons
are forbidden, under penalty of law, to harbor or employ
said slave. $150 will be given to whoever takes her in the
state, and $300 if taken out of the state and delivered to
me, or lodged in jail.
Dr. Flint.
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XVIII. Months Of Peril.
The search for me was kept up with more perseverence
than I had anticipated. I began to think that escape was
impossible. I was in great anxiety lest I should implicate
the friend who harbored me. I knew the consequences
would be frightful; and much as I dreaded being caught,
even that seemed better than causing an innocent person
to suffer for kindness to me. A week had passed in terrible
suspense, when my pursuers came into such close vicinity
that I concluded they had tracked me to my hiding-place.
I flew out of the house, and concealed myself in a thicket
of bushes. There I remained in an agony of fear for two
hours. Suddenly, a reptile of some kind seized my leg. In
my fright, I struck a blow which loosened its hold, but
I could not tell whether I had killed it; it was so dark, I
could not see what it was; I only knew it was something
cold and slimy. The pain I felt soon indicated that the
bite was poisonous. I was compelled to leave my place of
concealment, and I groped my way back into the house.
The pain had become intense, and my friend was startled
by my look of anguish. I asked her to prepare a poultice of
warm ashes and vinegar, and I applied it to my leg, which
was already much swollen. The application gave me some
relief, but the swelling did not abate. The dread of being
disabled was greater than the physical pain I endured.
My friend asked an old woman, who doctored among the
slaves, what was good for the bite of a snake or a lizard.
She told her to steep a dozen coppers in vinegar, over
night, and apply the cankered vinegar to the inflamed
part.[1]
[Footnote 1: The poison of a snake is a powerful acid,
and is counteracted by powerful alkalies, such as potash,
ammonia, &c. The Indians are accustomed to apply wet
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ashes, or plunge the limb into strong lie. White men,
employed to lay out railroads in snaky places, often carry
ammonia with them as an antidote.—EDITOR.]
I had succeeded in cautiously conveying some messages
to my relatives. They were harshly threatened, and
despairing of my having a chance to escape, they advised
me to return to my master, ask his forgiveness, and let
him make an example of me. But such counsel had no
influence with me. When I started upon this hazardous
undertaking, I had resolved that, come what would, there
should be no turning back. “Give me liberty, or give me
death,” was my motto. When my friend contrived to make
known to my relatives the painful situation I had been
in for twenty-four hours, they said no more about my
going back to my master. Something must be done, and
that speedily; but where to return for help, they knew not.
God in his mercy raised up “a friend in need.”
Among the ladies who were acquainted with my
grandmother, was one who had known her from
childhood, and always been very friendly to her. She had
also known my mother and her children, and felt
interested for them. At this crisis of affairs she called to
see my grandmother, as she not unfrequently did. She
observed the sad and troubled expression of her face,
and asked if she knew where Linda was, and whether
she was safe. My grandmother shook her head, without
answering. “Come, Aunt Martha,” said the kind lady, “tell
me all about it. Perhaps I can do something to help you.”
The husband of this lady held many slaves, and bought
and sold slaves. She also held a number in her own name;
but she treated them kindly, and would never allow any
of them to be sold. She was unlike the majority of
slaveholders’ wives. My grandmother looked earnestly at
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her. Something in the expression of her face said “Trust
me!” and she did trust her. She listened attentively to
the details of my story, and sat thinking for a while. At
last she said, “Aunt Martha, I pity you both. If you think
there is any chance of Linda’s getting to the Free States,
I will conceal her for a time. But first you must solemnly
promise that my name shall never be mentioned. If such
a thing should become known, it would ruin me and my
family. No one in my house must know of it, except the
cook. She is so faithful that I would trust my own life
with her; and I know she likes Linda. It is a great risk;
but I trust no harm will come of it. Get word to Linda
to be ready as soon as it is dark, before the patrols are
out. I will send the housemaids on errands, and Betty
shall go to meet Linda.” The place where we were to meet
was designated and agreed upon. My grandmother was
unable to thank the lady for this noble deed; overcome
by her emotions, she sank on her knees and sobbed like a
child.
I received a message to leave my friend’s house at such
an hour, and go to a certain place where a friend would be
waiting for me. As a matter of prudence no names were
mentioned. I had no means of conjecturing who I was to
meet, or where I was going. I did not like to move thus
blindfolded, but I had no choice. It would not do for me
to remain where I was. I disguised myself, summoned up
courage to meet the worst, and went to the appointed
place. My friend Betty was there; she was the last person
I expected to see. We hurried along in silence. The pain
in my leg was so intense that it seemed as if I should
drop but fear gave me strength. We reached the house and
entered unobserved. Her first words were: “Honey, now
you is safe. Dem devils ain’t coming to search dis house.
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When I get you into missis’ safe place, I will bring some
nice hot supper. I specs you need it after all dis skeering.”
Betty’s vocation led her to think eating the most
important thing in life. She did not realize that my heart
was too full for me to care much about supper.
The mistress came to meet us, and led me up stairs
to a small room over her own sleeping apartment. “You
will be safe here, Linda,” said she; “I keep this room to
store away things that are out of use. The girls are not
accustomed to be sent to it, and they will not suspect
any thing unless they hear some noise. I always keep it
locked, and Betty shall take care of the key. But you must
be very careful, for my sake as well as your own; and
you must never tell my secret; for it would ruin me and
my family. I will keep the girls busy in the morning, that
Betty may have a chance to bring your breakfast; but it
will not do for her to come to you again till night. I will
come to see you sometimes. Keep up your courage. I hope
this state of things will not last long.” Betty came with
the “nice hot supper,” and the mistress hastened down
stairs to keep things straight till she returned. How my
heart overflowed with gratitude! Words choked in my
throat; but I could have kissed the feet of my benefactress.
For that deed of Christian womanhood, may God forever
bless her!
I went to sleep that night with the feeling that I was
for the present the most fortunate slave in town. Morning
came and filled my little cell with light. I thanked the
heavenly Father for this safe retreat. Opposite my
window was a pile of feather beds. On the top of these
I could lie perfectly concealed, and command a view of
the street through which Dr. Flint passed to his office.
Anxious as I was, I felt a gleam of satisfaction when I saw
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him. Thus far I had outwitted him, and I triumphed over
it. Who can blame slaves for being cunning? They are
constantly compelled to resort to it. It is the only weapon
of the weak and oppressed against the strength of their
tyrants.
I was daily hoping to hear that my master had sold my
children; for I knew who was on the watch to buy them.
But Dr. Flint cared even more for revenge than he did
for money. My brother William and the good aunt who
had served in his family twenty years, and my little Benny,
and Ellen, who was a little over two years old, were thrust
into jail, as a means of compelling my relatives to give
some information about me. He swore my grandmother
should never see one of them again till I was brought
back. They kept these facts from me for several days.
When I heard that my little ones were in a loathsome jail,
my first impulse was to go to them. I was encountering
dangers for the sake of freeing them, and must I be the
cause of their death? The thought was agonizing. My
benefactress tried to soothe me by telling me that my aunt
would take good care of the children while they remained
in jail. But it added to my pain to think that the good old
aunt, who had always been so kind to her sister’s orphan
children, should be shut up in prison for no other crime
than loving them. I suppose my friends feared a reckless
movement on my part, knowing, as they did, that my life
was bound up in my children. I received a note from
my brother William. It was scarcely legible, and ran thus:
“Wherever you are, dear sister, I beg of you not to come
here. We are all much better off than you are. If you come,
you will ruin us all. They would force you to tell where
you had been, or they would kill you. Take the advice of
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your friends; if not for the sake of me and your children,
at least for the sake of those you would ruin.”
Poor William! He also must suffer for being my brother.
I took his advice and kept quiet. My aunt was taken out
of jail at the end of a month, because Mrs. Flint could
not spare her any longer. She was tired of being her own
housekeeper. It was quite too fatiguing to order her
dinner and eat it too. My children remained in jail, where
brother William did all he could for their comfort. Betty
went to see them sometimes, and brought me tidings. She
was not permitted to enter the jail; but William would
hold them up to the grated window while she chatted
with them. When she repeated their prattle, and told me
how they wanted to see their ma, my tears would flow.
Old Betty would exclaim, “Lors, chile! what’s you crying
’bout? Dem young uns vil kill you dead. Don’t be so
chick’n hearted! If you does, you vil nebber git thro’ dis
world.”
Good old soul! She had gone through the world
childless. She had never had little ones to clasp their arms
round her neck; she had never seen their soft eyes looking
into hers; no sweet little voices had called her mother; she
had never pressed her own infants to her heart, with the
feeling that even in fetters there was something to live
for. How could she realize my feelings? Betty’s husband
loved children dearly, and wondered why God had denied
them to him. He expressed great sorrow when he came
to Betty with the tidings that Ellen had been taken out of
jail and carried to Dr. Flint’s. She had the measles a short
time before they carried her to jail, and the disease had
left her eyes affected. The doctor had taken her home to
attend to them. My children had always been afraid of the
doctor and his wife. They had never been inside of their
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house. Poor little Ellen cried all day to be carried back to
prison. The instincts of childhood are true. She knew she
was loved in the jail. Her screams and sobs annoyed Mrs.
Flint. Before night she called one of the slaves, and said,
“Here, Bill, carry this brat back to the jail. I can’t stand
her noise. If she would be quiet I should like to keep the
little minx. She would make a handy waiting-maid for my
daughter by and by. But if she staid here, with her white
face, I suppose I should either kill her or spoil her. I hope
the doctor will sell them as far as wind and water can
carry them. As for their mother, her ladyship will find out
yet what she gets by running away. She hasn’t so much
feeling for her children as a cow has for its calf. If she had,
she would have come back long ago, to get them out of
jail, and save all this expense and trouble. The good-for-
nothing hussy! When she is caught, she shall stay in jail,
in irons, for one six months, and then be sold to a sugar
plantation. I shall see her broke in yet. What do you stand
there for, Bill? Why don’t you go off with the brat? Mind,
now, that you don’t let any of the niggers speak to her in
the street!”
When these remarks were reported to me, I smiled at
Mrs. Flint’s saying that she should either kill my child
or spoil her. I thought to myself there was very little
danger of the latter. I have always considered it as one of
God’s special providences that Ellen screamed till she was
carried back to jail.
That same night Dr. Flint was called to a patient, and
did not return till near morning. Passing my
grandmother’s, he saw a light in the house, and thought
to himself, “Perhaps this has something to do with Linda.”
He knocked, and the door was opened. “What calls you
up so early?” said he. “I saw your light, and I thought I
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would just stop and tell you that I have found out where
Linda is. I know where to put my hands on her, and I
shall have her before twelve o’clock.” When he had turned
away, my grandmother and my uncle looked anxiously
at each other. They did not know whether or not it was
merely one of the doctor’s tricks to frighten them. In their
uncertainty, they thought it was best to have a message
conveyed to my friend Betty. Unwilling to alarm her
mistress, Betty resolved to dispose of me herself. She
came to me, and told me to rise and dress quickly. We
hurried down stairs, and across the yard, into the kitchen.
She locked the door, and lifted up a plank in the floor.
A buffalo skin and a bit of carpet were spread for me to
lie on, and a quilt thrown over me. “Stay dar,” said she,
“till I sees if dey know ’bout you. Dey say dey vil put
thar hans on you afore twelve o’clock. If dey did know
whar you are, dey won’t know now. Dey’ll be disapinted
dis time. Dat’s all I got to say. If dey comes rummagin
‘mong my tings, de’ll get one bressed sarssin from dis ‘ere
nigger.” In my shallow bed I had but just room enough
to bring my hands to my face to keep the dust out of my
eyes; for Betty walked over me twenty times in an hour,
passing from the dresser to the fireplace. When she was
alone, I could hear her pronouncing anathemas over Dr.
Flint and all his tribe, every now and then saying, with a
chuckling laugh, “Dis nigger’s too cute for ’em dis time.”
When the housemaids were about, she had sly ways of
drawing them out, that I might hear what they would say.
She would repeat stories she had heard about my being
in this, or that, or the other place. To which they would
answer, that I was not fool enough to be staying round
there; that I was in Philadelphia or New York before this
time. When all were abed and asleep, Betty raised the
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plank, and said, “Come out, chile; come out. Dey don’t
know nottin ’bout you. Twas only white folks’ lies, to
skeer de niggers.”
Some days after this adventure I had a much worse
fright. As I sat very still in my retreat above stairs,
cheerful visions floated through my mind. I thought Dr.
Flint would soon get discouraged, and would be willing
to sell my children, when he lost all hopes of making
them the means of my discovery. I knew who was ready
to buy them. Suddenly I heard a voice that chilled my
blood. The sound was too familiar to me, it had been
too dreadful, for me not to recognize at once my old
master. He was in the house, and I at once concluded he
had come to seize me. I looked round in terror. There
was no way of escape. The voice receded. I supposed
the constable was with him, and they were searching the
house. In my alarm I did not forget the trouble I was
bringing on my generous benefactress. It seemed as if I
were born to bring sorrow on all who befriended me, and
that was the bitterest drop in the bitter cup of my life.
After a while I heard approaching footsteps; the key was
turned in my door. I braced myself against the wall to
keep from falling. I ventured to look up, and there stood
my kind benefactress alone. I was too much overcome to
speak, and sunk down upon the floor.
“I thought you would hear your master’s voice,” she
said; “and knowing you would be terrified, I came to tell
you there is nothing to fear. You may even indulge in a
laugh at the old gentleman’s expense. He is so sure you are
in New York, that he came to borrow five hundred dollars
to go in pursuit of you. My sister had some money to loan
on interest. He has obtained it, and proposes to start for
New York to-night. So, for the present, you see you are
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safe. The doctor will merely lighten his pocket hunting
after the bird he has left behind.”
XIX. The Children Sold.
The Doctor came back from New York, of course
without accomplishing his purpose. He had expended
considerable money, and was rather disheartened. My
brother and the children had now been in jail two
months, and that also was some expense. My friends
thought it was a favorable time to work on his
discouraged feelings. Mr. Sands sent a speculator to offer
him nine hundred dollars for my brother William, and
eight hundred for the two children. These were high
prices, as slaves were then selling; but the offer was
rejected. If it had been merely a question of money, the
doctor would have sold any boy of Benny’s age for two
hundred dollars; but he could not bear to give up the
power of revenge. But he was hard pressed for money,
and he revolved the matter in his mind. He knew that if
he could keep Ellen till she was fifteen, he could sell her
for a high price; but I presume he reflected that she might
die, or might be stolen away. At all events, he came to
the conclusion that he had better accept the slave-trader’s
offer. Meeting him in the street, he inquired when he
would leave town. “To-day, at ten o’clock,” he replied.
“Ah, do you go so soon?” said the doctor. “I have been
reflecting upon your proposition, and I have concluded
to let you have the three negroes if you will say nineteen
hundred dollars.” After some parley, the trader agreed to
his terms. He wanted the bill of sale drawn up and signed
immediately, as he had a great deal to attend to during
the short time he remained in town. The doctor went to
the jail and told William he would take him back into
his service if he would promise to behave himself but he
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replied that he would rather be sold. “And you shall be
sold, you ungrateful rascal!” exclaimed the doctor. In less
than an hour the money was paid, the papers were signed,
sealed, and delivered, and my brother and children were
in the hands of the trader.
It was a hurried transaction; and after it was over, the
doctor’s characteristic caution returned. He went back to
the speculator, and said, “Sir, I have come to lay you under
obligations of a thousand dollars not to sell any of those
negroes in this state.” “You come too late,” replied the
trader; “our bargain is closed.” He had, in fact, already sold
them to Mr. Sands, but he did not mention it. The doctor
required him to put irons on “that rascal, Bill,” and to pass
through the back streets when he took his gang out of
town. The trader was privately instructed to concede to
his wishes. My good old aunt went to the jail to bid the
children good by, supposing them to be the speculator’s
property, and that she should never see them again. As
she held Benny in her lap, he said, “Aunt Nancy, I want to
show you something.” He led her to the door and showed
her a long row of marks, saying, “Uncle Will taught me to
count. I have made a mark for every day I have been here,
and it is sixty days. It is a long time; and the speculator
is going to take me and Ellen away. He’s a bad man. It’s
wrong for him to take grandmother’s children. I want to
go to my mother.”
My grandmother was told that the children would be
restored to her, but she was requested to act as if they
were really to be sent away. Accordingly, she made up a
bundle of clothes and went to the jail. When she arrived,
she found William handcuffed among the gang, and the
children in the trader’s cart. The scene seemed too much
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like reality. She was afraid there might have been some
deception or mistake. She fainted, and was carried home.
When the wagon stopped at the hotel, several
gentlemen came out and proposed to purchase William,
but the trader refused their offers, without stating that
he was already sold. And now came the trying hour for
that drove of human beings, driven away like cattle, to
be sold they knew not where. Husbands were torn from
wives, parents from children, never to look upon each
other again this side the grave. There was wringing of
hands and cries of despair.
Dr. Flint had the supreme satisfaction of seeing the
wagon leave town, and Mrs. Flint had the gratification of
supposing that my children were going “as far as wind
and water would carry them.” According to agreement,
my uncle followed the wagon some miles, until they came
to an old farm house. There the trader took the irons
from William, and as he did so, he said, “You are a damned
clever fellow. I should like to own you myself. Them
gentlemen that wanted to buy you said you was a bright,
honest chap, and I must git you a good home. I guess your
old master will swear to-morrow, and call himself an old
fool for selling the children. I reckon he’ll never git their
mammy back again. I expect she’s made tracks for the
north. Good by, old boy. Remember, I have done you a
good turn. You must thank me by coaxing all the pretty
gals to go with me next fall. That’s going to be my last trip.
This trading in niggers is a bad business for a fellow that’s
got any heart. Move on, you fellows!” And the gang went
on, God alone knows where.
Much as I despise and detest the class of slave-traders,
whom I regard as the vilest wretches on earth, I must do
this man the justice to say that he seemed to have some
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feeling. He took a fancy to William in the jail, and wanted
to buy him. When he heard the story of my children, he
was willing to aid them in getting out of Dr. Flint’s power,
even without charging the customary fee.
My uncle procured a wagon and carried William and
the children back to town. Great was the joy in my
grandmother’s house! The curtains were closed, and the
candles lighted. The happy grandmother cuddled the
little ones to her bosom. They hugged her, and kissed her,
and clapped their hands, and shouted. She knelt down
and poured forth one of her heartfelt prayers of
thanksgiving to God. The father was present for a while;
and though such a “parental relation” as existed between
him and my children takes slight hold on the hearts or
consciences of slaveholders, it must be that he
experienced some moments of pure joy in witnessing the
happiness he had imparted.
I had no share in the rejoicings of that evening. The
events of the day had not come to my knowledge. And
now I will tell you something that happened to me;
though you will, perhaps, think it illustrates the
superstition of slaves. I sat in my usual place on the floor
near the window, where I could hear much that was said
in the street without being seen. The family had retired
for the night, and all was still. I sat there thinking of my
children, when I heard a low strain of music. A band of
serenaders were under the window, playing “Home, sweet
home.” I listened till the sounds did not seem like music,
but like the moaning of children. It seemed as if my heart
would burst. I rose from my sitting posture, and knelt. A
streak of moonlight was on the floor before me, and in the
midst of it appeared the forms of my two children. They
vanished; but I had seen them distinctly. Some will call it
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a dream, others a vision. I know not how to account for
it, but it made a strong impression on my mind, and I felt
certain something had happened to my little ones.
I had not seen Betty since morning. Now I heard her
softly turning the key. As soon as she entered, I clung to
her, and begged her to let me know whether my children
were dead, or whether they were sold; for I had seen
their spirits in my room, and I was sure something had
happened to them. “Lor, chile,” said she, putting her arms
round me, “you’s got de high-sterics. I’ll sleep wid you
to-night, ’cause you’ll make a noise, and ruin missis.
Something has stirred you up mightily. When you is done
cryin, I’ll talk wid you. De chillern is well, and mighty
happy. I seed ’em myself. Does dat satisfy you? Dar, chile,
be still! Somebody vill hear you.” I tried to obey her. She
lay down, and was soon sound asleep; but no sleep would
come to my eyelids.
At dawn, Betty was up and off to the kitchen. The hours
passed on, and the vision of the night kept constantly
recurring to my thoughts. After a while I heard the voices
of two women in the entry. In one of them I recognized
the housemaid. The other said to her, “Did you know
Linda Brent’s children was sold to the speculator
yesterday. They say ole massa Flint was mighty glad to
see ’em drove out of town; but they say they’ve come
back agin. I ‘spect it’s all their daddy’s doings. They say
he’s bought William too. Lor! how it will take hold of ole
massa Flint! I’m going roun’ to aunt Marthy’s to see ’bout
it.”
I bit my lips till the blood came to keep from crying
out. Were my children with their grandmother, or had the
speculator carried them off? The suspense was dreadful.
Would Betty nevercome, and tell me the truth about it?
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At last she came, and I eagerly repeated what I had
overheard. Her face was one broad, bright smile. “Lor,
you foolish ting!” said she. “I’se gwine to tell you all ’bout
it. De gals is eating thar breakfast, and missus tole me to
let her tell you; but, poor creeter! t’aint right to keep you
waitin’, and I’se gwine to tell you. Brudder, chillern, all
is bought by de daddy! I’se laugh more dan nuff, tinking
’bout ole massa Flint. Lor, how he vill swar! He’s got
ketched dis time, any how; but I must be getting out o’ dis,
or dem gals vill come and ketch me.”
Betty went off laughing; and I said to myself, “Can it
be true that my children are free? I have not suffered for
them in vain. Thank God!”
Great surprise was expressed when it was known that
my children had returned to their grandmother’s. The
news spread through the town, and many a kind word
was bestowed on the little ones.
Dr. Flint went to my grandmother’s to ascertain who
was the owner of my children, and she informed him. “I
expected as much,” said he. “I am glad to hear it. I have
had news from Linda lately, and I shall soon have her. You
need never expect to see her free. She shall be my slave as
long as I live, and when I am dead she shall be the slave
of my children. If I ever find out that you or Phillip had
anything to do with her running off I’ll kill him. And if I
meet William in the street, and he presumes to look at me,
I’ll flog him within an inch of his life. Keep those brats out
of my sight!”
As he turned to leave, my grandmother said something
to remind him of his own doings. He looked back upon
her, as if he would have been glad to strike her to the
ground.
I had my season of joy and thanksgiving. It was the first
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time since my childhood that I had experienced any real
happiness. I heard of the old doctor’s threats, but they no
longer had the same power to trouble me. The darkest
cloud that hung over my life had rolled away. Whatever
slavery might do to me, it could not shackle my children.
If I fell a sacrifice, my little ones were saved. It was well
for me that my simple heart believed all that had been
promised for their welfare. It is always better to trust than
to doubt.
XX. New Perils.
The doctor, more exasperated than ever, again tried to
revenge himself on my relatives. He arrested uncle Phillip
on the charge of having aided my flight. He was carried
before a court, and swore truly that he knew nothing of
my intention to escape, and that he had not seen me since
I left my master’s plantation. The doctor then demanded
that he should give bail for five hundred dollars that he
would have nothing to do with me. Several gentlemen
offered to be security for him; but Mr. Sands told him he
had better go back to jail, and he would see that he came
out without giving bail.
The news of his arrest was carried to my grandmother,
who conveyed it to Betty. In the kindness of her heart, she
again stowed me away under the floor; and as she walked
back and forth, in the performance of her culinary duties,
she talked apparently to herself, but with the intention
that I should hear what was going on. I hoped that my
uncle’s imprisonment would last but few days; still I was
anxious. I thought it likely Dr. Flint would do his utmost
to taunt and insult him, and I was afraid my uncle might
lose control of himself, and retort in some way that would
be construed into a punishable offence; and I was well
aware that in court his word would not be taken against
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any white man’s. The search for me was renewed.
Something had excited suspicions that I was in the
vicinity. They searched the house I was in. I heard their
steps and their voices. At night, when all were asleep,
Betty came to release me from my place of confinement.
The fright I had undergone, the constrained posture, and
the dampness of the ground, made me ill for several days.
My uncle was soon after taken out of prison; but the
movements of all my relatives, and of all our friends, were
very closely watched.
We all saw that I could not remain where I was much
longer. I had already staid longer than was intended, and
I knew my presence must be a source of perpetual anxiety
to my kind benefactress. During this time, my friends had
laid many plans for my escape, but the extreme vigilance
of my persecutors made it impossible to carry them into
effect.
One morning I was much startled by hearing somebody
trying to get into my room. Several keys were tried, but
none fitted. I instantly conjectured it was one of the
housemaids; and I concluded she must either have heard
some noise in the room, or have noticed the entrance of
Betty. When my friend came, at her usual time, I told her
what had happened. “I knows who it was,” said she. “Tend
upon it, ’twas dat Jenny. Dat nigger allers got de debble
in her.” I suggested that she might have seen or heard
something that excited her curiosity.
“Tut! tut! chile!” exclaimed Betty, “she ain’t seen notin’,
nor hearn notin’. She only ‘spects something. Dat’s all. She
wants to fine out who hab cut and make my gownd. But
she won’t nebber know. Dat’s sartin. I’ll git missis to fix
her.”
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I reflected a moment, and said, “Betty, I must leave here
to-night.”
“Do as you tink best, poor chile,” she replied. “I’se
mighty ‘fraid dat ‘ere nigger vill pop on you some time.”
She reported the incident to her mistress, and received
orders to keep Jenny busy in the kitchen till she could
see my uncle Phillip. He told her he would send a friend
for me that very evening. She told him she hoped I was
going to the north, for it was very dangerous for me
to remain any where in the vicinity. Alas, it was not an
easy thing, for one in my situation, to go to the north.
In order to leave the coast quite clear for me, she went
into the country to spend the day with her brother, and
took Jenny with her. She was afraid to come and bid me
good by, but she left a kind message with Betty. I heard
her carriage roll from the door, and I never again saw her
who had so generously befriended the poor, trembling
fugitive! Though she was a slaveholder, to this day my
heart blesses her!
I had not the slightest idea where I was going. Betty
brought me a suit of sailor’s clothes,—jacket, trowsers,
and tarpaulin hat. She gave me a small bundle, saying I
might need it where I was going. In cheery tones, she
exclaimed, “I’se so glad you is gwine to free parts! Don’t
forget ole Betty. P’raps I’ll come ‘long by and by.”
I tried to tell her how grateful I felt for all her kindness.
But she interrupted me. “I don’t want no tanks, honey.
I’se glad I could help you, and I hope de good Lord vill
open de path for you. I’se gwine wid you to de lower gate.
Put your hands in your pockets, and walk ricketty, like de
sailors.”
I performed to her satisfaction. At the gate I found
Peter, a young colored man, waiting for me. I had known
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him for years. He had been an apprentice to my father,
and had always borne a good character. I was not afraid
to trust to him. Betty bade me a hurried good by, and we
walked off. “Take courage, Linda,” said my friend Peter.
“I’ve got a dagger, and no man shall take you from me,
unless he passes over my dead body.”
It was a long time since I had taken a walk out of doors,
and the fresh air revived me. It was also pleasant to hear
a human voice speaking to me above a whisper. I passed
several people whom I knew, but they did not recognize
me in my disguise. I prayed internally that, for Peter’s
sake, as well as my own, nothing might occur to bring
out his dagger. We walked on till we came to the wharf.
My aunt Nancy’s husband was a seafaring man, and it had
been deemed necessary to let him into our secret. He took
me into his boat, rowed out to a vessel not far distant, and
hoisted me on board. We three were the only occupants
of the vessel. I now ventured to ask what they proposed to
do with me. They said I was to remain on board till near
dawn, and then they would hide me in Snaky Swamp, till
my uncle Phillip had prepared a place of concealment for
me. If the vessel had been bound north, it would have
been of no avail to me, for it would certainly have been
searched. About four o’clock, we were again seated in the
boat, and rowed three miles to the swamp. My fear of
snakes had been increased by the venomous bite I had
received, and I dreaded to enter this hiding place. But I
was in no situation to choose, and I gratefully accepted
the best that my poor, persecuted friends could do for me.
Peter landed first, and with a large knife cut a path
through bamboos and briers of all descriptions. He came
back, took me in his arms, and carried me to a seat made
among the bamboos. Before we reached it, we were
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covered with hundreds of mosquitos. In an hour’s time
they had so poisoned my flesh that I was a pitiful sight
to behold. As the light increased, I saw snake after snake
crawling round us. I had been accustomed to the sight of
snakes all my life, but these were larger than any I had
ever seen. To this day I shudder when I remember that
morning. As evening approached, the number of snakes
increased so much that we were continually obliged to
thrash them with sticks to keep them from crawling over
us. The bamboos were so high and so thick that it was
impossible to see beyond a very short distance. Just before
it became dark we procured a seat nearer to the entrance
of the swamp, being fearful of losing our way back to
the boat. It was not long before we heard the paddle of
oars, and the low whistle, which had been agreed upon
as a signal. We made haste to enter the boat, and were
rowed back to the vessel. I passed a wretched night; for
the heat of the swamp, the mosquitos, and the constant
terror of snakes, had brought on a burning fever. I had
just dropped asleep, when they came and told me it was
time to go back to that horrid swamp. I could scarcely
summon courage to rise. But even those large, venomous
snakes were less dreadful to my imagination than the
white men in that community called civilized. This time
Peter took a quantity of tobacco to burn, to keep off the
mosquitos. It produced the desired effect on them, but
gave me nausea and severe headache. At dark we returned
to the vessel. I had been so sick during the day, that Peter
declared I should go home that night, if the devil himself
was on patrol. They told me a place of concealment had
been provided for me at my grandmother’s. I could not
imagine how it was possible to hide me in her house,
every nook and corner of which was known to the Flint
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family. They told me to wait and see. We were rowed
ashore, and went boldly through the streets, to my
grandmother’s. I wore my sailor’s clothes, and had
blackened my face with charcoal. I passed several people
whom I knew. The father of my children came so near
that I brushed against his arm; but he had no idea who it
was.
“You must make the most of this walk,” said my friend
Peter, “for you may not have another very soon.”
I thought his voice sounded sad. It was kind of him to
conceal from me what a dismal hole was to be my home
for a long, long time.
XXI. The Loophole Of Retreat.
A small shed had been added to my grandmother’s
house years ago. Some boards were laid across the joists
at the top, and between these boards and the roof was a
very small garret, never occupied by any thing but rats
and mice. It was a pent roof, covered with nothing but
shingles, according to the southern custom for such
buildings. The garret was only nine feet long and seven
wide. The highest part was three feet high, and sloped
down abruptly to the loose board floor. There was no
admission for either light or air. My uncle Phillip, who
was a carpenter, had very skilfully made a concealed trap-
door, which communicated with the storeroom. He had
been doing this while I was waiting in the swamp. The
storeroom opened upon a piazza. To this hole I was
conveyed as soon as I entered the house. The air was
stifling; the darkness total. A bed had been spread on
the floor. I could sleep quite comfortably on one side;
but the slope was so sudden that I could not turn on
my other without hitting the roof. The rats and mice
ran over my bed; but I was weary, and I slept such sleep
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as the wretched may, when a tempest has passed over
them. Morning came. I knew it only by the noises I heard;
for in my small den day and night were all the same.
I suffered for air even more than for light. But I was
not comfortless. I heard the voices of my children. There
was joy and there was sadness in the sound. It made my
tears flow. How I longed to speak to them! I was eager
to look on their faces; but there was no hole, no crack,
through which I could peep. This continued darkness was
oppressive. It seemed horrible to sit or lie in a cramped
position day after day, without one gleam of light. Yet
I would have chosen this, rather than my lot as a slave,
though white people considered it an easy one; and it was
so compared with the fate of others. I was never cruelly
overworked; I was never lacerated with the whip from
head to foot; I was never so beaten and bruised that I
could not turn from one side to the other; I never had
my heel-strings cut to prevent my running away; I was
never chained to a log and forced to drag it about, while
I toiled in the fields from morning till night; I was never
branded with hot iron, or torn by bloodhounds. On the
contrary, I had always been kindly treated, and tenderly
cared for, until I came into the hands of Dr. Flint. I had
never wished for freedom till then. But though my life in
slavery was comparatively devoid of hardships, God pity
the woman who is compelled to lead such a life!
My food was passed up to me through the trap-door
my uncle had contrived; and my grandmother, my uncle
Phillip, and aunt Nancy would seize such opportunities
as they could, to mount up there and chat with me at the
opening. But of course this was not safe in the daytime.
It must all be done in darkness. It was impossible for me
to move in an erect position, but I crawled about my den
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for exercise. One day I hit my head against something,
and found it was a gimlet. My uncle had left it sticking
there when he made the trap-door. I was as rejoiced as
Robinson Crusoe could have been at finding such a
treasure. It put a lucky thought into my head. I said to
myself, “Now I will have some light. Now I will see my
children.” I did not dare to begin my work during the
daytime, for fear of attracting attention. But I groped
round; and having found the side next the street, where I
could frequently see my children, I stuck the gimlet in and
waited for evening. I bored three rows of holes, one above
another; then I bored out the interstices between. I thus
succeeded in making one hole about an inch long and an
inch broad. I sat by it till late into the night, to enjoy the
little whiff of air that floated in. In the morning I watched
for my children. The first person I saw in the street was
Dr. Flint. I had a shuddering, superstitious feeling that
it was a bad omen. Several familiar faces passed by. At
last I heard the merry laugh of children, and presently
two sweet little faces were looking up at me, as though
they knew I was there, and were conscious of the joy they
imparted. How I longed to tell them I was there!
My condition was now a little improved. But for weeks
I was tormented by hundreds of little red insects, fine
as a needle’s point, that pierced through my skin, and
produced an intolerable burning. The good grandmother
gave me herb teas and cooling medicines, and finally I got
rid of them. The heat of my den was intense, for nothing
but thin shingles protected me from the scorching
summer’s sun. But I had my consolations. Through my
peeping-hole I could watch the children, and when they
were near enough, I could hear their talk. Aunt Nancy
brought me all the news she could hear at Dr. Flint’s.
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From her I learned that the doctor had written to New
York to a colored woman, who had been born and raised
in our neighborhood, and had breathed his
contaminating atmosphere. He offered her a reward if she
could find out any thing about me. I know not what was
the nature of her reply; but he soon after started for New
York in haste, saying to his family that he had business
of importance to transact. I peeped at him as he passed
on his way to the steamboat. It was a satisfaction to have
miles of land and water between us, even for a little while;
and it was a still greater satisfaction to know that he
believed me to be in the Free States. My little den seemed
less dreary than it had done. He returned, as he did from
his former journey to New York, without obtaining any
satisfactory information. When he passed our house next
morning, Benny was standing at the gate. He had heard
them say that he had gone to find me, and he called out,
“Dr. Flint, did you bring my mother home? I want to see
her.” The doctor stamped his foot at him in a rage, and
exclaimed, “Get out of the way, you little damned rascal!
If you don’t, I’ll cut off your head.”
Benny ran terrified into the house, saying, “You can’t
put me in jail again. I don’t belong to you now.” It was well
that the wind carried the words away from the doctor’s
ear. I told my grandmother of it, when we had our next
conference at the trap-door, and begged of her not to
allow the children to be impertinent to the irascible old
man.
Autumn came, with a pleasant abatement of heat. My
eyes had become accustomed to the dim light, and by
holding my book or work in a certain position near the
aperture I contrived to read and sew. That was a great
relief to the tedious monotony of my life. But when
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winter came, the cold penetrated through the thin shingle
roof, and I was dreadfully chilled. The winters there are
not so long, or so severe, as in northern latitudes; but the
houses are not built to shelter from cold, and my little
den was peculiarly comfortless. The kind grandmother
brought me bedclothes and warm drinks. Often I was
obliged to lie in bed all day to keep comfortable; but
with all my precautions, my shoulders and feet were
frostbitten. O, those long, gloomy days, with no object
for my eye to rest upon, and no thoughts to occupy my
mind, except the dreary past and the uncertain future! I
was thankful when there came a day sufficiently mild for
me to wrap myself up and sit at the loophole to watch
the passers by. Southerners have the habit of stopping and
talking in the streets, and I heard many conversations not
intended to meet my ears. I heard slave-hunters planning
how to catch some poor fugitive. Several times I heard
allusions to Dr. Flint, myself, and the history of my
children, who, perhaps, were playing near the gate. One
would say, “I wouldn’t move my little finger to catch her,
as old Flint’s property.” Another would say, “I’ll catch any
nigger for the reward. A man ought to have what belongs
to him, if he is a damned brute.” The opinion was often
expressed that I was in the Free States. Very rarely did any
one suggest that I might be in the vicinity. Had the least
suspicion rested on my grandmother’s house, it would
have been burned to the ground. But it was the last place
they thought of. Yet there was no place, where slavery
existed, that could have afforded me so good a place of
concealment.
Dr. Flint and his family repeatedly tried to coax and
bribe my children to tell something they had heard said
about me. One day the doctor took them into a shop,
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and offered them some bright little silver pieces and gay
handkerchiefs if they would tell where their mother was.
Ellen shrank away from him, and would not speak; but
Benny spoke up, and said, “Dr. Flint, I don’t know where
my mother is. I guess she’s in New York; and when you go
there again, I wish you’d ask her to come home, for I want
to see her; but if you put her in jail, or tell her you’ll cut
her head off, I’ll tell her to go right back.”
XXII. Christmas Festivities.
Christmas was approaching. Grandmother brought me
materials, and I busied myself making some new
garments and little playthings for my children. Were it
not that hiring day is near at hand, and many families are
fearfully looking forward to the probability of separation
in a few days, Christmas might be a happy season for the
poor slaves. Even slave mothers try to gladden the hearts
of their little ones on that occasion. Benny and Ellen had
their Christmas stockings filled. Their imprisoned
mother could not have the privilege of witnessing their
surprise and joy. But I had the pleasure of peeping at them
as they went into the street with their new suits on. I
heard Benny ask a little playmate whether Santa Claus
brought him any thing. “Yes,” replied the boy; “but Santa
Claus ain’t a real man. It’s the children’s mothers that
put things into the stockings.” “No, that can’t be,” replied
Benny, “for Santa Claus brought Ellen and me these new
clothes, and my mother has been gone this long time.”
How I longed to tell him that his mother made those
garments, and that many a tear fell on them while she
worked!
Every child rises early on Christmas morning to see the
Johnkannaus. Without them, Christmas would be shorn
of its greatest attraction. They consist of companies of
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slaves from the plantations, generally of the lower class.
Two athletic men, in calico wrappers, have a net thrown
over them, covered with all manner of bright-colored
stripes. Cows’ tails are fastened to their backs, and their
heads are decorated with horns. A box, covered with
sheepskin, is called the gumbo box. A dozen beat on this,
while other strike triangles and jawbones, to which bands
of dancers keep time. For a month previous they are
composing songs, which are sung on this occasion. These
companies, of a hundred each, turn out early in the
morning, and are allowed to go round till twelve o’clock,
begging for contributions. Not a door is left unvisited
where there is the least chance of obtaining a penny or a
glass of rum. They do not drink while they are out, but
carry the rum home in jugs, to have a carousal. These
Christmas donations frequently amount to twenty or
thirty dollars. It is seldom that any white man or child
refuses to give them a trifle. If he does, they regale his ears
with the following song:—
Poor massa, so dey say;
Down in de heel, so dey say;
Got no money, so dey say;
Not one shillin, so dey say;
God A’mighty bress you, so dey say.
Christmas is a day of feasting, both with white and
colored people. Slaves, who are lucky enough to have a
few shillings, are sure to spend them for good eating; and
many a turkey and pig is captured, without saying, “By
your leave, sir.” Those who cannot obtain these, cook a
‘possum, or a raccoon, from which savory dishes can be
made. My grandmother raised poultry and pigs for sale
and it was her established custom to have both a turkey
and a pig roasted for Christmas dinner.
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On this occasion, I was warned to keep extremely quiet,
because two guests had been invited. One was the town
constable, and the other was a free colored man, who
tried to pass himself off for white, and who was always
ready to do any mean work for the sake of currying favor
with white people. My grandmother had a motive for
inviting them. She managed to take them all over the
house. All the rooms on the lower floor were thrown
open for them to pass in and out; and after dinner, they
were invited up stairs to look at a fine mocking bird my
uncle had just brought home. There, too, the rooms were
all thrown open that they might look in. When I heard
them talking on the piazza, my heart almost stood still. I
knew this colored man had spent many nights hunting for
me. Every body knew he had the blood of a slave father in
his veins; but for the sake of passing himself off for white,
he was ready to kiss the slaveholders’ feet. How I despised
him! As for the constable, he wore no false colors. The
duties of his office were despicable, but he was superior
to his companion, inasmuch as he did not pretend to be
what he was not. Any white man, who could raise money
enough to buy a slave, would have considered himself
degraded by being a constable; but the office enabled its
possessor to exercise authority. If he found any slave out
after nine o’clock, he could whip him as much as he liked;
and that was a privilege to be coveted. When the guests
were ready to depart, my grandmother gave each of them
some of her nice pudding, as a present for their wives.
Through my peep-hole I saw them go out of the gate, and
I was glad when it closed after them. So passed the first
Christmas in my den.
XXIII. Still In Prison.
When spring returned, and I took in the little patch
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of green the aperture commanded, I asked myself how
many more summers and winters I must be condemned
to spend thus. I longed to draw in a plentiful draught
of fresh air, to stretch my cramped limbs, to have room
to stand erect, to feel the earth under my feet again. My
relatives were constantly on the lookout for a chance of
escape; but none offered that seemed practicable, and
even tolerably safe. The hot summer came again, and
made the turpentine drop from the thin roof over my
head.
During the long nights I was restless for want of air,
and I had no room to toss and turn. There was but one
compensation; the atmosphere was so stifled that even
mosquitos would not condescend to buzz in it. With all
my detestation of Dr. Flint, I could hardly wish him a
worse punishment, either in this world or that which
is to come, than to suffer what I suffered in one single
summer. Yet the laws allowed him to be out in the free
air, while I, guiltless of crime, was pent up here, as the
only means of avoiding the cruelties the laws allowed him
to inflict upon me! I don’t know what kept life within
me. Again and again, I thought I should die before long;
but I saw the leaves of another autumn whirl through the
air, and felt the touch of another winter. In summer the
most terrible thunder storms were acceptable, for the rain
came through the roof, and I rolled up my bed that it
might cool the hot boards under it. Later in the season,
storms sometimes wet my clothes through and through,
and that was not comfortable when the air grew chilly.
Moderate storms I could keep out by filling the chinks
with oakum.
But uncomfortable as my situation was, I had glimpses
of things out of doors, which made me thankful for my
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wretched hiding-place. One day I saw a slave pass our
gate, muttering, “It’s his own, and he can kill it if he will.”
My grandmother told me that woman’s history. Her
mistress had that day seen her baby for the first time,
and in the lineaments of its fair face she saw a likeness to
her husband. She turned the bondwoman and her child
out of doors, and forbade her ever to return. The slave
went to her master, and told him what had happened. He
promised to talk with her mistress, and make it all right.
The next day she and her baby were sold to a Georgia
trader.
Another time I saw a woman rush wildly by, pursued by
two men. She was a slave, the wet nurse of her mistress’s
children. For some trifling offence her mistress ordered
her to be stripped and whipped. To escape the
degradation and the torture, she rushed to the river,
jumped in, and ended her wrongs in death.
Senator Brown, of Mississippi, could not be ignorant
of many such facts as these, for they are of frequent
occurrence in every Southern State. Yet he stood up in the
Congress of the United States, and declared that slavery
was “a great moral, social, and political blessing; a blessing
to the master, and a blessing to the slave!”
I suffered much more during the second winter than
I did during the first. My limbs were benumbed by
inaction, and the cold filled them with cramp. I had a
very painful sensation of coldness in my head; even my
face and tongue stiffened, and I lost the power of speech.
Of course it was impossible, under the circumstances, to
summon any physician. My brother William came and
did all he could for me. Uncle Phillip also watched
tenderly over me; and poor grandmother crept up and
down to inquire whether there were any signs of
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returning life. I was restored to consciousness by the
dashing of cold water in my face, and found myself
leaning against my brother’s arm, while he bent over me
with streaming eyes. He afterwards told me he thought I
was dying, for I had been in an unconscious state sixteen
hours. I next became delirious, and was in great danger
of betraying myself and my friends. To prevent this, they
stupefied me with drugs. I remained in bed six weeks,
weary in body and sick at heart. How to get medical
advice was the question. William finally went to a
Thompsonian doctor, and described himself as having
all my pains and aches. He returned with herbs, roots,
and ointment. He was especially charged to rub on the
ointment by a fire; but how could a fire be made in my
little den? Charcoal in a furnace was tried, but there was
no outlet for the gas, and it nearly cost me my life.
Afterwards coals, already kindled, were brought up in
an iron pan, and placed on bricks. I was so weak, and
it was so long since I had enjoyed the warmth of a fire,
that those few coals actually made me weep. I think the
medicines did me some good; but my recovery was very
slow. Dark thoughts passed through my mind as I lay
there day after day. I tried to be thankful for my little cell,
dismal as it was, and even to love it, as part of the price
I had paid for the redemption of my children. Sometimes
I thought God was a compassionate Father, who would
forgive my sins for the sake of my sufferings. At other
times, it seemed to me there was no justice or mercy in
the divine government. I asked why the curse of slavery
was permitted to exist, and why I had been so persecuted
and wronged from youth upward. These things took the
shape of mystery, which is to this day not so clear to my
soul as I trust it will be hereafter.
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In the midst of my illness, grandmother broke down
under the weight and anxiety and toil. The idea of losing
her, who had always been my best friend and a mother
to my children, was the sorest trial I had yet had. O, how
earnestly I prayed that she might recover! How hard it
seemed, that I could not tend upon her, who had so long
and so tenderly watched over me!
One day the screams of a child nerved me with strength
to crawl to my peeping-hole, and I saw my son covered
with blood. A fierce dog, usually kept chained, had seized
and bitten him. A doctor was sent for, and I heard the
groans and screams of my child while the wounds were
being sewed up. O, what torture to a mother’s heart, to
listen to this and be unable to go to him!
But childhood is like a day in spring, alternately shower
and sunshine. Before night Benny was bright and lively,
threatening the destruction of the dog; and great was
his delight when the doctor told him the next day that
the dog had bitten another boy and been shot. Benny
recovered from his wounds; but it was long before he
could walk.
When my grandmother’s illness became known, many
ladies, who were her customers, called to bring her some
little comforts, and to inquire whether she had every
thing she wanted. Aunt Nancy one night asked
permission to watch with her sick mother, and Mrs. Flint
replied, “I don’t see any need of your going. I can’t spare
you.” But when she found other ladies in the
neighborhood were so attentive, not wishing to be
outdone in Christian charity, she also sallied forth, in
magnificent condescension, and stood by the bedside of
her who had loved her in her infancy, and who had been
repaid by such grievous wrongs. She seemed surprised to
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find her so ill, and scolded uncle Phillip for not sending
for Dr. Flint. She herself sent for him immediately, and
he came. Secure as I was in my retreat, I should have
been terrified if I had known he was so near me. He
pronounced my grandmother in a very critical situation,
and said if her attending physician wished it, he would
visit her. Nobody wished to have him coming to the
house at all hours, and we were not disposed to give him
a chance to make out a long bill.
As Mrs. Flint went out, Sally told her the reason Benny
was lame was, that a dog had bitten him. “I’m glad of it,”
replied she. “I wish he had killed him. It would be good
news to send to his mother. Her day will come. The dogs
will grab her yet.” With these Christian words she and her
husband departed, and, to my great satisfaction, returned
no more.
I learned from uncle Phillip, with feelings of
unspeakable joy and gratitude, that the crisis was passed
and grandmother would live. I could now say from my
heart, “God is merciful. He has spared me the anguish of
feeling that I caused her death.”
XXIV. The Candidate For Congress.
The summer had nearly ended, when Dr. Flint made a
third visit to New York, in search of me. Two candidates
were running for Congress, and he returned in season to
vote. The father of my children was the Whig candidate.
The doctor had hitherto been a stanch Whig; but now he
exerted all his energies for the defeat of Mr. Sands. He
invited large parties of men to dine in the shade of his
trees, and supplied them with plenty of rum and brandy.
If any poor fellow drowned his wits in the bowl, and,
in the openness of his convivial heart, proclaimed that
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he did not mean to vote the Democratic ticket, he was
shoved into the street without ceremony.
The doctor expended his liquor in vain. Mr. Sands was
elected; an event which occasioned me some anxious
thoughts. He had not emancipated my children, and if he
should die they would be at the mercy of his heirs. Two
little voices, that frequently met my ear, seemed to plead
with me not to let their father depart without striving to
make their freedom secure. Years had passed since I had
spoken to him. I had not even seen him since the night
I passed him, unrecognized, in my disguise of a sailor. I
supposed he would call before he left, to say something to
my grandmother concerning the children, and I resolved
what course to take.
The day before his departure for Washington I made
arrangements, toward evening, to get from my hiding-
place into the storeroom below. I found myself so stiff
and clumsy that it was with great difficulty I could hitch
from one resting place to another. When I reached the
storeroom my ankles gave way under me, and I sank
exhausted on the floor. It seemed as if I could never use
my limbs again. But the purpose I had in view roused
all the strength I had. I crawled on my hands and knees
to the window, and, screened behind a barrel, I waited
for his coming. The clock struck nine, and I knew the
steamboat would leave between ten and eleven. My hopes
were failing. But presently I heard his voice, saying to
some one, “Wait for me a moment. I wish to see aunt
Martha.” When he came out, as he passed the window,
I said, “Stop one moment, and let me speak for my
children.” He started, hesitated, and then passed on, and
went out of the gate. I closed the shutter I had partially
opened, and sank down behind the barrel. I had suffered
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much; but seldom had I experienced a keener pang than
I then felt. Had my children, then, become of so little
consequence to him? And had he so little feeling for their
wretched mother that he would not listen a moment
while she pleaded for them? Painful memories were so
busy within me, that I forgot I had not hooked the shutter,
till I heard some one opening it. I looked up. He had come
back. “Who called me?” said he, in a low tone. “I did,” I
replied. “Oh, Linda,” said he, “I knew your voice; but I
was afraid to answer, lest my friend should hear me. Why
do you come here? Is it possible you risk yourself in this
house? They are mad to allow it. I shall expect to hear that
you are all ruined,” I did not wish to implicate him, by
letting him know my place of concealment; so I merely
said, “I thought you would come to bid grandmother
good by, and so I came here to speak a few words to you
about emancipating my children. Many changes may take
place during the six months you are gone to Washington,
and it does not seem right for you to expose them to the
risk of such changes. I want nothing for myself; all I ask is,
that you will free my children, or authorize some friend
to do it, before you go.”
He promised he would do it, and also expressed a
readiness; to make any arrangements whereby I could be
purchased.
I heard footsteps approaching, and closed the shutter
hastily. I wanted to crawl back to my den, without letting
the family know what I had done; for I knew they would
deem it very imprudent. But he stepped back into the
house, to tell my grandmother that he had spoken with
me at the storeroom window, and to beg of her not to
allow me to remain in the house over night. He said it was
the height of madness for me to be there; that we should
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certainly all be ruined. Luckily, he was in too much of a
hurry to wait for a reply, or the dear old woman would
surely have told him all.
I tried to go back to my den, but found it more difficult
to go up than I had to come down. Now that my mission
was fulfilled, the little strength that had supported me
through it was gone, and I sank helpless on the floor. My
grandmother, alarmed at the risk I had run, came into the
storeroom in the dark, and locked the door behind her.
“Linda,” she whispered, “where are you?”
“I am here by the window,” I replied. “I couldn’t have him
go away without emancipating the children. Who knows
what may happen?”
“Come, come, child,” said she, “it won’t do for you to
stay here another minute. You’ve done wrong; but I can’t
blame you, poor thing!” I told her I could not return
without assistance, and she must call my uncle. Uncle
Phillip came, and pity prevented him from scolding me.
He carried me back to my dungeon, laid me tenderly on
the bed, gave me some medicine, and asked me if there
was any thing more he could do. Then he went away, and
I was left with my own thoughts—starless as the midnight
darkness around me.
My friends feared I should become a cripple for life;
and I was so weary of my long imprisonment that, had
it not been for the hope of serving my children, I should
have been thankful to die; but, for their sakes, I was
willing to bear on.
XXV. Competition In Cunning.
Dr. Flint had not given me up. Every now and then
he would say to my grandmother that I would yet come
back, and voluntarily surrender myself; and that when I
did, I could be purchased by my relatives, or any one who
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wished to buy me. I knew his cunning nature too well
not to perceive that this was a trap laid for me; and so all
my friends understood it. I resolved to match my cunning
against his cunning. In order to make him believe that I
was in New York, I resolved to write him a letter dated
from that place. I sent for my friend Peter, and asked him
if he knew any trustworthy seafaring person, who would
carry such a letter to New York, and put it in the post
office there. He said he knew one that he would trust with
his own life to the ends of the world. I reminded him that
it was a hazardous thing for him to undertake. He said he
knew it, but he was willing to do any thing to help me. I
expressed a wish for a New York paper, to ascertain the
names of some of the streets. He run his hand into his
pocket, and said, “Here is half a one, that was round a cap
I bought of a pedler yesterday.” I told him the letter would
be ready the next evening. He bade me good by, adding,
“Keep up your spirits, Linda; brighter days will come by
and by.”
My uncle Phillip kept watch over the gate until our
brief interview was over. Early the next morning, I seated
myself near the little aperture to examine the newspaper.
It was a piece of the New York Herald; and, for once,
the paper that systematically abuses the colored people,
was made to render them a service. Having obtained what
information I wanted concerning streets and numbers, I
wrote two letters, one to my grandmother, the other to
Dr. Flint. I reminded him how he, a gray-headed man, had
treated a helpless child, who had been placed in his power,
and what years of misery he had brought upon her. To my
grandmother, I expressed a wish to have my children sent
to me at the north, where I could teach them to respect
themselves, and set them a virtuous example; which a
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slave mother was not allowed to do at the south. I asked
her to direct her answer to a certain street in Boston, as I
did not live in New York, though I went there sometimes.
I dated these letters ahead, to allow for the time it would
take to carry them, and sent a memorandum of the date
to the messenger. When my friend came for the letters,
I said, “God bless and reward you, Peter, for this
disinterested kindness. Pray be careful. If you are
detected, both you and I will have to suffer dreadfully. I
have not a relative who would dare to do it for me.” He
replied, “You may trust to me, Linda. I don’t forget that
your father was my best friend, and I will be a friend to
his children so long as God lets me live.”
It was necessary to tell my grandmother what I had
done, in order that she might be ready for the letter, and
prepared to hear what Dr. Flint might say about my being
at the north. She was sadly troubled. She felt sure
mischief would come of it. I also told my plan to aunt
Nancy, in order that she might report to us what was said
at Dr. Flint’s house. I whispered it to her through a crack,
and she whispered back, “I hope it will succeed. I shan’t
mind being a slave all my life, if I can only see you and the
children free.”
I had directed that my letters should be put into the
New York post office on the 20th of the month. On the
evening of the 24th my aunt came to say that Dr. Flint
and his wife had been talking in a low voice about a letter
he had received, and that when he went to his office he
promised to bring it when he came to tea. So I concluded
I should hear my letter read the next morning. I told
my grandmother Dr. Flint would be sure to come, and
asked her to have him sit near a certain door, and leave it
open, that I might hear what he said. The next morning I
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took my station within sound of that door, and remained
motionless as a statue. It was not long before I heard the
gate slam, and the well-known footsteps enter the house.
He seated himself in the chair that was placed for him,
and said, “Well, Martha, I’ve brought you a letter from
Linda. She has sent me a letter, also. I know exactly where
to find her; but I don’t choose to go to Boston for her.
I had rather she would come back of her own accord,
in a respectable manner. Her uncle Phillip is the best
person to go for her. With him, she would feel perfectly
free to act. I am willing to pay his expenses going and
returning. She shall be sold to her friends. Her children
are free; at least I suppose they are; and when you obtain
her freedom, you’ll make a happy family. I suppose,
Martha, you have no objection to my reading to you the
letter Linda has written to you.”
He broke the seal, and I heard him read it. The old
villain! He had suppressed the letter I wrote to
grandmother, and prepared a substitute of his own, the
purport of which was as follows:—
Dear Grandmother: I have long wanted to write to you;
but the disgraceful manner in which I left you and my
children made me ashamed to do it. If you knew how
much I have suffered since I ran away, you would pity and
forgive me. I have purchased freedom at a dear rate. If
any arrangement could be made for me to return to the
south without being a slave, I would gladly come. If not,
I beg of you to send my children to the north. I cannot
live any longer without them. Let me know in time, and
I will meet them in New York or Philadelphia, whichever
place best suits my uncle’s convenience. Write as soon as
possible to your unhappy daughter,
Linda.
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“It is very much as I expected it would be,” said the
old hypocrite, rising to go. “You see the foolish girl has
repented of her rashness, and wants to return. We must
help her to do it, Martha. Talk with Phillip about it. If
he will go for her, she will trust to him, and come back.
I should like an answer to-morrow. Good morning,
Martha.”
As he stepped out on the piazza, he stumbled over my
little girl. “Ah, Ellen, is that you?” he said, in his most
gracious manner. “I didn’t see you. How do you do?”
“Pretty well, sir,” she replied. “I heard you tell
grandmother that my mother is coming home. I want to
see her.”
“Yes, Ellen, I am going to bring her home very soon,”
rejoined he; “and you shall see her as much as you like,
you little curly-headed nigger.”
This was as good as a comedy to me, who had heard
it all; but grandmother was frightened and distressed,
because the doctor wanted my uncle to go for me.
The next evening Dr. Flint called to talk the matter
over. My uncle told him that from what he had heard
of Massachusetts, he judged he should be mobbed if he
went there after a runaway slave. “All stuff and nonsense,
Phillip!” replied the doctor. “Do you suppose I want you
to kick up a row in Boston? The business can all be done
quietly. Linda writes that she wants to come back. You
are her relative, and she would trust you. The case would
be different if I went. She might object to coming with
me; and the damned abolitionists, if they knew I was her
master, would not believe me, if I told them she had
begged to go back. They would get up a row; and I should
not like to see Linda dragged through the streets like a
common negro. She has been very ungrateful to me for all
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my kindness; but I forgive her, and want to act the part
of a friend towards her. I have no wish to hold her as my
slave. Her friends can buy her as soon as she arrives here.”
Finding that his arguments failed to convince my uncle,
the doctor “let the cat out of the bag,” by saying that he
had written to the mayor of Boston, to ascertain whether
there was a person of my description at the street and
number from which my letter was dated. He had omitted
this date in the letter he had made up to read to my
grandmother. If I had dated from New York, the old man
would probably have made another journey to that city.
But even in that dark region, where knowledge is so
carefully excluded from the slave, I had heard enough
about Massachusetts to come to the conclusion that
slaveholders did not consider it a comfortable place to go
in search of a runaway. That was before the Fugitive Slave
Law was passed; before Massachusetts had consented to
become a “nigger hunter” for the south.
My grandmother, who had become skittish by seeing
her family always in danger, came to me with a very
distressed countenance, and said, “What will you do if the
mayor of Boston sends him word that you haven’t been
there? Then he will suspect the letter was a trick; and
maybe he’ll find out something about it, and we shall all
get into trouble. O Linda, I wish you had never sent the
letters.”
“Don’t worry yourself, Grandmother,” said I. “The
mayor of Boston won’t trouble himself to hunt niggers
for Dr. Flint. The letters will do good in the end. I shall
get out of this dark hole some time or other.”
“I hope you will, child,” replied the good, patient old
friend. “You have been here a long time; almost five years;
but whenever you do go, it will break your old
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grandmother’s heart. I should be expecting every day to
hear that you were brought back in irons and put in jail.
God help you, poor child! Let us be thankful that some
time or other we shall go ‘where the wicked cease from
troubling, and the weary are at rest.'” My heart responded,
Amen.
The fact that Dr. Flint had written to the mayor of
Boston convinced me that he believed my letter to be
genuine, and of course that he had no suspicion of my
being any where in the vicinity. It was a great object to
keep up this delusion, for it made me and my friends feel
less anxious, and it would be very convenient whenever
there was a chance to escape. I resolved, therefore, to
continue to write letters from the north from time to
time.
Two or three weeks passed, and as no news came from
the mayor of Boston, grandmother began to listen to my
entreaty to be allowed to leave my cell, sometimes, and
exercise my limbs to prevent my becoming a cripple. I
was allowed to slip down into the small storeroom, early
in the morning, and remain there a little while. The room
was all filled up with barrels, except a small open space
under my trap-door. This faced the door, the upper part
of which was of glass, and purposely left uncurtained,
that the curious might look in. The air of this place was
close; but it was so much better than the atmosphere of
my cell, that I dreaded to return. I came down as soon as
it was light, and remained till eight o’clock, when people
began to be about, and there was danger that some one
might come on the piazza. I had tried various applications
to bring warmth and feeling into my limbs, but without
avail. They were so numb and stiff that it was a painful
effort to move; and had my enemies come upon me
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during the first mornings I tried to exercise them a little
in the small unoccupied space of the storeroom, it would
have been impossible for me to have escaped.
XXVI. Important Era In My Brother’s Life.
I missed the company and kind attentions of my
brother William, who had gone to Washington with his
master, Mr. Sands. We received several letters from him,
written without any allusion to me, but expressed in such
a manner that I knew he did not forget me. I disguised my
hand, and wrote to him in the same manner. It was a long
session; and when it closed, William wrote to inform us
that Mr. Sands was going to the north, to be gone some
time, and that he was to accompany him. I knew that
his master had promised to give him his freedom, but no
time had been specified. Would William trust to a slave’s
chances? I remembered how we used to talk together,
in our young days, about obtaining our freedom, and I
thought it very doubtful whether he would come back to
us.
Grandmother received a letter from Mr. Sands, saying
that William had proved a most faithful servant, and he
would also say a valued friend; that no mother had ever
trained a better boy. He said he had travelled through the
Northern States and Canada; and though the abolitionists
had tried to decoy him away, they had never succeeded.
He ended by saying they should be at home shortly.
We expected letters from William, describing the
novelties of his journey, but none came. In time, it was
reported that Mr. Sands would return late in the autumn,
accompanied by a bride. Still no letters from William. I
felt almost sure I should never see him again on southern
soil; but had he no word of comfort to send to his friends
at home? to the poor captive in her dungeon? My
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thoughts wandered through the dark past, and over the
uncertain future. Alone in my cell, where no eye but
God’s could see me, I wept bitter tears. How earnestly I
prayed to him to restore me to my children, and enable
me to be a useful woman and a good mother!
At last the day arrived for the return of the travellers.
Grandmother had made loving preparations to welcome
her absent boy back to the old hearthstone. When the
dinner table was laid, William’s place occupied its old
place. The stage coach went by empty. My grandmother
waited dinner. She thought perhaps he was necessarily
detained by his master. In my prison I listened anxiously,
expecting every moment to hear my dear brother’s voice
and step. In the course of the afternoon a lad was sent
by Mr. Sands to tell grandmother that William did not
return with him; that the abolitionists had decoyed him
away. But he begged her not to feel troubled about it, for
he felt confident she would see William in a few days. As
soon as he had time to reflect he would come back, for he
could never expect to be so well off at the north as he had
been with him.
If you had seen the tears, and heard the sobs, you would
have thought the messenger had brought tidings of death
instead of freedom. Poor old grandmother felt that she
should never see her darling boy again. And I was selfish. I
thought more of what I had lost, than of what my brother
had gained. A new anxiety began to trouble me. Mr. Sands
had expended a good deal of money, and would naturally
feel irritated by the loss he had incurred. I greatly feared
this might injure the prospects of my children, who were
now becoming valuable property. I longed to have their
emancipation made certain. The more so, because their
master and father was now married. I was too familiar
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with slavery not to know that promises made to slaves,
though with kind intentions, and sincere at the time,
depend upon many contingencies for their fulfillment.
Much as I wished William to be free, the step he had
taken made me sad and anxious. The following Sabbath
was calm and clear; so beautiful that it seemed like a
Sabbath in the eternal world. My grandmother brought
the children out on the piazza, that I might hear their
voices. She thought it would comfort me in my
despondency; and it did. They chatted merrily, as only
children can. Benny said, “Grandmother, do you think
uncle Will has gone for good? Won’t he ever come back
again? May be he’ll find mother. If he does, won’t she be
glad to see him! Why don’t you and uncle Phillip, and
all of us, go and live where mother is? I should like it;
wouldn’t you, Ellen?”
“Yes, I should like it,” replied Ellen; “but how could we
find her? Do you know the place, grandmother? I don’t
remember how mother looked—do you, Benny?”
Benny was just beginning to describe me when they
were interrupted by an old slave woman, a near neighbor,
named Aggie. This poor creature had witnessed the sale
of her children, and seen them carried off to parts
unknown, without any hopes of ever hearing from them
again. She saw that my grandmother had been weeping,
and she said, in a sympathizing tone, “What’s the matter,
aunt Marthy?”
“O Aggie,” she replied, “it seems as if I shouldn’t have
any of my children or grandchildren left to hand me a
drink when I’m dying, and lay my old body in the ground.
My boy didn’t come back with Mr. Sands. He staid at the
north.”
Poor old Aggie clapped her hands for joy. “Is dat what
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you’s crying fur?” she exclaimed. “Git down on your
knees and bress de Lord! I don’t know whar my poor
chillern is, and I nebber ‘spect to know. You don’t know
whar poor Linda’s gone to; but you do know whar her
brudder is. He’s in free parts; and dat’s de right place.
Don’t murmur at de Lord’s doings but git down on your
knees and tank him for his goodness.”
My selfishness was rebuked by what poor Aggie said.
She rejoiced over the escape of one who was merely her
fellow-bondman, while his own sister was only thinking
what his good fortune might cost her children. I knelt and
prayed God to forgive me; and I thanked him from my
heart, that one of my family was saved from the grasp of
slavery.
It was not long before we received a letter from
William. He wrote that Mr. Sands had always treated him
kindly, and that he had tried to do his duty to him
faithfully. But ever since he was a boy, he had longed
to be free; and he had already gone through enough to
convince him he had better not lose the chance that
offered. He concluded by saying, “Don’t worry about me,
dear grandmother. I shall think of you always; and it will
spur me on to work hard and try to do right. When I
have earned money enough to give you a home, perhaps
you will come to the north, and we can all live happy
together.”
Mr. Sands told my uncle Phillip the particulars about
William’s leaving him. He said, “I trusted him as if he
were my own brother, and treated him as kindly. The
abolitionists talked to him in several places; but I had
no idea they could tempt him. However, I don’t blame
William. He’s young and inconsiderate, and those
Northern rascals decoyed him. I must confess the scamp
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was very bold about it. I met him coming down the steps
of the Astor House with his trunk on his shoulder, and
I asked him where he was going. He said he was going
to change his old trunk. I told him it was rather shabby,
and asked if he didn’t need some money. He said, No,
thanked me, and went off. He did not return so soon as I
expected; but I waited patiently. At last I went to see if our
trunks were packed, ready for our journey. I found them
locked, and a sealed note on the table informed me where
I could find the keys. The fellow even tried to be religious.
He wrote that he hoped God would always bless me, and
reward me for my kindness; that he was not unwilling to
serve me; but he wanted to be a free man; and that if I
thought he did wrong, he hoped I would forgive him. I
intended to give him his freedom in five years. He might
have trusted me. He has shown himself ungrateful; but I
shall not go for him, or send for him. I feel confident that
he will soon return to me.”
I afterwards heard an account of the affair from
William himself. He had not been urged away by
abolitionists. He needed no information they could give
him about slavery to stimulate his desire for freedom.
He looked at his hands, and remembered that they were
once in irons. What security had he that they would not
be so again? Mr. Sands was kind to him; but he might
indefinitely postpone the promise he had made to give
him his freedom. He might come under pecuniary
embarrassments, and his property be seized by creditors;
or he might die, without making any arrangements in his
favor. He had too often known such accidents to happen
to slaves who had kind masters, and he wisely resolved to
make sure of the present opportunity to own himself. He
was scrupulous about taking any money from his master
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on false pretences; so he sold his best clothes to pay for
his passage to Boston. The slaveholders pronounced him
a base, ungrateful wretch, for thus requiting his master’s
indulgence. What would they have done under similar
circumstances?
When Dr. Flint’s family heard that William had
deserted Mr. Sands, they chuckled greatly over the news.
Mrs. Flint made her usual manifestations of Christian
feeling, by saying, “I’m glad of it. I hope he’ll never get him
again. I like to see people paid back in their own coin. I
reckon Linda’s children will have to pay for it. I should
be glad to see them in the speculator’s hands again, for
I’m tired of seeing those little niggers march about the
streets.”
XXVII. New Destination For The Children.
Mrs. Flint proclaimed her intention of informing Mrs.
Sands who was the father of my children. She likewise
proposed to tell her what an artful devil I was; that I had
made a great deal of trouble in her family; that when Mr.
Sands was at the north, she didn’t doubt I had followed
him in disguise, and persuaded William to run away. She
had some reason to entertain such an idea; for I had
written from the north, from time to time, and I dated
my letters from various places. Many of them fell into Dr.
Flint’s hands, as I expected they would; and he must have
come to the conclusion that I travelled about a good deal.
He kept a close watch over my children, thinking they
would eventually lead to my detection.
A new and unexpected trial was in store for me. One
day, when Mr. Sands and his wife were walking in the
street, they met Benny. The lady took a fancy to him,
and exclaimed, “What a pretty little negro! Whom does he
belong to?”
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Benny did not hear the answer; but he came home very
indignant with the stranger lady, because she had called
him a negro. A few days afterwards, Mr. Sands called on
my grandmother, and told her he wanted her to take the
children to his house. He said he had informed his wife of
his relation to them, and told her they were motherless;
and she wanted to see them.
When he had gone, my grandmother came and asked
what I would do. The question seemed a mockery. What
could I do? They were Mr. Sands’s slaves, and their mother
was a slave, whom he had represented to be dead. Perhaps
he thought I was. I was too much pained and puzzled
to come to any decision; and the children were carried
without my knowledge. Mrs. Sands had a sister from
Illinois staying with her. This lady, who had no children
of her own, was so much pleased with Ellen, that she
offered to adopt her, and bring her up as she would a
daughter. Mrs. Sands wanted to take Benjamin. When
grandmother reported this to me, I was tried almost
beyond endurance. Was this all I was to gain by what I had
suffered for the sake of having my children free? True,
the prospect seemed fair; but I knew too well how lightly
slaveholders held such “parental relations.” If pecuniary
troubles should come, or if the new wife required more
money than could conveniently be spared, my children
might be thought of as a convenient means of raising
funds. I had no trust in thee, O Slavery! Never should I
know peace till my children were emancipated with all
due formalities of law.
I was too proud to ask Mr. Sands to do any thing for
my own benefit; but I could bring myself to become a
supplicant for my children. I resolved to remind him of
the promise he had made me, and to throw myself upon
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his honor for the performance of it. I persuaded my
grandmother to go to him, and tell him I was not dead,
and that I earnestly entreated him to keep the promise
he had made me; that I had heard of the recent proposals
concerning my children, and did not feel easy to accept
them; that he had promised to emancipate them, and it
was time for him to redeem his pledge. I knew there was
some risk in thus betraying that I was in the vicinity; but
what will not a mother do for her children? He received
the message with surprise, and said, “The children are
free. I have never intended to claim them as slaves. Linda
may decide their fate. In my opinion, they had better be
sent to the north. I don’t think they are quite safe here. Dr.
Flint boasts that they are still in his power. He says they
were his daughter’s property, and as she was not of age
when they were sold, the contract is not legally binding.”
So, then, after all I had endured for their sakes, my poor
children were between two fires; between my old master
and their new master! And I was powerless. There was
no protecting arm of the law for me to invoke. Mr. Sands
proposed that Ellen should go, for the present, to some of
his relatives, who had removed to Brooklyn, Long Island.
It was promised that she should be well taken care of, and
sent to school. I consented to it, as the best arrangement
I could make for her. My grandmother, of course,
negotiated it all; and Mrs. Sands knew of no other person
in the transaction. She proposed that they should take
Ellen with them to Washington, and keep her till they had
a good chance of sending her, with friends, to Brooklyn.
She had an infant daughter. I had had a glimpse of it, as
the nurse passed with it in her arms. It was not a pleasant
thought to me, that the bondwoman’s child should tend
her free-born sister; but there was no alternative. Ellen
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was made ready for the journey. O, how it tried my heart
to send her away, so young, alone, among strangers!
Without a mother’s love to shelter her from the storms
of life; almost without memory of a mother! I doubted
whether she and Benny would have for me the natural
affection that children feel for a parent. I thought to
myself that I might perhaps never see my daughter again,
and I had a great desire that she should look upon me,
before she went, that she might take my image with her in
her memory. It seemed to me cruel to have her brought to
my dungeon. It was sorrow enough for her young heart
to know that her mother was a victim of slavery, without
seeing the wretched hiding-place to which it had driven
her. I begged permission to pass the last night in one of
the open chambers, with my little girl. They thought I
was crazy to think of trusting such a young child with my
perilous secret. I told them I had watched her character,
and I felt sure she would not betray me; that I was
determined to have an interview, and if they would not
facilitate it, I would take my own way to obtain it. They
remonstrated against the rashness of such a proceeding;
but finding they could not change my purpose, they
yielded. I slipped through the trap-door into the
storeroom, and my uncle kept watch at the gate, while I
passed into the piazza and went up stairs, to the room I
used to occupy. It was more than five years since I had
seen it; and how the memories crowded on me! There I
had taken shelter when my mistress drove me from her
house; there came my old tyrant, to mock, insult, and
curse me; there my children were first laid in my arms;
there I had watched over them, each day with a deeper
and sadder love; there I had knelt to God, in anguish of
heart, to forgive the wrong I had done. How vividly it all
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came back! And after this long, gloomy interval, I stood
there such a wreck!
In the midst of these meditations, I heard footsteps on
the stairs. The door opened, and my uncle Phillip came
in, leading Ellen by the hand. I put my arms round her,
and said, “Ellen, my dear child, I am your mother.” She
drew back a little, and looked at me; then, with sweet
confidence, she laid her cheek against mine, and I folded
her to the heart that had been so long desolated. She was
the first to speak. Raising her head, she said, inquiringly,
“You really are my mother?” I told her I really was; that
during all the long time she had not seen me, I had loved
her most tenderly; and that now she was going away,
I wanted to see her and talk with her, that she might
remember me. With a sob in her voice, she said, “I’m glad
you’ve come to see me; but why didn’t you ever come
before? Benny and I have wanted so much to see you! He
remembers you, and sometimes he tells me about you.
Why didn’t you come home when Dr. Flint went to bring
you?”
I answered, “I couldn’t come before, dear. But now that
I am with you, tell me whether you like to go away.” “I
don’t know,” said she, crying. “Grandmother says I ought
not to cry; that I am going to a good place, where I can
learn to read and write, and that by and by I can write her
a letter. But I shan’t have Benny, or grandmother, or uncle
Phillip, or any body to love me. Can’t you go with me? O,
do go, dear mother!”
I told her I couldn’t go now; but sometime I would
come to her, and then she and Benny and I would live
together, and have happy times. She wanted to run and
bring Benny to see me now. I told her he was going to the
north, before long, with uncle Phillip, and then I would
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come to see him before he went away. I asked if she would
like to have me stay all night and sleep with her. “O,
yes,” she replied. Then, turning to her uncle, she said,
pleadingly, “May I stay? Please, uncle! She is my own
mother.” He laid his hand on her head, and said, solemnly,
“Ellen, this is the secret you have promised grandmother
never to tell. If you ever speak of it to any body, they
will never let you see your grandmother again, and your
mother can never come to Brooklyn.” “Uncle,” she replied,
“I will never tell.” He told her she might stay with me; and
when he had gone, I took her in my arms and told her I
was a slave, and that was the reason she must never say
she had seen me. I exhorted her to be a good child, to try
to please the people where she was going, and that God
would raise her up friends. I told her to say her prayers,
and remember always to pray for her poor mother, and
that God would permit us to meet again. She wept, and
I did not check her tears. Perhaps she would never again
have a chance to pour her tears into a mother’s bosom.
All night she nestled in my arms, and I had no inclination
to slumber. The moments were too precious to lose any
of them. Once, when I thought she was asleep, I kissed
her forehead softly, and she said, “I am not asleep, dear
mother.”
Before dawn they came to take me back to my den. I
drew aside the window curtain, to take a last look of my
child. The moonlight shone on her face, and I bent over
her, as I had done years before, that wretched night when
I ran away. I hugged her close to my throbbing heart; and
tears, too sad for such young eyes to shed, flowed down
her cheeks, as she gave her last kiss, and whispered in my
ear, “Mother, I will never tell.” And she never did.
When I got back to my den, I threw myself on the bed
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and wept there alone in the darkness. It seemed as if my
heart would burst. When the time for Ellen’s departure
drew nigh, I could hear neighbors and friends saying to
her, “Good by, Ellen. I hope your poor mother will find
you out. Won’t you be glad to see her!” She replied, “Yes,
ma’am;” and they little dreamed of the weighty secret that
weighed down her young heart. She was an affectionate
child, but naturally very reserved, except with those she
loved, and I felt secure that my secret would be safe with
her. I heard the gate close after her, with such feelings as
only a slave mother can experience. During the day my
meditations were very sad. Sometimes I feared I had been
very selfish not to give up all claim to her, and let her go
to Illinois, to be adopted by Mrs. Sands’s sister. It was my
experience of slavery that decided me against it. I feared
that circumstances might arise that would cause her to be
sent back. I felt confident that I should go to New York
myself; and then I should be able to watch over her, and
in some degree protect her.
Dr. Flint’s family knew nothing of the proposed
arrangement till after Ellen was gone, and the news
displeased them greatly. Mrs. Flint called on Mrs. Sands’s
sister to inquire into the matter. She expressed her
opinion very freely as to the respect Mr. Sands showed
for his wife, and for his own character, in acknowledging
those “young niggers.” And as for sending Ellen away, she
pronounced it to be just as much stealing as it would be
for him to come and take a piece of furniture out of her
parlor. She said her daughter was not of age to sign the
bill of sale, and the children were her property; and when
she became of age, or was married, she could take them,
wherever she could lay hands on them.
Miss Emily Flint, the little girl to whom I had been
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bequeathed, was now in her sixteenth year. Her mother
considered it all right and honorable for her, or her future
husband, to steal my children; but she did not understand
how any body could hold up their heads in respectable
society, after they had purchased their own children, as
Mr. Sands had done. Dr. Flint said very little. Perhaps he
thought that Benny would be less likely to be sent away if
he kept quiet. One of my letters, that fell into his hands,
was dated from Canada; and he seldom spoke of me now.
This state of things enabled me to slip down into the
storeroom more frequently, where I could stand upright,
and move my limbs more freely.
Days, weeks, and months passed, and there came no
news of Ellen. I sent a letter to Brooklyn, written in my
grandmother’s name, to inquire whether she had arrived
there. Answer was returned that she had not. I wrote to
her in Washington; but no notice was taken of it. There
was one person there, who ought to have had some
sympathy with the anxiety of the child’s friends at home;
but the links of such relations as he had formed with
me, are easily broken and cast away as rubbish. Yet how
protectingly and persuasively he once talked to the poor,
helpless slave girl! And how entirely I trusted him! But
now suspicions darkened my mind. Was my child dead, or
had they deceived me, and sold her?
If the secret memoirs of many members of Congress
should be published, curious details would be unfolded. I
once saw a letter from a member of Congress to a slave,
who was the mother of six of his children. He wrote
to request that she would send her children away from
the great house before his return, as he expected to be
accompanied by friends. The woman could not read, and
was obliged to employ another to read the letter. The
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existence of the colored children did not trouble this
gentleman, it was only the fear that friends might
recognize in their features a resemblance to him.
At the end of six months, a letter came to my
grandmother, from Brooklyn. It was written by a young
lady in the family, and announced that Ellen had just
arrived. It contained the following message from her: “I
do try to do just as you told me to, and I pray for you
every night and morning.” I understood that these words
were meant for me; and they were a balsam to my heart.
The writer closed her letter by saying, “Ellen is a nice little
girl, and we shall like to have her with us. My cousin, Mr.
Sands, has given her to me, to be my little waiting maid.
I shall send her to school, and I hope some day she will
write to you herself.” This letter perplexed and troubled
me. Had my child’s father merely placed her there till she
was old enough to support herself? Or had he given her
to his cousin, as a piece of property? If the last idea was
correct, his cousin might return to the south at any time,
and hold Ellen as a slave. I tried to put away from me
the painful thought that such a foul wrong could have
been done to us. I said to myself, “Surely there must be
some justice in man;” then I remembered, with a sigh, how
slavery perverted all the natural feelings of the human
heart. It gave me a pang to look on my light-hearted boy.
He believed himself free; and to have him brought under
the yoke of slavery, would be more than I could bear. How
I longed to have him safely out of the reach of its power!
XXVIII. Aunt Nancy.
I have mentioned my great-aunt, who was a slave in
Dr. Flint’s family, and who had been my refuge during
the shameful persecutions I suffered from him. This aunt
had been married at twenty years of age; that is, as far as
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slaves can marry. She had the consent of her master and
mistress, and a clergyman performed the ceremony. But
it was a mere form, without any legal value. Her master
or mistress could annul it any day they pleased. She had
always slept on the floor in the entry, near Mrs. Flint’s
chamber door, that she might be within call. When she
was married, she was told she might have the use of a
small room in an outhouse. Her mother and her husband
furnished it. He was a seafaring man, and was allowed to
sleep there when he was at home. But on the wedding
evening, the bride was ordered to her old post on the
entry floor.
Mrs. Flint, at that time, had no children; but she was
expecting to be a mother, and if she should want a drink
of water in the night, what could she do without her
slave to bring it? So my aunt was compelled to lie at
her door, until one midnight she was forced to leave, to
give premature birth to a child. In a fortnight she was
required to resume her place on the entry floor, because
Mrs. Flint’s babe needed her attentions. She kept her
station there through summer and winter, until she had
given premature birth to six children; and all the while
she was employed as night-nurse to Mrs. Flint’s children.
Finally, toiling all day, and being deprived of rest at night,
completely broke down her constitution, and Dr. Flint
declared it was impossible she could ever become the
mother of a living child. The fear of losing so valuable a
servant by death, now induced them to allow her to sleep
in her little room in the out-house, except when there
was sickness in the family. She afterwards had two feeble
babes, one of whom died in a few days, and the other in
four weeks. I well remember her patient sorrow as she
held the last dead baby in her arms. “I wish it could have
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lived,” she said; “it is not the will of God that any of my
children should live. But I will try to be fit to meet their
little spirits in heaven.”
Aunt Nancy was housekeeper and waiting-maid in Dr.
Flint’s family. Indeed, she was the factotum of the
household. Nothing went on well without her. She was
my mother’s twin sister, and, as far as was in her power,
she supplied a mother’s place to us orphans. I slept with
her all the time I lived in my old master’s house, and
the bond between us was very strong. When my friends
tried to discourage me from running away; she always
encouraged me. When they thought I had better return
and ask my master’s pardon, because there was no
possibility of escape, she sent me word never to yield. She
said if I persevered I might, perhaps, gain the freedom
of my children; and even if I perished in doing it, that
was better than to leave them to groan under the same
persecutions that had blighted my own life. After I was
shut up in my dark cell, she stole away, whenever she
could, to bring me the news and say something cheering.
How often did I kneel down to listen to her words of
consolation, whispered through a crack! “I am old, and
have not long to live,” she used to say; “and I could die
happy if I could only see you and the children free. You
must pray to God, Linda, as I do for you, that he will
lead you out of this darkness.” I would beg her not to
worry herself on my account; that there was an end of
all suffering sooner or later, and that whether I lived in
chains or in freedom, I should always remember her as
the good friend who had been the comfort of my life.
A word from her always strengthened me; and not me
only. The whole family relied upon her judgement, and
were guided by her advice. I had been in my cell six years
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when my grandmother was summoned to the bedside of
this, her last remaining daughter. She was very ill, and
they said she would die. Grandmother had not entered
Dr. Flint’s house for several years. They had treated her
cruelly, but she thought nothing of that now. She was
grateful for permission to watch by the death-bed of her
child. They had always been devoted to each other; and
now they sat looking into each other’s eyes, longing to
speak of the secret that had weighed so much on the
hearts of both. My aunt had been stricken with paralysis.
She lived but two days, and the last day she was
speechless. Before she lost the power of utterance, she
told her mother not to grieve if she could not speak to
her; that she would try to hold up her hand; to let her
know that all was well with her. Even the hard-hearted
doctor was a little softened when he saw the dying
woman try to smile on the aged mother, who was
kneeling by her side. His eyes moistened for a moment,
as he said she had always been a faithful servant, and
they should never be able to supply her place. Mrs. Flint
took to her bed, quite overcome by the shock. While my
grandmother sat alone with the dead, the doctor came in,
leading his youngest son, who had always been a great
pet with aunt Nancy, and was much attached to her.
“Martha,” said he, “aunt Nancy loved this child, and when
he comes where you are, I hope you will be kind to him,
for her sake.” She replied, “Your wife was my foster-child,
Dr. Flint, the foster-sister of my poor Nancy, and you
little know me if you think I can feel any thing but good
will for her children.”
“I wish the past could be forgotten, and that we might
never think of it,” said he; “and that Linda would come
to supply her aunt’s place. She would be worth more to
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us than all the money that could be paid for her. I wish
it for your sake also, Martha. Now that Nancy is taken
away from you, she would be a great comfort to your old
age.” He knew he was touching a tender chord. Almost
choking with grief, my grandmother replied, “It was not
I that drove Linda away. My grandchildren are gone; and
of my nine children only one is left. God help me!”
To me, the death of this kind relative was an
inexpressible sorrow. I knew that she had been slowly
murdered; and I felt that my troubles had helped to finish
the work. After I heard of her illness, I listened constantly
to hear what news was brought from the great house; and
the thought that I could not go to her made me utterly
miserable. At last, as uncle Phillip came into the house, I
heard some one inquire, “How is she?” and he answered,
“She is dead.” My little cell seemed whirling round, and
I knew nothing more till I opened my eyes and found
uncle Phillip bending over me. I had no need to ask any
questions. He whispered, “Linda, she died happy.” I could
not weep. My fixed gaze troubled him. “Don’t look so” he
said. “Don’t add to my poor mother’s trouble. Remember
how much she has to bear, and that we ought to do all
we can to comfort her.” Ah, yes, that blessed old
grandmother, who for seventy-three years had borne the
pelting storms of a slave-mother’s life. She did indeed
need consolation!
Mrs. Flint had rendered her poor foster-sister childless,
apparently without any compunction; and with cruel
selfishness had ruined her health by years of incessant,
unrequited toil, and broken rest. But now she became
very sentimental. I suppose she thought it would be a
beautiful illustration of the attachment existing between
slaveholder and slave, if the body of her old worn-out
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servant was buried at her feet. She sent for the clergyman
and asked if he had any objection to burying aunt Nancy
in the doctor’s family burial-place. No colored person
had ever been allowed interment in the white people’s
burying-ground, and the minister knew that all the
deceased of your family reposed together in the old
graveyard of the slaves. He therefore replied, “I have no
objection to complying with your wish; but perhaps aunt
Nancy’s mother may have some choice as to where her
remains shall be deposited.”
It had never occurred to Mrs. Flint that slaves could
have any feelings. When my grandmother was consulted,
she at once said she wanted Nancy to lie with all the
rest of her family, and where her own old body would
be buried. Mrs. Flint graciously complied with her wish,
though she said it was painful to her to have Nancy buried
away from her. She might have added with touching
pathos, “I was so long used to sleep with her lying near me,
on the entry floor.”
My uncle Phillip asked permission to bury his sister
at his own expense; and slaveholders are always ready
to grant such favors to slaves and their relatives. The
arrangements were very plain, but perfectly respectable.
She was buried on the Sabbath, and Mrs. Flint’s minister
read the funeral service. There was a large concourse of
colored people, bond and free, and a few white persons
who had always been friendly to our family. Dr. Flint’s
carriage was in the procession; and when the body was
deposited in its humble resting place, the mistress
dropped a tear, and returned to her carriage, probably
thinking she had performed her duty nobly.
It was talked of by the slaves as a mighty grand funeral.
Northern travellers, passing through the place, might
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have described this tribute of respect to the humble dead
as a beautiful feature in the “patriarchal institution;” a
touching proof of the attachment between slaveholders
and their servants; and tender-hearted Mrs. Flint would
have confirmed this impression, with handkerchief at her
eyes. We could have told them a different story. We could
have given them a chapter of wrongs and sufferings, that
would have touched their hearts, if they had any hearts to
feel for the colored people. We could have told them how
the poor old slave-mother had toiled, year after year, to
earn eight hundred dollars to buy her son Phillip’s right
to his own earnings; and how that same Phillip paid the
expenses of the funeral, which they regarded as doing
so much credit to the master. We could also have told
them of a poor, blighted young creature, shut up in a
living grave for years, to avoid the tortures that would be
inflicted on her, if she ventured to come out and look on
the face of her departed friend.
All this, and much more, I thought of, as I sat at my
loophole, waiting for the family to return from the grave;
sometimes weeping, sometimes falling asleep, dreaming
strange dreams of the dead and the living.
It was sad to witness the grief of my bereaved
grandmother. She had always been strong to bear, and
now, as ever, religious faith supported her. But her dark
life had become still darker, and age and trouble were
leaving deep traces on her withered face. She had four
places to knock for me to come to the trapdoor, and each
place had a different meaning. She now came oftener than
she had done, and talked to me of her dead daughter,
while tears trickled slowly down her furrowed cheeks. I
said all I could to comfort her; but it was a sad reflection,
that instead of being able to help her, I was a constant
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source of anxiety and trouble. The poor old back was
fitted to its burden. It bent under it, but did not break.
XXIX. Preparations For Escape.
I hardly expect that the reader will credit me, when
I affirm that I lived in that little dismal hole, almost
deprived of light and air, and with no space to move my
limbs, for nearly seven years. But it is a fact; and to me
a sad one, even now; for my body still suffers from the
effects of that long imprisonment, to say nothing of my
soul. Members of my family, now living in New York and
Boston, can testify to the truth of what I say.
Countless were the nights that I sat late at the little
loophole scarcely large enough to give me a glimpse of
one twinkling star. There, heard the patrols and slave-
hunters conferring together about the capture of
runaways, well knowing how rejoiced they would be to
catch me.
Season after season, year after year, I peeped at my
children’s faces, and heard their sweet voices, with a heart
yearning all the while to say, “Your mother is here.”
Sometimes it appeared to me as if ages had rolled away
since I entered upon that gloomy, monotonous existence.
At times, I was stupefied and listless; at other times I
became very impatient to know when these dark years
would end, and I should again be allowed to feel the
sunshine, and breathe the pure air.
After Ellen left us, this feeling increased. Mr. Sands
had agreed that Benny might go to the north whenever
his uncle Phillip could go with him; and I was anxious
to be there also, to watch over my children, and protect
them so far as I was able. Moreover, I was likely to be
drowned out of my den, if I remained much longer; for
the slight roof was getting badly out of repair, and uncle
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Phillip was afraid to remove the shingles, lest some one
should get a glimpse of me. When storms occurred in
the night, they spread mats and bits of carpet, which in
the morning appeared to have been laid out to dry; but
to cover the roof in the daytime might have attracted
attention. Consequently, my clothes and bedding were
often drenched; a process by which the pains and aches in
my cramped and stiffened limbs were greatly increased.
I revolved various plans of escape in my mind, which I
sometimes imparted to my grandmother, when she came
to whisper with me at the trap-door. The kind-hearted
old woman had an intense sympathy for runaways. She
had known too much of the cruelties inflicted on those
who were captured. Her memory always flew back at
once to the sufferings of her bright and handsome son,
Benjamin, the youngest and dearest of her flock. So,
whenever I alluded to the subject, she would groan out,
“O, don’t think of it, child. You’ll break my heart.” I had
no good old aunt Nancy now to encourage me; but my
brother William and my children were continually
beckoning me to the north.
And now I must go back a few months in my story.
I have stated that the first of January was the time for
selling slaves, or leasing them out to new masters. If time
were counted by heart-throbs, the poor slaves might
reckon years of suffering during that festival so joyous
to the free. On the New Year’s day preceding my aunt’s
death, one of my friends, named Fanny, was to be sold at
auction, to pay her master’s debts. My thoughts were with
her during all the day, and at night I anxiously inquired
what had been her fate. I was told that she had been sold
to one master, and her four little girls to another master,
far distant; that she had escaped from her purchaser, and
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was not to be found. Her mother was the old Aggie I have
spoken of. She lived in a small tenement belonging to
my grandmother, and built on the same lot with her own
house. Her dwelling was searched and watched, and that
brought the patrols so near me that I was obliged to keep
very close in my den. The hunters were somehow eluded;
and not long afterwards Benny accidentally caught sight
of Fanny in her mother’s hut. He told his grandmother,
who charged him never to speak of it, explaining to him
the frightful consequences; and he never betrayed the
trust. Aggie little dreamed that my grandmother knew
where her daughter was concealed, and that the stooping
form of her old neighbor was bending under a similar
burden of anxiety and fear; but these dangerous secrets
deepened the sympathy between the two old persecuted
mothers.
My friend Fanny and I remained many weeks hidden
within call of each other; but she was unconscious of the
fact. I longed to have her share my den, which seemed a
more secure retreat than her own; but I had brought so
much trouble on my grandmother, that it seemed wrong
to ask her to incur greater risks. My restlessness
increased. I had lived too long in bodily pain and anguish
of spirit. Always I was in dread that by some accident, or
some contrivance, slavery would succeed in snatching my
children from me. This thought drove me nearly frantic,
and I determined to steer for the North Star at all hazards.
At this crisis, Providence opened an unexpected way for
me to escape. My friend Peter came one evening, and
asked to speak with me. “Your day has come, Linda,” said
he. “I have found a chance for you to go to the Free States.
You have a fortnight to decide.” The news seemed too
good to be true; but Peter explained his arrangements,
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and told me all that was necessary was for me to say I
would go. I was going to answer him with a joyful yes,
when the thought of Benny came to my mind. I told him
the temptation was exceedingly strong, but I was terribly
afraid of Dr. Flint’s alleged power over my child, and that
I could not go and leave him behind. Peter remonstrated
earnestly. He said such a good chance might never occur
again; that Benny was free, and could be sent to me; and
that for the sake of my children’s welfare I ought not to
hesitate a moment. I told him I would consult with uncle
Phillip. My uncle rejoiced in the plan, and bade me go
by all means. He promised, if his life was spared, that he
would either bring or send my son to me as soon as I
reached a place of safety. I resolved to go, but thought
nothing had better be said to my grandmother till very
near the time of departure. But my uncle thought she
would feel it more keenly if I left here so suddenly. “I
will reason with her,” said he, “and convince her how
necessary it is, not only for your sake, but for hers also.
You cannot be blind to the fact that she is sinking under
her burdens.” I was not blind to it. I knew that my
concealment was an ever-present source of anxiety, and
that the older she grew the more nervously fearful she
was of discovery. My uncle talked with her, and finally
succeeded in persuading her that it was absolutely
necessary for me to seize the chance so unexpectedly
offered.
The anticipation of being a free woman proved almost
too much for my weak frame. The excitement stimulated
me, and at the same time bewildered me. I made busy
preparations for my journey, and for my son to follow
me. I resolved to have an interview with him before I
went, that I might give him cautions and advice, and tell
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him how anxiously I should be waiting for him at the
north. Grandmother stole up to me as often as possible
to whisper words of counsel. She insisted upon writing
to Dr. Flint, as soon as I arrived in the Free States, and
asking him to sell me to her. She said she would sacrifice
her house, and all she had in the world, for the sake of
having me safe with my children in any part of the world.
If she could only live to know that she could die in peace.
I promised the dear old faithful friend that I would write
to her as soon as I arrived, and put the letter in a safe
way to reach her; but in my own mind I resolved that
not another cent of her hard earnings should be spent
to pay rapacious slaveholders for what they called their
property. And even if I had not been unwilling to buy
what I had already a right to possess, common humanity
would have prevented me from accepting the generous
offer, at the expense of turning my aged relative out of
house and home, when she was trembling on the brink of
the grave.
I was to escape in a vessel; but I forbear to mention
any further particulars. I was in readiness, but the vessel
was unexpectedly detained several days. Meantime, news
came to town of a most horrible murder committed on
a fugitive slave, named James. Charity, the mother of this
unfortunate young man, had been an old acquaintance of
ours. I have told the shocking particulars of his death, in
my description of some of the neighboring slaveholders.
My grandmother, always nervously sensitive about
runaways, was terribly frightened. She felt sure that a
similar fate awaited me, if I did not desist from my
enterprise. She sobbed, and groaned, and entreated me
not to go. Her excessive fear was somewhat contagious,
and my heart was not proof against her extreme agony. I
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was grievously disappointed, but I promised to relinquish
my project.
When my friend Peter was apprised of this, he was both
disappointed and vexed. He said, that judging from our
past experience, it would be a long time before I had such
another chance to throw away. I told him it need not be
thrown away; that I had a friend concealed near by, who
would be glad enough to take the place that had been
provided for me. I told him about poor Fanny, and the
kind-hearted, noble fellow, who never turned his back
upon any body in distress, white or black, expressed his
readiness to help her. Aggie was much surprised when
she found that we knew her secret. She was rejoiced to
hear of such a chance for Fanny, and arrangements were
made for her to go on board the vessel the next night.
They both supposed that I had long been at the north,
therefore my name was not mentioned in the transaction.
Fanny was carried on board at the appointed time, and
stowed away in a very small cabin. This accommodation
had been purchased at a price that would pay for a voyage
to England. But when one proposes to go to fine old
England, they stop to calculate whether they can afford
the cost of the pleasure; while in making a bargain to
escape from slavery, the trembling victim is ready to say,
“take all I have, only don’t betray me!”
The next morning I peeped through my loophole, and
saw that it was dark and cloudy. At night I received news
that the wind was ahead, and the vessel had not sailed. I
was exceedingly anxious about Fanny, and Peter too, who
was running a tremendous risk at my instigation. Next
day the wind and weather remained the same. Poor Fanny
had been half dead with fright when they carried her
on board, and I could readily imagine how she must be
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suffering now. Grandmother came often to my den, to say
how thankful she was I did not go. On the third morning
she rapped for me to come down to the storeroom. The
poor old sufferer was breaking down under her weight
of trouble. She was easily flurried now. I found her in a
nervous, excited state, but I was not aware that she had
forgotten to lock the door behind her, as usual. She was
exceedingly worried about the detention of the vessel.
She was afraid all would be discovered, and then Fanny,
and Peter, and I, would all be tortured to death, and
Phillip would be utterly ruined, and her house would be
torn down. Poor Peter! If he should die such a horrible
death as the poor slave James had lately done, and all
for his kindness in trying to help me, how dreadful it
would be for us all! Alas, the thought was familiar to
me, and had sent many a sharp pang through my heart. I
tried to suppress my own anxiety, and speak soothingly
to her. She brought in some allusion to aunt Nancy, the
dear daughter she had recently buried, and then she lost
all control of herself. As she stood there, trembling and
sobbing, a voice from the piazza called out, “Whar is you,
aunt Marthy?” Grandmother was startled, and in her
agitation opened the door, without thinking of me. In
stepped Jenny, the mischievous housemaid, who had tried
to enter my room, when I was concealed in the house
of my white benefactress. “I’s bin huntin ebery whar for
you, aunt Marthy,” said she. “My missis wants you to send
her some crackers.” I had slunk down behind a barrel,
which entirely screened me, but I imagined that Jenny
was looking directly at the spot, and my heart beat
violently. My grandmother immediately thought what
she had done, and went out quickly with Jenny to count
the crackers locking the door after her. She returned to
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me, in a few minutes, the perfect picture of despair. “Poor
child!” she exclaimed, “my carelessness has ruined you.
The boat ain’t gone yet. Get ready immediately, and go
with Fanny. I ain’t got another word to say against it now;
for there’s no telling what may happen this day.”
Uncle Phillip was sent for, and he agreed with his
mother in thinking that Jenny would inform Dr. Flint in
less than twenty-four hours. He advised getting me on
board the boat, if possible; if not, I had better keep very
still in my den, where they could not find me without
tearing the house down. He said it would not do for him
to move in the matter, because suspicion would be
immediately excited; but he promised to communicate
with Peter. I felt reluctant to apply to him again, having
implicated him too much already; but there seemed to be
no alternative. Vexed as Peter had been by my indecision,
he was true to his generous nature, and said at once that
he would do his best to help me, trusting I should show
myself a stronger woman this time.
He immediately proceeded to the wharf, and found that
the wind had shifted, and the vessel was slowly beating
down stream. On some pretext of urgent necessity, he
offered two boatmen a dollar apiece to catch up with her.
He was of lighter complexion than the boatmen he hired,
and when the captain saw them coming so rapidly, he
thought officers were pursuing his vessel in search of the
runaway slave he had on board. They hoisted sails, but
the boat gained upon them, and the indefatigable Peter
sprang on board.
The captain at once recognized him. Peter asked him
to go below, to speak about a bad bill he had given him.
When he told his errand, the captain replied, “Why, the
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woman’s here already; and I’ve put her where you or the
devil would have a tough job to find her.”
“But it is another woman I want to bring,” said Peter.
“She is in great distress, too, and you shall be paid any
thing within reason, if you’ll stop and take her.”
“What’s her name?” inquired the captain. “Linda,” he
replied.
“That’s the name of the woman already here,” rejoined
the captain. “By
George! I believe you mean to betray me.”
“O!” exclaimed Peter, “God knows I wouldn’t harm a
hair of your head. I am too grateful to you. But there
really is another woman in great danger. Do have the
humanity to stop and take her!”
After a while they came to an understanding. Fanny,
not dreaming I was any where about in that region, had
assumed my name, though she called herself Johnson.
“Linda is a common name,” said Peter, “and the woman I
want to bring is Linda Brent.”
The captain agreed to wait at a certain place till
evening, being handsomely paid for his detention.
Of course, the day was an anxious one for us all. But
we concluded that if Jenny had seen me, she would be too
wise to let her mistress know of it; and that she probably
would not get a chance to see Dr. Flint’s family till
evening, for I knew very well what were the rules in that
household. I afterwards believed that she did not see me;
for nothing ever came of it, and she was one of those base
characters that would have jumped to betray a suffering
fellow being for the sake of thirty pieces of silver.
I made all my arrangements to go on board as soon as it
was dusk. The intervening time I resolved to spend with
my son. I had not spoken to him for seven years, though
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I had been under the same roof, and seen him every day,
when I was well enough to sit at the loophole. I did not
dare to venture beyond the storeroom; so they brought
him there, and locked us up together, in a place concealed
from the piazza door. It was an agitating interview for
both of us. After we had talked and wept together for a
little while, he said, “Mother, I’m glad you’re going away.
I wish I could go with you. I knew you was here; and I
have been so afraid they would come and catch you!” I was
greatly surprised, and asked him how he had found it out.
He replied, “I was standing under the eaves, one day,
before Ellen went away, and I heard somebody cough up
over the wood shed. I don’t know what made me think
it was you, but I did think so. I missed Ellen, the night
before she went away; and grandmother brought her back
into the room in the night; and I thought maybe she’d
been to see you, before she went, for I heard grandmother
whisper to her, ‘Now go to sleep; and remember never to
tell.'”
I asked him if he ever mentioned his suspicions to his
sister. He said he never did; but after he heard the cough,
if he saw her playing with other children on that side
of the house, he always tried to coax her round to the
other side, for fear they would hear me cough, too. He
said he had kept a close lookout for Dr. Flint, and if he
saw him speak to a constable, or a patrol, he always told
grandmother. I now recollected that I had seen him
manifest uneasiness, when people were on that side of the
house, and I had at the time been puzzled to conjecture
a motive for his actions. Such prudence may seem
extraordinary in a boy of twelve years, but slaves, being
surrounded by mysteries, deceptions, and dangers, early
learn to be suspicious and watchful, and prematurely
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cautious and cunning. He had never asked a question of
grandmother, or uncle Phillip, and I had often heard him
chime in with other children, when they spoke of my
being at the north.
I told him I was now really going to the Free States,
and if he was a good, honest boy, and a loving child to
his dear old grandmother, the Lord would bless him, and
bring him to me, and we and Ellen would live together.
He began to tell me that grandmother had not eaten any
thing all day. While he was speaking, the door was
unlocked, and she came in with a small bag of money,
which she wanted me to take. I begged her to keep a
part of it, at least, to pay for Benny’s being sent to the
north; but she insisted, while her tears were falling fast,
that I should take the whole. “You may be sick among
strangers,” she said, “and they would send you to the
poorhouse to die.” Ah, that good grandmother!
For the last time I went up to my nook. Its desolate
appearance no longer chilled me, for the light of hope
had risen in my soul. Yet, even with the blessed prospect
of freedom before me, I felt very sad at leaving forever
that old homestead, where I had been sheltered so long
by the dear old grandmother; where I had dreamed my
first young dream of love; and where, after that had faded
away, my children came to twine themselves so closely
round my desolate heart. As the hour approached for
me to leave, I again descended to the storeroom. My
grandmother and Benny were there. She took me by the
hand, and said, “Linda, let us pray.” We knelt down
together, with my child pressed to my heart, and my other
arm round the faithful, loving old friend I was about to
leave forever. On no other occasion has it ever been my
lot to listen to so fervent a supplication for mercy and
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protection. It thrilled through my heart, and inspired me
with trust in God.
Peter was waiting for me in the street. I was soon by his
side, faint in body, but strong of purpose. I did not look
back upon the old place, though I felt that I should never
see it again.
XXX. Northward Bound.
I never could tell how we reached the wharf. My brain
was all of a whirl, and my limbs tottered under me. At an
appointed place we met my uncle Phillip, who had started
before us on a different route, that he might reach the
wharf first, and give us timely warning if there was any
danger. A row-boat was in readiness. As I was about to
step in, I felt something pull me gently, and turning round
I saw Benny, looking pale and anxious. He whispered in
my ear, “I’ve been peeping into the doctor’s window, and
he’s at home. Good by, mother. Don’t cry; I’ll come.” He
hastened away. I clasped the hand of my good uncle, to
whom I owed so much, and of Peter, the brave, generous
friend who had volunteered to run such terrible risks to
secure my safety. To this day I remember how his bright
face beamed with joy, when he told me he had discovered
a safe method for me to escape. Yet that intelligent,
enterprising, noble-hearted man was a chattel! Liable, by
the laws of a country that calls itself civilized, to be sold
with horses and pigs! We parted in silence. Our hearts
were all too full for words!
Swiftly the boat glided over the water. After a while,
one of the sailors said, “Don’t be down-hearted, madam.
We will take you safely to your husband, in ——.” At first
I could not imagine what he meant; but I had presence of
mind to think that it probably referred to something the
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captain had told him; so I thanked him, and said I hoped
we should have pleasant weather.
When I entered the vessel the captain came forward
to meet me. He was an elderly man, with a pleasant
countenance. He showed me to a little box of a cabin,
where sat my friend Fanny. She started as if she had seen
a spectre. She gazed on me in utter astonishment, and
exclaimed, “Linda, can this be you? or is it your ghost?”
When we were locked in each other’s arms, my
overwrought feelings could no longer be restrained. My
sobs reached the ears of the captain, who came and very
kindly reminded us, that for his safety, as well as our own,
it would be prudent for us not to attract any attention.
He said that when there was a sail in sight he wished us
to keep below; but at other times, he had no objection to
our being on deck. He assured us that he would keep a
good lookout, and if we acted prudently, he thought we
should be in no danger. He had represented us as women
going to meet our husbands in ——. We thanked him, and
promised to observe carefully all the directions he gave
us.
Fanny and I now talked by ourselves, low and quietly, in
our little cabin. She told me of the suffering she had gone
through in making her escape, and of her terrors while
she was concealed in her mother’s house. Above all, she
dwelt on the agony of separation from all her children on
that dreadful auction day. She could scarcely credit me,
when I told her of the place where I had passed nearly
seven years. “We have the same sorrows,” said I. “No,”
replied she, “you are going to see your children soon, and
there is no hope that I shall ever even hear from mine.”
The vessel was soon under way, but we made slow
progress. The wind was against us, I should not have
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cared for this, if we had been out of sight of the town;
but until there were miles of water between us and our
enemies, we were filled with constant apprehensions that
the constables would come on board. Neither could I
feel quite at ease with the captain and his men. I was an
entire stranger to that class of people, and I had heard
that sailors were rough, and sometimes cruel. We were so
completely in their power, that if they were bad men, our
situation would be dreadful. Now that the captain was
paid for our passage, might he not be tempted to make
more money by giving us up to those who claimed us as
property? I was naturally of a confiding disposition, but
slavery had made me suspicious of every body. Fanny did
not share my distrust of the captain or his men. She said
she was afraid at first, but she had been on board three
days while the vessel lay in the dock, and nobody had
betrayed her, or treated her otherwise than kindly.
The captain soon came to advise us to go on deck for
fresh air. His friendly and respectful manner, combined
with Fanny’s testimony, reassured me, and we went with
him. He placed us in a comfortable seat, and occasionally
entered into conversation. He told us he was a Southerner
by birth, and had spent the greater part of his life in
the Slave States, and that he had recently lost a brother
who traded in slaves. “But,” said he, “it is a pitiable and
degrading business, and I always felt ashamed to
acknowledge my brother in connection with it.” As we
passed Snaky Swamp, he pointed to it, and said, “There
is a slave territory that defies all the laws.” I thought of
the terrible days I had spent there, and though it was not
called Dismal Swamp, it made me feel very dismal as I
looked at it.
I shall never forget that night. The balmy air of spring
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was so refreshing! And how shall I describe my sensations
when we were fairly sailing on Chesapeake Bay? O, the
beautiful sunshine! the exhilarating breeze! And I could
enjoy them without fear or restraint. I had never realized
what grand things air and sunlight are till I had been
deprived of them.
Ten days after we left land we were approaching
Philadelphia. The captain said we should arrive there in
the night, but he thought we had better wait till morning,
and go on shore in broad daylight, as the best way to avoid
suspicion.
I replied, “You know best. But will you stay on board
and protect us?”
He saw that I was suspicious, and he said he was sorry,
now that he had brought us to the end of our voyage, to
find I had so little confidence in him. Ah, if he had ever
been a slave he would have known how difficult it was
to trust a white man. He assured us that we might sleep
through the night without fear; that he would take care
we were not left unprotected. Be it said to the honor of
this captain, Southerner as he was, that if Fanny and I
had been white ladies, and our passage lawfully engaged,
he could not have treated us more respectfully. My
intelligent friend, Peter, had rightly estimated the
character of the man to whose honor he had intrusted
us. The next morning I was on deck as soon as the day
dawned. I called Fanny to see the sun rise, for the first
time in our lives, on free soil; for such I then believed it
to be. We watched the reddening sky, and saw the great
orb come up slowly out of the water, as it seemed. Soon
the waves began to sparkle, and every thing caught the
beautiful glow. Before us lay the city of strangers. We
looked at each other, and the eyes of both were moistened
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with tears. We had escaped from slavery, and we
supposed ourselves to be safe from the hunters. But we
were alone in the world, and we had left dear ties behind
us; ties cruelly sundered by the demon Slavery.
XXXI. Incidents In Philadelphia.
I had heard that the poor slave had many friends at the
north. I trusted we should find some of them. Meantime,
we would take it for granted that all were friends, till
they proved to the contrary. I sought out the kind captain,
thanked him for his attentions, and told him I should
never cease to be grateful for the service he had rendered
us. I gave him a message to the friends I had left at home,
and he promised to deliver it. We were placed in a row-
boat, and in about fifteen minutes were landed on a wood
wharf in Philadelphia. As I stood looking round, the
friendly captain touched me on the shoulder, and said,
“There is a respectable-looking colored man behind you. I
will speak to him about the New York trains, and tell him
you wish to go directly on.” I thanked him, and asked him
to direct me to some shops where I could buy gloves and
veils. He did so, and said he would talk with the colored
man till I returned. I made what haste I could. Constant
exercise on board the vessel, and frequent rubbing with
salt water, had nearly restored the use of my limbs. The
noise of the great city confused me, but I found the shops,
and bought some double veils and gloves for Fanny and
myself. The shopman told me they were so many levies.
I had never heard the word before, but I did not tell him
so. I thought if he knew I was a stranger he might ask me
where I came from. I gave him a gold piece, and when
he returned the change, I counted it, and found out how
much a levy was. I made my way back to the wharf, where
the captain introduced me to the colored man, as the Rev.
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Jeremiah Durham, minister of Bethel church. He took me
by the hand, as if I had been an old friend. He told us we
were too late for the morning cars to New York, and must
wait until the evening, or the next morning. He invited
me to go home with him, assuring me that his wife would
give me a cordial welcome; and for my friend he would
provide a home with one of his neighbors. I thanked him
for so much kindness to strangers, and told him if I must
be detained, I should like to hunt up some people who
formerly went from our part of the country. Mr. Durham
insisted that I should dine with him, and then he would
assist me in finding my friends. The sailors came to bid us
good by. I shook their hardy hands, with tears in my eyes.
They had all been kind to us, and they had rendered us a
greater service than they could possibly conceive of.
I had never seen so large a city, or been in contact with
so many people in the streets. It seemed as if those who
passed looked at us with an expression of curiosity. My
face was so blistered and peeled, by sitting on deck, in
wind and sunshine, that I thought they could not easily
decide to what nation I belonged.
Mrs. Durham met me with a kindly welcome, without
asking any questions. I was tired, and her friendly manner
was a sweet refreshment. God bless her! I was sure that
she had comforted other weary hearts, before I received
her sympathy. She was surrounded by her husband and
children, in a home made sacred by protecting laws. I
thought of my own children, and sighed.
After dinner Mr. Durham went with me in quest of the
friends I had spoken of. They went from my native town,
and I anticipated much pleasure in looking on familiar
faces. They were not at home, and we retracted our steps
through streets delightfully clean. On the way, Mr.
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Durham observed that I had spoken to him of a daughter
I expected to meet; that he was surprised, for I looked
so young he had taken me for a single woman. He was
approaching a subject on which I was extremely sensitive.
He would ask about my husband next, I thought, and if
I answered him truly, what would he think of me? I told
him I had two children, one in New York the other at the
south. He asked some further questions, and I frankly told
him some of the most important events of my life. It was
painful for me to do it; but I would not deceive him. If
he was desirous of being my friend, I thought he ought
to know how far I was worthy of it. “Excuse me, if I have
tried your feelings,” said he. “I did not question you from
idle curiosity. I wanted to understand your situation, in
order to know whether I could be of any service to you,
or your little girl. Your straight-forward answers do you
credit; but don’t answer every body so openly. It might
give some heartless people a pretext for treating you with
contempt.”
That word contempt burned me like coals of fire. I
replied, “God alone knows how I have suffered; and He,
I trust, will forgive me. If I am permitted to have my
children, I intend to be a good mother, and to live in such
a manner that people cannot treat me with contempt.”
“I respect your sentiments,” said he. “Place your trust in
God, and be governed by good principles, and you will
not fail to find friends.”
When we reached home, I went to my room, glad to
shut out the world for a while. The words he had spoken
made an indelible impression upon me. They brought up
great shadows from the mournful past. In the midst of my
meditations I was startled by a knock at the door. Mrs.
Durham entered, her face all beaming with kindness, to
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say that there was an anti-slavery friend down stairs, who
would like to see me. I overcame my dread of
encountering strangers, and went with her. Many
questions were asked concerning my experiences, and my
escape from slavery; but I observed how careful they all
were not to say any thing that might wound my feelings.
How gratifying this was, can be fully understood only by
those who have been accustomed to be treated as if they
were not included within the pale of human beings. The
anti-slavery friend had come to inquire into my plans,
and to offer assistance, if needed. Fanny was comfortably
established, for the present, with a friend of Mr. Durham.
The Anti-Slavery Society agreed to pay her expenses to
New York. The same was offered to me, but I declined to
accept it, telling them that my grandmother had given me
sufficient to pay my expenses to the end of my journey.
We were urged to remain in Philadelphia a few days,
until some suitable escort could be found for us. I gladly
accepted the proposition, for I had a dread of meeting
slaveholders, and some dread also of railroads. I had
never entered a railroad car in my life, and it seemed to
me quite an important event.
That night I sought my pillow with feelings I had never
carried to it before. I verily believed myself to be a free
woman. I was wakeful for a long time, and I had no
sooner fallen asleep, than I was roused by fire-bells. I
jumped up, and hurried on my clothes. Where I came
from, every body hastened to dress themselves on such
occasions. The white people thought a great fire might be
used as a good opportunity for insurrection, and that it
was best to be in readiness; and the colored people were
ordered out to labor in extinguishing the flames. There
was but one engine in our town, and colored women and
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children were often required to drag it to the river’s edge
and fill it. Mrs. Durham’s daughter slept in the same room
with me, and seeing that she slept through all the din, I
thought it was my duty to wake her. “What’s the matter?”
said she, rubbing her eyes.
“They’re screaming fire in the streets, and the bells are
ringing,” I replied.
“What of that?” said she, drowsily. “We are used to it.
We never get up, without the fire is very near. What good
would it do?”
I was quite surprised that it was not necessary for us to
go and help fill the engine. I was an ignorant child, just
beginning to learn how things went on in great cities.
At daylight, I heard women crying fresh fish, berries,
radishes, and various other things. All this was new to me.
I dressed myself at an early hour, and sat at the window to
watch that unknown tide of life. Philadelphia seemed to
me a wonderfully great place. At the breakfast table, my
idea of going out to drag the engine was laughed over, and
I joined in the mirth.
I went to see Fanny, and found her so well contented
among her new friends that she was in no haste to leave.
I was also very happy with my kind hostess. She had had
advantages for education, and was vastly my superior.
Every day, almost every hour, I was adding to my little
stock of knowledge. She took me out to see the city as
much as she deemed prudent. One day she took me to an
artist’s room, and showed me the portraits of some of her
children. I had never seen any paintings of colored people
before, and they seemed to be beautiful.
At the end of five days, one of Mrs. Durham’s friends
offered to accompany us to New York the following
morning. As I held the hand of my good hostess in a
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parting clasp, I longed to know whether her husband had
repeated to her what I had told him. I supposed he had,
but she never made any allusion to it. I presume it was the
delicate silence of womanly sympathy.
When Mr. Durham handed us our tickets, he said, “I am
afraid you will have a disagreeable ride; but I could not
procure tickets for the first-class cars.”
Supposing I had not given him money enough, I offered
more. “O, no,” said he, “they could not be had for any
money. They don’t allow colored people to go in the first-
class cars.”
This was the first chill to my enthusiasm about the Free
States. Colored people were allowed to ride in a filthy
box, behind white people, at the south, but there they
were not required to pay for the privilege. It made me sad
to find how the north aped the customs of slavery.
We were stowed away in a large, rough car, with
windows on each side, too high for us to look out without
standing up. It was crowded with people, apparently of
all nations. There were plenty of beds and cradles,
containing screaming and kicking babies. Every other
man had a cigar or pipe in his mouth, and jugs of whiskey
were handed round freely. The fumes of the whiskey and
the dense tobacco smoke were sickening to my senses,
and my mind was equally nauseated by the coarse jokes
and ribald songs around me. It was a very disagreeable
ride. Since that time there has been some improvement in
these matters.
XXXII. The Meeting Of Mother And Daughter.
When we arrived in New York, I was half crazed by the
crowd of coachmen calling out, “Carriage, ma’am?” We
bargained with one to take us to Sullivan Street for twelve
shillings. A burly Irishman stepped up and said, “I’ll tak’
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ye for sax shillings.” The reduction of half the price was
an object to us, and we asked if he could take us right
away. “Troth an I will, ladies,” he replied. I noticed that
the hackmen smiled at each other, and I inquired whether
his conveyance was decent. “Yes, it’s dacent it is, marm.
Devil a bit would I be after takin’ ladies in a cab that
was not dacent.” We gave him our checks. He went for
the baggage, and soon reappeared, saying, “This way, if
you plase, ladies.” We followed, and found our trunks on
a truck, and we were invited to take our seats on them.
We told him that was not what we bargained for, and he
must take the trunks off. He swore they should not be
touched till we had paid him six shillings. In our situation
it was not prudent to attract attention, and I was about
to pay him what he required, when a man near by shook
his head for me not to do it. After a great ado we got
rid of the Irishman, and had our trunks fastened on a
hack. We had been recommended to a boarding-house in
Sullivan Street, and thither we drove. There Fanny and
I separated. The Anti-Slavery Society provided a home
for her, and I afterwards heard of her in prosperous
circumstances. I sent for an old friend from my part of the
country, who had for some time been doing business in
New York. He came immediately. I told him I wanted to
go to my daughter, and asked him to aid me in procuring
an interview.
I cautioned him not to let it be known to the family that
I had just arrived from the south, because they supposed
I had been at the north seven years. He told me there was
a colored woman in Brooklyn who came from the same
town I did, and I had better go to her house, and have
my daughter meet me there. I accepted the proposition
thankfully, and he agreed to escort me to Brooklyn. We
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crossed Fulton ferry, went up Myrtle Avenue, and
stopped at the house he designated. I was just about to
enter, when two girls passed. My friend called my
attention to them. I turned, and recognized in the eldest,
Sarah, the daughter of a woman who used to live with
my grandmother, but who had left the south years ago.
Surprised and rejoiced at this unexpected meeting, I
threw my arms round her, and inquired concerning her
mother.
“You take no notice of the other girl,” said my friend.
I turned, and there stood my Ellen! I pressed her to my
heart, then held her away from me to take a look at her.
She had changed a good deal in the two years since I
parted from her. Signs of neglect could be discerned by
eyes less observing than a mother’s. My friend invited us
all to go into the house; but Ellen said she had been sent
of an errand, which she would do as quickly as possible,
and go home and ask Mrs. Hobbs to let her come and see
me. It was agreed that I should send for her the next day.
Her companion, Sarah, hastened to tell her mother of my
arrival. When I entered the house, I found the mistress
of it absent, and I waited for her return. Before I saw
her, I heard her saying, “Where is Linda Brent? I used
to know her father and mother.” Soon Sarah came with
her mother. So there was quite a company of us, all from
my grandmother’s neighborhood. These friends gathered
round me and questioned me eagerly. They laughed, they
cried, and they shouted. They thanked God that I had got
away from my persecutors and was safe on Long Island.
It was a day of great excitement. How different from the
silent days I had passed in my dreary den!
The next morning was Sunday. My first waking
thoughts were occupied with the note I was to send to
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Mrs. Hobbs, the lady with whom Ellen lived. That I had
recently come into that vicinity was evident; otherwise I
should have sooner inquired for my daughter. It would
not do to let them know I had just arrived from the south,
for that would involve the suspicion of my having been
harbored there, and might bring trouble, if not ruin, on
several people.
I like a straightforward course, and am always reluctant
to resort to subterfuges. So far as my ways have been
crooked, I charge them all upon slavery. It was that system
of violence and wrong which now left me no alternative
but to enact a falsehood. I began my note by stating that I
had recently arrived from Canada, and was very desirous
to have my daughter come to see me. She came and
brought a message from Mrs. Hobbs, inviting me to her
house, and assuring me that I need not have any fears.
The conversation I had with my child did not leave my
mind at ease. When I asked if she was well treated, she
answered yes; but there was no heartiness in the tone, and
it seemed to me that she said it from an unwillingness
to have me troubled on her account. Before she left me,
she asked very earnestly, “Mother, will you take me to live
with you?” It made me sad to think that I could not give
her a home till I went to work and earned the means;
and that might take me a long time. When she was placed
with Mrs. Hobbs, the agreement was that she should be
sent to school She had been there two years, and was now
nine years old, and she scarcely knew her letters. There
was no excuse for this, for there were good public schools
in Brooklyn, to which she could have been sent without
expense.
She staid with me till dark, and I went home with her.
I was received in a friendly manner by the family, and all
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agreed in saying that Ellen was a useful, good girl. Mrs.
Hobbs looked me coolly in the face, and said, “I suppose
you know that my cousin, Mr. Sands, has given her to
my eldest daughter. She will make a nice waiting-maid
for her when she grows up.” I did not answer a word.
How could she, who knew by experience the strength of
a mother’s love, and who was perfectly aware of the
relation Mr. Sands bore to my children,—how could she
look me in the face, while she thrust such a dagger into
my heart?
I was no longer surprised that they had kept her in
such a state of ignorance. Mr. Hobbs had formerly been
wealthy, but he had failed, and afterwards obtained a
subordinate situation in the Custom House. Perhaps they
expected to return to the south some day; and Ellen’s
knowledge was quite sufficient for a slave’s condition.
I was impatient to go to work and earn money, that I
might change the uncertain position of my children. Mr.
Sands had not kept his promise to emancipate them. I had
also been deceived about Ellen. What security had I with
regard to Benjamin? I felt that I had none.
I returned to my friend’s house in an uneasy state of
mind. In order to protect my children, it was necessary
that I should own myself. I called myself free, and
sometimes felt so; but I knew I was insecure. I sat down
that night and wrote a civil letter to Dr. Flint, asking him
to state the lowest terms on which he would sell me; and
as I belonged by law to his daughter, I wrote to her also,
making a similar request.
Since my arrival at the north I had not been unmindful
of my dear brother William. I had made diligent inquiries
for him, and having heard of him in Boston, I went
thither. When I arrived there, I found he had gone to New
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Bedford. I wrote to that place, and was informed he had
gone on a whaling voyage, and would not return for some
months. I went back to New York to get employment
near Ellen. I received an answer from Dr. Flint, which
gave me no encouragement. He advised me to return and
submit myself to my rightful owners, and then any
request I might make would be granted. I lent this letter
to a friend, who lost it; otherwise I would present a copy
to my readers.
XXXIII. A Home Found.
My greatest anxiety now was to obtain employment.
My health was greatly improved, though my limbs
continued to trouble me with swelling whenever I walked
much. The greatest difficulty in my way was, that those
who employed strangers required a recommendation;
and in my peculiar position, I could, of course, obtain no
certificates from the families I had so faithfully served.
One day an acquaintance told me of a lady who wanted
a nurse for her babe, and I immediately applied for the
situation. The lady told me she preferred to have one who
had been a mother, and accustomed to the care of infants.
I told her I had nursed two babes of my own. She asked
me many questions, but, to my great relief, did not require
a recommendation from my former employers. She told
me she was an English woman, and that was a pleasant
circumstance to me, because I had heard they had less
prejudice against color than Americans entertained. It
was agreed that we should try each other for a week.
The trial proved satisfactory to both parties, and I was
engaged for a month.
The heavenly Father had been most merciful to me in
leading me to this place. Mrs. Bruce was a kind and gentle
lady, and proved a true and sympathizing friend. Before
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the stipulated month expired, the necessity of passing up
and down stairs frequently, caused my limbs to swell so
painfully, that I became unable to perform my duties.
Many ladies would have thoughtlessly discharged me; but
Mrs. Bruce made arrangements to save me steps, and
employed a physician to attend upon me. I had not yet
told her that I was a fugitive slave. She noticed that I was
often sad, and kindly inquired the cause. I spoke of being
separated from my children, and from relatives who were
dear to me; but I did not mention the constant feeling
of insecurity which oppressed my spirits. I longed for
some one to confide it; but I had been so deceived by
white people, that I had lost all confidence in them. If they
spoke kind words to me, I thought it was for some selfish
purpose. I had entered this family with the distrustful
feelings I had brought with me out of slavery; but ere six
months had passed, I found that the gentle deportment
of Mrs. Bruce and the smiles of her lovely babe were
thawing my chilled heart. My narrow mind also began
to expand under the influences of her intelligent
conversation, and the opportunities for reading, which
were gladly allowed me whenever I had leisure from my
duties. I gradually became more energetic and more
cheerful.
The old feeling of insecurity, especially with regard to
my children, often threw its dark shadow across my
sunshine. Mrs. Bruce offered me a home for Ellen; but
pleasant as it would have been, I did not dare to accept it,
for fear of offending the Hobbs family. Their knowledge
of my precarious situation placed me in their power; and
I felt that it was important for me to keep on the right
side of them, till, by dint of labor and economy, I could
make a home for my children. I was far from feeling
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satisfied with Ellen’s situation. She was not well cared
for. She sometimes came to New York to visit me; but
she generally brought a request from Mrs. Hobbs that I
would buy her a pair of shoes, or some article of clothing.
This was accompanied by a promise of payment when
Mr. Hobbs’s salary at the Custom House became due;
but some how or other the pay-day never came. Thus
many dollars of my earnings were expended to keep my
child comfortably clothed. That, however, was a slight
trouble, compared with the fear that their pecuniary
embarrassments might induce them to sell my precious
young daughter. I knew they were in constant
communication with Southerners, and had frequent
opportunities to do it. I have stated that when Dr. Flint
put Ellen in jail, at two years old, she had an inflammation
of the eyes, occasioned by measles. This disease still
troubled her; and kind Mrs. Bruce proposed that she
should come to New York for a while, to be under the
care of Dr. Elliott, a well known oculist. It did not occur
to me that there was any thing improper in a mother’s
making such a request; but Mrs. Hobbs was very angry,
and refused to let her go. Situated as I was, it was not
politic to insist upon it. I made no complaint, but I longed
to be entirely free to act a mother’s part towards my
children. The next time I went over to Brooklyn, Mrs.
Hobbs, as if to apologize for her anger, told me she had
employed her own physician to attend to Ellen’s eyes,
and that she had refused my request because she did not
consider it safe to trust her in New York. I accepted the
explanation in silence; but she had told me that my child
belonged to her daughter, and I suspected that her real
motive was a fear of my conveying her property away
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from her. Perhaps I did her injustice; but my knowledge
of Southerners made it difficult for me to feel otherwise.
Sweet and bitter were mixed in the cup of my life, and
I was thankful that it had ceased to be entirely bitter. I
loved Mrs. Bruce’s babe. When it laughed and crowed
in my face, and twined its little tender arms confidingly
about my neck, it made me think of the time when Benny
and Ellen were babies, and my wounded heart was
soothed. One bright morning, as I stood at the window,
tossing baby in my arms, my attention was attracted by
a young man in sailor’s dress, who was closely observing
every house as he passed. I looked at him earnestly. Could
it be my brother William? It must be he—and yet, how
changed! I placed the baby safely, flew down stairs,
opened the front door, beckoned to the sailor, and in less
than a minute I was clasped in my brother’s arms. How
much we had to tell each other! How we laughed, and
how we cried, over each other’s adventures! I took him
to Brooklyn, and again saw him with Ellen, the dear child
whom he had loved and tended so carefully, while I was
shut up in my miserable den. He staid in New York a
week. His old feelings of affection for me and Ellen were
as lively as ever. There are no bonds so strong as those
which are formed by suffering together.
XXXIV. The Old Enemy Again.
My young mistress, Miss Emily Flint, did not return
any answer to my letter requesting her to consent to my
being sold. But after a while, I received a reply, which
purported to be written by her younger brother. In order
rightly to enjoy the contents of this letter, the reader must
bear in mind that the Flint family supposed I had been
at the north many years. They had no idea that I knew
of the doctor’s three excursions to New York in search of
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me; that I had heard his voice, when he came to borrow
five hundred dollars for that purpose; and that I had seen
him pass on his way to the steamboat. Neither were they
aware that all the particulars of aunt Nancy’s death and
burial were conveyed to me at the time they occurred. I
have kept the letter, of which I herewith subjoin a copy:—
Your letter to sister was received a few days ago. I
gather from it that you are desirous of returning to your
native place, among your friends and relatives. We were
all gratified with the contents of your letter; and let me
assure you that if any members of the family have had
any feeling of resentment towards you, they feel it no
longer. We all sympathize with you in your unfortunate
condition, and are ready to do all in our power to make
you contented and happy. It is difficult for you to return
home as a free person. If you were purchased by your
grandmother, it is doubtful whether you would be
permitted to remain, although it would be lawful for you
to do so. If a servant should be allowed to purchase
herself, after absenting herself so long from her owners,
and return free, it would have an injurious effect. From
your letter, I think your situation must be hard and
uncomfortable. Come home. You have it in your power
to be reinstated in our affections. We would receive you
with open arms and tears of joy. You need not apprehend
any unkind treatment, as we have not put ourselves to any
trouble or expense to get you. Had we done so, perhaps
we should feel otherwise. You know my sister was always
attached to you, and that you were never treated as a
slave. You were never put to hard work, nor exposed
to field labor. On the contrary, you were taken into the
house, and treated as one of us, and almost as free; and
we, at least, felt that you were above disgracing yourself
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by running away. Believing you may be induced to come
home voluntarily has induced me to write for my sister.
The family will be rejoiced to see you; and your poor
old grandmother expressed a great desire to have you
come, when she heard your letter read. In her old age
she needs the consolation of having her children round
her. Doubtless you have heard of the death of your aunt.
She was a faithful servant, and a faithful member of the
Episcopal church. In her Christian life she taught us how
to live—and, O, too high the price of knowledge, she
taught us how to die! Could you have seen us round her
death bed, with her mother, all mingling our tears in one
common stream, you would have thought the same
heartfelt tie existed between a master and his servant,
as between a mother and her child. But this subject is
too painful to dwell upon. I must bring my letter to a
close. If you are contented to stay away from your old
grandmother, your child, and the friends who love you,
stay where you are. We shall never trouble ourselves to
apprehend you. But should you prefer to come home, we
will do all that we can to make you happy. If you do not
wish to remain in the family, I know that father, by our
persuasion, will be induced to let you be purchased by
any person you may choose in our community. You will
please answer this as soon as possible, and let us know
your decision. Sister sends much love to you. In the mean
time believe me your sincere friend and well wisher.
This letter was signed by Emily’s brother, who was
as yet a mere lad. I knew, by the style, that it was not
written by a person of his age, and though the writing was
disguised, I had been made too unhappy by it, in former
years, not to recognize at once the hand of Dr. Flint. O,
the hypocrisy of slaveholders! Did the old fox suppose I
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was goose enough to go into such a trap? Verily, he relied
too much on “the stupidity of the African race.” I did not
return the family of Flints any thanks for their cordial
invitation—a remissness for which I was, no doubt,
charged with base ingratitude.
Not long afterwards I received a letter from one of
my friends at the south, informing me that Dr. Flint was
about to visit the north. The letter had been delayed, and
I supposed he might be already on the way. Mrs. Bruce
did not know I was a fugitive. I told her that important
business called me to Boston, where my brother then
was, and asked permission to bring a friend to supply my
place as nurse, for a fortnight. I started on my journey
immediately; and as soon as I arrived, I wrote to my
grandmother that if Benny came, he must be sent to
Boston. I knew she was only waiting for a good chance to
send him north, and, fortunately, she had the legal power
to do so, without asking leave of any body. She was a
free woman; and when my children were purchased, Mr.
Sands preferred to have the bill of sale drawn up in her
name. It was conjectured that he advanced the money, but
it was not known. At the south, a gentleman may have
a shoal of colored children without any disgrace; but if
he is known to purchase them, with the view of setting
them free, the example is thought to be dangerous to their
“peculiar institution,” and he becomes unpopular.
There was a good opportunity to send Benny in a vessel
coming directly to New York. He was put on board with
a letter to a friend, who was requested to see him off
to Boston. Early one morning, there was a loud rap at
my door, and in rushed Benjamin, all out of breath. “O
mother!” he exclaimed, “here I am! I run all the way; and I
come all alone. How d’you do?”
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O reader, can you imagine my joy? No, you cannot,
unless you have been a slave mother. Benjamin rattled
away as fast as his tongue could go. “Mother, why don’t
you bring Ellen here? I went over to Brooklyn to see her,
and she felt very bad when I bid her good by. She said, ‘O
Ben, I wish I was going too.’ I thought she’d know ever so
much; but she don’t know so much as I do; for I can read,
and she can’t. And, mother, I lost all my clothes coming.
What can I do to get some more? I ‘spose free boys can get
along here at the north as well as white boys.”
I did not like to tell the sanguine, happy little fellow
how much he was mistaken. I took him to a tailor, and
procured a change of clothes. The rest of the day was
spent in mutual asking and answering of questions, with
the wish constantly repeated that the good old
grandmother was with us, and frequent injunctions from
Benny to write to her immediately, and be sure to tell her
every thing about his voyage, and his journey to Boston.
Dr. Flint made his visit to New York, and made every
exertion to call upon me, and invite me to return with
him, but not being able to ascertain where I was, his
hospitable intentions were frustrated, and the
affectionate family, who were waiting for me with “open
arms,” were doomed to disappointment.
As soon as I knew he was safely at home, I placed
Benjamin in the care of my brother William, and returned
to Mrs. Bruce. There I remained through the winter and
spring, endeavoring to perform my duties faithfully, and
finding a good degree of happiness in the attractions of
baby Mary, the considerate kindness of her excellent
mother, and occasional interviews with my darling
daughter.
But when summer came, the old feeling of insecurity
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haunted me. It was necessary for me to take little Mary
out daily, for exercise and fresh air, and the city was
swarming with Southerners, some of whom might
recognize me. Hot weather brings out snakes and
slaveholders, and I like one class of the venomous
creatures as little as I do the other. What a comfort it is, to
be free to say so!
XXXV. Prejudice Against Color.
It was a relief to my mind to see preparations for
leaving the city. We went to Albany in the steamboat
Knickerbocker. When the gong sounded for tea, Mrs.
Bruce said, “Linda, it is late, and you and baby had better
come to the table with me.” I replied, “I know it is time
baby had her supper, but I had rather not go with you,
if you please. I am afraid of being insulted.” “O no, not if
you are with me,” she said. I saw several white nurses go
with their ladies, and I ventured to do the same. We were
at the extreme end of the table. I was no sooner seated,
than a gruff voice said, “Get up! You know you are not
allowed to sit here.” I looked up, and, to my astonishment
and indignation, saw that the speaker was a colored man.
If his office required him to enforce the by-laws of the
boat, he might, at least, have done it politely. I replied, “I
shall not get up, unless the captain comes and takes me
up.” No cup of tea was offered me, but Mrs. Bruce handed
me hers and called for another. I looked to see whether
the other nurses were treated in a similar manner. They
were all properly waited on.
Next morning, when we stopped at Troy for breakfast,
every body was making a rush for the table. Mrs. Bruce
said, “Take my arm, Linda, and we’ll go in together.” The
landlord heard her, and said, “Madam, will you allow your
nurse and baby to take breakfast with my family?” I knew
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this was to be attributed to my complexion; but he spoke
courteously, and therefore I did not mind it.
At Saratoga we found the United States Hotel crowded,
and Mr. Bruce took one of the cottages belonging to the
hotel. I had thought, with gladness, of going to the quiet
of the country, where I should meet few people, but here
I found myself in the midst of a swarm of Southerners. I
looked round me with fear and trembling, dreading to see
some one who would recognize me. I was rejoiced to find
that we were to stay but a short time.
We soon returned to New York, to make arrangements
for spending the remainder of the summer at Rockaway.
While the laundress was putting the clothes in order, I
took an opportunity to go over to Brooklyn to see Ellen.
I met her going to a grocery store, and the first words
she said, were, “O, mother, don’t go to Mrs. Hobbs’s. Her
brother, Mr. Thorne, has come from the south, and may
be he’ll tell where you are.” I accepted the warning. I told
her I was going away with Mrs. Bruce the next day, and
would try to see her when I came back.
Being in servitude to the Anglo-Saxon race, I was not
put into a “Jim Crow car,” on our way to Rockaway,
neither was I invited to ride through the streets on the
top of trunks in a truck; but every where I found the
same manifestations of that cruel prejudice, which so
discourages the feelings, and represses the energies of the
colored people. We reached Rockaway before dark, and
put up at the Pavilion—a large hotel, beautifully situated
by the sea-side—a great resort of the fashionable world.
Thirty or forty nurses were there, of a great variety of
nations. Some of the ladies had colored waiting-maids
and coachmen, but I was the only nurse tinged with the
blood of Africa. When the tea bell rang, I took little Mary
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and followed the other nurses. Supper was served in a
long hall. A young man, who had the ordering of things,
took the circuit of the table two or three times, and finally
pointed me to a seat at the lower end of it. As there was
but one chair, I sat down and took the child in my lap.
Whereupon the young man came to me and said, in the
blandest manner possible, “Will you please to seat the
little girl in the chair, and stand behind it and feed her?
After they have done, you will be shown to the kitchen,
where you will have a good supper.”
This was the climax! I found it hard to preserve my
self-control, when I looked round, and saw women who
were nurses, as I was, and only one shade lighter in
complexion, eyeing me with a defiant look, as if my
presence were a contamination. However, I said nothing.
I quietly took the child in my arms, went to our room, and
refused to go to the table again. Mr. Bruce ordered meals
to be sent to the room for little Mary and I. This answered
for a few days; but the waiters of the establishment were
white, and they soon began to complain, saying they were
not hired to wait on negroes. The landlord requested Mr.
Bruce to send me down to my meals, because his servants
rebelled against bringing them up, and the colored
servants of other boarders were dissatisfied because all
were not treated alike.
My answer was that the colored servants ought to be
dissatisfied with themselves, for not having too much self-
respect to submit to such treatment; that there was no
difference in the price of board for colored and white
servants, and there was no justification for difference of
treatment. I staid a month after this, and finding I was
resolved to stand up for my rights, they concluded to treat
me well. Let every colored man and woman do this, and
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eventually we shall cease to be trampled under foot by our
oppressors.
XXXVI. The Hairbreadth Escape.
After we returned to New York, I took the earliest
opportunity to go and see Ellen. I asked to have her called
down stairs; for I supposed Mrs. Hobbs’s southern
brother might still be there, and I was desirous to avoid
seeing him, if possible. But Mrs. Hobbs came to the
kitchen, and insisted on my going up stairs. “My brother
wants to see you,” said she, “and he is sorry you seem to
shun him. He knows you are living in New York. He told
me to say to you that he owes thanks to good old aunt
Martha for too many little acts of kindness for him to be
base enough to betray her grandchild.”
This Mr. Thorne had become poor and reckless long
before he left the south, and such persons had much
rather go to one of the faithful old slaves to borrow a
dollar, or get a good dinner, than to go to one whom they
consider an equal. It was such acts of kindness as these for
which he professed to feel grateful to my grandmother.
I wished he had kept at a distance, but as he was here,
and knew where I was, I concluded there was nothing
to be gained by trying to avoid him; on the contrary, it
might be the means of exciting his ill will. I followed his
sister up stairs. He met me in a very friendly manner,
congratulated me on my escape from slavery, and hoped I
had a good place, where I felt happy.
I continued to visit Ellen as often as I could. She, good
thoughtful child, never forgot my hazardous situation,
but always kept a vigilant lookout for my safety. She never
made any complaint about her own inconveniences and
troubles; but a mother’s observing eye easily perceived
that she was not happy. On the occasion of one of my
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visits I found her unusually serious. When I asked her
what was the matter, she said nothing was the matter.
But I insisted upon knowing what made her look so very
grave. Finally, I ascertained that she felt troubled about
the dissipation that was continually going on in the
house. She was sent to the store very often for rum and
brandy, and she felt ashamed to ask for it so often; and
Mr. Hobbs and Mr. Thorne drank a great deal, and their
hands trembled so that they had to call her to pour out
the liquor for them. “But for all that,” said she, “Mr. Hobbs
is good to me, and I can’t help liking him. I feel sorry
for him.” I tried to comfort her, by telling her that I had
laid up a hundred dollars, and that before long I hoped
to be able to give her and Benjamin a home, and send
them to school. She was always desirous not to add to my
troubles more than she could help, and I did not discover
till years afterwards that Mr. Thorne’s intemperance was
not the only annoyance she suffered from him. Though
he professed too much gratitude to my grandmother to
injure any of her descendants, he had poured vile
language into the ears of her innocent great-grandchild.
I usually went to Brooklyn to spend Sunday afternoon.
One Sunday, I found Ellen anxiously waiting for me near
the house. “O, mother,” said she, “I’ve been waiting for you
this long time. I’m afraid Mr. Thorne has written to tell
Dr. Flint where you are. Make haste and come in. Mrs.
Hobbs will tell you all about it!”
The story was soon told. While the children were
playing in the grape-vine arbor, the day before, Mr.
Thorne came out with a letter in his hand, which he tore
up and scattered about. Ellen was sweeping the yard at
the time, and having her mind full of suspicions of him,
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she picked up the pieces and carried them to the children,
saying, “I wonder who Mr. Thorne has been writing to.”
“I’m sure I don’t know, and don’t care,” replied the
oldest of the children; “and I don’t see how it concerns
you.”
“But it does concern me,” replied Ellen; “for I’m afraid
he’s been writing to the south about my mother.”
They laughed at her, and called her a silly thing, but
good-naturedly put the fragments of writing together, in
order to read them to her. They were no sooner arranged,
than the little girl exclaimed, “I declare, Ellen, I believe
you are right.”
The contents of Mr. Thorne’s letter, as nearly as I can
remember, were as follows: “I have seen your slave, Linda,
and conversed with her. She can be taken very easily, if
you manage prudently. There are enough of us here to
swear to her identity as your property. I am a patriot, a
lover of my country, and I do this as an act of justice to the
laws.” He concluded by informing the doctor of the street
and number where I lived. The children carried the pieces
to Mrs. Hobbs, who immediately went to her brother’s
room for an explanation. He was not to be found. The
servants said they saw him go out with a letter in his
hand, and they supposed he had gone to the post office.
The natural inference was, that he had sent to Dr. Flint
a copy of those fragments. When he returned, his sister
accused him of it, and he did not deny the charge. He
went immediately to his room, and the next morning he
was missing. He had gone over to New York, before any
of the family were astir.
It was evident that I had no time to lose; and I hastened
back to the city with a heavy heart. Again I was to be torn
from a comfortable home, and all my plans for the welfare
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of my children were to be frustrated by that demon
Slavery! I now regretted that I never told Mrs. Bruce my
story. I had not concealed it merely on account of being a
fugitive; that would have made her anxious, but it would
have excited sympathy in her kind heart. I valued her
good opinion, and I was afraid of losing it, if I told her
all the particulars of my sad story. But now I felt that
it was necessary for her to know how I was situated. I
had once left her abruptly, without explaining the reason,
and it would not be proper to do it again. I went home
resolved to tell her in the morning. But the sadness of my
face attracted her attention, and, in answer to her kind
inquiries, I poured out my full heart to her, before bed
time. She listened with true womanly sympathy, and told
me she would do all she could to protect me. How my
heart blessed her!
Early the next morning, Judge Vanderpool and Lawyer
Hopper were consulted. They said I had better leave the
city at once, as the risk would be great if the case came to
trial. Mrs. Bruce took me in a carriage to the house of one
of her friends, where she assured me I should be safe until
my brother could arrive, which would be in a few days. In
the interval my thoughts were much occupied with Ellen.
She was mine by birth, and she was also mine by Southern
law, since my grandmother held the bill of sale that made
her so. I did not feel that she was safe unless I had her
with me. Mrs. Hobbs, who felt badly about her brother’s
treachery, yielded to my entreaties, on condition that she
should return in ten days. I avoided making any promise.
She came to me clad in very thin garments, all outgrown,
and with a school satchel on her arm, containing a few
articles. It was late in October, and I knew the child must
suffer; and not daring to go out in the streets to purchase
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any thing, I took off my own flannel skirt and converted
it into one for her. Kind Mrs. Bruce came to bid me good
by, and when she saw that I had taken off my clothing for
my child, the tears came to her eyes. She said, “Wait for
me, Linda,” and went out. She soon returned with a nice
warm shawl and hood for Ellen. Truly, of such souls as
hers are the kingdom of heaven.
My brother reached New York on Wednesday. Lawyer
Hopper advised us to go to Boston by the Stonington
route, as there was less Southern travel in that direction.
Mrs. Bruce directed her servants to tell all inquirers that
I formerly lived there, but had gone from the city. We
reached the steamboat Rhode Island in safety. That boat
employed colored hands, but I knew that colored
passengers were not admitted to the cabin. I was very
desirous for the seclusion of the cabin, not only on
account of exposure to the night air, but also to avoid
observation. Lawyer Hopper was waiting on board for
us. He spoke to the stewardess, and asked, as a particular
favor, that she would treat us well. He said to me, “Go and
speak to the captain yourself by and by. Take your little
girl with you, and I am sure that he will not let her sleep
on deck.” With these kind words and a shake of the hand
he departed.
The boat was soon on her way, bearing me rapidly from
the friendly home where I had hoped to find security
and rest. My brother had left me to purchase the tickets,
thinking that I might have better success than he would.
When the stewardess came to me, I paid what she asked,
and she gave me three tickets with clipped corners. In the
most unsophisticated manner I said, “You have made a
mistake; I asked you for cabin tickets. I cannot possibly
consent to sleep on deck with my little daughter.” She
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assured me there was no mistake. She said on some of the
routes colored people were allowed to sleep in the cabin,
but not on this route, which was much travelled by the
wealthy. I asked her to show me to the captain’s office,
and she said she would after tea. When the time came, I
took Ellen by the hand and went to the captain, politely
requesting him to change our tickets, as we should be
very uncomfortable on deck. He said it was contrary to
their custom, but he would see that we had berths below;
he would also try to obtain comfortable seats for us in the
cars; of that he was not certain, but he would speak to the
conductor about it, when the boat arrived. I thanked him,
and returned to the ladies’ cabin. He came afterwards and
told me that the conductor of the cars was on board, that
he had spoken to him, and he had promised to take care
of us. I was very much surprised at receiving so much
kindness. I don’t know whether the pleasing face of my
little girl had won his heart, or whether the stewardess
inferred from Lawyer Hopper’s manner that I was a
fugitive, and had pleaded with him in my behalf.
When the boat arrived at Stonington, the conductor
kept his promise, and showed us to seats in the first car,
nearest the engine. He asked us to take seats next the
door, but as he passed through, we ventured to move on
toward the other end of the car. No incivility was offered
us, and we reached Boston in safety.
The day after my arrival was one of the happiest of my
life. I felt as if I was beyond the reach of the bloodhounds;
and, for the first time during many years, I had both my
children together with me. They greatly enjoyed their
reunion, and laughed and chatted merrily. I watched
them with a swelling heart. Their every motion delighted
me.
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I could not feel safe in New York, and I accepted the
offer of a friend, that we should share expenses and keep
house together. I represented to Mrs. Hobbs that Ellen
must have some schooling, and must remain with me for
that purpose. She felt ashamed of being unable to read or
spell at her age, so instead of sending her to school with
Benny, I instructed her myself till she was fitted to enter
an intermediate school. The winter passed pleasantly,
while I was busy with my needle, and my children with
their books.
XXXVII. A Visit To England
In the spring, sad news came to me. Mrs. Bruce was
dead. Never again, in this world, should I see her gentle
face, or hear her sympathizing voice. I had lost an
excellent friend, and little Mary had lost a tender mother.
Mr. Bruce wished the child to visit some of her mother’s
relatives in England, and he was desirous that I should
take charge of her. The little motherless one was
accustomed to me, and attached to me, and I thought she
would be happier in my care than in that of a stranger.
I could also earn more in this way than I could by my
needle. So I put Benny to a trade, and left Ellen to remain
in the house with my friend and go to school.
We sailed from New York, and arrived in Liverpool
after a pleasant voyage of twelve days. We proceeded
directly to London, and took lodgings at the Adelaide
Hotel. The supper seemed to me less luxurious than those
I had seen in American hotels; but my situation was
indescribably more pleasant. For the first time in my life
I was in a place where I was treated according to my
deportment, without reference to my complexion. I felt
as if a great millstone had been lifted from my breast.
Ensconced in a pleasant room, with my dear little charge,
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I laid my head on my pillow, for the first time, with the
delightful consciousness of pure, unadulterated freedom.
As I had constant care of the child, I had little
opportunity to see the wonders of that great city; but I
watched the tide of life that flowed through the streets,
and found it a strange contrast to the stagnation in our
Southern towns. Mr. Bruce took his little daughter to
spend some days with friends in Oxford Crescent, and
of course it was necessary for me to accompany her. I
had heard much of the systematic method of English
education, and I was very desirous that my dear Mary
should steer straight in the midst of so much propriety.
I closely observed her little playmates and their nurses,
being ready to take any lessons in the science of good
management. The children were more rosy than
American children, but I did not see that they differed
materially in other respects. They were like all
children—sometimes docile and sometimes wayward.
We next went to Steventon, in Berkshire. It was a small
town, said to be the poorest in the county. I saw men
working in the fields for six shillings, and seven shillings,
a week, and women for sixpence, and sevenpence, a day,
out of which they boarded themselves. Of course they
lived in the most primitive manner; it could not be
otherwise, where a woman’s wages for an entire day were
not sufficient to buy a pound of meat. They paid very low
rents, and their clothes were made of the cheapest fabrics,
though much better than could have been procured in
the United States for the same money. I had heard much
about the oppression of the poor in Europe. The people
I saw around me were, many of them, among the poorest
poor. But when I visited them in their little thatched
cottages, I felt that the condition of even the meanest and
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most ignorant among them was vastly superior to the
condition of the most favored slaves in America. They
labored hard; but they were not ordered out to toil while
the stars were in the sky, and driven and slashed by an
overseer, through heat and cold, till the stars shone out
again. Their homes were very humble; but they were
protected by law. No insolent patrols could come, in the
dead of night, and flog them at their pleasure. The father,
when he closed his cottage door, felt safe with his family
around him. No master or overseer could come and take
from him his wife, or his daughter. They must separate
to earn their living; but the parents knew where their
children were going, and could communicate with them
by letters. The relations of husband and wife, parent and
child, were too sacred for the richest noble in the land to
violate with impunity. Much was being done to enlighten
these poor people. Schools were established among them,
and benevolent societies were active in efforts to
ameliorate their condition. There was no law forbidding
them to learn to read and write; and if they helped each
other in spelling out the Bible, they were in no danger of
thirty-nine lashes, as was the case with myself and poor,
pious, old uncle Fred. I repeat that the most ignorant and
the most destitute of these peasants was a thousand fold
better off than the most pampered American slave.
I do not deny that the poor are oppressed in Europe. I
am not disposed to paint their condition so rose-colored
as the Hon. Miss Murray paints the condition of the
slaves in the United States. A small portion of my
experience would enable her to read her own pages with
anointed eyes. If she were to lay aside her title, and,
instead of visiting among the fashionable, become
domesticated, as a poor governess, on some plantation in
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Louisiana or Alabama, she would see and hear things that
would make her tell quite a different story.
My visit to England is a memorable event in my life,
from the fact of my having there received strong religious
impressions. The contemptuous manner in which the
communion had been administered to colored people,
in my native place; the church membership of Dr. Flint,
and others like him; and the buying and selling of slaves,
by professed ministers of the gospel, had given me a
prejudice against the Episcopal church. The whole service
seemed to me a mockery and a sham. But my home in
Steventon was in the family of a clergyman, who was a
true disciple of Jesus. The beauty of his daily life inspired
me with faith in the genuineness of Christian professions.
Grace entered my heart, and I knelt at the communion
table, I trust, in true humility of soul.
I remained abroad ten months, which was much longer
than I had anticipated. During all that time, I never saw
the slightest symptom of prejudice against color. Indeed,
I entirely forgot it, till the time came for us to return to
America.
XXXVIII. Renewed Invitations To Go South.
We had a tedious winter passage, and from the distance
spectres seemed to rise up on the shores of the United
States. It is a sad feeling to be afraid of one’s native
country. We arrived in New York safely, and I hastened
to Boston to look after my children. I found Ellen well,
and improving at her school; but Benny was not there to
welcome me. He had been left at a good place to learn
a trade, and for several months every thing worked well.
He was liked by the master, and was a favorite with his
fellow-apprentices; but one day they accidentally
discovered a fact they had never before suspected—that
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he was colored! This at once transformed him into a
different being. Some of the apprentices were Americans,
others American-born Irish; and it was offensive to their
dignity to have a “nigger” among them, after they had
been told that he was a “nigger.” They began by treating
him with silent scorn, and finding that he returned the
same, they resorted to insults and abuse. He was too
spirited a boy to stand that, and he went off. Being
desirous to do something to support himself, and having
no one to advise him, he shipped for a whaling voyage.
When I received these tidings I shed many tears, and
bitterly reproached myself for having left him so long.
But I had done it for the best, and now all I could do was
to pray to the heavenly Father to guide and protect him.
Not long after my return, I received the following letter
from Miss Emily
Flint, now Mrs. Dodge:—
In this you will recognize the hand of your friend and
mistress. Having heard that you had gone with a family
to Europe, I have waited to hear of your return to write
to you. I should have answered the letter you wrote to
me long since, but as I could not then act independently
of my father, I knew there could be nothing done
satisfactory to you. There were persons here who were
willing to buy you and run the risk of getting you. To
this I would not consent. I have always been attached to
you, and would not like to see you the slave of another,
or have unkind treatment. I am married now, and can
protect you. My husband expects to move to Virginia this
spring, where we think of settling. I am very anxious that
you should come and live with me. If you are not willing
to come, you may purchase yourself; but I should prefer
having you live with me. If you come, you may, if you like,
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spend a month with your grandmother and friends, then
come to me in Norfolk, Virginia. Think this over, and
write as soon as possible, and let me know the conclusion.
Hoping that your children are well, I remain your friend
and mistress.
Of course I did not write to return thanks for this
cordial invitation. I felt insulted to be thought stupid
enough to be caught by such professions.
“Come up into my parlor,” said the spider to the fly;
“Tis the prettiest little parlor that ever you did spy.”
It was plain that Dr. Flint’s family were apprised of my
movements, since they knew of my voyage to Europe. I
expected to have further trouble from them; but having
eluded them thus far, I hoped to be as successful in future.
The money I had earned, I was desirous to devote to
the education of my children, and to secure a home for
them. It seemed not only hard, but unjust, to pay for
myself. I could not possibly regard myself as a piece of
property. Moreover, I had worked many years without
wages, and during that time had been obliged to depend
on my grandmother for many comforts in food and
clothing. My children certainly belonged to me; but
though Dr. Flint had incurred no expense for their
support, he had received a large sum of money for them.
I knew the law would decide that I was his property,
and would probably still give his daughter a claim to my
children; but I regarded such laws as the regulations of
robbers, who had no rights that I was bound to respect.
The Fugitive Slave Law had not then passed. The judges
of Massachusetts had not then stooped under chains to
enter her courts of justice, so called. I knew my old master
was rather skittish of Massachusetts. I relied on her love
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of freedom, and felt safe on her soil. I am now aware that
I honored the old Commonwealth beyond her deserts.
XXXIX. The Confession.
For two years my daughter and I supported ourselves
comfortably in Boston. At the end of that time, my
brother William offered to send Ellen to a boarding
school. It required a great effort for me to consent to
part with her, for I had few near ties, and it was her
presence that made my two little rooms seem home-like.
But my judgment prevailed over my selfish feelings. I
made preparations for her departure. During the two
years we had lived together I had often resolved to tell
her something about her father; but I had never been
able to muster sufficient courage. I had a shrinking dread
of diminishing my child’s love. I knew she must have
curiosity on the subject, but she had never asked a
question. She was always very careful not to say any thing
to remind me of my troubles. Now that she was going
from me, I thought if I should die before she returned,
she might hear my story from some one who did not
understand the palliating circumstances; and that if she
were entirely ignorant on the subject, her sensitive nature
might receive a rude shock.
When we retired for the night, she said, “Mother, it
is very hard to leave you alone. I am almost sorry I am
going, though I do want to improve myself. But you will
write to me often; won’t you, mother?”
I did not throw my arms round her. I did not answer
her. But in a calm, solemn way, for it cost me great effort,
I said, “Listen to me, Ellen; I have something to tell you!”
I recounted my early sufferings in slavery, and told her
how nearly they had crushed me. I began to tell her how
they had driven me into a great sin, when she clasped
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me in her arms, and exclaimed, “O, don’t, mother! Please
don’t tell me any more.”
I said, “But, my child, I want you to know about your
father.”
“I know all about it, mother,” she replied; “I am nothing
to my father, and he is nothing to me. All my love is for
you. I was with him five months in Washington, and he
never cared for me. He never spoke to me as he did to
his little Fanny. I knew all the time he was my father, for
Fanny’s nurse told me so, but she said I must never tell
any body, and I never did. I used to wish he would take
me in his arms and kiss me, as he did Fanny; or that he
would sometimes smile at me, as he did at her. I thought
if he was my own father, he ought to love me. I was a little
girl then, and didn’t know any better. But now I never
think any thing about my father. All my love is for you.”
She hugged me closer as she spoke, and I thanked God
that the knowledge I had so much dreaded to impart had
not diminished the affection of my child. I had not the
slightest idea she knew that portion of my history. If I
had, I should have spoken to her long before; for my pent-
up feelings had often longed to pour themselves out to
some one I could trust. But I loved the dear girl better for
the delicacy she had manifested towards her unfortunate
mother.
The next morning, she and her uncle started on their
journey to the village in New York, where she was to
be placed at school. It seemed as if all the sunshine had
gone away. My little room was dreadfully lonely. I was
thankful when a message came from a lady, accustomed
to employ me, requesting me to come and sew in her
family for several weeks. On my return, I found a letter
from brother William. He thought of opening an anti-
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slavery reading room in Rochester, and combining with it
the sale of some books and stationery; and he wanted me
to unite with him. We tried it, but it was not successful.
We found warm anti-slavery friends there, but the feeling
was not general enough to support such an establishment.
I passed nearly a year in the family of Isaac and Amy Post,
practical believers in the Christian doctrine of human
brotherhood. They measure a man’s worth by his
character, not by his complexion. The memory of those
beloved and honored friends will remain with me to my
latest hour.
XL. The Fugitive Slave Law.
My brother, being disappointed in his project,
concluded to go to California; and it was agreed that
Benjamin should go with him. Ellen liked her school, and
was a great favorite there. They did not know her history,
and she did not tell it, because she had no desire to make
capital out of their sympathy. But when it was
accidentally discovered that her mother was a fugitive
slave, every method was used to increase her advantages
and diminish her expenses.
I was alone again. It was necessary for me to be earning
money, and I preferred that it should be among those
who knew me. On my return from Rochester, I called
at the house of Mr. Bruce, to see Mary, the darling little
babe that had thawed my heart, when it was freezing
into a cheerless distrust of all my fellow-beings. She was
growing a tall girl now, but I loved her always. Mr. Bruce
had married again, and it was proposed that I should
become nurse to a new infant. I had but one hesitation,
and that was feeling of insecurity in New York, now
greatly increased by the passage of the Fugitive Slave Law.
However, I resolved to try the experiment. I was again
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fortunate in my employer. The new Mrs. Bruce was an
American, brought up under aristocratic influences, and
still living in the midst of them; but if she had any
prejudice against color, I was never made aware of it; and
as for the system of slavery, she had a most hearty dislike
of it. No sophistry of Southerners could blind her to its
enormity. She was a person of excellent principles and a
noble heart. To me, from that hour to the present, she has
been a true and sympathizing friend. Blessings be with
her and hers!
About the time that I reentered the Bruce family, an
event occurred of disastrous import to the colored
people. The slave Hamlin, the first fugitive that came
under the new law, was given up by the bloodhounds of
the north to the bloodhounds of the south. It was the
beginning of a reign of terror to the colored population.
The great city rushed on in its whirl of excitement, taking
no note of the “short and simple annals of the poor.” But
while fashionables were listening to the thrilling voice
of Jenny Lind in Metropolitan Hall, the thrilling voices
of poor hunted colored people went up, in an agony of
supplication, to the Lord, from Zion’s church. Many
families, who had lived in the city for twenty years, fled
from it now. Many a poor washerwoman, who, by hard
labor, had made herself a comfortable home, was obliged
to sacrifice her furniture, bid a hurried farewell to friends,
and seek her fortune among strangers in Canada. Many
a wife discovered a secret she had never known
before—that her husband was a fugitive, and must leave
her to insure his own safety. Worse still, many a husband
discovered that his wife had fled from slavery years ago,
and as “the child follows the condition of its mother,” the
children of his love were liable to be seized and carried
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into slavery. Every where, in those humble homes, there
was consternation and anguish. But what cared the
legislators of the “dominant race” for the blood they were
crushing out of trampled hearts?
When my brother William spent his last evening with
me, before he went to California, we talked nearly all the
time of the distress brought on our oppressed people by
the passage of this iniquitous law; and never had I seen
him manifest such bitterness of spirit, such stern hostility
to our oppressors. He was himself free from the operation
of the law; for he did not run from any Slaveholding State,
being brought into the Free States by his master. But I
was subject to it; and so were hundreds of intelligent and
industrious people all around us. I seldom ventured into
the streets; and when it was necessary to do an errand
for Mrs. Bruce, or any of the family, I went as much
as possible through back streets and by-ways. What a
disgrace to a city calling itself free, that inhabitants,
guiltless of offence, and seeking to perform their duties
conscientiously, should be condemned to live in such
incessant fear, and have nowhere to turn for protection!
This state of things, of course, gave rise to many
impromptu vigilance committees. Every colored person,
and every friend of their persecuted race, kept their eyes
wide open. Every evening I examined the newspapers
carefully, to see what Southerners had put up at the
hotels. I did this for my own sake, thinking my young
mistress and her husband might be among the list; I
wished also to give information to others, if necessary;
for if many were “running to and fro,” I resolved that
“knowledge should be increased.”
This brings up one of my Southern reminiscences,
which I will here briefly relate. I was somewhat
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acquainted with a slave named Luke, who belonged to a
wealthy man in our vicinity. His master died, leaving a
son and daughter heirs to his large fortune. In the division
of the slaves, Luke was included in the son’s portion. This
young man became a prey to the vices he went to the
north, to complete his education, he carried his vices with
him. He was brought home, deprived of the use of his
limbs, by excessive dissipation. Luke was appointed to
wait upon his bed-ridden master, whose despotic habits
were greatly increased by exasperation at his own
helplessness. He kept a cowhide beside him, and, for the
most trivial occurrence, he would order his attendant to
bare his back, and kneel beside the couch, while he
whipped him till his strength was exhausted. Some days
he was not allowed to wear any thing but his shirt, in
order to be in readiness to be flogged. A day seldom
passed without his receiving more or less blows. If the
slightest resistance was offered, the town constable was
sent for to execute the punishment, and Luke learned
from experience how much more the constable’s strong
arm was to be dreaded than the comparatively feeble one
of his master. The arm of his tyrant grew weaker, and
was finally palsied; and then the constable’s services were
in constant requisition. The fact that he was entirely
dependent on Luke’s care, and was obliged to be tended
like an infant, instead of inspiring any gratitude or
compassion towards his poor slave, seemed only to
increase his irritability and cruelty. As he lay there on
his bed, a mere degraded wreck of manhood, he took
into his head the strangest freaks of despotism; and if
Luke hesitated to submit to his orders, the constable was
immediately sent for. Some of these freaks were of a
nature too filthy to be repeated. When I fled from the
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house of bondage, I left poor Luke still chained to the
bedside of this cruel and disgusting wretch.
One day, when I had been requested to do an errand for
Mrs. Bruce, I was hurrying through back streets, as usual,
when I saw a young man approaching, whose face was
familiar to me. As he came nearer, I recognized Luke. I
always rejoiced to see or hear of any one who had escaped
from the black pit; I was peculiarly glad to see him on
Northern soil, though I no longer called it free soil. I
well remembered what a desolate feeling it was to be
alone among strangers, and I went up to him and greeted
him cordially. At first, he did not know me; but when I
mentioned my name, he remembered all about me. I told
him of the Fugitive Slave Law, and asked him if he did not
know that New York was a city of kidnappers.
He replied, “De risk ain’t so bad for me, as ’tis fur you.
‘Cause I runned away from de speculator, and you runned
away from de massa. Dem speculators vont spen dar
money to come here fur a runaway, if dey ain’t sartin sure
to put dar hans right on him. An I tell you I’s tuk good car
’bout dat. I had too hard times down dar, to let ’em ketch
dis nigger.”
He then told me of the advice he had received, and the
plans he had laid. I asked if he had money enough to take
him to Canada. “‘Pend upon it, I hab,” he replied. “I tuk car
fur dat. I’d bin workin all my days fur dem cussed whites,
an got no pay but kicks and cuffs. So I tought dis nigger
had a right to money nuff to bring him to de Free States.
Massa Henry he lib till ebery body vish him dead; an ven
he did die, I knowed de debbil would hab him, an vouldn’t
vant him to bring his money ‘long too. So I tuk some of
his bills, and put ’em in de pocket of his ole trousers. An
ven he was buried, dis nigger ask fur dem ole trousers,
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an dey gub ’em to me.” With a low, chuckling laugh, he
added, “You see I didn’t steal it; dey gub it to me. I tell you,
I had mighty hard time to keep de speculator from findin
it; but he didn’t git it.”
This is a fair specimen of how the moral sense is
educated by slavery. When a man has his wages stolen
from him, year after year, and the laws sanction and
enforce the theft, how can he be expected to have more
regard to honesty than has the man who robs him? I have
become somewhat enlightened, but I confess that I agree
with poor, ignorant, much-abused Luke, in thinking he
had a right to that money, as a portion of his unpaid
wages. He went to Canada forthwith, and I have not since
heard from him.
All that winter I lived in a state of anxiety. When I
took the children out to breathe the air, I closely observed
the countenances of all I met. I dreaded the approach
of summer, when snakes and slaveholders make their
appearance. I was, in fact, a slave in New York, as subject
to slave laws as I had been in a Slave State. Strange
incongruity in a State called free!
Spring returned, and I received warning from the south
that Dr. Flint knew of my return to my old place, and
was making preparations to have me caught. I learned
afterwards that my dress, and that of Mrs. Bruce’s
children, had been described to him by some of the
Northern tools, which slaveholders employ for their base
purposes, and then indulge in sneers at their cupidity and
mean servility.
I immediately informed Mrs. Bruce of my danger, and
she took prompt measures for my safety. My place as
nurse could not be supplied immediately, and this
generous, sympathizing lady proposed that I should carry
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her baby away. It was a comfort to me to have the child
with me; for the heart is reluctant to be torn away from
every object it loves. But how few mothers would have
consented to have one of their own babes become a
fugitive, for the sake of a poor, hunted nurse, on whom
the legislators of the country had let loose the
bloodhounds! When I spoke of the sacrifice she was
making, in depriving herself of her dear baby, she replied,
“It is better for you to have baby with you, Linda; for if
they get on your track, they will be obliged to bring the
child to me; and then, if there is a possibility of saving
you, you shall be saved.”
This lady had a very wealthy relative, a benevolent
gentleman in many respects, but aristocratic and pro-
slavery. He remonstrated with her for harboring a
fugitive slave; told her she was violating the laws of her
country; and asked her if she was aware of the penalty.
She replied, “I am very well aware of it. It is imprisonment
and one thousand dollars fine. Shame on my country that
it is so! I am ready to incur the penalty. I will go to the
state’s prison, rather than have any poor victim torn from
my house, to be carried back to slavery.”
The noble heart! The brave heart! The tears are in my
eyes while I write of her. May the God of the helpless
reward her for her sympathy with my persecuted people!
I was sent into New England, where I was sheltered by
the wife of a senator, whom I shall always hold in grateful
remembrance. This honorable gentleman would not have
voted for the Fugitive Slave Law, as did the senator in
“Uncle Tom’s Cabin;” on the contrary, he was strongly
opposed to it; but he was enough under its influence to be
afraid of having me remain in his house many hours. So I
was sent into the country, where I remained a month with
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the baby. When it was supposed that Dr. Flint’s emissaries
had lost track of me, and given up the pursuit for the
present, I returned to New York.
XLI. Free At Last.
Mrs. Bruce, and every member of her family, were
exceedingly kind to me. I was thankful for the blessings
of my lot, yet I could not always wear a cheerful
countenance. I was doing harm to no one; on the
contrary, I was doing all the good I could in my small way;
yet I could never go out to breathe God’s free air without
trepidation at my heart. This seemed hard; and I could
not think it was a right state of things in any civilized
country.
From time to time I received news from my good old
grandmother. She could not write; but she employed
others to write for her. The following is an extract from
one of her last letters:—
Dear Daughter: I cannot hope to see you again on earth;
but I pray to God to unite us above, where pain will
no more rack this feeble body of mine; where sorrow
and parting from my children will be no more. God has
promised these things if we are faithful unto the end. My
age and feeble health deprive me of going to church now;
but God is with me here at home. Thank your brother
for his kindness. Give much love to him, and tell him
to remember the Creator in the days of his youth, and
strive to meet me in the Father’s kingdom. Love to Ellen
and Benjamin. Don’t neglect him. Tell him for me, to
be a good boy. Strive, my child, to train them for God’s
children. May he protect and provide for you, is the
prayer of your loving old mother.
These letters both cheered and saddened me. I was
always glad to have tidings from the kind, faithful old
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friend of my unhappy youth; but her messages of love
made my heart yearn to see her before she died, and
I mourned over the fact that it was impossible. Some
months after I returned from my flight to New England, I
received a letter from her, in which she wrote, “Dr. Flint is
dead. He has left a distressed family. Poor old man! I hope
he made his peace with God.”
I remembered how he had defrauded my grandmother
of the hard earnings she had loaned; how he had tried to
cheat her out of the freedom her mistress had promised
her, and how he had persecuted her children; and I
thought to myself that she was a better Christian than I
was, if she could entirely forgive him. I cannot say, with
truth, that the news of my old master’s death softened my
feelings towards him. There are wrongs which even the
grave does not bury. The man was odious to me while he
lived, and his memory is odious now.
His departure from this world did not diminish my
danger. He had threatened my grandmother that his heirs
should hold me in slavery after he was gone; that I never
should be free so long as a child of his survived. As for
Mrs. Flint, I had seen her in deeper afflictions than I
supposed the loss of her husband would be, for she had
buried several children; yet I never saw any signs of
softening in her heart. The doctor had died in
embarrassed circumstances, and had little to will to his
heirs, except such property as he was unable to grasp. I
was well aware what I had to expect from the family of
Flints; and my fears were confirmed by a letter from the
south, warning me to be on my guard, because Mrs. Flint
openly declared that her daughter could not afford to lose
so valuable a slave as I was.
I kept close watch of the newspapers for arrivals; but
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one Saturday night, being much occupied, I forgot to
examine the Evening Express as usual. I went down into
the parlor for it, early in the morning, and found the boy
about to kindle a fire with it. I took it from him and
examined the list of arrivals. Reader, if you have never
been a slave, you cannot imagine the acute sensation of
suffering at my heart, when I read the names of Mr. and
Mrs. Dodge, at a hotel in Courtland Street. It was a third-
rate hotel, and that circumstance convinced me of the
truth of what I had heard, that they were short of funds
and had need of my value, as they valued me; and that was
by dollars and cents. I hastened with the paper to Mrs.
Bruce. Her heart and hand were always open to every
one in distress, and she always warmly sympathized with
mine. It was impossible to tell how near the enemy was.
He might have passed and repassed the house while we
were sleeping. He might at that moment be waiting to
pounce upon me if I ventured out of doors. I had never
seen the husband of my young mistress, and therefore
I could not distinguish him from any other stranger. A
carriage was hastily ordered; and, closely veiled, I
followed Mrs. Bruce, taking the baby again with me into
exile. After various turnings and crossings, and
returnings, the carriage stopped at the house of one of
Mrs. Bruce’s friends, where I was kindly received. Mrs.
Bruce returned immediately, to instruct the domestics
what to say if any one came to inquire for me.
It was lucky for me that the evening paper was not
burned up before I had a chance to examine the list of
arrivals. It was not long after Mrs. Bruce’s return to her
house, before several people came to inquire for me. One
inquired for me, another asked for my daughter Ellen,
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and another said he had a letter from my grandmother,
which he was requested to deliver in person.
They were told, “She has lived here, but she has left.”
“How long ago?”
“I don’t know, sir.”
“Do you know where she went?”
“I do not, sir.” And the door was closed.
This Mr. Dodge, who claimed me as his property, was
originally a Yankee pedler in the south; then he became
a merchant, and finally a slaveholder. He managed to get
introduced into what was called the first society, and
married Miss Emily Flint. A quarrel arose between him
and her brother, and the brother cowhided him. This led
to a family feud, and he proposed to remove to Virginia.
Dr. Flint left him no property, and his own means had
become circumscribed, while a wife and children
depended upon him for support. Under these
circumstances, it was very natural that he should make an
effort to put me into his pocket.
I had a colored friend, a man from my native place, in
whom I had the most implicit confidence. I sent for him,
and told him that Mr. and Mrs. Dodge had arrived in
New York. I proposed that he should call upon them to
make inquiries about his friends at the south, with whom
Dr. Flint’s family were well acquainted. He thought there
was no impropriety in his doing so, and he consented. He
went to the hotel, and knocked at the door of Mr. Dodge’s
room, which was opened by the gentleman himself, who
gruffly inquired, “What brought you here? How came you
to know I was in the city?”
“Your arrival was published in the evening papers, sir;
and I called to ask Mrs. Dodge about my friends at home.
I didn’t suppose it would give any offence.”
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“Where’s that negro girl, that belongs to my wife?”
“What girl, sir?”
“You know well enough. I mean Linda, that ran away
from Dr. Flint’s plantation, some years ago. I dare say
you’ve seen her, and know where she is.”
“Yes, sir, I’ve seen her, and know where she is. She is out
of your reach, sir.”
“Tell me where she is, or bring her to me, and I will give
her a chance to buy her freedom.”
“I don’t think it would be of any use, sir. I have heard
her say she would go to the ends of the earth, rather
than pay any man or woman for her freedom, because she
thinks she has a right to it. Besides, she couldn’t do it, if
she would, for she has spent her earnings to educate her
children.”
This made Mr. Dodge very angry, and some high words
passed between them. My friend was afraid to come
where I was; but in the course of the day I received a
note from him. I supposed they had not come from the
south, in the winter, for a pleasure excursion; and now the
nature of their business was very plain.
Mrs. Bruce came to me and entreated me to leave the
city the next morning. She said her house was watched,
and it was possible that some clew to me might be
obtained. I refused to take her advice. She pleaded with
an earnest tenderness, that ought to have moved me; but I
was in a bitter, disheartened mood. I was weary of flying
from pillar to post. I had been chased during half my life,
and it seemed as if the chase was never to end. There I
sat, in that great city, guiltless of crime, yet not daring
to worship God in any of the churches. I heard the bells
ringing for afternoon service, and, with contemptuous
sarcasm, I said, “Will the preachers take for their text,
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‘Proclaim liberty to the captive, and the opening of prison
doors to them that are bound’? or will they preach from
the text, ‘Do unto others as ye would they should do unto
you’?” Oppressed Poles and Hungarians could find a safe
refuge in that city; John Mitchell was free to proclaim
in the City Hall his desire for “a plantation well stocked
with slaves;” but there I sat, an oppressed American, not
daring to show my face. God forgive the black and bitter
thoughts I indulged on that Sabbath day! The Scripture
says, “Oppression makes even a wise man mad;” and I was
not wise.
I had been told that Mr. Dodge said his wife had never
signed away her right to my children, and if he could
not get me, he would take them. This it was, more than
any thing else, that roused such a tempest in my soul.
Benjamin was with his uncle William in California, but
my innocent young daughter had come to spend a
vacation with me. I thought of what I had suffered in
slavery at her age, and my heart was like a tiger’s when a
hunter tries to seize her young.
Dear Mrs. Bruce! I seem to see the expression of her
face, as she turned away discouraged by my obstinate
mood. Finding her expostulations unavailing, she sent
Ellen to entreat me. When ten o’clock in the evening
arrived and Ellen had not returned, this watchful and
unwearied friend became anxious. She came to us in a
carriage, bringing a well-filled trunk for my
journey—trusting that by this time I would listen to
reason. I yielded to her, as I ought to have done before.
The next day, baby and I set out in a heavy snow storm,
bound for New England again. I received letters from the
City of Iniquity, addressed to me under an assumed name.
In a few days one came from Mrs. Bruce, informing me
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that my new master was still searching for me, and that
she intended to put an end to this persecution by buying
my freedom. I felt grateful for the kindness that prompted
this offer, but the idea was not so pleasant to me as might
have been expected. The more my mind had become
enlightened, the more difficult it was for me to consider
myself an article of property; and to pay money to those
who had so grievously oppressed me seemed like taking
from my sufferings the glory of triumph. I wrote to Mrs.
Bruce, thanking her, but saying that being sold from one
owner to another seemed too much like slavery; that such
a great obligation could not be easily cancelled; and that I
preferred to go to my brother in California.
Without my knowledge, Mrs. Bruce employed a
gentleman in New York to enter into negotiations with
Mr. Dodge. He proposed to pay three hundred dollars
down, if Mr. Dodge would sell me, and enter into
obligations to relinquish all claim to me or my children
forever after. He who called himself my master said he
scorned so small an offer for such a valuable servant.
The gentleman replied, “You can do as you choose, sir. If
you reject this offer you will never get any thing; for the
woman has friends who will convey her and her children
out of the country.”
Mr. Dodge concluded that “half a loaf was better than
no bread,” and he agreed to the proffered terms. By the
next mail I received this brief letter from Mrs. Bruce: “I
am rejoiced to tell you that the money for your freedom
has been paid to Mr. Dodge. Come home to-morrow. I
long to see you and my sweet babe.”
My brain reeled as I read these lines. A gentleman near
me said, “It’s true; I have seen the bill of sale.” “The bill of
sale!” Those words struck me like a blow. So I was sold at
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last! A human being sold in the free city of New York! The
bill of sale is on record, and future generations will learn
from it that women were articles of traffic in New York,
late in the nineteenth century of the Christian religion.
It may hereafter prove a useful document to antiquaries,
who are seeking to measure the progress of civilization
in the United States. I well know the value of that bit of
paper; but much as I love freedom, I do not like to look
upon it. I am deeply grateful to the generous friend who
procured it, but I despise the miscreant who demanded
payment for what never rightfully belonged to him or his.
I had objected to having my freedom bought, yet I must
confess that when it was done I felt as if a heavy load
had been lifted from my weary shoulders. When I rode
home in the cars I was no longer afraid to unveil my face
and look at people as they passed. I should have been glad
to have met Daniel Dodge himself; to have had him seen
me and known me, that he might have mourned over the
untoward circumstances which compelled him to sell me
for three hundred dollars.
When I reached home, the arms of my benefactress
were thrown round me, and our tears mingled. As soon as
she could speak, she said, “O Linda, I’m so glad it’s all over!
You wrote to me as if you thought you were going to be
transferred from one owner to another. But I did not buy
you for your services. I should have done just the same,
if you had been going to sail for California to-morrow. I
should, at least, have the satisfaction of knowing that you
left me a free woman.”
My heart was exceedingly full. I remembered how my
poor father had tried to buy me, when I was a small child,
and how he had been disappointed. I hoped his spirit was
rejoicing over me now. I remembered how my good old
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grandmother had laid up her earnings to purchase me in
later years, and how often her plans had been frustrated.
How that faithful, loving old heart would leap for joy, if
she could look on me and my children now that we were
free! My relatives had been foiled in all their efforts, but
God had raised me up a friend among strangers, who had
bestowed on me the precious, long-desired boon. Friend!
It is a common word, often lightly used. Like other good
and beautiful things, it may be tarnished by careless
handling; but when I speak of Mrs. Bruce as my friend,
the word is sacred.
My grandmother lived to rejoice in my freedom; but
not long after, a letter came with a black seal. She had
gone “where the wicked cease from troubling, and the
weary are at rest.”
Time passed on, and a paper came to me from the
south, containing an obituary notice of my uncle Phillip.
It was the only case I ever knew of such an honor
conferred upon a colored person. It was written by one of
his friends, and contained these words: “Now that death
has laid him low, they call him a good man and a useful
citizen; but what are eulogies to the black man, when the
world has faded from his vision? It does not require man’s
praise to obtain rest in God’s kingdom.” So they called a
colored man a citizen! Strange words to be uttered in that
region!
Reader, my story ends with freedom; not in the usual
way, with marriage. I and my children are now free! We
are as free from the power of slaveholders as are the white
people of the north; and though that, according to my
ideas, is not saying a great deal, it is a vast improvement
in my condition. The dream of my life is not yet realized.
I do not sit with my children in a home of my own, I
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still long for a hearthstone of my own, however humble.
I wish it for my children’s sake far more than for my
own. But God so orders circumstances as to keep me with
my friend Mrs. Bruce. Love, duty, gratitude, also bind me
to her side. It is a privilege to serve her who pities my
oppressed people, and who has bestowed the inestimable
boon of freedom on me and my children.
It has been painful to me, in many ways, to recall the
dreary years I passed in bondage. I would gladly forget
them if I could. Yet the retrospection is not altogether
without solace; for with those gloomy recollections come
tender memories of my good old grandmother, like light,
fleecy clouds floating over a dark and troubled sea.
APPENDIX.
The following statement is from Amy Post, a member
of the Society of Friends in the State of New York, well
known and highly respected by friends of the poor and
the oppressed. As has been already stated, in the
preceding pages, the author of this volume spent some
time under her hospitable roof.
L.M.C.
The author of this book is my highly-esteemed friend. If
its readers knew her as I know her, they could not fail
to be deeply interested in her story. She was a beloved
inmate of our family nearly the whole of the year 1849.
She was introduced to us by her affectionate and
conscientious brother, who had previously related to us
some of the almost incredible events in his sister’s life.
I immediately became much interested in Linda; for her
appearance was prepossessing, and her deportment
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indicated remarkable delicacy of feeling and purity of
thought.
As we became acquainted, she related to me, from time
to time some of the incidents in her bitter experiences
as a slave-woman. Though impelled by a natural craving
for human sympathy, she passed through a baptism of
suffering, even in recounting her trials to me, in private
confidential conversations. The burden of these
memories lay heavily upon her spirit—naturally virtuous
and refined. I repeatedly urged her to consent to the
publication of her narrative; for I felt that it would arouse
people to a more earnest work for the disinthralment of
millions still remaining in that soul-crushing condition,
which was so unendurable to her. But her sensitive spirit
shrank from publicity. She said, “You know a woman can
whisper her cruel wrongs in the ear of a dear friend much
easier than she can record them for the world to read.”
Even in talking with me, she wept so much, and seemed
to suffer such mental agony, that I felt her story was too
sacred to be drawn from her by inquisitive questions, and
I left her free to tell as much, or as little, as she chose. Still,
I urged upon her the duty of publishing her experience,
for the sake of the good it might do; and, at last, she
undertook the task.
Having been a slave so large a portion of her life, she
is unlearned; she is obliged to earn her living by her own
labor, and she has worked untiringly to procure
education for her children; several times she has been
obliged to leave her employments, in order to fly from
the man-hunters and woman-hunters of our land; but she
pressed through all these obstacles and overcame them.
After the labors of the day were over, she traced secretly
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and wearily, by the midnight lamp, a truthful record of
her eventful life.
This Empire State is a shabby place of refuge for the
oppressed; but here, through anxiety, turmoil, and
despair, the freedom of Linda and her children was finally
secured, by the exertions of a generous friend. She was
grateful for the boon; but the idea of having been bought
was always galling to a spirit that could never
acknowledge itself to be a chattel. She wrote to us thus,
soon after the event: “I thank you for your kind
expressions in regard to my freedom; but the freedom I
had before the money was paid was dearer to me. God
gave me that freedom; but man put God’s image in the
scales with the paltry sum of three hundred dollars. I
served for my liberty as faithfully as Jacob served for
Rachel. At the end, he had large possessions; but I was
robbed of my victory; I was obliged to resign my crown,
to rid myself of a tyrant.”
Her story, as written by herself, cannot fail to interest
the reader. It is a sad illustration of the condition of this
country, which boasts of its civilization, while it sanctions
laws and customs which make the experiences of the
present more strange than any fictions of the past.
Amy Post. Rochester, N.Y., Oct. 30th, 1859.
The following testimonial is from a man who is now a
highly respectable colored citizen of Boston.
L.M.C.
This narrative contains some incidents so extraordinary,
that, doubtless, many persons, under whose eyes it may
chance to fall, will be ready to believe that it is colored
highly, to serve a special purpose. But, however it may be
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regarded by the incredulous, I know that it is full of living
truths. I have been well acquainted with the author from
my boyhood. The circumstances recounted in her history
are perfectly familiar to me. I knew of her treatment from
her master; of the imprisonment of her children; of their
sale and redemption; of her seven years’ concealment;
and of her subsequent escape to the North. I am now a
resident of Boston, and am a living witness to the truth of
this interesting narrative.
George W. Lowther.
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CHAPTER 152.
INCIDENTS IN THE LIFE OF A SLAVE
GIRL - BIOGRAPHY & CHAPTER 11-22
CRITICAL QUESTIONS
RYAN FRENCH, JENNA MACKINNON, AND SARA
WORLEY
Biography of Harriet Jacobs
Harriet A. Jacobs was born into slavery in Edenton,
North Carolina on February 11, 1813. She did not know
she was a slave until she was six years old. Jacobs hid from
her master in a crawl space for seven years to avoid his
sexual threats. She wrote the now canonical Incidents in
the Life of a Slave Girl in 1861. Jacobs was the first woman
to write a fugitive slave narrative in the United States.
She passed away March 7, 1897 at the age of 84. Jacobs
died before her narrative saw its peak popularity in the
1960s-70s.
This biographical information was found at: PBS
Chapter 11-22 Critical Questions
Thematic
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Gender, Religion, Motherhood and Power are themes
that Linda comes face to face with in Incidents in the Life
of a Slave Girl. Below are quotes relating to these themes
along with questions. Use what you know about the text
to answer the following questions.
1. “When they told me my new-born babe was a girl,
my heart was heavier than it had ever been before.
Slavery is terrible for men; but it far more terrible
for women” (66).
How is gender represented in this quote? Find examples
throughout the text that also suggest women in slavery
suffer more than men.
2. “Servants, be obedient to them that are your
masters according to the flesh, with fear and
trembling, in singleness of your heart, as unto
Christ” (59).
Based on this quote, in what ways is religion manipulated
toward the slaves in Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl?
Does this sort of oppression work on the slaves?
3. “Alas, what mockery it is for a slave mother to try
pray back her dying child to life! Death is better than
slavery” (54).
How does this quote introduce the theme of motherhood
among slave women? What does it suggest about the
internal battle a slave mother must face?
4. “I tell what, Dr. Flint,” said she, “you ain’t got many
more years to live, and you’d better be saying your
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prayers. It will take ‘em all, and more too, to wash
the dirt off your soul” (70).
The slave owners have power over their slaves but not
those who are free. How does Linda’s grandmother show
power over the slave owner with this quote?
Compare and Contrast
Slave Narratives, Religion, and “Uncle Tom-ing”
Both Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl and Uncle Tom’s
Cabin represent the atrocities of slavery. Uncle Tom’s
Cabin, written by white, female author Harriet Beecher
Stowe, is fictional. Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl,
however, is a true account of black, female author Harriet
Jacob’s life.
1. In what ways does religion serve as a moral compass
for the characters inIncidents in the Life of a Slave Girl
and Uncle Tom’s Cabin? What characters contradict
their faith through their actions, and how does
religion serve as a method of oppression in both
novels?
2. “Uncle Tom-ing” is a derogatory term used to
describe someone of color who is seen as eager to
gain the approval of people who are white. This
term comes from the character Uncle Tom in Uncle
Tom’s Cabin, who demonstrates extreme passivity in
the face of slave cruelties. In what ways does
Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl reject passivity and
“Uncle Tom-ing” in regards to slavery? In what ways
does it perpetuate it?
The Heroic Slave vs. A Slave Girl
Frederick Douglass’s The Heroic Slave is a fictional
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retelling of the story of Madison Washington, a fugitive
who led a rebellion on a slave ship headed to New
Orleans. While both The Heroic Slave and Incidents in the
Life of a Slave Girl have plots that drive toward freedom
from slavery, the gender of the main characters make a
difference in their actions.
1. In what ways do Madison Washington and Linda
Brent use gender to their advantage when resisting
slavery?
2. If their genders were reversed, would Madison
Washington and Linda Brent be as successful in
their attempts to escape slavery? Why or why not?
Historical Relations
Analyzing time periods and historical artifacts in
connection to a piece of literature opens up a new
perspective on the text and the era. Incidents in the Life of a
Slave Girl was particularly timely because it was published
at the start of the Civil War. The text offers the
perspective of an enslaved woman of color searching for
freedom. This made the content of the novel like fuel for
the emerging fire that came with the Civil War. Not only
does it show the atrocities that were being committed
against women of color, it also shows that they were
willing to grasp for freedom if it was near.
Incidents illustrates that people of color were not content
with a life of slavery. Rightfully, the black community
wanted their humanity returned to them. Because of this
perspective, it has gained a rightful place in the American
literary canon. Americans reading the book could see
how America SHOULD be – a land of the free – and
compare that with reality – the opposite of free. The Civil
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War had the power to make that change. These ideas can
be seen in other works times in history. Consider these
critical questions to further understanding:
1. How does Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl relate to
Anne Frank’s The Diary of a Young Girl?
2. Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl was published in
the same year (1861) as The Civil War began. How
does the book demonstrate issues arising between
the north and the south?
3. Although Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl was
originally published in 1861, the book saw a major
reprint in the 1960-70s. What was happening in the
United States at this time that would cause the
book’s resurgence and why?
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PART XXX.
MARK TWAIN

CHAPTER 153.
INTRODUCTION (2015)
JANINA MISIEWICZ
Samuel L.
Clemens,
primarily known
as Mark Twain,
was a successful
author, journalist,
satirist, and
lecturer. He was
born in Florida,
Missouri, the third
of five children, on
November 30,
1835. His life was
neither ordinary
nor predictable,
leading Clemens
from a printing
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job in Hannibal, Missouri to an apprenticeship on a
Mississippi riverboat, and later, to the Nevada and
California territories. By the 1860s, under the pen name
“Mark Twain,” Clemens had established himself as a
respected and admired author. His social respectability
increased after his marriage to Olivia Langdon in 1870,
daughter of a wealthy coal businessman.
Mark Twain’s Mississippi boyhood was a prolific
source of inspiration for him, eventually leading to The
Adventures of Tom Sawyer (1876) and The Adventures of
Huckleberry Finn (1883), two of his most popular novels.
The timelessness and flexibility of his ideas and writing
has instructed and inspired people from every generation
for over a century. Twain incorporates themes like
adventure and travel into his narratives, but he also
expresses an interest in satire, directing it against both
arrogant Europeans and pretentious Americans. The Man
That Corrupted Hadleyburg (1899) and The Million Pound
Bank Note (1893) are both examples of the satirical flame
burning through Twain’s writing.
Twain wrote in many genres, employing themes like
racial identity, European and American imperialism,
dream life versus “real” life, morality, innocence, and
freedom, and he was a master of language, earning a
reputation as a magician of words. By the end of his life,
Twain was publicly revered and his opinions were sought
on every subject of general interest, but he was deeply
disillusioned by humanity, angered by the profound
inequality of life. Twain’s despair was, in part, fueled by
a series of unfortunate events that took place in the later
years of his life, beginning with the death of his oldest
daughter, Susy. Twain died from a heart attack on April
21, 1910 at age seventy-four.
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CHAPTER 154.
THE MAN THAT CORRUPTED
HADLEYBURG
MARK TWAIN
I.
It was many years ago. Hadleyburg was the most honest
and upright town in all the region round about. It had
kept that reputation unsmirched during three
generations, and was prouder of it than of any other of
its possessions. It was so proud of it, and so anxious
to insure its perpetuation, that it began to teach the
principles of honest dealing to its babies in the cradle,
and made the like teachings the staple of their culture
thenceforward through all the years devoted to their
education. Also, throughout the formative years
temptations were kept out of the way of the young people,
so that their honesty could have every chance to harden
and solidify, and become a part of their very bone. The
neighbouring towns were jealous of this honourable
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supremacy, and affected to sneer at Hadleyburg’s pride in
it and call it vanity; but all the same they were obliged
to acknowledge that Hadleyburg was in reality an
incorruptible town; and if pressed they would also
acknowledge that the mere fact that a young man hailed
from Hadleyburg was all the recommendation he needed
when he went forth from his natal town to seek for
responsible employment.
But at last, in the drift of time, Hadleyburg had the
ill luck to offend a passing stranger—possibly without
knowing it, certainly without caring, for Hadleyburg was
sufficient unto itself, and cared not a rap for strangers or
their opinions. Still, it would have been well to make an
exception in this one’s case, for he was a bitter man, and
revengeful. All through his wanderings during a whole
year he kept his injury in mind, and gave all his leisure
moments to trying to invent a compensating satisfaction
for it. He contrived many plans, and all of them were
good, but none of them was quite sweeping enough: the
poorest of them would hurt a great many individuals, but
what he wanted was a plan which would comprehend the
entire town, and not let so much as one person escape
unhurt. At last he had a fortunate idea, and when it fell
into his brain it lit up his whole head with an evil joy. He
began to form a plan at once, saying to himself “That is
the thing to do—I will corrupt the town.”
Six months later he went to Hadleyburg, and arrived in
a buggy at the house of the old cashier of the bank about
ten at night. He got a sack out of the buggy, shouldered
it, and staggered with it through the cottage yard, and
knocked at the door. A woman’s voice said “Come in,”
and he entered, and set his sack behind the stove in the
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parlour, saying politely to the old lady who sat reading the
“Missionary Herald” by the lamp:
“Pray keep your seat, madam, I will not disturb you.
There—now it is pretty well concealed; one would hardly
know it was there. Can I see your husband a moment,
madam?”
No, he was gone to Brixton, and might not return
before morning.
“Very well, madam, it is no matter. I merely wanted to
leave that sack in his care, to be delivered to the rightful
owner when he shall be found. I am a stranger; he does
not know me; I am merely passing through the town to-
night to discharge a matter which has been long in my
mind. My errand is now completed, and I go pleased and
a little proud, and you will never see me again. There is a
paper attached to the sack which will explain everything.
Good-night, madam.”
The old lady was afraid of the mysterious big stranger,
and was glad to see him go. But her curiosity was roused,
and she went straight to the sack and brought away the
paper. It began as follows:
“TO BE PUBLISHED, or, the right man sought out by
private inquiry—either will answer. This sack contains
gold coin weighing a hundred and sixty pounds four
ounces—”
“Mercy on us, and the door not locked!”
Mrs. Richards flew to it all in a tremble and locked
it, then pulled down the window-shades and stood
frightened, worried, and wondering if there was anything
else she could do toward making herself and the money
more safe. She listened awhile for burglars, then
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surrendered to curiosity, and went back to the lamp and
finished reading the paper:
“I am a foreigner, and am presently going back to my own
country, to remain there permanently. I am grateful to
America for what I have received at her hands during my
long stay under her flag; and to one of her citizens—a
citizen of Hadleyburg—I am especially grateful for a great
kindness done me a year or two ago. Two great kindnesses
in fact. I will explain. I was a gambler. I say I WAS. I
was a ruined gambler. I arrived in this village at night,
hungry and without a penny. I asked for help—in the dark;
I was ashamed to beg in the light. I begged of the right
man. He gave me twenty dollars—that is to say, he gave me
life, as I considered it. He also gave me fortune; for out of
that money I have made myself rich at the gaming-table.
And finally, a remark which he made to me has remained
with me to this day, and has at last conquered me; and in
conquering has saved the remnant of my morals: I shall
gamble no more. Now I have no idea who that man was,
but I want him found, and I want him to have this money, to
give away, throw away, or keep, as he pleases. It is merely
my way of testifying my gratitude to him. If I could stay,
I would find him myself; but no matter, he will be found.
This is an honest town, an incorruptible town, and I know I
can trust it without fear. This man can be identified by the
remark which he made to me; I feel persuaded that he will
remember it.
“And now my plan is this: If you prefer to conduct the
inquiry privately, do so. Tell the contents of this present
writing to any one who is likely to be the right man. If
he shall answer, ‘I am the man; the remark I made was so-
and-so,’ apply the test—to wit: open the sack, and in it you
will find a sealed envelope containing that remark. If the
remark mentioned by the candidate tallies with it, give him
the money, and ask no further questions, for he is certainly
the right man.
“But if you shall prefer a public inquiry, then publish this
present writing in the local paper—with these instructions
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added, to wit: Thirty days from now, let the candidate
appear at the town-hall at eight in the evening (Friday),
and hand his remark, in a sealed envelope, to the Rev. Mr.
Burgess (if he will be kind enough to act); and let Mr.
Burgess there and then destroy the seals of the sack, open it,
and see if the remark is correct: if correct, let the money be
delivered, with my sincere gratitude, to my benefactor thus
identified.”
Mrs. Richards sat down, gently quivering with
excitement, and was soon lost in thinkings—after this
pattern: “What a strange thing it is! . . . And what a fortune
for that kind man who set his bread afloat upon the
waters! . . . If it had only been my husband that did it!—for
we are so poor, so old and poor! . . .” Then, with a
sigh—“But it was not my Edward; no, it was not he that
gave a stranger twenty dollars. It is a pity too; I see it now.
. . ” Then, with a shudder—“But it is gamblers’ money! the
wages of sin; we couldn’t take it; we couldn’t touch it. I
don’t like to be near it; it seems a defilement.” She moved
to a farther chair. . . “I wish Edward would come, and take
it to the bank; a burglar might come at any moment; it is
dreadful to be here all alone with it.”
At eleven Mr. Richards arrived, and while his wife was
saying “I am so glad you’ve come!” he was saying, “I am
so tired—tired clear out; it is dreadful to be poor, and
have to make these dismal journeys at my time of life.
Always at the grind, grind, grind, on a salary—another
man’s slave, and he sitting at home in his slippers, rich and
comfortable.”
“I am so sorry for you, Edward, you know that; but
be comforted; we have our livelihood; we have our good
name—”
“Yes, Mary, and that is everything. Don’t mind my
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talk—it’s just a moment’s irritation and doesn’t mean
anything. Kiss me—there, it’s all gone now, and I am
not complaining any more. What have you been getting?
What’s in the sack?”
Then his wife told him the great secret. It dazed him
for a moment; then he said:
“It weighs a hundred and sixty pounds? Why, Mary, it’s
for-ty thou-sand dollars—think of it—a whole fortune!
Not ten men in this village are worth that much. Give me
the paper.”
He skimmed through it and said:
“Isn’t it an adventure! Why, it’s a romance; it’s like the
impossible things one reads about in books, and never
sees in life.” He was well stirred up now; cheerful, even
gleeful. He tapped his old wife on the cheek, and said
humorously, “Why, we’re rich, Mary, rich; all we’ve got
to do is to bury the money and burn the papers. If the
gambler ever comes to inquire, we’ll merely look coldly
upon him and say: ‘What is this nonsense you are talking?
We have never heard of you and your sack of gold before;’
and then he would look foolish, and—”
“And in the meantime, while you are running on with
your jokes, the money is still here, and it is fast getting
along toward burglar-time.”
“True. Very well, what shall we do—make the inquiry
private? No, not that; it would spoil the romance. The
public method is better. Think what a noise it will make!
And it will make all the other towns jealous; for no
stranger would trust such a thing to any town but
Hadleyburg, and they know it. It’s a great card for us. I
must get to the printing-office now, or I shall be too late.”
“But stop—stop—don’t leave me here alone with it,
Edward!”
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But he was gone. For only a little while, however. Not
far from his own house he met the editor—proprietor of
the paper, and gave him the document, and said “Here is a
good thing for you, Cox—put it in.”
“It may be too late, Mr. Richards, but I’ll see.”
At home again, he and his wife sat down to talk the
charming mystery over; they were in no condition for
sleep. The first question was, Who could the citizen have
been who gave the stranger the twenty dollars? It seemed
a simple one; both answered it in the same breath—
“Barclay Goodson.”
“Yes,” said Richards, “he could have done it, and it
would have been like him, but there’s not another in the
town.”
“Everybody will grant that, Edward—grant it privately,
anyway. For six months, now, the village has been its own
proper self once more—honest, narrow, self-righteous,
and stingy.”
“It is what he always called it, to the day of his
death—said it right out publicly, too.”
“Yes, and he was hated for it.”
“Oh, of course; but he didn’t care. I reckon he was the
best-hated man among us, except the Reverend Burgess.”
“Well, Burgess deserves it—he will never get another
congregation here. Mean as the town is, it knows how
to estimate him. Edward, doesn’t it seem odd that the
stranger should appoint Burgess to deliver the money?”
“Well, yes—it does. That is—that is—”
“Why so much that-is-ing? Would you select him?”
“Mary, maybe the stranger knows him better than this
village does.”
“Much that would help Burgess!”
The husband seemed perplexed for an answer; the wife
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kept a steady eye upon him, and waited. Finally Richards
said, with the hesitancy of one who is making a statement
which is likely to encounter doubt,
“Mary, Burgess is not a bad man.”
His wife was certainly surprised.
“Nonsense!” she exclaimed.
“He is not a bad man. I know. The whole of his
unpopularity had its foundation in that one thing—the
thing that made so much noise.”
“That ‘one thing,’ indeed! As if that ‘one thing’ wasn’t
enough, all by itself.”
“Plenty. Plenty. Only he wasn’t guilty of it.”
“How you talk! Not guilty of it! Everybody knows he
was guilty.”
“Mary, I give you my word—he was innocent.”
“I can’t believe it and I don’t. How do you know?”
“It is a confession. I am ashamed, but I will make it.
I was the only man who knew he was innocent. I could
have saved him, and—and—well, you know how the town
was wrought up—I hadn’t the pluck to do it. It would
have turned everybody against me. I felt mean, ever so
mean; ut I didn’t dare; I hadn’t the manliness to face that.”
Mary looked troubled, and for a while was silent. Then
she said stammeringly:
“I—I don’t think it would have done for you
to—to—One mustn’t—er—public opinion—one has to be
so careful—so—” It was a difficult road, and she got
mired; but after a little she got started again. “It was a
great pity, but—Why, we couldn’t afford it, Edward—we
couldn’t indeed. Oh, I wouldn’t have had you do it for
anything!”
“It would have lost us the good-will of so many people,
Mary; and then—and then—”
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“What troubles me now is, what he thinks of us,
Edward.”
“He? He doesn’t suspect that I could have saved him.”
“Oh,” exclaimed the wife, in a tone of relief, “I am glad
of that. As long as he doesn’t know that you could have
saved him, he—he—well that makes it a great deal better.
Why, I might have known he didn’t know, because he
is always trying to be friendly with us, as little
encouragement as we give him. More than once people
have twitted me with it. There’s the Wilsons, and the
Wilcoxes, and the Harknesses, they take a mean pleasure
in saying ‘Your friend Burgess,’ because they know it
pesters me. I wish he wouldn’t persist in liking us so; I
can’t think why he keeps it up.”
“I can explain it. It’s another confession. When the
thing was new and hot, and the town made a plan to ride
him on a rail, my conscience hurt me so that I couldn’t
stand it, and I went privately and gave him notice, and he
got out of the town and stayed out till it was safe to come
back.”
“Edward! If the town had found it out—”
“Don’t! It scares me yet, to think of it. I repented of it
the minute it was done; and I was even afraid to tell you
lest your face might betray it to somebody. I didn’t sleep
any that night, for worrying. But after a few days I saw
that no one was going to suspect me, and after that I got
to feeling glad I did it. And I feel glad yet, Mary—glad
through and through.”
“So do I, now, for it would have been a dreadful way to
treat him. Yes, I’m glad; for really you did owe him that,
you know. But, Edward, suppose it should come out yet,
some day!”
“It won’t.”
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“Why?”
“Because everybody thinks it was Goodson.”
“Of course they would!”
“Certainly. And of course he didn’t care. They
persuaded poor old Sawlsberry to go and charge it on
him, and he went blustering over there and did it.
Goodson looked him over, like as if he was hunting for
a place on him that he could despise the most; then he
says, ‘So you are the Committee of Inquiry, are you?’
Sawlsberry said that was about what he was. ‘H’m. Do
they require particulars, or do you reckon a kind of a
general answer will do?’ ‘If they require particulars, I will
come back, Mr. Goodson; I will take the general answer
first.’ ‘Very well, then, tell them to go to hell—I reckon
that’s general enough. And I’ll give you some advice,
Sawlsberry; when you come back for the particulars,
fetch a basket to carry what is left of yourself home in.’”
“Just like Goodson; it’s got all the marks. He had only
one vanity; he thought he could give advice better than
any other person.”
“It settled the business, and saved us, Mary. The subject
was dropped.”
“Bless you, I’m not doubting that.”
Then they took up the gold-sack mystery again, with
strong interest. Soon the conversation began to suffer
breaks—interruptions caused by absorbed thinkings.
The breaks grew more and more frequent. At last
Richards lost himself wholly in thought. He sat long,
gazing vacantly at the floor, and by-and-by he began to
punctuate his thoughts with little nervous movements of
his hands that seemed to indicate vexation. Meantime
his wife too had relapsed into a thoughtful silence, and
her movements were beginning to show a troubled
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discomfort. Finally Richards got up and strode aimlessly
about the room, ploughing his hands through his hair,
much as a somnambulist might do who was having a bad
dream. Then he seemed to arrive at a definite purpose;
and without a word he put on his hat and passed quickly
out of the house. His wife sat brooding, with a drawn
face, and did not seem to be aware that she was alone.
Now and then she murmured, “Lead us not into t . . .
but—but—we are so poor, so poor! . . . Lead us not into .
. . Ah, who would be hurt by it?—and no one would ever
know . . . Lead us . . . ” The voice died out in mumblings.
After a little she glanced up and muttered in a half-
frightened, half-glad way—
“He is gone! But, oh dear, he may be too late—too
late . . . Maybe not—maybe there is still time.” She rose
and stood thinking, nervously clasping and unclasping
her hands. A slight shudder shook her frame, and she
said, out of a dry throat, “God forgive me—it’s awful to
think such things—but . . . Lord, how we are made—how
strangely we are made!”
She turned the light low, and slipped stealthily over and
knelt down by the sack and felt of its ridgy sides with
her hands, and fondled them lovingly; and there was a
gloating light in her poor old eyes. She fell into fits of
absence; and came half out of them at times to mutter “If
we had only waited!—oh, if we had only waited a little,
and not been in such a hurry!”
Meantime Cox had gone home from his office and told
his wife all about the strange thing that had happened,
and they had talked it over eagerly, and guessed that the
late Goodson was the only man in the town who could
have helped a suffering stranger with so noble a sum
as twenty dollars. Then there was a pause, and the two
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became thoughtful and silent. And by-and-by nervous
and fidgety. At last the wife said, as if to herself,
“Nobody knows this secret but the Richardses . . . and
us . . . nobody.”
The husband came out of his thinkings with a slight
start, and gazed wistfully at his wife, whose face was
become very pale; then he hesitatingly rose, and glanced
furtively at his hat, then at his wife—a sort of mute
inquiry. Mrs. Cox swallowed once or twice, with her
hand at her throat, then in place of speech she nodded
her head. In a moment she was alone, and mumbling to
herself.
And now Richards and Cox were hurrying through the
deserted streets, from opposite directions. They met,
panting, at the foot of the printing-office stairs; by the
night-light there they read each other’s face. Cox
whispered:
“Nobody knows about this but us?”
The whispered answer was:
“Not a soul—on honour, not a soul!”
“If it isn’t too late to—”
The men were starting up-stairs; at this moment they
were overtaken by a boy, and Cox asked,
“Is that you, Johnny?”
“Yes, sir.”
“You needn’t ship the early mail—nor any mail; wait till
I tell you.”
“It’s already gone, sir.”
“Gone?” It had the sound of an unspeakable
disappointment in it.
“Yes, sir. Time-table for Brixton and all the towns
beyond changed to-day, sir—had to get the papers in
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twenty minutes earlier than common. I had to rush; if I
had been two minutes later—”
The men turned and walked slowly away, not waiting
to hear the rest. Neither of them spoke during ten
minutes; then Cox said, in a vexed tone,
“What possessed you to be in such a hurry, I can’t make
out.”
The answer was humble enough:
“I see it now, but somehow I never thought, you know,
until it was too late. But the next time—”
“Next time be hanged! It won’t come in a thousand
years.”
Then the friends separated without a good-night, and
dragged themselves home with the gait of mortally
stricken men. At their homes their wives sprang up with
an eager “Well?”—then saw the answer with their eyes and
sank down sorrowing, without waiting for it to come in
words. In both houses a discussion followed of a heated
sort—a new thing; there had been discussions before, but
not heated ones, not ungentle ones. The discussions to-
night were a sort of seeming plagiarisms of each other.
Mrs. Richards said:
“If you had only waited, Edward—if you had only
stopped to think; but no, you must run straight to the
printing-office and spread it all over the world.”
“It said publish it.”
“That is nothing; it also said do it privately, if you liked.
There, now—is that true, or not?”
“Why, yes—yes, it is true; but when I thought what
a stir it would make, and what a compliment it was to
Hadleyburg that a stranger should trust it so—”
“Oh, certainly, I know all that; but if you had only
stopped to think, you would have seen that you couldn’t
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find the right man, because he is in his grave, and hasn’t
left chick nor child nor relation behind him; and as long
as the money went to somebody that awfully needed it,
and nobody would be hurt by it, and—and—”
She broke down, crying. Her husband tried to think
of some comforting thing to say, and presently came out
with this:
“But after all, Mary, it must be for the best—it must
be; we know that. And we must remember that it was so
ordered—”
“Ordered! Oh, everything’s ordered, when a person has
to find some way out when he has been stupid. Just the
same, it was ordered that the money should come to us
in this special way, and it was you that must take it on
yourself to go meddling with the designs of
Providence—and who gave you the right? It was wicked,
that is what it was—just blasphemous presumption, and
no more becoming to a meek and humble professor of—”
“But, Mary, you know how we have been trained all our
lives long, like the whole village, till it is absolutely second
nature to us to stop not a single moment to think when
there’s an honest thing to be done—”
“Oh, I know it, I know it—it’s been one everlasting
training and training and training in honesty—honesty
shielded, from the very cradle, against every possible
temptation, and so it’s artificial honesty, and weak as
water when temptation comes, as we have seen this
night. God knows I never had shade nor shadow of a
doubt of my petrified and indestructible honesty until
now—and now, under the very first big and real
temptation, I—Edward, it is my belief that this town’s
honesty is as rotten as mine is; as rotten as yours. It is
a mean town, a hard, stingy town, and hasn’t a virtue
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in the world but this honesty it is so celebrated for and
so conceited about; and so help me, I do believe that
if ever the day comes that its honesty falls under great
temptation, its grand reputation will go to ruin like a
house of cards. There, now, I’ve made confession, and I
feel better; I am a humbug, and I’ve been one all my life,
without knowing it. Let no man call me honest again—I
will not have it.”
“I—Well, Mary, I feel a good deal as you do: I certainly
do. It seems strange, too, so strange. I never could have
believed it—never.”
A long silence followed; both were sunk in thought. At
last the wife looked up and said:
“I know what you are thinking, Edward.”
Richards had the embarrassed look of a person who is
caught.
“I am ashamed to confess it, Mary, but—”
“It’s no matter, Edward, I was thinking the same
question myself.”
“I hope so. State it.”
“You were thinking, if a body could only guess out what
the remark was that Goodson made to the stranger.”
“It’s perfectly true. I feel guilty and ashamed. And
you?”
“I’m past it. Let us make a pallet here; we’ve got to
stand watch till the bank vault opens in the morning and
admits the sack. . . Oh dear, oh dear—if we hadn’t made
the mistake!”
The pallet was made, and Mary said:
“The open sesame—what could it have been? I do
wonder what that remark could have been. But come; we
will get to bed now.”
“And sleep?”
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“No; think.”
“Yes; think.”
By this time the Coxes too had completed their spat
and their reconciliation, and were turning in—to think, to
think, and toss, and fret, and worry over what the remark
could possibly have been which Goodson made to the
stranded derelict; that golden remark; that remark worth
forty thousand dollars, cash.
The reason that the village telegraph-office was open
later than usual that night was this: The foreman of Cox’s
paper was the local representative of the Associated
Press. One might say its honorary representative, for it
wasn’t four times a year that he could furnish thirty
words that would be accepted. But this time it was
different. His despatch stating what he had caught got an
instant answer:
“Send the whole thing—all the details—twelve hundred
words.”
A colossal order! The foreman filled the bill; and he was
the proudest man in the State. By breakfast-time the next
morning the name of Hadleyburg the Incorruptible was
on every lip in America, from Montreal to the Gulf, from
the glaciers of Alaska to the orange-groves of Florida;
and millions and millions of people were discussing the
stranger and his money-sack, and wondering if the right
man would be found, and hoping some more news about
the matter would come soon—right away.
II.
Hadleyburg village woke up world-
celebrated—astonished—happy—vain. Vain beyond
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imagination. Its nineteen principal citizens and their
wives went about shaking hands with each other, and
beaming, and smiling, and congratulating, and saying this
thing adds a new word to the dictionary—Hadleyburg,
synonym for incorruptible—destined to live in dictionaries
for ever! And the minor and unimportant citizens and
their wives went around acting in much the same way.
Everybody ran to the bank to see the gold-sack; and
before noon grieved and envious crowds began to flock
in from Brixton and all neighbouring towns; and that
afternoon and next day reporters began to arrive from
everywhere to verify the sack and its history and write
the whole thing up anew, and make dashing free-hand
pictures of the sack, and of Richards’s house, and the
bank, and the Presbyterian church, and the Baptist
church, and the public square, and the town-hall where
the test would be applied and the money delivered; and
damnable portraits of the Richardses, and Pinkerton the
banker, and Cox, and the foreman, and Reverend Burgess,
and the postmaster—and even of Jack Halliday, who was
the loafing, good-natured, no-account, irreverent
fisherman, hunter, boys’ friend, stray-dogs’ friend, typical
“Sam Lawson” of the town. The little mean, smirking,
oily Pinkerton showed the sack to all comers, and rubbed
his sleek palms together pleasantly, and enlarged upon
the town’s fine old reputation for honesty and upon this
wonderful endorsement of it, and hoped and believed
that the example would now spread far and wide over the
American world, and be epoch-making in the matter of
moral regeneration. And so on, and so on.
By the end of a week things had quieted down again;
the wild intoxication of pride and joy had sobered to
a soft, sweet, silent delight—a sort of deep, nameless,
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unutterable content. All faces bore a look of peaceful,
holy happiness.
Then a change came. It was a gradual change; so
gradual that its beginnings were hardly noticed; maybe
were not noticed at all, except by Jack Halliday, who
always noticed everything; and always made fun of it, too,
no matter what it was. He began to throw out chaffing
remarks about people not looking quite so happy as they
did a day or two ago; and next he claimed that the new
aspect was deepening to positive sadness; next, that it was
taking on a sick look; and finally he said that everybody
was become so moody, thoughtful, and absent-minded
that he could rob the meanest man in town of a cent out
of the bottom of his breeches pocket and not disturb his
reverie.
At this stage—or at about this stage—a saying like this
was dropped at bedtime—with a sigh, usually—by the
head of each of the nineteen principal households:
“Ah, what could have been the remark that Goodson
made?”
And straightway—with a shudder—came this, from the
man’s wife:
“Oh, don’t! What horrible thing are you mulling in your
mind? Put it away from you, for God’s sake!”
But that question was wrung from those men again the
next night—and got the same retort. But weaker.
And the third night the men uttered the question yet
again—with anguish, and absently. This time—and the
following night—the wives fidgeted feebly, and tried to
say something. But didn’t.
And the night after that they found their tongues and
responded—longingly:
“Oh, if we could only guess!”
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Halliday’s comments grew daily more and more
sparklingly disagreeable and disparaging. He went
diligently about, laughing at the town, individually and in
mass. But his laugh was the only one left in the village: it
fell upon a hollow and mournful vacancy and emptiness.
Not even a smile was findable anywhere. Halliday carried
a cigar-box around on a tripod, playing that it was a
camera, and halted all passers and aimed the thing and
said “Ready!—now look pleasant, please,” but not even
this capital joke could surprise the dreary faces into any
softening.
So three weeks passed—one week was left. It was
Saturday evening after supper. Instead of the aforetime
Saturday-evening flutter and bustle and shopping and
larking, the streets were empty and desolate. Richards
and his old wife sat apart in their little parlour—miserable
and thinking. This was become their evening habit now:
the life-long habit which had preceded it, of reading,
knitting, and contented chat, or receiving or paying
neighbourly calls, was dead and gone and forgotten, ages
ago—two or three weeks ago; nobody talked now,
nobody read, nobody visited—the whole village sat at
home, sighing, worrying, silent. Trying to guess out that
remark.
The postman left a letter. Richards glanced listlessly
at the superscription and the post-mark—unfamiliar,
both—and tossed the letter on the table and resumed his
might-have-beens and his hopeless dull miseries where
he had left them off. Two or three hours later his wife got
wearily up and was going away to bed without a good-
night—custom now—but she stopped near the letter and
eyed it awhile with a dead interest, then broke it open,
and began to skim it over. Richards, sitting there with his
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chair tilted back against the wall and his chin between his
knees, heard something fall. It was his wife. He sprang to
her side, but she cried out:
“Leave me alone, I am too happy. Read the letter—read
it!”
He did. He devoured it, his brain reeling. The letter
was from a distant State, and it said:
“I am a stranger to you, but no matter: I have something
to tell. I have just arrived home from Mexico, and learned
about that episode. Of course you do not know who made
that remark, but I know, and I am the only person living
who does know. It was GOODSON. I knew him well,
many years ago. I passed through your village that very
night, and was his guest till the midnight train came along.
I overheard him make that remark to the stranger in the
dark—it was in Hale Alley. He and I talked of it the rest
of the way home, and while smoking in his house. He
mentioned many of your villagers in the course of his
talk—most of them in a very uncomplimentary way, but
two or three favourably: among these latter yourself. I say
‘favourably’—nothing stronger. I remember his saying he
did not actually LIKE any person in the town—not one;
but that you—I THINK he said you—am almost sure—had
done him a very great service once, possibly without
knowing the full value of it, and he wished he had a fortune,
he would leave it to you when he died, and a curse apiece
for the rest of the citizens. Now, then, if it was you that did
him that service, you are his legitimate heir, and entitled to
the sack of gold. I know that I can trust to your honour and
honesty, for in a citizen of Hadleyburg these virtues are an
unfailing inheritance, and so I am going to reveal to you the
remark, well satisfied that if you are not the right man you
will seek and find the right one and see that poor Goodson’s
debt of gratitude for the service referred to is paid. This is
the remark ‘YOU ARE FAR FROM BEING A BAD MAN:
GO, AND REFORM.’
“HOWARD L. STEPHENSON.”
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“Oh, Edward, the money is ours, and I am so grateful,
oh, so grateful,—kiss me, dear, it’s for ever since we
kissed—and we needed it so—the money—and now you
are free of Pinkerton and his bank, and nobody’s slave any
more; it seems to me I could fly for joy.”
It was a happy half-hour that the couple spent there
on the settee caressing each other; it was the old days
come again—days that had begun with their courtship
and lasted without a break till the stranger brought the
deadly money. By-and-by the wife said:
“Oh, Edward, how lucky it was you did him that grand
service, poor Goodson! I never liked him, but I love him
now. And it was fine and beautiful of you never to
mention it or brag about it.” Then, with a touch of
reproach, “But you ought to have told me, Edward, you
ought to have told your wife, you know.”
“Well, I—er—well, Mary, you see—”
“Now stop hemming and hawing, and tell me about it,
Edward. I always loved you, and now I’m proud of you.
Everybody believes there was only one good generous
soul in this village, and now it turns out that
you—Edward, why don’t you tell me?”
“Well—er—er—Why, Mary, I can’t!”
“You can’t? Why can’t you?”
“You see, he—well, he—he made me promise I
wouldn’t.”
The wife looked him over, and said, very slowly:
“Made—you—promise? Edward, what do you tell me
that for?”
“Mary, do you think I would lie?”
She was troubled and silent for a moment, then she laid
her hand within his and said:
“No . . . no. We have wandered far enough from our
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bearings—God spare us that! In all your life you have
never uttered a lie. But now—now that the foundations
of things seem to be crumbling from under us,
we—we—” She lost her voice for a moment, then said,
brokenly, “Lead us not into temptation. . . I think you
made the promise, Edward. Let it rest so. Let us keep
away from that ground. Now—that is all gone by; let us
he happy again; it is no time for clouds.”
Edward found it something of an effort to comply, for
his mind kept wandering—trying to remember what the
service was that he had done Goodson.
The couple lay awake the most of the night, Mary
happy and busy, Edward busy, but not so happy. Mary
was planning what she would do with the money.
Edward was trying to recall that service. At first his
conscience was sore on account of the lie he had told
Mary—if it was a lie. After much reflection—suppose it
was a lie? What then? Was it such a great matter? Aren’t
we always acting lies? Then why not tell them? Look at
Mary—look what she had done. While he was hurrying
off on his honest errand, what was she doing? Lamenting
because the papers hadn’t been destroyed and the money
kept. Is theft better than lying?
That point lost its sting—the lie dropped into the
background and left comfort behind it. The next point
came to the front: had he rendered that service? Well,
here was Goodson’s own evidence as reported in
Stephenson’s letter; there could be no better evidence
than that—it was even proof that he had rendered it. Of
course. So that point was settled. . . No, not quite. He
recalled with a wince that this unknown Mr. Stephenson
was just a trifle unsure as to whether the performer of
it was Richards or some other—and, oh dear, he had put
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Richards on his honour! He must himself decide whither
that money must go—and Mr. Stephenson was not
doubting that if he was the wrong man he would go
honourably and find the right one. Oh, it was odious
to put a man in such a situation—ah, why couldn’t
Stephenson have left out that doubt? What did he want
to intrude that for?
Further reflection. How did it happen that Richards’s
name remained in Stephenson’s mind as indicating the
right man, and not some other man’s name? That looked
good. Yes, that looked very good. In fact it went on
looking better and better, straight along—until by-and-
by it grew into positive proof. And then Richards put
the matter at once out of his mind, for he had a private
instinct that a proof once established is better left so.
He was feeling reasonably comfortable now, but there
was still one other detail that kept pushing itself on his
notice: of course he had done that service—that was
settled; but what was that service? He must recall it—he
would not go to sleep till he had recalled it; it would
make his peace of mind perfect. And so he thought and
thought. He thought of a dozen things—possible services,
even probable services—but none of them seemed
adequate, none of them seemed large enough, none of
them seemed worth the money—worth the fortune
Goodson had wished he could leave in his will. And
besides, he couldn’t remember having done them,
anyway. Now, then—now, then—what kind of a service
would it be that would make a man so inordinately
grateful? Ah—the saving of his soul! That must be it.
Yes, he could remember, now, how he once set himself the
task of converting Goodson, and laboured at it as much
as—he was going to say three months; but upon closer
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examination it shrunk to a month, then to a week, then
to a day, then to nothing. Yes, he remembered now, and
with unwelcome vividness, that Goodson had told him
to go to thunder and mind his own business—he wasn’t
hankering to follow Hadleyburg to heaven!
So that solution was a failure—he hadn’t saved
Goodson’s soul. Richards was discouraged. Then after
a little came another idea: had he saved Goodson’s
property? No, that wouldn’t do—he hadn’t any. His life?
That is it! Of course. Why, he might have thought of it
before. This time he was on the right track, sure. His
imagination-mill was hard at work in a minute, now.
Thereafter, during a stretch of two exhausting hours,
he was busy saving Goodson’s life. He saved it in all kinds
of difficult and perilous ways. In every case he got it
saved satisfactorily up to a certain point; then, just as he
was beginning to get well persuaded that it had really
happened, a troublesome detail would turn up which
made the whole thing impossible. As in the matter of
drowning, for instance. In that case he had swum out and
tugged Goodson ashore in an unconscious state with a
great crowd looking on and applauding, but when he had
got it all thought out and was just beginning to remember
all about it, a whole swarm of disqualifying details arrived
on the ground: the town would have known of the
circumstance, Mary would have known of it, it would
glare like a limelight in his own memory instead of being
an inconspicuous service which he had possibly rendered
“without knowing its full value.” And at this point he
remembered that he couldn’t swim anyway.
Ah—there was a point which he had been overlooking
from the start: it had to be a service which he had
rendered “possibly without knowing the full value of it.”
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Why, really, that ought to be an easy hunt—much easier
than those others. And sure enough, by-and-by he found
it. Goodson, years and years ago, came near marrying a
very sweet and pretty girl, named Nancy Hewitt, but in
some way or other the match had been broken off; the
girl died, Goodson remained a bachelor, and by-and-by
became a soured one and a frank despiser of the human
species. Soon after the girl’s death the village found out,
or thought it had found out, that she carried a spoonful
of negro blood in her veins. Richards worked at these
details a good while, and in the end he thought he
remembered things concerning them which must have
gotten mislaid in his memory through long neglect. He
seemed to dimly remember that it was he that found out
about the negro blood; that it was he that told the village;
that the village told Goodson where they got it; that he
thus saved Goodson from marrying the tainted girl; that
he had done him this great service “without knowing
the full value of it,” in fact without knowing that he was
doing it; but that Goodson knew the value of it, and what
a narrow escape he had had, and so went to his grave
grateful to his benefactor and wishing he had a fortune
to leave him. It was all clear and simple, now, and the
more he went over it the more luminous and certain it
grew; and at last, when he nestled to sleep, satisfied and
happy, he remembered the whole thing just as if it had
been yesterday. In fact, he dimly remembered Goodson’s
telling him his gratitude once. Meantime Mary had spent
six thousand dollars on a new house for herself and a pair
of slippers for her pastor, and then had fallen peacefully
to rest.
That same Saturday evening the postman had delivered
a letter to each of the other principal citizens—nineteen
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letters in all. No two of the envelopes were alike, and
no two of the superscriptions were in the same hand, but
the letters inside were just like each other in every detail
but one. They were exact copies of the letter received
by Richards—handwriting and all—and were all signed
by Stephenson, but in place of Richards’s name each
receiver’s own name appeared.
All night long eighteen principal citizens did what their
caste-brother Richards was doing at the same time—they
put in their energies trying to remember what notable
service it was that they had unconsciously done Barclay
Goodson. In no case was it a holiday job; still they
succeeded.
And while they were at this work, which was difficult,
their wives put in the night spending the money, which
was easy. During that one night the nineteen wives spent
an average of seven thousand dollars each out of the forty
thousand in the sack—a hundred and thirty-three
thousand altogether.
Next day there was a surprise for Jack Halliday. He
noticed that the faces of the nineteen chief citizens and
their wives bore that expression of peaceful and holy
happiness again. He could not understand it, neither was
he able to invent any remarks about it that could damage
it or disturb it. And so it was his turn to be dissatisfied
with life. His private guesses at the reasons for the
happiness failed in all instances, upon examination.
When he met Mrs. Wilcox and noticed the placid ecstasy
in her face, he said to himself, “Her cat has had
kittens”—and went and asked the cook; it was not so,
the cook had detected the happiness, but did not know
the cause. When Halliday found the duplicate ecstasy in
the face of “Shadbelly” Billson (village nickname), he was
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sure some neighbour of Billson’s had broken his leg, but
inquiry showed that this had not happened. The subdued
ecstasy in Gregory Yates’s face could mean but one
thing—he was a mother-in-law short; it was another
mistake. “And Pinkerton—Pinkerton—he has collected
ten cents that he thought he was going to lose.” And so
on, and so on. In some cases the guesses had to remain
in doubt, in the others they proved distinct errors. In
the end Halliday said to himself, “Anyway it roots up
that there’s nineteen Hadleyburg families temporarily in
heaven: I don’t know how it happened; I only know
Providence is off duty to-day.”
An architect and builder from the next State had lately
ventured to set up a small business in this unpromising
village, and his sign had now been hanging out a week.
Not a customer yet; he was a discouraged man, and sorry
he had come. But his weather changed suddenly now.
First one and then another chief citizen’s wife said to him
privately:
“Come to my house Monday week—but say nothing
about it for the present. We think of building.”
He got eleven invitations that day. That night he wrote
his daughter and broke off her match with her student.
He said she could marry a mile higher than that.
Pinkerton the banker and two or three other well-to-do
men planned country-seats—but waited. That kind don’t
count their chickens until they are hatched.
The Wilsons devised a grand new thing—a fancy-dress
ball. They made no actual promises, but told all their
acquaintanceship in confidence that they were thinking
the matter over and thought they should give it—“and
if we do, you will be invited, of course.” People were
surprised, and said, one to another, “Why, they are crazy,
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those poor Wilsons, they can’t afford it.” Several among
the nineteen said privately to their husbands, “It is a good
idea, we will keep still till their cheap thing is over, then
we will give one that will make it sick.”
The days drifted along, and the bill of future
squanderings rose higher and higher, wilder and wilder,
more and more foolish and reckless. It began to look as if
every member of the nineteen would not only spend his
whole forty thousand dollars before receiving-day, but be
actually in debt by the time he got the money. In some
cases light-headed people did not stop with planning to
spend, they really spent—on credit. They bought land,
mortgages, farms, speculative stocks, fine clothes, horses,
and various other things, paid down the bonus, and made
themselves liable for the rest—at ten days. Presently the
sober second thought came, and Halliday noticed that
a ghastly anxiety was beginning to show up in a good
many faces. Again he was puzzled, and didn’t know what
to make of it. “The Wilcox kittens aren’t dead, for they
weren’t born; nobody’s broken a leg; there’s no shrinkage
in mother-in-laws; nothing has happened—it is an
insolvable mystery.”
There was another puzzled man, too—the Rev. Mr.
Burgess. For days, wherever he went, people seemed to
follow him or to be watching out for him; and if he ever
found himself in a retired spot, a member of the nineteen
would be sure to appear, thrust an envelope privately
into his hand, whisper “To be opened at the town-hall
Friday evening,” then vanish away like a guilty thing.
He was expecting that there might be one claimant for
the sack—doubtful, however, Goodson being dead—but
it never occurred to him that all this crowd might be
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claimants. When the great Friday came at last, he found
that he had nineteen envelopes.
III.
The town-hall had never looked finer. The platform at
the end of it was backed by a showy draping of flags; at
intervals along the walls were festoons of flags; the gallery
fronts were clothed in flags; the supporting columns were
swathed in flags; all this was to impress the stranger, for
he would be there in considerable force, and in a large
degree he would be connected with the press. The house
was full. The 412 fixed seats were occupied; also the 68
extra chairs which had been packed into the aisles; the
steps of the platform were occupied; some distinguished
strangers were given seats on the platform; at the
horseshoe of tables which fenced the front and sides of
the platform sat a strong force of special correspondents
who had come from everywhere. It was the best-dressed
house the town had ever produced. There were some
tolerably expensive toilets there, and in several cases the
ladies who wore them had the look of being unfamiliar
with that kind of clothes. At least the town thought they
had that look, but the notion could have arisen from the
town’s knowledge of the fact that these ladies had never
inhabited such clothes before.
The gold-sack stood on a little table at the front of the
platform where all the house could see it. The bulk of
the house gazed at it with a burning interest, a mouth-
watering interest, a wistful and pathetic interest; a
minority of nineteen couples gazed at it tenderly,
lovingly, proprietarily, and the male half of this minority
kept saying over to themselves the moving little
impromptu speeches of thankfulness for the audience’s
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applause and congratulations which they were presently
going to get up and deliver. Every now and then one
of these got a piece of paper out of his vest pocket and
privately glanced at it to refresh his memory.
Of course there was a buzz of conversation going
on—there always is; but at last, when the Rev. Mr. Burgess
rose and laid his hand on the sack, he could hear his
microbes gnaw, the place was so still. He related the
curious history of the sack, then went on to speak in
warm terms of Hadleyburg’s old and well-earned
reputation for spotless honesty, and of the town’s just
pride in this reputation. He said that this reputation was
a treasure of priceless value; that under Providence its
value had now become inestimably enhanced, for the
recent episode had spread this fame far and wide, and
thus had focussed the eyes of the American world upon
this village, and made its name for all time, as he hoped
and believed, a synonym for commercial incorruptibility.
[Applause.] “And who is to be the guardian of this noble
fame—the community as a whole? No! The
responsibility is individual, not communal. From this day
forth each and every one of you is in his own person
its special guardian, and individually responsible that no
harm shall come to it. Do you—does each of you—accept
this great trust? [Tumultuous assent.] Then all is well.
Transmit it to your children and to your children’s
children. To-day your purity is beyond reproach—see to
it that it shall remain so. To-day there is not a person in
your community who could be beguiled to touch a penny
not his own—see to it that you abide in this grace. [“We
will! we will!”] This is not the place to make comparisons
between ourselves and other communities—some of
them ungracious towards us; they have their ways, we
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have ours; let us be content. [Applause.] I am done.
Under my hand, my friends, rests a stranger’s eloquent
recognition of what we are; through him the world will
always henceforth know what we are. We do not know
who he is, but in your name I utter your gratitude, and ask
you to raise your voices in indorsement.”
The house rose in a body and made the walls quake
with the thunders of its thankfulness for the space of a
long minute. Then it sat down, and Mr. Burgess took
an envelope out of his pocket. The house held its breath
while he slit the envelope open and took from it a slip
of paper. He read its contents—slowly and
impressively—the audience listening with tranced
attention to this magic document, each of whose words
stood for an ingot of gold:
“‘The remark which I made to the distressed stranger
was this: “You are very far from being a bad man; go,
and reform.”’” Then he continued:—“We shall know in
a moment now whether the remark here quoted
corresponds with the one concealed in the sack; and if
that shall prove to be so—and it undoubtedly will—this
sack of gold belongs to a fellow-citizen who will
henceforth stand before the nation as the symbol of the
special virtue which has made our town famous
throughout the land—Mr. Billson!”
The house had gotten itself all ready to burst into the
proper tornado of applause; but instead of doing it, it
seemed stricken with a paralysis; there was a deep hush
for a moment or two, then a wave of whispered murmurs
swept the place—of about this tenor: “Billson! oh, come,
this is too thin! Twenty dollars to a stranger—or
anybody—Billson! Tell it to the marines!” And now at this
point the house caught its breath all of a sudden in a new
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access of astonishment, for it discovered that whereas
in one part of the hall Deacon Billson was standing up
with his head weekly bowed, in another part of it Lawyer
Wilson was doing the same. There was a wondering
silence now for a while. Everybody was puzzled, and
nineteen couples were surprised and indignant.
Billson and Wilson turned and stared at each other.
Billson asked, bitingly:
“Why do you rise, Mr. Wilson?”
“Because I have a right to. Perhaps you will be good
enough to explain to the house why you rise.”
“With great pleasure. Because I wrote that paper.”
“It is an impudent falsity! I wrote it myself.”
It was Burgess’s turn to be paralysed. He stood looking
vacantly at first one of the men and then the other, and
did not seem to know what to do. The house was
stupefied. Lawyer Wilson spoke up now, and said:
“I ask the Chair to read the name signed to that paper.”
That brought the Chair to itself, and it read out the
name:
“John Wharton Billson.”
“There!” shouted Billson, “what have you got to say for
yourself now? And what kind of apology are you going to
make to me and to this insulted house for the imposture
which you have attempted to play here?”
“No apologies are due, sir; and as for the rest of it,
I publicly charge you with pilfering my note from Mr.
Burgess and substituting a copy of it signed with your
own name. There is no other way by which you could
have gotten hold of the test-remark; I alone, of living
men, possessed the secret of its wording.”
There was likely to be a scandalous state of things if
this went on; everybody noticed with distress that the
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shorthand scribes were scribbling like mad; many people
were crying “Chair, chair! Order! order!” Burgess rapped
with his gavel, and said:
“Let us not forget the proprieties due. There has
evidently been a mistake somewhere, but surely that is
all. If Mr. Wilson gave me an envelope—and I remember
now that he did—I still have it.”
He took one out of his pocket, opened it, glanced at
it, looked surprised and worried, and stood silent a few
moments. Then he waved his hand in a wandering and
mechanical way, and made an effort or two to say
something, then gave it up, despondently. Several voices
cried out:
“Read it! read it! What is it?”
So he began, in a dazed and sleep-walker fashion:
“‘The remark which I made to the unhappy stranger
was this: “You are far from being a bad man. [The house
gazed at him marvelling.] Go, and reform.”’ [Murmurs:
“Amazing! what can this mean?”] This one,” said the
Chair, “is signed Thurlow G. Wilson.”
“There!” cried Wilson, “I reckon that settles it! I knew
perfectly well my note was purloined.”
“Purloined!” retorted Billson. “I’ll let you know that
neither you nor any man of your kidney must venture
to—”
The Chair: “Order, gentlemen, order! Take your seats,
both of you, please.”
They obeyed, shaking their heads and grumbling
angrily. The house was profoundly puzzled; it did not
know what to do with this curious emergency. Presently
Thompson got up. Thompson was the hatter. He would
have liked to be a Nineteener; but such was not for him;
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his stock of hats was not considerable enough for the
position. He said:
“Mr. Chairman, if I may be permitted to make a
suggestion, can both of these gentlemen be right? I put it
to you, sir, can both have happened to say the very same
words to the stranger? It seems to me—”
The tanner got up and interrupted him. The tanner
was a disgruntled man; he believed himself entitled to be
a Nineteener, but he couldn’t get recognition. It made
him a little unpleasant in his ways and speech. Said he:
“Sho, that’s not the point! That could happen—twice in
a hundred years—but not the other thing. Neither of them
gave the twenty dollars!” [A ripple of applause.]
Billson. “I did!”
Wilson. “I did!”
Then each accused the other of pilfering.
The Chair. “Order! Sit down, if you please—both of
you. Neither of the notes has been out of my possession
at any moment.”
A Voice. “Good—that settles that!”
The Tanner. “Mr. Chairman, one thing is now plain:
one of these men has been eavesdropping under the other
one’s bed, and filching family secrets. If it is not
unparliamentary to suggest it, I will remark that both are
equal to it. [The Chair. “Order! order!”] I withdraw the
remark, sir, and will confine myself to suggesting that
if one of them has overheard the other reveal the test-
remark to his wife, we shall catch him now.”
A Voice. “How?”
The Tanner. “Easily. The two have not quoted the
remark in exactly the same words. You would have
noticed that, if there hadn’t been a considerable stretch
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of time and an exciting quarrel inserted between the two
readings.”
A Voice. “Name the difference.”
The Tanner. “The word very is in Billson’s note, and
not in the other.”
Many Voices. “That’s so—he’s right!”
The Tanner. “And so, if the Chair will examine the
test-remark in the sack, we shall know which of these
two frauds—[The Chair. “Order!”]—which of these two
adventurers—[The Chair. “Order! order!”]—which of
these two gentlemen—[laughter and applause]—is
entitled to wear the belt as being the first dishonest
blatherskite ever bred in this town—which he has
dishonoured, and which will be a sultry place for him
from now out!” [Vigorous applause.]
Many Voices. “Open it!—open the sack!”
Mr. Burgess made a slit in the sack, slid his hand in, and
brought out an envelope. In it were a couple of folded
notes. He said:
“One of these is marked, ‘Not to be examined until all
written communications which have been addressed to
the Chair—if any—shall have been read.’ The other is
marked ‘The Test.’ Allow me. It is worded—to wit:
“‘I do not require that the first half of the remark which
was made to me by my benefactor shall be quoted with
exactness, for it was not striking, and could be forgotten;
but its closing fifteen words are quite striking, and I think
easily rememberable; unless these shall be accurately
reproduced, let the applicant be regarded as an impostor.
My benefactor began by saying he seldom gave advice
to anyone, but that it always bore the hall-mark of high
value when he did give it. Then he said this—and it has
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never faded from my memory: ‘You are far from being a bad
man—’’”
Fifty Voices. “That settles it—the money’s Wilson’s!
Wilson! Wilson! Speech! Speech!”
People jumped up and crowded around Wilson,
wringing his hand and congratulating
fervently—meantime the Chair was hammering with the
gavel and shouting:
“Order, gentlemen! Order! Order! Let me finish
reading, please.” When quiet was restored, the reading
was resumed—as follows:
“‘Go, and reform—or, mark my words—some day, for your
sins you will die and go to hell or Hadleyburg—TRY AND
MAKE IT THE FORMER.’”
A ghastly silence followed. First an angry cloud began
to settle darkly upon the faces of the citizenship; after a
pause the cloud began to rise, and a tickled expression
tried to take its place; tried so hard that it was only kept
under with great and painful difficulty; the reporters, the
Brixtonites, and other strangers bent their heads down
and shielded their faces with their hands, and managed
to hold in by main strength and heroic courtesy. At this
most inopportune time burst upon the stillness the roar
of a solitary voice—Jack Halliday’s:
“That’s got the hall-mark on it!”
Then the house let go, strangers and all. Even Mr.
Burgess’s gravity broke down presently, then the
audience considered itself officially absolved from all
restraint, and it made the most of its privilege. It was a
good long laugh, and a tempestuously wholehearted one,
but it ceased at last—long enough for Mr. Burgess to try
to resume, and for the people to get their eyes partially
wiped; then it broke out again, and afterward yet again;
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then at last Burgess was able to get out these serious
words:
“It is useless to try to disguise the fact—we find
ourselves in the presence of a matter of grave import. It
involves the honour of your town—it strikes at the town’s
good name. The difference of a single word between the
test-remarks offered by Mr. Wilson and Mr. Billson was
itself a serious thing, since it indicated that one or the
other of these gentlemen had committed a theft—”
The two men were sitting limp, nerveless, crushed; but
at these words both were electrified into movement, and
started to get up.
“Sit down!” said the Chair, sharply, and they obeyed.
“That, as I have said, was a serious thing. And it was—but
for only one of them. But the matter has become graver;
for the honour of both is now in formidable peril. Shall
I go even further, and say in inextricable peril? Both left
out the crucial fifteen words.” He paused. During several
moments he allowed the pervading stillness to gather and
deepen its impressive effects, then added: “There would
seem to be but one way whereby this could happen. I ask
these gentlemen—Was there collusion?—agreement?”
A low murmur sifted through the house; its import was,
“He’s got them both.”
Billson was not used to emergencies; he sat in a helpless
collapse. But Wilson was a lawyer. He struggled to his
feet, pale and worried, and said:
“I ask the indulgence of the house while I explain this
most painful matter. I am sorry to say what I am about
to say, since it must inflict irreparable injury upon Mr.
Billson, whom I have always esteemed and respected until
now, and in whose invulnerability to temptation I
entirely believed—as did you all. But for the preservation
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of my own honour I must speak—and with frankness.
I confess with shame—and I now beseech your pardon
for it—that I said to the ruined stranger all of the words
contained in the test-remark, including the disparaging
fifteen. [Sensation.] When the late publication was made
I recalled them, and I resolved to claim the sack of coin,
for by every right I was entitled to it. Now I will ask you
to consider this point, and weigh it well; that stranger’s
gratitude to me that night knew no bounds; he said
himself that he could find no words for it that were
adequate, and that if he should ever be able he would
repay me a thousandfold. Now, then, I ask you this; could
I expect—could I believe—could I even remotely
imagine—that, feeling as he did, he would do so
ungrateful a thing as to add those quite unnecessary
fifteen words to his test?—set a trap for me?—expose me
as a slanderer of my own town before my own people
assembled in a public hall? It was preposterous; it was
impossible. His test would contain only the kindly
opening clause of my remark. Of that I had no shadow
of doubt. You would have thought as I did. You would
not have expected a base betrayal from one whom you
had befriended and against whom you had committed no
offence. And so with perfect confidence, perfect trust,
I wrote on a piece of paper the opening words—ending
with “Go, and reform,”—and signed it. When I was about
to put it in an envelope I was called into my back office,
and without thinking I left the paper lying open on my
desk.” He stopped, turned his head slowly toward Billson,
waited a moment, then added: “I ask you to note this;
when I returned, a little latter, Mr. Billson was retiring by
my street door.” [Sensation.]
In a moment Billson was on his feet and shouting:
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“It’s a lie! It’s an infamous lie!”
The Chair. “Be seated, sir! Mr. Wilson has the floor.”
Billson’s friends pulled him into his seat and quieted
him, and Wilson went on:
“Those are the simple facts. My note was now lying in
a different place on the table from where I had left it. I
noticed that, but attached no importance to it, thinking a
draught had blown it there. That Mr. Billson would read
a private paper was a thing which could not occur to me;
he was an honourable man, and he would be above that.
If you will allow me to say it, I think his extra word ‘very’
stands explained: it is attributable to a defect of memory.
I was the only man in the world who could furnish here
any detail of the test-mark—by honourable means. I have
finished.”
There is nothing in the world like a persuasive speech
to fuddle the mental apparatus and upset the convictions
and debauch the emotions of an audience not practised
in the tricks and delusions of oratory. Wilson sat down
victorious. The house submerged him in tides of
approving applause; friends swarmed to him and shook
him by the hand and congratulated him, and Billson was
shouted down and not allowed to say a word. The Chair
hammered and hammered with its gavel, and kept
shouting:
“But let us proceed, gentlemen, let us proceed!”
At last there was a measurable degree of quiet, and the
hatter said:
“But what is there to proceed with, sir, but to deliver
the money?”
Voices. “That’s it! That’s it! Come forward, Wilson!”
The Hatter. “I move three cheers for Mr. Wilson,
Symbol of the special virtue which—”
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The cheers burst forth before he could finish; and in
the midst of them—and in the midst of the clamour of the
gavel also—some enthusiasts mounted Wilson on a big
friend’s shoulder and were going to fetch him in triumph
to the platform. The Chair’s voice now rose above the
noise:
“Order! To your places! You forget that there is still a
document to be read.” When quiet had been restored he
took up the document, and was going to read it, but laid it
down again saying “I forgot; this is not to be read until all
written communications received by me have first been
read.” He took an envelope out of his pocket, removed its
enclosure, glanced at it—seemed astonished—held it out
and gazed at it—stared at it.
Twenty or thirty voices cried out
“What is it? Read it! read it!”
And he did—slowly, and wondering:
“‘The remark which I made to the stranger—[Voices.
“Hello! how’s this?”]—was this: ‘You are far from being
a bad man. [Voices. “Great Scott!”] Go, and reform.’”
[Voice. “Oh, saw my leg off!”] Signed by Mr. Pinkerton
the banker.”
The pandemonium of delight which turned itself loose
now was of a sort to make the judicious weep. Those
whose withers were unwrung laughed till the tears ran
down; the reporters, in throes of laughter, set down
disordered pot-hooks which would never in the world be
decipherable; and a sleeping dog jumped up scared out of
its wits, and barked itself crazy at the turmoil. All manner
of cries were scattered through the din: “We’re getting
rich—two Symbols of Incorruptibility!—without counting
Billson!” “Three!—count Shadbelly in—we can’t have too
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many!” “All right—Billson’s elected!” “Alas, poor Wilson!
victim of two thieves!”
A Powerful Voice. “Silence! The Chair’s fished up
something more out of its pocket.”
Voices. “Hurrah! Is it something fresh? Read it! read!
read!”
The Chair [reading]. “‘The remark which I made,’ etc.
‘You are far from being a bad man. Go,’ etc. Signed,
‘Gregory Yates.’”
Tornado of Voices. “Four Symbols!” “‘Rah for Yates!”
“Fish again!”
The house was in a roaring humour now, and ready
to get all the fun out of the occasion that might be in
it. Several Nineteeners, looking pale and distressed, got
up and began to work their way towards the aisles, but a
score of shouts went up:
“The doors, the doors—close the doors; no
Incorruptible shall leave this place! Sit down,
everybody!” The mandate was obeyed.
“Fish again! Read! read!”
The Chair fished again, and once more the familiar
words began to fall from its lips—“‘You are far from being
a bad man—’”
“Name! name! What’s his name?”
“‘L. Ingoldsby Sargent.’”
“Five elected! Pile up the Symbols! Go on, go on!”
“‘You are far from being a bad—’”
“Name! name!”
“‘Nicholas Whitworth.’”
“Hooray! hooray! it’s a symbolical day!”
Somebody wailed in, and began to sing this rhyme
(leaving out “it’s”) to the lovely “Mikado” tune of “When
a man’s afraid of a beautiful maid;” the audience joined
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in, with joy; then, just in time, somebody contributed
another line—
“And don’t you this forget—”
The house roared it out. A third line was at once
furnished—
“Corruptibles far from Hadleyburg are—”
The house roared that one too. As the last note died, Jack
Halliday’s voice rose high and clear, freighted with a final
line—
“But the Symbols are here, you bet!”
That was sung, with booming enthusiasm. Then the
happy house started in at the beginning and sang the four
lines through twice, with immense swing and dash, and
finished up with a crashing three-times-three and a tiger
for “Hadleyburg the Incorruptible and all Symbols of it
which we shall find worthy to receive the hall-mark to-
night.”
Then the shoutings at the Chair began again, all over
the place:
“Go on! go on! Read! read some more! Read all you’ve
got!”
“That’s it—go on! We are winning eternal celebrity!”
A dozen men got up now and began to protest. They
said that this farce was the work of some abandoned
joker, and was an insult to the whole community.
Without a doubt these signatures were all forgeries—
“Sit down! sit down! Shut up! You are confessing.
We’ll find your names in the lot.”
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“Mr. Chairman, how many of those envelopes have you
got?”
The Chair counted.
“Together with those that have been already examined,
there are nineteen.”
A storm of derisive applause broke out.
“Perhaps they all contain the secret. I move that you
open them all and read every signature that is attached to
a note of that sort—and read also the first eight words of
the note.”
“Second the motion!”
It was put and carried—uproariously. Then poor old
Richards got up, and his wife rose and stood at his side.
Her head was bent down, so that none might see that
she was crying. Her husband gave her his arm, and so
supporting her, he began to speak in a quavering voice:
“My friends, you have known us two—Mary and
me—all our lives, and I think you have liked us and
respected us—”
The Chair interrupted him:
“Allow me. It is quite true—that which you are saying,
Mr. Richards; this town does know you two; it does like
you; it does respect you; more—it honours you and loves
you—”
Halliday’s voice rang out:
“That’s the hall-marked truth, too! If the Chair is right,
let the house speak up and say it. Rise! Now, then—hip!
hip! hip!—all together!”
The house rose in mass, faced toward the old couple
eagerly, filled the air with a snow-storm of waving
handkerchiefs, and delivered the cheers with all its
affectionate heart.
The Chair then continued:
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“What I was going to say is this: We know your good
heart, Mr. Richards, but this is not a time for the exercise
of charity toward offenders. [Shouts of “Right! right!”]
I see your generous purpose in your face, but I cannot
allow you to plead for these men—”
“But I was going to—”
“Please take your seat, Mr. Richards. We must examine
the rest of these notes—simple fairness to the men who
have already been exposed requires this. As soon as that
has been done—I give you my word for this—you shall he
heard.”
Many voices. “Right!—the Chair is right—no
interruption can be permitted at this stage! Go on!—the
names! the names!—according to the terms of the
motion!”
The old couple sat reluctantly down, and the husband
whispered to the wife, “It is pitifully hard to have to wait;
the shame will be greater than ever when they find we
were only going to plead for ourselves.”
Straightway the jollity broke loose again with the
reading of the names.
“‘You are far from being a bad man—’ Signature,
‘Robert J. Titmarsh.’”
‘“You are far from being a bad man—’ Signature,
‘Eliphalet Weeks.’”
“‘You are far from being a bad man—’ Signature, ‘Oscar
B. Wilder.’”
At this point the house lit upon the idea of taking the
eight words out of the Chairman’s hands. He was not
unthankful for that. Thenceforward he held up each note
in its turn and waited. The house droned out the eight
words in a massed and measured and musical deep
volume of sound (with a daringly close resemblance to
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a well-known church chant)—“You are f-a-r from being
a b-a-a-a-d man.” Then the Chair said, “Signature,
‘Archibald Wilcox.’” And so on, and so on, name after
name, and everybody had an increasingly and gloriously
good time except the wretched Nineteen. Now and then,
when a particularly shining name was called, the house
made the Chair wait while it chanted the whole of the
test-remark from the beginning to the closing words,
“And go to hell or Hadleyburg—try and make it the for-
or-m-e-r!” and in these special cases they added a grand
and agonised and imposing “A-a-a-a-men!”
The list dwindled, dwindled, dwindled, poor old
Richards keeping tally of the count, wincing when a name
resembling his own was pronounced, and waiting in
miserable suspense for the time to come when it would be
his humiliating privilege to rise with Mary and finish his
plea, which he was intending to word thus: “. . . for until
now we have never done any wrong thing, but have gone
our humble way unreproached. We are very poor, we
are old, and, have no chick nor child to help us; we were
sorely tempted, and we fell. It was my purpose when I
got up before to make confession and beg that my name
might not be read out in this public place, for it seemed to
us that we could not bear it; but I was prevented. It was
just; it was our place to suffer with the rest. It has been
hard for us. It is the first time we have ever heard our
name fall from any one’s lips—sullied. Be merciful—for
the sake or the better days; make our shame as light to
bear as in your charity you can.” At this point in his
reverie Mary nudged him, perceiving that his mind was
absent. The house was chanting, “You are f-a-r,” etc.
“Be ready,” Mary whispered. “Your name comes now;
he has read eighteen.”
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The chant ended.
“Next! next! next!” came volleying from all over the
house.
Burgess put his hand into his pocket. The old couple,
trembling, began to rise. Burgess fumbled a moment,
then said:
“I find I have read them all.”
Faint with joy and surprise, the couple sank into their
seats, and Mary whispered:
“Oh, bless God, we are saved!—he has lost ours—I
wouldn’t give this for a hundred of those sacks!”
The house burst out with its “Mikado” travesty, and
sang it three times with ever-increasing enthusiasm,
rising to its feet when it reached for the third time the
closing line—
“But the Symbols are here, you bet!”
and finishing up with cheers and a tiger for “Hadleyburg
purity and our eighteen immortal representatives of it.”
Then Wingate, the saddler, got up and proposed cheers
“for the cleanest man in town, the one solitary important
citizen in it who didn’t try to steal that money—Edward
Richards.”
They were given with great and moving heartiness;
then somebody proposed that “Richards be elected sole
Guardian and Symbol of the now Sacred Hadleyburg
Tradition, with power and right to stand up and look the
whole sarcastic world in the face.”
Passed, by acclamation; then they sang the “Mikado”
again, and ended it with—
“And there’s one Symbol left, you bet!”
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There was a pause; then—
A Voice. “Now, then, who’s to get the sack?”
The Tanner (with bitter sarcasm). “That’s easy. The
money has to be divided among the eighteen
Incorruptibles. They gave the suffering stranger twenty
dollars apiece—and that remark—each in his turn—it
took twenty-two minutes for the procession to move
past. Staked the stranger—total contribution, $360. All
they want is just the loan back—and interest—forty
thousand dollars altogether.”
Many Voices [derisively.] “That’s it! Divvy! divvy! Be
kind to the poor—don’t keep them waiting!”
The Chair. “Order! I now offer the stranger’s
remaining document. It says: ‘If no claimant shall appear
[grand chorus of groans], I desire that you open the sack
and count out the money to the principal citizens of your
town, they to take it in trust [Cries of “Oh! Oh! Oh!”],
and use it in such ways as to them shall seem best for the
propagation and preservation of your community’s noble
reputation for incorruptible honesty [more cries]—a
reputation to which their names and their efforts will add
a new and far-reaching lustre.” [Enthusiastic outburst of
sarcastic applause.] That seems to be all. No—here is a
postscript:
“‘P.S.—CITIZENS OF HADLEYBURG: There is no
test-remark—nobody made one. [Great sensation.]
There wasn’t any pauper stranger, nor any twenty-dollar
contribution, nor any accompanying benediction and
compliment—these are all inventions. [General buzz and
hum of astonishment and delight.] Allow me to tell my
story—it will take but a word or two. I passed through
your town at a certain time, and received a deep offence
which I had not earned. Any other man would have been
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content to kill one or two of you and call it square, but
to me that would have been a trivial revenge, and
inadequate; for the dead do not suffer. Besides I could
not kill you all—and, anyway, made as I am, even that
would not have satisfied me. I wanted to damage every
man in the place, and every woman—and not in their
bodies or in their estate, but in their vanity—the place
where feeble and foolish people are most vulnerable. So
I disguised myself and came back and studied you. You
were easy game. You had an old and lofty reputation
for honesty, and naturally you were proud of it—it was
your treasure of treasures, the very apple of your eye. As
soon as I found out that you carefully and vigilantly kept
yourselves and your children out of temptation, I knew
how to proceed. Why, you simple creatures, the weakest
of all weak things is a virtue which has not been tested
in the fire. I laid a plan, and gathered a list of names.
My project was to corrupt Hadleyburg the Incorruptible.
My idea was to make liars and thieves of nearly half a
hundred smirchless men and women who had never in
their lives uttered a lie or stolen a penny. I was afraid
of Goodson. He was neither born nor reared in
Hadleyburg. I was afraid that if I started to operate my
scheme by getting my letter laid before you, you would
say to yourselves, ‘Goodson is the only man among us
who would give away twenty dollars to a poor devil’—and
then you might not bite at my bait. But heaven took
Goodson; then I knew I was safe, and I set my trap and
baited it. It may be that I shall not catch all the men
to whom I mailed the pretended test-secret, but I shall
catch the most of them, if I know Hadleyburg nature.
[Voices. “Right—he got every last one of them.”] I believe
they will even steal ostensible gamble-money, rather than
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miss, poor, tempted, and mistrained fellows. I am hoping
to eternally and everlastingly squelch your vanity and
give Hadleyburg a new renown—one that will stick—and
spread far. If I have succeeded, open the sack and
summon the Committee on Propagation and
Preservation of the Hadleyburg Reputation.’”
A Cyclone of Voices. “Open it! Open it! The Eighteen
to the front! Committee on Propagation of the
Tradition! Forward—the Incorruptibles!”
The Chair ripped the sack wide, and gathered up a
handful of bright, broad, yellow coins, shook them
together, then examined them.
“Friends, they are only gilded disks of lead!”
There was a crashing outbreak of delight over this
news, and when the noise had subsided, the tanner called
out:
“By right of apparent seniority in this business, Mr.
Wilson is Chairman of the Committee on Propagation of
the Tradition. I suggest that he step forward on behalf of
his pals, and receive in trust the money.”
A Hundred Voices. “Wilson! Wilson! Wilson! Speech!
Speech!”
Wilson [in a voice trembling with anger]. “You will
allow me to say, and without apologies for my language,
damn the money!”
A Voice. “Oh, and him a Baptist!”
A Voice. “Seventeen Symbols left! Step up, gentlemen,
and assume your trust!”
There was a pause—no response.
The Saddler. “Mr. Chairman, we’ve got one clean man
left, anyway, out of the late aristocracy; and he needs
money, and deserves it. I move that you appoint Jack
Halliday to get up there and auction off that sack of gilt
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twenty-dollar pieces, and give the result to the right
man—the man whom Hadleyburg delights to
honour—Edward Richards.”
This was received with great enthusiasm, the dog
taking a hand again; the saddler started the bids at a
dollar, the Brixton folk and Barnum’s representative
fought hard for it, the people cheered every jump that the
bids made, the excitement climbed moment by moment
higher and higher, the bidders got on their mettle and
grew steadily more and more daring, more and more
determined, the jumps went from a dollar up to five, then
to ten, then to twenty, then fifty, then to a hundred,
then—
At the beginning of the auction Richards whispered
in distress to his wife: “Oh, Mary, can we allow it?
It—it—you see, it is an honour—reward, a testimonial to
purity of character, and—and—can we allow it? Hadn’t
I better get up and—Oh, Mary, what ought we to
do?—what do you think we—” [Halliday’s voice. “Fifteen
I’m bid!—fifteen for the sack!—twenty!—ah,
thanks!—thirty—thanks again! Thirty, thirty, thirty!—do
I hear forty?—forty it is! Keep the ball rolling, gentlemen,
keep it rolling!—fifty!—thanks, noble Roman!—going at
fifty, fifty, fifty!—seventy!—ninety!—splendid!—a
hundred!—pile it up, pile it up!—hundred and
twenty—forty!—just in time!—hundred and fifty!—Two
hundred!—superb! Do I hear two h—thanks!—two
hundred and fifty!—”]
“It is another temptation, Edward—I’m all in a
tremble—but, oh, we’ve escaped one temptation, and that
ought to warn us, to—[“Six did I hear?—thanks!—six fifty,
six f—SEVEN hundred!”] And yet, Edward, when you
think—nobody susp—[“Eight hundred
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dollars!—hurrah!—make it nine!—Mr. Parsons, did I hear
you say—thanks!—nine!—this noble sack of virgin lead
going at only nine hundred dollars, gilding and
all—come! do I hear—a thousand!—gratefully
yours!—did some one say eleven?—a sack which is going
to be the most celebrated in the whole Uni—”] “Oh,
Edward” (beginning to sob), “we are so
poor!—but—but—do as you think best—do as you think
best.”
Edward fell—that is, he sat still; sat with a conscience
which was not satisfied, but which was overpowered by
circumstances.
Meantime a stranger, who looked like an amateur
detective gotten up as an impossible English earl, had
been watching the evening’s proceedings with manifest
interest, and with a contented expression in his face; and
he had been privately commenting to himself. He was
now soliloquising somewhat like this: “None of the
Eighteen are bidding; that is not satisfactory; I must
change that—the dramatic unities require it; they must
buy the sack they tried to steal; they must pay a heavy
price, too—some of them are rich. And another thing,
when I make a mistake in Hadleyburg nature the man that
puts that error upon me is entitled to a high honorarium,
and some one must pay. This poor old Richards has
brought my judgment to shame; he is an honest man:—I
don’t understand it, but I acknowledge it. Yes, he saw my
deuces—and with a straight flush, and by rights the pot is
his. And it shall be a jack-pot, too, if I can manage it. He
disappointed me, but let that pass.”
He was watching the bidding. At a thousand, the
market broke: the prices tumbled swiftly. He
waited—and still watched. One competitor dropped out;
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then another, and another. He put in a bid or two now.
When the bids had sunk to ten dollars, he added a five;
some one raised him a three; he waited a moment, then
flung in a fifty-dollar jump, and the sack was his—at
$1,282. The house broke out in cheers—then stopped; for
he was on his feet, and had lifted his hand. He began to
speak.
“I desire to say a word, and ask a favour. I am a
speculator in rarities, and I have dealings with persons
interested in numismatics all over the world. I can make
a profit on this purchase, just as it stands; but there is a
way, if I can get your approval, whereby I can make every
one of these leaden twenty-dollar pieces worth its face in
gold, and perhaps more. Grant me that approval, and I
will give part of my gains to your Mr. Richards, whose
invulnerable probity you have so justly and so cordially
recognised to-night; his share shall be ten thousand
dollars, and I will hand him the money to-morrow.
[Great applause from the house. But the “invulnerable
probity” made the Richardses blush prettily; however, it
went for modesty, and did no harm.] If you will pass
my proposition by a good majority—I would like a two-
thirds vote—I will regard that as the town’s consent, and
that is all I ask. Rarities are always helped by any device
which will rouse curiosity and compel remark. Now if
I may have your permission to stamp upon the faces of
each of these ostensible coins the names of the eighteen
gentlemen who—”
Nine-tenths of the audience were on their feet in a
moment—dog and all—and the proposition was carried
with a whirlwind of approving applause and laughter.
They sat down, and all the Symbols except “Dr.” Clay
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Harkness got up, violently protesting against the
proposed outrage, and threatening to—
“I beg you not to threaten me,” said the stranger calmly.
“I know my legal rights, and am not accustomed to being
frightened at bluster.” [Applause.] He sat down. “Dr.”
Harkness saw an opportunity here. He was one of the
two very rich men of the place, and Pinkerton was the
other. Harkness was proprietor of a mint; that is to say,
a popular patent medicine. He was running for the
Legislature on one ticket, and Pinkerton on the other. It
was a close race and a hot one, and getting hotter every
day. Both had strong appetites for money; each had
bought a great tract of land, with a purpose; there was
going to be a new railway, and each wanted to be in
the Legislature and help locate the route to his own
advantage; a single vote might make the decision, and
with it two or three fortunes. The stake was large, and
Harkness was a daring speculator. He was sitting close to
the stranger. He leaned over while one or another of the
other Symbols was entertaining the house with protests
and appeals, and asked, in a whisper,
“What is your price for the sack?”
“Forty thousand dollars.”
“I’ll give you twenty.”
“No.”
“Twenty-five.”
“No.”
“Say thirty.”
“The price is forty thousand dollars; not a penny less.”
“All right, I’ll give it. I will come to the hotel at ten
in the morning. I don’t want it known; will see you
privately.”
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“Very good.” Then the stranger got up and said to the
house:
“I find it late. The speeches of these gentlemen are not
without merit, not without interest, not without grace;
yet if I may he excused I will take my leave. I thank you
for the great favour which you have shown me in granting
my petition. I ask the Chair to keep the sack for me until
to-morrow, and to hand these three five-hundred-dollar
notes to Mr. Richards.” They were passed up to the Chair.
“At nine I will call for the sack, and at eleven will deliver
the rest of the ten thousand to Mr. Richards in person at
his home. Good-night.”
Then he slipped out, and left the audience making a
vast noise, which was composed of a mixture of cheers,
the “Mikado” song, dog-disapproval, and the chant, “You
are f-a-r from being a b-a-a-d man—a-a-a a-men!”
IV.
At home the Richardses had to endure congratulations
and compliments until midnight. Then they were left to
themselves. They looked a little sad, and they sat silent
and thinking. Finally Mary sighed and said:
“Do you think we are to blame, Edward—much to
blame?” and her eyes wandered to the accusing triplet
of big bank-notes lying on the table, where the
congratulators had been gloating over them and
reverently fingering them. Edward did not answer at
once; then he brought out a sigh and said, hesitatingly:
“We—we couldn’t help it, Mary. It—well it was
ordered. All things are.”
Mary glanced up and looked at him steadily, but he
didn’t return the look. Presently she said:
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“I thought congratulations and praises always tasted
good. But—it seems to me, now—Edward?”
“Well?”
“Are you going to stay in the bank?”
“N—no.”
“Resign?”
“In the morning—by note.”
“It does seem best.”
Richards bowed his head in his hands and muttered:
“Before I was not afraid to let oceans of people’s money
pour through my hands, but—Mary, I am so tired, so
tired—”
“We will go to bed.”
At nine in the morning the stranger called for the sack
and took it to the hotel in a cab. At ten Harkness had
a talk with him privately. The stranger asked for and
got five cheques on a metropolitan bank—drawn to
“Bearer,”—four for $1,500 each, and one for $34,000. He
put one of the former in his pocket-book, and the
remainder, representing $38,500, he put in an envelope,
and with these he added a note which he wrote after
Harkness was gone. At eleven he called at the Richards’
house and knocked. Mrs. Richards peeped through the
shutters, then went and received the envelope, and the
stranger disappeared without a word. She came back
flushed and a little unsteady on her legs, and gasped out:
“I am sure I recognised him! Last night it seemed to me
that maybe I had seen him somewhere before.”
“He is the man that brought the sack here?”
“I am almost sure of it.”
“Then he is the ostensible Stephenson too, and sold
every important citizen in this town with his bogus
secret. Now if he has sent cheques instead of money,
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we are sold too, after we thought we had escaped. I was
beginning to feel fairly comfortable once more, after my
night’s rest, but the look of that envelope makes me sick.
It isn’t fat enough; $8,500 in even the largest bank-notes
makes more bulk than that.”
“Edward, why do you object to cheques?”
“Cheques signed by Stephenson! I am resigned to take
the $8,500 if it could come in bank-notes—for it does
seem that it was so ordered, Mary—but I have never had
much courage, and I have not the pluck to try to market
a cheque signed with that disastrous name. It would be a
trap. That man tried to catch me; we escaped somehow
or other; and now he is trying a new way. If it is
cheques—”
“Oh, Edward, it is too bad!” And she held up the
cheques and began to cry.
“Put them in the fire! quick! we mustn’t be tempted. It
is a trick to make the world laugh at us, along with the
rest, and—Give them to me, since you can’t do it!” He
snatched them and tried to hold his grip till he could get
to the stove; but he was human, he was a cashier, and he
stopped a moment to make sure of the signature. Then
he came near to fainting.
“Fan me, Mary, fan me! They are the same as gold!”
“Oh, how lovely, Edward! Why?”
“Signed by Harkness. What can the mystery of that be,
Mary?”
“Edward, do you think—”
“Look here—look at this!
Fifteen—fifteen—fifteen—thirty-four. Thirty-eight
thousand five hundred! Mary, the sack isn’t worth twelve
dollars, and Harkness—apparently—has paid about par
for it.”
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“And does it all come to us, do you think—instead of the
ten thousand?”
“Why, it looks like it. And the cheques are made to
‘Bearer,’ too.”
“Is that good, Edward? What is it for?”
“A hint to collect them at some distant bank, I reckon.
Perhaps Harkness doesn’t want the matter known. What
is that—a note?”
“Yes. It was with the cheques.”
It was in the “Stephenson” handwriting, but there was
no signature. It said:
“I am a disappointed man. Your honesty is beyond the
reach of temptation. I had a different idea about it, but I
wronged you in that, and I beg pardon, and do it sincerely.
I honour you—and that is sincere too. This town is not
worthy to kiss the hem of your garment. Dear sir, I made
a square bet with myself that there were nineteen
debauchable men in your self-righteous community. I have
lost. Take the whole pot, you are entitled to it.”
Richards drew a deep sigh, and said:
“It seems written with fire—it burns so. Mary—I am
miserable again.”
“I, too. Ah, dear, I wish—”
“To think, Mary—he believes in me.”
“Oh, don’t, Edward—I can’t bear it.”
“If those beautiful words were deserved, Mary—and
God knows I believed I deserved them once—I think I
could give the forty thousand dollars for them. And I
would put that paper away, as representing more than
gold and jewels, and keep it always. But now—We could
not live in the shadow of its accusing presence, Mary.”
He put it in the fire.
A messenger arrived and delivered an envelope.
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Richards took from it a note and read it; it was from
Burgess:
“You saved me, in a difficult time. I saved you last night. It
was at cost of a lie, but I made the sacrifice freely, and out
of a grateful heart. None in this village knows so well as I
know how brave and good and noble you are. At bottom
you cannot respect me, knowing as you do of that matter of
which I am accused, and by the general voice condemned;
but I beg that you will at least believe that I am a grateful
man; it will help me to bear my burden. [Signed]
‘BURGESS.’”
“Saved, once more. And on such terms!” He put the note
in the lire. “I—I wish I were dead, Mary, I wish I were out
of it all!”
“Oh, these are bitter, bitter days, Edward. The stabs,
through their very generosity, are so deep—and they
come so fast!”
Three days before the election each of two thousand
voters suddenly found himself in possession of a prized
memento—one of the renowned bogus double-eagles.
Around one of its faces was stamped these words: “THE
REMARK I MADE TO THE POOR STRANGER
WAS—” Around the other face was stamped these: “GO,
AND REFORM. [SIGNED] PINKERTON.” Thus the
entire remaining refuse of the renowned joke was
emptied upon a single head, and with calamitous effect.
It revived the recent vast laugh and concentrated it upon
Pinkerton; and Harkness’s election was a walk-over.
Within twenty-four hours after the Richardses had
received their cheques their consciences were quieting
down, discouraged; the old couple were learning to
reconcile themselves to the sin which they had
committed. But they were to learn, now, that a sin takes
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on new and real terrors when there seems a chance that
it is going to be found out. This gives it a fresh and most
substantial and important aspect. At church the morning
sermon was of the usual pattern; it was the same old
things said in the same old way; they had heard them
a thousand times and found them innocuous, next to
meaningless, and easy to sleep under; but now it was
different: the sermon seemed to bristle with accusations;
it seemed aimed straight and specially at people who were
concealing deadly sins. After church they got away from
the mob of congratulators as soon as they could, and
hurried homeward, chilled to the bone at they did not
know what—vague, shadowy, indefinite fears. And by
chance they caught a glimpse of Mr. Burgess as he turned
a corner. He paid no attention to their nod of
recognition! He hadn’t seen it; but they did not know
that. What could his conduct mean? It might mean—it
might—mean—oh, a dozen dreadful things. Was it
possible that he knew that Richards could have cleared
him of guilt in that bygone time, and had been silently
waiting for a chance to even up accounts? At home, in
their distress they got to imagining that their servant
might have been in the next room listening when
Richards revealed the secret to his wife that he knew
of Burgess’s innocence; next Richards began to imagine
that he had heard the swish of a gown in there at that
time; next, he was sure he had heard it. They would call
Sarah in, on a pretext, and watch her face; if she had
been betraying them to Mr. Burgess, it would show in
her manner. They asked her some questions—questions
which were so random and incoherent and seemingly
purposeless that the girl felt sure that the old people’s
minds had been affected by their sudden good fortune;
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the sharp and watchful gaze which they bent upon her
frightened her, and that completed the business. She
blushed, she became nervous and confused, and to the
old people these were plain signs of guilt—guilt of some
fearful sort or other—without doubt she was a spy and a
traitor. When they were alone again they began to piece
many unrelated things together and get horrible results
out of the combination. When things had got about to
the worst Richards was delivered of a sudden gasp and his
wife asked:
“Oh, what is it?—what is it?”
“The note—Burgess’s note! Its language was sarcastic,
I see it now.” He quoted: “‘At bottom you cannot respect
me, knowing, as you do, of that matter of which I am
accused’—oh, it is perfectly plain, now, God help me!
He knows that I know! You see the ingenuity of the
phrasing. It was a trap—and like a fool, I walked into it.
And Mary—!”
“Oh, it is dreadful—I know what you are going to
say—he didn’t return your transcript of the pretended
test-remark.”
“No—kept it to destroy us with. Mary, he has exposed
us to some already. I know it—I know it well. I saw it in
a dozen faces after church. Ah, he wouldn’t answer our
nod of recognition—he knew what he had been doing!”
In the night the doctor was called. The news went
around in the morning that the old couple were rather
seriously ill—prostrated by the exhausting excitement
growing out of their great windfall, the congratulations,
and the late hours, the doctor said. The town was
sincerely distressed; for these old people were about all it
had left to be proud of, now.
Two days later the news was worse. The old couple
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were delirious, and were doing strange things. By
witness of the nurses, Richards had exhibited
cheques—for $8,500? No—for an amazing
sum—$38,500! What could be the explanation of this
gigantic piece of luck?
The following day the nurses had more news—and
wonderful. They had concluded to hide the cheques, lest
harm come to them; but when they searched they were
gone from under the patient’s pillow—vanished away.
The patient said:
“Let the pillow alone; what do you want?”
“We thought it best that the cheques—”
“You will never see them again—they are destroyed.
They came from Satan. I saw the hell-brand on them,
and I knew they were sent to betray me to sin.” Then he
fell to gabbling strange and dreadful things which were
not clearly understandable, and which the doctor
admonished them to keep to themselves.
Richards was right; the cheques were never seen again.
A nurse must have talked in her sleep, for within two
days the forbidden gabblings were the property of the
town; and they were of a surprising sort. They seemed
to indicate that Richards had been a claimant for the sack
himself, and that Burgess had concealed that fact and then
maliciously betrayed it.
Burgess was taxed with this and stoutly denied it. And
he said it was not fair to attach weight to the chatter of
a sick old man who was out of his mind. Still, suspicion
was in the air, and there was much talk.
After a day or two it was reported that Mrs. Richards’s
delirious deliveries were getting to be duplicates of her
husband’s. Suspicion flamed up into conviction, now,
and the town’s pride in the purity of its one undiscredited
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important citizen began to dim down and flicker toward
extinction.
Six days passed, then came more news. The old couple
were dying. Richards’s mind cleared in his latest hour,
and he sent for Burgess. Burgess said:
“Let the room be cleared. I think he wishes to say
something in privacy.”
“No!” said Richards; “I want witnesses. I want you all
to hear my confession, so that I may die a man, and not
a dog. I was clean—artificially—like the rest; and like
the rest I fell when temptation came. I signed a lie, and
claimed the miserable sack. Mr. Burgess remembered
that I had done him a service, and in gratitude (and
ignorance) he suppressed my claim and saved me. You
know the thing that was charged against Burgess years
ago. My testimony, and mine alone, could have cleared
him, and I was a coward and left him to suffer disgrace—”
“No—no—Mr. Richards, you—”
“My servant betrayed my secret to him—”
“No one has betrayed anything to me—”
—“And then he did a natural and justifiable thing; he
repented of the saving kindness which he had done me,
and he exposed me—as I deserved—”
“Never!—I make oath—”
“Out of my heart I forgive him.”
Burgess’s impassioned protestations fell upon deaf
ears; the dying man passed away without knowing that
once more he had done poor Burgess a wrong. The old
wife died that night.
The last of the sacred Nineteen had fallen a prey to the
fiendish sack; the town was stripped of the last rag of its
ancient glory. Its mourning was not showy, but it was
deep.
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By act of the Legislature—upon prayer and
petition—Hadleyburg was allowed to change its name to
(never mind what—I will not give it away), and leave one
word out of the motto that for many generations had
graced the town’s official seal.
It is an honest town once more, and the man will have
to rise early that catches it napping again.
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CHAPTER 155.
THE ONE MILLION POUND BANKNOTE
MARK TWAIN
When I was twenty-seven years old, I was a mining-
broker’s clerk in San Francisco, and an expert in all the
details of stock traffic. I was alone in the world, and had
nothing to depend upon but my wits and a clean
reputation; but these were setting my feet in the road to
eventual fortune, and I was content with the prospect.
My time was my own after the afternoon board,
Saturdays, and I was accustomed to put it in on a little
sail-boat on the bay. One day I ventured too far, and was
carried out to sea. Just at nightfall, when hope was about
gone, I was picked up by a small brig which was bound
for London. It was a long and stormy voyage, and they
made me work my passage without pay, as a common
sailor. When I stepped ashore in London my clothes were
ragged and shabby, and I had only a dollar in my pocket.
This money fed and sheltered me twenty-four hours.
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During the next twenty-four I went without food and
shelter.
About ten o’clock on the following morning, seedy and
hungry, I was dragging myself along Portland Place, when
a child that was passing, towed by a nurse-maid, tossed
a luscious big pear – minus one bite – into the gutter. I
stopped, of course, and fastened my desiring eye on that
muddy treasure. My mouth watered for it, my stomach
craved it, my whole being begged for it. But every time
I made a move to get it some passing eye detected my
purpose, and of course I straightened up then, and looked
indifferent, and pretended that I hadn’t been thinking
about the pear at all. This same thing kept happening and
happening, and I couldn’t get the pear. I was just getting
desperate enough to brave all the shame, and to seize it,
when a window behind me was raised, and a gentleman
spoke out of it, saying:
“Step in here, please.”
I was admitted by a gorgeous flunkey, and shown into
a sumptuous room where a couple of elderly gentlemen
were sitting. They sent away the servant, and made me
sit down. They had just finished their breakfast, and the
sight of the remains of it almost overpowered me. I could
hardly keep my wits together in the presence of that food,
but as I was not asked to sample it, I had to bear my
trouble as best I could.
Now, something had been happening there a little
before, which I did not know anything about until a good
many days afterwards, but I will tell you about it now.
Those two old brothers had been having a pretty hot
argument a couple of days before, and had ended by
agreeing to decide it by a bet, which is the English way of
settling everything.
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You will remember that the Bank of England once
issued two notes of a million pounds each, to be used for
a special purpose connected with some public transaction
with a foreign country. For some reason or other only
one of these had been used and canceled; the other still
lay in the vaults of the Bank. Well, the brothers, chatting
along, happened to get to wondering what might be the
fate of a perfectly honest and intelligent stranger who
should be turned adrift in London without a friend, and
with no money but that million-pound bank-note, and no
way to account for his being in possession of it. Brother A
said he would starve to death; Brother B said he wouldn’t.
Brother A said he couldn’t offer it at a bank or anywhere
else, because he would be arrested on the spot. So they
went on disputing till Brother B said he would bet twenty
thousand pounds that the man would live thirty days,
anyway, on that million, and keep out of jail, too. Brother
A took him up. Brother B went down to the Bank and
bought that note. Just like an Englishman, you see; pluck
to the backbone. Then he dictated a letter, which one of
his clerks wrote out in a beautiful round hand, and then
the two brothers sat at the window a whole day watching
for the right man to give it to.
They saw many honest faces go by that were not
intelligent enough; many that were intelligent, but not
honest enough; many that were both, but the possessors
were not poor enough, or, if poor enough, were not
strangers. There was always a defect, until I came along;
but they agreed that I filled the bill all around; so they
elected me unanimously, and there I was now waiting to
know why I was called in. They began to ask me questions
about myself, and pretty soon they had my story. Finally
they told me I would answer their purpose. I said I was
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sincerely glad, and asked what it was. Then one of them
handed me an envelope, and said I would find the
explanation inside. I was going to open it, but he said no;
take it to my lodgings, and look it over carefully, and not
be hasty or rash. I was puzzled, and wanted to discuss the
matter a little further, but they didn’t; so I took my leave,
feeling hurt and insulted to be made the butt of what was
apparently some kind of a practical joke, and yet obliged
to put up with it, not being in circumstances to resent
affronts from rich and strong folk.
I would have picked up the pear now and eaten it before
all the world, but it was gone; so I had lost that by this
unlucky business, and the thought of it did not soften
my feeling towards those men. As soon as I was out of
sight of that house I opened my envelope, and saw that it
contained money! My opinion of those people changed,
I can tell you! I lost not a moment, but shoved note and
money into my vest pocket, and broke for the nearest
cheap eating house. Well, how I did eat! When at last
I couldn’t hold any more, I took out my money and
unfolded it, took one glimpse and nearly fainted. Five
millions of dollars! Why, it made my head swim.
I must have sat there stunned and blinking at the note
as much as a minute before I came rightly to myself again.
The first thing I noticed, then, was the landlord. His eye
was on the note, and he was petrified. He was worshiping,
with all his body and soul, but he looked as if he couldn’t
stir hand or foot. I took my cue in a moment, and did
the only rational thing there was to do. I reached the note
towards him, and said, carelessly:
“Give me the change, please.”
Then he was restored to his normal condition, and
made a thousand apologies for not being able to break the
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bill, and I couldn’t get him to touch it. He wanted to look
at it, and keep on looking at it; he couldn’t seem to get
enough of it to quench the thirst of his eye, but he shrank
from touching it as if it had been something too sacred for
poor common clay to handle. I said:
“I am sorry if it is an inconvenience, but I must insist.
Please change it; I haven’t anything else.”
But he said that wasn’t any matter; he was quite willing
to let the trifle stand over till another time. I said I might
not be in his neighborhood again for a good while; but
he said it was of no consequence, he could wait, and,
moreover, I could have anything I wanted, any time I
chose, and let the account run as long as I pleased. He
said he hoped he wasn’t afraid to trust as rich a gentleman
as I was, merely because I was of a merry disposition,
and chose to play larks on the public in the matter of
dress. By this time another customer was entering, and
the landlord hinted to me to put the monster out of sight;
then he bowed me all the way to the door, and I started
straight for that house and those brothers, to correct the
mistake which had been made before the police should
hunt me up, and help me do it. I was pretty nervous; in
fact, pretty badly frightened, though, of course, I was no
way in fault; but I knew men well enough to know that
when they find they’ve given a tramp a million-pound bill
when they thought it was a one-pounder, they are in a
frantic rage against him instead of quarreling with their
own near-sightedness, as they ought. As I approached the
house my excitement began to abate, for all was quiet
there, which made me feel pretty sure the blunder was not
discovered yet. I rang. The same servant appeared. I asked
for those gentlemen.
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“They are gone.” This in the lofty, cold way of that
fellow’s tribe.
“Gone? Gone where?”
“On a journey.”
“But whereabouts?”
“To the Continent, I think.”
“The Continent?”
“Yes, sir.”
“Which way – by what route?”
“I can’t say, sir.”
“When will they be back?”
“In a month, they said.”
“A month! Oh, this is awful! Give me some sort of idea
of how to get a word to them. It’s of the last importance.”
“I can’t, indeed. I’ve no idea where they’ve gone, sir.”
“Then I must see some member of the family.”
“Family’s away, too; been abroad months – in Egypt
and India, I think.”
“Man, there’s been an immense mistake made. They’ll
be back before night. Will you tell them I’ve been here,
and that I will keep coming till it’s all made right, and they
needn’t be afraid?”
“I’ll tell them, if they come back, but I am not expecting
them. They said you would be here in an hour to make
inquiries, but I must tell you it’s all right, they’ll be here
on time and expect you.”
So I had to give it up and go away. What a riddle it
all was! I was like to lose my mind. They would be here
“on time.” What could that mean? Oh, the letter would
explain, maybe. I had forgotten the letter; I got it out and
read it. This is what it said:
“You are an intelligent and honest man, as one may see
by your face. We conceive you to be poor and a stranger.
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Enclosed you will find a sum of money. It is lent to you
for thirty days, without interest. Report at this house at
the end of that time. I have a bet on you. If I win it you
shall have any situation that is in my gift – any, that is,
that you shall be able to prove yourself familiar with and
competent to fill.”
No signature, no address, no date.
Well, here was a coil to be in! You are posted on what
had preceded all this, but I was not. It was just a deep,
dark puzzle to me. I hadn’t the least idea what the game
was, nor whether harm was meant me or a kindness. I
went into a park, and sat down to try to think it out, and
to consider what I had best do.
At the end of an hour my reasonings had crystallized
into this verdict.
Maybe those men mean me well, maybe they mean me
ill; no way to decide that – let it go. They’ve got a game,
or a scheme, or an experiment, of some kind on hand; no
way to determine what it is – let it go. There’s a bet on
me; no way to find out what it is – let it go. That disposes
of the indeterminable quantities; the remainder of the
matter is tangible, solid, and may be classed and labeled
with certainty. If I ask the Bank of England to place this
bill to the credit of the man it belongs to, they’ll do it,
for they know him, although I don’t; but they will ask me
how I came in possession of it, and if I tell the truth, they’ll
put me in the asylum, naturally, and a lie will land me in
jail. The same result would follow if I tried to bank the bill
anywhere or to borrow money on it. I have got to carry
this immense burden around until those men come back,
whether I want to or not. It is useless to me, as useless as a
handful of ashes, and yet I must take care of it, and watch
over it, while I beg my living. I couldn’t give it away, if
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I should try, for neither honest citizen nor highwayman
would accept it or meddle with it for anything. Those
brothers are safe. Even if I lose their bill, or burn it, they
are still safe, because they can stop payment, and the Bank
will make them whole; but meantime I’ve got to do a
month’s suffering without wages or profit – unless I help
win that bet, whatever it may be, and get that situation
that I am promised. I should like to get that; men of their
sort have situations in their gift that are worth having.
I got to thinking a good deal about that situation. My
hopes began to rise high. Without doubt the salary would
be large. It would begin in a month; after that I should be
all right. Pretty soon I was feeling first-rate. By this time I
was tramping the streets again. The sight of a tailor-shop
gave me a sharp longing to shed my rags, and to clothe
myself decently once more. Could I afford it? No; I had
nothing in the world but a million pounds. So I forced
myself to go on by. But soon I was drifting back again.
The temptation persecuted me cruelly. I must have passed
that shop back and forth six times during that manful
struggle. At last I gave in; I had to. I asked if they had
a misfit suit that had been thrown on their hands. The
fellow I spoke to nodded his head towards another fellow,
and gave me no answer. I went to the indicated fellow,
and he indicated another fellow with his head, and no
words. I went to him, and he said:
” ‘Tend to you presently.”
I waited till he was done with what he was at, then
he took me into a back room, and overhauled a pile of
rejected suits, and selected the rattiest one for me. I put
it on. It didn’t fit, and wasn’t in any way attractive, but it
was new, and I was anxious to have it; so I didn’t find any
fault, but said, with some diffidence:
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“It would be an accommodation to me if you could
wait some days for the money. I haven’t any small change
about me.”
The fellow worked up a most sarcastic expression of
countenance, and said:
“Oh, you haven’t? Well, of course, I didn’t expect it. I’d
only expect gentlemen like you to carry large change.”
I was nettled, and said:
“My friend, you shouldn’t judge a stranger always by
the clothes he wears. I am quite able to pay for this suit; I
simply didn’t wish to put you to the trouble of changing a
large note.”
He modified his style a little at that, and said, though
still with something of an air:
“I didn’t mean any particular harm, but as long as
rebukes are going, I might say it wasn’t quite your affair
to jump to the conclusion that we couldn’t change any
note that you might happen to be carrying around. On the
contrary, we can.”
I handed the note to him, and said:
“Oh, very well; I apologize.”
He received it with a smile, one of those large smiles
which goes all around over, and has folds in it, and
wrinkles, and spirals, and looks like the place where you
have thrown a brick in a pond; and then in the act of
his taking a glimpse of the bill this smile froze solid, and
turned yellow, and looked like those wavy, wormy
spreads of lava which you find hardened on little levels
on the side of Vesuvius. I never before saw a smile caught
like that, and perpetuated. The man stood there holding
the bill, and looking like that, and the proprietor hustled
up to see what was the matter, and said, briskly:
“Well, what’s up? what’s the trouble? what’s wanting?”
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I said: “There isn’t any trouble. I’m waiting for my
change.”
“Come, come; get him his change, Tod; get him his
change.”
Tod retorted: “Get him his change! It’s easy to say, sir;
but look at the bill yourself.”
The proprietor took a look, gave a low, eloquent
whistle, then made a dive for the pile of rejected clothing,
and began to snatch it this way and that, talking all the
time excitedly, and as if to himself:
“Sell an eccentric millionaire such an unspeakable suit
as that! Tod’s a fool – a born fool. Always doing
something like this. Drives every millionaire away from
this place, because he can’t tell a millionaire from a tramp,
and never could. Ah, here’s the thing I am after. Please
get those things off, sir, and throw them in the fire. Do
me the favor to put on this shirt and this suit; it’s just
the thing, the very thing – plain, rich, modest, and just
ducally nobby; made to order for a foreign prince – you
may know him, sir, his Serene Highness the Hospodar
of Halifax; had to leave it with us and take a mourning-
suit because his mother was going to die – which she
didn’t. But that’s all right; we can’t always have things the
way we – that is, the way they – there! trousers all right,
they fit you to a charm, sir; now the waistcoat; aha, right
again! now the coat – Lord! look at that, now! Perfect –
the whole thing! I never saw such a triumph in all my
experience.”
I expressed my satisfaction.
“Quite right, sir, quite right; it’ll do for a makeshift, I’m
bound to say. But wait till you see what we’ll get up for
you on your own measure. Come, Tod, book and pen; get
at it. Length of leg, 32″” – and so on. Before I could get
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in a word he had measured me, and was giving orders for
dress-suits, morning suits, shirts, and all sorts of things.
When I got a chance I said:
“But, my dear sir, I can’t give these orders, unless you
can wait indefinitely, or change the bill.”
“Indefinitely! It’s a weak word, sir, a weak word.
Eternally – that’s the word, sir. Tod, rush these things
through, and send them to the gentleman’s address
without any waste of time. Let the minor customers wait.
Set down the gentleman’s address and–”
“I’m changing my quarters. I will drop in and leave the
new address.”
“Quite right, sir, quite right. One moment – let me
show you out, sir. There – good day, sir, good day.”
Well, don’t you see what was bound to happen? I drifted
naturally into buying whatever I wanted, and asking for
change. Within a week I was sumptuously equipped with
all needful comforts and luxuries, and was housed in an
expensive private hotel in Hanover Square. I took my
dinners there, but for breakfast I stuck by Harris’s humble
feeding house, where I had got my first meal on my
million-pound bill. I was the making of Harris. The fact
had gone all abroad that the foreign crank who carried
million-pound bills in his vest pocket was the patron saint
of the place. That was enough. From being a poor,
struggling, little hand-to-mouth enterprise, it had
become celebrated, and overcrowded with customers.
Harris was so grateful that he forced loans upon me, and
would not be denied; and so, pauper as I was, I had money
to spend, and was living like the rich and the great. I
judged that there was going to be a crash by and by,
but I was in now and must swim across or drown. You
see there was just that element of impending disaster to
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give a serious side, a sober side, yes, a tragic side, to a
state of things which would otherwise have been purely
ridiculous. In the night, in the dark, the tragedy part was
always to the front, and always warning, always
threatening; and so I moaned and tossed, and sleep was
hard to find. But in the cheerful daylight the tragedy
element faded out and disappeared, and I walked on air,
and was happy to giddiness, to intoxication, you may say.
And it was natural; for I had become one of the
notorieties of the metropolis of the world, and it turned
my head, not just a little, but a good deal. You could not
take up a newspaper, English, Scotch, or Irish, without
finding in it one or more references to the “vest-pocket
million-pounder” and his latest doings and saying. At
first, in these mentions, I was at the bottom of the
personal-gossip column; next, I was listed above the
knights, next above the baronets, next above the barons,
and so on, and so on, climbing steadily, as my notoriety
augmented, until I reached the highest altitude possible,
and there I remained, taking precedence of all dukes not
royal, and of all ecclesiastics except the primate of all
England. But mind, this was not fame; as yet I had
achieved only notoriety. Then came the climaxing stroke
– the accolade, so to speak – which in a single instant
transmuted the perishable dross of notoriety into the
enduring gold of fame: Punch caricatured me! Yes, I was
a made man now; my place was established. I might be
joked about still, but reverently, not hilariously, not
rudely; I could be smiled at, but not laughed at. The time
for that had gone by. Punch pictured me all a-flutter with
rags, dickering with a beef-eater for the Tower of
London. Well, you can imagine how it was with a young
fellow who had never been taken notice of before, and
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now all of a sudden couldn’t say a thing that wasn’t taken
up and repeated everywhere; couldn’t stir abroad without
constantly overhearing the remark flying from lip to lip,
“There he goes; that’s him!” couldn’t take his breakfast
without a crowd to look on; couldn’t appear in an
operabox without concentrating there the fire of a
thousand lorgnettes. Why, I just swam in glory all day
long- that is the amount of it.
You know, I even kept my old suit of rags, and every
now and then appeared in them, so as to have the old
pleasure of buying trifles, and being insulted, and then
shooting the scoffer dead with the million-pound bill. But
I couldn’t keep that up. The illustrated papers made the
outfit so familiar that when I went out in it I was at once
recognized and followed by a crowd, and if I attempted
a purchase the man would offer me his whole shop on
credit before I could pull my note on him.
About the tenth day of my fame I went to fulfil my
duty to my flag by paying my respects to the American
minister. He received me with the enthusiasm proper in
my case, upbraided me for being so tardy in my duty, and
said that there was only one way to get his forgiveness,
and that was to take the seat at his dinner-party that night
made vacant by the illness of one of his guests. I said I
would, and we got to talking. It turned out that he and my
father had been schoolmates in boyhood, Yale students
together later, and always warm friends up to my father’s
death. So then he required me to put in at his house all the
odd time I might have to spare, and I was very willing, of
course.
In fact, I was more than willing; I was glad. When the
crash should come, he might somehow be able to save me
from total destruction; I didn’t know how, but he might
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think of a way, maybe. I couldn’t venture to unbosom
myself to him at this late date, a thing which I would have
been quick to do in the beginning of this awful career of
mine in London. No, I couldn’t venture it now; I was in
too deep; that is, too deep for me to be risking revelations
to so new a friend, though not clear beyond my depth, as
I looked at it. Because, you see, with all my borrowing, I
was carefully keeping within my means – I mean within
my salary. Of course, I couldn’t know what my salary was
going to be, but I had a good enough basis for an estimate
in the fact, that if I won the bet I was to have choice of
any situation in that rich old gentleman’s gift provided I
was competent – and I should certainly prove competent;
I hadn’t any doubt about that. And as to the bet, I wasn’t
worrying about that; I had always been lucky. Now my
estimate of the salary was six hundred to a thousand a
year; say, six hundred for the first year, and so on up year
by year, till I struck the upper figure by proved merit.
At present I was only in debt for my first year’s salary.
Everybody had been trying to lend me money, but I had
fought off the most of them on one pretext or another;
so this indebtedness represented only £300 borrowed
money, the other £300 represented my keep and my
purchases. I believed my second year’s salary would carry
me through the rest of the month if I went on being
cautious and economical, and I intended to look sharply
out for that. My month ended, my employer back from
his journey, I should be all right once more, for I should at
once divide the two years’ salary among my creditors by
assignment, and get right down to my work.
It was a lovely dinner-party of fourteen. The Duke and
Duchess of Shoreditch, and their daughter the Lady
Anne-Grace-Eleanor-Celeste-and-so-forth-and-so-
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forth-de-Bohun, the Earl and Countess of Newgate,
Viscount Cheapside, Lord and Lady Blatherskite, some
untitled people of both sexes, the minister and his wife
and daughter, and his daughter’s visiting friend, an
English girl of twenty-two, named Portia Langham,
whom I fell in love with in two minutes, and she with me
– I could see it without glasses. There was still another
guest, an American – but I am a little ahead of my story.
While the people were still in the drawing-room,
whetting up for dinner, and coldly inspecting the late
comers, the servant announced:
“Mr. Lloyd Hastings.”
The moment the usual civilities were over, Hastings
caught sight of me, and came straight with cordially
outstretched hand; then stopped short when about to
shake, and said, with an embarrassed look:
“I beg your pardon, sir, I thought I knew you.”
“Why, you do know me, old fellow.”
“No. Are you the – the–”
“Vest-pocket monster? I am, indeed. Don’t be afraid to
call me by my nickname; I’m used to it.”
“Well, well, well, this is a surprise. Once or twice I’ve
seen your own name coupled with the nickname, but
it never occurred to me that you could be the Henry
Adams referred to. Why, it isn’t six months since you
were clerking away for Blake Hopkins in Frisco on a
salary, and sitting up nights on an extra allowance,
helping me arrange and verify the Gould and Curry
Extension papers and statistics. The idea of your being in
London, and a vast millionaire, and a colossal celebrity!
Why, it’s the Arabian Nights come again. Man, I can’t take
it in at all; can’t realize it; give me time to settle the whirl
in my head.”
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“The fact is, Lloyd, you are no worse off than I am. I
can’t realize it myself.”
“Dear me, it is stunning, now isn’t it? Why, it’s just three
months today since we went to the Miners’ restaurant–”
“No; the What Cheer.”
“Right, it was the What Cheer; went there at two in the
morning, and had a chop and coffee after a hard six-hours
grind over those Extension papers, and I tried to persuade
you to come to London with me, and offered to get leave
of absence for you and pay all your expenses, and give
you something over if I succeeded in making the sale; and
you would not listen to me, said I wouldn’t succeed, and
you couldn’t afford to lose the run of business and be no
end of time getting the hang of things again when you got
back home. And yet here you are. How odd it all is! How
did you happen to come, and whatever did give you this
incredible start?”
“Oh, just an accident. It’s a long story – a romance, a
body may say. I’ll tell you all about it, but not now.”
“When?”
“The end of this month.”
“That’s more than a fortnight yet. It’s too much of a
strain on a person’s curiosity. Make it a week.”
“I can’t. You’ll know why, by and by. But how’s the trade
getting along?”
His cheerfulness vanished like a breath, and he said
with a sigh:
“You were a true prophet, Hal, a true prophet. I wish I
hadn’t come. I don’t want to talk about it.”
“But you must. You must come and stop with me to-
night, when we leave here, and tell me all about it.”
“Oh, may I? Are you in earnest?” and the water showed
in his eyes.
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“Yes; I want to hear the whole story, every word.”
“I’m so grateful! Just to find a human interest once
more, in some voice and in some eye, in me and affairs of
mine, after what I’ve been through here – lord! I could go
down on my knees for it!”
He gripped my hand hard, and braced up, and was all
right and lively after that for the dinner – which didn’t
come off. No; the usual thing happened, the thing that
is always happening under that vicious and aggravating
English system – the matter of precedence couldn’t be
settled, and so there was no dinner. Englishmen always
eat dinner before they go out to dinner, because they
know the risks they are running; but nobody ever warns
the stranger, and so he walks placidly into trap. Of course,
nobody was hurt this time, because we had all been to
dinner, none of us being novices excepting Hastings, and
he having been informed by the minister at the time that
he invited him that in deference to the English custom
he had not provided any dinner. Everybody took a lady
and processioned down to the dining-room, because it is
usual to go through the motions; but there the dispute
began. The Duke of Shoreditch wanted to take
precedence, and sit at the head of the table, holding that
he outranked a minister who represented merely a nation
and not a monarch; but I stood for my rights, and refused
to yield. In the gossip column I ranked all dukes not royal,
and said so, and claimed precedence of this one. It
couldn’t be settled, of course, struggle as we might and
did, he finally (and injudiciously) trying to play birth and
antiquity, and I “seeing” his Conqueror and “raising” him
with Adam, whose direct posterity I was, as shown by my
name, while he was of a collateral branch, as shown by his,
and by his recent Norman origin; so we all processioned
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back to the drawing-room again and had a perpendicular
lunch – plate of sardines and a strawberry, and you group
yourself and stand up and eat it. Here the religion of
precedence is not so strenuous; the two persons of
highest rank chuck up a shilling, the one that wins has
first go at his strawberry, and the loser gets the shilling.
The next two chuck up, then the next two, and so on.
After refreshment, tables were brought, and we all played
cribbage, sixpence a game. The English never play any
game for amusement. If they can’t make something or
lose something – they don’t care which – they won’t play.
We had a lovely time; certainly two of us had, Miss
Langham and I. I was so bewitched with her that I
couldn’t count my hands if they went above a double
sequence; and when I struck home I never discovered it,
and started up the outside row again, and would have lost
the game every time, only the girl did the same, she being
in just my condition, you see; and consequently neither
of us ever got out, or cared to wonder why we didn’t; we
only just knew we were happy, and didn’t wish to know
anything else, and didn’t want to be interrupted. And I
told her – I did, indeed – told her I loved her; and she
– well, she blushed till her hair turned red, but she liked
it; she said she did. Oh, there was never such an evening!
Every time I pegged I put on a postscript; every time
she pegged she acknowledged receipt of it, counting the
hands the same. Why, I couldn’t even say “Two for his
heels” without adding, “My, how sweet you do look!” and
she would say, “Fifteen two, fifteen four, fifteen six, and
a pair are eight, and eight are sixteen – do you think so?”
– peeping out aslant from under her lashes, you know, so
sweet and cunning. Oh, it was just too-too!
Well, I was perfectly honest and square with her; told
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her I hadn’t a cent in the world but just the million-
pound note she’d heard so much talk about, and it didn’t
belong to me, and that started her curiosity; and then
I talked low, and told her the whole history right from
the start, and it nearly killed her laughing. What in the
nation she could find to laugh about I couldn’t see, but
there it was; every half-minute some new detail would
fetch her, and I would have to stop as much as a minute
and a half to give her a chance to settle down again. Why,
she laughed herself lame – she did, indeed; I never saw
anything like it. I mean I never saw a painful story –
a story of a person’s troubles and worries and fears –
produce just that kind of effect before. So I loved her
all the more, seeing she could be so cheerful when there
wasn’t anything to be cheerful about; for I might soon
need that kind of wife, you know, the way things looked.
Of course, I told her we should have to wait a couple of
years, till I could catch up on my salary; but she didn’t
mind that, only she hoped I would be as careful as
possible in the matter of expenses, and not let them run
the least risk of trenching on our third year’s pay. Then
she began to get a little worried, and wondered if we were
making any mistake, and starting the salary on a higher
figure for the first year than I would get. This was good
sense, and it made me feel a little less confident than I had
been feeling before; but it gave me a good business idea,
and I brought it frankly out.
“Portia, dear, would you mind going with me that day,
when I confront those old gentlemen?”
She shrank a little, but said:
“N-o; if my being with you would help hearten you. But
– would it be quite proper, do you think?”
“No, I don’t know that it would – in fact, I’m afraid it
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wouldn’t; but, you see, there’s so much dependent upon it
that–”
“Then I’ll go anyway, proper or improper,” she said,
with a beautiful and generous enthusiasm. “Oh, I shall be
so happy to think I’m helping!”
“Helping, dear? Why, you’ll be doing it all. You’re so
beautiful and so lovely and so winning, that with you
there I can pile our salary up till I break those good old
fellows, and they’ll never have the heart to struggle.”
Sho! you should have seen the rich blood mount, and
her happy eyes shine!
“You wicked flatterer! There isn’t a word of truth in
what you say, but still I’ll go with you. Maybe it will teach
you not to expect other people to look with your eyes.”
Were my doubts dissipated? Was my confidence
restored? You may judge by this fact: privately I raised my
salary to twelve hundred the first year on the spot. But I
didn’t tell her; I saved it for a surprise.
All the way home I was in the clouds, Hastings talking,
I not hearing a word. When he and I entered my parlor,
he brought me to myself with his fervent appreciations of
my manifold comforts and luxuries.
“Let me just stand here a little and look my fill. Dear
me! it’s a palace – it’s just a palace! And in it everything
a body could desire, including cosy coal fire and supper
standing ready. Henry, it doesn’t merely make me realize
how rich you are; it makes me realize, to the bone, to
the marrow, how poor I am – how poor I am, and how
miserable, how defeated, routed, annihilated!”
Plague take it! this language gave me the cold shudders.
It scared me broad awake, and made me comprehend
that I was standing on a halfinch crust, with a crater
underneath. I didn’t know I had been dreaming – that is,
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I hadn’t been allowing myself to know it for a while back;
but now – oh, dear! Deep in debt, not a cent in the world,
a lovely girl’s happiness or woe in my hands, and nothing
in front of me but a salary which might never – oh, would
never – materialize! Oh, oh, oh! I am ruined past hope!
nothing can save me!
“Henry, the mere unconsidered drippings of your daily
income would–”
“Oh, my daily income! Here, down with this hot Scotch,
and cheer up your soul. Here’s with you! Or, no – you’re
hungry; sit down and–”
“Not a bite for me; I’m past it. I can’t eat, these days; but
I’ll drink with you till I drop. Come!”
“Barrel for barrel, I’m with you! Ready? Here we go!
Now, then, Lloyd, unreel your story while I brew.”
“Unreel it? What, again?”
“Again? What do you mean by that?”
“Why, I mean do you want to hear it over again?”
“Do I want to hear it over again? This is a puzzler. Wait;
don’t take any more of that liquid. You don’t need it.”
“Look here, Henry, you alarm me. Didn’t I tell you the
whole story on the way here?”
“You?”
“Yes, I.”
“I’ll be hanged if I heard a word of it.”
“Henry, this is a serious thing. It troubles me. What did
you take up yonder at the minister’s?”
Then it all flashed on me, and I owned up like a man.
“I took the dearest girl in this world – prisoner!”
So then he came with a rush, and we shook, and shook,
and shook till our hands ached; and he didn’t blame me
for not having heard a word of a story which had lasted
while we walked three miles. He just sat down then, like
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the patient, good fellow he was, and told it all over again.
Synopsized, it amounted to this: He had come to England
with what he thought was a grand opportunity; he had
an “option” to sell the Gould and Curry Extension for the
“locators” of it, and keep all he could get over a million
dollars. He had worked hard, had pulled every wire he
knew of, had left no honest expedient untried, had spent
nearly all the money he had in the world, had not been
able to get a solitary capitalist to listen to him, and his
option would run out at the end of the month. In a word,
he was ruined. Then he jumped up and cried out:
“Henry, you can save me! You can save me, and you’re
the only man in the universe that can. Will you do it?
Won’t you do it?”
“Tell me how. Speak out, my boy.”
“Give me a million and my passage home for my
‘option’! Don’t, don’t refuse!”
I was in a kind of agony. I was right on the point of
coming out with the words, “Lloyd, I’m a pauper myself
– absolutely penniless, and in debt!” But a white-hot idea
came flaming through my head, and I gripped my jaws
together, and calmed myself down till I was as cold as a
capitalist. Then I said, in a commercial and self-possessed
way:
“I will save you, Lloyd–”
“Then I’m already saved! God be merciful to you
forever! If ever I–”
“Let me finish, Lloyd. I will save you, but not in that
way; for that would not be fair to you, after your hard
work, and the risks you’ve run. I don’t need to buy mines;
I can keep my capital moving, in a commercial center like
London, without that; it’s what I’m at, all the time; but
here is what I’ll do. I know all about that mine, of course;
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I know its immense value, and can swear to it if anybody
wishes it. You shall sell out inside of the fortnight for
three millions cash, using my name freely, and we’ll
divide, share and share alike.”
Do you know, he would have danced the furniture to
kindling-wood in his insane joy, and broken everything
on the place, if I hadn’t tripped him up and tied him.
Then he lay there, perfectly happy, saying:
“I may use your name! Your name – think of it! Man,
they’ll flock in droves, these rich Londoners; they’ll fight
for that stock! I’m a made man, I’m a made man forever,
and I’ll never forget you as long as I live!”
In less than twenty-four hours London was abuzz! I
hadn’t anything to do, day after day, but sit at home, and
say to all comers:
“Yes; I told him to refer to me. I know the man, and I
know the mine. His character is above reproach, and the
mine is worth far more than he asks for it.”
Meantime I spent all my evenings at the minister’s with
Portia. I didn’t say a word to her about the mine; I saved it
for a surprise. We talked salary; never anything but salary
and love; sometimes love, sometimes salary, sometimes
love and salary together. And my! the interest the
minister’s wife and daughter took in our little affair, and
the endless ingenuities they invented to save us from
interruption, and to keep the minister in the dark and
unsuspicious – well, it was just lovely of them!
When the month was up at last, I had a million dollars
to my credit in the London and County Bank, and
Hastings was fixed in the same way. Dressed at my level
best, I drove by the house in Portland Place, judged by
the look of things that my birds were home again, went
on towards the minister’s and got my precious, and we
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started back, talking salary with all our might. She was
so excited and anxious that it made her just intolerably
beautiful. I said:
“Dearie, the way you’re looking it’s a crime to strike for
a salary a single penny under three thousand a year.”
“Henry, Henry, you’ll ruin us!”
“Don’t you be afraid. Just keep up those looks, and trust
to me. It’ll all come out right.”
So, as it turned out, I had to keep bolstering up her
courage all the way. She kept pleading with me, and
saying:
“Oh, please remember that if we ask for too much we
may get no salary at all; and then what will become of us,
with no way in the world to earn our living?”
We were ushered in by that same servant, and there
they were, the two old gentlemen. Of course, they were
surprised to see that wonderful creature with me, but I
said:
“It’s all right, gentlemen; she is my future stay and
helpmate.”
And I introduced them to her, and called them by name.
It didn’t surprise them; they knew I would know enough
to consult the directory. They seated us, and were very
polite to me, and very solicitous to relieve her from
embarrassment, and put her as much at her ease as they
could. Then I said:
“Gentlemen, I am ready to report.”
“We are glad to hear it,” said my man, “for now we can
decide the bet which my brother Abel and I made. If you
have won for me, you shall have any situation in my gift.
Have you the million-pound note?”
“Here it is, sir,” and I handed it to him.
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“I’ve won!” he shouted, and slapped Abel on the back.
“Now what do you say, brother?”
“I say he did survive, and I’ve lost twenty thousand
pounds. I never would have believed it.”
“I’ve a further report to make,” I said, “and a pretty long
one. I want you to let me come soon, and detail my whole
month’s history; and I promise you it’s worth hearing.
Meantime, take a look at that.”
“What, man! Certificate of deposit for £200,000. Is it
yours?”
“Mine. I earned it by thirty days’ judicious use of that
little loan you let me have. And the only use I made of it
was to buy trifles and offer the bill in change.”
“Come, this is astonishing! It’s incredible, man!”
“Never mind, I’ll prove it. Don’t take my word
unsupported.”
But now Portia’s turn was come to be surprised. Her
eyes were spread wide, and she said:
“Henry, is that really your money? Have you been
fibbing to me?”
“I have, indeed, dearie. But you’ll forgive me, I know.”
She put up an arch pout, and said:
“Don’t you be so sure. You are a naughty thing to
deceive me so!”
“Oh, you’ll get over it, sweetheart, you’ll get over it; it
was only fun, you know. Come, let’s be going.”
“But wait, wait! The situation, you know. I want to give
you the situation,” said my man.
“Well,” I said, “I’m just as grateful as I can be, but really
I don’t want one.”
“But you can have the very choicest one in my gift.”
“Thanks again, with all my heart; but I don’t even want
that one.”
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“Henry, I’m ashamed of you. You don’t half thank the
good gentleman. May I do it for you?”
“Indeed, you shall, dear, if you can improve it. Let us see
you try.”
She walked to my man, got up in his lap, put her arm
round his neck, and kissed him right on the mouth. Then
the two old gentlemen shouted with laughter, but I was
dumfounded, just petrified, as you may say. Portia said:
“Papa, he has said you haven’t a situation in your gift
that he’d take; and I feel just as hurt as–”
“My darling, is that your papa?”
“Yes; he’s my step-papa, and the dearest one that ever
was. You understand now, don’t you, why I was able to
laugh when you told me at the minister’s, not knowing
my relationships, what trouble and worry papa’s and
Uncle Abel’s scheme was giving you?”
Of course, I spoke right up now, without any fooling,
and went straight to the point.
“Oh, my dearest dear sir, I want to take back what I said.
You have got a situation open that I want.”
“Name it.”
“Son-in-law.”
“Well, well, well! But you know, if you haven’t ever
served in that capacity, you, of course, can’t furnish
recommendations of a sort to satisfy the conditions of the
contract, and so–”
“Try me – oh, do, I beg of you! Only just try me thirty
or forty years, and if–”
“Oh, well, all right; it’s but a little thing to ask, take her
along.”
Happy, we two? There are not words enough in the
unabridged to describe it. And when London got the
whole history, a day or two later, of my month’s
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adventures with that bank-note, and how they ended, did
London talk, and have a good time? Yes.
My Portia’s papa took that friendly and hospitable bill
back to the Bank of England and cashed it; then the Bank
canceled it and made him a present of it, and he gave
it to us at our wedding, and it has always hung in its
frame in the sacredest place in our home ever since. For
it gave me my Portia. But for it I could not have remained
in London, would not have appeared at the minister’s,
never should have met her. And so I always say, “Yes, it’s
a million-pounder, as you see; but it never made but one
purchase in its life, and then got the article for only about
a tenth part of its value.”
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PART XXXI.
"WHERE IS AMERICAN
LITERATURE NOW?":
CONTEMPORARY
CONNECTIONS
These writings reveal how contemporary texts (such as
films, speeches, songs, or advertisements) draw on or
adapt American literature. They show how contemporary
culture reshapes and remixes the themes, forms, and
contexts of American literature. These readings offer
provocative and unexpected answers to the questions:
Where do we see American literary history in our world
right now? And most importantly, why?

CHAPTER 156.
"YOU CAN'T HIDE WHAT'S IN YOUR
HEART"
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WILLOW MOULTON
Where Is American Literature Now?
In my primer, I wrote that American Literature
was works written for or about America over time and
through history such as The Declaration of
Independence. I still agree with that statement after this
semester of readings but not all the way through and
through. After assuming American Literature was works
from the past and then taking this course in “Rethinking
Early American Literature,” my mind has changed a bit
about it. I can now see how American literature has
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changed and evolved over time. It has become a whole
new definition in today’s world when we talk about
American literature in the present. Where is American
Literature now, you ask?
American Literature is so hard to define to one thing
because we have brought it to a whole new definition.
You used to be able to walk into a bookstore and have
every category to lead you right to the book you were
looking for now we have it broken down into fiction,
non-fiction, “if you liked this, you may like this,” and
“other shoppers bought.” Instead of it being writing about
America or for America, it is now seen as anything
written in America, or by an American author, or
anywhere close to being ‘American.’ For example, today
we categorize The Great Gatsby the most American piece
of literature. Is it though? Just because it has the words
American Dream in it? It doesn’t touch upon what is
happening in or for America. Instead it talks about a man
struggling with love and his dreams.
After reading the many texts in class about slavery, I
connected it back to something I see as from this time.
Both a text and a movie, The Green Mile, created/ written
by Stephen King. This movie is the only one I have every
cried through besides Marley & Me. A perfect example of
how American literature has changed across time; they
are now more popularly movies instead of just texts. I
first thought of The Green Mile after thinking about how
crazy my emotions were getting reading the slavery texts
in class. A white man connected to a black man when
society told him it was wrong. We see both of those things
in The Heroic Slave and The Green Mile.
The Green Mile is set in 1935 in Louisiana where race
was still a very big issue. The main character, a very big
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black man, John Coffey, played by Michael Clarke
Duncan amazingly, is accused of murdering two young
girls. He is brought to the prison facility known as death
row. There is the white man who gets attached to him,
Paul Edgecomb, played by Tom Hanks. Even though he
has been convicted of such a heinous crime Edgecomb
doesn’t believe it based on Coffey’s quiet, pleasant nature.
The man acts like a small child alongside being scared of
the dark. It would be hard for anyone to believe he could
commit the crime he was accused of. John Coffey displays
an amazing gift of miraculously being able to heal people
by taking it on himself. And by the end he is brought to
the electric chair to die while Edgecomb stands by crying.
I compare this movie to all of the slavery texts we have
read so far because there is so much hatred towards John
Coffey even though he is a human being and he shows
that because we see the same thing but mostly in Madison
Washington. Paul Edgecomb doesn’t do as much as Mr.
Listwell does for Madison Washington but you see the
remorse in both of their characters. After Mr. Listwell
sees Washington off after slipping the file into his pocket
to get out from the chains and have his chance at escaping
he says, “Farewell! Farewell! Brave and true man! God
grant that brighter skies may smile upon your future than
have yet looked down upon your thorny pathway”
(Douglass 41). I see this same kind of farewell and
remorse in the last line Paul Edgecomb says in The Green
Mile. He says, “We each owe a death, there are no
exceptions, but oh god sometimes the Green Mile seems
so long” (The Green Mile). To me both white men show
that they cared and they saw the hard path that both black
men had been through and it wasn’t fair.
One of the biggest connections I made with both the
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book I’ve mentioned and the movie is that both black
men, Madison Washington and John Coffey, had a disgust
for the world and human race. In The Heroic Slave,
Madison Washington says, “Upon my word, sir, I dreaded
more these human voices than I should have done those
of wild beasts” (Douglass 19). Then one of the most
famous quotes from a movie is the one in The Green Mile
when John Coffey says, “I’m tired boss. Mostly I’m tired
of people being ugly to each other” (The Green Mile). If
that doesn’t rip your heart out, I don’t know what will.
American Literature has changed their categories but I
don’t think the overall lessons of history will ever go
away. Because we need history to be where we are today,
to move forward.
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CHAPTER 157.
PATRICK BATEMEN IS RALPH WALDO
EMERSON
NICHOLAS A. PRESCOTT
Allow me, good sirs and madams, to take a step back from
racial themes and the like and talk about an all American
classic: American Psycho (the movie). If you’ve never seen
it, stop reading, go watch it. I’ll wait.
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Oh! You’re back. Quite a wild ride, huh? Well since, my
dear reader, I know you cling to my every word and listen
to all my commands like the wage slave monkey you are, I
know that you’re very familiar with the film. In the event
you’re a dirty nonconformist, I’ll post relevant scenes for
you to watch as you go… heathen.
Before we get to the film, though, let’s think back to the
good old days of Emerson and “Self-Reliance.” To recap
for you:
Nonconformity (through conformity).
Work for your stay.
You control your destiny.
Be great and stand out.
While that is an extremely simplified version of things,
it’s concise enough for what we need. Strap in ladies and
gents, we’re going on a trip into insanity and unreliability.
American Psycho is a story of a Patrick Bateman, a
handsome, successful, self-made (kind of, we’ll get there),
office executive by day turned serial killer by night. In the
movie, he’s played by Christian Bale. Christian, friggen,
Bale.
So, where in American Psycho is Emerson?
Well, Bateman struggles throughout the film to stand
out against all his very similar counterparts. Emerson
clearly states “Whoso would be a man must be a
nonconformist” (Emerson, “Self-Reliance”). In the
following scene, Bateman struggles against his colleagues
to see who has the best, newest, and whitest (shh I said no
racial undertones) business card. Watch and take note.
Ironically, Bateman and his coworkers all have the same
or relatively the same business card. It drives Bateman
nearly insane in the scene. To Emerson’s beliefs, I suppose
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we need to get into the discussion of if intent on self-
reliance and nonconformity matters if the product is, in
fact, extremely conformist. What do I mean by that? Well,
all of the characters in the scene are trying to be their own
person and have a different, better business card. They all
believe they are being non-conforming but are really all
the same. If you look at the film as a whole, you can see
that they’re all, more or less, the same person. They all
look extremely similar, dress the same, have the same job,
do the same things. Except for Bateman’s dirty secret.
A YouTube element has been excluded from this version
of the text. You can view it online here:
https://openeal.pressbooks.com/?p=363
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As I said, and as you can see in the film, Bateman stands
out because he is actually a brutal murderer. He dreams of
dissecting people, kills a homeless man for being useless,
and brutally murders his colleague. To that extent,
Bateman certainly embodies the idea of standing out
amongst the crowd. Although, in the above gif, you can
see how extremely similar Bateman (the one with the axe)
is to Paul, his pal.
Well, what else then? Bateman and his colleagues, at the
very least, embody what I call Emerson’s proto-American
Dream. They’re all self-made men. They worked
themselves up to their positions and are all relatively
successful. They controlled their own destiny and got
after themselves and scored a juicy, juicy “mergers and
acquisitions” position. Whatever the heck that means.
Although, I suppose it’s important to note that Bateman
comes from a wealthy family and was sent to a good
school and started off well in the world and is… white…
Wait! I said I wasn’t going to go into race.
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Now, allow me to get a bit meta.
Emerson counters his own argument many times in
“Self-Reliance.” In this way, as the writer of the essay, he is
sort of an unreliable source, much like Patrick Bateman.
The film feeds you just enough to get the idea but leaves
some confusing things out to muddy up the story.
Because all the characters are pretty much
interchangeable, this causes several problems within the
film around mixing people up for others, so it’s not even
really clear if Bateman is the one doing the killing. The
narrator is so unreliable and the character is so
interchangeable with the surrounding ones, the story
could be about any of them and we wouldn’t really know
the difference.
Although that last point is a bit more abstract, I think
it’s an interesting idea to think about. Why? Because I
typically think of unreliable narrators as exclusive to
fiction. In reality, though, Emerson is the definition of the
unreliable writer of “Self-Reliance.” While “Self-Reliance”
is an essay and American Psycho is a novel-turned-movie, I
think an important lesson to learn is that the writer, while
they may sound smart and well spoken in Emerson’s case,
can be totally contradictory and give shaky ideas.
I also think that if Emerson could come back to life
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and read this and see how his magnum opus was being
compared to the actions of Patrick Bateman, he would fall
right back into the coffin he rose from, convulsing from a
stroke.
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CHAPTER 158.
GTFO
ANNA GREENWOOD
In February of this past year, Jordan Peele released the
American horror film Get Out. The film was a instant
hit, grossing $235 million worldwide on a measly 4.5
million dollar budget. The movie follows the story of a
black man named Chris who goes on a weekend trip with
his white girlfriend to meet her parents in their lavish
country home. It doesn’t take long for this seemingly
innocent and unsuspecting vacation to take a sinister turn
and our protagonist ends up fighting for his life. (If you
haven’t seen this movie stop reading right now, sit down
and go watch it on HBO).
The dark twist (which again, you should not be reading
about if you haven’t seen this movie!!!) is that this white
liberal family has been kidnapping black men and
surgically transplanting the brains of rich white people
into their bodies. This is done for a slew of reasons, from
the desire to be athletically fit, to the hope of being
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‘fashionable’ to simply wanting to know “what it’s like” to
be black. (There’s even a silent auction where Chris is sold
to a blind man).
The movie comments on racism in modern-day
America in a way that is virtually the exact opposite of
Fredrick Douglass’ approach one hundred and fifty years
ago. Granted, our situation today is much different than
it was in the 1850’s, but the way that both Jordan Peele
and Frederick Douglass utilize the role of white people in
their stories is glaringly different.
In The Heroic Slave, we have noble Mr. Listwell. Not
only is the story told from his perspective, but he is also
an invaluable asset in orchestrating both of Madison
Washington’s escapes. If Listwell hadn’t slipped
Washington those files before he got on the Creole, the
way that Douglass wrote the story, Washington wouldn’t
have been able to take over the slave ship. It can be
argued that Douglass incorporated a “good” white guy
to help demonstrate the positive role white abolitionists
could play in promoting an anti-slavery America. This
book that focuses on the struggles and oppression of a
black man was written and designed to be consumed by
white people.
Even in Harriet Jacobs’ Incidents in the Life of a Slave
Girl, there is a “white envelope” in which Lydia Maria
Child (a white author) testifies to the legitimacy and
intelligence of the black author. This type of a white
author seal of approval was necessary during this time
period.
Peele’s Get Out stands in opposition in regards to
including white people in his narrative. First of all, the
film is shown through the perspective of a black man.
Chris ends up captured and almost “enslaved” but he ends
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up escaping from his tormentors completely on his own.
There is not a single white character that is out to help
him, even his girlfriend is revealed to be a horrific villain.
Because of this, the film is clearly not made to appeal to a
white audience. Not only does it feature no positive white
characters, but the film in its entirety comments on the
racial undertones and issues of liberal white Americans.
It’s not a historical film that portrays the evil slave-
owners of the nineteenth century or the vicious and
violent acts committed by the KKK in the 60’s. It shows
the ingrained racism that festers within white people that
are made out the be normal, nice, and “not racist”. The
types of white Americans that “would have voted for
Obama for a third term” (Peele).
What this says about current American Literature (or
movies) is that Jordan Peele was able to write and direct
a movie that was made for black Americans. It wasn’t
sugar-coated to lightly and politely introduce the concept
of racism to white people in a way where they could
watch the movie and think to themselves “well I’m not
like those white people”. Peele was able to portray (in the
earlier parts of the movie) the nuanced and underlying
racism that lies just beneath the surface of white-liberal
America, and it was impossible not to see yourself
reflected in some of the interactions between Chris and
his girlfriend’s white family.
Douglass had to appeal to a white audience because
he needed them on his side. African Americans were so
terribly oppressed that they needed the support of white
abolitionists. Today, American Literature doesn’t need to
be edited for the sake of the white man. There were
arguments that this movie wouldn’t perform well because
of its negative portrayal of white people, but every race
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turned out to the theatre to watch this thriller. As we as
a nation continue to write books and movies that feature
different perspectives and give voices to different
minority groups, we’ll be able to see the continuous
benefits of giving everyone a voice. It doesn’t deplete
culture; it enriches it.
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CHAPTER 159.
IT’S TIME TO “GET OUT” YOUR
ANTIQUATED VIEWS ON RACE
ROWAN FINNEGAN CUMMINGS
Films have always connected to American literature;
whether by adapting it or reshaping it to simply get the
idea across, modern film makers have perfected the art of
selling people ideas that they have no idea that they want,
yet desperately need. In early 2017, Jordan Peele released
a smash hit film by the name of Get Out, and it was exactly
the film that America needed to open some eyes.
Get Out centers around an African American man
named Chris, who is on the way to meet his white
girlfriend Rose’s parents. But before any of the terrifying
action even begins, Peele throws in a scene where Chris
and Rose hit a deer while Rose is driving, prompting them
to call the police. The officer immediately begins grilling
Chris, asking him questions having nothing to do with
the incident, only stopping when Rose intervenes and
reiterates that she was driving, calling into question the
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officers hinted-at racial bias. He quickly leaves, and Rose
and Chris resume their journey.
I’m a firm believer in “no spoilers”, but I will give you
the gist of the rest of the film without outright telling you
the ending; sometimes, seemingly liberal white parents
are not who they seem to be, and sometimes, all they want
is your eyes.
On that note, let’s examine how this connects to
American literature; a genre so complex that it is nearly
impossible to describe.
In early American literature, white characters seem to
have one of two opinions of African Americans; they are
either dangerous demons who are simply waiting for the
perfect moment to rise up and kill all white people (as
seen in “Benito Cereno”), or they are holier than white
people, yet childlike in their demeanors (also seen in
“Benito Cereno,” as well as in Uncle Tom’s Cabin). In this
certain situation, Rose’s white family leans towards the
latter, seeing African Americans as superior physically,
but they also see them as nothing more than supplies for
their own advancement in life.
In my opinion, Chris bears some similarities to Eliza
from Uncle Tom’s Cabin. Eliza, being a mulatto character,
is treated differently than her fully African American
comrades and seen as superior to them, based on her
more white appearance. Chris is treated differently than
if he were white because Rose’s family sees him as a
physical superior to any white men or women that Rose
could be dating. While this may seem like a better
situation than the one Eliza, a slave, is in, in a way, Chris is
seen as a slave as well; his only purpose to Rose’s parents
is to be a tool.
I think Get Out is one of the best modern day takes on
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stories focusing on racism. It presents it in a similar way
to early American literature, but puts a twist on it that
makes it more graspable for the less “woke” people of our
society. The ideas about racism that are portrayed in early
American literature are very much a part of our current
political climate, and this film was very much needed and
opened many people’s eyes to the issues that characters
like Babo and Eliza have been silently screaming about
for centuries.
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CHAPTER 160.
TWELVE YEARS...IN THE LIFE OF A
SLAVE GIRL
BRITTANY JOHN
In this class, we’ve looked at survival stories, captivity
narratives, stories and depictions of slavery and racial
injustice. These works are all considered American
Literature, and even though the ones we have been
reading were written in the 1800s, these themes and these
people’s stories are still written about today in different
kinds of contemporary culture. Film is a popular way to
show and reshape these themes today. One of the most
well done films, I think, that included these themes and
somehow formed or reshaped them is 12 Years a
Slave, directed by Steve McQueen. This film is extremely
well-known, and it did win some major awards which
could have brought more attention to it.
12 Years a Slave follows its main character, Solomon
Northup, through a kidnapping, to being sold into
slavery, and then through a couple of different slave
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owners. He is a free man who resides in the North:
Saratoga Springs, New York. He has a wife and two
children, and he walks the streets like there is not a racial
injustice for black people. He has a good relationship
with the white people in his town and he is a well liked
violinist. There are some events that happen in this film
that reminded me so much of Incidents in the Life of a
Slave Girl, by Harriet Jacobs. It made this film an obvious
choice to connect one of our readings with.
The first similarity between the two works is that 12
Years a Slave is based off of the real Solomon Northup’s
slave narrative, and Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl is a
true slave narrative. Even though Solomon is not born a
slave like the books main character, Linda, their stories
still connect. Solomon’s first slave owner’s name is
Master Ford. When Master Ford is seen buying Solomon
and a woman named Eliza, he sees how painful it is for
Eliza to leave her children. She begs to be able to stay
with them, and Ford sympathizes with her; he asks how
much for the children too. The guy that he is buying
from is not having any of that because he seems to love
watching Eliza suffer and cry. This scene showed that
there were slave owners who tried to help the slaves when
they could. Ford gave Solomon his own violin, too, in an
act of kindness. This sort of relationship between slave
and slave owner was touched upon in Incidents. Jacobs
writes, “On her deathbed her mistress promised that her
children should never suffer for anything; and during her
lifetime she kept her word. They all spoke kindly of my
dead mother, who had been a slave merely in name, but
in nature was noble and womanly” (10). The mistress in
this situation was a nice one and treated the slaves that
worked for her as well as she could.
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As Solomon gets moved around, he ends up at this
cotton plantation that has one of the most awful people
running it. His name is Edwin Epps. Solomon befriends
a slave girl named Patsey, and it is very clear that the
master, Epps, has an obsession with Patsey. Characters
in the film can even clearly see it, especially Epps’s wife.
Bring on the jealously. This is exactly what happens
in Incidents with Linda’s master taking a liking to her and
the wife noticing and getting extremely jealous. Both
masters end up taking advantage of the slave girl on
numerous occasions. Jacobs writes,
“She felt that her marriage vows were desecrated, her
dignity insulted; but she had no compassion for the poor
victim of her husband’s perfidy. She pitied herself as a
martyr; but she was incapable of feeling for the condition
of shame and misery in which her unfortunate, helpless
slave was placed” (31).
Both wives felt betrayed by their husbands because of
their indiscretions with slave girls. The wives often took
it out on the girls, too, and not the husbands. There was
a scene in the film where the wife notices Epps looking at
Patsey, and the wife grabs a big glass whiskey container
and throws it at Patsey’s head. The mistress in the book
obsesses over it and watches Linda as she sleeps. She
is extremely rude to Linda. This dynamic was explored
in both film and novel, and I think it is important to
remember that the film was a true slave narrative before it
was a film. These things actually happened to these girls
and to so many other girls like them.
Now, here comes the big question: what does any of
this have to do with American Literature today? What
does it tell us? I think the fact that a film that was
produced in 2013 includes the same themes as a novel
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that was written in the 1800’s is important when
answering this question. Yes, the film was originally its
own slave narrative, but the fact that it was made into
a film in 2013 means that these stories still matter in
America and in American Literature. The people that
endured all of these terrible things still matter. The
themes of early American Literature are still relevant in
contemporary culture. The film took a narrative that was
written in 1853 and brought it to the front page again,
and I think that is what contemporary works are
supposed to do with these texts. We see American
Literary history everywhere: in films, in songs, in more
recently written novels. We see it everywhere because we
should not forget America’s history, or literary history,
that got us to where we are now.
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CHAPTER 161.
I'M NOT THE RIGHT PERSON TO BE
TALKING ABOUT THIS
ASIA MERRILL
What’s astounding to me as a reader is the persistent
presence of the white savior both across genres and
across decades. An obviously problematic concept, it
attempts to if not alleviate, maybe even rectify white guilt
and bestow a sense of both power and purpose upon
consumers of media. Civil rights becomes a pastime and
a source of entertainment for the audience, but if this is
the case, is there a proper way to include white characters
into a story? It could be helpful as a call to action, as
persons in a position of power certainly have the means
to disassemble a racist society… but is that my
conditioning as a white person to believe that the ability
to adjust power imbalance lies in the hands of the
oppressor?
Therein lies the problem. Is it our privilege as white
audiences (and critics) to discuss civil rights and slavery
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from an almost impartial, critical point of view? While
anyone who graduated second grade could tell you
“racism is bad,” the line becomes blurry when people-
even with the best intentions- attempt to tell or explain
stories that are not ours to tell. Doing so inherently takes
the power and ownership from African Americans and
puts it in the hands of someone maybe at one time more
societally equipped to handle the consequences. Now,
however, because of digital media and participatory
culture, that sentiment has become not only unnecessary,
but harmful altogether. The production of mass media
has permitted the belief in equality as a fashionable and
not particularly difficult concept. The oversimplification
of intersectionality as a practice of tolerating non-white
people living in our world rather than genuine interracial
harmony is present.
The Help, a 2011 film adaption of the popular novel,
was directed and produced by, not one, but four white
people- three of whom were men. The woman who wrote
the novel was also white. The female protagonist is- you
guessed it- also white. It’s no secret that the film was
attempting to appeal to “alternative” white kids. You, too,
can be the quirky, bleeding heart lead in your own story!
It matters that this is a film because the ultimate goal of
the industry is to sell. With that goal comes pandering
to whichever group of people is the most likely to buy
into it. The film could only exist during a time when
racial equality and social justice is trendy. This intention
inherently warps the integrity of the media being
produced; it’s only done with the approval of consumers
in mind. It influences the way characters interact and the
outcome of the plot. This is, unfortunately, not a new
trend.
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Frederick Douglass’ The Heroic Slave is a fictional
narrative about the Creole rebellion before the Civil War.
It also features a white narrator obtaining a sense of
purpose and a freer conscience through the assistance of
an escaped slave who ignites a rebellion. We’ve discussed
some of the issues and compelling qualities of the text,
but it differs from The Help in a few ways. Because it was
written by a black author, it possesses an anxious need
to humanize Madison Washington. This is done through-
again- his relationship to white characters over and over
again. He’s made to seem like black excellence by meeting
the standard of average white men, at least through the
eyes of his white ally. The implication is that the rebellion
wouldn’t have been possible without the assistance of the
white narrator. For the era, this was necessary for many
of the same reasons as The Help: it had to appeal to white
audiences.
The Help features black characters without considering
how those black characters fall into or perpetuate
stereotypes. Yes, some characters present are full and
outrageously kind. But they can only exist in their
relationship to the white characters. The story is
called The Help, and whether it’s irony or not it’s still
identifying the entirety of the black presence in the story
by their status as maids. There’s a subconscious
implication here that equality is only worth working
towards within the context of whites maintaining their
privilege. One of the characters has a brutal domestic
violence scene, which falls into a stereotype of its own.
While The Heroic Slave involves (to some degree) the
empowerment of the oppressed, The Help features
continuous scenarios of black people being oppressed
and unable to fight back, including the all-too-topical
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police brutality scene. Compare this to a film like Black
Panther, which includes an almost entirely black cast and
was one of the most-watched movies of all time. The
white presence is just not necessary, so logically one
could surmise that the empowerment of black characters
on their own is threatening to white producers. The cop-
out, the easy solution- is becoming less popular and less
acceptable.
Because of the release of The Help during the era of
the internet, there’s immensely more pressure to blindly
agree with the film. The nature of mass media is
inherently participatory, but this only means that each
individual has a consistent and readily available audience.
Consequentially, each individual is subject consistent and
readily given criticism. It makes critical discussion about
problematic aspects of a film which is technically diverse
a much more socially dangerous conquest. Additionally,
it’s difficult to navigate exactly who lays claim to the right
to criticize diverse media. Everyone has an equal voice,
but not all opinions are created equal. A white person
who has little to no experience navigating racially
charged social interactions is going to see fewer issues
than someone who has tons. The presence of the white
leading lady and the entirely white production team
makes it clear that The Help was produced by and for
white audiences to be shallowly consumed, as the
accessibility of the internet to people of color has made it
significantly easier to share their points of view without
the presence of a white narrator, and therefore the
aforementioned plot device is not necessary as it was
when The Heroic Slave was written.
partic
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CHAPTER 162.
LIFE IMITATES ART...OR ART IMITATES
LIFE?
KAMAL SINGHANI
Defining American literature is as difficult a task as it is
broad. One way to look at it is that American literature
is a vast understanding of political and cultural ideals of
a certain time. When I think of early American literature,
I’ve noticed the depictions and the lack of representation
surrounding women. Not only are women depicted in
certain lights by men, mind you, but also, women weren’t
generally recognized as part of literary culture until the
feminist movement. Harriet Jacobs had the opportunity
to publish her narrative as a slave, with the help of her
editor, Lydia Maria Child. Lydia Maria Child saw the
importance of sharing Jacobs’ story. Also, the fact that
the publisher is a woman is important because it calls for
readers who can be sympathetic and understanding to the
author’s plight. She is using her womanhood to relate to
the readers. The publisher’s note before the novel states,
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“At her request, I have revised her manuscript; but such
changes as I have made have been mainly for purposes
of condensation and orderly arrangement.” She clearly
notes that she hasn’t changed the telling of the story more
than an editor would. This female editor’s choice is what
supported giving the story a clear voice and is what more
women are asking for everyday.
Generally, in literature, women are grossly
misrepresented, especially by men. Similarly, the film and
television industry represents women poorly. It is male-
dominated and women aren’t presented well. Either
female characters are transparent and poorly constructed
or roles are more dominantly given to men. However,
lately, there have been moves to create a more
encompassing environment for women. While t is a move
in the right direction, the film industry is doing it in all
the wrong ways.
Lately, the film industry has been remaking original
films to bring women to leading roles. The original
Ghostbusters came out in 1984. Recently, a remake of the
same blockbuster came out starring lead females as the
Ghostbusters. The movie does seem to pass the bechdel
test, making it a feminist text. This is groundbreaking,
unfortunately, due to the shortage of feminist movies and
television shows. However, regardless of the bechdel test,
the film’s gender representation falls short because the
director is male and isn’t capable of creating an educated
depiction of women. As progressive as this film is
intended to be, the movie loses credibility when a man
is speaking for women. Similarly, Ocean’s 11 was remade
with female leads and called Ocean’s 8.
John Mulaney’s take on Ocean’s 8
Similar to the Ghostbusters remake, Ocean’s 8 is a remake
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of an original trilogy and was also directed by a male.
As John Mulaney states, the film subscribes to female
stereotypes due to the male director’s vision of what
females talk about. What is supposed to be seen as a
feminist film is really inadequate for truly empowering
women.
As the film industry tries to represent women in all
the wrong ways, it is always nice to find the little gems
where women’s empowerment is successfully presented.
The film Lady Bird, written and directed by Greta Gerwig,
is an incredible film that depicts the authentic coming of
age of a girl who goes by the name Lady Bird. Among
the great acting, the director creates a persuasive story
because of her feminine knowledge imparted in the film.
In a sea of movies partial towards men, especially popular
ones relating to superheroes and such, it is exciting to
see the character Wonder Woman come to life. This film
was a huge hit, the highest grossing film of 2017, and
received many positive reactions. Similarly to Lady Bird,
the director of Wonder Woman is a woman and understood
the importance of the character’s depictions. Another
movie that happens to have a good representation of
women, despite the male director, is Star Wars: The Force
Awakens. This is still a breakthrough, given the male-
dominated landscape of all of the previous Star Wars
films.
Women know women. American literature that is
trying to represent women need to take certain steps in
order to keep the integrity. When men try to take control
of that role, things get lost in the process. Early American
literature isn’t all encompassing. Most literary canons are
written by men. The fact that a female, Harriet
Jacobs, wrote Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl and then a
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female, Lydia Maria Child, published it in 1988 is an
accomplishment. In the present times, the portrayal of
women aren’t quite accurate, especially with a male
chauvinist industry. It is revolutionary when there is a
well-represented film being made and especially when
that film has a female authority to help keep the integrity.
Literature and art with insufficient or poor
representation of women can impair women’s progress in
life.
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CHAPTER 163.
MADISON UNCHAINED
JEN STELLATO
As modern technology increases and evolves within the
U.S., old traditions such as reading literature have begun
to fade. As screens take over our lives, people are less
inclined to pick up a book and read for pleasure or
learning. This is not to say that reading has become
obsolete, but it is becoming more and more evident that
young Americans would much rather watch a movie, a
television show, or a documentary than read a book.
Despite the fact that people may not read as often as they
used to, the movies and shows that they watch now are
still based upon written works: the screenplays. Writers
can still present knowledge, allegory, themes, and ideas
in their work and attract a wide audience through live
action film. For instance, Quentin Tarantino’s Django
Unchained deals with themes such as slavery and
abolitionism much like early American works of
literature such as The Heroic Slave.
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In the U.S. today, it seems as if practically every
household has access to the internet. The internet has
an infinite supply of sources which makes gaining
information so much easier than it was in the eighteen-
hundreds when The Heroic Slave was written. In that time,
not everyone was literate and therefore many people
were unable to educate themselves. Books were a luxury;
not every household had the means to worry about
building their personal library. The Heroic Slave was
written with the intent to shed light on slavery from the
perspective of a slave who was a human with thoughts,
emotions, and good morals. It was to show that slaves
weren’t just livestock or property, but that they were
people who deserved their freedom. In fact, the novel
opens up with a soliloquy as the protagonist laments over
the fact that a snake is born with more freedom than
himself, “here I am, a man—yes, a man! —with thoughts
and wishes, with powers and faculties as far as angel’s
flight above that hated reptile, yet he is my superior” (5).
The novel, however, could only reach a limited audience
because racism was far more prominent; people were
much less likely to pick up a book written by a black
author, and a large portion of the populace was illiterate
leaving them unable to read at all. Education in America
has immensely improved throughout the centuries and
although most people can read, it is not a favored pastime.
That is why a movie like Django is able to capture such a
large audience in which it can pass on similar motifs and
themes as The Heroic Slave. The entire film is available on
YouTube for free, meaning that any person with access to
the internet is able to view it; the movie already has 1.5
million views on YouTube and was only published on the
site eight months ago.
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Django Unchained is directed by the notorious
Tarantino, who is famous for his gore-filled thrillers.
Tarantino has had a very successful career in the film
industry and has produced many cult-classics such as Pulp
Fiction and Kill Bill. The popularity of these films shows
how well gory films are received by an American
audience. Violence sells. By combining elements of the
classic spaghetti western with his own directorial flare,
and America’s history with slavery, Tarantino creates an
adaptation of classic slave literature in order to make a
statement on America’s cruel past while simultaneously
attracting a wide audience. While slavery has been
abolished for centuries, it has seared some long-lasting
effects into American society. Django Unchained reminds
America of its horrid past with slavery as it follows
Django on his journey to rescue his wife.
While Django Unchained is far more violent and vulgar
than Frederick Douglass’s The Heroic Slave, the plotline
still bears many similarities with Douglass’s novel. Both
protagonists gain their freedom by escaping, both
protagonists have the help of a white companion, and
both protagonists risk their lives and their freedom in
order to rescue their wives who are still enslaved. In The
Heroic Slave, Madison encounters Mr. Listwell, a white
abolitionist who aids him in his slave rebellion by
supplying him with files to pick the locks on his shackles.
Django meets a German man named Dr. Schultz who
happens to be a bounty hunter that kills white criminals.
Dr. Schultz does not agree with slavery and sees Django
as what he truly is: another human being. Dr. Schultz
actually frees Django when he kills the slave traders that
had him in their captivity. He enlists Django as his
partner and the two travel throughout the south. Django
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eventually trusts Dr. Schultz enough to tell him about his
wife, Brunhilda, and Schultz agrees to help him rescue her
from slavery. The scene where Django tells of Brunhilda
is very reminiscent of Madison telling Mr. Listwell about
his attempt to save his wife, “I could not bear the thought
of leaving her in the cruel jaws of slavery, without making
an effort to rescue her” (36). Both characters’ freedom
means nothing to them while their lives are still enslaved.
One of the main differences between Django and The
Heroic Slave is the bloody twist, as it is an action movie
directed by Tarantino. When Django becomes a bounty
hunter, he soon realizes that he is a skilled sharpshooter.
He is able to draw his gun in a flash and shoot with
precise accuracy. Throughout the film, it becomes clear
that Django takes pride in this skill and actually enjoys
slaughtering white men. Though they are killing lawfully
(they only kill criminals who are wanted dead or alive)
it seems as though Django is also killing for revenge. He
enjoys taking out the racist white people who tortured
him as a slave. Madison, on the other hand, strictly made
it a point not to kill for revenge during his slave rebellion,
“God is my witness that liberty, not malice, is the motive
for this night’s work… we do not thirst for your blood,
we demand only our rightful freedom” (48-49). Many of
Tarantino’s other films focus on revenge as a theme, such
as Kill Bill. A mission of revenge is something people like
to watch on the big screen, and while Django’s thirst for
revenge is a character flaw, it is that mission of revenge
that the American audience is attracted to.
Today we are able to gain knowledge in so many
different forms through technology. For example, the
online anthology used in Rethinking American Literature
makes obtaining required texts much easier for students.
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Many students are on a tight budget and any text the
students can use online for free helps immensely. Many
other sources beyond books can help spread knowledge
as well; almost any film or documentary is out on the
internet somewhere ready to be downloaded or streamed.
YouTube is a favored tool of both students and teachers
alike as it has many contributors producing educational
content as well as pop culture. As technology advances,
students have access to a plethora of sources that can
enhance their learning experience in any field of study.
#slavery #technology #education #adaptation
Django Unchained Full Film:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PuxxKDbh7AE
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CHAPTER 164.
WHERE IS AMERICAN LITERATURE
NOW?: NUCLEAR WAR, CYBER-ATTACKS
AND STILL FIGHTING WITH THE
NATIVES
KATHERINE WHITCOMB
The 100 is a very recent American T.V. series (season
4 ended in May of 2017) in which viewers get a sense
of the world, but specifically America, through the lens
of what it may be like after nuclear war destroys the
planet. We don’t necessarily get out of the nationalistic
viewpoint of the United States. Rather, there are snippets
of transnational themes and the plot even involves space
into the concept of what makes something American
literature.
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**Spoilers possibly ahead, but I’m not even sorry. I
need this grade.**
The show begins with juvenile delinquents being sent
down from a united space station in which 13 countries
came together to try to survive in space until the Earth
is able to safely be populated again. They are used as test
subjects to see if Earth could be inhabited earlier than
anticipated. Once there, the teens must try to survive
without ever having set foot on the planet before. They
also must interact with the Grounders, a native
population that they find out survived and thrived after
the bombs went off. The natives, as they always are in
American literature, are hostile towards the kids. They
attack with primitive weapons like spears and swords,
killing kids who stray too far from the drop ship, and
even using some as bait to draw in more victims. They are
portrayed as barbarous and ruthless, even as the seasons
go on. Mary Rowlandson’s Narrative was one of the first
instances in which we saw a white person describing
torturous behavior at the hands of a savage native people,
“Now away we must go with those barbarous
creatures,with our bodies wounded and bleeding, and our
hearts no less than our bodies” (Rowlandson). In The 100,
the natives are shown as even more heartless and
Rowlandson could portray. The Grounders not only have
the phrase “blood must have blood,” showing their
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vengeful viewpoints on the world, they follow that pact
even among their own tribes. When someone has
betrayed their group, they are killed, usually through slow
torture. Emotions are taken out of their existence almost
entirely, all but rage seem to be absent from their lives,
making them appear even more savage than how we
would read of the natives in Rowlandson’s narrative.
The 100 portrays the Grounders as animals, less than
human. They don’t speak until a word even though much
later it is revealed that they are capable of comprehending
and fluently speaking English. Rowlandson’s narrative
works to create the same image of the natives she
encounters and even shows the barrier between
languages and comprehension, “When I came I asked
them what they had done with it; then they told me it was
upon the hill. Then they went and showed me where it
was, where I saw the ground was newly digged, and there
they told me they had buried it” (Rowlandson). Here, it’s
less likely that their language was being understood,
however Mary Rowlandson grasped the concept that her
child had been buried. The customs of the different
people become very important in both of these products
of American culture. For Rowlandson, burial would’ve
still been the way in which her child would have been
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taken care of, even by her own people. However it’s
important to note that if the natives were as heartless as
described, they wouldn’t have even bothered to take care
of the body at all. The child would’ve been cast aside and
they could’ve just gone on with their day. In The 100, those
from space have different customs around death. Rather
than say “go kill yourself,” they use the phrase “go float
yourself” because the way people were put to death in
space was by floating their bodies outside of the station.
Once on Earth, they begin to bury the bodies of those
they have lost and were able to recover. The Grounders
differ in that they set fire to the bodies to be rid of them.
There’s a scene in which the character who massacred a
village of Grounders was killed and then even his body
was burned with their people. Having his body disposed
of in a different way, rather than his own custom, was a
lesson to The 100 as well as an extension of their vengeful
practices.
Despite her mistrust in the natives and her description
of the peoples as “savage creatures,” she is much more
than willing to follow their medicinal practices in order
to try to save herself, ” as he took oaken leaves and laid
to his wound, and through the blessing of God he was
able to travel again. Then I took oaken leaves and laid to
my side, and with the blessing of God it cured me also”
(Rowlandson). The 100 follow a similar pattern, although
they learn through the concept that a group of people
wouldn’t continuously use poisoned arrows unless they
had developed a cure. In both situations, the outsiders
(hello people we call “Americans”) use native knowledge
to solve their problems, but pat themselves on the back
for figuring things out “independently.” Both Rowlandson
and The 100 lack any sort of survival skills in the
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situations that they find themselves in, primarily that’s
the wilderness.
Wilderness remains as a large theme in The 100. The
majority of the plot take place in the woods, often in
uncharted lands (at least to Skaikru anyway), where there
is a lack of technology. When technology is present, it
is always used for evil against the populations. The use
of blood transfusions are detrimental to the Grounder
and Skaikru populations for the use of Mountain people.
The Mountain people use guns, reaper sticks, acid fog,
and basically any other form of technology against people
who aren’t there own and only cause harm to those
around them. The fact that an A.I. was the “person” that
detonated the nuclear bombs that destroyed Earth also
really highlights the anti-technology stance of the show
while it glorifies the use of wilderness and basic survival
skills.
In both texts there is a view and attempt a the
definition of nationhood. There are strong cases of “us
versus them” and those lines can get blurred from time
to time. For Mary Rowlandson, the enemy was very clear
to pinpoint as she experienced a war between natives and
her own people. For The 100 (Skaikru), the makeup of the
enemy shifted continuously as the plot developed. They
would partner with the Grounders they first encountered
to fight another tribe of Grounders elsewhere and for
different reasons. Everything took place in what used to
be America, but since the wars completely destroyed the
world and governments as we know them, it begs the
question about if nationality of characters or physical
boundaries even define what American Literature is.
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CHAPTER 165.
DOWN THE RABBIT HOLE
ISAIAH KNOWLTON
The evolution of American literature has been a gradual
yet important process. Shifts in style and content have
altered as national societal ideologies have changed. As
the nation has moved away from times where slavery and
misogyny dictated the American mindset, the structure of
contemporary texts look very different in content from
early American literature. It may be observed, however,
that, thematically, the two eras are quite similar. Though
the methods by which thoughts and emotions are
expressed have altered, the underlying themes have
remained static. One would think that a story from the
late 20th century filled with robots, kung-fu, and a
technologically engineered reality would be completely
unrelatable to any work from early America. Yet
surprisingly, The Matrix is a film deeply rooted in
philosophical and political nuances that comprise many
aspects of early American literature. Based upon the
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adaptation of concepts presented in literature from early
America, the following analysis provides a greater
interpretation of the evolution of concepts rooted in the
nation’s culture.
The introduction of the film presents audiences with
a fictional reality set as an allusion, tricking mankind
into a false sense of their existence. While the characters
seem live in a world similar in every aspect to modern
day America, this is a front. In actuality, they are used as
batteries to power a large artificial intelligence grid that
powers a robotic reality. The concept of using humans as
producers, i.e. humans as property, is extremely common
in the American literary canon. Ralph Waldo
Emerson’s Self-Reliance, for instance, makes many
proclamations about how humans should better
themselves. Emerson states there is “difficulty to detect
the precise man”, but if one is to “do [their] work, and
[Emerson] shall know you. Do [their] work, and [they]
shall reinforce [themselves].” Measuring the merit of a
person is difficult if they are unable to contribute to the
general populous. Emerson strips away the identity of
a human and values them based upon their status as
producers. This is an example of the ideology
surrounding humans as property, but the essay differs
from the film slightly in content. Here there is a choice,
a call to action. While Emerson’s essay implores people
to become producers, The Matrix provides a choice to
the general population. Though Emerson’s essay does not
present a perfect depiction, the lack of choice is a
reflection on some aspects of early American society.
While Emerson calls to a general audience, certain groups
were more likely to be targeted with these ideals. In texts
such as Harriet Beecher Stowe’s Uncle Tom’s Cabin and
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Harriet Jacobs’s Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl, we see
the depiction of enslaved peoples as property. They are
treated similarly to cattle based upon the color of their
skin. Through discriminatory speech and violent acts,
white slave owners dehumanize enslaved peoples and
promote a sense of ownership over them. For instance,
in Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl, Linda Brent is
viewed not only as property based upon the color of her
skin, but also as a producer based upon her gender. Being
a woman, she is seen by white male characters such as Dr.
Flint and Mr. Sands as an object capable of fulfilling their
sexual desires and well as producing children. Through
these texts, the American ideology of creating working
machines out of human beings is shown clearly, whether
based upon their societal value, skin color or gender. This
is reflected in the first act of The Matrix, where the
revelation that humans are batteries is made. Here,
humans are shown to be property of machines, using
their energy as producers. This ideal matches a common
thread throughout early American literature, using
modern contexts to express it. This is a very important
due to its larger implications for American perspective.
The greater consensus seems to be that grouping some
denominations of people into producing factions is
warranted, and beneficial to society. This differs however
when taking an individualist approach to analyzing the
events. While many white Americans viewed enslaved
peoples as property, literary texts develop characters that
humanize enslaved peoples. For instance, Madison
Washington, from the The Heroic Slave, breaks free from
the these bonds, and thereby becomes a hero. While
emerging from an entirely different context, this heroic
individual character development resonates with The
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Matrix, as Neo, a man who is reborn when he escapes
from a producer lifestyle, becomes a God-like figure
among the human population. American society values
humans as producers, but when individual characters
break that mold, they become heroes. This is a theme
passed down through hundred of years of works, and still
holds weight in modern media.
The expression of characters is another aspect of early
American literature that is similar in nature to The Matrix.
There are three types of characters in the film. Neo and
the population of Zion are aware of their reality, and
are actively fighting to make it change. They have been
disadvantaged by circumstances out of their control, and
are now moving to alter their current state on the
hierarchy of power in their society. Characters such as
Babo from Benito Cereno or Madison Washington from
The Heroic Slave are also reflections of these ideals. Taken
from their homeland to be made property, these two
characters lead revolts against their captors in an attempt
to gain power and freedom. These character archetypes
have wavered and morphed over time, but remain
stagnant in their basic qualities. These rebellious
characters are, in both mediums, portrayed as just in their
actions of rebellion, and show the favorable weight
society puts on ideological standard bearers. The second
kind of character is represented in the film by those who
are still living in a false reality. Those still inoculated in
the world set up for them by the machines live lives of
ignorance, unaware of the true nature of reality. Many
figures in the American canon reflect this traits. Mr.
Listwell, also from the novel The Heroic Slave, is a man
living in a reality of ignorant bliss. Though he has some
illusions to the horrors of slavery, he is unaware of their
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impact. He has all the tools necessary to draw important
conclusions about his reality, but fails to see the greater
picture. This can also be a reflection of the general white
American populus who were roused after reading the
events of Uncle Tom’s Cabin. The third type of character
is exemplified through a man named Cypher. Though
he is aware of his reality, he chooses instead to live in
peaceful contentment within the machine. His reality is
on carelessness rather than ignorance. He is not moved
by the reality of the world, and chooses instead to ignore
this fact, to the detriment of his crew, in order to live a
life of comfort. Many characters are seen to do this, most
notably in Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl. Mr. Sands
is aware of the circumstances surrounding Linda’s life,
but chooses to ignore them as it would compromise the
comfort of his reality. Purposeful unawareness seems to
be a trait often applied to slaveholders in early American
literature. In the opening chapter of Uncle Tom’s Cabin,
two men discuss slavery, saying that ““I would rather not
sell him,” said Mr. Shelby, thoughtfully; “the fact is, sir,
I’m a humane man, and I hate to take the boy from his
mother, sir” (2). Though they are aware of the awful
reality in front of them, they choose to ignore and apply
their own personalized spin on it to better ease their
conscience. These three character archetypes have been
passed down to modern works. Though their
representation may have changed, their underlying traits
remain unwavered.
The medium in which The Matrix was created reflects
the importance of its adaptation of early American
literature’s themes. The film’s science fiction genre allows
the themes and ideas to be presented in a way that is
applicable to modern viewers. When it first appeared, the
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fantasy landscape of the film captured the imaginations
of viewers, as technology and a fear of A.I. were of rising
national interest at the time. Since American society has
changed so drastically over the past few centuries, the
works presented in the early American literary canon are
of extreme importance, but might lack the relatability
that once made them forces of social change. For
instance, contemporary readers might not feel the same
weight when reading Uncle Tom’s Cabin as a nineteenth-
century reader.
As a film, The Matrix allows filmmakers to highlight
technological aspects by incorporating them into the
visual spectacle of the film’s world. Film is also more
accessible to the general population, and more popular
than literature. While early American themes and
characterization still emerge in modern texts like The
Matrix, the shift in medium from text to screen is
significant. With the rise of technology, print texts have
fallen to the wayside and film has become a more
dominant way to express ideas to a larger audience. This
also bring new possibilities regarding the exploration of
these themes. For example, Cypher is one of the main
antagonists of the film. Knowing he stands for a
representation of willing ignorance is enough to dislike
him, but his characterization is amplified by the way in
which Joe Pantoliano express these qualities through
speech and actions. The story of The Matrix, captured
through the medium of film, draws on, reshapes, and
adapts characters and themes present in early American
literature, building upon them through visual and audio
representations not accessible in print text.
Every aspect of The Matrix is influenced by technology.
From its distribution method to the plot of the film,
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technology was a driving force behind its success. The
film was a breakthrough in terms of its effective usage of
CGI and the incorporation of technology into the making
of the film. A wave of uniqueness enveloped the film due
to these influences, differing it from the typical action
and science fiction films of the time. It gave the film a
sense of importance, making it a national trend setter.
Though themes and characters may be reoccurring, The
Matrix uses technology to create a new echelon by which
to express them. The format of the film allows the
philosophical ideas present to be distributed with a speed
and on a scale not available to authors in past centuries.
Technology also enabled viewers to easily discuss and
clarify this heavily philosophical film. Mediums such as
film summaries and discussion boards can expand upon
and answer many viewers’ questions. These new
innovations–innovations not present in the nineteenth
century–allow for a greater understanding of the
material. This is applicable to the modern consumption
of classic literature as well. After reading Self-Reliance, my
views on the piece were based in an area of acceptance.
I found ideas presented in the essay to be influential and
inspirational. After implementing mediums such as
online analysis’ of the text, however, I become more
critical of the text. New innovations in media
surrounding a text also contribute to its importance, with
equal weight to the methods by which the film is
distributed. The influence of technology on modern
media has changed the way creators push forth their
ideas, giving them new opportunities to express
themselves, while also giving readers and viewers more
outlets to give or gain a greater perspective on the work.
Technology has revolutionized the methods by we
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consume media in the modern era. New methods of
media production have flourished over the past century,
exemplified in films such as The Matrix. These methods
have also developed new outlets by which people are able
to express opinions and textual interpretations. In
“Rethinking Early American Literature,” assignments in
which every student is required to post their opinions on
a text to a blog were frequent. What distinguished these
assignments from print ones was our ability to view the
opinions of our classmates. If I was ever confused about
a text, I was able to access the blog to read the views of
my peers, enhancing my understanding. Based on this,
discussions in class have been richer in content on every
front. Peers are able to see and comment on the ideas
of their counterparts, which leads into new revelations,
metamorphosing during class discussions. In this regard,
technology has altered the perception of American
literature, yet it can do so much more. The way in which
the subject is studied has now shifted. With access to the
Open Anthology of Early American Literature, any text
needed for reference in the course is available digitally.
There is also the option to access critical essays and
historical documents surrounding the piece. While
enhancing the understanding of the piece, this digital
anthology also allows for greater information to be
spread when discussing the work as a group. Digital
technology has completely shifted the study of any work,
contemporary or classic. Through these innovations
scholars of all fashions are now able to gain greater
understandings of works, artists are able to express
themselves through new outlets, and audiences have a
vast array of methods to discuss and analyze works.
These changes have revolutionized perceptions of media,
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and new waves of study have spawned from these
innovations. Media has changed, consumptions has
altered, and it is all due to technology.
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CHAPTER 166.
DOES TWITTER POETRY COUNT AS
AMERICAN LITERATURE?
AUTUMN STEARNS
What is American literature? If you would have asked me
that question on the first day of class (oh wait—you did)
I would have told you that American literature was “a
peek into literature, culture, and life around the colonial
time in the pre/early United States all the way up to the
present.” Yeah, I cringed too.
Cringe
Source
American literature can include those things, but it is so,
so much more than that as we have learned throughout
the course of this class. American literature also reveals
themes and norms of American society, culture, political
institutes, and governmental institutes through works of
literature that change the American people/society as a
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whole. American literature cannot be easily defined
because it encompasses so much, it is as though nothing
is being left out. But, alas, something has been left out: the
online realm of literature.
Twitter and poetry are two words in which I had no
idea existed together until a few days ago. Also known as
“a twihaiku or micropoetry,” Twitter poems are compiled
of up to 140 characters that have to be crafty and
calculated to meet the mark (Cripps 2013). But, what does
Twitter poetry have to do with American literature?
EVERYTHING!
Brian Bilston, an alias, is also known as the Poet
Laurate of Twitter. He has been interviewed by top
magazines such as Smithsonian and BBC. He wrote an
article for BBC News about how writing a poem on
Twitter accidently made him into an actual poet. His first
of many poems on twitter is titled “You Took the Last Bus
Home”, and goes as follows: “you took/the last bus home/
don’t know how/you got it through the door/you’re
always doing amazing stuff/like that time/you caught a
train” (Bilston 2016).
Poetry snaps
Source
Bilston said that the “poem” wasn’t really a poem at all,
but simply a “play on words.” Aren’t all poems a play
on words? It’s okay to recognize your talent, dude. In
October of 2017, Bilston came out with a book, also titled
“You Took the Last Bus Home,” filled with all of his
Twitter poems up to that point. Check it out here
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(shameless promo—I enjoyed reading through his Twitter
page).
Twitter poetry is an adaptation of American literature.
Take Emily Dickinson, for example. Emily Dickinson’s
poems were short, some even shorter than 140
characters, and her works were considered American
Literature. Why? Because she lived a life of seclusion and
many of her poems were about questioning life, death,
and immortality. She was interesting and she was
different. Is Brian Bilson not interesting or different,
perhaps even mysterious? Does Brian Bilston mold words
into poetry just like Emily Dickinson did? Are the two
any different at all? Well, yes, now that you mention it, but
they do have some similarities as well. Bilston is sheltered
just like Dickinson. Brian Bilston is a pseudonym and no
one really knows who he is or where he’s from. Emily
Dickinson is actually Emily Dickinson, but she alienated
herself from the outside world. Even though everyone
knew Dickinson, she was sheltered away from everyone
and her works weren’t discovered until after she was
dead. Bilston is sheltered in a different aspect. No one
in the online universe knows who he (assuming he is a
he because he chose a man’s name) is. He could be Ryan
Reynolds or Anna Kendrick for all we know (why I chose
specifically those two celebrities, I have no idea. Deal with
it).
Bilston’s poems are not the usual poems we read within
the American literature canon. He plays with words,
their meanings, stanza sizes, rhymes, and formats such
using venn diagrams, writing in shapes, and using Google
auto-complete. Bilston has changed the game of poetry
by using these formats on an database where anyone can
see them any time of the day 24/7, 365 days of the year.
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Twitter alone, never mind the whole other realm of
online databases, changes the game of American
literature because ANYONE who has access to the
internet can sign up on Twitter and play an active role
online. Anyone can write anything they want for anyone
else to see. Anyone can comment on Bilston’s poems and
give him feedback, good or bad. Anyone can like and/or
retweet his poems, which helps him gain a following or
even can help him get on the featured page of Twitter,
which is called “Moments.” Twitter, and other online
databases, make it easier to become known to millions
of strangers, to gain a following, to follow dreams that
may have not been dreams at all. Bilston’s poems can
reach millions within seconds, something old American
literature never dreamed of. With all of these elements,
though, there are some compromises to be made.
Comment sections can be detrimental to creators, and
especially to the creative process. Negativity, hateful
words, and insults are all too common on Twitter threads.
Spammers, fake accounts, viruses, and trolls can all
deplete anyone’s following, they can gain anyone’s
personal information, and deceive one’s followers into
gaining money, or simply just trashing one’s name/brand.
The online world can be scary.
What is the purpose of Bilston using a pseudonym like
he is some type of Mark Twain (Samuel Langhorne
Clemens) big-wig? Even Madison Washington was pen-
named “Madison Monroe” in “A Dash for Liberty” by
Pauline E. Hopkins in the back of the critical edition
of The Heroic Slave. Pseudonyms are not as common today
as they were in the nineteenth century, so what’s the
purpose of using one? On the surface it seems as if Bilston
doesn’t want to be directly recognized for his works or
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disclose his identity to the world. Yet Bilston could
already be an accomplished author, using a pseudonym to
cross genres, or perhaps he is under contract and cannot
use his name elsewhere (aka on Twitter) to make new/
different content. Maybe he was an author before and the
book didn’t do as well as he’d hoped, so he started fresh
with a new name. We can only speculate.
Technology has vastly altered American literature to
include an online realm where anyone can see anything at
any time. Take, for example, the class’s online anthology.
It is so much easier to just bring a laptop to class rather
than five or more books, and not to mention that many
online texts are FREE (a word that students don’t hear
as often as they need to—we’re broke, man). Online texts
can also be accessed by many people all at the same time.
Try having upwards of ten students circle around and
read off of one resource/book for a class period (we’d
rather not). Plus, with new and upcoming technologies
such as hypothes.is (which I HATED at first and until I
learned how to insert gifs—try inserting gifs in your print
book! Ha!) students and teachers alike don’t lose anything
from the old ways (using just print texts) of teaching or
learning.
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CHAPTER 167.
THE SELF-RELIANT BABY DRIVER
(SPOILER ALERT!) - WHERE IS
AMERICAN LITERATURE NOW?
AMELIA BERUBE
Edgar Wright is well known for his ground-breaking
work in filmography. With his newest film, not only did
he break further untapped ground, but he broke straight
into some good ‘ol American idealism. Specifically, in his
newest film, Baby Driver, Wright makes connections to
the themes expressed in Ralph Waldo Emerson’s “Self-
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Reliance.” You heard me. Wright draws off the same ideals
Emerson highlights in his essay.
Let’s start with Emerson’s views. The text stresses
exactly what the title proclaims: self-reliance. The idea of
relying on oneself is indeed a noble one. Yet, there are
further implications to Emerson’s ideal type of reliance.
In laying his groundwork, Emerson does mention that
“[a] man should learn to detect and watch the gleam of
light which flashes across his mind from within, more
than the lustre of the firmament of bards and sages” (1). In
plain English, this means that a man should trust himself.
He should not blindly follow the ideologies of others.
The saying “to thine own self be true” comes to mind.
Emerson requires that every man follow his own path, his
own north star “more than the lustre of the firmament of
the bards and sages.”
For Baby, the main character of Baby Driver, this
statement rings true. While working for a crime syndicate
as a get-away driver, there are several instances where we
see his self-reliant nature. While driving away from the
robbery of an armored truck, a civilian gets involved and
tries to chase down the thieves. During the car chase, one
of the criminals being driven, Bats, has a clear chance to
shoot at the civilian. Before he can, Baby cuts the wheel
and drives the crew to safety. After, Bats confronts Baby
to ask if he did this to save the man who was chasing
them. When Baby doesn’t answer directly, Bats replies
“The moment you catch feelings is the moment you catch
a bullet” (Wright). This scene shows a dynamic difference
between Baby and the criminals he drives for. Every other
criminal in this crime ring has no problem killing others
to get what they want: money. Yet Baby purposefully
avoids death if he can manage it, refusing to let civilians
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be harmed on his watch. Even though everyone around
him falls into all sorts of criminal actions, Baby keeps
the majority of his moral principles. He refuses to kill
the innocent. In this way, he is self-reliant. Regardless of
what others think, he stands his ground, even while being
threatened by characters like Bats. Despite the “lustre” of
the ideology that Bats and company lead, Baby finds his
own path.
Emerson brings up a controversial point in his essay:
the idea that the others don’t matter. More specifically,
their thoughts about you don’t matter. You are your own
person regardless of what others think. If you’re mean, be
mean. Believe what you believe. Do not let others try to
define you. However, Emerson states this in a way that is
much less like a motivational poster: “What I must do is
all that concerns me, not what the people think” (5). He
quite literally tells the reader that the thoughts of others
are not his concern. He is a man who is all about his own
actions. And to be self-reliant, one must detach from the
judgement of others.
In Edgar Wright’s films, the main characters often have
quirks. In Baby Driver, this quirk is a huge theatrical
device. It is also much talked about between the different
characters. Having been in a car accident in a young age,
Baby suffers from acute tinnitus, meaning there is always
a low buzzing in his ears. For that and other reasons, Baby
listens to music; he has a large library of tunes to choose
from. It’s not occasional either, this motif continues
practically every moment of the film. Baby never stops
listening to music. However, the criminals that he works
with are constantly alluding to this quirk being a mental
issue, based on the constant immersion in his music. At
one point, Bats even remarks “He’s a looney. Just like
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his tunes” (Wright). Regardless, there is no end to Baby’s
listening. Not only does he ignore his fellow degenerates,
he barely seems to notice their commentary. Even when
the others get in his face, he gives them a blank stare. Baby
doesn’t care about the thoughts of his companions. He
is only concerned with what he must do, “not what the
people think.”
While many of us in class disagreed with the blunt
message Emerson was sending in “Self-Reliance,” a lot of
those ideals are alive and well today. Everyone has their
own code that they live by, and most don’t bother with
what others think about that code. In terms of American
Literature, we see this sort of thing in advertising all the
time. “Be You,” and “Believe in Yourself” are motivational
slogans we print on practically everything today. We also
see it in all sorts of texts, like Baby Driver. America is
full to bursting with ideas of being self-reliant and being
yourself in all circumstances. At the end of it all, America
still promotes many of the ideologies within Self-Reliance.
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CHAPTER 168.
AMERICAN LITERATURE: HELPING
QUEER KIDS FIGURE THEMSELVES OUT
SINCE 1855
CARMEN MAURA
Growing up queer is rough. This difficulty can fluctuate
depending on where you live, what your family dynamic
is like, and a plethora of other factors. Still, even the most
“accepting” environments can prove to make queer
adolescence more challenging than the average
childhood. Personally, I was outed before I was ready.
I’d been officially dating a girl for less than a day when
my entire school found out about it. Suddenly, I was the
pinnacle of queerness. The gay guru. The token lesbian.
As the only “openly” queer kid in a school of 200
students—in a town of 3,000 people—I was expected to
have any and all answers to my straight peers’ questions
about the LGBT+ world. The only problem? I didn’t have
any of the answers myself.
One of the biggest challenges facing the LGBT+
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community is a lack of representation in mainstream
media. Before I came out, the only gay people I knew
about were Ellen Degeneres, Melissa Etheridge, and
Elton John. This wasn’t because they were the only queer
people in the entertainment industry, but because they
were the only ones that society deemed acceptable*.
Luckily, I was born at the cusp of the internet boom.
While the reliability of Google to teach me everything
there was to know about being queer is an entirely
separate and frustrating debate; for the time being, we’ll
praise my ability to search the web for the answers
everyone was asking (that I was asking, too).
I’ve never met a queer person that hasn’t been able to
relate to the struggle of trying to find representation in
literature. If you think that’s an exaggeration; I challenge
you to count the number of movies, TV shows, books,
etc. with queer protagonists. If you’re not in the LGBT+
community, you probably thought of Brokeback
Mountain, Glee, and not much else. To someone who isn’t
queer, it may not seem like a big deal. But can you imagine
if there were no movies out there for the heterosexual
high-school jock to relate to?
Many of us spend countless hours during our journey
towards identification just searching for some sign that
we’re not alone in the way we feel. We follow the plot
lines of queer characters in shows we don’t watch (I can
tell you everything you need to know about the romance
between Olivia Wilde and Misha Barton’s characters on
the OC), we sit through horrible acting because it’s better
than nothing (South of Nowhere), we “ship” same-sex
characters that will never be together (Bend it Like
Beckham (2002)), and we watch every single movie under
the “Gay and Lesbian” section on Netflix (Loving
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Annabelle (2006), Imagine Me & You (2005), If These Walls
Could Talk 2 (2000)).
One of my favorite finds during my angsty adolescence
search for relatability was The Incredibly True Adventure
of 2 Girls in Love (1995). The movie follows Laurel
Holloman’s character, Randy—a grungy, openly gay high
schooler struggling with her grades—and Evie—the
unknowingly queer straight-A student played by Nicole
Parker—as they fall in love.
Enter Walt Whitman—the missing piece to this
strangely colloquial and seemingly random blog post. To
woo Evie, Randy gifts her a copy of Whitman’s Leaves of
Grass (1855). As she reads the lines, “The smoke of my
own breath / Echoes, ripples, buzz’d whispers, love-root,
silk-thread, crotch and vine,” from “Song of Myself,” Evie
asks her sister if she’d ever read Leaves of Grass. Her sister
responds, “I had to read it in college. Walt Whitman. He
was a homo.” I started reading Whitman after that.
Whitman’s work, like that of many early American
authors, continues to be adapted and changed into
contemporary forms. While I’m full of critiques about
the canon, and I’m certain that Whitman wasn’t the first
to write about homoeroticism; his timelessness and
influence on literature over the years is something I can’t
help but appreciate.
At 14, I was a confused and lonely queer kid growing
up with YouTube uploads of bootlegged movies and
Google as my source of identity guidance. And, with the
help of Whitman, I found some. The idea that Leaves of
Grass may have had the same effect on some gay kid
growing up in the 19th century suggests to me that the
answer to the question, “Where is American literature?” is
“everywhere.”
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CHAPTER 169.
WE ARE STILL MAKING AMERICA, LET
ALONE MAKING IT GREAT
KELSEY DAVIS
For my analysis of “Where is America Now?” I have
decided to analyze Donald Trump’s inauguration speech
from January 20, 2017. I will be looking at how the ideals
presented in his speech have been resonating throughout
early American literature, but none so much as J. Hector
St. Jean de Crevecoeur’s Letters from an American Farmer.
Whether or not you personally believe in Trump’s
politics, it is important to realize that his rhetoric is not
new, and that when Trump says he will “make America
great again”, or defines what it means to be an American,
he is reiterating what past authors and intellectuals have
been doing for many years. He is trying to define what
“America” means.
In Crevecoeur’s Letters from an American Farmer, he
talks about the “modern society [that] offers itself to his
contemplation, different from what he had hitherto seen.
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It is not composed, as in Europe, of great lords who
possess everything, and of a herd of people who have
nothing… We are a people of cultivators, scattered over
an immense territory, communicating with each other
by means of good roads and navigable rivers, united by
the silken bands of mild government, all respecting laws,
without dreading their power, because they are equitable”
(18). Further up on the page, Crevecoeur describes the
land itself as “fair cities, substantial villages, extensive
fields, an immense country filled with decent houses,
good roads, orchards, meadows, and bridges, where a
hundred years ago was all wild, woody, and uncultivated”
(18). All of these descriptions tell a tale of perfection,
a land without issues or problems. In this country, in
America, no one is unhappy because what was created is
perfect.
Crevecoeur looks at America through a rose-tinted
glass, and ignores any issues the country has. He
romanticizes the idea of America and what it has
accomplished. A little over two hundred years later,
Donald Trump sees that America has issues, but only
because it does not look how Crevecoeur described it. In
his inauguration speech, Trump says “for too many of our
citizens, a different reality exists: mothers and children
trapped in poverty in our inner cities; rusted out factories
scattered like tombstones across the landscape of our
nation; an education system flush with cash, but which
leaves our young and beautiful students deprived of all
knowledge; and the crime and the gangs and the drugs
that have stolen too many lives and robbed our country
of so much unrealized potential.” He continues on to say
“One by one, the factories shuttered and left our shores,
with not even a thought about the millions and millions
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of American workers that were left behind. The wealth of
our middle class has been ripped from their homes and
then redistributed all across the world… We will build
new roads and highways and bridges and airports and
tunnels and railways all across our wonderful nation. We
will get our people off of welfare and back to work,
rebuilding our country with American hands and
American labor.” Trump inadvertently references what
Crevecoeur wrote about so long ago, and says that the
good things that made America what it is have gone away
to other countries, or decayed so much that they are
effectively dead.
Trump addresses many things that Crevecoeur did in
his work. They both mention how the greatness of the
country comes from the equality in its people, the
hardworking few who work to make the country what it
is. It is important to note that when talking about what
America is, or what it should be in regards to Donald
Trump, both men only discuss the ideological notion of
America, not the reality many Americans face. The only
reference to the bigotry going on in the country today
in Trump’s speech was when he said, “When you open
your heart to patriotism, there is no room for prejudice.”
He emphasizes unity, while disregarding the issues facing
the persecuted. Yes, in a perfect world, there would be
unity, but there is no perfect world. There will always
be hate, between any group of people who look/think/
believe differently. No one is exempt from this.
Why do we cling so hard to the dream of a perfect
utopia? What is the benefit of believing so hard in an
ideology that reality is ignored? Why did what Trump,
Crevecoeur and so many other early American authors
sell the American public become so popular? I think it
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is because the dream is sweeter than the truth. If we are
perfect, then we do not have to put in any work to change.
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CHAPTER 170.
AVATAR IS JUST POCAHONTAS WITH
BLUE PEOPLE IN SPACE
HANNAH FITZGERALD
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American Literature (though the true definition is
disputed as to what American Literature is, let’s pretend
we all agree right now) can be found sprinkled among
many of today’s movies and TV shows. As more about
American History is discovered and screen production
gets better, the possibilities of the development of
American Literature in media expands. The theme of
racial injustice is still prominent among these forms of
media. A movie that is a good example of this is Avatar.
This is screenplay brings out the modern version of racial
injustice while talking American Literature into the now.
Avatar is a movie directed and written by James
Cameron that premiered in 2009 (Trailer linked at the
bottom). It follows the protagonist Jake Sulley, a Marine
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who has lost the use of his legs. The movie takes place
in the distant future but it is not exactly stated when.
Jake finds out his brother, who was a scientist, has been
killed and is offered by the RDA (Resources Development
Administration) to take his place in the Avatar Program.
They offer him the job because Jake and his brother are
identical and can, therefore, use the Avatar that was
designed for his brother. Jake is launched into space
where he arrives, “five years, nine months and twenty-
days” (Space Doctor 1) later on Pandora, a
habitable moon orbiting a distant planet light years away.
Humans can’t breathe the air but the planet is rich in
life, animals, various elements, and an indigenous people
called the Na’vi. Through the Avatar program, Jake can
link with a body that looks like the Na’vi that can survive
in the outside world. To essentially sum up the rest of the
story, Jake meets a native woman (who just happens to the
chief’s daughter) who changes his whole outlook on the
planet and nature and he chooses to abandon his forest
cutting- indigenous killing counterparts to stay with her
and save the day.
It’s basically Pocahontas in space. I mean we all saw the
Disney movie.
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However, this is what makes it interesting. The story
is familiar and has its roots in Native American racial
injustice narratives but takes place on a distant planet
far far away. This story is actually pretty close to the
beginning of The Female American. Though she is not the
main character, Neytiri (Ney-tier-e), the love interest, is a
strong woman who’s native to the land but can also speak
English. In fact, her and Jake’s love story is very similar to
Unca Eliza’s mother and father’s. Jake, like Unca’s father,
is captured by the natives and brought back to their
home. They are then both asked about religion as religion
is important is both Avatar and The Female American.
“Men, for I see you have legs, arms, and heads as we
have, look to the sun,’ here he pointed up to the luminary,
“He is our God, is he yours?” (Winkfield 48). They are
both saved from being killed by a sign of deliverance.
Jake is saved by a sign of Eywa, the Na’vi’s goddess, and
Unca’s father by the chief’s daughter who “stroked [my]
father with a wand” (Winkfield 49). They are both then
put in the care of the daughters of the leaders of the
natives in each story. Each begins to fall in love with their
counterpart and set out to “marry” their native women.
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However, as in the case of both stories, jealousy tries
to sabotage this plan. In The Female American, the elder
sister of Unca’s mother falls in love with her father. She
professes her love but he turns her down in return she
says, “If you will not love me, you shall die; my sister
shall never enjoy an happiness that I aspire to; nor shall
my vengeance be long delayed; this instant shall put a
period to your life” (Winkfield 52). In Avatar a native man
named Tsu’tey (Sue-tay), who is promised to Neytiri, is
jealous of Jake and after finding out that she mated with
him (oh scandalous) he attacks Jake and tried to kill him.
Both jealous parties end up regretting their decision in
the end and befriending and respecting Jake and Unca’s
father.
The story of Avatar also brings in themes of
colonization. White men, presumably American, invade
an already inhabited place and start calling their own;
killing off any natives who oppose the taking of their
home. Both the Na’vi and Native Americas are far more
connected to nature than their white counterparts.
In Avatar, the humans need technology to live on the
planet. Overall, the whole thing echoes America’s
colonization and war with the Native Americans.
Avatar is proof American Literature now has
adapted to new tastes and media while still maintaining
its beginnings. Avatar shows that while it takes place on
a new planet there is nothing really new about the story.
Overall, it returns to the racial injustice narrative. This
shows that these issues are still relevant and needed to be
addressed through various medias. While we may not be
able to travel to space, it doesn’t mean James Cameron
wasn’t trying to say something. Whether he was making
a statement about history repeating itself or atoning for
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America’s past sins, I’m not sure. But on this is clear, he
knows what he was referencing.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cRdxXPV9GNQ
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CHAPTER 171.
SHOOK: DJANGO IS MADISON
WASHINGTON.. WITH A TRIGGER
HAPPY FINGER.
KRISTAN MCCOY
Thanks Tarantino, you have me absolutely SHOOK.
Okay, as most of us know or hopefully know what Django
Unchained is, I decided to watch the movie again to see
if I could make any connections to something that we
have read. Good one Kristan. It was absolutely crazy to
me how I could have missed it in the first place. Honestly,
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Tarantino does such a good job at the gore and exploding
bodies everywhere that it’s pretty easy to get caught up
and miss the actual POINT of the film.
Thats right. The point isn’t to watch the movie until
Leo AKA my absolute boy Calvin Candie comes on the
screen.
Look at that look-back. Damn. (and no I don’t love the
character, I Love Leo. Titanic 4Evr)
Moving on. – Django is an echo of The Heroic Slave in
many different senses. The movie follows Django (Jamie
Foxx) as he is on the hunt to find Hildie, his estranged
wife. Classically Tarantino in style, the film obviously is
filled with its fair share of gun violence, swearing,
brutality and over the top body explosions. At this point
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I even find myself asking ” So how are the two similar..?”
It’s simple. Fredrick Douglass’ The Heroic Slave is a tale
about slave resistance that follows the character of
Madison Washington. In real life, real talk; Madison was
an American enslaved cook who instigated a slave revolt.
Douglass then based his character off of him and used
his story to create a fictional account that later became
known as The Heroic Slave. Who doesn’t love a little
history am I right? Speaking of history, let’s take another
loop back to why these two works are SO similar. The
physical description of Madison Washington is just like
that of how Django actually looks, and the entire fact that
Madison set out to free his family is what the entire movie
of Django is based on. However, there is a lot more to
the movie than getting to watch Django kick some white
supremacist butt.
In its entirety, Django Unchained shows and most
importantly draws attention to the brutality that slaves
endured. The film depicts violence in a way that some of
us could never imagine, yet historically is accurate to a
fault. By showing time and time again the objectification
of humans, the film shows just how horrible racial
superiority was. Django’s take on slave violence is
comparable to Douglass’s in the sense that he advocated
rebellion. Django is ALL about that rebellion. I mean he
becomes a black bounty hunter who hunts down white
criminals, and takes it upon himself to revolt with no
mercy after finding his wife.
What speaks volumes is the bigger message of Django.
Weather Tarantino wanted to or not, he created a
visualized account of slavery. He depicted that genuine
violence between masters and slaves. He also shows a
rarely depicted brand of black heroism that Douglass
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provokes in his narrative as well. He proves that “white
is right” is complete and utter malarkey.
-Put that racist cake down Leo, you’re embarrassing
yourself.
The depictions of white vs. black, and the unequal
treatment of African Americans is something else to note.
And no, I am not talking about how white people were
horrible to slaves. I am talking about how even amongst
slaves, there were ranks. Some slaves were field slaves,
where as others were house slaves. This was based upon
looks and who the master saw fit/ wanted in their house.
Like, damn. Even in slavery there is vanity.
Django provides a great portrayal of this in a few different
scenes of the white plantation owners. We also see how
the education and intelligence level between the slaves
differ; Django is well spoken, and extremely intelligent,
while some of the slaves he encounters he himself pokes
fun at. As an audience it is visualized to us that not all
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slaves were treated equally.
In terms of American Literature, contemporary works
like Django make us as a society ask the question: can
slavery actually be considered a thing of the past? Django
reshapes the context of The Heroic Slave, as well as many
other texts about slavery in a satirical, Tarantino-esque
way. It gets us asking bigger questions: Have we even
truly made the transition from that horribly depicted
time of violence, brutality, injustice and oppression? Or
have we just crossed over into a different era of social
injustice and misery.. minus the slaves and chains? As for
American Literary History, it’s everywhere. Every form
of social injustice and oppression going on in the world
today is relatable. It’s sad but true, that seemingly from
century to century we find something new to hate,
discriminate or try to suppress.
But hey, if you don’t feel like being depressed about all
of the social injustices of the world, just go watch Django.
Seeing how white people should just NOT, is honestly so
satisfying. Who doesn’t love to see a little social justice.
Am I right?
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CHAPTER 172.
WHY DOES IT ALWAYS TAKE A WHITE
CHARACTER TO BE ABLE TO SAVE
THOSE OF COLOR?
ANDREA WASGATT
While to some audiences, The Blind Side, a popular movie
featuring the true story of how a white family came to the
aid of a young black man, may seem like a heartwarming
tale of how a black boy was surely saved from a life of
gangs and crimes to become a highly sought-after NFL
player, there’s actually a deeper underlying message
featuring (you guessed it!) racism, similar to what one
might find in Frederick Douglass’s The Heroic Slave.
In order to properly analyze this situation, let’s start
with the beginning.
Michael Oher was a young, struggling black student
rising from a demographic background riddled with
poverty, abandonment, as well as gangs and drugs.
Leigh Anne Tuohy and her perfect little family of four
are featured as an upper-class, suburban white family,
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able to enjoy many aspects of white privilege such as
having a high-class home featured straight out of a
Martha Stewart episode, overpriced luncheons with the
gal-pals… OH! And having the financial background
making them capable of taking in some strange black boy
out of the goodness of their hearts. Ohhhhh goody.
When Leigh Anne first sees Michael walking along the
side of the road, in the cold, she immediately realizes that
something is just not right- and so she sticks her nose
into his business and starts demanding that he tell her his
deal. After discovering that Michael is actually homeless,
she experiences a moment similar to that of Mr. Listwell
in The Heroic Slave when he overhears Madison
Washington lamenting over his own situation: “‘Here is
indeed a man,’ thought he, ‘of rare endowments,- a child of
God,- guilty of no crime but the color of his skin,- hiding away
from the face of humanity…’” (9). And it’s pretty similar to
Michael’s own situation- here we have a young black man
content with living out his days out of a plastic bag,
trudging along cold and desolate side streets, not asking
for help from anyone or anything.
Well, too bad Michael. Because the moment that Leigh
Anne realizes that this young man is in a predicament
far worse than anything she ever has or will experience,
she seems to have this white-guilt epiphany moment in
which some unseen force is whisper-screaming in her
ear, “HEY YOU! Save this boy!” And much like what Mr.
Listwell experienced in his own moment of white guilt,
it’s game over, “From this hour I am an abolitionist. I have
seen enough and heard enough, and I shall go to my home…
resolved to atone for my past indifference to this ill-starred
race…” (9).
While Leigh Anne’s allowance of Michael spending the
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night in her family’s home may seem like the simple act
of kindness that it is, obviously she does not simply stop
at that. She feeds the boy, clothes him, and takes a special
interest in raising his grades so that he can get into a
great college. “‘A resting-place, indeed, sir, you shall have;
not, however, in my barn, but in the best room of my house.
Consider yourself, if you please, under the roof of a friend; for
such I am to you, and to all your deeply injured race.’” (12). She
even tries to help Michael in finding some sort of passion
that can excite his soul- and what a surprise that there’s
no career more fitting for him than being an NFL star.
How typical.
Eventually, Leigh Anne takes the situation as far as to
actually take Michael in as a member of her own family.
Do these extreme measures sound familiar to you? They
should, considering Mr. Listwell, some random white
man, decided it was his moral obligation to aid Madison
Washington in both his escape attempt to Canada as well
as his escape from the chain gang auction by providing
him with files.
While Mr. Listwell’s actions were considered highly
unusual for his time period, considering the majority of
the population were either in active or docile support of
slavery as a whole, Leigh Anne and Michael’s experience
is received similarly by their own community. For
example, Leigh Anne’s friends laugh and tease her at one
of their many gal-pal luncheons about whether or not she
plans on adopting Michael- and laughter is replaced with
shock/horror when they realize that she truly does intend
on keeping Michael around. One friend goes as far as to
ask Leigh Anne if she’s having some sort of white-guilt
experience. Well, we’re kind of wondering the same thing
Sharon. Or Karen. Or whatever your name is.
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The bottom line is that it seems to be a trend
originating from as far back as the tale of The Heroic Slave,
that it has to be a white character, for one reason or
another, be it selfless or selfish reasons, that swoops in
to save the poor black kid from their cruddy situations.
Well, I for one think it’s about damn time that these kids
are featured in a heroic tale of how they saved themselves.
So back down, past/future Leigh Anne’s of America,
because these kids are more than capable of rising above
their situations and saving themselves.
Drop mic.
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CHAPTER 173.
I CAN DO IT...YOU CAN TOO!!!
GABRIELLA ZAKI
It has been 177 years since Ralph Waldo Emerson’s “Self-
Reliance” was published. Today, white men are still
publishing texts where they discuss topics in which they
disregard the adversity women, blacks and minority
groups have to go through. American literature has
thoroughly included many works by white men, probably
because white males have historically been the ones in
charge of almost everything. Thankfully inclusion is
becoming more and more relevant within society as time
goes on… but this does not mean the white male
behaviorist scope does not still exist.
“Self Reliance” discusses the importance of solitude and
connections with nature. Emerson pushes readers to
ignore the outside sources of relationships and social
institutions in order to have a fulfilled life. Emerson can
easily make these claims of because of his gender and
race.
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Modern day Emerson is Steven Crowder. He is a
youtuber with 3 million subscribers. He is well known
for his “Change My Mind Videos” where he sets up his
table and microphones with a usually very conservative
claim in an area where he is bound to get attention and
reactions from people walking by. These claims vary
from “There are Only 2 Genders” to “Hate Speech isn’t
Real” all topics getting a rather angry reaction from
people passing by. But there are many people who agree
with Crowder’s beliefs and they use a very conservative
scope to look at very specific topics that would only affect
certain groups that face a specific type of adversity. Again,
we see a white male who does not have to face gender,
racial, or sexual orientation discrimination talking about
societal living and topics that are significantly relevant in
a lot of people lives.
In Crowder’s video of “Rape Culture is a Myth,” we see
that he greatly upsets some people passing by with his
claim. This is probably because the claim is highly
offensive, especially coming from a male who does not
have to experience the effects of rape culture. He
approaches the conversations always with law and
statistics and never with personal anecdotes. This is
something he always tries to stray away from; he doesn’t
believe personal accounts can entirely support arguments
that are larger than single events. The issue with this is
very similar to what we see in Emerson’s text and this is
that both authors have not been through certain events
that can be life altering such as being enslaved (Emerson’s
time period) or being raped (Steven Crowder).
It is important to note that, just because these
individuals are white men does not mean their words are
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not valuable, but what is not valuable is their discussion
of topics that disregard other groups of people. Their
potential to be influential is also very troublesome. Both
of these individuals have/had encouraged self-reliance in
a certain sense. They both have prospered through life
living the way that they wanted and found success and
they both definitely encourage others to live like them
through nature for Emerson and through the law for
Crowder. This “live life like me’ theme is very relevant
in both texts. For instance, in Crowder’s video, he
consistently is asked if he has ever been raped, in which
he replies that he has not. He has gone through life
without that awful event but is making claims that “rape
A YouTube element has been excluded from this version
of the text. You can view it online here:
https://openeal.pressbooks.com/?p=544
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culture” does not exist. Another claim that supports his
argument is that the true definition of “rape culture”
would be that society encourages rape. This claim is
solely based on what Crowder has experienced and what
he believes goes on. His evaluation is also done through
the statistics from the law. He makes the argument that
rape is illegal and people are criminalized for it. This
claim is the whole basis for his entire argument and
disregards the experiences of others who are different
than him.
Similarly, in Emerson’s “Self-Reliance,” we read that “I
hope in these days we have heard the last of conformity
and consistency. Let the words be gazetted and ridiculous
henceforward. Instead of the going for dinner, let us hear
a whistle from the Spartan fife. Let us never bow and
apologize more.” This quote illuminate’s white male
privilege (Which Steven Crowder does not believe exists
in his video “Male Privilege is a Myth”). The quote
highlights the fact that Emerson has been able to “go to
dinner” and conform, but instead he thinks we should
live life on our own with nature and follow our natural
instincts. Again, many during this time would not have
the privilege to spend time with who they want and do
what they want but Emerson disregards enslaved people,
women and people with less rights.
Technology allows for people to jump on ideas through
a few convincing videos. We can find that watching a
15-minute video is easier than reading a 40-page essay.
I strongly believe that YouTube videos represent
“American Literature Now.” This is because their
availably is quick and free if internet is available. The
million subscribers to tons of YouTube channels show
how high the stakes are when it comes to these videos.
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Steven Crowder’s videos are so wildly known because
of his radical claims followed by his scarily convincing
arguments. His language and rhetorical strategies make
these videos so addicting to watch and easily can become
part of our consciousness the more we watch, almost
rewiring our own views. This experience due to
technology has the potential for so much because,
although you are not interacting with Crowder himself,
you are watching people who could be very similar to
you, using the same arguments you would have–which
can be very compelling and convincing. This is done in
rather quick videos that can be binge watched. Similarly,
Emerson’s descriptive and romantic language has worked
to recruit his readers. His flowery sentences that
romanticize his ideal life convince readers to follow his
beliefs. The similarities between both texts are so strong
that there is a lot to question about how the texts we
consume affect our views. What does this mean? It means
that although American literature is changing, it is still
saying the same; it’s just quicker, visible and audible…oh,
and free.
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CHAPTER 174.
WAKANDA FOREVER?
JENNA MACKINNON
After completing close readings of Harriet Beecher
Stowe’s Uncle Tom’s Cabin and Harriet Jacobs’s Incidents in
the Life of a Slave Girl, my brain is swimming with many
themes regarding early American literature. Perspective,
power, the black body, and tokenism are all relevant.
Connecting these ideas to a contemporary piece of
American literature leads me to Black Panther created by
Marvel Comics.
Originally a comic book series, first making its
appearance in 1966, Black Panther saw a resurgence in
popularity when its movie adaptation released in the
spring of 2018. Like the earlier pieces of literature I chose,
the superhero universe is dominated by white characters
but Black Panther offers a black protagonist, T’Challa and
his superhero identity, Black Panther.
gif.gif
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I see the creation of the movie in 2018 as I see the
republication of Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl in the
1960s. The movie came out during a time impacted by
the “Black Lives Matter” movement. Jacobs’ narrative saw
its new popularity during the Civil Rights Movement.
Both of these are examples of times when black people
were fighting for their freedom in America and needed
empowerment. Is the Black Panther movie a capitalistic
ploy to make money knowing that there was a need for
black representation in media? Or was it actually a step in
the right direction towards diversity? The movie contains
subliminal messaging about the aforementioned themes
that are also present in early American literature.
From a postcolonial perspective, the movie contains
multiple conflicting ideas about Africa and Africans.
Although it does differ from typical problematic
portrayals of black people in American films by showing
them as proud and independent, it also embodies the
perspective of colonialism. The movie points out the
watchful eye of the Western world and calls it out,
especially in the depiction of Ross’s casual disrespect to
the Wakandans, and Klaue’s use of the word “savages.”
Despite these examples, the movie still has some colonial
tropes. Wakanda is illustrated as being advanced in
technology, while still full of violence between tribal
structures with fights to the death determining leadership
roles. This reinforces the stereotypical image of Africa as
the “dark continent” as it is referred to in earlier times.
In reality, Africa contains strong, smart and successful
societies. The movie displays a thin veil between black
empowerment and convenient whitewashing so the
perspective can only be teased out by someone who is
looking for it. This relates to perspective and power in
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Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl. Since slave owners
viewed Africa as this dark continent, they did not view
Africans as equal human beings. Black people are
discussed as if they are livestock. For example, in this
interaction between two slave owners in Uncle Tom’s
Cabin, “‘Well, then, Haley, how will you trade?’ said Mr.
Shelby, after an uneasy interval of silence. ‘Well, haven’t
you a boy or gal that you could throw in with Tom?’
‘Hum!—none that I could well spare’” (Stowe).
The depictions of the black body in both the comic and
the movie are animalistic though strong and beautiful. As
white people, do we only accept the black body when it
is presented as beautiful? This brings me back to Incidents
in the Life of a Slave Girl or even Uncle Tom’s Cabin. Linda
is valuable to Dr. Flint because of her appearance and
physical body. In short, he wants to have sex with her.
Eliza is described as beautiful and that is one reason why
Mr. Shelby will not sell her, but Mr. Haley wants her. For
example, after Eliza leaves the room Mr. Haley is seen
“turning to him [Mr. Shelby] in admiration, “there’s an
article, now! You might make your fortune on that ar gal
in Orleans, any day. I’ve seen over a thousand, in my day,
paid down for gals not a bit handsomer” (Stowe). Seeing
images in a comic book or live action movies produces
a different effect than reading a physical description of a
character. There is no room for imagination. The black
bodies are presented to the viewer exactly as the creator
intends. What does this say about society’s collective view
of the black body? What about average, everyday black
bodies? Contemporary literature is still reinforcing the
destructive idea seen in early American literature that
black people are only valuable if they have beautiful or
strong bodies.
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Speaking to the animalistic part, why is T’Challa’s
superhero alter ego an animal– black animal at that?
Other popular white superheroes have names like
“Captain America”, “Thor”, “Iron Man” and “Deadpool.”
While there are white superheroes named after animals,
like “Hawkeye,” we must ask: why does the only black
superhero have to be modeled after a black panther?
This thought pattern has me arriving at tokenism.
There was a conversation in class about how including
one slave narrative in the literary canon seems like
checking off an item on a list. This inclusion is not
enough to erase the effects of slavery and say, “Okay,
we’re not racist now!” This movie feels like that in a way.
Was the character of Black Panther created to fulfill the
need for a black superhero? There are lots of parallels
between early and contemporary literature if one chooses
to poke around for them.
Themes that are present in early American literature
have made the long haul to contemporary pieces of
American literature. This is because as a society we are
still dealing with many of the same problems. Early
American literature contains timeless themes. For
example, racism still exists today in 2018. The difference
is that with the advances in technology, the way we
consume these pieces of literature has changed. An
example of this from class that sticks out to me the most is
the time we spent discussing the Disney movie Pocahontas.
In this film, the colonial encounter is presented to young
viewers through rose-colored glasses. When images are
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displayed instead of words, there is no room for the
viewer to imagine what is going on. There is a precise
picture, and all viewers get the same one. This deeply
impacts how the content is perceived and stored in the
brain. It creates a single story.
The changeover from the written word to the film
makes it more accessible and relevant. People today are
more apt to watch a movie than they are to sit down
and read a book. Movies can be viewed effortlessly and
as many times as the viewer pleases. The clip from
Pocahontas that I am referencing was easily accessed on
good ole’ YouTube. Digital media allows information to
be distributed at the click of a button. The ability to share
a clip creates the opportunity for discussion with people
anywhere in the world with an internet connection. As
we have seen with software like “Hypothesis,”
communicating is easier now more than ever. With
technology, the conversation has no limits.
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CHAPTER 175.
EQUALITY? I DON'T THINK SO.
SHANNON HALEY
The film The Help, directed by Tate Taylor, was released
in 2011. It focuses on the civil rights movement in the
early 1960s in Mississippi. The film focuses on the main
character and the book she decides to write–a book
which includes the points of view of African American
maids who work for white families, exposing the reality
of their lives, and the treatment they receive. Skeeter, the
main character who is writing the book about the maids,
is a white female and was raised with the Southern ideal
that African Americans are less than white people and
should be treated as such. Even though Skeeter does not
buy into this ideal, her family and peers do, and get angry
when the book is published because they don’t think that
anything is wrong. When Skeeter’s boyfriend breaks up
with her after he finds out she wrote the book, he even
says, “Why’d you have to go and stir up trouble? Things
are just fine around here” (Taylor).
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The Help adapts early American literature by giving a
visual representation of the treatment that African
Americans received in Southern America and white
people’s resistance to giving them equality, failing to
acknowledge that they are actual humans. Hilly, another
character in the movie, spends most of the film working
on an initiative that would require households to have
a separate bathroom for the maids. She believes that
sharing a bathroom is “just not safe,” because “they carry
different diseases than we do” (Taylor). The audience
frequently sees the blatant disgust on Hilly’s face when
the “colored situation” as she calls it is brought up.
https://youtu.be/mu36YYhJTb8?t=87
Like many forms of early American literature, The Help
focuses on the systematic discrimination and oppression
against African Americans by white communities and
how, throughout history, that hasn’t really changed. The
movie takes place in the early 60s, long after the Civil
War, and African Americans are still being denied their
rights and are still being treated as subhuman. The film
also touches on how unsafe it is for African Americans to
mingle with white people outside of work. In one scene,
Skeeter is trying to persuade Aibileen to share some of
her stories for the book which makes Aibileen visibly
terrified. Skeeter promises that they will be careful to
which Aibeleen replies “this already ain’t careful, Ms.
Skeeter”, referring to them just talking about Skeeter’s
book in the open. Within the next few scenes we learn
that what Skeeter wants to do is against the law and could
get her and anyone helping her arrested.
The film works as early American literature in the way
that it is exposing the treatment and lifestyles in the
southern part of the country that might not have
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otherwise been shown. Americans tend to hide the ugly
parts of history because it’s embarrassing; it is a stain
on American history, we don’t want to think that the
people of America are capable of such cruelty, and so it
is ignored and buried underneath all the greatness of the
country. The Help focuses on the Civil Rights movement
on a more personal, individual level. We get to see inside
the lives of Minnie, Aibeleen, and other maids as well as
the lives of the women who employ them. Because it is
a film, we get to see how each person’s life is affected,
we get to see how hard the characters have to fight for
the lives they have, and because it is a film, we get a
more personal experience. If we were to watch the Civil
Rights movement being covered by a news station, there
would be no introductions, it wouldn’t be as emotional.
But because we have been introduced to a small circle of
people, we are able to sympathize with them and hope
for their success. The theme of The Help holds true with
other texts we have read in class and other films that deal
with white people interacting with oppressed or enslaved
African Americans. In The Heroic Slave, without the help
of Listwell (a white man), Washington’s rebellion would
have been unsuccessful. In a film called The Free State of
Jones, a Civil War deserter named Newton Knight helped
to lead a successful slave rebellion and helps a group of
freed slaves get the chance to vote. In The Help, Skeeter
is giving the maids a voice and a chance to be heard by
writing and publishing a book filled with their stories. In
all of these situations, African American people are only
able to have successful uprisings and are given a widely
heard voice because a white person gave it to them.
The fact that The Help is a film as well as a text is
important because it broadens the audience and draws
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more attention to the story. In today’s world, most people
prefer the TV screen to a book or newspaper because
it’s easily accessible, easier to understand, and a story
can be told in the fraction of the time it takes to read
a novel. The box office earnings for the film adaptation
totaled nearly $170,000,000 in the U.S. alone, whereas
the novel only made around $850,000 in sales (The Help).
Today, American literature is largely consumed through
modes of media like a movie theater, social media and
sites like YouTube. Technology has made it easier and
faster to spread information and things like films, and
they’re easily accessible. Netflix, Hulu, Amazon Prime,
HBO and other streaming sites make the availability of
electronic literature almost unlimited for a monthly
charge, which is heavily influencing the types of literature
being produced and consumed.
Media and digital technology is changing the study of
American literature by switching focus from traditional
print texts to films, commercials and TV shows (texts
that we analyzed in Studies in English). Instead of close
reading a print text, analyzing it and writing a paper on
it, we close read the film Get Out. We also looked at
commercials and parts of a TV show and discussed the
messages being sent from them. We did the same thing
earlier this semester when we looked at a scene from
Pocahontas and examined the film’s larger implications.
The gradual shift from traditional texts to digital forms
of literature is changing my understanding of American
literature because it’s showing that literature is not
strictly in paper form. It has evolved into several different
forms that are being integrated into education as well as
people’s everyday lives.
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Taylor, Tate, director. The Help. 10 Aug. 2011,
www.imdb.com/title/tt1454029/.
“The Help (2011) – Financial Information.” The
Numbers – Where Data and Movies Meet, 10 Aug. 2011,
www.the-numbers.com/movie/Help-
The#tab=summary.
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CHAPTER 176.
THE H8TEFUL 8
TAYLOR NUTE
The Hateful Eight is a thrilling film that brings together
nine seemingly opposite people; a general from the Civil
War, a murderer (who also happens to be the only
woman), a black man, a town sheriff, a hangman, and a
few more. They’re brought together due to a blizzard, and
their ‘cabin fever’ leads them to slowly kill each other off.
The Hateful Eight creates an interesting portrayal of racial
politics, male power, and a need for survival by intense
action, language and a sort of game of ‘Clue’.
Racial politics is a strong theme throughout the movie,
and the characters rely on it quite often to create tension.
In the first chapter of the movie, John Roth’s wariness of
Warren creates a classic disliking between the two, and
Warren’s often fiery words earn him a string of insults,
especially the N-word. Later in the film, these insults
give Warren a reason to eventually kill them when other
conflicts arise. This film takes place just after the Civil
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War–a time when racial tension was high. This almost
gives the viewer a sense that Warren, or Bob (the
Mexican) may have done something or been a part of
a bigger plan. That doesn’t mean that the viewers are
inherently racist, but the racism presented within the
movie creates this tension that leans towards those two.
Male power is portrayed by each character throughout
the movie, and this helps tie into the ‘whodunnit’ of the
film. The character who shows this male power most,
though, is John Roth. He sees himself as the sort of owner
of Daisy because he’s a bounty hunter planning on
bringing murderer Daisy Damergue in to the town of
Red Rock to be hung. He constantly treats he terribly and
calls her a b**** (although this IS partly because she’s a
murderer). He sees himself as her owner, of sorts, because
he sees it as his job to bring her to justice. He’s just doing
the law, as he claims, yet treats her terribly. She’s blamed
after the poisoned coffee kills 2 people. All of this almost
makes the watcher believe that it could have to do with
her, even though we see that she is not the one who
poisoned the drink herself. It’s similar to the racial
politics; the hatred toward these characters because of
one deciding factor (race or gender) really does shape
how we view this movie and how we assign blame to
various characters.
Lastly, this film depicts the need for survival. This is
often a theme shown through the texts what we’ve read
in class, and it’s no different in this movie. Each character
has reason for why they poisoned, killed or hurt some
other character. Deep down, it’s for survival. Warren is
shown shooting multiple people to protect himself. The
poisoning of the coffee was done to kill the others off
others and for Gage to protect himself. Most things in
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this movie are done in the heat of survival. We see this
throughout other stories; The Female American, Benito
Cereno, and most recently, Incidents in the Life of a Slave
Girl. At least one character in each of these stories (if not
many more) have this basic need for survival that helps
shape the story.
The Hateful Eight brings early American literature to
life in an interesting way; this movie was not originally
a book, so it does not have a direct literary source. It
brings the themes mentioned above to life in its own
way, through an intense set of events. No one seems to
hold back on being part of the racism, or male power.
Everyone is definitely participating in the need for
survival. Quentin Tarantino (director of the movie)
creates his own sort of ‘American literature’ through film.
This movie (and those like it) make it easier to get a
general idea of what American literature and storytelling
is. A visual representation through film can help us
understand the continuing relevance of American
literature. This medium expands the audience of
American literary history; many more people watch
movies these days than they read books. Although I do
not think any child would be watching a movie such as
The Hateful Eight, they certainly do watch movies, such
as Pocahontas, that contain American literary themes. The
themes and ideas may be planted in their heads before
they truly understand what is means, and before they
can truly read and comprehend anything of this sort.
Technology can truly shape how we see different things,
and in cases like The Hateful Eight, it only restates and
adapts the themes and ideas of American literature that
we have seen so many times before.
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PART XXXII.
EARLIER AMERICAN
LITERATURE IN MUSIC

CHAPTER 177.
"WAV FILES"; A CONTEMPORARY PIECE
OF EARLY AMERICAN LITERATURE
GRIFFIN NYHAN
Modern digital technology is a blessing and a curse.
Everyone knows that. It has brought the globe a system
of unprecedented ease of access to communication,
research, media, and art. But, consequently, this
generation’s unwritten goal to make everything more
convenient is slowly dismembering American
culture–one built and sustained on hard work, guts, grit,
dirt, and did I say hard work? Soon, even reading will
become too hard a task for our poor, 21st-century souls.
In my opinion, the benefits outweigh the detriments,
especially when it comes to art. One form of art that
is worth comparing to modern technology is early
American literature. Early American literature’s content
is unique. It focuses on periods of colonialism,
nationalization, and transnational literature, or
“literature beyond the country.” But early America’s most
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potent and talked-about event is slavery. The literature
at the time reflects why. The fictional slave stories of
Frederick Douglass and Harriet Beecher Stowe (who was
white) and the slave narratives by Harriet Jacobs and
other African American authors speak the true words of
what America was like in the mid- to late nineteenth
century. Early American literature has had a lasting
impact on our current, contemporary American culture,
specifically in the section of slave literature. There are
clear parallels between American slave literature and the
musical genre of hip-hop. One hip-hop artist that stands
out is Lupe Fiasco. Like his ancestors, Lupe explores the
struggles of slavery in his lengthy twenty-four-song
album, “DROGAS WAVE“. The thematic range of the
album is remarkable, covering topics such as nostalgia
for slavery, death, rebirth, all the way to describing with
vivid imagery and extended metaphors the situations of
African invasion, slave trading, and the horrors of slave
transportation on ships from east Africa to the United
States.
This where the track “Wav Files” comes in.
“WAV Files” is the sixth track on the album and is the
second longest in the long list of twenty-four different
pieces that all come together to form one cohesive
narrative. We’ll get back to this later on. For now, let’s
dive into the lyrics and musical accompaniment Lupe
uses in this iconic track.
Before we can understand what the lyrics are doing, we
first must know the musical accompaniment with which
they are interacting. Lupe Fiasco uses the same few
measures on loop in “WAV Files”. The sound is consistent
and ubiquitous. Deep 808s and bass lines register in at a
tempo extremely close to 60 beats per minute, which is
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the same tempo as a clock and a human heartbeat at rest.
Lupe literally brings his music to life to give the listener
something to connect with as time passes while he tells
his story. The middle and treble layers use drawn out,
crescendo, quarter notes that sound like edited human
voices in distress. Nonetheless, the combination with the
wicked deep bass line is sort of comforting and gentle.
Sedating if you will. This serves to lull listeners or even
hypnotize them into hearing dramatic recounts of
horrifying events that they otherwise would not like to
hear. Lupe thinks they are necessary, as do most of us, so
he takes control, sits you down, and tells it how it is, while
you sit headbanging to the rhythm of your own heart.
Lupe begins his first verse with the evocative lines,
“Wade with us / Baptize and convert to the waves with us
/ I tuned into what the future holds”. The first three lines
are compelling, addressing the audience, or the slaves on
the slave ship on which this song is set, to wade into the
water. This could be an ode to an abolitionist song, “Wade
in the Water,” that helped guide African Americans to
freedom along the underground railroad. Water is also a
multifaceted symbol. It can symbolize purity or cleansing
in a biblical way, danger or drowning in a horror-driven
way, or refreshment and energy in an ecological way. All
are noticeable throughout the song. “Baptize and convert
to the waves with us” explains that in wading into the
water, one will be baptized (which requires one to either
be submerged in water completely or partially) and thus
saved under the salvation of God.
Christianity plays a massive role in slave literature.
They are strengthening to the slaves who use them to
cope with their fate. However, religion is also used to
oppress slaves. We can see this in Harriet Jacobs’s slave
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narrative, Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl. Lupe might
be taking a stance here, using religion and baptismal
promises of safety and healing as a lure to kill the Africans
on the slave ships, or he could be offering them as a
chance at eternal survival away from their impending fate
as tortured slaves.
The chorus proves the latter. Lupe’s voice drops an
octave into an enchanting low tone that, coupled with the
deep bass line, resonates with masculinity; “My bones is
why the beach is white / why the beach is white ’cause
they bleached us light / So I’m goin’ back home, I took
a leap last night / So I’m walkin’ on water ’til y feet just
like Jesus Christ.” These lines are loaded. Lupe is stating
in the first lines that the reason the beaches that border all
oceans, specifically those bordering the States along the
boat ride from Africa to the United States, are bleached
white because of his bones. These bones are not just his,
however, but all of the slaves who took the fatal “leap” to
freedom from the slave ships into the ocean. Their bones,
pulverized on rocks and coral, are the particles of sand
that connect land to sea. This connection is extremely
significant. Not only does it provide a clear contrast
between the freedom for slaves in the sea and the slavery
on land, but it explores the dynamic qualities of what
beaches are made of. Sand. Sand is a primary material
used in the metal casting process. Bronze and copper
were two of the most abundant resources at the time
to create the currency used for purchasing slaves from
African countries. Manilla was its name, and also the
name of the third track on “DROGAS WAVE”. These
small metal pieces were traded for slaves and without
them, the entire infrastructure of slavery would not exist.
Lupe’s use of irony here states that even in death, Africans
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at this time were still in danger of being used as a mere
resource.
In the next verses, Lupe calls out specific slave ships
by name; over 70 of them. The accountability of being
called by name is potent, to say the least. Before this, he
calls the Africans on board to action; “Yeah, shipwreck
with us / Grab vessels, bring ’em down to the depths with
us.” Clearly, the speaker of the song is serving as some
sort of omnipotent being who is gently guiding his fellow
Africans to freedom, even if it means death.
The song ends with a soft outro. This softness parallels
early American slave literature dealing with slave
rebellion. There are two resulting schools of thought on
what a slave rebellion should be. One thinks a violent,
aggressive strategy is most effective while others believe
a subtle, more passive/grassroots approach is best. Lupe
is giving us a glimpse into a subtle, soft form of slave
rebellion. He repeats the same four lines four times at
different pitches; “Seas, all that I have for you, forest /
Fire and maps for you, stars / Fall off the flag for you,
sugar / Sweeten the path for you…” Giving all of himself
to the seas is the speaker’s giving his life to the sea in
exchange for freedom. Doing so slowly deteriorates the
system of slavery that dominates the United States, which
is symbolized by the stars falling off the flag. A powerful
image to say the least.
Yes, Lupe Fiasco’s “WAV Files,” whose title refers to the
type of file a song must be converted to be uploaded to
iTunes or other music programs, is a song on its own that
has its own purposes and tells its own story. However,
it is important to know that the song is part of a larger
narrative inside the larger project album, “DROGAS
WAVE.” The length of the album is unconventional in its
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genre. Usually, longer albums in the rap/hip-hop game
are seen as “trying too hard” or “pushing too much
product at one time.” This one is different. Each song uses
the previous song to tell the complete 24 track narrative.
Other tracks that stand out are the aforementioned
“Manilla,” regarding currency, and “Haile Selassie,” in
tribute to the Ethiopian emperor. He even mentions one
of the most widely known hip-hop artists out there, Nas,
in the track “King Nas”–a tribute to one of the current
kings of the rap game.
Music and song are becoming primary forms of media
whereas, in the nineetenth-century, perhaps print
literature held the title. Hip-hop is a predominantly black
genre. It was built by urban African Americans for
everyone and, with respectful exceptions, remains an
exclusive form of art. It is important that “WAV Files” is
a song and not a book or movie or even an album. Songs
tell short stories and are designed to be listened to more
than once. Their small size allows easy consumption and
influence, whether that be conscious or subconscious.
They are subliminal tools used, now more than ever, to
convey political messages to the largest audience known
to any form of art. More people listen to music than read
books. That’s a fact of the twenty-first century. Music
is filling the proverbial shoes of books and coming in
with dignity and respect to serve as the new form of
literature–in “WAV Files’s” case, Early American
Literature.
Sources:
To listen to the song “WAV Files”, click
here (headphones recommended).
For the lyrics of “WAV Files”, and some insight into
what they might mean, click here.
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For information about the song “Wade in the Water”,
click here.
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CHAPTER 178.
AMERICAN LITERATURE IN AMERICAN
MUSIC
TUCKER HAYFORD
At the beginning of my semester, I wrote down what I
thought defined American Literature. I said that it had
to be written by someone, of any race or gender, who
spent enough time in America to be able to write about it
accurately. Now, as the end of the semester is nearing and
I’ve had almost three months of 18th- and 19th-century
early American literature, I feel a little more comfortable
updating my idea of what makes that literature
“American”. I think it has less to do with physically being
in America and more to do with how much America’s
discourse, rooted in Europe, is seen taking hold of
cultures around the world and how/if those cultures
attempt resistance. One doesn’t have to be from America
to write accurately about how the country dominated
one’s life.
American Literature and all its connotations are still
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alive, though, and here I will try to explain a modern-
day example. One of my favorite musicians of last year,
Leon Bridges, released a song called “River” and a very
powerful music video to go with it. The video instantly
came to mind when I found out I had to find a
contemporary example of American Lit. The song is
about redemption and hope, on any level, but the video
shows pieces of the 2015 protestor/police violence in
Baltimore, declared a state of emergency. Also, we see the
song as a narrator for the video, showcasing the healing
powers of music. Take a look at the video here.
It opens up with the two singing the song in a motel
A YouTube element has been excluded from this version
of the text. You can view it online here:
https://openeal.pressbooks.com/?p=315
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room, with the riot on the news on the television in the
background. Then it switches to follow around those
impacted. At around 2:30, the chorus to the song plays
over a shot of a man walking home, sirens and lights
going, with blood on his shirt from the riot. “Take me to
your river/ I wanna go”, plays as the man appears to have
lost hope. But resistance is a theme very present here, as
well in works like Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl and
Benito Cereno. Resistance comes in many forms. There’s
physical resistance, as shown by the revolt in Benito
Cereno. There was resistance by slaves in the form of
learning to read and write, just as Linda does in Incidents.
Then there is a mental resistance, present in all three
works. In the song, the resistance is in the speaker’s mind,
pushing forward through religion and hope. In Incidents,
it takes Linda a lot mentally to resist Dr. Flint. She does
so though by using her wits and thinking her way out
of the situation. Mental resistance. In Benito Cereno, the
manipulation of Don Benito by the slaves shows great
mental resistance.
Not only is he singing about people who have resisted
racism and segregation, but the very act of him singing
the song is resistance. I forget where I read it but I read
a quote somewhere that went something like “Politics are
formed by culture and art,” meaning that real political
change doesn’t happen without a whole nation of angry
people and artists who desperately want it.
At 3:00, we get another verse. This one reminded me
of Early American Lit because of the use of religion for
hope. The words read, “Dip me in your smooth water/
I go in/ A man with many crimes/ Come up for air/ As
my sins flow down the Jordan”. He’s asking for a baptism-
to be forgiven for all he’s done so that they can move
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forward. In Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl, religion is
also used for joy and hope, “They never seem so happy as
when shouting and singing at religious meetings” (Jacobs
XIII).
The Heroic Slave took a little bit of a different approach
to religion but used it nonetheless. Madison was an
oddity in that wasn’t very religious like most slaves were,
and certainly didn’t use it for hope, but rather as a mode
of resistance by questioning how slaveholders could still
call themselves Christians.
Without the video, the song might not immediately
evoke racial themes, but the video supplements it nicely
in that it ground the song to one specific event. It captures
and “reshapes” what I consider to be one of the most
dominant themes we’ve learned about on our journey
through Early American Literature: resistance. It presents
a conflict that dates back centuries, then weaves it
through a modern-day example.
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CHAPTER 179.
THANK U, EMERSON
JAMIE SPRINGETT
The lasting effects of early American literature can be
seen throughout contemporary pieces in various medias.
Ralph Waldo Emerson’s Self-Reliance has set an example
of the importance of self and finding one’s identity for
generations to come. One way the themes from
Emerson’s piece have reoccurred is through Ariana
Grande’s 2018 single, “Thank u, next.” Grande’s song
reshapes Emerson’s themes to be about relying on
yourself for love, rather than for survival in society. While
the context and setting are different than Self-Reliance,
this song builds off the essential themes of Emerson’s
text. Grande also reshapes Emerson’s piece by making it
a song instead of a printed text. The themes from early
American literature are transformed and reintroduced in
a new technological format with new context.
One of the most prevalent themes and claims that
Emerson makes is the idea of trusting yourself and
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believing in yourself truly. Emerson introduces this idea
as a way of survival in society, explaining that it is divine
and the correct way of living. Emerson urges to “trust
thyself: every heart vibrates to that iron string. Accept the
place the divine providence has found you” (Emerson). To
trust oneself is a given right and the most important thing
to do. This piece was written during the period when
Americans were seeking a national identity. Grande’s
song reflects this idea of forming an identity and trusting
oneself. She sings, “I ain’t worried ’bout nothin’/ Plus, I
met someone else/ We havin’ better discussions/ I know
they say I move on too fast/ But this one gon’ last/ ‘Cause
her name is Ari” (Grande). In this part of the song she is
explaining how she’s moved on from her exes to herself.
Now, by reflecting and relying on herself for love, in a
sense, she is happy and “havin’ better discussions.”
Grande reinvents Emerson’s idea of self-reliance by
applying it to love and relationships.
Another theme present in both pieces of work is the
idea of how divine and excellent self-help is. Emerson
further develops the idea of self-reliance and explains
that it not only includes self-trust, but also self-help.
Emerson’s text declares “the secret of fortune is joy in
our hands. Welcome evermore to gods and men is the
self-helping man” (Emerson). He states that self-helping
yourself is essential to success and god-like. Grande
follows Emerson’s ideas by helping herself, revealing in
third person that, “she [Grande] taught me love (Love)/
She taught me patience (Patience)/ And she handles pain
(Pain)” (Grande). Grande reflects on herself and explains
how her own experiences have taught her how to love,
how to be patience, and how to handle emotional pain.
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Grande reinterprets themes seen in Emerson’s text and
introduces them to us in the form of song.
Aside from self, the theme of history is used as a way
to establish identity. Emerson explains that “he cannot
be happy and strong until he too lives with nature in
the present, above time” (Emerson). Emerson urges this
idea of parting with the past and living in the present.
Similarly, Grande writes, “So, look what I got/ Look what
you taught me/ And for that, I say/ Thank you, next”
(Grande). Grande is saying “thank u” to the past and looks
at what she has now, in the present.
ariana
The second half of her chorus is “next,” meaning she is
also focusing on the future and accepting her past.
Emerson mentions future when he explains that “Act
singly, and what you have already done singly will justify
you now. Greatness appeals to the future” (Emerson).
Although almost contradictory, readers can see how the
idea of building an identity is highly reflective of one’s
past. Both artist and writer encourage the acceptance of
past and focus on the present and future. While Emerson
has the aspect of nature in his writings, Grande looks at
love. Again, readers and listeners can see how Grande’s
piece of work reshapes Emerson’s beliefs and presents it
in a new way.
The original format for Emerson’s Self-Reliance was
printed and shared through bookstores and stands,
whereas Grande’s form of American literature is
electronic and in the form of a song. Grande’s song has
electronic beats and claps with a repetitive chorus of
“thank u, next.” These aspects create a catchy rhythm and
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song that is able to make its way into everyone’s mind. In
fact, Grande sings the phrase, “thank u, next,” 27 times,
making sure it’ll get stuck in the listener’s head. By
repeating this single phrase so many times, Grande does
a similar thing that Emerson did in his writing. In Self-
Reliance, Emerson constantly repeats the idea of being
true to yourself and that you are all that you need.
Grande’s repeated phrase focuses more on reflecting,
being true to yourself in love, and looking onto the future.
Although they both have a similar tactic, hearing the
phrase sung aloud, along with a beat, is more memorable
than reading it from a long document. Grande’s song
is, therefore, more effective at creating a lasting mark
on listeners without them having to analysis lengthy
sentences. She can deliver to the audience the importance
of self, as Emerson did, but in an easy-to-understand and
retainable way. Grande’s piece of work has pulled from
Emerson’s early American text and reshaped it into a
catchy song about relationships.
Although songs have been around far longer than early
America, Grande’s text is special because its online. Being
an electronic song enables it to travel anywhere there is
a computer. While Emerson’s Self-Reliance reached a lot
of readers, it didn’t do it in a day. Grande’s song was so
influential, it broke Spotify’s global single-day streaming
record for female artists (forbes.com). As America’s
people and technologies changed to become seekers of
instant-gratification, literature changed as well to
become more instantaneous. One technological platform
that helped promote Grande’s song was Instagram. As
with the case of most things online, even if an Instagram
user didn’t listen to the song themselves, they easily may
have heard about it within the same day that it was
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released. “Thank u, Next” was able to bring Emerson’s
ideas to a wider and instant audience.
Ariana Grande’s single reshapes ideas and themes from
Emerson’s Self-Reliance and presents them in a new way
that keeps up with societal changes. Early American
literature lives on through pieces like Grande’s song
about self-reliant love. Apart from applying Emerson’s
ideas to relationships and love, the song uses technology
that wasn’t available at the time of early America.
American literature, then, is presented through new
technologies that represent the current times. In a
classroom setting, technology can instantly provide
literature and has thus shaped the study of American
literature to be more instant. Students are able to access
texts easily and quickly, enabling them to analyze and
learn no matter where they are, as long as they have
internet. Technology is able to influence the way we
consume and study American literature to make it more
accessible and shareable. Just as Grande says thank you
to the past, one can say “next” to what’s becoming of
American literature with future technology.
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CHAPTER 180.
"THAT WORD IS ONLY A COLOR"
BRIANNA ROMIGLIO
We live in a world where immediate gratification is
normal, and almost expected. If you need to know the
weather for the day or the latest news, it is a couple of
finger taps away at any moment for people fortunate
enough to own a cell phone. And just as information can
be searched quickly, it can also be shared quickly,
especially with the aid of social media. We all can see
this trend with Facebook and Twitter, and how these
apps literally have a share feature embedded in them. A
medium that tends to share itself without the help of that
share button, however, is music.
In our society, music surrounds us. It is played over
radios in cars and stores and is in the background of
advertisements we watch. Music is an art form that does
not require too much attention while consuming it. Even
as a person begins to learn the lyrics, they still may not
really be paying attention to all of the words and what
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they actually mean together. It is easy to just hear a song
over the radio and subliminally learn it, but diving deeper
into lyrics and researching what they actually mean can
give a whole different perspective to a song. I was able to
analyze the song “Yah” by Kendrick Lamar to find very
powerful lyrics. I knew this song before this assignment,
and I too fell victim to being a passive listener, learning
lyrics but not really thinking about them and what they
mean.
According to Genius.com, the word “Yah” represents
“Yahuah”, which is another name for God. Interestingly
enough, Lamar states in the lyrics himself that he is “not
‘bout a religion,” yet many of the lyrics throughout
various songs of his reference religion. This resistance
of religion can also be see in Harriet Jacobs’s Incidents in
the Life of a Slave Girl. In her slave narrative, she reveals
that although her grandmother conforms to a religion,
she cannot do the same. Jacobs may feel this way because
under her given circumstances, she feels so disadvantaged
compared to others and struggles with faith because of
that.
The chorus of this song uses the word yah in a unique
context. In the chorus phrase “Buzzin’, radars is buzzin’,
Yah, yah, yah, yah,” I believe Yah also represents the sound
or signals that this “radar” is making. The radar stands for
Lamar’s mind, and the significance of the radar making a
“Yah” sound is that it ties his mind to that religion. It is
almost as if his “radar” is “buzzin’” with the words of God.
The mention of religion brings a universal topic into his
song and may make his words receive more empathy
because of it.
Later in the song, he raps that “Deuteronomy say that
we all been cursed”. Deuteronomy is a religious text, and
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can be described as a set of laws, directed towards
Israelites, left behind by Moses before he died. This text
outlines the outcome of the “Curse of Ham,” which
describes the son of Ham, Canaan, shamefully seeing his
father nude. Because of this, Canaan was “cursed” with
darker skin, and was made to be a servant. People abused
this story and used it as a tool to justify the enslavement
of black people. Many racists even claimed that black
people were all descendants of this Canaan and that they
were automatically sinful because of this. This line of
lyrics in the rap is powerful because it exemplifies how
powerless one can feel when even religion says they are
inherently sinful because of solely skin color. Religion is
something that billions of people can relate to and many
people center their lives around, so it is scary that religion
is also a tool used to oppress people because of simply the
skin they were born with.
For some context, it is important to know that
Kendrick Lamar grew up in Compton, California where
he was surrounded by gang violence. He often depicts the
violence he had to witness in his music, but this song took
a different approach. The second line in the song states
“I’m diagnosed with real nigga conditions,” and in this
case, the word diagnosed can be synonymous with born.
Lamar was born into his surroundings, and therefore
“diagnosed” with his “real nigga conditions”. In
communities where street violence is prevalent, survival
is key. The human need for survival can push some to do
things they otherwise wouldn’t, hence why Jacobs stays
cooped up in a small crawl space for years in Incidents in
the Life of a Slave Girl. The drive for survival can place
oppressed people into uncomfortable situations, and the
exposure of violence to young Lamar could have resulted
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in him carrying his violence with him and continuing it
in his adult life. On the contrary, he was able to compile
some of his struggles into the art form of music.
The genre of rap opens doors to elaborate storytelling.
Unlike traditional songs, more words can be included in
rap because of the nature of the genre. I believe that rap
has been a phenomenal modern way for oppressed people
to reveal their struggles and emotions. It is a popular
genre among young people today, and even if listeners
don’t necessarily understand all of the words they are
rapping, the fact that they are even learning the words
brings some truth to the stories the music tells. Those
that eventually deep read the songs and appreciate the
lyrics can gain insight to the rapper’s mind and in turn
offer their sympathy. Many raps songs are raw and
vulnerable and speak of tragedies that I personally could
not imagine having to endure myself, and that is why
I think musicians within this genre deserve immense
respect. This can be compared to the individuals such
as Harriet Jacobs, the author of The Incidents in The Life
of a Slave Girl. Lamar and Jacobs both tell of first-hand
true accounts of their struggles and the mediums they use
extract sympathy from the audience. The slave narrative
is a more intense story because of the fact that Jacobs
literally had no rights or control over her body. The genre
of rap, however, includes many songs and first-hand
accounts of individuals still experiencing the backlashes
of the long standing racism in America. Music is
something that most people listen to nowadays, and
therefore writing music about these issues of racism in
America is a safe way to ensure that people will hear
and spread your messages. A long-standing truth about
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literature is that nothing can be as powerful as a first-
hand, true account.
The medium in which a first-hand account is presented
can alter the effect it has on the consumer. In this specific
instance, there are many ways in which a book and a song
tell a story in a different way. Books take more focus and
are more interactive on the end of the consumer. In order
to reach the end of the book, one must pay attention and
know what happened at the beginning. In contrast, one
can passively consume a song as briefly mentioned above.
This could be problematic in the sense that one may not
understand the full message of a song in one listen, but
we typically listen to songs more than once, so this could
help combat the lack of lyrical understanding. Another
key difference between these mediums is the purpose of
them and what they are used for. It is obvious that both
Lamar and Jacobs wanted to tell an honest story from
their past and reveal things about themselves. A book’s
purpose is to be read, but a song can be consumed in
many different ways and in many different environments.
Lamar’s songs about his serious struggles could be played
over the speakers of a party or in the background of a
department store. This method of consumption for music
is different than making the conscious decision to sit and
read a slave narrative. But maybe that is the key – music
is a tool to inform the general population and those that
won’t read these narratives of the racial oppression that
still exists in the present.
The most powerful lyrics in this rap is the line “I’m a
Israelite, don’t call me black no mo’, that word is only a
color, it ain’t facts no mo’”. This relates to the trend of
black people being defined as a solid group of alike people
and therefore all of them share the same stereotypes. In
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the words of Lamar “it ain’t facts no mo,” and color should
not define a person’s personality. There is more to an
individual than looks, and black “is only a color,” yet it
is still a word that can be used to separate people. As
artists like Lamar emerge onto the rap scene, hopefully
their songs will be heard and understood. As time moves
forward, I think that music will be a universal tool used
to understand and relate to others. In a world full of
humans, music could be the key to moving towards a
more accepting society, just as slave narratives hoped to
open the minds of those around them.
https://genius.com/Kendrick-lamar-yah-lyrics
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=78-KkNp4gCY
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CHAPTER 181.
THIS LAND IS YOUR LAND?
RANDY GARFIELD
I put my Spotify library on shuffle to try to find a song
with even a sliver of the same themes as in the books
we’ve been reading. There were a LOT of love songs, but
those don’t work. Love (at least the love we’ve been
spoon-fed) is too omnipresent; not unique enough to
America. Songs about drugs? Sorry Juicy J, you didn’t
make the cut. The Beatles? No, they’re British. A Father
John Misty song came close, and I almost settled for it.
But then, into my little ears and brain came “This Land is
Your Land.” Duh.
The famous chorus goes like this:
This land is your land, this land is my land
From the California to the New York island
From the Redwood Forest, to the gulf stream waters
This land was made for you and me
Presumably everyone in America with the gift of
hearing has heard this song.
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Woody Guthrie’s stripped down, acoustic “This Land is
Your Land” crackled through the radio of my grandpa’s
Ford in the 50s. In the 80’s, my dad put a vinyl on his
turn-table and listened to Bruce Springsteen’s live
version of the song, fully equipped with electric guitar.
Springsteen said before he played it: “It’s just about the
greatest song ever written about America. It gets right
to the heart of the promise of what our country was
supposed to be about.” What could get more American
than that? If I had a time machine, I’d go back to when
that was recorded so I could eat a hot-dog and drink a
Sam Adams in the crowd. I’d also probably cry.
Today, I put on my sound cancelling headphones,
which were attached to my touch screen pocket
computer, AKA: my Iphone, to listen to a highly-
produced, groovy rendition of “This Land is your Land”
by Chicano Batman. My grandfather has no clue what an
Iphone is. He barely knows how to work his answering
machine. My dad still can’t text. He uses “talk to text.”
“This Land is Your Land” has withstood the test of time.
Each generation has a different version of this song, and
each new version shows how far we’ve come. “This Land
is your Land” has evolved along with America and been a
symbol of progression.
It was written by Guthrie 1940 as a retort to “God
Bless America.” Apparently, he couldn’t stand that song.
It wasn’t released until 1950. It came out in the midst
of “The Red Scare” and was thought by some to be an
anthem for Marxism in America. It’s now hailed as an
alternate American anthem.
Bob Dylan, who was the star of my primer, idolized
Guthrie. Dylan said of Guthrie, “You could listen to
Woody Guthrie songs and actually learn how to live…”
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Guthrie sang folk songs about America in all of its glory
and shame, much like Whitman with “Song of Myself”
and Crèvecoeur’s Letters from an American Farmer. It made
a huge comeback when Trump (AKA: Tiny Hands) was
elected to run our country. “This Land is your land” has,
just like “Song of Myself,” appeared in numerous
commercials.
California rock band Chicano Batman and Whiskey
brand Johnnie Walker collaborated on a commercial in
where Chicano Batman’s version of “This Land is Your
Land” is played while the band walks around, and
occasionally drinks whiskey. It was part of a campaign
called “Keep Walking America”. It’s essentially a music
video with some well-thought-out product placement.
Chicano Batman’s version includes a verse sung in
Spanish. America is now 17.8% Hispanic. It’s been
projected (with some speculation) that whites will be a
minority by 2044. We’re becoming more and more
diverse every day. The Spanish verse in Chicano Batman’s
rendition gives the song a new dimension. It shows the
diversity so prominent in this “melting pot” of a country.
As America evolves, so does its alternative anthem. The
motto of the Johnnie Walker commercial: “Here’s to
moving forward.”
2017 has been an especially big year for “This Land
is your Land.” It came to be a protest song sung at
Democratic party rallies. Trumps slander against
Hispanics and Mexicans gives Chicano Batman’s
revamped version even more weight.
I wrote in my primer that canonized American
literature must remain relevant in order for it to be worth
our time studying. I still believe that, but I now know
that sometimes, you have to really dig for the relevance
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in a work. “This Land is Your Land,” however, is pretty
clear-cut with its staying power. Much like Uncle Toms
Cabin, “This Land is Your Land” is a piece of popular
culture. They’re both easily understood; their messages
are explicit. They don’t deal in ambiguity or obscurity.
In plain language: this song is your song, this song is my
song. That was really corny.
Perhaps the way in which this song relates most to the
literature that we’ve read in class is that it points out a
flaw in our nation. There’s a red thread that weaves its
way through most of the works we’ve read this year. The
frayed end of that thread tickles the confident refrains in
“This Land is Your Land.” The theme that begs to differ
with this song: systemic racism. From the Native
American horror stories, to the numerous works on
slavery, almost every novel we’ve read, and every class
we’ve had has dealt with the topic of racial status and
how it’s portrayed in America. We’ve certainly progressed
since the days of Melville and Jacobs, but we still live in
an era where racism is promoted by our own President.
“This land was made for you and me” rings out at the
end of every stanza of the song. It’s both truth and myth.
It could be America’s slogan, but it could also be
America’s joke.
This land was made for you and me? Maybe one day.
Resources:
I tossed this one in because MMJ is amazing.
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A YouTube element has been excluded from this version
of the text. You can view it online here:
https://openeal.pressbooks.com/?p=408
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A YouTube element has been excluded from this version
of the text. You can view it online here:
https://openeal.pressbooks.com/?p=408
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A YouTube element has been excluded from this version
of the text. You can view it online here:
https://openeal.pressbooks.com/?p=408
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A YouTube element has been excluded from this version
of the text. You can view it online here:
https://openeal.pressbooks.com/?p=408
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PART XXXIII.
THE FEMALE AMERICAN
(1767) SUPPLEMENTARY
READINGS

CHAPTER 182.
THE PRINCESS WAR: A FEMINIST SAGA
MASON MASOTTA
The love story of Unca Eliza Winkfield’s parents is a
particularly charming one in an era so filled with violence
and territorial acquisition. Though it may have been a
long time ago, one thing about their romance is made
very clear: Indigenous women were powerhouses of their
communities. (Well, at least those of royal bloodline for
sure.)
In a scene that could easily have been ripped straight
from Game of Thrones, Winkfield’s father is lured into the
woods to be convinced to marry Alluca. When he refuses,
citing his love for Unca as the reason, he is attacked by
a group of men working under her and drinks poison
instead of betraying his love (52). As he lay dying, he is
found and saved by Unca who uses her knowledge of
herbs in the forest to craft an antidote:
“The princess perceived his condition, and as they
passed along gathered some flowers, the smell of which
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quickly dispelled the fumes, and fortified his brain so
powerfully, that he was soon perfectly recovered, and his
strength and understanding both entirely restored.
Having returned the princess ten thousand thanks for
thus giving him life a second time, they walked slowly
homewards” (53).
Here we have a powerful and influential leader of her
tribe and community, practically ordering an
assassination on her sister’s husband to be. In this
situation he is the stereotypical “damsel in distress” who
at the last second is saved by the clever young heroine.
It is a complete role reversal that plays out almost like
a contemporary feminist fairy tale. These women do not
take orders from the men, but take charge and have plans
of their own; whether they be sinister or benevolent.
By looking at this story through a feminist lens, we
can see the effect that particular patriarchal foundations
can have on most mainstream stories. Most of the time
this story would render the white man a conquering hero
who easily escapes this dire situation, but instead Unca
is given the spotlight as her husband’s savior. Even more
satisfying is the natural reaction that these characters
have to the unfolding situation. Today there are so many
“in-jokes” and pandering to audiences about gender roles
that make a comedy of tense situations. The white man
is not portrayed as a bumbling fool or a weakling, but as
an actual person who chooses death for his love (Which
could be seen as a heroic act in of itself). This is, at its
core, a power struggle between two sister princesses with
Unca’s father as the prize in the middle. A powerful pro-
feminist tale if I’ve ever heard one.
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CHAPTER 183.
FEMINISM IN THE FEMALE AMERICAN
KELSEY DAVIS
On her journey to America, Unca Eliza told her cousin
that “I would never marry any man who could not use
a bow and arrow as well as I could,” (60). She later
reverberates that statement to the captain of the ship,
telling him that “if [his son] could shoot my bow and
arrows, which then hung by me in the cabin, as well as I
could, I would have him, were he ugly or handsome,” (62).
At first this sounds fantastic. Here is a female character
taking agency for herself. She refuses to marry any man,
no matter how advantageous for her and despite any true
feelings of love/affection between her and whoever is
proposing. She knows that she must get married, because
of the time period it would be a scandal if she did not,
but she wants to do it on her own terms. Which, again, is
great.
The issue I find with her characterization in regards
to her marriage is that she is made to be excessively
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masculine as she takes agency. She is a fighter, she uses
weaponry that not many women are taught to use. Why
does she have to be physically tough in order for her
to have agency? Why can she not be a feminine woman
wanting freedom?
The issue I see all the time, especially in this novel, is
that when a female character is made to be a feminist,
most of her “feminine” attributes are taken away. Why
can’t a woman who loves to embroider choose her own
husband? Or decide to not marry at all?
I’m not saying that masculine women are bad, or less of
a woman for enjoying the things they do, and that Unca
Eliza is a bad person for enjoying archery. What I am
saying is that feminists can be more than what they are
portrayed as being in literature.
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CHAPTER 184.
FEMINISM DISPLAYED IN THE FEMALE
AMERICAN THROUGH THE CRAZY EX
JORDAN CADY
Everything about this book screams FEMINISM,
especially in the time frame this book is placed in. Back
then, women were seen as objects or accessories and they
were viewed as their only sole purpose was to reproduce.
But in The Female American, all of those things were
exploited. Even before the narrator starts to talk about
her own journey, she begins with the story of her father
and his interactions with the Indians. Right in the first
couple of paragraphs the Indian women and their
attributes to the narrative as whole become very evident.
The native American women seem to have almost as
much power as the men do. They have their own slaves,
they choose who they want to marry and they are allowed
to rule as queen without a husband or in others words a
king. These women with a blink of an eye can send their
own tribe’s men on errands to do whatever they please.
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Now the best character to represent this is princess
Alluca, but before people start in about how she tried to
kill the narrator’s father as well as killing her own sister
in the process remember, that no other women would
have been able to do this at this time. She had enough
power and enough respect from her own people that they
would kill for her. She became queen without a husband
and ran the tribe strongly while carrying the weight of the
death of her father and the wounds of rejection. What
other woman could have had the opportunity to have
done that at this time? She was a ruthless woman who
knew what she wanted and did what she had to, to
acquire it. Sure, she was the villain throughout her entire
existence in the book but she was a woman who grew up
with a sense of equality within her family between the
men and the women.
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Alluca was not all bad, after the death of her sister, she
herself passed away because of guilt and on her deathbed,
she sent an apologetic letter with gifts to the narrator’s
father saying “Receive a heart that, whilst it lived, loved
you, and had you received it, it had never been wicked…..
This was accompanied with a very great present of gold
dust, and her bow and arrows, of exquisite workmanship,
for me” (57). Alluca got her heart broken and just like
every other crazy ex she wanted her revenge. Yes, she did
take it too far but she had the power to commit the crime
that she did. She was a lady who could shoot arrows and
did not wince at the sight of death. For a woman who
grew up in the era she did, her actions and personality
revealed that she was stronger than any other women and
even some men at the time.
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Image: https://www.dreamstime.com/stock-
illustration-broken-heart-gift-box-image41355285
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CHAPTER 185.
HELL HATH NO FURY LIKE A WOMAN
SCORNED
KATHERINE WHITCOMB
No part of the story so far stands out to me more than
when Unca’s sister, Alluca, makes her move on Winka.
There’s no denying the strength of the female characters
in The Female American, with Unca Eliza surviving on a
desolate island on her own and all. That being said, what
the heck is with Alluca? She’s the literal queen of a tribe,
yet can’t get over that fact that she isn’t loved by her
younger sister’s boyfriend. You’d think she could have
more on her mind than finding some white boy to marry
her who would rather convert her to Christianity than
watch her run a society.
Alluca’s strength is in her cultural role, which is
probably why Winka didn’t want to be with her.
Marrying Alluca would mean that he would have to give
her power because they would’ve stayed with the tribe,
and women were respected more than they were in
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European culture. I’m looking at you, salty sea captain
who dumps Unca Eliza on an island. Being with Unca
allowed him to move back to his plantation and keep the
power that his culture gives him, rather than embracing
his wife’s cultural lifestyle.
Something that confounds me even more is when
Alluca makes a death threat to Winka and he just brushes
her off, “. . .in a rage not to be described, she cried, ‘If you
will not love me, you shall die; my sister shall never enjoy
an happiness that I aspire to; nor shall my vengeance
be long delayed; this instant shall put a period to your
life.’ However menacing these words were, my father was
not greatly alarmed, as they were uttered by an unarmed
woman” (52). I wanted to scream at him, “dude, she means
business don’t smirk,” but he wouldn’t listen me anyway.
After she poisons him he seems to sorta get the idea that
she was a force to be wrecked with, especially a few years
later when she gets her revenge by killing her sister/his
wife.
What I’m trying to get at is that Alluca is an amazing
female figure, but she’s diluted to the image of a love-
crazed girl. It makes her motivations seem simple and one
dimensional– like her love for a man was her only driving
force for the rest of her life. However that can’t be the
only truth. On some level it could be in terms of this book
being a love story, but it’s not. So we have to look past that
and see that it’s about survival of the fittest (so far), and
the only other strong native woman we see is murderous
to her own family and dies in that light. We’re meant to
see the difference between the sisters Unca and Alluca.
Unca is peaceful because of her smooth transition into
European culture with her husband. Alluca is murderous
and evil because she never converted to Christianity or
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life on a plantation. She is wild and unkempt; she will
lash out on those who find “peace”, and for that she is
dangerous.
Winkfield, Unca E, Michelle Burnham, and James
Freitas. The Female American; or, The Adventures of Unca
Eliza Winkfield. 2014. Print
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CHAPTER 186.
MY RELIGION IS BETTER THAN YOURS
AMELIA BERUBE
When it comes to The Female American, there is a large
load placed upon the role of religion. As with a lot of
historical literature, there are several mentions of God
or religious passages spliced into the narrative. Not only
does this novel deal with those same religious
“fundamentals,” but it also tries to bring to light the
religious conversion that many Native Americans went
through during colonization.
Unca Eliza’s father is captured by the natives, but soon
becomes one of them and falls in love with the chief’s
daughter, Unca. They spend many happy days together,
then Unca proposes the two get married. Winkfield, or
as Unca so lovingly calls him: “Winka,” initially hesitates.
Why? Because she worships heathen gods, of course! “As
she was a Pagan, though my father sincerely loved her,
and wished for that union, he could not help shewing
some uneasiness at the proposal…. ‘Yes, my dear Unca,’
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cried he, ‘I do, but my God will be angry if I marry you,
unless you will worship him as I do’” (Winkfield 51). Of
course, the plea for Unca to change softens her heart and
she does so for the man she loves.
However, this has heavier implications than simply
changing for the one you care about (not that anyone
ever should.) Firstly, Winkfield didn’t think once about
changing for Unca. Though he has mostly assimilated to
the ways of this tribe, he refuses to budge when it comes
to his belief in a higher power. Normally, that would be
something different entirely. But let us be reminded that
Winkfield doesn’t even think of going back after he falls
for Unca. He never thought he would leave, that is until
unfortunate circumstance befalls them. So why cling to
religion? Why let it stop you? Especially if it stops you
from being with someone you claim to love. Even then, it
is Unca that has to change, because he feels his religion is
superior in nature. He could never convert. But she must,
for it is his will. Winkfield literally imposes it on her. At
the end of the paragraph, it even says that “…the princess
became convinced of her errors…” (Winkfield 51). He has
to convince her that she is wrong. I can only imagine what
would have happened if Unca had felt the way he did, and
taught him how great her gods were.
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CHAPTER 187.
CALL MY AGENT, DISNEY'S GOT A NEW
MOVIE TO MAKE
ANNA GREENWOOD
I know we all love Pocahontas, but let’s imagine authentic
Princess Unca barbie dolls lining the shelves of your local
Toys R Us. She would come with three exclusive outfits
made for mixing and matching. The first would be her
traditional royal Native American dress of precious
jewels and gold, the second her wedding ceremony
ensemble, and the third would be her assimilated
colonialist outfit complete with a cotton bra and leather
lace up ankle boots. For a limited time only, we’ll throw
in the dagger she was stabbed with – full scale! All this
could be yours for the small price of 29.95 plus state tax!
This over-romanticized tale of star-crossed lovers from
opposite sides of the world could not reek more of
predictability and cliche. At certain points the narrative
manages to surpass a 20th-Century-Fox vibe and heads
straight into daytime soap opera. For example, when
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Winkfield drinks poison to prove his love for Unca and
she miraculously revives him with her deep knowledge of
North American botany, it truly feels like a scene stolen
from Days of Our Lives. Because of the story’s
melodramatic plot, it’s no surprise that this book would
have provided an entertaining read back in the 17th
century. However, when this tale is examined through
a feminist lens, it becomes clear that there is nothing
remotely feminist about it. It doesn’t even pass the
bechdel test!
The entirety of the first two chapters reads like a male
colonialist’s wet dream. Imagine being taken prisoner by
a Native American tribe only to attract the attention of
not one but TWO rich and gorgeous princesses. Your
life is not only spared, but now you’re also caught in the
middle of a hot and steamy cross-racial love triangle. I
think the best and most female empowering part of the
entire courtship between Winkfield and Princess Unca is
when she forgoes her entire belief system and religion to
conform to Winkfield’s with about the same amount of
resistance that her sister had when she decided to murder
the both of them. Or how about when Winkfield
“persuaded his wife to conform to European dress” (55)
and moved them out to his plantation, taking her away
from her family? If you had asked her she would have said
she did it all for love. If you asked me, I’d say it’s nonsense.
Neither Unca nor Alluca are examples of feminist
characters for one simple reason: every action they both
take is motivated by the pursuit of a man. Do they not
have princess-based duties they need to be fulfilling? All
they do is run around and fight over the affections of a
white man, and guess what? It costs them both their lives.
But don’t worry, the grieving father with his headstrong
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daughter who is a spitting image of his wife will provide
the right amount of dramatic tragedy to continue on with
this tale. We’ll get our fairytale ending.
This is significant to the story because the familiarity
of this type of plot and the stereotypical character tropes
demonstrate how this was clearly a story meant for
European or colonialist eyes. The colonial encounter is
romanticized and women take a passive and male-
focused role. All the story does is reiterate the societal
bounds that women and minority groups have been
trying to break.
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CHAPTER 188.
THE FEMALE AMERICAN -
ANTI-BIBLIOMANCY?
CASEY OUELLETTE
The Female American is a whole novel and I don’t know
that I can necessarily tell you everything it does with
religion from one passage, but oh my god (pun intended),
let’s talk about Unca Eliza’s religious beliefs and
upbringing and why it’s important. Unca Eliza represents
a kind of complicated religious background because her
mother was “pagan,” but her father was a devout
Christian. Nevertheless, she was raised for most of her
life by her father and uncle, and appears to have gotten
the full monty in terms of a Christian upbringing.
You’d expect (and given what we’ve seen of the time
thus far, not without reason) that her religious beliefs
would be exceptionally skewed. Such as we saw with a
certain Mrs. Rowlandson, there’s almost an expectation
there that people brought god into all things, “his will
be done,” and all that jazz. You could get the impression
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that the bible in this scenario was used almost like a hall
pass for genocide and some other equally questionable
behaviors here and there. However, I think Unca Eliza’s
narrative works to dissuade that notion. That said, my
apologies for this long block quote of Unca Eliza’s uncle’s
words:
“Beware… of the practice of some enthusiasts of our
times, who make the word of god literally an oracle, by
opening of it at particular times, and on particular
occasions, presuming that where-ever they open, they are
to apply the passage to themselves, or to business they are
about; because many have thereby been led into spiritual
pride, and others into despair, as they opened on a
promise, or a curse; whilst others have but too often, in
the same manner, pleaded a warrant from scripture to
perpetrate wickedness, or to propagate error Though…
happy is the Christian who by a prudent and rational
use of the scriptures procures comfort for his soul”
(Winkfield 68).
Okay, and we’re back. Unca Eliza’s behavior is very
much in line with this way of thinking. She believes this
and takes comfort in what she’s read and has been taught,
but it’s never a justification for her actions. Which, I
think, sets her apart from the characters in other things
we’ve read so far. Her belief is perhaps just as firm, and
she’s prone to quoting scripture and singing hymns like
the best of them, but she’s also an independent woman
who makes her own choices and can survive on her own
with or without providence.
Finally, it’s this dealing with “Bibliomancy” (the
definition’s in the book) that’s so important in context.
Because while there were plenty of people who did
believe the bible gave them divine insight, it’s important
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to remember not everyone that read the bible believed
that way. Unca Eliza didn’t, nor did her uncle, and the
book’s page notes suggest it wasn’t just them either.
Religion isn’t a justification for Unca Eliza’s actions
in The Female American; it’s a comfort and part of her
identity that shapes her experience, and it’s important to
remember not everyone justified their acts with religion,
and that a number of those that had religion simply acted
with their religion in mind.
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CHAPTER 189.
UNCA: GENDER WILL NOT BE MY
WEAKNESS
KYLE CIPOLLONE
“I now expected my own destiny; and soon it arrived.
The captain, who had left the cabin, to dispose of his
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prisoners, returned, and once more asked me if I would
sign the bond? I answered, no” (64).
Through her experiences, Unca Winkfield illustrates
her defiance to male domination in The Female
American. She mirrors the strength of her mother in this
story, A native American woman who saved Unca’s father
from death, and stood up against her own sister. In the
quote above, Unca is forced to either marry the son the
captain sailing them back to England, or be stranded on
a desolate island. Showing her own strength, she refuses,
knowing very well that she may not survive on the island.
This book takes place in a time of male dominance,
where men were in control of everything, and owned
everything. That can be said for the European settlers
who came to the Americas. But at the beginning of the
story, readers are given insight on a Native American
tribe, where females seemed to play a much larger role.
Unca’s mother alone had the power to keep her father
from being beheaded, and her aunt, Alucca, even had
many males at her disposal when she attempted to poison
Edward Winkfield. Unca’s aunt Alucca eventually takes
the throne when Unca’s grandfather the king, passes way,
showing that in a native American society, females could
take control.
It seems that male dominance is a foreign idea to the
natives, and Unca displays that through her defiance of
male power in the story. Another moment of strength she
shows comes earlier in the book when Unca sails back to
her father’s plantation with her cousin John Winkfield.
“I gravely told him I would never marry any man who
could not use a bow and arrow as well as I could” (60).
This passage could describe Unca’s refusal as a sign that
she desires a man who is very masculine compared to
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her. It could mean that she sees many European men as
un-masculine because they don’t use a bow and arrow,
compared to Native American men who do. It could also
propose that she sees herself as a stronger figure
compared to other men who can’t shoot a bow and arrow.
Through these passages we can observe this: Unca
doesn’t take gender into account when she considers the
strength of a human being. She sees herself as being just
as strong as any man she meets. Male dominance doesn’t
play a large role in Native American society.
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CHAPTER 190.
A RELATIONSHIP THAT REFLECTED THE
WORLD AROUND THEM
CONNOR SMITH
Unca Eliza Winkfield’s parents may seem to have an
almost Disney-like story of falling in love but could this
not be representing something bigger? While observing
these chapters through a colonialism perspective, I tend
to see many similarities to this story and the interactions
that settlers would have with the natives. Many a time
would the English take advantage of the natives through
linguistics. Historically speaking, there have been many
incidents where Europeans would trade land for objects
to the natives at sadly low prices. In most Native tribes,
land was for all people to use and not to be personally
owned so this trade was thought to be great from
Natives…until the Europeans would come in and make
them get out with threats and actual violence. This story
is to show one of the instances of how the natives were
constantly being taken advantage of by the Europeans
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and this can be reflected between the relationship of Unca
Eliza Winkfield’s parents.
“he found it not a little difficult to teach another what he
yet firmly believed himself, but as we readily believe those
whom we love, he was more successful than he expected,
and in a little time the princess became convinced of her
errors, and to good understanding help to forward her
conversion” (51).
Looking at the wording here, I notice the following part:
“the princess became convinced of her errors.” The word
“errors” make me think how the father thinks of his wife’s
religion as inferior compared to his and has to make her
believe in what he sees as the correct religion. The
conversion that he is aiming for is to make her more
European so she can live in his society with him. But in
doing so he is getting rid of some of her core beliefs and
taking advantage of her love for him. You see these forms
of conversions in other places in the book: whenever the
daughter refers to the Natives, she says “Indians.” This
term itself is problematic as the Native Americans were a
highly diverse group of people that tend to be grouped all
together. It reminds me of when people say similar things
about how Africa is a country right? No, every tribe may
have had some similarities but they all had cultures that
fluctuated with each other. The relationship the parents
shows the slow regression of how Native Americans were
turned out to be more European as they became
colonized.
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CHAPTER 191.
THE SUN AND THE GOD
RYAN FRENCH
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“But at length, a more comfortable view of my condition
again presented itself to my mind, and I was consoled: for I
again reflected on the great improbability that there was of
my finding such a resource in my captivity, as the hermit’s
book, and how thankful I ought to be. At this instant, I
experienced such an inward persuasion in my mind, that I
should escape from this island, that every uneasy thought
fled, and left my mind a calm, scarcely to be expressed.
I therefore arose, and went cheerfully about my little
concerns; but not without having first thanked that God
who had given me this consultation.”
Taking religion and spirituality into consideration when
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analyzing this passage reveals the powers that are pulling
Eliza in different directions.
In the passage, we see that Eliza wishes to escape from
the island that she has been stranded on. She finds
consultation and guidance in the hermit’s book that has
been left behind. This text shows her how to live off the
land and survive. She also sees it as a crucial aid for her
future, as the nourishment from the generous landscape
will give her time to formulate a plan of escape.
What’s interesting, however, is that she thanks “God”
for leaving this book behind. She does not thank the
hermit, or her own good fortune; she attributes the
resource to her Christian beliefs.
Th earthly resources bestowed upon her through the
guidance of the book, however, seem more aligned with
the other God. The god of the indigenous people. The
“Sun.”
There are are other points in the novel where the “Sun”
directly helps Eliza, like a benevolent force guiding her
way. For example, Eliza writes that the hot sun dries her
clothes after she is stranded (65). When she discovers the
“apartment”, the sun shines brightly through its stones,
illuminating the space (66). She also refers to the sun as
scorching, but its scorching rays are the cause of the great
bounties she harvests for her survival (76).
Eliza praises God rather than the Sun, but the Sun is
what seems to be helping her in her time of need. This
illuminates the a significant preference in the two beliefs
systems at play. The European belief system favors an
indirect, illusionary power that dictates morality. The
native belief system, however, favors tangible power, like
the power of the sun to grow the land.
Eliza seems to prefer the European power, following
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suit with the culture of her father. But let’s not forget
this important detail – Eliza’s father drifted back and
forth from Europe to America after the death of his wife,
looking to fill the hole that his “native” wife left behind.
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CHAPTER 192.
RELIGION: SAYING YES TO THE
COLONIAL ENCOUNTER
JOSHUA BARTSCH
In the text The Female American, Unca Eliza Winkfield
guides the reader through a vivid, fast-paced, and
suspenseful narrative of love, family, betrayal, survival,
unity, and difference. This sounds like a synopsis for a
mid-day soap opera. Unca illustrates the clashing of two
cultures, specifically the two religions of the cultures. Not
only does Unca utilize the difference in the religions to
define clear boundaries, she also assimilates to European
Christian beliefs, in pursuit of unity and love, showing
that religion can save the lives of people as a whole.
Early in the story religon comes up immediately after
the first encounter of the European colonists and the
indigenous people. Unca writes “Men, for I see you have
legs, arms, and heads as we have, look to the sun, here he
pointed up to that luminary, he is our god, is he yours?”
(48). Here Winkfield shows that the physical likeness of
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the colonist and the indigenous people holds more
validity than the difference in skin pigment, but all that
really matters, in determining if a new invading species is
friend or foe, relies solely on what God they pray to. Just
before the moment of Unca’s father’s death, he is saved
from having his head cut off,
“My father, expected the same fate; but just as the
executioner was about to give the stroke, a maiden, who
stood by the king, and whose neck, breast, and arms,
were curiously adorned with jewels, diamonds, and solid
pieces of gold and silver, and who was one of the king’s
daughters, stroked my father with a wand. This was the
signal for deliverance; he was immediately unbound, and
a covering, like the Indians wore, was put round his body,
and a kind of chain, formed of long grass, round his neck,
of a considerable length, one end of which the princess
took hold of , and gently led him along” (49).
Now, there is a lot to unpack from this quote but let’s
start with the physical description of the the “maiden”
whom we soon find out is the king’s daughter. She is
described as firstly a maiden, meaning she is single and
ready to mingle. She is also wearing “jewels, diamonds,
and solid pieces of gold and silver”, meaning every kiss
does begin with K.
One thing to really focus on is the verbiage
“deliverance,” this word is heavily rooted in religious
context and is synonymous with the word salvation,
which, in the Christian faith, is attained through
accepting Jesus Christ, God’s one and only begotten son
(John 3:16), as Lord and Savior. Side note: it is interesting
that Unca’s father is bestowed a chain of “considerable
length”; keep in mind that he is just naked as a blue jay
in front of everyone in the indigenous tribe, so let’s just
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assume we now know why the king’s daughter stroked
him with her wand. Am I right? Anyways, to briefly
conclude, this whole interaction between the daughter
and Unca’s father reads of indigenous ritual tradition,
specifically with intentions of a union of marriage based
off the fact that the daughter quite literally “led him
along,” taking Unca’s father away to get to know more
about who her future hubby really is.
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CHAPTER 193.
UNCA IS THE SCIENTIST OF HER OWN
EXPERIMENT
MOLLY INGRAM
When reading passage number two, many words stuck
out to me. Some of these words were: strange, convert,
attempt, understand, and bold attempt. After reading this
passage and picking out the few words and sentences that
stuck out to me, I came to the conclusion that this passage
represents imperialism. Imperialism is an extension of
power that can force or persuade a system and beliefs on
to another society. I believe this is what Unca is trying
to accomplish with the Natives. We see evidence in this
passage as well as the entire novel. For instance, Unca
convinces the indigenous peoples on the island to believe
in her God. ” I had told them I was neither the God I had
described, nor the sun, whom they beloved to be God,
and yet refused to inform them who I was; yet I must
have appeared to them to be more than a mere mortal,
and recollecting that it was an option, common among
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untaught Indians, to believe that there are two beings”
(102).
In this passage, Unca renders her God is superior to
the Natives’ God. She explains her plans of changing the
Natives’ beliefs in the following passage: “It was nothing
less than this, to ascend into the hollow idol, speak to the
Indians from thence, and endeavor to convert them from
their idolatry.” “Convert” stands out to me here. The work
suggests switching a long-held current belief system to
something else. In order to do this, the imperialist needs
to preach their ideas and beliefs to the colonized peoples.
Unca holds a strong power over the Natives from the
beginning by stating that her God is more powerful then
theirs, and by presenting herself as this god-like mortal.
The Natives are set up from the beginning to think of
Unca as a higher power then them, and she uses it to her
advantage by spreading her religious views throughout
their society.
Unca views these indigenous peoples almost like a
science experiment. She looks at them in awe, with a
mission in attempt, and sees them as strange. By making
the Natives feel degraded or inferior, Unca establishes her
power. Since she understands their language, they accept
her beliefs and feel her powerful messages and underlying
force.
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CHAPTER 194.
TO ALL RESILIENT YOUNG WOMEN
JILLIAN MASON
The Female American is the captivating tale of the survival
of a young woman stranded on a deserted island. As an
Indian princess, Unca Eliza Winkfield has had a special
feeling of being protected that has cushioned her for the
entirety of her young life; as a result, when she is violently
ripped from all she knows, she suddenly becomes entirely
self-reliant, thus offering the opportunity to analyze just
how much gender plays into how she survives.
Gender matters in this book because it is the
stereotypical agent that makes Unca believe that she
would perish without help. In the midst of enjoying her
self-preservation skills, she makes sure to thank the man
who left her the tips on how to survive. As Unca
bemoaned, “for had not the hermit made these
discoveries, and left the means of my coming at the
knowledge of them, how miserable must have been the
state of a lonely woman! Doubtless I should soon have
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perished with hunger” (73). Despite being a respected,
highly-skilled archer, a rather un-lady-like thing, Unca is
convinced that she would have died on her own. She, at
the point of this writing, has survived being orphaned,
has witnessed the massacre of her slaves, and has been
exiled from a boat for not surrendering her riches. She
feels powerless, I’m sure, but she is far from incapable
of handling herself. Just because she grew up a rich,
pampered young lady does not mean that she lacks the
heart and skills necessary to ensure her survival. She is
able to follow the manuscript. No one kills the goat or
starts the fire for her. Her actions were her own,
regardless of how she came to learn them. This concept is
no different than a young girl changing a car tire in her
time of need; no one is born knowing how to change a
tire- people need to be taught how. Teaching such things
is a natural part of life, and it does not mean that the
individual was dim or unfit beforehand, just uneducated.
Gender is the common lens through which other
characters view Unca. They see a vulnerable, scared
young woman. Even when reading this book, I saw her
that way too. However, despite her fear and vulnerability,
she is also smart, hard-working, and a keen fighter. She
breaks down and cries over her current situation and yet
she also thanks God for keeping her alive thus far and
giving her the strength to carry on. Many underestimate
her and her power; I think that she’ll be able to surprise
everyone, and maybe even herself, in the coming
chapters.
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CHAPTER 195.
RAIDING, CAPTURING, AND
SLAUGHTERING IN THE NAME OF GOD
ISAIAH KNOWLTON
What caused the beheading of five colonists? Throughout
the period that surrounded the colonial encounter, there
were many reasons for such cruel acts. Protection from
colonists or retributions for past wrongdoings seem to be
the most common rationales for violence and war from
the indigenous people. In the case regarding the
kidnapping and executing of five plantation workers in
the year of 1618, the reasoning was based on these same
notions, but was driven extensively by another ideal
entirely. Prior to the systematic execution of the five
Europeans, the gentleman who the narrator refers to as
the indigenous peoples’ “king” gives an explanation for
his future actions by stating that “[y]ou designed to kill
us, but we hurt no man who has not first offended us;
our God has given you into our hands, and you must
die” (Winkfield 48). Here there are notes of the
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aforementioned retribution, however there is also a
strong religious tie in the quote as well. This is not the
only place it is mentioned during this encounter, as the
entirety of the speech the “king” delivers is based around
their worshipping of the Sun. Here, an act of extreme
violence is justified, in the eyes of the accusers, by basing
the motivations in a religious understanding. This
justification can, historically, be seen to drive many of the
worst areas of the colonial encounter, from both sides.
Religion acts as a justification, but it is not the motivation.
In this circumstance, the group of indigenous peoples
wish to seek retribution for the past wrongdoings of
white, European colonists, and are able to find a way
to connect their actions to the wants of their God. The
motivation behind the attack is revenge, but the
justification is that the captors are delivered from God
and are sent to die. Similarly to this, white colonists
referenced God, Christianity, and purification to justify
genocidal acts against indigenous peoples. These are the
well-meaning words that are seen in journals,
manuscripts, and memoirs from the time, used to justify
the slaughter, pillage, and rape of an entire species of
people. What they fail to mention is the monetary gains,
political control, and power that they also receive from
their actions–a healthy little byproduct of doing the
Lord’s work. Acting violently without cause makes you
a savage. Acting violently for God makes you a disciple.
Does killing due to a will of God justify the beheading of
five men? Does it justify it more so than revenge for the
killing of a large number of their people? Whatever the
answers to these questions may be, these people justify
their actions as being right in the eyes of God.
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PART XXXIV.
LETTERS FROM AN
AMERICAN FARMER
(1767) SUPPLEMENTARY
READINGS

CHAPTER 196.
AN UNSTABLE IDENTITY: THE WHITE
AMERICAN MAN
TIANNA CURRIER
Farmer James makes robust and patriotic claims about
America, and what it means to be a real American. James
celebrates the hybridity of Americans, exclaiming their
rich mix of European heritage. He also boasts about the
American government, and how they no longer have elite
nobles or powerful monarchs. He then goes on to
celebrate the liberty that religious freedom brings to the
country! Farmer James paints a beautiful portrait of what
being a true White American is all about, and he is not
wrong!
During the years of early settling on what would
become American soil, it was exclusively Europeans
colonizing. There were no boats coming from Asia or
Africa carrying willing travelers ready to colonize this
untouched soil! This made for an elegantly white-washed
community of only poor, hard working Europeans. But,
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that is not to say colonization was not tough! Of course
there were quarrels between the different races, but as
James states;
“What then is the American, this new man? He is either
an European, or the descendant of an European, hence
that strange mixture of blood, which you will find in no
other country. I could point out to you a family whose
grandfather was an Englishman, whose wife was Dutch,
whose son married a French woman, and whose present
four sons have now four wives of different nations. He
is an American, who leaving behind him all his ancient
prejudices and manners, receives new ones from the new
mode of life he has embraced, the new government he
obeys, and the new rank he holds” (3).
So, it is clear that all of the settlers were able to set
aside the better part of their differences and “ancient
prejudices” to procreate with one another, thus creating
a new race of American men with new prejudices! How
exciting? This new race, the “Americans” also created and
received a new mode of life, which is very exciting given
how stagnant the past thousand years of human history
have been! An entirely new mode of life, nothing ever seen
before, all their own. I see why James was such a patriot.
Of course, this new race of Americans was also
responsible for creating a new government, (of which
they must obey) which was distinctly different from all
other governments. This government was not like the
corrupt European kings; no, this government was
founded on self interest and labor! That meant that it
could not fail, because so long as every man was willing
to work, he would reap the benefits of his own work
rather than have it taxed and stolen by a greedy King.
Because all of the immigrants were poor Europeans, they
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understood that the struggle was real, therefore all social-
class hierarchy was eliminated! Every white American
man was an equal on American soil.
Of course, with all of these races mixing into one,
religious mixing was also bound to occur. James ends
his essay with an explanation of religious freedom in
America–how Catholics, Christians, Lutherans and
others all coexisted with one another so long as they were
“a sober, peaceable, good citizen.” James explains that
some of the religions even blended into “a strange
religious medley” just as the races did, creating something
“mixed,” something “that will be neither pure Catholicism
nor pure Calvinism.”
This is the perfect Utopian America we have all
dreamed of! A mixing of race, culture and religion, all
coexisting in perfect harmony. A government free of
corruption and without social classes. All of this holds
true, for James, until certain truths are brought into
question. For example, it is true that there were natives
living on American soil long before the European
colonization. It is also true that Africans immigrated to
this wonderful land of the free, as slaves. It is true that
although only mentioned as being wives in this essay,
women also played a role in the cultivating of the America
we know today. It is true that pagans were still prosecuted
for their religious beliefs on American soil. It is true that
the government became self-serving and corrupt. As we
bring all of these unspoken truths into critical
questioning, the America defined by Farmer James begins to
destabilize, as does the American identity.
To speak broadly of this text as a work of American
literature (the first work of American literature to boot!)
it is a perfect representation of White America. The
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American literary canon includes works of literature that
speak to a variety of races, genders, cultures, colors,
religions, and even languages. Some texts speak to Native
Americans, others to African Americans. “Letters from an
American Farmer” is a work that speaks to the working
class, White American man. It is a valid depiction of the
fundamental American identity and values, as it devalues
and disregards the Native Americans, African Americans,
women, slavery, capitalist greed, pagan conversion and
persecution, and all other heinous deeds enacted by the
early colonizers. The identity of a White American differs
from the identity of an African or Native American, because
only the White American carries an eternal sense of
ancestral white guilt for crimes they prefer to leave
unspoken. For once spoken, the White American’s identity
begins to destabilize.
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CHAPTER 197.
AMERICA: UTOPIA OR DYSTOPIA?
SHAYLA LOCKE
In the beginning of Letters from an American Farmer,
Farmer James claims that America is “the most perfect
society now existing in the world. Here, man is as free
as he ought to be…” (606). He cites the absence of kings
and the feudal system to account for this “perfectness”.
Without kings, citizens can own land and keep most of
their produce that they farm. Everyone is happy, because
everyone can be fed, there are no oppressive rules
dictating in the ways people can worship, and there is no
ruling class with a large disparity between the wealthy
and the poor.
However, later on in the letters, Farmer James recounts
the disturbing treatment of African slaves. He paints a
very vivid picture of despair, torture, and horror. Right
away, he sympathizes with the slaves, pleading to Nature
(not God, interesting): “Are not these blacks thy children
as well as we?” (616). Perhaps the most powerful and
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disturbing scene is when he comes across a strung up
slave being eaten alive by birds and maggots. This
disparity between the citizens and the slaves can be best
illustrated in this quote: “The chosen race eat, drink, and
live happy, while the unfortunate one grubs up the
ground… exposed to a sun full as scorching as their native
one; without the support of good food, without the
cordials of any cheering liquor” (616).
This seemingly sudden switch in tone from the
wonders and magic of America to covering the deepest
and darkest trenches is what I think makes it a great
example of American literature. These letters depict a
newly immigrated European who sees nothing but
promise, wealthy, and happiness in the country, but then
discovers that not all of it is sunshine and rainbows. Even
though the slaves work hard, they will never be able to
reach the happiness and transcendence that European
immigrants seem to enjoy.
Works Cited
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CHAPTER 198.
THE NAIVE AND DELUSIONAL FARMER
MARISSA VARGAS
After reading this passage, I wonder if this guy was
actually as delusional as he sounds? Now a days you never
really hear anything great about America anymore, at
least not in the way this guy talked about our country.
So to me, reading this was a bit strange, he was literally
“gassing up” America. This sounds like a story about the
American dream, in the eyes of Farmer James. This land
is everything he dreamed of. But then towards the end of
this passage, he starts to contradict himself and maybe,
just maybe, may not feel as great about America as he did
at first. Let’s look at some examples of why I think this
man was kind of delusional. But I do respect his positivity
and outlook on life…
“We have no princes, for whom we toil, starve, and
bleed; we are the most perfect society now existing in the
world” (19).
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The use of the word “perfect” makes me feel
uncomfortable for many reasons.
1. There is literally no such thing as perfect
2. The society was NOT perfect, there were lots of
slavery, racism and more
3. Many people starve, bleed and more in America as
well.
This quote shows that when he first moves to America, he
is baffled at how “perfect” it is. He loves this country and
everything it stands for.
Another quote used in this text to highlight Farmer
James’s thoughts on the country is, “The American is a
new man, who acts upon new principles; he must
therefore entertain ideas, and form new opinions” (21).
This quote right here represents how Farmer James
feels towards the freedom and opportunities this country
holds. He came from a country where everyone is ruled
under a king and queen and there are only peasants who
don’t have many opportunities. So as you can imagine,
Farmer James is very impressed and excited about the
new life he hopes to build for himself. He looks at
America as a new and fresh beginning for him and his
family.
How does Letters celebrate, construct, or consolidate a
seemingly coherent and positive American national
identity?
This book written by Farmer James, shows a lot of
positivity towards the country and how amazing it is for
all these new settlers. They are granted with so many
options, new life styles, jobs, freedom and more. This
passage nicely paints a picture of how much freedom
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America grants its people. It gives it an independent and
strong identity, it shows how fortunate we Americans are,
to have all this freedom and all these rights.
In what ways does it undermine or destabilize this
national identity (even as it seems to celebrate it)?
By giving an unrealistic view of this country. At first
James gives his readers a bias view on America. He only
talks about the great things at first and how amazing
this country is. But we need to remember, we are only
seeing what THIS guy likes. We aren’t shown what other
guys like Farmer James feel about America. They may
not feel the same way as him or agree that it is a perfect
society. The biased interpretation of this country is what
destabilizes the national identity he tries to show his
readers. We can’t believe only one side of a story. Or
believe what just one person says.
And ironically, at the end of this passage, James
concludes that he still loves this country other than,
sharing land with Native Americas, racism/slavery and
the war. The more he lives in America, he realizes it isn’t
as perfect as it’s made out to be/how he believed it to be.
I almost feel bad for this guy, he was so hyped up about
America and his new journey in life, only to realize his
beloved country isn’t as great as it seems to be. The first
time he starts to realize this is when he runs into the
slave inside the cage while walking through the woods.
We see Farmer James’s compassion and kindness towards
the slaves when he tries to help this poor guy. “…with
trembling hands I guided it to the quivering lips of the
wretched sufferer” (31). This tragic event that James had
to witness was probably when he finally understood,
America isn’t as great as it seemed to be.
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Poor James. He was so naive and hopeful at first, only
to see our country needs one big hug and is a shit show.
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CHAPTER 199.
MEN ARE LIKE PLANTS; THEY’RE WEAK
SAMANTHA LATOS
Farmer James is likely the most indecisive author I have
ever encountered. America is a safe haven for the
miserable, except when it’s not. Americans are
respectable and self-governing, except when they’re not.
In the middle of the reading, he personifies America,
“Welcome to my shores, distressed European; bless the
hour in which thou didst see my verdant fields, my fair
navigable rivers, and my green mountains!” (27). He
believes that America is the answer to the prayers of poor
and starving European men. However, as the story
progresses, he seems to negate his original points. He
implies that hunting destroys Americans character. He
says that once a man is removed from civilization, and
left by himself, he leaves his identity behind. “These new
manners, being grafted on the old stock, produce a
strange sort of lawless profligacy, the impressions of
which are indelible” (25). So they are not self-governing
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at all, it seems that they are completely subject to their
settings.
My favorite example of his wishy washiness is the
expression “men are like plants”, which has different
connotations throughout the story. He’s straightforward
the first time he uses it, “Men are like plants; the goodness
and flavor of the fruit proceeds from the peculiar soil and
exposition in which they grow” (21). I believe most people
agree that one’s upbringing doesn’t matter as much,
people with bad childhoods, and/or who grew up in bad
neighborhoods, can still be good and happy people. Here,
this guy is saying that men are super influential and
defenseless to their surroundings, like tiny dandelions.
Don’t men have like, backbones and inner strength? Not
according to Farmer James. He hints at the expression a
couple of other times, but it doesn’t really add up. After
reading, I tried to come up with what he really meant.
I came up with something like this; men are like plants,
they are diverse in origins, and they have specific
purposes. However, they are both concerningly weak and
easily manipulated by their surroundings. They have the
potential to grow and thrive, or they wither and die.
He becomes very sad towards the end of the reading,
when he realized what we all already knew; colonial
America was the worst. On page 34, he talks lovingly
about his family, and how they make him sad, because he
knows that they are just as miserable as he is. This guy
really thought America was going to save him.
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CHAPTER 200.
PROUD TO BE AN AMERICAN, WHERE
AT LEAST I KNOW I’M… PART OF AN
INDUSTRY?
ANDREA WASGATT
In J. Hector St. John de Crèvecoeur’s Letters from an
American Farmer, Crèvecoeur makes the claim that
America is a nation built upon hard work, freedom,
generosity, and that the American identity is one based
on a variety of different experiences, both racial and
religious, but is based more so upon a mutual respect for
these differences. Crèvecoeur paints this positive identity
within the minds of the readers when he explains, “Thus
all sects are mixed as all nations; thus religious
indifference is imperceptibly disseminated from one end
of the continent to the other; which is… one of the
strongest characteristics of the Americans.” (611).
Essentially, Crèvecoeur is stating that the many
differences existing among Americans as far as their
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demographic backgrounds are concerned does not
matter in America, as it is a nation based upon diversity.
However, Crèvecoeur seems to contradict this positive
image throughout his narrative, switching back and forth
between claiming that America is a land of respected
diversity, and claiming that America is a “chain of
settlements” (605). While the author continues to create
an extremely elaborate yet positive image of what it
means to be an American, he continuously refers to
America as an “industry”. While it can be considered
general knowledge that America’s success as a nation can
be accounted for by industrialization, by consistently
referring back to America as an “industry”, it creates the
image of America’s identity being more of a mass-
produced product rather than something unique and
original to each individual, and therefore, undermining
America’s national identity.
In short, Crèvecoeur’s narrative makes the claim that
America’s national identity is based upon the “American
Dream”- that if you put your best effort forward and
work hard enough, you can obtain anything you set your
mind to, regardless of your race, religion, or financial
standing. However, this same identity is attributed to ALL
Americans, thus making it so that this same identity can
be considered as a product that is mass-generated.
Overall, Crèvecoeur’s narrative implies that American
literature traditions are also based upon freedom and
struggle, but also that we cannot view all American
literature through this sense; we must give each piece its
own unique scrutiny so that we can continue to learn and
have a better understanding of what it means to be an
American.
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CHAPTER 201.
HE SHOULD HAVE WORKED FOR REAL
ESTATE
JORDAN CADY
Before I get going, fun fact! I’m from Saint Johnsbury,
Vermont just like the author. crazy!
Letters from an American Farmer, by J. Hector and St.
John de Crevecoeur, is a story based off of an ideal
American farmer character who is figuring out his values
within the lands he calls home. These letters bring great
truth to the subject of what it means to be an American at
this time.
Farmer James finds himself in the mess of what is
known as life within the story, he questions everything to
do with how people in his society live their lives. While
doing this he gives his own perception of America and
how it influences its people. He starts out by stating “we
have no princes, for whom we toil, starve, and bleed; we
are the most perfect society now existing in the world.”
He sees his country as “perfect” as if he is trying to sell it
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to you like a soup commercial. It’s like he is advertising
for the garden of Eve, where America is the dream land
full of vegetation and rainbows, a place where people
seem at peace and where there are no hands to kiss or
knees to bow down for. He boasts about how his country
has come so far and that it has gained a reputation of
being a country full of promise and potential.
But really how perfect is it? Because there is a big stain
on this real estate pitch and that is slavery. Although
America was flourishing and creating a secure place for
many people to call home, it still was a place full of
slavery. This land that they eventually will give the
nickname “free” too, still will not become fully free until
years later. Farmer James describes slavery as “horror”
as if he’s giving it its own book genre in the American
identity section. He speaks about how inequality is the
norm in his society and how he does not know why. He
expresses this when he says “The chosen race eat, drink,
and live happy, while the unfortunate one grubs up the
ground.” He finds this way of life to be disturbing and
great crack in the definition of Americans.
These letters do form a sense of foundation for
American Literature as a whole because of the contextual
evidence of the beginning stages of America. These letters
have a distinct connection to the history of the United
States as well as becoming a stepping stone for other
future authors to write off of.
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CHAPTER 202.
J. HECTOR ST. JOHN DE CREVECOEUR:
NATIONAL HERO OR PORTRAYAL OF
WHITE GUILT?
PAIGE SCHOPPMANN
J. Hector St. John de Crevecoeur’s views are as
synonymous to me as a parent whose child is a disobeying
the rules and ruining every other students’ experience at
school. The parent (Crevecoeur) believes that their child
(America) is completely innocent of ever having done
something wrong. In this metaphor, Crevecoeur is the
parent of his country that keeps messing up everything,
and the rest of the world knows the truth about the
country, but he is too blindsided to see it. The fact that
our country was built on disrespect, pain, and causing
other people pain, is not influential to how he sees our
country. He shows clearly that he knows that America has
issues, but those do not affect him, and therefore, do not
matter in his own opinions of what America is. He is the
definition of white guilt.
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He begins to discuss slavery later on in the piece, which
gives a bit of light to the conversation in that I knew he
thought slavery was wrong.
American life was effective in creating slavery, because
the slaves technically were not considered people at that
point in time. Crevecoeur grappled with this notion,
continually questioning what it means to be a person.
He asked himself if a “wretch who wanders about, who
works and starves, whose life is a continual scene of sore
affiliation or pinching penury, can that man call England
or any other kingdom his country?” (19). Asking this
question shows that he is already a little bit more aware
of society and those surrounding him than other people
of that time. He understands that slavery is wrong. He
understands that these people who are being forced into
slavery have no place to call their home. Does that mean
that he’s a good person–that he’s super woke, and totally
understands the meaning of being an American? No! On
the contrary, actually. He views America in such an
idealized lens, that he doesn’t see that this is a problem
with America. Somehow, all of that slavery that he so
hated and spoke adamantly against, was no longer a
factor as he described slaves as “mongrel breed, half
civilized, half savage” people (25).
Overall, Crevecoeur’s connection and thoughts on the
world around him have idealized and completely
overtaken his opinions about America. His moral
compass says that slavery is wrong, but it’s ingrained in
him since day one to call slaves degrading names. He
struggles internally over and over again about what’s
right, what’s not right, and what he should be standing up
for. Crevecoeur is the definition of white guilt. He feels
bad for what his people did to other minorities and talks
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about it, but does not talk about it extensively, in order
to save face. His empty claims about how horrible racism
is, how we shouldn’t stand for slavery, make it clear that
he is apologetic when he has to be, but silent when it’s
convenient for him.
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CHAPTER 203.
LIVE LONG AND INDUSTRIALIZE…
UNLESS YOU’RE A SLAVE, THEN IT’S
HIGHLY IMPROBABLE THAT WILL
HAPPEN.
CASEY OUELLETTE
J. Hector St. John de Crèvecoeur’s Letters from an American
Farmer works to sell you on one major point, America
is not a land of milk and honey where good things are
handed out at the doorstep, but rather a place where if
you pull your weight and fall in line, you will be rewarded
justly. It’s a land of opportunities so to speak – as long as
you’re not a slave of course.
Crèvecoeur’s Farmer James, in the voice of our “great
parent,” relays the message given to those arriving in
America after becoming citizens, saying “if thou wilt
work, I have bread for thee; if thou wilt be honest, sober,
and industrious, I have greater rewards to confer on thee
– ease and independence” and later adds “go thou and
work and till; thou shalt prosper, provided thou be just,
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grateful, and industrious” (614). And so, America is a
place where you can have all that you could desire and
can be successful. You need to be industrious, and
considering the repetition of that word’s use, I’d say it’s
the paramount quality Crèvecoeur applies to the
American identity. It’s about working, it’s about doing
your part, it’s about taking a place where there isn’t
anything or anyone and “working and tilling” to produce
success for yourself. Crèvecoeur paints America as a land
of equal possibility and success where if you’re willing to
put the effort in, you’ll be rewarded for your efforts.
Yet, there’s a lot of hypocrisy there that undermines
that whole “help comes to those that help themselves”
motif when you consider all the slavery. Crèvecoeur notes
Charles-town, where “while all is joy, festivity, and
happiness in Charles-Town… they neither hear, see, nor
feel for the woes of their poor slaves, from whose painful
labors all their wealth proceeds” (615-616). So, while yes,
you are encouraged to be industrious, the slave industry is
unquestionably bad and shouldn’t be allowed to happen,
though it is. Also, bear in mind, it’s wealth from the labors
of others, completely opposite Crèvecoeur’s whole bit
about self-reliance and rewards being given for your own
labors. So, America is at once a country that values
independence and self-reliance up front, but also allows
people to profit from exploiting the labor of Africans.
That’s pretty counter-intuitive when you think about it
and deflates the first message.
Taking Crèvecoeur’s Letters into account and weighing
what it says about the tradition of American Literature,
it seems that in-and-of-itself there’s a struggle to define
what being an American means. Crèvecoeur’s depiction
is splendid and upliftingly industrial in places, but this
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identity falters with the evils of savagery and slavery he
describes as existing in parallel with it. Suffice it to say,
if we’re struggling to define what American Literature
is, that’s okay; it seems like foundational American
Literature was itself struggling to define what America
was exactly.
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CHAPTER 204.
WHO YOU CALLING A PLANT?
CONNOR SMITH
J. Hector St. John de Crèvecoeur’s Letters from an American
Farmer goes through the process of explaining why the
American Identity is so pleasing as well as outlining the
negative output of the created identity. The first part of
this text is mainly contrasting the differences between
the new and old worlds and showing through cultural
examples why American identity is a wonderful thing.
One of the major concepts I see being repeated is this idea
of new and plentiful. This idea of the American “new” is a
start over and a separation from the frustrating hierarchy
that plagues European governments. In America, it is new
and mostly populated by the poor of other countries
which makes sense because America is a start over where
one can become more than just poor. They also bring up
the point of, “A country that had no bread for him, whose
fields procured him no harvest, who met with nothing
but the frowns of the rich, the severity of the laws, with
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laws and punishments; who owned not a single foot of
the extensive surface of this planet?” (19). This ties into
the other major concept of plentiful. Since America is
new that means the resources are up for the taking and
there is so much that everyone can have a piece. The idea
of being able to own land in itself must have drawn so
many people. These ideas interconnect with each other
explaining how one can become more than they already
are through work is a major concept the author seems to
be trying to get across.
Going along with this positive look on American
identity, Farmer James compares men to plants a couple
times. He uses this comparison to explain environment
possibility of pleasure. He says that “[m]en are like plants;
the goodness and flavor of the fruit proceeds from the
peculiar soil and exposition in which they grow” (21). A
government sets up a people for their potential. If there
are limits set in place then most people will never be able
to get past those systematic barriers. But what he is saying
is that, with America, those do not exist because of what
kind of people populate the new country. He compares
this to plants because they can only do as good as the soil
they are on to show how an environment is what makes
or breaks a person.
While reading through the rest of the texts he continues
to explain the differences between people from the types
of geography American encompasses. This is when he
gives examples to show the dark side of American
identity. One of the first negatives he talks about is the
people who live on the frontier (west of the Mississippi
River): “there, remote from the power of example and
check of shame, many families exhibit the most hideous
parts of our society” (22). This quote shows how the
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author wants to highlight the importance of society and
how without these social structures, life only lead to
chaos. People on the frontier, away from society, will be
consumed by their environment of absolute wilderness.
I believe this is to be an example of the importance of
the governmental environment. Overall the texts seem to
be saying the environment that is the American Identity
is one comparably more positive than any European
identity or one that is absent of society.
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CHAPTER 205.
BEAUTIFULISH AMERICANS
JILLIAN MASON
In his Letters from an American Farmer, J. Hector St. John
de Crèvecoeur, or “Farmer James,” begins by speaking
very highly of his new home. Originally from France but
having spent time in various European nations, Farmer
James seems to rejoice at the prospect of remaining in
one place with so many people, all a “mixture of English,
Scotch, Irish, French, Dutch, Germans, and Swedes”
(606). He animatedly describes the beauty of the “fair
country,” going on about its “fair cities, substantial
villages, extensive fields, an immense country filled with
decent houses, good roads, orchards, meadows, and
bridges” (605). He states that this new land is drastically
different than their old homes, with equality (ish)
amongst the people. These hardy “Americans,” as he so
boldly proclaims the people to be, are people of honest
nature. They all live for themselves, with no “despotic
prince[s]… rich abbot[s], or… mighty lord[s]” to subject
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to (608). He speaks highly of his American neighbors,
undoubtedly thrilled by watching them all “flourish” as
he describes in his awkward plant metaphor (606-607).
Initially, he thinks that America, and its people, are
positively wonderful.
As his letters continue, however, one can almost see
his enthusiasm lessen. He begins to establish the different
areas of the country, seeming to prefer the middle land as
opposed to the sea coast or the woods. He declares that
Americans are a new form of man, “who acts upon new
principles; he must therefore entertain new ideas, and
form new opinions” (608). Americans are not Europeans;
they may have been born there or are European by blood,
but America makes a new type of man so drastically
different that the term “European” has no hold on him.
While Farmer James still celebrates Americans,
establishing that as long as they worship God, they are
good regardless of their specific religion, he starts to
grow more serious as he writes on. When he talks about
slavery and the horrors he witnesses (don’t even get me
started on how “singularly terrible” he thinks his situation
is—I thought that the poor slave missing his eyeballs was
a bit worthier of sympathy, but maybe that’s just me), he
seems to get angry with slave holders (620). Even though
he rejoices about how beautiful the land and the people
are, he does relent about how horrible some of their
practices are.
All throughout his letters, Farmer James never stops
praising his surroundings, but his tone begins to change
as he spends more time in the colonies. He knows that
they are different than the British, thus making one of
the first distinctions about being an American, yet he also
acknowledges that these new Americans “brought along
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with them their national genius” (605). “The American
ought therefore to love this country much better than
that wherein either he or his forefathers were born” (607).
This seems to be quite ironic for a man who will leave
America to spend the rest of his days in France, the nation
he was born in. He makes broad, sweeping claims about
the greatness of this new land and how the American
people are living life better than all others, but even he
inherently knows that life there was not better than it
was in the European nations. It was freer, prettier, and
more successful than lives lived in Europe, yet is was also
harder, more diverse, and harder to sustain than Europe
as well. Why else would James decide to give up and live
in a wigwam?
Above everything, I think that Farmer James establishes
the idea that being an American is about success. It os
about being a farmer, the best you can be, and living in a
nation that is the best that it could be. It is, in large part,
blinded by its own greatness and does not pay attention
to the stark inequalities within its ranks. To me, Letters
seems to say that early American literature is about that
utopia- ignoring the world around you and building your
own life the way you want to live. Also, by his own words
stating that Americans are drastically different once they
arrive here rather than if they stayed in Europe, he seems
to have answered one of our American literature
questions. If his work is considered American, then one
does not necessarily have to be born here to be
considered as such. This will be interesting to note as our
time in class goes on. I suppose, above everything else
from this reading, one thing is for sure: I too would like
to give up sometimes and reside in a wigwam, James, but
you just have to power through, man.
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bradstreet.html
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Letter to Nathaniel Burwell:
https://www.lib.virginia.edu/exhibits/women/
virginia_gentlewomen.html
Thomas Paine
Common Sense: https://www.gutenberg.org/files/147/
147-h/147-h.htm#thoughts
The Age of Reason: http://www.gutenberg.org/files/
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africa-america
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